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WELD
'Decency and Kindred Film Bodies

Rapped at Natl Teachers Confab

St. Louis, Dec. 6,

The Legion ot Decency and similar

j^yganlzatiohs were rapped as ham-
pering the development of motion

pictures into one ot the' greatest and
most influential arts of all time last

week by Prof. Ernest Bernbaum of

the University of Illinois, at a con-

yehtlon here of the National Coun-
cil of Teachers of English, Prof.

jBernbaum, who conducts a course in

motion picture appreciation in addi-

tion to his English work, said he
was an addict of good films and that

he was concerned with helping to

Improve them and make them more
•dult.

'The future possibilities of the pic-

ture industry are glorious,' the Prqf.

•aid, but will achieve that objective

«nly if it is continuously and justly

judged and enlightened by intelli-

gent and fair-minded criticism. Dis-

cussing unsound, ways of talking and
writing about films. Prof. Bernbaum
•aid. 'The Legion of Decency and
•imilar organizations ask only 'Is

there anything morally objectionable

iA this picture? Does it show a leg?

Does it utter a damn? Does It dis-

close that babies are begotten and
liorn? Does it betray the fact that

•Icohol, sex and hatreds of many
kinds are powerful forces in life as

It actually is?

Ti'hese groups ask, *Does .the film

(Contimied on page 36)

Leni RiefenstaU

StiH Getting Film

Business' Bnishoff

Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Leni Riefenstahl remained pub-
Itcity-shy since the studios put a
quietus on her attempt to garner
i^Mce by visiting the film plants,

on the heels of the anti-Nazi group
in Hollywood suggesting that folks

forget about her, and after Phil

Selznick nixed a party of 16 in her
honor at his night spot.

The German consulate, of course,

denies the chill is being given Hit-
ler's film front, but the studios sent
out statements to the effect she was
non-persona at their plants.

In the meantime Miss' Riefenstahl
has been sightseeing around, visit-

ing museums, etc., and hobnobbing
with society that the German con-
ulate' has been digging up for her
entertainment. Though she an-
nounced she would get bit of Palm
Springs sunshine no reservation has
been made fbr her ,at the desert
resort which^ currently,. .i;s heayily
populated by picture folks.

So far as Hollywood is concerned
she is just another tourist whom
It is too. busy to show -around or be
seen with.

Cool to.N»!d Iflx

Leni Riefenstahl is not expected
to get far with efforts to interest
American companies in her Olympic

(Continued on page 55)

JOLSON PIC COMEBACK

IN 'SQUARE' AT 20-FOX

Hollywood, Dec. 0.

Three-star picture, 'Rose of .Wash-
ington Square,' rolls at 20th-Fox
Dec. 19 with l^^rone Power, Al Jol-

son and Alice Faye in the top spots.

It marks Jolson's return to the

screen after an aosence of several

years.

Film Is high-budget musical on
the order pf 'Alexander's Ragtime
Band,' but not a sequel. This was
the film Irving Berlin was to score,

but now won't. He's due out here

this week on another film deal. Roy
Del Ruth will direct from a screen

play by Nunnally Johnson.

CAFE SOCIETY

GRABSABin

EARLY

Hit musicals and other- Broadway

clicks are giving the cafe-society

bunch a reverse-twist, by breaking

up leisurely dining-dancing habits,

Now they're coming, early for din-

ner and scramming out pronto in

order not to miss the rise of the

curtain.

In former months there was even
talk that legit would have to set

back its curtains to 9:30-10 p.m.,

possibly, if the Continental-style

diners were to be gotten! into Times
Squai^e from their east side eateries.

Now the class hotels and cafes are

plugging 'express theatre dinners,'

with headwaiters further fortified

with exact time-tables of just what
time each curtain rises, as a. means
of expediting the cafe bunch into

the theatres.

Certain die-hard spots,- which are

empty at 8:30, but which formerly

started filling up around 9 p.m. with
fashionable late diners, .now. find

themselves full at around 7:15 and
empty at 8:30. Result is that the

cafe divertissement, usually sched-

uled for 9:15-9:30, now finds itself

performing to sparse crowds.

McCormack's Farewell

London, Dec. .6...

Having, made his farewell,appear-
ance in concert, John McCoi^mack is

planning to turn impresaripA

Together with Frank Cooper, Lon-
don concert singer's agent, the Irish

tenor plans a world toxu: of British

artists.

AGCORO m PIK

Celluloid Ambassadors to

Cement Economic' and
Political Ties Between
North and Sou^h Ameripa
—U. S. Gov't Sugfifests

Spanish and Portuguese
Versions

URGE NEW MARKETS

Washington, Dec. 6.

Celluloid ambassadors of good will

were suggested last week as means
of strengthening ecpnpmic and politi-

cal
,
ties with South and' Central

American republics.! Without com-
peting with private enterprise,

Federal authorities contemplate using
the cinema as part of .a broad pro-
gram which would create a strong
bloc to defend democracy in the
Western Hemisphere.
A similar use of radio for Pan-

American amity Is further detailed

on page 35.

Cooperation of the commercially-
minded film units Is anticipated, but
the ambitious scheme advanced last

week by President Roosevelt's inter-

d^partlni^ntal . coihmittee confined its

discussion of the possible use of the
cinema ' to government-sponsored
activities. Production and distribu-

tion of. special educational reels was
the concrete recommendation.
Asking $176,500 appropriation to

finance the film'gobd-will maneuvers,
the White House, advisors sketched
the outlines of a general campaign of

culture swapping that embodies radio
(Continued on page 15)

HEFUGEE' BENEFITS

GIVEN CAREFUL 0: 0.

The Welfare Department of New
York City and the Theatre Author-
ity are investigating a heavy crop
of self-appointed refugee committees
which have sprung up almost over-
night during the past month. There's
some doubt as to the true purpose
of many fancily labeled groups who
haye set themselves up for the al-

leged purpose of. aiding European
refugees.

Monies collected through benefit

performances, radio appeals and
other forms of solicitation are get-

ting careful scrutiny.

Christian Committee for Jewish
Refugees is lining up group of five

benefit shows to be presented simul-

taneously at five different locations

in New York on Dec. 15. Benefits

will all be paid shows.
Combination entertainment-dances

will be offered at the Hunt's Point
Palace, Bronx; Audubon b^llroomf
upper Broadway, Manhattan; Acad-
emy of Music, Brooklyn; Bronx Win-
ter Garden and the Riverside Plaza,

Manhattan.

6 Top Loew-Hetro Execs Received

31f, of Ae Net Profits io 1934-3?

WMCA STAFF MEMBERS

WEAR CApOUC GARB

Engineers and announcers of sta-
tioi» WJiliBA* New Yorl^ who wiU
handle special religious, service at
St. Xavier's church tomorrow
(Thursday), will wear religious' vest-
ments during ceremony. Staflmen
used will be CathoUcs.
Solemn pontifical , vespers service

celebrates 75th anniversary of St.

Xavler Alumni Sodaiily.

SEE GOODM
SEASON THIS

WINIR
Night club bookers expect Florida

to bie okay this season, in view of
gene;ral conditions and an antlci-

pate(i} ic9^J(^J!{ up on the gambling
sifuation,''^

Soijc^c^.ear^ hQ.okings set so iar In-

clu.diS iiJoel tiowis.at the Continental,

Miami Beach/^' opening Jan. 25;

Dwight Fisk^^;^ the Drums, in Coral
Gablei, new rclass spot which cost

;Emile .Ma}eJ!f9Qli, '$70,000 to build, and
seatd. only ISOv Ramon and Rehita
open the spot Dec. 15; Peggy Fears
and Lupe Velez come in later, along
with Fiske.

George Cotter now has the Beach
and Tennis, Miami Beach, and will
play, names as will Jack Dempsey's
Vandierbilt hotel, M.B., this winter.
Royal Palm, Miami, may have Harry
Richman later in the wiiiter, ^ der
pending on commitments to his new
New York spot, the Road to Manda-
lay, which preems Dec. 15.

Six top executives In Loew's, lap,,

received 31% of the bet profits of

the cotrporatioii and its affiliate,

Metro, durinf the i)eriod from 19H
to 1937, While th^ common stock-
holders got 59% of the earnings, ac-
cording to testimony given yesterday
(Tuesday) in the accdimting suit

brought against 11 of the Loew-
Metro officers and directors^ The
officials. wh6 ^ihared tn these huge
salaries and bonuses Were Louis B.
Mayer, Nicholas M. Schenck, David
.Bernstein, the late Irving G. Thal-
b&rg (whose estate, through his
wife, Norma Shearer, is named a
defendant), j. Robert Rubin and
Arthur Loew, Accordihg to the
testimony brought out through Ber-
nard J. Reiss, plaintiffs' accountant,
the six received a total of $12,819,-

000, while the. stockholders got .$21,-

61 1 ,000. The * company's profits lor
the period amounted to approjd-
mately $50,000,000.

Reiss was the first wittiiess to iake
the stand ^ince the trial started last

Wednesday (30) hi New, York Su-
(Continued on page 6)

typns, N. Y. Cokmni^,

Barred from Shabert

Theatres; An Old Gag

Shuberts have embarked on- an-
other newspaper scrap, ciurrent tow
dealing with Leonard Lyons, Broad-
way columnist for the New York
Post, who has been barred from
Shubert theatres.

Lee Shubert Is said to have vio-
lently opposed Lyons' attending the
premiere of 'Great Lady,' which
Dwight Deere Wiman and Jack del
Bondio presented at the Majestic, a
Shubert house, last week. Columnist
did not appear at the opening and

(Continued, on page 55)
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Southwest Merchants and Editors

Resent Theatres Selling Goods

And Accepting Ads; Talk Reprisal

Austin, Dec. 6.

Having formerly complained and

battled individually against the cir-

cuit theatres' increased use of their

lobbies for out-and-out merchandis-

ing, the Retail Merchants Associa-

tion, the Wholesalers Association and

the Southwest Editors Association

have combined forces to cdmbat col-

lectively the merchandising tactics

of Southwest theatre circuits. Re-

tailers and wholesalers are burning

plenty over the converting of the

theatre lobbies into regular stores in

which all types ©f merchandise are

being sold, while the newspapers are

sizzling over the circuits' invasion of

the advertising field.

Retailers and the wholesalers base

their complaint on the charges that

the theatres are using unfair trade

practices in- setting themselves up as

regular chain stores. Retail mer-
chants, who must buy from the

wholesaler at a price which gives

the jobber a fair profit as go-,

between for manufacturer and re-

tailer, are loud in their denunciation

of the circuits which are buying

merchandise direct from the manu-
facturer at a price which. is lower

than that obtained by the retailer.

Unfair Competition

Individual merchants allege that

this is putting them under *an unfair

disadvantage in competLtioa with the

circuit stores, since the chain the^

atres 'are buying merchandise so

much cheaper and their margin of

profit is therefore so much greater.

This, margin of profit they can either

pocket or shave to the continued dis-

advantage of the individual mer-
chitnt.

On their hand, the jobbers are

squawking and threateninjg to peti

tion Senator Wright Patman to take

Political Timber

Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Charlie McCarthy was the

most popular write-in candidate

in the recent election in Los
Angeles County, according to

William M. Kerr, registrar of

voters.

Edgar Bergen's dummy led

in the added-starter ballot for

governor, U. S. senator, lieuten-

ant-governor and state fore-

caster. Second write-in candi-

date was Shirley Temple.

N. ¥. INDIES TO

D.tONGOn

sorr

Harry Brandt, head of -the Inde-

pendent Theatre .Owners of N. Y.,

summoned to Washington for con-

ference with Assistant U. S. Attor-

ney General Thurman G. .Arnold,

left N. Y. yesterday (Tuesday) ac-

companied by Milton C. Weisman,
attorney for the iTOA.
Discussions will center around the

Government's monopoly -suit accus-

ing major theatre circuits .afiiUated

with important distributors of dom-
inating first-runs of pictures. Prob-
able basis for allegations in the suit

are said to have resulted from niun-

erous complaints along these lines

from independent theatre owners
cognizaniie of a situation in. which from time to time,
the wholesaler is bein^ eliminated The Brandt Circuit early this year
entirely by circuit theatres which |ig kiiown to have registered a beef
are negotiating direct with the man-
ufacturer. Not only is this practice

tending to kill off the wholesaler en

with the Department of Justice that

the majors, in the New York terri-

tory, had a stranglehold on flrsti-run

Rep Regulates Agenti

Hollywood, .Dec.

Republic locked the door yester-

day .Monday) against talent agents

and other salesmen who had been
enjoying the freedom of the studio.

From now on, 10%era will be con-

centrated in three spots: players'

agents in the casting director's oflieei

writers' representatives in the sce-

nario office, ahd directors' handlers

in the front office.

U. S. VERSUS B&K

AGAIN BOUND OVER

Chicago, Dec. 6.

Attorneys in the government suit

vs. Balaban & Katz «nd seven major
distributors huddled with Federal
Judge Woodward last Thursday (1)

and came out with a decision to de-
lay hearings on the case until this

Thursday (8). This is the second
postponement in the case, which got
under way Nov. 28. Expected' that
the case will be continued into the
new year before actual hearings and
testimony start. With their present
assignment oh the Allied case, which
is now being heard by Federal Judge'
Wilkerson, the defense attorneys feel

that they have a. couple of months
to prepare a proper answer to the
Government's allegations.

Meanwhile the defendants have
asked that the Government deliver

a full bill of particulars, giving a
more detailed listing, of the plai]]i-

tifl's charges. Discussion has also

arisen over the question of whether
or not the defendants* books shall

be impounded and brought into the
trial.

tions that, independents, might, get
together and pool their houses into a
third 'major* .circuit;

.
strong 'enough

to buck Loew's and BKO, but nothr
ing ever come of it .

y^iUiam Brandt, partner in the
Brandt .Circuit, yesterday denied
that Harry Brandt's conference with
Ariio.ld would_iiave anything to do
with report that the Government is

now questioning the. posi^bility that
large indie circuits themselves have
become too strong for their competi-
tors in this territory.

tirely, fcut it puts the jobber's pres-
|
pictures. There were, also intima

ent customer at a disadvantage with
the circuit theatre.

.Federal Squawk
And still another facet of this sit

uation that is bringing the jobbers

to a point where they will appeal

direct to the Federal authorities to

intervene is the new practice of the

circuits to set themselves up as

wholesalers in their own rights. Be-
sides engaging in retail merchandis-
ing, the circuits go further by step-

ping into the wholesale business,

contactihgfother theatres throughput
the Southwest'.to;; sell -them job lots

of popcorn, peanuts, soft- drinks, etc.,'

plus the machinery to prepiare and
dispense these items. Reported there
is a possibility that these theatres

may shortly go into the manufactur-
ing end by taking over a. -Dallas fac;

tory for -the manufacture of novelty
items such as flags,

.
dolls, costume

jewelry, gift novelties, etc.

Associations complain that though
the theatres transform their lobbies
into chain stores, they -do not at
tempt to comply with rnunicipal and
state regulations regarding the op'

eration of stores.

Hays Back This Wei^k
Will Hays comes in from the Coast

this week preliminary to, the
.
quar-

terly directors meeting of the Mo-
tion Picture Producers & Distrib
utors association Dec 14...-^-

Hays went to Hollywood about
two weeks ago on a periodical visit
His office in the MPPDA headquar*
ters has been completely renovated
for his- return.

N. Y, taL. A.
Tom Baiiey.
Jack Bloom.
Mary. Boland.
Harry Buxbaunh
Ernest Charles;
William J. Clark.
Mr. and Mrs; Gary Cooper;
Clarence Derwent.
Arthur Dreifuss.

Roger Ferri.

Martin Gabel.
William Gering.
Sidney R. Kent.
William Kupper.
Joe Lee.
Reuben Mamoulian.
Charles E. McCarthy.
-Martin Moskowitz.
Edgar Moss.
J. P. O'Loughlin.
Randolph Scoit^
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Selter.

Jack Sichelman.
William Sussman.
Kenneth Thomson.
Armanda Varela.

James Whale.
'

Lloyd Wright

Dr. Luhin s I.Q. onIncreased II.

Family Spending; Effect on B. 0.

Friendly Enemies

Chicago, Dee. 6.

Though Allied members here

have a Federal suit in progress

against Balaban & KatE^John
Balaban and members of the
B.&;K. organization attended the

testimonial dinner to Jack
Kirsch, . head of local Allied,

last Friday (2).

Jack Miller, toastmaster,

openly pointed out the. good
sportsnianship exhibited by
Balaban in coming to the din-

ner. Morrie Leonard, B.&K.
real estate attorney, and Nate
Piatt, district manager, accom-
panied Balaban.

MAJORS ELATED

BYINDPIS.

VERDICT

Indianapolis, Dec. 6.

Victory for major picture com-
panies in the anti-trust suit brought
by the Indianapolis Amusement Co.,

as result of a jury verdict here, was
hailed by larger distributor com-
panies as indicating a shift in senti-

ment. Case dates back to 1931 and
is the first of its. kind to be set-'

tied by jury trial recently rather

than by court decision.

Indianapolis Amus., which op-
erated the Regent and Colonial here,

claimed the usual inability to se-

cure product injured their business,

the customary allegation about be-
ing forced to play inferior product
being made.

Plaintiil sought $266,000 damages
and' would have recovered triple

that amount in district court here
if victorious because the action was
brought under the anti-trust stat-

utes.

ARRIVALS
• D'Aguair Mendonca, Jean Drou-
ant, Jean Gacon de Cavaignac, Mr.
and Mrs. Todd Duncan, Mrs. D. C. F.
Harding, Mr. and Mrs. Albert D.
Lasker' (Doris Kenyon); Jack.Cohn,
Joseph Driscoll^ Douglas Williams,
Countess Keller (Eleanor Sawyer),
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Cooper,- Alexan-
der Korda; Douglas ' Fairbanks, Jr.,

David Rose, John W. Hicks, Jr.,

Ernest Pascal, Jessica Tandy, James
Whale.

Newspapers Peeved
El Paso, Dec. 6.

Increased use of screen and lobby
advertising by theatres has the

newspapers in this territory ';^p in

arms, .and ian appeal is being made
to the' Southwest Editors Association
to take a direct step against con-

tinued operation in the ad field by
the . circuit houses.

Editors, who at first gave theatre

ads a.toiild eye, are now alarmed at

the gi^owth. of the screen and lobby
advertising and see in it a real threat

to their business. They are now pre-

paring a campaign; to go direct to

the public to state that the theatre

is not the proper place for commer-
cial advertising, and that theatres

which accept commercial ads are not

operating .in the public's interest.

4As Board Meets Today (Wed.) To

Revise Laws in 1 Big Union Move

M. p. BELIEF'S OWN BIDO.
Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Motion Picture Relief Tund trus-

tees okayed plans for a new build-

ing in Hollywood, to be ready Feb. 5.

Associated Actors and Artistes of

America board will meet today

(Wednesday) to consider revision of

the constitution! Unlikely that any

extensive changes, will be attempted
immediately, but probable that a
preliminary groundwork will be
sought for working out the problem.
Ultimate aini of the constitutional

changes is to bring about the 'one

big union' idea.

Kenneth Thomson, Screen Actors
Guild .executive secretary and Four
A's. vice-president Came east last

week to attend the Four A's session

as well as to deal with local SAG
affairs. He has held several in-

formal huddles with other Four A's

heads and is thought to haye made
some progress fowiurd solution of

the constitutional problem. FactSamuel Goldwyn and John Balder-
i ^

ston were named as board members that he is due to plane back to Hoi

to fill the vacancies of Edward Man- lywood tomorrow (Thursday) or Frl

nix and Oscar Tlammerstein, re- day (9) indicates no drastic action

signed.
I will be attempted at once, however

IJiomson expects to return east In

February.
For the first time since the 'one

big union' idea was introduced,
heads of the various member groups
appear to have reached at least a
partial agreement on its desirability.

Just how far that agreement might
extend is unknown, but nearly all

the officials concerned are now be-
lieved in favor of the idea of a cen-
tral office, with joint administra-
tions, joint bookkeeping, a single
membership card and a single set of
dues. Vastly complicated problem
of how the scheme could be worked
out is now the fiy in the ointment
Although the mere agreement of

the desirability of a single office and
combined administrations is the sim-
plest part of the problem, it consti-

tutes a giant step toward culmination
of the 'one big union' scheme. When
the idea was first broached last year
it precipitated the most violent quar-
tel in Four A's history.

D'Arcy Wins Spurs

Hollywood, Dec. 9.

Harry D'Arcy has been upped to a
full directorship of shorts at RKO.
He was formerly in the prop depart-
ment and recently an assistant di-
rector. First piloting job is the next
Leon Errol two-reeler, starting to-
morrow (Wed.).
RKO schedule calls for 11 two-

reelers for December, four starting
this week. List comprises four £r-
rols, one Roy Whitley musical, one
Headliner, two Radio Flashes and
three Edgar Kennedy family yarns.

Washington, Dec. 6.

Slight redistribution ot national

wealth would bring ihilUoAs rolling

into film box offices and tills of other
recreations ventures, according to

analysis of the economic system
given the Temporary National
Economy Committee last wetik by
the New Deal's ace economic) Dr.

Isadore Lubin.
In laying ^oundwbrk for the most

sweeping examination of the fihah-

cial and industrial mechanism in

several generations. Dr. Lubin
warned that standards of living

must be boosted if an Economy
geared to mass production, is to con-
tinue operations at capacity. In hi

professional analysis which launched
hearings expected to' run more than
a year, he told of the urgent neces-
sity of increasing purchasing power
of families with lowest incony; In
order to afford an outlet .for. goods
and services of the business machine.
American industry, on the basis of

present organization and .technique,^

cannot . maintain itself from receipts'

through sales to the part of the pop-
ulation which has an inpome,.of more
than $5,(A)0 per household, in Dr.
Lubin's opinion. Great problem to
be solved by Government finance,

business
.
9.nd Industry is how to get

more cash into the hands of the 16,-

000,000 families, 54% of the total,

which have less than $1,250 to spend
each year.

Picturing what could be done but
not telling how, the Labor Depart*
ment figure-juggler said that a $2,-a-

day rise in the income' of 5,200,000

wage-earner families at the bottom
of the population pyramid would
provide a badly needed outlet for all

producers of consumers' goods.
These families would have' $234,000,*
000 to spend for recreation annually,^

Dr. Lubin estimated.

In discussing, the effect of such a
redistribution of purchasing power
on films, the expert predicted picture
exhibitors would experience th«
beneficial effect of 'a tripling In ad-
missions sold to this class of our
population.' Average annual outlay
by low-income workers would jump
from $4.14 per family to $12.82, aA
increase in ticket sales of approxi«
mately $45,000,000 yearly.

SAILINGS
Dec. 17 (London to New York),

Gebay Morlay (Normandie).

Dec.' 16 (New York to London);
Ray Milland (Queen Mary).

Dec. 16 (New York to London),
Clifford C. Fischer (Paris).

Dec. 10 (London to New York),
Montague Marks (Queen Mary).
Dec. 10 (New York to London),

Solomon Sagall, Lesser Samuels
(Aqultania).

Dec. 7 (Los Angeles to Honolulu),
George Smith (Monterey).

Dec. 3 (London to New York),
Max Milder, CarorLevis, Russell and
Marconi, Sandra Lynde, Al Trahan,
Oshins and Lessy (Aqultania).

Dec. 3 (New York to Rio de
Janeiro) Kenneth Lane and Edith
Carroll (Uraguay).

L. A. to N. Y.
Sam Bischoff.

Diana Bourbon,

Bob Burns.

Theodore Carr.

Ken Dolah.-

Jimmy Durante.

Lynn Farnol.

John Garfield.

Johnny Green.

Will H. Hays.

Leland Hayward.
Irene Hervey.

Edna Johnsoii*

Allan Jones.

Dr. Herbert T. Kalmua.
Myron Kirk.

Jack Leighier.

Norman McLeod.
Brewster Morgan.

James Mulvey.

Ken Murray.

Anna Neagle.

Fred Quimby.
Shirley Ross,

Charlie Rugglea.

George Shelley.

Norma Talmadga.
Harold Tarshis.
Frankie Thomas.
Frankie Thomas, Jr.
W. G. 'Van Schumus.
Eugene Walter.
Herbert Wilcox.

Other News of Interest to Films

Australian b.o. at depresh era depths; Page 11

French decree seen hurting U. S. distri Page 11

Sharp British production drop , .....Page 11

20th-Hoyts deal in Antipodes Page 11

AFRA piqued by admen Page 23

Peddling Parsons, Bacl^er Page 25

Television developments Page 25

Radio reviews; Bob Hope, 'Refugees Theatre of the Air' Page 26

Robbihs-^Metro's own coin-machine royalties , , Page 37

Lola Lane's new -act. .' '. Page 42
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Washington, Deci 6.

The next Congress will take up consideration of a proposal to

aniend the Clayton Act, in line with the Goverhnient's interest in

monopoly in interstate commerce. . The Federal Trade Commission

has completed a surVey ordered by the' last Congress and, as result of

its findings, is urging a, change in' the law to prevent corporations

from buying physical assets of comijeting organijsations.
'

I it such .a ch&hge in the law occurs, it will be just one more step; in

the GovernmentV drive against alleged, monopolies in fllift industry

.'and may effectively tend to prevent further '. acquisition of theatre

tributors not. to buy any more .theatre properties without advising

the Govenimeni first of ite'iritentlon'. ^ /
"

.

" FTC's suggested amendment to Clayton law would define the limit

at which, corporate acquisitions, in size and' i>ower should be halted in.

order to- prevent, monopoly and is designed 'to makje it 'unlawful' for

any cotpora^ion, directly or" indirectly . through a holding company or

subsidiary, to acquire any of the stock or assets of a competing corr

poration, when either is engaged ,in interstate commerce, . It wo.uld

'not apply, where the company, which is the' sub'ject of.the 'takeover*

controls less tjFian 10% of the total output of any. industry, in which
'

the' two corporations ai^e In competition; unless the effect of such ac-

quisition may be to restrain competition or tend to create a monopdly.

Mannix s Illness Shifts More M^G

Duties to Lichtman-Colm-Thatt

[XPECT II BIG

Hollywood, Dec, 6.

Revised Metro .executive-produc-

tion setup shifts added responsibility

to;Ar Lichtman and Joie Cohn, due
to the illness of Eddie. Mannix, nOw
in.the Cedars; of Lebanon hospital,

and expected to bd confined several

weeks. " ' ' '. I

New- alignment: was decided' at a

meeting Saturday (3) after phone
talks with Nicholas M. Schenck in

New York; effective Monday (5),

with Llchtman, Cohn and' Benny
Thau operating as^practical heads of

production. Louis B. MayeSr^ of
course, .functioning in his usual ex-
ecutive' capacity. <

Sam Katz.is in executive charge
of physical operations oh' the lot,

augmenting .duties as supervisor of

production units.

After his release from the hospital,

Mannix is 'taking two months' rest.

He.had charge of- various production
units and the new plan has Licht-
ma^ taking over most his duties.

Mayer, also,- is sharing Mannix's
executive chores with Thau, latter

supervising the work of sever.al.pro-

ducers. '
*

Griffis May Become

Par Board Chairman

At Tory's Meeting

Appointment of Stanton L. Griffis

to chairmanship of Paramount board
of directors is expected to occur
"before Adolph Zukor, who .-would
relinquish the title, leaves for Lon-
don after the holidays.

If action isn't, taken at today's
(Wed.) board meeting, with Zukor
in New York to. attend, it may cohie
at a special session of the directorate
called before Zukor sails for England.
A partner , in Hemphill, Noyes &

Co.", downtown brokerage firm, and
a bigwig in , Madison Sq. Garden
Corp., Griffis has held the post of
chairman of the executive committee
In Par since joining .on the reor-
ganization.-

Hulburd Out of Hosp

Philadelphia, Dec. 6.

Merritt Hulburd, who has been
prevented by illness from taking
over the producer post with Selz-

nick-International to which he was
signed in October, is ^ut of the
Chestnut Hill hospital and recuper-
ating at home. Members of his fam-
ily said he would have to rest for

several weeks and it 'will be some
time' before he is able to train to
the Coast.

Hulburd gave up a.$75,000 job with
Sam Goldwyn last year to take-up
his old Saturday Evening Post posi-
tion at $15,000. Said Hollywood was
too nerve-rackirig.

Loew Returns Dec. 27

• Arthur M. Loew, foreign depart-

ment.! chiefs fori Metro,' oh .a South
American inspection tour, is due
b^ck intNew York Deci 27.

He., will .be accompanied.. by his

brother^ .David 'L.' Loew, who - is va-

cationing .with him.

PAR AHEAD ON

PKMES
With nearly one-third of Its total

annual product for 1938-39 now com-

pleted, but not yet on release> Para-

mount is farther ahead of release

than ever before in its history. As

many as 16 pictures are in the .caii

ready toi go out as -wanted. This

places Paramount in the position of

having gone past the one-third

mark, sincfe 58 pictures are prom-

ised on the season. Another seven

are presently in production.

The 16 features in the can includes

pictures that will
,
not go on release

until February, Indications are that

the company will have its complete

total of 58 pictures on the season

finished, if all are to be delivered,

well in advance of schedule.

'Better PIx,* Freeman's Analysis

Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Financial future". of Hollywood de-

pends on better pictures, according

to Y. Frank Freeman, new Para-

mount studio exec, who replaced

Adolph Zukor. 'Taste of film audi-

ences has improved,' Freeman de-

clared, 'arid only by turning out

high-grade pictures has Hollywood
been abl6 to stem the recent tide of

box office depression. There must

be no backward swing.
'After a number of inferior pic-

tures earlier in the year, Hollywood
finally snapped out of it and begaii

to improve the quality of its' prod-

uct. , The result was immediately
apparent. November was only 5%
below the figures for the same
month a year ago, and December
gives every indication of topping

November's figure. I look for the

coming year to be a banner one for

thie box office.'

Freeman and Zukor held a

lengthy huddle before the latter- left

for New York (2) to sail for Lon-

don shortly to take charge of Par-

amount's British interests.

One-third of Paramount's nine cur-

Eairnings . and Dividends
from i^aramount's Thiea"

trie Subsidiaries Will Send
Parent- Cotapany> Well
Over the Top«^Dec]lara-
tions Start Next We^k

OVER $1,500,000

• Based on expectancy of very sub-

stantial dividends irom tiieatre sub-

sidiaries, on which action is being

taken before the end of the year, the

final fourth quarter.of 1938 for Para-

mount will go well over the top of

previous years, and substantially ex-

ceed the net'fbr'^the -last quarter of

the priot year (1937), it is predicted.

* For somp' time Par has been set^

ting up* di-vidend declaration plans
among its many theatre' subsidiary
companies. The ' dividends, it is

stated, will run over $1-,500,000, with
atinouhcemept of declarations to,

prdbably'start officially next week.
' Substantially alt -of the' theatre
siibsids will be in a positio^ to de-
clare dividends before Jart;. 1. -Ui\-

derstand that decision' on the divi-

dend and am.ount planned, has been
reached, in many cases. -While for-

the whole year of 1938 the -learnings

bf the theatres will not exceed 1937,

the final quarter, will be very grati-

fying in comparison since there has
not been so- much divvying during
this year as there -was throughout
1937.

\ The dividends are declared by the
various theatre companies them-
selves. Under, the Par . setup, the
bompariy has an interest in. most of

the subsidiaries, ordinarily .50%
though.rhore in spme cases and less

in others. '.Its participiatiori in divi-

dends declared is, of course, in line

with the interest it controls in the

various subsidiaries where such ac-

tion is taken.
Wholly-owned subsids include the

former Oljnnpia New England gijoup

of theatres, the northwestern string

(Minnesota Amus. Co.) and Balaban
&- Katz, which in turn, owns Great
States, plus lesser units such as up-
State New York; Paramount, N. Y.;

Newman, Kansas City, etc.

Partners have . been in New York
meeting on dividend plans of - late,

while in other cases members of the

home office who are. on various the-

atre subsid . boards, including Leon
Netter, Montague Gowthorpe and
Leonard Goldenson, attend meetings
in other parts of the country. Net-

ter is leaving next, week for Dur-
ham, N. C, to attend a board meet-
ing of the North Carolina Theatres

subsid (Kincey-Wilby), at which
divvy action may be taken. Gow-
thorpe was in Atlanta' the end of Itist

week .for similar purposes.

The fourth quarter for Par last

year was $754,000, while earnings for

the whole ; ear were $6,045,103.

Wflcox Ends Coast

RKO Gmfab; Sailing

Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Herbert Wilcox wound up a week
of confabs with George J. Schafer

at RKO Monday (5) and has re-

turned east to sail for London.
Likely RKO will also release his

next Anne Neagle starrer, as it's do-

ing with Wilcox's current '60 Glori-

ous Years.'

rent productions are on location for

extended periods. Most important

is Cecil B. deMille's 'Union Pacific'

open-air troupe, shooting buffalo

scenes in Oklahoma.
'The Lady's from Kentucky,' .is

lensing on the Leighton Ranch near
Oceanside, Cal., and 'I'm from Mis-

souri' is working in the San Fer-

nando Valley.

Zukor in N. Y. for Home-Office

Par Parleys; May Sail by Xmas

JimmyV Job

Hollywood,. Dec. 6.

.Coast's chief guessing.. contest

. now. is what, wilt Sam: -Goldwj^n •

do with .his' taew y.p., ?a)t)es
' ttoosevelt." Another . expresses- it;

thus:
.

'

- *It's beiph a great, year for
*

, .Goldwyn, He's- had, three,;vice-

.

presidents (Reeves Espey, Jini
'

Mtilvey-and Jimmy Roosevelt)
and one • picture, 'Cowboy and
the Lady'.'

GN-FINE ARTS

STILLM
Official status of the Grand Na-

tidnal ' Pictures—Fine Arts Pictures

contract isn't set. .Complete. s,llence

is being maintained by Franldyn

Warner, Earle W. Ifemmons aftd

Lloyd Wright,- Grand National trus-

tee, since the joint statement by

Hammons. and Warner was issued

last . week.
Wright- who leaves here for Coast

on Thursday (8) intimates that a

statement may be forthcoming from
Hiamriions by ' that time but that up
to the present he has been too busy
with other matters to be able to go

into GN situation. .

Informed sources close to Grand.
National reveal that rivalry between
Warner and Hammons for suprem-
acy in company affairs led . to an
offer, accompanied by a certlfiet-

check from Hammons, to buy off

Warner's Fine Arts contract and
producing obligation to GN. This

offer was later rejected, by Warner
and the check returned to Hammons.

It is definitely known that contracts

calling for liquidation; of Fine Arts
commitment to GN have not been
signed, which would leave the situa-

tion as it was originally, with FA
continuing to carry out its schedule
of 24-36 pictures for Grand National
release.

Arriving in the east in good spirl^*

M^^day (5) and huddling n^ost, of
that

, day with' Barney Balaban, pre-
paratory to discvisslons with' John. W;
liicks^ Jr., 'who gets in Friday: (9),

Adolph, iJukor- may sail for Ehg*'
land prior ^ to Christnvas. to consider
possibilities of fiilih production by
Par on that side^ plus theatre expan-
sion Iti Britain and on the Conthneiikt.-

He .ls .also expected* to- take steps -to >

strengthen sales for Par in, the Brit-

ish Isles and throughout Europe.
Whether Zukor goes over without

poi^olip for :Par or.assumes a title

to govern during' his stay on 'the

^other side, remains to be determined
following Hicks' arrival and confer-*

ences in which h6, Zukor and others
will figure.

.
Following ' the resigna-

tion of John Cecil Graham as man-
aging director of operations in Eng-*-

land'', and ' on . the - Gohtinent, Hicks
assumed the title on his arrival
abroad several We6ks. ago but as-

sertedly on a' temporary basis, fpr
legal, reasons moistly. David Rose»
production representative in Eng-
land, also gets, in Friday (9).

Hicks, who is v.p. of the^ parent,

conipany in charge of all foreign
operations, is expected to remain in
New York indefinitely directing ac-
tivities- over the ' Whole world for
Par. ' He is. also a member -ot- the
board but misses the meeting sched-
uled for today (Wed). E. / V.
Richards, head of the Saenger. cir-

cuit in the south and the only Par
theatre partner on the directorate,

is in' New York to attend that ses-

sion and discuss other business with
home office executives.

Netter and Israel's Datles
Following the transfer of Y. Frank

Freeman to the Coast over studio
administration and pending appoint-
ment of a general manager of the-
atre operations for. Par - at the h.O.,

Leon Netter, who in.ay be named
g.m.,- is taking care of vaifious

matters formerly clearing through
Freeman, -while Arthur Israel, com-
pany attorney, is taking ntmierous
details of a general naturd Off Bar-
ney Balaban's hands. For 10 years
with Par, Israel has handled various
matters of a legal character for the
theatre department, as Well as dis-

(Continued on page ^17)

GN Washes Up Claims

Los Angeles, Dec. 8«

Claims totaling $267,421 by First

International Pictures, Inc., against

Grand National Films, Inc.» were
compromised out of court to avoid
litigation.

Settlement gives FI $5,500 in cash

and $27,500 in GN stock.

FLOCK OF nUHQlS DUE

IN FROM EUROPE FRl

Alexander Korda, Douglas Fair-

banks, Jr., David Rose, John W.
Hicks, Jr., and Gabriel Pascal arrive

in New York, Friday (9) from

Europe.
Hicks and Kose will talk with

Adolph Zukor on British production
plans of Paramount, Rose having
completed a three-months' survey of

the quota situation.

Both Hicks and Rose will probably
accompany Zukor when latter sails

to take up his post in England later

this month.
Pascal is en route to Hollywood

to talk with Metro officials on a pro
posed series of pictures to be made
in Hollywood. Korda ditto for UA,
as elsewhere detailed in this issue.

ABCHAINBAITD MAT SUB
Hollywood, Dec. 6.

George . Archainbaud may take

over "the direction of *Lady from
Kentucky' at Par, during the Illness

of Ai Hall.
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FIRST DRAFT OF TRADE PRACTICE

PROGRAM HANDED 10 EXHIB ORGS.

These Theatre Owner Ass'ns to Act on It, Revise,

Amend, Etc.—Divorcement, Theatre Expansion,

and Block-Booking Completely Sidestepped

Conspicuous because of the ab-

sence «f consideration in any man-

ner of (1) divorcement of theatres

from production-distribution; (2)

restriction of theatre expansion by

majors; and (3) elimination of block

booking or blind selling; the first

draft of a trade practice program is

now in the hands of 10 representa-

tive exhibitor organizations subject

to approval or disapproval, In whole

nart. or to further negotiation
*^ A total of 16

presented for

Metro's No-CI«arance

Experiment With New

'Hardy' Pic; Quick Coin

Metro is trying a unique experi-

ment with 'Out West with the

Hardys' to determine just how short

a time it can rake in top money
from a speedy distribution of the

film, instead of employing the cus-

tomary system of protection periods

between first-run and subsequent
playdates In the Greater N. Y. area
where first and second run protec-

tion is mostly Loew's.
Latest 'Hardy opens tomorrow (8)

at the Capitol, New York, for two-
week run, and immediately follow-

ing, on- Dec. 23, the start of the

Xmas holiday w«ek, film is being

booked day-and-date into all of the

Loew 'A* houses in Greater New
York without the usual clearance

after the Capitol.

Immediately after that, without

another Trday clearance, picture will

be played in the entire Loew Cir-

cuit! Again discarding the week's

protection after the Loew houses, all

indepedent theatres in this territory

will get the picture around the first

week in January. Picture would
normally come to subsequent runs

in February, if the usual protection

regulations were enforced.

LOMBARD'S lOOG AND

% FOR ONE RKO PICT

or
on disputed features

diftexent points are

consideration.

The question now is whether some

or all of the 10 exhibitor bodies will

approve, and how many will ap-

prove of this or that point; what

bodies may disatiprbve and in what

respeefe; which additional features

of a self-regulation plan not em-

braced in the present draft may be

insisted upon before final approval,

etc. Should all 10 exhibitor bodies

getting the fir^t draft approvie of it

in toto, the question then arises

whether other organizations of thea-

tre own6rp or individual exhlbs

affiliated with no national or state

gEOup, will be forced to abide by the

will of the majority represented.

Presumption is that the will of the

majwrity will force the new machin-

ery to be okayed, if ultimately, on

any exisiting minority through a

new form of contract to be enforced

in line with self-regulation.

In forwarding the initial draft of

a trade practice plan and concessions

therein to the 10 exhib organizations

which negotiated with the distribu-

tor committee, the latter informed

that copies of the draft had been

Bent to President Roosevelt and the

Department of Justice.

See No Quick Action

It is regarded as unlikely that re-

plies from the exhib bodies to the

first draft will be received at an

early date, since each group will I ditional percentage if it hits over

want to study the plan carefully and ^$1,500,000.

at' length as well as submit findings Picture is due to start next spring,

to its iull membership. The Motion] with John Cromwell likely to direct,

Picture "Theatre Owners of America,

with Ed L. Kuykendall due in to-

day (W«d.), will huddle on the mat-

ter tomorrow and Friday (9) in a
preliminary way. Allied States

Assn. probably will not reach any
decisidn until January, when it holds

its annual convention, it is indicated,

while other indie groups may act

faster, one way or another.

Harry Brandt, president of the In-

dependent Theatre Owners of N. Y.

is returning from "Washingtpn today
(Wed.) to consider sche4uling a
meeting of his committee td - analyze

and discuss the trade practices draft.

The other indie 'groups to which the

draft was sent' are Independent
Theatre Owners of Southern Califor-

nia; West Virginia Managers Assn.

Motion Picti^e Theatre Owners of

Kentucky, Theatre Owners & Man-
agers of the Rocky Mountain Region,

Allied Theatre Owners of Iowa, Al-
lied Theatres of Oregon and Motion

Shauer Producing Moreno

Series for Latin Trade

Hollywoodi Dec. fl.

Victoria Films, "'inc., new Spanish

language producing outfit headed by

Mel Shauer, is making' a series of

filnvs for South American trade,

Rosita Moreno (Mrs. Shauer), Ar-
gentine actress, is the star.

First venture, *I Believ* in You,*

rolled at Grand National studio but
was delayed by Illness of the ^tar.

New company is dickering with
Paramount for release.

Shauer left Paramount last week
after 15 years in distribution, exhi-

bition and production.

His last Par production was
'Thanks For the Memory.' Before he
became a producer he was head of

the talent department and brought
in several promising players.

Estimate 7SG

Final Quarter

Profit for U

Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Carole Lombard signed to star in

'Memory ^of Love* at RKO on a sal-

ary and percentage scale. Deal calls

for $100,000 plus $50,000 after the
gross reaches $1,300,000, plus an ad-

Cowdin Back From Coast

J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of
the board of Universal, arrives in

New York tomorrow (Thursday)
after spending a week on the Coast.

Cowdin conferred with Nate Blum-
berg, president of Universal; Cliff

Work< studio production head; Matty
Fox, assistant to Blumberg, and
other production executives on bal-

ance of pictures being produced for

the '38-39 season.

Although the company is operat-

ing in the black at the present time

and should show a neat profit in the

fitst quarter of the new fiscal year,

a profitable final quarter in the 1938

fiscal year for Universal will not be
sufficiently large to wipe out the

losses of the previoxis three quarters.

That is the latest Indication in Wall
Street this week with an estimate of

$50,000 to $75,000 profit in the final

three-month period ending the fiscal

year, Oct 29, anticipated. Adjust-
ments for the final quarter and
whole year may even cut down this

amount.

Universal's loss going into the final

quarter for- the recently completed
fiscal year was aroimd $800,000
Hence, the street is looking for a net
loss of about $700,000 for 1938 which
is approximately $500,000 better

showing 'than in the preceding fiscal

year.

Not only does this make the cur<

rent situation of U look better but
puts it in shape to continue produc
tion without additional loans.

Pjicture Thieatre Owners of Virginia.

Rodgers' Statement

Before leaving for Chicago Friday

(2), when the initial self-regulation

draft was put in the mails, W. F.

Rodgers, spokesman for the distribu-

tors, sent out a statement indicating

that supplemental methods may be
devised to handle problems that are

of a local character.

He said, in part:

*To cover all subjects considered

as national in their scope, it has
been necessary to synchronize the I

thoughts expressed by the different

theatre groups and the draft form of
|

memorandum represents Onljf such
subjects, it being the belief that an-'

other and subsequent method will

apply to those topics that are purely

local in their application.' The com-
mittee, in keeping with reluctance to

[

inform the whole trade as to what
was transpiring, refused to divulge

the trade practices draft sent out.

It has also pursued a policy of trying
|

to restrict exhibitor bodies themsel-

ves .firoin releasing anything without
|

its (the distributor committee's)

knowledge.

Rodgers was due back from Chica-

go yesterday (Tues.).

ABE MEYEB JOINS MCA
Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Verne Thrasher bought Abe Mey-
er's stock shot library, consisting ol!

3,000,000 feet of sound and action

film.

Meyer is joining Music Corp. of

America, to take charge of conduc-
tors,' composers and musicians.

Single BSis WiU Xnre

U. S. Dk, Says Briton

Hollywood. Dec. 'U.
.

What America needs is single bills

with occasional vaudeville, take it

from Alfred S. Kahn, of Charter
Film Productions, Ltd,, London,' here
gandering American picture meth-
ods.

In London alone, Kahn declared,
there are 30 big time vaudeville
houses. In certain parts of the U.
S., he added, there Is a demand for
one-feature-plus-fiesh shows.

Fbt Year of New U. S. Surtax

Law Was No Relief to Picture Cos.

Slow Machinery ot the Law

Next procedure In the Government's dvU anti-trust suit will be

arguments on bill of particulars^ . Major companies, In asking for

bill of particulars, simply want to know, "Well, what did we do that

was a violation; in what particular situation; and ln» what manner?'

Then It will be up to the court to decide whether the Government
must supply particulars to the defendant corporations.

In this action, 'all testimony mUst be taken In court Mrhich means
that there doubtlessly will be delay' In getting, certain witnesses from
various parts of the nation. After this, long list of briefs from each
defendant must be filed. Then the judge will take several months
to arrive at a decision after studyifig the testimony and briefs.

Then, it there is nq consent decree, doubttessly tile losing side will
' appeal the. decision.

The action then goes direct to the. Ui S. Supreme Court. It will

require consideraUe time to draw up paperis if appealed. Then the

ce^se is finally set down on the highest court's calendar. After argu-
ments on set date, the court talws the matter \mder consideration

and when it reaches a decision, final result 4>f giant suit will be
known.

Points of Trade Reform Draft

1. Cancellation privileges, with certain restrictions, shall be 20% where
rental averages Up to $100; 15% from 911 average of $100 to $250, and 10%
for rentals average over $250. Notice of cancellation 10 days after mail-

ing of availability is required, with any dispute over this or other features

to be arbitrated. Average rentals shall be determineil by the fees paid for

the distributor's pictxures the prior season in th6 same runs but shall not
include westerns when made In a series or groups; reissues or foreign-

mades, these to be -judged as separate groups. A hypothetical buy where
four brackets of terms figure Indicates that on a licensing of, say, 48 fea-

tures, the exhibitor, if cancelling out five pictures, may take two out of

the next to lowest bracket, but be restricted to one each from the highest,

next to highest and' lowest or fourth bracket. It is also agreed exhibs
may exclude a picture on moral, religious or facial grounds that are locally

offensive oh 14 days' notice, but that in -event of any dispute on this right,

it must be arbitrated.

2. Each distrih agrees to make as complete an announcement of pictures
in work or intended for release during the season as possible, though sub-
ject to hazards and uncertainties of the business which may prevent com-
pletion.

3. Distrib may agree to a lesser number of pictures than pffered due to
Inability of an exhibitor's policy to play the entire number offered, though
reserving right to offer its complete output to a competitor.

4. Preferred playing time shall not be designated when film is sold flat

or on a percentage when a' guarantee is included, but when on straight

percentage, designation shall be by mutual agreement.
5. Theatres shall be able to obtain some run of a distrib's product pro-

vided theatre is not obsolete, exhib is reputable, etc., with arbitration as

final determiner in event of dispute. Distribs maintain right to select own
customer but agree not to license away from an existing account for the
sole reason this account buys the product in other situations; any dispute

there, also, to be settled by arbitration.

6. No exhib shall be required to buy shorts, newsreels or trailers as con-
dition Of getting features.

7. Score charges, if any, on the current (1938-39) product shall be con-
solidated with film rental when on a flat sale "but starting with the 1939-40

season there shall be no score charge on percentage pictures.

8. Distribs will notify 'exhibs of price classification of each picture on
rendering ^otice of availability, except for first runs in the keys.

9. Features shall not' be sold to non-theatrical accounts if arbitration
determines they constitute imfair competition to a regularly operated the-
atre. Army posts, Government camps and U. S. Navy are excepted.

10. Each distrib will use its best efforts to simplify its form of licensing
agreement.

11. On selective deals, exhibs must exercise such right within 21 days
after notice of ' availability is mailed out

12. Distrib will not prohibit' exhib delivery of a picture If a prior pic-
ture on release has not been delivered through letter's failure under agree-
ments where accounts are obligated to play product in order of its release.

13. No distrib shall coerce an exhib into a contract on threat to build
or otherwise acquire a; theatre lor operation in competition to him, but
nothing otherwise shall Interfere with the right of a producer or dis-
tributor to build or acquire theatres in any location.

'

14. Practice of false boxoffice receipts is condemned and exhibitors agre*
to try to discourage and eliminate such practice.

15. Principles and factors involved in matters to be determined by arbi-
tration and machinery to carry this out to include clearance and zoning,
plus other subjects, is open to further discussion.

16. These provisions to become effective with the 1939-40 product, except
where affecting any license agreements now In effect.

First year of altered Federal sur-

tax on undistributed profits brought

no relief to a majority of motion

picture companies. It is the same

strict surtax as far as the industry

as a whole is concerned, because ap-
plicable only to businesses showing
$25,000 or less profit for a full 12

months. Thus, the surtax on undis->-

tributed profits continues as an addi-

tional tax burden on those film com-
panies unwilling to deplete their

ca^a reserves in order to duck this

h&<vy taxation by paying out the
Cu I profits in dividends.

Tew picture companies today are

wlMing to jeopardize their cash posi-

tion by paying out all earned profits

just so they won't have to pay this

surtax. They need the coin to carry
on production, with the amount tied
up in film negative always a large
total in the business.

Consequently, the real payoff is

that coin ordinarily in long-term op-
erations would go to stockholders is

cut into by the Federal surtax,
adopted by the present administra
tion a couple of years ago; While
the claimed purpose of the tax was
to force big corporations to push all

profits in the form of dividends, so
that .more money would be kept in
circulation, film company officials

claim that it prevents storing up any
reserve tot actufd operations or
rainy days.

NiCK CARm TO TRACK

'EM DOWN FOR METRO

Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Metro has obtained screen rights
to the Nick Carter detective yarns In
a deal with Street & Smith, pub-
lishers.

First of six 'Nick' stories to be
produced on the Metro lot has al-
ready been adapted for the screen
by Martin Mooney under the title,

'Crime Wave.'

Player Boom at WB

Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Warners la setting a December
production record for the number
of players to be used over a four-
week period.

Daily average will run to 62 stars
and featured players and 330 bits
and extras. Ten pictures are in
work.

Major Warner Better
In bed at his Westchester home

for a week with a bad cold and
sinus trouble. Major Albert Warner
is reported Improving and in 10
days or so may go to Florida.
He had planned spending the holi-

days in Miami anyway.

MAY REAUZE $150,000

FOR REFUGEES IN S. W.

Dallas, Dec. 6.

The southwest drive for funds to

aid German refugees expects to raise

$150,000 through donation of tomor-
row's (Wed.) receipts in all the In-

terstate and Texas Consolidated cir-

cuit theatres.

Most of the major film distributors,

whose films are booked over the cir-

cuit today, have contributed their

picture rentals free, with the excep-
tion of Metro and 20th-Fox.

Paramount Pep Club, Par home of-

fice organizaiion, has a drive of its

own for European refugees, on non-

sectarian lines, proceeds to be split

among refugees of all faiths.

Boland's Film Bids
Philadelphia, Dec. 6.

Clay B61and, who with Bick Reich-

ner wrote the past three University

of Pennsylvania Mask and Wig
scores, left for Hollywood last night

(Monday). He was accompanied by
George Simon, head of Lincoln Pub-
lishing Co., which published the Wig
music.
While on the Coast will talk to

20th Century-Fox and RKO on studio

songwritlng offers.
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PERSONAL CONTRAQ
H-G Makes It Tougher

Wooing the good will of the dailies as the motion picture industry

has been trying to. do, the planting o£ a phoney 'Gone With the Wind'
yarn by Mietro's press department on the Coast certainly doesn't help

the rest of the business.

It was an okay break for Metro's 'Dramatic School/ that being the

purpose of the Faulette Goddard hookUp, since she's in the Metro
film, going put on release this week.

Distributors and Producers of Pix,

Incl. Raw Material Mfrs., All Come

Under Wage-Hr, Act; Newest Ruling

Washington, Dec. 6.

Distributors and producers of

notion picture filins, as well as firms

supplying raw materials for the in-

dustry, come within the scope of the

wage-hour act under latest inter-

pretations by General Counsel Calvin
Magruder of the Labor Department's
wage-hour division. Most recent

statement about the effect ,of the Fair

Labor Standards Act removes any
do.ubt the Federal regulators will ex-

pect the bulk of the film business to

comply with the requirements.

Supplement to first interpretative

bulletin noted that provisions of the
statute apply to persons 'engaged in

commerce or In the production of
goods for commerce.' This phrase-
ology extends to employees of any
firm which 'Intends or hopes or has
reason to believe that the goods or
any unsegregated part of them will
movie in interstate commerce.' Filial

decision .depends, however, upon
circumstances as - they exist when
operations are performed, act not he-
ing retroactive.

Argument that film producers
Used unsuccessfully in attempting to
wiggle out of jurisdiction of the Na-
tional Labor Relations Board had no
eftect upon the Labor Department
lawyer. Concerns may be engaged in

producing goods for commerce even
though they do not directly ship
product over state lines. Magruder
said, 'It is Immaterial that the pro-
ducer passes title to the purchaser
Within the State of production,' and
added that manufacturers of 'in-

gredients' of articles which ulti-

mately move in interstate commerce
also are subject to the law. Labora-
tories also would come within the
scope of the act under a ruling that
processors of commodities destined
for interstate shipment are 'engaged
in commerce,'

Possibility that members of trade
associations are entitled to benefits of
the act was suggested in the ad-
visory opinions. Since many persons
working for industrial organizations
are occupied in research on behalf of
members in other states, the law
presumably applies. Congress re-
ferred to 'subjects of commerce of
any character,' which the wage-hour
enforcers consider covers publica-
tions, pamphlets, bulletins, and other
written materiaL
Ruling on wholesalers apparently

makes film exchanges and distribu-
tors' branches subject to the law,
Magruder pointed out his first rulings
held 'employees who are an essential
part of the stream of interstate com-
merce' are deemed to be 'engaged in
commerce.' Even if all sales are
made within the state, wholesalers
can be subject to Federal regulation
when the goods they handle come
from beyond the borders.

Ritzes' 3 for 20th-Fox

Chevalier BuiM For

Jean Sablon at RKO

Hollywood, Dec. 6.

RKO has ambitious plans for Jean
Sablon, radio singe^ who played out
the string with 'Hollywood Hotel.'
Studio sees in the romantic French
singer the makings of another Mau-
rice Chevalier and will fashion a
publicity campaign along those lines,

Sablon has made French pictures
but his appearance in 'The Castles'
marks his American debut.

Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Ritz Bros, signed a new pact with
20th-Fox, calling for three pictures

in 1939.

Currently winding up 'Three Mus-
keteers,' the brothers leave next
week for an eastern vaude tour.

CHURCH BEEFS

FORCE FILM

YANKING

Pittsburgh, Dec. 6.

Picketing by Catholic organiza-

tions forced Barry, downtown indie

house, to yank Willem Hendrik van
Loon's picture, 'Fight for Peace,' last

week after a run of only four days.

Film was denounced as Communis-
tic propaganda by church groups
and came in for bitter editorial at-

tacks in the strong weekly Catholic

Observer here.

Efforts were made by Catholic

leaders to prevent film fro'n getting

started and they also appealed to

heads of other religious groups to

interfere with Barry management.
Theatre, however, opened it as

scheduled, after privately .screening

'Fight for Peace' for more than 300

civic and church biggies, and was
immediately picketed and de-
nounced in pulpits. It was yanked
when pressure became so great biz

fell away to nothing.

Art Cinema, foreign film spot

here, announcing advent of anti-

Nazi film, 'Professor Mamlock,' last

week was sot upon by unidentified

individuals who tore heralds down
from front and ripped out every
mention of Soviet picture in outside

lobby.

FORM FAIRBANKS INT'L

TO PRODUCE 3 FILMS

Fairbanks International, new pro-

ducing unit of United Artists, headed
by Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., was an-
nounced yesterday (Tues.) by
nounced yesterday (Tues.) by cable

from London. New company will

be financed by American capital,

British capital, represented by Sir

Adrian Baillie and Montague Marks,

and Swiss investment interests. Ini-

tial capital of Fairbanks Interna-

tional will be $2,500,000.

Fairbanlcs will devote himself ex-

clusively to production plans of the

new organization. Three pix are

planned, first 'The Californian,'

which Raoul Walsh may direct.

Second will be 'The Tenth Woman'
based on life of Lord Byron, in

Technicolor, while the third picture

will be a remake of 'Three Muske-
teers,' also in color.

Marks leaves England for N. Y.

on Saturday (10) while Fairbanks

leaves tliere three weeks later, to

complete organization plans and
make arrangements for start on
'Californian.'

BOIH FID[ REPS

Producers, Directors Denied
Right to Rep Talent in

Licensing Plan— Writers
Guild Petition Next on
NLRB Docket — Studios

Amenable to Wage-Hour
Act

EXTRAS 200G MO.

Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Code of ethics being drafted by
the Screen Actors Guild for fran-
chising agents will outlaw practice
of producers, directors and actors
signing players under personal con-
tracts.

Only bona fide agents will be li-

censed, and copies of all contracts

between an actor and his represen-
tative must be filed with and ap-
proved by the SAG. Kenneth
Thomson, SAG executive-secretary,
said Article 19 of licensing plan
would eliminate such policies. Ar-
ticle reads as follows:

'No agent shall be allowed to op-
erate if he, the agency or anyone
interested in the agency, is an em-
ployer of talent, except in such
cases as the Guild shall deem a
proper one for which to grant a
waiver.'

Work of drawing up agreement
between the SAG and Artists Man-
agers Guild for franchise plan has
been turned over to Laurence W.
Beilenson, SAG counsel, and Judge
Byron C. Hanna, attorney for the
AMG. When pact is completed by
the attorneys, meetings of the SAG
and AMG. memberships will be
called to approve or amend the code
of ethics. Both groups have ex-
pressed satisfaction with negotia-
tions and forecast that an amicable
agreement wiU. be reached by first

of the year.

The Screen Actors Guild has
ruled that interviews for publicity
purpose will not count as work time
under 1938 modification agreement
unless a player has already worked
eight hours or more on day inter-
view is Requested by the producer.
Members have been advised that
following clause governs interviews:

'Interviews for publicity purposes
held at the request of the producer
shall not be counted as work-time
for any purpose if held on any day
on which the player is not otherwise
working for the producer. Such
interviews for publicity purposes
held on any day on which the player
is otherwise working for the pro-
ducer shall not be counted as work-
time if held after the player's dis-

missal for' the day, unless prior to
such dismissal, the player shall have
worked eight hours or more, in

T^hich case the time actually con-
sumed in such interview shall be
work-time for all pxurposes. Pub-
licity interviews during lunch-time
are not work-time for any purposes.'
Following explanation is added to

ruling:

'Naturally the Screen Actors
Guild does not wish to see its mem-
bers deprived of any beneficial pub-
licity breaks. Publicity interviews,
which may include posing for news-
paper or magazine photographs, are
regarded as work-time only when
they are made at the request of the
producer on a day when the actor

has put in eight hours of hard work
on the set.'

Study CPI Petition

National Labor Relations Board
has assigned William M. Pomerance,
ace field examiner, to investigate

the petition of the Cinema Players,

Inc., asking certification as bargain-
ing representative for extras. If

Pomerance finds that evidence war-
rants action, Dr. Towne Nylander,
regional director of the NLRB, will'

order an informal hearing on the

petition to determine if testimony
will be taken before an NLRB ex-

aminer.
Total earnings of extras during

November soared above the $200,000

(Continued on page 17)

Con. Film Drops Recapitalization

Plan; Earnings Expected to Wipe

OutBank Loan; Am. Record s 700G

Selznick-RKO Again?

Hollywood, Dec. 6,

David O. Selznick has been
conferring with George J.

Schaefer on a possible releasing
deal with RKO after the pro-
ducer's 'Gone with Wind,' Be-
lieved, however, Selznick will
continue with United Artists.

In New York, the Selznick-
RKO talk has been oil 'n' on
again several times.

BATTLE STILL

ON IN FATHER

REORGHiN

Prospect of minority stockholders

of Pathe Film Corp,, obtaining a
court order to prevent directors

from holding a general meeting of

stockholders scheduled for Dec.. 13

at which time dissolution of the cor-

poration will be voted on, , seemed
slim after attorneys for the plaintiff

argued their case before N. Y. Su-
preme Court Justice Phillip J. Mc-
Cook on Monday (5) in asking for an
injunction The action is being
brought by 16 stocfihulders, control-

ling 2,244 shares of common stock.

They seek to stop the delfendants, all

directors of the corporation and the
corporation itself from carrying out
a plan for dissolution which the di-

rectors voted at a meeting on Nov.
19. The plan also calls for the turn-
ing over of the corporation's assets

to a new company in return for

$540,000 in debentures in the new
organization. The plaintiffs claim
this exchange would be unfair' to
them and only profitable to the de-
fendants.
After hearing arguments Justice

McCook indicated he thought the
stockholders should decide by vote
whether the plan should be carried
out. However, he allowed the plain-
tiffs to submit additional briefs and
is expected to hand down a decision
in a few days.

Wilmington Suit

Wilmington, Del., Dec. 6.

E, I. duPont de Nemours & Co.
filed suit in U, S. District Court
against Pathe Film Corp. asking an
injunction against a liquidation plan
mailed to Pathe stockholders, Nov.
22, Pdthe plan provides for distri-

bution of 3,500 shares of stock in Du-
Pont Film Mfg. Corp. The parent
DuPont Co., only other stockholder
in DuPont Film, charges the distri-

bution would violate a contract with
Pathe.
This contract, the bill charges, has

existed since the inception of Du-
Pont Film in 1924 and binds both
parties not to sell or dispose of their
interest in DuPont Manufacturing
without first giving the other the
right to acquire the shares upon the
same terms.

Special stockholders' meeting of
Pathe Film Corp. called for Dec. 13
to consider the plan.

Barthelmess^ Comeback

Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Richard Barthelmess is returning
to pictures after a four-year ab-
sence.

Signed for Columbia's "Plane
No, 4."

Metro's Big Call
HoUjnvood, Dec. 6.

Metro Monday (5) posted calls

for 54 stars and featured players.

Studio has 10 pictures in work.

Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.^

has abandoned all plans of a recap-
italization of the company and ex-
pects to show a strong financial state-
ment at the end of the fiscal year.
Sales of its subsidiary American
Record Corp. to Columbia Broad-
casting for a reported price of $700,-
000 may be consummated before the
end of the year. American Record
embraces the Brunswick, Vocalion
and Columbia, labels.

Consolidated's hank loans have
been reduced this year from $1,500,-
000 to $400,600. and this amount com-
pany also expects to pay off before
the year ends. Three dividends of
25c. per share each on preferred
stock, of which 400,000 shares are
outstanding, have been paid so far
this year, and another 25c. dividend
will be payable on Dec. 10. There l3

also anticipation in financial circles
that with the expected Improvement
in cash position of the company,
present total arrearage of $6.50 per
share on preferred may also be re-
duced.

Printing Business

Company's film printing business
has shown a steady Improvement
throughout the year and, in addi-
tion to handling printing of United
Artists, Universal, Republic and -50%
of RKQ pictures, contracts may
shortly be closed for the printing, of
four producers, among whom taiay

be Walter Wanger ahd Harry Sher-
man. Ralph I. Poucher, v> p. of
Consolidated, is now on . Coast with
Herbert J. Yates and Is handling the
negotiations.

Earnings of Consolidated for the
first nine months this year totaled
$536,205, and total for the year may
hit the $7.50,000 mark, if not more.
Republic Pictures, a Consolidated
subsid, is expected to show a healthy
profit this year. Esthnates are that
Republic's gross business for this
year will run around $9,000,000, com-,
pared to approximately $6,000,000
the year previous.
As an example, one of its current

pictures, '10th Avenue Kid' (Bruce
Cabot) may gross about $150,000 on
a production cost of approximately.
$40,000. This year, Republic wiU ob-
tain a >greater share of gross business
than heretofore, due to plan worked
out with the franchise-holders of the
company by Yates.
Franchise holders previously had

deals with Republic calling for re-
tention of from 25-40% of gross re-
ceipts in their respective territories.

This year, most of them have agreed
to retain a small percentage of rer
turns, just enough to cover their
operating and selling overhead, un-
til such time as yearly returns are
in and figured up, after which their

split of the profits would average
about 25% of business done by each,

respective franchise distributor.

BOBBY BREEN HEADS

ST. LOUIS XMAS SHOW

St. Louis, Dec. 6.

Bobby Breen heads an all-star re-

vue, inked for the recently formed
Theatregoers, Inc., for 16 perform-
ances in the opera house of the Mu-
nicipal Auditorium, Unit opens with
a matinee Xmas day and continues

on a two-a-day basis up to and in-

cluding New Year's Day. Donald
Novis is also in the group.

Larry Atkins, pro boxing pro-

moter, is one of the incorporators of

Theatregoers, Inc.

Sheridan in 'Dawn'
Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Ann Sheridan, currently working
in two pictures' at Warners, gets

the femme lead in the James Cag-
ney-John Garfield co-starrer, 'Eacli

Dawn I Die.'

Shooting starts as soon as Cagi^ey
finishes 'Oklahoma Kid.'
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Loew-Metro Execs- 31%

(Continued from page 1)

preme Court before Justice Louis A.

Valente. The other sessions were

taken up with the reading of d^osi-

tions taken in Hollywood last sum-

mer of ^ieveraj of the defendants.

Reiss testified that in 1934 the six

defendants actually got more than

the stockholders... For that year the

profits of the corporation amounted

to $8,646,000, of which the defend-

ants s6l i$Ij?79,000 and the common
stockholders $1,096,944.

Detail Profits

For Years 1935-7

• In 1935, out of profits of , $7,626,000,

the six "received $2^,133,000 and stock-

holders $3,316,737; 1936, $10,583,000

profits, of whielx $2,819,000 went to

the defendants and' $3,353,000 to

stockholders. Profits for 1937

amounted to $14,333,000, of which

$6,288,000 was split by the sextet

and the stockholders received $13,-

444,000, which had to be made up in

part by the reserve funds of the

corporation.

In answer, "to these figures, coun-

sel for the defendants expounded

that the defendants were 'worth all

they icceived' because ft was due 'en-

tirely to their efforts, ability and
genius' that the .profits of the cor-

poration were so enormous.

Heiss, over the continued protests

of formerJudge Joseph N. Proskauer.l

for . the defendants, went into great

detail concerning the finances of the

corporation during the past four-

years. The witness testified that the

average dividends on preferred stock

was $880,000. This amount was not

deducted from the 20% bonuses paid

to the six favored officials. Emil K.

Ellis is attorney lor the plaintiffs.

It was also brought out that Rubin,

as cbimsel, received an additional

$1,000 a week salary for advising

Metro, besides the same amount as

counsel lOr Loew's. This was voted,

him in 1927 and is continuing to the

present-

Loew*s Lost $1,406,507

In 13 Ohio Theatres

The first hint of mismanagement
ehar£ed by the plaintiffs came out

when it was' testified that Loew's lost

$1,406,507 invested in 13 Ohio thea

tres. ^lis loss was. deducted from
the stockholders.
The trial is expected to continue at

least two -weeks longer. Up until yes-

terday (Tuesday) the l>earings were
taken up .by the reading of deposl

- tions ttlken last sununer on the Coast.

These included those of Mayer, Bern
^tein,.Ilubin and Isidor Frey, attorne'

for the corporation since 1919. After

the latter'i testimoiv7 was put into

the reedrd, the first witness for the

plaintiffs was the accountant.

Practkally. the entite day (Mon
day) 'wa;$ occupied by' Introduction

of about 36 exhibits relating to con-

ttact?, options and other matters bC'

tween corporation . find " defendants
during past 11 years. Late in the
afternoon EUis read into the record
parts of L. .B. Mayer's - deposition
iii which the latter testified that he
rarely rejad contracts gi,ven him to

sign by Rubin.
Mayer's deposition also described

a dispute he had with Thalberg
when Thalberg threatened to quit

Metro unless he secured' more
. money* According to Mayer's de-

position» Schenck.took part in con-
troversy and accused- Thalberg of

tryluig to 'ruin the firm', Thalberg,
May^er declared, ^ve Schenck 'a ter-

fibte tongue lashLag'. Latter threat-
' etjed to- sue. Finally the matter was
submitted to the board and stock op-
iions were the' result,

Mayer Tells About

Trio's Stock Optionis

Thalberg and Schenck, at an im-

passe, Mayer testified.

Mayer stated t^at under . the new

.

contract he, Thalberg and Rubin
were given certain options to pur-
chase stock in. the. company.. The
revisions, he said, were brought
sibout following a meeting on the
^oast between Nicholas M Schenck*
president, Thalberg and himself. It

was a stormy, session,,^ the testimony
reveals, with Tlialberg insisting oh
the revisions under - threat < of re-

signing ' from .. the company and re-

tiring from the heavy load of pro-,

duction responsibilities which he
carried at that time.

Schenck declared he^ was not in

any personal position to promise
any revision of the contract,- that as

liresident of the. .concern ]^e- had
certain le^ai ' bbjig^tions be , was
obli$ed to m&intaJn, and ,the .mee^.

in^' ended with the two' principals.

Later various officers and friends

sought to heal the breach between
Thalberg and Schenck, including the

letter's brother, Joseph M. Schenck.

Finally a new agreement, satisfac-

tory to Thalberg, was drafted by
Edwin L. Loeb, and contained the

stock purchase clauses.

Mayer testified further to the fact

that on Oct. 26, 1983, the contract

was amended as to' a definition of

specific duties for Thalberg, who
was to give personal supervision

over a small group of productions
instead of over general studio activi-

ies.' This led, Mayer stated in his

deposition, to differences between'
iims'elf and Thalberg over adminis-

i rative matters. These disputes sub-
sequently were compromised under
an 'agreement that, in case they ever
reached an impasse, final decision in

aily dispute would be left with
Nicholas M. Schenck,
The. depositions are being read off

by Emil K.
.
Ellis, chief counsel for

he plaintiffs ' putting the interrogo-
ioils, while former Justice Pros-
cauer, head of defense counsel, from
the witness stand reads the answers.
The second deposition placed in
record was that of Rubin, vice presi-
dent, 'director and general counsel of
Loew's.
The only executive defendants

present, at: the: trial, thus far have
befen Nick Schenck and Dave Bern-
; itein.

kubin Testifies

He Was Satisfied
Rubin's testimony on the Coast in-

dicated he was |Q>yays perfectly sat-
isfied with his connection with the
corporation and had never "thought-
of leaving it, as had the late Irving
Thalberg', who had ' threatened' to
quii because taxes were eating up
he income he was receiving. Thal-
berg's squawk resulted in a new
contract and bonus of 100,000 shares
of stock and a lucrative agreement
involving $900,000 for the benefit of
his wife, rJorma Shearer, to make a
certain munber of pictures, which it-

is claimed she never did. Miss
Shearer, iaccording to Proskauer
earlier in the» trial, threatened to
qiiit and go with Paramount unless
she or

. her husband's estate, which
she subsequently inherited obtained
k hew arrangement.
llubin lield about 5,000 sl\ares of

stock valued at $100,000. When the
question of stock options eame up
among the defendant officers, Rubin
consented to Thalberg receiving the
bonus of 100,000 shares because he,
Rubin, 'realized Thalberg's value to
the. company.' When Thalberjg died,
Rubin's, deposition said, the Rubin-
Meyer-Thalberg closed combination
automatically dissolved.

Anotl^er deposition read into the
record was tiiat of Nick Schenck,
president of Loew's, who said that
Mayer considered Thalberg 'one of
the best young men in the business
and would develop tremendously.'
Schenck said that Thalberg always
seemed to be dissatisfied with the
income he was getting.

^chenck Wants To
Know About Money

Thalberg continually expressed
amazement at the attitude of the
others when he demanded more
money. Schenck said at one time he
asked Thalberg, 'What in hell do you
do with all your money?* At the
time Thalberg was receiving salary
and bonuses amounting to over
$400,000 annually, Schenqk said that
he holds about 5,000 shares of Loew
stock and up to the time he testified

had not exercised his option to pick
up 48,000 set aside for him from the
Thalberg estate.

Bernstein's deposition followed
that of Schenck's. He is another
vice-president, treasurer arid direc-
tor. He said that Schenck had told
him that proper results were not be-
ing obtained on the Coast and
Schenck attributed this fact to Tiial-

berg's dissatisfaction. The condition
was settled by the removal of Thal-
berg from. complete charge, of pro-
duction, giving him only special

•films to supervise, with Mayer tak-
ing direct charge. At this time Thal-
berg was very ill. It was at this

time, 1932, that Thalberg was grant-
ed the optionp on 100,000 shares to
be picked up over.a $ix-year period.

Judg^ Friey's deposition wiis the
last one to be read and contained

little of interest. The plaintiff's ac-

countant w^s then placed on the

stand;"

'Actors Don'tM
By BILL HALLIGAN

The lowing herd winds «IowIy o'er

the lea.

To feed the likes of guys like you
and me.

The crack about actors never eat-

ing probably emanated from the

brain of some ,nitwit author who
couldn't.' beat the gate at the re-

hearsal hall to spoil his own play.

Most of them think that Chateau-

briand is a cottage in Flanders.

As a matter of fact actors have

done more to make chop houses fa-

mous than any other group of men
know.
Don't want to put myself away as

a trencherman but you can bet all

;he plush-drops 'in Cain's storehouse

i hat I didn't get these five stomachs
passing slugs in the automat
When I say actors, I mean all of

show business; that is, all except the

chorus queen. Wheft, Her Rqyal
:iighness of the ensemble has to pay
for her own fodder she picks a -stool

in the corner drug store and goes
for a ptomaine sundae. Later that

same evening at the Stork club the

chop better not be- a bit underdone
or she will blow the roof off. That's

when Mr. John is going for the
checkeroo, of course. However, this

ale has nothing to do with the la-

dies of the ensemble. It's a piece'

about actors who deserted the 'fabu-

lous invalid- when he had two strikes

on him and opened up their own
little bistro with George Rector's

cookbook in one hand and a prayer
in the other.

Been ^n all the shebeens from Ban-
gor to Bellingham, so show' me a
hot grocery store where the actors

hang out and you've got the best

eating place in town.
Gallagher's on 52d street has the

SRO sign up' every night and Ed
Gallagher's ex-missus can take all

the bows on that one. When,vaude-
ville ?ent for the oxygen tent three

White Rats from the three-a-day put
their hard-earned dough into a spot

called the Steuben Tavern and to-

day there is one on every corner
that Nedick overlooked.
Morton Downey, is. interested In

'Ike's' chophouse on East 48th, and
doing nicely, thank you. . Jimmy
Dwyer's Sawdust. Trail, two doors
down from The Lambs, is run by a
former straightman, and Hamburger
Mary's got its name from a gal who
could croon an Irish lullaby with the
best of them.
Wouldn't say that Frank Case was

an actor but anytime he wants to
quit the Algonquin for the mike I

know where a sponsor is waiting.

Get his new book, 'Tales of a Way-
ward Inn,' by the way—it's a liter-

ary 'Hellzapoppln.'

Outside of Bridgeport on the Bos-
ton Post Road the' two-a-day turn
of Piker and Douglas have -an oat-

meal oasis that is turning them
away, and our old pal Capt.' Francis
Patrick Irving O'Hay is doing all

right with a. -chili caravansary in

Taos, New Mex.
And }n Hollywood

.Hollywood's two new crack eat-

eries are owned and operated by
Dax^ Chasen, the protege of Joe
Cook, the skillet wizard, and Bob
Murphy, whose specialty is Iriish

turkey—the good old C.B. and C.
The famous Brown Derby chain was
started by Gloria Swanson's ex-
helpmate with a little financial aid
from Wilson Mizner, Carl ' Harbaugh
and Winnie Sheehan, all members of
the Masquers Club in good standing.
Sammy Lewis is the coin behind

Maxie! Rosenbloom's cinematic night-
erie, and the first real spot in the
moving picture colony, Henry's, was
opened by a lad named Henry Berg-
man, Charlie Chaplin's straightman.
I even know an opera singer who
opened a delicatessen store—from
'Salome' to salami in one season.
(Wait for the laugh.)

'Val Harris runs a bodega in Los
Angeles and Lester Allen was once
the landed proprietor of a Japanese
tearoom. The late Billy La Hiff,

Nancy Carroll's uncle, financed
many a flop along the Great Trite
Way with the dough he garnered
from hungry Lambs and Friars at his
Tavern, still a 48th street landmark
to his genius, now sired by Two-Ton
Toots Shor. Thirty years ago
Brown's Chop Ho6se, on Broadway
next to the Empire theatre, was a
famous theatrical hangout. . .The
only one I ever knew that was strict
ly stags. The College Inn, Chicago,
got its fame from show business, and
we"'ll give you one guess what made
Reuben's and Lindy's.
The mugg who coined the phrase

'actors don't eat' must have been
thinking about himself.

lliallierg-Shearer Terms

An amendment to the complaint in the action of certain stock-

holders against Loew's, Inc., and some of its executives was filed

Monday (5) by Emil JK. Ellis, attorney for the plaintiffs. The amend-
ment reads:

'That on or about the 14th day of July, 1937, defendant Loew's,

Inc., entered into a contract with defendants Edwin J. Loeb, Bank
of America National Trust & Savings Association and Norma Shearer
Thalberg, as co-executors and co-trustees under the Last Will and
Testament of Irving G. Thalberg, deceased, which purported to com-
promise and settle a claim asserted by the said estate .against de- ~

fendant corporation and the defendants Mayer and Rubin .indiyid-

ually, and/or as partners pursuant to which contract defendant cor-

poration has paid or credited to the said Estate and will credit and
pay for a period of time ending on Dec. 31, 1938, sums in excess of

$900,000. Simultaneously with, the execution o^ the said contract,

defendant Loew's, Inc., entered into a contract with defendant !Norma
Shearer Thalberg, purporting to employ her as an artist to appear
in six nlotion picture productions for defendant corporation . at

$150,000 per picture, payable whether or not such pictures are
actually produced by defendant corporation.

'Upon information and belief, the payments made under the said

contract between defendant corporation and the said Estate ,of . Irving

G. Thalberg, deceased, were made without any consideration to the

defendant corporation 'whatsoever and in settlement of .claims as-

serted by the said estate against the individual defendants Mayer
and Rubin, and/or said payments were made in order to obtain and
in consideration of the rendition of services by the. defendant Norma
Shearer Thalberg for the defendant corporation >under the said -con-

tract With her. The said contract with the estate of Irving G. Thal-
berg also resulted in an increase of the percentage of the profits

of defendant corporation then being paid to defendant Mayer, to-wit,

from 7.3% to 10.6% (out of 20% then being paid to the. partnership

of Rubin, Mayer and Thalberg) from the period commencing Aug.* 31,

1936, to Dec 31, 1938.

'Plaintiffs beg leave to refer to the said contracts for other pro-

vision thereof, but herein specifically allege that the provisions made
for the payment of a percentage of the net profit of defendant cor-

poration to the Estate of Irving G. Thalberg and the payment of a
percentage of the.net profit derived from the distribution of motion
pictiures more than half completed prior to Dec. 31, 1938, as well as

other pirovisions thereof, were improvident, improper, unlawful, and
a waste and spoliation of the assets of the defendant corporation.'

S. Claus Lane Makes H wood a Fake

Fairyland to Lefty-ln Many Ways

By Joe Laurie, Jr,

Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Dear Joe:

^ Well, here we are still in Fake Fairyland, where the hot sun melts th«

Christmas tree candles on the paper mache trees .and the radio gag men
make their prayers to 'Jensen's Encyclopedia of Wit and HjUmor.' Tlie town

looks like an electric chair with scenery. They got Santa Claus driving

up Hollywood Boulevard every night, in a big sleigh. Aggie sez they'll

have the poor old guy all tired out by Christmas. The policemen an4

firemen are making a drive for 40,000 used toys and I hear that one Holly«

wood Lothario donated three blondes and two brunets.

It's a strange town with strange ways. People who have never been

in pictures or radio wear dark glasses even at night. When you take

a walk, you feel like you're going to a circus.

A contract is your calling card. In the Brown Derby they have booths

and when a gang sits down to exercise their stomachs and tonsils and

they see a guy coming towards them that they figure don't belong, they,

give it the 'spread formation' which makes no room for the gxiy. Of

course if he happens to be a right guy then they huddle close and make
room for him near the check. There are plenty of right £uys here and

smart guys, too. They can fix up the picture and radio business in a week

if they would let them. All you gotta do is to listen to them for a few

minutes and you -know they'd put the country on the 77b routine in a

week.

Hollywood and "Vine is where you meet the old troupers. They punch

the bag and cut up touches about the old days; the days that are here,

and the • days that are to come. You can't .stick a trouper's hope in

storage. They're looking forward now to Television, they figure that's

the thing that's gonna furnish their ticket back east or get them a swim-
min pool out here. They got Television now where it only can reach
SO miles; the jumps will be small anyway.

The Old Nifties

You hear a lot of gags around, but they haven't topped the old ones
like when Lew Brown saw a well known actor buying sbme stuff in a

store and said, 'Don't buy anything you can't put on the Chief.' And
the classic that Al Boasberg pulled about pictures: 'A picture is previewed
out' here and everybody raves about it—studio officials,- press and public.

Then they put it In a can and ship it back to New York. And when it

opens there it turns out to he a cluckero picture; it seems that some-
thing happens to it on the. train going east.'.

The other night Frisco asked a bunch of boys how they liked a picture

that he was in. And they said, 'It's okay, Joe, but you were in the back-
ground, you should have insisted on some closeups of yourself.' 'Oh, no
closeups for me,' stuttered Joe, 'I'm on the lam.'
And the time when Frisco told "Viollnsky that he was through acting

at Warner Bros.; that they w«re gonna hire him as a gag man. And
"Violinsky said, 'They can't make two mistakes.' And so you see the syn

hasn't dried out their sense of humor. .

Junior has been dragging mle, and Aggie around all the stores picking

out all the toys he wants. They really got some swell stores 'here and I

gotta write myself a 10-^minute routine for Christmas to explain to the

kid why tbe. stuff he picked out wasn't delivered. I gotta stick in town
here for another week at lea^t because. I'm looking for second-hand
equipment for my radio station—but it's hard .to get. . You^d imagine with

the stuff they're using on the, radio it would wear out the equipment
in no time.

"Vic and Florence whom I left in charge at Coolacres write me that

things are okay; - they're getting a consistent output of reliable bad

pictures.

Give our best regards to the boys and girls back there and tell '^"^ *y
buy stockings a few sizes larger—you know Christmas is .coming. -SEZ

Your Pal,

, ,
Lefty.

P. S.—Louie Cohen sez, 'Every dreani has its alarm clock.'
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N. Y. TO
TechnicaEty on RKO Assents i^ain

Defers Reorg Decision TO Dec. 16

Confirmation of the RKO plan ot

reorganization at Federal Court

hearing last Friday (2), before Judge

William Bondy was postponed until

pec. 16 at request of CoL Rickaby,

who told the court that while he did

not believe that the objections made

«it the last hearing by John Stover,

counsel for Ernest W. Stirn of Mil-

waukee, holder of 1,234 shares of

Class 'A' (unconverted) stock, could

stand water; nevertheless he was

iaking it upon himself to make a

motion to vacate the order of June

28, 1934, in which consents to the

^reorganization plan must be pre-

sented physically.

This order provides that each

fitoclcholder must sign his assent to

tlie plan personally, instead of al-

lowing any reorganization committee

or banking group to act as proxy,

iind means that Atlas Investment

qorp., large RKO stockholders, which

iias been active .in reorKanization

and which always contended that

physical assent was not necessary,

must now go out and get individual

signatures, unless Judge Bondy va-

cates his original order.

Bondy agreed with Rickaby and de-

clared that before he could consider

"the fairness or equity or the plan,

Jie must have the consents filed ac-

cording to the law. 'This thing

should be technically correct. It is

desirable to bring this proceedTng to

a close by the end of the year,' he
stated.

Members of proponents* group in-

dicated that they feared* other tech-

nicalities may arise to further delay

« decision and on Friday (2), for the

first, time, refused to predict that the

plan would be okayed.

Physical Assents

•Latest postponement of confirma-
tion is due to the allegations of
Stover, who contends that apparently
Atlas now finds that he is correct in

that physical consents must be filed

before the new stock, to be floated,

can be approved,- or Atlas be con-
sidered as a proponent. Hence the
need for Judge Bondy to flrist dis-

pose of Stover's objections at the

next hearing by modifying the origi-

nal ordep,. leaving out the -paragraph

dealing with physical proof of stock

ownership, which Atlas had failed to

present.
' Stover also contends that in order

to file consent, it is necessary to file

claims, and this Atlas has &lso failed

to do. He Jikiewise intends to prove
that his client is the only stockholder

who filed a claim and the only one
who is entitled to consideration.
- Under ^7b, ' it is understood that

those who do not file claims within

three months after the appointment
of a receiver (June 28, 1934) are not

entitled to any consideration in re-

organization unless they are allowed

to file their claims nunc pro tunc
by a judge.

Inasmuch as Atlas has never £led
a claim. Stover contends that Judge
Bondy has no right to allow them to

present any claims now, two years

after plan or reorganization was
filed. Judge Bondy will have to dis-

pose of this matter at the next hear-
ing, when Stover will also submit
evidence of alleged fraud in the

proxies offered at the extraordinary
stockholder's meeting of Deci, 1931,

when all Class 'A' stock was con-
verted into the present common
stock.

Joy Hodges, Auer P.A.S

Joy Hodges will open a p.a. tour
at the Tower theatre, Kansas City,

Dec. 30, booked by Charles Allen
office for Feldman-Blum on the

Coast

Allen has also notified Mischa
Auer that dates are available in the

east and is waiting a reply.

Laughton-Poniiner May

Split Mayflower Co.;

Star Back to Metro

London, Dec. 6.

'Jamaica Inn' may be the last

film to be made by Charles Laughton
and Erich Pommer, under their

Mayflower Picture Corp., formed
some some two years ago and partly
financed by John Maxwell.
Understood Laughton returns to

U. S. to star in 'Captain Bligh,' se-

quel to 'Mutiny on the Bounty.'
Laughton also dickering with M^tro
on a three-picture deal to be m'ade
in London^

UA Posts Its $278,209

Bond in Hart Appeal
William S. Hart verdict against

United Artists in the actor-producer's
suit over distribution of 'Tumble^
weeds* will be appealed by (iefend
ants.

Surety bond In the full amount of
the Judgment, $278,209.99, was posted
yesterday (Tues.) with the N. Y. Su
preme Court by UA's attorneys,
O'Brien, Driscoll Si, Raftery.

GIVEAWAYS
6th Ave. El Razing Long Expected

To Boost Sector as Amus. Centre

License Commissioner to Um-
pire Restrictions of Banko
and Gift Evils—Greater

New York Exhibitors

Meeting to Quash It

OTHER SLANTS

A special meeting of all N.Y. City
theatre owners has been called for

tomorrow (Thursday) at the Astor
hotel by Harry Brandt, at the sug-
gestion of License ' Commissioner
Paul Moss for the purpose of decid-
ing what to do about the problem
of giveaways.

Real progress toward solution of
the 'evil' is counted on this time,

after many discussions, but no ac-

tion, in the past year Or two. In
the Bronx, such theatre owners as
L. S. Bolognino, S. D. Cocalis, Harry
Brandt, Moe Rosenberg, Sam Strass-

berg, Loew's and' RKO are reported
to have gotten 'together for the pur-
pose of eliminating giveaways in

their theatres and' will attempt to get

Commissioner Moss to agree to- act

as impartial umpire to regulate their

agreement.

Business conditions are reported su
bad that most theatres have been
giving away more than their profits.

If the agreement in the Bronx works'
out, an attempt will then be made
to' spread movement throughout en-
tire city.

There are approximately 600 the-

atres -in N. Y. and one exhibitor esti-

mates that in this territory there has
been distributed to 'film patrons be-
tween $3;000i000 and $4,000,000 a

(Continued on page 19)

Hope Passes Up Revue

Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Bob Hope has passed up an offer to

star in the next 'Music Box Revue,* to

be staged in February on Broadway
by Sam Harris and Irving Berlin.

Picture and radio commitments
keep Hope in Hollywood.

Fabian All Set To

Take Over Par-Land

8 S. I. Houses, Ex-Brill

Agreement has been reached on
the deal und?r ,which the Fabian cir-

cuit acquires the old Sol Brill chain

on State Island, known in recent
years as Par-Land Theatres, and at-

torneys for both sides started draw-
ing up the papers a few days ago.

Confirming agreement on the deal,

Si Fabian declares that about all

which remains to close it is the sign-

ing as soon as the proper papers of

transfer are ready.
Fabian, who has expanded import-

antly of late years, takes complete
control of iState Island through the

Brill houses. . One of these is the

Paramount, istapleton, . which is

pooled in the Par-Land circuit Fol-

lowing acquisition of the latter. Par-
amount will discuss the continuance
of the arrangements under which its

Stapleton house, one of the finest on
the island, is a part of the Par-Land
ort^anization.

Not mentioning the amount in-

volved, Fabian states that his deal

is a. purchase and includes 100%
control of the Pat-Land circuit Itself,

numbering eight houses, plus most

of the real estate involved and the

leases.

THIBD OF A CENTURY

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER
of

To Be Published Late In Decembef

Fourth Pic Back For

Extra Footage at 20tli

Hollywood, Dec. 6.

'The Girl from Brooklyn* was
ordered back into production by
Darryl Zanuclc at 20th-Fox at a cost

of $70,000 for new footage. Picture

co-s.tars Warner Baxter and Loretta
Young.
Feature is the fourth returned for

added scenei) in the last month.
Others are Three Musk6teer.s,* 'Tall-

•pin' and 'The Little Princess.'

Special Exploitation Advantages

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

Reservations and Copy May Be Sent to Any

Variety Office

NEW YORK HOUYWOOD CHICAGO LONDON
164 W. f6th St. 1708 No. Vind St. 54^ W. Randolph St 8 St. Martin's PI.

Removal of the elevated tracks
from Sixth Avenue, New York, is

expected to boost that area as a
show business center. Some effect is

anticipated almost at once, but an
even greater stimulus will probably
be felt in about two years, with th«
opening of the new subway, a spur
of the Independent system.
Thought likely that growth of. the

thoroughfare as a theatrical district

will be concentrated in the vicinity
of Rockefeller Center. Radio City
Music . Hall, largest film house in
New York, is already there, with th«
Center, huge theatre 'for legit musi-
cals and spectacles. In addition, the
various buildings of the Rockefeller
group are attracting a steadily in-
creasing number of theatrical Arms.
There has also been talk lately that
Columbia Broadcasting System, at
present housed several blocks away
in Madison avenue, -may ultimately
take quarters in Rockefeller Center,
where NBC is already located. Ditto
MBS.

.

Despite frequent predictions to the
contrary, it is unlikely that any
number of legit houses will be built
in Sixth avenue proper. Anticipated
rise in realty values, along the street
will probably prevent. However, it

is considered possible that some legit
theatres may be built in the slda
streets off Sixth avenue in the ensu-
ing few years. Any such develop-
ment will hardly take place at once,
since there is already an oversupply
of available theatres.
In addition to the film and legit

angles involved in the changing pic-
ture, there is the matter- ot niteries,
many of which are concentrated in
a! small area in 92d street, just off
Sixth avenue. Figured likely that
particular block will ultimately get
an even greater number of cafes,
while It is also probable that^ the
zone will spread into the adjacent
streets.

Geo^raplilcal Center

Although.Sixth avenue is the geo-
graphical center of midtown Man-
hattan, 1^ is half a century or more
behind its neighboring thorougMares
in realty and building deveopment.
Majority of the edifices from 53d
street southward are from 50-jBO
yc^ars old. In recent years their run-
down, condition has prevented them
from earning even enough to pay
taxes,, so it is. figured essential that
all such structures be torn down and
modern buildings er'epted in their
place. trarge-scale construction
boom such as that would mak& Sixth
avenue the most modern thorough-
fare in New York City, since no
other street has lately undergone a
complete transformation.
Evidence of the change which re-

moval of the elevated tracks will
bring is seen In the northern tip of
Sixth avenue, beyond 5?d street
Raised tracks were removed from
that section to 59th street in 1924 and
the character of the street has
changed drastically as a result.
Sharp upswing in realty values all
along the street is seen as inevitable.
New subway, which will be part

of the Independent system under
City operation, is scheduled to begin
service In the fall of 1940. It will
connect directly with the Eighth ave-

(Continued on page 19)

'NAME' VOICE DUBS FOR

FLEISCHER'S CARTOON

Lanny Ross, currently on the
Lucky Strike Hit Parade, and Jes-
sica Dragonette have been signed to
supply the voices for the Prince and
Princess in the ?.Jax Fleischer
feature-length cartoon, 'Gulliver's
Travels,' for Paramount.
First time any 'names' have been

signatured to dub voices for a car-
toon.

Mayo-CoL Part
Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Bobby Maya, Columbia casting di-
rector for three years^ turned In his
resignation, effective Dec. 31.

Successor has no^ been named.
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Falireiiheit of 88 No Tonic to L A.;

Young' $19,700, 'Rapture Medium

I; 'Angels' and 'Age Firm

Los Angeles, Dec, 6.

Unseasonable heat over the week-
end, with the mercury hitting 88 on
Sunday, drove prospects to the

beaches and away from theatres.

Holdovers, which include 'Dirty

Faces,' 'Certain Age' and 'Citadel'

are standing up better than new-
comers, ^but combined take for town
will be considerably below normal.
'Young in Heart' will bring a com-

bined gross o£ around $19,700 to the

State and Chinese, while 'Dark Rap-
ture,' first Universal to play the

house in years, will give the Para-
mount a fair $10,000, six days, Or-
pheum Is away below average and
continued first run houses, Wilshire
and United Artists, will be lucky to

hit a combined $6,500.

Estimates (or This Week
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,024;

30-40-55-75) 'Young in Heart' (UA)
and 'Always in Trouble' (20th) dual.

Unusual advertising approach is

building this pair to medium $9^200.

Last week 'Submarine Patrol' (20th)

and 'Five of Kind' (20th), just fair

$8,800.

Downtown (WB) (l-,800; 30-40-55-
«5)—'Angels With Dirty Faces' (WB)
(2nd week). Looks like good $10,000
after first week finished v^ith excel-

lent $15,000. ,

Four Star (F-WC-UA) (900; 40-55)

—'Citadel' (MG) (3rd week). Hold-
ing for good returns on third stanza
which will bring around ^,000; sec-

ond week, excellent $5,700.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55-

65)—'Dirty Faces' (WB) (2nd week).
Still running behind its day-dater
Downtown, but will get $8,00& on
second week, ,.which okay. First
week $13,200, very good.
Orphenm (Bdwy.) (2,280; 25-30-35-

40)—'West of Tombstone' (RKO) and
'Broadway Musketeers' (WB) dual
and vaudeville. Public just not re-

sponding so will have to be satisfied

with slim $5,500. Last week,
Touchdown, Army' (Par) and 'Va-
catirbn from Love' (MG), only
reached $9,000. below anticipations.
Pantages (Pan) (2,812-30-40-55)—

'Certain Age' (U) (2nd week) and'
'Swing Cheer' (U) dual. Holding for
firm $7,000 on second week after
initial week's take of good $14,000.
Opus holding for three .days of a
third round.
Paramount (Par) (3,595; 30-40-55)-^

'Dark Rapture' (U) and stage show.
House w'^nt into thci outside market
to get this week's feature, and despite
novelty of film best in sight is fair

$10,000 for a six-day session. Last
Week, second week of 'If I Were
King* (Par), very satisfactory $14,-
700.
EKO (2,872; 30-40-55)— 'Certain

Age* (U) (2nd week) and 'Swing
Cheer' (U) dual. Nearly 50% drop
on second stanza for around $8,000,
but holding for three days of a third
week. First week within few dollars
of excellent $15,000.

State (Loew-Fox) (2,414; 30-40-55-
75)—'Young in Heart' (UA) anl 'Al-
ways Trouble' (20th) dual. Not
much profit in sight at $10,500. Last
week. 'Sub Patrol' (20th) and 'Five
of Kind' (20th), $12,000.
United Artists (F-WC) (2,100; 30-

40-55)— 'Sub Patrol' (20th) and 'Five
Kind' (20th) dual. Will hit slim
$2,600 on moveover. Last week, sec-
ond stanza of 'Great Waltz' (MG)
and moveover of 'Dr. Kildare* (MG),
fair $4,300.

Wilshire (F-WC) (2,296; 30-40-55-
65)—'Sub Patrol' '(20th) and 'Five
Klnd'»j(20th) dual. Biz off about 30%
so wjU wind up with $3,800. . Last
weeki 'Great Waltz,' (MG) second
week, and 'Kildare' (20th), continued
first fun, very good $7,300.

Of King' $6,000, *Law'

Nice WzGf Okla. City
Oklahoma City, Dec. 6.

•If I Were King' opening strong at
the Criterion. 'Submarine Patrol'
$4,500 at Midwest, and 'I Am the
Law' same at State. 'Cowboy and
Lady* shifted to Tower after largest
gross at Criterion last week since
'Ragtime' pulled in $10,000 at the
Midwest.

Estimates for This Week
Criterion (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)—

•If King' (Par). Hitting upper brack-
ets for $6,000. Last week, 'Cowboy
and Lady' (UA) moved into the big-
time for $7,900.
Liberty (Stan) (1,200; 20-25-40)—

•Valley of Giants' (WB) and 'Secrets
of Actress* i^VB), Probably seven-
day run at okay $2,500. Last week,
'Miss Manton* (RiCO) and 'Man Re-
member* (RKO) corraled plenty
good $4,000, seven days.
Midwest (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)—

'Submarine Patrol' (20th). Okay
$4,500. Last week, 'Around Comer'
(20th) slowed down to $4,000.

Siait (Noble) (1,100; 20-25-40)—'I
Am Law* (Col). Doing sweet $4,-

OOei Last week, 'Girls School' (Col)

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ...$269,000

{Based on 12 theatres)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear $261,600

(.Based on 12 theatres)

and 'Romance of Llmberlost' (Mono)
did jumbo $5,000.
Tower (Stan) (1,000; 25-35)—'Cow-

boy and Lady' (UA) after one week
at Criterion. Slated for okay $2,500.

Last week, 'Young Heart' (UA), also
moveover from Criterion, stalled at

$2,250.

D. C IS TEPID;

MUMS'-VAUDE

$17,0W

Washington, Dec. 6.

Slush and rain, coupled with defi-

nite arrival of. pre-Christmas slump
has every b.o. in town imder expec-
tations.- 'Drums,' which has had long
build-up starting with swank pre-
view early in fall, is leading with
'Hard to Get' second.

Keith's went to town on 'A Man to
Remember,' selling it as the surprise
pic of ttlS year. Result was expected
light opening but a steady build
which should give at least average
take.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 25-35-40-66)—'Dntms' (UA) and vaude. Lengthy

build-up shoving it into lead over
light opposition with passable $17,000.

Last week, 'My Heart' (UA) dropped
-to weak $15,000.
Colnmbia (Loew) (1,234; 25-40) —

•Shining Hour' (M-G) (2d run). Back
on malnstem after oke stay at Capi-
tol and shooting at good $6,000 for
€ight days. Last week, 'Around Cor-
ner' (20th)' (2d nm) slipped to light

$3 000
Earie (WB) (2,216; 25-35-40-66) —

'Hard to Get' (WB) and vaude. Dick
Foran p.a. sonie help, but week won't
beat $15,000. all right. Last week,
'Angels' (WB) dropped to still good
$18,000.
Keith's (RKO) a,830; 35-55)—'Man

Remember' (RKO). Critics raves
and hold-over of 'Ferdinand* will
carry pic to at least average -^$6,500.

Last week, 'Peck's Bad Boy' (RKO)
thanked 'Ferdinand' and 'March of
Time' for most of $5,800.
Met (WB) (1,600; 25-40) — 'Men

Wings' (Par) (2d run). Return after
okay stay at Earle, sizes up to $4,500,
average. . Last week, 'Girls' School'
(Col) got by with $3,700.
Palace (Loew) (2,242; 35-55) —

•Great Waltz' (M-G) (2d wk). Solid
$9,000. Last week same pic built
over expectations to good $17,000.

'Heart'-'Guys* $6,500,

Colman ^YzG*, Poit.
Portland, Ore., Dec. 0.

•Young in Heart' opened to a ter-

rific play at Parker's Broadway and
will hold. 'If I Were King* is also

socko at the Paramount Orpheum
held 'Ferdinand, the Bull' for a sec-

ond week, although changing its fea-

ture pix. 'Ferdinand' short ia a biz-

getter.

After going legit for two days with
Cornelia Otis Skinner, the Rivoli has
a second week of 'Assassin of Youth.'
This pic about the marihuana evil

tripled that house's normal biz in its

first week.
Estimates for This Week

Broadway (Parker) (2.000: 30-35-

40)_'Young Heart' (UA) and 'Little

Tough Guys' (U), Answered to ad-
vance exploitation for strong $6,500

and may hold. Last week, 'Cowboy
and Lady' (UA) closed an okay sec-

ond week for $4,500 after big $8,300

first week. . „ ^
Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,-

500; 30-35-40)—'Can't Take It' (Col)

(8th week). Still going well with
$2,200. Seventh week boosted by
Thanksgiving to swell $3,500.

Orpheam (Hamtlck - Evergreen )

(1,800; 30-35-40)—'Thanks for Mem-
ory' (Par) and 'King Alcatraz' (Par).

Fair $4,000. Last week, 'Around Cor-
ner' (20th) and 'Girls' School' <Col),

$5,000, nice.
. , ^

Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(3,000; 30-35-40)—'M King* (Par) and
'Man Remember* (RKO). Well ex-

ploited and heading for okay $5,500.

Last week, 'Submarine Pattrol* (20th)

and 'Five of Kind* (20th). Fair $4,800.

Rivoli (Indie) (1,100; 20-25)—'As-
sassin of Youth* <Indie) and 'Num•^.

bered Women* (Indie) (2d week).
Continues to pile up big returns for

this house at $2,500. First week
tripled normal bi2 with $4,700.

United ArUsts (Parker) (1,000; 30-

35.40 )_'Angels* (WB) and 'His Ex-
citing Night' (WB). Second week
fine $4,000. First week closed

strong ^5,200.

'Can't Take It' EO.-'Ferdinand' Top

Frisco, 14G; 'Citadel' Dual $13,

for

'Gladiator'-Mackslone

14G, Mo; Iksart,'

Vaude Steady $13,000

Baltimore, Dec. 6.

Spotty doings here. Two houses

utilized flesh out in front by wide

margin over rest of downtowners.
Hipp, giving magic show of Black-
stone plenty of bally in connection
with showing of 'The Gladiator' and
h.0. of Disney's 'Ferdinand,' leading
the parade, closely followed by
Loew's Century with "Young in

Heart' ttnd stage flash headed by
Ken Whitmer.
Second pick-up expected for 'An-

gels With Dirty Faces' at .
Stanley

didn't materialize with only consola-
tion a fairish night-time play, but
not enough.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15-

25-35-40-55)—'Young Heart' (UA)
and stage show headed by Ken
Whitmer. Maintaining a steady pace
to okay $13,000. Last week 'West
with Hardys* (M-G), rosy $15,400 in

spite of bad weather and snowed out
Thanksgiving.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,205;

15-25-35-40-55-66)—'Gladiator* (Col)
plus Blackstone's magic layout and
h.o. of Disney's 'Ferdinand.* Getting
town's trade with bullish $14,000.

Last week 'Peck's Bad Boy' (RKO)

'Can't Take It'M "Sonata' 2>/^,

Ms, Top Mpls.;W Hour' Off

Minneapolis, Dec. 6.

Pre-Christmas doldrums continue

here, and box office statements for

the.most part are telling sad stories.

Exceptions, however, are two of the

hold-overs-'You Can't Take It With
You' and 'Moonlight Sonata,' at the
Orpheum and World, respectively.
Two strong newcomers, 'Shining

Hour' and 'Great Waltz,' are not get-
ting the attention they nierit. Heav-
ily exploited and highly praised,
'Great Waltz' is an especial box-office
disappointment.
Sonja Henie and her 'Hollywood

Ice Follies,' attracting 5,000 people
nightly for three nights at the Arena,
Was devastating week-end opposition.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-25)—

'Sharpshooters' (20th) and 'Adven-
tures in Sahara' (Col), split with
'Torchy Man' (WB) and 'Last Ex-
press' (U), both dual first runs.
Headed for satisfactory $1,600. Last
^eek, 'Bulldog Drummond' (Par)
and 'Tarnished Angel' (RKO), good
$1,700,
Centnry (Par-Singer) (1.600; 25-

35-40)—'Great Waltz' iU-G). Has
had swell exploitation and critics'

approval. Box office response, how-
ever, leaves much to be desired. At

$6,000, fair. Last week, 'Miss Man-
ton' (RKO) light $3,200.
Gopher (Par-Singer) (998; 25)—

'Hard to Get' (WB). Looks like
pretty good $2,500. Last week lis-
ten. Darling' (M-G), mild $2,200.
Orpheum (Par-Singer) (2,800; 25-

35-40)—'Can't Take It' (Col) (2d
week). Reviewers gushed over this
one, and word-of-mouth boosting Is

a great box office asset. Good
$7,000 in prospect on heels of fine
$124200 first week.

State (Par-Singer) (2,300; 25-35-40)
—'Shining Hour' (M-G). Off to slow
start which should wind up with $5,-
800, not so forte for this house and
this pic. Last week, 'Sisters' (WB),
$4,800, light.
Time (Berger) (290; 25)—'Strange

Adventures' (Indie) (3d week). Still

hitting the box office target and en
route to satisfactory $800. Last week,
$1,000, fine after very big $1,800 first
week.
Uptown (tar) (1,200; 25-35)^

'Four Daughters' (WB). First neigh-
borhood showing indicates fairly
good $2,700. Last week, 'Too Hot to
Handle' (M-G) $3,200, good.
• World (Steffes) (350; 25-35-40)—
'Moonlight Sonata' (Indie) (2d week).
Ideal type of attraction for this car-
riage-trade house, and big $2,500 in
prospect. First week, $3,000, great.

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Grou
This Week $1,397,700

(Baaed on 24 cities, 158 thea-
tres, chiefly first runs, includinp
N. yj
Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear . . . « $1,487,700

(Based on 24 cities, 170 theatres)

and Major Bowes* stage unit couldn't
get into the right groove on $11,200.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460', 15-
25-35-40-55)—'Thanks for Memory'
(Par). Opens tomorrow (Wednes-
day) after n.g. session of 'Hard to
Get' (WB) to $3,300.
New (Mechanic) (l,558r 15-25-35-

55)—•Slave Ship' (20th). Opens to-
morrow (Wednesday) after mild do-
ings for 'Around Corner'^at $4,100.

Stanley (WB) (3,250; 15-25-35-40-
55)—'Angels' (WB) (2d Wk). Not
catching on in manner expected with
$6,000 indicated. Opener spotty at
$9,400.

^

MMORY'-m
BIGmm. K. c

Kansas City, Dec. 6.

Town blossoms out with an extr?

stage attraction with Chick Webb's
band at the Newman to offer direct

competition to the usual stage show
at the Tower, represented currently

by Buddy Rogers dnd crew. Both
spots doing okay.

Straight film houses seeing biz in
a medium vein, 'Angels with Dirty
Faces' at the Orpheum being notable
in a holdover week.
Annual auto show closed an eight-

day run Saturday (3) to la total at-
tendance of around 75,000, at 40c. per
head. Amateur talent show meant
little as an attraction, and turnout
was under that of past seasons.
Vaude is temporarily established

at the Newman as means of com-
batting pre-holiday slump. WLS
Barn Dance set for following week
and flesh show figured for Christmas
week.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire and Uptown (Fox Mid-

west) (820; 1,200; 10-25-40)—'Service
de Luxe* (U). Opened in both spots
Friday, and biz normal following up-
set of Thanksgiving week. Film
about par at combined take of $6,000.
Last week, 'Submarine Patrol' (20th)
closed a nine-day run at $7,800 com-
bined, average.

Midland (Loew's) (3,573; 10-25-40)
—'Young Heart' (UA) and 'Flirting
with Fate' (M-G). Only dual biU
among first runs. Pair fair at $10,-
500, somewhat off from past few
weeks. Last week, 'Out West with
the Hardy's' (M-G) and 'Adventure
in Sahara' (Col), $16,000, good.

Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10-
25-35-55)—'Thanks for Memory'
(Par) and vaude, with Chick Webb'
and Ella Fitzgerald. Upped prices
not stopping jitterbugs, and $11,500
grand figure. Last week, 'Men
Wings' (Par) soloed to neat $6,000
for its second week.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 10-25-40)

—'Angels' (WB) (2d week). Current
$5,300 combined with first week's
$10,000 the tops here.

Tower (Fox-Midwest) (2,050; 10-
25-35-55)— 'King Alcatraz' (Par)
with Buddy Rogers band on stage.
Better 'than usal at $11,500. Last
week, 'Campus Confessions' (Par)
with Bernie Cummins band on stage
held eight days with Thanksgiving
opening for $10,000.

K-W Confab Dec. 15

The Kincey-Wilby circuit Is plan-
ning a get-together of all its forces
at Winston-Salem, N. C, Dec. 15,
which will be more in the nature of
an opportunity to get acquainted
than for purely business reasons.
Having declared bonuses in the

past to all employees, similar action
may be announced at the coming
affair,

Burr's Prod. Comebuck
Hollywood, Dec. 6.

After a two-year layoff, C. C. Burr
returned to indie production with
'Code of the Fearless,* a Fred Scott
musical western for Atlas release.
Troupe returned yesterday (Mon-

day) to International studio after
shooting exteriors near San Jose.

San Francisco, Dec. 6.

Prospects aren*t 10 forte on the
main stem this week, bi% slowing up
considerably on account of first win.
ter rains and the approaching holi«

days. Natives are concentrating on
shopping, which was delayed ,be-

cause of the department store strike

which threw pickets around the
stores for a long spell. Strike was
called off just a short time ago.
Only new pictures in the burg's

major houses are 'Citadel* and
'Spring Madness' at the Paramount,
'Say It in French' and 'Illegal Traf-
fic' at the Warfield, and 'Service De
Luxe' at the CJelden Gate. 'You
Can't Take It With You,' now in its

third week at the Orpheum, and
'Angels With Dirty Faces,' a hold-
over at the Pox, are doing well
enough not to warrant any alibis.

'Cowboy and the Lady' is still play-
ing to profitable biz at the United
Artists Theatre.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-55-75 )t-

'Angels* (WB) and 'Listen, Darling^
(M-G) (2d wk). Although biz has
slid off considerably at the Fox this
week after socko gross on the initial

stint, can't complain of $12,000.
which' is fine on a holdover. Last
week cashed in big at $24,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 35-55)—^'Service de Luxe' (U), with Uke-

lele Ike (Cliff Edwards) heading the
vaudeville show. Clicking off regu-
lar $12,000, not so good considering
product. Last week 'Peck's Bad Boy'
(RKO) and vaudeville slid below
$12,000.
Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 35-55)—

'Can't Take It* (Col) (3d wk) and
'Ferdhiand, the BuU' (RKO). Having
a remarkable run here. Picked up
'Ferdinand, the Bull' after it ran a
single stanza at the Golden Gate,
opposlsh house. Marvelous $14,000.
Last week cheerful $15,000.
Paramoant (F-WC) (2,740; 35-55^

75)—'Citadel' (M-G) and 'Spring
Madness' (M-G), Everything consid-
ered, tl3,000 isn't bad. Last week
'Submarine Patrol' (20th) and 'Down
on Farm' (20th) sUd to $12,000.

St. Francis (F-WC) (1,470; 35-55-
75)—•Submarine Patrol' (20th) and
'Down on Farm* (20th) moved over
from the Paramount. Heading for

$4,500, which is below average. Last
week 'Brother Rat* (WB) and 'King
Alcatraz' (Pa) (2d wk) managed to

take fah* $5,000.
United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35-

55-65)—'Cowboy and Lady' (UA)
(3d wk). Holding up very well,

and the take of $5,500 is satisfactory.
Last week, tiptop $8,500.
Warfleld (F-WC) (2,680; 35-55-75)— Say It in French* (Par) and 'Ille-

gal Traffic* (Par). Sledding plenty
tough at $7,500, new low for the
house. Last week 'Shining Hour'
(M-G) and 'Bulldog Drummond*
(Par) got $14,000, disappointing for
product of this type.

NO BUFF. ME SLUMP;

HORROR DUAL $12,000

Buffalo, Dec. 6.

Current week is the first test as to

whether campaign of downtown
merchants to attract Christmas shop-
pers will react on box offices. An-
swer seems to be that theatres are
getting their share of the business
which is being brought into the
downtown section both days and
nights.^ In view of this additional
campaign of downtown merchants
for permanent Saturday night open-
ings takes on importance for thea-
tres.

The Century with its dual horror
program is shooting at the best com-
parative gross of the week. Buffalo
is okay, although the Bowes unit la

attracting less than usual attention.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 30-35-55)—

'Hard to Get' (WB) and Bowes unit
Ams usuall good for top-shelf busi-
ness, but despite favorable notices
this one is slipping toward mild
$13,000. Last week 'Shining Hour'
(M-G) drew good $13,500, eight days.
Century (Shea) (3,000; 25-35)—

'Dracula' (U) and 'Frankenstein'
(U). Looks like great $12,000. Last
week 'Submarine Patrol' (20th) very
satisfactory $7,800. .

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 30-50)

—'Brother Rat* (WB). So-so $8,000.

Last week 'Cowboy and Lady' (UA),
nice $11,500, nine days.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 25-40)--

'Thanks for Memory' (Par) and
'Broadway Musketeers' (WB). Am-
bling at weak $5,000 gait. Last week
'Stablemates' (M-G) (2d run) drove
gross up to swell $9,300, nine days.
Lafayette (Ind) (3,300; 25-35)—

'Dark Rapture' (U) and 'His Excit-

ing Night* (U). Down, but still okay
at $7,500. Last week 'Little Tough
Guys' (U) and 'Last Express' (U),

fine $9,500.
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'Angels H. O.-Bole$ $32,000. Top Chi:

'Secrets -Lola Lane $19,000. 'Cowhiy

Fine $16,000, 'Stablemates OK ISG

Chicago, Dec. 0.

James Cagney and' Pat O'Brien

combo In 'Angela with Dirty Faces'

topped everything in town last week
and,for that reason are holding over
currently at the big Chicago for an-

other healthy gross. Stage show is

shilted with John Boles brought in

to headline. Personal is adding con^^

siderable strength to the h.o., par-
ticularly for the heightened femme
strength.
On the other side of the fence is

the Palace, where business Is again

on the wilt. 'Boys Town* unit on
the stage is gathering in the matron
and older crowd, but doesn't seem
to carry much weight with the
young .hand-holders. However, the
pic 'Man to Remefnbet' is drawing
rave notices in the papers and- may
build the b.o. toward end of the
week.

After two weeks in the United
Artists 'Great Waltz* moved over to
the Apollo for additional looping,
being replaced in the UA by 'Cow-
boy' and the Lady* on Saturday (3).

•Men with Wings' continues at the
Garrick for a third week in the
loop.

Oriental is perking. Lola Lane on
the stage accounting for some coin
with 'Secrets of an Actress' also aid-
ing the general heightened ten^o..

Estimates for Tbls Week
Apollo (B&K) (i;200; 35-55-65-75)

—•Great Waltz*. (M-G). Moved here
from United Artists and looks for
$6,000, good. Last week 'Around
Corner* (20th) fair $5,000.
Chloaeo (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—

•Angels* (WB) (2d wk.) and stage
show. John Boles on stage helping
second session of the picture, which
has come through as a real, box-
office item. Turning In a "bang-up
$32,000 following a powerful $3$.50O

Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-65-65-75)
•—'Men Wings' (Par). Making it the
thltd week in the loop, and will
garner okay $4,500 after surprising
$5,000 last week.

Oriental (Jones) (3,200; 25-30-35-
40)—'Secrets of Actress' (WB) and

< Vaude. Lola Lane on stage as b.o.
stimulator. Hiking the take cur-
rently to better than $19^000, fine.
Last week 'Road to RenO' (U) was
good enough at $16,700.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-75)

—'Man Remember' (RKO) and
•Boys Town' unit on stage. Picture
getting excellent reviews and may
build later in session. Indications
not auspicious, however, and not
more than $14,000 sighted. Last
week Diz Dean p.a. was another
nosedive item, and with 'Hard to
Get' (WB) slumped the gross to sad
$n,«oo.
Koosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-

75) — 'Stablemates* (M-G). WUl
punch through with a zippy $15,00a
for the first session, though title is
keeping some of the femmes away.
Last week 'Submarine Patrol' (20th)
faded in second week to so-so $7,600.

^ United Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700;
35-55-65-75) — 'Cowboy and Lady'
(UA). Opened Saturday (3); looks
for fine $16,000 on its initial gallop.
Last week 'Waltz' (M-G) -slowed
quickly in second half of fortnight
to finish with fair enough $10,800.

'Can't Take It' Takes

Big $5,000, Lincoh;

'Waitz,' 'Hour' Tepid

Lincoln, Dec. 6.
^ot all the money is being saved

around here for Xmas shopping.
Varsity, where 'Can't Take It' (Col)
is making a belated appearance; is
pujng up the currency at a merry
rate with $5,000 or better the first
week, fanciest gate since NTI took
it over. It's a cinch for a second
stanza.
Other houses taking it very light-

ly, 'Great Waltz' so-soing at tiie
Stuart; 'Shining Hour' lifcwise at the
Lincoln; ditto 'Campus Confessions*
at the Orpheum. Liberty, a J. H.
Cooper house until Dec. 11, is being
dualled and thrice split to bum out
some action product before it loses
the Cooper tag. Set to open Jan 1,
or thereabouts, for T. B. Noble's
NTI string. Kiva is dark and stays
so until Xmas or New Year's.

Estimates for This Week
^^Colonlal (NTI - Noble - Monroe

)

(750; 10-15)—'Gun Packer' (Mono)
and 'Wanted by Police' (Mono),
split with 'Desperate Adventure'
(Rep) and 'West Santa Fe' (Col).
All right $900. Last week 'Gold
Mme' (Rep) and 'Night Hawk' (Rep)
split with 'Overland Stage Raiders'
*Col) and 'Crime Over London*
(GB) fair $800.

,
Liberty (LTC-Cooper) (1.200; 10-

15)—'Brothers of West* (Vic) and
IMarriage Business' (RKO), 2 days;
Strange S-aces' (U) and 'His Ex-
citing Night' (U). 2 days, and 'Pride
of West' (Par) and 'Road Demons'

(20th), 4 days. Might hit $1,000, good.
]Last weiek 'BuUdog Drummond'
(Par) and 'Prairie Justice' (U) split
with 'Sharpshooters' (20th) and
'Sons of Legion' (Par) light $815.
Cooper was to have lost Liberty (1),
but will now hold until Dec. 11.

Lincoln (LTC-Cooper) (1,600; 10-
25-35)—'Shining Hour' (M-G) and
•Down on Farm' (20th). Above
average $2,700 in sight. Last week
'Around Corner' (20th) and 'Swing
Cheer' (U) slowed to $2,700, but all

right.
Orpheum (LTC-Cooper) (1.350;

10-15-20-25)— 'Campus Confessions'
(Par) and 'Youth Takes Fling' (U).
Just fair, $900. Last week, 'If King'
(Par) held over three days frOm
Stuart, split with 'Five of Kind'
(20th) $900. light.

Stuart (LTC-Cooper) (1,900; 10-
25-4())—'Great Waltz' (M-G). Pulled
after fourth day when a so-so $1,800
was in the till. 'West with Hardys'
(M-G) subbing for 10 days. Looks
like good $5,000 on the stretch.

Last week 'Cowboy and- Lady (UA)
was a humdinger at $4,600.

Varsity (NTI-Noble) (1,100; 10-25-
35)—'Can*t Take It' (Col). Aiming
for a glorious $5,000, biggest for the
house under present management.
Last week 'Down in Arkansas' (Rep)
and 'Lady Objects' (Col) slimmish
$1,500.

'Annabef-Gypsy

$13,SW in Indpls.;

'Hardy H.O. ^/^

Indianapolis, Dec. 8.

With the temporary closing of the
Circle for three weeks for repairs,

one of the first-runs is eliminated
and the other downtown houses are
garnering extra coin accordingly.
•Out West with the Hardys,' aided

by 'Ferdinand, the Bull,' is showing
powerhouse strength at Loew's even
in its second week after turning in

a socko gross the first stanza. With
its first spot week stage show book-
ing of the year, the Indiana is click-

ing off a healthy take on 'Annabel
Takes a Tour* and the Gypsy Rose
Lee vaude unit.

Roger Pryor and his orchestra,

linked with 'Comet Over Broadway,'
are enabling the Lyric, regular vaud-
fllm house, to hold its own with a
satisfactory figure.

Estimates for This Week
Apello (Katz-DoUe) (1,100; 25-30-

40)—'Breaking Ice' (RKO) and 'Mr.

Doodle' (RKO). Former pic given
strong billing and garnered more
attention than the Penner film. Re-
sults okay at $4,000. Last week re-

vival of 'Walking Dead' (WB) and
'White Zombie' (Sup) n.s.h. $2,100.

Indiana (Katz-DoUe) (3,100; 25-30-
40)—'Annabel Takes Tour' (RKO)
and Gypsy Rose Lee unit on stage.

Latter given big build-up here be-
cause of the widespread publicity

she- received when she played here
in Ziegfeld's 'Follies.', Good $13,500,

although net profit may not be, high,

due to. heavy nut occasioned by cost

of spot week booking of stage unit.

Loew's (Loew's) (2.400; 25-30-40)—
'West With Hardys' (M-G) and 'Ad-
venture- in Sahara' (Col) plus. 'Ferdi-

nand' (2d Wk). Plenty in black at

$6,500. Last week also was lots of

money in the bank with socko $12,-

100.

Lyric (Olson) (1,900; 25-30-40)—
'Comet Over Broadway' (WB) and
Roger Pryor's orchestra on stage.

Latter given all the billing. Okay
$9,000. Last week 'Nancy Drew'
(WB) and Herbie Kay band on stage
finished to same figure.

'mm' GOOD 19G

IN SO-SO DETROIT

Detroit, Dec. 6.

Bad weekend weather no aid to
beating usual pre-Xmas dent in local
boxoffices, but things could be a lot
worse.

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40)—

'Dark Rapture') (U) plus 'Road to
Reno' (U), dual. Headed for good
$4,200. Last week okay $3,700 for
'Can't Take If (Col) (2d week) (2d
run) and 'Flight to Flame' (Col),
following beaucoup $5,900 first stan-
za combined with 'Crime Takes
Holiday' (Col).
Fox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)—'Sub

Patrol' (20th) plus stage show. Not

First Runs on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

Week of Dec. 8
Astor—'Pygmalion' (MGM).
Capitol—'Out West with the

Hardy's' (MGM).
(Revtewed in Vabiexy, Nov. 23)
Criterion—'Storm Over Ben-

gal' (Rep).

.
Globe—'Secrets of a Nurse*

(U) (10).
(Rewictocd in Variety^ Nov. 16)

Music Hall—'Dramatic School'
(MGM).

(Reu(eU>ed in Current Issue)

Paramoont—'Thanks for the
Memory* (Par) (7).
(Reviewed in Vameiy, Nov. 9)

Bialto — 'The Last Warning*
(U) (7).

(Reviewed in Current Issue)

Rivoli—-Up the River' (20th)

(2d wk).
Roxy' — 'Thanks for Every-

thing' (20th) (9).

(Reviewed in Current Issue)

Strand — 'Angels with Dirty
Faces' (WB) (3d wk).

Week of Dec. 15
Astor — 'Pygmalion' (MGM)

(2d wk);
Capitol—'Out West with the

Hardy's' (MGM) (2d wk).
Criterl<m—'Flirtmg with Fate*

(MGM).
Mnslo Hall—'Dramatic School'

(MGM) (2d wk).
ParamOnnt—'Artists and Mod-

els Abroad' (Par) (14).
(Reviewed in Vi«iETY, Nov. 2)

SIvoll—'Heart of the North*
(WB) (17).

Rosy — 'Thanks for Every-
thing*^ (20th) <2d wk).

Strand — 'Angels with Dirty
Faces' (WB) (4th wk).

more than $15,000,. poor". Last stanza
nice $25,000 for 'Just Around Corner'
(20th) and Horace Heidt band on

Miohliran (United Detroit) (4,000;
30-40-65)—'Dirty Faces' (WB) plus
•Hard to Get' (WB), dual. Paced for
nice $19,000. Swell $21,000 last week
for 'If King* (Par) and 'Thanks for
Memory' (Par) on eight days.
Palms-State (UD) (3,000; 30-40-

50)—'Mars Attacks World' (U) plus
'Prison Train' (Col), dual. Much-
publicized Martian broadcast not
helping U's film version; looks like
bad $5,200. Last week poor $4,000
for 'Girls on Probation' (WB) and
'Old Mexico' (Par).
United Artists (UD) (2,000; 30-40-

50)—'West with Hardys' (M-G) (2d
week). Pickings up- okay $6,500 fol-
lowing good $11,500 first stanza. Will
pull out this lliursday (8).

Omaha Converts Duals

Into Tillers; Temple,W Mighiy $12,500

Omaha, Dec. 0.

Shirley Temple proved herself
still one of this city's favorites by
drawing $12,500 at the Orpheum in
'Juyt Around the Corner.* Unseason-
able weather has been hurting gen-
eral business .badly, and this was re-
flected in- b.O; takes.
Manager Eddie Forester success-

fully hypoed the Omaha's gross by
showing. 'Drums' free at 10:30 a. m.
and 11:45 p. m. daily to patrons of
the regular dual bill. Orpheum's
Saturday night previewing of 'Young
Dr. Kildare, free to late patrons,
helped slightly.

Estimates for This Week
Avenue - Dundee - Military (Gold-

berg) (950-810-650; 10-25)—'Marie
Antoinette' (M-G), split with 'Boy
Meets Girl' (WB), 'Room Service'
(RKO) and 'Gateway' (20th), tripler.

Strong ending will get $2,300. nice.
Last week, 'Can't Take It' (Col), split

with 'Crime Takes Holiday' (Col),
first run, 'Give Me Sailor' (Par) and
'Lady Objects' (Col), tripler, $2,200,
good.
Brandeles (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 10-

25-35-40)—'Angels* (WB) (2d wk).
Aiming for $4,500, good. Last week,
$8,300, terrific.

Omaha (Blank) (2.000; 10-25-40)—
'Citadel' (M-G) and 'Torchy Man'
(WB), with extra showing at open-
ing and closing daily of 'Drums'
(UA) at no extra charge. Nice $8,500.
Last week 'Shining Hour' (M-G) and
'Mysterious Moto' (20th). $7,800. fair.

Orpheum (Blank) (3,000; 10-25-40)
— 'Around Corner' (20th) and 'Youth
Takes Fling' (U). Saturday midnight
show of 'Young Dr. Kildare' (M-G)
free to last show patrons. Paced at

$12,500, exceptional. Last week
'West with Hardys' (M-G) and 'Ex-
posed' (U). $12,200, socko.
Town (Goldberg) (1,250; 10-20-25)

—'Renegade Ranger* (RKO), 'One
Wild Night' (20th) and 'Going Rich'
(20th), first-run tripler, split with
'Santa Fe Stampede' (Rep), first run,
'Boy Meets Girl' (WB) and 'Give Me
Sailor' (Par), tripler. Aiming to-
ward $1,600, nice. Last week 'Law
of Texans' (Col), 'Crime Ring'
(RKO) and 'Kentucky Home' (Mon),
'first-run tripler, split with 'Crime
Takes Holiday' (Col ). first run. 'Miss-
ing Guest' (U) and 'Sing Sinners'
(Par) tripler, $1,500, good.

B way Hits a Lull; 'Ai^els -Lewis

Fine $35,000 2d Week, Jessel Ups

'Citadel' to 2SG, Trench -Basie 30G

The pre-Christmas slump Is here,
judging by the state of business on
Broadway this week. Only two
shows are providing any real action,
the holdover of 'Angels with Dirty
Farces' with Ted Lewis at the
Strand and 'Citadel' on second-run
at the State. Latter has George Jes-
sel, Dixie Dunbar and Josephine
Huston on the stage. With the ex-
ception of 'Sharpshooters* at the
secondary Globe, which is doing
quite satisfactorily, the rest of the
town ranges from disappointing to
so poor that red is the answer in a
couple spots.

The powerful 'Angels*-Lewis com-
bination at the Strand; which soared
to a mighty $52,000 on the first week,
is pacing strongly for a possible
$35i000 this week on the holdover.
This is the street's leader by many
lengths. State is running second in
highly respectable fashion, however,
at a gait suggesting a probable $i2B,-

000 with 'Citadel' and the Vaude
show headed by Jessel. Ther^ Will
be only one holdover from this
week, the Strand.

'Say It in French* and Count
Basie, plus Buck and Bubbles and
other acts, in originally for just
one week, finished the stint last
night (Tues.) at the Paramount at
$30,000. This is a little profit, hut
represents the smallest first week
for any show house has had in a
long, long time. Par gross was aided
by a jam session Monday night (5),
which included Benny Goodman,
Cab Calloway and numerous others.
House opens 'Thanks for Memory*
today (Wed.) with Blue Barron
band, Shirley Ross and Ken Murraiy.
Into the red and for the first time

over a long period for house is 'Just
Around the Corner,* which won't get
the Roxy more than $28,000. Anoth-
er that sinks into crimson is 'Up the
River,' the possibilities for which
stands at $8,500 tops at the Rivoli.
House has obtained 'Heart of the
North' from Warner Bros, and is
dickering, also, for 'Beachcombers,'
which Par is releasing in this coun-
try. 'Spring Madness,' at the Cri-
terion, may stretch to $6,000, but
poor and unless nut is away down
currently that also is carmine.
Two holdovers which did good

business on their initial weeks, but
are sliding more than expected cur-
rently are 'Cowboy and Lady* and
'Great Waltz' at Music Hall ^ind
Capitol, respectively. Former hit
$98,000 on the first week, slowing
up a bit toward the end, and on the
holdover will be about $71,00a.
'Waltz,' knocking out $34,000 on its
first seven days, tumbles to $20,000
or less. In both cases the two weeks
mean good profit, however.

Hall brings in 'Dramatic School'
tomorrow (Thurs.), obtained from
Metro, but has nothing set to follow
as yet, while Cap ushers in 'Out
West With Hardys' tomorrow
(Thurs.).
'Sharpshooters* may surprise suf-

ficiently to get $8,500 at the GlObe,
but won't hold. RifJto, finishing a
so-so week with 'Shadows Over
Shanghai' yesterday (Tues.) at ^,500,
brought in 'Last Warning' in the eve-
ning.

Closing down Sunday night (4)
after a forced run of 16 weeks,
'Marie Antoinette' is succeeded at
the Astor tonight (Wed.) by 'Pyg-
malion,' which alters policy here
from $2 top to a grind at a scale
ranging from 25c to 65c. Premiere
of 'Pyg' is for benefit of GJernian
refugee organizations.

Estimates for This Week
Astor. (1,012; 25-40-55-65)—'Pyg-

malion' (M-G), with benefit premiere
tonight (Wed,), proceeds to go to
relief of German refugees, inaugu-'
rates grind run tomorrow morning
(Thurs.). 'Antoinette' (M-G), getting
$4,000 on its final week, had a run
here of 16 weeks at a $2 top»
Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—

'Great Waltz' (M-G) (2d-flnal week).
Off on holdover to $20,000 but o. k.
profit after pretty good first week of
$34,000. 'Out West with Hardys*
(M-G) tomorrow (Thurs.).
Cliterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'Spring

Madness' (M-G). No dice, $6,000 or
less. Last week, 'Listen, Darling'
(M-G) topped $8,000, rather good.
Globe (1,274; 26-40-55)—'Sharp-

shooters' (Col). Opened above ex-
pectations and may get to $8,500,
good. Last week, 'Crime Takes Holi-
day' (Col) slumped toward the end^
$7,000, but all right.
Palace (1.700; 25-35-55)—'Mad Miss

Manton' (RKO) (2d run) and 'Next
Time I Marry' (RKO) (1st run),
dualed. This combination far from
dynam'ite, probably only aroimd $7,-'

500. Last week, 'Certain Age' (U)
and 'Man to Remember' (RKO), both
2d run, $9,500 on eight days.
Paramount (3,664; 25-35-55-85-99)-
Thanks for Memory' (Par) and, on
stage. Blue Barron orchestra, Shirley
Ross and Ken Murray, opens today
(Wed.). Single week behind for 'Say

It in French* (Par) and C^ount Basle,
$30,000, lowest scored herie in long
time on a first seven days but some
profit. In ahead, second week of 'Ark
Traveler' (Par) and Larry Clinton.
$31,000.
Radio City Music Hall (5,980; 40-

60-84-99-$1.65)—'Cowboy and Lady*
(UA) and stage show (2d-final
week). Went to $98,000 the first
week, tapering a little at finish but
very good and on holdover is con-
siderably under hopes at $71,000
though profitable. 'Dramatic School'
(M-G) opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
Bialto (750; 25-40-55)—'Last Warn-

ing' (U). Brought in here last night
(Tues.) after week of 'Shadows Over
Shanghai' (GN) at $5,500, mild. 'West
of Tombstone* (RKO) on 6% day*
got $5,700.
RIvoll (2.092; 25-55-75-85-99)—'Up

River* (20th). Going very slow and
no. more than $8,500 tops indicated,
red. Last week, second for 'Tough
Guys* (U), also a dodo, around
$4,000.
Roxy (5;836; 25-40-55-75)-^'Just

Around Corner' (20th) and stage
show. Teftiple's latest a bust here,
$28,000 maximum. Which is crimson.
Last week oh holdover of 'Sub Pa-
trol* (20th), business dippecl unex-
pectedly toward end to $27,000 but
some profit.

Strand (2,767; 25-55-75)—'Angels'
(WB) and, on stage, Ted Lewis band
(2d week). Pushing through to a
smash $52,000 on the first Week, this
show is maintaining fine strehgth on
the holdover for a possible $35,000
and again holds.

State (3,450;- 35-55-75)—'Citadel*
(M-G) (2d run) and vaude headed
by George Jessel, Dixie Dunbar and
Josephine Huston. A real spurt in
business here . over a few recent
weeks will take gross to" possible

$28,000, vfery good. Last week, 'If I
Were King* (Par) (2d inn) and Jack
Denny orchestra, $20,000; |alr.

MS HOLD HOB;

miPLEDUAL

2l)G.2SPiyrS

Boston, Dec. S.

Big week of holdovers here. 'Cila*

del,' 'Angels* and 'Drums' all good
for second weeks, with 'DrUms* aim-
ing for third stanza at the Memorial.
•Just Around the Corner,' only nivr
film in town, with 'Arrest Bulldog
Drummond* on same bill at the Par
and Fenway, is doing all right
First indications of Xmas shopping

dent in biz was felt Saturday (3)
matinee.

Estimates fQr This Week
Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 25-35-40-

55)—'Around Corner' (20th) . and
'Bulldog Drummond* (Par). Looks
[ood for $9,000. Last week 'Suez'
20th) and 'Torchy Man* (WB) (2d

run), okay $7,100.
Keith MeworUI (RKO) (2,907; 25-

35-40-55)—'Drums* (UA) and 'Swing
Cheer* (U) (2d wk). Almhig toward
okay $16,500, after dandy $21,000 fir«t

week. Possible third ' week for
'Drums* with new co-feature, Dis-
ney's 'Ferdinand' getting credit for
some of the take.

Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 25-35-
40-55)—'Angels* (WB) and 'Down on
Farm' (20th) (2d wk). Headed to-
wards good $16,000. Last week same
same bill tallied dandy $20,500;
OrpUeum (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40-

55)— 'Citadel' (M-G) and 'Blondie'
(Col) (2d wk). Will take around
$16,000, very good. First week smash,
$21,000.
Paramount (M&P) (l,79^r; 25-35-40-

55)—'Around Corner' (20th) and •

'Bulldog Drummond' (Par). Hitting
handsome $11,000 gait. La^t week
'Suez' (20th) and 'Torchy Man' (WB)
$10,300, good.

Scollay (M&P) (2,538; 25-35-40-50)
—'I Stand Accused' (Par) (1st run)
and 'Suez' (20th) (3d run) Okay
$6,000 pace. Last Week 'Hard to
Get' (WB) and 'Illegal Traffic* (Par)
(2d run) fair $5,500.
State (Loew) (3,600; 25-35-40-55)—

'Citadel' (M-G) and 'Blondie' (Col)
(2d wk). Will take around $10,000,
good. First week dandy $17,000.

New Indie Gets Going

Hollywood, Dec.
New indie producing outfit. Com-

modore Pictures, moved into Gen-
eral Service studio and prepared to'
start shooting around Jan. 1.

Samuel Bronstein heads the com-
pany, D. Freshwater, v.p., and Mel
Abbott, production manager.
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Pitt s Xmas-Hmded, butM W/i^M $7,800, 'Angels' H.O. $8,000

Pittsburgh, Dec. 6.

Downtown crowded with holiday

buyers and they're showing as much
care in buying entertamment as

with Yule presents. Result is spotty

iz. Head and shoulders above neld

is 'Brother Rat' at the Penn, swing-

ing into line fast after slow start

and likely to get a second week at

Warner. At latter spot, 'Angels

With Dirty Faces' is knocking off

great session after big week at the

Penn. . , ,

'Submarine Patrol's is doing nice-

ly at the Alvin and may possibly

stick for second week at Senator,

though that isn't definitely set yet.

Stanley disappointing with Young
Dr. Kildare' and Duke Ellington, de-

spite fine notices.

Estimates for This Week
Alvin (Harris) . (1,850: 25-35-30)—

'Submarine Patrol' (20th). Sweeping
nod from the cricks and holding up
nicely, pointing to favorable $7,800.

Under ordinary circumstances, that s

not h.b. biz here, but with Harris

new set-up (another downtown first-

Tunner at Senator) film may move
for second week. Not certain, how-
ever. Last week 'Around Corner'

(20th) yanked after six days to mis-

erable $5,700.

Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 25-40)

—'Down on Farm' (20th) and 'Se-

crets of Nurse' (U). House has run
Into serious product difficulties and
marking time until the upper brack-

et of its splits with U and 20th come
along. Doubtful if current dual will

pass $2,200, pretty bad. Last week
•Little Tough Guys' (U) out in six

days to under $3,000.

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-

50)—'Brother Rat* (WB). Over big,

with $18,500, good enough to get it

a second week at the Warner. Last

w^k 'Angels' (WB), $19,000 in eight

days and h.o. at Warner.
Senator (Harris) (1,800; 25-40)—

•Lady Objects' ^Col) and 'Storm*

(U). Burg's latest first-runner knows
by now it's going to have tough
Bledding getting 'em down at far end
of town. Headed for bad" $2,000.

Opening stanza, with 'Service De
Luxe' (U) and John Boles doing a
personal, was caught in middle of

worst weather break in years, and
finished miserably at $6,500. .

Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-40-60)—
•Dr. Kildare' (M-G) and Duke El-

lington. Not delivering at $15,000,

which means red here. Last week
Roger Pryor-Maxine Sullivan-Dick
Foran-Ann Miller stage setup hiked
•My Heart' (UA) to nice $19,000.

Warner (WB) (2,000-, 25-35-50)—
•Angels' (WB) on moveover from
Penn. Heading for swell $8,000, best
here in some time. Last week 'Man
Remember' (RKO) and 'Nancy
Drew' (WB), $3,600 in eight days,
pretty bad» •

H-E Employees Hypo

Seattle Bi^ 'Angels'

$8,500, Others Okay

Seattle; Dec. 6.

Emt>loyee3 of Ramrick-Evergreen
theatres busy selling 'employees
good will' ducats to', boost take dur<
ing^the two weeks prior to Xmas
This is expected to help biz mate-
rially that period, with $50 cash
prize for top seller and minor prizes
urging the drummers on.

EstimatcB for This Week
-Bine Monse (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850; 32-37-42)—'Stablemates' (M-G)
and 'Touchdown Army' (Par). Sec-
ond week here after two prior ses-
sions at the Fifth avenue. Hitting
$2,300, good; Last week same films
gartiered big $3,400.
Coliseum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

<1,90(); 21-32 )^'Algiers' (UA) and
•Blockheads* (M-G). On four-day
stretch, $2,900, okay. Last week
•Boys Town' (M-G) and 'Booloo'
(Par), nine days, $4,000, good.
Colonial (Sterling) (800; 10-21)—

'Renegade Ranger' (RKO) and
'Crime Over London' (GB), dual,
split with 'Dick Tracy' (Rep), three
instalments of serial combined to
make feature length, and 'West of
Santa Fe' (Col), dual. All right $2,-
000 in sight. Last week 'Mars At-
tacks World* (U) and 'Missing
Guest' (U), $2,500, big.

.

Fifth Avenae (Hamrick-Ever-
green) (2,349; 32-37-42) — 'Young
Heart' (UA) and 'Service de Luxe'
(U)r Big campaign, which included
preview at midnight jamboree at
Orpheum recently for 'Heart,* is

putting $8,000 in the strong box, 10
days. Last week 'Shining Hour' (M-
G) and 'Road Demon' (20th )^ nice
at $7,200.
Liberty (J-vH) (1,800; 21-32-42)-

•Drums' (UA) (3d wk). Heading for
$4,000, good. Last week, same film,
$4,600.

Mitslo Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(850; 32-37-42)—'Shining Hour* (M-
G) and 'Road Demon' (20th).

Brought over from Fifth Avenue
«nd ambling toward fair $2,400. Last

week 'Submarine Patrol' (20th) and
'Swing Cheer' (U), good $3,000.
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(2,600; 32-37-42)—'Angels' (WB) and
'Meet Girls' (20th). Great $8,500 in

store. Last week 'Around Corner'
(20th) and 'Mr. Doodle' (RKO), $4,-

300, slow.
Palomar (Sterling) (1.350; 16-27-

37-42)—'Gangster's Boy' (Mono) and
vaude. Very big $6,000 indicated.
Last week 'Flight Into Nowhere'
(Col) and T Stand Accused' (Rep}
with Major Bowes' cowboy unit on
stage, big at $5,400.
Paramount (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(3,039; 32-37-42)—'If King* (Par)
plus 'Ferdinand.' Eight days on h.o.

stanza plugging toward okay $4,700.
Last week, same films, $9,000; great.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-32)—

'Mayerling' (Indie),. After two en-
gagements at the 'foreigner' Mont-
lake theatre, this one came down-
town for a week, find cleaned up a
great $3,000. Last week 'Breaking
Ice' (RKO) and 'Give Me Sailor'
(Par), $2,300, good.

MDud$9,

Burns-'BuOdog

7G, Prov. Bright

Providence, Dec. 6.

Return of warmer weather bright-
ening main-stemmers' prospects for
slightly better average takes. Dual
revival of 'Star of Mianight' and
'Lost Patrol' at Albee doing fairly
well. 'Young in Heart' at State and
'Arkansas Traveler' at Strand hold-
ing nicely.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 25-35-50)—

'Star of Midnight- (Col) and 'Lost
Patrol' (RKO) (revivals). Holding
promise of only fair $4,800. Last
week, 'Little Tough Guys' (U) and
'Tarnished Angel' (RKO), so-so
$5,000.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400: 25-35-

50)—'Angels' (WB) and 'Torchy
Man' (WB) (2d run). Pacing for
nice $5,0P0. Last week, 'Shining
Hour' (M-G) and 'Listen, Darling'
(M-G) (2d run), held for swell
$6,200.

Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 25-35-40)—
'Hard to Get* (WB) and vaude. Go-
ing along nicely and should wind
with fine $7,000. Last week, 'Down
on Farm' (20th) and vaude, satisfac-
tory $6,800.

State (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50)—
*Young Heart' (UA) and 'Flirting
Fate' (M-G). Not as strong as pre-
vious weeks, but paced at nice $12,-
000. Last week, 'Out West' (M-G)
and 'Cipher Burea' (GN) drew swell
$16,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,300; 25-35-50)—

'Sub Patrol' (20th) and 'Road De-
mon* (20th). Aiming for hefty $9,-
000. Last week, 'Angels' (WB) and
'Torchy Man' (WB) drew swell
$10,000.
Strand (Indie) (2,200; 25-35-50)—

'Arkansas Traveler' (Par) and 'Bull-
dog Drummond' (Par). Helping
house to hold own with peppy $7,-
000. Last week, 'Men Wings' (Par)
closed with nifty $8,000.

'Wings' $8,000, 'Cowboy'

$3,500, Montreal Dull

Montreal, Dec. 6.

Palace Is getting plenty wicket
clicking currently and may come out
with excellent $8,000 on 'Men With
Wings' despite increasing Xmas win-
dow-shopping. Balance of first-runs
will hardly top $5,000 in any case
with Yule doldrums in sight.

Estimates for. This Week
Pahuse (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)—

'Men Wings'. (Par). Pointing toward
good $8,000. Repeat of 'If King'
(Par) last week fair enough at
$4,500.
Capitol (CT) (2,7X)0; 25-45-55)—

'Suez' (20th) (2d wk). Heading for
good $4,800 after very good $7,500
last session.
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 25-34-40)—

'Service de Luxe' (U) and vaude.
Slipping at $5,000. Nice $6,800 last
week on 'Man Remember' (RKO)
and Hollywood Laff Parade unit.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 25-34-50)—

'Garden of Moon' (WB) and 'Racket
Busters' (WB). Put in day ahead of
time after 'Dracula' and 'Franken-
stein* (both U) were yanked. Will
be middling at $3,800. Horrors last
week flopped at $2,000 on repeater

• Orpheom (Ind) (1,100; 25-40-50)—
'Cowboy and Lady' (UA), Packing
'em in for Very satisfactory $3,500,
Third session, of 'Young Heart' (UA)
and 'Touchdown Army' (Par)

yanked next-to-last day la$t week
after very weak $1,800.
Cinema de Paris (FranccrFUm)

(600; 25-50)—'Plpi le Moko.' Gait of
$2,000 at best Last week's repeat
of 'La Tragedie IiAperiale' poor $1,-

300.
St. Denis (France-Film > (2,300; 20-

34)—'La Mort du Cygne' and 'Les
Pirates du Rail' dual. Oil at $4,000.
Last week 'Prison aux Barreaux' and
'Etes-Vous Jalouse,' n.s.g. $3,500.

HEARrDUAL

Louisville, Dec. 6.

Newcomers this week will hardly
start any cheering, although Xmas
drop-oit is not yet noticeable. Mild
weather is keeping folks on the
street and in the stores, but the prin-
cipal cause of the current b. o. leth-
argy is lack of potent product.
Holdovers at the Brown and Mary

Anderson are showing some strength,
and of t|ie new pics, 'Young in Hearr
at Loew's State promises to lead the
town.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Ave.) (1,-

000; 15-30-40)—'West with Hardys*
(M-G) and 'Adventure in Sahara*
(Col). Turned in profitable stanza
at Loew's State, and should do nicely
here on moveover. Aiming toward
$1,900. Last week, 'Shining Hour*
(M-G) and 'Blondie' (Col) fair $2,200
on h. o.
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—

'Four Daughters' (WB) and 'Room
Service' (RKO). Shaping up strong-
ly toward okay $1,800. Last week,
'Lucky Star' (20th) and 'Hold Co-Ed'
(20th) ample .$1,700.
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,100; 15-

30-40)—'Young Heart' (UA) and
'Flirting with Fate' (Col). Paced
for okay $7,500, best gross In town
currently. Last week, 'West with
Hardy's' (M-G) and 'Adventure In
Sahara' (Col) smacked through for
resounding $11,000, and moveover.
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;

15-30-40)—'Angels' (WB). Still gooa
enough on h. o. to brir^ ih fair $2,-
800 after first week's sweet $6,000.
Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)—'Man's

Castle' (Col) and 'Dangerously Yours'
(WB) split with 'Love, Honor' (WB)
and 'Jezebel' (WB). Picking up
some of the drop-in trade off the
main stem, and heading for satisfac-
tory $1,500. Last week, 'College
Swing' (Par) and 'Mr. Moto' (20th),
split with 'Blondes at Work* (WB)
and 'Met My Love Again' (UA),
healthy $1,600.
Blalto (Fourth Ave ), (3,000; 15-30-

40)—'Submarine Patrol* (20th) and
'Road Demon' (20th). Combo lack-
ing marquee names, and draw just
so-so. Indications of $4,800, maybe a
little more. Last week, 'If King'
(Par) ^ and 'Bulldog Drummond'
(Par) under expectations at $6,500..
Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1,400; 15-30-

40)—'Storm' (U) and 'Exposed' (U).
Headed for below average $2,400.
Last- week. 'Thanks for Memory'
(Par) and 'Illegal Traffic* (Par), miid
$1,800.

'HARDYS' $16,000, CINCY;

'HARD GET'-HEWT 15G

Cincinnati, Dec. 6.

Trade holding up okay for this pre-
Xmas shopping period. Palace is
raking up one of the burg's best
marks for several weeks on 'Out
West with Hardys.' Albee is doing
okay with 'Cowboy and Lady,* and
the Shubert is registering its biggest
vaudfilm season's take on 'Hard to
Get' and Horace Heidt's Brigadiers.
Surprise floperoo of the year was

'Thanks for the Memory.' It was
pulled by Keith's after a miserable
three-day showing, although favored
by wonderful notices and extra ad-
vertising. House shoved in 'Shining
Hour' for a second run. Also on the
red side currently is the Lyric's
tussle with 'A Man to Remember.'

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-42)—'Cow-

boy and Lady' (UA). Okay $11,500.
Last week, 'Shining Hour* (M-G)
fair $10,000.

.Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 35-42)—
I4j?8e?s' (WB) (2d run). N.s.g. $3,,
500. Last week, 'Brother Rat' (WB)
(2d run), fine $6,000.

Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)—
'Lawless VaUey' (RKO), 'Last Ex-
press' (U), 'I Stand Accused' (Rep),
separate. Normal $2,100. Same last
week on 'Man from Music Mountain'
(Rep), 'Illicit Traffic' (Par), and
Sotis of Legion* (Par), singly.
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 25-40)-

S^n^^^'^J^*' <"'^B) (3d run). Fair

!?v'9?\ ^'^^^ Kildare'
(M-G) (2d run) poor $2,500.

^Libson) (1.500: 35-42)—
Thanks for Memory* (RKO) Jerked
after third day when extra adver-

reviews fetched only
$800 for that period, which comes
nigh being a worst-ever first half for
this house. 'Shining Hour* (M-G)
(2d run) rushed in Sunday (4) for
flvo days, which wiU fetch around

Lyric (RKO) (1.400; 35-42)—'Man
Remember' (RKO). Sorry $2,400

llanos' $17,m ni%; Xowlioy;

'Angel' EO.S OK; Duals Comiig?

and will be yanked after sixth day.
Last week, 'Blondie' (Col) very good
$5,000.
Palace (RKO) (2.600; 35-42)—'West

with Hardys' (M-G). Socko $16,000.
Last week, 'Angels' (WB), big
$14,000.
Shubert (RKO) (2,150; 35-40-60)—

'Hard to Get' (WB) and Horace
Heidt band. Heidt tossing in a jit-

terbug dance contest oti last per-
formance Monday, Tuesday and
Thursday nights, with $100 in cash
prizes. Best take so far this season
on vaudfilm. $15,500. Last week. 'Lis-

ten. 'Darling' (M-G) and Count
Bernl Vicl's unit, pleasing $11,500.

NlXPfflffiOnS

EVEN UNTIL

XHAS
Pittsburgh, Dec. (J.

Distributors sounded warning here
last week that they will brook no
attempt to slash admission scales

during slow pre-holiday season when
they clamped down a virtual boycott

on indie-owned State in downtown
sector. House has been getting 15c

for. subsequent-run duals and with
trade sloughing off lately, manage-
ment decided to cut price to a dime.
Although trade picked up imme-

diately, almost doubling usual take
on first day of reduction, Ray
Wheeler, State manager, had to re-

sume old scale almost at once when
practically every exchange on Fijm
Row informed him they would sell

him no more product until prices
were boosted again.

Stragetic position of State, right
in center of business section and sur-
rounded on all sides by Harris and
Warner circuit subsequents, was be-
lieved to have produced the quick
warning. Indies in isolated areas in
the past have cut prices at will with-
out suffering any consequences, but
it's understood that Film Row will
similarly deal with other spots try-
ing to undersell competition from
now until Christmas, i

Downtown Pittsburgh's

18,000 Seats; Town Very

Much Over-Theatred

Pittsburgh, Dec 6.

Pittsburgh, downtown particularly,
overseated as never before with
opening of new Harris spot, 1850-
seat Senator, formerly Aldine.
Gives city more than 18,000 first-run
seats within about four blocks, big-
gest bloc burg has ever had and in
view of existing conditions more
than traffic will bear.
Understood Harris outfit had full

cognizance of this situation and tried
to avert launching of another house
by working out pooling deal with
couple of competitors but to no avail.
With circuit growing, now number-
ing 20 houses, and only one first-run
spot downtown, Alvin, Harrises felt
they needed another outlet in order
to protect itself on product.

First approached was Shea-Hyde
Fulton, only two doors from Alvin.
Fulton splits U pix with Alvin and
gets one-third of 20th output. Harris
sounded out Shea on idea of pooling
everything, letting bigger Alvin take
the pick and running no picture
more than two weeks, sending their
hits into Fulton for third and fourth
stanzas. No soap, however. •

Then it's said chain went to Wil-
liam Skirball, operator of nearby
Barry, on a similar deal but this fell
through when Skirball Remanded
that Harrises share losses he has in-
curred since taking spot over almost
three years ago. Barry was virtual-
ly wrecked by 1936 flood after
around $25,000 had been spent on
improving site.

Harris company claims that when
both these overtures were vetoed it
had no alternative but to open Sen-
ator.

CHAS. lEONABD'S SWITCH
1 .

Hollywood, Dec, 6.
Charles A. Leonard has resigned

his advertising post with United
Artists.

He joins another major company
after the first of the year.

Philadelphia, Dec. 6.

More bad week-end weather again
lopped the edge .off of grosses that
otherwise might have hit fairly com-
fortable averages. As it is, figures
are somewhat off, though not badly,
all things considered.

Biz holding up fair at the second-
weekers, 'Cowboy and the Lady' at
the Aldine, and 'Angels with Dirty
Faces' at the Fox. One of the short-
est initial runs on record was reg-
istered by 'Peck's Bad Boy at the
Circus.* Opened at the usually sec-
ond-run Karlton on Friday and was
pulled out on Saturday. Shortage
of other product forced in 'Robin
Hood,' which has already been all
through the nabes. Stanton is try-
ing something new, what may be the
first step towards a double feature in
downtown Philly. It is bolstering
'Storm Over Bengal' with 'Titans of
the Deep,* a 45-minute semi-feature.
Without a doubt comparatively

best figures in town are being hung
up by the . tiny 355-seat Studio with
'Dracula* and *Frankenstein' twinned.
Shudderers start their third week on
Thursday and at the present rate are
almost certain of a fourth. All rec-
ords broken with the Thanksgiving
Day opening when the S.R.O. shingle
was out within 15 minutes after the
box office unveiled.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 42-57-68-75)—

•Cowboy and the Lady' (M-G) (2d
week). Showing nicely on the h.o. to
$9,600 after fine first week at $13,200.

Boyd (WB) (2,350; 37-57-68-75)—
•Spring, Madness' (M-G). Can't grab
much of a hold with $9,000, punk. Last
week 'If King' (Par) (2d week) went
off, after nice first stanza, to $8,800.

Earle (WB) (2,758; 25-37-42-57-68)
—'Up River' (20th) with Gang Bus-
ters Unit and Stuff Smith band on
stage. Combo is heading for very
mild $19,000. Last week, 'Thanks for
Memory* (Par), with Jan Savltt
band, Eric Blore and Ethel Shutta
p.a.ing, $20,000, pallid.

Fox (WB) (3,423; 37-57-68-75)—
•Angels' (WB) (2d week). Still riding
the crest to $17,500 aftei; socko open-
er that zoomed to $22,600. Holds for
third round.

Karlton (WB) (1.066; a7-42-57-68)
—'Robin Hood' (WB). Pic had been
all through the nabes already and is

back here only as a fill-in with prod-
uct short Tallied a $2,000 in five
days, not bad. 'Peck's Bad Boy'
(RKO) set some kind of a record,
going in on Friday and being pulled
Saturday with very sour $400 for the
two days. Last week 'Around the
Corner' (20th) (2d run) ,$3,000, bad.

Keith's (WB) (1,870; 37-42-57-68)
—'Submarine Patrol' (20th) (2d run).
Sad $3,400 in store. Last week
'Young Heart' (UA) (2d run) also
poor at $3,300 after two weeks at
the Aldine.

Stanley (WB) (2,916; 37-57-68-75)
—'West with Hardys' (M-G). Very
nifty $17,700. Last week 'Submarine
Patrol' (20th) poor $11,000.

Stanton (WB) (1,457; 26-42*57)—
'Storm Over Bengal* (Rep). First
sign of a twin bill in a midtowner
is addition of 45-minute 'Titans of
the Deep! (GN) here. Combo is
turnhig in satisfactory $4,800. Last
week 'Illegal Traffic' (Par) no bar-
gain at $.4,100.

'RAT' $24,000, B'KLYN

'Heart' Dual $17,000 — Traffic' —

'

Vaude Nice \IMC

Brooklyn, Dec. 6.
Socko attendance at Fabian Para-

mount where 'Brother Rat' is going
over with bang. Next in line is
Loew's Metropolitan showing 'Young
In Heart.' Other houses in down-
town area also due for profitable
week.

Estimates tor This Week
Albee (3^574; 25-35-60)—'Miss Man-

ton* (RKO) and 'Little Tough Guys*
(U). Happy $16,000 in sight. Last
week, 'Certain Age' (U) and 'Man
Remember* (RKO) (2d week) drew
neat $18,000.

Fox i:4,089; 25-50)—'Arkansas Trav-
eler* (Par) and 'Nancy Drew' (WB).
Okay $14,500. Last week, 'Hard to
Get' (WB) and 'Five of Kind' (20th),
$14,000, satisfactory.

Met (3,618; 25-50>—'Young Heart'
(UA) and 'Dark Rapture' (U). Good
$17,000. Last week, 'Citadel' (M-G)
and 'Vacation from Love' (M-G)
pulled fine $23,000.
Paramount (4,126; 25-35-50) —

'Brother Rat' (WB) and 'Little Ad-
venturess' (Col). .Fine $24,000. Last
week, 'Men Wings' (Par) and 'Night
Hawk' (Rep) (2d week) good $17,500.

Strjuid (2,870; 25-50)—'Illegal Traf-
fic' (Par) and vaude featuring Elea-
nore Whitney, Stan Lomax and Bud-
dy HaSBett. Attractive $11,500, cred-
ited mostly to stage and draught of

Hassett, B'klyn Dodgers' slugger, plus
others. Last week, 'Gangster's Boy
(Mono) and vaude, okay $11,000.
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SHARP BRITISH PROD. DROP
See Italians Hedging on U. S. Fix

Weakening of th9 Italian government's stand on the Aim distribu-

tion monopoly, set to become efTectlve Dec. 31 next, was seen , in

cables received by the Hays office yesterday (Tuesday) which stated

that the government planned to extend the start of its nationalization

plan for foreign distributors six months. This is merely a verbal
promise with nothing in writing nor any official signature as yet, but
hinted that the government did not want the eight major American
oompanles to pull stakes- in Italy.

Metro, Paramount, Warner Bros, and 20th-Fox, four companies
operating their own exchanges in U Duce's country, have notified

employes they will shutter after Dec. 31, with many distributors

seeking new spots in their European organization for veterans forced
out of business in Italy.

Only official observation with major companies and Hays office

was that Italy rna^t make up its mind before the end of the year as

to whether the effective date for the government film monopoly Is to
be Dec. 31 or six months hence.

Poor B.O. Fihs from U. S., PoKtical

Blocks Push Aussie Biz to Depresh

Era Depths; Dean Asks Cooperation

Sydney, Deo. 6.

Exhibitors here we mulling e
drive to brinr the public back ie

film theatres. Boxoffloes are low
eurrently, and both exhibs and
diatrlbutors believe a oomblned
oampalgrn with both exhibitors;

and distrlbs oontrlbntinr would
ffo far In bolsterlnr revenue for

both.

One plan contemplates dlatrlb-

etors paying one third, exhibs a
similar amount and Hoyts and
Greater Union circuits another
third.

Sydney, Nov. 18.

• Picture biz in the Antips, accord-
ing to many execs, has gone back
to the 1930-31 depression era. Said
that a dearth of quality product
from abroad is one of major reasons
for the b.o. fall. Some execs say
tliat pictures with high values in

,Ui S. are not always accepted here.
Two former Yankee clicks,

'

'Algiers'

(UA) and 'Four Daughters' (WB)
are biz weakies in this territory.
Sydney, which has 10 long-run the-
atres, only has three b.o. pictures,
'Drums' (UA), 'Alexander' (20th),

And 'Marie Antoinette' (M-G).
Certain execs believe,' however,

that a letup in political pressure,
plus an earnest endeavor to bring
«bout cooperation between exhibs
and dlstribs, would soon point the
way to successful trading.
Sam Snider, managing director of

Snider-Dean, recently returned from
a visit abroad, stated he thought that
leading U. S. execs did not know the
true situation prevailing politically
in the Antips today. Snider said he
felt positive U. S. execs would be
more than willing to cooperate on
satisfactory working conditions for
the industry.

Snider suggested, since U, S. ex-
ecs regarded this territory as highly
important, that the present trade
upheaval could be eased providing
ell concerned would get together to
eliminate all political interference.

HAKIM IN AMERICA;

ANZAC FItMER DIHO
Raphael Hakim, French producer

who last year made 'Pepe le Moko,'
which Walter Wanger remade into
'Algiers,' has arrived from France to
look over the U. S. distributing mar-
ket.

Hakim brought with him two pic-
tures, 'Human Beast,' directed by
Jean Renoir, featuring Jean Sabin
and Siijione Simone; the other is

'Naples,' directed by Auguste Genin-
na, featuring Mireille Ballin and
Tino Rossi. Hakim's stay here will
be indefinite.

Sir Samuel Walder, member of the
board of directors of National Studios
of Pagewood, Sydney (Australia),
arrived in Ne^y York last week
bringing with him a print of 'Rangle
River,' with Victor Jory featured.
Walder is negotiating a distributing

ceal for five Australian-made pic-
tures produced by his National Stu-
dios, and sails for England Dec. 18.

Hutchinson Back Dec. 22

W. J. Hutchinson, head of 20th-

Fox's foreign department, returns to

New York Deo. 22 after an extensive
tour of South Africa, France and
England.

Ben Miggins, managing director

for 20th-Fox in Europe, and F. L.

Harley, m.d. for Great Britain, will

accompany Hutchinson.

20th-Fox Defends

Radio Plugs for Pix;

Brit. Ednbs' Squawk

London, Nov. 29.

Francis L. Harley, managing di-

rector of 20th-Fox in Great Britain,

has received protest from Cinemato-
graph Exhibitors Assn. about recent
radio version of 20th's 'Alexander's

Ragtime Band.' Exhibs complained
broadcast dated the picture and that

the broadcast, too, was poor, so

prejudicing prospective customers.

Irate to hear criticism of what many
hailed as grand ballyhoo and rich

entertainment, Harley replied to

CEA in long letter.

Harley said statement that the

broadcast dated the picture is negli-

gible since all pre-release publicity

does that, too, and only alternative

would be not to issue any publicity

till general release. (In U. K. there's

often six months between West End
showing and general release and
national newspapers prefer to spread

themselves on new product when it's

topical in London.)
Letter next contradicts claims the

show was badly put over, declaring

20th was swamped with congratula-

tory notes from England and the

Continent. Why broadcast was
planned the way it was, explains

Harley, was so as to popularize the

old songs.

'It does not seem possible,' quotes

company's disclaimer, 'the revival of

.old songs of such high quality and
popularity as Irving Berlin's could

possibly prejudice the 'public

against seeing the picture.'

Final note agrees it is important

a broadcast should not be as good as

the picture, but suggests the show
was pretty good at that, reasortably

conveying the story and also being
highlighted with a personal by
Berlin.

Doyle Seeks F-M Unit
Sydney, Nov. 18.

Stuart F. Doyle is trying to import
a Fanchon-Marco revue unit to play

the Antips,

Revues have been successful In

Australia of late. Marcus started the

ball rolling and the Fullers are doing

nicely with Harry Howard's 'Holly-

wood Hotel,' starring Willie and
Eugene Howard. Frank Neil, too,

has been doing excellent business

with vaudeville and revues.

i STUCES IHOM

Resumption of Activity Seen
Not Before April Despite

Reports That Studios Will
Pick Up After Jan, 1

—

Exhibitors Would Fail to

Meet Quota Requirements

MERGE STUDIOS

London, Dec. 6.

Six stages out of 80 in film studios

here are now Operating and total of

900 technicians have been let out,

representing approximately 60% of

local union operatives. The two

principal studios which made drastic

cuts are Denham and Ptnewood.

Today (Tuesday) Richard Norton,

executive head of Pinewood, issued e

statement saying that only seasonal

employeiis had been released and

that studios ' would resume after

Christmas. Paramount is making

one picture at Pinewood.

Twentieth Century-Fox has Just

made arrangements to take over
Gainsborough studios at Islington.

Fox states it will retain present pro-
ducing and administrative staffs.

George Elvin, head of Association
of Cinetechnicians, says that despite

announcements of resumption of

studio activities after the New Year,
he doesn't foresee any resumption
until April. Even then, a not very
substantial reemployment is antici-

pated, he stated.

This indicates that before the year
ends exhibitors will ftnd^it impos-
sible to meet' quota requirements,
but the Film Coimcil is empowered
to use its judgment and may permit
making of cheaper native pictures

below the $75,000 figure presently
stipulated. Half of latter must be
spent on British labor, rule states. In
the meantime, technicians are on the
dole. The difficulty seems to be that

no British money is available for

making pictures.

Recent reported amalgamation of

Denham and Pinewood resulted in

forming a $9,000,000 holding com-
pany, which assessed the valuation

of both studios. This may culminate
in doing away with one or the other

and converting one into a huge hous-
ing estate, erecting homes which will

yield income for owners.

BUCHANAN, MAXWELL

TEAM FOR 250G FILMS

London, Dec. 0.

Negotiations are practically con-

cluded for Jack Buchanan to ally

himself with John Maxwell's Asso-
ciated British Picture Corp. to make
pictures testing approximately
$250,000 each. First one begins im-
mediately after signing.

An original by Douglas Furber
and Buchanan, along the lines of his

latter's 'Smash and Grab* film, is

skedded for the initialer. Cast will

include Buchanan, Edward Everett

Horton, Elsie Randolph and David
Burns. Tim Whelan will direct

More Sydney Vaude

Sydney, Nov. 18.

Hinted that the Mayfair, Sydney,
may adopt a vaudfilm policy short-

ly. Questioned on the subject, Sam
Snider, of Sriider-Dean, said that as

fas as he knew the move was not

in the air, but from other reliable

quarter^ it's learned ' such a policy

may be tried.

Hoyts has found it payable to spot

a top vaude act with pictures at the

Regent here, and it's understood a

vaude . bid will be made with the

Mayfair, in which Hoyts is inter-

ested with S-D.

New French Government Decree

S<H« Hiriig America. Distrlbs;

Al Foreip Concerns Would Be Ifit

Tarm' Looks Unlikely

In London Opening
London, Dec. 6.

'Story of African Farm,,* adapted
from Olive Schreiner's novel of
same name, opened at the . New'
theatre last Wednesday (30).

It's unsatisfactory and seems very
unlikely.

PRW. DEAL FOR

20TH, HOYTS

IN ANTIPS

Sydney, Nov. 17.

Product deal between Hoyts cir-

cuit and 20th-Fox probably will be

set before Dan Michalove, 20th-Fox

rep, leaves for U. S. Dec. 9. Micha-

love made an extensive survey of

Hoyts' business during the several

weeks he was here.

He came to New South Wales to

sound out sentiment regarding the
close association between 20th-Fox
and Hoyts. Michalove was assigned
to the task when W, J. Hutchinson,
20th's foreign manager, was away on
other company business.

20th-Fox was aroused over threat-

ening government gestures made in

New South Wales because Greater
Union Theatres, an all-Australian

corporation, was given no ace pro-

duct by the American company
while it was supplying its best fea-

tures to Hoyts, in which it held
stock. This, too, is being looked
into by Michalove.
Michalove. is due to arrive In Los

Angeles Dec. 28,

JEWISH ARTISTS BANNED

FROM HUNGARIAN STAGE

Budapest, Dec. 0.

Hungary has taken another stab

at Jewish artists with publication

of list of eligible performers by the

newly formed Hungarian Actors
Guild, Numerous Jews were ex-

cluded from the accepted list of

1,955- players who may appear on
the stage and in films in Hungary.

Artists whose names were un-
listed include Rosy Barsony, Oscar
Bergei and Lili Darvas, wife of

Franz Molnar, the playwright, It

was explained that the list might
later be -modified. Molnar, along
with a host of other prominent Hun-
garian-Jewish artists, fled to Paris

about six months ago, where they
have set up a refugee colony.

Tilden's Mild London

Debut; Exhibish Game
London, Dec. 6.

Bill Tilden's vaudeville debut in

a tennis exhibition at the Trocadero
was hiildly received helre.

Offering needs building, and will

then have possibilities.

Cinesound's Expansion
Melbourne, Nov. 20.

Greater Union Theatres, continu
ing on the solo road, will rebuild the
Melba at a cost of $200,000. On
completion it'll be renamed Victory.

The Empress, Sydney, is also be-
ing rebuilt and will be retitled .the

Victory. In Adelaide, GUT is com-
pleting another theatre, also to be
known as the Victory.

Paris, Nov, 29.

Heads of Yank film interests in
this country Will have plenty of rea-
son for headaches in gross, lots by
the end of the year if the terms of
the new cinema decree approach
what soundings show they are
likely to be.

The work of an inter-ministerial
commission, appointed some time
ago to coordinate the activities of
the different ministerial departments
interested in cinema problems^ the
decree is expected to contain at least
six paragraphs, of which two, pos-
sibly three, will crack down on the
Americans and other firms distrib-

uting foreign films. As ^far as could
be learned from best-informed cir«

cles, the following is a fair resume
of what the decree will contain:

National Reflstrar
1. Creation of a national cinema

registrar. This organization would
keep a complete record of all French
films from the time they -commence
imtil they are finished. Purpose
would be to give film a 'civil status,'

thus allowing it to represent a cer-
tain legal value ojnce work is begun,
value increasing as work progresses
so loans could be made with the
value of the film being given as se-
curity. Rates of interest now asked
by money-lenders for new or par-
tially completed films stand at an
abnormally high figure. Thus it

would be easier for produciers to bor-
row -in order to complete produc-
tions;

2, Guarantee of salaries for all

persons working on the production*
of a film (probably producers' bonds
or something on a like order);

3. Making it impossible for certain
categories of bankrupts , and Undesir-
ables to participate in production,
distribution and exploitation of films

in France;
4, Organi^zation of the censure. It

is envisaged, well-informed circles

state, to place the censure under the
premier's office, which would have
the power to delegate officials to the
ministeries of interior, foreign af-

fairs or national education, accord-
ing to the category into which the
film being censored falls;

3. Obligation of all houses to carry
a dociunentary film on each pro-
gram; and

6, State control of receipts.

From what can be learned, the
first, second and third wotdd not
affect the American industry, being
concerned totally with French pro-
duction. Exact details of how the
organization of the censure is to be
carried out and if It's to obtain any
new regulations making it harder for
the Yanks to import films Into

France could not be learned.
Encourage the Young •

No, 5, however, poses a different

question. Reason which is given in
informed film circles here for impos-
ing this rule is to encourage young
directors and producers, ii being ex-
pected that they will start with short
documentary films. But it is a shoe
on another foot for the. Yanks. In
the nabes and provinces, wheire
double-feature programs are most
heavily used, the obligatory insertion

of a documentary picture would
make the program too long for a
double feature. Result—the second
feature, which in many cases is

American or some brand of foreign
film, .would be eliminated.

Dickinson Named Par

Sales Mgr. in Britain
London, Dec, 6.

C, J, Dickenson was named gen-
eral sales manager in Great Britain
for Paramount last week. He's a
former branch sales supervisor for

Par. Dickenson succeeds Montague
Goldman, who resigned about a
month ago.

Probably no more changes will be
made in Paramount British com-
pany's personnel until John W.
Hicks, Jr., present head of the Eng-
lish firm, return., from U. S. with
Adolph Zukor early next year.
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Thanhs for Everything
(WITH SONGS)

Hollywood, Dec. 3.
,SOth>Fox' release) ot Harry Joe Brown pro
auction. Features Adolphe Mertjbu Jack
Oakl9, Jack Haley, Arleen Whelan, Tony
IfartlD, BIniile Barnes. Directed by WlUlam
A. Seller. Screenplay by Hnrcy Tugend
adapted by Curtis Kenyon and Art Arthur
bnaed on story by Gilbert Wripht. Songs,
Mack Gordon and Harry Bevel; ^'amera
Luclen .Andrlot; editor, Bobert Simpson'

'^uslc direction, I.ouls .Slivers. Previewed
at Grauman's Chinese. Dec. 'i, '38. Bun
ninf; time, 70 mins,
J, B. Havcourt.. Adolphe Mcnjou
Brady Jack Oakle
Senry Smith .....Jack Huley

adere Raines , Arleen Whelan
Kay Swift. BInnie Barnes
Joe Raines Georf^e Barbler
Marine Kerffeant..., Warren Hym'er
Ambassador> .Gregory Gaye
Mayor Andrew Tombeq
Mrs. Sweeney Renle RIano
Miss Twitc.hell , ,.Jon Diiggan
Dr, Olson^..'. , .'.Charles Lane
Draft. Doctor...; Cdarles Trowbridge
Lem Slinlngrer. Frank Sully
Announcer Gary- Breckner
Guard ; Paul Hurst

Policemen {iT?f V^""^^
\ Ed DearInK

* 1-
• A. light and breezy comedy-drama

developing a brisk pace that's a
-cinch for general audience appeal.
With names of Jack Oakie, Adolphe
jMenjou, Jack • Haley and Binnie
Barnes to. take care of marquee, re-
quirements, picture, will getsatisfac-
'tory business and please in all spots.

Although carrying, slight dramatic
thread, story leans heavily to light-
ness and popular- brand' of comedy
and situations. With a bright prem-,
ise, both direction and characteriza-
tions also aim in that direction; to
provide an enjoyable piece of. ehter-
'tainment. Story provides novel
"twist of -Haley, getting a perfect
mark in national 'average man con-
•test conducted via radio by Menjou.'
;Haley is disqualified for, prize
money, but is retained by Menjou to
unknowingly provide angles on his
likes and' dislikes of various prod-'
ucts, as an average man. Idea
provjBs .bonanza to Menjou, but it

backfltes when a foreign ambassador
asks ' for reaction on participation
.of this country in a War abroad.

Haley, as the guinea pig, is. sub-
jected to series of humorous epi-
sodes before he gives the right an-
swer and collects a fat fee from
'Menjou: Through the unfolding,
tunjs romance "of- Haley with his
smdlUtowil' sweetheart, Arleen Whe-
:lan, who comes to the city as a
beauty contest winner; and the love-
making of Oakie and Binnie Barnes.
William Seiter takes full advan-

tage of numerolis script opportuni-
ties to inject dfeft touches, of humor
•in his directing chore, withal keiep-
-ing the picture moving at a rapid
clip. Spaced<. nicely are four- song
numbers by Mack Gordon- and
•Harry Revel, 'Thanks For Every-
thing,* 'You're the World's Fairest'
/Puff 9 Puff,', and 'Three Cheers for
Henry Smith.' Last two are tied
closely into story development," but
the title song and 'World's Fairest'
-are likely to get dance band and
radio .play. Pair, of tunes, together
.with 'Puff,', are sung by Tony Mar-
tin to good effect.
Haley does a fine job Of portray-

ing the small-town grocery clerk
who. becomes the experiment for
Menjou's enterpf-ise. He keeps thte
character within bounds without go-
ring overboard on the hokey side,
and. times he gags for most effective
,laughs. Oakie breezily handles the
role pf assistant to Menjou, who is
his usual suave self as' the enter-
prising advertising agency head.
Miss Barnes fills the bill nicely as
'Menjou's eye-appealing p.a., and
gets numerous laughs from her ro-
mantic interludes with Oakie. Ar-
leen ;Whelan is okay heart interest
lor Haley. Supportiiife cast is of
high standard.
^Thanks for. Everything* is of first-

run caliber,; and provides general
all-around entertainment. Picture
has been given regulation produc-
tion advantages of "an A production.

years, was tabbed on contract by
Paramount for buildup as a charac
ter star, and market has been
combed for suitable stories. His last
picture, 'Dangerous to Know,' was
not proper material, but 'Ride a
Crooked Mile' provides a' fine oppor-
tunity for Tamiroff to sweep through
and -justify studio's confidence in
bringing hini along as possible star-
ring timber.

Reared as a two-fisted hard
riding Cossack, Tamiroff becomes
the wealthy leader of a gang of
thieves who hi-jack cattle en route
to the stockyards. When his divorced
wife sends their 21-year-old son, Leif
Erikson, to him for handling, Tamir
off is elated to find his offspring in
herited all of the ajggressive, fear'

less and carefree spirit of the Cos-
sacks. Mutual admiration of eacn
other's physical feats bring the pair
close together, when Tamiroff is sud-
denly packed off to. Leavenworth
to serve a l&tretch. Erikson enllstb

in the Leavenworth cavalrjr unit to
aissist in an escape, which is finally

set. But the boy discovers loyalty
to the army overshadows his father-
love, and" leads the cavalry troupe
on search for the escaping convicts
Meeting his father, Erikson tells of
his determination to take him back,
but Tamrioff makes a dash lor lib-

erty and is killed in plunge over a
cliff.

Tamiroff gives a most realistic por-
'xayal, being in turn, .likeable hero
or domineering and scheming heavy
as characterization .requires in the
unfolding. Erikson is most convinc-

. ng and personable -as the .son, , and
lis Work' throughout of high caliber.

Frances Farmer provides the ro-
mantic ' interest -. with Erikson,- while
[.ynne Overman swings away from
his regulation comedy r.oles to pre-
sent a very effective delineation of
Tamiroff's cellmate. Balance of cast
IS well-chosen.

Story' unfolds fast and .interest-

ngly at the- getaway, and continues
'

;o .
maintain .a smooth and brisk pace

throughout. In prison sequences no
extraneous scenes of lin)3s of con-
victs or disciplinary measures pur-
sued are included to Slow uo nar-
rative devfilopment; all of the se--

quences inside, the Walls- are con-
fined to intimate shots of the two
cellmates scheming their plans for
i;he break.

Although story swings into heavy
and suspenseful melodrama in sevr
eral instances, smart direction by AI
Green lightens the picture through-
out with deft touches of comedy to

teep. it from getting out of hand.
Camera Work bjr William Mellor is

of high standard, 'while entire pro-
duction carries top

.
mounting.

Ride a Crooked Mile

V ,
Hollywood, Dec. 1.

Paramount releose ol Jeff Lazarus- pro-
auction. Directed by Alfred E. Green.
OiiSinal- story and screenplay by. FerdinandHeyhw .and. Joha' C. Moffltt. -Associate
produce^ Dale Van Every; asslt. director,
Harold Schwarta: camera, William C, Mel-

.
lor; special photography, Farclot fldouart:
editor, James Smith. Previewed at Para-
-inount, L. A., Nov. 20,. '38. Bunhlq^ time,
' 7U . JnlnSi

'

•ttA?*\li"*- ;
•< Akim Tamiroff.

Johrtny Slmpkln Leif Erikson
'2^1, Frances Farmer
Oklahoma .Lynne Overman
r.t. Colonel Stuart John Mlljan
Sjt. Flynn j. m. Kerrigan
S**"?^ •

- ^ • • • •• Vladimir Sokoloff
Marie iflmpklns .Genia Nikola'
GeOrg^ Hotz Wade Crosby
Warden Bobert Gleckler
Joroyd Nestor Pnlva
Byrd Archie Twltchell
Bilks Gnylo.rd Pendleton
Corporal Bresllne Fred Kohler, Jr.

A vigorous offering, highlighted by
a dommating performance by Akim
Tamiroff and particularly keen di-
rection by AlfreiVE. Green, 'Ride a
Crooked Mile* carries a refreshing
slant on the father-son premise, in
a melodrama that commands interest
from the opening shots. Picture will
do business mainly on word-of-
mouth, but: is handicapped by lack of
cast strength and so-so title. It will
get by moderately in the keys where
strong support is added, or where
enterprising, showmen hit an ex-
ploitation key for advance campaign
•to arouse interest. C^nerally, it will
,do nicely as a substantial program-
.mer, with speclzd appeal to the male
trade. .

'

Tamiroff, In pictures for several

DRAMATIC SCHOOL
Hollywood, Dec. 2.

Metro release of Mervyn ' LeBoy produc-
tion. Stars Luise Balner and. Faulette
Goddar d:features Alan Marshal. Directed
by Bobert B. Sinclair. Screent>lay by
Ernest -'Vadja and Mary McCall. Jr.; from
Hungarian play, 'School of Drama,' by
Hans'Szekely and Zoltan Egyedt camera,
William .Daniels; editor, -Frederick T«
Smith. Pervlewed at Westwood 'Village,

Dec. 1, '38. Bunnlng time, 78 minutes.
Louise Lulse Balner
Nana Faulette GOddard
Andre d'Abbencourt Alan Marshal
Mado Lana Turner
Glna Bertler Genevie Tobin
Fleury ..Anthony AUa^
Pasquel. Sr Henry Stephenson
Mme.' Chariot.... Gale ..Sondergaard
Bouliri ' Melville Cooper
Georges- Erik Rhodes
Slmone .-..'Virginia Grey
Yvonne.... Aiiji Rutherford
Bamy Hans Conrled
Pasquel, Jr Band Brook
Mlml... .....'... Jean Chatbum
Annette ; MArle Blake
La Braslllana ,.CeclUa C. .Callejo
Pantomimic Tetcher Margaret Dumont
Alphonse ^.Frank Puglla
Fat Girl '.,i.Dorothy Granger

Miniature Reviews

Thanks for Everythlnir* (20th-

Fox). Liaugh-studded pic with
Menjou, Oakie, Haley and Bin-
nie Barnes. Okay b.o.

•Hide a Crooked Mile' (Par).,

Absorbing melodrama with
father-son twist and Akim Ta-
miroff in splendid performance.
Fine programmer.
'Dramatfo School' (M-G).

Combo of Luise Rainer and
Paulette Goddard in a weak
offering.

'Shadows Over Shanghai'
(GN). Bright meller for the
duals.

'Next Time I Marry' (RKO).
A very poor entry.

'The Last Warning' (U).
crime* Club 'mystery melo-
drama. Good support for duals.
'Nancy Drew — .Detective'

(WB). First of new series, with
B o n i t a

,
Granville, Frankie

Thomas. Passable for nabe
duals.

Crime Takes a Holiday
Columbia production and release. Stnra

Jack Holt: features Mnrcla Ralston. DI
J-ectcd by Lewis D. Collins. Sereepplay by
JeiTerson Parker, Henry Altlmus, Charles
Logue; camera, James .S. Brown', Jr. At
Globe; N v., Nov. 20. '38. Burning time,
no,mlns.
Walter Forbes ;...Jack' Holt
Peggy "ftone ........ i ...... . Marcia Balflton
Jerry Clayton.... Bussell Hoiliton
J. J. Grant ..Doug^ss Dumbrllle
Joe .Arthur" Hohl
Brennnn '..;.,....;,.Thomas Jackson
Ho.V-*" John Wroy
Spike.... William Pawley
Louie ...Paul Fix
Stoddard : Harry Woods
Governor Allen Joe-Crehan

A disappointing effort which
arouses little interest in its unfolding.
Boring picture fails to generate any
semblance of sincerity, and winds up
as disappointing offering that will
have to struggle through solely on
the ^draw' values oi Luise Rainer
and Paulette Goddard.

Story lis a very unwise choice for
Miss Rainer, and studio is apparent-
»y finding it difficult to supply her
with proper material. Direction is
stagey and an additional handicap
to the production,
'Dramatic School' details the ad

ventures of Miss Rainer as a strug
gling Student of the National Theatre
Dramatic School in Paris. Grolng to
school days and working nights in
a factory to pay her way, girl ex-
cuses her continual nocturnal en-
gagements with tales -of association
with. Alan Marshal, playboy show-
backer. Paulette Goddard discounts
the stories and arranges party for
students at which Marshal Is invited.
Latter, in on plot, saves Miss Rainer
by apparently recognizing her. Girl
falls in love with her benefactor,
who underwrites her tuition and sets
up a swank apartment. But he leaves
her later for a new distraction, while
Miss Rainer clicks in the dramatic
show. When Marshal returns he is
turned down.
Yarn is rather synthetic and never

reaches a point of plausibility,,
floundering as it progresses and
lacking in honest motivation. Miss
Rainer or Miss Goddard and the
capable supporting cast can't over-
come th6 deficiencies in basic dra-
matic elements.
Picture has been given advantages

of top production AiOunting at usual
ligh standard set by Metro, but this
is no iuifltance here.

Certain elements in this opus bieat
resemblance to the New. York

gubernatorial race between Lehman
and ^ Dewey a month ago, but that
angle is water over the . dam now.

^ timely slant, 'Crime Tajces
a Holiday' resolves itself into a cops-
andrrobbers tale of stock proportions
as to script, decent enough work by
the cast and sufficient speed to round
out an hour divertingly before the
main, feature occupies the screen.^
Jack Holt is the he-man district

attoniey with such a string of con-
victions to his record that he's urged
?. a gubernatorial candidate.
Final stumbling block, the trapping
of a certain mob, causes him to con-
vict an innocent man knowingly, so
that the right bunch will emerge
cockily and be caught. Complica-
tions thereafter are legion, untU the

^ fu "^l^ht guy, DumbriUe,
in the ju^ via a hoke frameup on the
radio. Marcia Ralston as the inno-
cent man's daughter enters briefly
out not briefly enough, to cover up
the. fact that her makeup photo-
graphy badly.
„,Holt fills his pfift nicely enough.
His appearance is, thoroughly pre-
sentable and his burring voice and
scowls actually lend a certain force
to the role. KusseU

. Hopton, Holt's
assistant, backs him up okay, while
Dumbrille has played smoothie gang-
ster roles to the extent that he could

Sfs°sfeep
'^^^ through this one in

Camera work and direction over-
come the low-gear stretches in the
yarn. Props, as usual, are not givenmuch notice, hence sloppy in spots.Some day somebody in the prop de-
partment should study the mechan-
ics of a 72-pt. newspaper headline
and notice that it fits from margin
to margin, not being banked all over
the page nor half a yard short.

Edga.

Shadows Over Shanghai
Grand National release of Franklvn War.

.
James Dunn. Dl-

T««itl.
by Chorlea Lament, Screenplay.

B SaIe."r^lSS?= "r'^l'"'' ^'"'V' «"^h^rd
Hinu« ii*^*"' .'^'l'""" Martlnelll. At
?lm"%5''m];;;.^"^'^
Johnny McGlnty Jnmnn nnnn

Fuji Yokohama
Peter Boma

sial angles have been j:avoided. and
the war used mainly as pure back-
ground, though effective base ma-
terial.

Because the running time is so
brief, the characters do not emerge
beyond the strictly hoke level. Dunn
tries manfully to get beyond limita-
tions, but the only exit out of the
mess is comedy, and too much of that

raises Cain with the yarn.
Direction is plenty speedy, and

that's the savior of the job as it

stands. Mounting, too. Is Okay, ex-
cepting those standard lapses that
seem to be a plague With shorter
pix. For instance. In one harbor
scene the painted background is so
effective that it looks like an actual
outdoor shot until it becomes ap-.

parent that the smoke from passing
vessels is standing still.

Photography is pretty good consid-
ering what the lens had to disguise
in. the way of .interior mountings
representing - outdoor stuff. £d£ra,

NEXT TIME I MARRY
BKO release of 'Cliff Held production.

Features LuclUe Ball, James Ellison, Lee
Bowman, Directed by-Garson Kanln, Story
and adaptation, John Twist and Helen
MclnardI; editor. Jack Hlvely; photograpy,
Bussell Metty, At -Palace, N, TT.; dual
bin, week Dec. 1, '38. Bunnlng time, 64
mIns.
Nancy -Fleming...;.... LuclUe Ball
Tony Anthony Jamea Ellison
Georgl Lee Bowman
H. El. .Crocker. , iapylUe Bntes
TIlby .Mdnton Moreland
Bed T.. Elliott Sullivan

Joe' - Murriay Alper

Nancy, Drew—Detective
Warner Bros, production ami loi..

Feafures Bonlta aranvllle, JohnJames Stephenson, Frankie Thom.ifi n.''
rected by WlUlapi CIomenH "V h...^:
screenplay by Kenneth' Omiief" b.?3'"''*
story by Carolyn Keene; ca feiV l \v?^^

'&7'^s&. >""" "'"' i-ya;nlng

Nancy Drew. Bonllu Grnnvlii.Carson Drew John LIUl

Bobert Borrat
Paul Sutton

n.. iLA^^. •* '.Edword Woods
fun r^J^'t ^'^'v'n' Mordant

r^L}'^ Chester qan
A m»r?J?„ JT^/-;

Victor Wong
GSjIIcuddy^??""'

...EdwaM.Keane

Capt.' Murphy
Fong . .......

Wang

Ttie story is banal, production

values poor, direction sloppy* ah4

most of the performances* bad. Only

LuelUe Ball's and James Ellison's

terrific struggle with bad material,

doing nobly under a distinci handi
cap, saves the produgtion from be-
ing much,, worse...- The rest' of the
cast members show next to nothing.
.Plot and situations, as .

well as the
steering by Garson Kanin, who dl<

rected^ follows the most implausible
ines even, if away, back somewhere
in the authors' memory was 'It Hap-
pened One Night.' ~A spoiled girl,

forced to marry a real American if

she isn't to be disinherited, jpicks

out a ditch.-digger on. a WPA proj-
ect. .Her method of absurdity is to
marry Ellison and then divorce him
so she can hitch with a • fortune-
luntlhg foreigner, played by' Lee
Bowman.-
A race to Reno, . with, the newly

acquired American hubby wanting
:o beat her to the divorce, consumes
most of the action with the girl
(Miss Ball) as Ellison's ward and
virtual prisoner on the trip west by
trailer. Some minor laughs find
heir way into the action but neither
:he latter nor the few laughs drawn
will keep audiences awake. Miss
Ball and Ellison deserve much bet-
ter.

The production is generally cheap
while, in the direction, Kanin shows
a -complete-lack of respect for plaus-
ibility, details and the like. There
is hardly no way to explain much
of th^ action that occurs, how the
husband does this, how the wife
does that, how someone else does
othjer things, ad infinitum. Cher.

THE LAST WARNING
Hollywood, Dec. 1.

tinlversal production and release. Stars
Preston Foster; features Frank Jenks,
Joyce Compton, Kay Llneaker. Directed
by AI Bogell. Screenplay by Edmund L.
Hartmann; based o.n novel by Jonathan
Latimer; camera, George Meehan; editor,
Maurice Wright. Previewed st Pantages.
Nov. 30, '38. Bunnlng time. 02 mlns.
Bin Cmne .'...Preston Foster
Doo Williams Frank Jenks
Da\yn Day.. .Joyce Compton
Carla Bodr gues Kay LInaker
Major Barclay e, Cllve
Linda- Essex Frances Boblnson
John Essex.... Roy Parker
Tony Henderson Bobert Page
5'8Ks..., .Albert Dekker
Paul Gomez Roland Drew
Slocumbe Clem Wllencheck
Wilson...-

; Orvllle Caldwell

ChhUon mos stp L"^''*'
Ted NIckerson ... 'Vanlde fc"''
Inspector Mllllgan

' .V. . ^ .Fmnk oThBfne Schneider .... .Ken?a nini''
Mary Kldrldge elena VhllM, s EvnSS"° Charles TiVuwSSIKeifer DIolt Puitmi

DXiJes"'"" ..^^Ersi

Miss Tyson Mne nii)uh
|*Ud Murphy : ...T.*X Cp5
.Mrs. Spires........; Lottie Williams

Fairly worthwhile kid stuff. Based
on the series of juve books by Car-
olyn Keene, 'Nancy Dre>v—Detec-
tive' is the first of a string of bread-
'n'butter pictures for the moppets."
Too light for adult fare and there-
fore limited to dualirig at matinees
or occasional holiday nights when
the youngsters are on the loose.
Bonita- Granville, getting to the

young- miss age (she drives her own
car, so she's apparently supposed to
be about 16) and softening just a
trifle toward the boys, is the~ hub
abound which the action rtivolves.
Or, to put it more accurately, iihe's
the sparkplug that keeps the story
rolling. As alert, curious and fear-
less as a Scottie pup, she's always
on the jump;' always poking her
nose into hornets' nests and (.<ynce
it .wouldn't do to kill her off) always
thwarting the devious plans of the
rogues she uncovers.
As sidekick she has the boy next

door, frankie Thomas, -who's., due
to be written Into .the script as the
properly 'innocuous romance. There's
also her . stem but kindly father,
John Litel, who just to be prepared
.for future script exigencies, is a
lawyer. Headed for comedy atten-
tion; in future editions of the series
is- a lame-brain police- inspector
whom the girl gumshoe puts to
shame^ AH strictly liKfhtweight stuff,

but harmless and mildly pleasant

—

particularly considering the budget.
Direction -is acceptable, since It

keeps the action spinning and doesn't
let subtleties impede the story. Miss
Granville is forthright and refresh-
ing as the bright-eyed heroine, while
young Thomas, Litel and others itire

there with the goods when called
on. Brandon l^nan, a familiar and
colorful • character actor on Broad-
way for years, contributes a believ-
able performance -as a doctgr beaten
up by the kidnapers, Hobe.

HIS EXCITING NIGHT
Universal ' release of Ken Goldsmith pro-

duction. Stars Charles Buggies; features
Blchard Lane, Stepin Fetchlt, Marlim Mar-
tin, Maxle Bosenbloom. Directed - by Gua
Melns. Screenplay, Pat Flick, Edward
Ellscb, Morton Grant; from play by Kath-
arine Kavdnaugh; camera, Henry Sharp;
editor, Phillip Gahn. At Liberty. Lin-
coln, duol. Running time, 01 mlnn.
Tripp Charles Bugglea
Carslake Ulchurd Xiane
Casper .Stcpln Fetchlt
McCoy Maxle Bosenbloom
Gypsy Marian Martin
Anne ...' Ona. Munson
Margie Frances Bo'blnson
BUI Begls Toomey
Aunt Elizabeth ..Georgia Culne
Taxi Driver Bonny Baker
Beporfer , Eddie Acuff
Bob uyinond Parker
McGlU tanley Hughea

.. .......... Billy Bevans
*•••••» Wm. Haade

• BIcHard Lop
.Victor Young

If Grand National had patched 15
more minutes onto, this one, allowing
the yarn, sufficient time to unspin
with finesse, it would have had a
nice feature. As is, it's fair enough,
but. the running time isn't long
enough to keep the framework of
the story from gawkily punching
through the celluloid. Net effect is
spotty. - ,

Situation covered is an episode In
the cm-rent Sino-Japanese fracas.
Characters are a discredited Rus-
sian secret service man (Robert Bar-
5?.'j* White Russian schoolmarm
^ T» * * . newspaperman(James Dunn), and a mysterious
arms buyer for China (Ralph Mor-

potpourri of characters
play hide-and-seek with an amulet
which IS the sesame to Chinese
treasure in the U. S. Whole thing
gets so ta.ngled up that it takes mur-
der to boil the yarn down to any

?.• °J '^asonable happy ending.
Plenty of splicing from newsreels

has. been inserted into the film to
depict bombings and the ruthless
destruction of Shanghai. Controver-

Cast in the regulation pattern of
previous Crime Club features, 'The
Last Warning' mixes goodly dashes
of comedy into a mystery meller
unravelled by the breezy pair of
private detectives, Preston Foster
and Frank Jenks. Picture easily
hits the groove for which It is in-
tended;- secondary spot in the duals,
and possible solo in smaller houses
where the series attains a following,
..Although title, 'The Last Warn-
ing, was acquired several years ago
by Universal in purchase of stage
play of same name, this is hot a re-make of previous picture.

.
.Opening gets away nicely, swing-

ing into admixture of coniedy anddrama as
.
suspicion is directed in

turn against various characters.

T^J^v.-!"^^ J'ne until lat-

/nc!«^'^ S^ts a little con-
fusing for a time. But climax
straightens out for a fast finish.
Foster and Jenks are called to the

estate of Ray Parker to protect the
latter and his sister, Frances Rob-
inson, against threatening and mys-
terious not6s. While Foster tries tounravel the affair girl is kidnaped
for ransom, with balance of action

Slprit."^
discovery of thS

above par for the series,
i^as been given better produc-

predecessors. Com-
fn ^ht"*! ^'^^^^ K""^ broad type
to be easily understood by audi-ences for which picture is aimedCamera work excellent for offeringm moderate budget classiflcatloi

^

A wedding prank lays the ground-
work for 'His Exciting Night,' and
it's no ordinary wedding, night
either. It's a fair part of Charles
Ruggles, played in his usual style,
but unfortunately, it's not one which
will see him through to the better
brackets in playing time. It's just
a so-so picture, nothing commanding-
for marquee or b.o. Dual designed, it

won't stray from caste.
Ruggles is a down-trodden clerk

in an agency, about to many well
to Ona Munson, whose aunt, Geor-
gia Caine-rWho would give a battle-
axe the first two swings and still

come out on top—has an account
with the company. When it appears
Ruggles, after marriage, will take
the account away, Richard Lane,
who owns the company, decides to
queer the nuptials. Can't stop it, so
goes to Maxie Rosenbloom, a weight-
hoisting, hand - to - hand balancing
vaudevilllan, and borrows, his blonde
wife to do the badger trick. It works
—and howl
Screenplay had Ruggles in mind,

allowing »hls faltering, unsure style
full play. Richard Lane, usually
throwing a lot of words in the RKO-
Joe Penner efforts, has an equally
heavy word - pitching assignment
here, and he acquits himself nicely.
Maxie Rosenbloom, with a double-
take mind on. which there is no such
thing as an indelible impression,
thick-tongues his way to minor ap-
plause, but it remains for Marian
Martin, the blonde who works the
badger trick, to catch the eye when
she walks on. Her walk is more
eloquent than her talk. Benny
Baker, a screwy taxi-driver who
wants to commit suicide becau.<>e he
can't hit a high note, appears a little

self-conscious about the role.
Georgia Calne's rich old aunt bit,

coupled with some slow motion by
Stepin Fetchlt, some worrying ci
Grade A caliber by Regis Toomey
—all are good supporting parts. Ona
Munson, who started and stopped
about four or five years ago. reap-
pears' as the Ruggles bride who be-
lieves In him all the way. Barn.
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MAD ABOUT MONEY
(BBinSII-MADE)
(WITH SONGS)

London, Nov., 28.

RiltlBh lilon xeleaBO of JToe Rook-Elatree

Production. Stars I^upe Velez, .Tean Colin.

Wollace Ford. Ben Lyon. Directed^ l>y

Melville Brown. Screenplay, John Meehan,

Tr from orlfflnal by John E. Hardlns;

music, Jamea Dyrftnforth. Kenneth I.08Ue

Bmlth. De Wolfej camera. John Stumnr.

A.S.C. At Carolwldge, London. Running
time. 77 mine, ^ „ ,

Jjarli de Huelva Lupe Velee

nov Hnrlev •. Ben Lyon
Peter Jackson Wallace Ford

Plana West - • • • Je"*. Cottn

Otto • Harry LanRdoQ

Pcffffy • Mnry Cota

Jerrv Sears » Cyril Rayinand
Eric' Williams Ronald Ward
Gloria Dane Olive Sloan*

Picture was made about three

f
ears ago at the Joe Rock studios,

ts delay In presentation could not
possibly have been due to lack of
quality, but probably dijie to flnan-

clal complications. "There's much to

commend it and t^iere would be
much more had it been put out im-
mediately after production. Thnes
have since changed, but it's sti^ a
good musical at popular prices here,

and a reasonable dual fill-in in
America.
There's a fine cast, headed by four

Hollywood fllmster's, plus a plever

English ingenue, Jean Colin. Pro-
duction and photography are go.od.

Lupe Velez, Ben Lyon, Wallace
Ford and Harry Langdon acquit

themselves well.

Just the usual masquerade story

©f an ambitious actress passing her-

self off as an heiress, and a near-

broke film cpmpany trying to cash

In on her 'mllUons.' • Even the sweet
young thing is included; she agrees

to sacrifice her honor to make good
«n the hoax.

Picture Tf'ill have to click reason-

ably strong, here to gtt back pro-

duction costs, which must have been
considerable. Jolo.

SACRIFICE OF HONOR
('Sacrifice d'Honncur')
(FRENCH MADE)

- Trl-Natlonal- wleaae of Imperial produc-.

lion. Stars ' Anaabella; Directed ' by .
Vttit-

«el L'Herbler. Screenplay by L'Herbler and
Charles Spaak from atopy by, Claude Fat^

»ero anS Luclen Nepoty; music. Jean Le-
•olr: editing: and tltUnsr by Forrest Izari.

At Normandle, N. Y., .week Nov. 80. '88.

Jtuilnlnff time. 8* mins.
Jeanne de Corlalx Annabella

Captain de CorlaU Victor Francen
Admiral Morbraz ^JSIl^Tf*
Lieutenant d'Artelle Robert Vldalln

Commander Brambourg Pierre Henolr

l^eiluc ..Roland Toutaln

^Hce Roslno Derean

tenant under. Capt. Corlaix, provides
a colorful bit of viUainy. Robert
Vidalin is the young officer who has
had ah affair with the captain's wife.
Roland Toutain, in the role Of an of-
ficer's menial, gives a droll perform-
ance that provides about the. only
humor of the piece.

> Forrest Izard's English titling is

capital. No cameraman credited, but
just as weU because. Wcor.

Brothers of the West
victory release of dSam Katzman -pro-

ducUon. Stara Tom Tyler. Directed by
Sam Katunan. Original and acreenplay,
Baail ' Dtekey; camera. Bill Hyer; editor.
Holbrook Todd. At Llt>erty, Lincoln, duaL
Running time, W mlna.
Tom... Tom Tyler
Cella ....Lola Wilde
Annie ...........^..Dorotliy Short
Sheriff Lafe lUcKee
Ed Bob Teny
Davy... Dave O'Brien
Tracy Roger 'WllHama

RETURN OF THE FROG
(bbitish:.made)

London, Nov. 24.
British Lion release of Herbert WIIsojf

production. Stars Gordon Marker. Directed
by Maurice Elvey. Scraenploy, Ian Hay;
scenario, Oerold- Elliott, from Edgar Wal-
lace's story, 'The India/ Rubber Men'; cattt-
era, George Rtretton. At Cambridge. Lon«
don. Running time, 75 mlns.
Inspector Ellc....>, Gordon Harker
Mum Oaks ...Una O'Connor
fiandford Hartley Power
Llla Rene Ray
Uiggs Cyril Smith
Golly Oaks ; Charles Lefenux
Chief Comn(isaloner..... ...Charles Canon
Lane George Hayep
Aikman .Meinhardt. Maur
Sniffy CfCer....... ....Alexander Field
Banker. ...^...Aubrey Mallalleu

Strictly a quickie,- 'Brothers' will
be equally quickly off the book« in
most 6f the spots it- plays. It's a
tedious western, full of dumb lines,

with little evidence of pen or di-
rectorial brushing.' before, durihg
process of, or after shooting.
Mistakes are so obvious they bring

hoots from even the most careless
western seer.. "Nearly everybody
knows a newspaper wont cause, a
smoky fire, that women sometimes
change clothes, and that no man
apt to carry a complete -change of
wardrobe around in the rear sesA of
his car without causing a bit of woh-
dennent.
There are probably. 18 major

camera moves in- 'Brothers,' sO the
film couldn't have taken much more
than a week' to complete once it got
to the shooting stage. It's about
Tom Tyler's 'brother,. Bob Terry,
getting mixed up in a robbery by
the Roger Williams gang, which
brings "Tyler, a CMPA star lugger,

to help, and it takes 56 minutes pf

forcing obstacles to keep the film

from. Becoming completed earlier.

It's a poor nlace for any member
of the cast to show quality, and none
does. . Especially noticeable about
the picture. is the complete lack of
wardrobe. "THe two women start

and finish in the Same duds, Lois
Wilde in riding pants and boots, and
Dorothy Short in a house dress.

Tyler has on store clothes at the be-
ginning, but reverts to his usual black
sagebrush garb and stays with it.

Roger Williams Is evenly dapper,
two outfits used.

Strictly filler for western houses.
Bam.

teide Stuff-Pictiires

Like Sherlock Holmes, they can
never kill off th6 'Frog.' Current
picture has him trapped in a steam
crane and as he*S' being lowered for
capture, one of ' the mullet-headed
cops opens it . at the bottom,. '^ermit-
ting him to drop into the water and
escape.

Taking, the intensive American
gangster films as a standard of com-
piari^oh, this one isp't pretentious
enough for topnotch presentation in
the U. S., though it has considerable
suspense and laughs.

The 'Frog^ is the. mysterious head
of a gang of criminal- in London.
They work in mysterious ways and
leave a stencilled drawing of a frog
on the walls of every place they
loot - Gordon Harker has been iden-
tified as Inspector Elk, both on the
stage and in films for several years,
and in this instance he's ably sup-
ported by Hartley Power, Una
O'Connor, Rene Ray, George Hayes
and Meinhardt -Maur. There's no at-
tempt at .exceptional 'photography or
ah elaborate production. Direction
is adequate. Jolo.

SANTA FE STAMPEDE
Republic release of William Berke pro-

duction. Features John Wayhe. Ray Cor-
Tlgan, Max Terhune. Directed by George
Sherman. Original by Lucl Ward; screen-
play. Luci Ward and Betty Burbridge; edi-
tor, Tony Martlnelll; camera, Resglo Lan-
ning. Reviewed In Projection Room, Dec.
1. '^.' Running timei 50 mln^.
St^nr Brooke-.-. :'.John Wayne
Tuscon Smith .Bay Corrlgan
Lullaby Joslin ..Max Terhune
Dave Carson ''llllam Farnum
Nanc^ Carson....'...... June Martel
Byron Le Roy Mason
Billy Carson....', Martin Spellman
Julie Jana Carson Genee Hall
Judge ...

' Ferris Taylor
Marshall , Tom London

Newspapers will handle publicity on Irene Castle McLaughlii\ and the
BKO film, 'The Castles,' With kid gloves, one group extending over U. S.

having been warned to go lightly and be extremely careful on any pub-
licity. The reason for this touchy attitude is that Mrs. Irene C. McLaugh-
lin experienced difficulties in the past with the press. These papers claim
they have had enough ot her letter-writing and threats of lawsuits.

Parallel 100 feet tall, highest evei; used in picture making, was built on
the BKO ranch, to film a dance sequence showing Fred Astaire and Ginger
Rogers dancing across a 500-foot map of the, United States in 'The Castles.'

Parallel was built of steel. Wooden construction was barred since collapse
of a parallel durlag the shooting of 'Gunga Din.'

Report current in Philly that the $5,000,000 Mastbaum theatre here, not
yet 10 years old, would be torn down to make way for a parking lot, is

denied by Ted Schlanger, zone manager for Warner Brds.. which controls
the house. Far out of the center of the city and always a white elephant,
the 5.000-seater has been alight fewer than four of its 10 years.
Opinion

,
of Quakertown real estate men now is that Warners has post-

poned any plan to raze the empty palace because of bad public reaction
it is feared such a tax-saving move would engender now, when the city
is in extreme financial straits.

(In French, Mtiih E-ngXish Titles)

This opening attraction at the

itylish Norroandie, Park avenue cin-

tma, appropriately enough^ is «
French production and essentially of

Parisian flavor. Film is ideal for this

ipot, and the fact that Annabella
currently is in the romantic lime-

light (in company of Tyrone Power
In South "Aaierica) will not hurt
tither. 'Sacrifice d'Honneur' should
collect goodv returns in arty houses
and perhaps vlsewhere if the ex-

hibitor is smart enough to plug the

•ction phases of the film. Name of

Annabella is the only one recogniz-

able by American audiences, al-

though strongest roles are assigned

to others.

Picture is a fairly gripping fable

•f a naval commander's efforts to

gave his battle wagon after a surr

prise attack by an enemy cruiser,

and his battle to save his rank in p.*
tiavy at the hands of a courtmartiaL
The indiscreet love affair by the
youthful wife of ttie navy comr
mander, which flgtires in ttie power-
ful courtmartial episode, has been
treated with piquancy but much
care.
The thing that will impress the

average American fan is the uncer-
tain pace set by the scripters and di-

rector. For example, earlier pas-
sages at a ship farewell party aboard
the battleship and almost up to the
battle scene turn out tedious and
often so belabored they are hard to

follow. But, typical of Director Mar-
cel L'Herbier's efforts, once the ship
captain gives the order to 'clear for
action,' the story moves along with
swiftness and dispatch. Then, exem-
plifying the ups-and-downs of the
film's quality, there is that sequence
whfeVe the crew, virtually all in one
lifeboat, call out in a body for the
captain to come with them that
smacks of musical comedy- treat-

ment. Film then pushes up to a
sturdy finish with the couttmartlal-
ing of the badly wounded ship com
mander who has been miraculously
rescued I

The captain's wife accidentally
was trapped inside Tier sweetheart's
cabin and taken on the cruise, which
enables her to -come In later and
Vouch for her husband's fidelity to

duty even though her presence in

the younger officer's cabm makes it

look bad in the captain's eyes.

Annabella provides a high-pitched
interpretation as the young wife,

which possibly explains why she
was given a chance in Hollywood.
It is not, however, her finest screen
effort or even her best w6rk in a
foreign picture. The director ap-
pears partly to blame, and certainly
much of the photography is unflat-

tering while she suffers from' faulty

,
makeup throughout^ Outstanding in

"support is the vigorous portrayal of
the" ship commander by 'Victor Fran-
cen. Another excellent characteriza-
tion is furnished by Signoret. , .

Pierre ' Renoir, as the senior Heu-

Although it was not announced. 'Ballerina,' current at' the Little Car-
negie, N. Y,, won the grand prize as the best film entered at last year's
Paris exposition. Picture was then called *La Mort du Cyjige* CThie Dying
Swan'), but was retitled for U. S. distribution. Arthur Mayer and Joseph
Burstyn, who distribute 'Ballerina' in the U. S., purposely ^voided plug-
ging the fact ttiat it was a prize-winner because nearly alt French films
are billed as having copped some sort of prize and they were afraid it

might be a stigma in the case of 'Ballerina.'

RETOUR A L'AUBE
('Return to the Daws')
(FBENCH MADE)

Paris, Nov. 26.
Clnematographique release of J. Bercholz

production. Stara Danielle Darrieax: fea-

tures Jacques Dumesail. Plftr« Pux, Pierre
MIngand. Directed by Henry Decoin. Story,

Vlckl Baum; scenario, Pierre Wblt. De-
coin: music, Paul Mlsraki; camera, Tiauet,

de Regnier. At Marlgnan, Paris.. Running
time, 80 mins. _ ^.
Cast: Danielle ©arrleux, Pierre Dux,

Jacques Dumesnil. Pierre Mingand, Ray-
mond Cordy. Theresa Drony, Samson Faln-

sllver. Delalttre.

Heturn to the Dawn' is a Danielle

Darrieux film throughout And if she

were not there. It would not be much
to speak of. Support is good, story

holds enough water and Henri De-

coin has directed well; but illogical

yam, with unexpected letdown end-

ing, makes this one falter. Miss

Danieux's performance will put It

on the top-paying side in this coun-

try, but it's problematical for abroad.

Action begins as Miss Darrieux
nuirries a railway station-master.

The trains, with their travelers, give

her dreams of a life unknown to her
but one she'd like to try. News of

a heritage in Budapest allows her
to catch the Budapest Express, the

train that had been the principal

incentive for those dreams.
In the Budapest station she en-

coimters a man she has known in

her little village. She refuses to al-

low him to show her the town but
takes his card. The inheritance col-

lected, she misses her returning
train while visiting coutourier. She
calls the friend and keeps the ren-

dezvous in her new finery.

She amuses herself, drinks, gam-
bles, and thereby finds herself in

a hotel room with an international

jewel thief, having been used as a
tool to take a diamond necklace out

of a casino. The arrest which fol-

lows sees the thief commit suicide

and the girl released and returned

to her home and a worried husband.
Miss Darrieux, given plenty of

chance to prove her acting ability,

does well. Jacques Dumesnil is good
as the thief .but a hardened interna-

tional thief does not unsually com-
mit suicide because he has involved

an innocertt woman, which makes
the story illogical. Pierre Dux, as

the railway stationmaster, offers fair

support and Pierre Mingand, as the

playboy acquaintance, gets in some
good comedy. Raymond Cordy shows
again that rightly cast he's always
good support; in this case a porter

at the station. Samson Fainsiliber

overplays as detective.

Exterior shots taken in Hungary
are nicturesqute enough, but too

much emphasis is placed on wedding
scenes. Dialog is generally good, but

it could have carried more punch
at .the end. Hugo.

All the ingredients of a good west-
em are here. Given an almost air-

tight script, terrific suspense, some
rootin'-tootin' hard-fisted sorrel-
saddlers on the. side of law and
order, and a ruthless thorough-going
villain, western producers can't go
wrong.
Title is meaningless, but the theme

is as old
.
as westerns go—dealing

with claim jumpers and gang of bad
men who terrorize a mining town,
aided and abetted by a corrupt and
sodden justice of the peace. Latter
atones for his misdeeds in the last
reel by turning on his law-breaking
cronies, but pays for it with his life.

Wayne, Corrigan and Terliune, as
the G^ree Mesquiteers, take a hand
in the proceedings, defy Le Roy
Mason and his desperadoes; circum-
vent their attempt to steal a bonanza
mine discovered by William Far-
num, and successfully battle to dis-
prove accusations by the 'gang' that
Wayne himself was the claim-jump-
er and murderer of Farnum and his
little daughter.

Action scenes are handled in
straightforward dramatic style with
few attempts at humor to lighten
things up. What laughs there are
Terhune provides with his standard
business, the ventriloquist's dummy'.
Wayne and Le Roy Mason in the
I>rincipal roles are thoroughly be-
lievable. William Farnum is okay
as the murdered mine owner. June'
Martel, as the romantic interest, has
little to do.' Her big scene comes
when' she dashes into jail to help
Wayne make a getaway before the
mob 'gets' him, but she is finished
off before climax of the scene is

reached. Martin Spellman and
Genee Hall score in juvenile parts.

Mob scenes at the jail and a near-
lynching is the punch sequence of
the yarn, ai^d will have 'fans sitting

on the edge of their seats. Scenery,
photography and direction are stand-
ard. Flicker will satisfy every
western fan.

Slight difference of $4,500 caused RKO to drop .the 'Affairs of Annabel'
seriesi which was showing a neat profit. Studio economist, w:ho had a
contract coming up next month, recommended that the series be dropped
when Jack Oakie asked for $50,000 a picture, 'Annabel' pictures cost less
than $200,000 apiece and were considered a good investment. Same studio
economist is also whittling expenses on a petty, scale and at the same time-
whittling down company loyalty.

Although Jeffrey Bernerd's contract as Gaumont-British's general man-
ager, which had two and a half years more to run, was reported settled for
$118,750, it was finally settled for $90,000. Remainder of the pact had
amourited to $128,000*. Bemerd since formed his own company, to dis-
tribute Grand National in England.

Perhaps a record high for a film scoring job is the $258,000 budgeted
for Metro's 'Great Waltz,' with Dr. Arthur Gutman, German importee^
doing the batoning. The elaborate arrangements of the Strauss music for
the film operetta came to that amount, including orchestrations, musi-
cians, personnel, etc.

New grease paint to make round faces look thin has been (developed
by Jack Dawn, Metro's makeup head. Currently it is used on Reginald
Owen tb make him look like a thin-faced Scrooge in 'A Christmas CaroL*
Paint has the effect of lengthening an actor's face without interfering with
his expression.

Report that Paramount would set up a separate sales department on
short subjects, with Lou Diamond in charge, is denied. Move would mean
a return to a former system which Par had When it maintained a shorts^
s^les head, the same as some other companies continue to do, including
Metro, Warner Bros, and 20th-Fox.

Metro is watching closely' to ascertain what reception Is accorded 'Boys
Town' when it is submitted for showing in Germany, because the work of
a Catholic priest is praised. Officials are hopeful that the film will be
okayed simply on its entertainment value.

New Television Tour of National Broadcasting-RCA is not doing any-
thing like the business anticipated. Estimate this week was that it was ^
attracting only about 68% as much patronage as the radio studio tours.
Television Tour started out Sept. 1.

•WUd Innocence,' current feature at the Belmont, N.Y.,.ls an Australian
picture about a tame kangaroo. It was made two years ago and reviewed
from Australia by Variety at that time, under' the title, 'Wilderness
Orphan.^

RANCHO GRANDE
(MEXICAN-MADE)
(WITH SONGS)

Atlaa release of Alfonso Bivas Bosta-
mente produbtion, Stars Tito Ouizar. Di-
rected by Fernando 'de Fuentea. Mualc,
Lorenzo Barceluta. At World, N. T., wcelc
Dec. 1, '38. Running time, 65 mlna.
JoKe Francisco '....Tito Gulzar
Felipe Rene Cardona
Cruz ISsther Fernandez
Martin Lorenzo Barcelata
Florcntino ..Carlos Lopez
Angela Kmnia Roldan
Don Rosendo Manuel KOrlega.
Venanclo.,... Heman Vera
Don Nabor ..A. Sanchez Teilo

(Jn Spanish; with English Titles)

Some excellent music and colorful

scenery elevate 'Rancho- Grande'
above the level of the usual -horse

opry. What is probably more no-
table however, is that it includes
probably Mexico's outstanding per-
sonality of the air, Tito Guizar,

'Rancho' was one of the award-win-
ners at the Venice International Ex-
position last fall and bids fair to

become a big money-maker among

Jimmy Durante had. to pull out of Metro's 'Song of the West' to report
for work in New York in Dwight Wiman's stage musical, 'Swing to. the
Left,' under an earlier commitment. Comic offered Lyman $5,000 to post-
pone the start of 'Swing' rehearsals until the finish of the picture.

Universal is trying to set more cooperative deals with big names on the
order of its Bing Crosby and W. C. Fields single film contracts. The stars
work cutrate, on a partial financing and participating arrangement.

Theatre Authority won a decision over the L. A. Examiner, forcing the
Hearst paper to turn over 15% of the gross collected at Its Christmas bene-
fit entertainment, in order to line up screen personalities.

April 16 next marks Charlie Chaplin's 50th birthday and distribs of his
old comedies are pointing towards that date for a reissue drive of the
former silents, now with synced accompaniments.

Metro added a footnote trailer to 'Young Dr. Kildare' heralding the fact
that this is the first of a new series. Film was first released sans trailer.

aU Spanish-speaking peoples, as it's

been in its native Mexico.
Casting has been food and even

Guizar, who heretofore hasn't indi-
cated that he's any thespic wow,
manages to survive well in the run-
ning. A good story helps it along,
dealing with Guizar's love for Esther
Fernandez, and the complications
that - arise when Rene Cardona, his
friend, not knowing of their secret
love, compromises the girl.

Miss Fernandez is a looker and
would well decorate Hollywood pic-
tures with' Mexican backgrounds.
Cardona's another who would show
up well in the film colony. He's a
good actor and his-blonde lo6ks, un-
usual for one of Spanish extraction,
film very well.
Of the music, the traditional Mex-

ican air, 'Rancho Grande,' is a click

as sung by Guizar, while other music,
as arranged by Lorenzo Barcelata
from native folk songs, is also pleas-

antly diverting. Camera and direc-

tion are good although pace lags

badly during the first half. Running
85 mins., at least 10 could be cut

to advantage from the first half hour.-

STORY BUYS
Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Metro bought '20 Little Working
Girls,' by Val Burton and Bradford
Ropes.

20th-Fox purchased 'The Big
Drum,' an original by John Francis
Larkin.

Joel Y. Dane sold his story, 'Graft
at Straws,' to Universale

Paramount acquired Patterson
McNutt's original, ^Happy Ending.'

'Called Back,' . by Paul Conway,
bbught by Warners,
Andrew Stone sold his original^

'Wife Under Contract,' to Paramolmt

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Dec. 6.

•Off the Record' is release title for
'Unfit to Print' at Warners.

'Hi Yo, Silver,' is final tag of fea-
ture version of Republics 'Lona
Ranger* serial in foreign markets.
20th-Fox changed 'Dangerous

Cargo' to 'Chasing Danger.'
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SAMUEL GOLDWYN pnsents

GOLDWYN
BUSINESS Box-Office

Reports

NEW YORK CITY—'top business

cit the Muisic Hall. Money

coming in hunks/'

OKLAHOMA CITY- ''Heftiest

in history, fast company

at Criterion."

SAMUEL GOLDWYN
presents

GARY COOPER

MERLE OBERON.

With PATSY KELLY -WAITER BRENNAN- FUZZY KNIBHT* MABEf TODD • HENRY KOLKER • directed by H.C. POSTER

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS
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Films to Weld Good Will

(Continued from page 1)

oep-taUcs, exchange of Uterature, re-

cording of typical tunes and folk-

music, and other hand-holding.

Through the newly-established

TT S Film Service, the committee

suggested the National Emergency

Council should • undertake ptojeots

•which "will hot be competitive with

private enterprise, but will endeavor

to supplement such enterprise.*

Agency would be clearing-house for

film matters of interest to the 21

American Republics.

Place of the commercial producers

In the program was not specifically

explained. General hope in official

quarters, however, is that the Indus-

try, through the Motion Picture Pro-

ducers & Distributors of America,

Inc.. will contribute their resources to

the' disguised propaganda campaign.

Companies can make educational

shorts which, besides supplementing

the Goverrinvent efforts, would also

be usable in this country, it has been

suggested.
Propaganda Fix

Concrete scheme for the' Federal

authorities Involves rescoring, re-

edltlng, and dubbing into Spanish

and Portuguese the six existing films

prepared by the Film Slervice, pro-

duction of two new films, and pur-

chase of projection equipment for

U. S. embassies and legations

throughout. North, Central and South

America.. Overhauling the present

pix would cost $30,000; according to

the report. The new films, each

costing $45,000, would be largely de

ficriptive, one about the other mem
bers of the Pan-American bloc for

the U. S. and one lensed here for ex

hibition abroad. In addition, films

descriptive of the Coast Guard
would be revised and adapted for ex-

hibition in the Spanish and Portu
guese-speaking countries, at an out

lay of $10,000'.

Creation of a .film library, Inaugu
ration of an exchange service, backed

up by a traveling representative, and
distribution of advertising material

ore other moves advocated by the

committee. Appropriation of $18,500

suggested. One man and a secretary

would supervise the distribution and
booking, while the field agent would
operate in Mexico^ Chile. Argentina
and Brazil, conducting previews and
contacting foreign officials, press,

trade representatives, and leading

citizens. In. distributing and ex-

ploiting the Government films, the
new units would feed out press re-

leases, posters, exhibits, radio bally-

hoo, and other promotion material

Permanent projection equipmen

;

should be installed in seven- U. S.

embassies—^Argentina, Brazil, Chile,'

Colombia, Cuba, Mexico and Peru—
where $28,000 worth of apparatus is

needed. Report recommended a

booth at each diplomatic center con-
taining two 35 mm. and one 16 mm.
machines, complete with Screens and
sound equipment;

Col.'s tJ. S. Shorts

Columbia Pictures, has .a crew
shooting scenes of the l^ashington
scene on first of series of shorts on
the Federal Government. .There wil
be a reel on virtually every vita
division of the Gbvernmeht.'

Pathe newsreei has ehtered its bids
on Federal. Housing Adminiiitratibn
pictures, both 35-mUlimeter and 16

mm., with FHAT reiported .favoring
color pictures on subject matter.

Wo(^ New Markets

Hollywood, bee. 6.

Plans to extend the remaining
foreign film markets and to develop
new outlets to replace trade lost in
Germany, Austria, Italy, China anc
Spain are being mulled by executive
heads of the major picture com^
pahies.

Immediate action to strengthen
their foothold in South American
countries was recommeiided by Wil
Hays at a meeting with leading pro
ducers before he .trained east. Proxy
of the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America said the out
look was favorable, both here and
abroad, but added that results were
up to the' producers and distributors
themselves.

It is the consensus that bigges :

percentage of foreign grosses must
come from England and other Eng-
lish-speaking countries. The pro
ducers were warned to regulate their

production costs with this idea in
mind.
Hays said an amicable agreemen :

is now being worked out in the east
between distributors and exhibitors,
He said the future indicated a more
cooperative relationship between the

two groups, and that problems of the
exhibitor would receive full atten-
tion.

The question of industry partici-

pation in the New York .and San
Trancisco expositions was discussied

but definite action was delayed pend-
ng a further conference.

Cliff Work, executive v.p. in charge

of production at Univers.al, and J. R.
McDbnough, RKO-Radio exieCutive,

were elected to the boaird of direc-^

tors of the Coast producers Associai-

lon.

Joseph M. Schenck presided, at ihe

meeting,.called to recelvie imnual re-

port of Hays. Among those attend-

ng were iVork, WcDoriough. L. B.

Mayer, Nate. Blumberg, Samuel
Goldwyn, George J. Schaefer and

Sarry Cohn.

Europe's Jitters

Europe's jitters does not bode well

for future business of American dis-

ributors. European nations werie

hardly back to .
normalcy after the

war scare, end^d .temporarily at least

by the Munich pact, when new de-

tnands by aggressive nations, exten-

sion of Nazi ihffuence and internal

dislocations stirred fresh apprehen-

sion?.

Central Europeans arriving in New
York prediqt that Europe will re-

semble a war camp for the next 10

or 12 months. And while this situa-

tion prevails, there must be fresh

fiareups, such as the recent demand

by the Italian press for the return

to Italy of colonies from France.

It is this unrest in Europe which

is feared most as a threat to Ameri

can film business abroad. Both Eu
ropeans and foreign department rep-

resentatives of U. S. companies re-

gard it as being more harmful than

possibly a real outbreak of hostilities

It is the uncertainty of the future

plus, the fact that this imcertainty

harms normal business, money con-

ditions and the actual foreign money
rate which is viewed with apprehen

sion by American producers and dis

tributors.

Foreign film officials are cognizant

of the losses to American picture

companies in numerous nations

within the last tw, or three years.

The market in Spain is nil. China's

revenue is heavily reduced because

of continued fighting with Japanese

troops. Revenue from Japan, already

handicapped by the money-drain

caused by the campaign in China, is

tied up for three years, with Ameri
can films just going into that coun

try now after a ban of about a year.

American companies now stand to

lose the entire Italian market the

first of the -year as result of the na
tionalization decree on foreign dis

tributors.

Any returns from former Austria

and parts of Czechoslovakia have

been reduced to virtually nothing as

result of Germany's taking control.

Indicative of the present imrest in

Europe is the recent purge of Naz:

leaders in Roumania and hint o:!

more trouble to come. • Also in the

spread of Fascist infiuence into Po
land and Czech territory not already

taken over by the Nazis.

.

Troubled situation in France was
shown last week, in the planned na-

tionwide strike and. In .addition,

France is troubled With its monetary
situation.

Haym Salomon in 4 Reek

Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Warners has picked 'The Sons of
Liberty' as title of the forthcoming
jicture based on the life of Haym
Salomon, Jewish patriot of the
American Revolution.
Bryan Poy will make the four-

reeleir In Technicolor from a story
developed by Crane Wilbur and
! lowland Leigh. It was originally

0 have been feature-length.

UA G. H. AGAIN

EMPHASIZES

$.AHARKEr

RtfosM'i. Bi| B.O.

Minneapolis, Dec. 6.

Roy Rogers, Republic western

star, personaling at the Palace here,

broke the house record, playing to

approximately 10,000 in two days.

At a 25c admission gross was

$2,800.

Norfolk, Va., Dec. 6,

Gene Austin is set for two-day

appearance at Colonial here Dec. 9-

10, in connection with showing of

his flicker, .'Sohgs of the Saddle.'

Morros-Korda Dicker
Hollywood, Dec. 6

Boris Morros is negotiating with

Alexander Korda and will talk with

the latter whien he gets here. Foi*

mer Paramount studio's music heac

also has local negotiations, which he

would prefer to leaving the coun

try.

No successor at Par has been

chosen. Irvm Talbot has been men-

tioned among others and is said to

have an inside track for the berth.

He's been first aide to Morros.

Dirty Linen Wa#ig^^

At Richey Dinner; Meyers-Steffes

Murray Silyerstone, following up
the policy, .announced several weeks
ago at. a board meeting of United
Artists that American producers will

xav6 to shape -their product In the

future toward the
.
Latin-American

market, laid particular stress on this

heme at a subsequent, meeting of

}oard last Wednesday (30). Attend-

ng the meeting in New Yoirk were
Mary Plckford, James A. Mulvey rep-

resenting Samuel Goldwynj Charles
Schwartz representing Charles Chap-
lin, Emanuel Silverstone represent-

ing Alexander Korda, C. E. Uricksen
representing Douglas Fairbanks, and
Murray Silverstone, general man-
ager of UA.

Silverstone has advised both Fair-

banks and Korda to make their next

productions especially attractive to

the Spanish market. Korda will

make several pictures in Hollywood
Instead of just the single picture

discussed at board meeting on Nov.

18.

Another directors' meeting may be
held Dec. 9, after Korda arrives from
Europe.
Although Lloyd Wright Is still in

town conferring with Silverstone and
Walter Gould on closing of a deal for

Spanish pictures to be produced by
Fortunio Bona Nova in Hollywood,

no actual contract for the production

has been signed yet. Probability is

that final negotiations will be closed

on the Coast. Wright is expected to

leave here for Hollywood at the end

of the week.

MANDEL VICE DOWD

Latter Taking Fair Post—21 Tears
With BkO Orr

John Dowd, in charge of advertis-

ing and publicity for the RKO the-

atre chain, resigned effective Fri-

day (9), stepi>ing out to take an
executive exploitation post with the

N. Y, World's Fair.

He has been with the old Keith
circuit and RKO for 21 years.

Another oldtlmer in the company,
Harry Mandel, formerly with the B.

S. Moss interests in Keith's and of

late years in charge of advertis-

ing-exploitation for the Charlie Mc-
Donald division in RKO, will suc-

ceed Dowd.
John A. Cassldy will act as gen-

eral press rep for Greater N. Y.
h-uses under Mandel, while Patrick

Grosso succeeds over the McDonald
division. Fred Herkowitz continues

to handle Lou Goldberg's houses
and Edward Snlde'rman remains
with R. H. Emde, While Maurice
Harris has been apjpointed to take

care of the" newly created division

for Solly Schwartz. Blance Liv-

ingston remains ' over trailers and
newsreels.
Peggy Foldes, on sc^ieenings and

other work, assigned to special pub-
licity under MandeL

N. Y. Sales Execs Of

20th Off to Coast

For Distrib, Huddles

Comm'l Film Co. Formed

On Coast by Larry Fox

Hollywood, Dec. 6.

General Commercial Film Co.,

slated to go after advertising coin

on a big scale, was organized here

with Lawrence W. Fox, former

member of the N. Y. Stock Ex-

change, as president.

Company plans to deal in all t3npes

of production activity as. well as

maintaining a department to finance

outside producers of commercial

films.

Irving Starr, producer . of the

Crime Club' series at Universal,

will head the executive committee.

Walter K. Davles, secretary, will

handle the advertising. Ben Hersh

is v.p., and Nicholas S, Ludington,

William M. L. Fiske, and Robert A.

Rowan are on the board.

ZmMEB GETS A LIFT
Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Dolph Zimmer was upped from

assistant director to unit business

manager at Metro.

First assignment is the new 'Tar-

zan' picture.

The New York contingent of 20th-

Fox district sales managers and'

others connected with the sales de-

partment; is leaving here for the

Coast tomorrow (Thursday) for the

annual district sales managers'
meeting in Hollywood Dec, 12.

Group consists of William Sussman,
William KUpper, J. P. O'Loughlin,

William Gering, Jack Bloom, Jack
Sichehnan, W. J. Clark, Martin
Moskowltz, Roger Ferrl, Joe Lee,

Harry Buxbaum, Edgar Moss and
Tom Bally.

Sidney R. Kent, president of 20th-

Fox, and Charles E, McCarthy, di-

rector of publicity and advertising,

leave on Friday (9).

Clyde W. Eckhart, George Roberts

and M. A. Levy will join the eastern

group in Chicago, and W. E. Scott

and Harry G. Ballance In Kansas
City. George Ballentlne of San
Francisco and Jack Dillon of Los
Angeles will also participate In the

confabs to discuss sales policies of

forthcoming pictures.

Headquarters of the sales mana-
gers will be at the Ambassador
Hotel, half of the time to be spent

at the 20th-Fox studios for screen

ings.

Regan Makes Up With

Rep, Gets Bonus, 2 Pix

Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Phil Regan settled his contract dif-

ficulties with Republic in a confab

with Herb Yates and agreed to star

in two pictures, first of which Is 'Hit

Parade of 1939.'

Actor also agreed to drop his

$18,000 suit against the studio. He
gets a bonus for the time he has

been idle since last March.

Detroit, Dec. 6,

Testimonial dinner last week to

H. M. Rlcheyr identified with AUled

and Co-Operatlve Theatres here for

past 18 years, and recently named
publlclty-ejiiibitor reiaiibns counsel

for RKO in New .York, was turned

into an occaslob for 'washing dJrty

linen.* Before more't^an 150 Variety

Club guests In Hotel Book-CadiUac,
including city officials and judges,

Abe Meyers, prez of National Allied
Theaters, and W. A. Stefles, North-
west Allied head, -unceremoniously
lit Into local exhibs for supposed
laxity In suppprt of Allied, thereby
'forcing* Richey to join Co-Operative
of Michigan year or .so ago.
Local exhibs :l£t audience were

plaihiy embarrassed before Mayor
Richard Reading, city councilmen^
judges and newspapermen when
Meyer^ set the stage for Steffes by
harpooning film boys. They fiew into

a real rage wh^n Steffes, introduced
at behest of Meyers, bawled out.
Michigan exhibitors for letting

Richey get away from Allied because
'boys didn't kick In enough mOney to
pay him sufflcl6ntly.'

Sensing inapprppriatene^s oj mak-
ing sltuash any Worse in front ofout*
siders, local exhibs held thelt tongue
during affair but handed plenty of
squawks to Variety Club next day.
Didn't object lambasting, but.
thought it a most inopportune time
to wash dirty linen when city
officiials and guests were present.
Mayor Reading, who spoke later In

evening, took curse, off by injecting

a few. cracks, and Richey, as the final

speaker, smartly avoided any refer-
ence whatever. In behalf of- Allied,

Meyers presented Richey with a
silver service set, while local Variety
Club gave him a three-piece set of
luggage.
Besides Mayor Reading and

Harvey CampbeU^
.
general manager

of,Detroit Bogrd of Commerce, pres-
ent were Ned E, Depinet and Jules
Levy, of RKO; Glen Cross^ George
Trendle, Dave Idzal and numerous
other local exhibs.

ARREST Itm
INIiLBAMO

GYP GAG

W6 to Unloose Flood of AnlkNazi

Pix, IMet Lost to Hmoi, Anyway

Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Warners, ignoring the Nazi gag,

is preparing a series of pictures ex-

posing the activities of Hitler agents

in the U. S. and the treatment of

political prisoners in Germany.
Slated to roll this month is a top-

budgeter, 'Confessions of a Nazi Spy,'

screenplayed by Casey Robinson and

Milton krims, who attended the re-

cent German espionage trial in New
York. Leon G. Torroii, former G-
man connected with the trial, Is

signed as tecjinlcal advisor.

Harsh fate of German Jews is the

topic of 'Concentration Camp,' dusted

off after months on the shelf, where
it had been parked to avoid inter-

national hard feeling. It is assigned

to Mark Hellinger for production.

Another suppressed tale to be

filmed is 'Career Man,' dealing with

the U. S. diplomatic fight against

Nazi spies. Frank Donohue and
Warren Duff are screenplaylng X\i^

original by Robert Bruckner. Mean-
while Bryan Foy's scripters are

working on. a story about the Ger-

man Bund.
No Warner pictures have befen sold

In Germany or Italy for more than a

year, with na prospects of selling any
under the present dictatorships.

Des Moines, Dec, 6.

Because a 12-yefir-old kid hadn't

practiced his sleight-of-hand lesson

sufficiently a ring ' of bank night

'fixers' has been exposed at Keokul^

Iowa. Ten defendant?, mostly high

school boys, pleaded, not guilty in

Keokuk this week to participating

In the winning of $1,750 bank night
drawings at the Grand and Iowa
theatres, both Frislna Theatre Co.,

an Illinois firm. They were indicted
on charges of cheating by false pre-
tenses or conspiracy tp defraud^ and
released In p,^^ bond.
The ring operated in the follow-

ing manner: several conspirators at-

tended the drawing; When the m.e.
called for volimteers from the audi-
ence to serve as judges, one or more
of them would go td the stage. The
ticket would be drfiwn out of the
box by a small boy. and handed to
the judges. Then one of the judges,

by slei.?ht-of-hand, . would switch
tickets, nanding back one with the
name of another conspirator and
keeping the One drawn from the box.

The profit was divided by members
of the ring.

All went well, according to Police

Chief E. G. McPherson, until Oct. 25
'

last jwhen a I2-yearHjld boy was
taken into the deal. He had trouble

ge.tting the substitute slip out of his

sleeve and aroused the suspicions of

the m.c.

McPherson said the conspirators

would wait until the bank night fium

had become large .before attempting

a 'killitig.' The Indictments charge
the first fraud took place last Dec.
28 when $5^0 was taken by the con-
spirators. Oh Jan. 25 they took $400;

on April 5, $300 and on Sept. 20,

$500. The next attempt was on Oct.-

25 when the 12-year-old spilled the
beans.
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WRITE YOUR OWN TICKET!
I WANT POWERFUL PRE-HOLIDAY ATTRACTIONSr'

Okay, Mr. Exhibitor, here are big productions now, when your box-office needs them most! "DRAMATIC
SCHOOL" starring Luise Rainer, Paulette Goddard. World Premiere Radio City Music Hall, starting

Dec. 8th. it's the most powerful heart drama since "Stage Door" and in its Hollywood Preview has been

acclaimed one of the strongest boxoffice hits of the year.

Other current M-G-M trioney attractions to keep your house packed are **OUT WEST WITH THE
HARDYS " latest sensatiori of this famed family, beating even the previous one, "Love Finds Andy Hardy.**

Also Joan Crawford, Ma|:garet Sullavan, Robert Young, Melvyn Douglas in "THE SHINING HOUIt**

Also "THE GREAT WALTZ" starring Luise Rainer, Fernand Gravet, Miliza Korjus. Also "THE
CITADEU* starring Robert Donat, Rosalind Russell.

it

I WANT THE FINEST XMAS FEATURE EVER MADE! ti

Okay, Mr. Exhibitor, here's "A CHRISTMAS CAROL." Please screen it immediately and we'll guar-

antee that with tears in your eyes, happiness in your heart, youll agree it*s the fullest 7 reels of avidietice

thrill and joy youVe seen since M-G'M*s previous Chatles' Dickens masterpiece^ "David Copperfieli"

And "A CHRISTMAS CAROL" is a knockout attraction for any season of the year!

"I WANT A BIG, GALA NEW YEAR'S SHOW!"
Okay, Mr. Exhibitor, here's a NewYear's show as big as a $6.60 Broad>yaymusical hit! It's"SWEETHEARTS*^
starring JEANETTE MacDONALD, NELSON EDDY. Entirely in Technicolor and the most magnificent

production that ever combined star-names, hit-songs, souktirring love story and unique spectacular pre-

sentations! It will play day-and'date in -hundreds of theatres across America, a positive clean-up for

the most popular theatre-going time of the-year! "SWEETHEARTS" will write new box-office history

for the greatest number of simultaneous bookings and for attendance beyond all previous records.

ti ML is

METRO-GOtDWYN-MA YER, THE FRIENDLY COMPANY
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mark lot the flrat time In many
veilrs First half ot the month was
iiow/but increased p;roduction dut-

ifttf the last two weeks resulted In

total number of job placement$ f6r

extras exceeding,,$200,000. .
- - ,

acreeh Writets Guild wiU hold Its

annual dance Dec. 17. Committee in

iharge of arrangeirients ls' composed,

'6t Allen Rivkin, chairman; Eiiig

Lardncr, Jr;} Laura Perelman> Sy
Bartlett, George Oppenheiijtier, Mil*>

ton Sperling. j
"

.

ihe NLHP has ani^ounced that the

nejtt film" case , to be taken upo Ayill

' he the petition of Screen Writers

Guild charging major
.
companies

with unfair labor practice',<<i!r .the«:

r^jiKar tor reco^^lSEfe*' certiflcati<tnr <M-

the Guild asVbargainl4e.<ft€^t;foF:«^

ficriveh^rs. -Berniwd L.=: Al)E>e#ti^at--

torhfcy formerly with ,the New Bri-

tai
' Conni,' .and-;San. Franciijrca. of-

'ft^es of the ^f^rd, hbs beeif. assigned:

tQ the Los
,
AhgeleiS; regional ' office

to assist , in clearing up 333 pend-

init picturq casea oii file.

Tight for control of studio camera-
jttien appears certain with filing of

petition by American Society, of
Clnematographers, Inc., with NLRB
4qt certification as bargaining ' rep-
resentative for first photoe(riaph<irs;

.Jurisdiction is disputed by the In-

ternational Alliance of Theatrical

Stage Employees^. Latter now. ha& on
file with the l^LRB i petition claiin-

ing jurisdiction over , all woii:ers in

the photographic end of .the industry;

lA Is now ' negotiating separate

agreement with Walt-Disney cover-

ing ail photographers .^ajt that studio.

consent Agrieement Voided ,

Secret, huddles .betweem studio
labor tops were renewed yesterday
(Monday) in an effort' to wash vup
petitions* before the NLRB involv-
ing -ihe lATSE. Plans for consent
agreement between the various
groups blew up last week when
Carey McWilliams, attorney for the
Studio Utility Employees Local. 724
and Motion Picture Technicians
Committee, opposed any settlement
in advance of a .formal hearing to
determine the facts.

The lATSE had agreed to relin-

quish jurisdiction of. studio laborers
to Local 724, but deal fell through
when Jeli Kibre,' of Motion Picture
Technicians' Committee, refused to
withdraw his petition demanding an
Investigation of lA supervision by in-

ternational officers.

Ntove is still under way to per-
-fUkae Kibre to withdraw his case
anci i>ermit a settlement between* the
lA and Local 724. If this move is

successful, only remaining petition
Ibefore the NLRB would be those of
the lATSE asking certification as
bargaining representative for its 12,-

000 film workers.
^Grlst of-settlement proposed by the

NLRB provided as follows:
Cancellation of Studio Basic

Agreement as far as it provides for
recognition of the Studio Locals of
the lATSE.

Posting' of. notices by major stu-
dios that membership in the lATSE
is not a requisite to employment.
Cease-and-desist order against film
companies coercing workers or inter-
fering with formation of any union.
Similar notice with< reference ' to
membership in the SUE, notices also
to be included with next pay checks.
NLRB to hold election Within 30
days after posting of the notices to
decide jurisdiction and certify bar-
gaining representative, for various
workers now affiliated with the two
groups. Petition for investigation of
lA supervision by international of-
ficers to be withdrawn by Jeff Kibre
of Motion Picture Technicians Com-
mittee.

Studio carpenters and machinists
had previously agreed', to refrain
from filing charges in jurisdiction
matters in an effort to aid agreement.
Tops in lA and Carpenters and ma-
chinists are now negotiating peace
settlement.

Hearing on the proposed settle-

ment was continued until Feb. 14 to
give unions and the producers an
opportunity to make recommenda-
tions for agreement. Negotiations
Will be continued in the meantime.

Terms of Settlement
L. C. Helm, business represei^tative

of the SUE, insists that only settle-
ment acceptable to his group would
be return of all recognized work
done prior to 1937 studio strike.
82%c. an hour for members and
closed shop agreement. lA had
agreed to this, which meant hundreds
of members taken over from Local
724 shortly before strike would have
to be returned. Failure of Kibre to
act, however, Is holding up settle-
ment.
Major studio managers met yester-

day (Monday) with Pat Casey, pro-
ducer labor contact, to .discuss mi^th-
66$ of negotiating with various crafts
under new Federal Wage-Hour Act*
Following meeting of company ex-
ecutives in .east, Sidney R.' Kent
wired instructidn'40 Casey to prof
ceed with negotiations. 'Action was
taken after reading reports from*
Coast* attorneys .of the various cdm-
panieSf most of whom had conflicting
opinions as how law should be* ap-
plied to the film industry.
Negotiations will not include

crafts under''the Studio Basic Agree-
ment, /These will be held later with
international prelsidents- of organiza-
tions.' Workeirs im^er Baisic Agree-
ment includ€..^ATSE,. teamsters, mu-
sicians,, .carpeht^js 'and* electricians. •

'.targrixQUfitl/ firsts studio to actu-
9II31? put new;lftWlintt<y; effectiM as^
sistaift cameramen going on ,44-hour
week.., Action resulted ici employ-r
ih'ent of 25, additional:; cameramen^
andvlhas proven "successful, boih to
workers: and the producers. . If movfe
is- extended to entire industry ^t' is

estimated thai between 150 and 200
additional cameramen will be glVen
work. .

-'.

Elmer F. Andrews, administrator,
of Wage-Hour law, stated definitely

that .film industry comes under .the.

act, and that it supersedes any prior
agreements with unions.. The admin-
istrator said employers would not
be exempt ^yen if unions agreed to
Work .70 hours without time and a
half pay after 44 hours.
This ruling, if upheld by the

courts, would necessitate rear^range-
ment of production - schedules which
now call for 54. and 60 hours before
overtime.starts.-^. Men< affected 'would
include photographers, directors and
a^istants, gaffers,- ]t>est boys, electri-

cians, foremen, etc..

Andrews -said purpose of the Act
was. to discourage overtime in an ef-

fort to provide work for the unem-
ployed . He said it would be better

to give two men 30 hours per week
each than to work one man 60 hours,-

even> if latter- received overtime :after

44^ hours.'. He. stated that- rate of.

wages could . not be " reduced, % but
that Incomes could.

SEXmmmam
OUNCE FORN.Y. REVIEW

Albany, Dec. 6.

The Appellate Division will re-
view the action of Irwin Esmond,,
director of the motion, picture di-
vision. State Education Department,
and a Board of Regents' committee,
in denying, a license, for 'Human
Wreckage,' which the producers,
Cii}ema .Service Corp., . insists is a
preachment against syphilis. The
<ase was to be argued before Su-
preme Court Justice Francis Bergan
of Albany, Dec. 9. However, a
stipulation signed last week by attor-
.neys for the appellants and respond-
ents provides for reference to the
Appellate Division, 'in lieu" of de-,.

.tierminatton by a Supreme Court
justice.' Justice Bergan in two pre-
vious film eases -preferred reference
to the- higher .court. I^esent actiop:

ik tafteiit- .under "the new* Siection 79
of the.. Civil Practice- Act. - .

-

' Kreutzer, Hauser & Selman, 32
Broadway, New Vork, are attorneys
for Gihema Service-. .Ernest E. Cole,
Charles A. .Brii)idi . Jr. and 'Joseph
Lipslqr are counsel for the. Educa--
tion 'Departhient. Esmond nixed
'^uman' Wreckage* last spring on the
grounds < it was ''indecent, - immoral
and would; tend, to* corrupt morals.'
Later a ^ub-committee- of the Re-
gents', consisting' of. Dr. George j.

Ryan and Gordon Khox Bell, of New'
York, found it 'disgusting and nause-
ating.' Producers^- however, argue
that, picture's exhibition would be
helpful in the present hatiohal cam-
paign against syphilis.

.

Zukor In N. Y.

(Continued from page 3)

tribution, newsreel, stage contracts,

etc. In a.ddition 'he has been a;' di-

rector for' several years of various

subsidiary companies, and handles
personal legal matters for Adolph
Zukor. Through his general admin-
istrative and departmental duties of

late years, he is in a position to

relieve Balaban of many details and
for convenience is occupying an of-

fice next to Balaban that has been
vacant for some time.

Freeman's elaborate' suite is unoc-
cupied under the setup that prevails

at the present time. Final clearance

on all matters comes up through
Netler or "other divisions of. the the-

atre department that were coord-

inated under Freeman. . Partners and
others having dealings with the Par
theatre department will at .present

contact Netter or others, depending
on the nature of the business, in-

cluding Montague Gowthorpe, E.

Paul Phillips, Leonard Goldenson,

Louis Notarius, W. H. Lawrence,
Harry .

Kalcheim, Harry Royster, et

al.,'aU of whom had Freeman on top

as final authority.

, Coincident with ZUkor's assign-

ment to go abroad and Freeman's

shift to the Coast, the plan to name
an advertising-publicity head at the

studio over Terry De Lapp and Cliff

Lewis, who now individually head
separate publicity and' advertising

divisions, respectively, is in work
but nothing has yet been decided.

Bob Gillham is at present on the

Coast and may reach a decision in

the matter before returning to New
York. It Is still possible that Al
Wilkie may go out from New York.

In addition to Richards, Par the-

atre partners or associates who aire

in town include Hunter Perry, in

charge of "Virginia territory, "Vincent

McFaul of Buffalo, and George E.

Trendle, head of the United Detroit

group, due today (Wed.).

Power Goes 'Arabia*

Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Tyrone Power is slated to play the

name role in 'Burton of Arabia,' a

biographical adventure yarn, in

preparation at 20th-FOx.
,

Play is based on the writings of

Sir Richard Burton, an authority on

Arabian lore, current around 1800.

St. Louis, Dec. 6.

Louis K. Ansell (Ansell Bros, the-
atres) was elected .Chief Barker of

the local ."Variety club at the annual
election Friday (2). Other officers

chosen: A. L. Matreci, manager of

the Uptown, first assistant chief

barker; Harry Hynes, assistant man-
ager . of Universal pictures', local-

branch, .second assistant .- barker;
Herbert Washburn, National Screen
Service, property master, ' and Jo-
seph Ansell; dough guy.
The officers will, be installed, at

the annual banquet Monday. (12) at

which time Chick Evens, manager
of Loew's, retiring chief -, barker,
will be presented with a gift. The
club has purchased Capt. W. J,

Mehke's showboat, Goldenrod, for a
midnight performance. Jan. 21 and
the proceeds will be turned over to

underpriviliged children.

Dallas Re-elects

Dallas, Dec 0.

Bob ' O'Donnell, general manager
Interstate circuit, has been re-elected
Chief Barker of Tent 17, Variety
club. Other officers selected are R.
E. Griffith,' James O. Cherry, assist-

ant chief barkers; Lloyd Rust, sec-

retary; Jack Underwood, treasurer.

Directors, Louis Charninsky, Ed Wil-
son, Meyer Rachofsky, W. G. Under-
wood, Wallace Walthall and Harry
Sachs.

Balto Dlects
Baltimore, Dec; 6.

, Local Variety Club held its annual
elections last week and reelected

Lou Rome as Chief Barker. Frank
Durkee and Nick Weems were made
assistant Chief, Barkers and Joe
Young was returned as Secretary.

Sam Diamond is treasurer with Ed-
die Sherwood* Will Hicks, Lawrence
Schanberger, Elmer Nolte, Ed Kim-
pel, Joe Grant and Rodney Collier,

oh the Board of Directors.

Minneapolis, Dec. 6.

W. A. Steffes was, in effect, re-

elected Chief Barker of the Twin
City Variety club when members
voted unanimously to make him the

sole nominee. Nominees for the

other offices will be balloted on at

the election Dec. 12.

Buffalo Ballot*

Buffalo, Dec. 6.

Robert T. Murphy, booking direc-

tor of Shea's Theatres, was elected

chief barker of the Variety club of

Buffalo, succeeding Jacob Lavene.
Other officers: Sidney Lehman,
United Artists, first vice-barker;

Ralph W. Maw, Metro manager, sec-

ond vice-barker, and W. E. J. Martin,

dramatic critic,, secretary and treas-

urer. New directors are: Cbnstan-
tine J. Basil, Harry L. Berkson,

Charles Boasberg, Matthew M.
Konczakowski, Kenneth G. Robinson,

Matthew "V. Sullivan, Jr., and Mur-
ray Whiteman.

Studios as Respon»He as H'wood

P.A.t Get Told

.Hollywood, Dec, 6.

Licensing of all press agents
for the. protection of clients,

public and newspapers was 'ad-
vocated by Russell Birdw'ell in
a lecture to the . Long • Beach
Advertising Club.

'There are too many men in
publicity,^ Birdwell said, 'who

' neither belong- nor "Want ito bie- >

long to . the profession. They
regard It as a jumping-bff -place
,tq something ikey thirtk-is bet-

;ter.'

ELLIOTI^B POOL HAY
SETTLE PHILLY SUIT

Philadelphia, Dec. 6.

Arrangement whereby receipts x>t

his theatre' would • be. . pooled- ,with;

those 6f one of .their houses has been
offered by Warner Brps. to Herb
Elliott, operatpr 'of the Fern Rock
theatre, if he'll call off his dogs,
VAHmnr learned . yesterday. ; Elliott,

under the plan, >^uld -book and su-
pervise both -houses. He has accept-
ed that much of. 4he deal,. but dis-

agreement over. .rims, which still has
to be ironed oUt,- m.'* yet throw his
monopoly suit .against eight major
producers and their affiliated distrib-

uting and' circuit-operating 'Corporar
tions- into court.

Elliott three weeks- ago filed-pror
ceedihgs in U. S« District Court: in

which he charged that Warners has
a monopoly on houses here, which
has made it impossible for him' to go
into a free, and- untraihmeled nrarket
to purchase the product he wants.
As the ultimate means for getting the
run he wants for his house, he de-
mands .divorcement - of . the Warner
circuit from the producing and .disr

tributing company. His attorney is

Harry Shapiro; Democratic fioor

leader of the - State Senate, who
threatens to introduce a divoreement
bill- at the next session.

ASCAP Wants to Educate

Exhibs oil Score Charges
Spurred by the report that a bill

agaliist it is being readied -in Iowa,
the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers, has started

a campaign of enlightenment among
the exhibitors in that state. Acting
on the report that the Iowa exhibs
are giving their siuppprt to the pro-
posed measure, because of the old
score charge, angle, , the Society last

week circularized them with a
pamphlet pointing out that the.'score

charge has nothing to do with music,
and that neither ASCAP nor Its

members benefit in. any way from
such fees.

Attached to the circular were
copies of an exchange of letters with"

the Hays office over the need for
again impressing upon the exhib'the
fact thait the score charge is in no
way connected With music copyright
owners, but, rather, is a fee that the
film producer collects for the licen-

sors of sound equipment. Under the
agreement existing between ERPI
and its producer licensees, the latter

must pay th^ patent holders 8% of

the gross derived from the exercise

of the soundtrack licenses.

Newman Quits GoUwyn

Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Alfred Newman has resigned after

nine years as head of Samuel Gold-
wyn's music department. ' He will

freelance.

First assignment Is scoring of

'Gunga Din' at RKO. Newman is

also up for a radio job.

'Wuthering* Begins
Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Shooting on Samuel Goldwyn's
'Wuthering Heights' starts tomorrow
(Wed.) after' 10 days of rehearsals.

Merle Oberon and Laurence Oli-

vied head an English cast.

T£[AB SHE BLOWS
Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Kent Taylor gets the male lead

opposite Florence Rice in 'Women
in the Wind,' Nat Levine's first pro-
duction at Metro.

. Screeh Actors Guild will sign no
more long-term- production, .contracts

with easterh studtps, Such pacts in

the future will be for six-month

terms instead of 10 yiears, as were
the original deals. ,However, all ex-

isting contracts will be carried' out.

Reajsph the lO-year deals will no
longer be^ conc:u4ed with jjadepen-

deht . cpmpanies in the East li that
it. i».figiu;ed such^ outfits do^ttot.haye
firm enough financial structures "to
make tHein certaih" Ot.being.ih eX'i•'

istence^'the full term of the cpntraet.
In ca^s>wher^'bufflts/g(^'6x|t of^tiusi-

ness it 'is deslried to avoid an experi-*

.

ence the Guild haid on the Coast. In
that instance, .a^ small . indie studio
folded and 'left' itil smidoyees .unpai^i-

When the." cbmp^' attSnptecf
start prpdiiction. again a fe^ months
lated the Guild had ^^me difficulty

enforcing ;the bi^ Wage demands*
!4ince 'liie studio had a contract cov-
ering production. ,

Guild execs now kdmitr that -tlier

made a mistake in sighing the East-
ern studios to the; 10-year contracts.
In their haste to g^t. the- Eastern
field completely

[
organized, they

merely carried out,: the same policy
tliey were pursuing on .the Coasts
^at is, of concludinglong-term' con-
tracts. They did not realize ;at th^it

time that different conditions at this
end required different treatment. ..

, . Although all" the io-year contracts
will be carried QUt 'in (^asei^- w£tere.;
the companies stay, in .business oyer
the full .term, , any; deal^ w\th outfits
which fold will be cancelled: Also,,
while the 10-year contracts^ have to^.

be^ observed, they, all '<»rry clauses
permitting, yearly adjustments. It is

toxponfer .oh any^ such - changes that

.

Kenneth Thomson, SAG executive-
secretary, is currently in New York.
While here he may;also huddle with
newsreel officials (inclluding March
of Time heads) regarding a setup to
cover sufch production. If the matter
is not attended to at this time it will
pirobably.be acted.upon when Thom-
son returns East in February. He
expects to fly back to the Coast to-
morrow (Thursday) or Friday (9).

Companies with which Thomson
will hudidle regarding adjustments in
the existing contracts include Men-
tone, Tru-Pictures, ' Audio, . West
Coast Service, Caravel and Castle.
Contract with Pathe, which has dls-
splved, yirill prPbably be cancelled.

1,250 Members
Revealed that SAG in ilastem ter-

ritory now has 1,250 members, but
executives In New York are -mostly
proud of the manner In wHich closed
shop has beeii made effective. This
has in effect curbed the membership
and made possible .more emplpyment
for those on the <rbll8<

"

SAG never has been' entirely suc-
cessful in getting aptbr members into
re-enacted scenes of March of Time;
latter contending that- it is a news-
reel. Final decision on M. of T. will
await ruling on definition of what
constitutes a newsreel.

.
Guild also is having some difficulty

in persuading 20th-Fox that mem-
bers should be employed in making
fashion shorts. Here again the claim
is made that this comes iii the cate-
gory of newsreel shooting. SAG is

understood to have been unim-
pressed by the argument after view-
ing one of earlier shorts in thti new
series, produced in the East, in which
around a dozen tpp salary mpdels
appeared in the one-reel productipn.
SAG claims that the fashipil short is

a staged production.

Interstate in a Dicker To
Take Over Horwit2 Chaiii

Dallas, Dec. 6.

Interstate Circuit has been dicker-
ing with Will Horwitz oh a deal to
take over the Horwitz theatres,
which are chiefly located in Houston.
Both have been closely , tied-in for

some years, the- Horwitz houses now
being booked through Interstate.

GN Extends Sten

Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Grand National is extending com-
mitment on Anna Sten for three
more pictures following the showing
of her first for the studio, 'Exile Ex-
press/ •

'

New group Of pix Is budgeted at

$200,000 each.
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EXPLOITATION By Epes W. Sargent

Overworked Arleen

Exploitation plans for *Thanks for

jlverything,' new 20th Century-Fox

*^T&wtth* Postal Telegraph to

floot posters plugging the Aim in 1,708

o? their stations throughout the coun-

trv Space is available for local ex-

hibs to imprint liame of house and
opening date locally.

Tie-up with Russeks Fifth Avenue
and with B, Altman store, Busselcs

will feature Arleen Whelan.in dis-

play advt tied up with their line,

and identifying her as fem lead of

the fllm opening at the Roxy. Alt-

man's is having her select gifts which
the average girl would like to get

from average guy. Store publicity

staff is backing stunt for story and
pic coverage.
Also slated for appearance at rally

for Stryker's Liine Community Cen-

ter, along with- Jhnmy Walker, Gene
Tunney and other celebs. She's to

Rive a little talk, which will tie-up

Thanks for Everything' title with
work of the charity organization.

She was guest of honor yestetday

(Tuesday, Dec. 6.) at 'Thanks for

Everything* cocktail party thrown at

the Stork Club, with trade, daily and
magazine writiers aind radio commen-
tators invited guests.

Network and local radio appear-

ances also have been arranged for

her.
Marc Lachmann, special exploita-

tion representative of 20th Century-
Fox, is engineering the campaign.

Plappingr the Wings
Kansas City.

Coverage was the keynote of cam-
aign staged by Jerry Zigmund and

Jill Knight of the Newman for

'Men with Wings.' Lobby was
dressed up in airy fashion . with an
aircraft motor and an instrument
panel from a transport plane as the
center of interest.
Airplane properties furnished by

TWA, who also supplied a pilot. for

an interview via KMBC and who co-
operated on handbills, luggage dis-

plays and by word of mouth after

a special screening foi^ employes of
the airlines national headquarters
located here.
Radio i:overage furnished by WHB

with a serialization of the story with
attendant plugs.
Newspaper space was realized In

the Journal via a model design for
junior birdmen and by co-op ads,
as well as the national ads and the
regular space allotment. Zigmund
used a testimonial ad to announce
the holdover of the fllm.

Regular avenues of 24 sheets,
handbills, store windows, news com-
pany trucks, dime stores, educa-
tional contacts with Boy and Girl
Scouts, telegraph company, and
mailing lists were all brought into
play for this one.

Picture did . the campaign justice
by holding up. for a fortnight.

Heart Throbs
Albany, N. Y.

.
Hearst's Times .IJnion, in a tieup

with Warner Bros.' Strand, conduct-
ed 'The Yoimg in Heart' Problem
Forum, as exploitation for the United
Artists fllm of that name. Prizes of
$15, $10 and $6 were offered for the
three letters posing the most inter-
esting personal <^roblems of men and
women, boys and girls.

Tickets were awarded to 25 in the
honorable mention group. The
writer's solution, effected or planned,
of the problem was sought. The
paper listed some of the common
ones, including that which Janet
Gaynor and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

faqe in the picture, but stated there
were others; Everyone, from mech-
anics to nurses, from laborers to
housewives, had their problems.
Daily promised that the letters of
children, written by themselves,
would be given as much considera-
tion as those of university professors.
Literary skill, even things like spell-
ing, grammer and punctuation, were
unimportant. The contest editor
would correct such errors,- without
charging against the contestants.
Times Union t>rinted articles about

the contest, in the news columns, for
a week preceding the fllm's unveU-
Ing.

Eeverse Birthday
Chicago.

Harry ('Happy') Meinlnger of the
Balaban & Katz Berwyn, on the west
side, pulled a birthday party that
jammed the house.

It was his own birthday, iand for it

he promoted merchandise from all
the neighboring stores and then gave
the items away as prizes to the kids
and adults who planked down coin
at the box office to join in the birth-
day celebration.

i8fl«^^ "WASHROOM
INFECTION''

Oiiliwon Towrds and Tissue
Write A. P, W, Service, Albatry, N. Y.

(rirls Prefer Marriage
New type of direct sales campaign,

hitting hardest at bulk of theatre
audiences, ages 18 to 23, was in-
augurated by Selznick International
to boost b. o, on 'The Young in
Heart.' Studio sent out question-
naires to sororities of all major uni-
versities in U. S., asking co-eds' an-
swers on best ways of remaining
'yoimg in heart' throughout future
years, Chi Omegas, Tri Delts, Kappa
Kappa Gammas, Pi Phis and other
fllly groups sent answers back by
thousands.

It is estimated that poll created in-
terest in 'young in heart' among at
least 250,000 students, male and fe-
male, since each sorority contacted
made questionnaire subject of cam-'
pus conversation. Most surprising
result was overwhelming vote of co-
eds in favor of marriage and motherr
hood, definitely refuting 'flaming
youth* beliefs. Girls also voted for
dancing as best activity, clothes as
best aid to youthful spirit, but said
they thought little of riiakeup's art-

ful assistance. Votes on age when
youth flees ranged from 30 to 40.

One' girl said, 'You're getting old
when you begin to reminisce instead
of anticipate.'

Too Many Gals
Minneapolis.

Maybe it's because they're brave
and crave thrills or maybe it's be-
cause they need the dough, but local

gals overwhelmed the Paramount
circuit here when it advertised in
the newspaper want ad colunms for
a member of the fair sex to sit

alone in the Aster theatre through
a midnight showing of the 'Dracula-
Frankenstein' combination with
sound effects to Intensify the spine
chilling.

More than 1,000 of them, ranging
in age from 15 to 65, applied for the
assignment. The stipend offered
was $25.

It was a publicity stunt, of course,
and copped some newspa;per atten-
tion.

Serial Movie Quiz

Republic is broadcasting to those
who have booked the Dick Tracy
serial a quiz "patterned after the na-
tional Movie Quiz contest, . but with
the questions held to the serial, two
questions for each chapter. Stunt
was adapted by Al Gregg, of the
Cleveliana office.

Patix)ns are to given a quizz sheet
at the first chapter and are supposed
to answer two questions each week,
turninef in the complete sheet after

the 15th episode with such prizes
awarded as the individual exhibitor
elects. The bigger the prizes, the bet-

ter the result, but each exhib rolls

his own.
Looks"4H5e- a "Whale of a stunt to

keep interest going on the serial.

Different Ad ^
Attracting considerable attention Is

the ad tribute which appeared in

Tuesday's N. Y. Journal (Nov. 29)
plugging the Capitol theatre's en-
gaejement of 'The Great Waltz.'
Timely copy, which emphasized

the need of a soothing musical pic-

ture in these troubled days, was sig-

natured by orchestra notables, in-

cludinc Kay Kyser, Cab Calloway,
Paul Whlteman, Eddy Duchln, Benny
Goodman, Richard Himber and Guy
Lombardo.
Ad appealed to the jitterbugs as

well as opera devotees in stressing

the musical-romance an^le of the
Strauss-insoired film. It was pre-
pared by Oscar A. Doob.

Beliable Balloons
Norfolk.

Caption-writing contest proved
good b.o. priming in the recent ex-
ploitation of 'Out West with the
Hardys,' which flicker serial has just

completed a prize run at Loew's State

theatre. Norfolk, Va. It appeared in

local ads. and the picture was the
Rooney-Benedict kiss. Several nice
prizes were awarded.

STUDIO CONTRACTS
Hollywood. Dec. 6.

20th-Fox lifted John Russell's

moppet option.
Warners renewed Georgia Haw-

kins' player pact.
Linda Winters signed to player

contract by Columbia.
Metro signed Christina Welles to

stock player pact
Jacques Deval handed new writer

ticket by Metro.
Bruno Frank inked scripting con-

tract at Universal.
20th-Fox renewed Marjorie

Weaver's ticket.

Universal picked up Charles Dun-
can's player option. s

Virgil Miller, cameraman, re-
paqted by 20th-Fox.
Warners hoisted Humphrey Bo-

•gart's actor contract.
Columbia renewed Stanley Brown's

actor contract.
Peter Lorre inked a new ticket at

20th-Fox.
20th-Fox lifted Eddie Collins'

player option.
George Sanders* ticket renewed

by 20th-Fox.

Carolina Exhibs' Cony.

Charlotte, N. C, Dec. 6.

Three himdred members of the
Theatre Owners of North Carolina
and South Carolina, Inc., were in
Charlotte, Dec. 4-5, for the annual
convention of the organization.

S. S. Stevenson, of Henderson, is

president of the Carolina association,
and Mrs. Walter Griffith,- Charlotte,
executive secretary.

Theatres-Exchanges

AUentown, Pa.

Former Embassy, theatre here,
completely modernized, has reopened
with its name changed to the Boyd.
It is operated by the Embassy Corp.
of Allentown.

Los Angeles.

Operation of Studio theatre, built
last summer by Pacific , States. Thea-
tres, Inc.. and Ben N. Berinstein,
taken over by Hollywood Theatres
(Swope, Young and Grant).
To bolster pre-Christmas grosses,

26 Fox-West Coast houses in Los An-
geles are giving away two autos
Dec. 21. It is the first gimmick in
F-WC houses here since Charles P.
Skoiu-as ordered a ban three months
ago.
Ernest Silcox, manager Para-

mount, Santa Monica boul, trans-
ferred to Studio City theatre, re-
placing M. D. Howe. Hollywood
Theatres (Swope, Young and Grant)
recently bought the Studio City
house from Pacific States Theatres.

Lincoln.

Warren G. Hall has opened the
Rodeo, Burwell, Neb., and,, taken
over the Strand, North Loup, Neb.
Latter was formerly handled by P.
E. Doe.

Dr. J. T. Palensky, Howells,
Howells, Neb., will open the Leigh,
Leigh, Neb., shortly.
Danny McCarthy, formerly south-

ern Nebraska salesman for UA, has
been swapped into the office with
Leo Doty, former ' office manager,
going out in McCarthy's place.

West Hartford, Conn.

Joseph W,. Walsh of this city has
purchased the Colonial theatre and
building in SoUthington for an esti-

mated $100,000. House, 800-seater,

was purchased from Abraham M.
Schumann of Bridgeport and Joseph
A. Davis of New Haven.. Following
the transaction Walsh organjized^the
Southington Colonial Corp., with
capital stock of $50,000 to operate
the house. Other incorporators are
Mrs. Florence W .Thalberg and
Mary Zoufily, Walsh will be prexy
of the corporation.
Walsh will become manager of

house. Raymond England wiU eon-
-tinue as assistant.*.

Rochester, N. Y.

George J. Kress, who has operated
the Hudson, 400-seat nabe, for 26
years, sold house to Carol Feny-
vessy, owner of the Rexy and Holly-
wood and president of the Mello-
phonei'Corp. Price reported $13,500.
Associated with Fenyvessy in the
deal is Henry B. Fordham, who will
manage the Hudson. New owners
plan extensive renovation.

Philadelphia.

Ed Lehrman has taken over opera-
tion of Lorraine theatre from Pow-
ers group, Harrisbiurg,

Lillian Gimbel, Gaumont-British
booker, will remain with organiza-
tion when 20th-Fox takes over the
G-B booking chores. Will be
switched to another department,

Canton, O.

Ben Schwartz, manager Warner
Bros. Ohio, here, resigned. Clarence
Wire, asst. manager Palace, Youngs'-
town, named manager of Columbus,
Alliance, O. H. E. McManus, man-
ager Allen, Akron, promoted to cen-
tral offices of the C. & A. Theatres,
of whifch the Allen is a member, will

book for entire chain, with head-
quarters in Cleveland.
Elwood E. Blanc, manager Mozart,

Canton, resigned to become affiliat-

ed with Akron theatre.

Denver.

Fred Glass, manager of southern
district, moved to Salt Lake City
to act as district supervisor of In-
termountain division Fox theatres.

Succeeded in the Denver job by
Robert Garland, booking in the Den-
ver office.

Indianapolis.
Circle, operated by Katz-Dolle,

shuttered for three weeks for instal-

lation of new ventilator, and 2,552

new seats. Total repair costs will

be $30,000, according to Art Baker,
manager.

Indiana, operated by same com-
bine, shuttered last week after fire

in ventilating shaft, not serious in

itself, but heavy damage done to

ceiling by water, House, now play-
ing Gypsy Rose Lee unit, 'Holly-

wood to Broadway,' has entire ceil-

ing covered with canvas stretched
across scaffolds. Ken Collins, man-
ager, said that total extent of dam-
age had not yet been determined.

El Razing

(Continued from page 7)

nue—West Side line and also with

the Queens-Eighth avenue branch.

Main junction station will be at 49th

.street, extending from 48th street to

50th street. Trains will branch off at

53d street t oQueens, while others

win turn the opposite direction on 53d

street, joining the Eighth avenue

—

West Side line at the 59th street

station. Sixth avenue line will be

four-track width as far south as 33d
*

streets, whence it will narrow to

double-track. Ultimately it is

planned to remove the present un-

derground crosstown tube at 33d

street and extend the four-track line

all the way down Sixth avenue.
From the start, however, the Sixth
avenue subway wiU have three-min-
ute train service.

Sixth Avenue's Theatres

Besides the Radio City Music Hall
and the Center, both^ in Rockefeller

Center, other large houses in Sixth
avenue include the Hippodrome, at

43d-44th streets, now a sports arena,

but formerly -Used for spectacles,

opera, etc., and the Ziegfeld, at 54th

street. Latter was built as a legit

house, but has been used for pictures

in recent years. Radio City Music
Hall has been a click from the start.

However, the Center failed as a pic-

ture house, and has been used for

operettas more recently. Historical

pageant, 'The American Way,' by
George S.' Kaufman and Moss Hart,

is to be presented there shortly after

the first of the year.

Although the razing of the elevated
tracks is not expected to make much
difference to theatres in the side

streets off Sixth avenue, the opening
of the new subWay two years hence
should bring increased trade. Among
the legit houses, which would -profit

from such development are the Play-
house, Cort, Vanderbile, Windsor,
Belasco, Hudson, Mexine

.
Elliott,'

Mercury, Labor Stage and (for con-
certs, lectures, etc.) Town Hall.

Actual service on the Sixth avenue
elevated line ended' last. Sunday
night (4). City has already sold the
structure to a wrecking concern for

$80,000 and the work of demolition is

.epected to Start within a few days.
It should be entirely completed with-
in the ensuing few weeks, The finale

was .accompanied by much revelry,
impromptu jitterbugglng, souvenir-
hunting, etc. It became the^occasion
for much newsprint nostalgia in the
Monday morning dailies.

CON. EDISON DECISION

INEUENCES STUDIOS

Hollywood, Dec. 6.

Decision Monday (5) by the U. S.
Supreme Court in the Consolidated
Edison appeal outlaws the proposed
settlement of jurisdictional disputes,
involving the lATSE, in abrogation
of the lA's studio basic agreement.
The high court held the Labor Board
exceeded its authority in ordering
abrogation of the IBEW contract, be-,
cause no election was held and no
other group certified as bargaining
representative.

Voiding of lATSE contract and
election call within 30 days -to settle

differences had been proposed.

Giveaways

(Continued from page 7)

year in cash and merchandise. The
money has been taken directly out
of the profits of a theatre, or has
contributed to the red side of the
ledger.

When cash giveaways originally
started, the theatre that began the
practice in any town usually had
smash results, but when all other
theatres followed suit, the result was
that whatever advantage the first

theatre had disappeared and the situ-
ation was as before—only now, their
expenses have increased by the
amount they give away.
With the present slump in busi-

ness estimated as mnch as 25% below
last year, many of the exhibitors
have found the going extremely
tough and are in a receptive mood
for some real action tomorrow.

Vanity Approach
Chicago, Dec. 6.

Entire new slant in giveaways in
picture houses in this territory indi-
cates that the, exhibitors haye de-
cided that they have been catering
to the wrong instincts in the
femmes. In the past the exhibs have
b|een offering the gals everything for
the home and especially the kitchen,
giving 'em dishes, glassware, cutlery,
rugs, pictures, etc., but. now the the-
atres are .veering . away from the
household and utility items to pre-
miums that appeal strictly to the
femmes' vanity. They report, that
the gals who used to snub a soup-
plate can't resist a free 'French-
made' veiL
Exhibs are now giving away

handkerchiefs, stockings, scarfs,

cosmetics and toiletries, combs, cos- .,

tume jewelry, etc. Stockings were
the first important item in the
femme vanity dyive.
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ALT. or-c TO
SEATS 1 I'M.

'Thanks for

Everylhing"

—On the Stage

—

Is'ew titnge Show

PARAMOUNT^^rB^
Bob Hope

Shirley Boss

"Thanks for

the Memory"

IN PKR90N
Blue Barron
AND HIS nAND
Ken Murray
Shirley Boss

dsnrusnuwiAM.

KADIO
CIT¥ MUSIC HALL
"DRAMATIC
SCHOOL"

Spectacular Stage Productions

TtMCttO.

TODAY ONLIT

"The Citadel*'
IN rEitaoff

George JESSEL
and Girl Starq

'Starti Thursday

"MEN
WITIt

WINGS''
CAB

CALLOWAY
and Orch.

The latest and
Greatest of the

Hardy KorlcBl JjTf^inT ft (1st StriMt

OUT WEST Tii'e mmvi
^LewlH 8T0XE • Mickey ROONEI

I

icorllla TAKKICR • Fay HOI^DBN]

m:..
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me, if I'd

be a rush

rd never

as

extra cashier for

ANGELS WITH DIRTY FACES
Note to all cashiers:Yon'ti need all the "rush"

experience you're getting from 'Angels*
again when Errol Flynn in 'Dawn Patror
comes for Xmi^s from WARNER BROS.
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FILM BOOKING CHART
(For information of theatre and film exchange bookers,.-Vawety presents o complete chart of feature releases of all the Amencan distrihutina

companies for the current quarterly period. Date of reviews as given in Variety and the running time of vrints are included \
^{H) REISSUES

. . COPYRIGHT, 1938, BY VARIETY, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED ^ ^ mCLUaea.)

WEEK
OF

RELEASE
TITLE PRODUCER DISTRIB. TYPE TALENT DIRECTOR

B/30/38

{0/7/38

GIRL'S SCHOOL
YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH Y6U

. MAN WITH 100 FACES
VACATION FjAOM LOVE
SONS OF THE LEGION

ROOM SERVICE
OVERLAND STAGE RAIDERS

DOWN IN ARKANSAW . .

STRAIGHT, PLACE AND SHOW.

.

DRUMS
YOUTH TAKES FLING
GAROEN OF THE MOON
CRiSlE TAKES HOLIDAY

. .I$amuel Marx
Frank Capra

'

' "A. Hitchcock
MGM
Par

•P. S. Berman
Wm. Berke

Armand Schaefer
D. Hempstead
Alex. Korda
Joe Pasternak
Lou Edelman

WEST OF THE SANTA FE
STABLEMATES

MR. WONG. DETECTIVE
TOUCHDOWN, ARMY

MR. DOODLE KICKS OFF
THE NIGHT HAWK
MEET THE GIRLS

THAT CERTAIN AGE
BROADWAY MUSKETEERS

Col
Col

Harry Ranf
W. T. Lackey

Par
.Bob Sisk

Herman Schlom
Howard J. Green
Joe Pasternak

• • • Bryan Foy

10/14/38 FLIGHT TO FAME
LADY VANISHES

SHADOWS OVER SHANGHAI
YOUNG DR. YILDARE

WHERE THE BUFFALO ROAM.
ARKANSAS TRAVELER
A MAN TO REMEMBER

FIVE OF A KIND
THERE GOES MY HEART
SWING THAT CHEER

THE SISTERS

Col Rom-Com . A. Shirley-K. Grey-Bellamy
Col Comedy J. Arthur-L. Barrymore-J.Stewart
GB Drama L. Palmer-T. WallsMGM Comedy D. O'Keefe-F. Rice
Par Rom-Dr D. O'Connor-B. Lee-B. Cook
RKO Com Marx Bros.-L. Ball
Rep Western Three Mesqoiteers
Rep Drama R. Byrd-Weaver Bros.
20th Com Ritz Bros.-R. Arlen
UA Drama Sabu-R, Massey-R. Livesey
U Com-Dr J. McCrea-A. LeedsWB t Musical P. O'Brlcn-J. fayne-M. Lindsay
Col Meller J. Holt-M. Ralston
Col Western C. Starrett-I. Meredith
MGM Com-Dr W. Beery-M. Rooney
Mono Mystery B. Karloff-E, Brent
Par Football J. Howard-R. Cummincx
RKO Com J. Penner-/. Travis
Rep Drama R. Livinirston-J. Travis
20th Comedy J. Lan^-L. Barl-R. Allen
U Mus-Rom D. Durbin-J. Cooper
WB Comedy M. Lindsay-M. Wilson-J. Litel

John Brahm
Frank Capra
A. Hitchcock

G. Fitzmaurice
Jas. Hogan
Wm. Seiter

Geo. Sherman
Nick Grinde
David Butler
Zoltan Korda
Archie Mayo

^usby Berkeley

Ralph Cohn Col Drama
A. Hitchcock GB Rom-Dr

• • -Fine Arts GN Meller
Lou Ostrow MGM Com-Dr
Ed Finney Mono Western
Geo. Arthur Par Com-Dr
Bob Sisk RKO Drama

K. MacGowan 20th Rom-Com
Hal. Roach UA Rom-Com
Max Golden U College
David Lewis WB Drama

C. Farrell-J. Wells
M.

' Lookwood-P. Lucas
J. Dunn-R. Morgan

L. Ayres-L.- Barrymoro
Tex Rltter

B. Burns-F. Bainter
E. EUls-A. Shirley

Dionne Qnlns-Hersholt
F. March-V. Bruce

T. Brown-A. Devine
E. Flynn-B. Davis-A. Louise

Lewis D, Collins
Sam Nelson
Sam Wood
Wm. Nigh

Kurt Neumann
Leslie Goodwins
Sidney Salkow
Eugene Porde
Edw, Ludwig
Jthn Farrow

C.G.Coleman. Jr.
Alf Hitchcock
Chas, Lamont
H. Bucquet
Al Herman
Al Santell

Garson Kanin
H. I. Leeds'

Norman McLeod
Hardld Schuster
Anatole ' Litvak

10/21/38 LISTEN. DARLINC-
MYSTERIOUS RIDER
MAD MISS iWANTON

MYSTERIOUS MR. MOTO
SERVICE DE LUXE

GIRLS ON PROBATION

Jack Cummings MGM Rom-Dr
Harry Sherman Par Western
P. J. Wolfson RKO Mys-Com
Sol Wurtzel 20th Meller
Ed Grainger U Com
Br.van Fpy WB Drama

Bartholomew-J. Garland
D. Dumhrille-C. Fields
B. Stanwyck-H. Fonda
P, Lorre-M. Magruire .

C. Bennett-V. Price-RuselCB
E. Flynn-B. Davis-A. Louise

Edw. Marin
Les Selander
Leigh Jason

Norman Foster"
Rowland V. Lee
Anatolti ' Litvak

10/28/38 LAW OF THE TEXAN
THE LITTLE ADVENTURESS

THE GREAT WALTZ
THE CITADEL

MEN WITH. WINGS
I STAND ACCUSED
TARNlSHfiD A^GEL

'SUEZ
•

YOUNG IN HEART
THE STORM

THE LAST EXPRESS
BROTHER. RAT

Monroe Shaflf ' Col Western
Col Col Action-rDr

Bernard Hym'an MGM Musical
Victor Saville MGM Drama

Wm. A, Wellman Par .Drama
John H. Au6r Par Drama
B. P. Fineman RKO Drama
Gene Markey 20th Spec
D. O. Selznick UA Rom-Dr
Ken Goldsmith U Drama
Irving Starr U Meller
Robert Lord WB Comedy

Buck Jones-D. Fay
E. Fellowes-J. Wells
L. Rainer'-F. Gravel
R. Donat-R. Russell

F. MacMurray-R. Milland
R. Cnmmin;s-H. Mack-L. Talbot

S..Eilers-L. Bowman
T. Power'-L.' Yoiin;

J. Gaynor-D. Fairbanks, Jr.
C. Bickford-B. McLane

K.. Taylor-D^ Kent
W. Morris-P. Lane-J. Wyman

Elmer Clifton
D. R. Lederman

J. Duvivier
King Vidor

Wm. A. Wellman
John H. Auer

Leslie Goodwins
Allan Dwan

Richard Wallace
Harold- Young
Otis Garrett
Wm. Keighley

11/4/38 IN EARLY ARIZONA
GANGSTER'S BOY
GUN PACKER

THE LAST RIDE
ILLEGAL TRAFFIC
LAWLESS VALLEY

RHYTHM OF THE SADDLE
ALWAYS IN TROUBLE

EXPOSED
HARD TO GET

Col Col Western
W. T. Lackey Mono Meller

'

Robt. Tansey 'Mono Western
Jeff Lazarus Par ' Rom-Dr

Harold. Hurley Par Meller
Bert Gilroy RKO Western
Harry Grey Rep Western
John Stone 20ih Comedy
Bert. Kelly U Drama
Sam Bischoff WB Comedy

B. Elliott-D. Gulliver
J. Cooner-L. Gilniatt
J, Rfindell-L, Stanley
A. Tamiroff-F. Farmer
J. C. Naish'-M.^ Carlisle
G. O.^rien-K. Sutton
G. Autry-S. Butnette

J. Withers-A. Treaclier-J.. Rofers
O. Kruper-G. Farrell

D. Powell-O. de Haviland

Jos. Levering
Wm. Niph

Wallace Fox
Alfred E. Green

Louis King
David Howard

'

Geol Sherman
Jos. Santley
Max Golden
Ray Enright

WHEN
TIME REVIEWED
MINS. BY VARIETY

71
128
72
65
60
76
55
65
66

101
78
94

""6l"

89
67
73
75
65
66
100
63

96
66
83
55
83
79
83
81
63
95

72
74
78
61
85
65
54'

60
107
112
102
61-

67
100
91
75
60
90

75
51

67

58
69
63
78

9/28
9/7
11/2
10/5
10/5
9/M
0/28
10/12
9/28
4/20
9/28
9/21

"11/30

10/5
11/23
9/21

10/5
10/5
8 /SI
10/5
10/19

8/Sl
12/7
10/19
11/2
10/5
10/5
10/12
9/23
11/16
10/5_
"10/19

11/18
10/12
0/21
10/19
10/26
10/26"
11/9
11/2
10/26
10/28
11/2
11/16
10/19

n/2
11/2
10/19
10/19

11/9
11/9

il/23

11/9
11/9

11/23
11/9

11/11/38 ADVENTURE IN SAHARA
THE FROG

SPRING MADNESS
iF I WERE KING

ANNABEL TAKES A TOUR
STORM OVER BENGAL

«UST AROUND THE CORNER
HIS EXCITINO NIGH'f

TORCHY GETS HER MAN

Lou Appleton Col Drama
Herbert Wilcox GB "Meller
Edw. Chodorov MGM Rom-Com
Frank Lloyd Par Drama
Lou Lusty RKO Rom-Com

Armand Schaefer Rep Rom-Dr
Dave Hfcmpstead 20th Comedy
Ken Goldsmith U Rom-Com
Bryan Foy WB Comedy

P. Kelly-L. Gray
N. Beery-G. Barker

M. O'SuUivan-L. Ayres
R, Coleman-F. Dee-Rathbone

J. Oakie-L. Ball
P. Knowlos-R. .Hudson
S. Temple'-C. Farrell

C. Ituffgrles-O.' Munson
G. Farrell-B. MaoLane

D. R. Lederman
Jack Raymond 76 4/7/37
C. S. Simon 66 11/18
Frank Lloyd 100 9/21
Lew Landers 66 10/19
Sid Salkow 65

Irving Cummings 70 11/2

Gms Meins 61 12/7

Michael Curtlz 62 10/12

11/18/38 THE SHINING HOUR
GANG BULLETS

THANKS FOR THE MEMORY
LAW WEST OF TOMBSTONE

SANTA FE STAMPEDE
SHARPSHOOTERS

COWBOY AND THE LADY
STRANGE FACES

ANGELS WITH DIRTY FACE9

J. Manckiewicz MGM Meller
E. B. Derr Mono Rom-Com

Par Par Rom-Com
Cliff Reid RKO Western
Wm. Berke Rep Western

. Sol Wurtzel 2«th Action
Sam Goldwyn UA Rom-Com
Bert Kelly U Com-Dr
Sam Bischoff WB Drama

J. Crawford-R. Younr
A. Nar«l-B> Kent'

B. Hope-S. Ross-Butterworth
H. Carey-T. Holt-E. Brent

J. Wayne-R. Corrltan
B. Donlevy-'L. Bari

G. Cooper-M. . Ober«B
.D. Kent-F. Jenks

J. Cacney-P. O'Brien

Frank Borzage
Lambert Hillyer
G. Archainbaud
Glenn Tryon

' Geo. Sherman
Jas. Tinling
Wm. Wyler
Earl Taggart'

Michael Curtiz

11/25/38 BLONDIE
OUT WEST WITH HARDYS
LITTLE TENDERFOOT
SAY IT tN FRENCH

ARREST BULLDOG DRUMMOND
COME ON, RANGERS

ORPHANS OF THE STREET
PECK'S BAD BOY WITH CIRCUS

SUBMARINE PATROL
LITTLE TOUGH GUYS IN SOCIETY

NANCY DREW, DETECTIVE

Robert Sparks Col Comedy
Lou Ostrow MGM Coni-Rom
Ed Finney " Mono Western

Andrew Stone Par Comedy
Stuart Walker Par Mystery
Chas. E. Ford Rep Western
Herman Schlom Ren Meller

Sol Lesser RKO Rom-Com
Gene Markey 20tb Drama
Max Golden U Meller
Bryan Foy WB Meller

P. Sinrleton-A. Lake
M. Rooney-L. Stone-C. . Parker

T. Ritter-J. Falkenberf
R.. Mllland-O. Bradna
J. Howard-H.. An^el
R. Rot:ers-Mr Hart

T.'Ryan-R. Livincrston

T. Kelly-Ai Gillis

R. Greene-N. Kelly-Bancroft
BL Boland-E. E. Herton
B. Granvllle-J. Litel

Frank Strayer
G..B. Seitz
Al Herman

Andrew Stone
Jas. Hogan
Joe Kane

John H. Auer
Edw. F. Cline
John Ford
Erie Kenton
Wm. Clemens

^^38 FLIRTING WITH FATE
LITTLE ORPHAN ANNIE
WESTERN JAMBOREE

ROAD DEMON
SECRETS OF A NURSE

DEVIL'S ISLAND

David Loew
John Speaks
Harrv Grey
Sf>l Wurtr.el
Bert Kelly
Bryan Foy

MGM
Par
Ren
20(h
U
WB

Comedy
Comedy
Western
Snorts
Dnma
Meller

J. E. Brown-L. Carrillo-S. Duna
A. Gillis-R. Kent-J. Travis

G. Aut'-y-S. Burnette
H. Arthur-J. Valerie
E. Lowe-H. Mack

B. Karloff-N. Harridan

F. MacDonald
Ben Holmes
RalDh Staub
Otto Brower
Arthur Lubin
Wm, Clemens

3
' ) '38 RIO GRANDE ROUNDUP

DRAMATIC SCHOOL
I AM A CRIMINAL

RIDE A CROOKED MHiE
NEXT TIME I MARRY

UP THE RIVER
LAST WARNING

HEART OF THE NORTH

Irving Briskin Col Western
Merv.vn LeRoy M-G Rom-Dr

E. B. Derr Mono Meller
Jeff Tjazanis Tnr Pom-Dr
Cliff Reid RKO Comedy

Sol Wurtzel 20th MeUer
Irving Starr U Mv.<!tery

Bryan Foy WB Meller

C. Starrett-A. Doran
L. Balner-A. Marshal

J. Cari;oll-M. Kornman
A. T?mfrAlf-F. F.Tmer

, Ball-J. Ellispn-Ti. B'>wman
T. Martin-r. Brooks
P. F05ter-F. Robinson

D. Foran-G. Pae:e

Sam Nelson
R. Sinclair
Wm. Nigh

Alfred E. Green
Garson Kanin
Alfred Werker

Al Roge.il

Lewi's Seller

12/16/38 STRANGE<CASE OF DR. MEAD
CALIFORNIA FRONTIER
A CHRISTMAS CAROL
THE FRONTIERSMEN
DOWN ON THE FARM
PIRATES OF THE SKY

COMET OVER BROADWAY

Col
Monroe Shaff

Joe Mankiewicz
Harry Sherman

Sol Wurtzel
B, Sarecky
Bryan Foy

Col Drama J- Holt-B. RobertK-V. Beery
Col Western B. Jones-C. Bailey

M-G Rom-Fan R. Owen-T. Kllbum
Par Western W. Boyd-G. Hayefi-E. Venable

20th Comedy J. Prouty-S. Bylngton
RKO Action K. Taylor-B. Hudson
WB Drama ' K. Francis-. . Litel

Lewis D. Collins
Etmer Clifton
E. L. Marin
Les Selander
Mai St. Clair

Joe McDcnough
Busby 'Berkeley

12/23/38 THERE'S THAT WOMAN AGAIN
AWAKENING OF KATRINA

TOUGH KID
WILD HORSE CANYON

ONE-THIRD OF A NATION
TOM SAWYER, DETECTIVE
THANKS FOR EVERYTHING

TRADE WINDS
NEWSBOYS' HOME
THE PAWN PATROL

B. B. Kahane
Harry Rapf

Lindsley Parsons
Robt. Tan.'^ey

Harold Orlob
E. T. Lowe
H. J. Brown

Walter Wanpcer
Ken Go] rl.smith

Robert Lord

Col
M-G
Mono
Mono
Par
Par
20th
UA
U
\/B

Rom-Dr
Drama
Meller
Western
Drama
Rom-Dr
Musical
Rom-Dr
Drama
Drama

M. Doufflas-V. Bruce
. Gaal-Tone-W. Connolly

F. Darro-J. Allen
Jack Randall

S. Sidney-L. Erickson
D. O'Connor-B. Cook
A. Menjou-j; Oakie
F. Msrch-jr. Bennett
J. Cooper-W. Barrie
E. Flynn-B. Bathbone

12/30/38 SMASHING THE SPY RING
CLIMBING HIGH
SWEETHEARTS
SKY PIRATE

ARTISTS AND MODELS ABROAD
THE GREAT MAN VOTES

KENTUCKY
DUKE OF WEST POINT

.Ii-v'ing Briskin Col
GB GB

Hunt Stromberg M-G
Paul Malvern Mono

A. Ilornblow. Jr. Par
Cliff Reid RKO

Gene Markey 20ih
Edw. Small UA

Meller F. Wray-R. Bellamy
Comedv J. Mathews-M. Redtrrave

Musical J. MacDonald-N. Eddy
Action J. Trcnt-M. Reynolds
Musical J. Bcnny-J. Bennett
Comedy J. Barrymore-P. Holden
Rom-Dr L. Younr-R- Greene
Rom-Com L. HayWird-J. Fontaine

Al Hall
Norman Taurog
H Bretherton
Robert HiU

Dudley Murphy
Louis King

Wm. A. Seiter
Tay Garnett
Harold Young
Edm'd Goulding

Christy Cabanne
Carol Reed

W. S. Van Dyke
Paul Malvern
Mitchell Le'sen
Garson Kanin
David Butler
Al Green

75

75
72

63
91
66
97

69
84.

70
60
66

68
95
76
67

70
57

6t

78

7A
61
75
62

11/16

11/9
11/30

9/21
11/9
12/7
10/28

11 /2

11/23

11/30
11/23

11/23
11/2
11/23.
12/7

11/30

11/16

12/7

12/7
10/7
11/9
12/7
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NBC s 1938 Billings, $41780,000;

Estimate $27,340,000 for CBS

NBC's income from sales last

month not only established an all-

time high for the network but
showed the red (WEAF) link lead-

ing Columbia by a record margin.

Of the |3,8d9,915 ga<iiered by NBC
the red accounted for $2,949,850 and
the blue (WJZ) for $950,065. CBS'
gross for November was $2,453,410.

For NBC the total was 15.3% bet-

ter than it had been for November,
1937. In the case of Columbia it was
a drop of 7.6%. On the first 11

months NBC is ahead of '37 by 7.3%,
while CBS is 4.3% behind. NBC's
indicated gross for 1938 is $41,780,000

•and Columbia's, $27,340,000. NBC
gross in 1937 was $38,651,286, while
the count for CBS was $28^722,118.

NBC will on the year be ,up by 8%
and CBS down by 5%.
In November of last year NBC's

billings were $3,381,346 as compared
with $3,468,728 for '36 and $2,655,100

for '35. Columbia's gross revenue
for last November was $2,654,473. It

was $2,429,917 for the previous No-
vember, while in '35 the billings fig-

ured $1,722,590.

Like Their Radio

Pasadena, Sec. 6,

In poll conducted by Pasa-
dena Independent, its radio col-

umn was voted the most popu-
lar feature in the sheet.

Others finished far in the

rear.

(MX IN AT

MBET

Chicago, Dec. 6.

Three-day Hadio Education Coun-
cil meeting under the leadership of

Harold Kent, radio chief of the Chi-
cago Boatd of Education, brought to

town some 500 people ass()ciated with
Tadio in education for the biggest

gathering ever held by the- Council.

Purpose of the meeting, held ovet
the week-end, was to demonstrate
the advances made in the use of ra-

dio in general education and to show
newcomers in the field the whys and
wherefores of radio instruction.

Ampng the speakei:s at the assem-
blies, in addition to leader Kent,
were Sterling Fisher, head of edu-
cation for the Columbia web, BUI
Boutwell, head of Federal project lot

radio education and Tom Bishworth,
education chief for KSTP, Mjn-
Heapblis-St. Paul.

Highlight of the conference was
the first program of the American
School of the Air ever to originate

imtside of New York. Columbia did
the show right in the . conference
Todms and piped it to the network
from the Morrison hoteL Another
angle brought out at the conference
"was the use of radio discs in educa-
tion.

Si. Paul's IUiundtabl« Idea.

St. Paul, Dec. 6.

City Fights Council

Right to Guinea Pig

Mumcipai Station

Attempt of .New York City and

WNYC, publicly owned transmitter,

to stymie an inveistigation by a spe-

cial committee of the City Council

will be carried to the Court of Ap-
peals. Two lower courts had pre-

viously ruled that Morris Novik, di-

rector of the station, was subject to

ia Council subpoena. Trouble started

in a National Travel Club prograin,
on which, it is charged, communistic
propaganda was spread. Club has
been a daily program of the station
for year and a half.

City's interest in stymieing the in-
vestigation and backing WNYC of-
ficials is it's claim that the Council
hasn't the^ authority to investigate
City departments. Say that the
WNYC case is merely a guinea .pig,

which if won by the Council will
give them the right to prohe other
departments, with the relief setup
heading the list.

BOB JENNINGS

IS PRomm

Pretentious Suds Show
From Buffalo Ballroom

Buffalo, Dec. 0.

That rarity here, a remote com-

mercial with an audience gets under

way tonight (6) when 'Interhatlonal

House,' a variety show, moves into

Hotel Lafayette ballroom, 'House,'

a WGR presentation, is sponsored by
Labatt's beer, a Toronto brew. Tal-
ent lineup includes Clinton Buehl-
man as master of ceremonies, the he
Brun Sisters, Three Treys, Elvera
Ruppel>- John Sturgess and an or-

chestra batoned by David Cheskin.
Lord & Thomas is the agency.
Another weekly audience show

(but a sustainer) got under way
Saturday (3) for its second season.

It's Buffalo's Town Meeting of the
Air, a frank localization of the NBC
model. Ben H. Darrow, WBEN-
WEBR educational director and for-

mer head of the Ohio- School of the
Air, supervises. Broacast goes over
WEBR from Shea's Court Street
theatre.

EUROPEAN SPY

VILLAIN OFNEW

SERIAL

Chicago, Dec. 6.

Roberl; Jennings, formerly with
WLW as asst. general manager, be-
comes head of the H. W. Kastor
agency radio department Here forth-
with.
M. H. Peterson, his predecessor,

will rest prior to a return to New
York. He was last with Mutual.

HARTFORD SPIELERS

SEEK SOCIAL CLUB

Seeking a way to' jar into acMpn
the indifferent listener on educanou'
al features, KSTP lias formulated a
round-table program in which the
apathetic dial-twirler goes oh the
pan.

'Listener,' who will represent a
different group each week, will go
into an Unrehearsed huddle with
Thomas D. Rishworth, KSTP's edu-
cational director, and Corinne Jor-
dan, program director, who wiU
show, through the listener, how
many good educational and informa-
tive programs the listener may have
missed during the week just past. By
focusing attention on past perform-
ance in that field, station also has a
vehicle for pointing out forthcoming
programs in the educational field
for the coming week.

Info thus handed out won't be con-
fined to school broadcasts, but the
ample sco^e will include Metropoli
tan Operd stanzas, important ad-
dresses, timely broadcasts and the
like.

., Hairtford, Dec. 6.

Formation of an announcers club,
the first such in this state, will be
undertaki^n soon. Known, for a long
time that local announcers desired
some way ot meeting each other and
discussing mutual problems. At
present there are some 20 an-
nouncers in the city with only a few
acquainted with each other, meeting
mostly on assignments. Spielers will
be increased when WNBC of New
Britain opens its Hartford studios
soon.
Plans for the formation of such an

organization were discussed recently
by Bob Martineau, WTHT, and Ray
Barrett, WDRC, representing the
announcers at their respective sta-
tions. Club, it viras expliained, will
be purely of a social nature. Will
also be a forum where mikenlen will
have the opportunity of airing their
gripes and seeking a solution.

Recorded Basketball
Indianapolis, Dec. 6.

WIRE of Indianapolis will carry
transcribed home basketball games
of Indiana University this winter.
University will use their own Fair-

. child recording machines in cutting
the discs for the station.

Series proved popular last year.
Basketball scores of teams through-

out the state and nation will be
broadcast by WIRE every Friday
night during a Id-minute airing

vhlch is sponsored by General Foods.

Detroit, Dec. 6.

With one new drama hitting ozone

and two others in hopper, WXYZ is

beehive of activity currently as sta-

tion's new scripting department goes
into high gear. Writing staff now
includes seven persons, under super-
vision of Fran Striker and Charles
Livingstone. They are Tom.Dougall,
Howard Bull, Paul Sutton, Gibson
Fox and Dick Osgood.

'Secret Agent' is tag of the new
mystery serial which fills out the
weekly 7:30 p.m. slot, being heard
at that hour Saturdays. 'Lone
Ranger' serial is -aired at that time
Monday, Wednesday and Friday;
while 'Green Hornet' fills in on Tues-
day and Thursday.
New WXYZ-produced serial, fol-

lowing closely on the heels of cur-
rent topic, deals with one man's
crusade against subversive activities

of foreign spies in American busi-
ness, industry and government. Cur-
rently going out over WXYZ and
Michigan network, with expansion
planned as kinks are ironed out. Will
be produced by WXYZ Players, un-
der direction of Charles Livingstone.

'Banger's' 107 Stations

Stations now carrying WXYZ's
western drama serial, 'Lone Ranger,'
now total 107 in U. S., Australia and
Hawaii. All but 15 of outljets carry
half-hour drama as commercial three
times weekly. Breakdown shows live

show is being aired by WXYZ, De-
troit; WSPD, Toledo; eleven stations

of Mutual and 17 outlets of Don Lee
oi;i Coast
Sponsored disc shows being broad-

cast by i^die stations total 62, in-

cluding outlets in Australia and Hon-
olulu. Unsponsored broadcasts are
being carried by three stations of

WXYZ*s Michigan web, four stations

of Don Lee system, five outlets of
Yankee and Colonial net, and three
stations of Mutual web.
WXYZ's -other serial, 'Green Hor-

net,' goes out over 37 stations cur-
rently, all in the U. S. and all live.

No arrangements have yet been
made for transcriptions of half-hour
mystery serial, heard twice weekly
on alternate nights of 'Ranger.' air-
ings.

Chan kone frwTine Saks

NBC
1938

January ^ $3,793,616

February 3,498,053

March 3.806,831

April 3,310(509

May 3,442,280

June 3,200,569

July 2,958,710

August 2,941,099

September 2,979,241

October , 3,773,964

November ; . . 3,899,915

1937

$3,541,999

3,295,782

3,614,283

3,277,837

3,214,819

3,008^87
2,707,450

2,784,977

2,850,581

3,339,739

3,381,346

:

1936

$2,681,815

2,714,300

3,037,873

2,741,928

2,561,720

2,323,456

2,429,983

2,422,431

2,886,63*7

3,696,489

3,468,728

1935

$2,895,037

2,758,319

3,025,308

2,682,143

2,685,211

2,380,845

2,208,935

2,021,365

2,163,317

2,779,557

2,655,100

Total $37,604,683 $35,012,100. $30,965,360 $28,255,137

1938
January $2,879,945

February 2,680,335

March 3,034,317

April . ; 23424.180

May 2^442,283

June 2,121,495

July 1,367.357

August 1,423,865

September 1,602,105

October 2,367,395
November 2,453^410

CBS
1937

$2,378,620

2,264,317

2,559,716

2,563,478

2,560,558

2,476,567

1,988,412

1,955,280

2,028,585

2,505.485

2,654.473

1936

$1,901,023

1,909,146

2,172,382

1,950,939

1,749,517

1,502,768

1;292,775

1,232,588

1,838,932

2,429,917

2,429,917

1035

$1,768,949

1,654,461

1,820,553

1,615,389

1,287,455

1,066,729

910,470

979,019

1,086,900

1,722,590

1,722,590

Total $24,816,337 $25,935,491 $20,409,904 $15,634,905

MUTUAL
1938 1937

January

$269,894

$213,748
February 253.250 233,286
March 240,637 247,431
AprU 189,545 200,134
May 104.201 15^633
June ; 202,412 117.388
July 167,108 101,457
August 164.626 96,629
September 200,342 132,866
October 347,770 238,683
November 360,929 258,357

Total $2,590,714 $1,994,612

Boone County Jamboree

Into Huge Auditorium
Cincinnati, Dec. 6.

Starting next week WLW will
transfer its Friday night Boone
County Jamboree audience show
irom, Emery auditorium to Music Hall,
which doubles the Emery's 2,200-seat
capacity. George C. Bi^ar, WLW
rural program supervisor, made
change.
Aired portions of the show have

been sponsored by the Vick Chem-
ical Co', and International Harvester.
Latter will be replaced this week
by Brown & Williamson's Bugler
Tobacco.
The 62-peopIe troupe has been di-

vided into . three units for road en-
gagements during the off-air time.

JAMES . COX JOINS WKY
•Lincoln, Dec. 6.

James E. Cox, formerly head of
ihe continuity department of KFAB-
KFOR, has gone to WKY, Oklahoma
City, being desked there (5). Who
will take his place here is yet to be
decided, although Marge Thomas and
Mrs. Gretchen Lee are at present
handling his job, in addition to their
own.
Joe di Natale, formerly on KFAB-

KFOR's promotions staff, has joined
the sales force of KGNF, North
Platte. First day was Friday (2).

PEDS BACK OH WEW
Radio Division Of the Federal The-

atre returns to the first station which
aired any of its productions Dec. 8
when it starts a full hour program
on WEVD, N. Y.
. Initialer will be 'Altars of Steel,'

adapted for radio by Victor Smith.

Changes at KMBC

Kansas City, Dec. 6.

Fred Edwards, annoimcer, left the

staff of KMBC, effective Dec. 4, He
leaves for free lancing work after

several months of both announcing
and production work here.

New member of the staff Is Bert
Lane, who picks up where Edwards
left- off with both announcing and
production duties. Lane has been in
radio in K. C. about five years, as he
was formerly connected with KMBC,
with KCMO as production manager,
and more recently with KVOO out
of town.
Ray Laughlin, violinist and ar-

ranger of the Midland Melodeers, has
left KMBC to join Herbie. Holmes'
orchestra in Texas. Holmes' crew is

scheduled for the Edgewater Beach,
beginning New Year's Eve, Dave
Courtney, locaf violinist, fills vacated
spot with the Melodeers.

Detroit Ban Sticks

Detroit, Dec. 6.
'

With the initial three-month trial

period past, local dailies are still

adamant in their stand on radio col-
umns, program reviews, etc., which
were dropped from all three prints
last August. Although there's no in-
dication that ban will be lifted in
near future, all three papers are
still keeping intact their previous
radio staffs, although the three ra-
dio (editors are at present confining
their major activities to other fields.

Reader protests were plentiful and
vehement shortly after radio stuff

was dropped, but naturally has sim-
mered down of late. There's been
no increase in radio advertising in
papers' columns, publishers' hopes
notwithstanding, and both sides seem
content to let things as'^they are for
the time being, at least.

TEAMEL'S OMAHA TALK
Omaha; Dec. 6.

Niles Trammel, recently named
executive vice-president of NBC,
will address the Omaha Advertising
Club on Dec. 13. More than 200
local sponsors and advertisers will
be guests of Stations WOW, KOIL
and WAAW at the ad club dinner.

Affair to be handled by Howard
Peterson, WOW sales director;
Frank Pellegrin, KOIL salse man-
ager, and Jim Acuff, of WAAW.

Hammond Off Sealtest

Lawrence Hammond has with-
drawn as . director of the Sealtest
program over NBC red for the Henry
Souvaine agency. He was the third
one to direct the show.
Allan Merritt Fishbum succeeds

Hammond. He's a legit director
from the Yale drama factory.

FRISCO FAIR'S

FT RADIO

BUDDP
San Francisco's 1939 World Fair

will take a page from the Federal-
Theatre and present, in Living
Newspaper style, dramatizations of
ancient news contemporary with the
week presented. Will be coupled
with current news as is done on the
FT Rgdio Division's 'This Was
News' program in New York on
which the idea is based. Latter is

a weekly, half-hour show on
WINS, N. Y.
Frisco FTRD project players will

enact the dramatizations.

WIP on 24-Hoiir Sked

Philadelphia, Dec. 6.

WiP yesterday began airing on a
24-hour-a-day schedule. Only out-
let in PhUIy and one of the few in
the country operating throughout the
night. New /Six-hour block, from
1 a.m. to .7 a.m., former closing and
opening hours, has been tagged
'Dawn Patrol.' It is being offered
for sale in any size chunks;
Time is filled in similarly to Stan

Shaw's 'Milkman's Matinee' on
WNEW, There are recordings, news,
reports on highway conditions,
weather and small talk by John
Franklin, -who'll handle the vigil.

Station will be off the air only
fronf 1 to 7 a.m. on Mondays, neces-
sary for routine inspection of equip-
ment and tests.

Betty Mary Smith Resigns
ICansas City, Dec. 6.

Betty Mary Smith, newscaster and
sports reporter, left staff of KMBC
Dec. 1 with matrimony the object.

She's, daughter of town mayor, Bryce
Smith, but was known to local radio
fans as 'Mary Corbin.' She former-
ly was connected with B, B. D. & O.
in New York where she took part i

'March of Time' and 'Phenomena'
broadcasts. Groom is Robert Em-
mett Northcutt, easterner,
Margaret Heckle, special events

reporter, moves into spots vacated
by Migs Smith On news broadcasts
and on Jack Starr's 'Olympics of the
Air.'
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PIQUED BY ADMEN
FRED H. BROWN

'GUESSED' FOR

FCC JOB

Washington, Dec. 6.

Dark horse entry in the FCC
Chairmanship Sweepstakes received

attention in political circles last

week. Winter book guessers short-

ened the odds on Senator Fred H.

Brown of New Hampshire, licked for

a second term last month, and a re-

liable applauder for President Roose-

velt's program.
Possibility the Granite State

lawyer may be picked to lead the

Commish out of the wilderness was
considered strong because Brown has

a background of regulatory experi-

ence and shares the Chief Executive's

opinions about pubjic utilities. Dur-
ing the past six years he has gone

down the line for the New Deal, be-

ing most enthusiastic about the

moves to exploit* hydro-electric re-

sources and subject the power indus-

try to stringent Federal supervision.

While other names have been men-
tioned in political quarters, specula-

tors decided Brown has an advantage
f—in the event he is interested in the

job—^because he served nine years on
the New Hampshire utilities com-
mission, besides being U. S. District

Attorney throughout the Wilson Ad-
ministration. Other names heard of-

ten in . conjectural conversations are

three lame ducks in the House, mem-
ber's who were dumped in primary
elections—Representatives O'tha D.
Wearin of Iowa, William D. McFar-
lane of Texas, and David J. Lewis of

Maryland.

SLIGHT GIGGLE

Dkrrell Donnell, Aloof Editor, Now a
Press Agent

San Francisco, Dec. 6.

It's Darrell Donnell, the press
agent, at last. The former radio ed-
itor of the Examiner, who used to
dodge press agents and reject prac-
tically all invitations to luncheons;
dinner and cocktail parties, left tor
Hollywood last night at the beck of
Cliarles Vanda, western division pro-
gram chief for CBS, to handle ad-
vance publicity for new CBS pro-
gram to be bankrolled by Wrigley.
Donnell will go on the road in

advance of talent scouts who will
seek material for the show, 'Gate-
way to .Hollywood.' He resigned
from the KFRC newscasting staff to
take the job.

Russ Morgan Completes

2-Yr. Run for Morris
Philip Morris Co. and Russ Mor-

gan will call it quits at the end of
January. Milton Biow agency is

submitting three or four substitute
bands for the two network half-
hours that the account divides l?e-

tween NBC and Columbia, and indi-
cations are that a decision will be
made by the end of next week.
Morgan has held the. assignment

tor over two years.

Engels on Leave

Lenox R. Lohr has urged George
Engels, vice-president of the NBC
Artists Bureau, to- take a good long
rest. Engels is likely to leave im-
mediately and be gone at least two
months. He was operated upon
early in 1938 and never had a chance
to build up strength.

Lohr states there is no thought of
Engels resigning from the NBC
staff.

Plul Baker's Clauses

Phil Baker will pick the cast,

writers and band for his Hawaiian
Pineapple Co. show when he gets
back to New York next week.
Stanza starts Jan, 7 on CBS in the
Saturday 9 to 9:30 spot.

It is a package sale with the Wil-
liam Morris office and Lyons St

Lyons splitting the commission.

'

Add: Press Agents

From the morning mail comes
this mimeographed colossal:

'In recognition of his services

on behalf of enlightened hu-
manity, a move has been insti-

tuted to nominate John J. An-
thony, mentor of the WQR-
Mutual Good Will Hour for a
Nobel Peace award.*
Committee is headed by

Harry Davis, philanthropist.

WSAI DIVORCE

IS STRESSED

Cincinnati, Dec. 6.

Separation of the business and tal-

ent staffs of Crosley's WLW and
WSAI stations is scheduled to get
imder

_
"way in earnest next " week.

James' D. Shouse, general manager
of both stations, started the divorce-
ment a couple of months since by
appointing International Radio Sales
as the WSAI advertising representa-
tive, succeeding Trahsamerican. Lat-
ter organization was doubling as rep
for both • stations and continues to
serve WLW.
Dewey H. Long, WSAI manager,

will have his own corps of newsmen
and announcers, a separate publicity
force and other divisions entirely
segregated from WLW. Too, he will
have first call on "certain musical
units and dramatic people that have
been doubling on the two stations.

Jane Froman Submitted

For Lucky Strike Show
Jane Froman has been submitted

for the Lucky Strike show on NBC
Wednesday nights.

Lanny Ross is in the cig's CBS
Saturday spot, with the deal on a 52-
week basis but involving an under-
standing that the singer will grace-
fully retire if a change in program

POLITELY VAGUE

TILKS ANIIDY

Mrs. Holt Goinsr West for

Tactics Huddle—^Actors'

Union First Needs War
Chest Before Going Into

Battle

Commentary

Indianapolis, Dec. 6.

WIRE, local NBC outlet, re-
ceived more than 50 fan mail
letters for the 'Arnold Grimms
Daughter' program, which is

aired by ' General Mills. Letters
should have been sent to Min-
neapolis instead of Indianapolis.

STRIKE?

Active campaign to obtain agency
recognition and agreements cover-
ing commercial programs is in final

stages of preparation by the Ameri-
can Federation of Radio Artists. As
a step in the scheme, Mrs. Emily
Holt, executive-secretary, is building

up !war chest',by borrowing addi-

tional fundsL from affiliate groups in

the Associated Actors and Artistes

of America. She also plans a trip

'out of town' this weekend, presum-
ably to the Coast.

AFRA received a loan of $5,500

from Actors Equity last week, with
an assurance of support- 'to the

limit' in its battle with the agencies.

Amount was in addition to the pre-

vious sum (said to be around $15,000)

advanced by Equity to finance the

AFRA organizational ciEimpaign.

Screen Actors Guild and the Ameri-
can Guild of Musical Artists, each of

whom likewise put: up more than

$10,000 as a starting treasury for

AFRA, will, also be asked to provide
further coin for the 'war chest.'

'

Mrs. Holt will put the bite on Ken-
neth Thomson, SAG executive-
secretary, during his current stay in

New York. Although Thomson
hasn't authority to pledge such a

loan, he will undoubtedly carry
the request to the SAG board.

(Continued on page 34)

FULTON LEWIS

WAN1SANIN
Washington, Dec. 6.

Another tiff between the press

and radio will come to a head early

next year when the Standing • Com-
mittee of Newspaper Correspondents
who run the press galleries at the
U. S. Capitol are confronted with
request for admission from a micro-
phone commentator. In. the past ra-
dio has been cold-shouldered, largely

because of publisher pressure on the
writers who pass on eligibility, of
persons seeking to use the - gallery
facilities.

Determined to force the issue,

Fulton Lewis, Jr., former veteran
Writer for Hearst, who now spiels

via Mutual, is readying a formal
application. Most recent similar in-

cident, which resulted in a turn-
down, occurred when Trans-Radio
opened a Washington bureau. Lewis
maintains he is entitled to admission
because he gathers his own news
and will demand creation .of a- spe-

cial gallery for radio news collec-

tors if he is nixed by former, pals.

Peter Lorre's *Mr. Moto'

Put Up for Sponsorship
Radio rights to screen's 'Mr. Moto'

are being peddled around by the
William Morris office for 2()th Cen-
tury-Fox. Office has sample disc<

Asking price is $4,500 per program
and would include services of Peter

Lorre.

THIBD OF A CENTURY

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER
of

To Be Published Late In December

Special Exploitation Advantages

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

Reservations and Copy May Be Sent to Any

Variety Office

NEW YORK HOLLYWOOD CHICAGO LONDON
154 W. 46th St. 1708 No. Vine St. 54 W. Randolph St. 8 St. Martin's PI.

DEUTSCH HAS

niONOGRAPH

IDEAS

Percy Deutsch, head of the World
Broadcasting System is reported
considering a proposition to extend
his operations to inelude the phono-
graph record field. Any move in that
direction would not be made until
next spring.

Deutsch, it is said, wants to get his
latest project. World Transcriptions,
Inc., which includes the Gold Net>
work, on an established basis before
undertaking the phonograph recQrd
idea. Figures that his present record-
ing organization should fitin easily
with: the requirements of thie phono-
graiA record business, which has
been staging an extraordinary come-
back for the past two or three yeirs.

World's Gratis Xinas

Wax in 2 Stanzas

World Broadcasting is currently
preparing its annual Christmas pro-
gram which it presents gratis to all
radio stations iaking its service;
Program director Charles Gaines this
year has . done the holiday program
in two sections, one a playlet,
'Christmas, Comes to Timmy* by
Marjorie Bartlett of Ruthrauf &
Ryan with 10-year-old Kingsley Col-
ton as lead. Second is musical.
Moravian trombone choir of 18

plus the Beethoven Maennerchor .of

75 voices journeyed to New Yotk
last week from Bethlehem, .Pa., ac-
cbmpaniied by their bishop. Bethle-
hem is centre of Moravian sect and
plugs itself as the 'Christmas City of
America.'

Reggie Sdieubel Back ;

Checked at Hospital
Reggie Scheubel, manager of the

Milton Biow agency's radio depart-
ment, was discharged from Mt. Sinai
hospital, N. Y„ last Sunday (4> aftet
a week's- observation. She will be
back on the job. this Monday (12).

Miss Scheubel became indisposed
during the previous weekend and
the suggestion of her physician she
entered the hospital for a thorough
checking.

'

KBC Frisco Staff Cvte

San Francisco, Dec. 6.

Program changes at KPO and
KGO, local NBC, have resulted in
the dropping of several, staff artiltts

and commentators, including Sharon
Merrill, charm expert; Dorol^iy
Mackenzie, commentator; Coleman
Cojc, the 'Kindly Philospher,' and
Earl Teasdale's cowboy entertainers.

All were heard over Coast NBC
webs.
Schedules for Dr. Laurence L.

Cross, commentator, have been cut
from three to two quarter-hours
weekly and for the 'Jingletdwn
Gazette,' with John Wolfe and Clar-
ence Hayes, from flv to three quar-
ter-hours. 'Who's in Town Tonight;'
interview program conducted
Wolfe and Janet Baird from the
lobby of the Hotel St. Francis once
a week, has been dropped by KPO.

Warm Up Jack Pearl

Chicago, Dec. 5.

I William Stuhler, of the Lyons tc

Lyons office, was in town last week
' with Jack Pearl as his article of
sale. Reported that one of the ob-
jectives was Avalon cigarets (Brown
St Williamson), handled by the Rus-
sell M. Seeds agency.

Pearl's last air connection was a
' B&W show with- Tommy Dorsey.

GOLDEN WEB ADDS KTEH
World Broadcasting has Signed

station KTRH, Houston, to its Geid-
en network.

List now totals over 50 staUwdS.
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FCC MOVING TOWARD POWER BOOSTS

THROUGHOUT BROADCASTING INDUSTRY

;Washington Believes KRLD and WCKY Grants Are

Significant—^Would Appease Industry Pressure

for Super-Power

Washington, Dec. 6.

Informal reclassification of sta-

tions, anticipating approval of the

engineering report ventilated at pro-

longed hearings last summer, is seen

in progress. Several recent FCC ac-^

tions indicate a trend toward lifting

power limitations in anticipation of

the eventual reshuffling when the

Havana agreenjent covering North

American countries is ratified by all

signatories. Lifting of the wattage

lid on channels that are destined to

have 1-B and 2 ratings (up to 50 kw
with actual juice dependent upon in-

terference and protection of signals)

is regarded as an initial step to

eliminate uneconomic half-time sta-

tions on clear channels and to duck

the fight over super-power by im-

proving coverage of existing trans-

mitters. So far not enough grants

havfi been made to demonstrate a

definite trend but indications are the

Commish is embarked on program
which will fill holes in program serv-

ice by foreshadowing ultimate rec-

ommendations of the three-man

policy committee, which still has not

submitted its report on the hear-

ings last June. I

Omens
While the Commish is expected to

continue moving cautiously, two- re-

cent announcements and a pair of

reported but unconfirmed power
boosts give basis for the belief that

groundwork for reshuffling is being

laid without waiting for promulga-
tion of new policies or ratification of

the North American agreement. Last

week the FCC upped WCKY, Cov-
ington, Ky., from 10 to 50 kw while

a short time earlier the strength of

KRLD, Dallas, was increased from 5

to 50 kw. Unofficial reports are that

the FCC has decided to reverse one
of its examiners, allowing KSTP, St.

Paul, and WJSV, Washington, to go
to 50 kw. Formal announcement of

action on the latter two proposals,

presumably is being delayed for

writing of satisfactory opinions.

All of these increases are in accord
with the theory behind the suggested

new allocation method, although
some of the social questions have not
been decided. Each of the stations

would become either a 1-B or 2 out-
let, shifting to adjacent frequencies
40 kc higher, when the international

moving day arrives. More than a
year ago, the engineering depart-
ment, which then was headed by
Commissioner T. A. M. Craven, advo-
cated curing an impossible economic
situatioh by allowing part-time out-

lets to operate around the clock
whenever technical factors will al-

low. In the earlier report confined

to engineering details, the experts
also suggested all stations at the
upper end of the dial be permitted
to .increase wattage because of the
poor propagation characteristics of

these channels.

Foreronners
General impression among- induS'

try watchefs, therefore, is that the
recent moves are merely forerunners
of numerous power jumps which
eventually will recult in virtually

every outlet in. the- nation operating
With more juiqe.' Series of applica-

tions is anticipated, pow that the
example has been set,' although it is

imlikely any wholesale or horizontal
lifts will take place ^at one time be-
cause of the possible interference
problems. For the sake of avoiding
situations where impossible inter

ference. would result, the Commish
.is expected to require hearings on
nearly all of the anticipated requests.

The power boosts are thought .to

indipertie a lack of sympathy on the

pant of a kiajority of the Commish
too suggestions that the 50 kw maxi'
.mum be made the minimum for

9lear-channel plants. As Commander
/Craven noted in his social-economic

' report, competition between, classes

of stations can be intensified by
equalization of wattage and raising

the weaker transmitters so they can
I'ender more adequate service to the
communities where they are situ-

ated. This was held out as an al-

ternative to a limited number of wat-
tage behemoths.

Add: Renewals

Joe Laurie, Jr., in Hollywood for
an. original six-week stretch, has
been renewed to script for Al • Jd-
son'$ show.

Norman Frescott ('Uncle Jim's
Question Bee') renewed by ,G.

Washington Coffee, through Warwick
& Legler, for another stretch from
Jan. 1.

F. & M. Schaefer beer program
has been renewed on WEAF, New
York, for 13 weeks starting Dec. 22
through B. B. D. & O.
Show with Felix Knight, Joan

Britton, Al and Lee Reiser's Swing
Strings and the Jesters remains un*
changed. Heard Thursdays on Red
net 7:30 p.m.

Ben Bernie, now in his hiiith week
for Half and Half tobacco, has been
optioned for another 13 weeks by
G. W. HUl.

CBS ARTISTS

BUREAirSBIG

MONTH

CBS Artists Bureau set more deals
during the month of November than
in any similar period of its existence.

Results of the 30 days' dickering are
already on the air or are in prepa-
ration.

Counted among those signatured
for sponsorship was Orson Welles*
Mercury Theatre of the Air,' which
replaces Hollywood Hotel this Friday
9) for Campbell Soup, with the

: Bernard Herrmann orch., also set by
he Bureau, backgrounding; Andre
Kostelanetz and Kay Thompson's
cHoir for the Ethyl gasoline 45 min.
spot on Thursday nights at 10 o'clock,

starting Jan. 12; Raymond Paige and
Hildegarde for the U. S. Rubber Co.,

debuting Feb. 22 at 10 p. m.; and
H. V. Kaltenborn, commentator on
world affairs, with Pathe News, In
addition, Raymond Scott's Quintet
was placed on the Lucky Strike Hit
Parade, and Ray Block's orch. and
the Eton Boys on U. S. Tobacco's- re-
arranged Pick and Pat show.
Herb Rosenthal is general manager

of the Bureau.

JOINT COMMnTEE

WORK NEAR GOAL

Final proofs of the brochure
founded on the rural survey which
the Joint Committee on Radio Re-
search completed six months ago are

now going the rounds of the com-
mittee by mail for approval. Unless
someone on the committee gets a
new notion on how it should be done
and stirs up another debate, the fin-

ished work should be off the press in

a couple weeks.
NBC and Columbia jointly pre-

pared the brochure and are likewise
underwriting the printing job.

RACING NEWS

BANNED IN PA.

Philadelphia, Dec. 6.

Pennsy law to eliminate transmis-

sion of horse race information, which
was signed at the last moment of

the special legislative session by Gov-
ernor Earle last week, will prevent
stations here from airing anything
concerning the Kentucky Derby,
Grand National or other famous
races either before, during or after

the race* Newspaper lobby had in-

serted exemptions so that news and
results of races can be published.

Protest against the bill and its dis-

crimination was sent by Dr. Leon
Levy, WCAU prez, to the Governor
after he had signed the measure

WARINGmm SET

FOR RIVERSDE CHURCH

Fred Waring's male choir appears
at Riverside Church, N. Y. Sunday
(11). Choir will give a two hour
concert of Christmas carols and
spirituals imder the direction 'of Bob
Shaw, assistant to Waring.
Other dates of similar nature have

been tentatively set for the group.

Satevepast Eyes Radio

Washington, Dec. 6.

Stanley High is in town collecting
material for an article on the Federal
Communications Commission which
will appear in the Saturday Evening
Post. Fortune handled the subject
(with mittens) some months ago.
Same magazine has another' radio

article by J. C. Furnas pending
Deals with the special, events activ-
ities Of the networks.

Fredric March set for Eddie
Cantor's Camel program (WABC-
.GBS), Dec. 12 by Herman Bernie
(Selznick, Ltd, N. Y.).

Civil Service Exams
For WNYC Openings

New York City will conduct a com
petitive examination immediately
after the first of the year for three
posts at the city owned transmitter
WNYC. Trio are radio publicity
assistant, radio traffic assistant and
radio operation assistant. Applica-
tions to take the tests are to be filed
between today (7) and Dec. 25.

Each post is now filled with pro
visional appointees who will com
pete for the jobs with those filing

applications.

Gluskin's Great Day
Hollywood, Dec, 6.

Lud Gluskin caught two jobs on
the downbeat last week.
He had his option on Al Jolson's

Lifebuoy show taken up and same
day signed to score Tito Guizar's
pictures at Grand National. Joe
Laurie, Jr., coincidentally renewed
as scripter.

Sophie Tucker Repeated

On KOIN Transcription
Portland, Ore., Dec. 6.

Because it had a pdpulat local

show in the spot, KOIN is taking the
Sophie Tucker show (Roi Tan ci-

gars) off on disc Hiid playing it 15

minutes later. The program that's

in the ^ay of the CBS release is

Five Star Final, a news feature.
Svirveys have given Five Star

Final 70% of the local listening au«
dience. Fact that the Sophie Tuckier
show is on disc was mentioned in
the special publicity campaign which
the station put on in her behalf.

Connie Boswell Changes
Connie Boswell has split with the

Rockwell-O'Keefe office. William
Morris office and the Music Corp. of
America are now bidding for this
booking representation.
Miss Boswell came to R-O'K from

the CBS Artists Bureau four years
ago when the act was the Boswell
Sisters.

Don Miller at World
Don Miller has joined the new

transcription setup of World Broad-
casting Co. as. salesman.
MiUer used to be with Scott Howe

Bowen and among his jobs in the
meantime has been that of advertis-
ing manager of the magazine Today.

NAN WYNN'S BUEFAIO DATE
Buffalo, Dec, 6.

Nan Wynn, CBS songstress, has
been booked as headllner for Buffalo
Athletic club's annual Radio Variety
Revue next Saturday (10).
Remainder of the talent will be

largely from ranks of Buffalo Broad-
casting corp. whose executive v,p,,
Ike Lounsberry, is one of the very
active BAC'fl.

mats Right With Radio' Drive

Washington, Dec. 0.

Details of cp-operative campaign to plug the American theory
that broadcasting' is most effective when carried on by private enter>
prise, a defense against restrictive regulation and possible govern-
ment ownership, will be mapped out early next year by officials of
the National

'
Association of Broadcasters and the Radio Manufac-

turers Association.

Agreement to pool resources and embark on a good-will drive was
reached last week at Chicago conference coincident with RMA di-
rectors' assembly. Exact nature of the; effort was left for pick-and-
shovel men to determine.
Both^ spoken and printed sermons probably will be preached in

the movement to acquaint, the public with the advantages of private
operation and to draw attention to the accpmpUshnients ot the in-
dustry. Individual set-makers probably will be asked to include in
their national newspaper and magazine advertisements some sort
of educational matter directed at listeners. Stations and networks
«lso may be propositioned about sustaining programs which would
dramatize the public service they perform Individually and jointly
The idea is for fi promotional drive.such as many other industries

have put on without stifling competition between individual mem-
bers of each family. Example of the film industry is fresh in the
minds of both broadcasters and manufacturers.

CNjst is the chief stumbling block. Shortage of funds puts curbs
on thi ability of either trade association to launch a promotional
drive in its own right, neither group having a large sum available
for printing or advertising and each disliking the thought of special
assessments.

Next st^p
,
probably will be to call a meeting of promotion and

advertising managers of leading companies irt each branch of the
business followed by joint conversations about preparation of copy.
Writing of special pamphlets to accompany each set placed on the
market probably will come later, although the 'primer' scheme gen-
erally has been commended.

What Tdephone Convenience, or Lack

Of It Means to Any Radio Contest

Kellogg Sets Lombard

Hollywood, Dec. 6.

J. Walter Thompson is said, to be
still trying to get Cary Grant to
join the Kellogg show, which bows
on the NBC-red (WEA^") Jan. 15.

Cary Grant doesn't like the idea of
working every Sunday.
Carole Lombard is already set for

the stanza, as is Robert Emmet
Dolan, the maestro.

WLW BEFORE FULL

COMMISSION DEC. 15

Washington, Dec. 7.

Further attack on the report of
the three-man FCC committee which
recommended slicing WLW, Cincin-
nati, to 50 kw, was calendared last
week. Attorneys for Crosley Radio
Corp. will have a chance to empha-
size their 125 written exceptions to
the conclusions of, the trial board be-
fore the full Commish Thursday
(15).

Final decision Is anticipated early
next year, although bulkiness of the
record may require more time for
the regulators to digest the testimony
and criticisms.

Feds' Busy Air Sked

Radio Division of the Federal
Theatre does not anticipate feeling
the effects of the slice in WPA rolls.

Rather the project expects to en-
large its current staff due to the
widening of it's activities in setting
up air shows on network and local
stations both in New York and other
key cities. .

New York office of the FTRD cur-
rently has more shows on the air
than ever. Airings add up to 13 pro-
grams weekly with one of those
shows being ethered three times a
week making 15 actual broadcasts.
Another 13 programs are now In
preparation for debuts between now
and next March.

Jack Bunyon ordered by his med-
ico to forget about radio for a while
and pack in at Palm.Springs.

WCKY 50 Kw. March 17
Cincinnati, Dec. 6.

WCKY's power boost from 10,000
to 50,000 watts is expected to occur
around St. Patrick's day. So stated
L. B. Wilson, station head, Saturday
(3), before flying to Miami Beach for
his winter vacash.

BIZ END TO 'ENTERTAIN'
Philadelphia, Dec. 6.

Christmas party for the staff and
their families will be tossed byKYW in the auditorium studio on
Dec, 24. Show will be put on by
the non -professional employees who
have never been on the air.
LcRoy Miller, Musical Klocker,

will play Santa Claua. '

Detroit, Dec. 6.

Peculiar sltuash. h s developed

here, whereby CKLW has been
forced to cut down audience for its

'Crossword Puzzle of the Air' pro-

gram, instead of trying to build it

up as is usually the case.

Weekly show, bankioUed- by
Sam's drug stores here, started oft

by publishing the crosswprd puzzles

in local newspapers, inviting listen-

ers to fill In blanks from definitions

handed out by Frank Burke and
Jack White over weekly program.

V'ere given five minutes after last

definition to phone in correct puzzl«

and grab $1 award to each winner.

First two airings Jammed switch-

boards so much station had to In-
stall, 25 operators. So far so good,
but Michigan Bell Telephone offi-

cials threw up their hands in horror
When they discovered that some-
thing like 175,000 Detroit phones
were either tied up or thrown out
of order by the five-minute splurge
Tuesday nights.

Moguls pleaded with CKLW offi-

cials to do something about it, since
they feared a major catastrophe, fire

or similar Incident might wreak
havoc while phones were thus tied
up.

After huddle, boys decided to
drop puzzle from newspapers and
force listeners to trudge downtown
to one of two Sam's drug stores in
order to get puzzle for participation
In contest. As result, last week's
incoming calls totaled a mere few
hundred compared with more than
4,000 in the previous stanza.

TEXACO RENEWALS

INCLUDE BACHER

Cast and producer setup of Tex-
aco's Tuesday night show on CBS
will remain as is for another 13
weeks, effective Jan. 3. Renewals
cover Bill Bacher, producer; Una
Merkel, Ned Sparks, Charlie Rug-
gles, Frances Langford, Kenny
Baker, David Broeckman and James
Wallington.
Account hopes Brock Pemberton

will put off the production of the
proposed play starring John Barry-
more for at least another two
months. Barrymore, who has been
the "Texaco program's m.c. for the
past four weeks, was due in New.
York around Christmas to start re-
hearsing for Pemberton.
James Tierney, Texaco advertis-

ing, manager, plans to get out to
HoUywood after the holidays for a
short stay in connection with the
air series.

Addison Smith joined Benton &
Bowles agency in Hollywood as pro-

duction aide to Don Cope.
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Program Self-Regulation Expected

Washington, Dec. 6.

Plan which will allow the broadcasting industry a large measure of
eU-regulfttioh in matters of program, material is expected to derive

from the report that is now being/drafted by Commissioners T. A. M.
. Craven, George Henry Payne and Eugene O. Sykes. Threesome was
delegated last spring to standardize procedure and adopt some prin-

ciples which would guide the Industry In framing programs. Mean-
while the regulators have decided to dismiss the complaint of CBS'
airing of Orson Welles* version of H. G. Wells' "War of the Worlds,*

with the explanation that the basis for the grievance has been rec-

tified.

Nature of the Craven-Payne-Sykes recommendations is still a secret,

although the prevailing Impression is that the trio will" recommend
that the law department's, wings be clipped when it comes to handling
complaints. It was Commander Craven who initiated the efforts- to
agree upon imiform practices, while adverse public criticism such as
was prompted by the abandoned move to try WTCN, Minneapolis, on
profanity charges, also had its effect.

fee l>LA¥S IHO

AM ir WITH

SALAMS

Washington, Dec. 6.

Fat pay envelopes handed a score,

f>i officers of Radio Corporation of

America and the compensation of

two kearst Radio executives came to

light Saturday (8) when the FCC
issued a report listing salaries of

hundreds of unnamed individuals in

the management of telephone and
telegraph carriers.

In contrast to the Securities &
Exchange Commission whl6h identi-

fies the individuals, the FCC failed to

f
ive' any names In its lengthy list,

n numerous instances- it was im-
possible to guess who was meant, al-

though persons acquainted with the
companies were able to pick out the

most important individuals.

Following are the disclosures rela-

tive the RCA:
Pi:esident and director, $100,000

plu^ $800 from other corporations;

board chairman, $60,000 plus $800;
Vice*president and general counsel,

127,500 plus $160; vice-president,

$30,000; secretary, $il,000; treasurer,

$18,000 plus $300; assistant treasurer,
il3,000; general solicitor, $22,500 plus
$160; attorney in charge of patent
Utigation, $15,000; assistant general
eounsel, $13,500; general patent at-
torney, $13,000; assistant general
counsel, $12,000? attorney, $12,000;
patent attorney, $10,000; comptroller,
$12,000; labor ' relations director,

$20,000 plus $20; manager of license
division, $18,000; research director,
$15,000; manager of information de-
partment, $12,500 plus $280, and engi-
neer in charge of frequency bureau,
$12,000 plus $140.

Numerous raises during 1937 for
the top bosses were revealed in foot-
notes to the report. Figures listed
above are the rate of annual com-
pensation as of Dec. 31, 1937.
The Hearst Radio disclosures were:

vice-president and general manager,
$14,300 and consulting engineer,
$15,000.

Substantial jump in the number of
telephone and telegraph carrier
officials and employees receiving
over $10,000 occurred last year.
Summary showed 588 individuals re-
ceived checks totaling Ave figures or
higher in 1937, as compared with 499
in 1936. Top of the list was Walter H.
Gilford, president of A. T. & T., who
far outstripped other comfnunica-
tions execs with his annual income
of $206,250 from the parent company
In salary and $3,400 in 'other com-
pensation.'

AL CORMIER'S EXIT

CUES KEW SETUP

With the departure Friday (2) of
Al Cormier from his general man-
agership of WINS, N. Y., a number
Jf- personnel changes followed. Carl
Caiman succeeded Cormier. Exit pa-
pers went to Jack Combs, musical
program director; Louis Tappe, con-
tinuity director; Lorraine Reilley,
Cormier's secretary; Janet Keil, and
Rosalind Sherman, These moves.
Caiman states; are strictly economy
moves.

New titles are as follows: Hazel
wower, program director; Robert
Cotton, production manager; Al
'-robe, publicity; Louis Katzman,
musical director.
Dorsey Owings resigned Monday

«s special events director.

Helen Menken's Butler

Fails in Wage Claim
Judge Roder in New York munic-

ipal court last week threw out the
$371 wage- claim by Arthur Cherry,
colored butler, whom Helen Menken,
the actress, now on 'Second Husband'
series for Bayer's Aspirin, had en-
gaged for her husband. Dr. Henry
Templeton Smith. Because of the
actress' prominence, plus the colored
handyman's loquaciousness, the wage
claim got considerable publicity.

Miss Menken wanted him to assist

In her medico-husband's office but,
finding Cherry Incompetent, let him
go.

POST'S BRAN

SEEKS COPY

OKAY

Post's Bran Flakes (General Foods)
may go In for a itfpot campaign of
major proportions shortly after the
first of the year. A lot will depend
on how major stations react to the
laxative angle in the brand's pro-
posed ad copy.- Quiz on this point
and time availability was sent out
last week by Benton & Bowles to a
long station list. World Transcrip-
tions, which has been working on the
same account, also wired similar

queries.

Account is figuring on five quarter-
hours B week.

WONDERS PEDDLING

PARSONS, BACHER

Hollywood, Dec. 0.

Ralph Wonders, coast head of

Rockwell-O'Keefe agency, is going
east this weekend on radio package
sales involving Bill Bacher as pro-
ducer aiid Louella Parsons as guest-

star runner-on. Bacher's Texaco con-
tract said to permit him an outside

program.

Package show patterned after

'Hollywood Hotel' with new twist

and sponsor Interested.

Irish Program Keeps

WHOM Up Until 1 A.M.
Sign off time on WHOM, N. Y.,

has been extended from 12 midnight
to 1 a.m. because of new program
signatured with Fidelio Brewery Co,

Show runs 60 minutes starring at

midnight seven times weekly.

Fidelio will plug McSorley's ales

and.beers via an all-Irish music pro-,

gram with Joe Connelly answering
requests with transcriptions. Agented
by Morgan Reidner agency in co-

operation with Federal Transcribed
Programs, Inc.

Dinty Doyle an Actor

Radio columnist Dinty Doyle of the

Hearst newspapers turns actor

Christmas week. Doyle will start a

personal appearance at Loew's State,

N. Y, Dec. 23.

Supporting show for Doyle is not

pencilled in as yet.

Raymond Scott took over the

batoning of Van Wynn's CBS sus-

talners Monday (5). Singer is aired

Monday and Friday in. 15 min. ses-

sions.

MAP-MAKER ALLEGEDLYlRAPS'STAHONS

AND THREATENS SUIT FOR INFRINGEMENT

Agencies-Sponsors

Domino olffarets (Larus Bros.) Is

putting on a spot campaign along the
Atlantic seaboard through Warwick
& Legler.

Hind Honey and Almond Cream
(Lehn 8c Fink) is renewing its

minute announcement schedule Jan.
2. William Esty is the agency.

Household Finance Co. will present
'Alice Lane' Thursdays over WISN,
Milwaukee, under direction of James
Cominos of Batten, Barton, Durstine
& Osborn Agency. Household
Finance also sponsors Monday
through Saturday feature; 'News
Headlines.'

Nathaniel Shllkret. heads orchestra
on WTMJ, Milwaukee, under ' spon-
sorship of the city's banks. Arrange-
ments by Marvin Lenikuhl, account
exec of the Scott-Telander advertis-

ing agency; Bob BrOwn, advertising

manager of the First Wisconsin
National Bank, and Neil Bakke.
WTMJ salesman.

Minnesota Consolidated Canneries,
Minneapolis (Butter Kernal Corn
and Peas), through Long Advertis-
ing Service, San Francisco, is spon-
soring four five-minute' participa-

tions in the KGO, San Francisco,

'Home Forum' with Gladys Cronk-
hite, during December.

Manhattan Soap Co., New York,
(Sweetheart Soap), Through Milton
Weinberg agency, Los Angeles, is

spotting' announcements on .KGO,
San Francisco, through Dec. 23, also

participations in the 'Home Forum'.
Transcribed announcements onKPO,
San Francisco. Fifty . and 100-word
announcements on KSFO, San Fran-
cisco.

Guarantee Union Life Insurance
Co., through AUied agencies, using
announcements five days weekly
diu'ing newcasts on KJBS, San Fran-
cisco.

Maytag Co. (washing machines),
through McCann - Erickson, Inc.,

Chicago, on KSFO, San Francisco,
with 90 and 100-word daytime
blurbs.

Oxo, Ltd. (beef cubes )j through
Platt-Forbes, Inc., New York, using
five aimouncements weekly on
KSFO, San Francisco.

Lynden Chicken Prodaots, (chick-
en soup), has contracted with KSFO,
San Francisco, for three annoimce-
meents weekly for 26 weeks, through
the Burchard Co., Seattle, Wash.

Hinds & Co. (honey and almond
oroam), through William Esty agen-
cy, spotting 10 announcements week-
ly on KSFO, San Francisco.

Sinclair Oil has bought a weekly
dramatized- news show on WBBM,
Chicago. It's tagged 'History in the
Making* and starts Jan. 8. Same ac-
count is lending an ear to a network
show which NBC has ofifered.

Federal agency placed the WBBM
business.

Lewis Andrews Wrote 300 Stations on Plain Paper
With Home Address to Ask for Coverage Data

—

He's Head of American Map Co.

Answering Mail

station sales reps in New
York couldn't resist an 'I told
you so' on the old predicament
about the maps.
Certain stations are no-

toriously slow to supply their
own reps with information
when demanded but seemingly
will answer mail from uniden-
tified persons.

ASCAFS RADIO

COLLECnOIK

OFF 10%

American Society' of Composers,
Authors and Pi^blishers has been
considerably off in its collections

from radio stations this year ad coda-
pared to 1937. Fees on commercial
programs have been consistently
down for the past five> months, indi-

cating that spot business didn't re-

cover much from the slump it took
at the tail end of spring.

- ASCAP figures that the segment
from radio will be off by at least

10% as compared to 1037 when it

comes to determining the ratios of
the various licensee sources. Slack
caused by broadcasting has been
taken up in the Society's gross by
the addition of some 2,200 new
licensees in the tavern and nightclub
fields.

SAGALL OF SCOPHONY

SET IN D.S., SAILS lOTH

Solomon . Sagall, managing director

of Scophony, Ltd., English television

company, has made sufficient prog-
ress here in plan to form an Ameri-
can company to manufacture and
market receivers to warrant laying
results of his negotiations with Eddie
Cantor and financial associates before
Scophony board of directors.

Sagall sails for England Deo, 10.

Scophony expects to perfect and
market a, 16-foot television picture
for theatre^ in England by next June
and now has in use an eight-foot size

picture. Sagall will return here in

January if Scophony decides to go
ahead with its American -plans, and
World's Fair demonstration next
spring.

Bpss Guests on WHOM
David Ross will be guest star on

'We Americans' program over
WHOM, N. Y., next Sunday, Deo. II.

Will give 'Gettysburg Address.'

John Griffith Explains Setup Of

National Phonographic Network

John Griffith, head of the National

Phonographic Network, declared

yesterday (Tuesday) that he would

place his first batch of commercial

phonograph records with coin-oper-

ated machines during the current
week. He figures on a distribution

of 5,000 copies of his initial dance
band recording, with Carstairs Whis-
key involved iii the test campaign.

Griffith said that in due time he
expects to turn out 50,000 pressings

per master. He talked about having

250,000 coin-operated machines un-
der contract. Griflfith stated that he
is furnishing the recordings to ad-

vertisers at 25c a piece for four weeks
playing time and that the musicians

he employs are paid the same scale

as prevails in the case of the ordi-

nary phonograph record, namely, $24
per man for a two-hour session.

In regards to the stand of the Mu-
sic Publishers Protective Association
that he must pay the same royalty
fee (25c -and 50c) as applies for
transcriptions Griffith declared that
if the MPPA continued to refuse to

make it a royalty of 2c for him he
^yould resort to the exclusive use of
unpublished manuscripts and ask the
Songwriters Protective Association
to do the licensing for him. He felt

confident that the coin machines
would make such unpublished num-r
bers popular.

Griffith expects to use name bands
identified with air commerciitls for
recording pui'poses in the eve^t such
advertisers buy his phonogra? ii ir'c-

ord service.

Combination of embarrassment and
resentment among broadcasters
throughout the country has resulted
from the discovery that the Lewis
M. Andrews, who ch-cularized them
for coverage information about their
stations, is the president of the
American Map Co. and that he pro-
poses to use this data to sue them for
infringing on his copyrighted maps.
Andrews denied Monday (5) the
broadcasters' charge that the letter
inquiry was devised strictly as a
trap. He said that he came upon the
infringements after his firm had been
retained to do a radio coverage sur-
vey for an 'industrial organization.'
Andrews declined to disclose the

identity of this organization. In his
letter of inquiry to some 300 stations
Andrews.'stated that the information
was being sought for one of his 'con-
nections' that was considering a ra-
dio campaign. His request stressed
the Inclusion of maps in the sub-
mitted material. Andrews " stated
Monday that although his ^client' had
'considered vising Vadio to a limited
extent, it was not going on the air.*

As he phrased it he had been 'fe-
talned to get up maps showing how
far stations duplicated one another.*
Stationary which Andrews .used for
his coverage inquiry did not contain
a letterhead. It merely gave his
home address, 25 Central Park West,
]}few York City,

Hot Lead
A n d r e w s' connection became

known after several of the stations
instructed their reps in New York
to follow ixp the 'lead.' The head of
the map. company told one of his rep
callers that he was amazed at the
brazenness shown by a goodly num-
ber of the stations in using maps
which they had no right to use with-
out permission of the copyright own-
ers. He added that some of the sta-
tions had gone so far as to remove all

signs of the copsvight notice. -

Andrews declared Monday that an
examination Of the collected "ita had
disclosed nearly 50 infringements.
He said -that it was his intention to
advise the stations involved that if

they didn't settle immediately with
his company be would start proceed-
ings against them in the federal
courts. Andrews also said that his
collections, showed that the copy-
rights of other map companies had
been infringed iipon also and that
it was his Intention to- turn this stuff

over to them.

Warren Hull now doing the com-
mercials of Metro's 'Good New*'
program^ vice Ted Pierson,

Services to the

Radio rrniic

I

(// II llh,-l,l ( l.ni

Protected Material Dept.

(Per Writers)

Local Program Registry

(For Sponsors, Stations)

Mail Department

Now York—154 W. 46th Street

Chicago—54 W. Randolph
Hollywood—1708 N. Vine
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Refugees Theatre of the Air' a Stunt

Program for Heart and Headlines

WHN's amateur program con-

ducted by Ed East the day after

Thanksgiving was panicked by
a tear-jerker with the follow-

ing qualifications:

1. He was a bus boy in a res-

taurant who had been fired on
Thanksgiving day before he got

his dinner.

2. He sang 'When Irish Eyes
Are Smiling.'

3. He was going to use the

$25 prize (if he Won) to buy his

little sister an overcoat.

By BOB LANDRT Sure-Fire

Broadcasters Invariably dote upon
the opportunity to take their micro-

5hones into the presence of authentic

uman drama. This accounts for the

appeal^ the heart-tug . and the pub-
licity-guaranteeing values implicit

in WHN's 'Refwsees Theatre of the

Air,' which is heard in New York
at 10 p, m. on Fridays. As these

victim* of Old World persecution

bravely strive to meet the strdnge

conditions of the new world, the re-

sultant emotional voltiage is indis-

putable; By any measurement,
whether Barnumesque calculation or
humanitarian impulse (or perhaps a
mixtvire of both), what.WHN.is do-

ing will command AVidespread iatten-

tion. It is an exalted gesture, a
warmish lump-in-throat program, i CHAPLIN
Fred Raphael of WHN is credited News Commentator

with initiation of the idea by his 15 MIns.—Local
boss. Herb Pettey. Three .refugee Thursday, 9;15 p. m.
organizations, one Catholic, onenon- WNEW> New York
sectarian, and one a Jewish-Gentile This is a debut of an ex-foreign
liaisfon group provide the entertain- correspondent as a radio commen-
lers; WHN gives the time, stages and tator. ChapliAjs now with the home
musically backgrounds the talent, office of International NeWs Service
iand broadcasts them together with in New Yprk. He is one of the three
appeals for club and.party engage^ from, that office, Leo Dolan and
merits. Any bookings fdr .the eriter- Walter Kiernan. being the others,
tainers are referred by WHN to the Uvho have accepted bids horn Larry
three organizations who handle all Nixon of WNEW to expose their
the business details.' (About 15 en- wares to pubtie hearing,- with the
Bagementsfollowedthe initial broad- thought of possibly, attracting com
cast, it is : said. : Refugees should hnercial attention.,
average about $15 apiece from these Chaplin has a good voice, defi^nitely
bookings—many in private homes), on the he-side. He was obviously a

'

-It- was. ideal to. open the' program bit nervous, but apart from this

with Hehrik- van. Loon, himself oUce slight, fiaw delivery was good and
an, immigrant (but not a refugee) approach, big .timey, literate and
from Holland. His well-here-we- masculine. (Save some absorbing
are — this - is - tob-bad-let's<-not-cry- cameos ot figures and situations now
over-spiUed-milk attittude- was..ex- important in world developments,
actly right He eschewed sloppy sen- Series bears the general caption,
timentality; was sympathetic but'not 'News Behind the News.' Land.
Iiysterical; . Introduced the varitous

entertainers with adult and sincere
dignity that was .much better than
unrestrained it-can't-happen-here his-

tripnics would liave been. Program
may run into other, less ta<:tful, mas
ters-of-cerejttonies 'w.Ko will -sue

-I

'CAVALCADE' OF AMERICA'
With Gabriel Heatter, Thomas Chal-

mers, Don Voorheea Orohestr*

30 MIm.
DV PONT
Monday, 8 p. m.
WABC-CBS. New York

(B.B.D; & O.)

Notable as heretofore for the re-

straint and dignity of the Du Pont
commercial copy,. 'Cavalcade of

America' returns to CBS with its

narrative pattern substantially the

same. It is a pleasant half hour
along serious, but not ponderous,

lines. By implication it is vastly

sentimental — about America and
Americans, the spirit of initiative

and self-reliance ,of hew plans and
revitalized optimism.

It so happens (whether the charts

sh6w it or not at the precise mo-
ment this is written) that unmis-
takable omiens suggest the flaming

up of nationalism. This may well

be an important psychological fac-

tor before the winter is over. Play-
wrights have patriotic epics in their

machines, and everyone is empha-
sizing appreciation of America.
There may perhaps be some quiet
pleasure for the Du Pont organiza-
tion if what they haVe been doing
for some time in 'Cavalcade* is pre-
sumably about to become awfully
'up-to-date.'
Premiere of the new series traced

the boyhood and maturity of Knute
Rockne. He may not be the greatest
.American that ever lived,. but prob-
ably a lot of. people would pencil
him in right after Lincoln. Dramatic
effects were parefully built up. by
artful. use of under-emphasis. .Nice
narration and interpolation. Don
Vbrhees music was ah asset through-
out and apart from a faint ' sugges-.
tion of windihess at the start; ditto

for Heatter. Lond.

Follow-Up Comment

cumb to the lush temptations to I
Panl Van Zceland^ prime minister

emotionalize. • " of Belgium, was one of the speak-

. Van Loon's oad radio personality g[« ^j^^I^^aI? hi^°^nS;
(he Is a frequent though riot a reg- .^^^
ular broadcte) is partly due to Jf^i^ation^^ coopetatipn and

his asthma, which pWuates his «PM?^e^^
tempo. He referred ib his English. Vr^r^h^lf^lA l^t ifsc'^^?

SSSSts riorffiiril thfnJs^ ea^ attractive. He was subject

K AmScfl^S%rwm ha^^ sputtering firecrackers of Dr
?»J£«f>E^^?.i%f^i^^^^^ Alexander, .the girl Ph.Dperfect their speeqh. perforce or suf-

fer a commercial liability.

These were the persons heard on
the ihaugural'half hourr
Ernst Leahart, a Max Beinhart take over gullible Uncle Samuel.

pupil» who did. a rather heavy but Same audience that had just ap-
well done recitatioh with reasonably plauded Van Zeeland to the rafters
good English diction.- . came back with a .similar burst for

IVIme. Toni Neuhass, a singer Irom the opposite view; ^Van. Zeeland's

ustria with a tramed oneretta I
rebuttal was good-natured and
calm, qualities absent in Miss Alex

Austria
voice,

St<3)harii !BArdo§^.a .(^rade A pianist

Miriam Zunger, a Polish-German
violinist of expert -technlque<

Walter Graff, whose slightly ac-
cented voice singing,. . 'America'
opened the program' with a sym-
bolism that 'was high showmanship.
Refugees were all Oh. the heavy

side. All trained .musicians but the
show needed a change of pace'

'AMERICA KEEPS FAITH*
Music and talk
30 Mins.^Local
Mondays, 7:30 m.
Sustaining •

WHAM, Rochester

Timely new .patriotic series clearly
reveals WHAM's talent resources.
Program is varied and fast moving.
Should win attention of youth, for
whom it's intended, and in the pres-^
ent turmoil of world affairs will tend
to make them think' of the value o^
American ideals and their part in
preserving them,
William Fay, station riianager, an-

nounces and forcefully tells the pur-
pose of the program. Highlight is

a' three-niinute talk by Rev. Charles
C. Williams Carver, a leading Epis-
copal rector arid forriier actor. . He
really has something to say and, de-
livered in his .warm, friendly, reso-
nant voice, it- scores. Entire program
centers on the 'sermqn,' with music
and poems furnishing the buildup
and setting. .

' ' n

In the opening show Charles.Siver-
son's staff orchestra played 'Memo-
ries,' 'After Sundown' and 'Hymn to
the Night.' ' Inez Quinn, soprano,
sang 'Look for the Silver .Lining' and
'America, the Beautiful.' Latter,. al
ways lovely, was especially effectivjs.

Fay sang a baritone solo and Allen
Sisson read Galsworthy's poem,

. _ 'Courage' and Henderson's 'The
ander's acld-flavqred remarks. He Lonely Acre.' 'Star-Spangled Ban-
made a very agreeable impression as tier' was orchestra's theme number.

gi

from Chicago, who is heard fre-
quently at. Town Hall. She pitched
Into the Van Zeeland plan as just
another European slicker stunt to

Inside Stuff-Radio

Diathermy machines and other electrical devices emitting radio Im-
pulses will not be required to. qualify for. formal, licenses, FCC has de-

cided following conversations with manufacturers and users of such
equipment. Legislation giving the Commlsh positive authority to regulate

the operation of gadgets which may produce radio emissions probably

will be proposed to Congress, however, at the forthcoming session.

Unfinished study of the problem has reached the point where the FCC
has promulgated rules which exempt devices which do not radiate more
than 15 microvolts per meter at a distance beyond 100 leet If the out-

put is greater, the Commlsh will regard the gadgets as transmitting sta-

tions and apply all staridards and regulations besides requiring operators

to apply for official tickets.

New rules apply to novel remote-control attachments to radio re-

ceivers. Operating on the principle of dial telephones but with almost
insignificant amount of power, these invariably will be exempt from the
licensing procedure. Iri the event any apparatus is found to. emit a
signal stronger than the llrijit, manufacturers will be Informed and given
a chance to alter their products.

Bob Benchley cut out his Friday night Old Gold preview last week, con-
vinced that the attempt to improve On the material between that time and
the actual broadcast (Sunday) results in a blend of over-familiarity and
staleness. The humorist feels that much riiore spontaneity can be got into

a broadcast if the show qomfes within the same day of the rehearsal, Also
that a comic leaves his best job behind him at a preview.

Monday night public preview of Al Jolson's Lifebuoy program was also

ajiandoned, both Jolson '.and producer Ev- Meade feeling that the nlght-

before workout robs "the show of spontaneity and that the anticipated

results did not materialize. Usual. Monday night procedure has been to

aircheck the laughs from audience reaction and bolster ^at situations lor

the following night's double airing.

Consolidated Radio Artists is trying' to negotiate changes in its contract

with NBC on remote band pickups. Band office offshoot of NBC's former

band department, is complaining, about wanting more and better time

than it has been getting urfder present, arrangement and for less money.

Other .band offices which liave no agreement with NBC have allegedly

been getting better breaks than .CRA, its own offspring. In matter of

money it has been costing 'outside' officea no more than . CRA and in

many instances preferential time has been given to other than CRA bands.

CRA states that nibstof its present air time is unprofitable, coming as it

does in very late hours.

Radio trade on the Coast Is viewing with apprehension the effect of

bunching three shows on Columbia network build aroimd guest stars.

Two new entries to supplement the current. Silver Theatre are Jesse

Lasky's Gateway to Hollywood for Wrlgley, and Screen Actors Guild opus

for Gulfi' All three depend on film names for the pull. Likely that one

or two will shop for another niche if and when time is available. Some
are inclined to the opinion that such an overdosage of film guesters might
impair the value of this forn>.of entertainment imless spread more judi-

ciously over the bands.

Annenberg publishing group is rushing to beat the Listeners Digest to

the stands. Former has ordered the staff of Radio Guide, which it owns, to

put' together a pock'et-slzed' mag of the proposed Listeners Digest type in

two weeks. Annenbergs expect, to go to press with their publication, Radi
Digest, this Saturday (10).

Listeners Digest, with George Eggelston as editor, is scheduled to come
out in. January. Eggleston and his associates have been working on the

digest idea 'for month's.

. Arde .Bulova was .the second largest contributor to the New York State

Democratic campaign fund, according to a report filed in Albany. Bulova's
hand-over was $2,000. Milton H. Blow gave $500, as did. John C. Kelly.
KeUy, head'of Kelly, ' Nason Winsten, was diairman of Governor Leh-
man's campaign committee. His agency handles the Bureau of State
iPubllcity''s advertising. Herbert Bayard Swope contributed $200 to Gov-
ernor Lerman's campaign fund. Former N, Y. World executive editor
is non-salaried chairman of the State Racing Commission.

to sincerity, it all added up to a
snappy Town Meeting,

Henry F. Neely ,is rapidly losing
his 'old-time association with the
name, 'The Old Stager,' under which
he was known for many years in the
early days of coirimersh radio. He
is now on the ether under his own

"Were there no comedians tagged, moniker on the Fitch Bandwagon
with the skldoo-isigri by the. Nazis? program as commentator and inter-

viewer of band leaders; and on the

'MABCH'OF THE GAMES*
With Arthur Boss, Vivian Block
16 nUns.
Sustaining
Wed. and Frit, p. w.
WABC, New York

first few shows has been turning in
a smartly-handed job.

Eufene Conley tosses off a warm-
ish Irish tenor, fill-in for NBC sus-
taining Tuesdays over WJ,"; with H.

** I. * xi. ^ 1 V » I

LfeopOld Spitahiy tapping out the
March of ,the Games, Columbia's tempo and Milton Cr^oss doing an

juvenile quiz, .program, broadcast anonymous announcing bit
lat6 Wednesday and Friday after-'

*

noons from WABC, pretty uniformly i „ . , • „ ^ ^
reaches the double goal soiight-^d- . *^^° Hope's gallop for Pepsodent
ueation and entertainment It has «««Ps up its breezy pace, but like

an exceUent 'conductor in 14-year- many other programs originating

Old Arthur Ross (although the state- i^^
that film colony, the table talk at

ment he is 'the youngest emcee in .*J?«
Brown Derby keeps trickling

radio* covers too much territory); a ™o gags. Nobody seems to take
good selection Of questions, musical kind of criticism very seriously,

-memory tests and tongue twisters f.'**
P,"'^®^^;. local' quips for a 'na-

(the last-named -angle, strictly for *^o"al audience is surely not the
laughs, is rather drawn out), and' tS,^^i T'^^^

planning for maximum
contestants usually rating fairly high Popmarity,

On I. Q.'s.. Likewise, ah effective
^.u * .« j.

setup to draw queries and replies L.™""*^**^ author of 'Fer^

from the youthful listening audience, ^^.^.f^"^'
e?ve a nation-Avide radio

and first-class production. Ross and f"A*fJ?5« 1^^e not only into the

Vivian Block, who deliberately and o'* out to the financial re

not too funnily jam up on the tongue SS?nJ^T' ^^''^^k^^H^J^^^S ^^^^
twisters before contestants try their K,^^"' more than 200,000 copies

skill, are the only performers, aside o'j^^ose 'jook had been sold, ac-

from the announcer"to be air tabbed. ?PI<**S!„i?„ P®fl%^ Sl**^''A little girl recites in rhyme as the S^„£®°P^5!,„£?®^ amount qf

drum major gives a roll at the start "Iff^fAx*?,
abo"*

Of each gimef Organ and piano also !lC°;,»??^^flSric* '^w^^'i" *S
are use^ All nicely cued: On one fe^^^^t figures Leaf declared

shot, kid audience chorused four fa- *?tht wJ^^^of\?
miliars, all flubbed by contestants. °"Jt^l^^nj«; ^at^^^
Pian<C flccomDaniment for this once, for about 10 minutes, to

-adrenTfflS'in the mitropol- Si^L^^rSirf^'p^^^^^^
Itan area are invited to the studio. "tm'liSi^uji^^f^^K^^^^
Font contestants, usually grouped s«2,W^?Pi"Sjl»f,^^^ The
Within a certain age limit shoot for |

tumble bee was the solution,

cash prizes of $5 and $3. Also awards
for youngsters sending in the best p-.i,-- vi-..i75inr Tpv

. duftsttbnTand writing the top letters, * ' M/^'"*"^ u
Slon^ Sh identiflcitlon of a tune f

co Star Theatre while Kenny Baker

played. Jaco. I Is east with Jack Benny.

Program definitely, left audience
desiring moi'e of the same. Cord.

WALTER KIEBNAN
Commentator
15 Mins.—^Local
Snstaininf

'

Sat, 10 p. m.
WNEW, N. Y.
Kiernan is an International' News

Service commentator and columnist
This is not his first crack at - radio,
as he aired over a local station in
Connecticut in the past.
There's only one drawback to en-

joyment of his comments and anec-
dotes—his voice. When caught (3),
the first few minutes of his broad-
cast was annoying because of the'
lack of infiections and intonation in
his delivery. Fifteen mins. of flat
words without a shift in pitch is
liable to alienate any listener. How-
ever, that can and probably will
wear off with more mike appear-
ances, as he Was evidently becoming
more at ease when his time was up.
Dialog could also stand a little

softening. It was very formal, but
seemed to improve with his vocal
efforts as time went by. With prac-
tlcb Kiernan should prove a likable
story-teller.

RADIO GVILD
Dramatic
Sustaining
Mondays, 9:30 p. m.
KFOB, Lincoln, Neb.
Adaptations by James E. Cox and

directed by him, the Radio Guild
shows are in their third week on
KFOR. A local product and uses
works of amateur authors. Last ef-
fort called 'Convict Ship,* was. in
several poetic ' forms. Appeal is
largely to the, intellectual, or pseu
dos, who have amateur writing in-
terests.

An answer at least for that chatter
which always boogies a station about
everything being corny and commer
cial. Once weekly stint helps shut
up the .longer haired.- C^t is largely
drawri from studio talent, -with an
occasional membe':r of the close-by.
Uiiiverilty Players taking a hand.

Barn*

'Crisis: A Report from the Columbia Broadcasting System' is the title

of a 175-page account of radio news coverage of the dismemberment of
Czechoslovakia and the 20 tense days of that episode in European history.

It is an expensive job with board covers and profusely illustrated with
pliotographs. Like the 'Vienna' booklet of CBS last April, this one is

certain to possess an authentic historic, value as a factual document Also
a nice sales promotion piece for CBS.

Only marked change in the new rate carid which NBC issued to the

trade last week is the breakup of the Northcentral group and the inclu-

sion of WTMJ, Milwaukee, in the basic red network. ' WIBA, Madison,
which was paired with WTMJ in that group, is now listed as basic setup
outlet available to either basic blue or basic red clients. Card also shows
the groups which will be specifically identified with either the red or the
blue or be available to the clients of either basic setup.

Radio research often reaches peaks of sheer busy-ness but it's probably
near a record to have 49 projects of one kind or another in the works
sitnultaneously. Such is the present work-chart, of CBS research division.

Statistical jobs include aspects of sales promotion, company matters, and
in connection with preparation of the CBS case for Washington.

NBC distributed about 1,400 tickets for Jack Benny's first program in the
east last Sunday (4) before apprised by comedian that he would not work
in large studio. Benny insisted on 300-seater with result that net was busy
trying to recall as many as possible (many were invites) but there were
still a 'flock turned away at the gate.

Minette Holzman, married daughter of Estelle Sternberger, peace advo-
cate, has temporarily replaced her mother on twice weekly talk program
on station WMCA, N. Y., while riiater is attending Pan-American con-
ference in Lima, Peru. Girl holds a masters degree in psychology. Mother
will cable material which daughter prepares for airing.

NBC would have liked to do a broadcast on the obit of the Sixth avenue
'El' in New York, which discontinued service Simday (4) with some fan-
fare. Rockefeller-Radio City agitation for removal of the structure made
situation a little too delicate for network, however. "WOR handled.

Guarantee of 26 weeks each have been given in the time and talent

contracts revolving around the U. S. Tire show which starts on CBS Feb.
22 (Wed., 10-10:30). Cast set through Campbell-Ewald, consists of Hilde-
garde, d8 musicians under Raymond Paige's baton and 12 male voices.

Review of Procter & Gamble's dramatic serial, 'Central City,' in last

week's Vabiety listed Van Heflin and Everett Sloane in the cast. Eric
Dressier and Robert Sloane actually play the parts. Show is produced by
C. D. Morris & Associates.

Fourth child, a son, was born last week to Mr, and Mrs. Mark Etheridge

(WHAS, Louiaville). Mrs. Willie Snow Etheridge is author of 'As I Live

and Breathe/
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The list of advertisers below this box are some of the accounts

placing radio time through agencies subscribing to Variety

G, W. BiaUcord

Star Outfitting Co.

Lloyd K. HiUmcm
Mountain Copper Co.

Monarch Brewing
!
Wefttera Auto
Lachman Bros.

Federal land Co,

Nelson Wood Products Co.

Griesediedc Brewing
American Pacldng Co.

Barton Mfg. Co*
Compana Sales

I

Mjllk Foundation
International Horrester

Marshall Field

Aurora Loborotories

Kester Solder
3tein Hall M(g- Co.

American ftolting Mill

AmeriCQ^TeL & TeL
Appalachian Apples, Inc.

Atlantic defining

Boston Globe
Chicago School of Nurniig
Cutrice Brothers

Eggo lymUng
Emigrant Industrial Savings
Terry Morse Seed Co.

J. B. FordCe.
Ford Motors
Golden State Co*
W. T. Grant Co..

I

Hawaiian PinefOpple Co.

Dr. Hess & Clark
Honor Brond frosted Foods
Illinois Bell Telephone
Kalamazoo Vegetable Parch-

ment
KeUogg. Co.
Zirkman & Son
Koppers Co.
Michigan Bell Telephone
Philadelphia Coke Co.

Thos. G. Bichordson Co.
Sheffield Forms Co.
Webster Eisenlohr

Borden's Fonn Products
Cotrborundum Corp*
General Boddng
Brown & Williamson
Time« Inc*

Household Finance
Schaefer Brewing
Griswold Mfg. Co.
Cosmos Corp.
Jacob Dold Packing
L. S. Donaldson Co.
Duluth Bre^Kdng

Gamble Stores
Hecker Products
Hoffman Beverages
George Ai Hoxmel
International Sugar Feed
Marine Trust

New York Telephone
Servel Sales
Western Savings Bank
Oneida, Ltd.

My-T-Fine
Boston Morris Plan
Southern New England Tele-

phone
Hudnut Sales
Pepperell Mfg. Co.
Bed Owl Stores
Blue Moon Cheese
Coming Glass
American Stove
Armstrong Cork
Duiilop Tire & Rubber
Remington Arms
Mount Royal Importers

General Foods for:

Log <kibin Syrup
Maxwell House Coffee

Diamond Crystal Salt

Huskies
Post Bran Flakes

Colgate-Palmoliye-Peet fon

Palmolive Soop
Super Suds
Palmolive Shave Cream
Halo

Continental Baking fon

Wonder Bread
I I Hostess Cake

Philip Morris & Co.
Bulova Watch Co.
Columbia Pictures

Humphrey's Homeopathic
Medicine

American Home Products fon
. Eolynos
Bi^So-Dol

HUl's Cold Tablets
Old English WOx

Edna Wallace Hopper
Products

Anacin
B. T. Babbitt
Bayer Aspirin

General Mills fon
Wheaties
Bisquick

Kitchen-Tested Flour
Softasilk

Chevrolet Motors
American Cigarette & Cigar
American Pop Com Co.
Chiomberlcdn Laboratories
Chose Investment Co.
Yellow Cob Co.
Westem Grocery Co.
Notional Ice Industries

Dr. SchoH's
Troly Womer
Borbasol
Musterole and Zemo
Lydio Pinkham
Carnation
Gunther. Brewing
Liebmonh Brewing

, Consolidated Cigars.

Otive Tablets
Eremel
R. J. Reynolds Go.

American Oil

Laco Products
C. F, Mueller Co.
EeUogg Co.
Bosco Co.
Chasers
Knox Gelatine Co.^

Piel Brothers

M. Buten & Son
Foster, Miller & Bieriy

Granny's Cough Syrup
American Writing Machine Co.
Marget Chemical Co.
O'Melio, Inc.

Mocfodden Publications
T7. S. Tpbacco Co.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Buick Motors
Phillips Petroleiim~

Listerine Tooth Poste

Reprodiiced on fhe following pages are, among others, sub-

scription checks from the 20 leading agencies which place 72%
of the national network time.

COMPARATIVE AGENCY SPENDING ON NETWORKS, 1937

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

(From Vabiety Radio Directory, 1938-39)

Bladkett-Somple-Himimert
Lord & Thomas
1. Walter Thompson. .,. ,

Youxig & Rubicam
Benton & Bowles
Ruthrauff & Ryan ; , .

Compton Advertiising

N. W. Ayer
NeweU-&mnett Co
B. B. D. & O
Stack-Goble
Wade Advertising , .

.

Lennen & Mitchell

Neisser-Myerhoff
Moxon
Ward Wheelock Co
WilUam Esty
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham.
Gardner Advertising.

Erwin, Wasey & Co

$7,293,489.7(1

5,549,195.00

V 5,283,134.00

3.281,010.40

3,834,240.00

3,407,886,00

3.^01,600.00

2.842^215.00

1,951,261.00

1,801,695.90

1,495,307.00

1.457^70.00

1,^80,083.00

1.232^960.00

1,146,788.00

1,128,540.00

1,033,283.00

958,509.80

928,326.00

920.263.03

$50,267,216.83

Variety's complete paid subscription list includes scores of

other agencies which place almost 100% of ALL national radio

time—both network and spot.

Procter & Gomble fon

OxYdol
Dre!t

Lovo
Ivory Soop
Ivory Flakes
White Noptho
Drene
Camay
Chipso
Crisco

Skelly Oil Co.

Wander Co.

Sterling Products for.

Phillips' . Dental Cream
Phillips' Milk of Magnesia
Dr. Lyon's Toothpowder

Axmabell Shops
Sharp & Nassasoit

S. & W. Fine Fopds
California Coiiserving Co.

Smith Bros. Cough Drops
McKesson & Bobbins
Benrus Watch Co.

Thomas Leeming & Co.

Sinclair Refining

American Safety Razor Corp.

General Cigar Co.
Aluminum Co. of America
Penzoil Co.
Socony-Vacuum
Devoe & Raynolds
De Sota Motor
Sobol Brothers

Pet Milk
Ralston Purina
Falstoff Brewing
Nash-Eelvinator Corp.

E. P. Reed
Acme White Lead & Color

Works
John Morrell & Co.

J. H. Fagan Corp.

Prime Mfg. Co.
Justrite Co;
Meier Ice Cream Co.

PUlsbury Flour Mills '

Gluek Brewing

Seeman Bros.—White Rose TeaChippewa Springs

Coh Shoes Kroger Grocery & Baking

R, G. Sullivan, Inc. Drackett Co.

Boston Beer Co. Maryland Pharmaceutical

Harmony Garments Ex-Lax, Inc.

P. LoriUard (Old Gold)
Nestle Products Co.
Lehn £ Fink
Tide Water OU
American Tobacco Co.
FirstNationalBank of Chicago
Lady Esther, Ltd.

Pepsodent Co.
Cities Service

Quaker Oats
Associated Oil

CaliL Fruit Growers' Exchange
Consolidated Edison
Rainier Brewing
Southern Pacific R. B.

Stewart Warner Corp.

Northwestern Yeast Co.
Wincharger Corp.

Standard Oil of N. J.

Postal Telegraph
Ludens/ Inc.

New York State Bureau of Milk

Publicity

Malted Cereal Co.
Canada dry Ginger Ale
National Carbon
National Biscuit Co.
Pacific Borax Co.
Regional Advertisers

Standard Oil of Calif.

Axton-Fisher Tobacco Co.
Borden Dairy
Ford Motor
Northwestern Electric

Portland Gas & Coke
Standard Oil of Ohio
Calif. Walnut Growers' Assn.
Chesebrough Mfg.. Co.
Newsldn Co.
Zonite Products
Richman Brothers

FishM MUls
Brading Brewing
Kelvincrtor of Canada
Jackson's Bread

.

Libby, McNeill & Libby o!

Canada
McCali Frontenac Oil Co.
Dean Milk Cp.
Gebhardt Chili Con Come
Reliance Mfg. Co.
Rapinwixx Paper Co.
Quaker Oafs
Steele-Wedeles Co.
Airy Fcdry Qood^
Folger Coffee Qo.
.Stokley Bros.

Union Pacific Roilroad
Drezma, Inc.

F. Lowenfols
Uft
Fisher Baking
McCoy's Products
Nu Enomel Corp.
Physical Culture Shoes
William Wrigley, Jr., Co.
Admiracion Laborcttories

Doyle Pa^rldng Co.
Vogeler's Mayoimaise
Camir Corp.
Cut Rite Wax Paper
Socony-Vacuum
Kelly Liquor Co.
Lee .& Perrins

Look, Inc.

Gruen Watches
Fox Deluxe Beer
Salemo-Megowah Biscuit Co.
Chrysler Motors
Thom McAxm Shoes
Silex Coffee Moker
Lever Bros.

Scott Paper Co.
Kraft-Phenix Cheese Corp.
Lament Corliss & Co,
John H. Woodbury
Andrew Jergens Co.
Emerson Drug Co,
Zeni& Radio Corp.
Johns-Monville
Standard Brands Ion

Tender-Leaf Tea
Fleischmonn Yeast
Royal Gelatine
Chase & Sanborn Coffee

Dr. Pepper Co.
Imperial Sugar
Peters Shoe Co.
The Borden . Co.
Standard-Tilton Milling Co.
Postex Cottoh Mills

Campbell Soup Co.
Lehn & Fink/
Health Prodikcts

Rugby Knitting Mills

S. Stein & Co.# Inc.

Chalmers Gelatine Co.
Group of American Banks
Ligget & Myers Tobacco Co.
Cummer Products fon

MoUe
Packers Tar Soap

Swift & Company
Grove Laboratories

E. Griffith Hughes
Monroe Chemical
Miles Loborotories, Inc.

H. J. Heinz Co.

General Electric

Berry Brothers

Goebel Brewing
"

Sun Oil Co.

Cudahy Packing Coi

.

F. B. Washburn Candy
United States Tire & Rubber [
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KIDNAP CASE

HJU)STAM
QUI VIVE

Washington, Dec. 6.

Rumpus over the 'kidnaping' of an

18-year-old school girl from her

father's farm near Washington,

Thursday (2) gave Columbia, Na-

tional and Mutual a chance to in-

dulge in 40 hours oi intensive rivalry

as to which chain could bring knob-'

twisters the latest and most unique
reports.

While. WRC-WMAL, of NBC,
scored a beat on the actual news that

Mary Brown had been abducted by
two nien in a-truck, who accosted the

girl and her younger sister on the

road near their father's farm, WJSV,
local outlet for CBS. and WOL,
Mutual transmitter, produced the

girl's stricken stepmother on the

night of the snatch, for interviews-

at both stations. NBC countered

with an eye-witness account by the
victim's young sister and with a last

scoop on return of the youngster.

Both CBS and NfiC claimed a large

part of the credit for the safe return

of Mary Brown. Intensive .
radio'

coverage possibly frightened the ab-
ductors into returning the girl, un-
harmed except for an alleged beat-
ing. Portable equipment was sent to

the Brown farm by both NBC and
CBS, although officials at the tatter's

studios decided not to use recordings
made before the girl's return, for

fear of alarming her captors to a
point where they might murder her.

NBC equipment however, was set up
at the Brown home and used through
the remainder of the search.

Possibility that all four Washington
transmitters may have exerted them-
selves over a phoney 'kidnaping' sug-
gested in local news reports noting
that many angles of the case- remain
to be explained. Frequent bulletins

—with WRC staying on the air an
hour overtime on the night of the
kidnaping — gave listeners, their

money's worth and provided trans-
mitters with an opportunity to do
some back-patting as to the manner
in which they lived up to the public
service clause of their licenses.

M <> M > M »<»< MM MM M l M I MMM I M M > I M M r
;

F. C. C's WASHINGTON DOCKET
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MAJOR DECISIONS

Chaperan Sa Good A
Mixer, He Mixes In

Seyeral Show Folk

Washington. Dec.

Gcorvla: Desire ot a broadcftster to return to the practice

of law granted hy the FCC inst week when voluntary ftMlgn-

ment of WATX, Waycrosa. from E. F. Sapp and S. F, 8«PP
(Wnycross Broadcasting Company) to Jack Williams was
approved. Father and son partnership, bfe»un two yeftrs ago,

will he ended by the deal, since S. F. Sapp. this son. doalres to

reenter hia former profession as an attorney at AlUnny.

Commlsh again acted Inconsistently In countenancing sale of

the station for »20,B00. although original cost of the plant

was $$.944 and replacement coat waa set at the same price.

Transferee was found to be Qualined In aH respects " own
and operate the tranemltter. Jo a prominent citizen of ^> nv-

cross, possesses a net worth of J89.800 and haa promised to

supply the proper type of local programs for the community.

Also indicated that program service would ^* .{"f'Pfov*"'-
,. „

Individuals Involved In transfer of the ISOC kc station,

which operates with 100 watts nights, ISO watta days, retained

John B. Brady aa attorney.
, j

KunsHii: New daytime smalHe for Emporia received the go-

aheod signal when Commlsh decided that proposals or ttie

Bmporla Broadcasting Company, Inc., were In order, putnt

will be hearted by S. B. Warren, president; Ike Newton, v.p.;

W. A. Larking, treasurer, and K. W. Trimble, secretary.

While none of the omcere has had particular experience In the

broadcast field, Trimble has dabbled in radio advertising And
has some knowledge of program preparation, according to the

'^Station, which will use the 1370 kc channel, will provide a

needed daytime service In the area, Cpmmlsh decided. No
other transmitters exist within * radius of 60 miles and only

service Is available from WIBW, Topolta; KPBI, Abilene, and
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo. Proposed station, which would cost

$8,R00, would fill a need for local service and 23 out of 33

business concerns Interviewed by applicants tentatively com-
mitted themselves to take »10,.07B worth of time during the

first 12 months of operation. Applicants pe willing to operate

th transmitter 'oven though the station la not a commercially
remunerative- business venture/ decision atated.

Only stumbling block Is the pending application of W. B.

Greenwald. respondent,, for a station on th« same frequency

to be located at Topeka. Grantlng< of Greenwald's pending

appllcAtlon would cause mutual Interference.

Appliccints. Emporia Broadcasting Co., Inc., were repre-

sented by Horace L. Lohnes, E. D. Johnston and F. W.
Albertson. • ^ ^ ,

Kentaoky: WCICT, B. Wilson, inc., Covington, granted
power boost from 10 to 60 kw. Installation of all-time direc-

tional antenna system and changes in- equipment.

MINOR DECISIONS

Inclusion by Federal agents of
Jack Benny, Burns and Allen, Jack
Pearl, Wallace Ford and Joe Mos-
kowitzi 20th Century-Fox production
exec, in the Mrs. Elena N. Lauer
smuggling investigation is described
by informed persons in the trade as
merely deriving from a case of free
and easy camaraderie aboard trans-
Atlantic liniers and in Eutope. Albert
N. Chaperau,' who has been indicted
with the wife of N. Y. Supreme
Court Justice Edgard J. Lauer, is

pictured by these informants as an
affable mixer who particularly culti-

vates people in show business. Cha-
perau has been in the business him-
self as a distributor of Alms in Latin
America.

Federal authorities admitted yes-
terday (Tuesday) that they had ques-
tioned these radio and film names
but would hot reveal to what fextent

they were involved. Jack Benny,
who is in New York now, wouldn't
talk.

Indictments followed the seizure

of some $1,800 worth of Parisian
weiaring apparel in the Lauer apart-
ment. Chaperau is charged with
having taken advantage of a con-
nection, with the Nicaraguan gov-
ernment, of which he says he's a
commercial rep in the United States,

to obtain a waiver of customs.

CalUomIn; W6XI. RCA Communications, Inc., Bolinaa^

granted special temporary authority for a period of thred

months to operate special experimental station on J1330 kc,

for the purpose of determining effectiveness of the ultra high
frequencies for long distance communication.

Colorado: HIDW, Lamar,, granted extension oC special

temporary authority to remain silent froifn Dec. 1 to Dec. 30.

pending action on application for voluntary assignment of

llcen.se to the Lamnr Broadcasting Co.
Delaware; WILM,' Wilmington, granted change In- time of

operation from sharing with; WAZIi, Hazleton, Pa., to

simultaneous days with WAZL. and continue sharing with
WAZLi at night, install vertical radiator and move trans-
mitter locally.

nilnols: WJJD, Chicago, granted voluntary transfer of

control of station to H. I..e8lle Atlass, Balph U Atlass, Pauline
S. Atlass, Ralph Louis Atlass (a minor), H. P. Sharman and
Philip K. Wrlgley.

Indiana; WIND, Gary, granted authority to transfer con-
trol of corporation to same group nientioned In Illinois appli-
cation above; WIRE, Indianapolis Broadcasting, Inc.; India-
napolis, granted increase of night auxiliary power from 600 to
1 kw and move old main transmittei: to new tranemltter site

of WIRE.
Maryland: WJBJ, Hagerstown. present license extended on

temporary basis only for ,a period of two iriontbe, subject to
Comralah action on pending renewal application.
Minnesota: W9XUP, National Battery Broadcasting Co., St.

Paul, granted modification ot high frequency broadcast license
authorizing use of 2C16(^ kc in lieu ot 2C>960 kc.

'

New York: WHN, Marcus Loew Booking Agency, New
Tork, granted special temporary authority for a period ot 30
days to operate with 6 kw nlgbtfr, in order to overcome inter-
ference caused by Cuban, station CMQ <Comniish can change
or cancel without advance notice). . .

Oklaltomn; KVSO, Inc., Ardmore, present license extended
for a period of three months, subject to Commlsh action with
respect to pending applications of station for renewal of
license and transfer <^t control.
Oregon; KOOS, Marshfleld, present license extended on

temporary basis only tot two months, subject to Commlsh
action on pending renewal plea.
Pennsylvania; WKBO. Harrlaburg,' present license extended

on temporary basis only for two months, pending Commlsh
action oxi pending application for renewal; WAZL, Hazleton
Broadcasting Service, Inc., Hazleton, granted change In time
of operation from sharing with WILM, Wilmington, Del., to
simultaneous days with WILM and continue sharing .with
WILM at night.

Texas; KFDM, Beaumont, present license extended on
temporary basis only for one month, subject to Commlsh
action on pending requests for renewal of. license- and consent
to voluntary assignment of license.
Utah; KSUB, Johnson^ ft Ferry, a partnership composed of

Harold Johnson and Leland M. Perry, Cedar City, granted
special temporary authorization to Ijeland* U. Perry, sur-
viving partner, to operate KSUB for* a period of six months
from Dec. 1, on temporary basis and on express condition
that It is subject to whatever action may be taken on any
formal application for regular authorization that may be sub-
mitted with respect to KSUB, subject further to condition
that nothing contained In said temporary authorization shall
be construed as a finding by the Commlsh that the operation
of the station is or will be In the public interest .beyond the
express terms hereof.

John Royal to Peru

John Royal, NBC program chief,

has left by plane for the Latin-

American confierence at Lima, Peru.

With Edward Tomlinson, NBC com-
mentator assisting, Royal will super-

vise the schedule of programs that

NBC wiU broadcast from the. diplo-

matic powwow.
Royal will use the occasion to talk

with reps of South American coun-

tries about the futiure interchange of

programs.

SET FOR HEARING
Alabama: WHBB, Selma, voluntary transfer of control of

Selma Broadcasting Co., licensee, from S. A. Clsler, Jr.. H. A.
Shuman, and G. W. Covington. Jr., to Baacom Hopson (Com-
missioners Sykes and Brown voted to grant).

Arizona: KCRJ, Charles C. Robinson, Jerome, voluntary
assignment of license to Central Arizona Broadcasting Co., a
newly organized corporation.
Maryland: WFMD. Frederick, install directional antenna

system and Increase power and time of operation from 600

watts days only to 600 watts unlimited, «alo« dlrsottonal

antenna nights, ^
Michigan} Copper Countrj^ Broadcasting Qo., Hancock, new

station to be operated on 1370 kc with 100 watts nights, t60

watts days.< specified hours (applicant requests part of hours
now licensed to WltDF, Calumet). •

. ^ .

Korth Carolina: Aubrey O. McCabe and Trim W. Adylott,

partners trading as Albermarle Broadcasting Co., Elizabeth

City, new station to be operated on 1370 ko with 100 watta

nlffhts, 260 watts days.
Texas; Ed Bishop and John Xi, McCarty, doing bustnes* as

the Dalhart Broadcasting Co,, Dalhart, new station to be
operated qn. 1600 kc with 100 watts nights, 260 watts days.

.

West VlrclBla; Martinsville Broadcasting Co., Martinsville,

new station to be operated on 1420 ko with 100 watta nights,

260 watta das's.

NEW APPUCAHONS
District of Columbia: Lawrence' J. Heller, Washington,

special experimental authorization to operate a synchronous
station on 1310 kc, 10 to 100 watts, in addition to new station.

If and whon granted.
Iowa; The Gazee Company, Cedar Rapids, new station to

be operated on 1420 kc with 100 .watts; WOC, Tri-Clty Broad-
casting Co., Davenport, change frequency from 1370 to 1390
kc, boost power from 100 watts nights, '260 watts days, to 1
kw, Install new transmitter and directional antenna and move
transmitter to Bettondorf,
Oklahoma ; ICOMA, Hearst Radio. Inc., Oklahoma City,

voluntary assignment of license to KOMA, Inc.

EXAMINERS' REPORTS
Xew YoAi Sod story of the depression unveiled In the

application of Selma Seltz for transfer - Of control of . the
Westchester Broadcasting Co., White Plains, to Valentine E.
Macy, Jr., and J. Noel Macy. In contradiction to' recent
Commlsh decision in the WTIC (Hartford) case, - Kxamlner
Bramhall recommended that Mrs. Seltc and her von, Frank A.
Seltz. should be allowed to cash In on past losses and pioneer-
ing costs to the tune of 149,766, boosting station's price 'tag to
$72,632. FCC recently, ruled that WTIC could, not.be abUtfed
from one subsidiary of the phrent company' to another, be-
cause of a million-dollar note, representing past losses, which
the transferee wab willing to assume.
WFAS venture was started eight years ago when Mrs. Seltz

purchased the «tation to encourage her son In the 1>rohdcast
business. Although president of the corporation and actively
employed In management of transmitter. Seltx received no
compensation for his services during the first three years of
hl.s connection with the station; received a few weeks' com-
pensation Just before the 1933 bank crash, and was pai<l at
'irregular intervals' until 1986. Since then he has received $30
per week. lU

Ill-fated transmitter absorbed .most of Mrs. Seltzls funds.
Replacement value was listed In Bramhall's report at |2I,699;
depreciated value at $19,133. and cost of technical eriulpment
as $22,924. Macy brothers, wealthy transferees, are willing to
pay $26,600 for the 1,000 shares -of common stock and 716
shares of preferred stock and assume and pay obligations of
the corporation, amounting to two demand notes due the
Seltzes, In the sum of $36,212 and $6,626. A. note, for $5,196,
due a. White Plains bank, also will be assumed by transferees,
under the proposed agreement.
Although commenting on the fact that an Intangible asset

'represents 62% of the net assets of the corporation,' Bram-
hall found that the transfer would serve public Interest, con-
venience and necessity. J. Noel Macy is Interested In several
publishing companies and both brothers wore Identified with
more, than a score of business enterprises.
Frank Stollenwerck appeared in behalf of transferor, with

Ben S. Fisher, John W." Kendall and Charles V. Wayland rep-
resenting transferees.

tVofllilngton: (1) Power'lioost from 600 watts to 1 kw up-
held by B^camlner Robert L. Irwin for ICELA, Chehalls, pro-
viding transmitter Increases Its antenna height and meets
engineering, .standards recently recommended by Commlsh
engineering department. As the only transmitter .In the
vicinity, KELA has. beien given a high ^ rating by listeners.
Irwin pointed out, and numerous individuals not now re-
ceiving good service would be' benefited by the. change.

Interference would occur to KDFN, Casper. Wyo.. Irwin ad-
mitted, but this tn^nsnnltter already Is limited to its approxi-
mate 1.7 millivolt per meter contour at nlgtit by operation
ot WMDD, Peoria, III, Operation ot KELA with the. proposed
power would not be -expected to add to KDFN'd present
troubles. Pending application for a new etatlon to be located
at San Jose, Calif., on the same 1440 ko channel used by
KELA, would limit KELA to its 2.6 millivolt per meter con-
tour. If both requests were granted, and KELA would retaliate
with Interference to the San Jose transmitter's 3 millivolt per
meter contour. «

KELA, Central Broadcasting Corp., was represented by Ben
S. Fisher and John W. Kendall.

(2) Third transmitter for Tacoma, to be operated on 1420
kc with 100 watts nights, 260 watta days, approved by
Examiner P. W. Seward, In tais recommendation that the
application of Tacoma Broadcasters, Inc., be granted, Seward
also suggested a turndown tor Michael J. Mingo, former
Tacoma newspaperman, because Mingo requested a regional
frequency.

Advertising rates proposed by Tacoma Broadcastere con-
siderably undercut existing rates of two Tacoma transmitters,KMC and KVI, and showed a slight reduction from the pro-
posed charges submitted In Mingo's application. Group would
ask $10 per halt hour, day and night, as compared with
KMO's price of $16 a half hour, days, and $30, nights, and
KVI's charge ot $30 days and ISO nights. Mingo would ask
$10.80 tor the same period days, and $14.04 nights. Lowest
rate, for day spot announcements of 100 words, would be $2,with Mingo proposing the same rate, KMC asking $3 andKVI charging $7.60.

• ."^Jf Broadcasters corporation has an authorized capital
ot $20,000, subscribed and paid tor, with C. C. Cavanaugh
president, owning 52.6% of the stock. Estimated cost ot the
proposed station estimated at $13,600.'
While granting ot the application would not cause Inter-

ference -to existing stations, three pending applications—in-
eluding that of- Mingo—would stand In the way of Tacoma
Broadcasters, if granted; Change of frequency tor KEEN,
Seattle, asking 1420 kc, and authority to construct a new
station at Everett, to operate on the same channel, would pre-
clude an okay for the applicant.
Denial of Mingo's application predicated primarily on tactthat uneconomic use' would result from operation of theproposed station on 1400 kc, a regional frequency. Otherwise

applicant was found qualified to construct and operate the
'^"Tm?.*

f »n« his application Involved only one
possibility of Interference, with the application of Tncoma
Jaroadcasters.
James E. Waddell appeared for Mingo,, with Paul D P

Tro^r"Br^k'S?as^;r?.*''*
^«"^*»

CINEMA -LIKE

PREVIEW OF

WAXERS

Cinemaesque 'trade showing* is

being held this Afternootf (Wednes-
day) at the Waldorf-Astoria. N. Y.
by Kadlo Attractions, Inc. to preview
its transcription series The Shadow
of Fu Manchu\ Series being inade
'in Hollywood by Fields Bros, wiU
be sold to individual radio stations.

Chinese Barnum

Sales org seeks to stimulate adver-

tising agency interest in buying lo-

cal sponsorship.

Following "Manchu* the new .com-
pany, which is promoted by Herbert
Ebenstein, former theatrical insur-

ance man and William. Brandt, New
York film exhibitor, will make wax
series of Bill Conselman's *Ella

Cinders' and also Tlopalong Cassidy*

controlled by Doubleday-Doran. A
nation-wide hunt for an Ella Cin-

ders is part of the prospective bally-

hoo of the former.

Meanwhile- John Shep'ard has th«

'Manchu* series for Boston, Provi-

dence and Bridgeport Phil Fuss it

sales manager of the new firm.

American Legion Discs

For Gratis Radio Time
Indianapolis, Dec. 6.

National Headquarters of the
American Legion is planning a series

of 15-miqute programs prepared by
the Legion of Safety to broadcast on
stations (free time) throughout the^

country next year. Discs are being
tried on WFBM,

Series will deal with lives and ac-
complishments of famous American
inventors and their contributions to

safety.

Dorothy itioeller Quits WOWO
Fort' Wayne, Dec. 6.

Dorothy Moeller, who' broadcast

as June Bradley, left WOWO last

week to be married outside pro'

fession. Miss MocUer was also pri-

vate, secretary to W. C. Swartley,

station's manager.

WAY WIT WEST

IN BUFFALO

difficult to spot the honest mistakes.

By BOD REED
(Written in a traffic jam.).

Buffalo, Dec. 6.

Note to Orson Welles: You can't go
around scaring people without get-
ting yourself In the soup. '

If swing Is dead, its ghost cer-
tainly is making a lot of racket.

With so much double-talk oh the
air, the Oh-Whatta-Boncr-You-Pull-
«d-Last-Night society is finding it

Phil Spltalny says girl musicians
learn quicker and he never wants to
conduct a male orchestra again.
New adage: 'Hell hath no fury like a
womaji's corn.'

All our better citizens regard edu-
catipnal programs as fine things—ex-
cept for listening.

WKRC Rate Card Due
Cincinnati, Dec. 6.

Bill Schudt expects the new WKRC
rate card, which goes into effect Jan.
1, to be ready for the trade before
Xmas. He Is slated to put in next
week at CBS headquarters and con-
tact NYC accounts.

Bill Williamson, the station's sales
manager, spent Ave days in Chicago
last week.

More than 100 New York ad
agencies and radio leditors were
approached last week in their
offices by a Chinese in satin
Oriental garb. He delivered
scroll-like invitation to Radio
Attractions* 'Shadow of Fu
Manchu.* waxed show, to be
previewed at the Waldorf-As-
toria Hotel this afternoon
(Wed.).
Kid Manchu \ras accom-

panied by a femme companion
also in character diid a third

compatriot in orthodox attire

whose function was to tot^ a
satchel containing the .mystic

scrolls. Stunt was devised by
Al Feinman of Radio Attrac-

tions.

Scripps Sees Commersh

Possibiiities Looming

On Ultra Shortwave

Detroit, Dec. 6.

Ultra-high frequency constitutes
radio's next best bet, despite claims
for television, . Bill Scripps, general
manager of WWJ here, believes.

Furthermore, Scripps believes ultra-

high frequency programs will go
commercial within a few months
after FCC 'grants commercial
licenses. Scripps' WWJ, which
coupla years ago installed the ultra-

high frequency W8XWJ atop town's
tallest building, hopes to obtain: tha
first conmxercial license in .this field.

Scripps applied for such 'a permit
months ago, at which time h6 set up
a separate staff and program sched-
ule for ultra ^aby. Station's been
operating from 8 to 16 hours daily

since its inception and experiments
conducted to better control adver-
tising, with ulthnate idea of better

cooperating with sponsors by cutting

out excessive blah, etc.

Scripps sees a big move, on the
part of manufacturers to provide
suitable sets for listeners. There's
been a changing attitude rn the part
of listeners since ultra-high fre-

quency broadcastis started, according
to Scripps, 'with radio set buyers
now inquiring if sets pick up ultra-

high frequency programs, instead of

asking if they'll pick up police

broadcasts as they formerly asked.*

CKLW's Artists Bureau

Detroit, Dec. 6.

New artists' bureau is being
established at CKLW, with Chuck
Smith, formerly of WLS, Chicago,

in charge. Currently bureau has
booked Joe Gentile and Toby David,
comedy duo, for., long time on
CKLW's morning frolic, for week's
engagement with Horace Heidt's

band at vaudfilmer Fox. . Larry
Gentile, Bill Lewis and Gretchen
Schafer go into thte new Won'Sfir-

boat nitery here this Week ior indef
stay.

Hal Halloran is being lined up
for several tours of Michigan with
his hillbillies.
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WTIC, Hertford, Appeal
Cites Numerous Cases

Where Different Attitude

Was Taken on Price-Tag

Issue

TO COURTS

WOW Arranges Gala

Show With Fibber McGee
Omaha, Dec. 6.

Fibber McGee and hia company

will headline Christmas Charity

Show at Ak-Sar-Ben Coliseum here

Dec. 18, sponsored by Station WOW.
AH proceeds will go to charity With

admiish ranging from 55 cents to

$1.65 top.

Program also Include WOW Fol-

lies which has given six perform-
ances In Nebraska and Iowa towns.
Show includes station's orchestra;

a choir, instrumental units and in-

dividuals. Lyle DeMoss, station pro-
duction manager; will be emcee.

Washington, Dec. 6.

Bewilderment of broadcasters

about the policy of the vaciUating

FCC toward station sales resulted in

sharp criticism ol inconsistent atti-

tudes and failure to lay down stand-

ards when Travelers Insurance Co.

last, week sought rtshearing on ap-

plications for permission to consoli-

date control of WT^C, Hartford, and

four short-wavers iii a new operat-

ing subsidiary.

Brief which contained tart re-

marlts about the majority opinion

denying the application was filed by

Louis G. Caldwell and Percy H.

Busgeli, Jr., in' the first of a series

of moves expected to wind up in

court rulings which should elimi-

natie much of the confusion, uncer-

tainty, and suspense now bothering

license-holders. Because the case

has provoked hot debate and has

ioeen under consideration for a long

period, denial of the request for an-

other opportunity to offer evidence

Is generally expected.

' Tlie "decision which Caldwell and
Russell attacked' was one of the

half-dozen most important prece-

dents created since the FCC was set

up. In spurning the Travelers' pro-

posals, the regulators in effect de-

clared broadcasting stations should

be judged much the same as other

ultilities and laid down the principle

that station oiyners are not entitled

to recover losses-involved in devel-

opment of -their transmitters and
providing high-grade service.

Outstanding clause of the petition

for rehearing was the accusation
that the WTIC decision is 'highly

inconsistent with a long line of de-
cisions' rendered by both the FCC
and its progenitor, Federal Radio
Commission. Legal duo- declared
'elementary principles of fair play
and .due process of law require that

administrative tribunals render de-

cisions impartially and that rules

and requirements and standards be
applied vmiformly and without dis-

cfiminations to the persons subject
to rjegulation.'. In applying one
yardstick to WTIC and another to

other applicants, the Commish 'dis

Regarded and violated' this vital

duty.

Not Consistent

This complaint ' was hailed down
by reference to several recent in-

stances in which the Commish
winked at wide disparity between
the physical value of the property
and the sale price. Contending their
clients were given harsh treatment,
Caldwell and Russell focused atten-
tion on such cases as the KNX, Los
Angeles, sale, Elliott Roosevelt's
purchases, and three other transac-
tions where the bundle of cash far
exceeded the demonstrated value.
In a supplemental exhibit, the attor-
neys listed more than 50 individual
instances where the regulators were
by no means as conscientious and
Where such a view was not taken.

SCHOIXE, McOEE RE-TITLED
At WQXR, New York Robert M.

SchoUe has replaced.Norman McGee
as sales manager. McGee becomes
director of agency relations. Scholle

has been a station salesman for

about a year.
Station has also added to its air

time taking an additional half hour
daily. Now starts at 7:30 a. m.

n
ly Scouts Pose a Quandary

Washington, Dec. 6.

.Whether desire to co-operate, in a highly-regarded public move-
ment overshadows the importance ,of discouraging time chiselers.

is one of the present headaches of the NAB.. Frowning occasioned

by request of the Boy Scouts of America that stations aid the. youth
program by carrying programs about Scout activities.

Currently crusading against agencies and concerns begging gratis

time, the trade association execs are in a quandary, especially as the

industry always has co-operated in such movements when they are

non-cpmmercial. ^If the Scouts intend to advertise their official maga-
zine, "Boys' Lifej' NAB code of ethics requires stations to turn thumbs
down on the proposition.

More Tea for Tamil;'

Hollywood; Dec. 6.

Standard Brands has renewed 'One

Man's Family' for the fourth, suc-

cessive .year on the air for Tender-
leaf Tea.

.
Program written and produced by

Carleton £. Morse goes into jts ninth
year on the NBC network.

WKRC Theatre Tie-Ups

.Cincinnati, Dec. 6.
*

WKRC and 18 suburban cinen)as

are exchanging courtesy blurbs.

Station supplies the theatres with

weekly . chs^nges of sound .ti:ailers,

ranging from 4Q to 90 seconds and
plugging different programs.

;

• In return it carries .daily announce-
ment^ of the theattes'cscreen fare.:

G£ DX PLANT

IN FRISCO BAY

Albany, N. Y., Dec 6.

, Harold Towlson, of -WGY's South
ISchenectady staff, has left to super-

vise construction of a short wave
station on Treasure Island, site Of

the San Francisco World's Fair.

First U, S. short-wave transniitter

West of the Mississippi, Its spot was
fixed at Belmont, Cal„ in GE's orig-

inal application to FCC. The . latter

has okayed the shift to the Frisco
exposition.

WQXB'a Dime-a-lttonith

WQXR, N, Y., is the iarst station

Outside of thie Yankee network to

contract for the new Dime-a-Mohtb
club listeneir forum- discussions. Pro-
gram started last week.
Programs debate' prize winning

subjects submitted by members of
the club. Discussions are pro and
conned by professional debaters.

and elbow grease!

Debutantes on WNEW

Guaranteed genuine registered

debutantes will appear on Station

WNEW, N. Y., Mondays, at 10 p.m.,

to give society news. It's part of

Larry Nixon's filling of the 10 p.m.

niche across the board. Regular
newsmen fill the spot other nights.

Eileen Hefrick, Miml Francis and
Ann Francine are among the first of

the newscasting debbies. Mrs. Sum-
mer Taylor will introduce them.

. Publicity - conscious Debutante
Luncheon club of Coque Rouge in

on tie-up.

CINCINNATI has a lot of radio stations-

some of them with lots of power. And

ail ifour of the bigger stations are network sta-

tions. Which ought to make things complicated

f6r a time buyer. But they're not.

In April of 1938, Grossley, Inc. conducted the

largest coincideiital study ever made in Cincin-

nati. It demonstrated that WKRC was an unques-

tioned first in listener popularity among all of

the local network stations. And, since then,

other surveys have confirmed the fact.

It isn't just the 5000 watts. It isn't just the 550

kilocycles. It isn't just the complete Columbia

programming. It's all of those things...

plus elbow grease!

WKRC produces shows that catch the flavor of

Cincinnati. And the interest. And the enthu-

siasm. WKRC "special events" is one of the livest

outfits in radio. And Cincinnati listeners make

it a habit to tune WKRC when they want to know

whajt's doing in Cincinnati.

always reserve a couple of cans of elbow

grease for our dealers, too. Every important

dealer in Cincinnati is contacted by WKRC all of

the time—on behalf of our sponsors. The; result

is that your customers are our friends. Dajr and

night, WKRC advertising rings the bell all down

the line . . .wholesaler, retailer, consumer.

You ought to sample some of our very special

brand of elbow grease.

WKRC ^ COLUMBIA'S STATION FOR CINCINNATI

550 Kilocycles. Owned and operated by Columbia Broadcasting System • Represented by Radio

Sales: NewYork • Chicago • Detroit • Milwaukee • Charlotte, N.C- Los Angeles • San Francisco



Bar Assn. Defers Condemnatien

Of Radio in the Court Room

Washington, Dec. 6.

Backbone-stiffening on the part of

broadcasters slowed down the Amer-

ican Bar Associatioin. committee

planning to denounce court-bench

programs and put a gag on com-

mentators' reports about trials. In-

timate huddle about switching off

the spotllight on judges, lawyers,

defendants, and witnesses wound up
in agreement Thursday (1) to allow

the National Association of Broad-

casters time to digest the argu-

ments of barristers who fear radio

will lower the dignity of judiclsd

proceedings, cause- bias and preju-

dic<>, and lead all participants to

grandstand in the hope of making a
hit with the dial-twisters. Further

discussion of the matter is scheduled

tentatively for Januai-y.

Weighing of the questions of pro-

priety occurred at a closed-door

conference between delegates' from

the N.A.B., the American Bar Asso-

ciation, and the Americaii Newspa-
per Publishers' Association about a
report, drafted chiefly by Newton D.

Baker; deceased Cleveland lawyer,

voicing the legal profession's views

about how court actions should be
covered. Previously the press has

been allowed to offer its arguments,

but last week was the first time the

broadcasters were, given a say. As a

result, formal adoption of the re-

port has been held up, with prospect

radio will insist upon attaching sev-

eral amendments.
While the Bar Association spokes-

men seemed to prefer to operate in

a vacuum, the press and radio dele-

gates joined hands to insist that the

public has a right to receive both
written iind oral eye-witness ec*.

counts of ^vhat takes pljice in court

rooms. Both factions^ emphasized
they have been called jdjpon. to per-

form public services for- the law-eji-

forcement agencies > iaixd defended,
their right to; relatp what • hapjpens

before the bench.' At the same time,

each conceded .there aire limitations

to their freedojn to report ahd criti-

cize.

Impropriety of expressing Ppih-i

ions while trials are in progress, of
trying cases in print or b^foi^^ the
mike, and of repeating circus antics

such as acconlpanied the Haupt-
mann prosecution was agreed upon
by all parties. United front o£

broadcasters and publishers, how-
ever, insisted that turning the spot
light on court-room proceedings is

more likely to elevate than lower

the judicial standards. Publicity

was declared a bulwark against mis-

carriage of justice.

Lawyers' Digntiy

Neither the press nor radio could

see lawyers* objection that dignity

surrounding legal proceedings may
be injured by publicity. Proper
handling will be o sufficient safe-

g".ard. Self-restraint will be recom-
mended to members of each Indus-

try, but neither will surrender tht

right to exercise Individua' judg-

ment, about the amount or type of

publicity.

For the broadcasters, five-man

contingent emphasized the industry't

concept that summarization of im-

portant coiurt. actions is part of the,

public service obligation on li-

censees. Impossible to carry a word-
by-word account, because testimony

of witnesses under examination Is

not the right sort of raw miaterial

for the airwaves. Interruptions,

lawyer wrangles, dull character of-

many important proceedings all ne-
cessitate boiling down accounts of

what transpires, radio group empha-
sized.

Even radio's attempts to help cut

the ' automobile accident rate came
in for criticism from the lawyers.

Ed GardnerMay Go CBS

Ed Gardner* whos« iMt ooimao-

tion was that of co-producer on
Maxwell House Coffee's 'Good N«ws'
show, may tie up "with CBS in New
York. Network figures oji having
him produce a variety stanza in the

to 9 slot Sunday nights.

Gardner came east to find a spon-

sor for a progrieim idea that he had
transcribed on the Coast and it was
while he was contacting the agen-

cies with the show that CBS sent

for him.

Re-Worded Copy

Gets Show Okay

From Liquor

Fear that microphones on the bench
will cause elected judges to .grand-

stand, besides .affecting the wit-

nesses, was brought up as a possible

danger. The industry group, , sur-

prised at this attitude, noted that

)olice anid other agencies have en-

isted the cooperation of stations in

safety drives and reminded the* bar
risters that the efforts often have
jeen credited with lowering fatality

rates.

While all participants described
the'-cohyersations as amicable, the
broadcast group won the right to

make a survey and ponder the prop
osition. Questionnaires' vfiSi- go to

NJ^.B -members in search of. data
about the nature, trequetlcy, ahd
length of -court broadcasts ' and the

type . of news repprts or comment
about trials. With this information,

the committee—comprising Neville
Miller, NAB president; Philip G,

Lbucks, Association counsel; Louis
6. Caldwell, radio attorney; Harry
W. Butcher, of CBS, and Frank M,
Russell of NBC will debate the mat
ter of policy again and probably
make suggestions for changes in the
Bar Association report.

nj

Pittsburgh, Deo. 6.

Radio commercial of K&tl Krug,

columnist ahd critic on Sun-Tele-

graph, for local brewing company
finally cleared after a two-month
squabble with state liquor board and

hit WJAS last night (5) for the first

time. Krug will air 15 minutes of

nitery news and gossip three times

Originally slated to get under way
in October, show was held up be-

cause- Pennsylvania -booze aiithori-

ies refused to permit tying in plugs

for cafes mentioned by Krug and
which also carried sponsor's product.

That's against the law in this state

and brewery was unable to budge
3oard on this score.

Setup now will have Krug men
tioning spots, but as places where
people of importance were seen or

on entertainment recommendations,
with commercials being handled
straight and no direct tieups.

Cover Airplane Tragedy

San Francisco, Deo. 0.

When a United Airlines plane was
wrecked after a forced landing in a
turbulent sea off Point Reyes, north
of here, last week, with a loss of

five lives, station KFRC sent Bill

Pabst, program manager, Darrell
Donnell and Bill Davidson to the
scene to wax interviews with Coast
Guardsmen by means of portable
apparatus. The platter was aired
over a natipnv^ide Mutual web.
Meanwhile K6RO, Santa Rosa

claims first eye-witness account. Al
Laing and Bob Nichols rushed to

scene.

It s the Itadio Monotony Hearings

Biggest Hall In Town for Handful of Bored Witnciiset

Causes Move to FCC's Parlor

Washington, Deo. 6.

Slow-moving Federal Communica-

tions Commission investigation Into

so-called radio monopolies trans-

ferred this week from the palatial

Government Auditorlimi to an ordi-

nary FCC hearing room.

Daily spectacle of half-a-doz?n

bored spectators (mostly y^itnesses

waiting to be caUed), a small group

of snoozing scribes and a table-full

of radio attorneys playing tick-tack-

toe apparently ; convinced Investigat-

ing .committee that smaller quarters

would be more appropriate:

First impressions gained by out-

of-town witnesses have caused mirth
rather than respect for the proceed-
ings. Biggest auditorium in town

—

in the new Labor Department build-

ing—was chosen as a setting for the
poorly-aitended daily hearings. Mag-
nificent marble pillars, blue velvet

draperies, guttering chandeliers and
a lofty gold-encrusted ceiling

dwarfed even ' the. top-shot industry
officials and members of the Com-
mish, while lawyers and scribblers

were annoyed by the royal sur-

roundings and the 'no smoking* ban
which applies in the auditorium.

While local wags have rechris-

tened the probe the 'radio monotony
hearings,' generally agreed that the
change to smaller, less formal hear-
ing room has at least made things
more comfortable.

Third Week
Technical testimony about me-

chanics of network operation occu-
pied the Federal Communications
Commission chain-monopoly probers
during the third week of the indus-
try talkathon. Hearing showed signs
of bogging down despite attempts to
speed proceedings by ruling out pre-
pared statements.

Nearly half^ of the sessions de-
voted to wrangling and dreary de-
scription of a mountain of exhibits.

Fear the gabfest will drag along for
many months was expressed by
Chairman' Frank R. McNinch as
NBC counsel Philip J. Hennessey
continued presenting loads of maps
and tables for the purpose of fur
nishing the regulators with every
iota of information possibly required
in formulating new policies and de
ciding upon recommendations for
Congress.

Description of relations between
NBC and other communications
companies and opinions that pro
gram duplication ig not serious, con
stituted the only significant oral
testimony gleaned from four days of
interrogation of web technicians,
when they were not telling what the
exhibits represented and how they
were prepared.

Admission that NBC generally
plays favorites in making arrange
ments for transatlantic transmission
was drawn from B. F. McClancy,
network traffic manager, who gave a
lengthy description of physical op-
erations in servicing the web outlets,
As a general matter, whenever
equally satisfactory Service can be
obtained from either RCA or
A.T.&T. network NBC prefers to do
business with RCA (surprise!).
Opinions that program duplication

feails are only a bogey were given
by W. C. Lent, allocation engineer,
who was on the stand when the
week's hearings folded Friday (2)
and whose chief contribution during
several hours as witness was to
identify and explain contents of a
317-page volume of charts, maps and
tables.

MILDRED STANTON

ACTING MGR. OF WORC

Worcester, Dec. 6.

Miss Mildred P. Stanton becomes
one of the few women in the nation
managing a radip sl;ation when she
was named last week as acting direc-
tor of WORC, succeeding Edward E,
Hill, who assumed his post' as man-
ager of WTAG on the same date.

Hill was appointed head of > WTAG
last month following the death of
John J. Storey.

For nine years Miss Stanton has
been secretary to Alfred L. Klein-
dienst, owner and operator of

WORC, and was assistant to HilL

Kleindienst last week also set Wil-
bur P. Davis as commercial manager
<if WORC, succeeding late Walter R.

Moran.

#,000 Kids Get WSAI

Reminder With Cards

Cincinnati, Dec. 6.

With their report cards, 40,000 pu-
pils of Cincy's public schools receive

mimeographed notes calling attention

to the Our Cincinnati Schools series

of evening programs carried by
WSAI, presented in cooperation with
the Board of Education and the Cin-

cinnati Council of Parent-Teacher
associations.

Dewey Long, station manager, also

effected an exchange of time plugs
with the local Western Union office.

In its quarter-hour time announce-
ments, WSAI mentions Western
Union. Persons calling Western
Union for the correct time between
7 ahd 9 a. m. hear: 'The correct time
is such and such. Listen to WSAI,
1330 on your dial, and receive the
exact time every quarter hour/

Add: War History

Stanford University's request of
the Columbia Broadcasting System
that the Czech crisis newscasts be
written up in permanent forin has
resulted in a 10-volUme verbatim
stenciled transcript of every word
broadcast during the 20-odd days of
the affair. These documents will be-
come part of the Hoover War His-
tory library at the university.

In all, CBS had 100 duplicates
made up for its own or others use.

Duane Peterson new assistant
treasurer of KRNT-KSO, Des Moines.
Replaces Robert Tincher, now man-
ager of WNAX, Yankton, S. Dak.

GOOD MORNING!
When Polly Shedlove says "Good Morning" her large audience

eagerly welcomes her sprightly, human, friendly-neighbor visit.

She and her guests bring helpful, entertaining minutes, so crowded

with animated conversation that they stay until her final "I'll be

xJashIng along now.** Here's the New York participating show

for results... on the air every morning from 9:00 to 9:30 a. m.
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CougUinites Picket WDAS, Philly

Laborite Says Priest Should Be Allowed to Attack

Anybody-:~And Be Answered in Kind

Philadelphia, Dee. 6.

more than 500 men, women- and

tlds. carrying signs and flags, and

oassing out leaflets, picketed WDAS
on Sunday afternoon, following the

atation's refusal to carry the Cough-

lln broadcast.

First intimation of WDAS's can-

cellation of the Coughlin show came

on Friday, when radio editors of the

dailies were quietly called to change'

Sunday's log, City desks were im-

mediately on the outlet's ear, but no
statement was .given other than:

*WDAS will not broadcast the ad-

dress of Father Coughlin because of

his refusal to submit the address to

the station before broadcasting.'

At .3 P.m. Sunday, an hour before

i^tber Coughlin goes oh the air, the

street in front of the station was

Jammed. At 4 it was even more
packed, and at 5, the peak, police

estimated there were anywhere from

600 to 1,000 pickets on the scene.

They left shortly after that, promis-

ing to return next Sunday.

'SooUl Justice' Clubi

Pickets were' all orderly, chief dif-

ficulty they caused police being a

traffic tie-up as motorists stopped to

watch. They said they were mem-
bers of various Coughlin-organized

Philly 'Social Justice Clubs.' Leaf-

lets stated: 'Americans awake.
WDAS refuses to carry Father
Coughlin's broadcast today. Broad-
casts of lesser importance are carried

over the air waves without restric-

tion, but this freedom of speech de-

nied a Christian leader. WDAS ad-

vertisers depend upon your support.

What are you going to do? Those
Interested further were Invited to get

In touch with the Loyal Score Club
of East Germantown, of which James
F. X. Coyle was listed as president.

John Edelman of local CIO de
clared: 'The policy of some indl

victual organizations passing resolu'

tions demanding Father Coughlin
be removed from the air is a danger'

ous precedent. This type of emo-
tional action on the part of labor
organizations is in reality the first

step toward Fascism. We are bit-

terly, opposed to the type of propa^

ganda spread by Father Coughlin
and for years now have registered
our protest In many ways. How
ever, we' are unalterably opposed to

~the tactic of keeping anyone from
expressing himself . . . Father Cough
lin will only be'come a serious men'

ace to labor when we attempt to de-
prive him of his Constitutional

rights.'

Flamm Reticent

WMCA, N y. is saying and doing
nothing about the Father Coughlin
situation, Donald Flamm states. If

Coughlin will submit scripts in ad-
vance WMCA will welcome him
lack^ he states.

Meanwhile Flamm has adopted
policy of not discussing the matter
with any fellow-broadcasters as he
wishes to scrupulously avoid any
suggestion of trying to advocate his

line of action.

Aircasters, Inc. of Detroit, which
handles the Coughlin series, is call-

ed to attention of anybody seeking
information on subject.

NBC Taboos Voices

With FJ).R. Timbre

REFUGEES BOOKED

Some Coin Possibilities Follow
WHN Showcasing Last Week

Stefan Bardos, pianist and Mme.
Toni Newhaus, singer, both of whom
appeared on WHN's, N. Y., premiere
of 'Refugee Theatre of the Air' last

Friday (2) have already secured
some employment through broad-
cast. Ernst Lenart may get a Metro
screen test.

Irving Stellof, police commissioner
of Newark, hired Bardos and Neu-
haus for police benefit next week.
WHN is not doing any of booking,
but is turning bookings over to. joint

committee of refugee organizations.

Whiteman Disinclined But WNEW

Action Forced to Trial by RCA Victor

Washington, Dec. 6.

Microphone style similar to Presi-

dent Roosevelt's method of delivery
has been added to the list of NBC
don'ts ' with Peter Grant, staff an-
nouncer at WLW, Cincinnati, di-

rected to alter his speaking manner
because he sounds too much like the
nation's No. 1 radio spieler<

Denying any official pressvu-e was
responsible, network execs here re-

vealed last week that Grant has.

changed his technique in response to

suggestion from John F. Royal, v.p.

in charge of programs. Initial atten-

tion-caller Was Kenneth H. Berkeley,
manager of WRC-WMAL, local web
outlets. Incident regarded in some
quarters as indicative of broadcast-
ers' jittery condition and fear of

offending.

Tut-tut was prompted by recollec-

tion the White House a few years
ago made representations against

mimicry of F. D. R. on the March of

Time program. Berkeley felt Grant,

whose patter accompanies program
sponsored by Avalon cigarets carried

on the red network, might be mis-
taken by an inattentive listener.

Principal complaint was about
timing of words and tone of voice,

rather than any deliberate imitating.

Change has been noticeable to regu-
lar listeners the last few times the

cig program has been on the web.

Rapped Gennany, Talk

On Religious Liberty

Banned at Controversy

Pittsburgh, Dec. 6.

Scheduled talk on religious liberty
by Judge Sara M. Sdffel, of Alle-
gheny County Court, over KDKA
Saturday morning (3) was banned
by station because management con-
sidered it 'too controversial.' Ad-
dress was to have been delivered
under auspices of Daughters of

American Revalutipn.

DAR asked Judge Soffel-to speak
on subject and latter wasn't willing
to change her topic, when KDKA,
after looking over advance script,

stated it was unwilling to broadcast
speech. *I thought I had a very
broad point of view in my talk,'

Judge Soffel said. 'I simply traced
the progress of religious freedom
from Colonial times and earlier and
tried to show the difference between
that kind of freedom and what they
have in Europe now.'

KDKA Manager Sherman D. Greg-
ory explained that 'so much is being
said, so much written and so much
broadcast about the subject we
thought it was not good policy to
carry it. The script was one-sided,
against the present government in
Germany, and it is our policy not to
let one side of a controversy talk
without giving the other side an op-
portunity, and that in thi3 case
seemed to be impossible.'

DAR and KDKA substituted speech
by R. O. Hughes, of Pittsburgh Board
of Education, on 'Training the Yovmg
Citizen.'

Line UpYourProduct
in this

Billion Dollar Market

No matter what he sells, every advertiser la hoping to sell more of

it—and more profitably in 1939. To each »nd every one we wish »

full measure of luccess.

I

When It oomei to products on sale In the atorea and showrooms of

Southern New England, we have % more concrete lugcestion to make.

We believe your plans for 1939 will prove more froitful—and Im-

pressively lo-rlt they Include WTIC. The most Impressive reason

for onr confidence la WTIC's oonsistcnt rating %% first choice with

both listeners and advertisers In Southern New England.

FIRST
In Listener Popularity by ii to 1

In Number of Network Advertisers

In Number of National Spot Advertisers

Far better than any other statistics, this record shows that WTIC can

be a real help «ln lining op your product for better sales in Southern

New England.

50,000

WATTS WTIC HARTFORD
CONN.

The TniTelera Broadcasting Service Corporation

Member MBO Bed S'etwork and Yankee Ketvrork

Representatives: Weed * Company, New York, Detroit, Ctdcago, San Francisco

Test case which the National Asso-

ciation of Performing Artists brought

against WNEW, N. Y., in behalf of

J'aul Whiteman was on the verge of

)lowing up last week when the band
eader advised Maurice Speiser,

NAPA general counsel, that he want-
ed nothing further to do with the
itigation. The situation took a re-

verse -course after RCA Victor re-
fused to agree to withdraw its own
ancillary action against Whiteman.
Suit is slated to come to trial before
Judge Vincent L. Leibell in the N. Y.
federal court Thursday (tomorrow).

Whiteman apprised Speiser of his
decision after a conference with his

(Whiteman's) counsel. Whiteman
became convinced that even if he got
a verdict in his favor restraining
WNEW from broadcasting his rec-
ords the order would only apply to

the discs cited in the complaint.
There was also the possibility that
tie would lose much if the award
went against him.

Whiteman's Angle

Speiser advised RCA Victor's coun-
sel in the suit, David Mackay, of the
likely v/ithdrawal of the action and
nquired whether. Victor would be
willing to drop the action it filed

subsequently against both Whiteman
and the station: Mackay replied that
his client had no intention of even
consenting to a postponement; that
all his witnesses were available in

the city; that a great deal of money

Coughlin Buys Space

Detroit, Dec. 6.

For the first time lince he hit
ozone several years ago, Father
Charles E. Coughlin last week Used
paid advertising in Detroit dailies

and elsewhere to bally his Sunday
(4) radio address. Prompted by de-
sire to inform listeners on what sta-
tions his talk would be heard, since
several stations cut off his previous
week's address in which he rebroad-
cast his controversial anti-Jewish
blast

Three column by six Inch ads,

while showing priest in a fighting

tnood .^nd ballying. time and station

in bold type, were designed to give
impresh that priest's • Social Justice

mag was footing bill. Latter portion
of ads pointed out values of mag,
subscription prices and fact 'Social

Justice Tells You the Hidden Truth.'

had been spent on preparation of the
case and that Victor would proceed
to ask for an adjudication of its

claim to the exclusive right to license

the commercial use of its own rec«

ords.

Victor intervened in the case after

the issues had been joined between
Whiteman and WNEW. Judge John
Knox, ruling on the Victor motion,
held that even though the records
cited were made for Victor the lat-

.ter could not be made a party to the
Whiteman-WNEW syit, but the court
would permit Victor to file a sep-
arate action. Victor now takes the
position that If Whiteman withdraws
his suit it will ask the court to de-
clare this withdrawal a default and
accord Victor the requested injunc-
tion against Whiteman arid WNEW
without a trial. ^

WKRC Expands Lyons

Program to Full Hour
Cincinnati, Dec. 6.

WKRC Woman's Hour program
switched last week from a 30-minute
forenoon period to .4 to 5 p.m. stretch,

Monday through Friday.
Directed by Ruth Lyons, the pro-

gram minces news^ fashions, inter-

views of visiting stage celebs, cook-
ery tips, mUsic and a dramatic serial,

the latter by a Federal Radio Work-
shop unit.

Participation basis.

Do Something on Air

Chicago, Dec. 6.

Let's Do Something About It, Inc.,

which is becoming something of a

national movement headed by* Merle
Potter of Oak Park, 111., goes on the

air for a weekly chin-fest. Time
being set through Ruthraufl St Ryan
agency here.

Starting with a weekly period on
WJJD for midwest airing.

WHB Ups Dick Smith
Kansas City, Dec. 6.

John Schilling, manager of WHB,
last week put Dick Smith in pro-

gram director's chair. A member of

WHB announcing staff past five

years. Continues mike work only on
programs to which he is committed.
Nelson Rupard of the commercial

and publicity staff, gets newly cre-

ated position as program coordina-

tor. Post of program director was
recently vacated by Richard Clark,

who left for KVOO.

Darrell Donnell, former Frisco

radio ed, beating the drums for

Jesse Lasky's new Wrigley show.

Only 2people couldsave his life!

WSM FOUND ONE IN

FIFTEEN MINUTES!

• On Monday night, November 7th, at 10:15 P.M. Jack Harris

stepped to the WSM microphone for his regular broadcast of

'The World In Review."* One of his I.N.S. items had to do

with a little boy who had contracted tuleremia, the dreaded

"rabbit fever" that is often fatal. It explained the treatment of

the disease required the blood of a previous victim who had re-

covered, and there were only two such cases known to health

officers in the United States, and that while it was known one

person lived in Pittsburgh and one in Cincinnati their names or

addresses were not known.

As quickly as a long distance call could be completed a man's

voice told the WSM operator that he had been listening to WSM
in Pittsburgh . . . and that he was the man referred tol He then

asked how to proceed to get in touch with the victim's doctor.

This incident shows, in a dramatic way> what we at WSM have

known for years . . . that the regular listening audience of WSM,
extends far beyond the usual primary area which serves as a

basis for our rates. The more than 800,000 letters we receive each

year, from residents in all 48 states, show that, today's radio

listener will tune in a distant, superpower station, that gives him

what he wants.

"k A unique fifteen minute News feature, Monday thru Fridays,

which evaluates and presents, from out of the mass of tlte Worlds

News, tliose events and incidents which are of lasting significancs

'

or unusual interest to all of America, This WSM feature, with

its large and far-flung audience, is now open for sponsorship.
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AFRA Piqued at Admen
(Continued from page 23)

AGMA, which is currently tied up

In crucial struggles with the two

major concert bureaus and the

Metropolitan Opera, is less likely to

come through.

Unpaid Dues
AFRA's action in going to its af-

filiates for additional coin raises the

question of the union's financial

status. Although the treasury Is

know to have been in a weakened
condition last spring and summer be-

cause of the large number of mem-
bers whose dues were unpaid, mat-

ters are said to have improved great-

ly since the union obtained its NBC
^nd CBS contriacts covering sustain-

ing programs.
Jurisdictional issue between the

(^anac^emenf-

prcsznis

PAUL
WttlTEIIAN

and his orchestra

In a

Xmas Night Conceit

on Sunday, Dec. 25
An Experiment in

Modern American Musio

CARNEGjE HALL
PRICES

50€-$3.00 ^SSfcw^^iw?
plus taix

MAIL ORDERS NOW

ALL YOU
NCCD IN

CSNTAALOHK)

WBAL
meani SuiineU

itv'GedUmole.

Radio Writers Guild and the Amer-
ican Federation of Radio Artists, in-

volving script writers in the Los

Angeles a"rea, may be settled without

an open break. Each group has nam-
ed a committee to huddle on the

matter and a meeting will be sched-

uled within the next few days.

Doubted that a final solution of the

question will be worked out right

away, but it is hoped the two groups

will at least assure each other of

their peaceful intentions, thus pre-

venting an immediate outbreak of

hostilities.

Although its stand constitutes a

policy similar to the CIO's 'vertical

union' idea; AFRA claims most of

the writers in question are also, per-

formers. Adds that the men Involved

have expressed a preference for

AFRA rather than RWG represen-

tation. Whole situation is regarded

as highly combustible, since it might
spread into a general scrap between
the parent bodies of AFRA and
RWG (the Four A's and the Authors
League of America, respectively).

Such a development would be disas-

trous to both 'groups, as AFRA is

currently in a critical stage.

Just how the AFRA and RWG
committee will proceed, toward set-

tlement of the problem is completely
in the air. Not even the date of the
first meeting has been set. But it

is hoped that after mutual expres-
sions of good intention and confi-

dence, the two bodies can take their

time about working out a solution.

Hitch to that rosy picture, however,
is that all the time the AFRA execs
are talking about their pacific inten-

tions, their Coast representatives
may still be negotiating to repre-
sent the writers. It may be some-
what difficult for the AFRA officials

to convince the RWG heads of their
good faith while their fellow-mem-
)ers are engaged in what the au-
hors feel is deliberate jurisdictional
invasion.

London Calling

London, Nov. 27.

British Sports Arenas Ltd. renewed
for announcements from Radio Nor-
mandy.

IBC (Normandy) has recently com-
pleted a reorganization with the ob-

ject of providing additional and more
personal service to clients, Two
outstanding features are the appoint-

ment of Account Executives and the

institution of a special production

department. 'Behind this reorgani-

zation', said an official of IBC, 'lies

d change of policy whereby we shall

operate in future on a similar basis

to advertising agents with every

client serviced by an account execu-

tive. This is the system in force at

the National Broadcasting Co. of

America, where it has proved to be

very successful.'

Edna Best debuting in visio in

late Frank Vesper's play, 'Love From
a Stranger'.

STATION SHOWMANSHIP
(Attention'Getters, Tie-llps, Ideas)

John Watt to revive radio version

of Disney's. 'Snow White| on Christ-

mas Day, himself playing Bashful.

Sandy Maopherson won BBC per-

mission to announce his own organ
programs, as did Reggie Foort, his

predecessor.

P»y Tilts on Coast

Hollywood, Dec. 8.

Pay raises ranging from 15% to

50% for directors, writers, an-
nouncers and sound effects men has
been approved by CBS following

parley "with AFRA on new scale.

Becomes effective in L.A. and Fris-

co when approved in N. Y. by
AFRA's Emily Holt. . Agreement
gives directors 15% raise, Writers

25%, announcers 33%, soundmen,
50%'.

AFRA Christmas Party
San Francisco, Dec. 0.

Local members of the American
Federation ot Radio Artists will

stage- their third party, a 'Christmas
Mix*, at the' Dawn Club next Sunday
night (11). Burlesques of radio pro-
grams and personalities, aa usual
will be highlights of the entertain

ment.

WTAa LAUNCHES QUIZ
* Worcester, Dec. 6,

Quiz rage has arrived here. WTAG
inaugurating a half-hour program
Sunday called 'Knowledge College.

Local students answering questions

fired at them by Miss Hope Norman
Eligible for competition are em-
ployes of Worcester industrial con
cerns. Top prize is $10, second $5

—

all others receiving merchandise
awards.
Lew Rogers, regular station an-

nouncer, is handling the mythical

college president's role—^Fuller-Lore.

Radio ForKeits
Houston.

A new idea In Vox Pop programs,
tried out by Dr. I. Q. last week,
/proved popular. Sponsored by Lee
Segal's Metzger Dairies, sponsors of

the original Vox Pop and Dr. I. Q.
programs. Called the Telephone
Treasure Trail, it gives all listeners

an opportunity to participate in the
program, and it provides the spon-
sor with a clue to the number of
listeners.

Dr. I. Q,, asking his question in

front of the Rice Hotel, gives each
volunteer broadcaster a silver dollar

as he steps to the microphone. If

the volunteer answers the question
correc'ily he is permitted to keep the
dollar. If he fails he is asked to

drop the dollar into a milk bottle by
the side of the microphone.

All listeners are invited by Dr.
I. Q. to send in their telephone
numbers written on a Metzger milk
bottle cap. During the program one
of these caps will be drawn from the
box in which they are held. Dr. I. Q.
will call the number, and if the per-
son on the telephone can answer the
next question correctly he will be
sent the money that has been col-
lected in the milk bottle.

On the first broadcast 17 silver
dollars fell into the milk bottle, for-
feits of those who failed to ianswer
questions.

BBC picking up a special 'Sunrise

m Hawaii' program from Waikiki

beach, through station KGMB, Hoho-
ulu.

Palace Theatre, Plymouth, will be
fifth of BBC 'Famous Music Halls'

series, with John Watt emceeing,

Dec. 5.

Baird Television cockahoop because
when BBC went shopping for visio

receivers it selected 15. of their con-

sole models.

Cary Grant did a sneak broadcast

in -Band Wagon' series, cutting it so

fine he had to dash from Broadcast-
ing House to make the boat train.

Ciro Pearls is vsing Wednesday
matinees on Radio Normandy for a
15-minute version of 'Listener's Di-
gest.'

Radio for the first time provided
an important clue in a murder trial

here. Case at the Old Bailey turned
on a doped drink taken by the dead
man, and it was important to de-
termine exact time at which he
drank It, and prosecution stated it

would be shown this occurred im-
mediately after 'Jack Payne's band
had played its theme song, 'Say It

With Music,' in a broadcast. B.B.C,
evidence, it was added, would show
th-i time to be 3:40 p. m.

Needy Family Procram
St. Louis.

'Just Around the Corner Club,' a
program originated 10 years ago by
the late Thomas Patrick Convey,
founder of KWK, and deisgined to.

aid indigent families during Yule-
tide through the generosity of dial-
ers has been resumed and approxi-
mately 3,500 families will be assist-

ed this year. The program is ar-
ranged whereby impoverished fam-
ilies are invited to write to KWK
and tell' of their needs. As each
letter is received it is given a num-
ber. Excerpts from these letters are
read over the air, the nvimber given
but names and addresses withheld.
Those charitably inclined are asked

to write or call at the station where
they are given the identity of the
family in order they may make an
independent investigation. The sta-
tion does not accept contributions in
any form, serving as a clearing
house between those who need help
and those willing to give it. Since
the program was conceived 10 other
stations in the country have ob-
tained permission from KWK to tise

the same plan, the last being WSAI,
Cincinnati.

ship in public safety among Ameri-
can cities and .emphasized the need
for education among children to sus-
tain and enhance the city's progress
in this important field.

To become a member of the 'Lone
Ranger' Safety Club, ^ child needs
only to send a box top from a pack-
age of Princess crackers, new prod-
uct made by Quality Bisqult Co.,
who sponsor the exploits of the
masked hero three times weekly on
WTMJ.

GOURAUD AT 6:50
Philadelphia, Dec. 6.-

Powers Gouraud had hiis broad-
cast time moved up this week to
6:50 p. m. after years on the air at
11:10 p. m.
Move is an experiment by Dr.

Leon Levy, prez of WCAU.

Gordon Jenkins may be music di-

rector for NBC, succeeding Mere-
dith Willson, resigned.

THIONBILLS'
By jANE WEST

now radios most popular

family brings you more

[aughter "[ears |-^eart-throbs

P'. sonfed ov Ivory Sogd 99" '
'- pu'P

ItCTFM TWICE DAILY
lit^ I Bl^ NBC Red Network, 12: 15 to 12:30 P.M. EST

CBS • WABC— 2: 15 to 2:30 P.M. EST!

IN • « COAST TO,COAST

Dir. COMFXON ADVERTISING AOENCT
MGT., ED WOI-F—RKO BLDG., NEW YORK CITY

Pantomime
.
being the traditional

English dish for the Christmas sea-

son, B.B.C. aside from any theatre
broadcasts or visio excerpts, is put-
ting over series of three programs
devoted wholly to the subject Dec,
14, 21 and 30. Scripts have been
written by Gale Pedrick, and plan
is to give mike previews of leading
names in this year's shows. First

progriam will introduce 'Dames,' sec-

ond principal boys and girls, and
third the comedy oddments from
every such show.
'Dames' in first broadcast will in-

clude Dan Leno, Jr., Shaun Glen-
ville, George Lacey, G. S, Melvin,
ClarJkson Rose, Nelson Keys and
Fred Miller. '3tmch' Keys, playing
in the Covent Garden panto, is join-
ing the company of 'Dames' for the
first time.

Harry Taie debuting In visio, with
new act, 'Going 'Round the World,'

Paul Rubens is subject of fourth
BBC broadcast in 'Theatre Com-
posers' series.

Sax ('Fa Manchu') Rohmer has
written plot, music and lyrics for one
of BBC's 'What Happened at 8:20?'

series.

Lone Ranker Safety Angle
Milwaukee.

As a special promotion for the
'Lone Ranger' Safety Club among
Milwaukee children, WTMJ brought
Dr. B, L. Corbett of the Milwau-
kee Safety Commish onto the show
for a talk to encourage club mem-
bership.
Interviewed by Bill Evans, WTMJ

announcer who - handles the 'Lone
Ranger' series, Dr. Corbett, who
has made many safety talks on
WTMJ, stressed Milwaukee's leader-

CAIRNS, AUSTRALIAN,

SWAPPED FOR WILLIS

Montreal, Dec; 8.

John Cairns, production controller
for the Australian Koadcasting
Corp., arrives in Vancouver, B. C,
Dec. 17 to change spots with J.

Frank Willis, of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. Maritime Region.

Willis left for Aussie Nov. 23.

Waxworks in Canada

Montreal, Dec. 0.

Radio Program Producers and
World "High Fidelity have organized
new transcription setup for produc-
tion of platters from Canadian
scripts and local talent. Five
French-language' and five English
programs have been selected for
production beginning next week.
Ihtended to service Canadian sta-

tions unable to meet new high tariff

on American discs.

Badio City, New York

TUMS
Vocal Varieties

WLW and
Tuot-Thura., 7:

NBC Red
15 P.M. EST

IN
BAimOfii

NATIONAL REPRESINMnVES
EDWARD Kimr tt ca

ONTHE MBC RED NETWORK

BBC to give the customers two
]

news bulletins Sundays, beginning in
the New Year; policy always has

|

been only one, at 8:50, but shorter
bulletin is now to be put in at 6 p.m.

Connie Russell to broadcast with
Louis Levy's band, for the BBC Dec,
9, as guest star.

Followlnr successful full-length
presentation of 'When We Are Mar-
ried' from St. Martin's last week,
BBC is tackling first act at the open-
ing of the Jack Hulbert-Cicely Court-
neidge show, 'Under Your Hat,' from
the Palace.

HARRY SOSNIK .

.

. . . MUSICAL DIRECTOR . .

.

CHARLES B0YER-W00D6URY PLAYHOUSE
(ORIGINAI. SC0RI3)

Sundays—9 P.M. EST—|J3C
JOE E. BROWN-POST TOASTiES

Saturdays—7:30 P.M. EST—CBS
UANAOBMSNT MCA 1
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Time-Honored

Regina; Sask., Dec. 6.

CKCK has just started £b
and Zeb for R. H. Williams &
Sons department store,

Going over big despite fact

exactly the same series of plat-

ters of comic pair were heard
on CHWC, CJRM and CKCK at

various times in past five yedrs.

Buffalo, Dec. 6.

Edward R. Murrow, CBS European

director, made two speeches at once

here last week. While he was ad-

dressing the Men's Club of Temple

Beth Zion in a non-broadcast talk, a

transcription of an interview with

him was being run on WKBW.
When lack of time made it im-

possible for the station to get a live

interview, with the CBS official,

Special Events Chief Addison Busch
Arranged to have the mobile tran-

scription unit meet Murrow at New
York Central terminal on arrival.

Cliff Jones did the Q. part of the Q.

and A.

A set of questions was shown to

Murrow in advance and he vetoed

tiiree or four of the more contro-

versial ones. 'After all, I've got to

go back to Europe,' he explained.

Murrow told the Men's club,

•Whether we like it or not, the an-

swer to Europe's problems will be
found not in Europe, but right here

In the" United States.' He said he
had n;iet more 'European Experts'

since his return- to America a month
ago than he had seen in two years

abroad, He declared there are not

many experts left in Europe because
the answers over there are all locked

in the minds of three or four men.

Tradition No Good

He cautioned against taking the

free press and free radio too much
for granted, urged that the United
States find a way to make propa-
ganda useful in combatting counter
propaganda and pointed out the
futility of relying on tradition inas-

much as a great deal of same was
easily tossed overboard in Europe.

In response to questions following
the address, Murrow asserted he'd
never heard of any evidence that
British Prime Minister Neville
Chamberlain is anti-Semitic.

The CBS European chief was
brought here through arrangements
by Michael F. Ellis of Ellis Brothers
Advertising Agency and president of

the Men's club. Herbert C. Rice,
Buffalo Broadcasting Corp. produc-
tion manager introduced the speaker.

WHODUNITS CALLED

BAD FOR KIDDIES

Canberra, Nov. 10.

Federal legislators are yelling that
whodunits should be wiped from the
air lanes. Say that the air is clut-

tered with gore nightly and proving
quite harmful to the kiddies. Radio
authorities have promised to check
the alleged state of affairs. Yells
are probably particularly loud now
because the Federal government re-
cently banned importation of crime
and sex pulp magazines from the
U, S.

One Labor fepresentative asked
whether the government would
consider putting some one in con-
trol to deal with radio censorship,
especially as regards murder plays.
Prime Minister Lyons stated that
the suggestion would be given con-
sideration.

Whilst it's admitted there may be
some slight cleaning up in the radio
field generally, it's also admitted
that whodunits will never be wiped
from the air lanes of Australia.
Public likes this type of fare.

h Canada

Fhll Moran has joined Slim Wil
son as , second cowboy singer on
CJRM, Regina, Sask. Moran's mon
Icker now 'Tex McCoy.'

Reelna, Sask., radio stations got
double harvest this month because
both a civic election and a govern-
ment by-election were being fought
Time was at premium.

Some Table Talk In

London About Sending

BBG Symphony to U. S.

London, Nov. 25.

Broadcasting House officials are
figgering but whether to let BBC
Symphony Orchestra visit the
United States next year or not.

Stories circulated to -suggest the mu-
sicians were definitely booked for
the trip, though in fact idea is still

only somebody's brainchild.

Corp. might like to send the or-
chestra across for prestige purposes,
but the high cost and the problem
of sparing the musicians from Lon-
don for a long period (they do sev-

eral broadcasts a week) are princi-

pal snags.

Latest bulletin from Broadcasting
House—unlikely.

(Musicians union in . America is a
problem not mentioned in the above
dispatch!)

BRITISH STATISTICS

Break Down of BBC Programs by
Nature of Content

London, Nov. 25.

BBC has been keeping tabs on its

departments, and in a check-up over
a full year has discovered the variety
department contributes almost -20%
of actual time on the air. Figure
counts out Sundays, but allow? in all

time taken up by news,- talks and
cultural broadcasts, so, in effect, it

means variety's actual part in enter-

tainment output is near to 50% of

material aired.

Actual hours of variety transmis-
sion from twp London stations in a
year was 1,616. This cuts down
to 31 a week, out of a total of 165

hours of transmission by the two
stations from Monday morning to

Saturday midnight. Total of pro-
grams, 'live' and recorde^l, was 2,470,

averaging 47 a week. Of them, 714

were broadcasts of discs.

Programs included in year's sur-

vey: 646. dance band sessions; 282

organ recitfils; 215 regular fea-

tures; 144 'Musical Hall' or straight

variety shows; 128 light music fea-

tures, 32 revues; 74 short variety

items; 27 variety orchestra concerts;

14 musical comedies; 14 summer re-

mote broadcasts; 11 musical produc-
tions.

Figures don't indicate what variety

director John Watt does in his spare

time.

In Australia

Sydney, Nov, 20.

Larry Adler will broadcast next

month for the Australian Broad-
casting Commission. Deal with

Tivoli vaude management

Two stations working on a 24

hours* grind. First to start grinding

was 2 UW on the Albert-Doyle
hookup. Opposition is now coming
from a station in the stix, 2 CA.

Joan Ellum, Korda discovery, to

do a broadcast chore on Northern
program Dec. 2.

Sir Granville Bantock, noted Brit-

ish conductor, here to do a series of

concerts for Australian Broadcast-
ing Commission.

Tie-up with Australian-New 2Jea-

land theatres permits MacQuarie
network to spot overseas artists fol-

lowing arrival. Latest to hit the air

for MacQuarie was Bernice Claire.

Roosevelt Committee Fails

to Endorse Government-
Owned Transmitter as

Step in Latin Relations

A PROBLEM

Both government and commercial
stations provided gala coverage on
Australia's turf classic, the Mel-
bourne Cup.

Washington^ Dec. 6.

Pooling of the resources of the
broadcasting industry and appropri-
ate Federal departments was recom-
mended to President Roosevelt last

week as part of a program for im-
provement of economic and political

links between the American Re-
publics. Objective is to weld 21
countries into a strong hemispherical
bloc which will resist the dictator-

ship trends in Europe and Improve
the financial position of each member
of the 'family.

With a more detailed report still in
preparation. President Roosevelt's
special interdepartmental committee
saw the possibility that airwaves can
become a valuable medium in estab-
lishing the concord and carrying out
the good neighbor policy. In ad-
vance of the submission of a concrete
program, the general committee ad-
vised that radio can. be extremely
useful in tightening the knots of

government and industry.
Important was the committee's

failure to endorse the idea of a
government-owned transmitter- to

fire both direct and veiled propa-
ganda at the Pan American listeners.

Threat to private enterprise, which
took the form of proposed bills in-

the last session of Congress, was seen
to be disappearing, with the inter-

departmental crowd remorking on
the possibility that the U. S. industry
can carry the ball for the govern-
ment.
Chief suggestions, not requiring

any material Federal outlays, were
higher standard of American pro-
grams and technical cooperation. Fol-
lowing the path already mapped out
the White House advisors called for

establishment of better engineering
standards, efforts to reduce interfer-

ence, and constant consultations with
authorities in other republics. Visits

of Federal Communications Commis-
sion experts to foreign capitials, on
invitation of the other governments,
would be effective in getting the
maximum benefit out of international

broadcasting, the report noted.
Further conferences of representa-
tives from the various nations were
proposed, although no mention was
made of the subjects which should be
taken up.

Special programs for the Spanish
and Portuguese speaking countries
were suggested. Committee urged
that the Agriculture and Interior de-
partments work more closely with
the U. S. industry. With talks al-

ready in progress, the group sug-
gested the Agriculture Department
work with American outlets to frame
desirable programs about farm prob-
lems and of interest to rural listen-

ers in other nations. In conjunction
with efforts of the State Depart-
ment's new division of cultural rela-

tions, the Interior Department should
prepare additional educational pro-
grams, such as the 'Brave New
World' series and make recordings,

the report said.

KNX SELLS 50 KW.

PLANT TO BOGOTA

Hollywood ,Dec. 6.

Hollywood, Nov. 29.

KNX last week dismantled its re-

cently abandoned 50,p00-watt trans-

mitter at nearby Sherman Oaks and
loaded it on a steamer for Bogota,
Colombia, South America.
Conrad Stassner, who negotiated

sale of the antenna for CBS, de-
clared that Brazil government is in

the market for 50 kilowatt short

wave equipment to combat foreign

propaganda pouring in from Euro-
pean capitals.

Amateur Payola

Vienna, Nov. 15.

By contributing $5 to the
Nazi government's 'Winter Help'
fund a layman with a baton
complex can direct one of the
local studio bands during what
is labeled 'wish programs.' The
donor is required, first to pass
some sort of musical examina-
tion.

If the amount is large enough
the contributor may precede the
playing of the chosen number
with a few words into the mike.

Feiix Greene in Canada

To Arrange Industrial

Glimpses for Homdand

SL John, N. B., Dec. 6.

Broadcasts originating in eastern
Canadian stations will be 'sponsored'
by the British Broadcasting Corp.,
according to Felix -Greene, in charge
of BBC affairs on this side. Greene
is on a tour of the Canadian prov-
inces, consulting with CBC regional
directors, and individual station

executives, with this objective in

view. Arrangements for the broad-
casts are being ironed but in these
conferences. Greene will be absent
from his New. York office a month.

All the programs for overseas will

be based on life in the native indus-
tries of the areas to be covered.

Such as coal and gold mining, fish-

eries, steel manufacturing, lumber-
ing, pulp and paper production,
farming, fox raising, fruit growing
and packing, shipping, etc. These
industries will be dramatized with
Canadian casts, solely for the BBC
broadcasts.

BBC has decided to make the peo-

ple, their industries and their lives,

of the Canadian provinces, better

known to the British public, by
means of the programs with the in-

dustrial backgrounds, direct from
the individual areas. CJCB, Sydney,
N, S., CHNS, Halifax, N. S., CJLS,
Yarmouth, N, S., CKCW, Moncton,
N. B., CHSJ, St. John, N. B., CFNB,
Fredericton, N, B., CHNC, New Car-
lisle, Que., CKCY, Charlottetown,

P. E. I., CHGS, Summerside, P. E. I.,

have been considered.

Icelandic Program

Winnipeg, Dec. 6.

What is believed to be the long-

est remote broadcast successfully

conducted by any privately owned
Canadian station was staged last

week by CJRC, Winnipeg, as part of

a celebration of Icelandic sov-

ereignty. It ' was an exchange of

greetings between leaders of the lo-

cal Icelandic community, which num-
bers 8,000, and Prime Minister

Jonasson in Reykjavik, Iceland. Pro-

gram from both ends also contained

music.
Record of the two-way broadcast,

which took place at 10:15-11 a.m.,

was aired late in the afternoon over
a hookup which consisted of CJRM,
Regina; CJGX, Yorkton, and the

shortwave stations, CJRO and CJRX,
Winnipeg.

P. & G. Canadian Flash

Regina, Sask., Dec. 6.

Procter & Gamble is skedded to

go two hours daily over Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. net early in Jan-
uary. Will span 10:45 a. m. to 11:45

a. m., then jump 1% hours to 60

min, from 1 p. m., M.S.T,

This will presumably push out

Happy Gang, one of most popular
CBC sustainers, and is sure to raise

a rumpus unless good spot is found
for it.

CJRM^s Hockey Sold
Regina, Sask., Dec. 6.

CJRM, Saskatchewan, has sold all

southern league hockey this winter
to Saskatchewan Wheat Pool, mean-
ing- 2 two-hour broadcasts by Grant
Carson.
Also tied in Wares' clothing for

15-minute comment before each
game.

NEWS CONTROL

IN CANADA

DELAYED

Montreal, Dec. 6.

Broadcasters .are somewhat re«
lieved by repiorts emanating from
Ottawa that the Canadian Broad-^
casting Corp. will not take -any steps
to clamp down on independent news
broadcasting for .the time being. In
denying that Fascist control and
censorship of radio news was con-
templated at this time, ah Ottawa
dispatch 'states that such, questions
of policy cannot be determined^
until the Government's high-pow-
ered stations are completed.

Reference, is made to a plan . on
radio news "broadcasting which will
become operative when the Govern-
ment is prepared, JitUl leaving the
threat of eventual Government cen-
sorship, and control of radio news
on privately-owned stations.

Believed here that Goevrnment
action oh contrail of radio news
would npt be taken immediately be-
cause of probable general elections
next year. And with many pub-
lishers and other powerful groups
opposed to . news control it is not
considered likely that the Govern-
ment forces would care to be em-
barrassed by a highly controversial
issue at this time. Canadian Press
proposal to control news over radio
may therefore be shelved tempo-
rarily.

ROYALTY-STUDDED

N. Y. EXPO SHOWS

New YoTk Wdrld's Fair has lined
up kings,' queens, presidents and
head statesmen in 17 foreign counv
tries for the 'Salute to Nations' ^erle^.
which start Jan. 1. Programs will bip

relayed from shortwave by NBG>
CBS and Mutual jointly Sundays
1.30 to 2 p.m. through April 23.

Countries which" will participate
are France, Brazil, Cactada, Japan,
Ireland, Denmark, Netherlands, Rou<*
maiila. Norway, Belgium, U.S.S.R,v
Yugoslavia, Italy, Poland, Hungary,
Great Britain and Sweden. President
Albert Lebrun of France will head
the initial stanza. Others set include.
President Douglas Hyde and Pre*^
mier Eamon De Valera of Ireland^
King Christian V of Denmark, King
Carol of Roumania, liord Tweeds-
muir of Canada, King Haakon VII of
Norway, Prince Paul of Jugoslavia,
King Leopold III of Belgium,^ King
Gustave V of Sweden, and President
Ignatz Moscicki of Poland.

Philadelpliia's W3XAU

Beams at Buenos Aires

Philadelphia, Dec. 6^

Construction of two directional
antennae,, one pointing to South
America and one to Europe, was be-*^

gun last week at Newtown Square,
Pa., for W3XAU, shortwave sister

outlet to WCAU. Completion of the
horizontal V-type aerials will in-*

crease the signal strength within the
beam' from present 10,000 watts to

100,000 watts.

European antenna will be directed
at London, with the area inside the
beam covering British Isles, major
portion of Eiuropean continent and
portions of other continents in the
same direction. South American an-
tenna is aimed directly at Buenos
Aires, Argentina, which will give
W3XAU coverage of. Latin America
from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

Plans are now being completed for
close co-operation of W3XAU with
W2XE, CBS international station^ so
that a jnaximum area of both Europe
and South America will be covered
at all times with programs from
United States. WCAU will set up a
special program department for the
short-wave transmitter as soon ai it

is completed.
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COLLEGE RHYTHM
The yi/th of a series of articles on collegiate likes and dislikes as regards

modern dance rnusic and dance biands.
.

The writers, staff members of publications at their respective schools,

have been asked by Variety to give the opinion ot the student body as a

whole rather than pass personal judgment. Neither has Variety given

further instructions as to what was to be said or how. These ^^rjicles ap-

pear as the undergraduates have wntten them, with the expressed opinions

^''^VAiRErTpublfehcs the series to give music men and band leaders a cross-

section of current undergraduate opinion on dance music and bands, with

the hope that it will be both informative and instructive. For what the

college group has to say about dance music is deemed important tn the

trade.

PENN STATE
'39

Network Plugs. 8AH to 1 AJH.
Follotoing i9 a totalization of the combined plugs of current tuiies on NBC (WEAF and WJZ), and CBS

iWABC) computed for the week from Monday through Sunday (Nov. 28-4). Total represents accumulated
performances on the two major networks from 8 a. m. to 1 a. m. In 'Source' column, * denotes film song, t legif

tunes, and 'pop' speaks for itself.

GRAND
TITLE.* PUBLISHER. SOURCE. TOTAL.

My Reverie Bobbins Rop 42.

You Must Have Been a Beautiful Baby.,Remick •Hard to Get 42
All Ashore Shapiro Pop * 39
Two Sleepy People .Famous ; •Thanks for the Memory 37
While a Cigarette Was Burning ABC Pop 37
Sixty Seconds Got Together Santly-Joy ....Pop ., 35
Have You Forgotten So Soon Berlin Pop 3^
Deep in q Dream . . Harms Pop 34-

What Have You Got That Gets Me? Famous Artists and Models Abroad 29

By Fred Newmeyet, Jr.,

(Penn Stat» Troth')

The selection of bands for Penn State's four major dances last year

proved once and for aU that the 6,000 students of the rapidly gi-dwmg

college tucked back deep in' the Nittany ranges of Pennsylvania dont give

a hoot whether a band is hot or sweet, just so the crew's name has been

in six-foot high letters on theatre marques, shouted over the air for at

least a year at the expense of the nation's fattest advertising budget and

pasted on records that reach every well treated turntable in the country.

Have a look at this lineup and see if I'm not right. For last December s

Soph Hop, they brought Red Norvo to the campus. Then Tommy Dorsey

came around the mountains for February's Senior Ball. A month later

Will Osborne, slid into State College to do Interfraternity Ball. Then Kay

Kyser wound things up in May with Junior Prom. Now let's try to fit

that lineup into our theory that Penn Staters look primarily at the magni-

tude of the name in their band selections.

We've followed Tommy Dorsey ever since he split up with brother

Jimmy several years ago and you'll agree that.he was right up there very

near the top last Februaiy when he played State. His waxings of 'Mane,

•Song of India' and sequels in the same pattern made a wow of an entrance

for his nationwide popularity streak last winter. Then his networked

tobacco commercial was all necessary to keep the Dorsey name riding

high. And if that would have failed, there'd have been a mile-high stack

of Victor wax to keep the Dorsey stock above par. , So out from the Nit-

tany valley went the call for Tommy and his trombone. Tommy came.

Tommy played and Tommy got $1,500.

Then in' the spring NBC, notable builder-upper of names, began feeding

out Kay Kyser, . also on tobacco time. Kyser had always been a favorite

out Chicago way and at a few eastern cities where' he had played hotel

jobs, but all airings had been single-station, sustaining spots, or over MBS,
impotent for national distribution at the time. But it took only a few

weeks of Kyser's Music Klass, largely held up by .Kyser's cut-up person-

ality and coy, 'How-yall, folks!,' to start the popularity ball rolling, for the

young southerner. Soon Bnmswick began pressing his slightly corn-

flavored melodies with machine-like precision. Penn Staters heard about

«U the rumpus from the Kyser corner, so presto, Kay and Sully and

Ginny and Harry and Ishkabibble and the entire band rolled into State

one warm morning in May.
With Norvo and Osborne, the clamor for the" glamor is again evident,

though not quite so much so as in the Dorsey-Kyser instances. Both Red
and Will had lots of wax piled in the fraternity clubrooms. beside the duos.

Red's swing ^y^ppsiums had big pull for the swing lovers and Will's

mellow slip-hortt cuteness attracted students with sugar leanings. Irregu-

lar sustaining spots On the networks and one nighters about mid-Pennsyl-

Vania further kept the Osborne and Norvo names before Penn State.

Let's agree, then> that all four bands did rest high among the njition's

big names in dance bands^ ' There's obyious consistency there, but does that

line-up show anjr consistency whatsoever to taste for any type of music?

They had. Norvo up for swing, Osborne, up for sweet, Dorsey up for a

.niddlercourse commercial tainted pattern, and Kyser up for novelty. No\i»

if Penn State danqe committeemen wovUd have signed contracts in thb

fashion—Goodman, Basle, .Noble and Crosby—or in. this fashion—LOm*
bardQ, Kay6; Noble and Kemp—we'd hand the Nittany Lion a big three-

phifi for knowing its bands.
Names Count

And if this hasn't converted you to our belief that Penn State picks Its

bands, for names, and. not neceissarily music,/this item should clinch the

argument for good. Rtiss Morgan had been signed for the Soph Hop date

lit December, but coinmercial. air complications made him default. Next
daiy, CbUeglany.State'9 semi-weekly newspaper; annoimced that Red Norvo
had been signed to replace Morgan. Now Norvo, together with Goodman,
Shaw and a few others, has played a leading role as super-debunker of

talk the past threie">ears that swing. Is hobbling around on its last leg.

Red, wife Mildred, and Red's woodpile have been potent factors in keep-

ing jive in national prominence. Red's arrangements are all built on
pimple rhythm patterns with lots of ad lib solo work, basic stuff in pure
swing. Rut.Morgan's band was directly opposite. Russ had, and still has,

« full, .commercip.lvcrew slightly topheavy with full arrangements' to please,,

once more, a tobacco account

Please Come Out of Your Dreams.
I Won't Tell a Soul
Simple and Sweqt. .....
This Can't Be Love
April in My Heart
Night Before Christmas.
My Own.

Words-Music Pop 27
Crawford.... .....Pop 2T
Miller i.. .Pop 26
Chappell .tBoys from Syracuse , 28i
Paramount 'Say It in French 26
Chappell Pop 25
Bobbins „ , That Certain Age 24

Heart and Soul Famous •A Song Is Born 23
Who Blew OJit the Flame? Feist Pop 23-

Jeepers Creeoers.. .Witmark '. ....*Going Places -23
When I Go a'Dreami ' Lincoln +17. of Penn, Mask and Wig 23
They Say.., Witmark Pop 2^.
Love, I'd Give My Life for You Stasny ' tHoUywood Revels. ^ . . . . 22
Ya Got Mch Lincoln • > . . tU, of Penn. Mask and Wig, , 21
I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams Santly-Joy •Sing You Sinners 20
You Look Good to Me P.regman-vocco-Conrt. Pop .' 20
Hurry Homfe ; Spier .Pop 20
Lambeth.W^lk Mills Pop 19
Angels with Dirty Faces..,. .-...Fisher Pop 19
Say It Withi a Kiss Witmark 'Going .Places 19
Summer Souvenirs Bregman-Vocco-Conn .....Pop ; 18
I Must See; Annie Tonight Bregman-Vocco-Conn Pop 18
Old Fblks...... Remick Pop 18
Umbrella Man Harms ,Pop 18
Girl Friend of the Whirli Harms *Garden of the Moon 17
Change Partners Berlin Carefree 17
F.D.R. Jonep. Chappell +Sing Out the News 16
What Do You Know About Love? Marks ^ .Poo 15
When Paw Was Courtin' Maw Santly-Joy Pop 15
Ferdinand the Bull ABC ; Pop 14
Day After Day. . ; Green Bros.-Knight. ;Pop , 12
Is That the Way to Treat a Sweetheart. ..Olman Pop 12

Wait Until My Heart Finds Out Harms Pop 12
It Serves You Right. Tenney .Pop 12
I Long to Belong to You Red Star Pop 12
Your Eves Are Bi.trgei* Than Your Heart. .?5v>"riiro. Ferdinand the Bull 12
Alexander's Ragtime Band ABC tAlexander's Ragtime Band 11

^

Evervbody's Laughing Kalmar-Ruby Pop 11

Get Out rtf Town rhanpell. +Leave It to Me.
Song of Old Hawaii Feist. Pop . . .

,'

An Old Curiosity Shop Feist Poo . . .. , .

.

After Looking at You Robbins Poo

^Decency^Rapped

11
10
10
10

(Continued from page 1)

show disrespect for any nation, race

or religion?' Well, I wonder if we
can maintain our respect for honor
and truth and still respect certain

nations there days.' Prof. Bernbaum
said if you rule out everything de-
batable you get the kind of picture

which the late Percy Hammond de-
scribed by saying, 'I went into the
theatres a full grown adult and came'
out sucking my thumb.
•As for indecency, no one, of

course, advocates if; but if we want
](norally 'innocuoius pictures, we also

niake them intelligently and emo-
tionally vapid.' If you want to risk

oiTendihg anyone, you will never
produce great art.' Ridiculing the
change made in the film version of

'Boy Meets Girl,' ProL " Bernbaum
said in the stage play the girl an-
nounces she is going to have an
illegitimate baby while in the pic-

ture, Marie Wilson, who plays, the
role of the girl, said in the' next
breath that she had boen married.
Commenting on Claire Boothe's

The Women,' Prof. Bernbaum said

he doesn't . see how, under present

Band Reviews

>.i^andards, such a frank satire of a
Russ' scorings, seldom featuring any solo^ ^clal cancer could be produced in

work other '.than his own whining trombone, were mostly based on balanceYm^t^o" pictures but it would be good
ensemble, work. No two bands, could differ more greatly, yet the switch
was. made in a-very matter-of-fact way, from one name band to another.
Morgan could have come, played and left with a check made out to Norvo
from a smiling and imknowing dance committee,
Announcement while writing this that Larry Clinton has been signed

for Soph Hop this year add^ one more conforming, .case to bur theoi^.
Clinton has been soaring on a high pressure buildup the past six months,

,

cliief item in said build-up being firm support by Radio Corp. of America,
with NBC,

. Victor, and all, the. other- marvelous personality developers
.tinder the RCA. .wing. Yet Clinton can hardly be classified in. either the
swing or sweet school; his setup is full and commercial, much in the
T. Dorsey mannet.
There haVe. been a few attempts at State to create some fiemblance. of

unity In student taste in popular music, but .all failed disgustin.cly, most
probably bads',ii''e the attempts were too rabidly insistent that the great
conversion f0 the hot way. Penn State prof Eddie Nichols, who built up a

' solid reputation in the east for his authoritative comments on contemporary
jazz ihrough his record eolumn, 'Wax impressions,' in the Penn State humor
mag, Frothi softly, but convincirfly, asserted month after month for four
year?? that the only, real virile thin? in American jazz lay in the hearts
and hands of Lnuis Armstrong, .Tack Teiigarden, Bix Biederbecke, Teddy
WilBon, Penny Goodman, Red Norvo, and all the boys who lived and
breathed! wi^h a lick in their souls. But still the students called for
Lombardo. Kemp and the rest, so Perfesser Nichols, seeing the futility

of it all, rtisb"r.f'ed his priceles."? wordafe In Froth.

Then the wi'iter, who had develoned a love for swing the way of all

present rjer.eratlon jitterbug, tbrouah .stomping, in smsU town .dance pa-
vilions and soendin.** a la.'^t cent to catch Benny or. Red on a one-ni«;hter,

stepped whole-hsnrtedlr Into the crusaf^* where Nichols had lett off, with
a radio column, 'T^l^lectures.* Lass, subtly than Nichols, the writer harped
for the new c'rinl by trying to force down the throats of Froth readers,

the virtitoi prd wonder on Count Basle. Erphlne Hawkins, Fletcher Hen-
' dem^n, J'mm'e Lunceford and the other Harlem bands he worshipped

But there v.'ps no soap here either.

So Penn Ptnta miy cnnCrne to pvind out the best farmers In the nation

ind the best rry^hMrs In the east, but her graduates will never get far In

popular ir»'«'ic It this thing eallcd swing sticks ground as long as we
think it will.

(Next week: DartmoaUl)

if it could. The ultimate goal of the
cinema industry, acording to Prot
Bernbaum, should be to make and
encourage : pictures which are vivid
and revelatory of human life, past,

present and future, created not for

mere entertainment but for enlight-
enment, and created and expressed
In absolute freedotA from any po-
litical, conventional or supposedly
moral restrictions, except the obliga-
tion to eternal ttuth or what is Called
artistic conscience.

'Reopmmendins' Group
Denver, Dec. 6.

Announced as a 'recommending'
body and not acting as a censor, the
Motion Picture Council of Denver
has been organized with Campton
Bell, as president. The body will
recommend what they call pictures
of better quality to its members, said
to Include more than a score, of
women's organizations In Denver,
among which are the Parent-Teacher
Association, Denver Women's Pre.ss

Club, National Council of Jewish
Womer., National Council of Catholic
Women and the Denver Council of
Church Women.

EmU Coleman plays the debble
coming out prize of the year Dec. 27.

It's the debut of Brenda Frazier at
the Ritz-Carlton, N. Y*

Hob PMley has succeeded Dan
Reardon's band at Hotel Bancroft,
Worcester.

MoFARLAND TWINS Orchestra (10)
With Judy Abbott
RalnbQw firlll. New York
George and Arthur McFarland are

twins who specialize on reedti and
came to attention when with the
Fred Waring's Penns.vlvanians or-
chestra on the air for Ford and Old
Gold, and mora recently with War-
ing in their 'Varsity Show' (Dick
Powell) film for Warner Bros. Ber
fore joining Waring, the McFarland'
Twins, who really look startlirigly
alike, had their own undergraduate
dance con^bo around Detroit where
they attended Wayne U.
Now showcased in a big league

spot atop the RCA Bldg., the Rain-
bow Grill has a noteworthy dance
combo in the McFarland Twins or-
chestra which, by the very nature of
Its dual maestroship, gives the
combo a good head start on exploita-
tion values.

Current management has sought to
ballyhoo the alleged preferences of
George for sweet and his ' brother
Arthur for swingo music, which is
also ,a g6od stunt. A;; a unit 'the.v
mix it up nicely so that their 'sweet
and swing time' means something.
Both are in tails, both syrichronlze
on the reeds, excepting when one
tackles the clarinet, for example, in
contrast to the other's alto sax work,
and both use the same right hand
synchronization fpr dual conductinf.
An electric guitar is a feature of
the. dominantly woodwind and muted
brass work of this, combo. Judv
Abbott, featured vocalist. Is • too
pianissimo to mean much either way
with her singing interludes. Abel.

ARTIE SHAW and Orchestra (14)
With Helen Forrest
Hotel Lincoln, N. T.

Artie Shaw is one. of the comln.^;
bands of the season. In the argot of
the biz, when a band is on the un-
beat it's referred to as 'this season's
band.' Of course, there are a couple
ni others who have been pitching
for their peak' this season, but cer-
tainly among 'em is Artie Shav/,
with his clarinet-maestroing, which
inspires the inevitable Goodman
analogy.

Old Gold commercial with Bob
Benchley. furthermore, emphasizes
Shaw's importance, but essentially
it's his modulated and moderated
swin.sjo that determines his Impres-
slveness. He. has a smooth but
rhythmically Inspiration manner,
which his team of 14 Interprets
quite handily;

So far as the Hotel Lincoln's Blue
Room- is concerned, there must be
an answer to how Mrs.. Max J. Kra-
mer (Hotel Edison), who recently
took over this hostelry from the
Shuberts can afford a large combo
of this nature in a room of this size.
Biz is no panic, or at least wasn't on
the dinner .se.«!.<!ion (Tuesday) caught,
and even if it were jammed, that's
quite a costly setup for middle-grade
hotel of the Lincoln type.
However, apart from any wheres

and whyfores, and granting that

Shaw and the management came to
terms on a 'showcasing' proposition,
Shaw has an impressive orchestra
with his six brasses, four reeds and
a rhythm quartet, and he himself up
front on the licorice stick. •

His rhythms are compelling and
his style distinctive. Wtlh the radio
buildup he's a cinch for the jitter-

bui'g trade, and*, what's more, the
others, since Shaw wisely keeps it

under control. His fetaured vocalist
is Helen Forrest,' okay for sound, too.
Relief combo is Tito and his Swing-
tet. Abel.

BERNARD HILDA Orch
Florian Cafe, Paris

Small in makeup and specializing
in string, Hilda's all-French combo
dispenses a brand of mUsic that
cliclc's, for teas and in ' the smaller
night spots; in this town. Set with
one bass, piano, trumpet and three
tenor saxes, Hilda can switch to four
fiddles as his three saxes double and
he plays fiddle himself.

As 'afternoon crowds lean heavy
on the tango side, fiddlers help fur-
nish some good dansapation on this

count and catch some good harmony
.when they switch to saxes. Lone
trumpet seems' sufficient in this set-

up, where strings naturally shove
brass ai^d reeds into background.
Hildfi is one of few French maestros
who keeos music as modern as pes-
sible and good sweet-swing is by no
means foreign to his gathering.
Hilda, too, croons a fair song in

either French or English. Band pres-
ently playing at both Florian and
Champs-Elyseeg Night club.

Specialty he has inaugurated him-
self for tea dance come-on is to in-

vite local film stars and allow cus-
tomers to quiz them. Claud Bnac,
local film critic, does interviewing,
of session, which is broadca.st over
Radio 37. Hugo.

Hot PbOly Election

Philadelphia, Dec. 6.

One of the hottest election battles

in the history of the local Musicians'

Union was fought here last Thurs-
day, with victory going to a tlclcet

headed by unemployed tooters. Win-
ner for prez was Frank P. Liuzzi,

unemployed cellist. He got 847 votes

against 649 for Israel Safren, Earle

Theatre fiddler.

Vice-presidency went to Romeo
Cella, former president of the Local,

now a.WPA musician. He got 590

ballots to 463 for Louis R. Schvom,
unemployed, and 42 for Anthony
Tranchitella, Fox Theatre bandsman.
Rex Riccardi was re-elected to the

post of secretary, defeating Glenn L.

Coolidge, his assistant. Harry G.
Kammer, former auditor, became as-

sistant secretary by defeating George
Hartung. Joseph Bossi Sr., was un-
opposed for re-election as treasurer.
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15 Best Sheet Husk SeUers

(Week ending Dei;, t, 1938)

My Reverie . . ..• Robbins

TWP Sleepy Pebple , Famous

All Ashore .Shapiro

Night Before Christmas Chappell

^Hei'rt and Soul Famous

*rve Got a Pocketful of Dreams Santly

Lambeth Walk MiUs

«you Must Have Been a Beautiful
,

Remick
Mexican Rose i...... Cole

umbrella Man Harms
Have Your Forgotten ^o Soon .....».«.. Berlin

While a Cigdret Was Burning ABC
Summer Souvenirs Bregman

*My Own • Robbins

You're the Only Star in My Blue Heaven Shapiro

* indicates filmusical song. f Indicates stage production song.

The others -are peps.

Pass Panassie Lecture

System of Coin Maclune Royalty

While counsel for the Music Pub-
lishers Protective Association are

polishing up the letter to -be sent to

recording artists on the subject of

special arrangements, the Robbins-

Metro music, publishing combine is

proceeding to establish its own new
policy on phonograph record royal-

ties. Robbins, which has kept clear

of the MPPA's maneuvers in connec-

tion with the coin-operated machine
problem, wants the disc manufac-
turers to pay it a full 2c, royalty.

Only restriction that Robbins will in-

clude in the license involves the per-

formances of the record for .a profit,

such as broadcasting.

Robbins-Metro explains that it is

merely asking that it be paid the

royalty sum fixed by the law. If, in

the -past, it had readily accepted IVic.

it was because it was compelled to

by competitive conditions.

AU record manufacturers had even
before Robbins took its stand elected

to pay the 2c. royalty required un-
der the compulsory provisions of the

copyright law. This was done after

the MPPA advised them that they
Wduld have to consent to a new
license form wliich would restrict

the' sale of the record to home
users. MPPA wduld require an en-
tirely diflferent form of license be
taken out ipr records placed with
coin-machine operators.

Letter which is. being readied for

mailing to recording artists will call

their attention to Section IE of the

copyright law which gives the copy
right owner the exclusive right to

.arrange .and advises them, that they
niust not use ' any special arrange-
ments of such works In making re-

«rds that' are to be used for other
than home piirposes unless permis-

. lion has been obtained direct from
the MPPA. In some quarters of the
xiMsic business it is felt that the pub-
lishers will find it hard to circum-
vent the vise of special arrangements.
,T>3prung band leaders, it is pointed
out,' will refuse to spend their money
for arrangfementb of new material if

th*' playing of - this music must be
confined to radio and dance jobs.

P^pitone's Misliap

New Orleans, Dec. 6.

Jake Pepitohe, president .and busi-

ness agent -of the local musicians'

union, narrowly escaped drowning

Thursday night -(1) when the auto-

mobile in which "he was driving

alone left the road and bounded over
the Lake ' Pontchartrain seawall
into the water. Jumped out before
the car settled on the bottom of the
lake which was about five feet deep
at that jpoint. He swam ^shore and
walked several miles to his home
from the scene of the accident.

Pepitone was returning from a
meeting of the musicians' union at

the Chez Paree night , club at 2:30

a.m., when the accident occurred.

Pliiladclphia, Dec. 6.

Lecture by Hugues Panassie, French
«wing expert, tentatively set for last
night (Monday) in the foyer of the
Academy of Music, failed to jell.

Local sponsoring group was unable
to put up sufficient guarantee. Larry
Mallory, head of the 'hot record de-
partment at a local phonograph em-
porium and a personal friend of the
French live specialist, was attempt-
ing to set the thing in order to help
Panassie financially, so that he can
stay in the U. S. until about Jan. 15.

Mallory, incidentally, has been re-
sponsible during 'the past '«ouple

months for convincing RCA-Victor
to reissue three famous 'hot jazz'

wa'xings which had become scarce
collectors' items. Still a .purchase
strictly for the highly specialized

jitterbugs, they were originally sold
under the Victor label, haVe now-
been repressed for Bluebird sale.

Four of the sides are by Sidney
Bechet, recognized in . Panassie's au-
thoritative text, 'Le Jazz Hot,' as one
of the three greatest -swing musi-
cians. ' Recorded in W32 by the 'New
Orleans Feet War'mfers,* they .are "Ma-
ple Rag' and 'Sweetie Dear; and 'I

Found a New Baby' and 'Shag'
(based on 'I Got Rhythm*). Other
two sides resurrected by Mallory's
search -through Victor's master discs

are 'One Hour .with Yoa' and 'Hello

Lola,' recorded in 1929 by the 'Mound
City Blue Blowers,' .wiio included
Gene Krupa at. the drums.

HARRY COX

Him DISC

RETURN

nilE HITAKr FILES

iiiTcy; AWES t>,m
William S. 'Willie* Bryant, musi-

cian, who admits debts amounting' to

$8,495, and claims a contingent asset

©f $1,000 from Joe Springer of the
Plantation Club, in Harlem, under
a eo'ntract, filed a banksuptcy peti-

tion in New York last week. Also
filing was Charles Nyaray, singer at
the Harmath Hunsaria, a nitery at
.242 East 79th st. Debts at $3,667, no

..assets.

Bryant, debts included $2,000 loans
from Joe Glaser, Radio City; $1,000
to Frank Schiflcman and Duane The-

^
atres

.
Corp., which operates the

'Apollo theatre, Harlem; ' Harry
Slatko, of the Nixon Grand, Phila-

^,delphia, $250; Tom Whaley also of

the Apollo theatre for arranging
musie. $100; Price & Fowler, of Den-
ver, Va., for failing to keep a dance
date, $!S0; and $500 for advances from
Springer of the Plantation Club.

"

fibaad', Eaton Renewed
Shapiro. Bernstein tt Co.. have re-

newed, the exclusive writing "con-
'tracts:- of' Terry Shand and Jimmy
Eaton; .

'- -r- '

;

' Term, like the previous one. Is for
a year.

Harry Cox, at one time president

of the Columbia Phonograph Co.,

and for the past several years in the

banking business, is reported getting

ready to return to phonograph record

manufacturing. Cox has of late

been in frequent luncheon meetings

With' Ben Selvin, who wfls his re-

cording manager and who how holds

that post with the transcription di-

vision of Associated Music Publish-

ers, Inc. It is also reported that

Arthur E. Garmaize woiild rejoin

Cox: as his copyright expert and ex-

port manager.
Ah angle of . this report that is

heavily discounted in the trade con-

cerns the financial alliance of Sir

Louis Sterling, who is president of

His Masters Voice, Ltd., British rec-

ord firm, and a heavy investor in

Electrical Musical Industries, . Ltd.

The report had it that Sterling was
in on the Cox proposition, but the

general impression is that any such

move would be contrary to Sterling's

best interests when it came to his

relationships with RCA.

Paul Whitemaii Bookingr

Org Gets Frank Burke
Paul Whiteman's Artist Manage-

ment office gets some personnel

changes this week with Frank Burke,

former publicity head for Consoli-

dated Radio Artists, taking over of-

fice operation and direction of all

publicity and couple of others com-
ing in Wednesday (today).

Paul Wimbish will remain in

charge of all sales, while Norman
Campbell, last with Mills Artists, be-

comes road salesman. Les Leibert,

formerly with Columbia Broadcast-

ing is another newcomer. Irving

Strouse, former road p.a. with

Whiteman, exits.

D'ABTEGA IN BUFFALO
Buffalo, Dec. IS.

" D'Artega returns as conductor of

Shea's Buffalo .. orcliestrd' starting

Christmas week replacing Ray Sin-

atra. • .

D'JV.rtega ' was formerly conductor

at the house a year ago.

Easy Terms To

Hypo Union In

Bostoii Urged

Boston, Dec. 6.

Proposal that the membership

books of the local musicians union

be opened wide so that every non-

union instrumentalist in the city can

get in without paying the regular

initiation fee has been submitted to

both, the officials of ^Local 9 and the

American Federation of Musicians.

Advocates of this idea contend that

it is the only way that the union can
overcome the local prevalence of

non-union band jobs.

Fred W. Birnbach, national secre-

tary of the AFM, who spoke in Bos
ton recently, declined to lend his

approval to the non initiation lee
suggestion. Birnbach. did say that

newcomers could be admitted to the
local for as low as $5.

Sammy Kaye Pays Off Music

Pubs with a Bingo Variation;

WinningMetfordi 5 Plugs

ASCAP'S Gocy Office

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers has opened
its own offices in Cincinnati with
Samuel Feldman as manager. He
comes from the Society's Baltimore
branch.

Cincinnati licensees were formerly
serviced through a local firm of

la-wyers, Prenkel & Bently. Jonas
Frenkel has been retained as local

counsel. His partner died a few
montiis ago.

TENNESSEE'S

NEXT MOVE

UNKNOWN

Knoxville; Tenn., Deo, 6.

No indication has been given by
the attorney general's office whether
an appeal will be taken to the U.S.

Supreme court from a finding of a
special statutory court last week
which temporarily invalided the

Tennessee statute : directed against

the operations of the American So-

ciety of Composers, Authors and
Publishers in this state, ASGAP
had ifsked for a temporary injunc-

tion against the act and the thrfee

judges on the special tribune granted

it without a dissent.

Tennessee act, which is. similar to

those passed in Washington State

and Montana, barred ASCAP from
licensing music in bulk form. Un-
der the law no two or mOre copy-
right owners could join in doing

business through a single agent or

agency.

IRVING MULS DENIES

R'KWELL-O'KEEFE DEAL

Sammy Kaye, whose band is cur«

rently .at the Commodore hotel, N.Y.,

has introduced the bingo night for

scmgpluggers. Latter can now ais-

sure themselves of five network

plugs » week, providing theirs is the

liicky ticket that plucked from the

hat,. Kaye has made the game of

•getting plugs by the lottery, routo^

van added -attraction- for his Wednes-
day celebrity nights. He hopes that

the stunt will step up professional

men attendance at these events. Also

that other band leaders won't copy

the idea.

As each publisher's rep enters the

Commodore's dine and dance room,

late Wednesday nights he's handed
a two-part ticket.. He drops one-

half in a hat and keeps the other
halir. At the initial drawing (30)

Norman Foley, Witmark 'manager,
matched the. winning number. Ilia

reward was five, plugs for any tunes
he chose from his current list. The
five would be played off within a
week,, three on CBS and two on
WOiR-Mutual.

Would Curb 'Em
On the heels of Kaye's efforts to

give the songpjuggers some incen-
tive for attending his soirees came
the report last week that Walter
Douglas, chairman ofthe Music Pub-
lishers Pt^tective Association, waa
considering initiating .an indust;[:y

movement to curb the practice of
'celebrity night' attendance.., Doug-
las, it was understood, proposed to
call together the professional man-
agers of menlber firms and siiggest.cv

that they as a imit agree to refrain
from letting band leaders make af^

tendance at such, events the'iieces-

sary exchange for a plug.

Douglas admitted last Friday (2)

that the idea of instituting some
taboo had occurred, but that on sec*
ond thought he decided that if any*
thing was to be done in thai direc-

tion it would have to be through ih«
p'ublisHers themselves.

Jean Marshall taking over vocal

chores with Eddie Weitz' Penn-
sylvanians at Willows, Pittsburgh

roadhouse.

Irving Mills denied Monday (5)

the report that he was turning the

booking of his bands over to the

Rockwell-CKeefe office. Mills said

that it was possible that this rumor

had been caused by his announce-

ments that he was changing . office

quarters at the end of January^

Mills added thiat he would Con-

tinue to handle every phase of his

isands' operations.

Tobani Heirs in Final Defeat

Supreme Court Against Them—Important Bearing

on Renewal Cases

LEGAL MESS

Heirs of Theodore Tobani, ar-

ranger and composer on the staff of

Carl Fischer, Inc., for many years,

failed Monday (4) in their final move

to capture the copyright renewal

rights to Tobani's works when the

U. S. Supreme court turned down

their application for a review of the

case, -Circuit court of appeals had

upheld .tf^j^cisian of the N, Y.. Fed-

eral
.

'^p?§j«ftt'» Avhich declared that

Fisch^ipaOifirs the only .one entitled to

the eM^nded copyrights of works

whic^Tobani had written while in

the .Publisher's employ, ..Songwriters

Protective Association aided the To-

bani family in its a)^)^eal to the- high-

est court. ^-v

Issue over the rights to Tobani's

compositions was joined when his

children, after taking out certain re-

newals, brought suit charging that

Fischer was infringing on these re-

newed works and .asking that the

firm be enjoined ' from publishing

suclK compositions. Fischer's de-

fense was that the works in question

had been created while he was an
employee for hire, that under sec-

lion 62 of the copyright law the pub-

lisher of such works was -the 'atithdr'

and held the exclusive right to re-

new them and that Fischer could

not be sued for infringing on some-
thing that belonged to him.

Fublic Domain
Lower court not only upheld

Fischer's claim in full but ordered
Tobani's heirs to assign the re-

newals to Fischer." Appellate court

differed in but one respect with this

decision. It held that since the heirs

had had no right to take out the re-

newals, when thiese came due the

copyrights were now outside the pro-

tection of the law and could only

be considered as part of the public

domain,
Tobani findings are expected' to

have a far-reaching^ effect on the re-

newal rights of many important,

works currently in dispute between
writers and publishers. Part in the

Circuit court of appeal's decision,

which industry legalites figure to es-

tablish a still more important prece-
dent in the controversy over re-

newals is what these lawyers refer

to as the 'obiter dicta.' or gratuitous

comment. In th , latter the appell&te

cbiirt stated that if the writer as-

signs his renewal rights at any time,

during the. period of the, original

copyright he has no alternative but
to &id the a&signee ticquire these re-

newal rights when they become due.

Also that the writer is'barfed from
again disposing of that renewal right.

American Society of Composerff,
Authors -.and Publishers • is unquali-
fiedly banred from accepting refu»
gee writers into, its membership
ranks unless releases sire Obtained
from the foreign performing rights
organizations to which they- are
bound by nationality or previous as-

signments. ASCAP was so informed
last week in a letter from 'Rene
Jeanne, secretary ot the Internation-

al Confederiation of Authors and
Composers.

Jeanne explained that a special

meeting had been called to decide
on a policy for refugee writers and
that the ruling of the gathering was
that, if a composer or author sought
to enter a ioreign society^ the latter

must "first inquire what society the
applicant should belong to, by vir-

ture of his nationality. It will be up
to the .newly sought alliance to dsk
the other society whether, it w0uld
have, objection to his becoming a
member of his preferred organiza-

tion.

Under this ruling, even if a refu-

gee writer in the United States has'

no foreign society allegiance,' he is

barred from
..
joining ASCAP until

he has become a citizen of, his

adopted covmtry. As a member of

the confederation ASCAP is bound
by its ajgreement, so that the only

way that a refugee writer cah get

into the socieity is through the proc-

ess of requesting releases,

Jeanne also advised .>lS.CAP that

the same meeting ruled on the status

of author and coniposer-members. of

AKM, the former Austrian perform-
ing rights society. Since the N£izl

government hais made t^TAGMA/the
Germany isociety; liquidator of AKM,
anything pertaining to the lattet's

members would have to be taken up
with STAGMA.
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On the Upbeat
Jack Gillette opened Thursday (1)

at Spanish Room ot Henry Grady
Hotel in Atlanta. Heard over WATL.

Rudy Brown replaced Cliff Burt's

crew at Log Cabin Inn, Atlanta,

Leon Belasco takes up the baton
again after a brief fling as a fllnn

actor.

Arthur Jarrett conducting the
Phil Harris crew at Wilshire Bowl in

Los Angeles whUe latter east with
Jack Benny.

Freddie Martin follows Rudy Val-
lee into Cocoanut Grove. Los An-
geles, New Year's eve for a long

> stand.

Blye Barron plays Paramount the-
atre, N. y., starting Dec. 7 before gor
ing to Rice' hotel, Houston, Jan. 9.

Returns to Edison hotel, N. Y., in
March after one-niting south and
•west.'

Bob Horton set for Easton Hospital
Charity Ball at Hotel Easton, Easton,
Pa., Dec. 16; Blue Moon Cafe, New

Sweeping the Country
From Walt Disney's New Film

"FERDINAND
THE BULL"
The Grieat Novelty Song

Again tho NUMBER ONE
SONG In Performances, Sales

and Phonograph Records

"WHILE

A CIGARETTE

WAS BURNING"
By' Charles and Nick Kenny

ABC MUSIC
CORPORATION

799 Seventh Ave., New York City

FRANK HENNIG8, Prof. Mgr.

York, New Year's Eve, and Woman's
College of University of Delaware,
Hotel DuPont, Wilmington, Jan. 6.

Emit Coleman will play, the finals

of the MGM Waltz contest at the

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N. Y., Dec.

12. Coleman will augment his regu-
lar Sert Room crew with extras,

bringing it up to 30 pieces.

Herbie Holmes goes into the

Claridge Hotel, Memphis tomorrow
(8), Opens at Edgewater Beach
Hotel, Chi., New Year's Eve.

Richard Himber set for Worcester
date Christmas, starting at midnight
Dec. 25. Booked by Frank Duffy,

who is also bringing in Larry Clin-

ton soon.

Four Counts, combo, headed by
Harry Turner, .current at A. & F.

Cafe, Rapid City, S. D., and heard
over station KOBH. Recently added
two more men but still using same
title.

Band Bookings

Arthur Humby, nephew of Alfredo
Salmaggi and Duke Smith, guitar

and piano, respectively, go to Car-
louel Yacht club, Clearwater, Fla.,

for three months. Will work with
Guido Salmaggi, singing son of the
maestro, Salmaggi.

Paul Spor preemed at the Kin-Wa-
Lows, Toledo, O., nitery, Dec. 3, for

indef stay. Leader also runs a local

theatrical agency in Toledo.

Stuff Smith, currently theatre tour-
ing for .CRA, opens at La Salle ho-
tel, Chicago, Dec. 31.

Jimmy Dorsey, Buddy Rogers and
Fletcher Henderson play for Hearst
benefit at Chicago Stadium, Dec. 14.

Gene Krupa making theatre ap-
pearances at Tower, Kansas City,

Dec. 23 and Orpheum, Wichita, Kan.,
Dec. 30, then returns to Coast for

Paramount film.

Waldorf Astoria Hotel, N. Y. con-
tinues its new name band policy in

the Empire Room with the Casa
Loma band following Benny Good-
man on Jan, 4. Goodman eixts to go
into the Paramount, N. Y. Jan 3.

Hal Kemp, who has just been re-

signed ^or his Griffin Time and
Shine commercial, will probably
succeed the Casa Loma crew.

mBi>i8mii(i(girfl(ii

The Song That Will Bring Back the Walts . . .

IRVING BERLIN'S

WE'LL NEVER KNOW

HAVE* YOU
FORGOTTEN SO SOON
By Abner Silver, Edward Heyman and Sam Coslow

IT'S A LONELY TRAIL
(When You're Travolin' All Alone)

By Nick Kenny, Charles Kenny and Vaughn De Leath

•
Now Ready by Mickey Rooney and Sidney Miller

HAVE A HEART
HARRY LINK, Gen. Prof. Mgr.

IRVING BERLIN. Inc., 7^9 Se venth Ave . N. Y.

Eddie Rogers, Syracuse hotel,

Syracuse, N. Y., Dec. 31. Exits Van
Cleve hotel, Dayton.

Jimmy Richards^ Commodore
Perry hotel, Toledo, O., Dec, 5, suc-

ceeding Chauncey Cromwell.

Gray Gordon records for Bruns-
wick, Dec. 19, In New York.

Al Apollon's crew to Onondaga
hotel, Syracuse, N. Y., Dec. 12.

Jay Mills, Edgewater Beach hotel,

Chicago, Dec. 3, indef.

Aristocrats of Rhythm, strollers,

Dec. 18, Monteleone hotel. New Or-
leans, La., four weeks.

Don Bestor, Rice hotel, Houston,
Tex., Dec. 28 to Jan. 9.

Jack Winston, Athens Club, Oak-
land, Cal., Dec. 16.

Biltmore Boys, Lamar hotel, Hous-
ton, Tex., Dec. 11-31.

Dick Barrie, Brown Palace hotel,

Denver, Dec. 17. Current at Stat-

ler hotel, Cleveland, 'till Dec. 11.

Frank Dailey, Tampa Terrace,

Tampa, Fla., Dec. 10.

Bill Bardo, Schroeder hotel, Mil-
waukee, Dec. 23, two weeks.

Carl Ravazza, Utah hotel. Salt

Lake City, U., Dec. 16, five weeks.

jack Hamilton, Statler hotel,

Cleveland, Dec. 13.

Jack M'arshard, Statler hotel, De-
troit, Dec. 6.

MEN DESERT

ROAD-EAGER

SAvnr

Philadelphia, Dec. 6,

Jan Savitt's entire band, playing

at the Arcadia-International here,

quit him on Saturday night to re-

turn to KYW as the house crew, spot

they've held for past several years.

They objected to his projected plan
for going on the road when the Ar-
cadia engageinent closes Saturday a
week. Savitt opiened last night
(Monday) with an entirely new
band at the nitery. Vocalists Carlotta
Dale,. Bon Bon, Three Toppers, and
terper Jerry Taps stuck with him.
He'll shortly start a swing through
New England. Handled by Consoli-
dated.

Savitt's exact standing at KYW is

apparently in some doubt. Nathan
Snader, who was acting director of

music in his stead during the leave
of absence, has been made director,

Jim Begley, program director at the
station, said Savitt is welcome back
at any time, but must make up his
mind whether he wants to remain
or hop out on other jobs all the
time. Substitute bands, Begley in-
dicated, were unsatisfactory. Savitt's

contract with the outlet expires Jan.
17. 'We haven't yet considered the
question of renewing it', Begley said.

There, was considerable wrangling
at the Musicians' Union as to the
rights of Savitt's men to walk out
on him. It was finally decided that
they had been contracted to play at
the station and they could go back
there if they didn't choose to travel.

'

Union originally granted the crew
four weeks' leave from KYW to fill

the Arcadia date, but this was ex-
tended by a proffer from Warner
Brothers to play the Earle last week.
Following the theatre engagement,
Savitt went back to the Arcadia to
fill out his four-week commitment
there.

Inside Stuff-Music

NEW MUSIC FIEM PILES
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 6;

Paulbrook Music Corp. has been
chartered here to conduct a general
music publishing business in New
York. Directors are: Paul Gewirtz,
Martin Goodman and Fanne Smith.
Bernard L. Miller, filing attorney.

Publishers are watching the response to 'I Found My Yellow Basket,*
the tecently unveiled sequel to 'A-Tisket, A-Tasket.' Although followup's
to a hit almost never click, 'A-Ti.sket' was such a sockeroo the second
section Is being watched .to, see. if it. upsets the rule.

Bobbins published .the . initial nursery rhyme and didn't want to take
the second but was.forced to protect itself in the event it did click.

Maurice Richmond's Music Dealers Service, Inc., New York, has in-
creased its capital, stock, from. 270 shares, 150 preferred, $100 par value,
and 120 common, no par value, to $50,000, $100 par value each. Papers
filed with the Secretary, of- State at Albany by Leigh & Neckritz.

Artie Shaw's own composition, 'Fantasy on the Blues,' which the clari-
net-maestro will contribute to .Paul Whlteman's jazz recital at Carnegie
Hall, New York, on Xmas Day, .will consume 12 minutes. It's No. 2 to the
unabridged Gershwin 'Rhaf>sodie in Blue,' 21. mins.

Music Notes

Dave Snell scoring 'Burn 'Em Up
O'Connor' at Metro.

Frank Waxman doing the scoring
job on Metro's 'Huckleberry Finn.'

Johnny Burke and Jimmy Monaco
assigned to write several songs for
Bing Crosby in The Star Maker' at

Paramount

Ralph Kranshaar and Cy Feuer
scoring 'Federal Man Hunt' at Re-
public.

Johnny Lang: and Lew Porter sold

their song, 'Cactus Pete is Six Feet
Under Ground,' to Spectrum Pictures
for the Fred Scott western, 'Code of

the Fearless.'

Freddie Packard's band opened at

La Rumba, L.A. nitery.

Leon and Otis Rene wrote 'Dusty

Road' for Nelson Eddy in 'Song ol

the West' at Metro.

RENSSELAER AGREES

TO USE ALL UNION

Troy, N. Y., Dec. 6.

Settlement of a year-long contro-
versy between Troy local, AFM, and
officers of Rensselaer Poly classes

and fraternities enabled
.
Bunny

iBerlgan's orchestra to play the In-
erfraternity Conference ball in the
87 Gymnasium (Dec. 2). After the
union placed Institute dances on the
}lacklist, outside name bands were
forced to reject dates. Berigan's
imit was the first card-holding one
to play in a year.
Under an agreement reached be-

tween Troy local and the six fra-
ternities, the latter agreed to em-
ploy only union bands. They had
contended that rates and regulations
made the cost prohibitive for house
dances. College authorities kept out
of the squabble.

TIRE SALE PRICES'

AT ROOF BALLROOM

Indianapolis, Dec. 6.

Tom Devlne, manager of the In-
diana Roof Ballroom, turned oppor-
tunist when a fire in the ventilator
closed the Indiana theatre, in which
his dance spot is located. While
smoke also entered ballroom It was
less serious than in theatre. Devino
promptly put on a 'fire sale' to lure
hoofers to the dance floor.

Advertised special 25c 'fire sale
prices.' Phil Emerton Diamonds is

current orchestra.

THE HOUSE OF
10 0 0 HITS

Presents

WHAT DO YOU KNOW
ABOUT LOVE

FORGET IF^rOU CAN

Watch Out For
AMONG THOSE SAILING

and

PEPITO AND HIS VIOIIN
as well as new announcements

in this apaco every week.

OLD SONG SUGGESTIONS
FOR YOUR PROGRAMS
JIMMY McHUGH'S

"Exactly Like You"
SHAPIRO, BERNSTEIN A CO.

II / f II 1. 1 > //

All Ashore
Milh llijl s Uifi Halliid Mit

You're the Only Star in

My Blue Heaven
(•vnr Aiilrv s WaH/ flit

Just a Kid Named Joe
Trrrv I,ivini,'>,((iri .md M;uk Dnvid's (irraf Storv Sonp

Your Eyes Are Bigger
Than Your Heart

Trrr\ Sli;i,i(l. .Iiiiiiny Falon's .irul Milton Hfrirs
Khythm Sikm rssor to "I^ork My Heart"

Shapiro, Bernstein Cr Co., Inc.
tlKO riiiildinjT mh Strrrt & f.th Avenue. N Y.
I.O) IS IlM^V.TrrS IT., ,ON,F TAPS ,..n M^r.

AGAIN THE GREATEST CHRISTMAS HIT!

Santa Claus Is Comin' To Town
Words by HAVEN GILLESPIE Music by ], FRED COOTS
LEO FEIST. INC. . 1 6 2 9 BROADWAY . NEW YORK
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Inti Casino to Go Toimlar' Tempo

When It Reopens; Fischer Stays On

With NTG's Midnight Sun filing

under tht bankruptcy , act, and BiHy

Hose removing hla Casa Manana

from the nitery field, the Interna-

tional Casino, on Broadway, feela it

has a l>etter chance from noyr on.

The newest and most lavish of the

Broadway cabaret-theatres, -which

represents a $600,000 investment,

folds its present diow on Saturday

(lO)i to reopen exactly two weeks
hence with, a refurbished revue.

Clifford C. Fischer, present pro-

ducer, vahg holds a 20-weeks* con-

ttaeti with more than 50% yet unex-
pired, will continue as Impresario.

He will revamp his revues, with an
eye to less lavishness and 'class,' ,and
mpre in the 'popular* idiom. Idea is

to conform with a new $l.S0-$2 scale,

as against the present $2:50-^:30

minimums, with the checks averag-

ing $4 a person. The stiff tariff is

ascribed as a major cause for tepid

business of late.

Following huddles with Robert K.
Christenberry, y.p. and general man
ager of the Hotel Astor, who. is also

director-general of the International

Casino—put in there by the City

Farmers Bank & Trust—it was de
cided Fischer continue producing the
revues.

The name band idea may be
dropped, but Jay C. Flippen will

come in as m.c, and the general
tenor of the shows will be for pep
and speed. Meantime, the present
bands, Val ErniCi Vincent Travers
and Eddy Brandt have been on no-
tice and close Saturday (10). Ditto

the show. Music Corp. of America
will spot in the other dance combos,
when the room reopens Dec. 24.

Leon Leonidoff, the Radio City
Music Hall stager, was talked about,

to put on a succeeding show, al-

though all sorts of policies and ideas

have been suggested and discounted.
These included a tabloidized 'Sing
Out the News.' a tab 'Ziegfeld Fol-
lies' (Shuberts-Harry Kaiifman), a
George White show, and an Earl Car-
roll revue among others.

Ben Bernie also was to have gone
in With Leonidofl^ since a name band
Idea was favored^ but Music Corp,
of America is trying to find a suitable
combo that the spot can afford, for
reopening Dec. 24.

Otherwise, Fischer wanted to take
bis show and book it in the presenta-
tion houses via MCA or William
Morris agencies, both doing ,biz with
Fischer in handling some of Jbls at-
tractions. This, de^ite the fact that
Fischer also owns his own Interna-
tional Theatrical Corp. The Paris and
London showman was to have sailed

thiii weekend, but in view of present
circunvstances he will not go until
Dec. 16.

Kids Mr. Dies

Indianapolis, Dec. 6.

Gypsy Rose Lee, in an inter-

vlew over radio station WFBM,
cracked to Ned de Fevre, an-
nouncer, tbat.«he feared an in-

vestigation by the Dies Com-
mittee.

"Reason: She had ridden to

the istation in a red cab.

coAsrs $100,000 rink

New Westwoed Ice Garden* Preems
With Flo Klto Masie

MPflDlY

Los Angeles, Dec. 6.

Tropical Ice Gardens, all-year out-

door skating rink, with a scenic

touch of Swiss chalets fianking the

pond, gave out with its first refrig-

erated extravaganza last week. Turn-

out of 5,000 half filled the bleachers

and were kept warm by coffee and

blanket vendors.

Spectacle is' lagged 'St, Moritz Ex-

press' and lacks the production

of otiier ice:s3iows in town. Ted Fio

Rito's band .pjpes the tunes. Show is

in for as long as it pulls.

Layout represents investment of

around $100,000 made by Westwood
business leaders. Rink ia open to
public skating before and after the
show.

Union jBacldng Gives TA

Confidence in Fighting

Kely's Chicago Benefit

Mayor Frank Kelly, of Chicago,
h^ this year again refused to per-
mit the Theatre Authority to take
15% of gro^s on his annual Xmas
Benefit, due Dec. 21, with yesuU that
TA has instructed eveigr theatrical
union 'within its group to refuse per-
mission for use of their members.
Last year, Kelly tried to evade the
TA tax and was supported by James
PetriUo, head of Chi's musicians
local. TA controls all benefits.
TA in 1937 permitted the show

from the Chez Paree nitery in the
Loop to appear at the show. It was
the first time that the TA had tackled
Chicago and circumstances forced
the okay. This year, the group has
full support of all unions, with pos-
sible exception of the Chicago musi-
cian local.

Barrett Hades, corporation counsel
of Chicago, a Kelly aide, left Chi-
cago' for the Coast this w:eek to try
and secure some film names for the
benefit. Strong TA ties with Screen
Actors Guild will also nick that at-

tempt, according it TA.

Philadelphia, Dec. 6.

Mixing of gal entertainers with
patrons, recently curbed as the re-

sult of a drive by Department of La-
bor and Industry inspectors, is on
the increase again, Walter H. Mor-
ley, chief inspector, declared yester-

day (Monday). Only real ace in

the hole, Morley said, is the com-
plaint to the State Liquor Control
Board, which can revoke licenses.

Morley said mixing is toughest of

night club evils to cure because of

the unwillingness of girls to co-op
-erate. They are in constant , fear k>f

being prevented from getting other
jobs. Invariably, when inspectors
find them mixing they swear they
are with personal friends, although
seldom do they know their names.

Another tough nut to crack is. the
problem of gals under age working,
although Morley said he believes the
kids have been pretty much elimin-
ated by' now. As soon as an inspec.

tor becomes suspicious and demands
a .birth certificate, or other evidence
of age, the femmes skip to another
spot under another name. It is al-

most Impossible to keep up with
them, he says.

Rose Says Union Demands on Casa

Meant DifF of Successful Operation

And 77B; Plans 2-a-Day Vaudeville

Henle In Northwest

Minneapolis, Dec. 6.

St. Paul holds the doubtful dis-

tinction of being the only city in
which Sonja Henie and her 'Holly-
wood Ice Revue' failed to sell out.

The 7,500-seat Auditorium was little

more than hsdf-'filled -at each Of the
three performances.

However, here in the 5,200-seat

Arena, as everywhere else, except
St. Paul, the Henie show drew full

capacity and turned many away.
Scaled at $3.30 top, it grossed in ex-
cess of $26,000 for three night per-

formances.

Bojangles in Pulpit

Philadelphia, Dec. 6.

BiU Robinson, current at

Nixon's Grand here, stepped out
of character Sunday night (4)

to preside at the weekly meet-
ing of the North Philadelphia
Civic Forum at the colored Mc-
Dowell Presbyterian church.

'We Negrces must not listen

to the talk tit commimlsm
,
or

any other un-Americanism,' he
told the crowd of 400, before
switching back to Bojangles
and amusing them with his tap-
ping on the pulpit and rendi-
tion of 'Don't Say Good-bye to

the Blackbirds

'

More B'way Vaude?iSe

Sam Briskman, Maurice Costello

and Harold Goldman will convert
the Continental theatre on Broadway
into a four-a-day, popular-priced
vaudfilmer Dec. 24. House has used
foreign pictures since

^
shuttering a?

a burlesque house last' year. Brisk-

man is former operator of Casino,

Brooklyn hurley, also shuttered last

year. Costello is not to be confused
with the former stage star of the
^me name.
Program will be changed weekly,

with permanent band and m.c. in-

stalled. Will use a line of .girls and
acts besides films. A coffee bar in

lobby is also planned.

PKON, TRAHAN

HEAD CAIU)

NEW

Kurt Robitschek's delayed three-a-

day vaudeville will bow at the Am-
bassador, New York, Dec. 23, post-

poned from Nov. 27, when it was to

have opened at the Paladium, nee

B.. S. Moss' Broadway. New spot

is a Shubert house and the Shuberts

will split 6P-40. Thus, Robitschek

beats Billy Rose's new straight vaude

policy at the Casa Manana in by

four days, as detailed elsewhere.

Opening bill will be headed by

Molly Picon, Al Trahan, Steve Geray

and Bernice Stone plus a line of

girls. Shows will hold over two to

four weeks, scale 50c to $1,50.

NVA's Benefit, Electioiis

National Variety Artists will run
off its second annnal benefit and its

regular elections in February.
Majestic theatre has been set for

the show Feb. 10. Regular elections
will be held following Sunday (26).

nnBD OF A CENTURY

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER
of

To Be Piiblished Late In December

Special Exploitation Advantages

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

Reservations and Copy May Be Sent to Any

Variety Office

NEW YOBK
154J W. 46th St.

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine St.

CHICAGO
54 W. Randolph St.

LONDON
8 St. Martin's Ph

Squabbling with the waiters union
over a proposed wage hilce—and an<-

other around April—Rilly Rose's

threatened shutdown of his Casa
Manana, New York, was at first

suspected as' being .a tactical move to

scare the union organizers into

amelioration. However, expressing
liimself as foreseeing 'two 7's and a

.

B,' which is Rose's way of saying

773, 'through the added pverhead of

$7$,000 a year,' the operator of the

cabaret-theatre decided to abandon
the nitery idea and shift his Casa into

a straight ' vaudeville policy, twice,

daily, with a 15th show Saturday
midnights. Scale $1.65 top; 99c. mats.
That he isn't kidding is emphasized

by Rose in that he's cancelled
$60,000 worth of banquet business, at
his Casa, which, however, he's try-
ing to salvage ,by shifting as much
as possible into his new Diamond
Horseshoe nitery, plvs the fact that

he's refusing New Year's Eve reser-

vations .at 4he Casa, since there will

be no night club policy there. In-

stead, the straight vaudeville idea
premieres New York's eve.
Waiters Local No. 16 demanded a

30% wage increase and peremptori-
ly stated that anottier would be de-
manded in Ajuril, when all N. Y.
niteries will be re-assessed anew, in

anticipation of the bullish cafe biz

exped«d with the World's Fair in-

flux.

Rose says his Casa payrolls 360
people, half of whom belong to 'serv-

ice* unions, and rather than be
bankrupted by union demands, he
decided on closing while he was still

oh the crest of a hit. His vaudeville-

type cabaret shows have been
money-makers and the current line-

up top» them all, according to trade

standards and from Rose's b.o.' per-

spective.

Since he figures he has been selling

vaudeviUe to a $4 average check

—

minimum was $2.50 and $3 on holi-

days and Saturdays—he feels he can
do likewise at $1.65 top, matinee and
night, and keep his vaudeville show*
running four to 10 weeks^

Talent Preblem
Rose realizes there's a talent prob^

lem. but feels that by not dissipating

the talent too fast-^'Hellzapoppin/
ordinarily just a vaude unit, proves
there's a dearth of flesh shows-^he
can 'do all right 'Whereas in yester-

year two-a-day, a holdover of a Pal-

ace beadliner was a rarity, due to

the fact that in Greater New York
there were dozens of vaudevill(»

houses. Rose's Casa would become
the lone two-a-day vaudeville house
in America. Kxxci Robitschek's simi-^

liarly proposed policy <now i)enciUed

in for the Ambassador, with a Shu<i>

bert tieup) is three-a-day. •

Jack Pearl, Lupe ' Velez, Kftty

Carlisle, Paul IlUialcon, Dixie Dun*
bar,, Duke McHale, Gypsy Rose Le*
are among people in view for the
preem of the new two-a-day. Rose
states he can also get pictiire people
and others—Pearl and Mi;ss Carlisle

are among them—who heretofore ob*
jected to working in a place wherft
they must compete' agaihst the clat-

ter of dishes and other distractions.

Vincent Lopez will continue in the

pit, with the new policy.

DiamoBd H«r»eshoe
Rose's new nitery, the Diamond

Horseshoe, patterned after the Jim
Brady era, premieres Xmas nighf»

and while he recognizes he must
contend with labor demands in %hA%
venture, Rose feels he can do so by
a more modest operation. Even

(Continued on page 42)

'EJECT SOURPOi^ES'

RECIPE FOR PARTY

Buffalo, Dec. 6.

Buffalo's cafe society invited to

watch a broadcast interview with
Elsa Maxwell over WKBW. Some
200 persons took chairs in Studio
One, while party-throWer went into

Studio Two (much smaller) for ' a
little rehearsal. When' time for the

I
broadcast ai)pt'oached land sh^ saw

- there was no chair for her she sai4k
'I'll do it from that other studio--r

• where I can sit 4<»wnv Spectators

;
then surged li^to smaller studio an^
audience stood 'while performer sai

l^i$a Maxwell gave .as a recipe for
a successful party, 'If your gtiesfs re*
fuse to have a good time, put thei^
out at once.'
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Detroit s Upbeat in Auto Industry May

Revive Vaude at Mich.; Fox Pic Snag

Detroit, Dec. 6.

itesumption of . vaude ,
at United

Detroit's Michigan theatre isn't an
improbability anymore, although ac-

tual resumption may be far off. Spot,

which seats 4,000, has been showing
duals for about six months.

With auto plant employment near-r

!ng peak, biz generally here is soar- !

ing. Meanwhile, vaude situash atj

the -town's only vaudfllmer, the Pox,
is still up in the air. Spot has been
trying to line up sufficient strong

films for some time, to enable it to

drop flesh in favor of straight pic-

tures. However,, upsurge- iif - Detroit
biz 'may. postpone.' action; for some'
timfr, or for good. •

Shuberi^ NcTivirk, Rellglits'.

Shubert theatre, yieWark, relights

Dec. .24 with a yaudfllm policy.

House was shuttered most of last

season, using only occasional road
legits. It's owned by the Prudential
Life Insuranqe Co.
, Opening bill will be built around
!Ben. Bernie, with the second. New
Year's week show, consisting of a
fe.w ckcts currently at the Casa Ma-
nana. New York, including Abbott-
Costello and Holland-Hart. Eddie
Sh'erinan is booking the house.

McGee Unit Does Big

$4,500 in Cedar Rapids
Chicago, Dec- 6.

Vaude unit headed by Fibber Mc-
Gee and Molly, Chicago radio com-
edy act, craclced all house attend-

ance records in a two-day stand,in
Cedar Rapids over the past week-
end at the Orpheum there.

Played to. more than $4,500. Unit
was on .a straight 50-50 deal.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Moss Issues Ultimatum

To Agent Permit Violators

_ License Commissioner Paul -Moss
called all agents io his office yester^
day (Tuesday ) lor a final meeting
on licensing and for discussion of

proposed agency > legislation, include
. ing 'industrial, comiheircial and the-
.atrical.

Mos&N declared those who are not
licensed. by- the end of- the year will
.never be- permitted one should they
,be apprehended foi^ violation of the
law.

WIUJE and EUGENE

''Hollywood Hotel" Revue
TOtBIMO

Fuller Circuit, Australia

Per. Addreii

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
NEW YORK

yEOZ^OlAilDA BOOKm
FOR EUROPEAN DATES

Not having gone' abroad since 1930»

Veloz and Yolanda ate slated for
Jack Harris' London spot, Ciro's^

sailing this week. • From there they
go to Monte Carlo, etc.

.

Dancer^ closed ,at Billy Ros&'S
Casa Manana, New. York, Saturday
night (3); two weeks ahead of the
rest of the-show, which Rose is run-
ning ' six weeks before going, over
into straight vaudeville 100%.

Oshins and Lessy are due back
from Ciro's,' having curtailed their

engagement suddienly. Team was
reported not having been paid in full

on its contract but had made a settle-

ment with Earl Bailey, Music Corp.
of America's Xipndon. manager, who
booked -them. MCA also books Veloz
and Yolanda.

bshiiur-L'essy Siettle

London, Nov, 22.

Oshins -and Lessy* who came, 'over

from America . to. play four weeks
at Ciro.'s for Jack Harris, settled thieir

differences with the management,
who claimed, they- did not fulfil ' ex-
pectations. He

, had wanted to cut
their salary.

Settlement involved .team playing
fortnight instead of 'month ' originally

contracted! receiving salary' of $500
per week as. contracted. Manage-
mient . already' pdid their round-trip
fares.

New Hearing on Act
Rehearing, of suit of Jack Miller

and 'Janet, skating act, against the
Monte Carlo Casino, New, York,
nit^ry, for breach of contract, will

be held in Municipal court, N. Y.,.

tod^y (Wednesday).
Act won default judgment last

week whien nitery operator failed to

show in court. . Defendants later en-
tered plea to reopen case, which
was granted. Act was awarded $150.

Radio*M Sensational

Toy. imtrutnental

Kioartette

Sundays Mondays— Wednesdays— Fridays on NBC
Kurrently at the

New York PARAMOUNT Theaffe

Management NBC ARt(8T8 BUREAU Personal: SHERRY ALLEN

After going through a period of

observation, these new.comers at the
Will Rogers are given permish to be
up: Joe Reynolds. Inell Guillory, Ted
Graff, Patricia Wallace, Grace Mc-
Donald, Anna Ball, Catherine Brody
and Ann Sagen.
" Jerry Vogel sent candy to thtf fol-

lowing ' institutions: Stony Wold, St.

Marys, Kaybrook, Franklin County
and the Rogers.

Peggy McCarthy, who messed
around the Rogers till she got well,

here hello'lng the gang.

Phil Wolf, of New York, ogling the
lodge while visiting his frau, >vho*3

Rbgersing..

Patricia ft^inter is one year older.'

She's doing nicely.

.J^mes Meehdn now - the official

tnailmarfahd guide at the lodge:
"

Mrsl 'William Morris will be • with
her gang of 'children' at Camp Iriter-

mission soon.

Harry "Layden; former Scotch

coiiiic, Reports from Hamilton; Scot-

land, that he> bedsiding Sir Harry
Lauder, who's not feeling so well.

Joseph Vaughey, of Denver, ex-

Shubert p.a., has licked pneumonia.

Sophie. Tucker sends her greetings.-

(Write to those who are 111.)

• 15 YEARS AGO •
(From Variety- end Clipper)

Only eight acts at the N..Y. Palace,

but Nora Bayes . was xloing.37 mins.,

Wilkie Bard a like- time and Ci&sle

Loftus 28. Bard, English <comic, was
making, his 'first appearance in four
years,, but they -remembered .him. •

Mabel McKiniey, after several

years on the, concert stage, camJe

back to 'vaude at the Riverside, N. Y.,

and declared to.be better than ever.

Capitalized the fact she was a niece
of the late President.

.

American -Roof audience growing
worse than the old Colonial gallery
had .ever been. Just in to h^ve a
good time, and. 'the- acts, didn't' mat-
ter, • Getting worse all the time.

Joe E. Howard has a production
act at Keith's Boston, with Ethelyn
Clarke, eight line girls, three musi-
cians and James J. Morton. Morton
stole the show with his ad libbing.

Nazimova getting by at th? Chi.
Palace with her new sketch. Pre-
vious offering regarded as too hot.

Harry Jolson was stopping the
show at the Hillstreet, L. A. Work-
ing with an audience plant who was
a pretty good singer, too.

Four Coast studios offering the
'guaranteed cOst' plan. Made an es-

timate on studio costs. If too low,
studio stood the loss To attract indie
production from N. Y., but it didn't
work.

Roadshowing 'Scaramouche' and
'Covered Wagon' on a two-shOw-a-
day basis not so hot in Canadian
houses of .Allen circuit. People
would pay $1.50 in regular, theatres,
but not the upped price in the regu-
lar pic houses.

American Society of Composers,
!Authors and Publishers reached an
impasse with the M.p.T.O.A., and
negotiations were dropped. ASCAP
got 'em later.

Hazel Dawn canceled on the Keith
time after her showing at the Alham-
bra, N. Y. Turn was regarded as too
suggestive.

MOIOR and ROOT
EL RIO CLUB, NEW YORE

Mineralava finally held the finals
in its Yalentino beauty contest. At-
tracted about half a crowd to the
Garden.

Ben Bemie getting out a four-page
paper about Ben Bernie, the band,
and Ben Bernie. Mostly about Bemie,
but regarded as a good plug.

Night Club Reviews

YUMURI, N. Y.

Eliaeo Grenet Orch, Don Mario,
Ricardo Sandr(^nel, Audrey Ely,
Nena Monies, Los Matinoa.

Reopened earlier in the fall under
the operation of Frank Martin, this
cellar Latin nitery .is now using two
bands, having added EHseo Grenet's
dance orchestra (8), recently arrivecj
in New York from Cuban engage-
ments. -Don Mario's show band is

held over.
Grenet, jvriter of rhumbas, is also

broadcasting for WMCA, N. Y., twice
weekly. With Grenet working at the
piano, his outfit includes two clari-
nets, two guitars, a: bass flddlej a
hand drum and a trmnpet. Orches-
tra is likely to draw her*; /with-
Grenet being well known among the
Latins. ' • .

i-
, ,

New show also Includes Ricardo
Sandranel and Audrey Ely, who
work singly and togethef^ ^ J^>rmer
is. a Mexican tgnoy. whp specializes
in numbers of his homeland, while
Miss Ely, a tall, attractive mezzo so-
prano, does operatic and lighter
classical numbers. Both played only
one club engagement'prior to coming
here, both out of . town. Miss Ely
has a

,
good voice and technique.

Mario, 'who doubles a& director of
the show biand ,fOr m.c.'ing, is doing
less chatter than he did previously.
Nfena Monfes, single 'Spanish'dancer,
and • Los Marinos, team, are hold-
overs. Both act* have improved
vastly. Club specializes in Cuban-
Spanish food. Char.

PERSIAN ROOM
(HOTEL PLAZA, N. Y.)

V

Morton Downey, Maurice & Cor-
doba, Eddy Duehin Orch, Don De
Vodi Orch.

Morton Downey is the new luml^
nary at the Persian Room and a sur-
prisingly ^ocko cafe interlude. Com-
ing back, oir the ^eels offavorablfrre-
ports from the Cocoa'mit Grove at the
Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles, he's
a zestful song' purveyor as' he self-
accomps at the grand ' piano.-
Downey has heretofore been identi-
fied primarily with the mike and the
rostrum,, although, not altogether a
stranger in a cafe.

There's something about the Per-
sian Room's class aura that has
made many a standard act flinch. In-
stead of bowing to its austerity, how-
ever, Downey is doing a surprise
stunt of injecting an al fresco atmos-^
phere, a good idea. Anything goes
to make a room unbend if okay b.o.
and it's something extra at the Hotel
Plaza.
For the rest, the show is standard.

Maurice and Cordoba are back with
their class ballroomoldgy. including

an original terp. routine they call the
Mauroba, coined from their billing
Team Is impeccable sartorially and'
fortified with the basic terp appeal'
they're highly acceptable.
Eddy Duchln's dansapation, of

course, is not- only something that
seems to go with the Persian Room's
lease, but it's as zingy. as ever.
Duchin Is a dandy personality ' up

-

front, mafestroing and* m.c.ing: Don-
De Vodi Is the alternate combo for
the Latin rhythms. Duchin has re-
furbished his band a bit; but it's still
effective, including, that perky trum-
pet. Paul, who has been some 30
years at the door, still watches over
his baby, the Persijin Room.
His devotion to the maintenance of

a .certain standard in decorum, de-
portment arid patronage of the P.P
is something that's been k saga*
among cafe and. hotel maitre d'hoteis.
It's a: gr^at human-interest storyL-
; There's also an answer somewheres
as to

. why seemingly aloof head-
jWaiters must maintalA that stand-,
foffishhess' in 'order to preserve "cer-"
Uin ameritties. - So)netimes - they
stand off with the wrong people, and
the hammers come out, but their bat-
ting average on human values is not
bad, everything considered. Abel.

MUSIC BOX, FRISCO

San Francisco, Dec. 1.
Sally Randp Dora Maugham, Alan

.Carney, Three Nonchalants, Flower
and Paul.

Sally Rand,: plus fan and bubble
dances, heads the 'Star Studded
Revue' at the. Music Box. Running
ttiore than an hour opening^ night,*
the dinner show started :Miss Rand's
fourrweek engagement at this his-
toric spot with a bang.

Miss. Rand is the biggest name to
play a local

,
nitery since Giis Van

held forth it the Bal Tabarin about
a year ago. - Entire production, which
is one of the best to hit a local caf«

' in sofne .' time, • was " conceived ' and"
staged Miss Rand. Lack of re-
hearsal, time, (Miss. Rand came-, here
directly from Los Angeles, where
she had an engagement at the Bilt-
more hotel) snagged her opening
dinner and supper shows slightly but
that, undoubtedly will be corrected
with playing.

-

During the opening dinner show
Miss Rand did the fan dance. At the

(Continued oa page 42)

JACK and JUNE

BLAIR
On Tour Fuller Circuit. AaHtralla'

' with

''Hollywood Hotel'' Revue

Frisco complaining that Fannie
Brice was doing in the 'Follies' part

\

of the act she saw him do on the
Coast. Miffed about it.

To

Joe Biviano, Fred Waring, Carol Weyman,
Arthur Pryor, Roger Sweet J. Fred Coots, Joe
Menneni, Johiiny FarreL and Vaughn De Leath

Who guested with the "Troubadorables" at the
World's Fair Auto Show

And to

Ralph Ebbert, George Hulbert Ferde Grofe,
Douglas Campbell, Grover Whalen, Bill Steinke,
Nick Kenny, Charles B. Driscoll, George Podeyn,
Henry Dagand, Miss Ethel, Inc., and the Brook-
lyn and Long Island Automobile Dealers
Association

For their Cooperation

I Give My Thanks

EDGAR CARVER

Sol Bloom sworn in as a member
of the House of Representatives. Im-
mediately ' Introduced two bills .to

;

abolish theatre taxes. Admission tax
,

and seat tax.

HUMANETTES
ORIGINATOnS OF

Mnnlpalatlnfr Murlonettes In Full View ot the Autllenie
Tills Weeic—TItoII Theatre. Melbourne, Australia
Direction—MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

riianks to SAM KRAMER Western Theatres Rep., BAM ROBERTS

FAMOUS FOR SHOW
MIKE FRIT2EL and JOE JACOBSON'S

CHEZ PAREE
«10 FAIRBANKS COURT Delaware S434 CHICAC.O

AMERICA'S SMARTEST THEATRE RESTAURANT
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Gags That Break the Critics Bachs

Philadelphia, Dec. 6.

Hondrable-Soclety-of-Weary-Newspaper-Critics-Assigned-to-Cover-

tjie-Earle-Thcatre, at its regular meeting in the lobby of the Earle

last Friday (2), unanimously adopted a vigorous resolution against

three gags repeated regularly at the house, eaqh week. Better break

^ag. promised .all acts which forego, them. Resolution called on

Variety to call official attention to the tabus for the general good

of the cause and the particular benefit of the HSWNCACET, which

js comfwUed to listen to them.

First i?n't one gag, but a whole general classification, i.e.^ the

WPA worker joke. For example (this is one of the |)ettec ones)

:

'Just read that a WPA worker broke his neck. Termites ate through

his shovel handle.'

Nov 2 on the nix list goes like this: 'Where've you been?* 'In'

Hollywood.' 'What were you doing there?' 'Making pictures.' Mak-
ing pictures? I didn't know that' 'Sure, one like this (full-face)

and one like this (profile),'

Then there's the third repeating itch. It must be admitted, how-
ever, on this that' its touch of blueness makes it good for a few
chuckles from the Earle audience no matter how many weeks In a

row they hear it. It goes: 'What have you got there?' 'A telegram.*

«From whom?' 'From my wife.' 'What does it say?' 'She just had
triplets.' Straight man then congratulates the stooge, wtil he learns

that the fellow is out of work. Taking an interest in the sad case,

he asks him what he can do, enumerating jobs like ditch-digging,

truck-driving, aictlng, etc., etc. Guy can do none of them. Finally,

ih desperation, the s.m. asks, 'Well, what can you do?' Stooge

doesn't say a word. Just hands him the telegram.

MM CLAMPS

DOWN ON CAFES

Minneapolis, Dec. 6.

The lid has been clamped oh here

•gain -against gambling and vurfew
violations. Surprise raids, engi-

neered by a citizens' committee, with

the assistance of the sheriffs office,

revealed several elaborately equipped
gambling houses and numerous
gambllhg devices ia a number of

night clubs and beer parlors. Only
one arrest was made.

While the heat is on, all night clubs

are laying low once more. It's a
periodic occurrence here, although
most Of the time during the past

several years the town has been wide
iDpen.

Even most of the more pretentious

Iteries, with floor shows, claim they
can't exist unless they disregard the

1 a.nv.'ciosing law and continue selN
,lng liquor without time restrictions.

FRANK PARIS
AND HIS MARIONETTES

PARADISE CAFE
NEW YORK

Kxduslve Ifanarement

SHERWOOD & MATHEWS
Direction: IMOAIXS * DATnsS

ROBINSON TWINS
NOW

PALACE
MILWAUKEE

DIAMOND BROTHERS
Oresud by

SIDHEY FISHER
76/77, Shaftesbury Avenue

PICCADILLY, LONDON, ENG.

MOUNT ROYAL

LONDON
That's AU

Bett Cogee in England

QUAUTY INN
Lcloetter Square

LONDON, WEST-END

REORGANIZED H'WOOD

REST. PREENS TONIGHT

The Hollywood Restaurant, New
York, reopens tonight (Wednesday)
after numerous delays and an exten-
sive-face lifting. Spot, in 77B since
last spring, was scheduled for an
October opening. Refurbishing in-

cludes the addition of a street floor

bar made possible by the elimina-
tion of a drugstore directly under-
neath. The Hollywood Deck runs
through from Broadway to Seventh
avenue, the facade at each end built
in steamship style, including port-
holes, etc
Opening bill includes no names.

Spot will have four bands. Talent
comprises Bob Russell, singer; Pep-
per January, swingstress; Hsd and
Honey Abbott, dance team; Baby
Alyce, aero; the Collegiate Sextet,

dance group a la shag, and a girl line

of 12 or 14. Latter is exclusive of

showgirls. Bobby Sanford is produc-
ing. Initial production, set to stay
about three months except for occa-
sional act turnovers.
Band situation produced a squab-

ble over which crew was to be fea-

tured. It Anally had to be ironed
out by Locar 802. Lee Shelley and
Seger Ellis head the bands, latter

featuring Irene Taylor, vocally,

plus a new 'choir of brass' style.

Shelley is supposed to have been
the flrst band signed, which, accord-
ing to union rules,- automatically
made it the featured band. Now
Ellis is squawking. The Rimacs,
Latin string outfit, also will cut in for

part of the show. Red Stanley's

small unit will give out from the

downstairs Deck.

Report Gypsy Rose to Quit

Unit This Wk.; Set for N.Y.

Indianapolis, Dec. 8.

Gypsy Rose Lee, appearing cur-
rently at the Indiana theatre here,

heading 'Hollywood to Broadway'
unit, is reported to be leaving show
at end of engagement Thursday (8).

She claims to be considering ah
oiler to appear in a New York show,
also an opportunity to go to England.

Miss Lee's unit is scheduled to fold

Dec. 16 after its week at the Shubert,
Cincinnati. It will have completed
eight weeks since it started from the
Coast.

William Morris office has booked
Miss Lee solo into Loew's State, New
York, early next month. Also likely

that Jack Durant, now with the unit,

will play a single at State shortly.

Vodery Chartered
Albany, Dec. 6.

Will Vodery's Artists Corp. has
been chartered to conduct a thea-
trical business in New York. Capital
stock is $10,000, $100 par value!

Directors: Will H, Vodery (holder
of 28 shares), Harry Vodery and
Dorothy . Godoze (owners of one
share apiece), all of N. Y.

ROGER PRTOR
AND HIS ORCHESTRA,.

Lyric. Indianapolis—NOW
MANAOSMBNT M. C. A.

PHDXr EMA, KELLY,

FEUD ON AUDITIONS

Philadelphia, Nov. 6.

Smoldering feud between the. En-
tertainment Managers Assn., booker
group, and Tom Kelly, biz agent of
the newly organized American Fed-
eration of Actors local, flared into
the open yesterday (Monday) over
which group would audition acts.

Several weeks ago, Florence Ber-
nard, prez of EMA, announced her
group would provide space in a
downtown hotel one Sunday night a
month where all agents could audi-
tion acts. Kelly Thursday (1) de-
clared he wouldn't allow, any AFA
members.to show up. He'd hold au-
ditions of his own,, he announced, to
which cabaret owners, buyers of the
acts, would be invited. Miss Ber-
nard, meantime, had already invited
the cabaret owners, which burned
Kelly still more.
Kelly said he doesn't want the

EMA to run the auditions because 'it

won't give an act the proper break,
nor will they provide proper settings
and surroundings. 'There's no human
side to an agent/ he declaired. 'All

they're interested in is their 10%.'
Meantime, Kelly held a confab

with the Night Club Owners Assn.
Wednesday (30) ori closed shop
agreements. All hesitated being the
first to sign and another meeting Is

skedded for tomorrow (Wednesday).
Miss Bernard will also address it

Kelly threatens pickets around eveiry

spot that doesn't come through with
an agreement tomorrow.

NITERIESSKO)

ON THE COAST

Hollywood,- Dec. 6.

Nitery biz here has hit the skids

aind operators are worried. They
concede that the interval between
Thanksgiving ,and. New Year's is al-

ways a low ebb but this year the

drop has been alarming. Those who
can weather the depresh are hang-
ing on for the holiday killing but
the mortality rate after that is ex-
pected to be the most severe in

years.

Hardest hit are the dens in the
county strip, that territory between
Hollywood and Beverly . Hills. Un-
less the gay blades air out their

bankrolls after the year's turn the
shutters will go up on a dozen spots.

No one seems able to put a finger

on the cause of the slump other than
the stock reasons—too many and fed
up. Even the eliihination of couvert
charges and minimums has not
given any' encouragement;
Earl Carroll unveils his theatre-

restaurant here Christmas, night.

Balto Niteries Hit
Baltimore, Dec. 6.

Local niteries taking it on the chin
with most of them holding on hojpe-

fully for possible New Year's Eve
tilt. Sam Lampe's Two O'clock
club has been weathering depression
weh along with the 12-year-old
Oasis, downtown spot operated by
'Sheriff' Max Cohen. Lampe has
John Steele heading current show, a
repeat. Recent change in local law
setup has police strictly enforcing 2
a.m. curfew, with many spots, feeling
loss of late take badly; Intimate spots
and hotel cocktail rooms, with ho
show and soft music, holding up in

good style.

AFA-N.Y., THEATRES

MEET TODAY (WED.)

Meeting of representatives of the
American Federation of Actors and
the New. York theatre labor com-
mittee, headed by C. C. Moskowitz,
of Loew's, is scheduled for today
(Wed.) to discuss demands of AFA
for organization of N.Y. houses using
stage talent.

Indications are that the AFA wants
a guild shop, plus a $60 minimum
for all artists.

Montreal, Dec, 6.

Henry Atterbury Players, dra-
matic stock company doing burlesque
versions of. old-fashioned mellers,
close at the Chez Maurice Saturday
(10) after 225 weeks in Montreal.
Company was originally at the Co-
rona hotel, later moving to the club.

Players are booked into Al Del-
monico's new restaurant in Miami,
Fla.

Bob Crosby Booked For

2 Weeks at N. Y. Par
Chicago, Dec. 6.

Bob Crosby's orchestra set for two
weeks at the Paramount, New York,
starting Jan. 27.

Crosby last week finished week in

the Chicago here following long stay

in the Blackhawk nitery. He's now
on the road. '

Det. Theatre Converts Into Nitery;

2 PhiDy Cafes Open, Other Spots Off

225 WEEKS IN MONTREAL

Atterbury Spoofers Move on to Del«
montco's, Miami

SUN CABARET

MREORG

Nils T. Granlund (NTG), as presi-
dent of the Swedegran Restaurant,
Inc., which operates the Midnight
Sun, the Broadway nitery which a
few months ago moved into the spot
formerly occupied by the Frolics
cabaret in the Winter Garden builds
ing, on Saturday (3) filed a petition
in N. Y. Federal Court for permis-
sion to carry out an arrangement
with creditors under Section 323 of
the Bankruptcy Act The petition
lists the debts of the corporation at

$38,721, exclusive of contingent
debts, rent, due bills, etc, of $68,720,

Assets are placed at $28,401.

In his request Granlund informs
the court that creditors are willing
to receive 45% on their bills, the
payments to be split up monthly,
starting Feb, 1, provided the cor-
poration is permitted to carry on
the business. It is pointed up in the
application that the corporation was
obligated to a five year lease of the
premises beginning Sept. 19 last. The
lease calls for $10,000 rent the. first

year; $12,000 for the second and
$13,500 for each of the remaining
years. Most of the salaries due to

the chorus girls, musicians, waiters
and other employees have been paid,

the petition says.

NTG is working out a deal with
the Dreier hotel chain to double the

nitery show at his Midnight Sun into

the • Silver Ballroom of the Capitol
hotel, N. Y„ on New Year's Eve, He
also has concluded a deal with opera-
tors of the Merry-Go-Round, New-
ark, N. J., nitery, to produce shows
regularly for them, starting Dec. . 15.

Del Courtney's orchesCra, being
picked up by WGY for NBC, now
has in support at the Rainbo Room
of the New Kenmore Hotel, Albany,
the dance team of Ruthenia and
Malcolm, Ruth Wayne, blues singer,

and Philis Dare, novelty terper.

Detroit, Dec. 6.

Downtown theatre, erstwhile RKO
showcase here, will be converted
into Detroit's first theatre-restaurant,

opening Dec. 26. New Downtown
Casino Corp., capitalized at $50,000

by local business men, will be
headed by Sidney R. Berman as

managing director.

Planned to seat around 2,000 on
lower floor of theatre, which has
been dark for past couple of years.
Balcony, with 1,200 seats, will re-
main as is for time being as a spec-,
tators' gallery.

Differing froin the French Casino
(N. Y.) idea, and following the suc-
cessful plan inaugurated at West-
wood Gardens here several years
ago, new Downtown Casino will have
general admish of 50c with payee
having privilege of spot rest of eve-
ning without' further charge.

Spot will highlight name bands,
specialty acts, two one-hour shows
nightly, and weekly change of bill.

Weekly budget wiU run aroimd
$5,000. Present stage of theatre wDl
be extended into a circular-daised
floor, with dancing room for about
700 couples. Plan is to shutter Casino
during July and August each year.

2 New Ptailly Cafes

Philadelphia, Dec. 6.

Despite low biz In Philadelphia
niteries this season, two new ones
entered the lists during the past
week. One is Chez Cherie, in the
Hotel Majestic, operated by Jack
Alexander, caterer at the hostelry.
Other is the Shipdeck, opened by
Charles Kessler, a real estater.
Club Africana, opened a little over

a month ago by Mrs, Harvey Lock-
man, has switched from Negro to
white entertainment. Only reason
given for Africana's shift was dif-
flculty in getting sufficient number
of good Negro acts. With several
spots now specializing in this type of
show, and Nixon';, Grand opening,
too, for colored shows, prioe on the
talent is understood to be Soaring.

BERLE, GRACIE BARRIE

SET FOR CHI'S CHEZ

Chicago, Dec. 6,

Milton Berle has been set into the
Chez Paree here, starting Dec. 23.

Likely that Berle will stick there
for seven weeks. • »

Gracie Barrie also on the bill.

''HOME OF SWING MUSIC'
In Chicago

DEUCES

The.THEATRE of the STARS

BOOKING AGENCY
GENKRAL EXECUTiVE OFFICES

LOEW BLDG. ANNEX
160 WEST 46^^ ST. NEW YORK

SiJ^ 9'7tOO

J. H. LU BIN
OCNERAl MANAGER

SIDNEY H. PIERMONT
BOOKING MANAGER
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ACTS Di RIO

D'Aguair Mendonca, U. S. rep of

the Casino Balneatlo da Urea, Rio

de Janeiro, returned to New York
Thursday (I) after a five-week visit

to Rio; where he investigated charges

that U. S. acts were being buffeted

around. He returns with full power
of attorney and will devise new con-

tract to insure full protection to both

act and buyer so there will be no
duplication of chiseling that has

sometimes occurred in the booking
here.

Now that Urea, whose inanage-

ment also operates other casinos in

Brazil, has established its own office

in N. y., it^s^ believed U. S. act ex-

ports to Rio will be favored more.

IMendonca had only bden in U. S. a
month recently when he. returned to

Rio to get lowdown oh beef? ema-
nating from this end.-

He has already set Kenneth Lane
and Edith Carroll, shag dancers,

for date at the Urea, opening Dee.

15. Pair, ;agented by Charlies Alien
office, sailed from N. Y. Saturday
(3) ior-Rio. They will be followed

by The Bryants, >yho sail Dec. 31^

opening Jan. 15.

MAXME SULLIVAN'S 3D

ENCORE At COAST CAFE

Casals Vaude

(Continued from page 39)

Pittsburgh,. Dec. 6.

MaxihQ , Sullivan, who headlined
Stanley show last week, is heading
to Hollywood by way of Chicago,
where she stops off next week (14)

for month's stay^ at Colony club.

From . there she goes back to Phil
Selznick'js cafe on the Coast for her
third engagement at that spot.

Sepia swin^ songstress will re-

sume her dBS Bustainers from film

place, where tovple ot'more pictures
have- been lined .up for her. GqI's
first two fiickerSr 'St. IjOui$ Blues'
(Par) and '(;}o|ng Places' (WB), are
still to be released.

Bnster Wes^ LuciSe Page

To Sa3 for Anzac PAs
,

. Buster We^ and LuciUe Page will
sail for Australia Jan. 18- to open a
tour .of ., the Tivoli . circuit.

Qpien in . February at the Tivoli
theatre, Mielboume.

Swarts, Serves Year,

Freed in Manslaughter

though scaled at $1 minimum, the

capacity of the Horseshoe, in the

basement of the Paramount hotel,

makes it possible. Frank Libuse,

Tom Patricola, Clyde Hager, 4 Man-
gihis, Delia Lind (moved over from

the Casa, where she's current), Eliz-

abeth Murray, Emma Francis, WilUe

Solar, Fritzi Scheff, Joe E. Howard,

Harry Armstrong and Noble Slssle's

orchestra comprise the show.

A cavalcade of yesteryear New
York, embracing Rector's, Steve
Brodie's, Ziegfeld Roof and Delmon-
ico's, is the theme of the Horseshoe
revue. Miss Lind will personate
Lillian Russel therein, and the vet-

erans. Misses Scheff, Murray, Francis
and Howard, will participate.

Present Casa show folds Dec. 17.

For this and next week, Jack Hol-
land, June Hart, replaced Veloz and
Yolanda, who dropped out because
of prior London commitments. They
sail this week. The Elderblooms
(11), trom the Coast, are added
starters.

An intensive rebuilding job is

necesary before Dec. 31', in order to

put back 1,750 sesits into what was
originally the Earl CarroU theatre.

Of these, 1,000 are on the lower floor.

When Clifford C. Fischer and his as-

sociates took over the house for their

French Casino (now the Casa), they
ripped' out the seats and put in tables

and chairs.

The large stage apron, under-built
with cement, must now be ripped out.

This was the dance floor as well as

the rostrum - for the artists. The
bars upstairs and down will iremaih,

but only for soft drinks since ABC
regulations forfend serving liquors

in theatres.

Cleveland,. Dec. 6.

William SwartS,. former manager of
the svirank private Mounds gambling
cliib,' wti$ released last, week from
Ohio Penitentiary, vhere he served
the i)(iinimuiia of ti l-to-20-year sen-
tence for xtianslaiighter.

Swsrts was, sent up for the first-

degree claying of his one-time body-
guard,. Harry (Chamit) Joyqej which
occurred behind ')9 downtown hotel
In May;. 1036. At: his trial he testified

lie was carrying a payroll of $2,250
bnd shot Jpyce, not knowing who he
Was, when attacked from behind.

State attempted to prove that he
shot the musclemaii in the back
when the latter was iabout 15 feet
•way.

Frank Fay's .Vande

Hollywood^, Dec. 6.

Frank Fay has^been signed to head
a Shubert-backed vaudeville,show at

the Cort, New York. Harry Delmi^r,

who win produce, left .for Broadwiaiy^;

Saturday (3), to line up the preliifcti*-

n£iries. Venture is called the Frank
Fay Vaude Show.

. Shubert "financing of Fay is be-
lieved to stem from -their successful-

backing of Olsen and Johnson - in

Broadway's current boxoffice leader,

'Hellzapoppin,' at the Winter Garden.

Cort theatre opened Saturday- (3)
with 'American Landscape' -a legit at-

traction. Arrangement calls for the
show remaining indefinitely. Fay
used the house several years ago for

Sunday night vaude shows.
Another Shubert house which'may

be used instead is the 46th St: which
originally had *Hellz9poppih.' That
spot gets 'Blossom Time' around the
holidays and will be cut-rated, >ut
engagement is- not expected to be ex-
tended.'

Kitery Reviews

(Continued from page 40)

NEW ACTS

EMA^s Shindig

Fifth annual entertainmeht and
dahce of the New York Entertain-
ment Managers Assn., booker, group,
held at the Capitol hotel, N. Y.,
Thursday night (4) saw the first

public ^slam at th$ recently formed
Associated Futertainnient Directors
by the EMA. Shindig was attended
by about 1,700, who saw 35 acts,

performing gratis for managers
About 10 acts were turned aiway be-
cause show 'ran too late.
'

; Event was. well attended by rnem-
bers of out-of-toWn EMA groups,
First time these were represented at

a N. Y. ElVfA affair and was move
to cement relations for formation of

. nailpnal.association. Latter move vfds

not completed, as expected, at meet
log earlier in the afternoon, but an
organizing

.
committee, headed by

Howard iWheeler; was formed.
AEDt . which stemmed from the

EMA, forming aboyt six weeks ago,

wUl tender Jts first social event

Feb. 12.

Burlesque Review

CASINO, PITT

Pittshurgh, Dec. 3,

'Stripes & Stars'. unit .ioith Al (Gol-
den, Diana Logan, Max Cdleman,
Boots Burns, Benita Francis, Frank
Penny, Saul Fields, Allene Dole,
Sani Gould, house line (16).

This is probably the best enter-

tainment the peel wheel has sent

around so far this season. Not al-

ways out of hurley's upper drawer,
but c6mpared to some of the. earlier
units,' it's almost Ziegfeldian in
stature.
.Production itself is above average

In sets and costumes. Chorus looks
as if it actually feels that pep and
vigor aren't criminal offenses, and
comedy is in a cohsistently - smart
vein. That pan be attributed in the
m^in to the presence of Al Golden,
one of the better heads in the biz and
a fellow who's surer of hlmseU since
those Rudy Vallee broadcasts with
Rags Ragland last summer. Golden
came up as a straight man, and he's
jstill doing that, but branching but at
the same time and snagging some
laughs for himselt
In that department, he has for his

chief accomplices Max Coleman,
Hebe vet, and Frank Penny. Cole»
man's stuff smacks a bit too much of
the eommon and routine., but Crolden
manages to achieve a .nice balance
with him without cutting in too
much. Skits are of the customary
timber, but Golden wisely sees to it

that the emphasis oh- dirt is never too
pronounced. He's added a little nov-
elty punch to the usual, working
from the audience occasionally,
bringing back the old two^man Joke

supper show she did the bubble.
Dora ' Maugham, vaude oldtimer,
made her reappearance in this coun-
try after several years abroad. Both
Miss Maugham and the Three Non-
chalants have worked with Miss
Rand before. Miss Maugham's
risque monologs are a bit surprising
from one of her silver-haired,' rather
refined appearance. , Her stories and
character unpressions ring the bell.

The Nonchalants, excellent tum-
bling team with amusing patter, are
well received. Dancers Flower and
Paul, teamed for the first time, have
plenty to offer. Both are former bal-

let dancers. The Martinique,' with
Flower and Paul as 'The Lovers' and
the Dou-Dou Girls doing the Biju,

is one of the high spots.

M. c. Alah Carney was somewhat
lost in the shuffle when, caught.
Later, he has his chance in 'The
Things They Do in Hollywood,* dur-
ing which he impersonates screen

celebs, his Charles Laughton and
Lionel Batrymore being especially

good. Some of his stories in Cari-
catures', are a bit too blue.

The nine gals in Miss Rand's line

are lookers and capable. Milt.

MINNESOTA TERRACE
(MINNEAPOLIS)

Minneapolis, Nov. 26.

This class spot in the Ralph Hitz

Hotel Nicollet has Bill Carlsen band
featured. Crew has two vocalists, a
<iomedy trio and ballroom team, plus
instruction by the Arthur Muriray
dancers to ro\md out one of the least

pretentious shows offered here.
Carlsen's 14-piece band is yndis-

tinguished, with nothing in the way
of. outstanding arrangements. How-
ever, it plays well enough for danc-
ing, which is most important here
since most of the customers come fpr
that purpose. With strings predom-
inating, band cohfines Itself almost
entirely to sweet music.
Paul Skinner ballads expertly

while Gil Rutzen nuts over some
torrid numbers with comedy em-
bellishment. De Mar and Denise,

smooth- ballroom dancers, are clicks,

while the Zilch brothers, from, the

band, are comedy vpcalizers. Rees.

EL CHICO, PHILLY

Philadelphia, Dec. 3.

Tommy Monroe^ Betty Mann, Me-
lita Moore, Leila Rose, Lewis Sis-

ters (2)» El Chico Orch.

El Chico is. the new tag on thc^-

former 21' Glub here, which diut-j.-

tered about six weeks ago after it

had run 'into • several snarls. .Spot
was takeii over recently by Herbie
Frank, formerly 0f. 1412 Club.
Except for changes in the name,

management and some of the help.
El Chico is pretty much still 21.

It's still an intimate spot, with ca-
pacity at 150.'

Show is pretty typical of those in
spots this size, handicapped by lack
of floor space. Present setup has
Tommy Monroe as m.c. He's an okay
looker and personable atid brings
'em on' satisfactorily, but lacks
oomph in his owi^ turn,' canarying,
except for ah acute knowledge of
how to end a number to catch the
plaudits. With very little' encourage-
ment he sings three numbers and
takes two lengthy encores.

- Best of the other .pipers, all

femmes,. is Leila Rose, who's got a
throaty voice that's pretty fair, is

a looker, and has
.
style in her ar-

rangements. In addition, she's a
good salesman with her eyes and
features without overmugging. Does
'Cuban Pete,' 'Gypsy in My Soul'
and 'Alexander,' latter best. Lewis
Sisters (2) are blonde kids doing
harmony that's got considerable
charm.
Rest of the canary corps consists

of Betty Mann and Melita Moore,
neither accounting for too much.
Former does 'I Went to Havana' and
'Ol' Man Mose,'. exhibiting pretty
good tonsils but not too much
flexibility. .Miss Moore overmugs
with a wrinkling of her nose. Should
cut down, too, on the number of
choruses. Fact' is, whole show
would be improved by -holding It
down.

. . Herb.

and getting away In many other ways
from the usual.
Comedy is even extended to one of

the strippers, Boots Burns, who does
a hoke sharpshooting bit with Saul
Fields that's good for flock of laughs.
Other peelers are Diana Logan (Mrs.
Golden), who comes on only once,

and'- Benita Francis,
with latter specializing on the arty
end. .

Frank Fenny has for his straighter
Sam Gould, with a pretty! fair set of
pipes, too. Allene Dale, easy on the
eyes, is around for general and help-
ful duty on both the dialogue and
vocal end. Really behaves like a skit
performer instead of like a fugitive
from the freshman class in dramatics.
Line is divided Into 10 ponies and

six show girls, not bad looking and
certainly a departure on the circuit
this season. More imf>ortant, how-
ever. Is the fact that some of 'em can
even dance. Cohen.

'GANG BVSTEBS'
Radio D^amn, '

16% Mins.t Full Stage
Earle, Phiiadelphin

No doubt one of the most unusual
vaudeville acts of aU'. time has been
achieved by Phillips H.' Lord" in
transplanting almost bodily to the
stage his 'Gang Busters', show, now
in Its third year on CBS under the.

sponsorship of Colgate-Palmollve-
Peet. Dramatic cops-and-robbers
scripter, which has built Up a huge
thrill audience with Its crash of sub-
machine guns, sirens, blood-curdling
cries and all the otheir hoke, makes
its first flesh appearance on the
Earle stage this week. Will follow
with a lengthy tour if sufficient dates
can be had.
As in the. radio show, a true crime,

and the manhunt which followed it,

is adapted for the stage version. It
is shortened, however, from 24 min-
utes on the air, to about 16 for
theatres, principally by eliminating
anjrthing more thdn two-line
speeches by anyone, including the
announcer. Well-hypoed story used—^in fact, it's sometimes hypoed to
the point of silliness—is the robbery
of the LaMar (Colo.) National Bank
by Ralph and Jake Fleagle in 1928.
Law and order, of coursb, triumph
in the end.

Principal point making the show
imusual is the fact that it is enacted
in a semi-replica of a radio studio*
All the sound effects—and 'Gapg
Busters' uses more than ahy other
show on the air—are made right be-
fore the audience by two engiAeei'S.
One handles a large triple-turnable
at stage right, producing ^ifkii^
trains roaring, crowds shoit
while the other handles pistols,
machine guns; slamming Of .dOOjhs
walking up steps, etc. At . stage left,

the dramatic troupe of 10,.. chosen
from the more than 50 used in the
radio show,' goes through the story,
reading into mikes from script.
Cast semi-enacts the drama. They

put on their hats when they're sup-
posed to be going outside, level gUns
at each other whe^i robbing the
bank, fall when they're shot, and
walk. with. haiids in the air from one
mike to another with a gun in their
back when they're finally Captured
by the cojps. Appears .^Jiat .they do
lots more than they Qr^parily would
in a studio,- but claim is that Phillips
Lord insiste {pn 5\ich' antics -even in
the air version .to.obtain added real-
ism. Radio Show, is never open to a
studio atidienee.

Although the marquee value of the
'Gang Blisters'- troupe is mofe or
less limited to juves, or at least to
juve minds, the actual stage presen-
tation achieves pretty broad appeal.
For, . except in spots, the script has
been carefully prepared, a good story
with all the necessary elements has
been chosen, and it is 'well enacted.
Turns out to be pretty gripping stuff
even to si fairly sophisticated audi-
ence—^which the Earle has hot. And,
in iaddition, when the story becomes
a little too much like kid stuff for
an adult mind, there's the interesting
.diversion of watching the sound ef-
fects men rush around like mad and
seeing how the various noises, are
made.
Show opens with a short Introduc-

tion by announcer Chris Ford,' cur-
tains parting on the production man
walking on stage while the rest of
the group wait informally around,
as in. a studio. He stands with up-
raised hand until a red 'On the Air'
sign lights and the wax-man lets go
With his siren. Production mian,
with earphones clamped on, stands
in the background ostensibly direct-
ing all the time. Lighting is very
effective, stage most of the time be-
ing black, with a spot fr^om above
illuminating the turn-tables and
other spots on the actors doing the
talking. Blackouts are used for
shifts of locale.

Show, all in all, Is an interesting
and well-worked out novelty, and.
although It lacks some of the zip. of
the. radio production, it will prob-
ably attain .mpre of this 'as the cast
gets more accustomed to the switch
fronri studio to stage. Herh.

ELDERBLOOMS <11)
Gold Star Mothers
Singtaijr

8 Mliis.
Casa Manana, N. T.
Different type of act, consisting of

II gray-haired mesdames from Cali-
fornia, possesses enough talent, aside
from the novelty angle, to register.
Beside^ their billing that, all are be-
tween 60 -and 70, the reference to
them as Gold Star .Mothers is an
added clincher. A terrific hit here,
in a cabaret-theatre, and a cinch
elsewhere.

Surprising element of turn is the
number of vibrant voices and the
ability of the group to harmonize so
well. When they use 'Flatfoot Floo-
gee' as 'their second selection . and
one breaks into a modified version
of the jitterbug dance, they are posi-
tive panics. Opening with 'Little
Old Lady' is a nice choice,' though
their

, descriptive gestures with the
hands seem a bit awkward. That's
hot essential.
Modern version of. 'Martha* aria

is a tricky number well done out-
side of that forced solo- vocalizing at
start. Solo balladlst might well, fit
ih and possibly will later, falsetto

notes apparently being due to
nervousness. For an encore the 11
do 'A-TIsket, A-Tasket' to almost as
heavy returns as 'Floogie.' Could
have taken another encore, but ob-
viously not prepared,' so' just bowed
off.

War mpthers wear light colored
.dresses, with nearly, every, color of
rainbow represented, but tasteful.

Wear.

LOLA LANE*
Talk and Sonr
12 Mins.; One
Oriental, Qhioago
Standard type p,a* from a picture

gal who tries to entertain on a
variety stage yet keep that Holly-
Wood glamour cloak -Wrapped snugly
about her. It's a makeshift act with
its slapping-together being obvious
to the most unschooled customer-
but there Is enough to it to make it
suitable for vaude theatres any-
where. She's the oldest of the five
have sisters now known to show biz,
especially via radio and films.;
For the glamour, there is a long

unreeling at picture spenes showing
off Miss Lane. Which is okay. Lt|ter
on the gal arrives to tell some not-
so-funny sforles' about herself, and
her sisters; and all the fun they have
on the set. Just too cute for words.
On the. entertainment side Miss

Xane warbles a pop tune with plenty
Ot energy and earnestness and Winds
xipj tossing, off a dramatic bit that
fqils to furnish a satisfactory finish
to the act.r Shows off two costumes,
opening with a sports outfit ahd fln«
ishing with an evening gown. •

Over nicely in this house. Gold.

BUDDY HASSDTT and 3TAN
. tOMAX
Talk, Songs
11 Mins.; One
Strajsd, Brooklyib

One of those surprise acts in which
an athlete has ' something more to
offer than a ne-wspt^per rep. Com-
prised of Buddy- Hassett, star first

baseman of the- Brooklyn Dodgers,
and Stan Lomax, WOR sportscaster,
the talky part is the usual Interview.
But its reversed, with Hassett ask-
ing most of the questions. '

Pair are In tuxedos and confine
first half to. expected interview talk
and rlbblngi Lomax is seated at a
smaU 'table with a - stationary • mike,*
while the tall, good-looking Hassett
uses stage amplifying gadget. Acts
a little too much like an embarrassed
pug, fidgeting aroundrbut otherwise
apoealing. ' Girls will like him.
The worthier portion ot the act

has the,former all-around collegiate

muscler . (Manhattan) piping two
songs. 'Irish Eyes Are Smiling' and
•So Help Me.* ' They're pleasantly
barltoned. Gets a hefty hand. Hurl.

INKSPOTS (5)
Singing
10 Mins.
Apollo, N. y.

Four boys backed by a fifth on a
piano and two of their number work-
ing but on a guitar and bass.' Act
has been around in radio and vaude-
ville in this country and England,
but not listed in the New Act files.

Quartet (pianist sticks to his keys)
is in its element at this house and
reaches sock classification. Harlem
is evidently acquainted with their
recordings, and the boys know it,

giving out with tunes greeted with

Do 'No Wonder,* 'Butcher Boy,* 'I

Wish You the Best of Everything,*
'Brown Gal' and 'TI-PI-Tin.' Relieve
straight tune delivery with few im-
promptu terps now 'n* then. Boys
made .one mistake when caught.
'Brown Gal'- was a sock finish, and
'TI-PI-Tin' an anti-climax. Delivery
is no different than other quartets,
but Informal terps and sundry non-
sense provides the click margin here.

FLASH and DASH
Dancing
5 Mins.
Stanley, Pltisbiirgh

Couple of good-looking colored
lads with feet that should have no
trouble

; landing them just about
wherever they want to go. Tapsters
are from' niterles—did a summer
stretch at the Paradise, Atlantic City,

last season—and have class, person-
ality and showy routines.
: Kids make it look simple and give
the impression that they're getting

a bang out of their work., Result Is

that audience catches their enthus-
iasm. They're dressed In smart-fit-

ting tails and tap away nimbly in

spins, splits arid acrobatic maneuvers
for a solid click all -the way. Not
quite in a elass yet with the Berrys
or the Nicholases, but at their pres-

ent soeed they should be there be-

fore long. ' '
'/

, ,

,

Names are, a. bit against them; kids

would be wise In picking on some-
thing a bit' more legit. Cohen.

ST. Li CAFE FIBE
St. Louis, Dec. 6.

, The,Rock. House club, river-front

nitery operated by Alexander Plan-

tanida, suffered $500 damages by a

fire of undetermined origin last

weeH. '

'

. .

"

Fire occurred In the , early a.m.

after everyone had depa^ed.
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Variety
NEXT WEEK (Dec. 12)

THIS WEEK (Dec. 5)

Numerals In connection with bilU - below indieato .opening day of
' ahow> whether full or cplit week

Loew

state (8)

C»b CalloTTftV Oro

Gtntary (8)

:jl«n of Manhattan

tldna Strong
'CKarlfo Maste*

STAMSTIIXE
M»JeBtlo (8-10)

Modern Varieties
WASHINGTON
- Capitol (0)

Texas Comets
6 F^illbarmonlcaa
Collins & Peterson
Bea Saxon
Boy Foy

Paramount

YORK cmr
• jforamooBt .<7)

"Blue Baron Ore
.Ken Murray
..Shirley Ross
Kldoodlers
Knapp & Baronne

' XaEzerls
OHIOAaO,
Ohloaco (9)

Freddie Dosch
Sallool Puppets

Paramonnt <0-12)

Roger Pryor Oro

Ross, Pierre & S
Storms & Lee
Paul Nolan
KANSAS cm
Newman (0)

WliS Barn Dance
Ray Sinatra
MINNBAPOriS
Booliester (0-10)

Major Bowen Co
MILWAUKEE)
Pnlace (S)

Hal Kemp Oro
Paul Remoe
Billy & Irene
Jaok'I<emalre.

JAY and LOU

SEILER
^MADISON SQUARE GARDE>I

NEW YORK
December .6th to 10th

Via J MARK J, LEDDY

CLAPHAIU
Qranada

Bddle Gordon
Lovelle

SAST HAM
Oranndn

Trolse MandoUers
Premier

Satn Ivlnfleld Co
3 Sandler Sis
Jones & Thomas

OBIXiNWICU
Granada

Trolse Handollers
HAMMBBSMITH

Palace
Archie Qlen
Q & 3 D'Ormonde
South China

UOLLOWAT
Oanmont

Tounkman Bd

ISLINGTON
Bine Hall

Bobby Howell Bd
Cora O'FarreU
Bddle Kayne
SUBPH'BDS BUSH

Pavilion

Arphle Glen
O & J D'Ormonde
South China
STBATFORD
Bn^way

Sam Llnfleld Co
3 Sandler 61s
Jones & Thomas

grooTiNo
Granada

Bddle Gordon
Lovelle

ProYincial

Week of December 5
ABBBDBBN

. TlvoU
Bnmpbeire Co
Jack Le Dalr
Gautler's Doks

DDNDEB
Palace

Arthur ' Tracy
Cable & Carr
A J Powers
Rookiyn
EDINBUBGH

BoFdl '

.Harry Gordon
Jack Holden
2 Schenks

Pat Klrkwood
Alex Lennox
12 Loretta GIs
N & P St John
Marwoode & R

LH'ERPOOL
Shakespeare

Herschel Henlere
Hope & Ray '

Stella Marie Sis
Alt Thomas
George Prentice
Anona' Winn
Wllkle Bard
Joe McCoy

Helen Myers
Rosa MacLean
.Sk«etB Herfuit
Dorothy Wllkens
Joan Merrill
Paul Roslnl
Lydla & Joresco'

Hotel Park Central
Lee Myles. Ore
Peter Hlgglns
Dltons
Hotel Pennsylvania
Kay Kyser Oro

Hotel Pierre
Harold Nanel Ore

Hotel Flac4
Hddy Duchin Ore
Don de Vodl Ore
Morton Downey
Maurice & Cordoba -

HotU Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore
Hotel Savoy- l*laEa
Dmlle Petti Oro
Lew Parkerson
Tom Low
Dwlght FIske

Hotel Sherry-
Netlierland

Tcharkovsky Oro
Geo Scberben
Hotel St. Morlts

Basil' Fomeen Oro
Yvonne Bouvler
Theod're & Denesha
Hotel St. Reglfi
(Iridium Room)

Charles Baura Ore
Sam Jarvls
Guy Owen
Simpson Sis
Dorothy Lewis
(Molsonette ' Rnqne)
Mathey Oro
Eva Ortega. '

Boris Belastozky
Serge Abagoft
Gedda Petry
Michael Greben

Hotel Taft

Enoch Light Oro
Peggy Mann
George HInea
Light Brigade
Hotel Waldorf-

Aatorla
(Empire Room)

Benny Goodman Or
.(Sort Room)

.

Emil Coleman Oro
Alice Marble
Paul Draper,

RKO

KBW YORK CITT
^ Hutlo Hall (8)
Jacque 'Oaasdltm.
Hilda Eckler
Jan Fierce
R. Stuart & ]>«
Rockettes
Corps de- Ballet
Erno Rapee Symph

CHICAGO
Palace (0)

I Blglns
Dorothea Kent

• Debonairs
Red Skelton
'Frank Jenka
Dolly Kay
Ann Miller

(2)
Soys of Boystown

CINCINNATI
Shnbert (0)

B'way to H'wqod
Carrol & Howe
'Lola Lane

'

(2)
Horace Heldt Oro

CLBVJBXAND
' Palace (9)

Bob Crosby Oro
(2)

Ozzle Nelson Oro
HalriMet Hllllard
Ross Wyse Jr
Mark Ballero
Betty Lou

BAITON
Colonial (9)

FoUes de Paree
tiVAKSVILUB
Victory (8-10)

Bill Bardo Oro
Bolce & Ladd
INBIANAPOUS

I^lo (0)
Bob Crosby Ore
SCHBNECTADT
Proctors (8-10)

Ben Bernl* Oro

Warner

3«BW TOBK CITT
. ^ Strand (0)
,Ted liewjs Ore

BROOKLYN
Strand (0)

Duke Ellington Oro
(2).

Slim A Sam
Patricia N6rman ,

Hassett & Lomak
Eleanor Whitney
MlOglf) Fellows
•Plchlannl Tr
fJoe Bedser

IJMA
Oldo (7-8)

Bernlvlol Co
- PHILADELPHIA

Barle (0)
Ick ;HImber' Oro
rown Si Ames

\„")Gang Busters
.Btufr Smith Oro
Milt Douglas Co
Eunice Healy
8 Oxford BoysV & L LaMarr

PITTSBUBGH
Stanley (0)

Ben Blue
Gang Busters
Eleanor Whitney
Ben Rons & Stpne
3 Oxford Boys
Bobbins 3

(2)
Duke Ellington Ore

RI&ADING
Astor (9-10)

Claude Hopkins Or
WASHINGTON
> '.Barle (0)

Goodrich & Nelson
Howard & Shelton
Dave Monahan
Evelyn Case

(2)
Shanghai Wing Tr
Arren 6t Broderlck
Gae Foster GIs
Dick Foran

TOBK
.Strand (0-10)

Klrby & Duval

Independent

Cabaret Bifls

NEW TOBK CUT

1*EW YORK CITt
Boxy (8)

•

Bob Howard
Kappy Barra Co
Gloria Gilbert
OlOeld & Ware
Charles Carrer
Gfte Foster Qls
Paul Ash Oro

' CHICAGO
^ Oriental (0)
•Frhd Llghtner Co
Gwynne
Hudson Wonders
Bert Froman '

Ward & Van

KANSAS CITT
Tower. (0)

Henry Busse Ore
MILWAUKEE

Miller (2)
Roy Rogers Co

Riverside (2)
Ina Hutton Oro
Wlnstead 3
Dawn Sis
Chaz Chase
Elaine Merrltt

WICHITA
Orpbenm (7-10)

Clyde McCoy Oro

W^ek of December 5
CHELSEADominion

Billy Cotton Bd
Trocadero Best.

Bob Bromley
.Gypsy Una"
George DooAan
Michael Moore
Fred Brezin
A^am & Ttoo Oro

Palace
Eddie Gray
Frederick & Lane
Tessa Deane
DeHaven ' & Page
Dagenham Pipers
Bobby Howell Bd

Armando*!
Buddy Clarke Oro
SIgrld Lassen

Bandbox
Jim Lunceford Oro
Dan Grissom
Gladys Palmer

Barney Gallant'f

Angela Veles
Carter & Bowie
Nellie Paley

Bill BertolotU'a

Angelo'0 Rh'mba Bd
nils Dion
Eleanor Etherldgo
Velyne* Hague
Helen Dell
Roberta Kent

Bill's Gay OO'a

Charles Touchette
John Panter
John BUot
Don Cortez
Jim Phillips
Mary Roberts
Harold WUlard
ArthurBehan
Harry Donnelly
Spike Harrison
Bernle Grauer
Joe Howard
Stephen lies
Madge Marley
Mabel Pearl
Boulevard Tavern
(Elmhnret, L. I.)

C'ntlnental. ThrUl'rs
Mao Arthurs
Cameron Crosby
Audrey Noonan
Donna & Darrell
Earle Hart
Mickey Feeley
Vivien Francis
LplB Kay.e
Bobby Bernard
Jan Fredrlcs Oro

Brick Club
Hot Lips !Page Oro

Casa Cabana
Oscar Calvet Oro
Bllo Ozacar Oro
Duanos
Gloria Belmonte
Galvan
Llta Lines
Cesar & Dolores

Casa Manana
Vincent Lopez Oro
Jay Freeman Oro
Lou Holtz
Holland & Hart
Benny Fields
Abbott & Coetello
Helen Morgan
B Mlnevltch Co
Gauton Palmer
Delia Llnd
Kay Parsons
Helen Reynolds GIs
Betty Hutton
Elderblooms

Cliez Plrehouse

Al Evans Ore
John Haysradt
Tony Kraber
Clifton & Miley

Club 18

Jack White
Jerry Blanchard
Doc Lee
Shad Mitchell
Pat Harrington
Frankle Hyers
Willie Orogan
Leila Gaynes
Beale St Boys
G Andrews Otc

Club Gancbo
Dimitrl & Virgil
Rhumberos
3 GauChos
Eduardo Sandoval
La Carmellta
Nedra Modera

Club Inman
Don Mario Oro
Ellseo Grenet Ore
Nena Montes
RIcardo Sandranel
Audrey Ely

Cotton Clab
Cab Calloway Oro

Nicholas Bros
Berry BrosW C Handy
Dandrldge Sis
Sister Tharpe
Mae Johnson
Timmle & Freddy
June Richmond
Jigsaw Jackson
Vodery Choir

El Cblco
Don Alberto Oro
Paqulta Domlnguez
Maclovia Ruiz.
Los Calaveras
Dorlta & Valero
Senorlta Paloma

El Morocco
Ernie Hoist Oro

, EI Bio
Johnny Johnson Or
Gus Martel Oro
Sheila Barrett
Minor & Root

Famona Door
Red Norvo Ore
John Klrby Ore
Mildred Bailey
Greenivlch Village

Casino
Ray O'Hara Oro
Larry MacMabon
Valerie Dumont
Lola Rooke
Gloria Manet
Bea & Ray Goman
Havana-Madrid

Nano Rodrlgo Oro
Juanlto Sanabrla Or
Carlos & Carlto
Pancho Si Dolores
Felipe de Florea
Barlta Herrera
Roslta Ortega

Hickory Houie
Joe Marsala Oro
H'wood Bestaarant
Lee Shelley Oro
.Seger Ellis Ore
Red Stanley Oro
Rlmacs
Rob Russell
Pepper January
H & Honey Ab)>ott
Baby Alyce
Collegiate 6 ,

Hotel Ambassador
Dick Gasparre Oro
Vincent Bragale Ore
Darlo & Diane
Eleanor French
Renee da Janette

H'tel Belmont-Plaza
Val Olman Oro
Diosa Costello
Gwen WlIllamB
Gloria Grafton
Ray Heatherton
Belmont Balladeers

Hotel Blltmore

Phil Spltalny Oro
Moxlne
Evelyn Kaye
3 Little Words
Rochelle & Lola
Ginger Harmon
Hotel Commodore
Sammy Kaye Oro

Hotel Edison

Les Brown Oro
Miriam Shaw'
Johnny Johnson
Hotel Essex House
Nat Brandwynne Or
Claire Martin
Hotel Gov. Clinton

Eddy Mayehoff Oro
Betty Gale

Hotel Lincoln
Artie Shaw Oro
Helen Forrest

Hotel MoAlpIn
J Mensner Oro
Gonzales A Menen
Jeanne D'Arcy
Hotel New Vorker

Tommy Dorsey Ore
Peter Kent Oro
EdythO' Wright
Jack Leonard
3 Esaulres

K ft R Paige
VIrglh.la Sia
Haines, Ttate ft B,.
Iris Adrian
Wally Wanger •

little Club
Pee Wee Russell Or'
Edith Roark
Dolores Farris

Mldnlcht Sun
Jack Melvin Oro
Faith Bacon
Una Wyte

Hon Paris

Charlie Murray Ore
Virginia Uppercu
R'yal Lukewela B'ys

Onyx Club
Jack Jenney Oro
Merry 'Macs
Carl Kress
Saus'ge & Pk Chops
Jack Cpnnors
Pelham Heath Iiui

Eric Correa Oro
June Lorraine
Marda Harris
Alice Dudley
Kenneth Bostock

,
Place- Elegante

Bin Farrell
Benn Kauf
Tommy Mills
Joe White
Wally Shulan
Leo Lazaro Oro

Plantation Club
Skeets Tblbert Ore
Barrl4)gton Guy
Valda
Moke & Poke
Collins & Beasley
Avon Long '

Lillian Fitzgerald
Conway & Parks
Connie Jackson
Banjo Bernle
Lee Simmons

Paradise
Dick Angle oro
Delia Carroll
Harry ' Jackson
Noll St Noland
Frank Paris
Gloria Day
Mexican 3

Pepper Pot

Joe 'D'Andrea Oro
Harold Aloma Oro

Wivel
Charley Bowman Or
Bob r<ee
Peggy .I^Baron
Al SmaU
Ted Xicater
Eleanor Ethrldge

WINTER SISTERS

OLIVE WHITE
pORQtHY STONER
BALLARD and RAE

Booked through GEOR^SE SWIFT
and HARBT NATHANO

BKO Building .

for Bead Show Unite

•
Can now place Novelty and. Comedy

Acts for my 1030 Units

Befer "Variety" November Mrd

Can Book You With Any CiriMit

in England a»i4 iwt ConiiMnt

•

Charles L. Tucker
17, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE

LONDON
•

MOBE NEXT WEEK

Hotel Warwick
Gerry Morton Oro
Dell O'Dell

Hotel White
John Uppman
Cassandra
Lew Cobey

Hangarla
Gene Kardos Oro
Bela VUlanyf Oro
Byrnes & Swanson

International Casino.

Vincent Travers Ore
Val Ernie Ore
Eileen O'Connor
Tito & Valdez
Eddie Rio & Bros
Bood & Bood
Shyrettos 3
Grace & NIkko
Marlon Manning
Maria SerlSan

(Streets of Paris)

Eddie Brandt Ore
Sylvia St. Claire
RInaldl
Marshall 3
Mysto

Ivan Frank
Ruth Elroth
Sonny Tucker
Ivan Frank
Jimmy Kelly's

Joe Capello Oro
Gladys Faye
Mary Lane
ilontmartre Boys
John Kockwood
Vaughn Comfort
Danny HIgglns
Ira Yarnell
Std Hawkins
Tanya
Adra Cooper
Carter & Schaub
Lee Leslie
Gloria Marsh
Peggy de la Plapte
Lynn St Deerlng
Margaret Grey

La Marqnlse

3 Vocalions
Larue

Eddie Davis Oro
Joseph Smith Ore
Grazlella Parraga

Le Coq Rouge

Geo Sterney Oro
Anne Franclne
Tlsdale 3

Le Mirage
Leo Deslys Oro

Le Ruban Blen

Greta Keller'
Palomo
Mabel Mercer
Bowers & Walter
Elsie Houston
Leon * Eddie's

Eddie Davis .

Lou Martin Oro
Dorothy Jeffers
Jerry Kruger

Shirley Gay
Alice St John
Bernlce Stevens
Ebbe Gyldenkrone

Tacht Club
Hal Hope Oro

LOS ANGELES
BaU

Charlie Lawrence
Bruz Fletcher

Beverly Wilslilre

Bray Sis
Harry Owens Oro

Blltmore
Shirley Riist
Jerry Stewart
Ronald & . Roberta

Danwllls
Bud & His Buddies
Fritz. & J Hubert
Hal Derwln
Shep Fields Ore

Cafe.Callente

Blenlta
Diana
Leo
Luz Dasquez
Juan Navarro
Eddie Agullar Oro

Cafe Oe Paree
Parisian Rev

:Cafe \» Ma^
VI Bradley .

Park Avenue Boya
Clover Club

Betty Bryant
Perez Rumba Bd
Stan Myers Ore
Coconnut Grove

Rene DeMarco
Wayne King Oro

It Cafe
Joe Moshay
Bob Searles
Bill Roberts Oro
Jerry's Mandalay
Tommy Howard
George Junitor
Frankle Gallagher
Oliver Albert! '

Jimmy Kerr Oro
La Conga

Renee & Estrella

Little Clnb
Jane Jones
Tiny .Merldltb
Chaa :Thorpe

Omar's Dome
Charles Earl
Eddy & Tours
Beau Lee
Geo Redmond Oro

Falomar
Ruby LeCrlst
BankofC & Cannon
Johnson Bros
Collegiate 4
Gene Krupa Oro

Paria Inn
Beverly & Revel
Marguerite <tt M
Dominic Colutnbo -

Thora Matthlson
Ken Henryson
Henry Monet
Tony DeMarco
Marsha Noleen
Chuck Henry pro
r Selznlok'B Club
Norma - Toung
Marco & Ramola
Kay MarJflwe
Max Fldler Oro
Billy Lankin

Seven Seae
Eddie Bush 3
Al Mclntyre
Danny Kawanna
Kay Kanaal
Someraet House

Nonle MltcheU
Lynii Martin
Hal Chancellor
Harry Rlngland

Topey'a
Elmer
Bernlce Farrington
Talla.
Marcella Blanton
Lois Saunders-
Chuck 'Foster Oro'

Trooadero
Bob Grant Oro
Chuz Perez -

Raye' ft Naldl

V Hogo Befitaaraat

Griff Williams Oro
Charlie Bourne

CHICAGO
Ball Boll

Bert Gilbert
Kay Armlrt
Fonda ft St Clair
Ming '

Andree Fay.
Jean'Brtfwn
Royal Gypsies Bd
Jerry ft Jitterbugs
Ban GIs
Stan Norrls Oro

Bismarck 6otcl
(Walnut Boom)

Art Kassel Oro
Marlon Holmes
Betty Grey -

Darlene O'Day
Billy Leach
Frank Payne
Mayflelda & Vlrg

Pinky- Tracy
Bob Davis Ore
Loretta DeBoer -

Bill Scully
O'Hanlon & Del B
Jimmy Calva
Peggy Browne
Barbara Lane

Queen Mary
Joe Ellis Ore
PiBggy Ware
Katherlne Tate
'Corlics & Palmer
Florence Herbert
Ann White

Rainbow Grill

McFariands Oro
Judy Abbott
Marlynn ft Michael

Balnbow Room
Al Donahue Oro
Eddie LeBaron Oro
Paula Kelly
Ruth Nlgey
Alec Templeton
Harris ft Shore

BuBslan Kretchma
Volodla Katov Oro
Nastla PoUakoVa
Simeon Saksonsky
Simeon KaravaeO
Marusia Sava
Darla Blree
Michel Mich on
MIscha Osdonoff
Klavdla Kapelova
Sergei Ignatenko

Show Bnr
(Forest HUIs)

Graham Prince Ore
Stardusters (4)
May McKlm
Ed Rickard
Castaine ft Barrie

Stork Club
Sonny Kendls Ore
Jose Lopez Ore

Swing BendezvouB
Bob Warren Ore
Jack Laurie
Vivian Vaughn
Ronnie King
Naomi SImone
Jerry Roberts
Marjie Radcay

Versalllea

M Bergere Oro
Panchlto Oro
Ella Logan
D'Avaloa Dancers

Village Uam
Freddie Fisher Ore
Joe Candullo Ore
Vcta Fern
Leper & Barrett
Vlra Nlva
Johnny Howard

WhlrllnK Top
Geo Morris Oro
Russell Dracken
Irene Stanley
Ramon Rlngo
Stephen Harris
Jerry WhIU
Ann Gale

Blockhawh
Jan Garber Oro
Jack Gaulke Oro
Audrey Dempsey
Frederlo ft Tvonn

< Mildred Fenton
Rudy Rudlslll
Lee Bennett
Fritz Heilbron
Blackntone Hotel
(Ballnese Bnt)

Playboys Oro
Betty Borden

BlondlcB
Dolores Green
Frltzle Bey
Edna Leonard
Helen Green
RoJiana
Jerry Wayne
Billy Kemp
Coiinle Rogers
Harry -Hoyor Oro
Eleanor Johnson
Mickey O'Neil

• - Bine Xlooae

Frances Rdmaa
Alice' Hanson
Sid Scbaps
Evelyn White
Buck Hunt
4 Hits ft a Mi9S
Harry Singer Uro

Brevoort Hotel
(Crystal Boom)

Florence Schubert
Charles Baldwin
Grace Katrol
Norma Ballard

Broadmoni
Herb Rudolph Oro
Loretta Owens
Belle Stone
Billy Fargo
Bee Jones
Jane Cllne
Pat ft Jerry
Adorables
Henry Simons

Caravan
Eddie Gorman
Rocke Romano.
Toddy O'Grady
Don Morgan
Dot ft Jerry
Edna Leonard
Carl Scboltz Ore

Cbes Paree

Eddie Gnrr
Frazee Sis
Varsity 8
Ruth Petty
Juvelys
IjOIb Harper
Bob Hanon
Lo.U Breese Oro
Don Orlando uro
Evans Adorables

' Club Al
Larry Ross
MUllcent DeWitt
Sally Hyde
Dorothy Dawn
Annette Arlue
Leo Franz Ore

Club Alabatn
Jacqueline Allen
Tom Murray
Red Barger
Country Hunt
Jack Irving
Mildred Jordan
Allen Cole
Bffle Burton
Bernle Adler
Dave UnellB Oro
Chalk Roblnaon Ore
Eddie Rotb Oro

ClubiSpahtsb
FOwler ft Walsh
Eddie Mark

Colony ipiob'

Maxine Sullivan
Jose-Manzahareri Or,

Keith Beecher pre
CoIoshnoB

B ft F Gilbert
Jackson, tleeveB ft H
Inga Borg-
DeMay, Moore & M
Roberta Roberta ''

Lois Maree
Bobby Dandera
Bob Hyatt
P.ronapb Gla
Hollywood 6
-Henri Gendron Ore

ClQb Delisa

Jean Gay
Rhythm Willie
Mary Russell
Lllyan Christian
Kennedy ft Jenkins
Pegley Jefferson
Wesley Long
Sam Tbeiard
Charles Isom
Partello GIs
Red Saunders Ore

Drake Hotel
(Gold Coast Room I

George Olsen Ore
Imogene Coca .

Jimmy Brierly
Masaey & Miller
Julie Munson
Tanner Sis.

Phyllis Colt
Bob Burton
Kirk Alyn
Henry Russell

Dutch's

Ralph Cook Rev
Rlttman Danc'erB
Roberta
Peggy Moore
Helen Dove
Mort Lund Oro
Edgewater Bcacb

Hotel
(Marine Boom)

jky Mills Ore
Frank Payne
Burton 2
Harriet Smith GlB

885 Club
Carroll & Gornian
Nino Rinaldo Ore

El bnmpo
Bernle Green
Sally .O'Day.
Jackie Baker
Jane Raye
Dot Keith Gla
Ginger Veins
Eddy Maklns
Phyliss Brooks
V Canova Ore

FamooN Door
Esther Whittlngton
Bryan Wolf
Jerry Paige
Terry O'TooIe
Castellanos Oro

4tb Club
Homer Roberta
Ruth Bnrton
Estelle Ellis
Jeanne
Shirley Lucky
Shorty Bail Oro
Franke'B Casino

NadJa
Dave Tannen
Mildred Jordan
Jack ft J Sherman
Adelaide Kirkoft
Casino GIs
Tonya
Dick Hardin .

Thelma Marland
Buddy Klrble
Rocke Ellsworth
Bob TInsley Oro

Gay OOb

Joan Rogers
Joan Joyce
Marion Peters
Vee Ames GIs
Geo Anderson Oro
Lew King
Colleen
B Dandera Jr Ore

Grand Terrace

Sonny ft Sonny
Dusty Fletcher
Howell ft Colea
Sallle Gooding
Dottle Saunders

Streamline Sue
Connie Harris -

Leonard Reed tSIs •

'

Barl Rines Oro
Oraemere Hotel
(GlasB HouM Bm)
Don Pedrp Oro
Joe Vera
Bob Bdwarda
Ruth Arden

'

Dale Evans
Kitty Lee<
Harry's N X Cab'ret

Mildred Rock
Natashacm Winehlll
Dorothy Wahl
Jean Mode
Art Buckley
Al Wagner
Blllie Myers
Lee Berling.
Dorothy^ Johnson
Rankin GIs
Whirlwinds
Bob Ollen Ore

Hickory Inn

Dictators Oro
Ffred Casey
Terry O'Toole

HI Hat
Nat Cherney
Billy Gray
Jerry Bergen
Carol Bruce
Bernadotte
Joan Marshall
Kretlow Ols .

Sid Lang Ore
Hippodrome

Paulette LaPierre'
Bobby Dunart
Janet ft Loretta
Blllle Banks
Jerry Olrard
Grover Wllklns
Ted Pearlman GIb
Joe Hahn Oro

Ivanhoo.

Helen Siirtinera
Helen Irwin

Hawailans
Earl Hoffman Ore

L'Alglon

Mary V7 K)lpatriok
Gypey 4 ^

'

Don Quixote Oro
BdiiIo BotogninI Or

iM»tel Ui Salle
(Blilll^J&ppi^ Bootxt
Kliigi' ^histerU;
Mary Milan

,

tiberty'.jf**.
,

Stanley Mack
Mickey Sheridan
Pam Adair
Jimmy O^Nell
Millie Erdman
Earl Wiley Oro .'

Umehonse
Barney Richards Or.

McGraws'
George beCosta
Jack Tilson
Chick Wmiama
Jane Imes
DOoley
Uella Thomas
Marlon Miller
Phil Chlnard
Chuck Andrew*

McLaagbllne
Charlene^
Paty Ruth
Tonlta
Marita Ryan
Mickey Dunn
Sammy Barl
Jules .Novit Ord

Ucroay Ml
Tiny Hill Ore

Miami Club

Belva White
Earl Rickard
Spencer ft Foleton
Alice Tannen
Bob-O-Lyn GIs
Johnny Parkers Or

Millstone

Ann Millstone
Ann Howard
Irene Fortez
Roy Swift Ore

Minuet Clob

Betty Jerome
Del Estes
cookie SIdel
Johnny Elliot
Dor'thy DeHought'n
Art Fisher Oro
Rita DeVofe ..

Horrisoii. Hotel
(Boston ' Oyster

HoBie)
Manfred Gotthelt

Nanelese Cafe.

3 Loos6 ScrewB
Ona Mayo
Bd Leon
Evelyn Waters
RaMundi's Oro
Helen Samms '

Old Helde'lberc

Old Heidelberg Co
AviB Kent'
Octet
Geo Ounttaer Oro

Paddock Club

Flo Whitman Rev
Nyra LoU"
Muriel Joseph
Slssie- Robblns
Genevieve Val
Sharone
Patsy DUBrae
Frances Kay
Rex Orlfnth«
Jerry Frost ^
Clint Wright Ore

Palmer House
(Empire Room)

Orrin Tucker Orb
Bonnie Baker
Bailey Sis
Sextette
Gower ft Jeanne
JacH Stair
Beverly Allen
Jean Florlan
Abbott Dancers
Phil Dooley ore

Parody Club
Freddie Abbott
Marita Ryan-
Honery Lee
Freddie Janis Oro

Pow Wow
Jlnimy Ames.

Dolly Moss
Marlce ft. Maurlpl
Veronica McKay
4 Vagabonds
Steve Stutland Or?

Rose Bowl
Willie Shore
Harriet Crosa
Gould Sis
Ann Paige
Meta Carlyle
Pol-Mar GIs
Al White
Allen Kane Oro

Royale Ftolica

Frances Wllla
Bee Kalmus
Eddie White
LeBarron > 9
Selma Marlowe
Jack Htlllard
Frolics Ens
Mark Fisher Oro

Sherman Hotel
(College Inn)

Hap^y Felton Oro
Bood ft Bood
12 Aristocrats
Terry & Walker
Lorraine ft ' Hudison
Eddie Piatt
Billy Oalbralth
Louis Dunn
Lorraine Barrie
Carl Marx
Prince Omar
Don ft A LeMaIre

pome
Tony Marks'
Spinsters-
Marie Sari.

Silver ClODd
Eleanor Leonard
Ken Leslie' .

Ray ft Dean
Flo ft Arby
Commadorablea
Hazel Zalus •

Nord RichardBoa
3 Tops
Johnny McFall Org

Sliver. VYollca

Kitt;!^ Lee
•4' Vagabond'
Ealalne Rabey
Roma Noble
Fay Wallace
Art freeman

, .«oe Clnb
Billy Carr
Renee VIII09
Marg Faber Gla
Jessie Aoselta
Vilma Jpsry
Ruby Bennett
Sherry
Patrloia Perry
B ft L Cook
Collette
Carmen .

Lois Cornt^all
J«ti\ ft Annette
Mary Jane Brown
Dolly- Sterling
Sol Lake Oro
Tripoli >

Sky Rocket
Marjorle Whitney
Dictators
MathewB & Shaw
4 Kings .

'
. •,

B Tanks B^clallteg

ktevene Bolel
'

'

(Continental B^Min)

Carlos Molina -Ord i

Billy Rayes
Houston & Bardln-
Novello Bros
Lucio Garcia
Marguerite MeyeM

Stockade inn
Ctaarles Cbaney

SobWay
Ray King
Val du Val
Opal Adair
Kitty Swansea
Adeline
Debs
Ozzle Jackson Oro

Sasl-<)

Diok Buoklejr
Molly Manner
Betty Harrif
Patricia Blbre
NIta LaTour

"

Edith Principle
Verne Wilabn Oro

SwiDglaod
Alma Smith
Leonard Reed
Car'llne Rlcbards'n
BUnicA ft 0/.zIe
Jam«s Phlltlps
Charles & Blolee
Del Bright Oro
Thompson'* 18 Clab
Ray Reynolds
Patsy Thomaa
Joan Dawn
Charles ft Mary
Millie Travia
Julie Waltz
Hazel Freeman

Three. Dcvceg
Cleo Brown.
Baby 'Dodda
Myra Taylor
Freddie Reed .

Lonnie JOhnsob

.

Tower Ina
Helen DuWaynf
lne«B Uonen
Mary Grant
Jane LaVobn*
Kay Carol -

Hal Barber
Tower Gld
George Arnold
Frftnk DavlB Oro

Trocaderb
Gloria Romano*
Adelle St Clair
Terry Circle
Roy Ranklti Ore

Villa Modema
Tony Cabot Oro
Winona Gardens

Stan Carter
Gigi Rene
Doiores Lee
Diane Lar<e
Suzanne K^ssler
Lucille Johnson
Frankle Rullo* Pr«

/Ig Zng
sunny Bouohe
Laura -Marman
Sunny Mack
Larry Lux Ore

PHUADELPBEIA
Aaeherage

Bill Honey Oro
Jewell Ello
Kahn ft DePInto

Arcadia Int'I

Jan Savltt Oro
<:;arlotta Dale
Bon Bon
Jerry Tapa
3 Toppers
3 Bonos
Mayfair GIs (10)

Joe Pletro t
K-Mar
B«ill«vtie-ll<i:a«r*rd
(Main Dlalag »'ia>
Merer Oavis Oro
(Bnrgandy R«t>m>
Frank juete Qtn
Clilt Kail •

Hurray pancer*
Edmund DeLuccK
Adolpb lAnza:
Benny the' Bags'*

2 Mystics

(Continued on page 51)
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ICE FOLLIES OF 1939
^MADISON SQ. GABDENf N. Y.)

jLes Hamilton, Ruby and Bobby
Maxson, Ann Haroldson, Bess Ehr
hardt, Roy Shipstad, Osborne Col
son, Harris LeoO, McKellen Broth-
ers, Evelyn Chandler, Bruce Mopes,
Valerie Fink, Le Verne Busker, Idi

Papez and Karl Ztwocfc,. Heine Brock,
McGowan and Mack, Shipstad and
Johnson, Ernest Kratzinger Orch.

Appearance of ice carnivals such
as this is the result o£ a development
in skating styles in recent years. Fig-
ure slcatmg falls into two classes:

'school figures,' the basic formations
roughly corresponding to chord
studies on the piano, ahd free skat-
ing,' representing improvisations on
the sdxool exercises. During the past
Olympic seasoQs 'free skating' has
forged ahead rapidly^ smd has been
reflected at such social events as the
New York Skating Club's annual
show, whither it started drawing the
hoi polioi in great numbers. Pres-
ently, 'free sl^ating' gave rise to some
-glamour girls and boys, and now it's

an industry.
'Ice Follies' is the first of three

spectacles slated for Madison Stjuare
Garden. It will be followed by Sonja
Henie's troupe and the Skating Club
carnival, the latter peopled by ama-

' teurs and not by pros who make up
the nrior two events. 'Follies' orig-

inally was a floor show in the Sher-
man hostelry, Chicago; thence
branchin>^ into a traveling circus un-
der the direction of Edward Mahlke,
Eddie and Hoy Shipstad and Oscar
Jottmson.
Show sizes up as speedy, colorful

and ably produced* It is very strong
in grouo rontines and comedy. I<ess

can be said for most of the solo-work.
For the soloists, in an attempt to
dazzle 'the $pectato):^. haVe- almost
entirely dropped the contih]^ity' of
'school figufes* and have' substatuted
tricks to the extent' that everything
looks like one high-pressure milkiiig
for .applause. Exceptinj; Evelyn
Chandler and Roy Shiipstad, the
single workers do..not. exhibit .one
gbbd Axel PaulikSh, 'nor Hthe graceful
continuity of rockers, counters and
loops. They can trocik, shake a jitr

terbui? hip and smil^ but they dpn't
skate.
There are eight group numbo's,

studded with specialties. Highlight
i$ the excellent work of the gal
ensemble' iSancers, whose precision
is a veritable marvel. Gowning Is
splendid alsOi AH the numbers are'

ini^ty bulwarks that sock,

,
.Comedy just about shares equal

honors. ' Tollies'' has Les. Hffinilton
tn a cxazy wilted flower routine,'

Heine Brock in a drunk number, and
Shipstad and,' -Johnson .in a panto-

Sime that's strictly.
' legitimate.

cKel|en Bros.,, with trick hand-
stands and swell acr(d>atic work, are
also- semi-comedy, and .help keep this
department in- the fbr^.
By way of solD woric, Bess Ehr-

hardt caii be complimented for her
gang's aind smil&> Hei; actual skating
resolves itself into a backward-for-
•ward giant loop; if she knows, any
other figures, she's keeping them un-
der wraps. She gets near^top bill-
ing in the show, -which is okay con-,
sidering heir looks. The rest dbesn'^t
matter. Her pairing, with Roy Ship'
Ctad is much better.
Evelyn Chandler, the real femm.e

standout, is an ace. skater. Her
Arabian cartwheels. Axel Paulsons
and-.'graceful cpins are tops. Bruce
Kapes' (her hubby) .adequately as
sists her in- one routine; but he could
aid h& better if he dropped, that
corny sax€q^hone bit he does as re

*minder of the fact that he once
owned an orchestra. That- sax angle
Is the frowsiest aspect of the entire
show, but fortunately it's very short
Roy Shipstad is the male star. Kb

loops and spins are the McCoy, the
spins not being equalled by any other
skater within memory. Shipstad
additionally does. aU his .stuff tmder
speed conditions, the surefire Indica-
tor, of a good skater. Harris Leg{
has a great barrel jumping act, anc
Osborne Colson has a nice solo spC'

clalty in an Indian Dance routine.
Couplings—a strong division in a

successful show—^is strong enough
here, too. Ruby and Bobby Maxson
ybungsters, have a good routine,

iDitto Valerie Fink hnd La Verne
Busher. The Papez-Zwack combo Is

strong, and strictly legitimate from
the standpoint of figure, skating.
McGowan and Mack havean Apache
specialty consisting of mayhem and
spins, reminding of class roller skat
Jng acts (they .were roller skaters
once). Manes-Chandler are com
mented on above. Only one good be

;

Is missed in pair work— tango.
Kone is exhibited here.
Frances Claudet worked out the

choreography with the Shipstac
'1>rother8, Oscar Johnson and Gae
Foster (of the Roxy. N. Y.). and they
did a swell job. Ernest Kratzinger
ably leads the band.
Biz very mUd opening night (29)

Mostly carriage triade there for
benefit. Edga.

vival of the permanent m.c. and
stage band policy. Employing a band
of 30 men at a special scale °bl $45
per man, granted oy the local imion
for a 20-minute frolic, set-ui> has
swetved away from previous " Imu-
sical divertissenients' and is featur-
ing regular vaude acts to intersperse
orchestral doings. Latter are minus
the long-haired stuff entirely and
very much ,on the swing side. Ken
Whitraer, makmg his first appear-
ance of a proposed run, succeeds
D'Artega, who handled baton for
previous eight weeks.
Opening number announced by.

Whitmer presents 'Bugle Call Hag'
in nice arrangement, taking full ad-
vantage of ample instrumentation
afforded. Snappy pace is main-
tained by the 3 Harvards,. peppy
club swinging outfit Trio gives

standard stuff a fresh twist with
formally clotiied member cross-

firing nicely with nondescript part-

ners for well-earned laughs.
Sinclair Sisters follow with two

good hoof routines, the first a tricky

rhumbfl tap, and the closer a nice
challenge with flash aero spliced in.

Gals make a nice appearance and
sell well. Followed by Johnny
Woods, whose mimicry of radio and
stage figures goes over strongly.

Finishing bit, a vocal as delivered:

b.T Chevalier, Cantor, Jolson and
C^ab Calloway, good for fine recep-
tion.
Whitmer nolishes off proceedmgs

skilfully with 'One Man Band' stuff,

giving out legitimately on a variety

of instruments and contributing- a
fair vocal. Lad has an easy manner
and handles himself with consider-

able assurance without . attempting
any gags. Good response from audi-

ence on show caught.
Biz okay. Burm.

ROXY, N. Y.

Fanchon & Marco stage show toith

A. RobiTis, AI Bemie, Six Antaleks,
Tommy Trent, George Byron, Jack
and Jane Doyle, Gae Foster Girls,

Paul Ash orchestra! 'Just Around
the CorncTl (20t7i), reviewed in Va-.
RiETY Nov, J.

Fairish F&M bill tiiis week.
There's the oft-repeated standard
novelty of A. (for ask him What it

means) Robins, the mimicry of Al
Bemie, a baritone^ George Bjrron
who lurks in the wings; a couple'
of hoofers. Jack and Jane Beyle,
some acrobats, and a marionette
worker.

It's the regular semi-fomiless
formula of the Roxy stage shows.
The Boyles enter without prelimi-
naries and ' start dancing. /Acts fol-
ow witii the Gae Foster Girls in-
iierpolating, and there's never very
much production or coherence. But
i ; manages, to be diverting, if occa-
sionally, over-long (as with Bemie),
or not in always deluxe taste (as
with the puppeteers)..
Robins is the main dish with

JUS banana foolishness, effective
sight turn as always. Bernie's talents
and material allow him a ss£e
score as the second foundation stone
of the show. Thanks to a radium
ized doll that is manipulated in the
dark. Tommy Trent gets away with
an audience okay, but his comedy
material needs brighteneng.
A circus act, the Antaleks, bal-

ance one, > two, and finally three
diininutive girls on the danger peak
of a 20-foot pole. Nicely dressed
the act is fast and flashy.

Land.

STATE, HARTFORD

Hartford, Dec. 3.
Lo Georgette, Griah and firona;

Maude Hilton and Jean Attstin,
Coquettes ort^estra (11) with Viola
Smith, Frances Carrol, Terry Corri-
gan and Kay Hamilton, Sam Kaplan
house hand: 'Sweetheart of Sigma
Chi' (Mono).

STATE, N. Y.

George Jessel, Dixie Dunbar, Six
Skating Marvels, Readinger Twins,
Josephine Huston, Ruby ZwerUn0
Houie Orch; 'The CitadeV (Metro).

it's a one-man show in more than
one way. George Jessel is not only
the lone male on the bill, but the task
of holding 'em interested for an hour
is pretty much all his. The job he
turns in adds much to Jessel's stature

as a vmique entertainer.
He's on for about 75% of the run-

off. If he isn't regaling the custom-
ers with topical quips, anecdotes or
deftly sapolioed erotica, Jessel is out
there clowning with the girl acts and
helping drum ui> some sendOff en-
thusiasm. Knowing well the humor
inclinations of the . State's trade, Jes-
sel keeps 'em wallowing' in laughs.
Like the giftted storyteller that he is,

Jessel saves the best one for the
finish.

Thatnairrative, with the scene laid

in Niagara Falls, not only brings on
a midsector explosion but sends 'em
out chuckling. It was a jammed
house at Thursday's (1) supper £^ow
and it was obvious from the moment
Jessel came on just what had 'caused
the business.

In picking an all-girl contingent
for Jesself the house bookers has ap-
parently leaned mainly towards
youth and looks. The Six Skating
Marvels have the opening assign-
ment They top off a hodge-podge of
conventional roller-skate acrobatics
with a one-ankle breakawajr. The
Readinger Twins, who follow, go In^

-for a .curious amalgam of modern in-

terpretive dancing. . These cute
youngsters, attractively tagg.ed, sway,
pirou^ette and wiggle to the steady
rhyt'hmic beat of tiie drum and the
blare of brass. It all looks and.

^sounds smart. .

Josephine Huston, recentiy re-
tume<l from London, . combines
blonde looks with an appealing voice.
She shifts from contralto- to soprjana
with smooth aplomb. The highpoint
of her routine is an Irving Berlin
.mjSj^l^y. With her talents and equips'

'ment she's a good,bet for the nlteries,

-where she has had* considerable ex-
perience here and abroad.
Pert little Dixie Dunbar, from pic-

' :ures, eases into the next spot with a
quickie vocal, of 'Aleicander's Rag-
time Band' and rounds out her turn
-With some fasit tapping. The black
sequin outfit also helps make it 9
well-rounded act. Odec.

ter-than-averag^ p. a. She sings a
song passably enough, tells Jjome Hol-
lywood anecdotes about Iter sisters

and herself, and winds up with a bit

of dramatic reading fro i 'Holly-

wood Hotet' Two picture flashes on
the screen , one from 'Hotel' and the
other from Tour Daughters/ for-

mer to re-establish the Loin Lane
countenance in the audience's mind.
Sweethearts line opens' and closes

the show effectively, particularly

with the wind-up 'Poet and Peasant
tap routine which is always a sure-

fire number anywhere in vaude. Mig-
none; control worker, is in on the
opening routine, and socks home her
control leg number, WeU-executed
and well sold. Mignone's act has a
place in vaude or clais nlteries.

Barnyard imitations, ' impressions
of flivvers, trains and such Is the
Max Terhune act. Strictiy h»U-billy
stuff, if)i the type- of material that
satisfies the family trade. Stadler
and Rose have two n^w members in'

their dance turn and both items are
improvements.- The team has devel-
oped an excellent, .clean-cut style
which puts across even their first

rather quiet ballroom number. Sec-
ond sequence is a 'round-the-world'
bit which -shapes up as a neat nov-
elty. They're back later in the siiow
with their doll dance, in which the
femme- tosses off some stand-out ac-
robatics, •

'

Charlie Stuart has been around a
long time and he ^t least should
enow that the first five minutes of
the Stuart 8c Martin act is not en-
tertainment. That coat bit should
be tossed out into the alley. It's

seen Its last laugh. Martin slows up
the opening, sequences of the act
with a long'-wlnded comedy violin
3it that doesnt come off.^ Later the
two of 'em get together for' some
okay singing^ and a couple of cross-
fire gags which land. These two fel-
lows, are capable of- better laughs
than they are getting in this turn.
Randolph Avery - makes a good

single. He has >fine comedy style
and. a solid acrobatic • hoofing rou-
tine.' But when he' tries knockabout
work with' a couple- of partners; 'it's

just a fair tHo.
" Business gobd at last show on Fri-
day (2).

<

STANLEY, PITT.

LYRIC, INDPLS.

CENTURY, BALTO
Baltimore, Dec, 3.

Ken WWt7H«r and home orchestra

<30), 3 HartJords, Sinclair Sitters

Johnny Woods; 'Young in Hearf
iUA).

Series of experiments here with

festa has boiled itself down to a re-

State this week has broken away
from its policy of names and. name
bands with its presentation of an aU-
girl show. Show is just as it looks
on paper, so-so, costing the house
very little.

Following a pop medley by the
house band. La Georgette does a
standard aerialist turn. Clicks sol-
idly when she walks inverted along
some loops suspended from a crane
bar. On next are Grisha and Brona,
who do interpretative dances clad in
nothing but gold paint and &-strings.
Maude Hilton and Jeanne Austin,

comediennes, indulge in cross fire
comedy patter, and are acceptable
laugh getters. Coquettes (New Acts)
follow next with a medley of songs
in which several of the instrument-;
alists get a chance to go before the
mike. Band, all brass, is strictly for
the jitterbugs, and is led by the 'per
sonable and ayli>h-like Frances Car
roll. Comely stick-weaver is better
with the baton than vocalic, and con
fines her piping to one song about
the work of a band leader.
Beating the skins, is Viola Smith,

billed as *the female Gene.Krupa.
For a. femme trappist, gal is on the
click side. . Kasf Hamilton, nice-
looking thrush; rings the gong in a
vocal sesh with < 'Alexander's Rag
time Band' and 'Old Man River.' En
cores wit^ 'Old Man Mose.' Also on
the bill Is Terry Corrlgan, jitterbug

FrIdr/ matinee (2) biz slow, tut
better* ^an avemge matinee. ffeVc.

Indianapolis, Dec. 2. .

Roger Pryor orchestra. Red SkeU
ion. Lane Truesdale, Red Hodgeson,
Barr & Estes, Varieti; Gamholt;
'Comet Over Broadwa'tf (WB).

Nicdy paced in a 'G4-minute show,
Roger Pryor band -shows up well in
musicianship, with -Pryor smoothly
handling, the m. c- assignment. He'
comes on after theme to open with a
gag and put .his aggregation into
swing rendition of 'I Got Rhythm.'
Red Hodgesqn, in dumb-guy outfit,

plays stooge to Pryor for a couple
of gags, taking his place in the trum-
pet section, then stepping down later
for chorus of 'Music Goes 'Round:.'
Followed by Variety Gambols, four
men and three girls, who. do tum-
bling, pyramid building and tram'
poUne work, muscular stuff, how'
ever, seieming out of place in musical
show.
Lane Truesdale, singer, holds down

one of . the pianos in the band and
sings only one song, 'What Goes On
Here.*^ Band gets together as choir
on 'Smoke ^ts in My Eyes,' Pryor
following wiui imitation of Bert Wil-
liams singing 'Somebody Else,' Barr
and Estes contribute eccentric and
tap dancing. Nice hand for comedy
antics of Barr and his pantomime
juggling, as well as his impression of
a person riding a street car. Best
band number oq the bill is a comedy
satire on. style of contemporary or-
chestras, jocularly ribbing Wayne
King, Lombardo, Kemp, and others.
Red Skelton is standout with his

gags and faUs, highlight being his
doughnut dunking bit. Does impres-
sion of a girl dressing in the mom
ing for an encore, also good for
plenty giggles.
Band swings 'Whistler and His

Dog,' and closes with parody on '(3ee
But You're Swell,' with patter by
Pryor.
Biz fair at last show Frid?v (2).

Kiley.

ORIENTAL, CHICAGO

APOLLO; N. Y.

Chicago, Dec. 3.
Lola Lane, Mignone, Max Terhiinc,

Stuaft and Martin, Stadler and Rose,
Randolph Avery Co., Verne Buck,
Sweethearts house line: 'Secrets of
Actress' YWB).

This is the Oriental's third week
of operation under Jones, Linick &
Schaefer, and business indicates that
the theatre will build an audience
following as steady and faithful as
J.L, & S. built in the State-Lake.
Price of 40c. top is Unquestionably
an important factor in the bloom of
trade, and it is for the 40c. stratum
that -this show is arranged. From all
responses it's a lineup that proves
consistently satisfactory.
Lola Lane (New Acts) heads the

current bill and she turns in a bet-

Pittsburgh, Dec. 3.

Duke Ellington orchestra (14), Ivy
Anderson, Dolores Brown, Flash and
Dash, Two Zephyrs,.- Rex Sstwirt,

Johnny Hodges; *Young Dr. Kildarc'
(MQ),

Ellington's still' in a class by him-
self. Second time for him here in
last 10 months, and he's always wel-
come.
Musical versatility and shock-ab-

sorbing' arrangements keep sameness
from .creeping into the Ellington
repertory, and he punches out a
shOw that's strictly nigh-class heat.'
Runs overboard this time, and
there's- some extraneous material
that could wisely be chucked, but
his unit's pretty close to the tops in
band entertainment.

Open's, still the same, behind a
scrim curtain, with the spot pick-
ing out the various sections as they
go to town Individually oh a medley
of Ellington's past hits. Full stage
reveals sometfamg new for the Duke,
however. He's standing up now to
play his piano, which is placed on a
raised platform bringing the ivories
level with his. hands. Follows with
a sizzling platter of 'Hot Chick,' and
momentum continues via Flash and
Dash (New Acts), couple of nice-
looking hoofers with plenty on the
ball.

Dolores Brown next to pipe out a
hrace of vocal choruses, but gal's
merely decorative and among the
weaker complements in the Elling-
ton layout. Show picks up again
with the Duke^s slick way of Rach-
maninoff's Prelude, and then bursts
into flame when Rex Stuart steps
down from the platform for a sodk
trumpet concerto. Tones he achieves
are unbelievable and practically tied
things in a knot for what seemed
like minutes. Stuart sticks around
to lead a brief jammer and then
makes way for Johnny Hodges to
give out on the jam with 'Jeep
Blues.'
Ivy Anderson, Ellington's featured

songstress, improved year by year
and stands now around the head of
the class. Personality, salesmanship
and voice are all hers. She shoots
across 'Alexander's Ragtime Band,'
'Sweet Talking Man' (with the usual
wise-cracking interruptions from the
drummer boy), 'I'm a Little Black-
bird Looking for a Bluebird.' 'You
Gave Me the' Gate, Now Swing It,'

novelty, and finally 'Swing Time in
Honolulu' before they'd let her get
away. Even at that, mob kept
pounding away for her.
A tough spot for two Zephyrs, but

they delivered. Boys get off with a
wash-tub jam then go into a slow-
motion routine that's okay, but much
too long.
Finale has curtains closing in and

stage darkening at fadeout of neat
arrangement of 'I Let a Song Go
Out of My Heart.' Show, incident-
ally, could stand a bit more of El-
lington's keyboard wizardry. He
isn't giving out in that department
now as much as in the past.
Dave Broudy's house crew In the

pit for' nice overture. With long
feature, windy trailer, couple of
shorts and newsreels, bill runs to 200
minutes, much too long.

Biz good, but -not unusual. Cohen.

Tiny Btadshan» Orch <14), with
Mae Arthur, Jean Starr, Teddy. AW
len, Gibbons L Carroll, Infcspots (5)
Piameat, Sandy .Bums, George Wiltl
shire, Vivian JIarris, House linm
(16); 'Personal Secretory* (U).

House is bade in the running
again after last week's slip. CurreoS
offering is shorter than most of the
past .bills and consequently has
moire meat to It. Production is good,
too. Apollo's stage evidently under-
went a bit of refurbishing recently
and the new curtain, etc., adds
lu&tre to the turns.

Tiny. Brad£diaw's orchestra, ex of
the Savoy Ballroom and the Rose-
land in jnidtown New York, is n
Harlem fave -and has Improved.
Crew stays in the pit for the first
half then shifts to an attractive stage
setting, Bradshaw's setup is two
trombones, three- trumpets, four
saxes and four rhythm, besides him-
self.

B^nd uses some Outstanding ar-
rangements, although the greater
portion of them here are of the
headache-lnducUig. variety. Brad-
shaw himself contributes to the lat-
ter category with vocals and an-
nouncements that would fit better
into a 5,000 seat house. Unleashing
the brass too often is another draw^
back. Crew uses some muted ar-
rangements in backing Mae Arthur.
It's vocalist,, but on the whole they
could be better divided. In dishing
it out plenty loud, and hot though,
leader might be cognizant of his
surroundings. Apollo fans like It
steaming.

,

Mrs. Arthur surprisingly enough
Is not a swingstress. She pipes con-
ventionally- and gets 'em over with
plenty to spare. 'Change Partners'
and 'My Own* were her vehicles
when caught. Leader dishes Up
several^ among thein a pairtlcularly
good treatment of 'A-Tiskfet? Miss
Arthur works in a comedy skit with
the laugh setup, unusual here.

Inkspbts (New Acts) click handily,
mixing tunes 'with Harlemese terps.
Gibbons and Carroll (New Acts)
manage to get over with ti bur-
lesqued ballroom routine, Jean
Starr and Teddy Allen work as a
team and separately. Miss Starr is a
little sepia songstress-terper, who's
an asset. She's in the opening num-
ber for a vocal that's well done fol-
lowed by a trumpet solo in C!lyde
McCoy's laughlng-hom style.

She and Allen follow later In •
bit with the line, during which Gib-
bons and Carroll do their stuff. Ifs
done in front of a white cottage
drop, which fits into the theme of
the two tunes they sing^Two Sleepy
People and 'Deep In aDream.' The
gal also does an excellent tap as well
as piping. 'Wacky Dust' This is one
of the outstanding Ihie numbers,
bringing, the .girls on In Donald Duck
masks and outfits, backed by •
large Donald Duck drop. Opener Is
a. Harold Teen Swing Club routine
with an appropriate setting and a
guy made up as Poppa Jenks pass-
ing out sundaes. Line looks good
in this, too.

Comedy is effective but old stuff
to burley-goers. PIgmeat and Sandy
Burns are coupled in the skits,
straighted by George Wiltshire.
First is the 'dance hostess,' which if
drawn out as long as it gets laughs,
and then later It's the 'saUor' bit
Both are plenty, effective, though
slightly blue.

NEWMAN, K. C.

Kansas City, Dec, 2.
Chick Webb orchestra (13), Elte

Fitzgerald, Stump Stumpy, Lindy
Hoppers (4); Thonfcs for the Mem-
ory' {Par),

This house, operated by Para-
mount, largely on films only, has
pinned some hopes on flesh as a
means of combatting the usual pre-
holiday doldrums at the b.o., and
the first assignment is given to
Webb.
Theme of the show is swing tunes,

catering to the bugs and jivers
throughout It's hot music from
start to finish of the well-trimmed
45 minutes.

Opening is carried by the band,
following introduction of the leader,
giving a fit sample of whafs to fol-
low. Two couples of Lindy hoppers
come in fast pace, with band and
m.c. joining in the spirit of rhythm.
Quintette of piano, flute, clarinet

doghouse and Webb on the drums
is featured with a torrid but classy
'Stomping at the Savoy' and 'One
O'clock Jump.' Group is easily •
mainstay of the band.
Stump and Stumpy brhig on their

dancing, patter, imitations and gen-
eral clowning. Team shows to best
advantage in their ste,pping,. clown-
ing being overdone and somewhat
blank for lack of material.

. Remainder of time Is given over
to Ella Fitzgerald, who snares bill-

ing with Webb. She includes 'My
Reverie,' which is not quite her
type, but capably done; 'I'm a Jitter-
bug' and 'Tisket' She leads into
'St Louis Blues,' which winds the
show with all hands taking part in
the final jam session.

Biz okay as town hais more than
its share of jitterbugs. ' <iuin.
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PARAMOUNT, N. Y.

Comt Basle Orc% (14), Bucfc &
B«bl)le5, Berry Broj. (3), Sister

TfiflTPC. James Rushing, Helen
HiimM, Don 'BaJcer; 'Say It in

French' (Par), reviewed in Variety

Nov. 30.

A zingy stage show at the Para-

mount this week, but it's in for only

one stanza, due to booking commit-

ment? and the desire to slip in 'Say

It in French* (Par) for a Broadway

phowcasing. ' Though film is pleasant

'enough. If lightweight, the stage por-

tion, all Harlemesque, is extra gen-

'erou^ and in combination, both will

do weir at the boxoffice.
' Trtils marks Count Basic's Broad-
>way premiere after' a session at

jiew York's Famous Door on 52d
street. Basie is one of the topflight

colored combinations, in . the jive

idiom, but wisely held in check for

rostrum purposes. Sponsored by
Benny Cxoodman, Basle thus came
.undfer Music ' Corp.. of America
auspices, the only colored qombo
bandied by that organization, a dis-

tinction that's more than borne out

by the Basieites'- boom-voom.
. Comprising four reeds, six brass
and a rhythm sectipii of four, in-

cluding the maesti'o-planist at the
Ivories, it's an inspiring aggregation
of solid, senders. Vocal fortification

'Comes from Helen Humes, songstress,

\irhose *So Help Me.' sets hier in nicely,

and the portly James . Rushing,'
.whose 'Mulberry Bush' and |St. Louis
Blues,' 'With .truckin' variations,';

make 'for meaty returns.
" In between are such surefire inter-

ludes as the
.
Berry Bros. (3) and.

-Buck and Bubbles. Sole ^aptious-
nesS '.can stem from their, overlapping
chores; the Berrys goal 'em with
their liegmania and- the- B&B with
their droll comedy pianology and not
« little hOofology .on their own.
Given a .'by- courtesy' billing, as

from tbe Cottoo Club, Sister Tharpe,
who swlnjgs ' the gospel chants outta
this world, is the major novelty
amidst- this wealth of -colored talent.

The Berrys hiay cakew'alk themselves
tmd twirl their sticks into a froth,
and Buck and -Bubbles likewise can
crosstalk themselves into a click in
anybody's theatres, but the Sister is

jstiU a afresh, entry, and, as such,
commands extra attention. . Sister
Tharpe, is a comely femme who, to
self-guitar accompaniment, gives the
?;ospel hymns a killer-diller inflec-
ion. The churchly chants originally
had a diflerept meaning, in phrases
fiiich as 'rock me.' but as Sis Tharpe
lii-de-hos it, there's a slay-'em ihuen-
do to them.

Basie's boys manifest nice shiow-
manship throughout. Their out-
Stting Is natty and away from the
izarre getups manifested by all-male

dance combos. There's a sartorial
snap to their ensembles that makes
for a nice picture. Then, too, the
boys in toto are of a more or less
uniformly high-brown complexion
that doesn't hurt either as a stage
picture.
Ama:;ing In the Berry Bros,* work

Is their navigation and high-tension
agility despite the. extreme limita
tlofis of the Par's pit rostrum.
' For the test, Don Baker organologs
• nifty medley of grid songs.

Ahel

EARLE, WASH.

Washington, Dec. 3.
Shanghai Wing Troupe, Dick

Foran, Bill Crago and local amateurs,
Arren and Broderick, Sixteen Roxy-
€«cs; 'Hard to Get' (WB).

Pattern of this week's concoction
Is okay, but effect suffers keenly by
comparison to smart pace . of talent
and presentation maintained by
house for past few., months. Dick
Fpr^n p. a, turns out to be just a nice
guy singing songs. Opening day's
parade of- local • amaiteurs dragged,
and although other acts are satisfac-
tory-standard stuff, bill is left With-
out anything sock enough to get it
into high gear.
House orchestra is at rear of stagem modified Chinese garde'n set.

Show gets under way with line go-
ing through snappy routine in coolie
hats and pajamas, setting mood for
Shanghai wing Troupe to take over
With smooth succession of acrobatics,
balancing, top spinning and plate
juggling by three, men and three
women, j^id, who snuck by local
authorities opening day at least, pro-
vides novel touch in the tumbling.

Girls in cowboy garb take over
again to hoof and warble 'I'm 'an Old
Cowhand,' finishing by lining up in
fours for intricate introduction of
Dick Foran. Film star comes on in
ten-gallon hat to li,i?ht hand, and
launches singing of 'Buckaroo' with
explanation it is from one of his
horse operas. Follows with 'Old Man
River' and encores with 'Home on
the Range.* Handsome appearance,
boyish manner and nleasing baritone
win audience, but Foran's success is

strictly that of a pleasant warbler
and not a 'film name on tour.

Bill Crego, local NBC announcer,
goes into an explanation of Earle-
NBC 'Secret Ambitions' idea involv-
ing presentation of three ams at each
show selected from auditions held
during previous week. Crago reads
names and addresses of trio due at
show in question and invites them

up from audience to do theii^ stuff.

(Three bona fide ams are kept back-
stage all day to fill in.) Presentations
are done a .la visual with' build-up
along name-age-6ccupation lines. At
show caught, kid played violin; house-
wife sang 'Some of These Days,' and
mechanic twirled rOp6, none especi-
ally good, and mostly too long. £ach
performer ' got toy Christmas stock-
ing, with envelope attached, audience
applause deciding who got the $5,

$3' and $2.
Eight of girls float on in evening

gowns, for octagonal introduction of

Arren and Broderick. Gal's nut
rendition of 'Last Rose of Summer,'
man's piano number with novel harp
effect achieved by reaching over to

strings, and gal's return for . clever

slapstick coloratura bit, .scored. But
missed plenty of laughs - through
careless timing. Line prances on with
spears and shields for resounding
'Zulu' finale.

Biz f^ir. Craig. '

NORMANDIE, N. Y.
(NEW)

First cinema to' crash Park avenue
(entrance actually , is on 53d street,

about half a block ,from Park)

opened Wednesday (30) with an ex-
pensive, reserved-seat showing. Since
the fashionable trade is its aim, er-

mined,.full dress opening was a nat-
ural.
Theatre, which seats 590, will

show both foreign and American
features. House will . operate con-
tinuously from noon daily, with
scale at night $125 for seats in

mezzanine, where smoking is per-
mitted, and 75c downstairs. For
afternoon, theatre- scale is .50-75c.

The Normandie suggests comfort
Without ostentation; with circular

foyer- off a small, lobby suitable for

smoking and lounging; Chinese
maids are in attendance and will
serve coffee at intervals. Modernis-
tic lighting and' unbroken lines are
employed in the cinema's interior
•designing. Subdued silver coloring
and cherry red Is the color scheme.,
Theatre auditorium -is credited with
being similar to the intimate cinema
aboard the French liner, Normandie.
Less than 100 seats are located in

the mezzanine, which is only a few
steps above the main floor and at
the reat.
Hegeman and Harris, architects

for the house, received, their in-

spiration for various touches in the
.design from the Normandie liner.

Benjamin .Welnstock is lessee of the
house, with Brandt theatre circuit
having a- piece t>f the operation. £.

L. Delaney, veteran of theatre op-
erations all over the world, is house
manager. He last was in England.

Wear.

INDIANA, INDPLS.

Indianapolis, Dec. 2.

Gypsy Rose Lee, Jack Durant,
Trixie, Jack WilltaTua, Rags Rofirland,

Carla & Fernando,- Paul Taylor's
Sextet, 8 Glamorettes; 'Annabel
Takes a Tour* (RKO) .

Gypsy Rose Lee, headlining her
own unit, 'Hollywood to Broadway,'
works in three spots in the show.
She first appears about the middle
of the bill following a brief introduc-
tion which has her breaking through
a special shot of herself on the
screen. After a few gags she exits,

reappearing a few moments later in

a comedy blackout. It's a slightly

naughty scene, with Miss Lee posing
as the business woman of the future
and making advances at a timid male
seeking a film test. Her strip-tease

specialty is her third appearance, and
that comes in the next-to-clOsing
spot. It's the same number she did
in the 'Follies,' with the special lyrics

disclaiming any thoughts of 'sex' as
she disrobes. Like other nude dis-

plays in vaudeville, the number is

received in silence and gets only a
light hand at the finish.

Jack Durant, now working alone
minus his former partner, Frank
Michell, goes better than anyone else
in the show. Spotted well down in

the proceedings, Durant brings the
audience to attention with his imper-
sonations of Clark Gable, Herbert
Marshall, Paul Muni, and others.
The real sock comes When he does
his cartwheels, butterfiies and acro-
batics between each of these imper-
sonations and gags, 'But can Paul
Muni do this?' He works hard, and
the audience likes him. In the show's
finale he gets a bigger hand than
Gypsy Rose Lee or any of the others.
Show opens with a production

number featuring the line of eight
Glamorettes and the harmony sing-
ing of Paul Taylor's Golden Bear
Sextet. Jack Williams follows with
two neat' tap numbers. Trixie is next
with the usual juggling and balancing
of rubber ballons a stick held in

the mouth. Another production
number with a Spanish background
serves to bring on Carla and Fernan-
do in a tango routine, and then Ruth
Petty works with her solo vocalizing
of pop tunes Ahead of Durant, how-
ever, nothing much seems to arouse
the audience sufficiently.

Scenery and costumes make the
unit look like a fairly heavjr show,
but lack of stage lighting equipment,
a faulty p.a. system and an inexpe-
rienced pit orchestra are handicaps
ill this house.
Attendance good at third perform-

ance opening day (2). Kiley.

NEWSREEL THEATRE
(NEW)

(ROCKEFELLER CENTER, N. Y.)
Fourth newsreel. house of News-

reel Theatres, Inc. . (same group that
ooerateis the Embassy on Broadwiay,
72d street and newsreel house - in
Newark) received its formal open-
ing Thursday (1), with press pre-
view and reception. Theatre opened
to the public Dec. 2 with grind pol-
icy and with 25c admission prevail-
ing at all times.

New newsreel operation is in the
recently opened Associated Press
building, latest structure - in the
Rockefeller Center .(Radio C'tv)
group, with entrance on West 50th
.street almost adjoining the Music
Hall. It" Was constructed by Rocke-
feller Center, Inc.. under contract
with Hegeman and

.
Harris.

.Associated Pre*!'? NeWsreel theatre
(it probably will become known'
eventually as the A. P. Newsreel
house) is the most elaborate cinema
devoted to newsreels. The 450 seats
are all on • the main floor, while
the house has commodious ' lounges
on the upper level- at the rear of the
theatre, where also are the smoking
rooms and phone booths. Here also
are the unholste'^ed chairs and round
tables designed by the Finnish
architect Aalto.

(iolor motif is an unusual mixture
of apple" blogsom; pale greeti. brown
and white, with damask wall-cover-
ings of green. These blend into
variegated shades of ro-sc on 'the
ceiling-. .Carpeting- is -of old rose
with pattern being a replica of a
film unwinding from a" refil, espe-
cially designed for the Newsreel
Theatres.

Bodiform seats are an innovation
for a .theatre of this type, with the
back arranged to give maximum
comfort, flat' suspension spring being
employed instead of .coil springs.
Chairs are done in turauoise leather
seats with turquOise cloth backs.
Lighting in the main auditorium

Is arranged so that the illuniinatlon
is deflected to the sides and does not
mterfere' with screen- pro.|eicfion.
House is completely air-cohditiohed
with an automatic cooling plant for
hot weather.

Newsreel Theatres group started
in 1934 when it opened the Embassy
as

. the first newsreel theatre in . the
woHd. W. French Githens heads the
operating, company, with 3Iaj6r A.
G. Rudd. general manager. James
Brightwell is manager of the A. P.
theatre.

. LIg:htweighi Action
Initial program " at this new the-

atre includes all five reels congratu-
lating the latest newsreel house. Lew
Lehr has his customary clowning
greeting, for Movietone. Ned E,
Depinet speaks for RKO Pathe while
Graham McNamee extiends Univer-
sal's greeting. John B; Kennedy,
jreneral - news " commentator for
Metro's "News of Day,* and Bill
Stern, sports narrator, also greet
the A. P. Newsreel house. Para-
mount glorifies the cameramen /elab-
orately, catching a soUnd- man at
work and then showing photogra-
phers grinding in dangerous loca-
tions, such as the hurricane area of
New England, and Sino-Japanese
battlefront, etc.

Newsteel parade Is lightweight on
action scenes . So much so that even
final football battles offer the most
colorful photographic material
Movietone produces the usually
vivid Army-Navy struggle "at Phila-
delphia, c^imeramen doing a skillful
job in following the lengthy run-
back of a punt by West Pointer Long
for the payoff touchdown. Same
reel's Duke-Pittsburgh game, won
by former, 7-0, lensed in a heavy
snowstorm, is no boost ^or the Blue
Devils» as Pitt backs are seen gaining,
almost at will.- Tremendous boot of
Duke's Tipton, which skiddied on a
slippery field to the Pitt six-iiich
line, leading to the touchdown, is
accurately pictured. .....

Paramount plays up the RoseBowl
angle is showihg Southern Califor-
nia's' easy victory over UCLA and
Texas Christian rolling to another
triumph over Southern Methodist.
Whereas TCU backs impress both
on line play and pass catching, USC
seems to be romping to scores be-
cause of sluggish play .of their rival*

Fatal plunge of airliner near San
Francisco, which snuffed out lives
of all but two aboard, is treated by
Movietone, with glimpses of wreck-
age. Developments in Europe con-
stitute a long procession from Para-
mount, including Czech

. situation,
discharging foreigners from the
army at Berberee, King Carol in
England, Italo-France pact signing
(taken before the current crisis)
and the fall of Hankow. Last-named
appears to have suffered from cen-
sorship, showing only a procession
of refugees, marching soldiers and
burning buildings. Par's clip of
Russian youth starting out on a new
five-year plan, with a tremendous
athletic pageant, is tops on photog-
raphy from EurOpe.

German fortifications on Rhine-
land with concrete pyramids, fea-
tured, is Pathe's ace contribution
from across the Atlantic. Refugee
problem and anti-semitic campaign
in Naziland is by News of Day, high
spot being confab between Roosevelt
and Hugh R. Wilson, ambassador to
Germany, neat newsreeling. Ameri-
can delegation to Pan-American
conference is shown on the eve of
departure (Par).
Universal goes storm-conscious

with graphic scenes of New York's
recent blizzard. N. of D. has Hayry
Warner award from the American
Legion for his stand against 'isms'
being .received by his daughter.
Same reel plugs Boys Town by
showing its football team playing in
Los Angeles.
Lew Lehr has two clips, both un-

usually funny, for Movie-tone.
Pathe's pictures of forest blaze near
L. A. is routine.

Par gives lively word description
of three Nazi spies, sentenced to
jail. Jay C. Flippen does a spiel
for Movietone about managerial
shifts in baseball majors. Vl^ear.

STRAND, B'KLYN

Teddy King- orchestra, Buddy
Hassett tt Stan Lornax, Eleanor
Whitney, Patricia Norman, SUm. &
5lam, Joe Besser & Lee Royce,
Picchiani Troupe; 'Illesral Traj^c'
(Par).

Supposedly 'dead' vaudeville takes
a heartening breath this week here
with fast and smooth collection of
pure variety: House full of standees
during last show Friday (2).

Speedy. 64 minute lineup, includ-i

ing 15-team jitterbug' contiest, is a
collection of show stoppers. Every
turn has to beg off, while m.c-band-
master King gets in only two band
solos. He, too,' seems to have im-
proved a good bit. ,

Whirlwind Picchiani Troupe of
teeterboard experts open show with
a bang. -Had ^em yelling for more
when exiting with triple somersault
of one member ihto a chair. Local
baseball idol, Buddy Hassett (NeW
Acts)' holds the deuce with Stan
Lomax; WOR sportscaster, getting
right- at auditors with his surpris-
ingly able baritone. He's first^base-
man with local nine, Dodgers] and
former Manhattan all-arounder.-
Patricia Norman, comedy chunk of

vocal dynamite who has sung with
half dozen band^, also sends housed
She hadn't clicked until, her record-
ing of , 'Or Man Mose' appeared, but
she's making up now. In black,
shoulderless frock, she givei the
boys an eyeful.

. Her steam-heated
pipes sizzle. Management probably
instructed her to lay low on locally
duplicating :much-talkedrof 'Mose'
disc, but-thereofas little else to dis-
appoint the crowd which ate' up med-
ley of three ahd an encore of 'Rag-
time Band.'
Next in excellently paced show,

Joe Besser, ' similarly bowls over
house with, his fat boy routine. Re-
cently returned -from England, and
brought hii^ -'showmanly touch back
with. him. Lee. Royce, foil, gets off
a legit -bit with- baritoning of. 'Ol'

Man River' in good form. Just a
little Weak following boss.
Eleanor Whitney, film tapper now

p.a.'ing, adds .to. killing with her
rhythm stepping. She's lacking some-
what in routines, -but right there in
deliv,ery and rigging of sleezy black
transparencies of . pa^ama type.
Makes mistake of telling auditors
that unlike' local politicians she
works for a living. This borough is

full of 'the boys' as loud silence, folr
lowing prack, attested.
Slim and Slam, originators of

'Flat Foot Floogee,' close., profes-
sional portion of -show with red hot
instrumental swinging. Play three
tunes, calling them by different
names, but all sound like variations
of 'Floogee.'- Taller one still needs
brushing up on terping. Otherwise
deliver well on piano (band's) and
own -xylophone, guitar, and bass.
Shag contest is being run in con-

nection' with Brooklyn Daily Eagle.
Week's work at theatre and cash .go

to winners when finals come off- Dec.
15. Usual ' collection of pert and
pretty kids and their 'sharpie' con-
sorts, ' Each team 'given' about one
minute for speedy and colorful
finale of nifty 'wake.' Hurl.

TOWER, K. C.

Kansas City, Dec. 3.

Buddy Rogers Orch, Elizabeth
Tilton, Bob Ripa, Arthur Wright,
Elmeir Davis, Shea & Raymond,
house line; 'King of Alcctraz* (Par)

.

Forty-five minute show shapes up
as speedy and well routed with va-
riety of music, vocals, assisting acts,

and clowning. Rogers, besides
switch-waving, shows his wares on
the vocals, and also takes his turn
as an instrumentalist.

Elizabeth Tilton is brought on
early for brace of vocals and a duet
with Rogers. She classes as more of
the sweet type of songstress and
lists among the better femme vo-
calists heard here.
Band struts its stuff in a cavalcade

of songs by Irving Berlin and again
in closing with Rogers bringing in
his standard turn of playing roster
of instruments. Male singing is

handled by Arthur Wright, tenor.
Elmer Davis is assigned gag work.

Ball-twirling type of juggling is

offered by Bob Ripa in a snappy
routine. As much of this type of
handling has been seen here lately.
Ripa . shows some new ones and
snappily executed.
Shea and Raymond concentrate

on comic dancing, with pantomimic
clowning, and make the best of an
opening eccentric routine and a
semi-acrobatic closing which clicks.
House line adds two widely- varied

routines to the program. C tin.

EARLE, PHILLY

Philadelphia, Dec. 2.
. Keene Twins and Vic & LaMarr,
Oxford Boys, Eunice Healy, Milton
Douglass & Co., Ga'ng Busters, Stuff
Smith orchestra, Lou Schrader house
bond; 'Up the River* (2pth).

Fairly entertaining show, although
an unusual onO, whose marquee
draw is certainly not all-around, is

achieved by the Earle this sesh. Two
principal hypoes are being flaunted
—•Gang Busters,' Phillips Lord's
radio thriller grOup, making its first
stage appearance, and Stuff Smith's
band from the Onyx Club, N. Y.
Although a large number of Phila-
d^lphians apparently are unfamiliar
with the 'Gang 'Busters,' latter's ap-
geal seemed broader than expectied.
tuff Smith, known strictly to the

jive nuts only, and even they seemed
to be . out . in lewer numbers -ihan
usual this week. Biz off when
caught' at opener.
Show is divided into tWo portions;

necessitated by the fact that Smith's
band is 'hot the type to play fo'r. the
acts. So Lou Schrader-'s able pit
crew is hoisted aboard the stage to
do the show. When that's finished,
climaxed by 'Gang Busters,' house
band returns to the pit ' 6nd Smith
combo takes, over fOr its lend of the
entertainment. Stage background;
incidentally, is noticeably nifty this
week, adorned by nothing more
than deep red drops.
M.c, chores handled pai^tially by

Milton Douglass and partially by an
offrstage voice, which, is unfortu.?

.

nately cold and^not too easy to un-
derstand. Schradei' rontii>gent opens,
followed by 'the Keene Twins arid
Vic and LaMarr. Act consistsr of
two males and two femmes in terp-
ing and hand-to-harid- acrobatics. All
appear fOr flash, finale; Satisfactory
as a flU-in, but act completely lacks
distinction. •

. Milton
. Douglass ahd a coupl«

foils, who make up the billing 'com-
pany,' deliver gags that are good
for healthy. ehUckies after Douglass
gets the WPA-worker jOkes off hi9
chest. Turii is okay otherwise.
Oxford Boys Afimic the coun«

try's major bands. Music (all voCal,
except lOr a guitar) is good and
imitations uncanny.: . Switching' to
stylized vocalizing ior encoifes is all

right, but not as good as the original
stmt.
Eunice . Healy^ who formerly

terped with, the Benny Goodman
orew; Is comely and nicely dressed
to reveal i^Well. pair of gams. Her
tapping Is proficient

'Gang Busters'. (New Acts) is in
the windrup spot of this portion of
the show, providing 16 minutes of
dramatic hypo. plus ah interesting
glimpse into the airing of a radio
stanza. Stuff Smith follows, with'
his six-man prew ' set uppp a plat-
form in center-stage.. . Outflt ia
plenty torrid, jamming all the time
with the swinglest swing fiec^ntly
hedrd in these parts. . Smith, him-
^If; is the i>rincipal slower-up.
Apparently unfamiliar with the
added formality needed in plying
a 3,000-seat house, he gossips with
and plays to a small clique of jit-

terbugs out front instead of sticking
to his music. His work on 'an elec-
tric violin swell Herb,

NUoh'f Grand, Philly

J>/iiladelp?tia, Dec, 2.

Bill Robinson, Willie Bryant, Ra-
dio Aces, Jimmy Bask^tte, C.eorge
Williams, Ford, Marshall and Jonest
Desoree Alexander Line (12), Car-
ter's orchestra; 'Gang Bulletff
(Mono),

House, In its second week, is gain-
ing mohientum after bad weather
got it away to a slow start last sesh
with Ethel Waters In top spot. Place
is operated by Negro ' help in a
heavily Negro-populated section, but
the presence of Bill Robinson as the
marquee draw this turn is bringing
in a flock of profitable ofay trade,
which, if- it continues, may-spell suc-
cess. Another bid for jsame type of
trade is the presence of the 'Radio
Aces,* white act which has clicked
solidly here several times at the
Earle. Failure,, however, to give it

sufficient billing seems to have been
a mistake.
Although offering tan more than

two hours, far too long, when caught,
show is given careful production.
Whole thing, of course; centers. Prin-
cipally around Robinson, who is on
stage singing, dancing, and playing
in skits a good part of the time; He's
aided con«derably by Willie Bryant,
minus his orchestra.
Curtain-opener la appearance of

the line of 12 fairish terpers, pass-
able on looks, but noticeably short
on presentable gams. They chirp a
number about autographs, backed by
a set which' consists of a huge auto-
graph book. As pages are seemingly
flipped, impersonators of various
Negro stars Walk forth from them,
doing the numbers for which they
are best known. Includes Maxine
Sullivan, Ella Fitzgerald, Ethel
Waters, late Florence - Mills, and
finally. Bill Robinson himself.
Robinson, despite age and the

thousands of younger hoofers ham-
mering at his door, remains Without
a doubt the undisputed master of the
tap terp. He breaks up his routine
nicely by giving the gals in the line
lessons in tapping up a wide flight of

(Continued on naee 55)
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'Can't TakeM Folds on Broadway

After 103 Weeks, Fifth Longest Run

When TTou Can't Take It With You'

closed on Broadway Saturday (3) It

just missed making a two-year run.

It retired with a record of the fifth

longest run, having played 103 weeks.

•Three Men On a Horse' recorded

the same number of weeks but 'Can't'

was given for 837 performances just

two more than 'Horse.'

'Abie's Irish Rose' holds the rec-

ord, with "Tobacco Road,' still cur-

rent, the runner-up. Latter rounded

out five years Saturday. The Bat'

and 'Lightnin' ' are the- other plays

that exceeded 'Can't' and 'Horse.'

Road company of 'Can't' also closed

Saturday in Texas. Original company
played most of the run at the Booth,

moved to the Imperial and finally the

Ambassador.
The Fabulous Invalid,* which also

folded Saturday, is a major casually

of the season. The closing of both at-

tractions leaves Broadway without a

Sam H. Harris presentation for the

first time in years at this stage of the

season. Same goes for Moss Hart and
George S. Kaufman, who -wrote both

'Can't' and 'Invalid.' However, the

authors are co-producers of 'Sing Out
The News,' at Harris' Music Box.
Harris, Hart and Kaufman, however,
will be in action again soon. 'The

American Way' goihg into rehearsal

at the Center, N. Y,, next week. Hart
and Kaufman wrote the piece which
Harris will produce.

'Invalid' wanted the hearts of

people connected with show business'

but could not climb to teal money.
Claimed to have operated to a profit

during the eight weeks (65 perform-
ances) of the engagement but when
takings dropped under $14,000, the-

Broadhurst, where It -was housed, lost

money and notice to viacate, came
from its management, the Shuberts,.
who moved their 'Bachelor Bom'
there Monday (5) from Ihe Moroscp,
'Bachelor' has pioved several times
since it first opened a little less than
a year ago. Total gross for 'Invalid'

was about $120,000,

having been withdrawn from the
Longacre after 'seven performances.
Anothef ineffectual anti-Nazi drama.

THE FABULOUS INVALID
Opened Oct 8, ^8; Reviews

were hoi and, cold. Anderson
(Joornal-Amerlcan) : <A salute
to the theatre.' Atkinson termed
It 'A. pottder«ns show

, that re-
affirnts the commonplace/ Va-
riety. (Xbee). 'Should be a defi-

nite click.'

LORELEI
Opened Nov. 29, 538. Another

whose passport to Broadway
was editorially revoked. An-
derson (Journal) t 'Four pro-

ducers rave it everytlUnr it

needed except » wastebasket.'

Atkinson labeled it 'singularly

fugacious drama, poorly acted

and directed.'

MUSICALS' RISE

HKESCHORIK

JOBS
Outlook for Chorus Equity Is the

most favorable since early depression

season as result of the upswing
in musical shows on Broadway this

fall. Break came following the rul-

ing which limited the chorus union
to the legit stage and turned night

clubs and presentation theatres over
to the American Feideration of Ac-
tors, the vaudeville union.

Last season the chorus group ran
into a deficit, partly because of its

outlays in the night club field, which
were halted when jurisdiction was
switched. Most of the deficit, how-
ever, was accumulated because there
had' been few musicals. Association

is now stated to be operating profit-

ably with the increase in musical
shows. The percentage of members
employed Is the best in years. Indi-

cations are that last season's deficit

has already been wiped out.

'Glorious Morning' -was with-
drawn from the Mansfield after play-
ing one week, and one night. It'p

among a cycle of anti-dictator pliays
which failed to register.

GLORIOUS MORNING
Opened Nov, 26, '38. All ex-,

'cept Lockrldge (Sun) concurred
in negative oplidoitis. Watts
(Herald Tribune) labeled it

'stern, but dramatically inef-
fectual.'

,
Lockridge: . 'At ' ttmes

one of the most telling recently
written against autocracy.' Va-
riety (Ibee) : 'Questionable stage
fare.'

^
'Soliloquy' was withdrawn after

the second night at the Empire. Drew
weak press. Play was on the. Coast
prior to N. Y.

SOLILOQUY
Opened Nov. 28. '38. Thumbs

down all around on this Empire,
entry. Brown (P4>st): It's all

pretty confusing^ and pretty
ba,d, too.' Coleman (Mirror):
'in sum, it's a dud.' Variety
(Ibee) i 'Chances are that nega-
tive reviews will prevaiL'

'Glpriana' shut at the Little on the
same evening after playing lour
nights (opened previous Friday). It,

too, drew thumbs down from the
press. It was announced the play
would be revised and resume this

week, then the. manager set reopen-
ing later in the month, but it's doubt-
ful of reaching the boards again.

GLORIANA
Opened Nov. 25. '38. Critics

thought alike on this—n. g.

Atkinsoii (Times) called it 'In-

dlffer«nt stuff.' Mantle (News)
said! 'the whole adventure' is

nitfortunate.' Variety (Land):

^Diies not bring enough to lift

it Into b. o< dimensions.'

*LoreIei' 1$ still another casualty.

Edw. S. Brown BkpL

Edward Sargent Brown, theatrical
producer, filed a voluntary petition
in bankruptcy In N. Y. Federal Court
Thursday (1) listing his debts at
$2,550 and no assets.

Among creditors he named In the
petition are . Actors Equity, to the
accoimt of 'The Intruder* oompany,
$300; Select Theatreg Corp. (Shu-
berts), $554 and Stago Mag. $160.

Dinehart Phy for N. Y.

Los Ang«les> Deo. 6.

Alan Dinehart*s legit play ,'Thanks
For My Wife,* Is due for a Broadway
opening in February if current nego-
tiations, go through.
Play w«s tried out in Santa Bar-

bara several weeks ago with Dine-
hart and his wife (Mozello Brittone)
as the leads.

Mgr. League Plans Curb on Ticket

Taxes; Road Showmen Pledge Aid

Equity and SAG.

Lend $36,000 to

AFRA for Drive

Equity hafl lent $18,000 to the

American Federation of Badio Ar-

tists for organization purposes and

the Screen Actors Guild is said to

have aided to an equal extent. To

date, AFRA has spent aroxmd $65,000.

but it's figured that no further heavy

expenditures will T>e required.

Claimed the radio union has a defi-

cit of
.
$2,000, not counting debts to

affiliates in the Associated Actors

and Artistes of America, the parent
performer union.
Equity agreed to help finance the

radio union, after it relinquished

jurisdiction over it, because a large

percentage of its members are- on
the air. It had been estimated that

had Equity, organiz^fl radio it would
have cost the association around
$50,000.

AFRA received $12,500 from
Equity sometime ago but recently

asked for the balance, which \vas

tentatively okayed several weeks
agb. Amount wds ordered paid by
the Council last week.

McLaughlin UI m Cleye.

Robert McLaughlin is reported

seriously ill at Mt. Sinai hospital,

Cleveland. He had been on the Coast

for the. past year or so but rieturned

to his home town for tceatnient. Af-

fliction Is reported to be arterio-

sclerosis (hardening ot the arteries).

McLaughlin formerly .operated the
Ohio. Cleveland, which booked le-

git shows for many seasons. He was
also connected with several Broad-
way productions as author-manager.

Experience an Obj<ect

Prize story going the rounds
among actors currently Is the

one about the young character
femme who was turned down
by a talent agency because she
had too much experience.
Asked how much experience
she had to her credit, she told
the legit agent she had been In
Broadway shows for 10 yettrs.

'Oh, you wouldn't do.' was
the agent's dizzy reply. 'You
see we are interested only In
inexperienced people and in
building them up.'

'Where Do We Go From Here?'

Playwright William Boiwers Sedks That Answer In

Attempt to Revive Recent Fold

'Where Do We Qo from Here?',

which recently played a short en-

gagement at the Vanderbilt, New
York, niay be put on for another try

at the Mercury theatre. New York.
William Bowers, its 22-year-old au-
thor, and Will Dean, one of the ac-
tors, are negotiating for capital to re-
open it. Stated that all they need is

about $2,000 for the Equity bond and
a guarantee for the house rental.

Oscar Hammerstein and "Dwight
Taylor, who presented the comedy
at the Vanderbilt, have given Bowers
the physical production. Young
playwright had a tentative offer from
the Shuberts to put the show into
one of their houses, but that glim-
mered. There have also been two
nibbles for the film rights, but noth-
ing definite'. Meanwhile, the cast is

still available and if the needed coin
can be raised, it will immediately go
back into the- show, jjresumably on
minimum salaries. Players had of-

fered to go co-operative to keep
'Where' running at the Vanderbilt,
but Equity nixed the suggestion.

' Bowers and the others figure the
show might get by at the Mercury,
since it could operate oh an unusu-
ally slim nut there. Claimed it -was
steadily building at the Vanderbilt
but the producers didn't care to
carry it on the mere chance of its

climbing into the money.
Regardless of whether 'Where' gets

back on the boards, Bowers plans
to stay in New York, at least for a
season or two. Encouraging recep-
tion from the critics and other
Broadwayites have convinced the au-
thor and his dieting friends, who came

on from the Coast to appear In the
play, that they could establish
themselves In Jegit. All six are liv-
ing in a couple of- rooms to keep
down expenses. Two have had film
offers since their appearance' in
'Where,' but they Intend to stick it

out in N.Y. Besides Bowers and
Dean, they include Don De Fore,
John James, Edmund Glover aiid Mi-
chael Owen, All made their Broad-
way debuts with 'Where.'
Meanwhile, Bowers is turning the

script of 'Where' over to the Dra-
matists Play Service, Inc., offshoot
of the Dramatists Guild, to handle
the amateur rights. Comedy, which
was regarded as innocuous, but
rather funny, by the critics, is fig-
ured a likely bet for little theatre
presentation. It will be changed
slightly, the original version being
restored for amateur use. Amateur
royalties will probably be $25 for
first performiance, plus $15 for each
subsequent performance, of which
the authors receive 80%. Expected
that after the comedy is established
on the amateur list, it will bring
Bowers at least living expenses for
a couple of years. He's already at
work on ia new play.
Anatol Winogradoff, Broadway ac-

tor, had his first directorial assign-
ment in 'Where.' Best remembered
for his performance as Esdras, the
Jewish patriarch in 'Winterset,' he
originally came from the Moscow
Art Players by way of Berlin and
Paris, with ah extended stay in Yid-
dish theatres. When he took the part
in 'Winterset' he could not speak
English, but learned the lines par-
rot fashion.

CONKLFSm
FOR PROtOGUE'

TOPS FOR FTP

Top money in royalties paid to

playwrights who wrote new shows
produced by the Federal Theatre
Project in tiie last three years ap-
pears to have gone to Edwin PI
Conkle. who scripted 'Prologue to
Glory.' He had received $3,230 up
to Oct. 31. Play recently closed In
New York after playing 29 weeks.
It's now showing out of town.
Authors of new plays presented

by the FTP receive $50 wee.kly for

the first three" weeks, $75 .for the
next three and $100 weekly there-,
after. Some royalties are lower and
range down to $10 weekly.

It had generally been believed
that Sinclair Lewis would have been
paid top royalties for his 'It Can't
Happen Here,' but the number of
companies originally planned, -was
curtailed. The Lewis play drew the
biggest royalty, approximating $6,000
in all,' but the fees were split be-
tween Lewis and John C. Moffitt,

who collaborated in the dramatiza-
tion of Lewis' novel, 'Cdn't Happen,'
royalties for the N.-Y. engagement
were $2;600 and more than double
that was earned on out-of-town
showings.
William Du Bois was paid $2,760

for 'Haiti,' Howard Koch got $1,325
for 'The Lonely Man,' Frederic Wolf
drew $1,175 for 'Professor Mamlock,'
and Paul Vulprius $1,170 for 'Help
Yourself.' 'On the Rocks' was rated
low, George Bernard Shaw getting
$220.

WPA recently announced it paid
$35,000 in royalties for new plays
presented by the organization. In-
cluded are those handled by experi-
mental units, including 'Everywhere
I Roam,' by Arnold Sundgaard,
which is being produced by Marc
Connelly and Bela Blau on Broad-
way. Some 136 new plays, written
by more than 100 authors, are listed
by WPA as having been presented
in the last three years. Most of the
writers are unknowns.

Syracuse Pushes Am.
Theatre; 3 Groups Start

Syracuse, Dec; 6.

Minus all drama shice a. series of
road shows fiopped last summer,
Syracuse is now experiencing an am-
ateur theatre movement. Three such
units are currently active, A Com-
munity Theatre group, aided by local
radio stations, is being formed and
may tie up with the Federal Theatre
Project,

Sawyer Falk, director of dramatics
at Syracuse University, Is also dab-
bling with a little theatre project
too, the university holding the lease
on the Civic theatre, is getting ac-
tive. First play by the university,
directed by Falk, will be 'Wingless
Victory,' which will open for a six-
night run Thursday night (9).

Albright's New Play
Untitled new play by Hardie Al-

bright, who wrote 'AH the Living'
last j(,eason, may be tested in near
future by Carnegie Tech drama
school In Pittsburgh. Script has been
sent to H, A. Boettcher, head of de-,
partment,. and he's known to be seri-
ously considering a production.

,

Albright is a graduate in dramatics
at Tech.

New movement to eliminate or
lower theatre admission taxes ha«
been started by the League of New
York Theatres. An appeal 'for sup-

port has been made to out-of-town

showmen through the National As-
sociation of the Legitimate Tlieatre,
formed several years ago as- an arm
to the League, which consist? of pro-
ducers, house-owners and operators^
Many replies from showmen, have

been received, all favoring the idea.

Thft answers were coupled, too, with
queries as to wh6n shows would b«
sent into territory without them for
years. Some local managers stated
that because of the dearth of road
shows, their houses had changed
policy, mostly to pictures.

The American Theatre Council
proposed sending field men to the
road to work out subscription cam-
paigns In support of touring shows
next season. The plan has been In
abeyance because producers have not
indicated that shows will then be
available.

ATC's program is to pass on plays
submitted. They would be guar-
anteed against loss under the sub-
scription system. Decision on
whether field men will be sent out
is expected to be made after the
holidays.

Pre^Xmas Two-Week

Shutdown for

Out' OKd by Equity

Max . Gordon was given an okay
yesterday (Tuesday) by Equity to

close 'Sing Out the News,' at the

Music Box, N. Y., for two weeks be-

fore Christmas. It was provided,

however, that the cast must agree
to the closing and that Gordon must
guarantee at least two more weekaT

run when the show reopens. Iii

asking for permission, Gordon ex-

plained that he hopes to find a
larger house for 'Sing' and lower the

scale from the present $4.40 top.

Musical has been doing most of its

business, on the lower-priced seats,
.

Permission was likewise granted
by the council to Marc Connelly to

rehearse his forthcoming -show.

'Everywhere I Roam,' for five weeks
instead of the usual four. Producer
described his production as a spec-

tacle somewhat in the nature of

'Green Pastures.'

In a special order of business, th«
council Also instructed Paul Diillzell.

executive secretary, to write letters

to the various council members who
habitually miss the body's meetings,

requesting their attendance when-
ever possible and urging their co-

operation. Final decision . in all in-

dividual cases was left in the hands
of the executive secretary.

Morgan Skips Radio To

Produce iHfife' on B'way

Hollywood, Dec, 6,

Brewster Morgan, radio producer
for the Ward Wheelock agency and
CBS, is returning to Broadway and
his first love, stage direction. After
consulting with Howard Reinheimer,
theatrical attorney, who flew in from
New York, Morgan took an option on
'William's Wife,' a play by Tom Len-
non, scenarist. Morgan left yester-
day (Monday) for the east to get

started on the preliminaries and to

try and induce Maurice Evans to play
the lead.

Under contract to CBS as pro-
ducer, Morgan will ask for an ex-

tension of his leave of absence to

prepare, direct and produce the stage

piece. He produced the recent
Shakespearfe summer series for Co-
lumbia.

Ulhnan on Coast To
Direct FTP Operations

Los Angeles, Dec. 6.

James UUman arrived from New
York tp replace Creorge Gerwing as

Southern California director for the
Federal Theatre Project. He said he
would spend a week getting ac-

quainted with the job before m'aking
any changes.
Gerwing goes east Dec. 12 to take

charge of the New England FTP.
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TICKET AGENCIES
Equity s Actor Protection from WPA;

Wants Rehearsal Limits, Time Credits

Session held last week between

Eflutty's WPA committee and the

Federtl Theatre Project heads in

New York points to an agreement

on several regulations. Establish-

ment OH a threlB-month period dur-

itHg which Federal shows must com-

plete" rehearsals and be ready for

presentation is desired by Equity.

WPA officers, however, want more

leeway in production and did not

assent to maximum time limit, which

is more than double average for

commercial shows.

Equity also seeks to set a five-

week probationary period after

which an actor may not be .replaced

(five days in the period of Broad-

way after which the actor must be

paid at least two weeks' salary if

not retained). Should players be
transferred from one cast to another,

all banked time for which player

was subject to call would be can-

celed.

9S Honrs » -Month

Under the working arrangement
the actor is guaranteed 96 hours

within the fiscal period of one month
so that all be entitled to the full

security wage (about $23.50 weekly).

Hour^ 'banked' to the benefit of the

administration are recorded only

during rehearsals and not beyond the

flr^t three months and all such time
due is used within the last two
weeks of rehearsals prior to opening.

Time Sheets
When players are called for re-

heairsal or casting it shall count as
two hours, whether used or not, and
the administration is to keep records
(time sheets) on all unused time. No
call is to exceed eight hours within
one day. If the player is not needed
on any specific day or days, he shall

not be required to. report at the
office solely to sign in on the time
sheets.

Those players not assigned to re-

(Continued on page 51)

Phil Baker Folds

Idiot' in Toronto;

Hits Tour 'Check'

London Whimsy

London, Nov. 22.

Real live 'ghost' is reported
to be haunting. BBC cleaners
working in St. George's Hall,

from which variety broadcasts
are made. Claim they saw a
top-hatted figure sitting in the
stalls taking copious notes.

Query now is whether the
'haunt' is that of Neville Maske-
lyne, who founded the hall as

a theatre of magic an^ illusion

in the last century, who in-

variably sat in the stalls- noting
down criticisms of his own
shows, and who w s an avowed
disbeliever in phantoms.

ItUCKBIRDS' TO OPEN

IN N. Y.; KRAMER B.R.$

•Blackbirds,' the colored revue

which came a cropper in Boston be-

cause of bankroll trouble, is due to

reform. Slated to open at the 44th

Street, New York, Dec. 23. Musical

will be moderately scaled, either

$2.20 or $2.75 top.

Show is under the direction of

Lew Leslie, who formerly presented
colored revue with the same title.

Backer is Nate Kramer, well-known
to show business through his man-
agement connection with the Edison
hotel, N. Y. Kramer called a halt
on the mone^ end during the Bos-
ton date but decided tp invest fur-
ther after an agreement last week.
Boris Said, operator of the 44th
Street, is reported to have invested
but that's denied.

SOLUTION FOR

BROKER BEEFS

*Bifir Three* Threatens to

Nix Tax Due to 'Small'

Allotments — Appease-
ment Would Necessitate

Curtailment of Distribs,

Giving Rise to Talk of a
Grab

HIGHER PRICES

Reduction of the numbier of

agencies on Broadway is the inti-

mated solution to the ticket situation

so far as the leading brokers are con-

cerned. Such a move was suggested
by indirection last week when Mc-
Bride's, Postal-Leblang and Tysons
(Sullivan-Kay) .told the League of
New York Theatres protested the
payment of 3%c. per ticket, because,
although major distributors, they
were neither getting a break in
the number of tickets allotted nor
enough good locations.

Squawk over the ticket levy was
interpreted as meaning that allot-

ments should be increased, which
would cut down the number given
smaller agencies, if not elimination
of the latter entirely. Other agency
men quickly sensed the plan and
claimed a grab was contemplated,
which they charged was in the wind
some months ago, prior to the ticket

code.

In reply to the "big three,' the
League is reported to have asked
for time to work out another allot-

ment setup. How the League can
disregard any of the brokers who

(Continued on page 50)

Halie Flanagan Denies Charges

At Dies Hearing That FTP Shows

Contain Communist Propaganda

Social Significance.

Washington, Dec. 6.

Cabinet Secretaries Frances
Perkins, Henry Wallace, Henry
Morganthau, Harold Ickes, As-
sistant Attorney General tlob-

ert Jackson and William Green,
president of the American
Federation of Labor, attended
showing of 'Pins and Needles'
last night (Monday) at the Na-
tional theatre here. All but
Ickes wound up backstage after

show.
Green is said to have decided -

to attend after being 'informed
that John L. Lewis, head of the
Congress of Industrial Or-
ganization, had swtiched his

box to Wednesday night (7)

benefit performance for the
CIO.

MINTDRN FOR McGEE

AS MIDWEST FTP HEAD

Chicago, Dec. 6.

Revision in the executive lineup of

the local Federal Theatre Project,

has resulted in the departure of John
McGee as head of the midwest
division, and his replacement here by
Harry Minturn.
Minturn had previously served a

short term as acting chief here fol-

lowing George Kondolf's shift to the

New York division.

McGee figures to continue with the

FTP elsewhere.

Montreal. Dec. 6.

Phil Baker is closing with 'Idiot's

Delight' in Toronto this week (10),

disbanding his company of 35, and
returning to New York instead of
proceeding to the Coast with the
show, as originally planned.
Despite reported advance sales of

close to $5,000 for the Toronto book-
ing. Baker stated here that in view
of the limited territory, which has
been made available to him by the
Theatre Guild, he cannot undertake
to pilot the Robert E. Sherwood
opus any further..
Baker said that he had asked the

Guild to open up southern territory
where he is very well known
through radio, but claimed his route
had been limited to Toronto, Buf-
falo, Salt Lafca City, Los Angeles
and San Francisco. Play has . al-
ready been done dn the Coast. In
Buffalo the Lunts nosedived with
the same production.

It's understood that the Theatre
Guild has refused to open up any
more territory for Baker on the
grounds that the Lunts, whom they
presented last year in the piece, may
tour with their own production in
the towns Baker wanted to play.
The Baker production of . 'Idiot's

Delight' drew rave notices from the
local dailies, with high praise for
Baker's performance, but with little

'

effect in jacking up boxoffice re- I

ceipts.

Show only did about $5,500 on the
,

week here. Baker is said to have
dropped plenty in the piece, about
$3,000 in Montreal alone.

zPhil Baker Is set on a new radio
commercial via CBS Jan. 7.

THIRD OF A CENTURY

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER
of

To Be Published Late In December

Special Exploitation Advantages

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

Reservations and C,opy May Be Sent to Any

Variety Office

NEW YORK HOUYWOOD CHICAGO LONDON
154 W. 4€th St. 1708 No. Vine St. 54 W. Randolph St. 8 St. Martin's PI.

Washington, Dec. 6.

First round In the preliminary
skirmish between Hallie Flanagan^
national director of the Federal The-
atre Project, and the Dies committee,
investigating un-Americah activities,

was won today (Tuesday) by Mrs.
Flanagan, who pointed out that FTP
has been combating 'un-American in-
activity' since FTP's inception in
1935.

Describing her organization as
resting on the 'widest, most Amer-
ican base that any theatre has ever
been built upon,* Mrs. Flanagan re-
peatedly denied charges that FTP.
productions contain communist prop-
aganda or that she herself is a com-
mimist. Only 26 out of 924 FTP
productions, including 'Third of a
Nation,' 'Power,' 'Injunction. Grant-
ed' and similar plays, are propagan-
distic, she declared, and thes6 ar^
built upon 'propaganda for democ-
racy, but not for communism.'

Ties Up Probers

The Vassar professor,, who receiv-
ed first Guggenheim Foundation Fel-
lowship ever given to a woman and
was sent to Europe in 1926 to make
a comparative Study ' of the theatre
in various lands, succeeded in tying
up committee members on numerous
points In the testimony. Greatest
discomfort was shown by Represen-
tative Stames, Alabama, who <:rlti-

cized use by Mrs. Flanagan of the
word 'Marlowe-esque,' and charged
that she was 'quoting from this fel-

low Marlowe—^and he's a communist,
of course,' Mrs. Fljinagan's .reply
that she was referring to Christopher
Marlowe, 16th century British poet,
drew snorts of appreciation from
spectators.

Yesterday's squabble over 'Return
of the Beavers,* children's FTP pro-
duction, was also defended by the
diminutive Vassarite. Criticism of
Brooks Atkinson, New York, Times
drama crick, that play tended to in-

terest kids in revolution, was ques>
tioned by Mrs. Flanagan, who
brought out replies of 50 public
school moppets showing that their

(Continued on page 51)

THAT, Shuberts

In Wage Row On

Hub, Chi Mgrs.

Theatrical Managers, Agents and
Treasurers union, although reported
to have agreed on wage scales for
the front of the house in key cities,

has come to an Impasse with the
Shuberts over the pay of theatre
managers in Boston and Chicago.
TMAI^ at a. board meeting last week,
set today (Wednesday) as the dead-
line for eliding the argument. Other-
wise, picketing in both spots may
follow If the board does not order
out the boxoffice staffs.

Minimum set by the basic agree-
ment In New York calls tot $100
weekly salary for house managers.
Shuberts have offered to pay $85,

saying that such jobs should not call

for the same pay as for N. Y. legit-

ers. Company managers receive
higher pay whien on the road, mi i-

mum being $150.

The Shuberts are said to contend
that neither Boston nor Chicago is

as important theatrically as other
road stands, a viewpoint contested
by TMAT on the strength of records.
For a time Boston led out-of-town
stands while Chicago, which had that
rating for years, now tops, figui^ed

by the number of attractions playing
the Loop.
Manager of the Colonial, Boston,

is paid the union scale of $100.
House is an Erlanger property.
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Plays on Broadway

Americati Landscape
Dratna in thre« acts presented at the

qort Dec. 3, '38, by the Playrlffhts Com-
pany; written by Elmer Rice; staged by
the author; ^.30 top.

Coptaln Anthony Dale. . . .Georse Macready
Belly Kulno Patricia Palmer
Frances Dale Spinner. .... .Rachel Hartzell
Gerald Spinner Donald Cook
Carlotta Dale Phoebe Foster
William KlBke * Howard Miller
Captain i^ank Dale Charles Waldron
Constance Dale Bylvla Weld
Joe Kutno Theodore Newton
Captain Samuel Dale Charles Dingle
Klaus atUlgebauer Alfred A. Hesse
Moll FlaHiders Isobel Elsom
Captain Helnrlch IClelnsphmidt. .- ^

Con MacSunday
• Harriet Beecher Stowe.......I.'UIlan Foater
Paul Kutno Jules BeUnett
AbUy 'Kutno Ethel Jntropld{
Nils Karenson... Aage Steenshprrie
Henri Dupont ..Pierre D'Ennery
Patrick O'Brien J. Hammond Datley
Rav. Jasper Waj"hln«lon.Emory Richardson
Abraham Cohen ; Philip Singer

ailing Arthur Byron, portraying the
aged Dale. Bachel Hartzell is ex-
cellent as the young wife Frances.
So are Sylvia Weld as the other
daughter, and PhoeBe Foster, who
has been missing of late, playing
Carlotta. Another who returns is

Isobel Elsom as MoU^ Flanders.
Muriel Kirklwnd is Mrs. Stowe, hav-
ing switched over from 'Lincoln.'

Among further stand-outs are
George McCready as the deceased
Tony, Donald Cook as the film
writer who returns to the fireside.

Con MacSunday as the Civil War
captain, Theodore Newton, playing
an up-and-coming • lad of the fac-

tory force, and Alfred A. Hesse, who
represents the group with Nazi ideas

—one of the best characterizations.
Ibee.

GREAT LADY
Operetta In two acls. Presented at the

Majestic Dec. 1. '9». by Dwlght Deere
Winian and J. H. Del Bondio; music by
Frederick Loewe; lyrlcB by Earlo Crooker;

book by latter aod LoweU Brentano; staged

by Brentftlgne Wlndust; dances by William
Dollar; Kornia Terrls. Tulllo Carmlnatt,
Irei e Bordonl. Helen Ford, Joseph Macau-
Iny and Shepperd Strudwlck featured; $3'80
top.
Managing Fdltor Edward Kane
ornce Boy Basil GalahofC
Bill Adams Wm. Chambers
Pwb-Ertltor Frederick Schweppe
F,I»7.a -Bowen..:. Norma Terrls
Jailer William Meod©
Pierre de Moreau Sheppard Strudwlck
Rene liorrnlne Julea Kpallly
Cfiptnln Jnonuea Joseph Macaulay
Froe'.ove Clark Helen Ford
Xlc'ty Clark Edward Craven
Waitress.... June Forrest
Floovwalk .Andre Eglevsky
Walter John Toung
.<!tephen .Tumel Tulllo Carmlnatl
Mme. Collette Irene BordonI
Orgpn Orlnder ....William Mende
Poor Olrl V Leda Anchutlna
Rich Boy.- ".

. . Annabelle Lyon
First Admirer Basil Galnhoft
.Second Admirer .Anthony Albert
Third Admirer Ruaael Protopolt
Jonathan Robert Shanley
Ellznbeth Clark Jeanne Blkina
Maid • Katherlne Mayfleld
Doctor., William Faries
Butler Walter Cassell
First Assistant..' ,Katherlne -Mayfleld
Second Assistant ..Beverly Kirk
Decazes Gnge Clarke
Conspirator John Lewis
Maroulse Grace Pnnvlnl
Duche»s Isabel Girard
Counte.<;!( ....Doris Moore
-Couis XVm Robert Grelg
Housekeeper Christine Johnsca
Maid Dorothy KIrsten
Vreml^r Danaeur Andre Eglevaky
Premiere Danseuses—

.

Leda Anchutlna, AnnaBelle Lyon

'Elmer Rice of the producing Play-
wrights returns to the theatre as an
author with a drama of warning and
protest against the danger to civil-

ization of autocracies. 'American
Landscrape' is the bast of the anti-

dictator plays of recent showing, yet
doubtful of iacceptance by the' aver-
age playgoer because of the intro-

duction of fantastic characters.

Adhering to an active production
schedule, the Playwrights started
with the- sock drama; 'Abe Lincoln
in Illinois,' and followed it with an-
other indicated money show; 'Knick-
cbocker Holiday.' Both have his-

torical backgrounds, as has 'Amer-
ican Landscape.' But the latter Im-
presses as running a distinct third- to
the earlier starters. That its mes-
sage is important is without doubt.
Nor can the timeliness of the theme
be disputed. But serious works of
this nature have ^iven a drab aspect
tO' this fall's straight plays, placing
the musicals in the Van.

'Landscape'- takes ifl plenty of ter-

ritory, including pot shots at Holly-
wood, but the author's principal aim
Is to display the American spirit as
opposed to Naziism. He believes that
the intelligent youth of the land- will
make sacrificies to maintain liberty
rather than take the easy way out.

For his thesis he selects the
younger element of the Dale family,
Connecticut residents sioce the Bev<
olution but now verging on deca-
dence.

Captain Frank Dale; 75, fought
with Teddy Roosevelt at San. Juan.
He is the leading citizen of Daleford, I 'Great Lady' was cordially re
and operates the shoe-iactory which, ceived at the premiere by the play
is slipping rapidly. He proposes iiot going portion of the audience, but
only to seU out to the trust, but dis- there was nevertheless a surprising,
pose of the 200-acre farm and its fine unfavorable reaction that indicates
old house. Site is sought hy a ,6er- the cosily operetta's chances are
man-American group which plans limited.
t6 set UD a community for 'ciil- 1 Reason doubtless lay in the over-
tural' training. long debut, for the curtain did not
The major factor that sways the descend until nearly 11:45. Show

old man in Yds decision to sell out had been .out of town long enough
and -retire is the organization of a to have corrected that fault. Billing
union within the plant. He cloes not is 'a biography with music,' story
exacUy oppose the move but dislikes being dated from post-Revolutionary
the . modern trend. Frances, one days and extending for a generation
granddaughter wed to a scenario or so. Possibly the operetta form is

scribbler disillusioned' with Holly- passe, a theory backed up by the ill-

wood, then suggests they work the started engagements of such musi-
farm and make it'ptofltable again, cals in recent seasons.
Constance, another Dale of spirit/ de- 'Lady* has diverting people, espe-
cides to remain in' Dalesford- and cially the fettune contingent, what
teach school. Her mate is a young with Norma Terris (who impressed
factory aide-, thou^ she originally as being at her best), Irene Bordoni,
was affianced to an attorney. and Helen Ford, iall three scoring

First intimation that ghost people,, with song numbers. There seems to

ead for loiig periods, are part of the 1
more of a difference of opinion

oceedings, fe the appearance of over the scorce than the perform-
ony who had been blinded, and of the leads, though the male

killed In the World<War. He was the t^e sextet of featured people
husband of Carlotta, whose chUdren distinctly secondary,

are Frances and Constance; Later L Criticism of the lyrics having
in ringing tones he tells the as- P*V<*y .

intimations could be simi-

semblage that the AJEJ. and the l^rly aimed at other scores this sea-
Allies were not successful ih saving son. But here the lines, at least,

the world for democracy. The end co"jd oe heard clearly, by the grace
<rf the war was a mistake. It should diction clarity. Though she plays

have gone further, -wiping from the Part ot a woman of easy morals,
face of the- earth the type of peo- Miss Terris is charmmg with 'I Have
^e ires0onsible for atrocities abroad, I

WO"* My Heart' and There Had

Conn. Strawhatter Goes

Big League; Winter Spot
Litchfield (Conn.) summer theatre

is pulling a big-league baseball man-
euver in going south for the winter.
Believed it's the first time a straw-
hat official outfit has tried it.

Group, which recently closed an
engagement at Waterbury, Conn,,
will open Dec. 19 for 12-weeks in

Tampa, '^es. My Darling Daughter'
will be the opening play. Charles
O. Carey heads the outfit.

Laffibs Pre-Test

Jokes on B way;

But Gambol OK

Have
itt' and There

particularly the wUd men in high J
?e Si _Waltz.' 'In the Carefree

places. Realm of Fancy' is duetted with Tul
Introduction of the nrogenitors of !«* Carminati. Latter's playing is

-the Dales is explained by the sun- n^^ay as Stephen Jumel, rich French
posed custom that leaders of the- wine merchant, who is tricked into

clan gather when the family laces a marria^ though his accent is out of

ctisis. Whether audiences wiU ac- with the character,

cept that sort of fantasy is question- Miss Bordoni, who has not been
able, although last season's hit the Broadway boards for seasons,

dramas included a somewhat similar Ms more properly cast as Mme. Co-
license COn Borrowed Time'). His- lette, Parisian modiste. She stepped
torical personages enter the Dale 'ojth twice to win plaudits with
homestead and virtually join the May I Suggest Romance' and 'And
family circle, garbed in the costumes So Will You,' Miss Ford came
of long ago. Included are Harriet through with 'Sisters Under the

Beecher Stowe and MoU Flanders, Skm' and 'I Never Saw a King Be-
who admits she sinned in her time fore, with bits of ttick vocalizing

but warns Frances' husband he errs that tickled the house. The singers

in mixing tip with a fUm siren, had the benefit of suggestions from
Others from out of the dim nast is a i^na, Barbanell, who has been on
Dale in the uniform of the Colonials, the staff of Dwight Deere Wiman for

another in the blue of the Civil War some time. A half-pint figure of

(he was a German and declares that Napoleon entrances and struts with-

upon coming to America he became out lines, a strange runt,

as *rood an American as anyone). . I
A ballet spotted late m the show

jEmpIoyees from the factory, drew attention to Andre Eglebsky,

townsmen, and others come to nlead Annabelle Lyon and Leda Anchu-
with the elder Dale not to sell out tma, the dance evolutions being cued
He is stricken and dies 10 days later by the waltz song. A Telautograph

but not before drawing up a new is projected on an oblong slit in the

will, ooenincthe wav for the-younaer curiam, preluding most scenes with

j'eneration to rehabilitate the estate, comments or cracte. One which

This *hey enthusiastically decide to drew the best laugh read: 'Elsa is

do. The peoDle of the past sati.s- now a great lady ' spelled without

fled with the outlook. den!»rt to the 'd' which is later inserted. Evi-

wb'?nce the author brought them, dently some present were inclined

There fs n^RV.'n^ s*»''^n«»th in the to t>e shocked,

cast with rhories Waldron. who Eliza Bowen, a strumpet from

came from the Coast to replace the I Providence who later becomes Mme.

By BOB LANDRT
All good Lambs anxiously consider

the . annual Gambol as a- semi-public
exhibition to which they must de-
vote their best professionalism. This
is evident in the well-meniorized
lines, the well-timed busine;^s. But
perhaps the .greatest anxiety is rep-
:resented by those Lambs who do not
participate in the show^ but dili-

gently kibitz at rehearsals, commit
the punch-lines, lyrics, and brightest
moments to tnind, and then consti-
tute a preview conimittee to try out
the material on their friends (i. e.,

everybody) around Times Square.
All the world's a stage and most of
the Lambs are actors, so the mate-
rial gets widely auditioned in ad-
vance of presentation at gala- prices.
The spectator may thus get an oddly
reminiscent impression as the Gam-
bol unfolds its well-exploited 'sur-
prises' (at the Waldorf-Astoria,
N. Y.).

Bobby Clark, playing a super-
New Dealer,. Mr. Givewell, slyly
worked up to his big suggestion to
build a bridge over the Mississippi,
but north to south, not east to west.
This whimsical David Friedman in-

cident had been duly reported
throughout Times Square a fortnight
before the peas were put to boil for
Saturday's banquet (3).

Otherwise thes^ are the facts:

Bob Hague cabled^ from London
and Fred Waring opened the show.
It was a good show. And in num-
bering the virtues let *A' stand for
artistic, and 'B' for brevity. Especi-
ally memorable was the- 'Lord's
Prayer' as rendered with ta^ste and
dignity by Waring's unit and the
glistening lyrics of Edwin Gale as
projected with arduously-perfected
group sho-wmanship by the Debon-
airs.

Benny Goodman and his two Ne-
gro firemeh got hot Paul Haakon
contributed . a few moments of ex-
pert elevation, William Gaxton and
Victor Moore talked about William
Gaxton and Victor Moore, the Gae
Foster girls came over from the
Roxy to cavort on large rubber
sphereoids, and Jack 'Whiting, John
McCauley, John Hundly and Clar-
ence Nordstrom went whoops in
loops to sing 'Sisters Four' (from
Baltimore—meaning- Her Royal High-
ness).

All this moved along snappily.
Proijuction numbers were first,

'Matrimony Deferred,' by Frederick
!Howard, in -which there was gleeful
audience recognition (under wigs
and skirts), of John Kane. Don Tom-
kins, Norval Keed'all, Sidney Riggs,
Eddie Nugent James Marshall, Sean
Dillon and Bruce Elmore; and sec-
ond, 'The Lowdown,' by Harry
Clarke and Percy Wenrich. Edward
Clarke, Lilley and Hugh O'Connell
conducted a droll dialogue on the-
atre tickets, a revived item called
'Service' from the- machines of
George S. Kaufman and Marc Con-
nelly,
Bert Lytell was the most active

and niost effective of the emcees who
were otherwise mostly plad-to-be-
here nodders, Jimmv Walker. Bur-
ton Holmes. Donald Brianc and Gene
Tunney fell into the latter class.

It was not particularly a show
they'll talk about. But it was good-
natured and likeable throughout.

Elsa Jumel, a woman said to have
had various affairs with notables
early in the 19th century, is the key
character. The Jumel mansion, on
Washinghton Heights. N. Y., is the
subject of curiosity by a- magazine
editor of the present day. Story
writers are assigned to investigate,
providing the reason for the play's
book. Her -union with Aaron Burr
is lightly touched upon.

Elsa meets Pierre de Moreau, who
plots the return of Napoleon and
with whom she is always enamoured.
Later after marrying.Jumel she goes
to Bordeaux in her own vessel and
proposes carrying the emperor back
to America, but the scheme fizzles.
Plotters -manage to escape punish-
ment from the overfed Louis XVIH.
and the final scenes find her an old
and rather lonely woman.
Production is expensive In fact

(Continued oh page 50)

Inside Stuf-Legit

There'll be no more reheaising new shows while appearing in current
ones for the Lunts In the future, Alfred Lunt has so declared. Too wear-
ing on the performers, he said. Ever since the organization of their perma-
nent troupe with 'Taming of Shrew' four years ago, Lunts have prepared
all their next plays between performances and while plan has been suc-
cessful it's getting next tc physically impossible, players stated. Particu-
larly in view of fact that following present Chicago engagement, they're
embarking on long tour of one-nighters.

Couple haven't any new scripts at present but hope to find two for
development next summer when they wind up their flve-plpy revival in

New York. Plan is to open around first of May and do 'Amphitiyon,*
'Reunion in Vienna,' 'Idiot's Delight,' 'Sea Gull' and 'Taming of the Shrew,*
each for two or three weeks. Lunt revealed that new S. N. Behrman
play, 'No Time for Comedy,' was offered to them by Playwrights Produci-
ing Co., but they turned it down because couple didn't want to do husband-
wife role's again on stage so soon.
London wants them back again next summer, but they won't go if some-

thing to their liking in way of a play turns up meantime. In that event
they'd spend couple of months rehearsing the new script after Broadway
revival cycle closes.

Lunts celebrate 20th anniversary as a stage team in the spring and, at
their own request, they've never been starred in this country once. Only
in London do they draw that distinction and there only because foreign
management demands it.

When the Lunts hit the one-nighters and split weeks in their five-play

tour following present Chicago engagement, they'll have two press agents
in advance, Charlie Washburn working four weeks ahead, and Elmer Ken-
yon two. Washburn has been hitting all the keys spots alone since Lunts
took to the road in Boston more than a month ago, with Kenyon Joining
up this week. Latter has just finished advancing southern tour of Tallulah
Bankhead's *I Am Different,* which closes for repairs in Washington Sat-
urday night (26). Kenyon had been lecturer-agent for Theatre Guild after
he resigned as head of Carnegie Tech drama department, Pittsburgh, sev-
eral years ago.

Members of the original 'You Can't Take It With You* company that
played the entire run of 837 performances, closing Saturday night (3) at
the Ambassador, N. Y., included Josephine Hull, Frank Conlan, Mitzl
Haj OS, Paula Truemaiv George Heller«. deorge Leach, Jess Barker, Margot
Stevenson, Hugh Rennie,^ Ruth Attaway, A-nna Lubowe, Oscar Polk, Wil-
liam J. Kelly, Virginia Hammond, and the stage inanager. Bill McFadden.
Miss Hull, plans a playgoing spree for the next few we^s, catching all the
legit shows, opera and evening radio programs she's missed for the last two
years. Frank Heller figures on a Caribbean cruise, Conlan will visit Phila-
delphia, Miss Attaway will visit Chicago. Others will see the shows, rest
several weeks, and lock for other jobs.

'Can't Take It' ran up a total gross of approximately $1,230,000 during
its 103 weeks on Broadway. It opened Dec. 14, 1936, and grossed $365,300

in the remaining 25 weeks of that season. It ran the entire 1037-38 season,

adding $684,300. Take for the 26 weeks of the current season was just

under $177,000. During^ its Broadway run, 'Take' played the Booth, Im-
perial and Ambassador.

Conlon, who appeared continuously in the original 'You Can't Take It

With You,' lost a wager on the length of the run to McFadden. Latter
originally bet the play would run two years. Closing was one week shy
of the mark. About nine months ago, however, Conlon said it wouldn't
be playing by Dec. 3. Latter was the date of closing.
Besides the original company, there have been road troupes playing all

over the country, one company currently one-nighting through Texas. In
addition, the film rights were sold to Columbia for $200,000. Amateur
rights, released this week, are expected to bring about $200,000 in royalties.

Dramatists Play Service, which handles it, estimates that it already has
about 2,000 applications for the play. It is figured the comedy will have at

least 2,500 amateur productions during the next two years. Fee is $50 for

the first perforipance and ^5 for each subsequent showing. Demand will

probably last about 20 years and is expected to make the comedy one of -

the biggest money-makers on record.

Quick fold of 'Soliloquy,' which was closed at the Empire, New York,
last week, after the second performance; was an unfortunate break for
a refugee showman and a friend also from abroad. Play was staged by
Eugen Schultz-Breiden, former Vienna director, who went to Switzer-
land when Hitler annexed Austria. Henry Weissman, young Swiss, who
presented the show in New York, entered the venture to help out
Breiden, is said to have financed the jump from the Coast. Major cost

item was that of transportation, most of the cast being, guaranteed the
trip back.
Play was originally presented on the Coast by Homer Curran, In asso-

ciation with N. H. Rappaport and John Cameron; Former bowed out,

with the latter duo retaining an interest. John Beal, featured player, is

said to have invested some money; paying the stagehands during the
Coast showing.

Special allotments of tickets for 'The Boys from Syracuse,' at the Alvin,
New York, have been mide at the direction of George Abbott, show'a
producer. Brokers who participated in the buy for his 'All That Glitters,'
an Abbott-produced play that did not do so well last season, are said to
be favored in the locations.
Several agencies that were to have advanced coin for 'Syracuse' are

also> given breaks. Producer changed his- mind about securing that money
because it may have been interpreted as being a ticket buy, barred by
the code. He's not a member of the League of New York Theatres, co-
sponsor with Equity of the code, but adheres to the code regulations.

Eddie Dowling, whose production of Philip Barry's 'Here Come the
Clowns,' opens tonight (Wednesday) at the Booth, N. Y., was 43 years old
yesterday (Tuesday). Actor's leading part in the show is his first straight
role since The FaU Guy' in 1925. He has been in musicals since, however,
his last being in his own production, "Thumbs Up,' four seasons ago. He's
also the presenter of two Paul Vincent Carroll plays, the touring 'Shadow
and Substance' and 'The White Steed,' due to open on Broadway around
the first of the year.

A replacement was made Thursday (1) in the cast of 'American Land-
scape,' which opened at the Cort, N. Y., Saturday (3), due to the alleged
habitual drunkenness of an actor who appeared in the second act. Equity
was informed of the rules violation and the management (Playwrights)
was advised a letter of complaint would be necessary if disciplinary
action was to be taken. Complaint is expected to be filed because- such
conduct 'jeapordized the balance of the company.'

James O'Neill, former
. actor, who has long been on Equity's staff in

New York, was presented with- a monkey Thanksgiving day, but it lasted
only a few days, being electrocuted when it grasped a wire on O'Neill's
radio at the Belvedere hotel. O'Neill was so affected by the loss that he
composed an ode, 'Jimmy, Junior,' who was properly buried. One of the
women pros at the hotel had even knitted a sweater for the monk, another
making velvet breeches for him.

Order eliminating all passes for Shubert theatres oiit of town is said to
nave aroused resentment among producers who tried out new shows there

o:m*u °' 'the ban, showmen playing Shubert theatres there,

t« «Kf ^^J.®
""^''^^ *° the house and therefore are unable

to obtain audience reaction.
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Cohan s $45^IKI Another On Record;W W/fi, miteoaks Fair $8,000

Cl^lcago. Dec. 6.

Having set a new legit mark lor

riiicago in his first week of 'I'd

Battier Be Right' when he stuffed

iver 4a,000 Into the mammoth Audi-

torium, George M. Cohan proceeded

to outdo • himself last week and

t6DDed that initial session's numeral
ever $2,500. Business such a

Stal wave that Sam Harris will hold

•ttie show in Chicago for an addi-

tional week beyond its original

three-stanza booking.
Cohan gobbled up practically

everything in town* and made him-

flelf felt at the Hfirris box-office

where he cut into Gertrude Law-
fence's coin. For 4he first time since

its opening seven .weeks ago, 'Susan

and God* feU below the shoehorn

mark. Show will exit on Dec 31.

Despite the fact that it is under
• capacity, 'Susan' is nevertheless gar-

nning smash profits and could easily

atay heyond the first of the year

on tiie right side of the books.
First rapping of the season went

to 'Whiteoaks.*^ Critics around this

town have gotten so mellow lately

that the spanking for the Ethel Bar-
rymore show came as a genuine sur-

prise. Show isn't doing well and will

likip at the end of its scheduled
three-week jaunt,- to be replaced on
Dec. 26 by 'Shadow and Substance.'

'On Borrowed Time' finished a
montt) in town on Saturday (3) and
'folded, with the company returning

east. 'Amphitryon' came in last

night (Monday) and will be a cinch

for a powerful four weeks on the
Lunt-Fontanne rep.

Estimates for Last Week
*Vi lUtfaer Be Bight,' Auditorium

<8d week) (4,500; $3.30). Hanging on
the chandeliers .for this one, and
«hdw will hold into a fourth week.
Smashed through to a new high of

$45,300. With additional week, show
now figures to clean to nearly
$200,000 in its four weeks' stay.

'On Borrowed Time,' Grand (1,400;

$2.75). Failed to stir up the legit-

goers of this town. Company fold-

ed on Saturday (3) after four meek
sessions, concluding with good $9,500

for finale on closing notice.

'Susan and God,' Harris (8th

week) (1,000; $2.75). Dropped from
capacity for first time last week, but
takings still in the bright profits at

$16,500. Four moire Weeks, and a
cinch for coin every week of the
closing stretch.

<Wliiteoaks,* Selwyn (2d week)
(1,000; $2.75). Critics dug their
hooks Into this one—^unusual. Not
much in sigh. Around $8,000 for the
opener and strictly all Ethel Barry-
more coin.-

'Prologue to Glory,* Blackstone.
Kear end of stay.

'The Mikado,' Great Northern.

Tins' Does Fair $11,000

In Pitt; Unions Help

Pittsburgh, Dec 6.

Several theatre parties organized
by various unions around town kept
'Pins and Needles' bouncing along in
fair fashion at Nixon last week.
Not an ermine coat opening night,

an almost unheard-of phenomenon,
with the working element" account-
ing for most of the biz. There was
a weak downstairs sale, despite the
$2 top, and heavy buy for balcony
and gallery. Cricks liked it, though
they weren't as enthusiastic as their
Broadway brethren. Nixon has
'Golden Boy' current, playing under
American Theatre Society auspices.

Estimate for Last Week
'Pins and Needles' (Nixon; 2,100;

$2.20)—Labor Stage revue got a nice

Elay from the trade unions and with
elp of several theatre parties, man-

aged to come out with a bit of profit
at $11,000. Regulars, however,
stayed away.

•Life' Lively $8,000 In

St. Loo; Cohan Next
St. Louis, Dec. 6.

This burg patronized 'What a Life*
enthusiastically and the b.o. take for
nine performances ending Saturday
(3) at the American theatre just
missed the five figure mark. Local
crix kicked in with raves.
House is dark currently, for the

second time this season, but reopens
Monday (12) with a seven-day stand
for 'Of Mice and Men.' Manage-
ment has a surprise in store for
natives on New Year's eve as the
house will be scaled from $2.24 to
$5.60 for 'I'd Rather Be Right,'
which comes here for a week's
engagement Monday (26). This will
be the highest top in many years,
but reservations are piling in, and
the Cohan piece is expected to pro-
duce the banner biz of the season.

Estimate for Last Week
.*^J5&?* * Lifp^'.^ArosrAcan .{l.m-
$224). Copped $8,000 for nine per-
formances, which was very satis-
factory at this price.

Torch Bearers' Weak
$6,000 in L. A. Revival

Los Angeles, Dec, 6.

Biltmore relighted for single week
and revival of 'The Torch Bearers,'
which failed to attract any undue
attention. House again dark until
Jan. 9 when Lucien Henri's produc-
tion of Ben Johnson's 'Sejanus'
moves in as initial offering of New
Manhattan Theatres.
Federal Theatre Project continues

with long runs at the Mayan and
Hollywood Playhouse, and will debut
•Volpone' at the Belasco (10).

Estimate for Last Week
'The Torchbearers,' Biltmore. (C-

1,560; $2.75). Lucky to hit $6,000.
Plan is to fold, although negotiations
still on to take piece to Broad-^
way.

WPA
.

'Volpone,' Belasco. Opens Satur-
day (10). Peter Heiman directs.
*Two-a-Day,» Hollywood Play-

house. Continues to attract big
crowds and will probably stick until
first of year.
'Bun, Little Chillun,' Mayan. Long

run negro drama in at least until
Christmas.

TOWN' OK 13G.

TRUBrKl

PfflUY

Philadelphia, Dec. 6.

Philly legit /Season is hibernating
these days with two absolutely dark
weeks announced as starting next
Monday. This week's sole attraction
is Walter Hampden in a revival of

'A Successful Calamity.'
Crix bounced all over Hampden's

revival of 'Trilby' last week, but
thanks to two-for-oneing and the ab-
sence of much competition, the old

Du Maurier favorite reported some
profit.

'Our Town,* last show in the Shu-
bert-operated ' houses, ended its two
weeks* stay Saturday night (3) and
thanks to the ATS foundation, it

completed a nice engagement.
On Dec. 26, four shows open: Ed-

die Downing's 'The White Steed,'

slated for the Chestnut Street Opera
House, is a try-out; 'What a Life' is

set for the Locust Other two are re-

turn engagements, 'Victoria Regina'
at the Forrest, and 'Yes, My Darling
Daughter' at the Erlanger. 'The
Women' follows 'Regina' at the For-

rest.
•

Estimates for laCat Week
'Our Town,' Locust (2d week) (1,-

400; $2.50). Final week on subscrip-

tion gave It a sound $13,000.

'Trilby,' Erlanger (1,700; $2). In

for one week only, revival by Wal-
ter Hampden was panned but pulled

an okay $6,000.

'Women' $12,200, Cincy;

'Road' Tries Sth Time

Cincinnati, Dec. 6.

'Tobacco Road,' with John Barton
opened a week's stay at the Cox the-

atre Sunday (4) at $1.70 top. It's

the show's fifth Cincy engagement.
Estimate for Last Week

'The Women,' Cox (1,335; $2.75)—
Sprightly reviews and verbal plugs

helped for $12,200, second best of the

local legit seasons.

'Shadow' $6,000, Butf.

Buffalo, Dec. 6.

'Shadow and Substance' at $2.75

top for four performances drew .bet-

ter than $6,000 here.

Figure is excellent and generally

regarded, as justifying better split-

week engagements here.

'MikADO' $6,000, MAPUBWOOD
Maplewood, N. J., Dec. 6.

Frank McCoy and O. E. Wee, after

24 weeks of dramas and comedies,
did the unexpected and presented
Gilbert and ,Sullivan's 'Mikado' with
the same success attending their

other offerings. With Ho-i^ard Marsh
starred, the b.o. turned in over
$5,000, which was splendid consider-

ing that the first two nights were
handicapped by bad weather, Crix
raved over production. Current at-

traction Is Fred Stone In 'Lightnin'.'

Estimate for Last Week
'The Mikado,' Maplewood Theatre

.a,420; 25c-:$l). One of the best pro-
ductions of the season, b. o. hitting

over $5,000. Turnaway- business lat-

ter part of week.

LUNTS T6G, DETROIT

Turn In Fine B.O. eni <Sea GuU'
After $19,000 for 'Amphitryon'

Detroit, Dec ,6.

After clipping off nice $19,000 with
'Amphitryon' the previous stanza,
the Lunts came back with 'The Sea
Gull' last week to grab. a strong
$16,000 for a very profitable two-
week stand at the Cass here.
Current is Everett Marshall in

'Blossom Time,' perennial visitor.
Set for one week. .

Estimate for Last Week
'The Sea GnU,' Cass (1,500; $2.75).

Fine $16,000 follows nice $19,000 for
'Amphitryon' the previous stanza.
'Blossom Time' now in.

WEN BOY*

wm, D. c

Washington, Dec. 6.

Thanks to heavy American Thea-
tre Society reservations, good re-
views and swell word of mouth,
'Golden Boy' did beautifully for
show, which has played Broadway
long enough for most of smart set to
have caught it.

'Pins and Needles,* current offer-
ing, is riding high on bally and po-
litical interest rekindled from eve-
ning it played the White House East
Room for F. D. R. and at the May-
flower hotel for press and govern-
ment bigwigs. Three performances
are entirely bought for benefits ,by
Women's Trade Union League, which
is getting $4 pe^ seat against house's
regular $2.75 scale, Washington In-
dustrial Union Coimcil' and Wash-
ington League of Women Shoppers.
Friends of Spanish Democracy have
taken balcony for one performance.
Next week brings 'Our Town.'

Estimate for Last Week
'Golden Boy,' National (1.698; $2.75

top ). Heavy ATS subscriptions, good
reviews and word of mouth got the
pop trade sufficiently to offset fact
that smart set had caught it on
Broadway. Grossed $16,500.

STONE UGHT $2,500,

3 SHOWS, NEW HAVEN

New Haven^ Dec. 6.

Fred Stone's 'Lightnin' ' did a two-
day stand here last weekend (2 and
3) to mild gross. Opening day bally
of mayor giving keys of city to Stone
helped a Uttle, but not enough. Re-
ception of play was favorable, with
old-timers, getting a kick out of
Stone's gaijgging at curtain call, but
there weren't "enough Old-timers to
fill the pews.
Only other booking here is 'Pins

and Needles* week of Jan. 2. New
Dwight Dere Wiman musical is ten-
tative for mid-January.

Estinate for Last Week
'LightnlnV Shubert (1,600; $2120).

Three shows pulled around $2,500,

light

Three Men on Horse'

So-So $2,000,^ B'klyn
Brooklyn, Dec. 6.

Good production of 'Three Men
on Horse' with members of original

cast at Shubert met with negative
results and house got mild $2,000.

Brattleboro opened with 'If You Get
It, Do You Want It?' new play,. will

hold its another week, though biz
thus far is none too good.
Competish last week was sellout

of 'Night of Music' at Academy of
Music, which brought together
George Jessel, Eddie Cantor, Gio-
vanni Martinelli and others. Strict-

ly one-night stand, but judging by
attendance stunt may be repeated.

Estimates for Last Week
'Three Men on Horse,' Shubert (1,-

750; 25-85). Ckiod cast, good notices,

but not much dough in till. Only
$2,000.

'If Ton Get It, Do Ton Want It?'

St. Felix (287; 50c.$1.50). New opus
with some subscription biz, but
nothing more.

Engagements

Beatrice Terry, Eleanor Flagg,
'Bright Rebel.'
Eva Ortega, 'Set to Music'
Hayden Rorke, John Raby, Mal-

colm Atferbury, 'Don't Throw Glass
Houses.'
Helen Westley, Betty Garde, Betty

Field, Philip Wood, Russell Hardie,
'Primrose Path.'
Farrell Pelly, Grace Mills, Leslie

Bingham, Tom Patrick Dillon, Tom
TuUy, William Price, 'The White
Steed.'
Enid Raphael, 'Policy Kings.'
Dorothy Johnson, Ann am a ry

Dickey, Louise Verden, Vera Deane,
James Burrell, Eleanor Knapp,
Charles Clarke, Earl Weatherford,
Jon Urban, Robert Breen, Bob Col-
lins, Ray Johnston, 'Everywhere I

Roam.'
Philip Coolidge, Carrie Weller, Ed-

ward F. Nannary, Max Welling, Tom
Elwell, Minna Phillips, 'Merchant of

Yonkers."

20 B way Shows, Lowest December

In Yrs.; Musicals B^; Production

Spurts with 15 Shows Rehearsing

There are fewer attractions on
Broadway currently than during
any early December for a genera-
tion. Total right now is 20, Same
period last year was none too strong
numerically, but there were half a
dozen more shows on the list, Rea-i-

son for the current dip is the rapid-
ity with which a flock of new pro-
ductions was withdrawn soon after
debut; plus the fact that fewer mod-,
erate successes have been staged.
Shows either register solidly as hits
or definitely crash as flops.

Number of clicks last season and
this are comparable to date, with the
musicals currently having a distinct
edge in popularity. But there were
six closings last Saturday (week
after Thanksgiving), which balanced
a like number of entrants during the
holiday week. Out of 10 premieres
in the past two weeks seven have
resulted in distinct failures, one or
two many do moderately well, and
only one Is an indicated success

—

'The Boys From Syracuse' (musical).

However, 10 more shows went into
rehearsal for a total of 15, the
best production upturn since the
earlier part of the season. Also, new
show cards for late this month and
January are considerably more
promising. Two among the fresh
crop are musicals, with another
probably starting next week. Cur-
rently, there are two arrivals, but
none carded for the coming week.
Out of the week's quartet of in-

comers, two went off the boards
pronto—'Lorelei' at the Longacre
and 'Soliloquy' at the Empire. Exit-
ing, list was further loaded with the
closing of 'The Fabulous Invalid' at
the Broadhurst, 'You Can't Take It
With You' at the Ambassador, 'Glor-
ious Mornin' at the Mansfield and
'Gloriana' at the Little.

'Great Lady,' which opened at the
Majestic Thursday (1) drew a heaVy
panning with one exception. 'Amer-
ican Landscape,' which bowed in
Saturday (3) at the Cort, was ac-
corded respectful, but doubtful, no--

tices. 'Rocket to the Moon,' an-
other recent entrant, looks like a
moderately good grosser at the Be-
lasco, but moves from there soon to
the Windsor.

The pre-Christmas slump started"
last week, but the declines in grosses
were not marked. This week will no
doubt be seeing a more material
drop. However, the three leading
musicals held to great money, 'Leave
It to Me,' $35,500'; 'Boys From Syra-
cuse,' $31,000, and 'Hellzapoppin,'
$30,500. Latter is the most sought
after show in town, and the move to
the Winter Garden found the nut
revue more popular than ever.
Straight play leaders continue to be
Abe Lincoln,' $21,000; 'Kiss the Boys
Goodbye,' and 'Oscar Wilde,' both
of the latter around $16,000.

Estimates for Last Week
'Abe Lincoln in Illinois,' Plymouth

(8th week) (D-1,036; $3.30). Dra-
matic leader drawing capacity at all
performances for weekly total of
$21,000. Sure stayer for World's
Fair.
'American Landscape,' Cort (1st

week) (D-1,059; $3.30). Opened
Saturday (3). Anti-dictator drama
drew mixed notices, mostly on the
doubtful side.

'Bachelor Born,' Broadhurst (46th
week) (C-1,107; $3.30). Switched
houses again, moving over here frOm
the Morosco on Monday (5). Esti-
mated $4,500 last week after .$6,000
Thanksgiving week.
'Boys From Syracuse,' Alvin (3rd

week) (M-1,255; $4.40). One of re-
cent musical arrivals and expected to
make real run of it. Takings $31,000
and should span season.
'Gloriana/ Little. Withdrawn af-

ter four days, and doubtful of reap-
pearing.

'Glorious Mornin;,' Mansfield.
Withdrawn Saturday (3) after play-
ing one week and one night to
meagre attendance.

'Great Lady,' Majestic (2d week)
(M-1,717; $3.85 )- Opened Thursday
(1); favorable first night audience
reaction, but drew critical drubbing.

'HeliKapoppin,' Winter Garden
(12th week) (R-1,671; $3.30). Laugh
revue is stronger than ever and is

number one in ticket demand;
$30,500. Standees at all perform-
ances; cinch for World's Fair crowds.
'Here Come the Clowns,' Booth

(1st week) (D-704; $3.30). Presented
by' Eddie Dowling written by Philip
Barry; cast includes several vaude-
villians but serious play; opens to-
night (7).

'I Married An Ancel,' Shubert
(11th week) (M-1,367; $4.40), Busi-
ness has eased off with arrival of
new musicals; still playing to good
grosses, however; $22,000 estimated.

'Kiss the Boys Goodbye,' Miller
(11th week) (C-944; $3.30). Comedy
is leader among straight shows with
virtually no oppoi^ition; business ap-
proaches $16,000; capacity at all

shows.
'Leave It i* Me,' Imperial (Sth

week) (M-1,468; $4.40). Top musi-
cal grosser; standee business with
takings last week again quoted
around $35,500.

'Lorelei/ Longacre. Taken off
Saturday after playing seven per*-
formances; adverse press and httle
trade.
'Knickerbocker Holiday/ Barry--

more (Sth week) (M-1,096; $4.40).
Among the better musical money,
draws; eased off slightly last week
when gross approached $19,000 mark.
'Oscar Wilde/ Fulton (9th week)

(D-913; $3.30). Early hit figured to
ride through winter; business around
$16,000 last week with most per-
formances sold out.
'Rocket to the Moon,' Belasco (3d

week) (D-l,00O: $3.30). Rated around
$10,000 first full week; three theatre
parties helped; should fare moder-
ately weli
'Sing Out the News/ Music Box

(11th week) (R-1,116; -$4.40). Busi-
ness drop after the holiday affected
attendance, as with most attractions;
rated around $13,000.
'Soliloquy/ Empire. Withdrawn

after two performances last week.
'

'Spring Meetine/ Morosco (1st
week) (CD-961; $3.30). Presented by
Gladys and Philip Merivale in asso-
ciation with Lee Ephraim and
George Jessel; English import by M.
J. Farrell and John Perry; opens
Thursday (8),

'The Fabalon* Invalid/ Broadhurst.
Closed Saturday after playing eight
weeks; ma|or disappointment; deep
in red.
Tobacco Bead/ Forrest (261st

week) (D-1,107; $1.65). Has com-
pleted fifth year and is second to
'Abie's Irish Rose' in point of mara-
thon run; rated aroimd $4,500, and
okay because of low operating nut •

'Victoria Berina,' (repeat) Martin
Beck (10th week) (CD-1,214; $3.30).
One more week after this; staying
longer than first planned and profit-
able every week; aroimd $14,000 esti-
mated.
'What a -Life/ Biltmore (34th

week) (C-891; $3.30). Stays through
month and may then, hiove to an-
other theatre; around $4,500,. satis-
factory with modified co-operative
set-up.
*Ton Can't Take It With Ton/ Am-

bassador. Closed Saturday (3) after
long run qf nearly two years (103
weeks); cleaned Up most of the way.

Revival
'Hamlet/ St. James (9th week)

(D-1,520; $3.30). Business eased off

last week following Thanksgiving
but gross of $15,000 satisfactory; en-
gagement announced to continue un-
til Jan. 21.

Added
'Pins and Needles/ Labor Stage

(54th week) (R-500; $2.7Si). Passed
the year mark last week and is

aimed through another winter; biislo.

ness for 'garment workers' revue ap-
proximates $6,000, which is profit-
able.

'The Girl From Wyoming/ Ameri-
can Music Hall (7th week). Freak
night spot attraction dr&wing moder-
ate attendance.

WPA
Tbt Big Blow/ Elliot.

FINAL lANDSCAPE'

HALF WEEK 4G, HUB

Boston, Dec. 6.

No legit In town this week. 'Mer-
chant of Yonkers' by Thornton Wild-
er, starring Jane Cowl, is next on.
the list slated for Dec. 12. 'Set to
Music,' by Noel Coward, starring
Beatrice LiUie, opens Dec. 26.
'American Landscape' left Wednes-

day (30), still a subject for debate
amohg the show-wise. Good audi-
ence reception, although b.o, tally
was. light. Majority of crix here
were dubious about its hit qualifi-
cations.

Estimate for Last Week.
'American Landscape,' Wilbur

(1,227; $2.75) (2d wk.). Weak grosser,
although it seemed. to impress most
theatregoers who cam'e' to see it.

Final, half-Week, around $4,000 on
four performances.

*Town' Looks Okay In

Balto; 'Pins' Follows
Baltimore, Dec. 6.

'Our Town,' currently at Ford's,
off to a headlong start with healthy
mail order and advance sale. Seems
set for a lusty gross in keeping with
bullish doings for legit here thus
far. Although bookings have been
sparse to date, take for attractions
this season has been far above aver-
age of previous? session.
Some action ahead with 'Pins and

Needles' in at Ford's next week and
George Abbott's premiere of 'The
Primrose Path' set for indie booked
Maryland, Dec. 26. 'Lingering Ec-
stacy,' by George Frank and Roland
Kibbee will be presented by Alex
Yokel and George Jessel at same
house Jan. 8. (
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Plays Out of Town

If You Get It, Do You

Want It?

Brooklyn, Dec. 1.

Comedy by Leonard L, Weill ond John
ButUor; presented by BratUeboro Theatre;

luffed by Hans Von Twardowekl; Bettings

by Albert K. Ward, Jr. At the St. Felix,

Brooklyn, Nov. 30. '38. $1.30 top.

Jane Barrj- ..MllUcent Green
MlUicent Fowderly Arnby Chllds

jjlack Jimmy Wright
Ltfdbettcr «• Albert Smith
Alan Porter l''rank Downlnu
Jacob b'tuyvesanl, Jr H. Stevens, Jr,

AVoiHon In Yellow Susanna Steell

Mrs. HosUlns Josephine Bender
Mrs. Jacob Stuyve.sant Vllma Bolten
Henry Joslln WllUam Robertson
Brouser Elizabeth Newmann
*'lrst Fashionable 'W oman Sally Nye
Lulu Frances Pilchard

Definitely dull stuff. It is the sec-

ond of a series of new plays to be
offered this season by Brattleboro
grouo of ambitious performers. Here-
tofore management has gone outside

for play material, but this time they
picked an opus under co-authorship
of Jbhn Becker, one of executives of

Brattleboro.
Play attempts to satirize artists

and art galleries and, in particular,

takes a poke at snob rich who buy
paintings with an eye to having ttie

stuff match their livingroom drapes.
It's the story, loosely told and thinly
constructed, of. Ledbetter, played by
G. Albert Smith, gentleman fisher-

man, who is prevailed, upon by his
-fiancee, much against his will, to

open an art gallery in New York and
to exhibit the creations of Alan
Porter, porti-ayed by Frank Down
ihg. Gallery proyes a disappoint-
ment until Porter insults a rich pa-
troness of the arts, and news of this

amazing episode finds its way onto
the front pages of a tabloid. From
then on everybody makes a bee hue
for the gallery to buy the paintings
.and business zooms. But Ledbetter
scrams to his shack by the"-sea, leav
ix\!i h'm his fiancee and her pack oi:

friends.
Nothing bright in the way of stag-

ing by Hans von Twardowski, sup-
posed to have come from the Coast
Where he wprl<ed in pictures and
.directed for Pasadena Community
Playhouse. First act set okay by
Albert E. "Ward, Jr' Rest distinctly
routine.
Good performances are turned in

.by Susanna Steell, the dizzy dow-

.ac;er in search of ,art. and Jimmy
Wriaht as Ledbetter's Negro servant,
But play is not nearly .sturdy

. enough, ' RaTisbn.

AND NIOBE WEPT
Flttstiiu-gh, Nov. 30.

Di-aiha in three acia by Tom Wllmot; pre
•ented by by the Pittsburgh flaybouae; dl
rected and deblgned by • Frederick Burlelsb.
At' Playhouse for two weeks-, opeuine Xov

'•£», 'JW.-

-Steve .'. ....Paul Forrest
Mrs, Thompson Dorothy Scott
Carrl». Kitty Campbell
Oreggr. Edward Komperda
Mr. Thompson Ted McLaln
I'aul ; ;Fdward' Bunch
.'.loan Miller..........'....Margaret Doescher
. Dr. Rcld ; . DoVId Linn
Elealidr Barlow.... <.... lien Krleger

soning him because Paul had stolen

Gregg's girl and always forced him
to pay for getting the other out of

his countless scrapes.
Mother then spits out her hate

at Gregg. Her oldest son, she says,

never had a chance because Gregg
was always his superior, in school,

at play, in business and everything,

and that she despises him because
le's all that she wanted Paul to be.

Imagined guilt preys so much on
Gregg's mind that he cracks and
comes back home two months later

against mother's wishes a split per-

sonality.
^ , , . J J

Half of him has become his dead
brother, and when the mother sees

;his, she showers her affection on
Gregg and tries by suggestion and
action to keep him from returning

to his own personality. In one of his

rational moments, however, Greg«j

realizes he's doomed mentally and
takes his own life at the end, and
mother knows she has lost her fa-

vorite for second time,

Agencies

(Continued from page 47)

signed the code agreement will prob-

ably be one of its toughest problems.

It's probable that several agencies

charged with violations wUl be

dropped, which would lighten the
pressure,-

<Not Enouffh Tickets'

Principal complaint by the brokers
recently is that they are not able to

get enoxigh tickets. The number of

flops in the past month and quick
closings of others have emphasized
that. Suggested that some of the
smaller agencies combine and re-

duce the overhead; otherwise, they
may be forced out of business.

,
Such

a development would not disturb the

managers, \yho pointed out they have
often produced bloomers and lost

bankrolls without recourse.

Plays on Broadway

Last week, at a meeting of the
Idea is d fferent and has some dra-

league and Equity's committee,

fet^s^SSM^^^^ which listened to co^entions of the

reasonable. Laughs, of a domestic Associated Theatre Ticket Agencies,

nature, are iconcentrated in opening composed of accredited ticket bro-

stanza and come off so well that the kers ' other than the 'big three,' no
susoicion arises that Wilbot's field action was agreed on. Equity thought
perhaos should be comedy rather

^j^^^^ ^^^^ modifications of the rules
than tragedy. Uneven acting didnt l .^^^ nr/inr " cnoh nv= .^Armis.
help nerformance any., but doubtful

if even Equity's best could make
plav stick in it"? present form.
•And Niobe Wept* is first original

piece Playhouse has ever done. Di-

rected here by Fred Burleigh, who
^^ a

first tried out play this summer at
|

quashed such ^suggestions and^ ex-

Cohasset. Mas.s.. at private perform- " ^'""^ *" '"^

ance by South Shore Players' ap-
prentice grouo. Its chances of get-

ting anvwhere are prettv slim al-

thouf^h Wilmot shows enough pos-

sibilities to indicate he's eventually

going places. Cohen,

might be in order, such as permis
sion to- make buys and. an inter-

change of tickets among agencies.

Higher Prices

Managers appear to have quickly

Shows in Rehearsal

It's All Touts' ('Swing to the

Left')—Dwight Deere Wiman.
'Dear Octopns'—John C. Wilson.

•The Primrose Path'—George Ab-

bott.

•The ynilte Steed'—Eddie Dowling-
Shuberts.
^lamba's Dauthters'—Guthrie Mc-

Clintic.

^Angela Is 22'—John Wildberg.
'Gentle People'-^roup.
'Michael Drops In'—Edward Mas-

sey and Louise Elkins.

.

'Don't Throw. Glass Houses'—Con-
temporary Theatre.

'Set t* Mnsic'—John C. Wilson.

'Outward Bound' (revival)—W, A.
Brady, Robinson Smith, Bramwell
Fletcher.
'MerbhBnt of Tonkers'— Herman

Shumlih.
, .

'Everywhere I Boam'— Connelly

Not bad for a first play, but ;rnuch
too ambitious for an- inexperienced
author. Written by Tom Wilmot,

. who has done a lot of scripting for
radio and served a stretch couple of
years ago .,'as one' of Joe Penner's
gagsters, 'And Niobe Wept' Is pretty
hfea'vy fare.'and extremely doubtful
commercially. Play Is a mixture of
'Silver Cord,' 'Oedipus' complex and
psychopathic spook stuff, the sort of
thing even a combination' of Eugene
0'N6ill and Maxv/ell Anderson would
be hard-pressed to make convincing.

Title stems from ancient legend of
Niobe, whose Seven sons and daugh-

- ters were slain by ApoUo and Diana
because the mother^ openly boasted
that her offspring were far more
beautiful than those two. The proud
dame was subsequently turned into
stone and continued to weep forever
out of granite eyes. Modem parable
concerns a bitter, inhibited mother
whose favorite is the black-sheep
among-' her three sons.
When Paul, the bad sheep. Is killed

In an automobile accident, Gregg,
the successful one In the family, in-
sists he murdered him. He had
wished fb'r latter'3 death, he cries,
even going so far as to Consider poi-

plained that buys would lead to

higher prices, which, they said,

would also apply to interchanges,
which would call for at least twice
the 75c allowed under the code.

Stated later that the Equity commit-
tee would not report the suggestions
favorably to the council.

ATTA sent a delegation to Howard
Spellman, of the city Council, to

give the brokers' side of the ticket

matter. Spellman was told that

agencies, have often saved, shows and
promoted production, thereby being
a definite and beneficial factor in

show business. The alderman has
introduced a bill making it a mis-
demeanor to sell tickets for any
place of admission for more thaii 75c
oyer the boxoffice scale. League's
ticket code applies only to legit

theatres.

Several theatres that did not sign

the code have joined- the League,
automatically making them code ad-
herents. The houses -are the St.

James, Lyceum and 44th Street. Still

not members are. the Biltmore, Van-
derbilt, Mercury and Labor Stage.
Number of brokers bought tickets

outright, for New Year's eve and
claim the right to sell at any prices
they can secure. Leagiie ruled such
sales should not have been made and

(Continued from page 48)

'Lady' is rated the most costly show
of the season, inclusive of e.xpenses
incurred on the road. First half of
the performance is diverting and
tuneful, and were the second section
as good, the show's chances would be
much better.
There is probable picture value, re-

gardless. Ibee.

LORELEI
Drama In three acta (four iceneaV by

Jacquey Dcval, Stara PhlUp Merlvnle.
Staged by the author; settings by I:.ee

Slmonson; presented by Aldrlch St King, In
a.ssoclat'on with Sir Cedrlo Hardwlcke; as-
sociate produoei", Uichard Myers: at Lonffx
acre. N. V,. Nov. Ul). '38. 8.30 top (?4.40
opening).
Robert Jack Merlvale
Louise Muriol Williams
Eric Itunipuu ^Philip Merlvale
Mlnnu Rumpau , Viola Roache
Antolne Larn' Bolton
Slmone ..Ooblna Wright. Jr.
Rente ;Joan Tetzel
Ruprecht El.senlcran'iS Dennis Hoey
Dora Bennott ...Edna Holland
Samuel Krunber Bernard Lenrow
.TuIIm •. • . . . Elizabeth I-jfeckscher
Karen Von Sinsall.. Doris Nolan
Gendarme Charles Atkins
Priest : A. G. Andrews
Conrad von RItterbach Arnold KorfC
Klsa von Rllterbuch Qsther Mitchell
Krenen Trumpeter Taylor Graves
German Telephone Operator..Robert LIndsey '

German Sevfreant Sandy Strouse
French Corporal Charles Atkins
French Soldier Roberta Gray

v
Latest anti-Nazi play to reach

Broadway appears to have no more
chance than its predecessors. After,
a number of postponements, and
several weeks of extra rehearsals,
the show finally premiered last
Tuesday night (29). Indications are
that the presenters might as well

Current Road Shows

and Blau;

'Brishi Eebel'—William Kilctillen. I that regular allotments apply to all

One-Act .Repertory—Sam H. Cris-
j
performances. ' JIo refunds on 'eve

man. I tickets were made, however,
Monday (5) the League dropped a

PiiliifA Plavc I
^^sser broker from the accredited

rUIUlV riaj5 lust after he was detected dealing
vvith - a bootleg agency. There was,

'Central. Castlnc/ Hollywood farce I no fine because the code's prpvisioni

by Nicholas Cpsentino, will be uri- that brokers file bonds guaranteeing

veiled Dec. 13 for a wefek's .engage- compliance has been dormant
ment at the Brooklyn Shub^rt .thea- League contends restrlctnons are so

tre. Slated for the Broadway, N. Y., severe such,bonds are not necessary,

around Christmas. Two other agencies delinquent in

^Policy KlBKs/ burlesque on the payment of the ticket levy were
number racket, by Michael Ashwood, called to. account and promised re

skedded to tenant the Bayes, Dec. 26. 1
mittances.

(Week of Deo. 6)

'A Successful Calamity' (Walter
Hampden), Erlanger, Philadelphia.
'Amphttryon'r-'Sea Gull' (Lunt and

Fpntanne), Erlanger, Chicago.
'Blossom Time,' Cass, Detroit, (4);

'Dracula.'.Shubert, Brooklyn, N. Y.
'Golden Boy' (Luther Adler-

Frances Farmer), Nixon, Pittsburgh.
'I'd Rather Be Riffht' (George M.

Cohan), Auditorium, Chibago.
'Idiot's Delicrht' (Phil Baker),

Royal Alexandra, Toronto.
'Of Mice and Men,' Auditorium, St.

Paul (5-6); Lyceum, Minneapolis
(T-10).

'Our Towti,' Ford's, Baltimore.
'Pins and Needlei/ National, Wash

ington.

'Shadow and Snbstaiioe' (Cedric
Hardwicke), Hanna, Cleveland.
Cornelia Otis Skinner, Curran, San

Francisco.
'Susan and God' (Gertrude Law.

rence), Hariris, Chicago.
'Tobacco Road,' Co3t, Cincinnati.
•Torchbearers,' Biltmore, Los An

^eles.

'What a Life,' Hartman, Columbus
(5-7); English, Indianapolis (8-10).

.
'Whiteoaks'. (Ethel Barrymore),

Selwyn, Chicago.
'Wonien,' English^ Indianapolis (5-

7); Hartman, Columbus (8-10).
'You Can't Tak« It with You,' City

Auditorium, Beauhiont (5); Para-
mlount, Austin (6); Texas, San An-
tonio (7); Auditorium, Ft. Worth (8);
Melba, Dallas (9-10).

Rehearsals . start tomorrow (Thurs
day).

Jeremiah/ new addition of the
Theatre Guild, is a pacifist play

Equity's committee also conferred
.
with the League, stressing the pos
sibilities for servicing suburban th<e

atregbers. Proposed that several de

written by, Stefan Zweig following partment stores, where theatre tick-

the WoWd War. Casting began this ets were formerly available, be con
week -under Worthington Miner's

direction.

'Sejanus, by Ben Jonson, skedded
to preem Jan. 9 at the Biltmore, Los
Angeles, is the first production of a

Coast company, newly formed, by
Lucien Henri. Firm will be per-

tacted to learn If the service could
be advisably resumed. These stores
would Serve as information sources
on shows and would be able to issue
orders for tickets after making reS'

erations with theatres. When the
number of legit theatres declined

manent and plans provide for four some yea.rs ago the stores dropped
legit offerings a season. | the theatre departments,

B£STOEE TABBEEL THEATRE
Charlotte^ N. C, Dec. 6. ^

Gutted by fire last August, the in-
terior of the Carolina Playmakers
theatre at the University of North
Carolina has been restored.
.The playhouse was formally re-
opened with a bill of experimental
plays Saturday (3).

SKINNER'S 6a, PORTLAND
Portland, Ore.-, Dec. 6.

It was practically a sellout for
Cornelia Otis Skinner's three per-
formances at the RivoU at $2.65 top
last week.
Two nights and one matinee

grossed about $6,000.

have saved the trouble and expense,
for 'Lorelei' is a • woefully tepid
drama that seems headed for sudden
death.
play was written in English by

Jacques Dcval, whose 'Tovarich'
was adapted by Robert E. Sherwood
from the French and had profitable
runs in London and the U. S. ' Dope
is that 'liOrelei' was extensively re-
written during rehearsal and that
the direction was also considerably
changed. .Although Deval is credit-
ed as stager, he Is reported to have
received major assistance from
Richard Aldrich, Dennis King and
Sir Cedric Hardwicke. Billing for
the.' production is a comjplicated af-
fair, with Aldrich and King listed as
presenters, in association with Hard-
wicke. Richard Myers, In partner-
ship with Aldrich on several previ-
ous pi9ciuctions, is billed as asso-
ciate producer.

Despite, or possibly because of the
multiplicity of effort that went into
its preparation, 'Lorelei' Is a con-
fused and confusing play, with little

force as anti-Nazi propaganda and
even less effectiveness as drama.
After the witty sparkle of 'Tovarich,'
th^ wi:iting of *Loi"elei' is labored
and stodgv, with a curiously inert
and agonizingly slow pace. More
than that, its ideas, which are fairly
clear at the start, steadily^evaporate
into vague mysticism.
On the surface, 'Lorelei' tells of

a brilliant science professor of the
University of Leipzig who leaves
Germany when he can no longer
stomach Nazi ideology and tactics.

As an e^ile over the French border,
he composes tracts which aviators,
drop on the German populace with
the hope of stirring tliem to rebel-
lion. When a beauteous former
student follows him to France, he
falls in love with her again. But
out of loyalty to a. former sweet-
heart who has been held as hostage
for her, she finally returns ^to Ger-
many to face certain punishment.
.Then the professor, who calls him-
self not anti-Nazi, but pro-German,
follows her back to his homeland.
Seeing himself an exponent of the
'Fourth Reich,' he hopes his martyr-
dom will shame the Third Reich,
which he says is also an exile—^but

from the rest of the world.
If the writing is incoherent, the

staging is just as strained and halt-
ing. Under these circumstances,
the players cannot be blamed entire-
ly for their failure to bring the play
to life. But even they seem to have
been infected by the -paralysis that
grips the script and dir'sction. <

As the professor, Philip Merivale
appeared to have difficulty^ opening
night in remembering his lines, pos-
sibly because of the constant re-
writing that had been done. He Im-
proved somewhat after a faltering
start and managed to bring some
-•onviction to isolated scenes, but at
no time does his performance have
the realistic glow of life. And re-
geatedly he gives the impression of
eing puzzled by the part.
Doris Nolan, as the former pupil

who follows the professor into exUe.
fails to resolve a contradictory ana
Inconclusive part. She is good-look-
ing and wears manifestly exciting
duds; she speaks the lines and goes
through the required motions, but
the character never assumes convic-
tion. Understood Miss Nolan took
the part after Jane Wyatt and Elsa
Argyle. tried it. • None of the others
is more than adequate. Including
Viola Roache as a stereotype wife,
Dennis Hoey as a loyal friend of the
professor, or Boyd Davis as a pom-
pously sporting German officer.
Only Arnold Korff and A. G. An-
drews are equal to easy character

J
tarts. Muriel Williams is an eyeful
or Hollywood attention, while Co-
blna Wright, Jr., socially prominent
cafe singer, has a microscopic bit.

Hobe.
(Closed Saturday (3), printed jor

record.)

Australian and Neir Zealand Thea-
tre!,. Titd., Manafflni; Directors Frank
a. -Tatt, S. S. Crick, G. B. Dean,
Present ;

—

VIOLET CARLSON
the Star of

"BAIALAIHA"
iBOTATj THKATRB

8YDXEY. AVSIBALIA

NATALIE KOMAROVA
PRODUCER and CHOREOGRAPHER

GEORGE KOMARpFF
COMPOSER and MUSICAL DIRECTOR

10 YEARS FOUES BERGERE, PARIS—5 YEARS WITH CLIFFORD C. HSCHER AT FRENCH CASINO,
NEW YORK AND CHICAGO—LONDON CASINO. LONDON—INTERNATIONAL CASINO, NEW YORK

NOW AVAILABLE FOR PRODUCTION AND MOTION PICTURES
Exclusive Management: INGALI4^DASal!Sr.i212.l^



Bills Next Week
(Continued from page 43)

Qene A Robertl
lllml Roea
Julia Oerrlty
Johnny & Qeorr*

Jack Lynck's

Betty Seniroq
Irving Ore
peloyd McK»y
Josephine & B Lie*

Marjorle SniJth
. Victor Hugo Oro

C«dlll«o T*V«)m

X>ean Bdwardfl
Miml Stewart
Ada Reynolds

• J«anne Van •

. Sonny Boy
H Reynoldn Oro

' Jack Newlon
Line (8) <

Club AfrlcanK
- Jack Curtlo
Pottio Sacco
Sin 'Bauftrafleld
"Dolly Parker
Ted & Bl Walker
Ginger Xynri
Doo Hyde Ore

Club )fr

}(ae Maatem
Amy Organ
Johnny Toung'« Or

•Club- VanikMt
Rati Dell
Petti lAVerne

.Xoutse Holt
Emma Stouch

. Betty Fernon
Anne Harklns
Al WIlBon
BUI Ttaornton Oro

Et Chtco
Tommy Monroe
I.ella Rpae
Camllle
I^ewls Sis
Melllta Moore

. Doc Dougherty Ore
Bmbamy

gylvie St Clnlr
- Iioretta Dennlaon

. .. Judith Oales
Iiyndd 'Marsh
Ann Klrwln

' pedrw Blanco Oro
George Cltftord

.Bvergrevn CmnXn*

Beth Chalile
. Joe Mlllkopr Oro

iSi!3 CInb

Dickson Sis
Florence Holman
Swing King Ore
Bubbles Shelby
Franble Palumbo's

' Don Murray
. C & O Joy
Beth Calvert
Jimmy Lackore
Yvonettes (6)
Bobby Morrow Oro

HnrrlB Xavcni
Bobby I>yona
Greta LaMarr

HUdebrMd'a
.•*Pete. Hayes
I<eonard Cook
Che,rlle Neld
Dee Dorea
Cosmo & Lollta
Duchesa Le Vone
Rltn Taylor
Richard Bach
Bobby. Lee Oro .

H«t«l Adelphhi
(C«r« Margueii)'

Allen Fielding Oro
Snmmy Walsh
Loyanne & Renard
4 Vespera
6 Continentals
Margo 'Gla C8)

' Don Angelina Or«
- Hotel VliUadelphbi
C Woit Ols (6)
Lillian Fbx
Jackie Beokman
AdclaldA Joy

. Clark & Eaton
Tony Harris
Girncd >R«am'
Rhea Marsh
Joe Frnsetto

lAtlmer dub
(Biii« Room)

Son^ SlLaw
JImntie Kelly
Blllle Lee
Sharon Harvey

. Line (6)-
.Jonle's Bd
Mttia Bathttkclleir

Jack Qrtffln OrO
Zorlta
Bob Carney

Jano Donctli Ore
Vincent Rlkco Ora
Blarney SSeemaa
Mona Reed
Tip, Top,. Toe
JoaYi Abbott
Helene Heath
Cha« Smith
Joe Lewis
Jimmy Blake
J Lynch Gls (16)

Open Doer
Marty Joyce
Berdell 2

Roae Hetherly .

Marie Fltepatrlck
Viola KlaisB Oro
Jim Roaat
Bob Speddeh

Panisb Cafa
Flo Groan
Chlckle Martin
Marlon' Aiken
Johnny Holmes Ore
Vernon Guy

Reitdesvoua
Adorablea (0).
George ScottI
Rogera & Mort-ie
Arnet & Rogera
Barbara Long
Itonla Bradley
Chet Fennla- \)re

Htaaip'a Cafa
Johnny Walsh
South & Lune
Patay Shaw
Danny Montgomery
R'malne & Manning
Jean Lee
Jack Hulchlheon
Irving Bra'alan Or»
Silver l«ka Inn

(Olementoii)

Mickey FamlUnt Or
P'ce & P'.a fiplandla
Vivian Newell
Tommy Oaborn
Bin Steele

>tttkln'a.Knthi<kellat

Watson Sla
Bonnie Stewart
Helen Wllaon
Sorothy Peyton
Irlam Rrome

Jay,, Jerome Ore
Frank Pontl

80th Century
Harold Beswick
4 Grand
Leon Prima Ore
Louise Curr

Viking Cafe
Cim Conrad
Rpdney & Gould
Casper & Roth
Grace O'Hara
Jerry Delmar Oro

Village Harn.
Dolorea O'Neill
FrancoH Deva
Paul Rich
Margo & Sheridan
Marty Bohn
Nancy Lee
Teddy Oliver Ore
Wabet'a Hof Rraa

(Canulcn)

Karl A Gretchea
Bavarians
Use.' Hart
Rudy Bruder
Ray Miller
Jules Flucco Oro
Nelaon Boxing Cats
Chtaulta
Panner & Swift
Su-Foo
Golden Co
Eddie Sheppard
Margie Green
Jackie Moss
J & -T Shellenh'mer

Yacht Club
Kitty Helmllng Ore
Jimmy Bailey
Dorothy Coster
Badle Lang
Reggie Du Van
Helen Martin
Patricia Roblnaon
Roberta Ramsey
Douglaaa Show Boat
Emory Bvana
Charlie Galna Oro
Line («)

'

Dotty Norman
Kathleen Kaya
Claudia Ferris

Open Door
Tl^ney Llvetig'd Or
Larry Powell
Packard -Bftllroom
Al ' Cavalier Oro
Paradise Gardens

Anthony Dorla Oro
Parla

Gordon Bogle Oro
Norman Ebron

Bendeevoua
KatUerlne Kaya
Ruth Gary
Eleanor Sutherland
Helen Jamea
Vera Robael

Sena
Rudy Sager Oro
Harry Rayburn
Betty Nae
PelBT Manning
Jean Alyn

Scaler's

Tony" Bauer Oro
Marie Kecky
Jessie & Viola
Dorothy Hamilton
Blng Burdick
Roma Coatello

Schwarta
Bob Eherle Oro

Lee Leighton Oro
Johnny Gerg Ore
Claude Parmlnter

State Garden*
Mildred Seeley
Lady Delilah
Ann Helene
Dale & Dale
Evoa Allen
Irene Schrank

Tie Top Tap
Joey Feldstein Oro
Bert Nolan
Bobble Cook
Carlos & Dolorea

Town and Country
Club

Virginia Davla
Tiny Gorman
Betty Harger
Wlrth'a Futarlstto
Steve Swedish Oro
Bill Schweitzer Ore
Jack Fexer
Vallle' Jay Ore
Ford & Barnes
Maureen Rosay
Rogan & Mann
Wisconsin Root

Nlc Harper Ore
Bob' Croslry Ore
Marlon Mann
Ellen Kaye °

Connie Barleau
Loralne De Wood

DETBOIT
Ambassador Club
Buddy Lester
Freddy Miller
Sophlatocrats (2)
John Piatt
Band Box Dancera 6

Al Howard
Peggy Warner
Charlie Lasln Oro
Beok-Oaidllla'e Hatel

(Boob Casino)

Ramona'a Ore
Frank Parrlah
Enrica & Novello

(Motor Bar)
Art Ravel Oro
Muriel Boyd
Chene-Trombley

Jimmy Gargano Or
Betty Boop
Coquettes
Ray Stylea

Club Frontenae
Harry Jarkey
Bebo Sherman
Harvey Stone
Arlene Whitney
Muriel Kretlow (6)
Geo Alfano Ore
Commodore Club
Sammy Dlbert Ore.
Ruaa Swann
Irla Wayne ,

Edith Griffith

Hotel Statler
(Terrace Booat^

Jack Marahard Ore
Hartmans (2)

Neblolo Cafe
Leonard Seel Oro
Frank Reynolda
Vera Walton
Northwoad Imm '

Ray Carlln vOre
Wooda & Bray "

Glenn Dal«
Patay Marr

Oasis

Emily & Velma
Blond Chasslna
GonzaIcK & S
Jerry Fulton
Hal Borne Oro

Plantation Club
H' Henderson Ore
Mae Dlggs
Bill & -Chaa
Leitha Hill
Houae Line (8)

Pewatan
Paul Neighbor Ore
Bennett Dancera
Sammy Walah
Ruth Brent
Burnella (2)

Bake
Gus Howard
Texaa Rocketa (6)
Geo KaVanagh Ore
CInb Ten-Forty

Lane, Bdwarda & D
Paul & Faulette
Coyle McKay Ore

To>Jo S^rma
Frank Schirmer
Boots Burna
Juanlta Batea
Ruth. Armstrong
Sylvia Parker
Wonda Perry
Eddie Mlnlch Ore

Webster Hall
(Caektall Orlll)

Art Mooney Ore
Merle Clark
Perry 2
Marlon Parker
Wesley Whltehouse
Jean -Shailor

CLEVELAKD

MILWAUKEE
Bert Phillip's

Pep Babler Oro
.Uthel Seldel

Billy Knack's
Miriam Stuart Ore
Louie Streeter
Marty Hoft
Jean Renard

Bluir Palm Garden
Eddie South Ore
Louis Mason

Blue iVooa
D Davidson Ore
Virginia Rosen
Jay Jayaon'
Gale Parker

Cardinal ciob
BuU Vluni Ore

Chateau CInb
Sandra Miller
Blartc & Charme
Ray Gale
Ina Scott
Jeanle AValUer
Oleone Haya
Johnny Poat
Irene Burke
Little Laverne
Barclay 2

Clover Club
Weber Ore
Ruth Phllllpa
Eva Thornton
Marge Young
Eleanor Gall
Jean Hurley

Club Mudrld
Stan Jacobsen On-
Xlta & Annla

-••Jutjo Lang
Bernle & Yovannii
Roberta Roberts
Betty Adlnr
Marie Alarah
Rose StelTen
Ann Suter
KUtth Rae
Shutta &. Kent
Jimmy Rotas Orv

Club Tcrrls
Jack Teeter Ore

Phil Keslln ..

Congo Club
Bob Freeman
Mary Reed
Jen Thoniaa
Leonard Gay Oj'o

Cornles Ship

Red BUlittga Ore
Ray Block Ore
Ben Boe Ore
Gene Emerald
Ralph Lewis

Devlnes XUtgles

Bob Garrlty Or.c
Stephen Swedish Or
Herble Kay Ore'
Red Roberta Ore
Wally Miller Ore
Gloria Gale
Jimmy De Pulma
Howard Gelger
Hotel Scliroeder
(Empire Room)

Griff Wllliama Ore
Karl Rntsoh'fl

Sepple Boch Oro
Helene Sturn

Larseu'a

Ray Meadows Oro
Llndy'a

Rick & Snyder
Victor
Variety 4

Log Cabin
Carl Uergmtin Ore

Miami Club
Janet' Reed
Doris Dane
Nlkkl NIcKall
Ray Wencll
Jane Ruhey
Peggy Geary
Johnny Davla Or.-

UllwaokcMn
Bbbby Maynard
Helen Kaye

Oasis
Marty Gray Oro
BhoaUa

.Hartman
Old Heidelberg

Herman Rehfedt or

Alpine Village

Otto 'Thurn Oro
Billy Wella
4 Faya
Alurgaret Aemmer
Herman Plrchner

Avalon
Hy Barron 'Oro
Eileen Joy<;,e
Florenza
Bob Marohand

Cedar Oardena
Monette Moore
Roae O'Neal
Jean Arthur
2 Cadeta
Fllnk Moore
Duke Melvln Oro

Chatean
Pete GeracI Oro
Gayle Gaylord
Jay Jaaon
Jack Morgan
Betty Page
Ada Mennei|
(;usan Bole
Ivy La Marr
Eight O'clock Club

Bin Miller Ore
Mildred Chaplin
Sammy .Lipman
Anita James
Labe Peltz
Donna Wamby
Connie Roberta
Frank Rubertlno
Kay Baron

Freddie's Cafe

Tony Emma Ore
3 Playboya
Charlea & Barbara
6 Darlings;

Gourmet Club
Loula'Clna Ore
Mltzle Wayne

Hatton'a Club

Phil Helkell

Sherry Martin
Rose-Marie

Hanna GrUI
Gypsy Lee
Lee Ensign
Hotel Cleveland

Manny Landera Ore
Walt Bergen
Hotel Tcnway Hall
Willie Potta Ore

Hotel Sterlbig
Marty Larke Ore
Tonl Lane
Hotel Hollenden

Sammy Watklns Or
McNKlly 'Sis

Royal W-hlflwlnds
Romany 3

Hotel Statler

Dick Barrle Ore
Caperton ti Col'mb's
Carol Page
Pollard & Martin

Lindsay's SkyClub
Bonnie LaVoiine
Marlon Bowen
Art Cutllt
Pearl De Lucca

Monaco's Cafe

Ted & Mary Taat
Cleonlce Mont Vare
Jacques Pollack Or

Mounds CInb

Orvelle Rand Ore
Jules De Vorzon
Jack Webb
Nella Goodelle

Southern Tavern
Paul Burton Oro
Don Kaye
Nick Bontemps

. Ubangl Club

Troy- Singer Ore
Polaon Gardner
Bessie Brown
Sonny Carr

BACK BALLETS

Fleischmanns, Hannas and Tafts
Stipportfnt Monte 'Oarlo, Mordkin

Principal backers of the two lead-
ing ballets are Ohioans, three prom-
inent names being mentioned in that
connection. The Fleischmann family
of Cincinnati, and the Hannas of
Cleveland, are amonjg those financing
the Monte Carlo Ballet Russe, which
recently attracted capacity, at the
Metropolitan opera house.

In addition the Tafts of Cincinnati
are interested in the Mordkin ballet,
which is temporarily laying off.

Monte Carlo outfit is on tour.

MET OPQIA'S GUIDE

BOOK ON ItSEF

Rodzinski on Leave

Cleveland, Dec. 6.

Arthur Rodzinski is getting a leave

of absence from
.
podium of Cleve-

land Symph to conduct the NBC
symphony orchestra during its De-

cember Saturday night broadcasts.

During his absence concerts at Sev-

erances Hall are to be batoned by

three guest-conduetors.

Dimitri Mitropoulos of Minnea-
polis Symph 'will guest Dec. .15 and

17, followed by Albert Stoessel for

Dec. 29 and 30. Rudolph Ringwall,

associate conductor here, to take the

stand Dec. 8 and 10 apd again on
Dec' 22 and 23. Joseph Szigeti; Hun-
garian, violinist, due as soloist for

As a bid for membership and to
raise funds, the Metropolitan Opera
Guilds Inc.^ has just published 'Opera
Ca-v^leade,' with the subtitle, 'The
Story of the Metropolitan.' It is a
large, thin, bright red volume, con-
taining 68 pages, wjlth extensive
illustrations in sepia. Sells for $1.

Purporting to introduce the lay-
miui to-opera and give a glowing
picture of what the Metropolitan is,

how it works, what its tradition is

and.who makes the wheels go 'round,
the book has a text by Ruth Adams
Knight. It is in the most unashamed
fan-mag style painting the Met and
its past in ultra-glamor6u.s colors
and picturing the company in the
inevitable one-great-big-happy-fam-
ily manner.
To the man-in-the-street at whom

it's aimed, the book will be fairly
impressive; to those in show busi-
ness it is likely to be slightly funny;
to members of the Met company its

Never Never Land, picture may not
be immediately recognizable.

EquityProtection

(Continued from page 47)

hearsals or performances are to re-

port to the Pool, which is the Prov-
incetown Playhousie, MacDougal
street, where there are training

courses available. During the period
they ar6 at the Pool, players are sub-
ject to as many calls as needed, but
within an eight-hour period.

There have been no further devel-
opments in the WPA situation in re-

gards to reduction in complements, so

far as. the theatre project is con-
'cerned. As reported by project heads
in New York, no indications have
come from Washington that pink
dismissal slips will be handed out
this winter.
But one ' legit show in the theatre

district, 'The Big Blow' (Elliott) is

current. Carded for this month is

'Pinocchio,' due into the Rltz, a show
designed for juvenile audiences. A
Yiddish version of 'Awake and Sing'

is slated for Daly's 63d Street, and
'Androcles and the .Lion,' with a
colored cast, opens at the Lafayette,

Harlem.
Adelphi is still being used for re-

hearsals of 'Sing for Your Supper/
which is establishing a record for

rehearsal longevity." Revue is now
dated to -open in January.

Flanagan Denial

(Continued from page 47)

impression of the play was that' the
Beavers 'wanted everybody to be
nine years old, happy and unsel-

fish.'

'So Sorry'

'I'm sorry Brooks Atkinson and
the police commissioner " (N. Y.
deputy police commissioner Burns
McDonald) were disturbed,' Mrs.
Flanagan declared. 'Biit we did not

write the play for drama critics or
policemen. We wrote it for .chil-

dren.' She was preceded on the
stand by Mrs, Allen S. Woodward,
assistant WPA administrator, who
battled yesterday (Monday) with
the legislators over extent of com-
munism in Federal white-collar
projects.

Reiterating her belief that the Dies
Committee was 'unqualified, irre-

sponsible and unin/ormed,' Mrs.
Woodward finally was silenced when
Dies called a Washington minister
before the committee to give 'clergy-

man's eye view' of un-Americanism.

32 Stops on.Eddy Tonr
Pasadena, Dec. 6.'

Nelson Eddy opens 'his annual
concert . season here Feb. 2, and
moves to.. San Antonio on a . tour of

32 cities.

X,os Angeles is left off t.he schedule

j4oxahe„fii:s.t iimfjia^^eyen^ X^^.^?;

Musk finOd t«^ Menln;

Met Opera Talks Resnnii^

Agencies' Discard

Ticket agencies took it on the
chin Friday (2) when the draw
at the Metropolitan Opera
House for 'Tristan and Isolde'

proved way off. Kirsten Flag-
stad and' Lauritz Melchior were
in the titlie roles but since in-

disposition had caused her to

cancel several concerts in the
midwest, opera fans had fig-'

ured a substitution would be
made, ' and consequently ticket

sales were slow.
•Tristan,' with Mme. Flagstad,

who is claimed in many circles

to be the outstanding Isolde of
ail time, is always figured for

top money when she .plays and
so brokers had loaded up with
tickets because of her origin-

ally scheduled appearance. An-
nouncement of her appearance -

was made Friday morning.
Boxoffice sales also fell off.

NEGRO MUSIC MGHT

AT CARNEGIEMi
A program of native American

Negro music running the gamut
from 'Spirituals to Swing' will be
put on at Carnegie Hall, N. Y. Dec.
23. Talent lineup headed by the

Count Basic orch.

James P. Johnson, pianist who ac-

companied. Bessie Smith, deceased
blues singer, will assume the same
duties for Ruby Smith, her daughter.
With prices ranging from 83c to $3.30

the take will go, after expenses are
paid, to benefit the New Masses
magazine.
John Hammond is chairman of the

operating committee and Charles
Friedman, of 'Sing Out the News',
director.

'Rigoiletto' Promoted For

Providence Singleton
Providence, Dec. 6.

Verdi's 'Rigoletto' will be staged
by the New England Opera Co. unr
der the direction of Danilo Sciotti

at the Metropolitan Thursday (8).

Among -the principals are George
Milan Tinker of Providence, Clotil'de

Zappala of Boston, Claudio Frigerio,

Nino Carboni, Pompilio Malatesta,
Harriet Eden, Frank Vespia, Blanche
Monjeau, Nicola Lanni and Alphonse
S. Pichette.

New England Choral Society and
the New Enigland Opera Corps -de
Ballet, directed by Mme. Terese Cas-
tallo Cianfarani, will also take part.

Ballet Russe's Gross

Hartford, Dec. 6.

Ballet Russe .d6 Monte Carlo in

two performances at the. Bushnell
Memorial Tuesday and ' Wednesday
nights (29 and 30) grossed an ap-
proximate $12,000, drawing about
5,800 persons. Ducats were retailed

at between $2 and $3. Five plays
were presented by the company in-

cluding the American preem of 'St,

Francis,' ^a choreographic legend in

one act and five scenes by Paul
Hindemith and Leonide Massing, di-

rector of the company.
Following night Thursday (1) the

John Golden production, 'Lightnin'

starring Fred Stone grossed a fair

$1,980, with tickets ranging' from
55 cents to $2.75.

Gale Page Divorced

St, Louis, Dec 6.

Charles B. Prlng, florist, last week
obtained a divorce from Mrs. Gale
Pring,- professionally Gale Page, for-

mer Muny Opera dancer, Pring also

obtained custody of their two-year-
old son, Dane.
Alleging general indignities, Pring

testified that, after the birth of the
child his wife joined the Muny
Opera troupe as a dancer and subse-
quently joined theatrical companies
playing in various parts of the coun-
try. ' As a result, he told the court,

he had to. seek aid Of his mother to

care for the child as his wife re-

fused his r -peate.d at^mpts - to 'have
her return. Couple w^re married 'in

November, 1935, and separated in

September, 1937.

Negotiations with the concert bu-

reaus and the Metropolitan Opera

Assn. will probably be resumed by
the American Guild of Musical Art-

ists within the next couple of weeks.

Precise plans await next Sunday
nights (11) meeting of the solo artist

members ^at the Plaza hotel, N. Y.,

but -preliminary preparations are al-

ready under way.

Likely that the concert bureau
matter will be given the preference,
since that is considered most vital te

the Guild membership. Negotiations-
with- Columbia Concerts Corp. and
NBC Artists Service, who spread-
eagle the i5oncert managen)ent field,

were • broken off ^abruptly several
weeks ago when AGMA petitioned
for and was granted the right to in-

tervene in the current FCG radio
monopoly hearings.
Idea of the AGMA meeting Sun-

day is to acquaint the solo aftlists

with the progress to date and de-
termine future plans. Gon^mittee to

deal with the concert bureaus is -al-

ready functioning,' but. a second -body
wUl be named to confab with the
Met. Although the Guild has a con-
tract with.the Met, disposition of the
troublesome 'Clause 12' issue was
left until this fall, when the artist

membership would be in New York
and in position to. make its wishes
known.

Tenors En Bonte West
Ernest Charles,. AGMA rep in Los

Angeles,' returns this week to his
position : on the Coast, exchanging
places with Theodore Carr, who has
been in charge at tiiat end during
CSiarles* s^y in New York. Latter,
a concert tenor, is giving recitals in
Pittsburgh and Wichita on his way
west.

Guild plans to take no action in
regard to Yehudi Mmtihin's blast in
last Sunday's (4) New York dailies.

In a prepared statement^ the young
fiddler renewed his attack^on AGMA,
terming it a ^racket' that seeks to
prey on artists and the entire con-
cert business. Guild execs are tak-
ing the stand that Menuhin's action
is merely a bid for publicity. They
claim the 22-year-bld violinist hasn't
answered their tecenl statement in
the controversy, that his attack is

palpably libelous, Jbut that a damage
suit for libel might tend to make a
martyr of him. Individual Guild
members, pointing out that Menii-
hin's attack was made in the midst
oj^ the AGMA-concert jbureau nego-
tiations, imply that the fiddler's tac-
tics have been mapped by his agency
advisors.

However, fhere is a possibility that
the American Federation of Musi-
cians might step into the picture,
since its president, Joseph N. Weber,
had several long cbnierences with
Leo Fischer, AGMA executlve-seefe-
tary. on the Coast during the height
of the Menuhin-Guild controversy.
Just what was decided has not been
learned, but the two imion heads
discussed Menuhin -and . reached a
common decision in the matter.

Si^. Ballet Big in Portlaiid

Portland, Ore., Dee. 6.

Sell-out biz for one day stand of
tlie San Francisco Opera Ballet with,
the Portland Symphony Orchestra
rated a gross around $4,000 for one
performance^ Some added interest
locally in this show as Janet Reed, •

the prima ballerina, is a local gal.
Also a hometown boy is William

Cbristensen, diriector of the ballet.

Musicians Get Cuts Back
St. Louis, Dec. 6;

The 29 tooters of tho St. Louis
symph orch who took pay cuts of
about 5% last Spring will have most
of the reduction restored by virtue
of an anonymous gift of $2,000 made
last week to the orch's malntejnlance
fund. Gift will enable restoration of
about ,85% of the cuts. W. Geiaiffrey
Kinball, chairman of the symph's
exec, board, said the donation ntist
not be construed as enabling the
society to balance its budget, as ifr

already has an accifmulated ileflcit

of more than $36,000. .'

Kimball also said that the deficit

must be greatly reducod befoife the
nianag'eihent' is relieved of the t^eces-

slty of continuing drastic, opei^ating
economies in the future.
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Guild Hits Hftarst, Chicago

American Newspaper Guild in

Chicago on^ Monday (5) called a

strike against the two Hearst dailies,

the morning Herald-Examiner and

the evening American. Chicago unit

called the strike a showdown against

the Hearst dailies and insisted the

Hearst sheets had violated Guild

contracts and had terrorized their

employees by wholesale firings.

Hearst execs denied these charges

and replied that they could not bar-

gain collectively with the Guild

until the National Labor Relations

Board had designated whether the

Committee of Industrial Organization

or the American Federation of

Labor should be recognized as the

proper bargaining agent for the un-

organized workers of the Hearst pa-

pers. The Guild Is CIO,
Meanwhile, the Chicago Federa-

tion of Labor stated that all Its asso-

ciated trade unions in the .AFL,

which have contracts with the

Hearst dailies here, would continue

to work.

pledges have been made. Ways and
means of raising additional funds for

i;he project will be decided upon.

One will be a pamphlet on anti-

Semitism written by members of the

scribblers' group, proceeds of which
will go to the fund. Other chapters

of the League of American Writers

are also expected to aid.

Avert PhiUy Newste Strike

Strike by Philadelphia newsboys,

set to suspend publication of all pa-

pers there, was narrowly averted

last week by a decisio) of the pub-
lishers to accede to the newsies* de-

mands, which will enable them to

get a healthier chunk of the profits

resulting from the new 3c price of

papers. Compromise pushed the

newsboys- increase back, hov^ever, to

May 9, instead of the immediate tilt

they wanted.
Under the terms of . the agree-

ment publishers will sell the papers

•to the boys at $2 per 100, instead

of the $2.15 they pay at present

Fifty cents a night fextra was also

guaranteed boys who sell Record
and Inquirer bulldog editions. De-
mand for a closed shop was left to

future arbitration.

Victory is the second in recent

months by the hawkers. First was
an agreement by the publishers in

.creasing profits of the boys from 65c

per 100 papers to 85c. This boom
eranged, however, because the pa
pers co-incidentally increased sale

price from 2c to 3c per copy, cans

ing a circulation loss of approxi

mately 20%, which meant a cut in

the "newsies* former earnings. Pub
lisherfi were reticent about even
meeting for a discussion on another
raise for the peddlers until the

union's negotiating committee was
voted power to call a strike.

Memorial to Baker
Memorial booklet on Prof. George

Pierce Baker, famed for his '47

Workshop' at Harvard, and subse-

quent similar activities at Yale, is to

3e published by Dramatists Play

Service. Proceeds will go to a prom-
sing young playwrights as a me-
morial fellowship.

Booklet will contain tributes to

Baker and his work from several of

lis former students who have
achieved prominence in the theatre.

Material, published and unpublished,

will be by Eugene O'Neill, John
Mason Brown, Sidney Howard, Al-

lardyce Nicoll, Donald Oenslager and
others. Volume will also contain

photographs, maps and stage de-

signs.

Will be a low-priced, limited edi-

tion, signed by the contributors, and
will sell at $5 a copy. Profits on the

book will be turned over to Brown
and two members of the Dramatists'

Guild for the projected fellowship.

Dell's New Almanao
Once—popular almanac vogue is

returning, with Dell, the mag pub-
ishing house, latest to undertake one
of the annuals. Now being readied

and to be known as the American
Almanac. To sell for a dime.

Dell almanac is to be the lowest

priced in the field, 5c less than the
Old Farmer's Almanac. Farmer's,

ready for its annual appearance, is

147 years old.

To make its appearance this week
is the third annual Almanac for

New Yorkers, compUed by the Fed-
eral Writers Project. This one is an
exceptional seller, and credited with
the returning vogue of the almanac,

Oh, Yeah!

The book everyone has been
waiting for Is being published

at last!

It's 'How to Win at Stud
Poker,' put out by the Stud
Poker Publishing Co., no less.

In 101 pages, the author, James
M. Wickstead, gives the com-
plete lowdown claimed by. the

title. And with diagrams!

Scribner's Nev^ Book Dept.

New book department is to be in-

stituted by Scribner's Magazine in

the January issue, via methoc
claimed to be a departure in mag

, review of books. Instead of one or

two reviewers going' through the

varied book output indiscriminately,

.periodical will have aroimd a dozen
reviewers recognized as authorities

in their respective fields. They will

go over the books in the fields in

which they are noted.

Book reviewers for the mag and
types of books in which they will

specialize are:. Douglas S.-Freeman,
biography; William L. Langer, for-

eign affaks; Carl Van Doren, fiction;

.S. S. Van Dine, mysteries; Thomas
Craven, art; John T. Flynn, business

and finance; Major R. Ernest Dupuy,
military; Richard Watts, stage,

screen and radio; Morris Ernst, law,

and Joe Williams, sports.

Gentry Press Tagr Revived
Gentry Press imprint being re-

vived by Helen and Bruce Gentry,
brother and sister, who, since mov
ing their publishing organization

from San Francisco to New York,
four years ago, have issued their

books under a 'Holiday House' label.

Firm had its beginning in Frisco

as the Helen Gentry Press. First

part of the name dropped when
Bruce Gentry joined the company.
In turn gave way to Holiday House
on the trek £!ast.

Major part of the Gentrys' book
output will continue to carry the
Holiday House name, but a volume
now and then will bear the imprint
of the Gentry Press.

Bollra-Bobk Idea
New publishing idea is the RoU-a

Book. Instead of the visual pages,

story is on a continuous roll of paper

within a box-like affair, scanned

through a window as the roll is spun

by a knob. Principial asset claimed

for the Roll-a-Book is novelty.

Syracuse, N Y„ company controlling

the patent^ aims "to put out a 50,000

first edition.

Company, called RoU-a-Book Pub-
lishers, has 20 titles skedded for

1939. Will exceed that number, how-
ever," if the idea clicks

Claimed as new to modern times,

the Roll-a-Book idea actually goes

back to the ancients. Reading mat-

ter was put up on roUs of parchment
even before the Christian era, and

today the Torah in Jewish houses of

worship is in the same form—im-

rolled as it's read.

Wrongr Guy's Number
Friday (2) afternoon dailies car^

ried Adolf Hitler's telephone man
ber on page one, the info having
been cabled from London where it

is revealed in the new British Who's.
Who. Number was verified to be
correct and several person-to-person
calls were placed, a voice at the
other end saying that the 'dictator

refused to talk.

N. Y. Post prominently displayed
the number in a two-column box^
page one, and after giving the rates

at various hours, concluded with
'profanity is prohibited.' Reported
the number was changed later, in the
day, indicating a number of persons
with something to say to the Nazi
leader had attempted to reach him

Home for Refugees

New York Chapter of the League
of Americ&n Writers will establish

a home in New York for German
r^lugee authors. Project was de-

termined Upon at a meeting attended

by somie 300 members of the organ

ization, at which a resolution was

adopted backing I*resident Roose-

velt's stand against Nazi outrages.

Collections of atound $185 in cash

and approximately $500 more in

Scribes Do Another P.A.
Second in the current season se

ries of Book and Author Luncheons
to be held Tuesday (13) at the Hote!
Astor, N. Y., with Lewis Gannett,
N. Y. Herald Tribune hook crick,

as chairman. Speakers to include
Louis Bromfield, back in New York
after settling his family in Oberlin,
Ohio; Ogden Nash, on from the
Coast for a brief period; Carl Van
Doren, and Ruth McKenney.
Purpose of the Book and Author

Lunchons is to have the public meet
the boys and girls who write the
books.

NEW PERIODICALS
Hollywood Love Romances, fiction

mag to contain stories with film

background only, has been added to

the Fiction House . chain. First

periodical to specialize in tales of

this type, and like majority of FiCf

tion House mags, it'll be a quarterly.

Will go monthly if it catches on.

Malcolm Reiss editing.

My Stars^ monthly on astrology,

product Of the newly-formed Na-
tional Magazines Corp., will come
around Dec. 15. Head of National

Magazines Corp. is J. W. D. Grant,

who also has Practical Magazines,
publisher of Practical Psychology.
My Stars will be edited by Eloise

Ann White.

Tennb publication to be' issued by
a group consisting of Salvador Nel-

son, Sol Seeman and Morris Rosen-
feld, who have formed Sportlite

Publications for the purpose. To get

set shortly, as soon as details can be
worked out.

Listener's Digest and a running
mate to. Radio Guide will hit the

stands around first of the year. Fred
Fidler and Fred Foy, New York
admen, are launching Digest; the
other mag will be put out by the
Annenberg crowd. Both will carry
scripts of shows, special events, edu-
cational features, etc. George Eg*
gleston, former editor of College
Humor and Life, win head editorial

board of Digest.

. Newspaper Syndicate, Inc., print-

ting-publlshing Manhattan. Direc-
tors; Otis F. Wood, Sandro Mayer
and Anne Vaccari, all of New York.

Sportlite Publications, Inc., print
ingrpublishing, Manhattan. DireC'

tors: Leon L, Epstein (filing attor

ney), Morris Rosenfeld and Joseph
Schwartz, all of New York.

Finnish Paper Mills Agency, Inc.

Directors: Warren P. McGoldrick,
Alfred H. Wasserstrom and Maria
: Aullin, of New York. Capital stock,

100 shares,- no par value.

Protestant Digest,. monthly,, to re-
print in abbrevia'ted form the best
pieces on various aspect's of Protest
antism. Published in Boston by a
group headed by Kenneth Leslie,

l atter also editing. There's "a Cath'
olic Digest, which has been published
for some time.

Chuckles, pocket-sized mag give-
away, with fancy print job, will go
to more than 25,000 residents in
Metropolitan New York, each with
an annual earning in excess of
$5,000. Name of each recipient will
appear on the cover as part of the
cover design. Editorially will consist
of selected virit and humor designed
for a place on the family table, and
advertising, none of which will be
competitive, will provide means of
direct reply. Publisher is the Esrom
Co. Prez of Esrom is Westy Egmont;
formerly ed of the Cosmopolitan
Book Corp. and chief ed of the
United States Publishing Co., who
wUl also edit Chuckles. Vice-prez
and biz manager is Carl W. Rundlett;
ad director, Harry H. Watson, and
sec-ti:eas., John Vasconcellos. Date
for first appearance of Chuckles not
set as yet.

Associated Long Island Newspap-
ers Rooming Bureau, Inc., printing-
publishing. Queens County, N. Y.
.Directors: Theodore Newhouse,
Stanley Ehrlich, Edmund H. Heyler,
of Jamaica, N. Y.; William Hyman
and Bernard Segall, filing attorneys,
also of Jamaica, .are among the sub-
scribers. Capital stock, $1,000, $10
par value.

articles by younger scribblers from
many countries, as before, together

with illustrations and pieces on spe-

Ibial subjects commissioned by John
Lehmann, the editor.

New edition, includes the work of

20 authors, representing eight dif-

ferent countries. Has^ an article on
French films by Robert Herring.

American Spectator Returns

American Spectator, which folded

some months ago, is due to be re-

vived early next year. Former pub-
lisher, C. H. Fingerhood, will get

the publication going . 9gain as soon
as he can decide on a definite policy.

No editorial selections as yet, and
won't be until Fingerhood de-

termines Just what slant the revived
mag is to take,

Charles AngofT, who edited the
periodical up to the time it folded,
won't be back. Angoff now asso-
ciated-with J. H, Smyth in a new
mag. The Lowdown.

Prise for Classlo

Three years after the Limited Edi-
ilons Club awarded a gold medal to

an American book likely to become
a classic, organization is to bestow
a similar prize under the same con-
ditions, Clifton Fadiman, Donald
Adams and Robert Cantwell com-
prise a committee to make the book
selection, with award to be made at
a breakfast at the Waldorf, New
York, Dec. 15.

Gold medal in 1935 went to 'An
Almanac for Moderns," by Donald
Culross Peattie,

LITERATI OBITS THIS WEEK
James E. MoMttllen* 82, Michigan's

oldest working newspaperman and
editor and publisher of the Linden
(Mich.) Leader, died Nov. 28 after
short Illness. Despite his age, he
continued personally to get out his
weekly sheet until two weeks ago
when pneumonia developed,

Robert Eugene Lorton, 24, asso*
date publisher of Tulsa (Okla.)'
World, died Nov. 30 after being
stricken in his office with cerebral
hemorrhage dAy before, Failed to
rally despite use of iron lung. Doc-
tors attributed fatal attack to in-
juries Lorton received in a diving
accident about four years ago. Burial
was in Tulsa, Friday (2). Wife and
infant son, survive.

Paul T. Anderson, 45, Washington
correspondent for the St. Louis Star-

Times and The Nation, died in the
capital yesterday (Tuesday). He ap-
parently had taken an overdose of
sleeping tablets and died in a hos-
pital an hour after being admitted.
Anderson was awarded the Pulitzer
Prize for news reporting with dis-

patches leading to the reopening of
the Senate Teapot Dome oil investi-

gation in 1928. Before connecting
with the Star-Times, he served the
St. Louis Post-Dispatch in the same
capacity for 15 years.

Torsion's Expanding List

John C. Yorston Publishing Co.,
which has for years confined Itself to
publication of the classics and text-
books, is going in for general pub-
lishing, including fiction. John C.
Yorston now off on a manuscript
hunt, and on his return in a week or
two will line up a list of new books
on various subjects.

Specialty of the Yorston concern
has hitherto been Dicketis and
Shakespeare. Firm also got out a
mag some years ago, which is now
discontinued.

Miley to N. T. Post

Jack Miley is now sports columnist
for the New York Post, succeeding
Hugh Bradley, who withdrew because
ot illness. Miley was formerly on
similar assignment with the N. Y.
Daily News and -was with King
Features for a time too. In recent
months Miley has contributed
special sports articles to Scribner's
and Collier's.

One in particular, on Marshall
Goldberg, the Pittsburgh footballer,
arounsed the latter's father to 'threat
en suit.

New Non-Fiction Publisher

Book publishing company has been
formed on the CJoast by K. W. Houck
under the name of the Circle Pub-
lishing Co. Will get out a limited
number of books, probably all non-
fiction. First is a volume of verse
by Kathryn Kay, 'With Tongue in
Cheek.'

Because of the recently lowered 1 Chambrun has placed with Scrlb
postal rates for books, new firm -vvill

sell direct from the Coast instead of
utilizing an Eastern sales representa-
tive.

CHATTER
Kathleen Morrow Elliott off for

Java.

Irving Stone has returned to the
Cbast. I

Gertrude Atherton feted by Pen
and brush club.

Flint Nielson fictlonizing his im-
produced play about Lafayette.

Horatio Winslow sold his "Red
Beard the Pirate' to Satevepost.

Mark Halley going to Norway as
soon as he finishes his new novel,
Jo Pagano, film writer, cracked

Atlantic Monthly with 'Daisy Dell.'

Freda Kirchwey, publisher of The
Nation, to Peru with Her husband,
Evans Clark.
Murray Vail to Maine for the

hunting, and to pick up some atmos-
phere for a new rtoveL
House of Field bringing out a

novel, 'Publicity Girl,' by Paula
Gould, the film publicist

Mark Hellinger will have a voliune
of his short stories published by
Farrar & Rinehart next summer.
Clarke Robinson's 'Behold This

Woman' (Godwin publication) deals
with 'cafe society'; out this month.
Charles Kaufman's novel, 'Fiesta

in Manhattan.' to hit the bookstalls
Feb. 10. William Morrow publish-
ing.

Hamish Hamilton, the London
publisher and European rep of Harp-
er's, here for his annual American
visit.

F. van Wyck Mason in from Nan-
tucket, and at the end of the month
journeys to Bermuda for the balance
of the winter.
George B. Van Cleve.and Verne

Porter, formerly with Hearst publi-
cations, opened an office in Beverly
Hills to handle picture material.
Rupert Hughes 'correcting galley

proofs of his monumental new novel,
'Stately Timber,' which Jacques

Glaus to Wilmington Papers
Henry T. Claus, editor-in-chief of

the Boston Evening Transcript, will
succeed Theodore G. Joslin as presi-
dent and publisher of the News and
Journal in Wilmington, Del., effec-
tive Jan. 1. Joslin is resigning to
become public relations director for
du Pont, succeeding Charles K
Weston.

Claus, on the Transcript for o2
years, has been editor-in-chief since
1925 and is the last of the 'old guard'
on the paper, v/hich has undergone
numerous personnel and policy
changes during the course of a re-
cent financial reorganization.

New iSook Pub Firm
New book-publishing firm has been

formed by Loker Raley, with Ralph
Beebe as associate. Company, which
will bear Raley's naiAe, will issue
non-fiction only, including gift books
and verse.

First book to carry the Loker
Raley imprint will be 'Herbs for
Urbans—and Suburbans,' by Kath-
erine W. van der Veer. To appear
late this month.

Mag-Book Expands Scope
New Writing, semi-anhual 'maga

zlne in book form' published by Al
fred A. Knopf, opening its scope to
include a number of additional fea
tares. Fall 1938 edition, out this

v/cck, contains poems, stories and

Hungarian Show Mag Nixed
Szinhazi Elet, Hungary's oldest

and leading stage and film Weekly,
has been refused permit of publica-
tion under government's hew Press
Laws.
So far, 90 periodicals, mostly In

Jewish hands, have been scrapped.
Szinhazi Elet had the largest circu-
lation and was also well known out-
side Hungary..
Sandor Ince, editor-proprietor, Is

now on his way to Hollywood, where
he has many friends;

Detroit Abend Post Sold

Goodwill and personal property of
Detroit Daily Abend Post, Michigan's
oldest German-language newspaper,
was purchased for $6,300 last week
by Oscar F. Keydel, paper-products
manufacturer, on behalf of group
interested in continuing operation of
sheet.

Paper has been published continu-
ously since 1851, despite litigation
and a $25,000 fire recently.

.

Reynolds Buys Athens Times
Charles I. Reynolds, Jr., editor and

general manager of Washington, Ga„
News-Reporter, has purchased the
Athens, Ga., Times, weekly sheet,
from A, Belmont Dennis, who also
publishes Covington, Ga., News.
Mrs. Reynolds will be associated

with her husband in publication . of
i Times,

ner'S.

William L. Lewis, drama editor of

Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph and dean
of the critics' clan in that city, on a
motor vacation through the south
until Christmas.
Dorothy Gulman Inaugurates a

new Broadway column in the Febru-
ary Picture Play, in which she will

chronicle activities of filmites visit-

ing Manhattan.
Anne Parrish, who dedicated her

new novel, 'Mr. Despondency's
Daughter,' to Josiah Titzell, has be-
come his bride. Titzell, a scribbler,

too, under the name of Frederick
Lambeck.
Carl Carmer, William Rose Benet,

Herman Hagerdorn, William Max-
well and Henry Seidel Canby among
the scribblers who participated in

the 'Night of Arts' in aid of the Mac-
Dowell Colony.
Ed Bodin, scribbler and authors'

agent,^conductIng the 'Black Arts' de-

partment in the new mag. Strange
Stories, under the pseudonym of Lu-
cifer. Other Bodin pen names are.

Rodellin, Sylvion, Chakra and Kab-
badin,
William Morrell, publications edi-

tor for the University of Pittsburgh,
again in Florida for the winter, and
while there will resume his gossip

column on the Miami Herald, which
he writes for three months every
year under the name of Hugh Housh.
Margaret Mitchell too busy with

her Christmas shopping to go east

to accept medal awarded her by
N. Y. Southern Society, so she dele-

gated H. S. Latham, vice prez of

Macmillan Co. to accept bauble in

her behall at Waldorf-Astoria meet-
ing of society Dec. 7.
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Broadway

Xay Garnett, director^ in from the

^^Fifms in barrooms growing; chief-

iv flfiht pictures.

Jack Benny radio ducats harder

to cet than gags.
joirie Crichton out .after five weeks

absd with threatened flu.

BUI Thomas, of Young & Kubicam,

is in Hollywood on a visit. .

Lawrence Menkin, writer-director,

now oh William Mowis list.

Erkine Gwynne reported hospital-

ized with a stroke in Paris.
.

Herbert Berg, feature editor of the

Daily News, in the hospital.

The Townsends, oancmg team,

.are back from South American
bookings. . .„ . ,

Quentin Reynolds wall be gone a

month scouting the European front

lor CJollier's. _ . , .

Gertrude floffman'a dancing girls

booked for London's 'Crazy Show*
next sumhier. '

. ^ ,

Bob Boson has resigned as treas-

urer of Proctor's 58th St to produce

anfl manage. . _^
Joe Schocnfeld (VJ«HrrT> much

Improved after an operation, con-

valescing in Miami.
With the fold of 'Soliloquy.' Clar-

ence Derwent returns to Hollywood
and an RKO contract. .

Gay Parkes, legit player, leaving

In a few days to spend the holidays

at her Nashville home.
Fred Waring's orchestra did 'The

Lord's Prayer* at the Lambs Gambol
and was the talk of the show.
Ever Since J. C. Stein, MCA prez,

got into town he's been laid up with

a rold at his hotel apartment.
The Sol Lessers' boy, Julian (Bud),

and his bride, Genee Mae Kobacher,
on a Bermuda honeymoon cruise.

Bob Durham, Benton & Bowles
testimonial stalker, leaves this week
to get some names in Holljnvood.
Arthur Dreifuss planed back to

the Coast this week to start shorts
production with Fanchon & Marco.
The Arthur (WB) Eddys back to

Hollywood after visiting relatives in

Rhode Island and seeing the shows
here.

. Oscar Binder, in charge of ex-
change operations for Universal,
back from a tour of exchanges in

the south.
Joe Cooper has given up his town

apartment for life in the country,
but comes in frequently to contact
the Par h.o.

W. A. Scully, F.J.A. McCarthy and
W. J. Heineman of Universal' back
at the horfteofflce alter extended
selling tours,
William Seiter, director for 20th-

Fox, returned to the Coast this week
after he had spent several weeks
looking over shows.

Irving Beirlin headed for the Coast
Monday (5) for a conference with
Darryl Zanuck regarding his new
picture for 20th-Fox.
Savoy ballroom celebrates its 13th

anniversary in January. As conces
sion to Harlem superstitions, dancery
is advertising its Hth natal day.
Countess Keller (nee Eleanor

Sawyer), singei:, arrives from Europe
tomorrow (Thursday). Recently sold
a set of travel films to United Artists.
.Hume Cronyn and Peter Barry

have finished their musical comedy,
fLamp This,' based on the story of
'Aladdin and His Wonderful Lamp.'
Arleen Whelan cocktail-partyed

yesterday (Tuesday) at the Stork by
20th-Fox. She's in "Thanks for Ev-
erything,' opening Friday at the
Roxy.

Faith Bacon's Broadway return
tomorrow (Thursday) Midnight Sun,
nitery, will be in dances that fully
comply with recent police ban on
nudity.
Ben Serkowich, seeing six friends

off, was pulled aboard the Washing-
ton-bound train. He finally man-
aged to duck off the express at Phila-
delphia.
'My grandfather has been dead

long enough to make it unnecessary,'
Is Oscar Hammerstein's explanation
for dropping his II billing after his
surname.
New Paradise show preems Xmas

day. Marjorie Fielding putting it on.
Kicky Blair wants Abe Lyman's band
but unlikely; to set him because of
prior commitments.
Mrs. Mervyn (Doris 'Warner) Le-

Roy and Sally Eilers (Mrs. Harry
Joe Brown) seeing the shows, etc.,

for a couple <jf weeks. Returning to
Hollywood for the holidays,
Arthur Lyons and his bride, the

former Ina Rae Curnett, profession-
ally Ina Rhodes, WB contract player,
due east for the holidays and a be-
lated honeymoon. Married in Yuma
last week.
Bob Goldstein, who has the Lon-

don comedy hit of last summer, 'Plan
for a Hostess.' for Broadway, says
he's waiting for a couple of more
shows to fold so he can start casting.
Greenwich Village Casino and £l

Chico have tied up so that these
Village niteries alternately stay
closed Sunday and Monday. Each
shills for the other on these nights.
Mary Martin being dickered to

double from 'Leave. It to Me' into
the Rainbow Room. Comedienne
flew to her Texas home over the
week-end, where her father was dy-
ing.

Marc Lachmann heading back to
the Coast, blazing a 20th-Fox exploi-
tation trail en route. Their first baby
Is due afound the holidays. She's
the former Melva Cornell of the
stage.

Eddy Duchin is on that long-dis-

tance phone regularly to Palm
Springs where his baby son is re-
cuperating and doing nicely, A pre-
cautionary oxygen tent became
necessary at one stage.
Richard is the newest of the Stark

brothers on Broadway. He's with
Marc Connelly's 'Everywhere 1

Roam.' ' Wilbur sells time for
WMGA, Sheldon writes for radio
«(nd Eliot is a press agent.
Ronnie Simon was host and Dor-

othy Hall guest of honor (her birth-

day) at a cocktail • party Saturday
(3) attended by. Bert Lytell, Helen
and Grace Menken, Bobbie Harris,

Virginia Smith, Neal Andrews and
Marie Saxon.
Harry Richman's Road to Man-

dalay, new nitery in Delmonlco
ho(tel, -opening Dec. 15, represents
$193,000 jnvestment to date. Adel-
aide Moffatt> Joe Rines and Raye and
Naldi round out show; Preview to-

morrow (Thursday).
Art DeBia, .assistant to Will Hays,

is spehditift much of his time away
from- the Motion Picture Producers
& Distributors headquarters, assist-

ing ' in . the 'Cavalcade of America'
feature, which the film business will
present at the N. Y. Fair.
• Bennett CeH. the (Seoivee S. Kauf-
mans and a i>arty wouldn't dine at
21 unless their nortable radio was
oka3red past the 4ioor last week.
Didn't want to miss 'Information
Please' program. Finally jfiven the
private bar, in order not to disturb
others.

Londen

Sydney
By Eiio Gorrick

Hoyts erecting two more nabe
houses in Victoria.
Ken W. Asprey has returned from

a biz trip to U. S.

'Alexander's Ragtime Band' (20th)
still tops in Sydney,
Reported that Douglas Fairbanks,

Sr., may come here next year.
Scott Alexander, a little theatre

producer, died recently here at €4.

Complaints continue regarding
poor sound in many U, S. pictures.
Probe will be undertaken shortly.

'The Women' okay on biz in Mel-
bourne for Australian-New Zealand
theatres. Show moves to Sydney
next.
Metro bringing in 'The Citadel' for

a major run in all ace spots. Cur-
rently has a click with 'Marie An-
toinette'.

Vic Weblj^ is handling affairs of
British Empire Films during the ab-
sence of Gordon Ellis, iti England
and U. S.

Luna Park Amusements, Mel-
bourne, earned a profit of $18,304 on
year's trading, a drop of $1,668 on
previous year.
Harry" Howard's 'Hollywood Hotel*

out of Sydney after six weeks.
Fullers have arranged a Melbourne
opening for Yuletide.
'Snow White' (RKO) continues to

pull top biz in Melbourne and is

tipped for a record run. Pic opens
in New Zealand this month.

Mrs. Dan Michalove and family
have left for U. S. Michalove fol-

lows Friday (9) after a probe into
Hoyts for National Theatres.
Bernice Claire gave a short ses-

sion over the air following her ar-
rival from U. S. to play in 'I Mar-
ried sm Angel* for Australian-New
Zealand Theatres.

Billy Tinkler, director of publicity
for Cinesound, besides doing a
weekly air session, .also supplies
news coverage to 400 newspapers
throughout the Commonwealth, plus
chatter -for commercial air units.

Conferences held between exhibs
and Australian Performing Rights
Assn. regarding lesser fees for re-
corded music. APRA, it's stated,
wanted to increase fees over a
period, but the exhibs asked for .re-

duction.

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

Ben Jaffe recuperating in hospital
after breakdown.
Harry Harris spotted at new Sena-

tor in managerial capacity.
Clarence Eisemen here to get his

family moved to New York.
Ira Cohns sail Dec. 17 on a 25-day

cruisb in South American waters.
Bernie Armstrong out of hospital

after having infected foot repaired.
Helen Hayes' return to Nixon in

'Victoria Regina' set back to Jan. 23.

George Jaffe has put on 20 pounds
since he quit smoking couple of
months ago.
Charlie Kurtzman called to Boston

over weekend by serious illness of

his brother.
Joe Bernhard and Harry Goldberg

in for a day last week to address 68
WB managers.
Father-in-law of Havey Boyle.

Post-Gazette sports editor, passed
away last week.
Playhouse's next will be 'Personal

Appearance' with Irene Cowan in
Gladys George role.

Al Gavelin's missus (he 's the
maestro) in from New York to spend
several days with him.
Audrey Obey's 'Noah' opens week's

engagement at Carnegie Tech drama
school tomorrow (Thursday).

Henrietta Hacker's injured foot

better after four months and she's re-

joining Burt Layton dance act.

Jackie Heller coming home in

couple of weeks to rest up before his

New Year's Eve opening at William
Penn.

Harry Ham leaving for Hollywood
shortly.

Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon have
adopted a -baby boy.

The Donald Burns to spend holi-
day in Hollywood as guest^ of Edgar
Bergen.

Tom Mix booked at Cirque
D'Hiver, Paris, for April, with
options. ^

Leila Stewart in Madiera for
Christmas to recuperate from seri-
axxs illness.

McKay and Lavalle replace Man-
ley and Austin in the Palladium
'Crazy' show.

Associated British (Maxwell) is
cutting all advertising films from
its programs.

Vera . Haal, m new Dorchester
hotel show, -flew to Holland to see
Dutch relatives.

George Marton, formerly Euro-
pean play-bK)lcer, now film making
under Rabinowitch.
Ethel Shiutta and her quartet at

the Cafe de Paris Dec. 12 for four
weeks with options.

Senator Murphy in the Prince of
Wales revue for five weeks with op-
tion of another fivo.

Sir Seymour Hides to be this year's
Captain Hook in the 'Peter Pan' re-
vival at the Palladium.
Lee Ephraim to New York to see

opening on -Broadway of *Sprin5
Meeting,' in which he has an in-
terest. ,

Davy Bumaby's schoolgirl daugh-
ter showing talent for dirawing. A
sketch of her -dad has been put on
exhibition.

'Jorrocks,' 20th-Fox picture star-
ring Sydney Howard, scheduled to
start this month, has been postponed
to next month.

Bill Tilden, with Danny Maskell,
to play London Coliseum vaudevUle
date, and may go on Hyams and
Bernstein circuits.

Paul Robeson inundated with of-
fers to play de luxe picture houses
as result of having played a couple
of weeks for Hyams Bros.
Associated Theatres Properties,

which has leased the Shaftesbury
theatre from Joseph Brown, will not
renew. Lease expires in March.
Adrian Beecham, son of Sir

Thomas Beecham, has written the
score for 'Joyzelle,' .a new musical
to be presented early next mqnth by
Ann Croft.
Henry Sherek is framing West End

revue in which he intends to feature
John Hoysradt, C^Ugary Bros., and
Naunton Wayne. Show would open
in February.
Once more the report is about that

A. E. Abrahams, who .controls the
Garrick, contemplates general over-
hauling of the.-house and converting
it into a modern cinema.
Actual library buy for 'Under Your

Hat,* Jack Hulbert-Cicely Court-
neidge mu^cal at the Palace, is

$130,000, spread over a pieriod of
15 weeks, biggest buy In years.

. Russell and Marconi signed with
Tom Arnold's ice show for year's
work in Australia, Africa and "New
Zealand, and return here in 1940 for
a Parnell & Zeitlin vaudeville unit
Peter Blackmore, author .of TiOt's

Wife' (just past its 200th perform-
ance) replaces Torin Thatcher in the
play, when . latter leaves for film
work. Another play is due from -the
same pen.
Gaby Morlay, French legit star,

taking whole company to Canada, to
present four plays in French, includ-
ing 'Victoria,' in which she starred
in Paris for over a year. Company
.sails Dec. 17, opening in Montreal
Dec. 26.

Gordon Ellis, managing director of
Associated Distributors and British
Empire Films in Australia, is here
on business. Eric Wieder, erstwhile
treasurer of Greater Union theatres
of Australia is also looking things
over in this vicinity.
Touring 'Idiot's Delight,' which

stars Vic Oliver, closed so Oliver
could resume his vaudeville and cab-
aret dates. Show resumes Feb. 14

for 15 weeks in London and environs,
during which Oliver will double
from the Dorchester cabaret.

Wednesday Club auditorium Satur-
day (10) and Sunday (11),

Ernie Venuto has taken over man-
.agement of the orchestra and enter-
tainment division of the local Pre-
mier Radio Entertainers, Inc.
*A Jewish Wedding,' first musical

show of current season and first im-
portant Jewish play presented here
in four years, drew swell attendance,
Walter Dix, advertising manager

of Garrick theatre, is godfather of,

Mr. and Mrs. Francis Pickens' newly-
born daughter. Pickens is the son
of W. M. 'Bill' Pickens, owner of the
Garrick.

Paris
By Huee Speck

SL Louis
By Snm X. Hurst

Harold 'Chick' Evens started his

ninth year as manager at Loew's.
Paul Beisman, manager of Amer-

ican theatre, planed to New York on
biz.

The Ballet Russe will appear for

three days with St. Louis Symphony
starting Jan. 6.

Civic Music League will bring in

Cincinnati Symphony for one concert
in Municipal auditorium, Tuesday
(13).

Jussi Bioerling, Swedish tenor of
Metropolitan Opera Co., inked for
concert in opera house of Muny Aud
Jan. 10.

State Senator Lou Menges, who's
aLso a film theatre chain owner, con-
valescing in hospital from abdominal
operation.
Mary Mickenhauser, known as

Mary Wickes, a member of Orson
Welles' Mercury Theatre, visiting

parents here.
Local Labor Stage will give two

performances of 'Wild Birds' In

Mrs. P. G. Wodehouse in.

Dave Hackei: and June Sidell in
town.

Revue to go into ABC soon In re-
hearsal.

^60 Glorious Years' (RKO) opened
at Le Paris.

Jean Rigaud appearing at Boite a
Sardines night club.

'AlfiEte -en Mediteranee,' doing big
b.o. at Gaumont-Palace,

Tenor Miguel Villabella's house
robbed while he toured.
Grace Moore to give recital here

when die :finishes 'Louise.'

Emile Fabre, director of Odeon,
retiring as -dramatic author.
Four French films, banned in

Switzerland on moral count.
Mirielle Balin signing to make 'Le

Duel' with Eric von Stroheim.
Josette Dayde, cousin of Charles

Trenet, elected 'Miss Youth 1938,'

Julien Duvivier, in from south, be-
ginning interiors of his 'La Fin du
Jour,",
Gertrude Stein has written modern

'Faust' Lord Berners to compose
music.

'Les Parents Terribles,* by Jean
Cocteau, opened at. des Ambassa-
deurs.
Fernand Gravet uncertain whether

to make film here before he returns
to Hollywood.
Ludwig Berger winding up 'Three

Waltzefi' starring Pierre Fresnay and
Yvonne Printemps.

'Ondines,' new play by Jean Gir-
andoux, will be next for Louis Jou-
vet at the de I'Athenee.

'La Route Enchantee' ('Enchanted
Route'), Charles Trenet's first film,
opening at Agriculteurs.
Adaptation of 'Le Corsaire,' play

by Marcel Archard, is film Charles
Boyer will make here next year.

"Trois Joseph,* comedy by Jean de
Letraz, opened at the. de Paris, star-
ring Zita Perzel and Marcel Vallee.
Gary Cooper, wife and in-laws to

Berlin, then Rome. Came back Dec.
1 for Dec. 3 sailing on Normandie.

Pierre Brasseur winding up' sce-
nario Qif 'Polies-Bout-de-Bois,* which
is being produced in Pagnol's Mar-
seilles studios.
Alfred Rode beginning interiors of

his 'Le Danube Blau,' which he's
making from K E. Reinert and G.
Coulier scenario.
Paul Abram appointed director of

new 2;800-seater Palais de Challlot,
which was built for ex;>o but is first

opening next season.
Abel Hermant, of Academy, to aid

Andre Maurois in writing script of
'Entente Cordials,' which underlines
Anglo-French relations.
Pauline Carton appearing in TTn

Mond Fou* at the Madeleine, and
revue, 'God Save Paris,' at Bouffes-
Parisiens, simultaneously.
Old cinema Edourad VII to reopen

for legit with 'Golden Boy,' adapted
by Yvan Noe, which will be called
'Un Garcon Verni' in French.
Corinne Luch&ire will play oppo-

site Jean Pierre Aumont In 'Le
Deserteur,' which Leonide Moguy is
making from Marcel Archard script.

Minister of Interior Sarraut for-
bade newsreelers from filming em-
barkation of over 600 prisoners from
Saint-Martin-de-Re for Devils Island.
M. Milakowsky, producer of 'Ulti-

matum,' to make film based on Span-
ish war, tied up with recent Euro-
pean events. Will be called 'Non-In-
tervention.*

Helywood

Chicago

Lynn Chalmers to St. Paul for the
Military Ball,

Gene and Glenn on their own,
having ducked WLS.
Dwight Fiske due back in the

Colony Club in January.
Allen DeWitt now with the Tiny

Hill orchestra as vocalist.

Walter Zivi working on a new
play to be ready for the spring.

Rafael, the concertina wlelder, in
from the Coast for date at the Yar
cafe,

Mary Van Cello Taylor, vaude
instrumentalist, settling in Hillsboro,
Ohio.

It's said State-Lake's remodeling
will cost Balaban & Katz around
$125,000.
George M. Cohan the center of

local testimonial dinners during his
stay here,
Henry Busse in town for some

confabs between road dates with his
orchestra.
Quota of 20,000 food baskets set for

annual Christmas picture industry
basket party this year,
Ada Leonard back to stripping in

th« Rialto atfer a six-month hospital
siege following appendicitis wrangle.

Lou Irwin had a birthday.

John King down with flu.

Bernard Vorhaus to Yosemite.
Lynn Fariiol in from Manhattan.
Howard Strickllng out of hospitals

Harry Ritz laid up with neuritis.

Robert Ripley en route to China,
Bob Gillham has a sprained ankle.
Adolphe Menjou laid up with flu,

Dorothy Lovett in from Manhat-
tan.

Walt Disney's father out of hos-
pital.

Albert J. Cohen back to work after
illness.

June Travis visiting home folks In
Chicago.
Fred Meyers touring Californi

theatres.
Jane Withers opened personal tour

ia Frisco.
AUah Kneip changed his name to

Roger Kent.
Sam Klarx back from literary

scouting trip.

Harry Carey battling flu on his
Saugus ranch.
Joe Brandt recovering from kid-

ney operation.
John W. Considjne, Jr., vacation-

ing in Seattle.
Osa Massen and Allen Hersholt

to wed Dec. 14.
James Stewart moved into his new

Brentwood -home.
Pat O'Brien hosted Elmer Layden,

Noise Dame -coach.
Reginald Gardiner back to work

after arm fracture.
Hal Roach hunting locations on

Santa Cruz Island.
Oswald Anderson in from London,

en route to Australia.
Drew 'Pearson in from Washing-

ton to .^^mder studios.
Harry- Long is stage manager for

Earl Carroll's new spot,
Charles* P. Skouras in from north-

ern California biz tour.
Myron Selznick moved into new

offices in Beverly Hills,

Norman Reilly Raine hosting Ken-
neth Littauer of Collier's.

John P. Goring here from Pitts-
burgh to pass the winter.

Russell Birdwell lectured Adver-
tising club of Long Beach.

Jerry Hoffman and Otto Brower
had a ^uble birthday party (2).
Martin Gabel, here fi;om Broad-

way^ huddling with Clark Andrews.
Nella Roesti here from Holland,

pausing on 18 months world concert
tour.
George Greb and Ed Johnson in

from Chicago ' for personality por-
traits.

Bob Bums became Mayor of
CTanoga Park, 35 miles away from
Hollywood.
Warners studio drive for Com-

munity Chest reached 78% of its
$55,000 goal.
Chamber of Commerce historians

are huntnig the site of the first mo-
tion picture location in these parts.
Spot will be immortalized by a
bronze marker.

Iffiimeapofis

By LCB .Reel

M-G girls' bowling team leading
Park Board league.

Gambling lid clamped on following
blast by municipal court judge.

Rachmaninoff here to play with
Minneapolis Symphony Thursday
(9).

Ray Wylle's 'Crazy Auction* party
for Twin City Variety club big suc-
cess.

Wife of Joe Behan, Warner Bros.'
booker, recovering from appendec-
tomy.

Wife of Reno Wilk, independent
film distributor, recovering from op-
eration.

20th-Fox salesmen to have two
weeks' vacation with pay, stail'ng
Dec. 17.

Norma Nelson, Universal cashier,
discharged from hospital after long-
illness siege,
Moe Levy; 20th-Fox. district man-

ager, off to Los Angeles to attend
sales' meeting.
Harry Nelson, independent ex-

hibitor, seriously ill at Mayo cl.'nic,

Rochester, Minn. \

Paramount circuit theatres adver-
tising free parcel-checking service as
pre-Christmas lure.

'Red' Nichols' band into Hotel Nic-
olett Minneoota Terrace Jan. 1, fol-
lowing .Joe Relchman.

E, T, Westgard, of Warner Bros.,
celebrating birth of his second ch id
since he joined company.
W. A. Steffes attended H.M. Richey

and Jack Kirsch testimonial dinners
in Detroit and Chicago, respectively.
Tom Mouer, Twin City Variety

club counsel and civil service com-
missioner, passed aw.'- after long
illness. .

/

Colleen Moore in Twin Cities
while her doll house is being ex-
hibited at department store for
charity.
Harry Hlrsch and Halrry Katz of

the Gayety (stock burlesque), fol-
lowing termination of first half of
season, departed fpr Mestico to hunt
wild game.
Wife of Fred Holzapfel, i)idepend-

ent nabe exhibitor, recuperating
from operation in hosoital room next
to Mrs. Joe Behan, Warner booker's
frau, recovering from appendectomy.
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CHESTER M. WALLACE
Chestet M, Wallace, 54, actor> pxo-

diicer and director, for the last 20
years on ;th(e faculty of the- Carnegie
Tech drama school, - died . in the
Allegheny General hospital in Pitts-

burgh last week of peritonitis folldVr-

ing an emergency'operation' for acute
appendicitis. 'A graduate of 'Western
Reserve University and American
Academy (rfvDramatic Art^ Wallace-
toiired country from 1908 to 1912: in
Stiakesperifin reperfory and in 1914
organized ' his' own company^ th&
Chester Wallace Players^ which
pI'ayeH practically every : hamlet in

the cdjmtry up to the- time of the
World war.
He joined the Tech drama staff in

1919 as an assistant instructor and
became a full ' professor .six years
later.

.
From. Id28 to 1931, he was head

of the department, succeeding B.
Wen Payne, now director of the
Sh$kesi)eare Memorial Theiaitre at
Stratfor'd-on-Avon, but -tight years
ago h6 returned to .directing and
teachiidg. •

Wtiliaee's - last appearance . as an
actor was ni^de at the. Pittsburgh
Playhouse four sunimers ' ago . v/ith

Judith Anderson In 'a .tryout' of
'Female of th6 $pecies,' - which was,
later done on Broadway as 'liiiAu

Soheller.' He. never married and is

survived only by a brother and a
sifter, both of Cleveland. Burial was
made in that city on Saturday (3).

and reconciliations with her husband
previously and once before had at-

tempted suicide.

OBITUARIES
EDNA A17G

Edna Aug, 60, once a highly suc-

cessful vaudeville star, died in her
horn* in Wmow, N. Y., Nov. 30.

She retired about years agOc
- .?orn in Cincinnati, Miss Aug
made her first stage appearance with
the road company of /Rush City'

and later came to New York to play
in 'A Dangerous Maid.'. She changed
ovei: . to .vaudeville,

.
do|ng a. straight

soubret act> featuring an imitation

of Anna Held. She payed with fair

success but did not score 'strongly,

utitil' 1898,- when she :went ixk Lon-
d(?n to play the halls:

. There her
vi^'acity won her imtnedlate^; ac-
claim and she achieved the distinc-

tion of appealing :ai 'cOTUmahdT per-
foF'mances before Kihg.Edward VJL
Returning to this country. she.;de-

veloped an act in which' she ap-
peared tid a dialectic, scrub, wpman^
ai.'d actually,, scrubbel) the stkge oh
her hands > and knees while deliver-

ing her patter. The act caught on
strongly, and thereaftei^.she was in

demand .on both sides of the At-
lantic. She developed .'the act -into

a- line tum^ but addition of -the'

other scrubwomen merely served as

a distraction and she went , back to

the single.

' She went into retirement in Wil-
lows, an artists' colony near Kings-
ton, N; Y;, where she lived aloine

with her three dogs. Booth Tarking-
toh wrote a .play to tempt her from
retirement, but she refused to con-

sider .it.

ROBERT M. McGVRK
Robert M. McGurk, 90, pioneer

minstrel performer, died at his home
in Syracusci N. Y., Dec. 3. For
many years he had played as a min
strel with Primrose & West and
others.

After quitting the road late in the

'80's, he was stage manager of the

old Weiting Opera house liere, that

was the proving ground for-aJmost
every major New York hit» For -the

past 30 years he was employed by
J.'R.. Clancy, mantifacturer .of stage

equipment iii Syracuse.

WILLIAM F. PETERS
William Frederick Peters» 67,

composer and- violinist, died in
Englewobd, N. J., Dec, 1,. of heart
disease. He was .the. musical .dv
rector for the Maude Adams pro-
ductions of The Little Minister' and
'L'Aiglon.' He taught Miss Adams
fo play the violin.

He -Wrote the score for 'The
Purple Road,' produced in 1913, and
in- 1922 scored the film production o\\

•When Knighthood T|?'as in Flower.'
He wrote the music for 'The Mayor
of Tokio,* 'lole' aind 'Miss Jack' and
composed several $ongs for 'The
Passing ShOw of 1915.'

For 10 years he wrote the scores

for motion pictures, including 'Way
Down East,' 'Orphans of the Storm,'
•Little Old New York,' and 'Four
Feathers.' Recently he" turned to

radio, composing 13 operettas for air

delivery. His wife and son survive.

HELEN €ARR
Helen Ryan Grossman Carr, 38,

estranged Wife of Alexander Carr,

committed suicide by gas poison*'

}ng in her New York apartment I^ec.

4. Her husband had beien seeking
her to etlQCi a reconciliation, but his

first news of her whereabouts came
when the police called him. Carr
bad been down on his luck for sev-
eral years, last playing the father

In 'Abie's Irish Rose.' He was the
original Potash in- 'Potash and Peri-
mutter,' and before that had been a
pronounced vaudeville favorite in

The End of the World.' He- recently
has been trying for a comeback
a nlte club entertainer.' .

Mrs. Carr,' a former Ziegfeld
chorus girl, had had several rifts

RUBT MA^OR (HE$S^
Mrs. Ruby Major (Hess), 36, died

skt the Will Rogers Memorial hospital,

Saranac Lakef Nov. .-25, Approxis
mately a year ago her health became
luiderminded When she cam'e to the

Rogers for treatment. In vaudeville

she was knOWh as one of' the Major
Sisters, a musical act»~ she also had 'a

career'- in concert as a solo -jpiano

player, she received her education at

the Eastman School of Music
Rochester, N. Y.

. ^ . ,

Surviving are her ^husband Ottoi

son, daughter and three sisters. Inter-

ment Springfield, Ma^s.

EDWARD LEROT RICE
Edward LeRoy Rice, 67, author of

several books on the
.
stage, chiefly

minstrelsy", died in New York Dec. I,

one dgy after 'his 39th. wedding an-
niversary. He was the sori of the
late William Henry Rice, well knowh
on' the stage, for haU a century.

Among his worto? were 'Monarchs
of Minstrelsy'^- '1000'^ Men of Minr
strelsy and 1 .\7oman', 'Anecdotes of
Aetors' and 'Lopking,.Backwar^d With
l^tars of Radio, Stage and Screen'.

He is sulrvived by his widoW aild

daughter.

CARROLL SULLIVAN
Carroll Sullivan, 42,- b.o. treasiirer

of the Plymouth,- Boston,- for sev-
eral years, 'and a veteiran treasUrj^r

of Hub legit houses, topk his own
life by shooting in the men's lounge
of the Plymouth, Nov. 30,

Sullivan had entered the ' .Ply-

mouth, currently dark, farly in the
morning, without knowledge of -the
night watchman, who discoveired hiis,

body 'after the. suicide. He had left

a -notie to his sister' and ' an under-
taker. He was a' bachelor.

JAMES P. DELANEY . .

James P. Delaney, connected with
the ' motion ' picture industry in

Hollywood during the early days,

died suddenly at his home in North
Hoosi'ck, ?r. Y,, Deci 2, after a two-
days' illness.

Delaney,. who as a youth went
from Hoosick to Hollywood, re-
turned east about 20 years ago to
become an executive of the New
York -Edison Company., He. resigned
in 1930. .A brother and three sis-

ters survive.

MORRIS GALBEN
• Morris GalbeUi 40, secretary-treas-
urer of the iBpston Benevolent Mu*
.sicians' Protective Association, £0-
cal 9, AFM, died, at Boston, Nov. 17
Was. a pianist, and has business-
managed Leo Reisman, Jacques Re-
nard and other orchestr&s.. A mem-
ber of the BMPA Board of Direc-
tors, and. sec-trez for four years.

• A bachelor, survived by his
mother, two sisters and two
brothers.

MURRAY MELTON
Murray Meltzer, 30, professionally

Murray Melton, member of vaude-
ville team of Beck, Melton ^nd Beck,
died Dec; 3 in Bellevue hospital. New
York.
Meltzer was a brother of Lewis

Meltzer, playwright and film writer
and the son of Isadore Meltzer,
comedian of the Jewish theatre. His
Widow and a 18-week-old daughter
survive.

EDWARD T. UOLWAY-
Edward Taylor Holway, 7(5, sec-

retary-treasurer of the Trans-Lux
Corp., died at his home in Pelham
Dec. 1. He had been ill since Au-.
gudt. He had been associated with
Trans-Lux for the past 20 years.
Survived by his widow, a son and

daughter.

church, he turne^l towards the stage

and for seven years toured with
Sybil Thorndike's company. He la-

ter founded the Little Players' the-

atre in Covent Garden.
Survived by widow and two chil-

dren.

HARRY. LELAND
Harry J. Leland, 61, stage actor

and director, died Nov. 26 in Los
Angeles after a two-year illness.

Years ago Leland appeared with
May Irwin, Frank Keenan and Rob-
ert Edson; Later he was a member
of the Majestic stock company and
director of the Wilkes theatre in

L. A.

News From the Dailies
ThU department contains rewritttn theatrical news items as pub-

lished during the week in the daily papers of New Yorle, Chicago,

San Francisco, Hollywood and London. Vmtxv takes no credit for

these news items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

JOSEBH BAILEY CROCKETT
.Joseph Bailey Crockett,. 74. for

^me- years owner and operator of. a

chain of moving picture houses in
^eastern Virginia, . died at his home
iti Norfolk fpUowipg paralytic stroke
Diec. 2. He was ill only three days.

Retired from show business a few
years, ago.

Mr. Crockett has one i;on in the-
atre- .field now; W. F. of Virginia
Beach, Va., o.wh«^ of the Bayne.

VICTOR p. GETTYS
Victor D'. Gettys, 39, radio expert,

died recently-, in' a hospital in
Youngstown, . 6<, from

;
pneumonia.

He went to Youngstown in 1926, his

9rst work being with station WKBN
there. . In 1930 he .installe.d the .pQ-.

lice radio station WPDG there, and
was chief engineer - of that station

at the time of his death. . Services
and burial were in Youngstown.

'

ALMA DICKSON
Alma Dicksoh, ' 38, of . New York

City, 'an actress assigned to ' the
Hartford Federal Theatre- Project,
died Nov, 27. of a heart attack.

She had been rehearsing- the lead-
ing singing role of 'Lysistrata,' forth-
coming production' of the local unit.

Joined the company two months ago.
iSurvived by,- a brother.

. WILLIAM H. FRISK
William H. PHsk, 71, clarinetist in

the old Poll orchestra and in the
employ of the Poli chain for 30
years, died in Worcester, Mass.,
Dec. 1. '

X

He was a native of Illinois. Be-
fore settling down, he played with
circus bands. • His widow, two sons,
and a daughter, survive.

WILLIAM J. CACACE
William J. Cacace age 26. died ,at

the Will Rogers Memorial, Saranac
Lake, Nov. 30.' ^

A native of . Brooklyn he went to
Saran^ic Lake seven months ago. He
was a former stage mechanic and
property-man. Survivors are his wife
and father and mother.
Interment Brooklyn;

EDWARD BUCEY
Edward Bucey, 53, stage manager

of RKO AxiA Keith houses in Cleve-
land, O.,.for 24 years, died Nov. 30
at his home in Richfield, O., where
he was buried.
He supervised back-stage at RKO

Palace in Cleveland since it was
built. Widow survives him.

CHARLES E. BLOOMER
Charles E. Bloomer, 73, for 50

years an actor, died at his home
in Baldwin, L. I., Nov. 30. He had
played in practically everything
from 'Uncle Tom's Cabin' to The
Show Off.'

His widow survives.

PHILIP: H. GOLDBERG
Philip H. Goldberg, 64, dance in-

structor, died Nov. 28 in Los An-
geles of a heart attack.
For 30 years he conducted the

Goldberg-Bosley dancing academy
there.

Mrs. Mary Elizabeth .Gibbs, 84,
mother of George Gibbs, prexy of
the Boston Benevolent Musicians'
Protective Association, Local 9,
AFM, died in Boston, Nov, 17.

Brother (non-pro) of Benny
Fields, died in Chicago Nov. 26.
Fields fiew out from New York,
losing two performances at the Casa
Mdnaha,

PETER RIDGEWAY
Peter Ridgeway, actor-manager,

died pt -his London home, Nov. 23,
after a lingering iUness, aged 44.

Originally intended for the

Mrs, Arthur Ofe, wife of assistant
manager of Capitol, Sioux City, Ia„
in Sioux City after a brief illness.
Husband and two small children sur-
vive.

East

Mrs. Mae Cottrell, mother of Harry
G. Cottrell, ' head: of. still photo de.-;.

partment -at Paramount, died Nov,
30 in Glendale, Calit

Famous Martin's restaurant, W,
57th street, Indicted by grand, jury
for refilling Scotch whiskey bottles

Dorothy Vernon, actress, turns
casting agent. Last played in 'Red,

Hot and Blue.'

Winter Garden box office to open
Sundays from 1 to 9 p.m. to seU tick-

ets -for 'Hellzapop^ln,' No Sunday
show. ' ' ' . -

-

Ruth St. Denis reported to the po-
lice loss of a' set of accessories used
in ^n' Egyptian dance. Taken from
her apartment' while she was visit-^

ing -friends last week;

.

Johnny Jones, former vaudeville
hoofer, made the non-stop from Los
Angeles to Roiosevelt fields last Week
in: 30 hours,. 40' minutes;. •Said to . be-

the lightest plane ever to make the
non-stop hop.

Katharine, Cornell awarded the
D'Orsay Decoration. Annual inter-
national award for the best dressed
player. Gertrude Lawrence took It

last year.

The kantele, little known Finnish
instrument, and oiie of the oldest
music-making devices, featured -at-a-

concert cit Carnegie Hall last Satur-
day. Played by Aapo Simila, who is

trying to popularize the device.
Rose Bampton, . pinch hitting for-

Rosa Ponselle at the Town Hall last
Wednesday, also forced to quit after
the first half of the program^ due to
throat trouble. Audience given- rain
checks.
Emanuel Feuermann, exiled Ger-

man inusician, took 'out first citizen-
ship papers in N.Y. last week. His
wife also took out papers.
Greenwich Village formed a civic

committee last week to>spruce-up the
section for the World's Fair. To
make is

,
'alluringly- attractive,'

Lighthouse- Pilfers, -blind- act-
resses, to present 'A.-Lady of Letters'
at the Little Theatre of the Light-
house next week,'
Deer hunting starts ' around Bing->

hamton, N. Y., with • 3,000 hunters
and about .800 bucks.
Maurice Schwartz's production of

Three Cities' in its final three
weeks.

,
Union Pacific will run a Christmas

special from Chicago to Sun Valley,
leaving there Dec. 18. Through
sleeper service from N.Y.
JoTm Krimsky and Frank Gillmore

speakers at the tea of the Drama
League last Sunday.
Guardians of the Dione quints nix

the offer of the World's Fair. But
meantime, it gave the fair pages of
publicity.
George lumenthal to handle

'Snow White' at the Lyceum Christ-
mas week. Presented by Eva Leoni,
who is using the Winthrop Ames
version, done a number of years
ago.
John Beals and Helen Craig, of

'Soliloquy,' spoke on 'The School
and the Theatre' at the Guild thea-
tre last Friday. Auditors were 650
students from various schools in N.
Y, and nearfiy state cafes.

Florida has 8,079 for the enter-
tainment of winter visitors, accord-
ing to Hotel Commission.
McAlpin hotel, N. Y., crippled for

about an hour last Thursday by
service strike.'

Juilliard School to stage four
performances of The Marriage of
Figaro,' starting Dec. 14. To be
given at the school.
Yale Puppeteers gave a show at

Columbia U Saturday.
Quebec cuts wine prices 10 to 20%.

Will probably un spirits as much as
30c. a bottle. Effort to cut down
the use of spirits.

Rose McCl'endon Players, Negro
little theatre group, did 'Goodbye
Again' Friday and Saturday at P. S.
136.

Jitney Players back east after- a
23-state tour. Covered more than
10,000 miles by auto. Ethel Barry-
niore Colt heads.
John Barbirolli, of N. Y. Symp,

and Gus Wade, Carnegie Hall door-
man, had a joint birthday last week,
with 122 candles on the cake. Wade
accounted for 83 of them.
Gladys Swarthhout due home Dec.

15. Has been on concert tour.
Sir Cedric Hardwicke tells Buf-

falo reporter that American plays
and English actors are best, Says
that's because English players excel
in plays of character, such as are
now current,
Chinese actors and musicians ar-

rive in N. Y, to present 'A Night in
Cathay,' propaganda drama, pro-
ceeds of which will go to war vic-
tims. Will try a Sunday nite first.

If that clicks, a regular run.
Federal Theatre Project's 'Nativ-

ity' players will give five perform-
ances daily of - Christmas carols.
Start Dec; 19. Churches and street
corners.
Cabaret TAG to give Monday

shows at Manhattan opera house in
addition to Sunday show at Ameri-
can Music' HSU. To start 11:45 p.m.
and include dancing.
Met Opera Guilor to witness a re-

hearsal of 'FalstafI' Dec, 12. Part of
the payoff for their efforts.

Irish Repertory Pliayers rehears-
ing Shaw's 'Widowers' Houses' as its
^rst production,
Dorothy Parker threw a cocktail

party for Spanish beneficiaries at the
Coq Rouge yesterday (Tuesday)
afternoon.
Mayor LaGuardla bought a box

for the 4th annual show of the N, Y.
Newspaper Guild:
Montrose, N, Y,-, fire dept. unveils

a tablet- to Lincoln A. .Wagenhals,
play * producer. He- Was a niember
of the department in 1920: and pre-
sented- a modem engine for tihieir

use;'- .
/.

David Sarnoff ta receive the 1938
gold medal of achievement from the
Poor Richard club of PHila: To -giet

it Jan. 17.

Coast

Arrowhead Spring Hotel Corp.,
own^d by film' people, announceid a
plan to rebuild at a cost of $l,00t>,-

000. Old layout was. destroyed by
forest fires. .

Eddie Peabody, banjo player, was
sued for divorce in L.A. on. cruelty
.charges. Property settlement was
arranged out of court.*

~

'

Julie Keller, harpist, filed, suit for
divorce in ' L,A.. against E. Emmet
Flood, .

Dave Gould, studio, dance director,
'was ordered to pay damages of $1,250
to landlord, who'charged Gould did
not ' take proper care of the home
he. rented in Westwood.
• Jack. Doyle, pugilistic tenor, from
Ireland, was ordered to leave . the
country by Dec. 13 or be deported.
He was charged with entering tho
U.S. illegally from f^anada. Deporta-

(Continned on page 55)

MARRIAGES
: Carmen Lewis to Jack Gould In

New York,' Nov. 25. Bride was for-

merly with the Dwight Deere Wiman
office;' he*!;! on the dramatic staff of
the New York Times.
Janet Potter to • Jackson S. Hur-

ford, in Detroit, Nov. 20. Bride Is

hoofer at Fox theatre,- Detroit; he's

assistant manager and production
chief at same spot:

Mary' Elizabeth' (Polly) Rowles to
Frank- Snyder,' in Pittsburgh,. Dec. 6;

Bride is former screen and legit

player. •

Joan Marsh to Charles S. Belden,
in Beverly Hills, Dec, 2. Bride is m
firm player; he's a screen writer,

Teresa Marasca to Nick Mamula,
in New York, Dec; 3. Groom is with
Faramount's home office publicity
department; bride, non-pro,
Dorothy Drew, radio actress, to

Walter Carruthers; radio technician,
Nov. 25, in Beverly Hills.

Agnes Kleeman to' Larry Chatter-
ton, radio announcer, Nov. • 5, in
Riverside, Calif,

Elsa Easterly to Gor-don Anderson
in Omaha recently. He's sound en-
gineer for Tri-States Theatres in
Omaha.

BIRTHS
Mr, and Mrs, Neil Rau, daughter,

in Hollywood, Nov, 28. Father is on
Jimmie Fidler's staff.

Mr. and Mrs.' Arthur Horman,
daughter," in Hollywood, Nov. 30.

Father Is screte writer.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Parker,

daughter, in Los Angeles, Nov, 30
Father is radio continuity editor.

Mr. and Mrs. Joe DeMann, son, in

Pittsburgh, Nov, 20. Father's with
WB projection department in Pitt
Mr, and Mrs, Kenneth A. Lane,

twin boys, in Englewood, N. J., Nov.
17, Father formerly legit juve, now
with Hitz Hotel organization.
Mr, and Mrs, Irwin Cowper, a son,

Thursday (24) at Hartford. Father
is continuity writer at WTIC.
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Seitz, Jr.,

son, Dec, 4, in Los Angeles. Father
is son of Metro director. Mother is

daughter of Lucien Hubbard, Metro
producer.
Mr, and Mrs, William BrieglieB,

son, Dec. 3, Los Angeles. Father in

Metro production department,
Mr, and Mrs, Jose Rodriguez, son,

Dec, 4, Hollywood. Father is KFI
educational director.

Mr, and Mrs, Martin Schifl, son,

In New York, Dec. 1. Father is with
foreign department of Warner Bros,
home office,

Mr. and Mrs. Keith Wilson, daugh-
ter, Omaha, Dec. 2. Father is film

critic.for Omaha WorldrHerald.
Mr. and Mrs. Dixie Karlstein,

daughter, Dec.
.

5., Los Angelefl.

J*ather -is assistant director at -.Uni-

versal; mother the adopted daughter
of Alexander Pantages.
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jEditor,
Varbit:

Yout reporter phoned my wxje

.tiQUt a Buit of Miss (Ann) Dere's.

ffi suit was a surprise to me as

Imrfi B« to our piahager» and own-

mSs Dere hid been lU-she and

brother were in '^ri vxip awU
5St--and Mies Dere reported to the

Stre covered in bandages and

Stches in- her ftice. I c^me to the

?heatre early and changed the play

^re go through her scenes as best I

Slid. And when she was well I

«bed the stage manager to have the

Sings put back as they were befor^

St Miss Dere yefused, A doctor had

io be c^ed, and Miss Dere rushed

jn and-g&ve her notice in the after-

noon-Saturday.
==-Mifls< Wycherly was not called till

Saturday night, late. Miss Wycherly

:«8S called from her dinner when

Mss Dere informed the manager to

get someone else to play the part.

This can be checked with our stage

xa&nager, a deputy of Equity, Mr.

Osbrin; our owner, and Philip Adler,

owr manager.

I did not ask anyone to give Miss

Dere a notice. It wasn't necessary,

since she had. given one herself. I

am sure my being in show business

•^ce I was four years old serves in

jny being able to read a line cor-

rectly and in not wishing another to

dQ so, either. As far as Miss Dere

being in or out of the show, one way
or another, has no bearing on me.

I've played the part too long now to

get temperamental at this stage. And
in fairness to the management and
myself, I wish It understood I had
nothing whatsoever to do with Miss

Dere's notice.

I know your paper always checks

before printing, in order to be fair.

[Therefore I am so sorry I was not at

. home for your phone call.

I James Barton.

lar comedy dub jugglei^s were; Saqi

AltUSf Tom Breen, McBanns, Eddie
Gray» Joe. Cook,. Lin^ & Lang, etc.

Space does not permit me to name
more.
However, when at the end of his

letter K. starts to birair .about his

salary, he becomes just a bit. too

sorry for me. If he gets all he says

and keeps it I ctm only wish hhn
good luck. Personally I am very sat-

isfied and extremely grateful for my
salary received both in Europe and
in America for the past 35 years.

Oh yes, the apple trick was taken
from Adam and Eve.
Referring to your' caption in

the Nov. 2 issue, Aldrich became
famous for his quick chanj^es; his

juggling was 'se.cond.ary. Harrigan
depended on talking and used only
cigarboxes and a lamp, and Sato had
a lot of props—garden fences. W. C.

Fields was the big .sensation—pool^

table, and with' his three balls he
made such a hit that in London,
Paris or Berlin you could not buy a

rubberball. The actobats snatched

'em up to become jugglers.
^1 Bob Du POTlt.

Actor's Kitohen Explains
New York.

Editor, Variety:

My attention was called to the
clipping enclosed which appeared in

a recent issue of your publication.

. May I state I do not Icnow the

source of the information which you
gave in that news item. In regard to

this matter I will state that Mr. Wal-
ter Braun has never been connected

' in any official or semi-official capa-
city with the Actors' Kitchen and
Lounge of this church, or with any
otiier department of the. church.
Mr. Braun came to our Actors'

Kitchen for dinner now and then,
like any other actor. He used a re
hearsal hall in the church building
for some two weeks' period, which
permission was discontinued.
in view of the wrong inference

which was made in your news item,
Identifying Mr, Braun with the ac-
tivities of a department of this
Church, and in the light of my above
statements," I would appreciate hav-
ing a correction printed in another

.
issue.

(.Rev.) C. Everett Wagner

More Jusclery Baokjirround
London.

.Editor, Variety:
My

.
letter in your Nov. 2 issue

.brought forth such accusations from
Stan I^vanagh, I trust you will also
ptint my sidie of the story.

; - The first time this man came to
jvy notice was when I read in
variety': 'This week W. C. Fields
plays In Loew's State, but he is
billed under the name of Kayanagh.'
I looked at him and saw a clever
juggler, but nothing original His
two chief gags were Medal-on-the-
Chest,' which was taken from Ed La
vine, and 'Looking at the Watch
Wg, which belongs to Joe Jackson.
At least that's where I got it 25 years
•go.

.
^hen W. C. Fields, the original

.comedy juggler, made a world-wide
Wt, it was the beginning of hun-
oreds of comedy jugglers. The most
successful was Rebla. He became
rotable for that jerky and abrupt
s^yle of juggling three balls. Rich
nayes, who worked for Rebla, jug-
Sled in the same manner, and now,

years later comes the self-styled
oWginator, S. K. All his ball bounc-
ing routines were first done in 1900
»y Robertus & Wilfreds. His re-
J"?ning of the balls, caused by the
reverse English spin, was originated
•Jy Alexander & Evelyn. The first
wmedy club juggler doing K.'s last
^ck of spreading the clubs apart
wte Selbo, a British juggler. The
Jitter also was the first to wipe his
Jose with a club. K's Gliding tricks
were first done by Morris Cronin.
Kicking up clubs with' both feet he-
^ongs to George Swift. Other simi-

Lambeth Goes Kio
Rio de Janeiro.

Editor, Variety:
Glover and LaMae, originators of

the 'champagne hour' idea, have intro-

duced the Lambeth Walk here at the
Copacabana Casino. Have the whole
show demonstrate it as a finale, and
then we pull the customers out and
they all respond. It is an unusual
procedure for thip swanky spot.

They call it the Lambetty Walk in

Rio. Walter LaMe. «

Back on Broadway
New York.

Editor, Variety;
Having just returned from the

Coast, Rudy Vallee is a big hit at the

Coconut Grove, and Joe Bigelow is

darker than ever. 'Where To?', the

taxicab number that we happened to

write with Vallee, is swell. Vaude-
ville cavalcade, 'Two-a-Day,' at the

Hollywood Playhouse, is delightful,

with Anna Chandler a big hit and
her ex-piano player, Sidney Lan-
fleld, a big director.

When returned to New York we
saw 'Soliloquy,' which they should
send back to Shakespeare. ..'Lorelei,'

which they should send back to

Cain's...A swell show, 'The Boys
from Syracuse,' which a lot of peo-
ple think are the Shuberts (get it?)—
Shuberts were born there. Rodgers
and Hart were born in the Bronx.

If shows keep opening as fast' as

they are. New York will gradually
turn into a one-night stand, and if a
play opens Tuesday, they may ad-
vertise 'Last Matinee Wednesday.'

Jack Oaterman.

the snappy new' tune, 'Jeepers
Creepers,' another newie, 'Old Polks/
and a cavalcade of melodies froni
his Broadway shows and films, are
good, especially 'Jeepers Creepers.'
His stories, however, evoke only
mild response,

Hall, whose stock in trade is his
amazing ability to put any subject
into rhyme on the' spur of the mo--
ment, offers an entertaining line of
patter in verse, concluding with a
lengthy rhyme incorporating topics
suggested by the audience.
Six English Macks furnish some

skiUull acrobatic work, mostly via
a teeter-board. Generally classy,
the act needs, some more practicing
on several stunts which didn't work-
out as anticipated.
"Page and Malone, combination toe

and tap dance team, registered nice-
ly. Openers on the bill are Fayne
aiid Foster, who wangle tunes out
of wine glasses -and cow bells. BiU
Bullard, 'pianist with Jay Brewer's
band, plays the difficult -'Hungarian
Rhapsody.' The Peggy O'Neill
Glorified Beauties, house line, offer
two routines, one a nautical number
and another a fan dance. Neither
up to .the usual standard, the .fin^e
being on the weak side. . Milt.

Bar Columnist

(Continued from page 1)

it's understood the Wiman office had
explained the situation to him with
the request that he pass up the
event. Reported that Shubert was
so' steamed that he thireatened to tear
up the contract for the house if

Lyons was allowed to see the show.
He's also said to have threatened that
if the columnist attempted to attend
he would be barred, at the door.
Last ban of a . newspaperman by

the Shuberts occurred when Walter
WincheU was ruled out several sea-
sons ago. Once he was able' to get
backstage disguised with' whiskers,
however, then reaching the front of
the house.
John Mason Brown is the Post

critic but Lyons, as ar« several
other columnists, generally go on the
first night. Stated that Lyons has
been taking pot shots at the Shur
berts for the past year or two. Some
months ago the showmen ordered
the theatre ads out of the Post but
they reappeared after producers
with shows in their houses objected
to being drawn into the quarrel.

House Reviews

Nixon's Grand, Philly

(Continued from page 45)

steps. Gives him a chance to show
his stuff, makes a colorful splash,
and offers comic touch as femmes
attempt to follow him. Appears in
several later numbers, best of which
is a 'Sidewalks of New York' affair
with Willie Bryant.
Bryant has nice personality. Skit,

however, in which he plays poker
with George Williams and Jimmy
Baskette Is far too drawn out. Ford,
Marshall and Jones are a comic act
which consists mainly of making
noise. Their challenge terping is a
little better. Desoree Alexander
warbles while the line hoofs. Okay,
although she lacks any particular
distinction.

.

Jack Carter's band^ with Carter
himself piled amid his drums high
above the rest of the crew, is more
or less the usual svring outfit, always
a pretty good draw for the Grand
trade. Radio Aces again click in

their standard routine of speedy
mimicry, marked not only for its

carbon-IIke imitations, but for clever
lines.

House, heretofore, has been inter-
mittently dark for five years.

GOLDEN GATE, S. F.

;San 'Francisco, Dec. 1.

Jay Brower's Orch, Cliff Edwards,
Bob Hall, Six English Macks, Fayne
& Fosteri Page & Malone, house line;

'Service de Duxe (U).

Although Cliff Edwards is given
the headline spot here, the standout'
is Bob Hall,' extemporaneous rhymer
who has been In vaude for 25 years.

Edwards, with his inevitable

ukelele, gives a walk-on perform-
ance, making little attempt to dis-

play any of his persohWitj^ as seen
on the screen. His songs, including

Riefenstahl

(Continued frOm page 1)

films which runs nearly 20 reels.

Aside from the fact that all look
askance on the box office potenti-
alities of the subject, the manner in
which the American newsreels were
taken over the bumps at the Berlin
Ol3^pics also is an - unfavorable
factor.

Representatives Of U. S. newsreels,
trying to cover the Olympics in' Ger-
many two years ago, were forced to

signature pacts limiting the amount
of footage and guaranteeing dupli-

cate material of every shot made for

the German film syndicate. News-
reels in New York were inclined to

believe th,at some of their material
doubtlessly is in this elaborate 'Ger-

man feature.

The Nazi Olympic picture record
is regarded as a well edited and
fairly comprehensive subject by
those who have viewed- it but indus-

try chieftains fail to see what place

It has in the American scene at the

present time.

AFA Campaign to Get Carney

Employees EmroHed Gains Momentum

SHARES RAP WITH COPS

Concession Manager Gets Jail Term
in Buffalo Gamblinc Scandal

Gargantua to London

New Orleans, Dec. 6.

Gargantua, 450 - pound Ringling
Brothers gorilla, arrived here from
circus winter quarters in Sarasota,

Pla., with his trainer, Richard
Kroner, and was loaded aboard S.S.

Masenden, which headed for Eng-
land, where monster Simian will

make six-week appearance with a
circus.

John Ringling North, executive

head of RB & BB Circus, announced
last week in Sarasota that he would
leave later for London and the

Bertram Mills Olympia Circus,

which will exhibit Gargantua.

ANDRE LASKY TO MEX CITY
Chicago, Dec, 6.

Andre Lasky, vaude producer for

years, has gone to Mexico City,

where he's setting up a vaude book-
ing office.

Will also operate a nitery.

Buffalo, Dec 6.

James P. Sullivan of Toronto,

manajger- of the carnival concessions

during the 1937 '\reterans of Foreign

'V7ars national convention hiere, was
this week sentenced to five months m
the Erie County Penitentiary on a
-piea of guilty to a charjge of con-
spiracy in connection with the Cen-
tennial Park gambling scandaL
Four members of the Buffalo

police force were convicted on
similar charges last month arising

out of the Convention. Rubin &
Cherry shows operated the carnival
concessions.

WHITEHEAD TO CONFER

ONiaNGUNGPACTIlOW

Ralph Whitehead, exjecutive secre-

tary of the American Federation of

Actors, trains to New York this week

from Los Angeles.

On" arrival, "Whitehead is expected
to confer with the North and Ring-
ling family on possible settlement of

Ringling-Barnum & Bailey circus

differences with the union. If mat-
ter can be amicably settled it's likely

the AFA breach of contract suit

pending against the circus will be
dropped. John Ringling North sails

for Eiurope Dec. 16 and has requested

that talks take place before his de-

parture.

Pa. Pioballers' Plea

Gai Moran, Pittsburgh swing song-

stress, has left for Texas to join

Jimmy Joy's band as a featured

vocalist.

Philadelphia, Dec. 6.

Plans will be made tomorrow

(Wednesday) at a board meeting of

the Amusement Machine Operators

Assn. of Pennsylvania for distribu-

tion of petition blanks to operators

and location owners for purpose of

securing 50,000 signatures to be pre-

sented at tiie next session of the

Legislature. Petitions will ask pass-

age of bills legalizing passing out of

prizes and reduction of taxes affect-

ing the pinball industry.

Another step to be taken will be
formation of local units of the

AMOA in various ,towns throughout

the State.. They will cooperate

with the parent body and deal with

situation^ which the statewide group
cannot handle. Such groups have
already been formed in Reading,

Pittsburgh, Scranton, Allentdwn and
Philly.

News of Dailies

(Continued from page 54)

tion order was outcome of a hearing
by the Department of Immigration
in Los Angeles.

Oliver Morosco, theatrical pro-
ducer, settled ^50,000 damage suit

out of court in L.A. He had sued a
building contractor for damages in-

curred In an automobile crash in

Holly>yood last February.

Hala Linda, stage and screen
actress, was sued for $15,000 in L.A.

by her former attorney, Percy M.
Bokofsky, who claims she owes him
that amount for legal services,

Dorothy Sebastian, film actress,

was fined $75 and placed on proba-
tion for two years, followint; her
conviction on a traffic violation in

Beverly Hills.

Fight over the estate of Richard
Boleslavsky, film director, between
his widow and his divorced wife
was settled out of court in L. A.
Suit was started by Natasha Bole-
slavsky, who claimed the director
promised to pay her $85 a week for

life when they were divorced in 1929.

Lora Sonderson, f mer Follies

girl, was denied an annulment of her
marriage to Joseph C. Gannon In

L. A. CoMti tossed out plea that her
husband had deceived her with tales

of wealth.
Rudy "Vallee won a newspaper de-

cision over a heckler in Cocoanut
Grove, L. A., where he is playing.
Roan Rexford, screen actress, was

awarded a divorce from Joe L. Lu-
bowski, . musician, in L. A.
Alienation suit for $225,000 was

filed in L. A. by Maurine, husband
and dancing partner of Norva*
against Jack Greenhouse, ' insurance
exec.

Chicago, Dec. C.-.

American Federation of Actors

proved to be the outstanding point

of interest among carnival owners
and fair secretaries at the outdoors

convention here last week. Pro and

.

con arguments reverberated through
the lobby and corridors of the Sher-

man hotel as those who had signa-

tured AFA agreements wrangled

with those camey owners who have
decided to go on a holdout strike.

Some 30 carnivals, including such
outfits as the Hennies Bros,, Capt.

Sheesley and the Strates Bros, have

nixed the AFA agreement deal at

this time, though negotiations are

still .continuing on a possible settle-

ment of the tiff. Meanwhile most of
the largest and most imposing car-
nivals have already monikered the
AFA agreement 100% and without
reservations. They' include such top
outfits at. Johnny J. Jones, Royal
American, Beckm'ahn & Gerety,
Rubin Gruberg, Max Gruberg, Max
Lindemian.

LABOR TIFF OUSTS

INT. FAIR SEC. IN CHI

Chicago, Dec. 6.

IJpheaval in the ranks of the Inter-

national Fairs and Expositions at the
convention here' last week saw the
ousting of Ralph Hemphill of Okla-
homa City from the post of secre-

tary-treasurer, -a position Hemphill
had held for 25 years. He has been
replaced by Frank Kingman of
Brockton, Mass.
Hemphill was voted Out of office

due to the battle of unionization
which was the Itef factor in all dis-

cussions at the convention just

closied. HemphiU, along with Ralph
Ammon of .Milwafuloee, took a stand
as- opposed to the imionization «f
carnivals and the outdoors business;

>yhile the genelralmembership be-
lieved that , the carnivals should hot
bring their organizational and strictly

individual labor ' troubles into the
fair pictures or try to dump their

labor arguments into the laps of the
fair secretaries. General body of

secret^fes. in attendance expressed
the belief that the carnival should
clean their own skirts before trying

to negotiate with the. fairs for dates
or bookings and that the fairs them-
selves could not permit themselves
to become embroiled over labor mat-
ters, with interstate organizations.

Fair secretaries generally felt that
since the very existence of their fairs

and expositions depended on the
public through state appropriations,

that the fairs must then merely see

to it that the people who. work for
them are hired and work under
proper conditions. Those fair secre-

taries who came out strongly In

favor of seeing that the carnivals

organize under proper labor con-
ditions were Sid Johns of Saskatoon,
L. B. Herring of Beaumond and
Charles Green of Sedalia, all ardently
pro-union.

Gambling Drive Ousts Chief

Norfolk, Va., Dec. 6.

Mincing no words in his resigna-
tion as chief of police of 'Virginia

Beach, 'Virginia swank resort, H, L.

McClaniftn on Nov. 30 said 'open

gambling was known to almost all of
the residents who regarded the con-
dition as beneficial to the rer^ort.'

Chief McClanan quit as the grand
jury of Princess Anne County CVa.)
was preparing to hear his answer
and that of Mayor Roy Smith to

charges calling .upon them to show
cause why they should not be re-
moved from office. As result of the
resignation the jur> dropped its in-

vestigation against him and the
mayor.

Investigation of the gambling con-
ditions at the beach reached public
eye and print when three parsons
stationed at churches in the area
wrote

^
to Governor James H, Price

asking for an appointment to 'tell

all.' As the date was being con-
sidered for such a confab the R-in-
cess Anne Circuit court took up the
matter,

McClarian has talcen .& pDSillori

with the fire department.
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Denver FubSe Schools Producing

Fims, Ist Such Visual Education

Denver, Dec. 13.

Said to be the first in the U. S.,

the Denver public schools are start-

ing visual education by means of

Alms made here. It is being set up

with the-aidof the American Coun-

cil on Education of Washington,

b. C. Two council officials, Charles

F. Hoban, Jr. and F. E. Brooker,

came to Denver to assist in setting

up the project.

The subject of one of the films will

be 'How to Get a Job,* with others

on health,^ Denver food supply, hous-
it;Lg and . recreation planned. These
films will be ready by. spring and
will be available for use by clubs
and civic groups. Shown in all Den-
ver high Schools they will be used
as a pattern fo^ similar work in

other cities. Students and teachers
are showing unusual interest in the
course. Films will be prepared by
the students with large .groups se-

lected to prepare the script and o^her

work preparatory to getting produc-
tion started.

Dr. Roy A. Hinderman, social serv-

ice director, will supervise the proj-

ect, with camera work under the
direction of <E, H. Harrington, school
principal, who has had wide experi-
ence In phot0gpiiq>fay.

Wrigiey's May B. R.

1939 World Fair's

U. S. 'Olyinj^c' Games

Philadelphia, Dec. 13.

Wrigley's is claimed to have tenta-

tively okayed, at a total cost of al-

most $500,000, a plan to conduct and
air so-called 'Olympic games' in
every county and state In America
next year. Idea was propounded by
Ira Walsh (Izzy Weiss), sports gab-
ber on WFIL. Wrigley deal is in the
hands of Albert Kircher ad agency
here, to whom Walsh went with it.

Plan, which is understood to have
A.A.U. backing, is to run Olympics
in each county, elimination winners
going into State contests, and State
winners competing at the World's
Fair. Sponsor, of course, would
have sole air rights to the huge pro-
motion stunt.

Radio and His 14 Kids

Win Election for Hondo

Montreal, Dec. 13.

Camilien Houde has equalled the

feat of W. Lee O'Daniel, Governor-
elect of Texas, by having himself

elected to the post of mayor through
the exclusive use of radio. M. Houde
used CKAC and CFQF and the gov-
ernment station, against the com-
bined opposition of all the local

dailies and several other candidates.

Montreal's mayor-elect inade the
circumstance that he is the father of

14 children the chief point of bally-

hoo in his campaign. The Texas
flour-salesman resorted to hillbilly

shows and Biblical excerpts.

CYOEYENOP

AGAIN

Dempsey's Bistro P.A.s

To Plug Own Whiskey

Jack Dempsey is making personal
appearances again, but doing a new
kind of exhibition with a whiskey
bottle fof a trop. Restaurateur has a
new brand of pop-priced wlftskey
named after him, label featufj?ig his
likeness.

The ex-champ makes the rounds of
local saloons tallying the brdnd, wilh
a quick speech and bow routine.

Hollywood, Dec. 13.

Crime pictut-e situation, particu-

larly any intensive revival of gang-

ster films, may be brought to the at-

tention of home office executives

while Will Hays is in the east right

now. Informal discussions loom as

a likelihood in forthcoming Motion
Picture Producer & Distributor par-

leys although officially • no cogni-

zance has been accorded in N. Y.

Gangster picture growth was aired

considerably on the Coast in the last

10 days, but nothing was done.

Attitude of Haysrans is that the

Joe Breen office on the Coast and
the production code administration

officials in the east are sufficient to

m.eet the situation. Reason for inter-

est being focused on the problem is

that producers are aware of the pub-

lic urge for more realistic treatment

of films touching on current-day

topics and problems.

Understood that Haysites are aware

that there is swinging back of pendu-

lum from costume and histo.ical

dramas to present-day '-hemes on the

screen. All agree that public demand
today is for productions dealing real-

istically with the current scenes. In

this new epoch, they aver, the temp-

tation to grab off the spectacular

is veering towards the yen to make
cops-and-robbers dramas, or Federal

Bureau of Investigation stories.

STIR PREJUDICES

OVER THE RADIO

Racial and Secular Feeling

a Deep-Seataid American
Problem — Inflammatory
Demagogues, Given the

Mike, Become Abusive

—

Denied i:he Air, They
Abuse Radio

FAITHS DEPRECATE

Informed opinion in the United
States is alarmed over the possibili-

ties of racial and religious feeling

getting out of hand. This is viewed
as a problem of national, rather than
local scope, and as deep-seated
rather than superficial. Element
making it so dangerous to democratic
prestige is radio, to which every
mouthpiece Jtor' an ' inflammatory
viewpoint turns for a sounding board.
It .these spokesmen get on the a^r,

they abuse the privilege; if they are
denied the privilege they abuse the
radio industry. 'Free speech' mean-
while becomes a rallying cry of those

who denoimce it when exercised by
others.

Radio may be the instrumentality

that either preserves democratic
processes or holds them up to ridi-

cule. Nobody can guess right now.
Meanwhile, the middle west in par-
ticular is said to be a seething under-

(Continued on page 46)

Pic Crowd Buys H'wood Ball Club;

Colossal Touch {or Grand OF Game

Haniy Mamage' Game

Prize of Divorce Show

San Francisco, Dec. 13.

A 'Happy Marriage' game, inspired

by the theme of the 'I Want a Di-
vorce* air dramas, which point the
way to hajkpy solutions of marital
difficuities. is being offered in con-
nection, with the' Sunday night broad-
casts of the quarter-hour plays over
coast Columbia Broadcasting System
outlets un^er the bannei: of S, & W.
Fine Foods, -Inc.

*I Want a Divorce* will be broad-
cast via platters over WGN, Chicago,
under a contract signed recently with
the National Transcription Record-
ing Co., Which holds the transcrip-

tion rights to the plays. Deal han-
dled through Schwimmer St Scott,

Chicago,

Hayes-MacArthur's

OfMo-Cairo After

Victoria' Tour Ends

;2D ST. WODUl

PROTECT ITS

GOOD NAME

After her forthcoming tour in 'Vic-

toria Regina,' Helen Hayes will go
to Egypt with her husband, Charles
MacArthur. Latter returned last

week from a Metro writing stint.

His new play, which he finished be-
fore going to the Coast, will prob-

ably be produced this spring by Gil-

bert Miller. Miss Hayes will not be
in it, as she doesn't intend doing any
more acting this season. Production
may or may not await MacArthur's
return from Egypt. Play is an un-
titled comedy and is figured tough to

cast.

Actress will play Montreal in 'Vic-

toria* the week of Jan. 2, immediately
following the engagement of the

French version, with Gaby Morlay,

there. Miss Hayes had hoped to at-

tend a matinee of Miss Morlay's per-
(Continued on page 57)

Realizing Its established prestige

as America's Montmartre, the better-

grade niteries on 62d Street are plan-
ning a protective and vigilante or-

ganization to cope with the clip

joints that may overstep the bounds
when the influx of World's Fair visi-

tors starts in 1939.

The 52d street block between Fifth

and Sixth avenues, now nuinbers 25

niteries, bistros and eateries, of

every type and character, side by
each. Others may come or go, de-
pending on business. Some of 'em
might be suspected of charging all

the traffic can bear, to the ultimate
detriment of the established spots,

for the future.

Entertainment Items

Top Shopping: Lists

Chicago, Dec, 13.

Entertainment items rate as three
of the four leading Christmas gift

articles, according to a general mer-
chants' survey throughout the coun-
try. Leading the entire field in
Christmas gifts are phonographs and

(Continued on page 11)
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Hollywood, Dec. 13.

This town is about to have its own, Yf
'A' production, in baseball, a.

Hollywood club in the Pacific Coasi|;

league, with a reasonable chance 6t
becommg a part' of the major league
circuit and a process shot of a world
series in the offings vVw
,
Syndicate headed by Bob Cobl^i.?'^

the big "Brown Derby man, Victdr ..

Ford Collins and other HoUj^ood
persoilages, has bought the- baseball
franchise from Herbert Fleishacker,

]

Frisco banker. Thie list of stock-
j

holders is distinctly celluloid.

Among the grandstand coaches,
the ' new Hollywood Stars you will
now find

.
Gary Cooper, Cliarlle

Rogiers, Robert Taylor, Joe Schnitz^r,
Carole Lomfeatd, Bill Frawley, Lee
Batson, Barbara Stanwyck, Danny
Danker, Gail Patrick and others.
The big idea i? HbHywood% own

'

ball club, by and for the- {^ifoture

folks* Hhey figure Hollywood is biff
enough .to break away . from Los^
Angeles and support its own club, in
its own ball park.. Thus far they
have a Iranqhise, Red Killif<^ as a
manager and a nucleus o£ a team left
over from last season,

' Park In B'wooil

There are: four available sites for^

a big league park in Hollywood, but
Cobb has hot picked his spot, await-
ing dickers with various r^ail estatd
outfits. The idpa is to build the lay-
out In the heart of the film tolony,
far from Wrigley Field, where thie

Stars alternated with the Los An-
geles team in. past seasons. .j

Hollywood, big league in pictures,
/

radio, horse racing and football,' I
ambitious to go that way in baseball,^

.

with a flock of film jack to back It

up. Major league baseball, is bound
to hit the Padiflc Coast soine . day,
with San Francisco and Los Ahgejles
as the t\yo available spots to take

(Con^hiued on page 21)

P!uj!!s Cerman Cameras,

Slights^ Jews, 3 ^mh
Withdrawn by

Bscause of the Nazis' r.icial'^ dis-
criminations, Simon & Schuster is
quietly withdrawing three healthy
sellers from publication. One of
them, 'Miniature Photography,'
turned out by Richard L. Simon, o]^
the firm, is being consignedJ^vChe
junk heap. Reason for withlfifawal is
that the author said soiW0 kind words
about German -built cameras. SfcS
currently feels sUch plugging is
against the grain.

'

Also slated for withdrawal are the
Jerome Weidman books, *I Can Cfet
It For You Wholesale' and. its recent
sequel, 'What's In It FOr Me.' Angle
here is reported to be that both,
books could be interpreted as put-
ting, the Jews in an unethical light.
Company is not publicizing thi»

maneuver, merfely letting the book-
sellers know about it via formal no-
tice.
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Zukor,Hkk Rose HuMe on Pars

Foreip Sitifiriioii; l4at^ Sails On

Friday (ItX Mor ProfcaUy Later

Following numerous confefences

on the foreign situation and prob-
lems Adolph Zukor will tackle on go-

ing abroad, including an all-day ses-

sion'Monday in which he, John W.
Hicks, Jr., David Rose and others >flg"

utied Rose has booked passage to sail

for London Friday (16) when, it it is

possible for him to make it, Zukor
may also depart for abroad. In any
event, according to 'present plans,

Ro^ will sail a? scheduled. It may
be necessary for Zukor to remain on
longer to^'discuss matters with Hicks

and others. Late yesterday (Tues. ) he
stated he had made.na decision.

Following Monday's all-day hud-
dling, Zukor was in good spirits and,
while unwilling to discuss proposed
trip to London, -any cause of pos-
sible friction concerning basis on
which he :goes abroad has presum-
ably been removed^ Reported also

that others in Par are aftpatentjy
pleased over results of conferences to

date. It had been previously re-

ported Zukor was making certain de-

mands.

It is now declared unlikely that

another board meeting will be held
this month. Even if Zukor should
not leave until after the holidays,

the next regular date for a meeting,
Dec. 29, will probably be postponed.
By that time Stanton L. Griffis will

be away and not likely that E, V.
Richards 'would interrupt the holi-

days to come VP for a board session.

Richards was in New York to at-

tend Idst week's meeting, the first

2^or has sat in on for a long time,

but reportedly it was very routine

and concerned nothing more than
declaration of regular dividends on
the two preferred stocks. It "was one

^ of the shortest sessions to date.

Though no discussion is known to

have taken place.at the Dec. 7 board
meeting, it still reported Griffis

may take over the chairmanship of

the board.
Griffis Is planning to go to Florida

in time for the Xmas holidays. His
yacht Is already down there. Rich-
ards, in N. y. for 10 ^ays, left Fri-
day (9) for New Orleans.
John W. Hicks, Jr., Paramount v. p.

in charge Of foreign operations, and
Rose, in charge of Paramount Eng-
lish production affairs, arrived on
Friday (9) from Europe for confer-

ences Avith Barney Balaban, Stanton
Grifiis and Adolph Zukor regarding
company's English plans; this coming
year.

See Dearth of - Fix

Hicks believes there wilLbe a de-
cided shortage' of pictures in Great
Britain in about six months but
thinks it is nothing to be alarmed
over and tbere wjU be plenty of
product forthcoming ;in 1939.

Cktncertiittg the Italian situation be
has heard nothing about talk that
Italy would postpone its nationaliza-
tion of film industry for another six
months and said, 'we are aU set. to
"pull out at the end of the year. What

^
happens after Dec. 31 is problemati-
cal. We will, have to be guided by
what all the companies decide to do.'

Pictures have been badly affected
In Central Europe but Hides found
Paramoimt's busLneSsr, very good in
Holland, Scaiidinavia' and France.
Regarding France he said two pic-
tures were produced there for Pai;a-
molint this year and have been re-
leased. Hicks stated Par has certain
production pl^s for jPrance, but they
are not in shape' now to discuss.' He.
also stated Par business was -booming
in Latin America and that the com-
pany would release four Spanish
productions now being made in
Hollywood by Dario Faralla.
Concerning rumors that Paramount

lAst summer contemplated ^ale of its

English theatres, and the turning
over of English distribution to Brit-
ish interests, all this is being dis-
cussed at the conferences in New

"VJBck.
RO!>e stated that starting next

month Paraih^unt is going into pro-
duction of its own in England, first

picture to be 'Frehcb Without Tears,'

a double-.quot&i film; For the first

year, plans caU for production of
between seven and nine pictures and
from 10-12 the eeoond year. Most
of the first lineup of seven to nine
films will have world-wide distribtir

ticn. Budgets wiirbe discussed here
next week.
Two Quota films for Paramount re-

lease have been completed by out-
side producers. One is 'The Stolen
Life' with Elisabeth £evgner, pro-

Steve Hannagani LL.B.

Some of Manhattan's leading

law firms have been retained by
the defendant films companies
in the Government's anti-trust

suit instituted In New York.
"

In the procedure of translat-

ing for the press the meaning
of the multiplicity of demurs,
appeals, petitions and briefs in-

cidental to an action that prob-
ably will extend over sev-

eral years, the legal talent has
engaged Steve Hannagan, to act

as Special public relations

counsellor.

Hannagan will dovetail the
job into his other activities

which include promotion for

Sun Valley, Idaho; Miami
Beach, Fla.; Indianapolis Speed-
way, Arlington Park and Puerto
Rico,

in a Spet

Because of Wmdieli's

Broadcast on U. S. Suit

Plea for a BiH or

Particofars Sets BSJC

Smt Back to Jaa. 16

Chicago, Dec. 13.

Government suit against Balaban
& Ketz, Paramount, RKO, Universal,

20th Century-Fox, "Warner Bros,

Loew's, United Artists -and Barney
Balaban on charges of violation of

this 1032 consent decree has been re

cessed until Jan. 1$ as Federal Judge
Woodward takes under advisement

the defendants' request and plea for

a full bill of particulars from the

plaintiff. Counsel after counsel for

the several defendants appeared be
fore the bar last week and stated

that the present bill of complaints
filed by the Government is too vague
and asked that Ungle Sam particu-

larize its complaints by specifying

actual dates, names and places of al-

leged violations of the 1932 decree,

and -of alleged general unfair trade

practices.

Counsel for RJKO and Universal

went a step further and asked that

its two clients be dismissed entirely

from the suit as having no real con-
nection with the allegations in the
Government's complaint. Claimed
that RKO and Universal £ire apart
from the general loop trade opera-
tions, with RKO operating its own
theatre and using RKO product and
Universal.

Hollywood, Dec. 13.

Walter Winchell put Sam Goldwyn
on the spot with the industry when
he broadcast Sunday night (11) that
the producer would testify against
the picture biz in the Government's
suit against film makers.

Jock" Lawrence, press liaison for
Goldwyn, admitted phoning Winchell
to tell him about the unfairness of
his attacks on Jimmy Roosevelt and
asking him to plug the 'rededication
day' program, but nothing: was said
ai}out Goldwyn 'turning* on the in-
dustry.

Lawrence said he made it clear to
Winchell that Goldwyn owned no
theatres and therefore is not a party
to the Federal action which nailed
any insinuation the President's son
was hired by him to stymie the Gov-
ernment action.

In 1932^ Jimmy Roosevelt

Wanted to Be Par Filmer
Hollywood, Dec. 13.

Jimmy Roosevelt did not get his
job as vice-president of Samuel
Goldwyn, Inc., on account of his good
looks. That was decided, six years
ago when the son of the then Presi-
dent-elect took a Paramount screen
test in New York. Back in Novem-
ber, 1932, a few days after Franklin
D. Roosevelt had been elected the
first time, his son offered his services
as a Hollywood actor.
Paramount home - office execs

thought well of Jimmy's cultural am-
bitions, the report discloses, but the
studio boys, far from Washington,
did not grasp the idea. Here is the
Par studio report of Jimmy's adven-
ture into the cinematic art, written
on Nov. 22, 1932:

'Jimmy Roosevelt: Production staff
today saw test of above, who is son
of Franklin D.. Roosevelt, President-
elect. James is about six feet tall;

about 25 years of age^ and has a good
speaking voice, although he is not
good looking. He has a peculiar way
of twisting his mouth when he
speaks. Because of his aPS>earance
he would not. be avaUible .for leads,
and could only be dragged into pic-
tures,, such .as westerns, for the pur-
pose of exploiting the same because
of his name value.'

ARRIVALS
Irving Asher, Mr. and Mrs. Do-

menico Savino, Montague Marks,
Otto Kruger, Mr. and Mrs. George
Arliss, Gabriel Pascal, Joseph A.
McConville, Joseph Friedman, Max
Milder, C. H. Browne, Felipe Mier,
Kimbcrly and Page, Hal Home.

Win or lose, the Government case

in Chicago will cost the defendant
companies better than $250,000 in

legal fees according to the top-line

counsel lined up by the film firms.

Attorneys for Paramount, Balaban &
Katz and Barney Balaban are Kirk-
land^ Fleming, Green & Martin, also

representing B. & K. in the suit

filed against the circuit and the major
distributors by the Allied independ-
ent theatres in Chicago. Represent-
ing RKO and Universal is the firm

of (Leo.) Spitz & Adcock; Warner
Bros, is being defended by the 'firm

of Defrees, Buckingham, Jones &
Hoffman; United Artists by Sonnen-
schein, Berksoii, Lautman, Levinson
& Morse; Loew's by Mayer, Meyer,
Austrian & Piatt, while 20th-Fox has
Frank Mathews for its local attorney,

with the New York firm of Kagel &
Pride also in the picture.

Philadelphia, Dec. 13.

Additional particulars were asked
by Warner Bros, last week in the
suit brought against them by Harry
Fried demanding better clearance
for his theatres in Ardmore and
Bryn Mawr, Pa. Both sides filed

briefs with the U.S. District Court
last week.

Momand's Bncdre
Oklahoma City, Dec 13.

A. B. Momand's $4,500,000 anti-

trust suit came up before Federal
Judge A. P. Murrah again last week
with filing of amended petition by
Momand. Present petition differs

slightly from former in listing more
facts and dates and cites specific sec-

tions of Sherman and Clayton anti-

trust acts under which suit is filed.

Also gives dates on which defend-
ants < -allegedly entere<' an alleged
conspiracy and explains details on
this and previous case, and reasons
for filing of present suit

Names in die News

Hollywood and radio parlayed itself into % grand vlam this past^

week in the public prints. The "Burns and Allen smugglery chacge;
that Ian mag's diatribe on 'unmarital bliss' In the film colony; that

-

WilUam P. Buckner trial in Los Angeles for using the mails to de-
fraud in connection with the sale to many film notables—13 of them
-have been subpoenaed to testify—of PhfllBi>ine bonds; the Errol Flynn
'fisticuffs at .a Hollywood party; and that Moe 'Snyder ,(Col. Gimp)-
Ruth Etting trial, also in Hollywood, is giving file Coast colony plenty
of free space. The wrong kind.

Considering that the picture industry is on Its final lap with a
$1,000,000 'good will' publicity campaign, this doesn't exactly jell with
the purpose of the drive. Some of the dailies whose publishers enjoy
wide repute in show business aS being ardent 'picture fans' w^re
among the first to scare-head the recent accumulation of Hollywood
personality news. A few of the dailies seemed inclined to give George
(Nat) Burns (and Allen) a break as an innocent victim, and the fact

he was turning Government evidence in the Albert N. Chapereau
smuggling indictment. (As was detailed last week, Chapereau, who
has been a Central American film importer, made a practice of culti-

vating show people on their trans-Atlantic holiday exqursions.)

ELUOTT'S WB SUIT

m% WITH POOLING

N. Y. to L. A.
Kenny 'Baker.

Jack Benny.
Ben Blumenthal.
Mr. and Mrs. Tay Garnett.
Judge F. E. (Goldsmith.
Phil Harris.
Marcel Hellman.
Irene Hervey.
Allan Jones.
Alexander Korda.
John Laing.
Aline MacMahon.
Chester Morris.
Mary Pickford.
Harry Sobol.
Arleen Whelan.
Don Wilson.

Philadelphia, Dec. 13.

Confab to draw up a final agree-
ment between Herb Elliott, operator

of the Fern Rock theatre, and Warner
Bros, is slated for today (Tuesday).
Terms of the pact were reached at

conferences during the past week
and all that will remain after today's

meeting will be inking of the official

documents, probably in New York
later in the week. It isn't expected to

become effective until the last week
in December or the first of January.

Thus comes to a victorious end for

Elliott one of the most comprehen-
sive and drastic suits ever filed

against the major distributors, pro-
ducers and circuits by an indie

exhibitor. In his bill of complaint,
patterned largely after that filed in

New York by the U. S., charging
conspiracy and restraint of trade,

Elliott named eight majors and their

distributing and circuit affiliates.

Principal defendant, however, in the
suit filed less than a month ago in

U. S. District Court, was Warners.
Elliott demanded divorcement of the
circuit and appointment by the court
of a trustee to take it over im-
mediately, pending final outcome of

the suit.

Terms granted Elliott by WB in-

clude a pooling arrangement with
the latter's Colney. Elliott will

supervise and book both houses,
sharing profits with the circuit, In
addition, during the past week,
BUiott won a concession on clearance
schedule for both Fern Rock and
Colney of seven days after first-.run

in North Philadelphia. This is in

part a compromise in that the new
Lane theatre will precede his' run, but
only so long as it keeps its price at
42c„ while he charges 37c. However,
tie gets film only one week after the
Uptown and Yorktowrt and before
the Grange and Bromley.

Basis of Elliott's suit was that ex-
changes forced him back a run
everytime WB built a new house in
his vicinity.. His competition origi-
nally was the Colney exclusively.
Then the Yorktown was built, then
the Grange, then the Bromley. Last
straw came last month with com-
pletion of the Lane. Elliott com-
plained that he couldn't exist and the.
court granted him relief at a pre-
liminary hearing by issuing an in-
junction restraining the Lane from
playing certain pix before he got
them.

Mayer Fi^ows

On U. S. Suit

Hays Meeting Neatt Wk.
Quarterly directors' meeting of the

Hays office Scheduled for today (14)
in New York City was postponed
until next week because of lack of
quorum.

Several important. matters, includ-
ing the foreign situation as it affects
distribution, and possible tentative
lineup for tJie Silver Jubilee great-
est film year in 1939, are slated for
discussion.

duced by Orion Pictures, and the
other is 'This Man Is News,' a single-
quota picture. One of the more im-
portant pictures Paramount itself

plans to make will be a triple-quota
film, 'Hatter's Castle.'

Ro'se returns to England Friday
(16). Neither Rose or Hicks were
-certain ' >t they would sail with
Zukor.

OAer News 4 iaterest to fh&
New South Wales legislation Page 17

Reorg Tobis, Berlin Page 17

Survey of Latin film market... Page 17

Yank firms nix Italian overtures Page 17

Much ado about Carole Lombard guesting Page 37

Lasky's radio Booner Page 38

Radio reports: Jack Haley, Margaret Sullavan, Leslie Howard..Page 42
New acts: Shirley Ross, Frank Jenks .Page 54
Phillips Holmes, Jean Mulr replace in 'Golden Boy'. Page 59

Arthur Mayer, operator of the
Rialto, N. Y., who conferred last

Week, with Assistant U. S. Attorney-
General Thurman G. Arnold, as did

Harry Brandt, president of the Inde-
pendent Theatre Owners of New
York, refused -to discuss what went
on behind closed doors. Brandt like-

wise disinclined to comment.
Common gossip along New York's

film row has been to the effect that

Mayer was known to 'be dissatisfied

with the current situation on Broad-
way, because of the dearth of first-

run product.
When Mayer leased the Rialto

some years ago he had an under-
standing with Paramount whereby
he was to get the slough pictures

.

and, after the Paramount's ace house
also some of the 'A' product. When
this arrangement petered out Mayer
was able to £et some Metro 'B* pic-

tures imtil this fall when Loew's
took over operation of the Criterion
from B. S. Moss and began using up
its Bs in that way.
Of late months Mayer has been

forced to rely on whatever pictures
Universal, Monogram and other in-

dies could give him, but still de-
plores inability to get product from
the so-called first-line companies.

It is also known that investigators
from the Department of Justice were
in touch with Mayer last month re-

garding his product difficulties and
conversation in Washington may
have had to do with developments
along that line.

SAILINGS
Dec. 26 (New York to London),

Madeleine Carroll- (Normandie).
Deci 18 (Los Angeles to Panama),

Armand Schaefer (City of New-
port). .

Dec. 17 (London to New York),
Walter J. Hutchinson, Francis Hur-
ley (Normandie)

.

Dec. 16 (New York to London),
David Rose, Herbert Wilcox, Anna
Neagle, Mr, and Mrs. Ray Milland
(Queen Mary).
Dec. 14 (New. York to London),

Percy Burton (Washington).
Dec, 11 (New York to Havana)

Karl MR<;donald (plane).
Dec. 10 (London to New York),

Joseph P. Kennedy, Peggy Wood,
Lili Damita, Lee Ephraim, Harriet
Cohen, Harold Holt, George Arliss,
Gordon ElHs, Robert Ritchie, Harry
Ham, Monica McCall (Queen Mary)

.

L A. to JN. Y.
Nate Blumberg.
Tom Buchanan.
Edward J. Churchill.
Delmar Daves.
Robert M. Gillham.
Francis Harmon,
Ralph Jester. •'

Sidney R. Kent.
Joseph Mankiewicz.
Charlie MacArthiir.
Charles E. McCarthy.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Milland.
Arnold Pisani.

Harry Popkin.
Tyrone Power.
Mr. and Mrs, Jimmy Ritz.
George J. Sehafer.
Norma Talmadgc;
Franchot Tone.
Jim Tully.

Walter Ward,
Crane Wilbur.
Herbert J. Yatea.
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Bank Disposed of 50,200

Shares in 15 Batches Dur-

ing October— Zanuck
Dropped 10,000 from His

Portfolio

FOR 1938
BLOCKBOOKING NOT SHOWMANSHIP
.Publication of the first draft of the proposed

trade practice program c;reates within the film

industry the conviction that exhibitors have
won a few material benefits arid that distribu-

tors have maintained the status quo with a

mi imuni of concessions.

SWITCHING TO PFD.

Recent sale of 50,000 shares of

20th-Fox common by Chase National

in viewed in financial circles as

furtherance of a move by the banlc

to dispose of its common holdings in

the film company. Chase still holds

about 287,000 common shares and

has shown no recent sales of pre-

efrred in the picture company.
Significance attached to the selling

of common in Wall Street was that

it is the first time that there has

been any material liquidation of

these shares. In disposing of the

common issue, Chase is understood
merely to be holding to an old bank-
ing rule which opposes retention of

common stock over a long period of

time. At one time Chase held 350,-

000 common shares or more.
The 20th-Fox stock has been held

for approximately five years now.
Couplsd with the desire to liauidate

a portion of the common holdings to

secure more diversification in- its

stock portfolio, the bankers also are

fully cognizant of the attractiveness

of the preferred issue at the present

stock exchange quotations, not only
In relation to the common price but
also from the long-range viewpoint.

Preference stock pays $1.50 as com-
pared with $2 paid this year on com-
mon shares and of late has been sell-

ing at only $6 to $7 more in price

than the common. There's also the
differential in exchange to be con-
sidered.

Although Darryl Zanuck has 'sold

some 20th-Fox shares, he still holds

100,000 common, and other officers'

holdings are virtually undisturbed.

Par's Move
Despite the fact that the regular

quarterly dividends were declared

last week on both Paramount pre-

ferred issues, financial circles were
(Continued on page 19)

WB'S $1,750,000 LOAN

ON 10 PA.-N. J. HOUSES

On the issue of theatre expansion by the

major companies, and the related subjects,

there is no mention. The entire question of

chain operation and divorcement, therefore, is

left to determination by the Federal courts

when, as and if the Government's anti-trust

suit finally reaches trial. Discussions between
distributors and exhibitors were predicated on
the elimination from debate- of the affiliated

theatre problem, so there is no need for sur-

prise that the subject is omitted from the first

draft.

Stanley Co. of America, Warner
theatre subsidiary in Pennsylvania
and New Jersey, is negotiating loan
of $1,750,000 on more than 10 of its

theatre . properties, from the Con-
necticut Mutual Life Insurance Co.
of Hartford, Conn. Purpose of the
loan is to obtain money for refund-
ing certain mortgages that are now
In effect, plus money to be used
for general corporate purposes.

Sortie of the theatres involved are
the Central and Ritz, Jersey City;
Roosevelt and Lincoln, Union City;
Hudson, Kearny, and others in other
counties of New Jersey.
Loan is at 5%, due in November,

1943, and is repayable in quarterly
Installments, Negotiations are be-
ing handled by Joseph Bernhard,
v.p. of Stanley, and E. K. Hessberg,
assistant secretary.

Orlob's Astoria-Made

To Precede Howard's

• One-Third of a Nation,' brought
In by Harold Orlob at $165,000, con-
siderably under the budget, original-
ly set for Christmas week* will
probably be sent out some time in
January.

Picture was made at Astori , L. I.,

where William K. Howard is also
wnding up a feature that will be re-
leased by Par, title of which has
o^H- switched to 'Back Door to

S*Ven.' Howard pic cost around
?3%000.

Most important aspect of the memorandum
is the proposed re-establishment of arbitration,

within the industry as tlie practical method of

handling contractual disputes. Arbitration is

an old friend (or at least a friendly enemy),
and if the legal hurdles incident to arbitration

can be successfully cleared> then the propo-

nents of self-regulation Avill have succeeded in

establishing a foundation on which to erect a

structure of inestimable benefit to all factions

in the film industry.

*

Up to this stage in their discussions the ne-

gotiators have maintained a policy of with-

holding from the trade iat large the subjects

of negotiation and the various views expressed

by the conferees. With the distribution of

printed memoranda to a dozen or more ex-

hibitor associations and to the home offic^es of

distributors, the moves by each side from now
on are likely to remain in the open.

Dispassionate review of the results to date

emphasizes the ends to which distributors are

willing to go to sustain the general trade

practice of block selling of pictures. More
liberal privileges of cancellation (20% on con-

tracts of $100 or under; 15% to $250 and 10%
above $250) have been granted exhibitors, and
various provisions also have been made re-

stricting the distributor's rights to forcing pre-

ferred playing time and allocating price classi-

fications for pictures.

Short subjects are not to be forced as a con-

dition for buying features. Unreasonable clear-

ances are matters for arbitration.

But blockbooking as the accepted' and sole

method of picture selling is protected and forti-

fied, notwithstanding more liberal cancellations

and regulation. It is apparent that distributors

are convinced that any radical change in selling

policy would be unwise and economically un-

sound. This view is held despite the fact that

millions in sales are in constant jeopardy under

the cancellation revisions. The theory is, that

the industry as a whole loses nothing by can-

cellations as some other picture owned by a

competing company picks up the rental and

playing tune. A further answer is that ex-

hibitprs will be encouraged to overbuy and

carry a cancellation reserve.

This allegiance to blockbooking might be

more readily accepted if the industry's earnings

over the past few years justified such faith in

the whole principle of blockbooking.

Disregarding the arguments against block-

booking which are raised from time to time in

public discussions of films, the question before

the industry may be simplified to the proposi-

tion whether blockbooking encourages better

standards of picture production To that query

there is only one answer: blockbooking by

reason of price average does not constitute an
accurate gauge of the boxoffice or entertain-

ment merit of individual films. Consequently,

in the absence of good score-keeping, much
mediocre or misdirected production effort con-

tinues in Hollywood month after month, year
after year.

Pruning and purging unproductive person-

nel in the studios is essential to a strong and
healthy industry. Blockbooking is a cloak which
shields incompetence at the expense of effi-

ciency. There are producing units in some of

the major studios, which continue to turn out

a low grade of pictures and justify themselves

by pointing to sales figures which show profit-

able film rentals for their efforts.

Every sales executive in the business knows
too well that under blockbooking the weak are

carried along by the strong, and if pictures of

the major companies were forced to stand on
their oWn quality as attractions and entertain-

ment theVe would be an explosion in Holly-

wood which would eliminate the drones and
properly focus approval on the real creators.

Blockbooking survives because it offers a

plan of least resistance in buying and selling,'

and furnishes, a leveling of production talent.

'Considering the effort necessary to make good
pictures outstanding fihns, it is a surprising

fact that the group of consistently effective

producers and directors in Hollywood- do not

demand a change in the prevailing order of

things by insisting upon distributing and ex-

hibiting methods which give a true and not a

fictitious value to their work.

OUAIITEII SEEN

Net of $4,622,0&x, So Far,
for First 39 Weeks—Last
Year, the Final (Quarter
Profit Hit $3,718,221

THEATRES WILL HELP

Blockbooking is the Moloch which consumes
good, bad and indifferent output in its insati-

able machinery. T)ie wonder is not the scarcity

of outstanding, smashing film hits, but that

under the present system of industry operation

there are any hits at all.

What encouragement is offered to creative

talent to extend itself when the result in terms
of boxoffice return and public excitement is al-

ready in the can before a picture is released?
4

There comes a time when the distributor has
exhausted his top allocations under blockbook-
ing contracts. The alternative is to give the

picture a lesser rating than it deserves. The
exhibitor, responding to the distributor's lack

of belief in his subject, holds back on exploita^

tion and advertising. The picture glides

through the well-oiled routine of iirst, second
and third runs, unheralded and unsung, and
in due time the word seeps back to Hollywood
that 'it did all right, but not very good.'

Handled with enthusiasm in its sales, distri-

bution and public showings, and backed by the

kind of spirited advertising it deser-ved and de-

manded, the picture would have touched high
rental figures and its creators would have felt

the urge to strive harder on their next pro-

duction.

Prevailing complacency would be supplanted
by vigorous showmanship, and financial re-

Avards and prestige would-be diverted to the
rightful places.

T

There is need for self-regulation in the film

business. Arbitration of trade disputes is a
better and more economical means of reaching
settl-^mcnts than by long delayed and ex-

pensive lawsuits.

None of these expedients, however, is so im-
portant as showmanship, which can be en-
couraged only under a system which puts a
premium on individual enterprise and freedom
of action.

Another strong flnai quarter, as
was checked in last year, is expected
to bolster 20th-Fox earnings for

{

1938 to $7,500,000 ahd possibly higher. '

Wall Street estimates are that the
'

company's final quarter will show
net profit of $2,600,000 to $3,000,Oo6,

j

whether the last figure is reached
depending on how well the Nafioiiar

Theatres earnings hold up in the-

usually dull December wedks.
;

The net profit for 20th-Fox' Was i

reported as $4,622,091 for the first'

39 weeks this year, virtually the
*

same as in 1937. However, the fourth

quarter last year brought a total of'.

$3,718,221 and swelled the IZ^month
total to $8,617,114. No such jfavor*
able results are anticipated this yejir

*

for several reasons.
Probably the biggest item to cut

^

into the final quarter 'report this •

year is th^ return from National!
Theatres Corp., in which 20th-I'ox
holds 42% interest. Net profit from i

theatre operations have been off dur-c
ing the past year, afccording to recent
check. Earlier expectations that the I

film company would receive ds high i

as $1,000,000 from Natioftal have^,
been trimmed ever since last Sep-
tember. Now only $800,000 is ex**
pected, and it may run lower.
As with 1937, however, the sales-

manship campaign is expected to'
bolster figures fofr the last quartey.'
Where less than $2,000,000 rnight or-
dinarily be expected, latest^ndicated
in Wall Street was that the net profit
from film company opefatiotts might
show as high as $2,300,000. Such
total takes into account usual yeai»-
end adjustments.

Schaefer Leaves Fri.

Hollywood, Dec- 13,

George J. Schaefer, RKO prexy, is

remaining at the studio till Friday

(16).

He planned a getaway today

(Tues.) but studio biz is holding him

here.

'Fighting Irish' for Foy
Hollywood, Dec, 13.

'The Fighting Irish,' dealing with

Notre Dame, goes to the Bryan Foy
unit at Warners;

Picture is being readied for release

at the start of next year's football

season.

'Wings* for Hubbard
Hollywood, Dec. 13.

Lucien Hubbard initials his pro-
ducer contract at Metro with 'Wings
Over the Desert.'

Harold Buckley, English war ace,

comes aver from London to screen-
play his original.

/i
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TRIAL OF STOCKHOLDERS VS. LOEWS

ONE MORE WEEK: FACTS AND HGURES
H'WOOD HANDOUTReisi Plaintiffs' Accountant, Stellar Discloser of|

Studio Salaries, Script Costs, Overhead, Etc. Free Xmas Cheer by -Three Hotels

Kent on Stand—^William Fox Next Week—Others
For Vine Streeterg

WiUiam Fox, former head of Fox
Films, will appear as a witness next
Monday (19) In the trial of the con-
solidated stockholders suit for an ac-

counting of the assets of Loew's, Inc.,

which has been going on for the past

£wo weeks before N. , Y. Supreme
Court Justice Louis A. Valcn'e. ox
y/as subpoenaed by Emil K. Ellis,

chief counsel for the plaintifts,

through whom he' seeks to show that

not only his own concern but oti.sr

biggies were promiscuous and lavish

in''the tossing around of- coin during
the 1920-1935 period.

Fox' would have been called this

week had it not been for the fact

thait he was in Washinstcn in civ-

nection with the bankruptcy action

in which he and his old outfit i;ie

concerned. A novel question arose

oh the announcement of
,
his appear-

ance in New York, it being recalled

that under a N.Y. federal court order
handed down several . months ago
i'ox was subject to the jurisdiction

of Ihe court in the N.Y. angle of the
Bankruptcy suit, if he

.
should be

found within 100 miles of the city.

Since that time has been careful

in remaining in the vicinity of At-
lantic City and Philadelphia.

With Bernard Reis, plaintiflE's ac-

countant, continuing on the stand

yesterday (Tuesday), it was dis-

closed that the five major defand-

ants, Louis B. Mayer, J. Robert
Rubin, Nicholas M. Schenck, David
Bernstein and Arthur -Loew, split

$1,891,000 in 1937, and that they will

be paid $1,070,000 up to th2 ecc".

of this year.. This figure is based on
an «siimated pfoflt,- as of Aug. 31,

1933, of approximately $10,500,000.

"Through the' reading of Rubin's
deposition it was revealed that the

picture, 'Soviet,' had not been issued

because England had put a ban on
it. This was one of the films which
cost thousands in continuity, but
failed to show on the screen.

Practically the entire day yester-

day was consumed by the reading
of.-depositions taken on the Coast of
several of the defendants-directors.

Sam Katz <Walks Into'

$3,000 a Week and Ji%
Sam Katz's testimony, taken by

deposition, was read off, Katz, who
stated he had been 'oh the loose' for
two years,- walked, into Nick
'Schenck's office one day, asked for
a job and got it- In fact, he was
given an assistant executive's job at

$3,000 a week and is the recipient of

Vi'Vo of profits of Metro under the
boniis arrangement. He is classified

as a producer on the payroll list.

Katz figured that 3,500-4,000 em
""•--Ipl^ees on the Coast, exclusive of

exfcras, draw down weekly about
$400,000. This was the 'meat' of

Katz's testimony. Thereafter, Ellis

continued to try to sho.w that, despite
frequent- absenceis of Mayer, Mannix
and other associate defendants,; the
organization operated at high speed

The testimony of William Parker,
Charles G. Moskowitz and former
Judge John R. Hazel for Loew's, was
reviewed. It. did. not .develop any-
thing material.

Hunt Stromberg*s deposition, which
was referred to again, developied that
during his 14 years with the com-
pahy he had found all the producers
'good.' He then mentioned Sam Zim-
b>irt and mentioned the picture,

*Navy Blue and Gold' as one of his

outstanding - pictures, Lou Ostrow,
•who is producing the pre$ent 'Judge
Hardy' series, according to Strom-
berg's deposition, recommended -the

work of .Norman Ktasna, Joseph L.
Manlviewicz, and Louis 'D. Lighton,
terming them as all fine producers.
Jack Cummings and John_W. Consi-
dine, Jr., were also held in the high
^brackets by. the witness. Many others
were favorably commended. Accord-
ing to ;Stromberg's deposition, he had
purchased a stoiy, .*Tl\e Foundling,'
which was later shelved. The late

Jean Harlow bought it from Metro,
but since her death it is still unpro-
duced. .

Bernard Hyman Is the only one
y/Ho figures that his $2,000 and split

ojn. profits is .not commensurate with
hDs worth. He admitted that he was

.

not .satisiaed with the 7/10% olTered

him and that he has demanded more,
Schenck and Mayer, however, told

him that he could not get any more,
Hyman thinks he is as valuable to

the company as Mervyn LeRoy, ac-

cording to his deposition, and should
receive the same cut as LeRoy,
whose $300,000 annual salary was re-

viewed at last Friday's session and
is further detailed here.

This concluded the day's testi-

mony, with Reis to continue on the
stand today (Wednesday), reading
contracts, and the attorneys referring

to the various depositions.

High Cost of Film

Scripts Detailed
The high cost and output of cash

-on the rights and stories whi'ch never
see the light of day on the screen
was given in detail Monday. Ber-
nard Reis, accountant for the" suing
stpclcholders; continued on the stand
to explain the records of the com-
pany as far back as 1917. It de-
veloped that over $9,000,000 had been
spent on books, copyrights and con-
tinuity work on stories which never,
were produced. A review of Reis'
testimony for the day, brought
out. under tlie coaching of Emil K.
Ellis, emphasized that the total assets

of Loew's, as of Aug, 31, 1937, were
$142,544,000. Its surplus as of Au-
gust, 1931, was $33,716,000 as against
$44,354,000 in 1937.

Capital structure rose from $43,-

758,000 in 1924 to $130,065,000 in 1937.

An interesting item is that Loew's
paid out a total for books and rights
from 1917 to .1937 of $5,346,000, ex-
clusive of spending $3,743,000 for
continuity work.

In detailing this huge expenditure
Reis read from .the records of the
corporation's accountants the pur-
chase of 26 books from Sam Gold-
wyn for $163,000 whicb never re-
sulted in' pictures. Also that the
company lost $341,000 in their Comar
investment (Max Gordon and Sam
Harris deal) which covered the pe-
riod from 1934 to 1937,

As to the production costs of pic-
tures, and the profits and losses, it

was revealed that *Ben-Hur' cost
$4,327,000 and had a net loss of $390,-
000. As to Norma Shearer's picture,
'Marie Antoinette,' it was advanced
that the rights had been purchased
for only $12,500, but cost over $420,-
000 in the continuity preparation
alone. 'Bugle Sounds,' ariother which
up to the present has not appeared
on the screen, has cost $457,000 in
pre-production overhead.
Also testified that Marion Davies

was paid $150,000 for a picture she
nevei: made. Under an agreement
with" Cosmopolitan Pictures, Miss
Davies was to do three pictures for
Metro release. She made two but
was paid for the third, the cost' al-
legedly being booked against an-
other picture, 'Going Hollywood,' in
which she had no part.

'Maytime,' .which had been
budgeted by Irving Thalberg to cost
$1,057,074, finally: "was" completed by
Hunt Stromberg, after Thalberg's
death, at a total outlay of $2,119,000,
the testimony continued.

Proskauer Scouts

Settlement Talk
During the trial a pfersistent rumor

had it that a settlement, variously
set at $1,000,000 to $1,500,000, was be-
ing discussed. Chief defense counsel,
former N.Y. Supreme Court Justice
Joseph N. Proskauer emphatically
denied any truth to the report. 'This
case is going to the finish,' he said.
Reis told of another story titled,
'Tish,' on which $181,000 has been
spent but so far has never been
made. From 1934 to 1937 it was
shown that, of 170 pictures produced,
only nine were stories over three
years old. Metro had kept 'Prisoner
of ienda' on its list at the cost of
$158,000 and then sold it to Selznick
International for $100,000. The rights
to the story only cost Loew's $30,000.
The general yearly overhead' of

Metro, according to the company's
accountants, as read into the

. court
record, Is approximately $4,805,000.
This sum is split up by the various
departments and does not include
the amounts ^-eceived by the 11 de-

(Continued on page 30)

Hollywood, Dec. 13.

i Old 1938 is going out in a blaze of

Tom and Jerry, served free to the
vaudevillians who hang around the
curb at Hollywood and Vine. The
Plaza, Knickerbocker and Roosevelt
hotels are handing it out from 3 to 6

p.m., from Dec. 26 to the end of the
year.

Tournament is open to all comers,
but repeaters will be detoured if they
repeat too often. Vauders will be re-

stricted to two-a-day.
The Plaza, across the street from

the thespian hangout, and the Knick-
erbocker, just around the corner, are

due for a heavy play. The Roosevelt

is too far to walk, even for a drink oh
the house. Stunt is promoted by
Nick Knickerbocker.

EP£S SARGENl

wot; dies

AT 66

Last night (Tuesday) Variety went
to press without Epes Winthrop Sar-
gent (Chic) . A week .ago last night,

Dec. 6, this paper went to press with
Sargent at his accustomed tasks. A
few hours later, at his hom^ in

Brooklyn, he keeled over in a faint.

A doctor pronounced him as having
died almost immediately, with hem-
orrhage of the stomach ascribed as

the cause. He was 66 years old.

Sargent was on the original staff

of VAMEtY 33- years • ago. He was
then known as Chicot for his vaude-
ville and general show criticisms.

Through the years Sargent had been
a press agent for the Proctor thea-

tres, with William Morris, with J.

Stuart Blackton's old Vitagraph pic-

ture firm as author, scenario writer

and editor; a working newspaper-
man on all sorts of musical and
trade publications, and finally back
on Variety, where he had been un-
interruptedly the past 10 years.

A large man in stature, a chronic
liver ailment necessitated a strict

diet the past three years. Diabetes
was another complication. But de-

spite this, Sargent insisted on main-
taining a Tegular, if curtailed, work-
ing schedule. In a letter left to his

wife, Mrs. Evelyn Sargent, married
for 29 years, Sargent insisted on a
single prayer at simple Masonic
services, and cremation. Services

were held Friday night (9). Besides
his widow, a Son, Epes, Jr., formerly
with CBS in Chicago, and a sister.

Miss Lucy K. Sargent of Troy, N. Y.,

survive. The boy now intends to go
into business in the east.

Was an Usher

Born in Nassau, Bahamas, Sar-
gent's family came to . the States in

1878 on his father's 28th round trip.

Latter was a" pineapple trader,

Sargent's first job in show business
was as 'an usher at Pat Harris' Bijou
in Washington at $3 a week. Later,

from the Musical Courier, at James
G. Huneker's recommendation, he
went to the Dramatic News under
Leander Richardson, and was also

with the latter on the old Morning
Telegraph. A succession of musical
journal and vaudeville trade paper
jobs followed, and - in this wise he
came to Variety. Sargent then left

this paper to start his own Chicot's
Weekly.
His nom-de-plume of Chicot was

born on the old Telegraph, Later
on this by-line was to be the sub-
ject of litigation when Chicot took
himself over to Variety, but the
Telegraph's attorneys conceded to
the logic of Sargent's lawyer as to

priority.

Cooper's 'Gest' Remake
Hollywood, Dec. 13.

Paramount has cast Gary Cooper
for the lead in a remake of 'Beau
Gest.'

.William Wellman directs from
Robert Carson's script.

U. S. Going Aliead With Suit

Washington, Dec. 13.

Sources close to the D. of J. report that Industry legal lights have*
sounded out the Government with respect to ascertaining what pro-
cedure it would take if producers-distributors-exhibitors come to a
complete agreement and understanding on conciliation, arbitration

and other trade practices.

Inference was made by industry spokesmen that the trade practice
agreement, subject to further changes, will be accepted generally,

and now seek to ascertain if industry self-regulation would satisfy

the Government.
No direct answer was forthcoming, but it appears the Government

will proceed with its monopoly suit, regardless of what the industry
does.

No Decision on Trade Practice

Program Until After First of Yr.

DIETRICH PIC DEAL

WASHED UP BY COL

Hollywood, Dec. 13.

Marlene Dietrich and Columbia
called off their one-picture deed by
amicable agreement Actress' had
been slated to play in 'Chopin' for

Frank Capra, who is now busy with
'The Gentleman from Montana.'

Miss Dietrich promised to return
to the studio if Capra decides to

make 'Chopin* later. She is under
contract to make a picture in France
next spring.

Gimp Snyder Goes

To Trial on Coast

In Shooting Scrape

Los Angeles, Dec. 13,

Various warlike and romantic af-

fairs in the life of Martin (Col.

Gimp) Snyder are being laid before
a 50-50 jury of men and women
this week in superior court, with
a cast of witnesses topped by
his one-time wife, Ruth Etting. John
Law is pointing an accusing finger

at Col. Gimp, charging him with
kidnaping, attempted murder and
possession of a roscoe in violation of

the California statutes. The Colonel
is under $40,000 bail while the trial

lasts. Trial started Monday (12).

Specifically the state is trying to

prove that Snyder kidnaped Myrl
Alderman, Miss Etting's piano ac-

companist, last Oct. 15, and tossed a
lead slug into him in Miss Etting's

Hollywood mansion in the presence
of the said Miss Etting and his own
daughter by a former wife, Edith
Snyder.
On the jury are six housewives

and six men, including an accoimtr
ant, a mechanic for an oil company,
a bank teller, a vegetable dealer and
two manufacturers,. The, jurors were
approved as 'tear-proof by Snyder
and his attorney, Jerry Cieisler.

Chief witnesses for the prosecu-
tion, conducted by assistant d.a.

Ugene U. Blalock, are Miss Etting
and Miss Snyder. The Col. is de-
pending on a plea of self-defense,

which may free him or send him to

the big house for any number of
years up to 115. There are six counts
in the indictment.

Miss Ettinr on the Stand

Ruth Etting took the witness
stand against Snyder the first day of
the trial on Monday (12). She testi-

fied that before their divorce last

year she gave him half of all she
earned, which included $50,000 cash,
a half interest in- their Beverly Hills
home and stocks and bonds. He
charged she held o,ut on property
she Inherited from her father.

Prosecution expects to score on
Snyder's asserted remarks, 'Got busi-
ness With the Etting dame tonight'
and 'I've had my revenge.'
Defense attorney Jerry Giesler

said he will prove Alderman had
a gun and was ready to use it when
Snyder fired. Giesler told how Sny-
der quit a $350 a week job with the
Chicago district attorney to develop
Miss Etting and help her build her
career when he was making only
$50 a. week. He added, 'He used his
influence with (Chicago officials and
around City Hall to get her jobs. He
advanced her from the old Marigold
Gardens, to the Paris Cafe and got
her up to $150 a week. He plugged,
her so strong that folks around town
gave her the nickname of 'Miss City

Any further action on a trade
practices program, until after the
first of the year, is not looked for.

pending close study of the first draft
sent - 10 leading exhibitor organiza-
tions.

No decisions can be reached by
the two leading national bodies, Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of
America and Allied States Assn.,

until some time after- the holidays, i

Ed Kuykendall, who does not be-
lieve .there will be a full session of
the MPTOA board until after Jan.
1, left Friday (9) for Memphis to
attend the Tri-States convention of
theatre owners there Sunday and
Monday (11-12). He goes on to Co-
lumbus, Miss., his home, from there

.

and will not be' back in New York
until after New Year's.

Meantime, he has sent copies of
the trade practice draft worked out
by the distributors to each of the
members of the MPTOA board for
individual study, pending the call-

ing of a meeting of the directorate,
Kuykendall expressed himseli on
one point prior to leaving for Mem-
phis, indicating that one thing the
MPTOA members are positive about
is that the trade practice reforms -

should be placed into effect at the
earliest possible date,, rather than
be deferred until the 1939-40 selN
ing season:
He said, 'The board of directors of

the MPTOA at the national conven-
tion in Oklahoma City were unani-
mous in their insistence that these
trade practice adjustments should
become effective immediately and I

cannot conceive the sincerity of any
individual or group who harrass and
delay, in any way whatsoever, the
consummation of these proposals,
when so many exhibitors all over
the country are in dire need of im-
mediate relief.'

Studio Contracts

Hollywood, Dec. 18.
Ray McCarey signed new director

contract at Warners.
Morton Lowry inked actor pact at

Warners.
Metro lifted Spanky MacFarland's

option.

Dalton .Trumbo penned writer
ticket at RKO.
Warners hoisted George Brent's

option.

Commodore Pictures pacted Kurt
Siodmak, scenario editor.
Universal signed Hally Chester to

two-picture deal.

Billy Gilbert signed to write series
of. shorts at Metro,
Warners handed new tickets to

Gabriel Dell and Huntz Hall,
Republic picked up director option

on George Nicholls, Jr.

Dan Kelley's casting director con-
tract renewed at Universal.
Metro pacted Laraine Johnson,

schoolgirl player.
Universal lifted Frank Skinner'i

composer option,
Warners renewed James Stephen-

son's pact.

GILIHAII m&T
Hollywood, Dec. 13.

Robert Gillham .is returning east
^fter 10 days at the studio.

Hall,' because he got so many favors
for her there.'

On the stand again yesterday
(Tues), Miss Etting testified of events
leading up to the shooting the eve-
ning it occurred in Alderman's home.
She declared Alderman was marched
into his home at gun-point at the
time she and Edith Snyder arrived
there. She. described the scene in
the house which -t:ulminated in ,the

wounding of Alderman.
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PACTS FIRE
A MISTAKEN MOVE

Last week in Hollywood several film players held a meeting

to formulate a plan which would submit a petition to President

Roosevelt asking that this Government declare an official boy-

cott on trade with Germany. The intention is to obtain hun-

dreds of thousands, possibly millions, of signatures by passing

the petition among the picture theatres of this country.

it is sincere but mistaken zeal. We would like to see it work,

but it won't. An attempt to launch a boycott having any sort of

official stamp is certain to meet a burst of protest from the press

and other sources. Already more than a small share of the press

of this country is looking askance at the Government's policy in

regard to Germany, asking hoiw far it is going to go. Nor are

all the questions coming from Republican papers. It is an indi-

cation that there has been enough talk, enough protest meetings,

enough njame calling in the press and oil the air. It is an indi^

cation that further concerted agitation can bring on the aliena-

tion of the sympathy of this country.
'

The matter of boycott is one for decision by the individual.

Washington has gone as far as it can in expressing the protest

of the American people, short of breaking off relations. Has
gone about as far as the majority here probably wants it to go.

' This factor miist hi considered.

There will be numberless opportunities to contribute for those

actors who wish to do something. They can easily anticipate

the benefits they will be asked to play when it comes time to

raise money for the refugees. Theatre men will have the chance

to turn oyer their theatres free of charge. But these same theatre

men Avill be making a grievous error if they permit solicitation

of boycott signatures in "their houses. The movement can bear

no fruit aiid public resentment is likely to be heavy.

The important phase of this part of the American-German
situation today is wrapped up in three questions

:

How are these people to be gotten out of Germany ? Where
are they to go? And who's going to pay for it?

Films Interested in Patriotic

Playlets for a Series of Shorts

Series of patriotic playlets, to be

Issued soon by the Dramatists Play

Service, Inc., may be filmed as short

subjects by'one of the major studios.

Metro, Wsirners and Paramount have
all asked for a look at the scripts,

which will be forwarded when ready.
Playlets might be-sold in a group to
one of the companies or individually
to different outfits, depending on the
terms offered:

:

Possibility of a film deal for the
scripts - was unexpected by the DPS
and the authots involved. Original
Idea was to offer the playlets on a
royalty-free basis to schools for
classroom and auditorium presenta-
tion. Purpose was to instill Ameri-
can ideals of democracy into U. S.

school children. It was thought that
an advance . royalty of $200 apiece,
provided by the Theodore Roosevelt
Memorial Assn. and other patriotic
and educational groups, would be the
authprs' only remuneration. Incen-
tive in writing the pieces was solely
patriotic.

First four of the playlets, to be re-
leased within a couple of weeks, are
Dan Totheroh's 'Seeing the Ele-
phant,' Stanley Young's 'Ship For-
ever Sailing,' E. P. Conkle's 'Elijah
XiOvejoy' and Lynn Riggs' 'Side-
Tracked.' Other playwrights who
expect to contribute pieces include
Paul Green, Merrill Denison, John
Farrar, Ridgeley Torrance, Melvyn
Levy and probably Elmer Rice. All
the playlets will be based on in-
cidents in American history.

SmaO Sues Smith

Hollywood. Dec, 13.

Suit for $10,900 was filed by Small
Co, against C. Aubrey Smith, claim-
ing 10% of the actor's earnings un-
^er a contract with Selznick-Inter-
national.

' Agency declares it arranged the
S-Ipact, but Smith waited until his

ftianagerial contract had expired be-
*ote accepting the studio Job, for the
Piirriose of avoiding payment of com-
"^us^ions.

RESERVE DECISION

AGAIN IN RKO CASE

Status of the RKO reorganization

plan at present is 'non vulf or, in

plain English, it will happen when.
Federal Judge William Bondy on
Friday (9) reserved decision on the

motion of Hamilton C. Rickaby,

counsel for the Atlas Corp., chief

proponent of the plan to call off an
order by Federal Judge Coxe of last

June under which consent to reor

ganize must be backed up by their

certificates. Judge Coxe's order was
in line with a decision handed
down previously involving the Chan-
dler amendment to the Bankruptcy
Act.

William S. Stover, representing

Ernest W. Stirn, a Milwaukee holder

of. 1,234 shares of RKO. stock, is the

only outstanding opponent to the

plan. He claims that under the pre-

vious ruling the plan, although it

has the majority of consents, is not

leg^l unless the consents are backed

up by the actual holders of certifi-

cates, and not through proxies.

Foran Stalls 20th P;c

For More Vaude Dates

Dick Foran has again deferred his

return to the Coast for a picture

commitment to pick up more per-

sonals. Foran is. booked for the

State-Lake, Chi, week of Dec. 23.

four days in Troy, Dec. 30-31 and

Jan. 1 and 2, and Loew's State, N.

Y., week of Jan. 5.

Following the State date he leaves

for the Coast, so he says, to fulfill

the 20th Century-Fox call.

U Sig« Arlen
Hollywood, Dec, 13.

•Universal has put Richard Arlen

under term contract.

He will make six pictures yearly.

SP GB Washes Up Own U. S. Selling Org^

20th-Fox to Handle AD English Fihns

SWG Orders Rider to Con-
tracts Certifying to Sigs

Under Protest— Clash
Over Credits-—Extend
Maximum- .on Agent-
Player Deals

EXTRAS' 60G WEEK

Hollywood, Dec. 13,

Screen Writers Guild hds clashed
with . executives of major film com-
panies over the form of contract the
scriveners are * "required to ; sigh.

SWG tops have instructed members
to ink contracts! when renewals are
offered, but to attach a rider stating

that they are signing under- protest

with reference to clause requiring
arbitration by Screen. Playwrights,

Inc., of any disputes over scree^i

credits.

Support, of Authors League of

America, whose, members furnish

story material to studios, .may be
sdught by SWG in an effort to-foifce*

eliipii>ation of this clause from con-
tract. . Formal protest has been
lodged with producers and situation

called to attention of the National
Labor Relations Board. ' ^

SP provision in contracts vras dis-

covered by Mary McCall, Jr.; when
she. checked in at Metro. Writer
objected to signing unless clause was
eliminated, but claims' executives

refused - and stated that if she did
not care to Sigtt' there were plenty

of writers who would and who also,

would be 'friendly to the Play
Wrights.' .

.

Miss McCall appeared before ex-
ecutive board of SWG and recom
mended that some action' be taken to

protest : clause.' Letter rider was
then drawn and approved by
Leonard S. Janofsky, counsel for

Guild. .This rider is being sent to

company heads by all writers who
sign new contracts or ink renewals.
Henry Myers deleted the clause

when contract was tendered to him
at Paramount. Thirty minutes later

he receivftd • call from his agent
asking what all the shooting was
about.' Myers insisted that was the
way he felt, so what. Executives
pleaded they might be sued by the
SP. Myers finally agreed to Sigh

with the clause in, but insisted It be
shown that he was doing so under
protest.

SWG points out that organization

(Continued on page 23)

20-FOX STEPS DP

PROD„ AS DO

PAR. RKO

Hollywood, Dec, 13,

To prevent a production letdown

next month, Darryl Zanuck added
four pictures to the five regularly

slated to. Start in January at 20th-

Fox. 'Alexander Graham Bell' gets

the gun Jan. 3; 'Return of the Cisco

Kid' • and 'Stanley and Livingstone*

start Jan, 16, and the fourth of the

Jane Withers series goes Jan. 23.

Previously assigned to January

starts are 'Dude Ranch,' 'East Side,

West Side' and 'Charlie Chan in

Reno,' Jan. 3; 'Susannah of the

Mounties' and 'Rose of Washington

Scuare.' Jan. 16.

Sol Wurtzel will have only four

more to make on his 1938-09 sched-

ule after Christmas. One o£ them
is 'Take Her Down,' starring the Ritz

Bros.

Overhead

—

2Sc

Hollywood, Dec. 13.

RKO studio workers are not
so sure now that Doug Corri-

gan does everything the wrong
way. The other day the direc-

tor told the Flying Irishman
there was a night shooting
scheduled.
He shot back, Tve been work-

ing all day, and am not going
without supper.'

Corrigan finally consented to

grab a feed outside, providing
the studio picked up the tab.

Bill amounted to two bits.

KORDA WEST TO

HOIHILE UA

EX£CS

Par ind RKO Too
In keeping with the general trend

toward stepping up winter produc-

tion, Paramount and RKO advanced

Alexander Korda,' arrived from
England to discuss production mat-
ters with United Artists board of di-.

rectors, has set foUr pictures for
1939-40 — Kipling's 'Jvmgle Book,'
'Thief of Bagdad'; and two with
Merle Oberon, one of Which is to be
'Pocahontas'; 'Four Feathers' now
being completed, and to have been
released on Korda's. '38-39 program^
will go out next season, making five

altogether. He leaves for the Coast

Jater for talks with Sam Goldwyn,
Dave Selznick-and Jodk' Whitney. '

The four pictures scheduled are
budgeted at, a total, of between
$3,000,000 and $4,000,000. Regarding
possibility -of "production iii Holly-
wood, previously announced by Mur-
ray Silverstoiie, Korda was not al-

together certain that he will produce
in America, but if it is decided that

he will, the picture will be 'I'ocha-

hantas.' Shooting would start next
June, and. in any event some exter-

iors will be filmed in Virginia in

May.
Korda is accompanied to New York

by C. H. Browne, attorney for Pru-
dential Assurance of England, prin-

cipal financial backers^ of London
Films Productions and the Denham
Studios. Browne is extremely reti-

cent as to the reason for his first

visit to America, other than being
legal advisor to Korda, on production
matters and to participate in various
'formalities' Korda took up at the

board meeting Saturday (10), and
possibly at forthcoming stockholders

meeting on the Coast early in Janu-
ary, if Korda stays in the U.S. that

long.

Korda denies that a previous pro-

posal of Samuel Goldwyn and Korda
to purchase control of United Artists

would,come up again for discussion,

as well as intimations that" Browne's
presence here had anything to do
with that matter which is now per-

manently cold,

Irving Asher, associated with Korda
in London Films, is coming to New
York in January to discuss <leal for

a series of quota pictures Columbia
Pictures intends to produce at Den-
ham. \

Korda returns to London by
the middle of January to start on
•Thief of Bagdad,'

13 . pictures to the January shooting

schedule.
With only 15 more features to

make for the 1038-39 program, Par
is sending seven of them into work
before Jan. 15. RKO is putting six

into production during the first 30

days of the new year.

With 14 of its 42 scheduled fea-

tures completed, Monogram has eight

writers at work on as many stories

to insure continued production.

Scribes are Scott Darling, Ray
Trampe, Robert Andrews, John T,

Neville, William Nolte, Robert Em-
mett, Marion Orth ahd Harvey
Gates.

Business of Gaumont-British Pic-

tures Corp. of America was officially

washed up in this country after ioxtt

years' operation under general man-
agement of Arthur A, Lee, v.p. of

the U. S. company. GB was; a dis-

tributing and exchange organization,

started by Gaumont-British to esfab^

lish a foothold in the U. S. aft^

realization that its sqope of distrli

bution here was extremely limited

without own sales organization and

branch offices.

New distributing arrangement was
concluded last Thursday (8) between

S. R. Kent and Lee.' Startitig Mon-
day <ll2), all GB pictures, in the in-

terests of economy, are being sold

by the 20th-Fox sales organization.

Of 24 pictures announced by GB for

distribution here in '38-39, 12 have
been delivered. Remaining 12 will

come via 20th-Fox exchanges,
' About IQO GB employes were ef-

fected by the takeover. Field force
in exchanges was notified early last

week' and. others received notice on
Friday (9). Status of Lee> Clinton
M. White, assistant g,m.,. and. Arthur
Greenblatt, eastern division manager,
is uncertain. Officially they were
off GB payroll as of Dec. 9, With the
exception of Lee whose contract rimS
almost another year.
Qaestton of sales supervision or

okaying of GB contracts is officially

in the darlc but inference is that since

GB Pictures Corp. of America is re-

taining its corporate identity, and to

all ' intents an.d purposes not going

out of business, contracts hereafter

will get Lee's once-over,

- - $10^00,dop in FQut Tears

Understanding, is 20tIi-Fo3t also un-
dertook to- pay ail outstanding obli-

gations of GB, checks going but Fri-'

day . Approximate total gross

sales from time company' here was
organized September, 1934, totaled

$10,000,000.'

Original intention was to establish

its own system of exchanges. De-
ciding to go slow, however, agree-
ment without any specific contract

was' worked out With ;S. B. Kent,
president of 20th-Fox, whereby latter

would handle physical distribution

with . a GB 0ales staff to handle
actual sales. Basis , of deal Is said

not to have involved more than 10%
charge against grosses of GB ptod-'

uct for handling; Understanding iii

general was that 20th-Fo}£, being
49% stockholders in GB, the parent
corporation in England, would ex^^.

tend every assistance 'to the Amerl-*
can subsidiary In getting It es{ab>-'

lished over here, with or without a
contract. <

The arrangement existed tmtil

several weeks ago when actual book-
ing of GB product v/9s taken over
by 20.th-Fox exchanges in more than
half of 31 exchange centers. It had
become evident to the trade, for

some tinie that business of GB Of
America could not be established on
a paying basis and reports of a com-
plete takeover of distribution cir-

culated this past fall.

Executives of GB distribution de-
partment, as long ago as 1937, inti-

mated that regular, -consistent sales

of British films had proven Unsuc-
cessful, as far as obtaining bookings
was concerned, and predicted that
drastic consequences would result if

distribution here were continued
with its own booking and sales staffs.

Terms of GB's new arrangement
with 20th-Fox are secret for the time
being, but it is unofficially estimated
GB will pay somewhere in the
ncighborhoadv of 35% for distribu-

tion. While 12 niore pictures will be
delivered by GB for balance of this

season, there are also reports that
20th-Fox will not distribute all of
them and may only select four or
five outstanding filnis to handle.

Minneapolis, Dec. 13.

As result of 20th-F6x taking over
distribution of GB pictures, Max
Mazur, local GB branch manager, la

returning to Chicago. He plans to'

enter the premium business.
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No Par Takeover of Fox, Detroit,

Right Now; Parbier Product Deals

Powell^BIondell Bow

Out of Warner Studio

It is reported unlikely, partly be-

cause of .the pending U. S. anti-trust

suit declariat tor divorcemfent of

theatres, that George E. Trendle and

Par will go through on a deal to take

over the Fox, Detroit, from the

Sk-ouras-20th Fox interests; Such a

deal has been talked of for some-

time. Trendle, ill New York during

the past week, did not come on to

discuss anything further in connec-

tion with a possible takeover of the

Fox. He was in merely on product

deals, including Par.

Tracy Barham, who operates Ohio

and Kentucky theatres for Par ar-

rives today (Wed.) on loose ends of

film deals, while Ed Beatty, g.m. of

the Butterfield circuit, is . also com
ing on. Nate Goldstein, western

Massachusetts operator for Par, got

in yesterday (Tues.).

Leon Netter, h.o. theatre execu

live, leaves today (Wed.) or tomor-

row for Durham, N. C. to attend a

board meeting of one of the Kincey-

Wilby chains. North Carolina Thea-

tres, Inc.

Other Product Deals

United Artists has closed with

Balaban & Katz and the Great. States

circuit, covering 75 key runs in the

Chicago territory. Walter Immer-
man acted for B&K, L. J. Schlaifer

forUA-
James R. Grainger, now in St.

Louis, has signed a deal providing

first-run representation for Republic

pictures with Fanchon St Marco in

St Louis. This willjive Rep the best

representation in that key it has had.

Lucas & Jenkins., circuit in

Georgia, a Paramount affiliate, has

signed for the Republic '38-39 prod-

uct for a total of 37 theatres. Nego-

tiations on the deal, started by J. R-

Grainger on a recent visit to Atlanta,

was held up due to the Ulness of Wil-

liam K. Jenkins until now.

M-G WANTS A RETAKE

ON MARCY WESCOn

Hollywood, Dec. 13.

Two Warner standbys o£ seven
years standing, Dick Powell and his

wife, Joan Blondell, depart the

studio oh completion of their cur-

rent films..

Both take a long vacation before

tieing up with another plant.

Marcy Wescott, one of the princi-

pals in 'The Boys from Syracuse,' at

the Alvin, N. Y., will be screentested

by Metro before next July, but she

cannot leave the cast, as she has a

run-of-the-play contract with pro-

ducer George Aboott. She was
brought to New York by Metro for

the test last spring, but was imme-
diately cast by- Marc Connelly for

'Two Bouquets,' her first stage ap-

pearance.

. Actress also has had several over-

tures from NBC, for whom she

worked in Chicago, but is confining

her activities to the Rodgers-Hart

musical for the present

Mono's M Jenmngs

Pic a fiemadie for Biiy

Johistoi^ Done m
Oklahoma City, Dee. 13.

J. W. Ray Johnston, Monogram Pic

""^tures Corp. ' presiSeht,' w&s' ih .Okla

homa City last week discussing plans

for filming the- life of -Al Jennings,

hptbrious Oklahoina outlaw, with

niost of the shodting to be done in

the state. According to Johnston

production has been under consider-

ation for more than a year, and Jfen-

nings, nqw in his"70!s,'w|ll write part

•of tiie story at .his*.HdlIyw6od home
In 1014 Johnston, then with the old

Thanhoxiser Pictures Co., filmed Jen-

nings'. §.<Ory, with Jemiihgs l>laylng

the'l^.- 'He .was a Better btitlaw

than an actor,* the Monogram presi-

dent .seqaUed. 'Being -yvith profes-

vsloi)Sd^acboj;s niad^ him loQk woirse.'

. 'J^bing&yioi^Red Dfl '1^. 6ifink rob-

ibing Giireer by almost being elected
,-l5ovemor. of Oklahomk after jcbm-

pleting his prison term.

CANTOR SBY

OFMSIC
FILM

Eddie Cantor is mulling a caval-

cade film idea for his first RKO pic-

ture. Comedian returns to the Coast
with the Camel radio show Jan. 11

and starts preparations on.the film.

RKO, meantime," had been fiirting

with", the idea of starring . the co-

median in a straight film, sans.songs,

which is the cause of a pre-produc
tion till right now. Cantor feels he's

essentially a musical comedy per'

former and can't see the logic, of the
studio's theory, whether or not the

Hollywood execs feel that thiere's

a downbeat in filmtisicals right now.
In answer to that Cantor points to

1931 when he made 'Whoopee' for

Goldwyn when, more than ever -be-

fore, there' waS' supposed antipathy

to musical pictures.

OUT AS PAR

MAIS'
Hollywood, Dee. '13.

Carole Lombard was dropped
from Paramount's special contract

list with the departure of Adolph
Zukor, with whom.she had a verbal
agreement to make a picture if a
suitable story could be found. This

vvas to be on a profit-sharing basis.

However, Par would s^ill like her for

'The Light That Failed,' which Wil-

liam Wellman will produce and di-

rect. Meantime she has shifted over
to RKO on a percentage deal.

Others expunged from the special

roster were. Harold Lloyd, who
hasn't decided when he'll start his

next picture, and Louise Piatt, car-

ried under a loan option from Wal-
ter Wanger. Erased from the regu-
lar contract list were Bacry Mackay,
Jean Fenwick and Archie- Twitchell.
Five writers dropped from the

Par rolls were C. Gardiner Sullivan,

Zoe Akins, Stuart Palmer, Brian
Mariow and Beatrice Jones.

An Exchaniie Mgr. Wears a Worried

Look; on the Exiiibs Face, Sez Lefty

By Joe Laurie, Jr.

Mrs. Marston's Illness

FnrAer StaSs 4As

%e Big ^nion' Idea

CANAOIftN StATISllCS

SHOW FILM B.O/S RISE

Par'$ Separate Selling

On British ^Beachconiber'
Largely because Paramount is .sell-

ing 'Beachcomber' separately rather

thain deliver it to accounts' under
this year's contract, the cottipany has
decided to withhold national .i^elease

to enable su6h selling imtil as late -as

March or April. There may be some
pre-release engagenlients iteahtime,
however,-

Picture has been set for a first-

run in New York at the Rivoli for

showing on pre-release, starting

Xmas eve. Par has 'Beachcomber'
only for the U. S: and Canada. It

has already been released in Great
Britain.

Montreal, Dec. 15.

Amusement figures released by the
Dominion Bureau of Statistics show
attendance figures dt picture houses
ift'.'Canada increasing- from 127,441,-

5X4 in. 1936 . to 135,374,061. in ;1937,

with an increase, in gross receipts
from $29,610,300 to $32,499,300 during
the same period^
•' 'During'the period under review 88
new 'picture houses' were, built, esti-

mated figure' for' totdl number of
theatres how at 1,047 with a seating"

capacity of ' 601,(111 for 1937. In-,

creased seating' capacity 6f-35;4lb for
this shows an increase in gross re-

ceipts bf only $2;889,000 for the '88.

houses.

Report states that statistics have
been mad6 available ' for the first

time showing value of property ahd
equipment of picture' houses, total

reported at $67,538,400. Payrolls
amounted to $5,627,300, an increase of

$698;600 over 1936,

Province of British Columbia, on
the Pacific Coast, showed the high-
est per capita expenditure on motion
picture entertainment at $482 for the
year. Province of Ontario was next
in line at $3.90 with Quebec down; at

$2.15 due to barring- of minors under
16 years of age from film houses.

Wooing the Latins
Hollywood, Dec. 13.

.,,,Play. for South American iriend-

ehip is the object of' 'The Monrde
Doctrine,' second of four7reel Tech-
nicolor patriotic series a' "Warners,

to,be shot in English and Spanish.

Bryan Foy is producing, Gordon
HoHingshead.:supervisir(g. and; John
Litel in the role of President James
Monroe.

Singer O. O.'s Atlanta
Atlanta, Dec. 13.

Mort Singer, circuit opera'tor from
Chicago,' is reported interested in a

•'downtown ihetttie here and has
!.looked ' over ; several-. ..situations.

<61nger. has a house in -New Oi^leans.

Parrisbes Divorced

St. Louis, Dec. 13.

Charging her husband, George
Imboden Parrish, now a Hollywood
actor, was cold and indifferent and
often checked the mileage of the
auto to see how far she had driven
at, Mrs. Elizabeth N. .Parrish ob-
tained a divorco in Circuit Judge
Baron's court Friday (9) Parrish,

who is 28 and a former medical stu-

dent, has been in pics in Hollywood
dCor several years, most r6oently ap-
peared in the Barbara Stanwyck
flicker, 'Always Goodbye^'
The couple were rmarried here

April 29, 1933, and ^ separated last

Sept. 25. Mrs. Parrish did not ask
for alimony^ Suit vfAs uncontested.

Contrary- to expectations, little

progress toward revision of. the. As-
sociated Actors and Artistes ' of
America' t;onstitutioh was made at

the special . meeting of the organiza-
tion's board last Wednesday (7) in

New York; It had been planned to

consider the matter at that session,

but the sudden illness the night be-
fore .(Tuesday), of Mrs. Florence
Marstpn deferred \i. As eastern
representative of the Screen Actors
Guild. Mrs. Marston is usually
spokesman. for .the largest single vot-
ing unit in the orgaiiization.

.. Although . no defimte progress
toward re-vision was niade at t)ie

meeting, officials .of the various Four
A's rnember groups. have, generally
agreed on th^ .broad outlines of a
plan for consolidation of administra'
•tions ?ind offices.... Extent of the
changes a.nd the, m.ethod for -.putting

them, into ^flfpct axe the involved
problems reOjaining to :lje worked
out.

In general, the changes call for
merging offices .and administrations
of the various Four A's groups in all

cities throughput, ihe country, for a
joint treasury, and bookkeeping sys
tern, a single membership, card anc
only one set of dues. Difference .ol!

opinion remains as to the immediate
urgency of the pl^n, as well as to the
extent to which it should.be carried,

Figured .likely, however, that the
various .cl:(anges will be carried oui

gradually and steadily- over a perioc
of years and will be extended as far
as constant experifnent jand the
.wishes oif the memberships dictate.

American Federation of .Jfladio

Artists, •which already has numerous
branch offices throughout the coun
try and would therefore profit mos;
by sharing such expense, took the
first actual step in putting the con
solidation plan into effect by passing
at its recent St. Louis convention,
resolution favoring the idea.

Kenneth Thomson, SAG executive^
secretiary and Foiir A''s vice-presi-

dent, who was east for a week on
various matters pertaining to the
groups, planed back to. the Coast last

Friday (9).' He is due to return in

February.

Hollywood, Dec. 13.

Dear' Joe:

Well, this looks like our last week in Hollywood as we gotta go back to

Coolacres, for, according to the statements I'm getting from Vic, the cash

register isn't getting, any hot-box. It seems that Hollywood has its forest

fires, the middle west its tornados; New York its snowstorms and Copl-

acres its bad pictures. Not that I think me being there. Is going to help
things, any, or that I think Vic is knocking down any dough, but a business

man always feels Jjetter when he isn't doing business, \o do it personally;

then he is sure,

I went to see the manager of the Exchange here from whom I get my
by-products of the picture business, and spoke to him about getting some
decent pictures and he said he's holding the ^ood stxiif back until after

the holidays. He didn't say -what holidays. You know an Exchange man-
ager is a guy who wears a worried look on the exhibitor's^face. I think
I am -going to give him a present of a forehead for Christmas.

Aggie and Junior are a little tired of the place here. It's like living in

a big candy box; everything's got tinsel on it Junior has seen, so many
parades with Santa Claus that the poor kid thinks it|s a musical comedy.
It all looks like a roadshow of 'Blossom .Time' only witii cleaner costumes.

.

It's gonna be tough on me on Christmas when I dress up like Santa Cl^us
to give the kid a thrill. Aggie sez he'll forget all about it by then—kids
iire that way. Well, if they are they got it on us jrownups. We never
forget anjrthing, which you can tell if you listen to radio.

It's been very warm here.but there are still a lot of actors who think in
front of the Palace is a warmer spoti even with a snowiatorm. . Everybody
seems to .go home early here. Hollywood ahd Vine after 10 o'clock at night
is as lively as an unoccupied grave. -Maybe people go home here early
because they have nice -homes to go .to. The guys in New York stay out of
their hotel cells as long as possible; that's why you see them aro'und nights.
They'll do anything to keep from going back to the hotel to find the plug
key in the lock.

That Old Cans of Lefty's
Plenty of nice guys around here too, I met Harry Conn who always

las a good laugh for you; Nella Walker of Mack and Walker (the first

aench act), and she looks beautiful. Jackie Cooper is a swell kid, on and
off. Jimmy Conlin and Cliff Hall are doing a w6v^ radio pro-am, 6us
Sdwards, who has been ailing, is looking swell and getting along .fine.

Walter Donaldson is still knocking out song hits. Solly Violinsky, who is'

top wit around here, sez 'he's laid off under three presidents and a lot of
)eople think it's only 12 years, but they forget that one president served
two terms.' Then there's guys like Lew Hearn, Abe Reynolds, Jimmy Car-
son, Skins Miller, Buck Mack, Herb Ashley, Charlie Foy, Bill Morrisey,
larry Lang, Joe Goodwin, Tommy Dugan. They're alw^s a laugh t^nd
';hey talk my language. It's like meeting an American in Youngstown.
They gave Margurite Young a night at Grace Hayes' place. Grace has
one of the real hot spots in town and everybody from the old djiys of
vaudeville was there. They all had that faraway Palace-look in thel^ eyes
arid the Palace .talent in their" souls.
Of ,course Hoilywopd has a lot of professional 'nice-guys' who go-^ound

with porcelain smiles for the right people. They can smell a working actor
a block away and go out of their way to meet him, even if he only sighed
a. verbal contract . they give him the teeth and a hearty handshake. of
three fingers. Although every town has those kind of guys it seems the
sun here seems to bring It out more. '•

'

Well, that's about all I have to point at you this week; "l did my Christ-
mas shopping alr«»ady. -I^got Aggie's present; Woolworth agreed about the
down payment. Remember me to the gang, and as one dope fiend sez tp
the other, my best twitches to you, Sez

'Your pal,

P. S. Arthur Caeser sez: 'To write a song hit you take something com-
posed by one of the old masters and decompose It.'

1

Cornelia's Pic Nix
Hollywood, Dec. 13,

Corhelia " Otis Skinner turnec
down a one-picture deal from Metro,
after close of ler current tour in

Los, Angeles Dec. 17.

.

Actress- told sludioj. she is inter
ested- only -in stage 'smd.'radio.

ROSE LOSES 4 IHES
IN SfflT VS. METRO

Henryi Rose, who Is suing Metro
and affiliated companies fpr infringe-
ment .in connection with the film,
.'IJan of the People,' lost out on four
preliminary -skirmishes In the N.. Y.
federal court "last week.. Three mo-
tions he. made. were. each, turned
down, while a plea submitted by the
picture company was granted, Rose
claims that the story of 'People* was
pirated from a yarn of his, 'Burrow,
Burrow.'
His first motion, which Federal

Judge -Samuel Mandelbaum heard
and vetoed, sought to have Metro
produce its records showing who
Submitted the story of 'People* ahd
who had worked on the preparation
of the shooting script. Also corre-
spondence disclosing other author-
ship claims, if any.
Rope's other applications came be-

fore Judge Alfred C. Coxe, after
Judge .'William Bohdy had approved
Metro*s petition that it be permdtted
to take depositions of six witnesses,
or that many producing companies,
for the purpose of showing that each
of these had submitted to it a story
pf the same theme in 1933. In his
initial motion before Judge Coxe,
Rose asked that the Interrogatories
that Metro had prepared for the dep-
osition hie stricken, and, when this
failed, he applied for a rfeargument
of the' motion, which likewise \vas
nixed. Julian T. Abeles appeared for
Metro.

W3 Reelects Directors
Samuel Carlisle, Stanlcigh P,

Friedman, Sam E. Morris, Morris
Wolf and Charles S. Guggenheinier
were reelected Warner Bros, direc
tors for the next two years at the
annual meeting of icommon stock-
holders Monday (12) at Wilmington
Del.

• Other business 'transacted -was of
•routine • nature. •

lleatre Man May

Mm Despite His

17-Story Tumble

Dr. Konstantine Kostan, associated
with his fatherrin-law, Michael
Manps, operator of a chain of pic-
ture houses in Penn^ylvainla-West
Vifglniia, and a, resident of Elkins,
W. Va., fell" down an open elevator
shaft of the Hbtel.ticadilly in Times
Square Monday (12) afternoon and
is seriously hurt in the Roosevelt
hospital. By clinging tenaciously to
the elevator cable, he probably saved
his life but suffered fractureis of both
legs, possible ,internal injuries and
his hands are seared to the bone
from the friction of the steel cable.

Two blood transfusions were ad--
ministered in an effort to avoid am-
putating his right leg.. His condition
is . fair, Dr.. Kostan, 29, .'came- to

America from Greece about two
years jigo.

His screams as he unwittingly
stepped ihto the open el shaft saved
his mbther-in-la-w,. Mrs. Kalliope
Manos, of Qreensburg, Pa., from fol-
lowing him into a similar catas-
trophic situation.

Life' Cast's Tests
Paramount is . testing Ezra Stone

and other members of the 'What a
Lifel cast in .New Yprk for parts, in
the celluloid version of the BrOad-
•way ,play.,

Film is set for summer production.

Sgt, Beery
• Hollywood, D<ec. 13.

Wallace Beery's next stanring pic^
ture and J. Walttir Ruben's first pro-
duction at Metro is 'Sergeant -Mad-
den* dealing with the New Vork
police,

Josef -von. Sternberg is assigned to

direct from Wells 'Root's. Script ol a
novel by William-A U'llman/. Jr. >
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Netco Chain Folows B&K on Croup

hsuranciB; (Miers May FoDow

1

.Group insurance similar to' that

"Which Balaban ^ Katz has taken ioT

Its employees is being Sfet up by the

i-KetCo circuit, embracing Paramount's

'New York State theatres, and may be

•followed by all-over protection for

personnel by other chains. . Netco is

^'operated for Paramount by George
; Walsh, who about six months ago

took out hospitalization for his

"chain's employees.
Walsh is taking insurance that will

range from a minimum of $1,000 cov-

'•'erage up to $10,000, based on earn-

ings. A total of 164 employees are

involvied, and the insurance, written

!with- two. large companies, will run
^!to around $400,000. Equitable, which
•through its Chicago offices handled
^B&K, is writing the group life Insur-

"ance for the Walsh chain, while

; Aetna is writing the group iaccident

arid health policies.

^ While B&K is shouldering the bur-

"den of premiums on its insurance;

aggregating, coverage 6f approxi-

inately $6,000,000, Walsh plans taking

•care of the insurance- by inaugurat-
• Ing a 10c service charge on passes. In

'neither case does the insurance cost

•'the employee anything.
.The B&K policies cover- around

:^,2p0 .persons working for that cir-

.Guit as well as for -Great States!

which B&K controls. Equitable states

tliat this policy Is tHe first quadruple
group Insurance thai paid for com-

^ pletely by the employer. A liiaxji-

Tmum coverage of $2,500 for any one
^ person is involved.

•Paramount Pictures, Inc., parent
..company,, has group insurance which
Is paid for by employees subscribing
to it. !

B&K Policy
Chicago, Dec. 13.

'.: Balaban Se Katz company has

[
taken out. a blanket insurance policy
"cov^ing all of its employes.. Ihsur;
-ance incliides life, he^llth tind acci-
dent' and takes in every .one from
the, top .executives to the ushers in
'the smallest nabe hoyse. Total in-
surance policy is for $6,000,000.

I Individual policies range from $500
jniinimum to $2,500 maximum de-
'.^ending on length of employment
Cind position in the firm.

Bankruptcy Trustee

Denied the Right To

Ogle BiD Fox Books

Washington, Dec. 13,

Latest legal,bout, over the William
Fox financial empire wound ^ up
Monday (12) in a no-decision ver-

dict when the *U. S, Supreme Court
dismissed a petition growing out of

the attempts of Hiram Steelman,
bankruptcy trustee', to ogle the boolcs

of AU-Gontinent Corp. ,
Company is

generally regarded as personal hold-
ing company for the former .film

tycoon, with stock owned by Fox's
wife.

The court declined without expla-.

nation to act on Ste^lman's request
for a review of lower court rulings

that he was not entitled to delve into^

All-Continent affairs in trying to un-
tangle the monetary snarl which
grows out of Fqx's bankruptcy.. In

his attack on the Third Circuit Court
of Appeals' opinion, the trustee said

All-Continent was Fox's 'alter ego'

and it is physically inipossible to

straighten put the tangle without
suirveying its assets. Theory was
that . Fox had transferred all his

worthrwhile possessions to All-Con-
tinent before he confessed he was
biroke.

Failure of the Supreme Court to

act was understood to be due to vol-

untary surrender of the holding
company's recordis. While the jurists

gave no explanation, attaches indi-

cated the issue had beeh settled by.

opening of the books to the trustee.

Pathe Meet Postponed

Indef, m% Proxies,

Due to Dupont Suit

Pathe Film Corp. plan of dissolu-
tion and recapitalization was .in-

..deflnitely postponed yesterday (Tues-
day),, because only 60% of total
'proxies, from outstanding common
. stockholders were received at the
special meeting set for Dec. 13. ap-
proving th6 plan. Under proposed
'plan,'6o% approval was necessary. :

It was pointed out at the meeting
•that a great many stockholders pos-
"sibly'h'ad been' deterred from or de-
layed- in voting by the litigation In-
BJituted by E. I. duPont de Nemours
Se Co. and by minority, stockholdersj

^even though court decisions defeated
^both moves.

Because the time limitations placed
on. the corporation lay Federal stat-'

.jUtes require completing the plan in

..a single month this year,, the 60%
-.proxy vote yesterday precluded fur-
: thfer solicitation of proxies.
,j Pathe now is expected to draw up
a new plan, possibly incorporating
J^e main details of the old, with this
to be submitted some time next year.
Main obstacle to- having stockholders

pVote/on a new plan might be a
-Change in the present Federal- law
•,under which Pathe had originally
^pl&rthed dissolution and a new com-
pany flriancfaj- setup. -

n I. duPonjb, which last w6ek filec(
»uit in N. Y. Federal court to restrain

.^J'athe from disposing of 3,500 shares
.
Df stock in the duPont Film Co. to

•»etoqkliolders of Pathe at a meeting
'.^iPWed for yesterday (Tuesday), was
.^denied its motion for an Injunction'
.On Monday (12). The plaintiff
claim tlxat under a contract entered
Into with Pathe, neither was to dis-;

';pOse of their dtiPbnt stock luileSs ofJ
.lering it to the other.

? .
It was charged Pathe is attjempting

to breach this agreemtot, and. that
sale of the stock to Path© stockhold-

.. —Crs would bring in a large group of
fenall holdeifs and w^uld '<iause dani-f

<^-fK^ to the duPont Co: The' latteir

^^'yi^ing to take ovefPathe's duPOnt
.«oldSig^3s provided under the agree

DUTCH DONATE

PK TAKE TO

REFUGEES

A Double Wolry

Minneapolis,, Dec. 13.

With gambling raid and grand
jury gambling-, investigation'
storieis occupying local news-
papers' front pag^s, State (Par-
amount circuit) is featuring a
short, 'Robbin* Good,' expose of

the gambling racket Film
shows how magnets .control

. chuck-a-liick, how dice substi-

tutions are mad' in craps, how
blackjack decks are manipu-
lated and how gamblers even
can cheat with an Honest deck.
Newspapers are giving the

'timely film' plenti^. of publicity,

with the result that patrons of

some of the. more elaborate
raided gambling joints are

wondering iwhether their losses

resulted from ui>-and-up play,

or otherwise.

GN-FiNEARTS

AS IS: 251G

COAST sun

Lloyd Wright, trustee, for .Grar>d

National,! left for the . Coast Satur-

day (10) without any -official in-

dication of how matters stand

among GN, Earle W. Hamrnqns,.

president, and co-trustees of GN and
Fine Arts Productions.,

Intimated, . however, that both

Hammons and Franklyn Warner this

week would get together again.

Several other deals which would
bring additional product to, GN ate

also pending on Coast and awaiting

final outcome, according to Wright.

Amsterdam, Dec. 1.

Today's (1) grosses of all Dutch
picture houses, including distribu-

tor's shares, are sacrificed for Ger-
man refugees. Thus the Dutch film

trade helps. the 'national collection,'

which is inaugurated in Holland for

the next three days.

Action was advertised through an
impressive short pic, running last

week in all Dutch theatres under the
device, 'The Godhouses are Burning.'

Picture was a compilation of scenes

showing our 'civilization' .' . . sky-
scrapers, airplanes, oceanliners . . ; 1

contrasted to horror scenes cut of pix

such as 'San Francisco,' 'In Old";

Chicago,' etc,

Tytmalion' Neia $1,561

Benefit performance of 'Pygmalion'

which Nicholas M. Schenck gave'

Wednesday night (7) at the Astor,

N. Y., netted $1,561,75, to four chari-

ties, the American Jewish Joint is-'

tribution Committee, the American
Committee for Christian German
Refugees; the Committee for (jatho-.

lie Refugees from Germany, and the,

American Friends Service Com-
mittee.

Louis Bromfield, ijeprge Hawkins
and Frank Case are tossing a party

Sunday night (18) at the Algonquin

hotel, N. Y., for Central European
refugiees.

NWs $25,000 Fund

Minneapolis, Dec. 13.

At the suggestion- upon the rec-

ommendation of W. A.
.
Steffes,

unanimously re-eledted Chief Bar-

ker,' the Twin City Variety club

voted to raise a minimum of $25,000

for German refugees relief. Tlie

club will Sell 50,000 or more tickets

at 50c each. Good for admission -to

any Twin City theatre on a Febru-

ary date to be decided later. It

Will use $2,000 from its treasury to

biiy and destroy ^,000 of the tickets.

Members themselvfes also pledged the

purchase and destruction of a mini-

mum of $1,000 worth oftickets. Stef-^

fes appointed a committee of 20

looal members of the Industry, to ar-

range details, all to be 'non-'Jews.

Other officers elected, were, Ben
Blottky,' first assistant cliief barker;

Freedman Sues for 250 G
Los Angeles, Dec. 13.

Herman B. Freedman filed suit for)

$251;450 ;
against Grand National Pic-;

tures, charging breach of contracts,

casing for 24 westeirns and t^b out-;

door dramas.
. f'reedman "

• claims ' the Aeal was
repudiated after Educatj!ohal took

over the. assets ;ot .GN./ .He bases

damages on. the estimated earnings

he would have: rpc^ived.

D. C. Drops Beef

Wasihington, Dec. 13.

Punitive action threat hanging

over heads of bankrupt Grand Na-
tional Films disappeared last week
shortly before a second Federal

agency consented to delisting of the'

company's stock from the NgW York
Curb Exchange.
After mionths of stalling, the Fed-

eral Trade Commission dismissed

without prejudice a year-old comr
plaint requiring GN to change sell-

ing tactics in distributing feature 'In

His Steps.' Indictment 'followed an-

alysis of. complaints the plot does

not. follow, the story of^ a mauve
decade best seller upon which the

flicker purportedly was based. No
hearing' ever held,, since the com-
pany.; replied that advertising bally-;

hoo had been scrubbed and the title

'Sins of Children' was being used
instead: of the' original tag.

In dropping the action, the FTC
remarked that,no further public in-

terest would be. served, by pressing,

the inves;tigation , and the company ,=

undergoing reorg&nizatioi}, no. longer

has any material, existence. Succes-

sor • corporktion. Grand ;Nationil

Pictures, Inc.,' has hbt offended.

Short time earlier, . the Securities

and Exchange - Commissiou ; paved
the way for biirial of the old firm by
granting permission, to take the $1

common off. the board at the close of

trading -Friday- (9); Brief hearing

several weeks ago brought out that

trading had faded to nearly nothing
since reorganization proceeding^
started and the corporation is a
mere, legal ; shell.

Dark One for Par
Hollywood, bee, 13. '

Patamount won a decision over
Hal Roach in a 'Midnight' battle at

the Hays office. That title goes to

the Claudette Colbert-Don Ameche
starrer:'

Roach's 'Capt. Midnight' will be

changed to 'Capt. Fury/

Trade Practice Discussions By

NW Allied Become Turbulent;

Steffes on the Spot Via M-G Deal

Paul Mans, second assistant chief

barker; Norwood Halt,, dough manj
Wr H. .-Workman, secretary, "anc*

George Granstlrom, Don Bucldey;

Ray .Wylie, Eddie Ruben, Abe Kap-
lan and Harold Johnson.

Minneapolis, Dec. 13.

Internal dissension smoldering

within Northwest Allied ranks and
blazing forth at a Twin City mem-
bers' meeting to. consider the tra.de

practice program was held respori-

sible, in part, for failure to ratify

the code, notice to that effect going

forward to National Allied, much to

the disappointment of the local

body's president; W. A. Steffes. Dis-

approval voted by the Northwest
organization; one of the nation's

most aggressive and successful ex-

hibitor trade bodies, was over the

protest of Steffes, this section's bjig-

gest independent leader, who hither-

to has dominated it almost com-
pletely.

In this instance, however, Steffes,

a member of the national trade prac-

tice program committee, a national

Allied director and . a former presi-

dent of the national organization,

was a! storfn center himself of a

turbulent outbreak which came dur-
.

ing discussion of the program which
he favors.

While the Twin, City independents

were dissatisfied with, some of the

prograin's features ! and felt addi-

tional 'concessions' '§hould be forth-

coming, a particular fly in the oint-

ment was that a local nabe, the

Paradise, in which Steffes is inter-

ested and which has Metro clear-

ance over other independent houses
here; has been charging a lower
matinee adniissiori than competitors.

Sentiment was expressed that 'it is

useless for' independents to attempt

to get together with producers on
any. program when they, can't even
cooperate among , themselves for

theii? mptual" benefit."* A motion to

reject the pirbgrani was, passed by
a majority vote.

DUrihg the heated meeting Bennie
.Berger, a former Northwest Allied

president and operator of one of

the' territory's largeist independent

circuits, was bitterly assailed. "Verbal

fireworks fiUeid the air when Berger,

associated with Steffes in the Para-
dise ownership, was accused of ex-

hibitor activities calculated to raise

film rentals.

Exhibitors are aroused because

M-G has announced that henceforth

all deals will be based on 'runs.'

This, it was pointed out at the meet-
ing, will result in competitive bid-

ding to gain clearance advantages
and, accordingly, shove up film

prices.

The Tonch-Ofl

It was after Steffes told exhibitors

complaining aboUt the Paradise

they, ,too, have the- privilege of buy-;

ihg runs that one ,of them blurted

out, 'But I'm not the head of the

exhibitors' organization, .-so I prob-

ably couldn't get the deal*

That touched .off the dynamite.

'No -77 — — .—4 can insinuate that.

I ever ijave used this office to gain

any buying •
.
advantage,' exploded

Steffes.^

. It was at this juncture, when a

h^lf-d"dzeh were shouting arid ges-

ticulating tp riiak^ themselves heard

and when the meeting seemed about

to end in a row that the cooler heads

took feharge.

Steffes ex;plalned that Berger was
in complete charge of the operation

of the Paradise and that, he, Steffes,

had absolutely no (iontrol.over Ber-.

ger, 'However,' said Steffesi •*?lhe

way to clear this up would be to'

buy th'e Paradise which happens to,

be for sale.'

Steffes conceded that Pergcr was
a. 'menace' because he paid exorbi-

tant film rentals end worked other-,

Wise ' on 'a survival of ' the fittest'

theory, disregarding competitors'

welfare.
. , ,

''I'd much prefer to have the Para-
mount circuit for opposition,' said

Steffes,

'This organization, or- any Indi-

vidual, can't tell me how to run my
theatres or how much I shall pay
for film,' shouted Berger. 'The only

\vay. I can operate the Paradise

profitably .is to have.MGM first runs,'

and I'm going to have them.*

Competitors replied, .that 'two'

. could ^play ,at the same • game' and.

threatened a competitive -bidding*

race for priot clearance.

In the trade practice program dis-

cussion it developed that the North-

west independents liresent liked the
cancellation privilege feature,

although at least one exhibitor de-
clared there'd really be no benefit

because, through contract readjust-

ments the theatre owner is further
ahead now than he'd be if compelled
to abide by his agreement.

The clauses regarding titles of pic-

tures being sold and preferred play-
ing tijne met with favor because ex-
hibitors would be enabled to buy
films individually under certain cirr

cumstances and could get away frprn
guarantees. Some, however, felt

there wasn't much benefit gained
here, either.

Also approved was the provision
aiming to prevent an exhibitor from
being shut off fr^m piroduct or hav-
ing it takeii away from him. No
fault was found regarding the elimi-
nation of

,
enforced buying of news?

feels, shorts, etc.

Little good was seen in the pro-
vision eliminating score Charges, the
exhibitors feeling they'd simply be
added to the film rental. Other
clauses, for the most part, were
okayed.

Much of the discussion centered
about the matter of arbitration.

Several of the exhibitors, who had
had experience with this method of
settling disputes by the old Film
Board of Trade, condemned it in ho
mild terms and declared it would
bring only $rief to theatre owners.

;

Steffes conceded that. eveUtiially
everything' would hinge on the
arbitration setup. If this setup Is in
line with proposals, it would assure
exhibitors* a square deal, Steffes
thought.

It' was declared that exhibitors
should not be compelled to Accept
films in the order of release. Steffes
replied, however ,that the exhibit-
ors' committee had battled fivfe days
and that the present program was
the result, and the organization
would have to take it 'as is* or reject
it He expressed the Opinion that
under the proposed pro^m inde«
pendent , exhibitors 'definitely would
be 100% better oft than today,' But
they wound up rejecting- it.

Howard-Futters

Script 0.0. West;

Leslie Howard and Walter Putter

are now preparing the script of first

j>icttu'e to be made in England by
them for Rko release.

Deal for three pictures was re-

ported signed this ; week oh Coast
Basis of contract is .that «tories will

be prepiared in Hollywood, to get

benefit of Coast production slant^be-

fore shooting, on the other side, l^irst

picture will be 'The Man Who Found
Hlnjself/.. with Howard starred.

^ Herbert' Wilcox, British producer,

who has released his last two, 'Vic-

toria the Great* and '60 Glorious

Yiears* through RKO,- has completed

he.stptiations with RKO for . ft .neiv

series of pictures to be made by WU-
cox in England.

New subsid will be announced to-

day (Wednesday) by Ned iDeplnet

and Wilcox at a press luncheon. Wilr
cox sails for England Friday (16) to-

gether .with Anna Ncagle, star of th«

^ctoria' films.

BBINa ON THE TDTTEBS
Hollywood, Dec. 13.

New electrical equipm.ent is being
installed on the Metro lot to take
care of next year's heavy schedule
of Technicolor pictures.

In . addition to twochew)' so.und«»

proof generators, th% ACftuid ><tages

are being equipped with heavy feed-

er lines capable 'jt carrying « lo^'
of 25,0Q0 tUDperes.
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'Hour' Slimes ThroughDdlL A. Week

For taSi; llianb' $10,m lanton

$16,mM' \% Titader Strong

Los Angeles, Dec. 13.

Pre-holiday biz spotty, with few
outstanding pictures getting the
gravy and others trailing along. All
weekly change houses have new bills

currently, but takes nothing to rave
over. Town's leader is 'Shining
Hour' coupled with 'Spring Madness'
at State and Chinese, which will hit

about $23,500 on the week.
•'Thanks lor Memory' is giving

Paramount another of those weak
$10,000 weeks. At the two Warner
day-daters, 'Heart of the North' in
color, coupled with 'Comet Over
Br6adway from same studio, at-
tracting fair business, as is jalso 'Mad
Miss Manton' and 'Man to Bemem-
ber' at the Hillstreet and Pantages.

Estimates for This Week
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,024;

30-40-55-75)—'Shining Hour (MG)
.and 'Spring Madness' (MG), dual.
Considerable improvement in trade
currently and Joan Crawford's latest
helping for $10,500. Last week
Tfoung in Heairt' (UA) and 'Always
Trouble' (20th). no furore at $9,WO.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-55-

65)—'Heart of North' (WB) and
'Comet Over Broadway' (WB), dual.
Looks like satisfactory $9,000. Last
week (eiffht days of second week)-
•Angels Dirty Faces' (WB), excel-
lent $11,000, about four grand ahead
of its day-dater, Hollywood theatre.
Four Star (F-WC-UA) (900; 40-55)

—-'Citadel' (MG) (4th week). Looks
set for over holidays. Fourth week
bringing neat $3,360 after hijghly
profitable $4,100 on third stanza.
Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 30-40-55-

65)—'Heart North' (WB) and 'Comet
Broadway' (WB), duaL Aided by"
improved weather conditions over
week-end should hit $8,000. Last
•week, 'Angels' (WB),. on eight-day
cecohd week, fair $7,000.

Pantaires (Pan) (2.B12; 30-40-55)—
•Miss Manton' (HKO) arid "Man to
Remember' (RKO), dual. Back to
Friday opening after three days of
third week with Deanna Diu-bin
opus; will get around $8,500. Final
three days of 'Certain Age* (U) and
'Swing Cheer' (U), $1,500.
Paramount (Par) (3,595; 30-40-55)—'Thanlcfi for Memory' (Par) and

stage show. Will be lucky to get
$10,000. Last week (6 days), 'Dark
Rapture' (U), only fair $10,000.

,
RKO (2,872; 30-40-55)—'Manton',

<«KO), and 'Man to Remember*
(RKO), dual. Holiday shopping
crowds helping for $7,800 on stanza.
Last week, final three days of third
week of 'Certain Age' (U) and
•Swmg'Cheer' (U), fair $1,500.

State (Loew-Fox) (2,414; 30-40-5S-75)—'Shining Hour' (MG) and
f?^^A Madness' (MG), dual Almost
$13,000 will be profitable all around.
Last week, 'Young in Heart' (UA)
and 'Always Trouble' (20th). disap-
pomting $10,800. /

(F-WC) (2,100; 30-
40-55)--r'Young Heart' (UA) and 'Al-
ways Trouble' (20th), ^ual. Pretty
dismal on move-over with slim $1,-

?SLpF*'''*^^«' Last week 'Sub Patrol'
<20th)^and 'Five Kind' (20th), not
much better with $2,600.

, Wllshir* (F-WC) (2,296; 30-40-55-
«5>— Young Heart* -(UA) and 'Al-
ways Trovbl?' (20th), dual Faring
touch better than United Artists, its
day-dater, and will -turn in'satisfac-

tet.f^'^°^ week 'Sub Patrol'
(20th) and 'Five Kind' (20th). hitweak $3,800, is predicted.

*Hardys' Forte $5,300,

Pojft; H.O,s Ditto

,.r
Portland, Ore., Dec. 13.

•Out West with the Hardys' at
Parker s UA scoring heavily and may

1
s UA wlnnei,

4u "5?^* 7".^*^ ^^^^ ^a«es,* moved to
the Mayfair for a third good week.

Young m Heart' went a strong
second week at the Broadway. 'If 1Were Km/i* aliso strong in its second
stanza at the Paramount.

Estimates for This Week
ji.^^^^?^^^ (Parker) (2,000; 30-35-
40)-'Young Heart' (UA) and 'Serv-
ice de Luxe* (U). Second week

HP good $4,000 after big
$6,500 on first session^
Mayfair ^Parker - Everereen)

(1,500; 30-35-40)-'Ancels' (WB) aSd
^iSfIt'Sg/f^ehf (U). Third week

nice $2,500 following tw6 bang-uo
yf^H+?U^?.^^' week. 'Can^
«%u^iJoi^°^^ '^^^sed its eighth week
with $2,200, average for this house,

-r^ V.fJ?^*^"'? ^Hamrick - Evergreen)
(1,800: 30-35-40)—'Hard to Get' (WB)
and Down on the Farm* (20th). Fair
*'000. Last week, 'Thanks for
Memory* (Par) and 'King Alcatraz'
(Par) barely fair $3,800.
^„***f*n»oont (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(3.0D0; 30-35-40)—'If Kihg' (Par) and
•Man Remember' (RKO), Second
tveek nice $3,500. First Aveek closed
strong- at $5,500.
-Bivoll (Indie) (1,100; 20-25)—
Spawn of North' (Par) and 'Chaser*
(M-G). Par for this house with
51*600. Last week, 'Assassin of Youth*

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week.. $250,40*

{Based on 12 theatres)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear $233,800

(Based on 12 theatres)

'Snow Whites lOfi,

Gooi on Reissue

Surprises Detroit

Detroit, Dec. 13.

Surprise here, despite general
holiday slump at b. o.,- is *Snow
White,' which was brou^t back to
United Artists for limited engage-
ment as result of pop demand. Do-
ing nicely, too, and will stick for
two weeks.

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1.700; 30-40)—

'Gangster's Boy' (Mono) 'Always
Trouble' (20th), dual. Paced for about
$4,000, not imfavorable. Last week
similar gross for 'Dark Rapture* (U)
plus 'Road to Reno' (U).
Fox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)—

'Manton' (Col) with (jrracie Barrie
topping stage show. No good at $12,-
000. Last sesh sUghtly better, at
oksor $18,600 for 'Sub Patrol' (20th)
plus vaUde.
Michigan (United Detroit) . (4,000;

30-40-65)—'Dramatic School (M-G)
plus ^Spring Madness' (M-G), dual.
Headed for bad ^10,000. Last week
nice $18,500. for 'Dirty J'aces' (WB)
and 'Hard to Get' (WB).
Falnu-State (UD) (3,000; 30-40-65)

—Dirty Faces' (WB) (2d run) plus
'Western. Jamboree' (Rep), dual.
O'Brien-Cagney opus moved here
after nice sesh at Michigan; figures
for good $8,500 here. Last stanza
bad $5,200 for 'Mars Attacks World'
(U) plus 'Prison Train' (Col), much-
publicized broadcast having no ef-
fect at box office.

United Artists (UD) (2,000; 30-40-
65)—'Snow White' (RKO) (reissue).
Fantasy flicker brought back follow-
ing hefty demand, and surprising at
$10,000, good. Holds over. Last week,
second, 'West with Hardys' (M-G)
pulled in okay $6,500 following good
$11,500 first sesh.

'SUB' DUAL 18G, B'KLYN

'Waltx'-'Darllnc' ^lt,SOO—More Em-
phasu en VMde

Brookljfn, Dec. 13.

Tremendous crowds in downt<>wn
area visiting department stores for
Christmas shopping are taking time
out to see some films. RKO Albee
is doing particularly well with 'Sub-
marine Patrol' and 'Service de Luxe,*
and Loew's Met is also grabbing oft

good chunk of biz on 'Great Waltz*
and 'Listen Darling.' Fabian Para-
mount holding 'Brother Rat' second
week with nif^ profit.

Strand's weekly array of vaude Js

proving problem to other downtown
managers, and they are bringing in
more flesh attractions, if not for one
week stands then for one-night show-
ings, Albee this week will have
Hotel St. George band on stage in

attempt to buck Strand's Duke Ell-
ington. Fabian Fox's highly success-
ful amateur hour this week featured
flock of upstate tyros and Teddy
King's orchestra on stage.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (3,274; 25-35-50)—'Submarine

Patrol' (20th) and 'Service de Luxe'
(U). Nifty $18,000. Last week, 'Miss
Manton' (RKO) and Tough Guys'
produced satisfactory $16,000.

Fox (4,089 ;
25-50)—'Crime Takes

HoUday' (Col) and 'Say French'
(Par) plus stage show. Okay $14,000.

Last week, 'Arkansas Traveler' (Par)
and 'Nancy Drew* (WB) fetched good
$14,500.
Met (3,618; 25-50)—'Great Waltz*

(M-G) and 'Listen, Darling' (M-G).
First-rate $16,500. Last week, 'Young
Heart' (UA) and 'Dark Rapture'
$17,000.
Paramount (4,126; 25-35-50)

—

'Brother Rat' (WB) and 'LitUe Ad-
venturess' (Col) (2d week). Con-
tinues strong for pleasant $15,000
after splendid $24,000* on first session.
Strand (2,870; 25-50)—'Mr. Wong'

(Mono) and vaude featuring Duke
Ellington's orchestra. Happy $13,000
in sight Last week, Ulegal Traffic'
(Par) and vaude, $11,500, attractive.

iVILLE SO-SO:

lOLDARE'NGSG

Too Hof $6,000, 'Rat'

Dual 5^ Montreal

Montreal, Dec. 13.
Best gross in sight is $6,000 at the

Palace with 'Too Hot to Handle'
"Brother Rat* running close to this
figure at Capitol. Loew's outlook
better. Balance just getting by.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)—

'Too Hot to Handle' (M-G). Pacing
for good Yule season gross at $6,000.
Last week 'Men Wings' (Par) faded
to n.s.g. $5,000.

Capitol (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)—
'Brother Rat' (WB) anfl 'Torchy Man'
(WB). Gfood $5,500 gait. . Last
week's repeat session of 'Suez* (20th)
held up nicely at $5,500.
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 25-34-40)—

'Road to Reno' (U) and vaude. Paced
at better than $6,000. Last week
'Service de Luxe* (U) and vaude
$5,000, poor.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 25-34-50)—

'Around Corner* (20th) and 'Meet
Girls' (20th). Pointing to good
enough $4,500. Last week 'Garden
Moon' (WB) and 'Racket Busters'
(WB) poor $3,500.
Orpheum (Ind) (1,100; 25-40-50)—

•Cowboy and Lady' (UA) (2d wk.).
Still getting *em for good $3,500 after
last week's very satisfactory $5,000.
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)

(600; 25-50)—'Pepe le Moko* (2d
wk.). Fair $1,500 after good enough
$2,000 last week.

St. Denis (France-Film) (2,300;
20-34)—'Nuits de Prince' and 'L'Es-
cadrille de la Chance.* At $4,500,
good enough. Last week 'La Mort
du Cygne' and 'Les Pirates du Rail'
satisfactory $5,000.

(Indie) and 'Numbered Women'
(Indie) cleaned up good $2,200,
second week.
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 30-

35-40)—'West with Hardys' (M-G).
Strong $5,300. Last week, 'Angels'
(WB) and 'His Exciting Night' (U)
closed a good second week to $4,000
and moved to Mayfair.

Lousiville, Dec. 13.

B.O. figures off to quite an extent
currently. Pre-Xmas shopping, mild
weather, wedc-end football, midget
auto races, and a general apath^ron
the part of the film-going public to
buy the current crop of pics, can all

be blamed for the let-down.
Loew's State, Strand, and the

Rialto are -the only houses in town
showing new pics, and will grab
most of the coin in sight.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue)

(1,000; 15-30-40)—'West with Hardys'
(M-G) and 'Adventure in Sahara'
(Col). On third downtown week
aiming at okay $1,900, following last
week's $2,200.

Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—
'Valley of Giants' (WB) and 'Cer-
tain Age' (U). Picking up some
drop-in trade from downtown shop-
pers to tally satisfactory $1,700. Last
week 'Four Daughters' (WB) and
'Room Service* (RKO), held up for
full seven days to ditto $1,800.

Loew's State (Loew's) (3,100; 15-
30-40)-'Dr. KUdare' (M-G) and
'Little Adventuress' (Col). Take
somewhat off from past few weeks,
probably indicating pre-Xmas slump
is beginning. Mild $5,000 indicated.
Last week 'Young Heart' XUA) and
'Flirting With Fate' (Col), iair $6,500.
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1.000;

15-30-40)—'Angels (WB). Still coast-
ing along for third week. This small
capacity house can well afford to
hold 'em and still take, a profit Cur-
rent stanza is lining up $2,300, fol-
lowing last week's satisfactory $2,800.
Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)—'Lost

Horizon' (Col) and 'Women Are Like
That' (WB), split with 'Buccaneer'
(20th) and 'Couldn't Say No' (WB).
Looking toward $1,600^ all right.
Last week 'Man's Castle* (Col) and
'Dangerously Yours' (WB), split
with 'Love, Honor' (WB) and 'Jeze-
bel' (WB ), better - than - average
$1,500.

Bialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; 15-
30-40)—'Say French* (Par) and
'Ride Crooked Mile* (Par). Re-
ceived nod from the crix, and week-
end biz shaped lip fairly well. . But
indications are for light $4,700. Last
week 'Submarine Patrol' (20th) and
'Road Demon' (20th) lacked punch
at $4,800.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400;

15-30-40)-'Peck's Bad Boy' (RKO)
and 'Exciting Night' (U). Pulling
pretty fair biz with family trade at
matinees, but feeling pinch of gen-
eral slowing up of b.o. play. Not as
strong as previous weeks at $2,300.
Last week 'Storm' (U) and. 'Exposed'
(U), sagged to poor $1,600,

'Crooked Mile 9/^ PUBy s Be^;

Trench/ 'School/ 'Annabel' All NG

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $1,248,000

(Based on 24 cities, 158 thea-<

fres, thlejly first runs, includint;

N. Y.)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $1,244,800

(Based on 23 cities, 161 theatres)

SCREEN ASS BACK
Spartanburg, S. C, Dec. 13.

Carolina and State of Wilby-Kin-
cey's local four houses have resumed
screen advertising, stopped for ap-
proximately 9 year after ci^ tax was
imposed.

'Demon-Hal Kemp

$13,000, Indpk;

'Heart' OK $9,500

Indianapolis. Dec. 13.

Hal Kemp and his orchestra in
combination with 'Rodd Demon' at
the vaudfilm Lyric is the'top grosser
of the week among the first runs
here with a very good box office

figure staving off the traditional pre-
Xmas slump.
Loew's, with 'Young in Heart' and

'Listen Darling' on a dual, is also
solidly in the profit regions with an
okay take. The prospects are not
so bright, however, at the large
Indiana, where the pickings are very
mild on Thanks for Everything*
linked with 'Tarnished Angel.* Same
is true of the smaller Apollo, which
is doing badly on 'Peck's Bad Boy
at the Circus* and 'His Exciting
Night' The Circle is still closed for
reseating, thus eliminating one of
the regular first run houses tempo-
rarily.

Estimates for This Week
. Apollo (Katz-Dolle) (1,100; 25-30-
40)—'Peck's Bad Boy' (RKO) and
'His Exciting Night' (U). Results
nil at $2,000. Last week 'Breaking
Ice' (RKO) and 'Mr. Doodle' (RKO)
$3,400, fair.

Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-30-
40)T-'Thanks for Everything' (20th)
and 'Tarnished Angel' (RKO). Going
is lightweight at $4,500.- House
slated to close Thursday (15). Last
week in red at $10,200 on 'Annabel
Takes Tour' (RKO) and Gypsy Rose
Lee unit on stage, due to heavy ex-
pense of latter and lack of trade
after a week-end flurry,
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400;- 25-30-40)

—'Young Heart' (UA) and 'Listen,
Darling' (M-G). Very nice $8,500.
Last week, holdover of 'West with
Hardys' (M-G) and 'Adventure in
Sahara' (Col), $6,100, very good.

Lyric (Olson) (1,900; 25-30-40)—
'Road Demon' (20th) and Hal Kemp
band. Dandy $13,000. Last week
'Comet Over Broadway' (WB) and
Roger Pryor's orchestra, fair $8,700.

DENVER PEPPY AMID

SNOW; 'ANGELS' 13G

Denver, Dec, 13.
Grosses holding up cheerily despite

snow and cold snap: Denham with
'Ride a Crooked Mile,' and stage
show is sole gloomy spot. 'Angels,'
with $13,000, pacing the town peppily.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Pox) (1,400; 25-40)—

'Cowboy and Lady' (UA). Register-
ing a nice $4,000, being moved to this
house after a round at the Denver.
Last week 'Moonlight Sohata' (Indie)
$3,000, good. .

Broadway (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—
•Great Waltz' (M-G) and 'Spring
Madness' (M-G), both after a week
at the Orpheum. Move-over session
is doing fine, with $3,000 indicated.
Last week 'West With Hardys' (M-G)
and 'Tarnished Angel' (RKO), $2,500,
okay, both having a week at Orph.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35-40)

—'Ride a Crooked Mile' (Par) and
stage show. Not catching on, and
can't see more than a poor $4,900.

il?lL'^®®^.'^* ^^"6' ^Par) (2d wk),
$6,500, good. '

Denver (Fox) (2.525; 25-35-50)—
'Angels' (WB). -Whacking out a
corking $13,000. Place filled to raft-
ers on Sunday night despite cold
weather. Last week 'Cowboy and
Lady' (UA) strong enough $11,500 to
rate an h.o. shift to the Aladdin.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)

r,?'^^.?.')i5v?^*>"'^' and 'Anna-
bel' (RKO)/ At $9,000, nice. Last
week 'Great Waltz' (M-G) and
Spring Madness' (M-G) also $9,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,000; 25-40)—

Goes My Heart' (UA) and 'Always
^?,"^^t...^20th). Can't complain
with $4^00 good. Last week
Brother Rat* (WB) and 'Gangster's

i^'^^S^ ^2d wk), $4,000, strong.
Rialto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Frank-

enstein' (U) and 'Dracula' (U).
Hittmg a satisfactory $2,000 gait.
Last week 'Around Corner* (20th),
after a week at the Denver, and 'Ex-
posed' (U), $2,000, good.

Hiiladelphia; Dec. 13.

Pleasant week-end weather and
the lack of other attractions aided
jgrosses here. Aggregate figures are
down considerably, however, with
two deluxers holding pix in their
third weeks, while another is in its

second. The hearties are 'Cowboy
and the Lady' at the Aldine, very-

nice at $8,500; 'Angels with Dirty-

Faces' at the Pox, good at $10,000,

and 'Out West With the Hardys,' do-
ing so-so in its second lap at the
Stanley with $11,000. Insufficient

strength in any of them for another
stanza.
Pleasant surprise of the week is

being provided by 'Ride a Crooked
Mile' at the two-gun Stanton. It's

hitting a nice pace at well over $5,-

500. Dlsappointer is 'Dramatic
School* at the Boyd, failing to earn
peanuts with less than $12,500, Even
worse "showing comparatively is be-
ing made by 'Annabel Takes a Tour,'
forced by lack of product on first-

run into the usual second-run Karl-
ton. Hardly pays the electric bill at
little more than $2,500.
Phenomena of the season, dual

billing of 'Dracula' and 'Franken-
stein' at the tiny 350-seater studio,
continues in high gear with the pos-
sibility of going into a fourth week
on Thursday.

Estimates for This Week
'Aldine (WB) (1,305; 42-57-68-75)

—'Cowboy and Lady' (M-G) (3d
wk). Snapping along nicely with
$8,50() due for this stanza, after good
$11,100 in the second stanza. 'Trade
Winds' in on Thursday. ^

Boyd (WB) (2,350; 37-57-68-75)—
'Dramatic School' (M-G). This
week's call for the crying towel with,
only $12,500. Last week 'Spring
Madness' (M-G) bottom scraper at
$9,100.
Earle (WB) (2,758; 25-37-42-57-68)—'Say French' (Par) and Richard

Himber band. Xmas slump seems to
be hitting here worse than anywhere
else. Weakest figure since week of
mid-July with $17,500. Last week
'Up the River' (20th) and vaude,
n.s.h. $18,600.
Fox (WB) (2,423; 37-57-68-75)-^

'Angels' (WB) (3d wk). Holding up
well with $10,000 after nice $14,800
for the second time around. 'Christ-
mas Carol' in on Friday.
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 37-42-57-68)— Annabel' (RKO). Originally sked-

ded for the Earl^, this one was
pushed into the normally second-run
Karlton because of lack of product
due to h.o.s at Aldine, Fox and Stan-
ley. Biz brutal at slightly over $2,-
500. Last week 'Robin Hood' (WB)
got $2,100 for five days after having
played through all the nabes. Fed
in for lack of better sub for 'Peck's
Bad Boy,' which was pulled in two
days.
Keith's (WB) (1,870; 37-42-57-68)—

'Spring Madness' (M-G) (2d run).
Equally bad as at first-run Boyd
with $2,700. Last week 'Submarine
Patrol' (20th), $3,300, also bad.

Stanley (WB) (2,916; 37-57-68-75)
—'West with Hardys' (M-G) (2d
run). Slid off pretty badly on the
h.o., but $11,000 nevertheless okay.
Last week $18,300.
Stanton (WB) (1,457; 26-42-57)—

'Crooked Mile' (Par), Treated to
qualified plaudits by the crix and
going strong at $5,500. Last week.
Storm Over Bengal' (Rep), $4,100.
okay for an indie.

'ANGELS' 16G, BDFF.;

HEARfFAIR $6,500

_ , . , ^ Buffalo. Dec. 13,
Business IS definitely off this week

with holiday activity directly ac-
countable. Only 'Angel* at the
Buffalp WM able to stand up against
the tide. The dual at the Lafayette.
Gangster's Boy' and 'Road to Reno,*
IS showing surprising strength. Else-
where the box offices are down to
subnormal.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 30-35-55)—

Angels' (WB). Doing nicely and
Should turn m around good $16,000.
Last week, 'Hard to Get' (WB) and
Bowes unit, increased its pace to-w^d Uie end and closed to $15,000.
Century (Shea) (3,000; 25-35)—'Up

i^Oth) and -"Sharpshooter?
Sluggish. Under average at

$6,000 Last week, 'Dracula' (U) and
Frankenstein' (U) cUcked on all
cylinders for nifty $11,500,
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 30-50)— Goes My Heart' (UA), Not show-

ing much. Reaching for fair $6,500.

J^nnn 'brother Rat' (WB)
$9,000, okay.

<Shea) (2,100; 25-40)—'Spring
Madness' (M-G) and 'Down on Fam?
(20th). Limping toward poor $5,000.
Last week, 'Thanks for Memory*
y^wf^l "Broadway Musketeers*
(WB) just fair $5,800.
Lafayette (Ind.) (3.300; 25-35)—

Gangster's Boy' (Mono) and 'Road to
Reno' (U). ' Showing consistent
strength at $7,500, good. Last week,
'Dark Rapture' (U) and 'His fix-
citing Night' (U) nearly $8,00f|, neat
business. ^
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Kmas Shopping Dents Chi Grosses;

'Heart'-Vaude $26M Ice'-Flesh

15G, 'Comet' Slow, 'Sonata' 9th Wk.

Chicago, Dec. 13.

It's before-Christmas again, and
only those pictures and attractions

which have box-office ajiility and
power are making an impression.

Stores are doing great business, but

it appears that the general run of

theatres will have to wait until after

the gifts are distributed before their

box offices will see much profit.

Best pace in the loop is currently

set at the Chicago where 'Young in

Hpart' is getting demand notices from
the critics. Raves throughout the

papers and word-of-mouth should
liold the big Chicago to a fair week's
take despite the general pressure of

pre-Xmas.
Going into its ninth week is 'Moon-

light Sonana,' which indicates that it

is about the strongest box-office item
In the arty film list currently. Has
been consistently touching $5,000 in

the small Playhouse, far above aver-
age and a great money-maker. Will
stick around for many, many weeks
at the pace.
Holding over In the loop are

•Stablemates' in the Roosevelt and
*Cowboy and the Lady' in the United
Artists, while B&K shifted 'Angels
with Dirty Faces' to the Apollo after

tWO' weeks in the Chicago.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)

•-'Angels' (WB). In here after two
solid weeks in the Chicago and will
garner $6,500, despite Hie pre-Xmas.
slump. Last week, 'Great Waltz'
(M-G), $5,200, okay.
Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—

•Young Heart' (UA) and stage show.
^Picture is getting fine talk and no-
tices, and on that basis managing to
buck general seasonal dip toward
$26,000, under hopes, but holds any-
way over current lull. Last week,
•Angels' (W-B), wound up fortnight
to fine $31,200.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65)—

•Comet Over B'way* (WB). Not
much strength on this one at $4,500,
fio-so. Last week, 'Men Wings' (Par)
managed meek $4,200 for final seven
days in loop.
Oriental Jones) (3,200; 25-35-40)—

•Breaking Ice* (RKO) and vaude.
Good gross in brosfject on steady pa-
tronajE(e house is building. Loolcs for
$15,000, plenty okay. Last week was
• fine grosser at $19,100.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-75)

»—'Storm' (U) and vaude. Pointed at
$15,000. very mild. Last week. 'Man
Remember' (RKO) dipped to $12,700,
meagre.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500; 35-55-65-

75)—'Stablemates' (M-G) (2d week).
Going to okay ^9,500 after turning in
Strong enough initial stanza of $14,100.
UnUed Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700:

35-55-65-75)--'Cowboy and Lady*
(UA) (2d week). Dropping and will
learner a fairish $9,000 for second
seslsion after good $14,200 for first

gallop. 'Shining Hour' (M-G) set to
replace.

Omaha Sad; 'Algiers/

'Kildare' 8iG, Bad,

Others Also Slump

Omaha, Dec. 13.
Theatre men here are looking

around frantically for some way to
hypo grosses which are suffering
from a btid case of the doldrums^. Un-
usually warm weather has hit gen-
eral business a hard blow with re-
tail and wholesale trade running
many lengths back of 1937.
Orpheum and Brandeis are trying

to pick up a few extra bucks by pre-
viewing coming features at a Satur-
day midnight show, free to late pa-
trons. It really means a triple bill
on Saturday night and may be the
opening wedge for first-run triplers
generally.
Donkey basketball, sponsored by

Omaha Junior Chamber of Com-
merce, made a sorry attempt at com-
petish in five nif^hts at the City Audi-
torium. Less than 5,000 paid to see.

Estimates for This Week
Avenue - Dundee - Military (Gold-

berg) (950-810-650; 10-25)-'Hot to
Handle' (M-G) and 'Rich Man' (M-G)
dual, split with 'Man Remember'
(RKO). 'Annabel* (RKO), and 'Drac-
Jila' (U-reissue), tripler. ''air $2,000.
Last week, 'Antoinette' (M-G), split
jyith 'Boy Meets Girl' (WB), 'Room
Service' (RKO), and 'Gateway' (20th)
tnpler, $2,200, good.
Brandeis (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 10-

25.35-40)—'Girls School' (Col) and
'Comet' (WB). Glad to get mediocre
HOOO. Last week, second stanza of
Angels' (WB), $4,400, satisfactory.
Omaha (Blank) (2,200; 10-25-40)—

Sisters' (WB) and 'Always Trouble'
.J-sOth). Looking toward $7,000, so-so,

week, 'Citadel' (M-G) and
^<itthy Man' (WB), $8,400, nice.
wpheum (Blank) (3,000; 10-25-40)

;~Algieirs' (UA) and 'Dr. Kildare'
At $8,500 n. s. h. Last week,

'Around Corner' (20th) and "Youth
Fling' (U), $12,000, socko.
Town (Goldberg) (1,250; 10-20-25)—'Mysterious Rider* (Par), 'When

Born' (WB), arid 'Marines Here'
(Mon)^ first-run tripler, split with
'Speed to Burn' (20th), first run;
'Gateway' (20th), and 'Room Service'
(RKO), tripler, $1,500. Last week,
'Renegade Ranger' (RKO), 'One Wild
Night^ (20th), and 'Going Rich'
(20th), first-run tripler, split with
'Sante Fe Stampede' (Rep), first run;
•Boy Meets Girl' (WB), and 'Give Me
Sailor' (Par), tripler, $1,600, nice.

'SDB'-IEMORY'

NICE $16m

HUB

Boston, Dec. 13.

.

'Submarine Patrol,' dualed with
'Thanks for the Memory,' looks like

this week's winner,* although Xmas
shopping alibi is being used by man-
agers for general swerve in biz.

'Young in Heart' on double bill is

fair at the Loew stands. 'Drums'
holds for third stanza, at the Mem-
orial, with new co-feature, 'Next
Time I Marry.'
Sonja Henie opens ice show at

Garden Wednesday (14), Will give
first five performances at $2.75 top,

sapie as last year.
Estimates for This Week

• Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 25-35-40-55)

—'Heart of North' (WB) and 'Sharp-
shooters' (20th). Tepid $5,500. Last
week 'Around Corner' (20th) and
•Bulldog Drummond' (Par), okay
$6,500.
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,907; 25-

35-40-55)—'Drums' (UA) (3d wk.)
and 'Next Time Marry' (RKO), dual.

Fair $10,500 indicated. Last week,
•Drums' and 'Swing Cheer' (U) (2d

wk.), okay $14,500,
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 25-35-

40-55) — 'Submarine Patrol' (20th)

and 'Thanks for Memory' (Par).

Aiming toward good $16,000. Last
week, 'Angels' (WB) and 'Down on
Farm' (20th) (2d wk.). $14,500, fine.

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40-

55) _ 'Young Heart' (UA) and
•Spring Madness* (M-G). Paced, at

$14,000. Last week, 'Citadel' (M-.G)
and 'Blondie' (Col) (2d wk.) very
satisfactory $15,000.
Paramount (M&P) (1,797; 25-35-

40-55)—'Heart of North' (WB) and
'Sharpshooters' (20th). Heading to-

wards medium $7,500. Last week,
'Around Corner* (20th) and 'Bulldog
Drummond' (Par), $9,500, under ex-
pectations.

Scollay (M&P) (2,538; 25-35-40-50)

—'Sisters* (WB) and 'Gangster's Boy'
(Mono) (2d run). Okay $6,000 gait.

Last week, 'Suez' (20th) (3d run)
and 'Stand Accused' (Par), adequate
$5,500.

State (Loew) (3.600; 25-35-40-55)—
'Young Heart' (UA)" and 'Spring
Madness' (M-G). Will hit $10,000,

good. Last week, 'Citadel' (M-G) and
'Blondie* (Col) (2d wk.), tallied

$10,000.

'Angels' Great $6,500,

'Hour' Slow, Okla, City
Oklahoma City, Dec. 13.

Angels With Dirty Faces' shoving
off 'to bonanza $6,500 at Midwest af-

ter biggest liuild-up in recent
months. 'I Am Law' holding second
week at State. 'Shining Hour'
around $5,000 at Criterion. Biz up
for Last few weeks, and sacks open
for big Yuletide coin ahead.

Estimates for This Week
Criterion (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)—

'Shining. Hour' (M-G). Slow going
here- at $5,000. Last week- 'If King'
(Par) nabbed neat $5,800.
Liberty (Stan) (1,200; 20-25)—

•Youth Fling' (U) and 'Exposed' (U).

Will probably depart before seven
days are up. Slow at $2,000. Last
week •Valley of Giants' (WB) and
Secrets of Actress' (WB), nice $3,000,

seven days.
Midwest (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)—

•Angels (WB). Screen plugs for

last month in all Standard houses
and good word-o£-month build-up.

Big coin at $6,500. Last week •Sub-
marine Patrol' (20th) slowed to

$4 200
Slate (Noble) (1.100; 20-25-40)—'1

Am Law' (Col) (2d wk.). Nice $3,000

in sight. Last week same pic copped
neat $4,000.

Tower (Stan) (1.000; 25-35)—'Dr.
Kildare* (M-G), This fir.st run re-

verses recent policy of moye-overs
from Criterion or Midwest. Strong
$3,200. Last week 'Cowboy and
Lady* (UA), following one week at

Criterion, slowed to $2,300,.

First Runs on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

Week of Dec. 15

Astor — 'Pygmalion* (M-G)
(2d wk).
Capitol—'Out West with the

Hardys* (M-G) (2d wk).
Criterion—'Flirting with Fate'

(M-G).
(Reviewed in Current Issue)

Globe— 'Adventures in Sa-
hara' (U) (17).

Music Hall—'Duke of West
Point' (UA).
Paramount—'Thanks for thie

Memory' (Par) (2d wk).
Rialto—'Cipher Bureau' (GN

)

(13).

Roxy — 'Thanks for Every-
thing* (20th) (2d wk).
Strand—'Dawn Patrol' (WB)

(16).

(Reviewed in Current Issue)

Week of Dec. 22

Astor — Pygmalion* (M-G)
(3d wk).
Capitol—'Sweethearts* (M-G).
Criterion — 'Blondie' (Col)

(22).
(Reviewed in Variety, Nov. 2)

Music Hall — 'A Christmas
Carol' (M-G). .

(Reviewed in Current Issue)

Paramount—•Artists and Mod-
els Abroad (Par) (21)..

(Reviewed in Vabibty; Nov. 2)

Rlalto—'Heart of the North'

(WB) (20).

Roxy—'Kentucky' (20th) (23).

Strand—'Dawn Patrol' (WB).
(2d wk.).

'Cowboy' Big $8,500,

Seattle; H.O.s Hold

Own, Ularie' Yanked

Seattle, Dec. 13.

With aid of employees drumming
up 'goodwill' biz, the Hamrick-
Evergreen string looks to coast

nicely through the two weeks prior

to Christmas, as this type of hypo
was fairly good.

Holdovers continue heavy, 'King'

and 'Ferdinand' wind up two okay

weeks at Paramount, and get third at

the Blue Mouse. 'Shining Hour' holds
for third session at the Music Box.
•Dirty Faces clicked for h.o. at the
Orpheum. Paramount, however, is in

the drivers' seat with •Cowboy and
Lady' ringing, up a great $8,500.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850; 32-37-42)—'If King' (Par) and
'Ferdinand' (RKO). Moved over
from Paramount for inlrd week, and
heading toward okay $2,000. Last
week, 'Stablemates' (M-G) and
'Touchdown, Army' (M-G) wound up
fourth week with $2,000.

Coliseum (Hamrick - Evergreen)
(1,900: 21-32)— 'Antoinette' (M-.G)
and 'Safety in Numbers* (20th). Very
slow $1,400 after four days, and
yanked. Last week, 'Algiers' (UA)
and 'Blockheads' (M-G) $1,600, good
enough for the four days.

Colonial (Sterling) (800; 10-21)—
'Passport Husband' (20th) and
•Young Fugitives' (U), dual, split

with 'Dick Tracy* (Rep) (three epi-

sodes retitled locally 'Stolen Secrets'
and 'Law of Texans' (Col), dual.

Heading for slow $1,700. Last week,
'Renegade Ranger' (RKO) and
'Crime Over London' (GB), dual,
split with 'Dick Tracy* (Rep) and
'West of Santa Fe' (Col), dual, $1,800,
fair.

Fifth Avenue (Hamrick - Ever-
green) (2,349; 32-37-42)—'Hard to
Get' (WB) and 'Dr. Kildare' (M-G).
Hard sledding at $4,800, a bad figure.

Last week, 'Young Heart' (UA) and
'Service de Luxe' (U) $7,500, fair for
10 day session.

Liberty (J-vH) (1,800; 21-32-42)—
•Blondie' (Col) and •Lady Obiects'
(Col), Running up a good $5,500,
Last week, 'Drums' (UA) (3d week)
$3,400, fair.

Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(850: 32-37-42) — 'Shining Hour'
(M-G) and 'Road Demon' (20th) (3d
week). Paced at $2,200, good. Last
week, samti films, $2,300.

Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen

)

(2.600; 32-37-42)—'Angels' (WB) and
'Meet Girls' (20th) (2d week). Hold-
over session Zs ambling toward fine

$4,100. Last week, same films, big
$8,700,

Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 16-27-
37-42)—'10th Ave, Kid' (Rep) and
•Painted Desert' (RKO) plus vaude.
Moderate $4,000 ih store. Last week.
'Gangster's Boy' (Mono) and vaude.
$4,800. good.

Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen

)

(3,039: 32-37-42)—'Cowboy and Lady'
(M-G) and 'Torchy Man' (WB).
Great $8,500 being rung up. Last
week, 'If King' (Par) (2d week) okay
$4,900.

Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-32)—
'Maverling' (Indie) (2d week). Fair
$1,700. Last week, same film, $3,200,

big.

Pre-Xmas Bway Dip, but ?yg' OK

I Thanks Everything' 35G,

lemory'-Barron 34G, 'School' 65G

Christmas is less than two weeks
off and the panic is on. With the best
product being saved for 4he holiday
rather, than sent to slaughter while
Santa Claus is getting all the atten-
tion, most of the street is consider-
ably disappointing. The one big ex-
ception is 'Pygmalion,* which ends
its first week at the Astor tonight
(Wed.) at a pop scale of 25-55c. week
days and 65c. top Saturdays and Sun-
days. The picture is surprising even
the Metro outfit, with standing room
at most performances. Its initial
seven days will be around $16,000,
excellent.

'West with the Hardys,* at the Cap,
is. away under expectations; will
have to strain to get beyond $25,000.
This is profit but much more was an-
ticipated, based in part on what the
picture has done elsewhere,

'Dramatic School,' another Metro-
production, and second to be booked
by the Music Hall, is away under
hopes and lucky if nudging up to
$65,000. Hall has bought a third
Metro for the first of the two holi-
days weeks, 'A Christmas Carol,'
which is slated to open Dec. 22.

'Duke of West Point* opens mean-
time tomorrow (Thurs.).
Roxy and Paramount, with new

shows, are heck and neck on their
first weeks but in both instances
grosses are slender. 'Thanks for
Everything,' which started slowly
but has improved on the strength of
notices and word-of-mouth, may be
able to top $35,000 for fair profit and
holds over. Opinion is that the
wrong slant on the ad campaign has
been hurting, with result the adver-
tising as well as the house front and
other billing is being changed for
the holdover. First week for Par's
•Thanks for the Memory,' which may
possibly be confused with "Thantai
for Everything,* coupled with the
Blue Barron orchestra and Shirley
Ross, stands at $34,000, modest profit
Par' goes on a holdover today (Wed.),

CITADEL' 186,

LEADS DIE

Washington,. Dec. 13.

Plenty of shopping this week but
not for shows. Even rain, which,
sent a few of *em scurr.ving into the
matinees, is holding off thi£ week and
most of the spots are resigned to the
worst.
Palace is leading town, even beat-

ing two vaude spots, with •The Cita-
del.* Good standard vaude is not
much help to •Dramatic School' and
•Comet Over Roadway,' which are
running poor second ahd third.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 25-35-40-66)

-'Dramatic School* (M-G) and
vaude headed by Collins and Peter-
son. Weak $15,500. Last week,
'Drums' (UA) slipped to light $16,000.

Columbia^ (Loew) (1,234; 25-40)—
•If King' (Par) (2d run). Back
downtown after two okay stanzas at

Palace and headed for average $4,-

500. Last week, 'Shining Hour' (M-G)
(2d run), big $6,000,

Earle (WB) (25-35-40-66)—'Comet
Over Broadway' (WB) and vaude
with Howard and Shelton, Not much
draw. Brutal at $12,000. Last week,
'Hard to Get' (WB) slowed to sick

$13,000,

Keith's (RKO) (1,830: 35-55)—'Lit-
tle Tough Guys' (U), Passable $6,000

in sight. Last week, 'Man Remem-
ber' (RKO) satisfying $7,200 for eight

days.

Met (WB) (1,600; 25-40)—'Angels'
(WB) (2d run), Back on main item
after big week at Earle, and shooting

at average $4,500, Last week, six

days of 'Men Wings' (Par) (2d run),

$3,200, okay.

Palace (Loew) (2,242; 35-55)—
'Citadel' (UA), Leading town with

good $18,000. Last week, 'Great Waltz
(M-G) (2d week) held to swell $9,500,

Where's My Half?
Los Angeles, Dec. 13.

Ted Richmond filed suit against

the Alex Kempner agency for half

the commissions .collected on the

agency's contract with Christina

Wells.

Richmond claims he discovered

the singer and aided Kempner in

signing her to a Metro contract, for

which, he declares, he was prom-
ised half the commissions.

with more ambitious plans being, laid
for CJhristmas. House brings in
•Artists and Models Abroad' and the
Glen Gray Casa Lonia band next
Wednesday (21), while the Roxy
shoots with 'Kentucky' Friday (23).
•Men with Wings' (2d run) and Cab

Calloway iare letting the State dowil
to a measly $16,000 or sd> poorest in
some time. Picture was milked on a
three weeks' run recently at the Par
a block away.
Weathering the onslaught of Xmas

shopping admirably, 'Angels with
Dirty Faces* and Ted Lewis should
get the Strand $25,000 or more this,
the third and flnail week of the run..
On the 21 days the show will have
grossed $110,000, heavy profit.

'StoEm Over Bengal' is only fair at
the Criterion, $6,500 or bit better,
^hile 'Secrets of a Nui?se' is being
slighted at the Globe, where prob-
ably no more- than $5,500. Arthur
Mayer did poorly with 'Last Warn-
ing' at the Rialto, which endied its
week Monday night (12) at only $5,-
400. House brought in 'Cipher Bu-
reau* yesterday morning (Tues.).
Hard hit of late, the Rivoli closed

down Sunday night (11) after failing
to get as much as $10,000 on nine
days witu "Up the River,' It may be
getting better pictures in future, how-
ever, with 'Beachcomber* having
been obtained for reopening Xmas
eve, to be followed by the next De-
anna Durbin picture.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 25-40-55-65)—'Pyg-

malion' (M-G). English-made, based
on, the George Bernard Shaw play,
aomg a rushing business on the fiirst
week ending tonight (Wed.), looking
around $16,000, big. This is capacity.
Starts on holdover tomorrow
(Thurs.).

Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—
'West with Hardys' (M-G). Falling
considerably under expectations iri
spite of pre-Xmas luU, usual at this
time; $25,000 appears tops, fair
profit. Holds over. Last week, sec-
ond for 'Great Waltz* (M-G), $20,000,
okay.

Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'Storm
Over Bengal* (Rep). Not so bad con-
sidering everything, $6,500 or bit
over. Last week, 'Spring Madness*
(M-G) fell short of $6,000.
Globe (1,274; 25-40-55)—'Secrets of

Nurse' (U). A weak'^ister and prob-
ably not more than $5,500 but gets
house through. Last wedc, .'Sharp-
shooters* (20th), hit $7,600, good;
Palace (l,70O; 25-35'-55)—'Sub Pa-

trol' (20th) (2d run) and 'Service
de Luxe* (U.) (1st run), dualed. This
pair looks around $7,000, mild. Last
week, 'Miss Manton' (RKO) (2d run)
and 'Next Time Marry' (RKO) (1st
run), $7,200.
Paramount (3,664; 25-35-55-85-99)—

'Thanks for Memory' (Par) and Blue.
Barron orch, plus Shirley Ross (2d
week). Starts on holdover today
(Wed.) after seven days ahead of
$34,000, under hones but fair enough
profit for pire-Xmas. I^ast weeic,
'Say m French* (Par) and Count
Basie, $28,500, some profit.
Radio CHy Music Hall (5,980; 40-

60-84-99-$1.65) — 'Dramatic School'
(M-G) and stage show. A rather dis-
appointing pre-holiday entry, and
fortunate if getting up to $65,000 on
the week. In ahead, 'Cowboy and
Lady* (UA) (2d week). $66,000, o. k.
House opens 'Duke of West Point* to-
morrow (Thurs.), to be followed for
Xmas week by 'Christmas Carol'
(M-G).
Blalto (750; 25-40-85)—'Cipher Bu-

reau' (GN). Ushered in yesterday
morning (Tues.) after a mild week
with 'Last Warning* (U) at $5,400.
'Shadows Over Shanghai' (GN) the
week before got $5,500,
BlvoU (2,092; 25-55-75-85-!t9)—

House closed Sunday night (11) un-
til Christmas, getting less than $10,-
000 on nine days with 'Up River*
(20th). Reopens with a special pre-
view at pop prices Dec. 24 at 8 p. m.
with 'Beachcomber' (Par-).

Roxy (5,836; 25-40-55-75)—'Thanks
Everything' (20th) and stage show.
Off on the wrong foot, probably be-
cause of wrong slant on the ad cam-
paign, but has shown signs of build-
ing since then and on the first week
will be $35,000 or bit better, slendec
though fair profit, and holds a sec-
ond. Last week, 'Just Around Cor-
ner' (20th) dipped a little into the
red $25 500

Strand (2.767: 25-55-76)—'Angels*
(WB) and Ted Lewis band (3d-flnal
week). On holdover strength that
suggests a probable $25,000 this week
(3d) and a gross last week of $33,000,
with a first week up ahead of $52,000,
a total of $110,000 is shown on the
21-day run. very big nroflt. 'Dawn
Patrol* (WB) and Abe Lyman band
opens Friday (16).

State (3.450: 35-55-75)—'Men with
Wings' (Par) (2d run) and Cab Cal-
loway. Business away down this
week to around $16,000. which h'.rts.

Last week. 'Citadel' (M-G) (2d ruh>
and vaude headed by George Jessel,
Dixie Dunbar and Joseohine Huston,
nearly $28,000. excellent..
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Reprint of Editorial In

First Issue of

Variety, Dec. 16, 1905

A variety Paper for Variety People.

^xiS^cHer Tne'atre BuUain.^
^^^^

VARIETY in Ite initial Issue desires

to armounce the poUcy governing the

Te want you to read It, It will be

•

interesting if for no other reason than

t?S it^Sl be conducted on original

lines lor a theatrical newspaper.

The first, foremost and extraordi-

nar? feature of it will he FA^^ES^:

wStever there is to be printed of^
foXf to the professional world WDX
BE PRS^D^TttOIJT REGARD

TO
^X^E-lSMEimO^DORS ADVERTISING COLU^S ^

.ALL THE NEWS ALL THE TtME

and^ABSOLUTElLY FAIR'' are the

watchwords.

The news part of the paper ^Ul be

riven over to such Items is may be

Sed;ar^:ncm^^^
pressed w^iich is consW^fed ofInt^
W PROMISE YOUMS AND SHALL

NOT deviate:

The reviews will be wrltteri con-

sc™lou.iy. and. the truth bnly^^^^^

n it hurts It is at least said in.fairness

and Impaxtlality:
, ,

-

We aim! to make this an artjsts^ pa-

perVS^u"^; a complete directory

;

Tpaperto whlbh anyone connected

^h or Sterested m. the theatric^

Sd may r^^ with JJe
though

toowledge and belief that what is

Sfd1 not dictated by any motive

Sr than the, policy above ou^lhied.

WEWANTYbUFO^A^I^H^;
ER. If you don't read VARIETY you

are missing something.

Do you want to read a paper thJ^^^^
.

honest from the title page to its last

^at will keep its columns clean

of "wash notices"? That WH^ NOT

BE nn^UENCED BY
ADVERTISING?

That's VARIETY.

To insure you receiving VARIETY

REGULARLY, send hi your subscrip-

tion noT YOU wiU flpd it .coming to

yo^ re^larly to any permanent ad-

dress given, or- "as per. route.

The only positive, way Jo
get VA-

RIETY is to subscribe for it NOW.

This paper is for variety and variety

only in the broadest sense that term

implies.

Is honesty the best policy? VARIE-

TY wUl give the answer in its ni^y-

flrst number.

...The One Thing

in Show Business That
Hasn't Changed in Thirty-

Three Years:

s unswerving
of service to

Show People and
Show Business

THIRD OF A CENTURY
ANNIVERSARY ISSUE
To Be Published Late in December
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Schoel'-VimleW Pitt;

12^ Vng' Dd Skw $3JIIII

5 l^itt5)9urgh> Dec, 13.

i Pre-Xmas slump, • in evidence

(igain, isn't eiuite so pronounced yet

iis it's been in paist years. In fact,

))iz not bad at all for this time of

'season and in many cases almost up

jto figures in normal week, surpris-

ing.

'Stanley's giving 'em Gang Bust-

lers' unit, Eleanore Whitney, Bep

j^lue and Benny Ross-Maxine Stone

1^ bolster 'Dramatic School' acid

Jtombo's producing results, while 'If

I Were King' is keeping the Penn's

ihiead well above water, too. At Ful-

ion, reissues of 'Mississippi' and
^Xiittle Miss Marker,' doing much
ibetter than new features o£ last few
v^weeks.. Senator, taking 'Submarine
.^trol' after nice session at Alvin,

>ls picking that new Harris site up
sharply.

Eatimsltcs for This Week
AlvIn (Harris) (1,850; 25-35-50)—

'^Gangster's Boy' (Mono). Not the
i<irprise mop-up ^at Cooper's last

'was, but doing well enough at ^;600.
considered prpmising enough to get
picture second week at Senator,
'Where it will be twinned with a new
oner Rep's 'I Stand Accused.' Last,

week, 'Submarine Patrol' (20th>,

^^500, and a h.o. new Harris first-

irimner. Senator.
Fiitton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 25-40)

V-'Miss Marker* (Par) and 'Missis*

.i$ippi' (Par). Reissue^ got away
to a nice start and .getting attention
from shopping crowds. Headed for
£3,400. Last we^ 'Secrets of
jfurse' (U) and 'Down on Farm'
<(20th) $2,400, mild.
.ram (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-

t50)
—

*If King* (Par). Colman's name
$md costume romance seem to be
b.o. here, and paced for -$12,500,

Hvhich isn't bad at all. Last week,
;'Brother Rat' (^> fell ofT after
iswell getaway and .finished around
.j||ll6.O0O, not strong enough to get ex-
iipfected h.o. at Warner.

Senator (Harris) (1300; 25-40) —
•SSubmarine Patrol' (20th). First ray
]6f sunshine new Harris spot has had
.isince launching. Action meller
i^oved here after week at Alvin, and
^hile $2,400 isn't anything spectacn-
lar, it's much better than last week's
.il,600 with 'Storm' (U) and 'Lady
Objects' (Col).
' Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-40-60) —

ijyidramatic School' (M-G) and stage
i|ii|how. Flesh names giving biz the
iV^omentum. Clocked for very fav-
bjrable $18^00. Last week, 'Dr. Kil-
.jdare' (M-G) and Duke Ellington in

Ihe dumps at $14,800.
.'i Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-40) —
l^pring Madness' (M-G) and 'Illegal

.•jTraffic* (Par). First-named getting
lt>ress attention through Burgess
Meredith's comedy performance and

'iact that it was directed by home-
town boy, S. Sylan Simon. Not be-
i'ing reflected at b.o., however, and
.will be lucky to break $3,200 in six

SJays. Last week, 'Angels' (WB),
ia^'.o. from the Pienn, great at $8,500.

[House Cksii^s Gum

LiBcoiii; 'Items' OK

$5,000, 'Wahz' Yanked

Lincoln, Dec. 13.

_
House closings occupied the lime-

light here this weekend, both the
Liberty, 1,400-seater, and the Or-
pheum, 1,350 seater, darkening (11),
following precedent set by the Kiva
<1). Meantime, biz side of the pic-
ture is good, 'Can't Take It' still bar-
teling in the second week at the Var-
sity, and 'Out West with the Hardys'
,;Staying 10 days at the Stuart.

Orptieum is to get a retrimming
find will be re-named, so the plan
,%oes, with a money outlay skedded at
$30,000. It stays on with the J. H.

';Cooper-Lincoln Theatre Corp., while
;the Liberty, LTC house up to clos-
;ing time, finds itself changing hands
and going to Cooper's opposition, the
•Nebraska Theatres, Inc. Both spots
.are supimsed to reopen in January,
Liberty early and Orpheum late.
Liberty gets new decorating, too.
,. Juggling of houses presents a real
Iproblem to the Cooper • side here,
*what with dozens of pics backed up
and unplayed, and. only two houses
i^lOperating and using at the most, un-
,tier present policies, three films a
'week. Leaves job of pacifying all
jinajor producers. NTI predicament
ris as bad the other way—four the-
latres, with two closed, and not
lenough film.

Estimates for This Week
; Colonial (NTI-Noble-Monroe) (750:
(10-15)—'Roamin' Cowboy' (Indie)
;and 'Flight to Fame' (Col), split with
jCnme Takes Holiday' (Col) and
} Under Big Top' (Mono). All right
{?t $1,000. Last week, 'Gun Packer*
;<Mono) and 'Wanted by Police'
'<Morio), split with 'Desperate Ad-
'Yetttfire' (Rep) and 'West Sante Fe'
<Co]§; $d00, okay.
, Ifpcoln (LTC-Cooper) (1,600'; 10-

Balto Very h&go;

'Sisters' ^IM OK

Baltimore, Dec. 13.

Pre-holiday slump on in full force
here with downtowners taking it on
the chin generally. Some fair re-
sponse to rather belated showing of
'The Sisters' at the Stanley, most of
the trade coming at night. Century
and Hipp, fl^esh houses, not getting,
much response. 'Dr. Kildare' coupled
to stage flash headed by h. o. of Ken
Whitmer, m. c, at Century, nosing
out the Hipp with Count Basic band
and 'Next Time I Marry,' but both
hitting new lows for recent doings.

Sstivates finr Tbis Week
CeatBry (Loew's-UA) (SiOOO; 15-25-

35-40-55)—'Dr. Kildare' (M-G) irtus
h. o. of Ken Whitmer, emceeing new
stage flash. Feeling the brunt of pre-
holiday slump at $0,500. Last week,
'Young Heart' CUA) held fairly
steady pace to okay $12,700.

.

Uippddroine (Rappaport) - (2,205;
15-25-35-40-55-66)—'Next Time I
Marry' (RKD) and Couht Rasie or-
chestra. Not getting any place at all
with worst in months, $9,000. Last
week, 'Gladiator' (Col) and Black-
stone, magic layout, $13,400, bell
ringer.

mtith'a (Schanberger) (2,460; 15-
25-35-40-55>-'Crooked Mile' (Par).
Opens tonight (13), after uneventful
SIX . days of . "Thanks for Memory',
(P.'>r), to halting $3,600.
New ' (Mechanic) (1,558; 15-25-35-

55)—'Slave Ship' (20tb). Rspeated
to mark time during lull, but not
catching, on with sluggish $3,000 in-
dicated for week ending tomMTOw
(14). Will continue until Fri(&y
(16) when 'Thanks for Everything*
(20th) gets imder way.
Stanley (WB) (3,250; 15-25-35-40-

55)—'Sisters' (WB). Belated book-
iaz getting some good nocturnal play
to provide town with only brightspot
at « 1,000. Last week, 'Angels' (WB)
(2d week) added iineventful $5,300
to fairish opener of $0,409.

QIONISDDAL

SIDtlNPROV.

Providence, Dec. 13.

Nearly all grosses slightly behind

that of past few weeks, but a dearth

of other entertainment and continued

Indian summer weather have all

hoping for better things.

Strand with 'King of Alcatraz,'

and Fay's with revival of 'Slave

Ship,' and Majestic with 'Sisters'

and 'Five of a Kind* expecting to

pull above last week's take.
Estimates for This Week

Albec (RKO) (2,200; 25-35-50)—
'Gangster's Boy' (Mono) and 'Next
Time Marry' (RKO).- Getting so-so

$5,000. Last week, 'Star of Midnight'
(Col) and 'Lost Patrol' (RKO) (re-

vivals), fair $5,500.
Garlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 25-35-

50)—'Submarine Patrol' (20th) and
'Road Demon' (20th) (2d run). Paced
for $4,500, nice. Last week, 'Angels'

(WB) and 'Torchy Man' (WB) (2d

run) swell $6,500.
Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 25-35-40)—

•Slave Ship' (20th) and vaude. Look-
ing bright at $8,000. Last week,
'Hard to Get' (WB) and vaude, $7,-

000, okay.
SUte (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50)—

'Dramatic School' (M-G) and 'Spring

Madness' (M-G). Heading for $11,-

000, good. Last week, 'Young Heart'

(UA) and 'Flirting Fate' (M-G),
strong $12,000.

Majestic (Foy) (2,300; 25-35-50)—
•Sisters' (WB) and 'Five of Kind'
(20th). Quints' Appeal drawing
femmes for swell $9,000. Last week.
'Sub Patrol' (20th) and 'Road Demon*
(20th) hefty $8,500.

Strand (Indie) (2,200; 25-35-50)—
•King Alcatraz' (Par) and 'Campus
Confessions' (Par), Bright prospects

for fair $6,000. Last week, 'Arkansas
Traveler' (Par) and 'Bulldog T)rum-
mond' (Par) disappointed with
meager $5,000.

25-35)—'Submarine' (20th) and 'Road
to Reno' (U), good $2,900 in sight

Last week, 'Shining Hour' (M-G)
and •Down on Farm' (20th), also

$2,900.
Stuart (LTC-Cooper) (1.900; 10-25-

40)—'West with Hardys* (M-G). Was
dropped in when •Waltz' (M-G)
slowed. Set for 10 days. At $5,000,

good. 'Waltz' on four days n. s. h.

SI 800
Varsity (NTI-Noble) (1,100; 10-25-

35)—'Can't Take If (Col) (2d week).
Aiming for $3,600, after $5,300 last

week, best money house has seen in

four years of present management
Will probably go a third week.

'Caralcade' Fibn For

'39 Fair Being Edited

Work on 'Cavalcade of America,'
feature revealing historical events in
America's life from the revolutionary
days, is now in the editing stages,
with staff on the Coast looking over
wealth of footage collected in New
York by the Hays Office. As soon as
scenes and episodes from more than
100 feature productions have been
selected. Hays staff will collate this

footage with the approval of picture
companies concerned. Final phase
will be special scenes

. needed and
superimposed narration aiid scenes'
that may follow entire story.

'Cavalcade of America* is the pic-
ture industry's gift to the New York
World's Fair. It is being made for
showing in the Federal building at
the expo. Similar: 'cavalcade' pro-
duction being considered for the San
Francisco fair, with western-pioneer
scenes stressed; alsq to be handled by
the Hays oflite.

Horror Dual Record UM, Hpls.;

'Angels' 9G, 'Citadel/ Trench' NG

Shopping Lists

(Continued from page 1)

M HAS FLOCK

LAW IDEAS

phonograph records.- These are not

the toy items, but the standard ma-
chines and records. It presages a big

upturn in' record sales, not only of

popular discs but of the standard
catalogs.

Second item in Christmas gift pop-
ularity are motion picture cameras
and plrojectors, practically all of

them of the 16 mm. size. The. 8 mm.
size is getting a play in the cheaRer
stores, while the standard 32 mm.
cameras ar^ being sold'-only in a few
isolated instances.

Third . in. the sales rating! are elec-

tric razors, which are the. over-
whelming gift leader in the men's
field. And in the fourth, spot are

ttie Shirley Temple dolls and items.

This is a considerable drop for. the
Temple gifts which rated as the No.
1 sales itein in this country for the
past four years.

Personal recorded Christmas
greetings on a phonograph card is a

top novelty item in department
stores.

. Lihcpln, Dec. 13.

Film lobby here girding loins for a
stiff go at the opening of the uni-
cameral legislature in January.
There are four, and possibly five,

bills of major industry importance
to be shoved into the lawmaking
hopper.
Among those mentioned are:

Theatre divorcement, modelled
along the North Dakota style.

Graduated occupation tax (annual)
on chain-owned theatres, starting at

$250 each. for. the first two houses,

and dropping as the number in-

creases.

. Limiting theatre programs to 150

minutes, as a sock against duals.

Laboi^s offering, for every session,

the two-man booth.

Five or ten per cent on gross box
office and gross-, film -rental for old
age assistance. (Offered and beaten
last ses&ion.)

Little likelihood that the dual-sock

vvfill appear^ it 'only being small talk

during.the primary drive when>the
PTA howl was highest. Bob Liv-
ingston, vet lobbyist for the' filmers,

hasn't lost a case yet, and will be
active as usual in this session.

Baltimore, Dec. 13.

Poll of state legislators and sena-

tors, elected in recent Gubernatorial
fight revealed this week a tendency
to crack down on amusements in an
effort to provide needed funds tot

continued relief. Present setup calls

for 1% gross tax on all receipts.

Newly elected solons are flguring on
per ticket jolt,. Showmen planning
to present solid front in opposition.

Warns on New Bills

St. Louis, Dec. 13.

Fred Wehrenberg, owner of a
chain of nabes here and president of

the MPTOA of Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois, has sent a letter to
every member of the organization
warning them to be on the alert for
adverse bills that may be introduced
in the Missouri and Illinois Legis-
latures which meet shortly after Jan.
1 and be prepared to fight them.
Wehi-enberg's letter states that he

anticipates such legislation will be
introduced and while a majority of

such bills are known as 'sand-

baggers' unless the exhibitor is on
the alert to block them they may slip

by and become a law.

KENT PRESIDES AT

20TH SALES CONFAB

Hollywood, Dec. 13.

Sidney Kent opened the thriee-day

sales sesh at the Ambassador hotel

Monday (12), attended by Herman
Wobber, distribution head, Charles
McCarthy, pub-ad chief, and the

20th-Fox sales groups; Meeting is

the annual get-together of distribu-

tion and home office execs to dis-

cuss product and formulate sales

policies for the New Year. Mostly

routine matters being mulled and
new pictures previewed,

Kent and McCarthy are leaving

Friday (17) for New York.

N. T. Store's Show .Bii

Arnold Constable's (N.Y.) 'Men's
Night' on Friday (16), in addition to

a male fashion show;' will include
free drinks, snacks and ^me acts.

Specially selected lookers will, act

as sales girls, suggesting gifts for
femmes, etc.

'NDRSE'-HISSE

SOCK 14G, H C
Kansas City, Dec. 13.

With one exception town is ex-
periencing slow gioing, seasonal slack
being in evidence already> Tower
with Henry Busse • on the ^ sta^e . is

playing to Rowing bi^, but other
sports, especially the straight film
houses, taking it easy.

'Angels with Dirty Faces* goes
blithely into its third week at the
Orpheum, setting endurance record,
and coming in yery handy where
product is none too plentiful.
Newman battling the pre-Chriist-

mas let-down with flesh on the bill,

but WLS Barn Dance crew none too
long on the b.o. magnetism. 'Say It

in 'French' proving only average
draw.
Midland with *Dr. Kildare* seeing

its lowest week in some time, and
'Up the.. River' day and date in Up.*-

town and Esquire only so-so.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire and Uptown (Fox Mid-

west) (820; 1,200; 10-25-40)—'Up the
River* (20th) singled in both spots.

Paced at $6,000, average. Last week
'Service De Luxe' (U) took it easy
for slow $5,500, combined total.

Midland (Loew's) (3,573; 10-25-40)

—'Dr. Kildare' (M-G) and 'Cipher
Bureau' (Col). Doldrums still in

force. At $7,000, lowest in months.
Last week 'Young Heart* (UA) and
•Flirting Fate' (M-G) $9,000, fair.

Newman (Par) (1,900; 10-25-40)—
•Say French' (Par) and WLS Na-
tional Bam Dance on the stage.

House is back to 40c top from last

week's 55c high. Combined attrac-

tions fairly good at $8,000. Last
week's 'Thanks for Memory' (Par)

screen with Chick Webb's band on
stage went at increased price scale,

and brought jitterbugs in nicely for

$11,500, virtual top here.

Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 10-25-40)

—•Angels' (WB) (3d wk.). Looks to

play out full 21 days, current week
hitting $3,500. With combination of
around $16,000 for first two weeks,
film doing nobly.
Tower (Fox Midwest) (2,050; 10-

25-40)—'Secrets of Nurse' (20th)
with Henry Busse band on stage.

Back to 40c top this week, house
has about all it can care for at $14,-

000. Last week 'King Alcatraz'
(Par) with Buddy Rogers band on
stage rolled up $10,500, nice, at 55c
top.

Three to Go at Mono
Hollywood, Dec. 14.

Monogram Is launching three pic-

tures between now and Christmas,
beginning tomorrow (Wed.) with
'Star Reporter,' to be produced by
E. B. Derr.
'Sundown on the Prairie,' Tex Rit'

ter musical western; gets the gun
Dec. 16, and 'Navy Girl' follows
shortly after.

Minneapolis, Dec. .13;

'Angels With Dirty Faces' and
'Dracula'-Trankenstein' have a cor-
ner on nearly all the biz. Despite a
current trade slump, aggravated by
the proximity of Christmas, they're
both in the real money. 'Moonlight
Sonata,' in its third week at the
World, also continues to prosper.
Otherwise the depression that has

been in evidence for more than a
month still js getting in its licks.

'The Citadel' is not drawing its salt &t
the State. 'The Great Waltz' bowed
out of the Century after nine medi-
ocre days. But the Time has had
four profitable weeks with Elaine
Barrie Barrymore's 'How to Undress
in Front of Ypur Husband' short.

Estimates for 'This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 25) 'Dra*.

,cula'r'Frankenstein' (both U) (re-
issufe). Breaking all ' house records
and boosting^ takings more than 200-'

per cent above normal. House upped
its admish 'to 25c air day, instead ctf

15c to 5 p.m., and opening its doors
at 10. a.m. da,ily. Films should havie
gone into larger theatre, but this be-
ing the only dual bill house, were-
spotted here. Should run several
weeks. Tremendous- $4,000 in pros:-

pect. . Last week, 'Sharpshooters*
(20th) and 'Adventures in Sahara'
(Col), split=.with 'Touchy Man' (WB)
and 'Last Express' (U). $1,800, good.
Cehtnry (Par-Singer) (1,600: 25-35-

40)—'Say French' .'(Par). WUl be
luQky to reach light $3,000. Last
week 'Great Waltz* (M-G) $7,500 for
nine days, not so forte.

Gopher (Par-Singer) (998; 25)

—

^Garden of Moon' CWB). Clocked at
light $2,500. Last week 'Hard to Get*
(WB). $3,000, good;

' Orpheum (Par-Singer) (2,800; 25-
35-40)—'Angels' (WB). After big.

advertising and .exploitation cam-
paign, .burning up the box-offlce with
immense $0v000. iLast week, 'Can't
Tak It' (Col) (2d wk) $7,000, good,
after fine $12,000 first week. ,i-

Staie (Par-Singer) (2,300; 25-35-40)
•--•Citadel' (M-G). Meagre $4,500 is

all that's in sight. Last week, 'Shihi
ing Hour* (M-G): $5;000, disappoint-
ing.

Time (Berger) (290; 25)—'Strange
Adventitfes* (Indie) (4th wk). Elaine
Barrymore 'Undressing' short the
draw here. Will bow out after this

canto, and a highly profitable run.
Set for satisfactory $700 after okay
$800 latet week.
Uptown. (Par) i (1,200; 25-35)—'Men

•Wipgs' ... (P?*). i.:First neighborhood
showing. ' Good $2,900 indicated:

Last week, 'Fbur Daughters* (WB)
$2.6D0, all right!
World (Steffes) (350; 25-35-40-55)

—'Moonlight. Sonata' (Indie) (3d
wk). Continues to^pull the carriage

.trade. Okay $1,200 sighted. Last
¥eek, $2,000.

'Heart' lid, Kaptiire'

jimy; Evenings

OK/ Matiiiees Tepid

Cincinnati, Dec. 13.

Weekday matinee biz- is at low-
tide, due to holiday shopping, yet
night and Sunday trade is above par,,

which Is' okay with downtown ex-
bibs. Best grosser currently is 'Youn^
in Heart' at. the Palace, tugging a
couple G's more than 'Submarine
Patrol' at th6 Albee. Lyric is chalk-
ing up a good mark on 'Dark Rap-
ture.'

Vaudftlm Shubert has a fair puller
in 'Spring Madness* and the 'Holly-^

wood to Broadway^ unit
Esthnates for This Week

Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-42)—'Sub-'
marine Patrol* (20th). So-so $9,000.

Last week, 'Cowboy and Lady' (UA)
okay $12,000.

Capitol (RKO) (2.000: 35-42) -r
'West With Hardys' (M-G) (2d run).
Good $5,000. Last week, 'Angels*

(WB) (2d run), fah- $4,000.
FamUy (RKO) (1,000; 15-25) -j

'Storm' (U) and 'West of Tombstone*
(RKO), split. Average *2,100. Ditto
last week with 'Lawless Valley*
(RKO), 'Last Express' (U) and 'I

Stand Accused' (Rep), singly.

Grand (RKO) (1,200: 25-40)—'An-
gels' (WB) (3d run). All right $2,800.
Last week, 'Brother Rat' (WB) (3d
run), good $3,00&
Keith's (Libson) (1.500; 35-42)—

'Cowboy and Lady' (UA) (2d run).
Slow $3,200. Last week. 'Thanks for
Memory* (RKO), three days, And
•Shining Hour* (M-G) (2d run),
shoved in cold for last half; terrible
$2,600,
Lyric (RKO) (1.400; 35-42)—'Dark

Rapture' (U). Good $4,500. Last
week 'Man Remember* (RKO), poor
$2 700
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 35-42 )-:•

'Young Heart' (UA). Nice $11,000.
Last week, 'West with Hardys*
(M-G), eight days, wham $16,000.

Shiibert (RKO) (2.150; 35-40-60)—
'Sprinfi Madness' (M-G) and 'Holly-
wood to Broadway* revue, with Lola
Lane and Jack Durant. Fair $10,000.
Last w,eek. 'Hard to G^t* (WB) ,and
Horace Heidt band, sei»s^

vaudftlm at $15,500.
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Heart of the North
(IN COLOR)

Hollywood, Dec. 11.

Wftmer Bros, release ot Bryan Koy pro-

Auction. Features) DIcU Fornn, Gloria Dick-

ion, Gnle Page, Allen Jenkln.s, Janet Chap-
man. DIrectea by T.ew Seller. Soreenplay

fcy Lee Katz and Vincent Sherman; bi-.sea

«n novel by \Vllllam Byron Mowcry. Dlalof

director, Frank Bcckwlth; asst. director,

William Klasell; camera, L. William O'Con-

nell; technical i)ho..ogrnphy by AVllfrld M.

Cllne: editor, I^ulsc Heese. Reviewed at

WB Hollywood. Dec. 10, MS. Running
time, 74 minutes.
Bergt. Alan Baker Dick Foran
Joyce McMillan Gloria Dlck.son

Elizabeth Spauldlng Gale Tags
Corp. Bill I'ardsoc:: Allan Jenkins

Corp. Jim Montgomery I'atrlo Knowles
Judy Montgomery Janet Chapman
Inspector Stephen Gore.. James Stephenson
Whipple A n thony Averlll

Red Crocker Joe Sawyer
Mao Drummond Joseph IClng

Dave MacMlllun Uussell Simpson
Larry Youn,"; ,.. Arthur Gardner
Father Clavo:-ly I'edro de Cordoba

liunnon Dick Alec ITartford

Capt. Ashniun Robert Homana
Burroon Anderson I^awler

Pedeoult Bruce Coruthcrs

Tonf Ryan ...Garry Owen

Lusty melodrama with rough-and-

tumble villains being subdued by

Royal Cfnadian Mounted Police,' en-

hanced by an exceptional job of

Technicolor photography that makes

the picture an attraction of- solo im-

portance, despite lack of marquee
potentialities in the cast. It's a vig-

orous yarn' of the Canadian north-
west, and although rather stereo-

typed in its Unfolding, contains all

the ingredients of adventure meller
which audiences expect in a picture

of its type.
'Heart of the North* will ring up

. satisfactory business in the. key rims,

but will nit its oroper stride in the
subsequehts and -smaller bookings.
.Picture wcs turned out foir less: than
any color feature so far, with studio
reports putting the 'figure at under
.$400,000. Claim -^as also advanO^d
during production that it maintained
S^me shooting . schedule as for com-

. parable feature' in regulation black-
and-white photography. Both are
achievements in production of color
features, and indicate chance , foi

Wider use of tiiits in lower budgeted
pictures than formerly.

Story is along, familiar pattern of
the Mounties in a northern trading
post. When . Miickehzie River .boat
bound for Edmonton is robbed of-

gold and fur cargo, Dick Foran and
the Mounties ' give chase, with re-

isultant battles of bullets and fists

staged in realistic manner. In be-
tween, trapper Ru.ssell Simpson is

suspected of complicity in the rob-
bery, and saved from mob of miners
in nick of time, bv Foran; there are

'.thrilling chases that utilize canoe,
tnotorboat, and airplane, and a thread
of romance has been inserted to keep
the women interested.
Lewis Seller keeps the picture

moving at a fast pace, letting the
dramatic situations follow each other
in rapid succession. Despite the in-

clusion of every' melodramatic . epi-
sode, that is common in Northwest
Mounted stories, interest is main-
tained nicely, and nicture is accented
as vigorous adyentuire of the rugged
type where obvious situations are
e8.*:ily overlooked.

Technicolor nhotography takes full

advantage of beauties of the north-
woods backcrounds, and a most cao-
able job of color work was turned
In by Wilfrid -Cline, who is gaining
attention, with his exterior camera
work. Most striking are the hight
shots of the milling mob,, and night
landing of the hydroplane.

Foran, as .the heroic mountie, de-
livers a tkersonable performance as
thie two-flsted hero. Patric Knowles
does a solendid job in the early reels,

while Allen Jenkins has a strenuous
'tiSsignment in the .<-econd half during
the chape and battles. Arthur Gard-
lifer evidences canabilities in brief
appenrances, and Russell Simpson is

excellent PS the old trapper.
Janet Chanmap Is cute '. and un-

affected as the adopted daughter of
the nost. ' Youn-^rter "hotntfraphs ev-
contimpiW well in Technicolor
Gloria Dickson and Gale Page are
okay as tiohroetitr".*! for Foran in the
tom.'<ntic raco. Balance. of cast is

nicelv pelected 1.^'^ ihe rugged north-
woods tyoesrcfu'red.

DAWN PATROL
Warner Bros, p-'oductlon and release.

Stan Brrol Flynn; features Basil Rathbone.
David Nlven. Donald Crisp. Directed by
Edmund Gouldlng. Screenplay by Seton I.

Miller and Dan Totheroh, from original by
John Monic Saunders; music, Max Stelner;
•dltor, Ralph Dnwson; ppoclal effects, Byron
Hasklns and Edwin DuPor; cameraman,
Tony Gaudlo, Revlewe(^ In Projection
Room. N, T., Dec. 12, '38. Running time,
103 mlns.
Courtney Krrol Flynn
Scott ; David Nlven
Malor Brand! Basil Rathbone
phlpos Danold Crisp
Watklns ..Melville Cooper
Bott Barry FltZTerald
Saulres Michael ' Brooke
Ronnie Morton Lnwry
Bolllster Peter Wlllea
Von Meuller Carl Esmond
Bentham Stuart Hall
Plahertv Jnmes Burkfi
Major Brand's Orderly Sidney Bracy

A powerful, red-corpuscled drama
"has-been concocted by the Warner
Bros, as its contribution to the avia-
tion cycle. It 'Comes along as a
timely, /jripping preachment, agfllnst
the futility of war. But 'Dawn
patrol* will zoom to excellent box-
offlce returns simply oh its .enter-,

tainment merits arid the riianner in
''which Errol Flynh-'Ddvid Niven and

Donald Crisp live up to their vital I

acting assignjnents. •
!

Some may question the lack of r

love interest as a detriment, yet this I

void is partially covered by thej

friendships developed by the aviators

in the specific squadron about which
|

the action revolves. But in this and

!

in the sad ending, producers have i

kept to realism at the sacrifice of a

sugar-coated, implausible termina-

tion. '

'Dawn Patrol' sparkles because of

vigorous performances of the entire
|

cast and Edmund Goulding's sharp

direction. Story is reminiscent of^

previous yarns about the flying serv-

ice at the front during the world

war. Yet it is different in that it

stresses the unreasonableness of the

'brass hats'—the commanders seated

miles from the front who dispatched

the 59th Squadron to certain death

in carrying out combat assignments.

Picture emphasizes the routine of

the 'dawn patrol,' as day after day
new replacements, each time consist-

ing of younger men, come up to "take

the place of those killed in action. It

finger-points at war as 'a great big,

stupid game.' Rottenness of obeying
official orders no matter what the

risk, or how youthful and inexperi-

enced the recruits, is developed by
showmg the death of a fiight com-
mander's brother and finally the

squadron's chief as he takes the place

of his best pal.

Scope of operations at a spot in

France is shown from the tunin« up
of the rattly 'crates' given the Roy;al

Flying Corps to actual sky ma-,
neuvers, power dives and, as a

climax, the bombing of a munitions
dump and a strategic spot back of

the enemy's front. Fine production
values lend authenticity to the whole
film.

Director Gouldin.g" maintains an
even pace, alternating the happier,
drinking scenes in barracks,with the
ill-fated takeofils at dawn and blattle

gyrations in the sky. He handles thei

eoisodes in which humor is bandied
about as well as the more gripping
action scenes.
Errol Flynn' adds heavily to his

popularity as a he-man' star in his

role of Courtney, ' squadron flight

commander. It is a character made
to order '"ior him, bud he shines
whether hq is off on an unauthorized
flight to show.up the dauntless "Von
Richter or troubled over harsh of-
ficial orders and the safety of his
conirades^ Evert in the 'sequence
where he deliberately gets his junior
officer intoxicated in order to take
his place on a .daring, single-handed
exploit, he makes the action appear
life-like.

David Niven makes the character
Ot Flynn's great friend stand out. In
lighter moments early, in the film his
drunken, ' sleepy characterization Is

equally fine. Basil Rathbone is 'su
perb as the aviator who suffers In
wardly the. loss of every man while
he is forced to remain In command
on the ground. Donald Crisp, in the
role of an aide-de-camp, contributes
one of his better bits of acting.
Supporting cast, all male, includes

smart portrayals by Petep Willes,
Morton Lowry, Carl Esmond. James
Burke, Melville Cooper and Barry
Fitzgerald.
The Original by John Monk Saund-

ers has been trimly adapted to the
screen by Seton I. Miller and Dan
Totheroh, Musical score by Max
Steiner adds strong background to
more important , scenes. The photo-
graphy by Tony Gaudio .is sunerb, as
are the special effects. Wear.

A CHRISTMAS CAROL
Hollywood, Dec. 9.

Metro release of Joseph L. Manklewicz
production. Features Reginald Owen, Gene
tiockbart, Kathleen Locldiart, Terry Kll-
burn, Barry Mackay. Ijynne Carver, Di-
rected by Edwin- L, Marin. Screenplay by
Hugo Butler, from story by Charles Dick-
ens. Art director, Cedrlc Gibbons; asbo-
clate, John Detlle; camera, Sidney Wagner;
editor, George Boemloi'; Bcote, Franz V.'ax-
man. Previewed ix Weatwood Village,
Dec. S,: '38. Running thne, OS mlna.'
Ebenecer Scrooge Reginald Owen
Bob Cratchit Gene Tjockhart
<Mr6, Cratchit...! Kathleen Lookhart
Tiny Tim Terry Kllburn
Fred....' Barry Mackay
B6ss Lynne Carver
Marley's Ghost .Leo G. Carroll
Spirit of Christmas Present. .Lionel .Braham
Spirit, of Christmas Past... Ann Rutherford
Spirit .«f Chtistmaa Future..!)' Arcy Corrlgaii
Young Scrooge....... ^Ronald Sinclair

Literal translation of the Charles
Pickens' classic, retaining all of the
po'\yer, humaness and arama of the
author's brigmal v/ork, 'A Christmas
Carol,' will roll up substantial gross.es
in the keys and subsequents for holi-
day bookings. Just how far . it will
get in the-lesser spots several months
after the spirit of Christmas has sub-
sided, is quetionable. Not much
good then, anyway.
Metro intends to toss out a large

number of prints, perhaps greatest
total of any studio feature so far, in
order to spread-eagle as many the-
atres as possible with December-
January bookings in every possible
spot. Beyond January, picture can-
not pnjoy the audience appeal that
it holds prior to, and immediately
following, the holiday season.

' A Christmas Carol' welds superb
actmg, inspired direction, and top
production values into an Intensively
interesting exposition of the Dickon's
story. Studio Wisely retained the
original story and , most of the
author's dialog in presentation of the
3creertplay» niaking no attempt' to in-
ject modern • humor ot 'Situations tq

Miniature Reviews

'Heart of the North' (WB).
Canadian Mounted melodrama
of regulation type, enhanced by
Technicolor. Okay boxoffice.

'Dawn- Patrol' (WB). Errol

Flynn and superb cast in World
War aviation drama geared for

top grosses.

'A Christmas Carol' (MG).
Fine picturization of Charles

Dickens' classic. Cinch for sub-

stantial holiday business.

'Swinr, Sister, Swiuff' (U).

Program filmusical based on
jittering craze, geared for lower
dualers.

'SmlliniT Along' (20th). Grade
Fields niusical may finally get

her off . to right start with
U. S. audiences, OK for dualers.

'Storm Over Benffai' (Rep).
.Fair programmer localed in

.India. Should- do all right as

the No. 2 feature on duals.

'Convicts at Large' (Prin)..

Anemic gangster meller.

detract from a masterpiece of Eng-
lish literature of the past century.
As a result. *A Christmas Carol'

emerges as substantial screen enter-
tainment: a nicture that will be good
for profitable holiday bookings re-

peatedly during the next several
years. Unfortunately. Metro is un-.

able to get prints out to exchanges
for early December bookings, so that
wide circulation could ,be piv.en in

theatres in these times when the
underlying .snirlt of Crhistmas with
its 'good will to all men* renews its

me£T"i;e to a rather bewildered
world.

In keeping with thie settin*?,^ Metro
has utilized practically sin all-British

cast Reginald Owen was nominated
for the role of Scrooge by Lionel
Barrymore, originally set for.the role

atld who has handled the assignment
for several years on coact-to-coast
radio hookups Xmas mornings.
Barrymore was forced to pass up the
picture due to illness.

Owen gives an inspired rendition
of the Scrooge characterization which
will gain attention. Gene and Kath-'
leen I/ockhart are excellent as the
Cratchits, while little Terry Kilbum
Is a nerfect Tiny Tim. Barry Mackay,
in his first American film role since
importation from England, provides
a personable characterization for
Scrooge's nephew Fred, and gives In-

dication of promise for future pic-
tqi-es. Lynne Carver is a lovely
fiancee of Mackay. Dialog .passages

of Leo G. Carroll, portraving Mar-
ley's Ghost, are of high calibre.

Direction by Edwin G. Marin is a
corking job. He retains all the es-

• serice and dramatic force iii Dickens'
original, giving it a smoothness of
unfolding* that serves to create feel-

ing of realism and synjpathy for the
various characters. Picture takes a
reel to get under way. but from then
on it catches and holds attention till

the final scene.

Picture is not aimed only to the
kids and women trade—it has" a uni-
versal appeal in its exposition of the
real Christmas spirit, and a cinch to

draw a tear or two from most.
The basic story of 'A Christmas

Carol* is universally known. Con-
science catches uo with the miserly
old Scrooge on Christmas Eve, and
after a most vivid dream, he awr>.kes

to become a disoenser of good cheer
everv day of the year. That's it,

without embellishment, of the ori*;-

inal Dickers' masterpiece by studio
writers or tamoerers.
Production has been given best

mounting no.i^sjble. Sets under suner-
vision of Cedric Gibbons' and hi.s as-
soclatov John Detlle, are in excellent
taste, and provide proper atmosoh'?re
for the story.' Camera •work of Sid
"\7a«mer is tonnotch, while music
score arranged for various seouenres
to enhance dramotic values y\ccenti'-

pte."? Interest In the bmduction. In
total, a grand combination resulting
in an impressive picture.

Swing, Sister, Swing
(WITH SONGS)

Hollywood, Dec, 8.
Universal release of Ex-rt Kelly produc-

tion. Features Ken Murray, Johnny
Downs. KaiCiryn Kane and Eddie Quillan.
Directed by Joseph Santley. Screenplay by
Charles Grayson; story by Burt Kelly.
Songs, Frank Sklhner and Charles Hen-
derson; camera, Bl-wood Brcdell: editor,
Frank Gross; dances by Matty King. Pre-
viewed at Pantnges, Dec. 7, '38. Run-
ning time. 0,1 mlns.
'Xap' SIsler Ken Murray
Johnny....- Jolinny Downs
'.^nooki ' it Knthryn Knno
'Chick' Eldle Qnlllan
Prof._Beebee Brnest Truex
Xonft. Edna Sed(?\WGk
Hyacinth Nana Bryant
Mrs. Fredericks Enther Howard
Mrs. Beagle Herbert Heywood
'Ma' Sisler ...Clara Blandlck

Ted Weems Orchestra

quick return to the home town with
a ,wad of coin- ^. ...
Dance numbers are ordinary, fail-

ing to build for proper climax, and
with showmanship lacking in presen-

tations. Direction and camera set-

ups appear mainly at fault in these

instdnccs*
Ken Murray handles his role" of

the high-powered press agent in fine

style, with Johnny Downs and Kath-
ryn Kane doing capable work as the

dance duo who introduce the new
step, 'Baltimore Bubble,' to Broad-
way. Eddie Quillan, hot manipula-
tor of the slide trombone from the
small town who accompanies the

pair, works hard and gets over best

of the four in featured brackets.

Quillan still has that youthful en-

thusiasm and personality that char-
acterized his early films.

In addition to his fast stepping,

Downs capably sings, one number,
'Wasn't It You?' Kathryn Kane is

not shown to best advantage photo-
graphically in several scenes, .but
demonstrates ability that may be
brought out by better direction. Ted
Weems' orchestra officiates in the

night club setting. Ernest Truex is

best of the .supporting cast, which is

well-selected for individual roles.
^

Production niqely mounted for its

bud*Tet classification, but camera
work is generally below par.

SMILING ALONG
(WITH SONGS)

Hollywood, Dec. 10.

20th-Fox release of Robert T. Kane pro-
duction. Stars Oracle Fields; features Mary
Maguire, Roger I-ilvesey, Veter Coke. Jack
Donohue, Sklppy. Directed by Monty Banks.
Screenplay by William' Consclman; scenario,

Val Valentine; dialog,. Rodney Ackland;
camera, MuUs Greenbaum; editor, James B.
Olark. Previewed et Alexander, Olendale,
Dec. 0, '88. Running time, 8^ mlns.
Grade Gray ' Grade Fl«lds
Bert Roger I.,Ivesey

Avis > ....Mary Maguire
Rene Slganl." Peter C.o',:e

Denis Jaclc Donohue
Jack...., Hay-Petrle
Charlie Mike .Tohnson
Sllvo.. .......Eddie Gray

1 [Tommy Fields
The Three Bolas Gladys Dehl

Nino Ro.sslnl

Silas Gray Eilward RIgby
Bill .S'need Joe Mott
De Cgurcy ...P^lllllp Leaver
Mr. Skip (dog) Skippy

A light and mildly entertaining
number utilizing the jitterbug craze
for premise, 'Swing, Sister, Swing,'
will suffice as an adeauate support-
ing feature in the dualers. It makes
no pretentions of striving for atten-
tion above the B classification.

,

Fairly intieresting yam of small-
town jitterers who are picked up aiid
whirled to success in the big city

r nl»?ht club, with theatre bookings fol-
lowing^'and then sudden oblivion foi^

Several previous Gracie Fields pic-

tures' have been tried out in this

country in attempt .to catch the pub-

lic fancy, but with negative results.

'Smiling Along' has apparently been
carefully prepared with an eye to

establishing the topflight British star

in the U. S. Results are meritorious,
mdinly due to preparation of the
screenplay by 'William Conselman,
Hollywood veteran, and direction by
Monty Banks, which injects more of

the American type of humor and
motivation than has been present in

previous Fields'starrers.
Without known cast names to

American audiences, picture will
have to hit the lower brackets of
dualers - for bookings, but In those
spots will get a warm rec.eption. and
may be the picture to get Miss Fields
away nicely as a film attraction in
this country.
Film is good entertainment, a fast-

moving filmusical with several songs
delivered in crackerjack style by
Miss Fields. Story is of routine cal-
ibre, but contains admlxturie of com-
edy and slapstick of broadest style
which catches an audience's attention
for numerous laughs.
Story concerns show troupe head-

ed' by Miss Fields which gets
stranded; beds in at farm of girl's

grandfather; luckily acquires a bus
for a tour, and winds up for a two-
year engagement at a pavilion near
Brighton.- Basically, It's a backstage
filmusical of. general pattern, but en-
tertaining and refreshing, mainly
from its treatment and incidental
situations Inserted.
Miss Fields naturally carries bulk

of the action and musical numbers,
but is surrounded with a capable
cast. In ,her sbngs. Miss Fields misses
no opportunities. She delivers three
comedy numbers, a torch song, one
swing tune -that has. possibilities of
popularity with the bands, 'Swing
Your Way to Happiness," and scores
decisively in singing the religious
choral, 'Jerusalem,' in a small church
setting.

,
(Latter rated applause at

conclusion from high school kids in
balcony at pr.evlew.)
Picture goes in for broader comedy

and slapstick of American style than
has characterized' orevious British
features brought to this country. Sev-
eral gag sequences, although given
slight twists, are still those surefire
situations that were first introduced
by Mack Sennett. Of these, which
were timed nicelv for maximum
laughs, was the cow-milking sequence
by Miss Fields; her song in hotel
audition room with the dog nipping
her back while concealed under her
wrap;. and the crazy house with its

many contraptions.
Mary Maguire Is only American

player in supporting cast, and is sat-
isfactory as the dancing ingenue who
provides the romantic interest. Mr,
Skin, the wirehair, is the canine who
became rather famous as Astra in
'The Thin Man,' and is easily recog-,
nized as such by audiences. Dog is

prominent in the picture, and goes
through his routine capably.

' Production shows picture carried
substantial budget, with settings
nicely handled. Photography far
from- standard for a picture of this
cost.

StORM OVER BENGAL
Republic release of Armand Schnefer

produotlon. Features Fatrlo Knowl«n.
Richard Cromwell, Rochelle Hudson. Di-
rected by Sidney Salkow. Story and ndHi»
tatlon, Garret Fort; editor, William Mor-
gan; photography, Ernest Miller. At Cri-
terion, N. y., -week Doc 8, '38. Running
time, 05 mlns.
Jeffrey Allison ,«.... Patric Knowles
Nell Allison.... Richard Cromwell
Joan , Rochelle Hudson
Khan..... ^Douglas' Dumbrllle
Hallett Colin Tapley
Col. Torrance Gilbert Emery
'i'erry. . .DouglUH Walton
Sir Jobn Gait ...HaUlwell Hobbes
Carter John Burton
Alf Clyde Cook
Redding Claude Alllster
Mir , Pedro de Cordoba
Maharajah Edward Van (jloun

An action programmer of fair

merit that will suit for the double

bills, 'Storm Over Bengal' possesses

more than average production qual-
ity, has been well cast and is photo-
graphed against backgrounds of a
moderately impressive character.
Its love story is secondary to its-

melodrama. The battle scenes, cli-

maxing a plot of political intrigue,
prove fairly punchy and have been
well lensed.
The players, though lacking mar-

quee strength, comprise a group of
able performers headed by Patric
Knowles, Richard Cromwell and Ro-

'

chelle Hudson. But for the romantic
weakness of Cromwell, who has al-

ways been short-winded on the love-
making assignments, there can be no
complaint with the -work performed.
Lessers, among them several vet-
erans of the ' screen, are Douglas
Dumbrille, Colin Tapley, Gilbert
Emery, Halliwell Hobbes and Clyde
Cook.
Garrett Port's story Is well con-

structed and moves alongy through a
skillfully conceived plot framework,
to an effective conclusion, maintain-
ing suspense admirably and provid-
ing an adequate amount of action.
. "The situations are reasonable and
the manner in •which the big battle

scene between the British and rebels

is handled is wholly capable. Pro-
ducer Armand Shaeffer merits Credit

for the generally able showmanship
his picture evinces. Director Sidney
Salkow has turned out a workman-
like job also.

, P.'cture has been well edited down
to 65 minutes and Is free fro"i un-
necessary detail. Char.

California Frontier
Columbia release 6t Coronet production.

Stara Buck Jones. Directed by Elmer
Clifton. Story and screenplay, Monroe
ShafT and Arthur Hoerl; camera, Eddie
Linden; editor. Charles Hunt, At Central,
N. T., week Dec. 10, '88, dual. Running
time, m -mlns.
Buck Pearson Buck Jones
Dolores Carmen Bnlley
Mai Halstead Mllburn Stone
Juan Cantova Jose Peres
Mama Solldad Jimlnes
Graham Stanley BU^stone
Don Fecho Carlos VlUunoa

Unusually ambitious effort for a
western. Besides the customary
sagebrush excitementi;, it's been
given a touch of adult realism, with,
attention, to character, mood, sus-
pense and realistic playing. As a re^
suit, 'California Frontier' is more
credible than the usual boss opera,
but it loses a little of its frankly he-
man appeal in the civilizing process.
Not strong enough for solo billing,
but packs ample punch to mop up in
the duals.
Apparently this nod to the grown-

up filmgoer is to satisfy Buck Joqes,
who recently mOved his white pony,
saddle and pack, over to the Colum-
bia lot'after some years at Universal.
Instead of merely taking the stand-
ard Buck Jones plot framework and
just reshuffling the names of ' the
characters and locale, the yarn has
been based oh authentic history. It
deals with the brutal land-grabbers
who Infested California, terrorizing
the original Mexican .inhabitants and
trying to drive them out of the state
on the eve of its entry

, into the Union. ^

Given that authentic base, the pic-
ture Presents Buck Jones as the U. S.
Army captain sent on a secret mis-
sion tp investigate^ conditions in the
territory. He immediately becomes
embroiled with .a murderous gang
that has driven si patrician Mexican
family off its ancestral rancho. "With
only the fiery-tempered son as ally,
he slugs his way thVouph about 50
minutes of violent footage, including
several roushig house-wrecking flst-

flghts and an arsenal of pistol shots.
Of course, he . thwarts the dirty

varmints and is about to marry the
luscious Mexican heroine at the
finale. As a bow to the juvenile con-
tingent, however, he wears a prop-
erly .harried look in the shadow of
the altar. All this has been handled
with extraordinary care and re-
straint for a hoss opera, although
its by no stretch of terminology a
Class A picture. Elmer Clifton's di-
rection falls In several instances to
bring out the possibilities of -the /
scl-ipt. He also repeats- that recur-
rent Hollywood boner of having one ,

of his actors read aloud a si-^n that's
ea-ily legible to the audience.
Buck Jones plays with his accus-

tomed authority, which is to say he
is the small boy's dream of a rock-
em-and-sock-'em her<5:' Carmen
Bailey Is an eye-catching and suit-
ably ' feminine daughter ' of the
nbused Mexican family, while Jose
Perez is her headstrong broth'e'r and
Mllburn St.One and Stanley BIyStone
are the otherwise rap.-^callion."? who
get in the way of Buck Jorip-'.^Rsts.

.?fiV-'
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FLIRTING WITH FATE

(WITH SONGS)
Metro- releaao of David Xj, XjOow produc«

tlon. Stars Joe B, Brown; teatvres Jjeo

Carrlllo, Beverly: Koberta, tVynne Glbsoiii

Steffi Duna. Directed by Frank McDonftld.
Screenplay, Joseph Moncur« March, Sthel
La. Blanche, Charlie Melson and Hnrry
Clerk! bniied on story by A. Dorian Otvoa
and Dan Jarrett; camera, George Schneider-

mnn; editor. Robert O. Crandall; songs,

Walter G.* Samuels and- Charles Newman.
At Orpheum, Lincoln, aingrle. Running time,

7Q mlns, , ™ „
pixon <...Joe B. Brown
Sancho .....Leo CorrlUo
Patricia Beverly Roberts
Bertlia Wynne Gibson
Cnrllta . . . . Steffi Duna

' Gureln > • Charles Judels
yernando Stanley Fields

X^ope?: ,,Leonid Kinskey
golndo ....Chfls Martin
*Senora Lopez Inea Palonge
Hattle Irene Franklin
Del- Vnlle Jay'Novello
X)ri Rio • George Humbert
Herble "...Lew Kelly
Larry .....Phillip Trent
mn , ..Ann Hovey
Itcnaldo .Dick BotlUer
Captain •• .Carlos Vlllerlas

With South American background,

'Flirting with Fate' allows two come-

dians, Joe E. Brown &nd Leo Carrillo,

to split honors in a moderately furiny

story, which slightly misses A. play-

ing. It rates as a good Brown flick,

he having had trouble getting going

on most of his recent pictures. In

the duals, it will support its end

handily.

Made under the David L. Loew
banner, 'Fate' covers the incidents in

the life of a^trailerized vaude troupe

trying to make a year's contract be-

fore South American footlights. Joe
is the manager, chief worrier, and
No. 1 comic, but he has an unfailing

ability to do the wrong thing at the

time when it hurt most. When he
garbles the troupe's chances with
Charles Judels, the S. A. Impresario,

he's left with only one alternative t<i

get the troupe back home, and that's

to kill himself so the performers can
use his life insurance money for fare
home.
Leo Carrillo, a bandit chieftain in

Paraguay, gives Brown a close chaae
for laughs, al^ough the camera fol-

lows the latter religiously. When
Brown goes hunting for . the ol4 man
with the scythe, he tries "insulting

Carrillo, but he's given the brushoft.
.Most amusing bits are played by
Brown with Charles Judels; on the
slapstick side. Ffarst encounter is

when Brown's whip-cracking trailer

forces Judels' car into a- ditch, and
Joe' fixes evenrthing by getting the
white-suited Judels plopped in the
mud. Next one concerns the sign-
ing of the all-important contract,

when Judels' inkwell is upset and it

pours down the front on his pants.
And the last has them giving an imi-
tation, of Ferdinand, the Bull, with
Joe E. Brown at the head, with the
climax coming when Brown juggles
a bottle of nitroglycerin, thinking it's

w^ter. Judels goes into his nasal
hum frequently, but is stiU able to
provoke .amusement as indication of
extreme excitement or disgust
Beverly Roberts, high on thie cast

list, takes a back seat for Steffi Duna,
the dancer, as does Wynne GibsM>,
who also tops her in billing. She
catches the eye of Carrillo, and he
even endures her singing, which Is

purposely atrocious. Miss Dunas
datncing is okay, however, and she
sports a very revealing garb when
In th6 tern sequences. Misses Rob-
erts and Gibson have incidental roleS,

Beverly being Brown'i romance, in-

terfest. He's sO busy all the time get-

tirig in and out of trouble solo, there s

little time for her to show in any
of the frames. ,

Pic has songs, but they're back-
grounded, the two bein? 'El Rahdel-
lero' and Mate,* just so-so. Frank
McDonald, former Broadway wtiter.

, actor and director, does directorial

duties okay.' Technical side is c»iDably

handled. Bam.

STRANGE FACES
Universal release of Burt Kelly produc-

' tlon. Fetitures Frank Jenks, Dorothea
Kent and Andy Devlne. Directed by JBrrol

Taggart. Screenplay, Charles Grayson:
camera, Elwood Bredell: editor. Charles
Maynard. At Liberty, Lincoln, dual. Run-
ning time, 08 mlns,
Denby i Frank Jenks
Maggie , ..Dorothea Kent
Hobbs Andy Devlne
Gurney Leon Ames
Lorry May Mary Treen
•Sheriff , Spencer Charters
Hannigan * ,Joe King
Hammond Robert Bmmett Keane
Ward Frank Thomas

Newspaper story with about half a

leg to stand on is 'Strange Faces,' the

basic idea good enough but not too

much done with it. With Frank
Jenks, Dorothea Kent and Andy
Devine in the top roles, it was
shaped

. for a comedy, but the
• laugh lines are rare—the story de-
generating into the age-old scenario
battle between a good-looking
femme reporter, and a not-so-'good
looking male newshawk.
.Leon Ames dual roles, as a -public

enemy and a small town punk trying
to make good in the city. When the
public enemy is in a tight spot and
:.Vfants to get away, he calls a news-
paper 'look - alike' department,
headed by Frank Jenks, where
doubles of famous people are being
Srihted as a circulation stunt and
P</s out his double. Gets the dope
os/him, switches identity and has

him killed, tnen going to. the small
town, hiding under the phoney name.
Idea that this might be- Ames' out
suggests itself to both Dorothea Kent
an4 Frank Jenks, the scribes, an*
they make a duck to the burg to
check. Andy Devins, about to marry
Mary Treen, is a slow moving editor
of a country sheet very anxious to
help out against Ames, who is taking
his girl.

As usual, the funniest thing about
these so-called cbmedies drawn from
newspaper background is the con-
ception the screenplay authors seem
to have of the newspaper business.
Maybe that's why they're not in it
and are writing scenarios now.
(That—and the slight difference in
money.)
For the two-at-a-time bracket in

booking, one which neither get hisses
nor hurrahs. Born.

CONVICTS AT LARGE
Prmclpal release of Sellg production.

Features Ralph Forbes, Paula Stone. Di-
rected by Scott E. Beal and Davia A.
Friedman. Original story, Ambrose Bar-
ker} screenplay, Walter James and Scott
E. Beal. At Central, N. T.. week Dec. 10,
'88, dual. Running time, 57 mine.
David Ralph Forbes
Ruth Paula Stone
Steve William Royle
Buggsle John Kelly
Qus George Travel!
Squire Charles Brokaw
Hattle Florence Lake

This one's no jailbreak. It's nei

ther melodrama, farce nor heart-

throb romance, but a weakie that

flounders about. It's negligible enter-

tainment has no name rating nor
other visible, selling points, and is

apparently due for starvation re-

turns. Padding for the multiples, if

at all.

Story deals with a dimwit archi-
tect whose clothes are stolen by an
escaped convict and who picks up
the' duds intended for the latter. He
blunders into the nitery hangout of

a gang of gun-toting ^ewel thieves
who are waiting for ute convict falls

for a romantic song-and-dance gal
in the spot and becomes entangled
with the mob. Scripters never quite
made up their minds what kind of a
yarn they were trying to write, so
it wavers from gangster stuff to slap-

stick and then into saccharine hand-
holding, but never for an instant be-
comes ^ither plausible or interesting.

Without dwelling on the ' many
flaws of this feeble effort its writ-

ing is inept and incredible and the
diunsv direction merely accentuates
those glaring facts; Under the cir-

cumstances, the actors can't be
blamed for giving transparently false

performances. Even " the technical

details are faulty, since the lighting

manages to show the players at their

least oecoming, and the sound re-

cording is painfully unmodulated.
Hobe,

FLIGHT TO FAME
Columbia production and release, Fea-

tures Charles Farrell and Jacqueline Wells,
Directed by C. C. Coleman, Jr. Screenplay,
Michael L. Simmons; camera, Luclen BsU-
lard; editor, James Sweeney. At Colonial,
Lincoln, dual. Running time, 07 mlns.
Capt. Lawrence : Charles Fnrroll
Barbara Jacqueline AVells
Fisk Ilufih Sothern
Perez Ale.vnnrter D'Aroy
Muller Jnsjn Robnrils
Major Loy Charles D. Brown
Colonel AddlKon Richards
General Frederick Burton
Penbody ;.,.b>flmer Jnokson
Curran..; Reed Howes

ROAD DEMON
20th Century-Fox release of Jerry Hoffman

production. Features Henry Arthur, Joan
Valerie, Henry Armetta. Thomas B«ck. BUI
Robinson. Directed by Otto Brower. Origi-

nal and screenplay. Robert Bills and Helen
Logan; camera. Ed Snyder: editor. Jack
Murfay. At Liberty, Uncoln, dual. Run-
ning time, 70 mlns. .

Blake Henry Arthur
Joan . .Joan Valerie

Gamblnl Henry Armetta
Rogers ...Thomas Beck
Zephyr Bill Robinson
Connors Jonothan Hale
Speed Thomas MacMahon

'Second In the 20th-Fox series of

sports adventures, 'Road Demon,' is

a light actioner. It's a quick brush

oyer the familiar racetrack story,

even resorting to newsreel clips of

famous Indianapolis speedway acci-

dents Indelibly impressed on audi-

ence memory by repetition in other

pix.

Counting against 'Road Demon' is

the complete lack of name strength

to give any help. Henry Armetta,

counting three down in the official

billing, gives them his standard Ital-

ian 1-2-3 in emotions, which, though

not new, are still entertaining. Top-

ping him are Henry Arthur and Joan

Valerie, newcomers, but neither

have Oscar worries resulting from
this piece. Partly ifs the trite screen-

play and partly their inexperience,

the whole being hardly what is ex-

pected of a major lot. It's a cheapie,

however, on which 20th couldn't pos-

sibly lose money. . .

Story is about a punk truck driver,

Arthur, who emulates the racing

drivers with his jalopy. Gets fired

and haunts the track where he meets
Tom Beck, who's trying, to win back
honor for the family name, blotted

previously by his father who went
over the wall to his death after a

drinking bat Arthur's interest in the

family is partly Beck's sister, Joan
Valerie, with whom he's as good
news as a frigidaire to an ice man.
Gets around to Arthur's having to

drive the car to beat the men who
caused the death of the father.

Processing and borrowed clips of

the Indianapolis 500-miler are the

bigg^t skids for 'Road Demon,'
which will have to be shot down into

the- cheap b.o. territory with the rest

of the quickies. Without Armetta
and his Italian group, the pic would
be sad indeed. Bam.

Science film which will attract the

youngsters with a super-mechanics
bug, give the. thrill hunters a fait

portion, and b^ generally acceptable,

if not hit, in the action spots, is

'Flight to Fame/ It revives the death
ray again, and throws in some test-
piloting with more than the usual
hazards.
Charles Farrell, an air force cap-

tain with ideas, has an axe to grind
with his department in favor of a
new pursuit plane he has designed,
while Hugh Sothem, a queer flyer
of world war days, is also bothering
the same department to get them to
adopt his electronic ray which is a
swift and powerful destructive me-
dium. Sothern's test fails .and then
the pursuit .li^ght. with the general
aboard comes to an end in a terrible
accident, which leads Farrell to be-
lieve, the ray- had something to do
with it. Finally turns out that Jason
Robards, a once ridiculed war flyer,

has been usmg the ray to kill off all

his old buddies.
No assignment is tough for any

nerformer in this picture, all roles

being modest and without emotional
unheavaL Two character men, Hugh
Sothern, the scientist and Addison
Ricards, an armv colonel, carry on
with a little stuff on the ball. Far-
rell and Jacqueline Wells do the in-

cidental romance in stride. . Barn.

CLIMBING HIGH
(BBITISH-MADE)

London, Dec. 5.

M-O release of Gaumont-Brltlsh produc-
tion. Stars Jessie Matthews. Michael Red-
grave. Directed by Carol Reed. Stor>\
Marlon Diz, Lesser Samuels. At Cam-
bridge. Running time, 70 mlns.
Diana.' ; Tessle Matthews
Nicky , , , Michael Red?rave
Gibson Noel Madison
Max ...Alastalr 81m
Lady Constance Margaret Vyner
Lady Emily Mary Clare
Madman Francis L. Sullivan
Winnie Enid SlAmp-Taylor
Jim Torin Thatdier
Patsev • "... .Tucker McGuIre
Reggie vBasll Radford
Uncle. . Athole Stewart

he overhears a couple of maids gos-
siping about he.r being in love with
the lawyer who defended him. He
confronts his wife and attorney and
they admit their love, but she s?ys
she'll stick by him (Brook) as he
needs her. At that moment there
is a demonstration outside by an
enthusiastic mob come to congratu-
late him. He goes on ths balcony,
tells them a man cannot bs tried
twice for the same crime, but despite
his acquittal he was actually guilty.

He then throws himself to his death.
Film's intensely gripping and indi-

cates it will be welcomed here as a
first-grader. It could occupy the
same position in the smaller U. S.

towns and make an excellent second
feature in the big cities there.

Jolo.

This picture always was good. It

runs from Cinderella romance to

farce. -Should do well here and as

second feature in U. S.

"The most hardboiled picturegoer is

bound to find lots iri this production
to laiigh about Particularly comical
is a mountain-climbing sequence in
Switzerland, during, which an es-
caped lunatic, believing himself to

be a bird, wants to fly from peak
to peak. However, he lands ig-

nominoiisly in a snow heap.
Jessie Matthews represents the

penniless, working girl who's run
down by the young millionaire,
played by Michael Redgrave, in his
roadster. He courts her under an
assumed name, and when she finds

out he's rich, refuses to see him imtil
well toward the clinch.
All nicely acted, staged and pro-

duced. Jolo.

THE WARE CASE
<BBiTISHrMADE)

London, Dec. 2.

Associated British release of Michael
Balcon-Capad production. Stars Cllve
Brook; features Jane Baxter, Barry K.
Barnes. Directed by Robert Stevenson.
Scenario, Roland Pertwee, Robert Steven-
son from play by George Pleydell Ban-
croft; camera, Ronald Neame, At Cam-
bridge, London. Running time. 75 mine.
Sir Hul>ert Ware Cllve Brook
Lady Margaret Ware... Jane Baxter
Michael Adye Barry K. Barnes
Judge C. V. France
Attorney-General Francis L. Sullivan
Skinner Frank Celller
Tommy Bold -...Edward Rlgby
Eustace Ede Peter Bull
Mrs. Slade Dorothy Seacombe
Mrs. TInto ' ..Athene Seyler

The play from which this picture
was taken was produced here in 1915
with Sir Gerald du Maurier starred,
and revived for an all-star perform-
ance in 1924, There have also been
two silent film versions. This is a
good job from almost every angle

—

adaptation, direction, casting and
photography.

Sir Hubert Ware (Clive Brook)
had been brought up as a gentleman
in the days when it was considered
bourgeois for a man in his walk of
like to work. Plentifully supplied
with the wherewithal, he marries,
but cannot refrain from occasional
philandering. When the story opens
he's confronted by his creditors, but
doesn't take the matter seriously,
and is unable to retrench, despite
his wife's pleadings. When his
wealthy brother-in-law stays over-
night and is found drowned in the
garden pond, in view of the fact
the wife inherits all the estate, the
playboy finds himself held for mur-
der.

Sensational trial ensues, with the
accused getting off. Dashing home,
to surprise his wife with the news,

WEST OF SANTE FE
(WITH SONGS)

Columbia production and release. Stars
Charles Starrett; features Sons of the
Piocieers, Iris Meredith. Directed by Sam
Nelson. Original screenplay. Bennett R.
Cohen; camera,' Allen G. Sleiler; editor,
William Lyon; songs. Bob Nolan. At Co-
lonial, Lincoln, dual. Running ttrae, (SO

mlns.
Lawlor ChArles Starrett
MnOge Irl3 Meredith
Taylor Dick Curtis
Parker ..Robert Ftske
McLaIn ' Leroy Mason
Bob Bob Nolan
Honk Hank Bell
Barlow , . Ed Cobb
Hager ' Clem Horton
Foley ..Richard Bottlller
Crane Eddie Heftrn
Conway Edward Le Saint
Hardpan - Buck. Connor

Sons of the Pioneers

Wester^ musical retaining the en-

tertainment quality of the preceding
ventures in this Col series, 'West of

Sante Fe' will go equally well with
the customers from the dinner
bucket trade. Sons of the Pioneers,
singing three numbers authored by
Bob Nolan, one of the boys; cut off
the prairie harmony nicely. Tunes
are 'When the Prairie Sun Says Good
Morning,' 'Hello Way Up There' and
'Song of the Prairie.' Lloyd Perry-
man collabbed on 'Hello.' All are
good. N(ri[an'& Tumblin Tumble-
weed' Is still the theme of the series.

Mainstays of the saddle saga are
Charles Starrett, an inquisitive and
incog U. S. marshall, and Iris Merer
dith, the daughter of a catUe king.
Dick Curtis, with his roughies, is
terrorizing and rustling a rich valley,
ultimately killing Iris' father, Ed-
ward Le Saint Starrett conies into
the pic when Curtis has succeed in
shooting one of his cowardly hench-
men and laying the blame on the
girl, leading up^ to putting a price on
her head. Curtis and his gafag are
finally eight-balled and into the cor-
ner pocket.
Packing some hard riding, handy

ilst v/otk^ and liberal black powder
into the hour's running time, film is
equipped to gain favor from those
who like the rough stuff. Barn,

TWO SISTERS
(Tia>DISH-MAI>£)

Foreign Cinema Arts release of Graphic
Pictures production. SUrs Jennie Gold-
stein; features Michael Rosenberg. Di-
rected by Bon K, Blake. Stoty, Samuel H.
Cohen; musk;, Jos^h Rumshlnsky; c-aroera,
George F. Hinners; editor, Harry Foster.
At Continental, N. T., Nov. 20, '88. Run-
ning time, 7ft mlns.
Cast: Jennie Goldstein, Muni Seroff,

Rebecca Weintmub, Abraham Teltelbaum,
Cella Budkin, Tudel Dublnsky, Joan Car-
roll.. Aneta Hoffman, Sylvia Dell, Jack
Wexler, Harvey Kier, Betty Jacobs, Betty
Blalis. Anna Levlne, Ida Adler.

(In Yiddish; with English Titles)
Jennie Goldstein has selected an

ambitious vehicle for her film debut
'Two Sisters,' well directed by Ben
K. Blake, is an excellent Yiddish
audience pleaser, albeit a bit too
dramatic in its maudlin tendencies.
Miss Goldstein, long one of the great
dramatic stars of the. Yiddish the-
atre, is in one of her typical roles,
that of an elder sister undergoing
the heartaches in rearing a mother-
less younger sister. This gives her
excellent opportunities for emoting
but, unlike her lachrymal moments
on the Yiddish stage, when she has
shown heed for restraint Miss
Goldstein has been wisely checked
by Blake in most of th'e dramatic
moments.
Since Yiddish pictures have been

attempting to quit the old school,'
'Sisters' succeeds on that score. The
Bronx setting is typical of the usual
Jewish family life.

. Story revolves essentially around
Miss Goldstein, Sylvia Dell, as the
young sister, and Mimi Seroff, as the
doctor whom they both love. The
sacrifices of Miss Goldstein for Seroff
during his early struggles, their
plans for marriage, and the subse-
quent awakening of Miss Goldstein
in realizing that her sister and Seroff
are in love, forms the yam.

It's in the final reel that Miss
Goldstein comes close to her Second
avenue histrionics, when she wines
the tears of sorrow in complyin*
with her mother's death-bed wish
that the elder take care of the
younger, and she sponsors her sis-

ter's wedding to Seroff. But it's over
very quickly so little harm's done.
Miss Dell plays Sally, the younger

sister, well, and Seroff, when- not
posturing, gets by. He's been in

the road company of *You Can't Take
It With You.' On Second avenue
he's better known as MunL Serebrov.
Michael Rosenberg almost cops the
picture with hia excellent comedy.
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ABUS DE CONFIANCE
('Abased Confidence*)
(FRENCH-MADE)

Columbia- release of U.D.I.F.-Berchol«
production. Stars Danielle Darrleux. Di-
rected by Henry Decoln. Story, Pierre
Wolff; screen play. Henry Decoln and Jean
Boyer; music, Georges Van Parys; camera,
L. H. Burel. At Oelmont, N. Y., week
Nov. 80. '38. Running time, 88 mlns.
Lydia Danielle D.'trrleux
Jocqwes Fernpy Charles Vanel
Helene Fer; .Valentine -Tessler
Landlady.' r Therese Dnrny
Judge Jean Worms
Pierre Mo Pierre MlnPf.ind
Paui. Gilbert GII
Alice Yvette Lcbon
Renee Svetlana Pltoeff
Waif Nicole fle Rouves

(In French, with English Titles)

A healthier market than just the

arty fans and expatriate French
jnay be the lot of this importation,

especially if Columbia can speed it

up some. It combines the arty with
the popular, in a composite oL psy-
chological theme and treatment, to-
gether with romance, comedy and
action. _
Picture J^^k|tiie Hays office seal,

but it's d^^Hrthat any American
counterpaf^^Pould fare as well.
There are ^odramatic portions of
girl's trials Kth ambitious men, plus
some backpround innuendo which,
while cleverly handled (in French) is

more than what they get away with
in Hollywood these days. On her
way to a law degree, Miss Darjieux
los^s her last relative, a grand-
mother, and is forced to look for
work. At every turn she's confront-
ed with men on the make. In de-
spair, she poses as the child of a
dead actress who had been seduced
by a now famous author. He takes
her into his home, and puts her
through scl^ool. Suspicious wife in-
vestigates, unearths the truth of the
situation, but waits until the girl
will herself realize the sordldness of
the duplicity. Now a full-flledged
Portia, Miss Darrleux is ready to
plead her first case in juvenile
court It's a parallel of her* own
situation. Circumstances' forced her,
as it did MisS' Darrleux, but latter's
eloquent plea, inspired bv her Own
predicament results in d^missal:

Hurl

THE CUCKOO CLOCK
(ITALIAN-MADE)

Roiine, .Dec. 3;
Metro '.release of Era production. Stai:*

Vlttorlo De Slca, Ugo Ceserl. Directed by
Oamlllo Mastroclhque. Screenplay, 'Mario
SoldatI, Renato' Castellan! from original hy
Alebtor Donlnl; camera: J. Stevens; music,
Vitforlo Rietl; editor. Ernesto Lucente.- At
Barberinf, Rome. Running time, 00 mlns.
Capt. DttCc v.. Vlttorlo De Sloa
Banker Rosen ...Gugllelmo Slnax
Pnollna Oretta Flume
Count Scarabelll ..Lamberto Picasso.
Rami Ugo Ceaerl
Elvira '.LaurA Solorl
The Admiral.. Francesco Rlssons

A weak costiune mystery '. that

takes place within 24 hours.

A giant cuckoo clock, manufac-
tured in Philadelphia, is bought by a
banker to smuggle within its' spa-
clous frame a targe ^luantity of, gold
t6 England. He asks the aid of an
elderly count who's an English spy
and in love with the banker's niece,

but the latter wlU help it he can
marry the niece, who loves the
young captain of the ship that Im-
ported the clock. The deal is made,
but next momin/ the count is mur-
dered and his body found in the
clock
The captain Is charged with the

crime, and just as he's about to be
sentenced, the real murderer appears
in court and confesses. He's one of
Napoleon's ex-aoldlers, who has
killed the count because the latter
had discovered a plot to facilitate
Napoleon's escape from Elba.
Director Camillo Mastrocihque has

done fairly well, but the story lacks
thrills and the characters are poorly
portrayed. Hbln.

BESZALLASOLAS
{'Billeting')

(HUNGAQiAN-MADE)
(WITH SONGS)

Budapest, Dec. 1.

Horovltz-Muvessfllm production and re«
lease. Directed by Sandor Szlatlnay.
Screenplay, Karoly Notl, Karoly Asalanyl;
music. Szlatlnay; camera, Eiben, Reviewed
in .Budapest.
Lieutenant Tlbor Antal Pager
Margltka] ZIta Sselec^iky
Her Fiance ..Ferenz Petbea
Lawyer's Clerl; Julius ]Cabos
Salesgirl ,Many& Kis«
Colonel .'

, Gabriel Rajnay
Aunt . Marlska Vlzvary

This Is a pre-war musical, with
smart Hussar officers, maneuvers in
a Hungarian village, gypsy music,
plenty of love, nice landscapes, good
gags and fairly amusing intrigue.

Salesgirl at a dress shop hides
loveletter she's received In the pocket
of a coat bought by a customer.
Customer is colonel's niece, letter-
head points to young lawyer as its

writer, young lawyer is reserve
officer in colonel's regiment called
to arms for maneuvers. Letter was
actually "written by lawyer's clerk,
who's in love with the salesgirl, but
by the .time this comes to light, law-
yer-lieutenant and colonel's niece are
safely in love.

Picture is attractively produced;
pre-war Hussar atmosphere is al-

ways sure of local appeal, and music
is pleasing. Zita SzeieQzky and Antal
Pager handle featured roles. «7ocobi.
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Survey of Latin Film Market

Four-month survey of Latin-American countries and its possibilities

as to picture distribution has been started by the American Film
Center, coordinating and consultant picture agency set up by the
Rockefeller Foundation in New York. Center hopes to have report
available for the use of educational, industrial, commercial and pos-
sibly Government bodies by the time the Federal government has its

educational-good-will ''film program readied.

Because, of the intense nature of the survey,, Donald Slesingeir, head
of the American Film Center, has resigned his post as director of
education at the New York World's Fair. He had planned leaving
the exposition job the first of the yearr, and arrangements for leaving
consequently were amicable.
Survey of Latin-America will touch off tariff situation, quotas,

censorship and. other matters effecting 'film distribution! James T..

Shotwell, of Columbia University, who is chairman of the Center's ad-
visory committee, is cooperating with Slesinger in making the survey.
The American Film Center also probiably soon will make a survey,

of public health and social hygiene film possibilities for the New York
City Department of Health, U. S. Public Health Service, and the
American Social Hygiene Association.

YANK FIRMS NIX

OVERTUm

BY ITALY

After getting full details of Italy's

six-month extension to its original

distribution plan, representatives of

eight American major film com-
panies, meeting Monday (12) in

Paris, reaffirmed their previous de-

cision to stand firm in refusing to

permit Italy's monopoly over U. S.

distribution.

Italian government's new offer

contained a little joker, as explained

to the American reps in Europe.

Joker would be to encourage Amer-
ican firms to stay in Italy and op-
erate on present percentage terms
but only if they would agree at the

conclusion of the six-month period

to transfer accounts from percentage

to rental basis. Offer actually made
only to one American film company
ib date.;; Although not specifically

stated, understanding with U. S.

companies Is that full control of dis-

tribution would still be vested in the

government.
Offer of extension has been' in-

terpreted in N. Y. as giving any
company a legal out in carrying on
any distributldn agreement it has
had with an Italian distributor.

EHLERS SISTERS ORG.

MEX'S 1ST REEL HRM
Mexico City, Dec. 13.

.Mexico's first newsreel company is

to be organized here soon, under a

reported government subsidy, by
Adriana and Dolores Ehlers.. .

' Sisters are among the first Mexi-
cans to engage in the technical end
of pix. . In 191S they secured a
money grant from the Mexican gov-
ernment to make technical studies in

Hollywood.

Bthel Shutta, Calg%s

Cjick Big in Landon Bows

London, Dec. 13.

Calgary Bros., doubling from the
porchester hotel, clicked big at the
Coliseum here. At the Holborn,
SehOr Wences and Hickey Brog. &
EUJs, latter just back from Africa,
scored strongly, too.
Ethel Shutta, supported by the

Four Bachelors, got over nicely at

Cafe de Paris, opening yestferday
(Monday).

McConvilie-Friedmaii,

Of Col., Back in U. S.

Joseph A. McConville, general
foreign sales manager for Columbia,
accompanied by Joseph Friedman,
managing director In England for

Columbia, arrive from Europe to-

morrow (15). McConville spent six

weeks abroad and, together with'

.Jack Cohn, v.p., set up six Colum-
bia exchanges in France, which
will be under supervision ' of Alex
Stein of company's French organiza-
tion.

Conferences were also held in

England and France having to do
^vith operating methods to meet
changing conditiohs abroad. Fried-
i»ah will confer with home office

execs and spend Xmas holiday here
before returning to England.

HUBERMAN RECOVEREd

Violinist Marks Reiufn - to ' Concerts
After Plane Crash

Cairo, Nov. 27.

.
Bronislaw Huberman", Polish vio-

linist, this week gave his first series

of recitals to crowded houses in
Cairo and Alexandria following" the
plane accident two years ago in the
Dutch East Indies, in which he sus-
tained a fractured left wrist and in-

juries to two fingers of his right
hand, among other hurts. Doctors
feared for a time that the violinist

would never regain former use of his
fingers.

^
So big was his success that he was

signed to give a second concert in
Cairo, for which all seats in the
Ewart Memorial Hall of the Ameri-
can University have already been
sold, one week before the recital.

'Snow White' Breaks

B. 0. Record in Egypt;

Leads in Copenhagen

Cairo, Nov. 27.

'Snow "White* (RKO) has now run
four wfeeks at same cinema in Alex-
andria and has been booked for two
weeks in Cairo. It has broken all

records for non-Egyptian films in

Egypt and its music is fancifully

displayed in shop windows.
•Robin Hood' (WB) has run two

weeks at Diana, Cairo. "This car-

ries on tradition started .by "WB
through Paul Muni in

'

'Zola' and
'Pasteur'., that its. films always exr.

ceed the- usual one- Week's run. ^

"Lasheen,'- current $175,000 Arabic
dialog, Misr Studios production of
11th century Egyptian story, has
been playing to packed houses
througho'ut the country.

'Lasheen' was banned for one year
because, the story dealing with a, con-
spiracy against the Sultan was con-
sidered likely to have . an unfavor-
able effect on the Egyptian public.

Ahmed " Salem, who" had been di-

rector of Misr Studios when film was
banned, was held responsible for the
bahning of 'Lasheen' and he was
asked to resign. He has since started

suit for $50,000 against Misr Studios,

alleging wrongful dismissal.

Copenhagen, Dec. 3.

, 'Snow .'White'. (RKO) and 'Robin
Hood' CWB) are sfetting the cinema
pace here. The Walt Disney film is

in its s6cond month and " looks like

it'll" last several' more at Kino Pala6t.

'Robin Hood' has broken all records'

at Scala Bio. "'Carefree' (RKO), at

Metropole, is doing well, although
it's considered here to be not up to

the usual Astaire-rRogers 'standard.

'Dead End' (UA) is a big hit at the

Rialto and is expected to run at least

two months at this arty cinema..

'Vivacious Lady' (RKO), at Paad-
steatret,; got fine notices, but sur-

prised by' folcling after a few days.

The old "Valentino picture, 'The

Sheik,' released here by Paramount,
was a big flop. It ran only a few
days at one of the smallest Copen-
hagen cinemas, Kinografen, despite

much publicity.

Dutch-Made French Pic
Amsterdam, Dec. 3.

Disclosed that for the first time a

French picture, 'Cinq Jours d'An-

goisse' ('Five Days of Fear'), will

be produced in a Dutch studio, to-

gether with a correspondent Dutch
version. The French-born English-

'man, Edmond T. Greville, who re-

cently directed the Dutch national

picture. 'Veertig Jahrcn' ('Forty

Years'), wrote 'Cinq Jours d'An-

Roisse,' based on the crisis of last

September.

Max Myder in U. S.

Max Milder, managing director for
Warner Bros, in England, has ar-
rived from Europe on a short vaca-
tion and for home office conferences.
Warners* British organization will

make 10 double-quota pictures for

the United Kingdom, but do not con-
template making any triple-quota
films. Among the more important
films planned are two which may be
distributed world-wide. One is a
production based on the history of

the Cunard line, and the other a
picture produced around the Reu-
ter's News Service.

lER'S SPANISH

TALKERS FOR UA

Felipe Mier, president of Cisa

(Cinematogcafica Internacional S.A,),

producing Mexicfin films for United

Artists, is in New York confering

with Walter Gould and other UA
execs. Gould last April worked out

distributing deal with Mier for lat-

ter to produce six Spanish^lan-

guagers for the • Latin-American
market, following production of the

three originally contracted. First two
have been delivered, 'Asi Es Mi
Tierra* and 'Aguila O Sol*; third ar-

rived, with Mier Saturday (10), titled

'Perjura.'

UA is not financing Mier*s produc-

tions, but may decide to help other

Spanish producers with money, if

necessary, in its campaign to develop

the Latin market

20TH-FOX TO DISTRIB

SOLO IN SO. AFRICA

Joint distribution of pictures by
20th-Fox and United Artists Corp. in

South Africa, mentioned by Arthur
W. Kelly, UA; foreign head, before

he sailed in October, has failed to

eventuate. UA will "open its own
film exchange' in Johannesburg some
time nfext year and Kelly- is now en

route to New "jfork, arriving in U. S.

in January.

Both organizations are still report-

ed having a 'community of interests'

in So. Africa, but neither Walter J.

Hutchinson, foreign head of 20th-

Fox, nor Kelly have so far disclosed

what these mutual arrangements are,

or what they discussed in Johannes-

burg. A joint booking deal in Afri-

can theatres is probably being

worked out.

Japs Ban Crime Pic
Yokohama, Dec. 13.-

Local officials have banned show-
ing of Warners* 'Grime School.'-

Reason- given is that too much un-
rest among' the /populace makes it

inadvisable to show the -film.

Current London Plays
(With Dates When Opened)

'French Without Tears,* Criterion—
Nov. 6, *36.

'Robert's Wife,' Globe—Nov. 23, '37.

'Me and My Girl,' Victoria Palace
—Dec. 16, *37.

'Nine Sharp,' Little—Jan. 26, '38.

'Wild Oats,' Princess—April 13, '38.

'Banana Ridge,' Strand—April 27,

'38.

'Glorious Morni Whitehall-
May 26, '38.

'Spring Meeting,* Ambassador

—

May 31. '38.

'Lot's Wife,' Savoy—June 10.

'The Fleet's Lit Up,' Hippodrome—
Aug. 17.

'George and Margaret,' Piccadilly
—Aug. 30.

'Running Riot,' Gaiety—Aug. 31.

'Flashing Stream,' Lyric—Sept- 1-.

'Room for Two,' Comedy—Sept. 6,

'Dear Octopus;' Queens—Sept. 14.

'The Corn Is Green,' Duchess-
Sept. 20.

'Goodbye, Mr. Chips,' Shaftesbury
—Sept. 23.

'Bobby Get Your Gun,' Adelphia—
Oct. 7,

'When We Are Married, St. Mar-
tin's—Oct. 11.

'Quiet Wedding,' Wynham's — Oct.

14.

'Idiot's Delight,* His Majesty's—
Oct. 24.

'Elisabeth of Austri Garrick—
Nov. 3.

•Shoemaker's Holiday,' Playhouse
—Nov. 4-.

'Robust Invalid.' Apollo—Nov. 14.

'Gentlemen Unknown,' St. Jams.;
—Nov. 16."

'Traitor's Gate,' Duke of York—
Nov. 17.

'Geneva,' Saville—Nov. 22.

'Under Your Hat,' Palace—Nov. 24.

'Story of African Farm,' New—
Nov. 30.

New So. Wales Legislation Forces

Exhibs to Accept 15% British Prod;

U. S. Distrik with 2^2^ Score Bill

2 LONDON TRYOUTS

Odets' Play Gets 'Respectful Silence'

—Other Satbfaotory

London, Dec. 13.

'To Love and to Cherish' opened at

St. Martin's Sunday night (11). Sun-
day night performance by the Lon-
doh Playgoers Club of excellent play

was well received, but has an un-
satisfactory ending.

'Paradise Lost,' Clifford Odets'

play, was greeted with- respectful

silence when tried out Sunday night

(11) by the Stage Society.

REORG TOBIS

CO. IN BERLIN

Berlin, Dec. 3.

Viennese Tobis-Sascha . film com-
pany being revamped in staff as' well
as in name. New tag is to be 'Wien"

Film Co., with Fritz Hirt as .presi-

dent.

Staff to be recruited from among
former Austrians. Acting contingent
to consist of Austrian names. Direc-
tor Karl Hartl heads the production
department with Erich von Neusser
as production manager.
Director Gustav Ucicky has al-

ready been signed and negotiations
are under way to contract meggers
Willi Forst and Luis Trenker, as well
as the star, Paula Wessely. New
studios tmder construction with ca.pi-.

tal set at 3,000,000 marks, '($1,200,.-

000). Production to start Feb. 1 and
looks for 20 films per anhum'i

Eisenstein's Latest

Deals with Teutonic

Invasion of Russia

Moscow, Dec. 13.

Latest production made by Sergei
Eisenstein,- 'Alexander Nevsky,' was;
completed last 'week.
Picture Is a story of 13th century

Russia and its fight against the in-

vading- Teutons, Music score -by

Serge Prokofieff.

PALESTINE ORCH OUT OF

N. Y: FAIR; HABIMAH OK

Jerusalem,, Nov. 27.

Plans to take the Palestine Orches-
tra to the U. S. for series' of cortcerts

during the New York's "World Fair
have be^n scuttled for the time being
owing to lack of funds and absence
of guarantee from American inter-

ests. Orchestra was founded three
years ago by Bronislaw Huberman,
concert violinist, who formed, it with
Jewish musicians from

,
persecuted

countries, mainly Germany, Poland
and Austria.

The Habimah, however, Hebrew
premier theatre group in the Holy
Land, has • completed plans for the

trip to the States. Habimah ' (The
Sta'^^je) plans first on touring Europe,

then doing a series of performance.s

at the Fair's Palestine pavilion. It'll

probably stick to the biblical sub-

jects that made it well known.
Habimah got its start in Russia in

pre-Red days under Stanislaw.ski.

but was booted out, subsequently

flitting back and forth across Europe,

looking for a home. Finally came
to Palestine and has 'jeen here since.

Group is building its own home in

Tel Aviv at cost of $150,000, most of

it collected from private individuals.

Sydney, Dec. 13.

The 25% rejection right on
foreien, namely American, pic-

tures, promises to become gen-
eral in Australia. Operating in

Victoria for some time, and soon
to. be Invoked in New Sonth
Wales, South Australia and Tas-
mania apparently are next on the
list.'

A prominent exhibitor here,

who controls a large circuit,

claimed that distributors them-
selves are to blame because they
lutV4)||p'eCused to play hall with
Aussie exhibitors.

Sydney, Dec. 13.

Bill passed by the government of

New South "Wales mdkes it com-
pulsory for. exhibitors to show at

least 15% British product annually.
This in addition to granting ex-
hibitors the 25% rejection right on
foreign pictures. Government hopes
that Great Britain - -will - arrange

,

reciprocity for local product.

A standard foi'm of contract is to

be introduced at the present legisla-

tive session and a Films Commis-
siqn is to be appointed. Drastic
part of the latter, is that the Com-
mission is empowered to enter the
premises of any distributor or ex-
hibitor to inspect contracts. Failure
to live up to "terms will bring a fine

of $400,. plus the right to Cancel
either the exhibitor or distributor

licenses.

.
Understood . .here thajt American

distributors plan to challenge the
entire bill. Their iquota remains at

21/2%. Premier Stevens stated that
the bill would not have been passed,
if Americans had complied with' the
old quota for. :pirew South Wales,
(tJ. S. di'stribiiti'dn; companies re-
fused to - comply .-with thia qtiota

on the grounds that it wds unconr
stitutionai). Stevens e^cpressed the
hope that' U. • S. cbnipanifes now
would give Australian -picture?' some
break in their market. Government
is expected to financially b&ck local

producers to. a major extent in fur-
ther establishing the film industrjr

here, and is hopeful "hf nationalizing
the quota later. Presently, each state

has a quota.
Hoyts circuit is reported against

the high British percentage 'and say
that the exhibitors here will lose
heavily. New South Wales wUl
grant relief to Greater Union and
other independents clEdtning- product
shortage, it*s yi^derstopd. Govern-
ment spokesman also, has indicated,
that a .stranglehold bri 'any Aus-
'tralian'otganizatlph wUl not be per-
mitted (believed referring to Hoyts
circuit, 'in ^ich 20th-Fox has a
substantial Interest)!.

The Commission, which, is to be.

appointed shortly, will have three,

members holding np pecuniary in-
terest in the' industry,

.
They will

serve for five years. • Stipulation of
being able to examine* 'Oontracts o{
any distributor or exhiljitor is re-

garded as giving th^ .Commission
virtual control over the picture

busi/iess in tli^s state.

American dlstrlbs* unofficial reply

to the hint that the government here
would like to see A.ti'stralian films

get a better break in the U. S.

that it's entirely up to the Aussi

producers to make product that wi
draw in America.

ARNOLD ZWEIG BETTER
Tel Aviv, Nov. 27.

Arnold Zweig ('The Case of Ser-

geant Grischa') is recuperating in a

Tel Aviv hospital from an auto

smashup between Haifa and Tel

Aviv.

Living in exile from Germany in

Haifa's Mount Carmel, Zweii is re-

ported slowly going blind. He dic-

tates his materiai'to hlo family.

Aussie Likes V. 3. Fix .

Washington, Dec, 13.

Australian appreciation of Ameri-
can films, revealed in last v/Qek's re-

port to the Department of Commerce
from the office of the. American
Trade Commissioner at Sydney,
shows that 67.3% of the^ 1,712 films

examined by Australian censors dur-
ing 1937 were of U. S. origin.

United Kingdom films amounted to

459, or 26.8%, with 101, and 5.9%,
coming from other countries. Aus-
tralian motion picture theatres total

1,371, with a total seating capacity of

1,100,000, according to the report.

CROWD AT M-G'S OPENING
Opening of the new Metro theatre,

San Jorge, in Bogota. Colombia, last

week was attended by such a large
crowd that police reserves had to be
called, according to a cable received

in New York. President Santos at-

.tended the opening.
'Marie Antoinette' was initial film.
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Selling Stocks

(Continued from page 3)

not expecting the- strong - upward
spurts made by all thyee stocks in

last week's stock market. Rise in

the preference -shares was more or

less anticipated, bui the large activ-

ity in Paramount common which
pushed the stock up to within one
point of the year's peak was surpHs-
ing. It revived the old report that a

common dividend was being con-

templated.

However, conservative opinion in

the Street was that while such a

distribution was possible, company
management probably would wait

until it. had two successful years un-

der its belt before voting a common
divvy. Not many believed the com-
pany had put two such, successive

years together, thus far. Wall Street

does not think such would be possi-

ble soon unless an unusually bright

final quarter, possibly $1,000,000 net

or more, is turned in by Par. Finan-
cial circles do not look for this un-
less the film rentals took a terrific

spurt in the fourth quarter this year.

Failure of Balaban & Katz Corp.,

principal theatre-owning subsidiary

of Par* to declare a dividend on its

common, usually made at this time
of year, was an unpleasant bit of

news. Particularly in view of $4 per
share declared last year around this

time. IJxplanation simply was that

surplus earnings were to be used in

cutting down bank loans and other

current accounts payable. Also ex-
plained that the divvy was declared

in 1937 because of the undistributed

profits tax.

Balaban & Katz, however, declared

its usual quarterly dividend of $1.75

on the 7% preferred. In connection
with the failure to pay anything on
the company, the company said that

since Par owns the entire stock and
the earnings of both are consolidated,

omission of the divvy will have no
effect on the reported earnings for

Paramount's final 1938 quarter.

Official rnnouncement of insurance
covei-age for more than 2,200 em-
ployes in company offices and in

more than 1,000 theatres was made
by John Balaban, secretary-treasurer

of Balaban & Katz. Coverage is for

$6,000,000, for employes of the oper-
ating company, Publix Great States

Theatres, Inc., and subsids. Com-
plete cost will be met by employers,

insurance being placed with Equita-

ble Life Assurance Society.

S. E. C. Reports on 20th

Washington, Dec. 13.

Numerous recent transfers of

stock interests of film company
ground floor tenants came to light

last week in semi-monthly report of

the Securities & Exchange Commis-
sion. Outstanding transactions made
a substantial dent in Chase National

Bank's Investment in 20th-Fox.
While two of the chief officers also

were active in the market, the
Gotham bank unloaded 50,200 shares
of 20th-Fox common in 15 batches
spread over the entire month of Oc-
tober. Largest deal was sale of 25,-

000 shares on Oct. 25. Recapitulation
shows the financial institution still

has strings on 287,158 shares.

Other deals were purchase of 100

common by Sidney R. Kent and sale

of 10,000 shares by Darryl Zanuck.
The bank also reported unloading
10,000 shares of the $1.50 preferred,
keeping 671,916 of this breed. At the
end of the month, Kent had 3,455

pieces of common while Zanuck had
132,130 common and 21.946 preferred.

Other PIx Stocks

Othci* film trading included:
Sale of 200 shares of Loew's com-

mon by Leopold Friedman, who
hangs on to 612 shares.
Purchases of 400 and 500 Univer-

sal Corp. voting trust certificates, re-

spectively, by Peyton Gibson and
Daniel M. ShaefTer, while the hold-
ing company was picking up 2,000
shares of Universal Pictures com-
mon in throe lots. Gibson had COO
V. t. c.'s in his own name, besides a
stake in 26,500 certificates and 111,-

283 warrants owned by Standard
Capital Co. Statement showed Uni-
versal Corp. now controls 230,927
shares of Universal Pictures com-
mon, 220 pieces of first preferred and
20,000 of second preferred.
Unloading of Columbia Pictures

certificates by Jack Cohn, whose
stake meanwhile was increased by
a stock dividend in September. Com-
pany head peddled 1,400 v, t. c.'s and
garnered 810 more. His portfolio at

last report contained 31,817 tickets.

Holdings of Preston Davie, newly-
elected director of Universal Corp.,
were shown to include his stake in

^ 26,500 certificates and 111,283 war-
rants held by Standard Capital Co.

Advance Production Chart
Hollywood, Dec. 13.

In spite of talk of a pre-Christmas production lull, studios continue shoot-
ing, with 41 pictures facing the cameras,- as of Dec. 7, and letup probably
won't be reached until Xmas week. Hamng released or previewed -total t>/

157 features and with 85 in the cutting rooms, plenty of product is on hand
to take care of exhibition needs for several months.

To wind up current season, 297 pictures are needed against promised
580. Warners tops other lots with number in the cutting room, with 15
getting final scissoring. Paramount is next with 13, and needs only to roll

14 more -features before completing schedule of 58, which doesn't include
American release of British product.

Columbia

Features ..

Westerns
Serials

Number Number
of Fix Com-

Fromised pieted
40 8
16 6
4 1

Now Balance to
Now in Be Placed Stories in
Shoot- Cutting Before Prepara-
ing Booms Cameras tion
4 5 23 23
0 3 7 7
0 0 3 3

33

Chaliapin, Addison Richards, Henry Roquemore, Byron Foulgcr, Stanley-
Fields, Harry Davenport, Spencer Charters, Etienne Girardot.
'THE TRIGGER PALS/ Cinemart Productions; produced by Philip

N. Krasne; directed by Sam Neufield; original story by George
Plympton and Ted Richmond; screen play by George Plympton. Cast:
Arthur Jarrett, Lee Powell, Al St. John, Dorothy Fay, Ernie Adams,
Stanley Blystone, Ted Adams, Durkie Thane, Earl Douglas, Nina Guilbert^
Ethan Allen, Bob Walker, Frank La Rue, Wally West, Carl Mathews.

Metro
Total 60 15 4 8 33
Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:
'CALIFORNIA FRONTIER,' produced by Monroe Shaff; directed byElmer Clifton; origmal screen play by Monroe Shaff and Arthur Hoeri;

photbgraphed by Eddie Linden. Cast:. Buck Jones, Carmen Bailey, Jose
Perez, Forrest Taylor, Milburn Stone", Stanley Blystone, Ernie Adams, Bob
Terry, Carlos Villarias,' Soledad Jiminez, Tom London, Billy Bletcher, Paul
Elhs, Ray Teal, Carl Matthews.
'SMASHING THE SPY RING,' formerly titled 'INTERNATIONAL SPY,'

formerly titled 'SPY RING.' produced by Jack Fier for Irving Briskin
unit;

,
directed by Christy Cabanne; no writing credits released; photo-

graphed by Allen Seigler. Cast: Fay Wray, Ralph Bellamy, Warren Hull,
Regis Toomey, JWalter Kingsford, Lorna Gray, Ann Doran, Paul Whitney,
Mae Wallace, John Tyrrell, Dick Curtis.
'NORTH OF SHANGHAI,' formerly titled 'LIFE IS CHEAP,' produced

by Wallace McDonald for Irving Briskin unit; directed by D. Ross Leder-
man; no writing credits released; photographed by Franz Planer. Cast:
Betty Furness, James Craig, Keye Luke, Dick Curtis, Joseph Downing,
Honorable Wu, Cy Kendall, Lotus Liu, John Tyrrell.
'HOMICIDE BUREAU' (for 1938-39. release); associate producer. Jack

Fier; directed by C. C. Coleman, Jr.; original screen play by Earle Snell;
photographed by Benjamin Kline. Cast: Bruce Cabot, Rita Hayworth,
Robert Paige. Marc Lawrence, Ed Fetherstori. Richard Fiske. Jane Morgan.
'WRECKAGE,' produced by Larry Darmiur; directed by Lewis D. Col-

lins; screen play by Gordon Rigby and Tom Kilpatrick; photographed by
James S. Brown, Jr. Cast: Jack Holt, Dolores Costello, Pert Kelton, Addi-
son Richards, Joseph Crehan, Donald Briggs, Holmes Herbert, Carol
Wayne, Dorothy Granger, Maxine Leslie, 'Al Bridge, Emerson Treacy,
Jack Rice, Harry Harvey, Ray Bourbon.
'THE THUNDERING WEST,' formerly titled 'TRAIL OF THE TUM-

BLEWEED,' produced by Harry Decker for the Irving Briskin unit; di-
rected by Sam Nelson; original screen play by J. Bennett Cohen; photo-
graphed by Lucien Ballard. Cast: Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith, Dick
Curtis, Bob Nolan, Ed LeSaint, Frank Bell, Eddie Cobb, Art Mix, Slim
Whittaker, Hal Taliaferro, Ed Peil, Dick Botiller, Robert Fiske.
'RACKETEERS,' produced by Wallace MacDonald; directed by C. C.

Coleman, Jr.; no writing credits released; photographed by Alan Siegler.
Cast: Alan Baxter, Jacqueline Wells, Joseph King, Gordon Oliver, Willard
Robertson', John Tyrell, Ed Fetherston, Dick Curtis, Harry Strang, Joseph
Caits, Eddie Laughton, George Taylor, Stanley Brown, Frank Mills, Joe
Harmon, James Millican, Frank O'Connor, Ed Cobb, Kernan Crips, Robert,
Walker, E. L. Dale, Art Dupuis, Al Ferguson, Ky Robinson, Sam Ash,
Al Herman, Forbes Murray, Edward Hearn.
'TEXAS STAMPEDE,' formerly titled 'RIO GRANDE ROUNDUP,' pro-

duced by Harry Decker for the Irving Briskin unit; directed by Sam Nel-
son; original screen play by John Francis Royal; photographed by Lucien
Ballard. Cast: Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith, Sons of the Pioneers, Bob
Nolan, Fred Kohler, Jr., Hank Bell, Raphael Bennett, Blackjack Ward,
Lee Prather, Eddie Cobb, Ed Hearn, Frank Austin.

Columbia Pix Now in Production
'LONE WOLF'S DAUGHTER,' produced by Joseph Sistrom; directed by

Peter Godfrey; screen play by Jonathan Latimer; photographed by Joseph
Walker. Cast: Warren .William, Ida Lupino, Virginia Weidler, Rita Hayr
worth, Marc Lawrence, Ralph Morgan, Don Beddoe, Ben Welden, Leonard
Carey, Tommy Dugan, Forbes Murray, John Tyrell, Marek Windheim,
Bud Jamison, Lorna Gray, Stanley Brown, Beatrice Curtis, Lola Jensen,

James Craig, Jack Norton, Anthony Hughes, Eddie Laughton, Vernon
Dent, James Blaine, Frank Baker, Eddie Fetherston, Dick Curtis, Lou
Davis, Brandon Tynan, Russ Clark, James Millican, Irving Bacon, Herbert

Evans, Dick Elliott, Helen Lynd.
'LET US LIVE,' produced by William Perlberg; directed by John Brahm;

screen play by Anthony Veiller and Allen Rivkin. . Cast: Henry Fonda,

Maureen O'SuUivan, Ralph Bellamy, Henry Kohler, Alan Baxtpr, Stanley

Ridges, Clarence Wilson, Ray Walker, Sammy Blum, Beatrice Curtis, 'Ted

Oliver, Monty Vandergrift, James Blaine, Philip Trent, George Douglas,

Peter Lynn, Martin SpeUman, Charles Larc, Harry Bernard, Herbert

Haywood, Walter Soderling, Billy Wayne, Sam McDaniels. Ethel Wales,

Mary Foy, Jack Clifford, Eddie Hearn, Eddie Cobb, Herbert Ashley, Kernan

Cripps, Dick Rush, Harry C. Bradley, Emmett Vogan, Stanley Mack, Cy
Ring, Ray Stewart. Bess Wade.

.

'FLYING G-MEN,' produced by Jack Fier for the Irving Briskin "unit;

directed by James Home and Ray Taylor; no writing credits released;

photographed by Benjamin Kline. Cast: Robert Paige, Richard Fiske,

James Craig. Lorna Gray, Don Beddoem, Forbes Murray, Dick Curtis

Sammy McKim, John Tyrrell, Stanley Brown, Eddie Laughton Duke

York, Cy Ring, James Millican, Curly Dresden, Martin Cicky, George

^TraST OFFENDER,' produced by Lou Appleton for Irving Briskin

unit- directed by Frank McDonald; no writing credits released; pnoto-

MaohS by Lucien Ballard. Cast: Walter Abel, Rita Hayworth, Johnny

Downs, Iris Meredith, Robert Sterling, John Tyrrell.

Features ....
Selznick-Int'l

Number Number Now
of Pix Com- Shoot-

Promised pieted ing
50 14 710 0

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories in

Cutting Before Prepara-
Rooms Cameras tion

6 23 23Oil
24

Grand National

Now Balance to

Number Number Now in Be Placed Stories in

of Pix Com- Shoot- Cutting Before Prepara-

Promised pieted ing Rooms Cameras tion

Total 68 '5 0 6 57 57

Pictures now in cutting rooms or awaiting previews are.

'THE LONG SHOT,' Fine Arts production for Grand National release;

produced by Franklyn Warner; associate producer-director. Charles La-

mont- screen play by Ewart Adamson; original story by Harry Beresford

rpnipp Ca laehan- photographed by Arthur Martinelli. Cast: Gordon

jSne? Kshal S'c! He George Meeker Harry Daven-

nort James Robbins. Geor E. Stone ,Dorothy Fay, Frank Darrien. Tom

SnedT EarlfHodgin, Emerson Treacy. Guy Seabrook, Lee Phelps, Ben

^VpViRY'S IN THE SADDLE,' produced by Arthur Driefuss; directed by

<;nm Die-e- original screen play by Arthur Hoerl; photographed by Mack

sL^ffler CaS^ Dorothy Page. Milton Frome. Vince Barnett. Lmn May-

bX?y Joseph Girard Frank Ellis, Harrington Reynolds. Merrill McCor-

mfck'Pat HenniiSg. Fred Cordova, Eddie Gordon, Lester Doerr, Walter

"^^SSe^IaIt 7ARR?ER/'coronado production; produced by Donald K.

Lieberman- directed by Samuel Dicge; original screen play by Aithur

Hoerl- Dhoto^ap^^^^^ by Mack Stengler.. Cast: Dorothy Page David

o'BHon See Barn^ Allen. Leonard Trainer, Edward Gordon,

StSile?'Pri?er WarSer'^ Merrill McCormick, Lloyd Ingraham.

^ XADY BUCKABOO,' Coronado production: produced by Donald K
Ti/hPrman- directed by Samuel Diege; original screen play by Arthur

Hoerl Photographed by Mack Stengler. Cast: Dorothy Page. David

oSen Vince Snett. Ed Piel, Dix Davis. Stanley Price. Warner Rich-

Sond Dorofhy Short. Paul Barrett, Lloyd Ingraham, Ethan Allen, Edward

Gordon. Merrill McCormick. j- « +„j k,, nue r,ar.
'EXILE EXPRESS,' produced by Eugene Frenke; directed by Otis Gar-

rett: original by Edwin Justus Mayer; musical score by Dimitri Tiomkm.

photographed by John Me.scall. Cast: Anna Sten. Alan Marshall Jerome

Cowan, Walter Catlett, Jed Prouty, Leonid Kinsky, Irving Pichel, Feodor

Total 51 14 7 - 6 24
Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'HONOLULU,' produced by Jack Cummings; diirected by Edward Buz-
zell; no writing credits released; photographed by Ray June. Cast:
Eleanor Powell, Robert Young, George Burns and Gracie Allen, Eddie
Anderson, Judith Allen, Jo'Ann Sayres, Rita Johnson, Willie Fung, Clar-
ence Kolb, Bert Roach.
'STAND UP AND FIGHT,' produced by Mervyn LeRoy; directed by

W. S. Van Dyke; no writing credits released yet; photographed by Oliver
Marsh. Cast: Robert Taylor, Wallace Beery,' Florence Rice. Helen Broder-
ick, Charley Grapewin, Clinton Rosemond, John Qualen, Barton MacLane^
Robert Gleckler, Claudia Morgan, Charles Bickford, Jonathan Hale.

'ICE FOLLIES OF 1939,' produced by Harry Rapf; directed by Reinhold

.

Schunzel; no writing credits released; photographed by Oliver Marsh. Cast:
Joan Crawford, James Stewart, Lew Ayres, Ice Follies troupe, Jo Ana
Sayres, Lionel Stander.
'THE AWAKENING OF KATRINA,' formerly titled 'KATHERINE, THE

LAST,' produced by Harry Rapf; directed by Norman Taurog; screen play
by Gerald Savey and Jack Mintz; photographed by Clive De Vinna. Cast:

Franciska Gaal, Rita Johnson, Barnett Parker, Franchot Tone, Walter Con-
nolly, Reginald Gardner, Franklin Pangborn, Charles Judells, Priscilla

Lawson, Reginald Oweni, Billy Gilbert, Barbara Pepper.
'BURN 'EM UP O'CONNOR,' formerly titled 'SKIDS,' produced by Harry

Rapf; directed by Edward Sedgwick; no writing credits released; photo-
graphed by Lester White. Cast: Dennis O'Keefe, Cecelia Parker, Nat
Pendleton. Harry Carey, Charley Grapewin, Alan Curtis, Tom Neal, Tru-
man Bradley, John Butler, Betty Ann Browne.
•SWEETHEARTS' Un Technicolor for 1938-39 season), produced by Hunt,

Stromberg; directed by W. S. Van Dyke; screen play by Alan Campbell
and Dorothy Parker; photographed by Olivei Marsh. Cast: Jeanette Mac-
Donald. Nelson Eddy, Mischa Auer. Frank Morgan. Ray Bolger. Herman
Bing. Minna Gombel. Gene and Kathleen Lockhart. Raymond Walburrt,

Lucille Watson, Florence Rice. Reginald ^.Gardiner, Allyn Joslyn, Fay
Holden. Olin Howland. Terry Kilburn. Betty Jaynes. Douglas McPhail. •

Metro Pix Now in Production

•I TAKE THIS WOMAN,' formerly titled 'NEW YORK CINDERELLA/
produced by Lawrence Weingarten; directed by Frank Borzage; original

story by Charles MacArthur; photographed by Charles Lawton. Cast;

Spencer Tracy, Hedy LaMarr, Fanny Brice, Walter Pidgeon, Thurston
Hall, Carlos Valdez, Leonard Penn, Ina Claire, Marjorie Main, Louis Cal-
hern, Lana Turner, Mona Barrie, Willie Best, Dwight Frye, Jack Carson>

Frank Puglia. f , • ^,
'IDIOT'S DELIGHT,' produced by Hunt Stromberg; directed by Clarence

Brown; from play by Robert E. Sherwood; photographed by William

Daniels. Cast: Clark Gable, Norma Shearer, Laura Hope Crews, Charles

Coburn, Pat Paterson, Joseph Schildkraut, Paula Stone, Edward Arnold,

Burgess Meredith, Skeets Gallagher, Joan Marsh, Bernadene Hayes, Vir-

ginia Grey, Mitchell Lewis, Virginia Dale, Fritz Feld, Edward Roquello^

Lorraine Krueger.
'THE WIZARD OF OZ' (Technicolor), produced by Mervyn LeRoy;

directed by Victor Fleming; based on story by Frank L. Baum; photo-

graphed by Harold Rosson; for Technicolor, Allan Dazey. Cast: Frank
Morgan Judy Garland, Ray Bolger, Bert Lahr, Jack Haley, Charley
Graoewin, Billie Burke, Margaret Hamilton, Pat Walsh.
•HUCKLEBERRY FINN,' produced by Joseph Mankiewicz; directed by

Richard Thorpe; no writing credits released; photographed by John Seitz,

Cast: Mickey Rooney, Walter Connolly, William Frawley, Elizabeth Risdon,

Minor Watson, Harlan Brings, Rex Ingram.
, „ „ ,

•WOMEN IN WHITE,' produced by Nat Levine; directed by S. Sjrlvan

Simon; no writing credits released; photographed by Leonard Smith. Cast:

Alan Marshal, Florence Rice, Ann Rutherford, Buddy Ebsen, Una Merkel,

Mary Howard, Jessie Ralph, Kent Taylor.
, ^ « u * t o.^.•BROADWAY SERENADE,' produced and directed by Robert Leonard;

no writing credits released; photographed by Oliver Marsh. Cast: Jeanette

MacDonald, Lew Ayres, Ian Hunter Frank Morgan, Virginia Grey Ri^
Johnson, William Gargan, Katherine Alexander, Franklin Pangborn, Esther

Dale. Esther Howard, Al Shean, Maurice Moscovitz.
r u

•SONG OF THE WEST,' produced by Hariy Rapf ; directed by Jack Con-

wav- no writing credits released; photographed by Sidney Wagner, Cast:

SorEddy Virginia Bruce, Lionel Barrymore, Victor McLagien Edward

A?rSld, Guy Kibbee? Allen ' Jenkins, H. B. Warner, Raymond Walburn,

Charles Butterworth.

Monogram

Features
Westerns

Number Number Now
of Pix Com- Shoot

promised pieted inff

26 6 a
16 4 0

42 10 0

Now Balance to

in Be Placed Storiea In

Cutting: Before Prepara-
Robms Cameras tiop

17 17
10 10

3
2

27 27
Total

Pictures in the cutting room:

•GANG BULLETS,' produced by E. B. Derr; associate producer Frank

Melford- directed, by Lambert Hillyer; origmal screen Play.^y John T.

Kile- Dhotographed by Arthur Martinelli. Cast: Ann Nagel Robert

Charles Trowbridge, Morgan Wallace, J. Farrell MacDonald John

? Murray Arthur Loft, John Merton, Roger William.s Duke York, Donald

KVrr cS'eton Young, Stanley Mack. Harry Strang, Ernie Adams. IsabeU

SSlle Martin Spel man, Tom McGuire, Bill Worthington. Bill Lally,

EddirHearn. SaSf Nelson, Jack C. Smith, Kernan Kripps, Frank LaRue,

^•SONaOF^iHE BUCKAROO,' formerly titled 'LITTLE TENDERFOOT,
nroduced by Edward Finney; directed by Al Herman; original screen play

hv Tnhn Rathmell- tihotographed by Frances Corbey. Cast: Tex Ritter,

jfnx AlkS^g mJ^^^^ King, Tom London, Snub Pollard,

MairS M5rpSy. Fra?k LaRue, Bob Terry, Ernie Adams, Dave O'Brien,

°°WILi hSr^SE m^^^^^^^^^ by Robert Tansey; directed by B^^^^^

Hill- orieinal screen play by Robert Emmett; photographed by Bert Longe-.

! ?ecker ^Castf?ack Randall. Dorothy Short. Frank Vaconelli, Walter Long,

Pptor<! TVox Davidson. WHbur Mack. Joe Glrard. «^^„npr
'PAROLED TO EXILE,' produced bv E. B. Derr; associate producer,

Frfnk Melford; directed by Lambert Hillyer; origmal screen play by John

(Continued on page 21)
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FLASH • • this is New Year's

Baoking No. 278 on M-G-M's "SWEETHEARTS'

with the total number of holiday bookings

headed for an all-time industry high!

(A typical telegram is the following from

John Hamrick, famed Seattle showman)

METRO^GOLDWYN>MAYER

Last night we previewed "Sweethearts'' and words fail me to

properly describe this breath-taking, awe-inspiring Technicolor

picture* I consider it the very finest subject made with these

two great stars, Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy, and

entire cast is wonderful We open it here at the Fifth Avenue

day before New Year's single bill with increased admission

prices during New Year's Eve celebrations and confident will

break house records . Kindest regards.

--JOHN HAMRICK, FIFTH AVE. THEATRE, SEATTLE, WASH.
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W. Krafft and John T. Neville; photographed by Arthur Martinelli. Cast:
Sidney Blackmer, Robert Kent, Anne Nagel, Norman Willis, Victor Killian
Sarah Padden, Ben Alexander, Pat Flaherty, Carleton Young, Howard
Hickman, Joan Barclay, Cai-ol Tevis, Harry Strange, Ray Stewart, Dennis
Moore, Maxme Leslie, Frank Crane, Kathryn Sheldon, Frank La Rue.
George Cleveland, Donald Kerr, Hal Price, Mac Sheppard.

Paramount

studio
Harry Sherman.

Number Number Now
of Pix Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted ins
51 18 7
7 8 1

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories In

Cutting Before Prepara-
Rooins Cameras tion
n 14 1410 0

Total 58 23 8 13 14
Pictures now In cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

14

'PARIS HONEYMOON' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Harlan Thomp-
Bon; directed by Frank Tuttle; screen play by Frank Butler and Don Hart-
man; based on a story by Angela Sherwood: photographed by Karl Struss
Cast: Bing Crosby, Franciska Gaal, Akim Tamiroff. Ben Blue, Edward
Everett Horton, Shirley Ross. Rafaela Ottiano. Keith Kenneth. George
Gay, Norah Gale, Laurie Lane, Louise Seidel, Paula de Cardo, Evelyn
Keyes, Harriette Haddon, Maria Doray, Louise Seidel. Judy King. Janet
Waldo. Cheryl Walker, Marion Weldon. Dorothy White»
•CAFE SOCIETY,' produced by Jeff Lazarus; directed by Ed H. Griffith;

original and screen play by Virginia Van Upp; photographed by Ted
Tetzlaff, Cast: Madeleine Carroll, Fred MacMurray, Shirley Ross, Claude
Gillingwater, AUyn Joslyn, Don Alvarado, Mira McKinney, Hilda Plow-
right, Dorothy Tree, Harlan Briggs, Frances Raymond, Ruth Rogers, Dor-
othy White, Jessie Ralph, Charles Trowbridge, Frank Dawson, Cupid
Ainsworth, Lucius Beebe, Gloria Williams, Gus Glassmire, Lillian Yarbo,
Eddie Dunn, Eddie Borden, John Day, Robert Emmett Keane, Tony Merlo,
Al Hill, Luana, Walters, Ethel Clayton, Marion Weldon, Dolores Casey,
Dorothy Dayton, Norah Gale, Harriette Haddon, Gwen Kenyon, Judy
King, Helaine Moler, Reginald Simpson, Max Wagner, Helen Lynd, Heidy
MasbUrg, Bryant Washburn, Mary Tunkins' Parker, Charles Begole Smith,
Bernard Matis, Paula de Cardo, Joyce Mathews, Janet Waldo, Lpster Dorr.

•NEVER SAY DIE,' produced by Paul Jones; directed by Elliott Nugent;
screen play by Don Hartman, Frank Butler and Preston Sturges; based
on a play by William H. Post; photographed by Leo Tover. Cast; Martha
Raye, Bob Hope, Ernest Cossart, Paul Harvey, Alan Mowbray, Siegfried
Rumann, Andy Devine, Gale Sondergaard, Ivan Simpson, Donald Haines,
Victor Kilian, Walter Fenner, Oscar . Rudolph, Ferdinand Schumann-Heink,
Albe.rt Dekker, Charles Brokaw, Frank Reicher, Foy. Van Dolson, Har-
riette Haddon, Frances . Arms, JDonald Haines, Nick M6r6, Janet Elsie
Clark, Christian Rub, Jack Knoche, Hans; Von Morhart, Henry. Zynda,
Max Barw'yn, Richard Von Opel, Kennfeth Wilson:

•ST. LOTTIS BLDES' (for 193d-39 release), produced by Jeff Lazarus;
directed; by Raotil Walsh; screen play, by John C. Moffitt and Malcolm
Stiiart BoyIan; based on adaptation ..by Fi'ederick Hazlitt Brennan of story
by Eleanore Griffin and William Rankin; additional .'dialog by Virginia
Van "Upp; photographed by Thebdor Sparkuhl. Cast: Lloyd Nolan, Dorothy
Lartiour, 'Tito Guizar, Jessie Ralph, Maxine Sullivan, William Frawley,
Punkih^' Parker. Jerome Cowan. Matty Malneck and His Boys.

. •TOM- SAWYER, UiETECTIVE,' produced by Harold Hurley; associate
produced, Edward T. Lowe; directed by Louis King; screen play by Lewis
Foster. -'RQbert Yost and Stuart Anthony; based on the novel by Mark
Twain; photographed by Ted Tetzlaff. Cast: Donald O'Connor. Billy Cook,
Porter Hall, Philip Warren. Janet Waldo, Clara Blandick; Elisabeth Risdon,
Edward Pawley, Etta McDaniels. Oscar Smith..' William Haade, Stanley
Price, Harry Worth, Si Jenlcs, Clem Bevans, Raymond Hatton, Howard
Mitchell, Monte Blue, Foy Van Dolsonj Vic . Demoruelle, Jr., Murdock
MacQuarrie, Billy Engle. Eugene Jackson, Robert Homans, Jane Keckley,
Elsie Bishop, Lew Short, X-oh Pbflv Albert Hart, Tyler Brooke, Ethel Clay-
ton.
' 'KING OF. CHINATOWN,' executive oroducer, Harold Hurley; associate
producer, Stuart Walker; directed by Nick Grinde; screen play by Lillie

Hayward and Irving Reis; based on a story by Herbert Biberman; photo-
graphed, by Leo Tover. Cast: Anna May Wong, Akim Tamiroff, J. Carrol
Naish, Anthony Quihn," Rbscoe Karns. Bernadene Hayes, Philip Ahn, Sid-
ney Toler, Ray Mayer, Alex Pollard, Sam Ash, Charles Trowbridge, Archie
Twitchell. George AhtJer^on, Marie Burton, Sheila Darcy^ Won.u Chong,
Richard Dennihgi Judy King. .Dolores Casey. Dorothy Dayton, Paula De
Cardoi Harriette Haddon, Helaine Moler, North Gale, Gwen Kenyon,
Charles B. Wood. George Magrill. Lily King, Ethel Clayton, Guy Usher.

'b^SBARRjsb,' produced by Harold Hurley; directed by Robert Florey;
sci:een play by Lillie Hayward and Robert R: Presnell froin story by Harry
Sauber; photographed by Harry Fishbeck. Cast: Gail Patrick, Otto Kruger,
Robert Preston, Sidney iToler, Helen MacKellar, Clay Clement, Edward
Marr, Olin .Howland, :

•AMBIJSH,' G.M.O. production; associate producer, William Wright; di-
rected by Kurt Neumann; screen play by Laura and S. J. Perelman based
on; a,story by Robel-t Ray; photographed by William Mellor. Cast: Gladys
Swartho.ut, Lloyd Nolan, William Frawley, Ernest Truex, William Henry,
Hartley Tufts Ritfe.I)avis, Brod Crawford, Antonio Moreno, Harry Fleisch'-.

manh, John Hart. Raympnd Hatton, Robert Greig, Richard Denning, Clem
Bevajns, Max Hoffman, Jr., Jim Pierce, Eddie Acuff, Al Hill, Frank Mere-
djth, Ted Oliver, George Melford, Polly Moran. Mary Zehner, Ethel Clay-
ton, Wade Boteler,' Archie Twitchell, Dolores Casey, Dorothy White.

•ZAZA* (for 1938-39 season), produced by Albert Lewin; directed by
George Cukor; scfeen play by Zoe Akins; from play by Pierre Berton and
Charles Simon; photographed by Charles Lang. Cast: Claydette Colbert,
Herbert Marshalli B6rt Lahr. Helen Westley. Constance Collier, Genivieve
Tobih, Rex O'Malley, Rex Evans. Walter Catlett. Robert C. Fischer. Ernest
Cogsart. John Sutton, Michael Brooke. Phillip Warren, Alexander Leftwich,
Janet Waldo, Fredrika Brown, Dorothy Dayton, Harriett Haddon, Helaine
Moler. Dorothy White; Duncan Renaldo, Hala Linda. Tom Ricketts.

•BtiLLl)6d DBUiWMOND'S SECRET POLICE,' G. M. O. production;
associate plrbducei', Edward T. Lowe; directed by Jameg Hogan; screen play
by Garnett Weston; based on 'Temple Tower,' by H. C. (Sapper) McNeile;
photographed by Merritt Gerstad. Cast: John Howard, Heather Angel,
H. B. Warner, Elizabeth Patterson, Reginald Denny, E. E. Clive, Leo Car-
roll, Forrested Harvey, David Clyde, Clyde Cook. Gerald Rogers, Neil
Fitzgerald, Elspeth Dudgeon, Dutch Hendrian, Dick Rush, Wyndham
Standing.

•ARIZONA BRACELETS,' produced by Harry Sherman; directed by
Leslie Selander; based on original story by John Rathmell; additional

dialog and sequences by Harrison Jacobs; photogarphed by Russel Harlan.
Cast: William Boyd, Russell Hayden, George Hayes, Charlotte Wynters,
Russell Hopton, Sonny Bupp, Jack Rockwell, Roy Barcroft, John Merton,
Bob Kortman, and the King's Men, quartet.

•PERSONS IN HIDING,' G.M.O. production; associate producer, Edward
T. Lowe; directed by Louis King; screen play by William R. Lipman and
Horace McCoy; original by J. Edgar Hoover; photographed by Harry
Fischbeck. Cast: Lynne Overman, Pati-icia Morison, William Henry, J.

Carrol Naish, John Eldredge, Janet Waldo. Leona Roberts, Richard Carle,

Helen Twelvetrees, William Frawley, Judith Barrett, John Hartley, Philip

Warren, Richard Denning, Dorothy Howe, Richard Stanley, John Hart,

Lillian-Yarbo,- Sarah Edwards, Jim Pierce, Harold Furman, Archie

Twitchel, Harry Bailey, May Boley, Pat West. Vic Demoruelle, JT;. Pat

O'Malley, Lee Phelps, Raymond Hatton, Harry Templeton. Homer Dickin-

son, John M. Sullivan, Dick Winslow, Syd Saylor, William Collier, Sr.,

Roy Gordon, Billy Engle, Theodor Von Eltz. Eddie Acuff, Galan Gait, Joe

North, Ivan Miller, Stanley Price, James B. Carson, Fritzie Brunette, Bill

Caldwell, Sam Ash, William Haade. Wally Rairden. Scotty Groves, Jimmy
Wilcox, Paul Barrett, Perry Ivins, John Ward, Jane Keckley,

'TWO WEEKS WITH PAY," formerly titled 'PARENTS ON PROBA-
TION,' G. M. O. production; associate producer, William Wright: directed

by George Archainbaud; screen play by Laura and S. J. Perelman; basea

on a story by Lloyd Corrigan and Monte Brice; photographed by Henry
Sharp. Cast: Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland, Joyce Mathews Donald

O'Connor, Billy Lee, John Hartley. Andrew Tombs. Dick Elliott, Josephine

XVhittell, Sonny Biipp, Archie Twitchell, George Billmgs, Sonny Boy Wil-

liams, Wally Albright, Paula de Cardo, Helaine Moler, Doodles Weaver,
Tommy Tucker, Grace Hayle, Ed Gargan, Pat West, Russell Hicks, Zeffie
Tilbury, Sarah Edwards, Georgia Caine, Harlan Briggs, Charles Trow-
bridge, Kathryn Bates, Nell Craig, Fern Emmett.

Paramount Pix Now in Production
•UNION PACIFIC,' produced and directed by Cecil B. DeMille; asso-

ciate producer, William H, Pine; location director, Arthur Rosson; no
writmg credits released; photographed by Victor Milner. Cast: Barbara
Stanwyck, Joel McCrea, Robert Preston, Akim -Tamiroff, Brian Donlevy,
Lynne Overman, ,William Haade, Regis Toomey, J. M. Kerrigan, Harry
Woods, Fuzzy Knight, Hugh McDonald, Mala, Noble Johnson, Anthony
Qumn, Joseph Sawyer, Harold Goodwin,- Sheila Darcy, May Beatty, Nora
Cecil, Julia Faye, Ruth Warren, Evelyn Keyes, Mike Driscoll.
'MIDNIGHT,' produced by Arthur Hornblow; directed by Mitchell

Leisen; no writing credits released; photographed by Charles Lang. Cast:
Claudette Colbert, Don Ameche, Francis Lederer, John Barrymore, Mary
Astor, Elaine Barry, Hedda Hopper, Lionel Pape, Eugene Borden, Paul
Bryar, Ferdinand Munier, Leonard Sues, Elspeth Dudgeon, Helen St.
Rayner, Eddy Conrad, William Eddritt. Billy Daniels.
'HOTEL IMPERIAL,' directed by Robert Florey; screen play by Gilbert

Gabriel and Robert Thoeren; based on a play by Lajos Biro; photographed
by William Mellor. Cast: Isa Miranda, Ray Milland, Reginald Owen, Gene
Lockhart, J, Carrol Naish, Curt Bois, Michel Werboff, Henry Victor, Spen-
cer Charters, Bodil Rosing, Betty Compson, Wolfgang Zilzer, Egon Brecher,
Bert Roach, Augustino Borgato, Paul Everton, George Magrill, Lee Shum-
way, Davison Clark, Harry Tenbrook. Paul Kruger. Don Cossack Chorus,
Robert Middlemass, Ernst Verebes, Albert Dekker, William Bakewell. Nor-
man Phillips, Robert Frazer, Sheila Darcy. Norah Gale, Paula de Cardo,
Judith King, Russell Hicks, George MacGuarrie, Arthur Cernitz, General
Savitsky, Joseph Marievsky, Andre Marsaudon, F. Schumann-Heink, Bull
Anderson, Marek Windheim, Gustav Von Seyffertitz, Harry Holman.

'I'M FROM MISSOURI,' produced by Paul Jones; directed by Theodore
Reed; no writing credits released; photographed by Merritt Gerstad. Cast:
Bob Burns, Gladys George, Judith Barrett, Barry Mackay. William Henry.
E. E. Clive. Doris Lloyd, Patricia Morison. Gene Lockhart, Lawrence
Grossmith, Ernest Qossart, Dennie Moore, Walter Catlett, Ethel Griffies,
Jameis Burke, Spencer Charters, Raymond Hatton, Eddie Waller, Charles
Halton, Richard Denning, Clarence Wilson, Morgan Banks, Harry Ten-,
brook, Frank Hammond. Martin Faust. Russ Powell, Harry Meyer, Lee
Shumway, Carl Harbaugh, C. L^ Sherwood, Phillip Morris.
•THE LADY'S FROM KENTUCKY,' nroduced by Jeff Lazarus; directed

by Al Hall: no writing credits
.
released; photographed by Theodor

Sparkukl. Cast: George Raft, Ellen Drew, Hu.eh Herbert, ZaSu Pitts,
Louise Beavers, Harry Tyler. Stanley Andrews, Carol HoUoway, Hooper
Atchley, Virginia Sale. Lew Payton, Cordell Tate, Jimmy Briscow, Eugene
Jackson, Fern Emmett.
•ME AND MY GAL,' associate producer. Mel Shauer; directed by Kurt

Neumann; screen play by Lillie Hayward and Brian Marlow; based on
story by Grover Jones and William Slavens McNutt; nhotograohed by
Harry Fischbeck. Cast: Buck Jones, Helen Twelvetrees, Donald. O'Connor,
Dorothy Howe, John Hartley, Grant Withers, Robert Armstrong, Ed Paw-
ley, Sidney Blackmer, Philip Warren, Louise Carter, Kathryn Bates, Sarah
Edwards, Gordon Hart.

'SUDDEN MONEY,' associate producer, William Thomas; directed by
Nick Grinde;. no, writing credits released; photographed by Henry Sharp.
Cast: Charley Ruggles, Marjorie Rambeau. Charley Grapewin, Brbderick
Crawford ,Billy Lee. Evelyn Keyes, Philip Warren, William Frawley, Mary
'Punklns' Parkei-, John Gallaudet, Stanley Price, Robert Brister, Dick
.Elliott. •

^ !

•HERITAGE OP THE DESERT,' produced by Harry Sherman; associate

producer, J. D. Trop; directed by Leslie Selander; screen play by Norman
Houston; additional dialog by. Harrison Jacobs from original story by Zane
Grey; photographed by Russell Harlan. Cast: Donald Woods, Robert
Barrat. Evelyn Venable. C. Henry Gordon, Sidney Toler. Russell Hayden,
Paul Guilfoyle, Paul Fix; Willard Robertson, Reginald Barlow, J. 'Skins'

Miller.

RKO-Radio

Now Balance to .

Number Number Now in Be Placed Stories In

of Pix Com- Shoot- Custlng Before Prepara-
Promised pleted Ine Rooms Cameras tion

Studio 60 12 4 T 27 27

Sol Lesser 3-2 0 1 0 0

Herbert Wilcox... 1 0 0 0 1 1

Total 54 14 4 8 28 28

Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

•GUNGA DIN' (for 1938-39). produced and directed by George Stevens:

screen play by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur; photographed by Jqe
August. Cast: Gary Grant. Victor McLaglen, Douglas Fairbanks. Jr., Joan
Fontaine. Eduardo Ciannelli, Sam Jaffe, Montagu Love, Lumsden Hare,
Robert Coote, Abner Biberman.

•BEAUTY FOR THE ASKING,' produced by B. P. Fineman; directed by
Glenn Ttyon; original story by Edmund L. Hartmann; screen play by
Doris Anderson and Paul Jarrico; photographed by Frank Redman. Cast:

Lucille Ball, Patric Knowles, Donald Woods, Frieda Inescort, Leona
Maricle, Inez Courtney, Frances Mercer, Whitney Bourne, Ann Evers.

'FISHERMAN'S WHARF,' -produced by Sol Lesser; directed by Beirnard

Vorhaus; original screen play by Bernard Schubert, Herbert Clyde Le^wis

and Ian Hunter; photographed by Charles Schoenbaum. Cast: Bobby
Breen, Leo Carrillo, Henry Armetta, Lee Patrick. Tommy Bupp, Rosina

Galli, George Humbert, Leon Belasco, Leonard Kimbrick, Ronny Page,

Jackie Sailing, Mijo Marchetti, Jr., Stanton Mu.

•ARIZONA LEGION,' produced by Bert Gilroy; directed by Dave How-
ard; original by Bernard McConville; screen play by Oliver Drake; nhoto-

graphed by Harry Wild. Cast: George O'Brien, Laraine Johnson, Carlyle

Moore, Tom Chatterton, Glenn Strange.

'PACIFIC LINER,' produced by Robert Sisk; directed by Lew Landers;

original by Anthony Coldeway and Henry Roberts Symonds; screen

adaptation by John Twist; photographed by Nick Musuraca. Cast: Victor

McLaglen, Chester Morris, Wendy Barrie, Alan Hale. Barry Fitzgerald,

Paul Gtiilfoyle, Allan Lane, John Wray, Douglas Walton, Walter Miller.

'THE GREAT MAN VOTES,' produced by Cliff Reid; directed by Garson

Kanin; original by Gordon Malherbe Hlllman; screen play by-Sfohn Twist;

nhotogranhed by Russell Metty. Cast: John Barrymore. Peter Holden,

Virginia Weidler. Donald MacBride. Bennle Bartlett. Katharine Alexander.

Elisabeth Risdon, Granville Bates, Luis Alberni, Clarence Kolb, J, M.

•THE PURE IN MIND,' formerly titled 'SAINTS WITHOUT WINGS.'

produced and directed by P. J. Wolfsnn; original screen play by Albert

Bein: photographed by Rnv Hunt. Cast: Anne Shirlev Roger Daniel

James McCallon, Walter Ward. Charles Powers, J?hn ^jtzgerald. Frank

Malo, Paul White, Alan Baxter, Walter Tetley, Arthur Hohl, Norman

Will's
'NEXT TIME I MARRY.' formerly titler^ 'TRAH.ER ROMANCE.' pro-

duced by Cliff Reid: directed by Garson K»nin: screen Play b.v Dud

W

NiPhol-? and J'^hn Tw'st; r^oto.'?raphPd bv HviF'^^n Metty. Cast. Lucille

BallJames F.llison. Le^ B'^wm^.n. Granville Bates, Mantan Moreland,

Dick Elliott, Florence Lake, Frank Shannon,

RKO-RadIo Pictures Now in Production

•LOVE AFFAIR,' produced and directed by Leo McCarey; no writing

credits released: photographed by Rudolph Mate. Cast: Irene Dunne,

Charles oyer, Lee Bowman. Maria Ouspenskaya. Maurice Moscovitch,

Frfid Mai;»t^;ta. Scotty Beckett. Astrid AHwvn Phyllis Kennedy.

•THE CASTLES,' produced by George Haight; directed by Henry Potter,

no writing credits released: photographed by Robert De Grasse. Cast.

Fred Astaire Ginger Rogers. Walter Brennan, Lew Fields. Edna May

Olfver Jack CarsSnrEsther Muir, Janet Beecher, Donald MacBride, Sonny

Lament. j- * j
'THE FLYING IRISHMAN.' produced by Pandro S. Berman: directed

by Leigh Jason: screen play bv Ernest Pagano and Dalton Trumbo; photo^

eraphed by J. Roy Hunt. Cast: Douglas Corrigan. Paul Kelly. Robert

Armstrongf Donald McBride, Dorothy Appleby, Eddie QuiUan, Joyce

Compton.
. „. , 1 J V

'TWELVE CROWDED HOURS,' produced by Robert Sisk; directed by

Lew Landers; screen play by John Twist; original by Garrett, Fort and

Peter Ruric" photographed bv Nick Musuraca. Cast: Richard Dix, Lucille

slir Donald MacBride, Bradley Page, Dorothy Lee, Allan Lane, Roger

(Continued on page 23)

Buy Ball Club

(Continued from page 1)

over from St. Louis and Philadel-
phia, • the two weak sisters in the
major circuits.

Train schedules have been jazzed
up so much in the last few year^
that it would be no problem at all to
stretch the circuits to the Pacific
Coast.

Won't Gum It Up
Wrigley interests own territorial %

baseball rights in these parts, but
that can be adjusted. The Wrigleys
also own the Chicago Cubs, and no
company is allowed to control more
than one major league club.

Anyway, the idea looks colossal to
Hollywood, which is readying to in-
ject colossal ideas into an old game.
What could be sweeter than Carole
Lombard tossing out the fir^t. ball
to Clark Gable, and Heddy LaMarr
drawing a crowd around a tickfit

booth?
Disney Heads Center

Walt Disney was elected president
of Hollywood- Gardens, picture coir
ony's own sports center, which goes
into construction

,

early next year,
Bing Crosby was named chairman
of the board.,

William Le^aron was chosen presir
dent of the. Hollywood Sports Club,
an exclttsive membership circle

within the Gardens.

'

1

'SPECIALIZED' ROLES,

AGENCY'S DEFENSE

St. Loo Amb. Stickup
St. Louis, Dec. 13.

Ten minutes after Patrick Devers,

19, a native, had held up Kelly
Marie Hadgis, ticket seller at the
downtown Ambassador Sunday (11)

and fled with $22, he was captured
a block distant as^he was preparing
to drive away In a stolen auto. Ap-
proaching the ticket cage at IQ p. m.,

Devers thrust a gun at Miss Hadgli
and said, 'Fork it over quick; throw
it out.' Miss Hadgis shoved him the

bills, but'manajged to conceal an en-

velope containing $300.

She watched the man hurry down^
the street, and then told her story to

Patrolman Christ Anton, who en-
tered the theatre lobby a few mo-
ments later. The cop went in the
direction taken by Devers and a
block away found him in the car

with, the loaded gun in his lap and
the money in his pocket. Threaten-

ing to shoot if Devers resisted, An-
ton made an 'easy capture,' Devers
admitted the job and said he stole

the car for the express purpose of

escaping after the robbery. A crowd
of more than 100 watched the cap-
ture.

lO^ery's Swank Site

Hollywood, Dec. l3.

Myron Selznick and staff moved
into their new $100,000 Beverly Hills

agency yesterday (Mon), the swanki-
est 10% domicile in the film colony.

One-floor building is equipped
with all the ultra-modern improve-
ments, including a parking lot and
a circular.* patio ablaze with riure

tropical flowers.

.f

}

. Los Angeles, Dec. 13.

Lichtig si Englander filed an aA»
swer to Ruth Gillette's complaint
with the State Labor Commission^
denying the claim that the agency";,

had failed to use Its best efforts to
'

find work for the' sihglns actress. J
Answer declares Miss (Jilletle is

suited for .only certain specialized

parts and that the agency has ob-
tained work .for. her at five studios
since the first of the year.

2 Stickups and a Slicher

Are Mpls.' B.O. Setbacks
Minneapolis, Dec. 13.!

!

,

Bandits held up two Twin City
neighborhood theatres within a half
week. A gunman smashed the glasii^

in the cashier's, cage at the Randolph
theatre while pointing his pistol ^t!

the cashier, took $25 and escaped.'

He fired two shots at a group of
pursuers, including. J. A. Walsh, the
manager.
Holding up the New Lake theatre

box office, an unmasked bandit got
away with $300 in- 'loose change/
Sunday receipts, were in the safe.

,

A slicker short-changed one Of ihft

cashiers at the Orpheum here out of
$10 the same week.
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Advance Production Chart
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Republic

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories in

Cutting Before Frepara-
Booms Cameras tlon

38 38

Number Number Now
of Plx Com- Shoot

, . Promise! pleted iiir
Total 59 15 1 a
Pictures in the cutting rdoms or awaiting oreviews*-ORPHANS OF THE STREET,' formerly titled STRONGHEART • nro-Schlom; directed by Irving Pichel; originS screen Slavby Earl Felton; photographed by Ernest Miller. Cast: Tommy R?anRobert Livingston, June Storey, Ace (canine), Harry DavenSSt JaS

^"i:]^^'„^^^P^.^°^San, Sidney Blackmer, Victor KiUian
•ittYS'liiuiOLS MISS X,'.produced by Herman JSchTom; directed by GusMems; screen play by Olive Cooper from original idea bfGeorge W

?h c^' f^^nXr^W^T^'^^f^ Miller Cast: Mifehael Whalen. ffiJ^Hart;
Vr^X -^in^J^^ n.S?.K^^'^^^^'iJj'.°"^^y' Douglas, Mabel Todd
Briggs

^^°"^»=' Dorothy Tree, Eddie Acuflf, Pierre Watkin, Harlan

'SHINE ON HARVEST MOON,' produced by Charles E. Ford; directed
screen play by Jack Natteford; photographed byWilliam Nobles. Cast: Roy Rogers, Mary Hart, William Farnum, Lulu

Belle and Scotty, Chester Gunnels, Stanley Andrews, Jack Rockwell. Pat
Henning. Frank Jaquet, Joe Whitehead.
^FEDERAL MAN HUNT,' produced by' Armand Schaefer; directed byNick Gnndc: original by Sam Fuller and William Lively; screen play byMaxwell Shane; photographed by Ernest Miller. Cast: Robert Living-

ston, June Travis, Ben Welden, Horace MacMahon, Gene Morgan, Marga-
?vl^tf^!?S' 5^^^^®^^^"°"'. Sybil Harris, John Gallaudet, Jerry - Tucker,
Matt McHugh, Frank Conklin. "

c.r^**iS?c™^^ THOROUGHBREDS, formerly titled 'KENTUCKY SWEEP-&1AKE5, produced by Armand Schaefer; directed' by Sidney Salkow;
screen play by Wellyn Totman; additional dialog by Franklyn Coen;
original story by Clarence E. Marks and Robert Wyler; photographed by
Jack Marta. Cast: Ralph Byrd, Mary Carlisle, Robert Allen, George Hayes,
Marvm^Stephens, Charles Wilson, Kenne Duncan, Victor Kilian. Eddie
Brian, Robert Warwic •.

l&cpublic Plx Now in Production
'PRIDE OF THE NAVY,' produced by Herman Schlom; directed by

Charles Lamont; screen play by Ben Markson and Sol Elkins; original by
James Webb and Joseph Hoffman; photographed by Jack Mal'ta. Cast:
James Dunn, Rochelle Hudson, Gordon Oliver, Horace MacMahon^. Gordon
Jones, Charlotte Wynters, Joseph Crehan, Charles Trowbridge, Harry
Anderson, Roy Brent, Henry Phillips Schuler, Clark Morgan, Field Norton.

20th Century-Fox

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories in

Guttinff Before Prepara-
Booms Cameras tion

9 21 21

Number Number Now
of Pix Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted in;
Total - 55 22 3

Pictures ih the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are
'GIRL FROM BROOKLYN/ formerly titled 'BY THE DAWN'S EARLY

LIGHT* (for 1938-39 season), produced by Edward Kaufman; directed by
Gregory Ratoff; original by Gene Markey; photographed by Karl Freund.
Cast: .Warner Baxter; Alice Faye, Charles Winninger, Keye Luke, Arthur
Treacher, Willie Fung. Doris Lloyd, Leonid Snegoff.
•THE LITTLE PRINCESS' (in Technicolor), produced by Gene Markey;

dirfected by Walter Lang; screen play by Ethel Hill and Walter Ferris;
based on novel by Frances Hodgson Burnett;

: photographed by "Arthur
Miller; Technicolor photography by William Skall. Cast: Shirley Temple,
•Richafd Greene, Anita Louise, Ian-Hunter, Cesar Romero, Arthur Treacher,
Mary Nash, Sybil Jason, Miles Mander, Marcia Mae Jones, Deidre Gale,
Ira Stevens.
•TAIL SPIN,' produced by Harry Joe Brown; directed by Roy Del Ruth;

original screen play by Frank Wead; photographed by John Mescall. Cast:
Alice Faye, Constance Bennett, Nancy Kelly, Joan Davis, Charles Farrell,
Jane Wyman, Kane Richmond, Wally Vernon, Joan Valerie, Robert Low-
ery, Edward Norrls, J. Anthony Hughes, Jack Pennick, Warren Hymer.
•THE THREE MUSKETEERS/ produced by Raymond Griffith; directed

by Allan Dwan; music and lyrics by Sid Ktiller, Ray Golden, Walter Bul-
lock and Samuel Pokrass; screen play by M. M. Musselman, Wm. A. Drake
and Sam Hellman; special Ritz Brothers material by. Sid Kuller and Ray
Golden; photographed by Peverell Marley. Cast; Ritz Brothers, Don
Ameche, Gloria Stuart, Pauline Moore, Binnie Barnes, Joseph Schild-
kraut, John Carradine, John King, Lionel Atwill, Douglass Dumbrille,
Miles Mander. Russell Hicks
'JESSE JAMES' (for 1938-39, In Technicolor), produced by Nunnally

Johnson; directed by Henry King; original screen play by Nunnally John-
son; photographed by George Barnes. Cast; Tyrone Power, Henry Fonda,
Nancy Kelly, Walter Brennan, John Carradine, J. Edward Bromberg, Brian
Donlevy. Douglas Fowley, Jane Darwell, Donald Meek, Ernest Whitman.
•KENTUCKY' (in Technicolor), produced by Gene Mai'key; directed by

David Butler; screen play by Lamar Trotti and John Taintor Foote; from
novel, 'Look of Eagles,' by John Taintor; photographed by Ernest Palmer.
Cast: Loretta Young, Richard Greene, Walter Brennan, Ralph Morgan,
Wilfard Robinson, Douglas Dumbrille, James West, Charles Waldron, Karen
Morley, Ward Robinson, Moroni Olsen. •

~

•WIPE, HUSBAND AND FRIEND.' produced by Nuijnally Johnson; di-
rected by Gregory Ratoff; ho wriljlng credits released; photographed, by
Erttest Palmer. Cast: Loretta Young, Watnet Baxter, Binnie" Barnes,
George

. Barbier, Eugene Pallette, Franklin Pangborn, J. Edward Brom-
berg, Helen' Westley, Ruth Terry. Harry Rosenthal, Edward Cooper, lya
Stewart. Alice Armand. Dorothy Dearing. Kay Griffith, Helen Ericson.
•CHASING DANGER/ formerly' titled •DANGEROUS CARGO/ pro-

duced by ,Sol M. Wurtzel; directed liy Ricardo Cortez; no ;^^q:iting credits
released; photographed by Virgil Miller. ' Cast: Pr6st6n Fostrt:. Lynn Bari,
Wally Vernon, Henry Wilcoxon, Joan Woodbury, Harold Huber,. Jody Gil-
bert,
•CHARLIE CHAN IN HONOLULU/ produced by John Stone; directed

by H. Bruce Humbcrstone; no, writing credits Released; photographed by
Charles Clarke. Cast: Sidney Toler, Phyllis Brooks, Eddie Collins, Claire
Dodd, George Zucco, Robert Barrat, Marc Lawrence, Richard Lane; J6hn
King, Sen Yung.

. 20th-Fox Pix Now in Production
•WINNER

.TAKE ALL/ produced by Jerry Hoffman: directed by Otto
Brow6r;- no writing credits released; photographed- by Edward Cronjager.
Cast; Tony B/Iartin, Gloria .Stuart, Slim Summerville, Henry Armetta, Rob-
ert Allen, Johnny Pirrone, Jr.
•MB. MOTO IN PORTO RICO/ produced by Sol Wurtzel: directed by

Herbert Leeds; no writing credits released; photographed by Lucian
Androit. Cast: Peter Lorre, Amanda Duff, Jean Hevsholt. Leon Ames,
Robert Lowery, Warren Hymer, Richard Lane, Paul Harvey, Charles D.

Brown.
I 'JONES FAMILY IN HOLLYWOOD/ associate producer, John Stone;

directed by Mai St. Clair; no- writing credits released; photographed by
EdWard Snvder. Cast: Jed Prouty, George Ernest, June Carlson, Spring

Byington, Florence Roberts, Kenneth Howell, June Gale, Billy Mahdn,
Marvin Ste'pTiens, Matt McHugh, William Tracey.

United Artists

Now Balance to

Number Number Now in Be Placed Stories in

of Pix Com- Shoot- Cuttine Before Prenara-

Promlsed pleted in; Rooms Cameras lion

Samuel Goldwyn.. 4 1 10 2 . 2
Selznlck 2 1 0 1 » 0

Walter Wander... g • 1 1 6 6

Chaplin ? • • * 1 J
Roach 8 1 i 1 5 5

London Films 5 2 • C 3 3

Edward Small 5 1 1 « *
V.

"

Total 33
~6 ~* 3 20 ? 20

*

Pictures in the cutting room or awatting previews are:
, , .

• ^ •

•TRADE WINDS.' produced by Walter Wanger: directed by Tay Gar-

nett; screen play by Dorothy Parker. Alan Campbell and Frank R. Adams

from original story by Tay Garnett: photographed by Rudolph Mate, Cast:
Fredric March, Joan Bennett, Ralph Bellamy, Ann Sothern. Alan Baxter,
Robert Emmett O'Connor, Patricia Farr, Wilma Francis, Kay Linaker,
Dorothy Tree, Phyllis Barry, Walter Bryon, Wilson Benge, Harry Paine,
Hooper Atchley, Franklin Parker, Lee Phelps, John Webb Dillion, Dick
Rush. Mrs. Sojin, Gloria Youngblood. Ethelreda .Leopold, Marie DeForest,
Earl Wallace, Princess Luana.' Pa ilita Arbivu, Iko Magara, Suzanne
Kaaren, Lotus Liu. Robert Elliott, Sidney Blackmer.'
•TOPPER TAKES A TRIP.' produced by Milton H. Bren for Hal Roach;

directed by Norman Z. McLeod; screen play hy Jack Jevne and Eddie
Moran rrom the Thome Smith novel; photographed by Norbert Brodine.
Cast! Constance Bennett. Roland Young. Billie Burke. Alan Mowbray,
Verriee Teasdale. Alexander D'Arcy, Frartltlin Pangborn, Leon Belasco.
Irving Pichel.

•MADE FOR; EACH OTHER/ produced by David O. Selznick; directed
by John Cromwell; screen play by Jo Swerling; photographed by Leon
Shamroy, Cast: Carole Lombard, James Stewart, Lucile Watson. Donald
Briggs. Charles Coburn. Arthur Hoyt. Ruth Weston, Nella Walker. Harland
Briggs, Mickey Rentschler, Esther Dale, Edwin Maxwell, TuUy Marshall.

United Artists Pix Now in Production
•STAGECOACH/ produced by Walter Wanger; directed by John Ford;

screen play by Dudley Nichols from story by Ernest Haycox; photo-
graphed by Bert Glennon. Cast: Claire Trevor, John Wayne,- Andy
Devme, George Bancroft, John Carradine, Donald Mack, Louise Piatt, Tim
Holt, Thomas Mitchell, Berton Churchill, Florence Lake, Chris Martin,
Francis Ford,. Yakima Canutt, Nora Cecil, Paul McVey, Elvira Rios, Cor-
nelius Keefe, Jack Pennick, Lou Mason, Berenda. Fowler; Chief Big Tree,
Harry .Tenbrook. Kent OdcU, Marga Ann Daighton, Lloyd Ford.

•IT'S SPRING AGAIN,' produced for Hal Roach by" A. Edward Suther-
land; based on story, 'Zenobia's Infidelity,' by H. C. Bunner; photographed
by Karl Struss. Cast: Oliver Hardy, Harry Langdon, Alice Brady, Billie
Burke, Jean Parker, June Lang, James Ellison, Stepin Fetchit, Hattie
McDaniel,

.
J. Farrell MacDonald.

•WUTHERING HEIGHTS/ produced , by Samuel Goldwyn; ' directed by
William Wyler; from novel..by Emily Bronte; photographed by Greg
Toland.' Cast: Merle Oberon. Laurence Olivier, Hugh Williams, Flora
Robson, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Leo G- Carroll, David Niven, Donald .Crisp.

•KING OF THE TURF,' produced by Edward Small; directed by Alfred
E. Green; screen play by CJeorge Bruce; photographed by Robert Planck.
Cast: Adolphe Menjou, Roger Daniel. Alan Dinehart, Tom Hanlon, Oscar
O'Shea, Snowflakes. Cliff Nazarro. Smoky Saunters, Charles Borel, George
McKay, Harold Huber, William Demarest.

Universal

Total

Number Number Now
of Pix Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted ine
48 22 3

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories In

Cutting Before Prepara-
Booms Cameras tion

7 16 16

Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews:

'GAMBLING SHIP,' formerly titled •LADY -LUCK/ produced by Irving
Starr; directed by Aubrey Scotto; screen play by Alex Gottlieb; photo-
graphed by George Meehan. Cast: Robert Wilcox, Helen Mack, Ed Brophy,
Joseph Sawyer, Selmer Jackson, Sapi McDaniels.

. 'SCOUTS TO THE RESCUE/ formerly titled 'THE EAGLE SCOUT'
(serial), produced by Henry MacRae; co-directed by Ray Taylor and Alan
James; original story by J. Irving Crump; screen play by Wyndham Git-

tens, George Plymton, Basil and Joseph Poland; photographed by William
Sickner. Cast: Jackie Cooper, Lucy Oilman, William Ruhl, David Durand,
Ralph Dunn, Frank Coghlan. Jr., Sidney Miller, Jason Bobards, Victor

Adams, Richard Botilier, Bill Cody, Jr.

•BPCK ROGERS' (serial), produced by Barney Sarecky; co-directed by
'Ford Beebe and Saul Goodkind; screen play by Norman Hall and Ray
Trampe from cartoon strip by Dick Calkins and Phil Nolan; photographed

by Jerry Ash. Cast: Ldny Crabbe, Constance Moore, Reed Howes.
Wheeler Oalcman, Jackie Moran, Carleton Young, Henry Brandon, Philson

Ahn.
'NEWSBOYS' HOME,' produced by Ken Goldsmith; directed by Harold

Yoimg; .original by "Gbrdon " Kahn^ screen .
play by Gordon Kahn and

Charles Grayson; photographed by Milton .Krasner and John W. Boyle.

Cast: Jackie Cooper, Edmund Lowe, Wendy Barrie, Elisha Cook, Jr., Joe
Crehan,.William Gould, Edward Norris and the Little Tough Guys—Hams
,Berger, Hally Chester, Charles Duncan, David Gorcey and William Bene-

•diet. ...
'HONOR OF THE WEST/ formerly titled 'SINGING SHERIFF/ pro

duced by Trem Carr; associate producer, Paul Malvern; directed by George
Waggner; original screen play by Joseph West; photographed by Harry

Neumann. Cast: Bob Baker, Marjorie- Bell, Carleton Young, Jack Kirk,

Glenn Strange, Forrest Taylor, Frank Ellis.

' 'PIRATES OF THE SKIES,' formerly titled 'PLANE 66/ produced by
Bamer Sarecky; directed by Joe McDonough; screen play by Lester Cole

and Ben Grauman Kohn from origin?il story by Lester Cole; photographed

by Jerry Ash. Cast: Kent Taylor, Rochdlle Hudson, Marion Martin, Lucien

Littlefield, Stahley Axidrews, Horace MacMahon, Ray Walker; Frank Puglla,

Guy Usher, Eddie Chandler, Henry Branden, John Harmoji.

•PHANTOM STAGE/ produced by Treih Carr; directed by George
Waggner; original screen play, Joseph. West; photographed by Harry Neu-

mann. Cast: Bob Baker. Marjorie Reynolds. George Cleveland,. Forrest

Taylor, Reed Hbwes. Murdock' McQuarrie, Glenn Strange,- Frahk EUlBr

Ernie Adaltns, Jack Kirk-.
'

' j > r

Univerj^l Pix Now in Produotion.

'SON OP FRANKENSTEIN/ directed by Ito'wliand V. Lee; original

screen play by Willis Cooper; photographed hf George Hobinson.' Casti

Basil lUthbohe/ Boris Karloff. Bela - Lugbsi; Lionel . Atwill, . Josephine.

Hutchinson, Emma Duhn, Donnie Dunagaq, Edgar Nprton, Perry lyens.

•YOU CAN'T CHEAT AN HONEST MAN/.-associate producer, Lester,

Cowan; directed by - George -Marshall; • original, story by (?harles .
Bogle;

photographed by Milton Krasner. Cast: W; C. Fields, Edgar Bergen and

•Charlie MfeCarthy,' Princess Baha.
, • ,

'.

THREE SMART GIRLS GROW "UP/ produced-, hy -Jo.e Pastemal^ di-

Ti^cted by Henry' Koster; original screen! play by Briice Manning and FiWlx

Jackson; photographed by Joseph Valentine. Cafit: Deannd Durbin, Wan,

Grey, Helen PamsK Charles Wiiiiiinger,' William Lundifean, Ernest Cos-

sart, Robert Cummings, Nella Walker..

Warners.

Total

Number Number > Now
of. Pix. Comr Stioot-

Promised pleted ine
52 11 7

Now Balanecio
. Ua Be Placed Stories In

CUttinsr jBefok-e Preparar
Booms Cameras tion

15 19 19

Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

•BLACBHfVELLS ISLAND/ produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William

McGann: original screen play by Crane Wilbur and Dave Marcus; photo-

graphed by Sid Hickox. Cast: John Garfield. Rosemary Lane. Morgan

Conway Peggy Shannon. Dick Purcell. Lottie Williams. Stanley Fields,

Charley' Foy, Norman Willis. Granville Bates, Raymond Barley, Jimmy
O'Gatty. Wade Boteler, William Davidson. Walter Young.

•THEY MADE ME A CRIMINAL/ produced by Benj&min Glazer; direct-

ed by Busby Berkeley; screen play by Sig Herzig from story by Bertram

MiUhauser and Beulah Dix; photographed by James Howe. Cast; John

Garfield. Gloria Dicksonr Beulah Bondi, Claude Rains, Billy Halop, Huntz

Hall Leo Gorcey. Gabriel Dell, Bobby Jordow. Bernard. Punsley.

'oIfF THE RECORI^,' formerly titled "'LOVE BITES MAN.' formerly

titled 'UNFIT to PRINT/ produced by Sam" Blschoff; directed by James

Flood- screen play by Earl Baldwin. Niven Busch. Lawrence Kimble and

Rob& Buckn?rTom original story by Saul Elkins and Sa^^^^^^^

photographed by Charles Rosher. Cast: Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell. Bobby-

Jordan, Alan Baxter, Joe Cunningham, Douglas Dumbrille, Armand Kaliz,

Ed Dearing. _ . . , .

'DEVIL'S ISLAND/ forhierly titled 'RETURN OF DR. X," produced by

Bryan Foy; directed by William Clemens: no writing credits released as

yet; photographed by George Barnes, Cast: Boris Katloff. Leonard Mudie.

(Continued on page 30)

Scribe Pacts

(Continued,from page 5)

has been certified by the NLRB as

bargaining representative for all

writers, and that any disputes over

credits should be arbitrated by that

organization. The producers answer

that they have a bona fide contrajct

with the
.
SP, and that the courts

have not yet passed on designation

of SWG to represent writers expltt-

sively.

No Action Till '39

Li the meantime, SWG is await-
ing a decision by Dr. Towne Ny-
lander, regional director of the
NLRB, oh its complaints charging
the major companies with unfair
labor practice for refusing to recog-
nize the dertification of NLRB, Ber-.
nard L. iUpert has been assigned by^
the NLRB as special attorney to han-
dle the complaints. He was for-

merly .with the New Bx'itain, Conn.»
and San, Francisco offices of the
NLRB. No' definite action is expected
until after the holidays.

Tenative agreement to eliminate

the licensing . clause requiring modi-
fica.tion of existing contracts between
agents and their clients and to ex-
tend ^one; year maximum for con-
tracts to two or three years has been'
reached

. by representatives of ' the
Screen Actors Guild and the Artists
Managers Guild. Code of ethics fbir

agents is now being drafted- by
Laurence W. Beilenson,- SAG coun-
sel, and Judge Byron C. Hanna. Pdct
must be approved by memberships
of both organizations.

Screen Actors Guild at conference
with studio flacks softened attitude
toward publicity interviews with
stars and featured players. Murray
Kinnell explained that unless a.'film
player had already worked eight;
hours when interview was requested,
the time consumed was not to be '&tf~
ured work-time for any purpose, He
stated that actor could be calleol.to
studio for publicity interviews ottj,

any day on which he or she was not
working for producer without

,
post

to the company.

$60,000 Worth of Extras

Rush to complete production he-
fore holidays resulted in extras de-
ceiving a $60,000 Christmas present
for work during the first week iii

December. Central Casting- Corp*
handed out 5,024 jobs in seven days^'.
which figured on daily average earn-
ing of $10.15, rfteans that extras 'di-

vided nearly $9,000 daily.

Edward G. Rpbinson, Edward AXf
nold, Franchot Tone and other star*
have been subpoenaed as witnesses ixt.

suit of Seymour Simons against the
SAG over discontinuance of Screen
Guild magazine. Trial is set for Jan.

.

15. Simons is seeking to recover sev-
eral thousand dollars from SAG which
'he claimed were earned in adver-
tising fees or would have accrued tp
him^ had the publication been coh-
tinufed.

Claas B Council of the SAG has
reCotrnmendeB ta> the board of dkeii-
tprs t tHat, Unpaid checkers ' be .' aji-

poinlei^ tp Assist regular checkers on
studio 'sets. Board agreed to appoint
a coinmittce toi investigate the f^asjl-

bili^ of. the plan. .Probable Ithat

checkers will' 'he trained but iised

only . in .emisrgency. Recomme>ida-
tion was submitted by Major Philip
jF. Kiefiteri

,
chairman of Clasif B

Council;'^Thebdore Lorch, vice chalT'

man, .andi Adabelle Driver, secretary*

Tlie5e., .three were appointed to sit

with board under new by-laws when
legislation initiated by junior meM
beifs; is considered.

Screen Readers Guild .has filed pe-

tition, with NLRB for certification as

bargaining . !representative ,. for'i ajl

readers in the' industry. Peution

•was signed by George Bbdle of PaCi-

Sc Coast Labor, Bureau. CJoni-

panies named as respondents ]
aire

Columbia, Samuel Goldwyn, Metro^

Paramount, RKO-Radio, 20th-Fox,

Universal and .Warners. . i

' George CJerwing has been nailed
secretary of Los Angeles chapter of

the American Fedcratiop Raiio 'Art-

ists, Former Federal Theatre Proj-
ect director succeeds Norman I^eld^,

who resigned to devote his entire
'

time to acting and directing.

Studio rush to complete produc-
tions shooting and prepare for 1939
schedules exhausted available sup-
ply of studio laborers last week. All
workers on call sheets were used to

'

fill calls from Columbia, Metro, .Selz-

nick, Repjiblic, Dormou^ and Tfile-*

man. .L. C. Hehn. business repre-
sentative of Studio^ UtUity Employes

;

Local 724, then started, telepbbhjhj^
members at home and '

caXLbiig on
downtown 'ocals for men.
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ROXY CROWDS
IN UPROAR!
reviewers applaud 20th's

smash Holiday laugh-show!

"Aroused high glee in Roxy audience I A dandy

comedy1"—N.Y. Daily Mirror

**All the laughing you can stand this week!*^—li.Y. Post

''Sure-firel Audience reaction loud and laudatiousi''

—M. R Daily

^'Customers laughed themselves into tears and out

againr—M. R Herald

''Will add countless dollars to boxofflce returnsV

—Figure Reports

**Must click heavily in all showings! Comedy at its

brightest! —Boxoffice

Best picture of the week!"

—

Jimmie Fidler

top notcher! Boisterous laughs hit tirst'line classi'^

HcaHon!**—L. A. Times

"An audience natural! Swell entertainment for every*

body!"—Showmen's Trade Review

THANKS FOR
EVERYTHING

.
^^^^

WAS

5snN\--\-
•

1
^ V. VN

'-For Gtrhtmm cheer

at your theatre!

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR future;
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Inside Stuff-Pictures

Shooting of Hollywood pictures requires a vast amount of gunpowder
as well as celluloid. Current cycle of war and western film's has caused
a boom in the armament business. Two weeks of make-believe strife

burned up 175,000 rounds of ammunition. In the last year the J. S. Stem-
bridge Co. has kept an extra force working overtime cleaning and repair-

ing rifles, pistols and cannon. Fiims requiring heavy ordnance at present

are 'Hotel Imperial/ 'Union Pacific.' 'Juarez,' 'Oklahoma Kid,' 'Dodge City/

'Stage Coach' and 'Heritage of the Desert,' RKO used 500 riftee in 'Gunga
Din,' and the weapons are being cleaned up for Sam Goldwyn's 'The Last
Frontier.'

~ •

George Jessel and Norma Talmadge propose leaving California and estab-

lishing a permanent residence in Miami Beach. According to him, Miss
Talmadge will dispose of her interests on the Coast in the near future. Both
have sojourned In Florida during the winter period for a number of years.

Jessel will commute between New York and Miami during the season
now opening. He is interested in the presentation of 'Spring Meeting/ an
English comedy which opened at the Morosco, N. Y., last week, but will

continue cafe and theatre appearances.
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Estimate of Bob Love, custodian of the Will Rogers memorial In Clare-
more, Okla., is that approximately 150,000 visitors have passed through the
memorial since its dedication Nov. 4.

With Oklahoma cars dominating on Sundays, Love estimates that 57% of

the autos parked on the memorial hill weekdays are from out of the state.

Gift books of tickets good to any RKO theatre, as a stunt for Christmas,
went on sale Friday (9) throughout the circuit. They are being sold in

$3 and $5 denominations, with books containing 5c. and 10c, coupons that
are exchanged for admissions. They are good for any RKO houses in

the country regardless of where purchased.

'March of Tirtie' is reported pleased with new economical operation of
its monthly release which combines only one or two subjects instead of
trying to handle three topics. New style of one or two topics is said to be
responsible for economy in production.

When 'Four Daughters,' featuring the Lane girls, Priscilla, Lola and
Rosemary, played their home town of Indianola, la., a new all-time at-
tendance record was established at the Empress,, where 1,850 tickets were
sold for six shows during the film's three-day run.

Gale Page mentioned in St. Louis dispatch last week as having been
divorced by Charles B. Pring is not the Gale Page of NBC radio and War-
ner Bros, pictures.

ASTOR'S TAKEOVER

OF ATLANTIC PICS

Atlantic Pictures Corp., a sub-
sidiary distributing organization of

Educational Pictures Corp., under
management of R. M. Savini, it is

r.eported, will be taken over as of
Dec. to and all product released
hereafter by Astor Pictures Corp.,

headed by Savini.

Approximately 40 pictures are in-

volved, including Howard Hughes
and Mary Pickford reissues, Kelly-
Bischoff-Saal features and others.

Brush Up Barrymore

Play for Broadway

Jerry Horwin, who co-authored
•My Dear Children' for Brock Pem-
berton with K?itharine Turney, is

now in New York refurbishing the

play for John Barrymore. Latter's

wife, former Elaine Barrie, will have
a relatively minor supporting role.

Show doesn't start rolling until

after Jan. 1. Antoinette Perry to

stage.

Sa% Rand's 'Strip' Film

Passed^But H»w!—in Pa.

Philadelphia, Dec. 13.

Pennsy Censor Board has ^nally
passed Sally Rand's starrer, 'Sunset
Strip Murder,' but has practically

hacked it up beyond practical value.

Final passage, too, of the Grand
National flicker, is being held up
pending approval of the advertising
matter. '

'Professor Mamlock,' anti-Nazi film,

was okayed by the censors without
a cut. 'Baltic Deputy' has also final-

ly been passed, but only on instruc-

tion of the State supreme court. Both
are Amkino pix and both are slated

for the Studio theatre.

Eastern SAG Meets

Next Tues. (20) in N. Y.
General membership meeting of

the eastern division of the Screen
Actors Guild will be held next Tues-
day (20) at the Astor hotel. New
York, Principal business of the ses-
sion will be a report on the modi-
fled production contract negotiated
last week by . Kenneth Thomson,
Guild executive-secretary, during his
stay in New York, and the various
studios that have signed it.

Signers so far are Triple A Pro-
ductions (which inked it in advance)
and West Coast Service Studios. Bal-
ance have indicated their signatures
will be forthcoming in the next few
days. They include Mentone, Tru-
Picturas, Audio, Caravel and Castle.

Skouras' Gold Card

Los Angeles, Dec. 13.

Friendship between capital and
labor took the fqrm of a solid gold,

diamond-studded union card, pre-
sented to Charles P. Skouras, prez
of Fox West Coast Theatres, by six
locals of the International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employees.

Skouras, accepting the award, said
he recognized the time is here for
business to look upon union labor
with a more friendly understanding
in order that better co-operation

may be accomplished.

Kansas City, Dec. 13.

Mrs. Eleanore C. Walton is new
film censor for K. C, Jerry Ryan,
director of welfare, announced last

week,
Mrs, Walton succeeds the late Guy

Holmes, who held the office for

several years.

Kalcheim Settles Mabel

Todd's Commission Suit

Los Angeles, Dec. 13.

Jack Kalcheim, Chicago agent,

agreed to an out-of-court settlement

of his' $30,000 suit against Mabel
Todd, '. Warner contractee. Agent
claimed Miss Todd failed to pay him
commissions, although he was Ins-

trumental in arranging the Warner
contract.

Case involved the question of Kal-

cKeim's right to make a film contract

without a California license. Agent
contended his Illinois license was
sufficient.

Angeis with Rouged Lips

Hollywood, Dec. 13.

Madeleine- Carroll and Fred Mac-
Murray get the top spots In 'Angels

in Furs,' a drama of the north to

be produced by Jeff Lazarus at
Paramount in March.
Story deals with the adventures

of an aviator and. a misisonary
nurse.

F. P. Can.'s Extra 50c
Famous Players Canadian Corp.

voted an extra dividend of 50c plus

the regular 15c quarterly this week.
Makes 80c that has been paid thus

for this year, and 20c more than In

1937.

Western Electric yesterday (Tues-

day) voted 25c. cash divvy on its

common, payable Dec, 28 to stock on
record, Dec. 23.

Tiny Town

Hollywood, Dec. 13.

Munchkin Village, tallest in-
terior set in the history of Metro
studio, is under construction
for 'The Wizard of Oz.'

Miniature town, designed to
house 104 dwarfs, contains a
central tower 90 feet high.

9(f PlnUy Indies

FormNew Ass n;

To Join Allied

Philadelphia, Dec. 13.

New indie exhib organization got

officially under way here last week

with a meeting of about 50 opera-

tors, representing 90 theatres, at the

Broadwood hotel. It was christened

Allied Independent Theatre Own-
ers, Inc., of Eastern Pennsylvania.
Charter was immediately applied for

to the Allied States Association.

Sid Samuelson, former prez of

New Jersey Allied, and Abram F.

Myers, of National Allied, addressed

the meeting on the need for soli-

darity and a strong exhibitor body.

At a confab yesterday (Monday) of

the board of governors of the new
group, Samuelson was virtually

agreed upon as biz manager. It is

understood he will receive in the

neighborhood of $7,500 a year with
an assistant getting about $5,000.

Budget of about $22,000 was ap-

proved at last week's general mem-
bership meeting. Schedule of dues
was also approved imder which
houses with 1,000 or more seats will

pay $5 a week; 600-999 seats, $4 a

week; fewer than 600 seats, $3 a

week, and houses running less than
five days a week, $2 a week. Levy
is payable in weekly installments

through checks post-dated succes-

sively for a year in advance. It was
agreed that the first two months
dues should be paid in before the

end of the current year to give the

organization working capital. Many
exhibs got up at once and paid sums
on account of dues running up to

$500 in order that the Allied unit

could get started immediately.

In order to avoid 'one-man' con-

trol, which exhibs feel caused the

present unpopularity of United Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners, rival

and original exhib organization here,

it was voted to run Allied through
a board of directors. Following

were named as a temporary body:

Dave Milgram, Allen Benn, Morris
Wax, Milton Rogasner, Ben Fertal,

Columbus Stamper, Harry Perel-

man, Charles Stiefel, Harry Fried,

David Yafle, Henry Sork, Raymond
Schwartz, Cecil Felt, Luke Cring, E:

B. Gregory and Lou Rovner.

In the meantime, UMPTO secre-

tary George P. Aarons indicated that

the group will refute the charges

of autocratic control leveled against

Lewen Pizor, prez, by holding an
election some time in January.

There have been no elections since

the body was organized by an
amalgamation of the old MPTO and
Independent Exhibitors Protective

Association more than two years

ago.

Aarons also declared that UMPTO
is entirely unworried by the offshoot

body, as practically none of. the
members has ever paid dues. He ad-
mitted that, aside from some upstate

members, UMPTO has been sup-
ported practically wholly by af-

filiated circuits, Warners and Comer-
ford.

Fox's Foreign 'Rapture'

'Dark Rapture,' Armand Denis'

picture, will be distributed world-
wide, with exception of the U. S,

and Canada, by 20th-Fox, in a deal

closed with Denis last week.

Universal controls the U. S. rights

only.

TUEH 'EE OVER
Hollywood, Dec. 13.

'Sky Pilot,' first of the 'Tailspin

Tommy' series at Monogram, takes

off tomorrow <Wed.) with Paul Mal-
vern producing and George Waggner
directing.

Series comprises six pictures based

on a newspaper strip. John Trent

has the male lead in all pictures.

Nissleys and Qopdos Disclose

Midwest Naire Chain Ambitions

Via S£C.; Other New Theatre H^.

Washington, Dec. 13.

Chain ambitions of three Gary,
Ind., promoters^ were unveiled last

week in documents presented to Se-
curities & Exchange Commission in

support of Pix Theatre Circuit, Inc.,

request for right to register 50,000

shares of non-voting stock. Recently
organized firm hopes to buUd up a
string of neighborhood houses in the

middle west, starting with three

Kansas City, Mo., theatres.

Papers cover Class A stock with
par value of $5 to be put on the
market via Warren Franklin Corp.

of Chicago at $6, . with the under-
writer taking the spread. Corpora-
tion born Dec. 15, 1937, and has op-
tions to buy the three houses with
which it expects to begin operations.

Planning to use the proceeds
from tile stock offering to acquire
real estate and equipment* and to

provide working Capital, the pro-
moters said that out of the antici-

pated profits they will build or buy
one more house" each year. Opera-
tion will be 'in towns or cities of

average population where rents and
labor costs are moderate.' Con-
fidence that the venture will be suc-
cessful was based on conviction that
the public is bound to rely on
cinema amusement for its relaxation
and th£^t improved quality of recent
films will insure expanding patron-
age.

Organizers, who will hold all the
50,000 shares of voting stock, are
Samuel B. Nissley, president; S. H.
Nissley, v.p., and Alexander C. Elio-
pulos, secretary-treasurer. All from
Gary. Will get complete control
because of their advance cash con-
tributions and investment of many
months laying the foundations. S.
B. Nissley will own 23,000 shares of
the B common or 46%; S. H. Niss-
ley 2,000 shares or 4%; and Elio-
pulos 25,000 shares or 50%. No
salaries paid yet but the promoters
recently decided the prexy is worth
$7^00 a year, the v.p. $5,200, and
the secretary-treasurer $6,500.

With authorized capitalization of

$300,000, the company plans to pur-
chase the Colonial, Mary. Lou, and
Ritz theatres in K. C. Paying $42,-

500 for the first two and $20,000 for
the other. Additional $20,000 will
be spent for equipment.

Griffith Loses Agraln

Minneapolis, Dec. 13.

By turning down the application
of H. L. Griffith to build a new
$150,000 neighborhood showhouse
for the 'steenth time, the city coun-
cil again affirmed its policy to re-
fuse to allow any further theatre
construction here on the grounds
that the city already Is overseated
and additional showhouses would
lower the quality of entejrtiainment
and jeopardize present investments.
The Griffith license also has been

granted two times, but in each in-
stance the action was rescinded. An-
other ground for opposition in this

instance is the property's close
proximity to a synagogue.

New Atlanta House

Atlanta, Dec. 13.

Ground was broken last week on
Dill Avenue, Sylvan Hills, Atlanta
suburb, for $40,000 theatre to be op-
erated by East Point Amus. Co., F. C.
Coleman, v.p., which also operates
Fairfax and College Park nabes.
Company's No. 3 is now under con-
struction on Central avenue, Hape-
ville, another Atlanta suburb. It

will cost $30,000. Both new houses
are 500-seaters.

Charlotte, N. C.

Construction of a new theatre,

seating 800, will begin soon at Bur-
lington by J, R. Quails, Will repre-
sent approximately $40,000.

The new Community theatre in

Dilworth, Charlotte community, by
the North Carolina Theatres, Inc.,

should be in operation between April
1-15, according to H, F. Kincey. Plans
are being completed and work will

begin by the first of the year.

Norfolk's Boom
Norfolk, Va., Dec. 13.

Norfolk and Tidewater Virginia

has been hit by new motion picture

house building boom. All of the

spots are nabes. W. S. Wilder, own-
er of a nabe chain in Virginia, will

build a new one in Norfolk, Expect

to put $50,000 in a house for th*
Larchmont section here.

The Ritz, $35,000 house, opened in
South Norfolk, Va.
Nathan Levine plans new picture

house for Portsmouth, Va., cost set

at $35,000. He has houses in five

cities.

New Philly Zoners
Philadelphia, Dec. 12.

Warner, new WB house in Wil-
mington, nearing completion and-
will unveil New Year's Day.
Main, Ephrata, Pa., being built by

Harrj' and Oscar Stiefel, will preem

WB State, Chester, which had its

marquee torn down by the recent
snow storms, being entirely rebuilt.

Expected to reopen about February.

Cadillac, Mich., Dec. 13.

Butterfield Michigan circuit opened
its new Centre here last week, seat-
ing 500.

Youngstown, O., Dec. 13.

Youngstown's newest nabe, the
Foster, probably will open before
Jan. 1, Joseph E. Shagrin, head of
the operating group, announced.
Capacity 800. An innovation will be
a small mezzanine floor for about 25
people for card parties, private cluby
and similar groups.

St. Loo's New Bldgr.

St. Louis, Dec. 13.

Sam Schuchart, local real estate

dealer, is head of syndicate that
plans the erection of 2,000-seater be-
tween Richmond. Heights and Clay-
ton, two suburbs. The building' and
site is expected to cost $250,000, mak-
ing it the most expensive house out-
side of the city proper.
Lew and Barney Rosenthal,

Waterloo, la., planning new house
for that town.
Alex Pappas, owner of Webster,

local nabe, has let contract for an-
other to be located in the Negro belt
in midtown.
The tag of the Vivo, Warsaw, 111,

changed to Royal, and ownership
has changed from Alexander Steel
to the Better Theatres Circuit
headed by A. L.. Hainline. Laverne
Nichols is house mgr. This is Hain-
line's ninth house in Western Illinois.

Illinois.

The Hollywood, downtown, shut-
tered for many months reopened
with 'The Dead March.' Operating
at a 25c scale for early birds and
35c after 6 p.m.
Leo Lau, Jr., has tagged his new

700-seater on South Broadway, re-
cently completed, the Southway.
Lau also is interested in ownership
of the Lemay, Luxemburg, Mo.

Si Griever, Chicago, has taken
over the Fargo, Sycamore, 111.

R. D. Todd, LaHarpe, III., has
bought half-interest of Mr. and Mrs.
Ewing in the Amus-U, in LaHarpe
for $10,000.

H. U. Bailey, Princeton, 111., is
planning erection of new theatre in
Washington, 111., next spring. Bailey
operates string of houses in Central
Illinois.

Louis Landau of St. Louis estab-
lislied a local precedent last week
when he reopened the Colonial, 250-
seater in Manchester, Mo,, near here,
and gave cuffo shows from 4 p,m. to
midnight, tossed in posies for the
femmes and provided free p^tking.
Landau, who formerly operated a
nabe in St, Louis, publicized the re-
opening of the house over a 20 mile
area and the Colonial played to
SRO all opening day. The house
has been completely overhauled, in-
side and out.

London, Ont., Dec. 13.

James McDonagh, manager of Pal-
ace (F. P.), slated to open new
Grand, also Famous Players, in Gait
on Dec. 23. Only other house in
Gait also owned by F. P. Les Pres-
ton, assistant manager at Capitol
here, being transferred as manager
of Palace.

Chi's New Exehan^e BIdff.

Chicago, Dec, 13.

Another new exchange building Is

going up in the new film row section
at Wabash at 13th streets. Will house

.

20th Century-Fox and Monogram,
which will center every exchange
but RKO In the new locality.

Construction on the new $200;000
project will get underway shortly
after the first of the year.
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Apparently it's worth plenty to those who want to buy it!

Commercial advertisers place a high value on the use of

your screen to sell their goods. So why shouldn't you do

the same?

That screen is VOUR b^st advertising medium-it can be

your best ticket-seller. Don't waste it by using unshow-

manlike trailers.

A good traili^r on your screeii is the lowest-cost advertis-

iiig ybu can buy. Ever stop to think how little iNTational

Screen Service costs?

When the BEST is so cheap« there is no economy in usingf

ihake'shift stuff on that valuable screen. In fact, that is

extrtcvagdnce and unfair to your box-office!

National Screen Pre-yues are built to sell tickets-by

showmen who have studied screen-salesmanship for

years.

JOIN THE 12,000 EXHIBITORB
NOW USING THE BEST-NATIONAL

SCREEN SERVICE PRE^VUES!

ATLANTA ..—-147-73 Walton $K, N.W.
BOSTON .. 36-38 Metros* St.

CHARLOne..^ 2IWI Mint St.

CHICAGO 1307 So. Waboth Av*.

CINCINNATI ...119 Wtit Cntral Pkway.

CLEVELAND » 3336 Payn* Av..

DALLAS ...2012-16 Jackson St.

DENVER 2144 Champa St.

DES MOINES I003i/i High St.

DETROIT 294? Coss Avo.

KANSAS CITY „...I706 Wyandoft. St.

LOS ANGELES .... 20l« So. V«rmont Av*.
MEMPHIS „ 500 So. 2nd St.

MINNEAPOLIS 1105 Curri. Av«.
NEW ORLEANS 1431 CUvtland Av*.

WASHINGTON. D. C. 920 N*w J*rs*y Av*.. N.W.

NEW YORK 630 Ninth Av..

PHILADELPHIA 1201-07 Vln* St.

SAN FRANCISCO. 168 Goldtn GatoAv*.
ST. LOUIS 3318 Ollv* St.

SEATTLE .M,...to«..».^,...24l8 S*cond Av*.>
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EXPLOITATION
'Wings'-bistitate Tie

Pfanadelphia,

Tieiip has been made by Warner
Bros, circuit with F^'anklin Instiiute

to plug 'Men With Wings.' Insti-

tute has lent modela qA famous, fly-

ing machines and actual paces or

others for display in house lobbys.

Is also showing /U»e film in its own
projection room to & distingoished-

audience of aviatbrs, aeronautieal

engineers, etc.-
^ » ^ •

Model plasM-building contest is

also being conducted and pilots and
hostesses for' United Airlines and
TWA will make personal appear-

ance? at a few houses. United and
TWA also lent their Chestnut street

show windows for displays on the

picture.

Playin* Santa
Pittsburgh.

Couple of stunts set by Joe Feld^
man, advertising director, to boost
attendance at Saturday - morning
kiddie shows at WB's Enright, East
Liberty, near here. First involves
tieup with local baking company, in

which every Saturday, kids whose
birthday falls on that day or dur-
ing that week, will ba presented
with individual birthday cake:
Second is holding number of

shows oh Saturdays from now until

Xmas at which, instead of 10c ad-
mission will be some used toy. Thsse
are to be turned over to East Lib-
erty firemen, who will repair col-

lection and turn them over to or-
phanages and charitable institutions

on Xmas day.

Double Winnen
Unable to decido between Harold

Armistead of the Lyric, Easley,
S. C' and" J. -Castro Kamos, of the
Cine Plaza, *RIo de Janeiro, in Para-
mount's $5,000 advertising-exploita-
tion contest in connection with the
Paramount on Parade sales drive,
judges decided to call it a- tie for
first place. Each gets $500. '

Onliwon Towek oiicM£ssue
COMPLETE Washroom servke

Write A. P. W. Service, Albat^, N. Y,

Flight of *T^g8'
preenville, S. C.

Due to local shirt manufacturer
having shirt on market called
*Wings»' both exhibitors and 'depart-
ment stores throughout country
made a tieup with Paramount on
air epic, *Men With Wingg.' Hook-
up, being carried out on natibn-wide
scale,' was conceived by Barron Ad-
vertising Agency, of Greenville.
Dick yLashloy's lobby here, contains
among other things a distinctive ex-
hibit of 'Wings' shirts and numerous
model planes, which actually fly.

Planes made by local Torque Club,
an amateur model plane ou^t.

Also, Lashley had plane flying
back and forth over biz district' with-
banner plugging picture and model
plane was sent up with identifying
tag reading: 'Finder of td^ plane
please return to Carolina theatre and
receive six tickets to 'Men- With
Wings.* Local storehandlmg "Wings'
shirts took two .^ocious ads in two
local sheets in which picture is again
plugged and tickets given away to
purchasers of shirts.

Kadio Bfeliyiieo

Brooklyn.

Tne Fox. Brooklyn, operated by Si
Fabian and the ' first house in the
east to put on a regular amateur
radio program from its stage,, on
iVIouday night (12) turned its regu-
lar WMCA hour at the house over
to a group of amateurs from Albany
that have- been doing a similac stint
for the Grand there over WABY
every Tuesday night. Wihtiefs fnnn
the Albany amateur nights in the
Grand, also a Fabian theatre, were
selected for the Fox,- Brooklyn.
Larry Cowen inaugurated the Al-

bany ballyhoo. Fabian brought the
ams down from Albany in a special
Pullman.

•Weat Point Hop'
'West Point Hop.' song and dance

step, part of exploitation campaign
for 'Duke of West Point' (UA),
staged by Arthur Muriray studios.

Sewarded Courtesy
Kansas City.

Current drive by traffic police
to enforce safe driving in K. C of-
fered a good opportunity for a thea-
tre tieup and John McManus, of the
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New York Theatres
II
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9th Av. Si SOth St.

ROXY
SEATS 1 I'M.

HKIiD OVKR

"Hanks for

ETerything"
—On the Staee

—

New Stage Shotr.

"

PARAMOUNTsSS^
HELD OVER

BoI,H.p. ^^^'^^
AND HIS B<\MD
Ken Murray
Shirley Boss

Shirley Bon
"Thanks for

the Memory"

HELP OVERl 3nl SENSATIONAL WEEKI

tMfKmt*. 25*1
un ruimtMt<LM..T»—

'

Sir?'" MUSIC HALL
"DUKE OF

WEST PO[NT"
Spactacular Stago Productions

"MEN with
WINGS"

—IN PERSON—
CAI.I-OiV.AT

[SUrtt Thunday

"THE
GREAT
WALTZ"
ON STAGE
TIM and
IICKNIS

The latest and
Greatest of th«

Hardy Serlea!
r*U*tStnct

'OUT WEST ?li'^HARDYSl
I.ewl« SXONE • Mickey KOONKX
OcUti I'ARKKR • Fajr HOJ.DEN

"You ttliouid BM It twentr Hums."
. „ . —BKttNAni) SH.WV.

ti'o'wT«D PYGMALION
ProiUircd by 0.\1inn:ri PA.SCAL

An M. U. M. rirltirc
New Ait»r Pric* PoUcvNOW PLAYING

ASTOR ?5tritN.

2Se t« I P.M. at all

(Imei I

n.'ic up 1o 0 P.At.
I'lieroiifter 2T)C rCtc (except Hnturdiiy, Sunday

' & HoUdnya). MIrt Bliow Kvcry Nile, iOe.
CONTJNrOL'S I'EnFOIlMANCKH

'Kitchen' Waits on Fields

Hollywood, Dec. 13.

Start of 'Hell's Kitchen,' sched-

uled last week at Warners, was post-

poned to Jan. 3.

Delay was due to the inability of

Stanley Fields to finish 'Broadway
Cavalier' in time.

Midland, worked out a gag which
the cops carry out.
whereas the department has been

free with traffic tickets past six
weeks, a Bergeant is provilded daAly
with thi^ pairs of dtut-ats' to the
Midland. Basses are > awarded to-,

motorists who have shown" unusual
courtesy and observance of traffic
regulations.

Hiestfes^Eseiiaiiges

Cedar Rapids, la.

Mort H. Singer, owner of the Iowa
theatre here, has taken over lease
of. .the. Iowa. Waterloo, and will
spend between ^5,000 and $20,000
for new equipment and redecorating.
Been operated by Nate and Lew
Rosenthal, who acouired old Caoitol,
West Waterloo, and will remodel.

Los Angeles.

Construction of new $100,000 the-
atre starts next month in L^imert
Park. House will bejliOOO-seater. op-
erated jointly by - Dave Bershon and
Fox West Cp^sit Theatres.
Robert Cannon, city manager for

Fox West Coast in Pbmbna, resigned
to go into radio business.
Fox West Coast reopening the

California, in San Bernardino, and
the CaMornia, Pomona.
Automobile giveaways for all Fox

West Coast houses in this district to

stimulate pre-Chr;stmas trade.

William Fitzhenry sold his book-
ing service contracts with the Knoll
and Victoria theatres in L. A. and
liieBSltmore hotel. Santa Barbara, to

Harry Rackin's. Exhibitors' Servicfe^

Inc.
Daye Martin succeeded Ernest

Wilcox as manager of the Fox West
Coasfs Paramount, Hollywood. Ted
Bjsthaway took Martin's job as man-
agier ot the Bruin theatre in West-
wood.
Warner' Bros. Los Angeles ex-

change is 100% sold on 1938-39 prod-
uct with the closing of a first-run

deal for nine Main street houses
operated by the Harry Popkin-Ringer
circuit.

Al Minbe bought the Burbank,
Burbank, from James Edwards, Jr.

Minor also operates .the Loma- and
Minor th*rej

Detroit.

C. E. O'Bryan, former assistant at

the Alger, nabe, becomes assistant

pilot of United Detroit's Palms-State
theatre downtown. . Edward A.
Stock, form.erly at Michiga.nitheatre,
succeeds O'Bryan at Alger.

Canton, O.
Ben Schwartz, recently resigned as

manager of WB Ohio here,, has
joined Reinhart Amus. Co., oper-
ators of the Mozart, State and Mc-
Kinley, independent subsequent run
group. Schwartz will manage all

three houses: Bill Harwell named
to succeed Schwartz.

Pittsburgh.
Donn Wermuth back in Warner

fold here .and named cirQuit^s jnnan-
ager in nearby Ambridge^ Pa.,- Suc-
ceeding Harry Kendrick, who died
few weeks ago of pneumonia. Wer>
muth' was in WB publicity dejMiTt-

ment for Pittsburgh zone. sever3l
years before joining eastern exploi-
tation department. From first of
year until couple of month? ago, he
was doing WB publicity on the
Coast.

Jules Lapidus, district sales man-
ager for Grand National, has had
his territory increased, by three
more cities. Formerly in charge of
only Pittsburg, Philadelphia and
Waishington, he now has Cleveland,
Detroit and Cincinnati in addition.
'Will continue to maintain headquar-
ters here.

Hdftts 'Great Wakz' Finals Nels

$3,9(10 to Red Cross; Gda Beneit

Need a Divan, Ma?

Hollywood, Dec. 13.

Colossal gimmick, hahding
out furniture worth $100,000,

was arranged here between S.

Charles Einfeld, of Warners,
and Robert Irwin of - the Irwin -

Fui;niture Co., of Grand Rapids,
Mich. Giveaway is a contest in

.

conjunction with "the showing
of 'Dark Victory' in 101 key lo-

,

cations.

Contest is restricted to. areas-

of Irwin Fttrniture franchise
holders; who will, make it

strictly local on first-ruq sh'owr <

itigs only. It begins 10 days be-
fore the showing of the picture
and ends at the termination of

the first run.

LYLE WON HEABS

CAROLINA EXHIB ASS'N

Charlotte, N. C, Dec. 13.

Lyle , M. Wilson, Roanoke Rapids,
was ^ected presi<teat of the Theatre.
Owners of NOrth Caroliria and South
Carolina, Inc., in the closing' session
of .the organization's two-day ' con-
vention hald here last week.

H., R. Berry, of Hartsville, S. C.,.

and ^. H. Beddingfield, of Charlotte,
elected vice presidents; Mrs. Walter
Griffith, Charlotte, reelected seoriei

ta^y-treasurer. S. S. Stevenson,' of
Henderson, is the retiring president
Ed Kuykendall, Ned Depinet and.

Ed Levy, of .New Haven, counsellor
the MPTOA, guests of honor.

Price Cuts
Philadelphia,- Dee. 13.

Lack of product has.forced admish
cuts in two Hajrrisbiirg (Pa.) houses,
the Senate, recently opened by Jay
Emanuel, and the Rio, - operated by
"Wilhier & 'Vincent. '

v'

Scale sliced from 40c to 25c.

Metro's 'Great Waltz Festival,' the

nationwide drive to 'bring back- the

;walt.z' and.i>oIster boxo&ice for its

' 'Qreat. Walt?' .film, culminated Mon-
day (12)' night in a- Red Cross benei

fitV^how and finals in the ytsHiz

contest at tbe Waldorf-Astoria hotels

N. 'ir.
'

' i^Jgials was made a swank
society. aifair,\ instead of just anotljer

dance contest, with- Deetns Taylor as

m.c, Emil Colerriaii's-.orchestra and
a long procession of entertainers Ibe-

fore actual prize judging.

Estimated > that the show in the

grand ballroom grossed tn. excess '(>£.

$9,500, net proceeds of around $3,Mff

going to :he Red Cross. Metro
brought 12 couples, winners iir «s
many zones coveriiog the whole\.aUQ-
try, to New York, all expenses patd.
Mr. and Mrs. CHiarles Smith <a.

Brooklyn, winners over New ^ork,
and New Jersey, were named pi^uEe
winners and given a three-nMttith.

contract at the Metro studio.

Committee of judges pickinit t^e
national waltz champ compdsed'X^
roy Thayer, Jack Robbins, Tony^. tie
Marco, Arthur Murray, Ned Wdy-^
bum, A. J. Weber and Sidnear E.
Feist.

'Bring Back Waltz' ca^aign 1^
Metro was inaugurated by Bill f^er-

guson, exploitation head. In virtuAllr
every community the film cOinpaziiy
tied up with. a', local newspa^per^
around the waltz revival aofile^

Metro claims to be satisfied' with
the added returns on the picture .

coraplished through the nationai
Campaign, routine grosses beSmg.
boosted in spots where (he' conti^
was staged.

Luise Rainer presented the film
contract to the winners. Celebs at*
tending included Clifford pdefifi;

Anna Neagle, Herbert Wpcbx, Hilift

Stromberg, Nicholas M. iSchencle, j,
Robert Rubin, Roy Howard, M^^ fi.

Aylesworth, Francinie LartinioTe 'xAd
'

General James G. iEiarbord. .

Providence.
Edmund Branthorst, of New York,

has assumed assistant managership of
Loew's State. Maurice Druker, who
formerly held the post, shifted to
Worcester.

Minneapolis.
Milt Trowler, assistant manager of

the Mort H. Singer Orpheum, pro-
moted to manager of Singet's Mar-
shaltown. la., theatre. Jerry Bladoe
succeeds Ttowler at the Orpheum as

assistant.to Bill Sears. Bladoe moves
up from treasurer.
Joe Behaii, assistant, promoted to

head booker at Warners, succeeding
Ed. McErlane, resigned. Don
Scwartz, general clerk, promoted to

assistant booker.
RKO President, 1,600-seat SL Paul

house, formerly the Orpheum and
one-time home of Orpheum circuit

vaudeville, will be razed to be re-

placed by a parking lot. House cost

$350,000 to biiild and in recent years
housed subsequen' run films.

Boston.
Morse 8c Rothenberg opening new

straight film house, Kenmore, Dec.
26. Seat 700, double features, 15-

35c. George French, formerly man-
ager for local RKO theatres, will

manage new house.

Troy. N. Y.
Robert L. Fox appointed assistant-

manager Proctor's Troy, succeeding
Josn E. Pickett, resigned to enter
life insurance biz.

• « •

Tostat Tetcgvaph
For:
* Congratulatioiis to Their Friends.

•Thank-you Wires.

^Bizthdciy Greetings (In Song or in Regular
Manner).

* Invitations to Parties and Acceptances or

Regrets.

* Christmas or New Year's Greetings (also In

song).

• Making Hotel Reservations-

•Sending Tour-Rate Telegrams Relating to

Travel
• Sending Money by Mail or Wire.

• And for Many Other Purposes.

Sending Telegrams by POSTAL TELECRAHf

Saves Time and Money

POSTAL TELEGRAPH CUSTOMERS SAVE 20

PER CENT AND MORE ON TELEGRAMS
WITHIN MANY STATES

CELEBRITY SERVICE,. 150 East 54th SL, New York,

which will begin operations December 2l« will vise

Postal Telegraph for a new, unusual service—re-

porting to the New York public where they may
see and be seen with the current great.

To Send Telegrams, Cablegrams or Radiograms

CALL
Tostal TeUgvaph

As Near to You as Your Telephone

i
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CAN YOU STAND IT?

THE MENACE OF^

RATHBONE
THE FRIGHTFULNESS OF

KARLOFF
THE TERROR OF
LUGOSI

THE HATE OF
ATWILL
1939's SCREEN
CHALLENGE TO
COURAGE!

NATrONAL

RELEASE

JAN. 13

The greatest fear
figures in screen
history • • • All in

UniversaFs NEW
Cavalcade of Profit-

Horror !

Basil

RATHBONE
Boris

KARLOFF
Bela

LUGOSI
Lionel

ATWILL
in

OF FRANKENSTEINIt

Original Screenplay by Willis Cooper
Directed by. ROWLAND V. LEE

A ROWLAND V. LEE PRODUCTION

"with, Josephine

HUTCHINSON
Emma Dunn • Donnie
Dunagan • l|Mlgar Norton
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FILM BOOKING CHART
(For information of theatre and film exchange hookers, Variety presents a complete chart of feature releases of all the American distributing

companies for the current quarterly period. Date of reviews as given in Variety and the running time of prints are included.)
(E) EEISSUES COPTBIGHT, 1938, BY VABIETY» INC. ALL BIGHTS BESERVED

WEEK
QF

BELEASE
TITLE FBODUCEB DISTBIB. TYPE TALENT DIBECTOR

WHEN
TIME BEVIEWED
MINS. BYVABIETT

10/7/38 CBIME TAKES HOLIDAY
WEST OF THE SANTA FE

STABLEMATES
1»B. WONG, DETECTIVE
TOUCHDOWN, ABMY

MB. DOODLE KICKS OFF
THE NIGHT HAWK
MEET THE GIBLS

THAT CERTAIN AGE
BBOADWAY MUSKETEEBS

Col Col - Meller
CqI C»1 Western

Harry Rapf MGM Com-Dr
W. T. Lackey Maiio Mystery

Par Par Football
Bob Sisk BKO Com

Herman Schlom Rep Drama
Howard J, Green 20th Comedy
Joe Pasternak U Mus-Rom
Bryan Foy WB Comedy

J. Holt-M. Ralston
C. Starrett-I. Merea:«k
W. Beery-M. Rooney
B. Karloff-E. Brent

J. Howard-B> Cummingrs
J. Penner-J- Travis

R. Llvinsrston-J. Travis
Jl. Lans'L. Bari-B. Allen

D. Durblii-J. Cooper
M. Lindsay-M. Wilson-J. Lltel

Lewis D, Collins
Sam Nelson
Sam Wood
Wm. Nigh

Kurt Neumann
Leslie Goodwins
Sidney Salkow
Eugene Fprde
Edw. Ludwig
J'»hn Farrow

10/14/38 FLIGHT TO FAME
LADY VANISHES

SHADOWS OV£B SHANGHAI
YOUNG DR. <aLDABE

WHERE THE BUFFALO ROAM
ARKANSAS TRAVELER
A MAN TO REMEMBER

FIVE OF A KIND
THERE GOES MY HEART
SWING THAT CHEEB

THE SISTERS

Kalph Cohn Col Drama
A. Hitchcock GB Rom-Dr
Fine Arts GN Meller
Lou Ostrow iWGM Com-Dr
Ed Finney Mono Western
Geo. Arthur Par Com-Dr
Bob Sisk RKO Drama

K. MacGowan 20th Rom-Com
Hal Roach UA Rom-Com
Max Golden U College
David Lewis WB Drama E,

C. Farrell-J. Wells
M. Lockwood-P. Lucas

J. Diinn-R. Morsan
L. Ayres-L. Barrymore

Tex Ritter
B. Burns-F. Bainter
E. EUfs-A. Shirley

Dlonne Quins-Htersholi
F. March-V. Bruce

T. Brown-A. Devine
Flynn-B. Davis-A. Louise

C.C.Coleman, Jr.
Alf Hitchcock
Chas. Lamont
H. Bucquet
Al Herman
Al Santell

Garsdn Kanin
H< I.. Leeds

Norman McLeod
Harold Schuster
Anatole Litvak

lp/21/38 LISTEN^ DARLING
MYSTERIOUS RIDER
MAB MiSS MANTON

MYSTERIOUS MR. MOTO
SERVICE DE LUXE

GIBLS ON PROBATION

Jack Cummings MGM Rom-Dr
Harry Sherman Par Western
P. J; WoWson BKO Mys-Com
Sol^ Wurtzel 20th Meller
Ed Grainger U Com
Bryan Foy WB Drama

BartholomewTj. Garland
D. Dumbrille-C. Fields
B. Stanwyck-H. Fonda
P. Lorre-M. M^^iiire

C. Bennett-V. Prlce-Buffgles
E. Flynn-B. Davis-A. Louise

Edw. Marin
Les Selander
Leigh Jason

Norman Foster
Rowland V. Lee
Anatoli LitV'ak

10/28/38 LAW OF THE TEXAN
THE LITTLE ADVENTUBESS

THE GREAT WALTZ
THE CITADEL

MEN WITH WINGS
I STAND ACCUSED
TARNISHED ANGEL'

SUEZ
YOUNG IN HEART

THE STORM
THE LAST EXPRESS

BROTHER RAT

Monroe' ShafT Col Western
Col Col Actiou-Dr

Bernard Hyman MGM Musical
Victor Saville MGM Drama

Wm. A. Wellman Par Drama
John H: Auer Par Drama
B. P. Fineman RKO Drama
Gene Markey 20th Spec
D; O. SelznLck UA Rorti-Dr
Ken Goldsmith U Drama
Irving Starr . U Meller
Robert Lord WB Comedy

Buck Jones-D. Fay
E. Fellowes-J. Wells
L. Rainer-F. Gravet
R. Donat-R. Russell

F. MacMurray-R. Milland
R. Cumminsrs'-H. Maok-L. Talbot

S. Eilers-L. Bowman
T. P.ower-L. Youngr

J. Gajrnor-D. Fairbanks, Jr.

C. Bickford-B. McLane
K. Taylor-D. Kent

Morris-P. Lane-J. WymanW.

JBlmer Clifton.

D. II. Lederman
J. Duvivier
King Vidor

Wm. A. Wellman
John H. Auer

Leslie Goodwins
Allan Dwan

Richaird Wallace
Harold Young
Otis Garrett
Wm. Keighley

11/4/38 IN EARLY ARIZONA
GANGSTER'S BOY
GUN PACKER

THE LAST RIDE
ILLEGAL TRAFFIC
LAWLESS VALLEY

RHYTHM OF THE SADDLE
ALWAYS IN TROUBLE

EXPOSED
HARD TO GET

Col
W. T. Lackey
Robt. Tansey
Jeff Lazarus

Harold Hurley
Bert Gilroy
Harry Grey
John Stone
Bert Kelly

'

Sam Bischof¥

Col^ Western B. Elliott-D. Gulliver
Mono Meller J. Cooper-L. Oilman
Mono Western J. Randell-L. Stanley
Par Rom-Ehr A. Tamiroff-F. Farmer

\ Par Meller J. C. Naish-M. Carlisle
RKO Western G. O'Brien-K. Sntton
Rep Western G. Autry-S. Burnette
20th Comedy J. Withers-A. Treacher-J. Roecra
U Drama O. Kruger-G. Farrell
WB Comedy D. Powell-O. de Haviland

Jos. Levering
Wm. Ni^

Wallace Fox
Alfred E. Green

Louis King
•David Howard
Geo. Sherman
J6s. Santley
Max Golden
Ray Enright

11/11/38 ADVENTURE IN SAHARA
THE FROG

SPRING MADNESS
iF I WERE KING

ANNABEL TAKES A. TOUR
STORM OVER BENGAL

JUST AROUND THE CORNER
HIS EXCITING NIGHT

TORCHY GETS HER MAN

Lou Appleton Col Drama
Herbert Wilcox GB Meller
Edw. Chodorov MGM Rom-Com
Frank Lloyd Par Drama
Lou Lusty RKO Rom-Com

Armand Schaefer Rep Rom-Dr
Dave Hempstead 20th Con^edy
Ken Goldsmith U Rom-Com
Bryan Foy WB Comedy

P. Kelly-L. Gray
N. Beef-y-G. Barker

M. O'Sollivan-L. Ayres
R. Coleman-F. Dee-Rathbone

J. Oakie-L. Ball
P. Knowles-R. Hudson
S. Temple-C. Farrell

C. Ru£r^es-0. Munson
G. Farrell-B. MacLane

11/18/38 THE SHINING HOUR
GANG BULLETS

THANKS FOR THE MEMORY
LAW WEST OF TOMBSTONE

SANTA FE STAMPEDE
SHARPSHOOTERS

COWBOY AND THE LADY
ANGELS WITH DIRTY FACES

E. B. Derr MGM Meller
J. Manckiewicz Mono Rom-Com

Par Par Rom-Com
ClifT Reid RKO Western
Wm. Berke Rep Western
Sol Wurtzel 20th Action
Sam Goldwyn UA Rorb-Com
Sam Bischoff WB Drama

J. Crawford-B. Younff
A. Nagel-R. Kent

B. Hope-S. Ross-Butterworth
H. Carey-T. Holt-E. Brent

J. Wayne-R. Corrlffan
B. Donlevy-L. Bari

G. Cooper-M. Oberon
J.- Casney-P. O'Brien

I1/2S/38 BLONDIE
^ OUT WEST WITH HARDYS

LITTLE TENDERFOOT
SAY IT IN FRENCH

ARREST BULLDOG DRUMMOND
COME ON, RANGERS

ORPHANS OF THE STREET
PECK'S BAD BOY WITH CIRCUS

SUBMARINE PATROL
LITTLE TOUGH GUYS IN SOCIETY

NANCY DREW, DETECTIVE

Robert Sparks Col Comedy
Lou Ostrow MGM Com-Rom
Ed Finney Mono Western

Andrew Stone Par Comedy
Stuart . Walker Par Mystery
Chas. E. Ford Rep Western
Herman Schlom Rep Meller

Sol Lesser RKO Rom-Com
Gene Markey 20th Drama
Max Golden U Meller
Bryan Foy WB Meller

P. Sine:Ieton-A. Lake
M. Rooney-L. Stone-C. Parker

T. Ritter-J. Falkenberff
R. Milland-O. Bradna
J. Howard-H, Ang^el
R. Rogers-M. Ebrt

T. Byan-R. Llvlnsston
T. Kelly-A. Gillls

B. Greene-N. Kelly-Bancroft
M. Boland-E. E. Horton
B. GranvlUe-J. Lite!

Frank Borzage
Lambert Hillyer
G. Archainbaud
Glenn Tryon
Geo. Shfit^&Oi
Jas. Tinllng
Win. Wyler

Michael Curtiz

Frarife Strajrer

G. B. Seitz
Al Herman

Andrew Stone
Jas. Hogan
Joe Kane

John H. Auer
Edw. F. Cline
John Ford
Erie Keaton
Wm. Clemens

12/2/38 FLIRTING WITH FATE
LITTLE ORPHAN ANNIE
WESTERN JAMBOREE

ROAD DEMON
STRANGE FACES
DEVIL'S ISLAND

David Loew
John Speaks
Harry Grey
Sol Wurtzel
Bert Kelly
Bryan Foy

MGM
Par
Rep
20th
U
WB

Comedy J. E. Brown-L. Carrillo-S. Duna
Comedy A. Gillis-lt. Kent-J< Travis

Western G. Autry-S. Burnette
Sports H. Arthur-J. Valerie

Com-Dr D. Kent-F. Jenks
Meller B. Karloff-N. Harrlgan

F. MacDonald.
Ben Holmes
Ralph Staub
Otto Brower
Earl Taggart
Wm. Clemens

12/9/38 BIO GRANDE ROUNDUP
DRAMATIC SCHOOL
I AM A CRIMINAL

RIDE A CROOKED MILE
NEXT TIME I MARRY

UP THE RIVER
SECRETS OF A NURSE
HEART OF THE NORTH

Irving Briskin
Mervyn LeRoy

E. B. Derr
JeiT Lazarus
Cliff Reid

Sol Wurtzel
Bert Kelly
Bryan Foy

Col
M-G
Mono
Par
RKO
20th
U
WB

Western"" C Starrett-A. Doran
Rom-Dr L. Rainer-A. Marshal
Meller J. Carroll-M. Kornman
Rom-Dr A. Tamirofl-F. Farmer
Comedy L. Ball-J. EIIison-L. Bownun
Meller T. Martin-P. Brooks
Drama E. Lowe-H. Mack
Meller D. Foran-G. Page

Sam Nelson
R. Sinclair
Wm. Nigh

Alfred E. Green
Garsbn Kanin
Alfred Werker
Arthur Lubin
Lewis Seller

12/16/38 STRANGE CASE OF DR. MEAD
CALIFORNIA FRONTIER
A CHRISTMAS CAROL
THE FRONTIERSMEN
DOWN ON THE FARM
PIRATES OF THE SKY
SWING. SISTERS. SWIN<}
GHOST TOWN RIDERS

COMET OVER BROADWAY

Col Col
Monroe Shaff Col

Joe Mankiewicz M-G
Harry Sherman Par

Sol Wurtzel 20th
B. Sarecky U
Bert Kelly U
Trem Carr U
Bryan Foy WB

Drama J. Holt-B. Roberts-N. Beery
Western B. Jones-C. Bailey

Rom-Fan R. Owen-T. Kilburn
Western W. Boyd-G. Hayes-E. Venablo
Comedy J. Prouty-S. Bylngton
Action K. Taylor-B- Hudson
Musical K. Murrav-K. Kane
Western Bob Baker
Drama K. Francis-. . Lltel

Lewis D. Collins
Elmer Clifton
E. L. Marin
Les Selander
Mai St. Clair

,

Joe McDrnough
Joseph Santley
Geo. Wnggner
Busby Berkeley

12 '23/38 THERE'S THAT WOltilAN AGAIN
AWAKENING OF KATRINA

TOUGH KID
WILD HORSE CANYON

TOM SAWYER, DETECTIVE
THANKS FOR EVERYTHING

TRADE WINDS
NEWSBOYSr HOME
THE DAWN PATROL

B. B. Kahane
Harry Rapf

Lindsley Parsons
Robt. Tansey
E. T. Lowe
H. J. Brown

Walter Wan.eer
Ken Goldsmith
Robert Lord

Col
M-G
Mono
Mono
Par
20th
UA
U
\/B

Rom-Dr M. Doufflas-V. Bruce
Drama F. Gaal-Tone-W. Connolly

Jailer F. Darro-J. Allen

Western Jack Ran-'all

Rom-Dr D. O'Connor-B. Cook
Musical A. Menjou-J. Oakie
Rom-Dr F. March-J. Bennett
Drama J. Cooper-W. Barrie

Drama E. Flynn-B. Rathbone

Al Hall
Norman Taurog
H Bretherton
Robert Hill
Louis King

Wm. A. Seiter
Tay Garnett
Harold Young
Edm'd Goulding

12^30/38 SMASHING THE SPY RING
CLIMBING HIGH
SWEETHEARTS
SKY PIRATE

ARTISTS AND MODELS ABROAD
THE GREAT MAN VOTES

KENTUCKY
DUKE OF WEST POINT

GOING PLACES

Irving Briskin
GB

Hunt Stromberg
Paul Malvern

A. Hornblow,. Jr.

Cliff Reid
Gene Markey
Edw. Small

Barney Glazer

1/6/39 NORTH OF SHANGHAI
STAND UP AND FIGHT

PYGMALION
KING OF CHINATOWN

PACIFIC LINER
WHILE NEW YORK SLEEPS

LAST WARNING
DEVIL'S ISLAND

W. MacDonald
Mervyn LeRoy
Gabriel Pascal
Stuart Walker
Robert Sisk
Sol Wurtzel
Irving Starr
Bryan Foy

Col
GB
M-G
Mono
Par
RKO
20th
UA
WB
Col
M-G
M-G
Par
RKO
20th
U
WB

Meller
Comedy
Musical
Action
Musical
Comedy
Rom-Dr
Rnm-Com
Musical

F. Wray-R. Bellamy
J, Mathews-M. Redcrave
J. MacDonald-N. Eddy
J. Trent-M. Reynolds
J. Benny-J. Bennett

J. Barrymore-P. Holden
L. Young:-B. Greene

L. Havward-J. Fontaine
D. Powell-A. Louise

Drama
Rom-Dr
Comedy
Drama
Drama

Melodrama
Mystery

Melodrama

B. Furness-J. Crate
R. Tavlor-F. Rice-Beery
L. Howard-W. Wller

A. M. Won?-Tamiroff-Naish
V. McLagrlen-C. Morris-W. Barr'*-

M. Whalen-J. Rogers
'

P. Foster-F. Robinson
B. KarlofiT-N. Harrlgan

Christy Cabanne
Carol Reed

W. S. Van Dyke
Paul Malvern

Mitchell Leisen
Garson Kaniii
David Butler
Al Green

Ray Enright

D. R. Lederman
W. S. VanDyke
A. Asquith
Nick'Grinde
Lew'Lahders

rt.B.Humberstonp
Al Rogell

Wm. Clemens

61
60
89^

69
73
75
65
6S
100
63

»
66
83
55
83
79
83
81
63
95

72
74
78
«1
85
65

54
60

107
112
103
61
67

100
91
75
6*
90

75
51

67

58
69
63
78

75

75
72

63
91
97

69
84

70
60
56

08
95
76
67

70
57

70
66

63

11/30
12/14
10/5
11/23
9/21
10/5

'

10/5
8/31
10/5
10/10

12/14
9m
12/7
10/19
11/2
10/5
10/IS.
10/12
9/28
11/lft

10/5

10/19
li;i6
10/12^

«/21wm
10/25

10/26
11/9
U/2

10/20
10/20
11/2
11/10-
jo/ia
11/2
11/2
10/19
10/19

11/9
11/9

n/23

11/9
11/9
11/23
U/9

D. R, Lederman
Jack Raymond 75 4/7/37
C. S. Simon 66 11/18
Frank Lloyd 100 9/21
Lew Landers 66 10/J9
Sid. Salkow 65 12/14

Irving Curnmings.!- '0 11/2
Gus Meiins 61 12/7 ,

Michad Cul-tiz 62 10/12

11/J0

11/9
11/30

9/21
11/9
10/25.

11/2
11/23

.11/30
11/23

11/23
11/2
11/23.
12/7

12/14
11/00

12/14
12/7

78 12/7
73
70 12/7
61 12/7
75 11/r
68 11/10
74 12/14

55 12/14
68 12/14
74

12/7

103 12/H

11/2

12/7
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Stockholders vs. Loetc's

(Continued from page 4)

fendants. in the present case or the

Seiaries to stars.

The workers in the executive of-

fice receive about $594,000; account-

ing department, $109,000; repairs

and maintenance, $478,000; Federal

state taxes, $248,000; entertain-

,
.^eiit;--'visiting royalty, etc., $17,700;

C^,000:in bonuses to the execs for

only this
' subsidiary; $127,000 for

overtime for executives; $193,000 for

riajected continuities; $142,000 for

pKpne calls; $22,000 for telegraph;

and, also added to the 1937 budget,^

was $3,5d0 'donated to elect the

Mayor; of Los Angeles.' An added

item on the yearly outlay was $173,-

000 fofirejected songs. This was not

detailed.

i5

5

Maypr Tells of Norma
Shearer's Goldwyn Bid

Continued reading of Louis '.B,

Mayer»'s deposition -opened the .'ses-

sion. JVtayer testified that following

Thalberg's' death the attorneys for

the estate notified him that they in-

tended to rfight for continued pay-

ment of the 7 3/10% under the profit-

sharing afrangement; At about this

time,, the testimony showed, the pic-

ture, i'Miatie, Antoinette,* starrirtg
' Shearer, . .was ^t)out half , com-
pleted '"fi^nd -that $800,000 had been in-

vestedf in- it. Miss Shearer seemed
dissatisfied with her contract with'

Metro ' and .also was insisting that

^ the company continue to pay Thal-

berg's share of profits to the estate.

Under ber contract Mayer said she

was privileged to wind up the agree-

ment on the death of Thalberg, pro-

vlded*she pay back to the company
150,000^ which she offered to do.

On Sthenck's advice that it would
be ^eapet in the long run to meet
Txet demands, because Sam Goldwyn
haij offered her $250,000 a picture

Aijii 50%- of the profits, result was
that/sihe w:as given a hew three-year

deal, two pictures a' year, at $150,-

ODO 'each; ' Schenck convinced ' her

that she would realize about $1,900,

000 if she.signed the new contract

.This- included the payment of the

Thalberg share of profits to Jan. 1,

1938.
'

Mayer said that even if there was
no cohtritfversy involving -fhe estate

he would have consented to pay her
$250,000 a

.
picture, or even more, if

she demanded it, because of the spot

he; was " in at the time of the 'An^

toin^stte' picture.

TSie testimony of David Bernstein

was thcnext to be read into the ree
prd.

,

Thi5;to-.sqme extent repeated

.the Shearer mixup and chief defence
counsel Proskauer conceded that

ipairt, ol -it 'when Ellis attempted to

show that the amounts paid to Mi^ss

Shearer' were not deducted as ex'

pej13.es in computing the percentage
.profits* paid to the five top execs.

The testimony of Al Lichtman,
vice-^president, director and general

«ide;t6 Kick Schenck, was also rou
tine except fdt excerpts which more
o:;'- -less - amused the people in the
courtroom.. At .one point regarding,

the boiiuses, Lichtman ' remarked
'Schenck is like a fathei' ^ith a lot

of children and a piece of bread to

divide. ' He divides it to the best of

•hlB. ability to appease the appetite of

each ohe.'

Ellis at Ibis point remarhed- that

the cage should be titled 'What Price
.Happiness' and that he thought the
defendants would never be satis-

fied^ even if they drew $10,000

wetskly.

Mervyn LeRoy's 300G,

A 'Secret' Contract
During the Course of the trial the

testimony of Mayer never seems to

be- completed and is frequently re-

fej^red to. This time Ellis residing

from it revealed for the first .time

that Mervyn LeRoy had a 'secret

contract' with the company,-. Under
this, the Mayer deposition showed
LeHoy was 6stensibly—'for the ben
efli; of other directors and star$ on
the idt-T-receiving $3,500 weeklji/.yet

he actually made $300,000 yesgly on
a gu&rantee basis. This was done
to avoid jealousy among the others,

particularly producers, Mayer les

tifi^d; 'He admitted' that when it

became common knowledge 'there

was hell to pay.'

At another part of the deposition

it was revealed that a certain pic-

ture was banned in Spa^n because

the combs used supposedly by well-

bred Spanish senoritas were actually

used by prostitutes.

Mayer stated that the weekly pay-

roll of Metro is about $400,000.

The deposition of Ed Mannix, gen-

eral manager of the studio under

Mayer, revealed that Mannix rose

from $25,000 yearly to $3,000 weekly
arid felt that he should also hh de-

clared in on the profit sharing. Hunt
Stomberg and Bernard Hyman felt

the same way, Mannix testified. He
admitted that practically no execu-

tives were ever let out in studio

cuts, only those in the lower brack-

ets.

Kent Calls Mayer,

Thalberg 'Geniuses!

Sidney R. Kent, president of 20th

Fox, placed on the stand Thursday

as a defense witness, because he

had to leave for the Coast, occupied
the «ntire day testifying to the good
character and ability of the .de-^

fendants and that they were en-
titled 'to earnings commensurate

with the profits of the company. He
declared that "Metro Pictures,' the

Loew's producing sub, would be at

a loss without their services ahd

that it would be disastrous if the

company lost their services. In Kent's

opinion, Mayer and the late Irv-

ing Thalberg were 'geniuses' In their

line of work, and that their ability

to select potential stars and lead-

ing directors has been proven. He
detailed his opinion as an expert in

the trade though- knowledge of most

of the defendants by past association,

or as a competitor. Some of these

he described in the following man-
ner:

Thalberg: From being secretary

to Carl Laemmle, then head of Uni-
versal, grew to an unparrelled po--

sition in the film industry with
Metro. He was the outstanding

quality producer when he died.

Mayer: , Praised his ability to de-

velop the most - important stars,' di-

rectors and producers in the indus-

try and .that he was responsible for

such stars as Garbo, Gable, Taylor
.and otherSs. Mayer's heading of the

studio in all matters indicated how
much the rise of MGM was his di-

rect responsibility.

Kent then gave his estimate of

Nicholas M. Schenck, president of

Advance Production Chart

(Continued ' froin page 23)

Frank Beicher, James Stephens, Pedro be Cordoba, Nat Carr. Tom Wilson,.
Sidney Bracy, Stuart Holmes. Dino Corrado, John Hafman. • ^

'WOMEN IN THE WIND,' produced 'by Bryan Foy; directed by John
Farrow; screen play by Lee Katz..and Albert',DeMond from novel by'
Francis Walton; ' Cast: Kay Francis, William Gargah,' Victor. Jory, Maxie
Rosenbloom,- Sheila Bromley, Harvey Stephens, Frankie . Burke, Frank
Faylen.

'GOING PtACES,' . prod]uced by Barney Glazer; directed by Ray En-
right; screen play by Maurice Leo, Jerry Wald, Sig Herzig; photographed
by Arthur Todd. Cast: Dick Powell, Anita Louise, Allen Jenkins, Walter
Catlett, Minna Gombell, Thurston Hall, Hal Huber.
'KING OF THE UNDERWORLD,' formerly titled 'UNLAWFUL/ pro-

duced by Bryan Foy; directed by Lew Seller; screen . play by George
Bricker; photographed by Sid Hickox. Cast: Kay Francis, James Stephen-
son, Humphrey Bogart, John Eldredge, Jessie Buslelgh, Harles Foy, Joe
Develin, Penny Singleton.

'DARK "VICTORT/ produced by David Lewis; directed by Edmund
Goulding; screen play by Casey Robinson from play.-by George Brewer,
Jr., and Bertram Bloch; ph'otographed by Ernest Haller. .Cast: Bette
Davis, George 'Brent, Gefaldlne Fitzgerald, Humpihrey Bogart, Ronald
Reagan, Henry Travers, Dorothy Peterson, Charles Richman, Lottie WU-
liams. Virginia Brlssac, Fjrank Reicher, Pierre Watkins.
'OKLAHOMA KID,' produced by Sam Bischofl; directed by Lloyd

Bacon; screen play by Robert Buckner, Jerome Odium and Warren Duff;
from original by Edward .Paramore;' photographed by James Wong Howe.
Cast: James Cagney, Rosemary Lane, Humphrey Bogart, Donald Crisp,
Granville Bates, Charles Middleton, Hugh Sothern, Edward Pawley, Ward
Bond.
•WINGS OP THE NAVY/ produced by Lou Edelman; directed by Lloyd

Bacon; original screen play by Michael Fessier; photographed by Arthur
Edeson. Cast: George Brent. Olivia de Havilland, John Payne," Frank
McHugh, John Ridgeley, Henry O'Neill, John Litel, Regis Toomey, Donald
Briggs, Max Hoffman, Jr., John Gallaudet.

TORCHT IN CHINATOWN,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Wil-
liam Beaudine; sct-een play by George Bricker; photographed by Warren
Lynch. Cast: Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLanei Henry O'Neill, Tom Ken-
nedy, Janet Shaw, Dick Bond, Patric. Knowles, James Stephenson, Andy
Lawlor, Frank Shannon, George Guhl, Joe Cunningham, Jack Mower,
Charles Hickman, Bruce Mitchell, John Harron.
'ADVENTURES OF JANE ARDEK,' produced by Mark Hellinger; di-

rected by Terry Morse; no writing credits released; photographed by L.
William O'Connor. Cast: Rosella Towne, William Gargan, Dennie Moore,
Peggy Shannon, Edgar Edwards, Maris Wrixin, Frankie Burke, Pierre
Watkin. '

,

. 'NANOT DREW, REPORTER,' produced' by Bryan Foy; directed by.
William Clemens; no writing credits released as yet; photographed by
Arthur Edeson. Cast: Bonita Granville, Frankie Thomas, John Litel, Mary
Lee, Dickie Jones, Betty Amann, Astrid AUwyn, Larry Williams, Thomas
Jackson, Leonard Mudie, Irving Bacon, Sheila Bromley, BCula Boiidi,
Charles Halton.

'CHALKED OUT/ formerly titled 'CRIME IS A RACKET/ produced by
Sam Bischoff; directed by Lew Seller; no writing credits yet; photographed
by Sol Polito. Cast: Humphrey Bogart, Gale Page, Billy Halop^. Henry
O'Neil,' John Litel. Harold Huber, Henry Travers, Harvey' Stephens. "

""^ '^

.'SECRET SER'VICE IN THE AIR/ produced by Bryan Foy; directed by
Noel Smith; no writing credits released yet; photographed by Ted Mc-
Cord. <Cast:<RonaId Reagan, Irene Rhodes, Rosella Towne. James. Stephen-
son, John Litel,' Morgan Conway, -Joe Cunningham, . Anthony Averill,
Larry Williams, Richard Bond,- John Ridgeley, Eddie Foy, Jr.

Warner PIx Now in Production

•ALWAYS LEAVE THEM LAUGHING/ produced by Sani Bischoff; di-

rected by Ray Enright; screen play by Jerry Wa^d and Richard. Macaulay;
photographed by Arthur Todd. Cast: Dick Powell, Gale Page, Ann Sheri-
dan, ^Su P^tts, Maxie Rosenbloom, Allen Jenkins, Jerry Colonna, Halli-
well Hobbes, GranviUe Bates, Ronald Heagan, Helen Broderick. ,

'DODGE CITY,' produced by Robert Lord; directed by MicHael Curtiz;

no writing credits released; photographed by 'Sol Polito. Cast: ErroU
Flynii; Olivia de Havilland, Frank McHugh, Alan Hale, Ann Sheridan,
Henry O'Neill, Henry Travers, Victor Jory, Bruce Cabot, Russell Simpson,
John Litel, Guinn Williams.

YES, MY DARLING DAUGHTER/ produced by Benjamin Glazer; di-

rected by William Keighley; screen play by Casey Robinson, based on
stage play by Mark Reed; photographed by Charles Rosher. Cast: Priscilla

Lane, Jeffrey Lynn, Fay Bainter, Ian Hunter, Roland Young, Genevieve
Tobin, May Robson.
'BROADWAY CHEVALIER,' produced by Sam Bischoff; directed by

Lew SeUer; screen play by Michael Fessier from original by Dalton
Trumbo. Cast: Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell, Wayne "Morris. Jane Wyman,
Maxie Rosenbloom, May Robson, Stanley Fields, Morgan Conway, Sidney
Toler, Ed Brophy, Olin Howland, Jack Roper, Clem Bevans.
•JUAREZ/ produced by Henry Blanke; . directed by William Dieterle;

screen play by Aeneas McKenzie, John Huston and Aben Finkel; photo-
graphed by Tony Gaudio. Cast: Paul Muni, Bette Davis, Brian Aherne,
Claude, Bains, John Garfield, Donald Crisp, Gilbert Roland, Joseph Calleia,
Montagu Love, Harry Davenpbrt, Henry O'NeiU, Gale' Sondergaard, Wil-
liam Wilkinson, Pedto De Cordoba, John Milj an, Hiigh Sothern, Robert
Warwick, Georgia Caine.

'TOBCHY RUt^S FOB MAYOR/ produced by Bryan Foy; directed by
Ray MeCarey; original screen play by Earl Snell; photographed by Warren
Lynch. Cast: Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane, Tom Kennedy, Joe Cun-
ningham, Frank Shannon, George Guhl, John Miljan, Joseph Downing,
Charles Riclynan, Irving Bacon.

'SMASHING THE MONEY RING,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by
Noel Smith; screen play by Lee Katz and Dean Franklin: photographed
by Ted McCord. Cast: Ronald Reagan, Rosella Towne, Eddie Foy, Jr.,

Moroni Olsen, John Gallaudet, John Litel, June Gittelson, Steffi Duna.

Loew's. He said he regarded

Schenck as a highly efficient exec-

utive.

There are no such things as

'static contracts' in the industry,

Kent continued. A man's value in-

creases as his work progresses, and
if he is held to his original contract

he becomes disgruntled and because

he knows he can obtain more else-

where. His work suffers, as a re-

sult, and it is up to the top exec-

utives to appease him.: This, he
said, was • particularly true in the

case of Thalberg in 1932. ; Thalberg
had been complaining that his in-

come was being eaten up by Gov-
ernment taxes and 'sobbed' on his,

Kent's, shoulder. Result was that

later Thalberg was granted a bonus
of 100,000 shares of stock which,

according to the witness, he de-

served. Atvthat time Thalberg was
responsible; for 52 films scheduled

to be produced for the year.

Kent Did Same Thing

For 3 Top Executives
He said that he was faced with

the same problem and met it by
having .600,000 shares of 20th Cen-
tury-Fox Film stock awarded to

Daryll Zanuck, Joe Schenck and
William Goetz, not base^ on assets,

.but ' for theiE brains. Result was
that profits of the Fox company in-

creased from $1,500,000 a year in
1934 to between $6,000,000 and
$7,500,000 annually.
Loew's .had no difficulty during

the <depress.iQn, as several 'of the
other compainies did, Kent said, be-
cause it Idid^not' invest in purchase
of jgroups of theatres,

After., Thalberg had told him of

his 'dissatisfaction/ Kent said he
went to Nick Schenck and told him
about it, as a director of Film Se-
curities. Schenck told him he was
working on . an option plan, to clear-

up the matter. The matter with
others -was taken up with Winthrop
Aldrich, head of the Chase Bank
which held: $19,000,000 of the $28,-

000,000 stock issue of Fox Film
Corp. -Aldrich decided it would be
wise to vote for stock options to
Thalberg.

20th-Fox President's

Appraisal of M-G Talents
Kent's testimony for .the defense

concluded with his opinion as to the
ability of the' other defendants. Ber-
nard Hyman, he said, was a very
good producer, that the studio was
grooming him to be another Thal-
berg. Sam Katz, an- outstanding
showman: LeRoyj a very outstanding
producer and an even finer" director;
Lichtman, ~ who worked for him
(Kent) in the old Paramount, was
the father of the modern film distri-

bution systems; Mannix would be an
asset to any studio and an outstand-
ing handler of talent; Harry Rapf he
only knows by rep, which is exceli-

lent.

Rubin Is the best posted man
on stories, plays, writers and
personalities in the .business, Kent
considered. Hunt Stromberg is the
best producer so .far, sinXie Thal-
berg. He could make twice' as
much producing on his own than he
is receiving at present from Loew-
Metro, the witness said. The others
he only knew by reputation, but not
personally or from contact.

— Under cross-examination by EUis,
Kent ' disputed the claim that
larger profits were due to in-
creased., number of major houses.
Kent said •> the number increased
only, by a few hundred over five

years and 'that Loew's only adder"

some 20-30 theatres to .its . chain. As
to the return .on foreign markets,
Kent disputed the statement that
they have doubled since 1924 but
claimed that th^y remained at a con-
sistent ratio of 3'5.-40% of jth'e world
gross. ' '\

, Ellis charged that Metro pays
more for its stars, directors and
writers than any other company, and
Kent admitted thi^, but- that its

earnings were greater. 'Stars, di-

rectors and other assets are of no
value without topnotch men to place
them correctly.'

About 140 in Loew's

Earn Over $100,000
It was disclosed that Loew's and

Metro employ about 140 persons at
salaries ranging • from $100,000 or
over annually, and that 20th-Fox
employs between 30 and 60 in that
salary bracket. This was denied by
defense counsel. Production costs

have risen every year and have"" be
come a serious problem, Kent said,

but denied assertion of Mayer that
a catastrophe might result. He vig
orously disagreed with a printed re
port (Screen Actors Guild) that
there were 800% more producers

during the last 10 years who pro-

duced 40% less pictures, than. in the

former decade.

Kent testified that when Thalberg
complained to him the latter was
receiving between $600,000 and $800,-

000 annually. Thalberg thought he
was doing more work than Mayer,
but receiving less compensation.

Ellis wound up his cross-question-

ing by asking the witness whether
'it would' not be less expensive to

the company to apply a good deal

of bicarbonate of soda to disgruntled

stars and directorsi and also to the"

defendants, instead of easing their

stomach pains by boosting salaries

and handing out bonuses and op-
tions promiscuously. Kent merely
shrugged his shoulders in answer.

Loew's Rear Estate

Deals Gone Into
Reis, plaintiffs', accountant, on the

stand Wednesday (7), introduced real

esta.te contracts, leases, etc., ' made
through the real estate end of

Loew's, Inc., and the sale of securities

on those properties. Accor<^ing to

the report of the company's account-
ants dated as of Aug. 31, ld27, Bern-'
stein, Schenck and Mayer shared, in'

the net earnings of Loew's and -its

subsids. Profits on the sale of securi-

ties went into the basis of computing
the bonuses to be paid to Schenck
and Bernstein. A separate arrange-
ment on ^e profit-sharing was made
for Mayer. .Bernstein, was the treas-

urer of the company, and, the wit-

ness said, according .'to the financial

reports, he ,had ' a .bi.g hand in the
profit-sharing arrangements.

'In other words,'. A. L. Pomerantz,
one of the plaintiffs' counsel, asked,
'Bernstein h^d considerable to say as
to what he should receive in the way
of bonuses?'

The plaintiffs then introduced into

the record numerous real estate

agreements and contracts Involving
properties of the company in New
York, Dayton* Ohio, and also the sale

of 'Films Loew's-Goldwyn-Mayer of
France' for $443,413 in 193.^

The total profits from these trans-

actions from 1926-1932 amounted to

$1,772,594. Bernstein and Schenck
were declared in on this profit, but
not Mayer, Rubin or Thalberg.

3-Theatre B'klyn

Pool Is Itemized
It was also brought out through the

introduction' of original contracts

that in 1927, under an arrangement
between Loew's, Paramount-Famous-
Lasky and Allied Owners, three the-
atres, the Valencia, Pitkin and Loew's
Kings, all located in Brooklyn, were
to be erected. The actual building,
including the land, -was set at $7,000,-

000 Under the contracts, but with in-
terest it would cost Loew's, the guar-
antor, $9,000,000. However, a deal
was put through under which Loew's
was assessed an additional $5,000,000,
or $14,000,000 under an installment
arrangement. Loew's agreed to pay
the $9,000,000 plus interest of 6%
over a period of 15 years, or a total
of $14,000,000.

'.Just before the closing of. the ses-
sion it was brought out that tjie five
topnotch executives, Mayer, Rubin,
Bernstein, Thalberg and Schenck,
were not harmed by the payment of
Ijeavy Federal taxes, nor were their
bonus arrangements effected in any
way by these ta:C assessments.

STORY BUYS
Hollywood, Dec. 13.

Sam Katzmah purchased 'Phantom
Guns,' original western by Ed Hal-
perini" '

,
'>

•

Monogram bought" 'Little Big
House,' by Norman S. Hall and Bay
Trampe.
' James Bohald sold his mystery
yarn, .'They Can't Hang Me,' to Uni-
versal.

Bepublic acquired 'Colorado Moon/
original by John Bathmell.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Dec. 13.

'The Saint Strikes Back' is release
tag for 'The Saint Strikes Twice' at
BKO.

'Biders of the Ran^e' became 'Sil-
ver on the Sage' at Paramount.
Warners changed 'Elizabeth the

Queen' to 'The Knight and the Lady.'

START lAUGHING
Hollywood, Dec. 13.

Laughing Gas Pictures Corp.
launches its first one-reel comedy
this week at International studios
where it has leased space for a
series.

Films will be shot under super-
vision of Charlie Rogers, former Hal
Roach gag man.
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Digest of Community Data
Variety again surveys the radio

stations of part of the nation. A<:

before, the survey concerns itself

. altogether' with 'activity' and 'enter-

prise'. arid is not intended to be, and
shotild not be interpreted as being i

-Jan .
attempt to measure or suggest

j

^Vtipai'ative station popularities.
j

y First published in 1933, repealed

twice in 1934, and once each in 1C35

and 1936, the'survey spans six yerrs,

during" which period of time it is

possible to obtain something like a

bircVs-eye view of the ridio indiist-y

lts«lf from about that point in its

;^eyelopment where self-conscious-

ness may be said to have set in.

JJ f 'lAssuming that the early years wore
V| ' .more or less catch-as-catch-ccn, wi h
^^^^iirial-and-error the necessary pattern

• <Jf behrvior, and expediancy 1'ie

working philosophy, it app^sars to

Vauiety that the dawn of sel f-?•->-

praisal by the local station, as such,

coincided with the original publica-

tion of these Intermittent reports.

It is largely because Variety h?s
conceived—and been assured—that

it was performint a useful and con-
structive task that the showmanship

.
surveys, veritable explosions each
time brought out, have been con-

.tinned. Variety has been told, r.r>d
!

Jijces to believe, these periodic sur-

veys' are stimulating to many radio

organizations.

• It has «ver been, anc. still is, the
opinion of Variety that the oner-

ators of radio stations are by nature
and" general interest prone to con-

centrate over-much on the jobs of

(a). Washington trade politics and
Cb) the solicitation of accounts. This
being so,''they perhaps heed to be
j^^minded occasionally that the 'pub-

lic interest, convenien . e and neccs-

iJ Bity- goes far beyond the mere
poclcetbbok interests of the licensee

to .{italic and capture advertising ac-

.Counts. -, Paradoxically, j:he rent-

payers 'are, under the law, if not
within the- realities of everyday

: Operation, a mere side issue. Granted
that there is considerable basic con-
fusion on the subject of what and to

'whom radio stations owe a debt, of

fulfillment, ' and . granting, too, that

pressure groups -and more or less

•worthy' institutions are out .to chisel

free ' time in such amounts as to

threaten station revenue, there can
hardly be any argument that radio

station$ have- gradually arrived at,

rather .than started jriginally from,
an appreciation of their responsibili-

ties.

Radio's Dilemma Still Is,

What Is Showmanship?
"Which brings up-^perennial dl-

lemma-rthe question of a suitable

'd^flnition of showmanship. , It would
hti eagy, but too easy, to say that
radio community showmanship xs-

lers ~ alone to the creation or ex-
ploitation of entertainment—that
subistantially is what i,t means in the

,-theatfe and on the ^ screen/ Shw-
jmanshio is implicit in finesse, also

'^'•iti^ intcltloh and calculatidn. There
; .imay- .thus^ in the"

' inspired .^xpedieijt or ad lib as well
; .-i^s' showmanship ih ,the careful planV

• iiing of a group of executives!

. A .radip station's showmanship,
tiears upon two external factors.

First, th$ audience, i.e., some part of

the community wfthin the signal,

i^rea. Second, the United States
' gbverhmisiit..

.
.The broadcaster must

please his -audience in order to hpld
It and enlarge it and thus justify
advertising rates and attract adver-
,tl2ers. In doing so he has at his"

disposal only those devices of enter-
tainment and attention-getting that
cbnforni to, or do not conflict with,
'public service, convenience and
necessi^.'

Don't Go by Yesteryear;

Survey Is Flexible
One conditioning circumstance of

this survey should perhaps be ,stress-

ed.here and now: -today's showman-
snip is not a carbon copy of yester-
day's. What was dramatic and ex-
citing and worthy of special praise
in 1933 may today be routine and
ptale practice, thoroughly standard-
ized and,'ivhile not. outmoded or un-
worthy, because of this time' element

^divorced
, qt any particular claim

upon spontaneous recognition as. ex-
ceptional enterprise.

- Vamexv's showmanship survey at-
tempts to^befltoiblCi sensitive, under-
Btinding. But ,jnost of all in har-
mony with the advancing parade, not
iTOUnd Either to its own former con-

ceptions of showmanship or anybody
else's former conceptions. Opinion
cannot be replaced by statistics or
quantitative check-ups, but opinion
can and should be periodically re-

vised and revitalized. This, as far

as it can be made intelligible to out-

siders, is the guiding principle which
Variety keeps in mind.

The Case of Detroit;

Meeting: the Community
It will be noted that Variety has

arbitrarily listed certain cities as

'consistently active' which means in

a showmanship sense. It so happens
that most of these cities are major
markets. -vTake Detroit' as an ex-
ample." This city epitomizes the

American .system in practical im-
pact upon a large and polyglot popu-
lation .that happens also to be across

the rfjver from Canada where
CKLW maintains a dual character.

In Detroit the stations, each accord-
ing to size, personality and such
coloration as network membership
lends, fit themselves, like pieces of

mond can clearly be set down as a

freak.

In Richmond they flght with sta-

tistics and merchandising and geog-

raphy. They also flght with per-

sonal venom. Showmanship is so

interwoven in this harum-scarum
battle that it can't be picked out of

the embroidery with any degree of

clarity. It's like trying to spot tech-

nique in one of those " throw-him-
down -again- McClosky wrassling
matches.

Two principals in this scrap are
WRVA and WMBG. The former has
ten times as much wattage as WMBG
and will soon' have 100 times as
much* WMBG pooh-poohs the wat^
tage on . the . grounds that back of

Richmond is nothing but hills and
scrub pine, neither of which own
radio sets. WRVA has a flock of an-
swers to this contention.

Whatever the merits of this scrap
—this is not the place for a discus-

sion—only WRVA sent anything to

the Variety jury to aid in sizing up
the burg. Showed a 24-man orchestra

new home in the Trans-Lux Bldg.

Also running about as before.

All stations in this town religiously

reply to questionnaires, etc, and are

far from meek in estimations of

themselves. That's a healthy, sigh.

Quite • apart from showmanship,
however, it must be remarked—and
maybe this is the place to drag it in

by the heels^that while the stations

are hot on remotes, they are tepid on
market promotion. Here's a place

where the newspapers have done a

better promotion job, and by far.

Barring a few pertinent exceptions,

the D. C. aggregation appears to be
content with the impression that

Washington is a nut-house, not the

great residential area that it is.

WOL has tenf(»ld increase in wat-
tage—to 1,000—this year.

Absurdities of Stuntmen

Rated as Precisely That
Going through the cities of the hot,

lukewarm and tepid showmanship
classifications for 1938, ' what seems

SHOWMANSHIP COMMUNITIES AT A GLANCE
Coiisistently Spotty in

Active Enterprise Usually Drowsy

BUFFALO ALBANY ATLANTA
CHARLOTTE BALTIMORE CHATTANOOGA
CINCINNATI BOSTON KNOXVILLE
DES MOINES CHICAGO OAKLAND
DETBOIT CLEVELAND PROVIDENCE

KANSAS CITY COLUMBUS SOUTH BEND
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL DALLAS SPOKANE

NEW YORK DAYTON TACOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY DENVER
PHILADELPHIA FORT WORTH
SAN FRANCISCO HARTFOftD

ST. LOtlS INDIANAPOLIS
LINCOLN

LITTLE ROCK
LOS ANGELES
LOUISVILLE
MEMPHIS
MIAMI

MILWAUKEE
NASHVILLE

NEW ORLEANS
OMAHA

PITTSBURGH
PORTLAND, ORE.

RICHMOND
ROCHESTER
SALT LAKE
SEATTLE
SYRACUSE
TULSA

WASHINGTON

a puzzle, into the community picture.

So 'public interest,' convenience and
necessity means something like this:

WJR—the big fellow, 50,000 watts,
CBS network; 16 men in the house
orchestra. A station with national
emphasis!

. WXYZ—the baby of a theatre
chain (kin'g-Trendle, Paramount
partners) " and gravitating quite
naturjally. to^yard programs at which
it has had unique success. Its 'Lone
Ranger* prbgram has become an in-

dustry in itself. Perhaps 40% of
WXYZ's -profits spring from this

showmanly. specialization- which be-
gan simply ' in an effort to sisrvice

its community with home-built en-
tertainment. Here plainly is show-
manship of a commanding nature.

WWJ-^has blueprinted its career
on more typically local lines and in
connection jyith the Detroit News
of which it is the radio outlet. WWJ
houses itself pretentiously; deports'
itself along self-willed and self-

o^inioiiated policies, striking a bal-
ance of middle class family follow-
ing. .

(DKLW—finds its favor and its

audience by presenting matters of
appeal to, for example. Catholics; by
doing what the others don't do; by
playing up the international hands-
across-the-water aspects. In this
CKLW mirrors facets of tlje Detroit
community which its Canadian li-

cense naturally emphasizes.

WJBK-r-to illustrate the. sinall-
wattage place in the sun was for a
considerable time 'the voice of labor'
and the foru.n of the industrial union
drive.

WRVA Uses Music As
Wedge in Ga-Ga Town

Richmond has four commercial
stations and a part-time non-cpm-
mercial outfit owned by the Grace
Covenant •Presbyterian church
(WBBL).

.
That's enough competlsh

to make the sparks fly, but Rich-

made available to sponsors at below-
cost—a smart gesture considering the
competish. Also showed an artists

bureau with some new additions, and
some stunts. Characteristically, some
surveys were sent along, too.

Outside of WMBG and WRVA,
there are two stations with newspa-
per affiliations: WRNL (Richmond
News Leader) and WRTD (Rich-
mond Times Dispatch).

Situation is a stumper. Either
there's too much competish, over-
whelming geographical factors, or
something. No further analysis
will be attempted here. But a loose

prophecy may -be attemptfed-^when
WRVA goes to 5O,O0D, it may "be the
start of. specialization, or a better'

ordering of' the competitors by cate-

gory, and hence the start, of show"-

manship along lines where it may
be disentangled from the battle of
mathematics and 'statistics.

Politicians' - Backyard

Alert for Stunt Stuff
Washington has—like Hollywood

and its films—one primary industry

—

politics. Of its four radio stations,

three are web-operated,. WOL is

more in the nature of a community
station, harping on sports, talks, etc.,

and what might be described as the
normal life of a city. Other three,
aside from being a hopper into which
the political fodder of the nation is

dumped for distribution throughout
the nation, are slickers. They have
stunts, glib publicity men, try their
hand at some creditable program-
ming, and in other ways affect the
speedy level of their city.

WJSV in times past has received
special mention by Variety for the
plethora of its stunts. JFroni the list

received this year it is apparent that
WJSV has almost out-WJSVed itself.

Must be the proximity of stunty poli-
ticians that puts 'em in this, frame of
mind.
WRC-WMAL are l)iloted by Ken-

neth Berkeley, and have a snappy

pertinent is the difficulty of singling
out specific acts and policies that
have been performed by individual
stations. This presumably means, if

it means anything, that the radio
industry is approaching some sort of
a norm.
By now the stunt programs have

spawned their due share of absurd
ities, and what "was once surefire evi-
dence of zip is now not taken at face
value, blit jscrutinized for soundness
and practicality and direct bearing
on results.

The Boston;Homie For

Obi^cure Celebrities
Boston is the home of competitive

weather bureaus. WEEI had one for
years, now the Yankee network is
selling the 'jolly warnings to ships
at sea' as something pretty new and
pretty sensational. Boston is like
that. Nobody on the outside ever
quite succeeds in understanding its
merchants, its politics, its tea parties,
or the strange disappearance of the
populace on the Sabbath.
On a basis of sheer making a lot

out of the material at hand, WORL,
Boston, rates a nod. "While many of
its brightest inspirations- necessarily
concern schemes for getting'free tal-
ent, station does haVe a fairly clear
picture of itself, what it can do, and
what it can't do. (Weather is given
due deference here also!) WORL has
a lively press agent. MarjOrie Spriggs,
who is devoted to flashey presenta-
tions, one of which some months ago
copped the Prank R. McNinch award
for Air Mail co-operation. WORL
may be described as the Boston
Home for obscure celebrities. WORL
Interviews 'em all.

Boston doesn't create much in the
way of programs. WNAC has a
Catholic Question Box, conducted by
a Jesuit, and WAAB has a- Harvard
debating series and WBZ has coast
guard, fire and police department
gestures. The big theme ,in Boston
showmanship is: hlimidity, precipita-
tion, codfish, and dog racing.

Ghicagfo ' Charactefristics

Little Altered in 1938
Chicago is definitely more colorfui:

WJJD (10 musicians) goes after

school, sports, human Interest, nov-
elty and Women's Club programs.
Played a prominent part when in-

fantile paralysis epidemic shut up the
schools last winter. Broadcasts from
the Cook (bounty Jail.

WLS retains its basic character as
the sodbusters' glory road. Hillbil-

lies and dinnerpall programs and an
active and highly profitable artists

bureau are old stuff.

WBBM, the CBS station, and pre-
dominantly national in coloration;

but as time permits there Is 'a con-
scious effort to localize. Sports are
a long suit. , Station copped one of

the three Frank McNinch awards for
air mail co-operation. (Incidentally,
Variety, as a member of the judges
committee on that occasion, reveals
nothing particularly sacrosanct when
it is here parenthetically stated that
the 50,000-watters were mediocre in-

deed in showmanship on this one
issue compared to the . smaller sta-

tions that really bestirred them-
selves.)

WE.NR, the NBC station, has 70
musicians under Roy Shield but as
an origination point and a time-
sharer with WLS is not particularly
local. In the past Variety has either
relegated WENR and WMAQ to a
lowposition in the Chicago "grouping
or has omitted them altogether. This
seemed to be the plain common sense
of the matter - but, fearful that the
trade or other readers of this pub-
lication might confuse such ranking
as .an aspersion against {lopularity

and prestige, there was a tendency
to challenge the logic followed.
WGN always an active station; has

26 musicians and many local features.

Chicago Tribune itseU is notable for
showmanship.
WCFL, the Labor Union station

(owned by A.F.L.) has 12 musicians.
It has never been given a real

chance. Labor politics and politicians

have impossibly handicapped its

management through the year. In
consequence it has never been dis-

tinguished, not even for what it did
for labor. ;

WIND, Ralph. Atlass' other station
(actually credited to Gary, Indiana)
runs all-night and is sports-studded.
Active in Americanization. Atlass
barred Father Coughlin's discussions
of 'the Jewish question.'

Many Gities Settle Down
Into Even-Goingf Path

Many cities covered by this year's
survey reveal slight change from
previous appraisals. Clevtjland, for
example, presents more or less the
same familiar picture of WGAR with
an edge, now. slight, now winding,
over WHK. WGAB has 12 ! musi-
cians and WHK, which has a second-
ary station, has 16. WHK; late;in the
year caught the tide of national feel-
ing (now. coming in strongly) with
its 'We Americans,' which is" made
available to other stations in! other
cities. WHK* has set its face ^gainst
foreign language programs, once big
ia Cleyeland. "iTiis" decision, 'jwhich
meant sacrificing or jeopardizing im-
mediate coin, mu$t ..rank as evidence
of thoyghtfulness" on the subject of
.'publie interest.'

Time-buyers queried about Dallas
showmanship .profess little, knowl-
edge theireof. Diailas ia active but
not in national exploitation. Seem-
ingly much of its best enterprise
has been regional in character.
WRR, the city-owned station, has
lent itSflf to an attack on money-
lenders practicing usury. It Is very
sportsy, has eight musicians.
WFAA uses its 14 musicians on 17

programs a week and! repprts an
increase of $3,000 In sustaining bud-
get and the employment of a full-
time press agent, a job usually com-
bined with other (many other)
dutieis at most stations and account-
ing, of course, for the consistently
stupid stuff that is labeled publicity.
KRLD has 10 musicians and Is on

the alert side of the fence.
Hartford, long used as an adver-

tising test town (also a dog town
for • theatrical shows) now has
WTHT, of the Hartford Times,
whidh is strongly local in tone. Has
tie-up with State theatre on an
amateur stunt, goes in for such uni-
versally»applauded civic gestures as
safe driving education and Is also
identified with programs aimed at
foreign segments^italian, Polish and
Jewish iq this jcase,
WTIC, the big fellow with NBC -

(Continued on page 34) , <
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PLAQUES TO
Showmanship Awards—1938

by

SPONSORS
(5ee lead story in ad^ctent column jfor comment.)

1. LEVER BROTHERSf CO. •

2. ATLANTIC REFINING CO.

PROGRAM ORJGWATING STATION
WLW, CINCINNATI

Crosley station, country's sole 500,000-watter, again wins a plaque for
program origination. Surveying the nation as a whole there is a con-
spicuous lack of rivals for this recognition. Certain stations in Hollywood
and Chicago are origination points, but primarily as branch studios of New
York. WLW has. 34 musicians, six arrangers, four copyists, nine conductors,
including Josef Cherniavsky, William Stoess.

1936—WI.W, Cincinnati
1037—WXYZ, Detroit

PRESTIGE SUBSIDIARY
-WTIC, HARTFOKD

Mouthpiece of the Travelers Insurance Co.. has long enjoyed a good trade-
standing for- ° Identification with enterprise. Its former deficits were, ac-
ciimulated in the cause of fine programming. Today it is in the black.

Frevloas 1936—WHAM, Hochester: WHAS, Louljtvlllo
1937—^WOW, Oinalm; KSL, Salt Lake City

FARM SERVICE STATION
WSM, NASHVILIE

Another insurance company station is WSM. It has spread its influence
far beyond, the city limiits of .Nashville and has been steadily training part
of its fire on rural audience.

PrevJons
Awards

1936—AVHO, Dm Moines; WI.S, Chicago
1937—KMMJ, Clay Centre; WDAT, Fargo

NETWORK-OWNED STATION
KNX, LOS ANGELES

•Although deriving some portion of its eminence to the Hollywood trend
, In- national- advertising KNX pretty well doniinates the Los Angeles -situ-

,
eiion and -gets the palm as the pace-setter in network-owned station opera-
tion for the 'year.- -

'

CITE LEVER BROS.,

Soap Company Identified

with Three Successful

. J<light-Tinie Shows, Whi'e
Gasoline Company Won
Gpod ->ViIl )>y Restraint

in -Its Commercials Dur-
ing Football Games

WEAK-SISTER STATIONS
Showmanship, according to evidence amassed in the Variety

surveys, is directly proportional to the amount of competition in
the community. The^e are only rare exceptions to this rule.
And they virould better classify as freaks, or as temporary situa-
tions soon to be terminated by natural pressure.

SPONSOR INFLUENCE

Awnrdd
193C—KMOX, St. Louis
1937—WBT, Charlotte; KflJ, Loa Angeles

NEWSPAPER-OWNED STATION
WWJ, DETHOIT

Detroit News station is operated with a showmanly sense of coordina-
tion with the community and between the two media, air and printer's ink.

rrevloiis.
Awards

1936—WKY, OklRhoma City
1337—^WFAA, DallHB; WDBJ, Roanolie

FOREIGN LANGUAGE STATION
WOV, NEW YORK

'Has adhered to a conscious policy cultiv^itiiig the polyglot cqlonies of
greater New York, notably the Italian market. Has displayed considerable
EHowmanship within this sphere of activity.

Prevlnns
Awnrds

1936—WBNX. New York
193T—CKAC, Montreal

SOCIAL SERVICE STATION

WHA, MADISON
is" coU'egeTowned transmitter perforins a very broad service to edu-

cation and 'to' agriculture. History of non-commercials of educational own-
ership has in jgeneral been characterized by more petulance than perform-
ance, but this station is qommonly conceded to do a practical, and c'om-

nietidable job. This station, by the way, will be 22 years old next spring.

Previous
Awards

W3P—WBVD, Nev^ York
1937—KSTP, St. Paul; WSMB, New Orleans

SPORTS STATION

NO AWARD
this is another category in which there has been no choice. "While many

stations are" consciously following a 'sports policy' there seemed to the

yARiEiY jury ho' warrant for a- citation, .

Prevloas
Awards

193C—WIND, Gary
1937—No Award

IN DUmCATE

NATIONALLY EXPLOiCED STATION

WOE, NEW YOUkI
WIBE, BALTIMPRE5

-WOR and .WFBR are two Stations that have made a strong impression
upon, the trade, each in its own way and for its own reasons. WOR's
standing, in this regard must be attributed in considerable measure to its

special events and stunts, notably its 'deadly parellel' inspiration during
the Czech crisis. The national exploitation phase of station operation is

«ne of the least developed and has indeed not gone far since Variety's
first survey of showmanship in 1933. WFBR in a relatively tepid com-
munity has. been stealing plenty of bases.

Pr«Tl«U8
Awards

1930—WCKY, Covington
1937—No Award

COMMUNITY EXPLOITED STATION

iYOJtt COLORADO SPRINGS
This station's community job is actually propelled from the outside (be-

tog a country cousin of the WKY-KLZ newspaper-owned family), but the
*heer showmanship of some of the stunts adopted to kindle a 'home town
prWe' psychology rates ir^pre than a nod.

PrcTlons
Awards

'19se—KFFY, R]k>kan«
1937—KWK, St I^uip; WGN, Chicago

In connection with, and supple-
mental to, its annual evaluation of
community showmanship by radio
stations, Variety this week is award-
ing special plaques (see reproduction
on adjacent page) to various stations
singled out for prominence, leader-
ship or distinction within, the scope
of certain- types of activities. Tlicse
receiving plaques are noted in the
two-column box to the left of this
text.

This is the third year Variety has
made .such station awards. This
year, a further expansion of the
scope of the awards is provided so
that Variety may, from year to

year, single out other than broad-
casting stations to present plaques
for what seems, in its judgment, to
be examples of exceptional show-
manship.

This year tVvo spon|ors have been
recognized by Variety, each for a
different reason, but each, it is felt,

with conclusive plausibility as a
choice. These words are the first the
sponsors or their agencies will know
of or about the awards. (And the
same is true of the' radio stations
getting plaques.)

'iSxceptional citationL-1938' is the
wording of ' the sponsor plaques
which go to:

1.

LEVER BROTHERS GO.

For
•Lux Theatre of the Air.'

*Big Town' with Edward G. Robin-
son and Clarte Trevor.

^ The Al Jolson program.

2.

ATLANTIC REFINING CO.

For

Good Taste in Radio Commercials.

Two aspects of sponsor impact
upon radio "production are. covered
by these recognitipris, First, the ag-
gressive soap-sellers of back-of-Back
Bay Boston, are'undou\}tedly among
the best informed of radio

. spon-
sors on the subject' of radio, » and
the identificntion of- one company
wi.th thfee successful -night-time
programs is deemed on the phenome-
nal side. Lux, for one, has been a
pace-setter .of its kind and in its

whole setup is replete with show-
manship. J. Walter

.
Thompson and

Ruthrauff & Ryan handle the three
specified enzertainments for Lever
Bros. Co. - (Spry spot announcements
also enjoy a reputation for doing a
job,' as do a brace of Lever Bros,
serials.)

Atlantic Refining Co, of Philadel-
phia has been sponsoring football

games. While current events from
one standpoint constitute a flight

from entertainment, and super-
ficially from showmanship, the foot-

ball shows have acquired an im-
mense good will for the sponsor by
reason of the restraint, good manners
and judgment used in the commer-
cials which never intrude between
the third and fourth down or just be-
fore a punt. It has long been appar-
ent that one of the great dilemmas
of radio advertising was a suitable

compromise between sledgehammer
copy and the program context. N. W.
Ayer is the gasoline company's
agency.

Sponsors Shy

Sponsors are, as a breed, spotlight-

shy and reticent. About them, either

as disembodied corporations or as
hidden ball carriers, have grown up
all .sorts of legends and fancies. - In

some cases the -sponsor is considered

a confounded nuisance. In other

It would follow as a,natural c6rolla,ry to this theorem that in
cities -where all the" stations are under one managfement, com-
petition and showmanship would both be at a minimum. Con-
versely, it would seem that in cities where two stations under
one management nevertfieless have lots of competition, both
stations will have to be wide awake.

These corollaries appear to be relatively true. In Cincinnati,
for instance, where Jimmy Shouse and Bob Dunville run WLW
and WSAI, both beset by the onslaughts of showmanship-
minded Bill Schudt, L. B. Wilson and Mort Watters, the
Crosley aggregation has to keep stepping up the pace to keep
its leadership. Similarly Ralph Atlass; with WIND and WJJD
in Chicago, can't let grass grow under his 'feet.

However, where competition is less acti.ve, the sistef-station

situation poses q.qupstion—perKaps.ev-en a feaLproblemv-i Sister
stations are prone to be a giant and a dwarf in such situations.

The station with the higher wattage gets all the pampering, and
the little fellow simply tags' meekly on behind as a pale carbon-
copy. Either that; or both stations exhibit si disregard for showr
manship entirely.

Further pursuit of the theory of (:ompetition vs. showman-
ship, however, leads to such headaches in analysis that it cannot
be broached without plenty of feseHations. The best that can
be said is that for the industry as a" whole, intensification of

showmanship MUST continue unless profits are to reach a

stable level.

Seemingly competition can be enhanced in any sector by the

simple expedient of power boosts or addition of further stations.

This is, however, obviously not so. For if a station on 1400 kc

with 1,000, watts we're to be eqUal in cbvefage With a staticDtt

having 1,000 watts on 500 kc, it would have to .get such an

enormous power boost that its operating expenses wotild kill it.

There is simply no feasible way at present of ^quating coverage

of competing stations without incurring impossible operating

expenses for those stations high on the frequency 'l?and. And
this is only a small presentation of the whole problem. FCC has •

sweat blood over it, and can't solve it.

Barring a radical, revision of the entire broadcasting setupr-
and this does not happen to be in the cards currently—the best

engineering approach seemingly possible will be confined to

rather narrow limits. This mean's that the little fellows will

have- to work like jthe dickens to make a living, and the bigger

fellows—with better powet, etc.—had best work just as hard or.

have the FCC purichingithem in the Hbs, forever. The entire

situation again resolves itself 'to the original contention—-show-

manly management, shoWmanly operation are of prime imporr

tance. Whereas certain statibhs noiw have less competition thaii

others, it*ddes *not'seem unreasona)jle that the FCC can turn it-

self into a competitor, even if it can't' work out the engineering

problem fine enough to create competition from within the

industry. • . .

'Doc Christian' East For

Fiviei; Tibber' to Coast

Hollywood, Dec. 13.

iScore was even last weelr on com-

ings and goings in radio. Fibber Mc-

Gee brings his troupe here Jan, ,24

and Jean Hersholt does his 'Dr.

Christian' dramatic turn in N. Y.

five times starting Dec. 27. Rose-

mary DeCamp, femme lead in vase-

line series, is held here by commit-
ments on other shows.
Understood Jim and Marion Jor-

dan (Fibber and Molly) remain west
for some time to allow Mrs. Jordan
to convalesce from her long illness

and to heat up another picture deal

with Paramount.

cases he—or they—drive a straight

ball right down the fairway.

It has been the theory of Varieiy
from the beginning (and th6 theme
of much editorial ' backseat driving)

that in the final reckoning the spon-

sor must take the responsibility for

radio programs, since the sponsor is

the piper that calls the tunes or dele-

gates the authority.

SPONSORS, A^NQES
N. Y; CONVENTIONS

American Association of Advertis-

ing Agencies vfili hold its 1939 con-
vention in New York May Jl~aiid'i;2;'

while the spring get-together of the

AssOcl{(tion of -National Advertisers

is set .for May 10 to 12, inclusive.

Four A's headquarters will be the
Waldorf-Astoria hotel, N. Y., while
the ANA has picked the Westchester
Country Club, Rye, N. Y.

First day of the Four A's meet
will as usual be restricted to mem-
ber attendance.

Winchell from Miami

Walter WincheU's Sunday night
broadcasts for Jergens Lotion - will

emanate from Miami, starting this

Sunday (18). Columnist doesn't

know how long he will remain at
the southern resort.

Blayne Butcher,, who -handles the
broadcast for Lennen &

' Mitchell,

leaves today (Wednesday) for Miami.
He will remain as. long as the pvov
gram originates frotii th$t po^nt.

4
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hook-ups, and WDRC^ a money-
maker always, maintains status quo.

Or take Loui»vill6 with WHA'"
(13 men) and WAVE (nine)—the
advertising agencies rate this' as an
okay showmr.nship town but with
little occasion for special mention
on 1938 activities. During the floods

of the year before both distin-

guished themselves and the broad-
casting industry by superb emer-
gency work.

KYW, Phaadelphia, And
KDKA Much Snajipier

A city that has gained in show-
manship year by year is Philadel-
phia. KYW under Leslie Joy is far

more emphatic as a community per-
soniality than when hitched to

WCAU as a step-child. Station has
particularly gone to town for the
Red Cross, safety and gentlemen
farmers (owners of estates outside
I*hilly) so this, plus a sympathetic
interest in stunty specials, has
helped. This may be reported . as
extraordinary since NBC m, and o.

stations are not forte on local char-
acteristics.

Other glimpses' of Philadelphia
station showmanship produce these
summations:
WFIL—Now under Rogpr Cltpp

following exit of Don Withycomb.
Has eight musicians. A question
mark for future- answering.
WIP—Strong publicity depart-

ment; stunty policies generally.
WDAS—Gets attention way be-

yond what might fairly be con-
sidered its due proportion of breaks.
Has specialized on foreign linguals
tc which has been added serenades

-to the Negro population. Has sent
WDAS talent, expenses paid, to lo-

,cal' he^tals and done quite a lot

to- make' its presence tfHi. "this is

the home of press agent pipes and
stories that are good for a laugh
but not to be taken top literally.

MtPEXf—Has been pepped ui> in

1938. Desires to move away from,
linguals into some measure of Ang-
licized programming.
WCAU—Has 16 musicians under

Bob. Golden. .Took initiative in drive
for group hospitalization set-up
against opposition of diefaards of
medical society. Long the local

kingpin.
Another NBC station to spring, into

new local activity and flinging • a
challenge that it taint so' what they
say about NBC m. and x>^s is the
veneraUe KDKA, Pittsburgh, now 18
years on the air. A goingrover
iniidated by A. E, Nelson and now
carried forward the present man-
agement has made ItDKA keen-
'Witted to make hay in. its own fields.

Pittsburgh is neithier a bad town
ncft an' exceptional town for radio
station showmanship. Sports are a
staple item of local merchandizing.
Newspaper ties affect WCAE, long
Heaat^'s best radio money-maker,
and WWSW» owned by the Post-Ga-
zette; KQV's big event of the- year
was a 'Copyright* argument with' the
Pittsburgh Pirates Over baseball
broadcasts without authorization.
Changes of management some-

times mean remarkably little. This
..
has.' been the case in several mid-
wesfern situations. But Denver's
KLZ was definitely turpentined by
thfr city slickers from WKY, Okla-
homa City, and the station .is now
id^tifled wltli umpteen forms of
community affairs of station origin
or encouragement. CBS started The
Parmer T^es the Mike' and KLZ,
tutting it; ccmtinued it, A radio quiz
tridced up a la Movie Quiz compels
rapt listening to all KLZ progjrams
to participate. A KLZ picnic drew
salami sandwich-eaters by the thou-
sands during the sanmier<
Des Moines ccmtinues a lively

crossroads. Co\^es Brothers make
artful and imaginative tie-ups of
their dailies and their two stations,

KRNT-KSO, while WHO remains
WHO. In Memphis, WMC filed a
brief reflecting a continuance of its

usual tempo arid the other stations

remained reticent.

WSMB, N. Orleans, Says

Union Helped Stations
New Orleans is a very old town,

rich in historical and racial traits.

It thus has many strata, lots- of color.

But from' material sent to Variety
6nly WSMB has taken cogjOizaince of
the situation (WSMB in 1937 was
Co-winner of the social service
award with KSTP).

^

Making an 9CCurate t^ppraisal sA
its surroundings, WSMB a>hns at the

aristocracy, varying this ruutine-with
a shot at the hoi poUoi. No at-

tempt is made at the- middle income
groups on the very logical grounds
tliat they are- web listeners mainly,
WSMB has a six-man house orches-

tra (all brass) and frankly says that

the AF of M did radio some good.

Arty groups, etc., are given wide
recognition by the station, but
phoney civic booster stuff is tossed

aside on' the grounds that it has an
editorial-propaganda tinge. Station

is affiliated with the Maison Blanche
department store and the Saenger
Theatre Corp., and its conduct is

thoroughly commendable.

WWL, operated by Loyola Uni-
versity and piloted by Vincent Calla-

han, sent nothing in. Ordinarily

this would not be a good omen. But
in this instance Variety is tempted
to be lenient. Station has recently

been upped to 50,000 watts, involv-

ing lots of work, and it begins to

look likely that a spotty showman-
ship record in the past may be sub-
stantially improved. Nothing more
definite, however, can be said in the
absence of a WWL brief.

Three other stations, WBNO,
WDSU and WJBW s«it in nothing.

WBNO and WJBW share time with
each other, and no amount of pres-

sure on the part of Variety (or the
Variety Radio Directory) has ever
got a peep out of them.

Twin Cities Report 100%
To Showmanship Surrey
Minneapolis-St. Paul is another

example of. a major mrrket with
plenty of stations attuned nicely to

the community. Up here they have
a fine university, think in progres-

sive' terms, and spend coin when
th^ have it (department store sales

for the first 11 months of 1938 ase
only off 3% in the Minneapolis-St.
Paul sector, making a three-Way tie

with Atlanta and Dallas for the
current tS. S. record^. Stations

pretty well refiect this situation:

KSTP, piloted by Stan Hubbard,
: has taken its cue fr<Nn the educa-
tional angle, and harps on that
aplenty. Maintains a 19-man house
b?.nd with Alex Studer as arranger
and Leonard. Leigh as... .director.

Civic projects are loaned the" aggre-

Job Clinics

'Human interest' programs
are still markedly on the up-
grade. This is no surprise
whatsoever, for in practically

all instances programs of this

type cost nothing. Some of the
samples are of social value.

That includes job clinics and
such stanzas as the refugee
program on WHN, New York.
Job clinics perhaps rate an

especial merit because they
show the biggest divergence
from similar, stuff in news-
papers—^newspapers don't have
job clinics; they have classified

advertising. " On the other hand,
too much cheap programming
needs no comment as a dragger-
down of station reputation.

gatiiHi free of charge.' KSTP also

goes in for the front stuff with

speakers,, etc.,^ to round out a neat

program. This outfit in 1937 (with

WSMB) got the Varibbt plaque for

social service, and this paper subse-

quently has seen no reason to

change its mind about the National

Battery alrer.

WCCO, tuider Earl Gammons, is

typically CBS in stunts, snappy tie-

ups^ etc.^ over and above its stand-

ard functions. Twelve-man house or-

chestra. Artists bureau. On its toes.

WTCN harps on news and sports.

Three-man orchestra is maintained,

but no other local talent Omission

of local prima donnas cannot be'con-

sidered as anythihg: except a rea-

sonable survey of the situation. It

takes thxie to develop the local gang,

and pertiaps sports and news make
a better, substitution where too large

ran outlay is impossible.

WMIN' tries to find its niche maih-

l> on a spot news bsksis. 'News of

the hour* station is its self-estimated

place in the puzzle. No house or-

chestra. Amateurs plentifuL Local

station trying to make good along

standard,, but acceptable, lines.

WDGY is the entry of Doc Young,
whose name is synonymous with a

gt.y Rolls Royce, an office full of

gadgets, sind similar personal-color

stuff. Here's case of meeting
competition with color in terms of
personality. Four^aft house or-

chestra, stnd an Italian Sunday night
program.

Following deductions can easily, be
drawn from these sister cities and
their stations: (1) Healthy competish
breeds specialization — and that's

what radio has to come to some day;
(2) that the Minneapolis-St. Paul
coterie is strictly on its toes is evi-

denced by the fact that not a single
station in the city failed to bombard
Variety with eloquent samples of its

showmanship—weU-nigh a record in

good behavior. (And thanks!)

The Towns That Have

Changed but Little

And so it goes—city after city
shows fairly typical 'industry' char-
acteristics, but modified by localisms.
In Kansas City there's Don Davis and
John Schilling to make part-time
WHB seem wideawake, and Arthur
Church runs his share crop program
plantation, KMBC. Oklahoma City
is buzzing with stations that are for-
ever thinking 'em up. KOCY opened
May 20 as the newest contender, and
in a limited and tentative way shows
some animation. KOMO is revising
many of its policies. KTOK is sports
and speciar events conscious. WKY
remains the regional Barnum.
A town like Rochester, N. Y., is a

perranial fight between, two stations,
one with pretentions to dignity,
WHAM, and the other with no inhi-
bitions, WHEC. Latter probably does
more in a showmanly sense.

Omaha should add up strictly on
the basis of wave-lengths and watt-
age. There are two high-power' re-
gionals here— WOW and KOIL,
There's also a part-timer, WAAW,
operating until approximately sunr
set on the cleared channel of WEAP,
New York.

But calculation on the basis' of
wattage entirely doesn't make
enough sense. For WAAW, the less
favored entry, lias bieen perking
nicely. Co-managers are Frank
Schopen and Walter Myers. "They've
got a six-man house band, and are
making a hefty drive for local biz.

Station sizes up as weU-run part-
timer. Dicker now on 'to sell the
outfit to a local paper.

WOW has been, and is, the
smoothie. Shows zip, and is stunty
in certain aspects.

. Has 13 musicians
on the roster. Police bulletins, job
clinics,' etc., are regularly aired.
Johnny Gillin in charge, and his job
continues to size up to the par of
prior years.

KOIL was not heard from for
these reports. Don Searle in charge
there. KOIL is a piece of the Cen-
tral States Broadcasting System
which also . includes KFAB and
KFOR, Lincoln, also not heard from.

St. Louis has a newcomer, WEW,.
which went commercial in Septem-
ber, 1937, and is now uphilting it

against bigger rivals. Al S» Foster
from New Orleans has been vigorous
in his attack and this station.may be
fairly reported as 'famous beyond its

ordinary claims to fame.' German,
Hungarian and Italian programs, tie-

up with Catholic sodality groups,
women bowlers and other local
measures have been exploited.

. For the rest KWK and KMOX are
fighting it out. (KSD did not file.)

Syracuse and Salt Lake;

Long Distance Contrast
Salt Lake City and Syracuse, so

far as showmanship is concerned,
have much in conunon. Stations are
well-behaved, think in terms of mer-
chandising, promptly answer mail,
and in other respects conduct them-
selves like business men.

Geographically situated so as to
have adequate economic resources
insuring steady income, but yet not
sitting in an out-and-out gold mine,
the four stations in this pair of
cities will always moderately fol-

low new ideas. But they themselves
won't be originators. That's no in-
direct slap at them. It's a com-
ment on conduct of a type which is

commendable, yet not subject to
translation into terms of a John the
Baptist of showmanship.

Inside the cities th^nselves. Salt
Lake City shows more intramural
differences than .Syracuse, due en-
tirely to FCC allotments of power.
KSL is on 50,000 watts, clear, chan-
nel, and furtheniiore so favored

by geograi*y that its . signal is &
mighty beam. It may be remem-
bered that the District Attorney of
Silver Bow County; Mont., squawked
to the FCC that KSL blows through
there like a fast freight. Since KSL
is thus icnvisioned by the govern-
ment as one of those cover-all sta-
tions in sparsely populated areas, its

programming, showmanship, etc.,

has to be away from strictly com-
munity angles. And yet the sta-
tion has remarkably well put some
local stuff in. Employs a 15-man

(Continued on page 35)

IMDSIC STAFFS I

I

OF STATIONS!

Following list shows the quota of

union musicians maintained by vari-

ous stations, according to their (the

stations') own reports:

Number
Station of Men
WGST, Atlanta 8

WFBR, Baltimore 14

WCAO, Baltimore 0

WBAL. Baltimore 9

WBZ, Boston 8
WEEI, Boston 12
WORL, Boston ....(non-union) 13
WBEN, Buffalo , 15
WCFL, Chicago 12
WENR-r"WMAQ, Chicago 70
WLS, Chicago .^v.,..., 16
WJJD, Chicago 10
WIND, Gary-Chicago 5
WGN, Chicago 26
WBBM, Chicago 27
WSAI, Cincinnati 9
WCKY, Cincinnati 3
WLW, Cincinnati 34
WCPO, Cmcinnati 1

WKRC, Cincinnati 8
WBT, Charlotte 16
WGAR, Cleveland 12
WHK, Cleveland 16
WRR, Dallas 8
WFAA, Dallas 14
KRLD,. Dallas 10
KLZ, Denver 6
KOA, Denver 7
WHO, Des Moines 42
WJR, Detroit 16
KFJZ, Fort Worth 26
WDRC, Hartford 6
WTHT, Hartford 1

WHB,' Kansas City 3%
KHJ, Los Angeles '21

KECA, Los Angeles 13
KFI, Los Angeles 13
KEHE, Los Angeles... 13
KNX, Los Angeles 20
WAVE, Louisville 9
WHAS,. LouisvUle 16
WMC, Memphis 6
WTCN, Minn.-St. Paul 3
WCCO, Minn.-St. Paul 12
WDGY,^ Mtan.-St. Paul 4
KSTP, Minn.-St. Paul 19
WMIN. Minh;-St. Paul 1

WOV-WBIL, New York. 14
WHN;. New York 12

WNEW, New York. . . 10
WMCA, New York 12
WOR, New York...' 42
WEVD, New York 5
WSMB, New Orleans 6

KTOK, Okla. City; 8
KOMA, Okla City 7
WKY, Okla. City... 8
KMBC, Kans. City....... 9
WAAW, Omaha 6
WOW, Omaha 13
KYW, Philadelphia 17
WFIL, Philadelphia 8
WIP. Philadelphia 10
WDAS, Philadelphia 5
WPEN, Phfladelphia 12
WCAU, Philadelphia 16
liDKA, Pittsburgh 14

"WWSW, Pittsburgh 5
KGW-KEX, Portland 23
KOm, Portland 11

WRVA, Richmond 24
WHEC, Rochester 10

WHAM, Rochester 14
KDYL. Salt Lake City. 11

KSL, Salt Lake City 15

KSFO. San Francisco 17

KGO-KPO, San Francisco 29
KIRO, Seattle 5

KOMO-KJR, Seattle 14

KWK, St. Louis 11

WEW. St. Louis.... 1

KMOX, St. Louis 15

WSYR, Syracuse 8

WFBL. Syracuse 6

WRC-WMAL,. Wash., D.C 14

WOL. Wash., D.C 2

WJSV, Wash.. D.C 18

Total (93 stations) 1,116

Avence number- of- unioti

naslelans per station, i . . . K

Stations' Civic Leaderslni

Representa^tive samples of the civic-social type of programs carried

by many stations aire listed brfow:

WFBR, Baltimore^-Conducfed a campaign on belialf of the national

guard to overcome antipathy of employers to allow time off for drill.

WLS, Chicago—Sponsored a Christmas Neighbors Club, raising

some $6,000 which was. expended in purchase of wheel chairs for

hospitals.

Wink, Chicag.o—Aimed* toward making itsdf the 'school station*

during the infantile paralysis plague.

WiND» Gary-Chicago—Conducting an Americanization drive.

WSAI, Cincinnati—Tying in with the local board 'of edyc$tion.

.WCKY, Cincinnati—Has- a series of 'men of tomorrow' broadcasts

from Scout headqiiarters. Also campaigning against the smoke
nuisance.
WCPO, Cincinnati—^Has a program for consumers.
WKBC, Cincinnati—Called attention to the slums In' a series of

broadcasts. Also conducts a post mortem on fires under the auspices

of the fire department in the interests of avoiding the fire menace.
WEIEI,. Boston—Has a child p^cholo^st giving queries to kids, the

queries being graded by. age level. Also broadcasts Fanueil Hall town
meetings.

^ ,

'WB'T, Charlotte—Ties up with' 'Davidson college for radio classes,

offering opportunity for experience on the part of the tyros. Has
programs explaining the mechanics of law. Also distributes' Braille
literature in tieup with the Library of Congress. Also promoting
local muni hospital.

WHE, Clevdland—^Has a 'We Americans' program on behalf of
immigrants.
WOR, Newark—Collates and broadcasts Information about traffic

conditions for benefit of homebound automobUists at close of such
holi^ys as Memorial Day>. Fourth of July and Labor Day.
WkB-, Dallasr—Tied up with the Dallas Bar Assn. in an anti-usury

drive.

KBLD, Dallas—Runs a series of dramatic programs on behalf of
Community Chest
KSO, Des Moines—^Adopt-a-boy programs (raising money for

orphans).
KFJZ, Fort Worth—Solicits clothing for the poor.
WTHT, Hartford—j^onsoring safe^ driving.
KECA, Los Angeles—Has a 'parents on trial' program.
KEHE, Los Angeles-Broadcasts benefits for the Chinese.
KMBC, Kansas City-Shortwave pick-up of 'young America speaks*

—kids broadcasting from schoolyards. Also has an anti-smoke nui-
sance campaign. Also publicized election frauds.
KSTP, Minn,-St. Paul—Donated house orchestra for civic events.
WAAW, Omaha—Broadcasts safety patrol messages.
WOW, Omaha—Issues police bulletins for safety in driving.
KTW, Philadelphia—Front of station has two Red Cross booths and

a large illuminated Red Cross. Also broadcasts a motor guide to
travelers,

WPEN» Philadelphia—Sponsors language classes for Italian and
Jewish listenSrs.

IWCAV» Philadelphia—Plugging group-hosiHtatization plan in spite
of furor of local medicos.— v. . .

'

.

-
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Trend of Local Programs By Types

(Continued from page 34)

bouse band, sponsored by five cus-

tomers.
KDYL is a high-power regional

fetup, using 'an 11-man band, and
keeping nicely in touch with things.

Fact lhat its call letters are not

buried in obsurity—despite KSL's
terrific wattage and ownership by
the Latter Day Saints (in part)—
speaks sufficiently for the station.

There's a new local in this city,

KUTA, but too new to be comment-
ed on.

In Syracuse, WFBL and WSYR
•tun a neck-and-neck race. Take
your choice,

Cincinnati Is Squared

Ring of Showmanship
During the year, however, certain

cities have been more or less com-
petitive. Preeminent among- those
that now scintillate with activity is

Cincinnati. Undoubtedly the spot-

:light-hogging of. WLW is to be chal-
lenged in the. future." WKRC, after

bogging along for years aiid not
•tneaning much, is presently in the
stewardship of Bill Schudt, who
.copped a Variety . showmanship
plaque while at , WBT,- Charlotte.
Schudt brought in Cecil Carmichael,
a sidekick from WBT. In . conse-
quence -of this ..vitalizing WKRC is

shortening the gap. A parade of
attention-getters has been capped by
'several notable community gestures
pnd artillery practice at various com-
munity groups as well as trade
-IfOdies.

Givei. additional time to make
his policies and his personality
felt, Schudt is a Cincinnati chal-
lenger of serious threat. He drives
home a point ihat the whole six-year
period of Variety's showmanship
iBUrveys constantly highlights, viz.,

almost any station is the magnified
reflection of the man at the helm.
This is shown time and time again.
Consider the association of ideas that
confirms this truism in the following
list:

WKRC—Bill Schudt
WJJD—Ralph Atlass
WPAA—Mqytin Campbell
WBAP—Harold Hough
KMBC—Arthur Church

KSTP—Stanley Hubbard
VirCKY—L. B. Wilson
WOW—Johnny Gillin

WMCA—Donald Flahim
WGB—^Ike Lounsberry
WStB—Harry Wilder
KFI—Hairrison HolUWay
WREC—Hoyt Wooten
WCAtJ—The Levys
WIP—Ben Gimbel-
WOAI—Hugh Halfl
KGDEl^Ed Craney
WHB—Don Davis
WHIO—Leonard Reisch
WGAE—John Patt

And the list could be made much
longer.

By a coincidence a Schudt-trained
man, Dewey Long, is now boss at

WSAI,'the secondary .Crosley station

which is not kidding this time about
making the divorce from WLW a

substantial actuality. Long's instruc-

tions from Jim Shouse and Bob Dun-
ville is to send down roots into the

native soil. Jack Thornquist, Harry
Shuler and John Conrad are lined

up to .help Long go to town.

,
To the burst of showmanship at

WKRC and. the turn of events at

WSAI must' now be added the 50,000

watts which smartie-pants L. B. Wil-

son has just grabbed himself. - That
starts March 17 next. Thus.Cincin-

nati should see some real competi-

tion.

This is not to slight M. C. Watters

at the small Scripps-Howard WCPO,
which rightly burrows itself a comfy
niche with news and sports.

Show Biz' Own KFWB
Doesn't File Report

Los Angeles accomplished the ex-

clusion of itself from the 1936 show-
manship survey when its presenta-

tions, or lack thereof, seemed an af-

front to the theme. There appears

to be a lot more purely local activity

at present, although the mails were

opened in vain for any report from

Harry Maizlish of KFWB, owned by

the Warner Bros, film company
(the snub direct to a showmanship

survey by show biz!)

Prominent among the Los Angeles

stations are these:

KPI—Put over a snappy local in-

spiration called 'Parents on Trial*

(the title tells all) and has been

much more showmanship-minded
since Harrison HolUway's regime.

Latter revived himsel& as a broad-
caster, among other moves. Station

now has 13 musicians on the payroll.

KEHE—Going after sports and
Negro audiences. Uses its 13-mah
orchestra to build five, programs.
Also made gestures to Chinese col-

All Good on S.O.S.

Few stations, according to

their own evidence, actually

try to give themselves a spe-

cial charactei^-r-a separate iden-

tification or tag in their com-
munities.' This is a notable
shortcoming, and shows a- lack

of true survey of the situa-

tion. It is further reflected in

the very lax station promo-
tion—^little of which correlates

figures on listening with listen-

.er incomes. Stations' as y.et

don't think that way, although
.network advertisers, have pon-
dered listener ,incomes .for the
past five or six years;

In one field, however, vir-

tually, all stations deserve an
'A' plus. That's in emergency
work. In rescue - direction-,

.during disaster, news coverage
of calamities, etc., ra'dio has
yet to find even .a fair rival.

Stations really take this phase
of their responsibilities to

heart, and the results are posi-

tively bang-up.

ony. Hearst-nurtured station has had
^umpy going but has sought to find

an appropriate community plane.

KNX—This station has been hum-
dingering since isheltered in fancy

new hacienda and invested with the

reflected glamour of filmdom. Open
throttle on civic attention-getters.

A Few Remarks About

Radio's Lost Horizon
In the far west the eastern agen-

cies look in vain for familiar per-

sonalities. Yes, they know some of

the call letters. But that Variety
quip of some years ago about 'the

lost horizon of broadcasting' isn't

America Marches On

Following excerpts from the data sent In by stations to the. Variett
sho.wmanship survey, speak for' themselves as daffy, eccentric, unique,
comical^ or even downright blase samples of something or another:
WCAO's (Baltimore) own estimate of its eflforts in, showmanship: ..'No

special effort.'

WBAL (Baltimore): 'Gary Mofit conducted a series of programs of a
man in the grave in an amusement park—^the man actually having been
buried.'

WNAC's (Boston) contribution to the security of New England: 'How to
Detect Coimterfeit Money' broadcasts.
WLW's (Cincinnati) rating of the prime Inspirer of showmanship: 'With

the help of the FCC we feel we have done an outstanding job in keeping
WLW to the fore.'

WGAB (Cleveland): 'We arranged a singing contest between two singers
—one in a bathtub, the other one In the studios.'

KBNT's (Des Moines) inclusion under special events: 'We broadcast the'

cetemonies when Boone, la.', adopted English actor Allen Mowbray.'
KSO'a (Des Moines) ditto: 'a! tin-can derby race of old autombbjles.'

,
WHB«8 (Kansas City) photo of the year: a. glossy. pi^Int of ;Sally Rand

for no app^Treiit-'^special reason other' than .that she went to school with
WHB's chief engineer. • "••*!. .

' W.NEW'a (New-York) native son gesture: a program for the American
Indian' Foundation.- - '

' KOMO's' (Seattle) contribution to music: 'minstrjel type Jam.'
WAPI (Birmingham): 'We cooperated in a Southern accent contest for

the leading role in 'Gone With the Wind,'
KTW (Philadelphia), special event: the milking of ai rattlesnake.
WIP; (Philadelphia), mystery: liro'adciasts from -the British officers' club,
WEW (St. Louis) sales prombtioriar note: produced a brochure On tissue

paper entitled 'Things Are Happening.'
.WJSV (Washington) prestige builders: a 'rat riot' (among chinchillas); a

ZaSu Pitts impersonation contest (in which ZaSu Pitts herself rah second);
hatching of a penguin in the zoo;- a fence whitewashing contest a' la Tom
Sawyer; a cat-and-mouse show; an airplane wedding.

much changed. Seattle and Port-
land seemingly still look to San
Francisco and Los ' Angeles more
than to New York. KOMO-KJR,
Seattle, did make one prominence-
securing gesture—the sending east

during the year of Hugh Feltis with
a special commercial film of his sta-

tion and market. This is not to

imply that Portland and Seattle do
not display local showmanship but
merely to reiterate how the haze
of 3,000 miles is still Avell-nigh im-
penetrable. These stations are sold

on power and population almost
entirely with station personality

—

important notably in the middle
west farm belt—a factor left out
of calculations by eastern time buy-
ers.

And Finally—New York;

It's Amply Competitive
New York City is possibly the best

showmanship town of all. This

statement may be greeted with a

chorus of provincial hisses, or may
be ascribed to the much-celebrated
insularity of viewpoint of persons
residing on ^the subway circuit.

Nevertheless it seems a justified af-
firmation of fact in view of the
number of stations and the range of
their activities,
' Granted that the metropolitan
zone possesses fabulous possibilities

of audience creation, th: t .the dis-

(Continued on page 36)
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tributioh of races, classes, income
leveln, residential neighborhoods and
the infinite variety of professions,

hobbies, group interests, etc., presents

glorious showmanship opportunities

not universal with most American
communities, the offset to this is that

New York is dotted with stations,

large and small and. the competition

is terrific. Even in„the earlj hours
of the morning there is a slugging

match going on all the time among
such stations as WOR, WABC, WJZ,
WliiCA, WHN, WNEW.
The rivalry for dance orchestras

late at night is another aspect of the

battering process competition forces

upon all. No city offers such im-
pressive . examples of the mutually-
stimulating results of

,
competition

and plenty of it. To itemize:

WHiCA—Has moved into flossy new
quarters and looks like the home
office of the mauve network.^ Has
achieved prominence by its forth-

right stand on Father Coughlin.
Specializes on coverage of front page
trials (an echo of its Jiappy memory
of prestige from the Morro Castle
hearings) and is quick to grab,

banquets, civic gatherings and so on.

Late. In faiU inaugurated a program
with former Mayor James J. Walker
as emcee. Has an artists bureau and
a 12-man orchestra.

WNEW—Goes in for swing and
more swing. It's the jitterbug head-
quarters. One of two New York sta-

tions managed by women (Bernlce
Judis here, Hyla Kiczailes at WOV-
WBIL). Has' resumed pressure on
news programs after tapering off for
economy reasons during summer.
Ten-man orchestra. Alert exploita-
tion and long roots in local soil.

WNYC—This is the mimicipality

station which has been on the air for

10 years or better but has now taken

on a new vitality under the manage-
ment of Morris Novik. Stresses con-
sumer, market and culture stuff. Has
a sunrise symphony hour 7-8 a.m.

with time announcements. Broad-
casts activities within the city and
job openings in many of the depart-
ments. Classroom tie-ups, much WPA
music, a symphonic version of the
quiz stunts, currently popular, con^

certs from various museums and
civic places. Station gets better than
its share of publicity breaks in the
local press.

WOV-WBIL — Joint management
set-up. Has an active artists bureau

Stations Direct MaO Is Clumsy

Of all the material sent to Variety for

aiding judgment in making showmanship
awards, the frowsiest by far was station di-

rect mail sales promotion (including .bro-

chures, etc.). While the intention of sta*

tions in sending this dope to agencies, etc.,

was and is laudable, no diagnosis of the stuff

itself caw fail to be tinged with acid. It isn't

showmanship. It's kindergarten.

The direct mail stuff has color, photos,

photos, verbiage and figures. In fact, it has
everything except promotion. Shortcomings
may be boiled down as follows

:

1. Most stations use direct mail to run
down their competitors. Hence, it is not un-
usual to find the competitor getting more
indirect plugging than the originating sta-

tion itself.

2. Typography and photos are of such
calibre that they should not be examined"
after mealtime.

3. Language and phraseology are in Eng-
lish, but not of the sort commonly employed
in the lucid transmission of ideas.

4. Forceful points fail to stand out be-
cause they are buried under a welter of sub-
points and miscellany.

5. Laudable attempts at creating a char-
acter for the stations and their operators are
flops because the promotion pieces fail to

have character,

6. Surveys and maps are included which
tail to make sense unless accompanied by an
interpreter in person. One station sent out
a list of station preferences which actually

showed as big a percentage of 'no prefer-

ence* votes as all the preferences combined.
At face value it seems to mean that all the

stations in the town are asleep.

Such bungles are seemingly caused by
two, misconceptions on the part of the pro-

motion-senders : (1) they fail to hire profes-

sionals, thus wasting coin on home-made
valentines; (2) they draw no .distinction be-

tween printed media and the stuff which
Uncle Sam will deliver at Ij^c. a throw. In
direct mail a piece stands on its own. There's

no text to save it, as in trade papers. A flop

is simply resounding. From the samples on
hand, the stations would do better to engage
professionals, or lean on the kindly arm of

accompanying editorial text. Intentions are

laudable, but execution is awful.

under Syd Leipsiz catering to
foreigners. During 1938 took initia-

tive in various Americanization
gestures,

WEVD— Another to move into
fancy new offices. The labor union
station.

WHN—^Louis K. Sidney has been
absent throughout 1938 as producer
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer of the
Maxwell House program. Station is

managed by Herb Pettey.
Put over a pipperoo in its 'Refugee

Theatre o^. the Air' whereby a
humanitarian gesture was combined
with publicity-getting. Has revised
its orchestra to stress soloists, one of
few stations in country with a

.

practical policy of this kind. Brought
over Dick Fishel from WMCA as
sports editor. Ed East now runs the
venerable WHN amateur hour (also

a participation sesh).

WOR—Has 28 musicians in New
York and 14 in Newark, its nominal
home base, Alfred Wallenstein and
Leo Preudberg respectively handle
batohs but arranger-stylist conduc-
tors supplement, i.e. Morton Gould,
Ernie Fiorita, Ray Sinatra, ^ob
Stanley. Station is constantly build-
ing shows and has had substantial
success with musicals but seemingly
lacks right manpower to recognize,
regulate or develop comedy. Mean-
while there's Benay Venuta, Jimmy
Shields, the Charioteers, Martha
Deane, Alan Courtney, Bob Emery,
Dr. Charles Courboin and Dr.
Charles Funk as evidences of pro-
gram activity.

Station is standout in two aspects:
(a), it has built a solid rep for its

engineering and (b) it is a heavy
hitter in special events of which
some 120 examples were unfolded
during the year. WOR has th«
glittering count of 73 national adver-
tising accounts.

Sponsors-Agencies

wwj, DETsorr
Loose Wiles Qiscult Co., 'Broadcast'

with C. C. Bradner, 13 week9, ten
minutes five days weekly. Through
Newell-Emmett,. Inc.

Indastrlal Morris Plan Bank, 'Who,
Me?' with Prof. E, A. McFaul, 13
weeks, 15 minutes Sunday after-
noons. Placed direct.

Semet-Solvay C*al Co., 'C. C.
Bradner Newscast,' 13 weeks, 15 min-
utes Sundays; renewal. Plac^
through Chas. A. Mason agency.

^

Borden's Farm Prodocts of SUchl-
ran, spot announcements, 13 weeks,
five days weekly dturing dinner hour
music. Placed direct.

WCAE, PITTSBUBGH
Reminffton-Band Co., SO-woril an-

nouncements three times weekly for
month, through BBDO.
Price Dress Shops, five-minute spot

once weekly for four weeks. Placed
direct.

Coea-Cola BottUnr Co., renewal of
AiiYy quarter-hour witii Singing Sam
for one year, through D'Arcy Co.
Fort Pitt Brewlnc Co., station

breaks six times weekly lor 13
weeks, through BBDO.

Maytaff Co., two 100-word an-
nouncements daily three times week-
ly for two weeks, through BffcCann-
Erickson.
Duquesne Llffht Co., quarter-hour

niusical show, onie weekly for 13
weeks. Placed direct
Boroment Buick Co., five- one-min-

ufe announcements. Placed direct;
Isaly Dairy Co., 13-week renewal

of Big Swing musical-sports show
ending April 10, 1939, through
Ketchum, McLeod and Grove.

Royal Lace Dollies Is clearing a
five-minute transcription campaign
throug;h the Lawrence Gumbinnet
agency. There will be 39 of them to
be run off within 13 weeks.

iKistUute of Applied. SLolence,
through Matteson - Fogarty - Jordan,
Chicago, has placed quarter-hour
trwiscriptibhs weekly.

Penick St Ford (Vermont Maid
syrup), through J* Walter Thomp-
son, New York, three transcribed an-
nouncements weekly through Mar.
24.

IndtiiirJal Tralniofr Corp. (school),
through James R. Luhke, Chicago,
flve-minute transcribed broadcasts of
'The World We Live- Ih.' '

'

Philip M«rrls ft Co. (Pdiili Jones
cigarette's); through the • Biow Co.;

New York, signed 26-week contract
for broadcast of twice-weekly live
talent program, 'News and Views
with John B. Hughes,' from KFRC,
San Francisco, to KIEM, Eureka;
KQW, San Jose, and-KDON, Mon-
tery, Cal.

Paolfie Brewing & Maltlni: Co.,
through Brewer-Weeks Co., San
Francisco, is bankrolling new weekly
half-hour liye talent show, "The An-
swer Game,' over KFRC, San Fran-
cisco. Through May 24.

Spreckels-Rusaell Dairy, through
Lyon agency, has renewed for a year
its weekly half-hour 'Brain Battle'
program on KFRC, San Francisco.

. The Roaloraclani (religious),
through Richard Jorgensen agency,
San Jo{(e, Cal., begin 18-week tran-
scribed quarter-hour program, 'Mys-
teries of Life,' Ja^i. 10 over KFRC,
San Francisco; KHJ, Los Angeles,
and KGB, San Diego, CaL

Chrysler Corp., through Ruthrauff& Ryan, New York, spotting 18 tran-
scribed one-minute announcements
on KFRC, San Francisco, between
Dec. 5 and 15.

Sherman Ellis & Co., Chicago,
has tesigned the Sawyer Biscuit Co.
and Quality Biscuit Co., divisions of
the United Biscuit Co. account.

Narhet Food Co., Huntington Park,
Cal. (Marco Dog and Cat Food), will
sponsor a spelling bee on KPO, San
Francisco, half-hour weekly begin-
ning Dec. 30 through June 23. Long
Advertising Service, San Francisco,
placed the account.

Citizens Federal Savings Sc Loan
Assn., through W. S. Warner agency,
is spotting flve-minute transcribed
announcements weekly, starting Dec.
18 on KGO, San Francisco. Con-
tract is for six months.

American Oil Company, 5 mins.,
spots, Jos. Katz agency.
BC Remedy, blurbs, Harvey Mas-

sengale agency.
Coca Cola, transcriptions, D'Arcy
Crowell Publishing Co. (Woman's

Home Companion ), McCann-Erick-
son agency.
Ford' Motor Co.. McCann-Erickson

agency.
Florists' Telej^raph Delivery Assn.,

announcements. Young & Rublcain,
Maytar, 100-word blurbs, McCanii-

£rickson.

Montgomery Ward, participations,

Brown & Alexander.
Nash-Kelvinator Corp., blurbs,

Geyer-Cornell-Newell.
Remington Rand, Inc. (Typewrit-

ers and Shavers), B.B.D.&O.
Scull, Wm., S. (Boscul Coffee),

daytime blurbs. Ward Wheelock.
Shealter Penis, blurbs, Russell M.

Seeds.

Sensation cigarets (Lorillard) is

renewing the 'Don't You Believe It'

series with Allen Kent for another
13 weeks, effective Jan. 24.

Extension involves over 40 sta-

tions.

N. W. Ayer got two new accounts
during the past week. They are
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company,,
of Akron, O., effective Jan. 1, and
United Air Lines, Chicago, effective
Feb. 1. Ayer will handle only retail

newspaper ads for Goodyear dealers
and stores, but the whole account
for UA. Ayer will also make a na-
tionwide analysis of the opportunities
and methods for increasing the sale
of diamonds in the U. S. for DeBeers
Syndicate, London, world's largest
diamond dealers.

STATION SHOWMANSHIP
(Atiention'Getters, Tie-Hps, Ideas)

Jimmy Scribner Will

Open Barbecue Stand
Jimmy Scribner will air Johnson

Family program from WLW, Cin-
cinnati, over Mutual net. for the next
two weeks. He left New York Sat-
urday for home town to be with his
wife.

Scribner plans to go Into the food
business on return, opening a 'Mc-
Coy' barbecue stand along Queens
Boulevard on Long Island. Figures
to catch World's Pair trade with gen-
uine barbecue cooking. Says there's
none of it in New York.

Murrow's Vamp Til Ready

Return to London of Edward Mur-
row, CBS foreign representative, is

uncertain as to date. Was due back
some weeks ago.
Being kept on hand for FCC hear-

ings at which he may make an ap-
pearance on the witness stand. Ar-
rived in . New York fortnight after
Munich pact was signed.

Schudt, Others in N. Y.

Bill Schudt of. WKRC, Cincinnati,
Harold Fellowes of WfilEi; Boston
and Lincoln Deller of .WBT, Char-
lotte, all in New York at same time
last week.
Making CBS station operations v.p.

Meff Runyan plenty busyl

'Stude at Mike' Sponsored
Detroit.

W. J. Kennedy Dairy Co. is spon-
soring 13 weeks of 'Student at the
Mike' over WMBC here. Placed by
Grace & Bement,
Running 15 minutes daily, Mon-

day through Friday, show will be
waxed by station's mobile unit in
front of schools, Studes will be in-
terviewed on current topics, with
each victim getting coupon entitling
student's family to one week's milk
supply free. Sound truck is fitted
out with banners, with staff dis-
tribbing throwaways.

Selling Fish In Seaports

Seattle
Getting the attention of the house-

wives over the shoulder of fishermen
at sea may sound rather circuitous,
but this is the method employed by
Izzard agency , for Fishing Vessel
Owners' Association. Beginning at
the eerie hour of 11 p. m. on KOL
for five minutes there is a broadcast
to ships at sea.. Program is prefaced
by the sounding of 'six bells and all's
Well,' followed by brief announce-
ment to housewives that 'women of
good judgment serve fresh halibut
frequently.' Then, follows for the
benefit of the fishermen a report of
the day's market price and harvest.
The program is continuous nightly
exceot Sunday during all the year
except the months in the dead of
winter.

Tie-Up with The Women'
„ .

Pittsburgh.
Tymg m with Nixon's current

legit attraction, 'The Women,' Walt
Framer, special events man forWWSW, promoted an all-femme quiz
show over the station last Saturday
night (10) from auditorium of down-
town YMCA. Two teams have five
professional gals on one side and
same number of housewives on the
other and program was run along
regular quiz lines, with emphasis,
however, on questions strictly of in-
terest to dames.
Theatre put up $25 in prizes for

winners and also two tickets to
'Women' for each contestant. First
time town's lone legit house has ever
gone in for semi-sponsorship of ex-
ploitation tie-up over the air.

Christmas at WHB
Kansas City.

Station WHB now has in operation
its 'Christmas Cupboard' campaign
which is a drive for staple fo^yis to
be handed out in baskets to needy
families locally. A can of food or
cash equivalent is charged as ad-
mission to studio programs and for
requests, played on the air. An-
nouncers and writers and technicians
pay in cans or i.o.u.'s (redeemable
before the holiday) . for slips that

get on the air or that hold up pres-
entation.
Plan climaxes Dec. 17 when sta-

tion takes over Music Hall of th«
muny auditorium for a station-pro-
duced show, admission' to which is

gained by" canned food or other
staples. Last year's attendance bet-
tered 2,200 and expected this sea-
son's turnout will be at least as large.
John Schilling, station g.m,, h^s

added a gag by rigging Up the tele-
phone to play a background of
'Jingle Bells' to the operator'^ an-
swer to all callers. Music cuts out
as soon as call is plugged through
the box board.

WFBR's Toy Scoots

Baltimore.
Effective good will tie-up by Ralph

Powers of WFBR, sending local kids
on used

.
toy round-up, attracting

considerable interest. Offering to
give 'Toy Scout' badges to young-
sters bringing used toys to branchv
public libraries located in all neigh-
borhoods of town, station plans to
repair and distribute collection to
needy youngsters in time for holi-
days.

Stuart Egffleston With
KMBC as Reid Goes East

Kansas City, Dec. 13.

Effective Dec. 8, Stuart Eggleston
took the chair as program director
at KMBC. Arthur Church, station
prexy, has made the appointment on
a temporary basis, as Eggleston is

also engaged in production work on
his own.

Lewis Reid, program director since
last summer, left the station last
week to return East. Free lance
production again becomes his chief
interest, as he turns his attention to
marketing an air-strip brain-child
which has been under his hat for
several months.

Eggleston has been retained by
KMBC as a consultant since last
June.

BILL BAILEY, WLW, MOVED
Cincinnati, Dec. 13.

J. N. 'Bill' Bailey, director of
WLW-WSAI publicity for the past
three years, became editor of the
station's news room Monday (12).""

He replaces H. Lee Macewen, re-
signed, who has been ill for some
time.

Bailey's.successor for the publicity

post has not beeti announced. '
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Victor Pressing for Adjudication

Of WNEW Use of Phonopph

Discs; Paul Whiteman Withdraws

Trial of RCA Victor's test suit on

the question of phonograph record

property rights will be resumed be-

fore Judge Vincent Leibell in the

N. Y. federal court today (Wednes-
day) with general counsel of the

National Association of Performing
Artists doing all the defending. Disc
manufacturer proceeded Monday
(12) to force the issue to an adjudi-

cation after Paul Whiteman who
brought the original suit against

WNEW, N. Y., was granted permis-
Biori to withdraw his action without
prejudice. WNEW's counsel then ad-

vised the court that it would not de-

fend the succeeding action that Vic-

tor had filed against the station and
Whiteman.
Through Speiser's office Whiteman

yesterday (Tuesday) issued & letter

to the NAPA membership stating

that his withdrawal of the suit had
nothing to do with the merits of the
controversy. He also declared that

he would continue to co-operate in

principle that the interpreter has a
property right in his work.

Victor's Attitude

Victor's counsel, David Mackay, at

the same time made a statement in

which he pointed out that his client

was hot fighting its. own artists; that

what it was primarily trying to do
was to acquire by law a control over
the commercial use of records from
which the artists would equally
benefit. Mackay added that Victor
was not only attempting to force
payment for such commercial uses
but to create a condition that would
solve the objections of noted artists

whd, refuse to record because of the
competition their discs tend to create
for them on the air.

. When the case opened before Judge
Leibell, Stuart Sprague put in an ap-
pearance as counsel for the National
Association of Broadcasters. He
asked leave to file a brief, explaining
that the issue involved Was of tre-

mendous importance to the broad-
casting industry and that ,the NAB
felt' that its views should be laid

before the court. Judge Leibell
granted the request.

As' the court proceiedings now
stand it's a form of inquest. Victor,

wants an injunction restraining the
station and the. named sponsor, Elin,

Inc., which likewise is not defending
the action, restraining them from
ever ' broadcasting any Victor rec-
ords. Victor holds that whatever
artistic interpretation is contributed
to the recording by the artists is

something that has been bought and
paid for by the manufacturer and
that-whenever the NAPA undertakes
to deal with that property right, be-
longing to Victor, . it should be en-
joined,
• Major part of Monday's hearing
Was. devoted to the laying of a
corporate and business foundation by
Victor counsel.

TWO NEW ONES BAITED

FOR COAST SPONSORS

Hollywood, Dec. 13.

Two new shows were sampled last
Week by agencies and sponsors.
Fields Bros, trotted out a variety
{urn- headed by Pat C. Flick, Eddie
Conrad, Dick Lane, Rita Oehmann,
Ray, Hendricks and Leon Belasco's

' orchestra.
' John Nesbitt and David Broek-
nian's music are waiting for the nod
from Bank of America.

GUCHBEST A £RESS AGENT
Chicago, "Dec. 13.

Charles Gilchrest, former radio
Witor for the Chicago Daily News,
JM joined the staff of the Tom Fiz-

publicity organization here.

->
ftirt

leaving the News- several
j«Ottths ago when the sheet' dropped
"« tadio gossip colutnn, Gilchrest has

doing , radio scripting for a
.J^jnter jpf agencies.

A Strange Sight

Lady Esther's latest proposi-
tion over , the radio to the
women of America is that they
use this cream on the right side

of their faces for a month and
use any other cream on the left

side, and then compare results.

Inference is that one-half of

the composite faces of American
femininity will glow and blos-

som while the other half wiU be
dingy and dull.

35% OF SETS

TUNED IN ON

FOOTBALL

Listening to football games this

fall garnered the highest CJV.B.

figures of the past three years for

this sport. Ratings released yester-

day (Tuesday) showed that 'an aver-

age of 35% of all set owners listened

to football games in -those cities

where they were broadcast.* This
pertains, of course, only to college

games in those cities where C.A.B.
measurements are carried on. Pro
games were not counted.

New figures show a slight Increase

over 1937 ratings, and a pretty

healthy jump over 1936. In 1936 the
pigskin rating was 32. In 1937 it

rose to 33.4%.
During the season Just past, the

size of the' audience built steadily.

Games as of Oct. 1 got a rating of

24.3, while on Dec. 3, the windup of

the season, the tally was 44.

ACES AND HlffllMERT

TALKING NEW DEAL

Renewal of the contract of Ameri-
can Home Products with Goodman
and Jane Ace is now up for discus-

sion. Frank Hummert called the

'Easy Aces' in yesterday (Tuesday)
to ask team to extend from three to

five performances weekly. This
would be paid pro rata of. present

salary. Aces have indicated they
will not accept as they served notice

months ago they want a substantial

raise; They are now No. 1 in their

C.A.B. classification.

Aces have asked Hummert to

switch them with 'Mr. Keen,' a Hum-
mert office show, but request has

heretofore b6en turned down. Until

now Hummert would not discuss re-

newal or other grievances of team
who were distressed during the sum-
mer to get fan mail that their tran-

scription supplements to the network
broadcasts had been switched in

some sections to advertise Flydead,

an insecticide. Aces regarded the

association as undesirable although a

clause in their contract permitted

this seasonal switcheroo to another

of sponsor's products.

Phiico in Ice Box Biz

Philadelphia, Dec. 13.

Phiico early next year will begin

manufacture • and marketing of a

new line of electric refrigerators.

To supplement radio" production.

No indication as to where they

will be manufactured, although it

was learned that the Philly com-
pany has purchased the refrigerator

division of ^'airbanks-Morse & Co.,

Chicago.

Pat Wilder permanent on Bob
Hope's Pepsodent show. *

AFim STRIITEGY Utt-Sample-Hiimmert Stalled

1ST

Cantor Presides at Meeting
—-5t. Louis Case Influ-

ence—Each Agency Ap-
proached Separately

By Stations; May Force Wax^

Cuts Its Own DiscsIssue:

HOLT TRIP DELAY

American Federation of Radio
Artists has given the advertising
agencies until Dec. 22 to accept or
refuse its proposed pontract covering
commercial broadcasts. In deliver-
ing its 'or else' ultimatum, the union
indicated it will not accept an an-
swer from the American Assn. of Ad-
vertising Agencies committee, but
expects each individual agency to

give a definite- 'yes' or 'no' in writ-
ing. Terms of ' the AFRA proposal
appear elsewhere in this section.

Asked by the admen if the ulti-

matum constituted a strike threat,

Eddie Cantor, AFRA president, re-
plied that he would malce no p^'om-
ises and no threats. Union heads will

take the ageticy answers back to the
membership and would then decide
what action to take. Any inconclu-
sive answer, such as they want to
give the proposed agreement 'more
study,' will not be satisfactory, he
added. It was indicated that the
reason AFRA is demainding indi-

vidual answers from the agencies is

that it has been uniible to reach any
conclusion with the'AAAA commit-
tee after nearly a year of negotia-
tions.

AFRA's ultimatum was delivered
at a meeting with the AAAA com-
mittee last Thursday (8). Besides
the agency men and Cantor, those
present included Mrs. Emily Holt,

AFRA executive-secretary; George
Heller, associate executive-secx-etary

and treasurer; Henry Jaffe, attorney;
Mark Smith, president of the New
York local; Alex McKee, member of

the board; Fredric March and Ken-
neth Thomson, representing the
Screen Actors Guild; Lawrence Tib-
bett, for the American Guild of Mu-
sical Artists, and Bert Lytell, of Act-
ors Equity Assn. Reps of AFRA's
affiliated unions indicated their or-
ganizations would cooperate all the
way with the radio outfit.

Mrs. Holt Changes Plans

Although it had been expected
that Mrs. Holt would go to the Coast
last weekend, she changed her mind

(Continued on page 44)

Progress

Lmx is urging America to

whip up a package of its soap
flakes with an. egg-beater and
use liberally as snow, on Christ-

mas trees.

Soap also removes dirt.

CBS TAKEOVER

OF PHONO CO.

THDRS.(15)

With Herbert J. Yates having
arrived yesterday (Tuesday) es-

pecially for this matter, the deal

giving CBS ownership of the Amer-
ican Record Co. will likely be closed

by tomorrow afternoon (Thursday).
Brunswick, Columbia and' Vocalion
are the- three phonograph record
labels concerned.
CBS has picked a managing , di-

rector for the new acquisition but
is guarding his identity until the
deal with Yates has been com-
pletely buttoned up so as to avoid
embarrassment all around. In-

dependent of CBS, the Levys of

Philadelphia, I. D- and Dr. Leoh,
will haye a substantial piece of the

phonograph company.

Dema Harshbarger Quits

Hollywood, Dec. 13.

Dema Harshbarger, head of NBC
artists service here, has resigned and
will retire from active work after

26 years in concert and radio.

Naming of successor awaits return
from New York of Don Oilman, net's

western division chief.

New C. Se S. Talent Set .

Paul Gerrits, Bob Grant or Shaw
and Lee will get the call for the
comedy spot on Chase & Sanborn.
Replaces Judy Canova, Annie and
Zele.

Much Ado About Lombard Guesting

Brings Peace to JWT-Guild Fracas

Hollywood, Dec. 13.

J. Walter Tliompson and Screen
Actors Guild made their peace last

week after a bad situation had been
created with respect to Carole Lom-
bard's guesting on the first Motion
Picture Relief Fund show for Gulf
Oil. After some deliberation in

which the contending factions

threatened a 'bitter finish' battle, it

was decided to allow the star spot

on the Relief i itialer to go to somi
other player.

Controversy was touched off when
Young & Rubicam agency picked
Miss Lombard from list of availables

submitted by SAG to start off the
series. That put JWT's Danny
Danker on his haunches. Weeks pre-
vious she had signed for the Kellogg
show, teeing up for a start one week
later than the Relief-Gulfer. Thomp-
son guest contracts" forbid appear-
ance on any other airshow for period
of 30 days prior. to its commitment.

Morgran's Reasoning
Ralph Morgan, SAG prexyt saw- an

issue in the JWT refusal to release
Miss Lombard for the Relief pro-
gram. He figured if they took such
a stand on one player what's to pre-
vent them from making it apply gen-

erally on all its contractees. After

all, Morgan held, the JWT. shows
comprise many Guilders wtio have
expressed their willingness to aid the
Guild cause. All players work for

free on the show, Gulf each week
contributing $10,000 to the M. P. Re-
lief building fund for construction
of a home for indigent industry
worlcers.

So to a showdown. After a par-
ley of principals headed by Danker
and Morgan last Friday (9)' the
Guild called off its request for 1/f.iss

Lombard, because, according to Mor-
gan, it had no desire to interfere
with previously made commitments.
Danker countered' by saying he
would urge the home office of JWT
to pledge its fullest cooperation with
the Relief-Gulf air series.

List of players available for the
first show Jan. 8 will be submitted
today (Tues.) by SAG to Yourtg &
RubJcam. Script will be tailored to
.the individual star, which will allow
for dramas, musicals and comedies
on -the petrol opus. Oscar Bradley
has the music.assignment.
On the Kellogg show Miss Lom-

bard will share the star spot with
Cary Grant. Only other assignment
is the music, which goes to Bobby
Dolan.

Chicago, Dec. .13.

With the stations stalling on a
reply to efforts , of Blackett-Sample-
Hummert agency Jiere.to obtain re-

bate or discount for its clients oa
radio platters, the agency is con-
templating" a move "to force some
action from the .transmitters oii;

its demands. .Understood that- short-
ly after the first of the year, should
no satisfactory solution haye taken
place, the agency will set a time
limit, for stations to give B-S-H a
flat reply us to whether they will .or

won't allow, B-S-H dlsker$ a special

rate or discount, ji at the end of
that, '.time the stations' have still

failed ' to come up ] with an idea,

ageilcy figures, to takie steps to indi-

cate its' own attitude, to the statiohk

^yhich have shitigged off the agen-
cy's rebate request.

' It is expected National Associa-
tion, of Broadcasters' will veto erttir*

plan by labeling B-S-H as strictly

advertising agency and therefore its

clients as being ehtitlied solely to

the standard discounts; and that the
B-S-H claim that its production ac-
tivities make it also a disc place-
ment company cannot be recog--
nized. •'.

B-S-H is now cutting IQ. platters
a week—five for 'Little Orphan An-
nie' for Qvaltine and Ave for 'Cap-
tain Midnight' for Skelly Oil.

BROMO QUININE'S

ADS NKED BY FTC

Washington, Dec. 13.

Bad news for cold sufferers in last

week's crack-down, by the Federal
Trade Commission on Grove Lab-
oratories, Inc., 'Laxative Bromo
Quinine Tablets.' Not only ^lo

L.B.Q.T.'s fail to cure or prevent
the sniffles, FTC declared, but radio
listeners who have counted on 24-

hour 'complete.* relief from any.form!
of cold infection must keep on look-
ing for the proper remedy.

'Findings are that the respondent
company's representations are mis-
leading and untrue/ Commieh ob-
served, 'that Its product cannot with
certainty 'kill' colds pr 'stop a cold
in its tracks,' as advertised; that
there is as yet no known cold rem-
edy or cure, and no tecognized
'standard' cold tablet or remedy, and
that Bit most the respondent cotn-
pany's product is an aid or adjunct
in obtai ing treatment and relief .for

colds.'

Company, which Is located In St.

Louis, was ordered to quit broadcast
and other advertising to the effect
that it wouldU provide a cuire or
'cl^an out poisonous infection . , ;

fortify the system,* etc., to prevent
future colds.

Johnny Green Set For
Philip Morris Program

Johnny Green replaces Russ Mor-
gan for Philip Morris cigarets Jan.
28. Blow agency set.

Green will have both the NBC red
(WfiAF) and CBS spots.

Gordon Thompson to Vallee

Hollywood, Dec. 13.
Gordon Thompson is returning to

production of the Rudy . Vallee pro-
gram for J. Walter Thompson, oc-
casioned by the move of Tony Stan-
ford to the new Kellogg show.

i

Robert Simon, replacing George
Faulkner as head scrlpter. Faulk-
ner also goes over to the cereal
opus.

Contented, Carnation Goes On
Chicago, Dec. 13*

Carnation Milk's 'Contented' pro-
gram will, do another and eighth
year on the NBC red web.
New contract stalrts as of Jan. 2«
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Staufeir

in Lyons & Lyons Talent Agency

' Don Stauffet will quit as head ra-
dio' executive of Young & Rubicairt
thb latter part of Jahviary to join an
old associate, William Stuhler, as
radio sales managers of the Lyons &
Lyons talent agency. Stauffer's as-
signment will he taken over by Tom
Harrington; who Has 'b6en with Y&R
for over seven years, shuttling be-
tween the New York and Los An-
geles offices.

Reshuffle of exetutive inersonnel in
the agency moves Hubbell Robinson,
Jr., up to boss of all Y&R program
production. His- authority will ex-
tend over the Coast shows as well as
those emanating from New York.
Tom Lewis, Who- waS. recently

transferred out to Hollywood as pro-
ducer of the Gulf Oil-Screen Actors
Guild show, will come back to New
Yoric to become manager of thfr

agency's radio department. Joe
Stauffer, brother of Don, will replace
Harrington as -manager of the Holly-
wood office.

Finishes Chore$
Staufler is staying on with Y&R

until the agency's tl;iree new shows,
GuM-SAG, Phil - Baker - Hawaiian
Pineapple and the Metropolitan Life
Hour, .have made their debuts. He
will then go on a month's vacation,
reporting at Lyons & Lyons Mair. 1,

Stuhler and Staufi^r have worked
as team in radio since 1930 when
they met at B. B.. D. Q O. In 1933
they quit that agency to go with
Young & Rubicam as co-heads of the
agency's radio activities. They parted
about a year ago when Stuhler took
over ra.dio' sales for Lyons & Lyons.
Staufler holds the title of v.p. at
Y&R.

Ken Laird to Y. B,
Chicago, Dec. 13.

J. Kenneth Laird, Weco Products'
adviprtising v. p., moves over to the
Chicago oflfce of .Young & Rubicam
Jan, L.. Hi§ will be an «xecutive as-
signment. .

Laird came to Weco,in 1929. He
Is vice-chairman of the Association
of National Advertisers^ and rates as
one of the top merchandising'men in
the drug field.

Softies

Washington, Dec. 13.

Proof that modern civilization

is breeding a bunch of softies

is seen in letters received by lo-

cal NBC officials begging for

7 a. m. ^mphony orchestra
programs in place of snappy
setting-up exercises.

Listener survey showed that
only 77 radio fans were in the
mood for calisthenics in the
early morning, while 2,814 pre-
ferred to wake up with Bach
or Brahms.

MMAGAZOiS

To Free & Peters

Philadelphia, Dec. 13.

WFIL, which ' a. year-and-a-half
' ago gated its national representative,
and with much fanfare opened its

own sales offices in New-York and
Chicago, shuttered the last of them
for good last Saturday (10 >. Results
of maintaining its own offices didn't
warrant the expense, it was said,

with the closing of the New York
headquarters. Chi branch was dark-
ened several months ago.

Jack Stewart, sales manager, who
has been reported for several«weeks
now as on the way (Hit,, was in
charge of the New York.dj^ice. After
closing it Saturday he left for a va'

cation in Florida. George Jaspert,
local salesmanager, is in charge.
Free & Peters is now handling

WFlL's national biz. Agreement is

understood to eliminate commish on
biz not directly grabbed by them.

Biffs from Mf
By ROD BEED

Buffalo, Dec. 13.

Father CouehlUi^s private network
gets more so with each broadcast.

A facsimile newspaper has been
started and doubtless its news is

reasonably exact.

Some comedy programs have elim-
inated the rehearsal before an audi-
ence. Those old jokes can't stand
mucA 'Wear and fear..

Last Wordst 'Here's a hilarious
Idea for a skit about smuggling.'

Ronald W. Thornbargh, Columbia's
headman on the coast, east for,board
meeting of National Association, of
Broadcasters and home office par-
leys.

Research and promotion men in
radio got a smile last week out of the
readership feud which popped up be-
tween Life Magazine and. CoUiers
(Crowell Publishing). Latter got
wind of the data which Life was put-
ting into a page ad in the N; Y.
Times - last Wed. (7) and arranged
to have a rebuttal ad' in the N, Y.
Tribune of the same day. The theme
of Life's iargument. was one that
Crowell Publishing itself hasn't beeiv
loath to use. in- competing' against
radio for advertising.
Life's ad was captioned the "b.iggest

advertising news in 25 years' and of-
fered what it described as a break-
down of the. number of people who
see, open and read, some part of each
issue of itself. Colliers, Liberty, and
the Satevepost. The Lifi^ ad showed
that while Collier*s net circulation
was 2,633,878 the calculated-reader
ship was 15,900,000. Life contrasts
its 2,029,761 with a readership of 17,-

300,000. Archibald Crossley, Paul T.
Cherington, Samuel Gill and Dr.
Darrell B. Lucas». N. Y.. University
associate professor of marketing,
were; credited as making this reader
ship study for Life.

' Collier's ad expressed disagree-
ment with Life's study and stated
that 'despite the flattering total of
readership found, we wish to make
clear that Collier's had .no part, fi-

nancial and otherwise, in the conduct
of this survey.' 'Nothing in our ex-
pedience.' remarked the ad, 'during
the 19 years we have owned
Collier's, in any way jxastifies an as^^

sumed Readership of 15,900,000 peo-
Ijle per issue. A national survey re-
cently made by our own circulation
department among 166,000 people in-
dicated that Collier's might have as
many as 7,032,454 readers for every
issue.'

Ad went on to assail 'any ratine of
magazine values by readership esti-
mates' ... as 'unsound and confus-
ing' and closed with the statement
that until some standards better than
the Audit Bureau of Circulations are
available. Collier's will continue to
claim only its net paid ABC circu-
lation.

WINS WOltKERS CIBDQ)

FOR Ste VS. NOW
At a ' meeting of all WINS em-

ployees Monday (12) in New York,
E. M. Stoer, head of Hearst Radio
interests, which still own the station

pending FCC sanction of its sale to

Milton Blow, gently chided them for
their stand of last week in objecting
to Biow's 'tactics,* which they consid-
ered were detrimental to their wel-
fare.

They were backed by the Amer-
ican Federation of Radio Artists,

International Brotherhobd of Elec-
trical Workers and Local 802 of the
American Federation of Musicians,
who stymied Blow by demanding
he stay off the scene under threat
of a strike. The demand was
granted. Blow ostensibly had been
looking into the station's operations.'
Stoer explained* that Blow had

agreed to help the station financially
prior to taking over, by throwing
commercials and sundry biz its way,
which was in contrast to the em-
ployees' claim that he had come in

to institute economies ,and outline
his future policies in regard to com-
plement. Stoer stated th^t Blow
would have nothing to do with
WINS' operation prior to FCC ap-
proval.

Rosalind Sherman, who conducted
the 'In the Spotlight' program on
WINS, has shifted to WNEW, where
she- starts airing the same idea
Monday (19).

Afl PfogFam Werk

At WOK Via Abramson

To Fix Secnritjr Law

After Jan. 1 every one engaged for
program work or for outside book-
ings with station WOR, New YOrk,
must clear through the station's ar-
tist bureau. Station will at that
time- commence deducting 1% from
all salaries and - add other one
percent from its own purses as re-
quired by' Social Security law. Al-
though ho official word has come
through from Washington where of-
ficials are Quryently weighing.radio's
position- in insurance matter, WOR
wants to protect itself as far as pos-
sihle. If ruling is unfavorable, mat-
ter is retroactive and would entail
headaches which could be avoided
by inaugufating policies now and
holding.money in escrow.
There is some debate as too

whether or not this will mean that
stations will also start taking a com-
mission on every 'item clearing. Nat
Abramson, head of WOR bureau,
states that it will only mean that his
department will become clearing
house so that 'a record of every flesh
transaction can be kept. It will not
mean that all must pay the bureau a
commission. It has- never been
WOR's policy to collect on special
event engagements, etc., and that
present system will not be altered,
he states.

ForeUe hterviewing

Cleveland, Dec. 13.

Sidney Andorn tried for a week to line up Orson Welles for a
WGAR interview during actor's lecture appearance, at Seyierance Hall
Sunday (11), but latter said he wouldn't have time for" it; :

'

Producer-fStac flew in jiist a few .minutes before his p-.a. Ended his
lectvire with only 25 minutes to catch a train back for New York, but
station's gossip commentator was determined ,to- get Welles on the air
or die. Borrowing WGAR's mobile radio truck, Andorn parked it in
front of concert hall with motor running. When Welles came out he.
was yanked- into the .truck which began speeding for depot, as its

short-wave set was tuned up.
'Man From Mars' seemed a bit flabbergasted at first but took mike

shoved into his face and answered all questions shot at him. Stuttered
a couple of times when radio truck doing 55 m.pihl nearly sideswiped
autos, but Andorn got a 10-minute relay to WGAR, and Welles got
to the train with several minutes to spare.

McKesson & Robbins

ReceiversMif On

Spot Radio Bosiness

Spot broadcasting ha^ already felt

the effects of the McKesson & Rob-
bins receivership. Erwin, Wasey &
Co., agency foir the Aurora Labora-
tories, last Friday (9> cancelled a
campaign on the latter firm's Clear
Again Cold Tablets, which was set

to start soon' on the west£oast. Man-
ner, of McK. & R.'s bankruptcy and
handling of the old drug company's
assets are under investigation by the
New York municipal, state and fed-
eral authorities..,

McKesson & Robbins was the Pa-
cific Coast distributor for .Aurora
Laboratories. Campaign called for
two quarter hours a week for 13

weeks, with the purpose- of opening
a new market. for the tablets.

It is reported that Wasey Prod-
ucts, which is controlled by Louis R.
Wasey, has $500,000 worth of prod-
ucts tied up- in the McKesson &. Rob-
bins financial tangle.

Cook's to Pacific
•Man From Cook's* program, backed

by Cook'ToUrs, resumes on NBC this
Sunday (18) after seasonal layoff.
Program has expanded, now embrac-
ing Coast to Coast scope over 19
strategic stations.

Malcolm LaPrade continues with
travelogs with Lew White at organ,
backgrounding. It's seventh year
for both; 15 years for the show.

World Working on Practical Co-Op

Plan to Get Chevrolet on the Air

WCLft TO PICIi UP

WES, Cffl PROCRAMS

Janesville, Wis., Dec. 13.

Newly iappoihted general manager
of VrCLO here, R. L. Fergusoh has
arranged a ti*-up with WLS, Chi-
cago, for the broadcast- of WLS sus-
taining hon-network shows. To make
the most of this affiliation -^Ferguson
is changing the broadcast schedules
of WCLO, opening the" station at 5:30
instead of the previous start at 7
a.m.

Programs fron» WLS will be taken
off the air by receivers and rebroad-
cast instantaneously over the WCLO
transmitters. Early morning shots
will use the WLS programs primarily
for the rural territories around here,
while later in the day WCLO will
produce its own shows for the city
dwellers.

Beimont RaiKo Seeks

S.EC. OK to Sell St«ck

World Broadcasting Co. is making
a strong attempt to bring Chevrolet
back into the spot field. Plan which
it has evolved with Campbell-,
Ewald's Detroit office >vould have
the manufactured assume the costs
of the transcribed show and time
for the first 100 stations and then
look to .local co-operative deals
among dealers to take care of the
expenses embracing the use of an-
other 150 or more outlets. Under a
go.vernment consent decree now in
force the auto makers are barred
from assessing the dealer for adver-
tising on a pfer cat basis.

Disc spot campaign which Chev-
rolet conducted for several years
was the largest, of its kind in the
history .of the business. In one year
the time billings alone came to $1,-

750,000.

Mc6iKvraRepsKQW,KJIS

^ KQW, San Jose, will be repre-
sented out of the Joseph H. McGill-
vra office starting Jan. 2. Another
newcomer to McGillvra's list is
KJBS, San Francisco, likewise
owned by the Ralph "Brunton-C. L.
McCarthy interests.

Both outlets were previously rep-
resented by John Blair & Co. •

'The Shadow' Extended
Mutual's 'The Shadow' program cast

its coverage further this week with
addition of two more commercials
on network participating program.
Kaase Baking Co., Cleveland, was
added along-with American Fuel Co.,
Denver,
On WHK and KFEL, respectively.

Washington, Dec. 13.

New set-manufacturer, Belmont
Radio Corp. of Chicago, last week
sought Federal permission to- regis-
ter 300,000 issued shares of $1 par
stock on the Chicago stock exchange.
Documents submitted to the Securi-
ties & Exchange Commission re-
vealed the company, which is

licensed to use the - Hazeltine and
Latour patents in turning out home
and automobile receivers, had sales
in 1937 which yielded $5,725,416. Con-
trol rests in the management, with
Parnell S. Billings, prez, holding
45,000 shares; Harold C. Mattis, v.p.
and treasurer, 45,050; and John
Robertson, secretary, 42,750. Only
other important owner was Sigmund
Freshman, not identified as con-
nected with the management, with
31,500 shares. .Salary figures were:
Billings, $24,000; Mattis, $24,000; and
Robertson, $10,000.

LaskyU Air Booner
Hollywood, Dec. 13.

Phil Friedman has been engaged
by Jesse Lasky to supervise the tal-
ent search on his 'Gateway to Holly-
wood' program for Wrigley. He was
onetime executive aide to Sam
Briskin at RKO.

Charles^.^Vanda produces the dou-
ble mint show, \frhich kicks off Jan;
8 over the Columbia network.
Vanda produced the first Colum-

bia Workshop opus from Hollywood^
his last official act as CBS program'
director on the Coast before switch-
ing to Wrigley.

Washington, Dec. 13.

Further legal sparing in the cam-
paign of Crosley Radio Corp. to re-

tain right to experiment with 500
kw last week threatened to increase

delay in reaching a final decision in

the important case which has been
pending for several months. Novel
move by Duke M. Patrick, counsel
for the Cincinnati behemoth involved
request fot postponement of oral ar-
gument oh the adverse committee re-
port,, due Thursday (15).

tn taking additional pokes at the
trial panel, Patrick petitioned th«
Commission to make proposed find-
ings of fact and conclusions of law
so. he will have a visible and definite
target vchen the argument takes
place. Maneuver was unusual amd
anticipates the ^haqged , trocedure-
which follows abolition. 'of the exAin-
ining division.

Declaring a second time that Com-
missioners Normian S.. Case, T.A.M.
Craven, and George Jlenry Payne
disregarded much pertinent evidence,
Patrick noted the report was pre-
sented by less than a quorum of tha
FCC. and -is not in saiy way a reflec-
tion of the prospective settlement of
the case by a majority of the entire
Commish. While the committee pre-
sented 'a somewhat extended but
none-the-less incomplete narrative
recital of the testimony,' it concluded
the report 'with an indiscriminato-
commingling of arguments; ^>ecu->
lations, statements of -fact, narrative
recital of testimony and conslusions
of law,' Crosley counsel averred.
After careful scrutiny, he is unable
to find ^specific and proper findings
upon any of the issues submitted for
trial' and cannot decide which points
the committee believed were 'affirm-
atively established by the evidence.'
Because the Commish counsel

takes no part in oral arguments, pe-
titioners are compelled to. shoot in
the dark in such situations, Patrick
contended. No clue to the position
of the Commish, so he is » greatly
handicapped- in trying to put over
reasons why the report should te
over-turned. In view of the scope oC
the record, the Commish should
adopt proposed findings which would
give him concrete topics for argu-
ment, he pleaded.

Not Fair?

In backing up hiL- request for un-
usual procedure, Patrick called the
Commission's attention to a batch of
court opinions which impose a duty
to make detailed and specific findings
in quasi-judicial activities. Appli-
cants ought not to be coinpelled to
prepare for 'possible or imaginary
charges,' while regulatory bodies
cannot base decisions upon arbitrary
and extra-legal considerations, he
insisted.

Obligation to make t>roper findings
is even more important in circum-
stances where further proceedings
are probable, the attorney declared.
Consequently the report should con-
form to the evidence and the con-
clusions should be clear and free
from any ambiguity. Inherent in the
right to a hearing is- the idea that
parties are entitled to 'a reasonable
opportunity to know the claims of
the opposing party and to meet
them.'

Washington, Dec. 13.

Effort of Crosley Radio Corp. to
acquire a target in the fighting over
the 500 kw permit of WLW, Cincin-
nati, came to naught Monday (12)
when the FCC denied a petition
requesting adoption of novel pro-
cedure in further .battling over
supet-power. No reasons 'given why
the motion was denied.
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Last-Minute

Ruling Cramps

Liquor Show

Pittsburgh, Dec. 13.

Launching his Mon.-Wed.-Fri. gos-

sip quarter-hour for Iron City

Brewing Co. over WJAS last week,

Karl Krug, critic and columnist for

Hearst Sun-Telegraph, and his spon-

sor were informed by Pennsylvania

State Liquor Coritrol board that the

nam6 of no nite spot or restaurant

with a booze license could be men-
tioned on show.
Program vvas first projected more

than two months ago, idea being to

tie" in names of hiteries specializing

In Iron ' City beer, but Board re-

fused a clearance and efforts have
been made since 'then to get conces-

sions. However, to no avail, and
last-minute hope, of getting namis of

cafes in as regular part of Krug's
gossip section, without any hint that

they were Iron City dealers, faded

at last momient.
As result, Krug's first show was

entirely free of plugs, except for

theatres, with performers getting' at-

tention but not the niteries where
they're spotted. State liquor board
has ruled that there are to be no
exceptions, and ' Krug can't even
•glimpse' a celebrity in a place where
splritus frumenti is peddled.
Part of the broadcast is devoted to

brief Interviews With guest stars,' ahd
Krug is already running into diili-

culties on that score also, with sev-

eral -biggies of stage and screen hav-
ing cpnscientious objections to ap-

pearing on show sponsored by brew-
ery.

CoL Stoop

'Consultant'

On Comedy

Colonel Stoopnagle (F. Chase Tay-
lorj has taken a vtriting assignment
for J. Walter Thonipson. It's a four-
week deal- to stitipriit material and
lilso ^erve as com^y consultant for

the Kellogg show which debuts on
NBC, Jan. 15. Stbopnagle's new role

Is dated to expire! with the opening
of the series, upless the -agency

meanwhile extends the arrangement.
While on the Coast Stoopnagle will

make a guest appearance each on
the Rudy Vallee-Standard Brands
and Kraft Music Hall stanzas.

Arrangement which the Thompson
agenpy contemplated originally for

the Kellogg show was to have Carole
Lombard, Cary Grant and Ronald
Coleman alternating as emcees,
-Lawrence Tibbett iand Deanna Dur-
bin do the same in the vocal assign-

ment and Groucho Marx serve as

the > permanent coinic.

ViaOR YOUNG TO MCA
IF R^O'K WILL OKAY

Music Corp. ot America is trying
to straighten out the contract tangle
between Victor Young and Rock-
well-CKeefe, Inc. MCA's move so
far has been a auery about the pos-
sibility of R-O'K accepting a cash
settlement.
Young is alleged to have walked

out of his representation agreement
with Rockwell-O'Keefe last summer
after he had been asked to take a
four-week, cut on the Al Jolson-
Lever Bros. show. Young, who is

still In Hollywood, wants to ally
himself with the MCA office.

Rest—With Advertising

Philadelphia, Dec. 13.

WDAS is Installing additional .

chairs and benches in its recep-
' tion room and has announced it

will be thrown open .for the
rest and convenience of Christ-

mas shoppers, Meantime a
monitoi" will be installed on
which the bargains and gift

suggestions of various spon-
sors on the outlet will be read
to the present-seekers.

Foot Health Institute, one of
the sponsors, has also volun-
teered to install an automatic
foot-massaging machine for

weary gams, but idea was nixed
by Pat Stanton, g.m., fpr fear of
complications.

FORD RUSH AND SON

OFF WHEATENA ACCT.

Philadelphia, Dec. 13.

'bad and Junior* show, pumped
from WFIL to the Mutual web for

Wheatena scrams tomorrow (Wed-
nesday) with completion of 13-week
contract. Progi'am' was put on by
Ford Rush and' his son. Rush was
the originator of the 'National Barn
Dance' on WLW.
Dorothy Gordon picks up the

Wheatena time from WOR with kids'

songs and poems. Rorabaugh & Gib-
son, Philly, is the agency.

ROBERSON BAR ASS^N HEAD

Hennessey, Segal, Bingham, Little-

page Also Elected As Officers

Washington, Dec. 13..

Another former ' member of the

FCC legal staff heads the Federal
Communications Bar Association for

the coming year.. Annual meeting
saw Frank Rdbersoh, protege of

Commissioned Eugene O. Sykes,
elected president succeedirtg Duke M.
iPatrick, attorney for Crosley.

Since quitting the Commish a
couple of years back, Roberson has
been associated with former' Senator
Hubert Stephens of Mississippi and
Paul D^ P. Spearman, twice general

counsel of the Federal regulators.

Used; to be -in-^he- tel^hone brdneh
of the law departi^ient and- noW
handles this type of business.

Other .elections were: P, J. , Hen-
nessey, local reipresentative of'NBC,
first vice-president; Paul M. Segal,

second vice-president; Herbert; M.
Bingham, secretary,' and John M.
Littlepage, treasurer.

'

iTom Ruane Shortwave

birectorfpi:\VCAt, Philly
Philadelphia, Dec. 13.

Tom Ruane, fornier promotion- di-

rector of WCAU, • has been named
director of international short wave
programs for. WSJflAU by Dr. Leon
I^vyi prez' of the outlets. He will
worl? in co-operation with Elizabeth
Tucker, program ditectress of W2XE,
CBS International short waver in

New York. The outlets together
will be able ta cover practically all

of Latin-America and Europe.
, .Two directional antennae are now
being constructed for W3XAM,
virhlch . will beam the transmission
of the outlet to Buenos Aires and
London.

YOUNGMAN-MAliGOnES' TEY
Henry Youngman and Charles

Marfeolies, radio trumpeter and
maestro, got together Monday to re-
cord a trial program for peddling to
advertising agencies.

Garnett Marks the voice of adver-
tising^

SENATOR WHEELER WARNS LAWYERS;

SAYS AIR IS OVER-COMMERCIALIZED
GRIFFITHS' SPECIALTY

Man and Wife Have Worked for
Three World's Fairs

San Fra.icisco, Dec. 13.

•Series of thrice-weekly buildups

for the 1939 Golden Gate Interna-

tional Exposition is being aired over

KJfiS by Homer Griffiths, former

'philosopher' on the WLW, Cincin-

nati, staff, and his wife, under the

title of .•'Ypur Guides to Treasure
island—Jim and Jerry.' Pair did
similar programs, fbr both the Chi-
cago and the Dallas expos.

In the roles of husband and wife,

they discuss fair sights and ring in
frequent guest Interviews,

Popsicle Sets

'Buck Rogers

For 80 Stations

Popsicle Corp. has dusted off 'Buck

Rogers in the 25th Century* for a

spot campaign, which will take in 80

stations. It will be three-quarter

hour discs a week, with some of the
contracts stairting in April and'Othets
in May. Milton Blow, which has the

account, will have its. staff men. Jack
Johnstone, produce the shows.

'Buck Rogers' as a radio event has
been on the shelf since 1936. Cream
of Wheat was its last backer.

Blow agency is also working on a
^pot campaign for Tootsie Rolls.

KINGSLEY HORTON „
SALES MGR. OF WEEI

•Kingsley Horton has been trans-

ferred from the sales staff of Radio

Sales,. Inc., to WEEI, Boston, where

he will fill the newly created post of
sales manager. Horton came from
WFBL, Syracuse, fpur years ago.

..Frank. R. McDonnell , is replacing

Horton in Radio Sales, which like

WEEI, is a CBS operation.

Colgate on CKAC

Montreal, Dec. 13.

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet has signed

for . its first French language pro-

gram in Canada. Sdieduled to go
over station CKAC with British

United Press newscast in French by
Louis Morisset.

Morisset stanza has been aired on
for several months as a sustainer for

CKAC and has drawn considerable

attention locally because of con-

demnation of Nazi terrorism in Ger-
many.
Program goes commercial Jan. 2,

six times weekly for 15-minute pe-
riods.

Montana Solon in Pointed Kemonstrances to Bar

Ass'n Banquet—^Radio Moulds Public Opinion

Too Easily

Harold C. Burke, WBAL, Balti-

more manager, to Bermuda for va-
cash. Taking family along.

Washington, Dec. 13.

Alarm clock fbr broadcasting went
off with an ominous din Saturday
(10). Unless stations put the hand-
cuffs on sponsors and ballyhoo-
writers. Congress will crack down.
If the industry insists on lifting the
power lid, government operation is a
likely result.

Warnings came from Senator Bur-
ton .-K. Wheeler of Montana, the
chairman pf the Senate Interstate

Commerce Committee and sponsor of

a resolution by which the Senate last

June went on record against 500 kw
operation. As the chief spieler at

the annual dinner of the Federal
Communications Bar Association,' the
hard-hitting. foe of special rtrivilege

solemnly cautioned station owners to

realize their public interest obliga-

tions and hinted uhmistakably that

steps will be taken. if they fail to

live up to them.

Radio's favor-seekers were told

their job includes policing the in-

dustry. .
When chiding the barristers

about their own duties. Wheeler de-
clared that .clients must be kept in

line. Lawyers are bound to impose
restraints, since they are—in effect

—

officers of the court.

Some of - the Senator's bricks also

hit ,the FCC. While he disclaimed
any ' desire' .to hang up scalps, the
Montana law-maker hinted he will

use his efforts this winter to bring
about a Congressional inquiry of ra-

dio in which the Commish will be on
the defensive. Recalled that inves-
tigation resolutions have been of-

fered recently in. both wings of Con-
gress and observed he. has heard
complaints the Commish 'has not al-

.ways discharged its (duties in an effi-,

cient and orderly manner.' Among
. the charges, he said, are accusations

that , the FCC is a political -Wball
for: 'unscrupulous politicians' and un-;

identified 'special interests' who have
'dictated .oi; influenced the Commis-
sion in the performance of its duties.'

Regulatory body should consist of

men who .'are nonjiartisan ; . . pos-,

siessed of a judical tempetament . .

.

studious . . .. and fearlessly' devot?ii

to the public service/
.Alarm over possible misuse of ra-.

dio was the theme of the Senatoir's

talk. He feared that the industry

will vitiate the Constitutional guar-
anty of freie, speech, that licensees

will forget they are. entrusted with
use of. an invaluable natural re-

source, that super-power might be--

come a deadly weapon in the hands
of a dictator or a class autocracy,

that lust for revenue will lead to ex-
cessive commercialization, and that

operators will become arrogant.

Investigation of both the industry

and its regulator is highly desirable,

the law-maker opined. Because the

industry has grown up so fast and
'additional legislation may be neces-

sary.' A fact-finding, not a. muck-
raking, inquiry would be in order,

in his estimation.

Mould's Fublic Opinion
The obligation on station and net-

work managers is tremendous, be-

cause radio has 'the ability to mould
public opinion' and licensees enjoy

'temporary control of this command-
ing instrumentality.' Allowed, the

right to use a national resource,

broadcasters must appreciate—^and

Sclnllin Joins WAAT
A. B. Schillin has been appointed

vice-president in charge of sales for
the Bremer Broadcasting Corp.,
which operates Station WAAT, Jer-
sey City. Schillin recently resigned
as sales manager at WINS. N. Y.
Before going to WINS, Schillin

•Was president of the Schillin Adver-
tising Corp., and before that was
Partner in the Bess-Schillin agency,
New York. Paul H. LaStayo, presi-

dent of the Bremer Corp., made the
appointment.
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lawyers must see that they do ap-
preciate—that the airwaves are 'in-

alienably reserved to the people,' the
solon ultimatumed.
Enactment of legislation which

will put fences around radio wis
suggested by Wheeler. Radio is not
the 'fifth. estate' and does hot enjoy
the same freedom- as the press. "1^0,0

much advertising is permitted. Both
sides' in any controversy deserve an
equal opportunity to 'use the micro-
phone. Local stations must not be
undermined by gigantic competitors.
Or else Congress will take a hand in
the situation.

'The significance Of radio as a fac-
tor in the lives of every [person arid

in the economic,, political, .and social
developmlent of the United States
cannot yet be appraised,' the Mon-
tanan said. 'It.cqn be a tremendous
force for good, but it likewise can
be a very dangerous agency. The
public and their elected representa-
tives must zealously guard against
the abuse or improper utilization of
radio. Abuses In radio may come
from within the Industry itsQlf or
froin' over -or und^r regulation By
government licensing agencies . «

.

'

Affainst Super-Power

Th^re was no doubt that Senator.
Wheeler is opposed to super-power
and that be feels iciear-chanhel .sta-

tions must be. closely supervised.
While remote listeners are entitled
to service from stations protectjed
from interference, local outlets also
should be safeguarded. Home-towa
outlets 'have become civic institu-
tions' and the United. States 'must
not become a nation with but a few
lines of, .thought emanating from
largie centers!of population.' Differ-
ence in. tasrCeii and personalities , is a
compelling reason. In ."Wheeler's
jview,', ^or. having a multlplici^, of
'transmitters.

In discussing the duty of licensees,
the

.
law-maker denied that enforce-

ment of the 'public Interest, Convene
ience, .and pecesfsity', principle con^
stitutes pensorship, hut also said stdo
tlons which fall down on the job
should be executed .-Revocation
should follow apy .failure to . carry
out this responsibility.. In this dis-.
cussion he disagreed with the FCC
view that. each station is liable for
what radiates from its antenna, be-
cause 'responsibility must be placed
where responsibility Hes-^where er-
rors can be corrected—that Is, at the
source of the program origination.*'

Over-commercialization of radio is
not merely , aljuse,of trust, it is bad
business, Wheeler assertedi Con-
vinced there is too much ballyhoo
on sponsored programs, he advised
that 'limited advertising' has Iho
strongest pull besides bein^ prefer-
able frorp the. listener viewpoint.
Government propaganda alsg drew

criticism. Verbal deluges by fed-
eral officials constitute 'a disservice
to the 'people'^ and>are 'unnecessary
. . .wasteful, i .palpably, wrong.'
The danger of concentrated owner-

ship Was stressed, although Wheeler
admitted the duty of solving the
problem does not rest solely on the
industry. He jemarked that 'less
than 5% of the 700 stations in this
country made half the profits in the
industry during 1937,' but added that
both the regulators and the opera-
tors must wrestle with the matter of
P'-ividlng^the flnancldl wherewithal
to keep the smallles aliye.

Incur Grim Looks

WOR-Mutual incurred disfavor of
big business last Saturday night (10)
following Mutual's Anthony Eden
broadcast from the Waldorf-Astoria
hotel.

Dave DrlscoU, Frank Knight and
Al Josephy arrived late and parked
their lightweight car behind super
models under the hotel in garage.
Left radio on during absence and
found battery dead with their car
blocking exit of all bigwigs for
stretch.

Tom Wrlffht with Coast Young Se
Rubicam publicity.
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FC€ AboKshiieBt, with New

Setap Substibitd a Hardy Rumor

Despite Denials from Washii^ton

Washington, Dec. 13.

Repeated whispering that New
peal brain-trusters wiU ask Congress

~to wipe 6ut the Federal Conununlca-
tions Commission and provide a sub-

stitute regulatory machine prompted
a formal denial last week that such

a thought is receiving consideration

in Administration circles. Nixers did

not entirely kill the rumors, how-
ever, and introduction of a bill to

set up another agency will not oc-

casion surprise.

Following publication of an ar-

ticle in the Washington Post outlin-

ing the scope of the supposed scheme.

Chairman Frank R. McNindi and
Thomas Corcoran, shadowy White
House idea-fabricator, joined in dis-

claiming any thought to proposing a
measure which would bring into be-

ing a three-man agency and separat-

ing administiativj functions from
semi-judicial and legislative opera-

tions. "V^^ile Corcoran" would not be-

quoted directly, the FCC head
termed the yarn 'utterly without
foundation' and said such 'misinfor-

mation' undoubtedly emanates from.

*a source desirous of sabotaging the

"Commission's work and seeking to

cliscredit the functional reorganiza-

tion which is bringing about a much-
more effective administration of the
Communications Act.'

Through McNinch's mouthpiece.
Information Director M. 1* Ramsey,
Corcoran likewise declared the yarn,
which has circulated widely in in-

dustry circles during the past two
months; was concocted from thin air.

StUl Persists

Impression persists, however, that

some sensational, revision of the reg-
ulatory processes will be- laid before
Con'gresSr if for no other reason
than to end dissension which has
characterized FCC functioning al-

most from the outs»t. The idea- of an
administrative agency, with an ap-
pellate body superimposed abpve it,

wbifld be entirely Consistent with
policies, in favor at the White House,

In .the original Grovemm&it Re-
organization BtU, based on a report
by three special White House advis-
ors, the scrapping of the FCC was
contemplated. Routine work, such,

as issuing licenses, enforcing eU'

gineering. rules. And checking com
plaints, would have' been turned
over to some executive agency^ pre-
sumably the Commerce Department,
In place of the present set-up, an in-

dependent agency would have served
much the same purpose as the Board
of Tax Appeals, ruling on disputes,
weighing evidence in application
cases, and "dppting -new policies and
codes of operation. Similar prin-
ciple was followed last year when
the new Civil Aeronautics Authority
was created, with a ^ingler adminis
traipr being named to direct the
pick-and-sTioveL work.

I

Washington Lobby

Washington, Dec. 13.

Modification of the angrily-assailed

FCC two-year rule is having an ef-

fect already. Within 10 days after

the bars were lowered. Prank Fletch-
er, who has been representing the

Commish at the Bulova hearings,

matje the leap. Joins the firm of

Stephens, Spearman and Roberson.

Latter two partners used to be with

the FCC,

bers when they appear before a
Hsuse of Representatives Apprppria-

tions Subcommittee In the neyt few
days. One legislator has been primed
with pertinent questions about t'-a

internal troubles ol the regulatory

unit and is bent upon spotlighting

conflicting x>oiicies and contradictory

decisions when the' airwave -.ops ap-

pear to defend their money requests.

Hangers-on at the Bulova hearings

—on plea for permission to buy
WPG, Atlantic City, and merge it

with WBIL and WOV, New York-
are thoroughly bewildered by the

ramifications of the watch-maker's
radio interests. Confusion during

Bulova's intensive grilling by oppos-

ing lawyers reached a climax when
corporate -set-up of WNEW "was

taken up. Family ties and presence

of subsidiaries made the explanation

as difficult to follow as Latin-Ameri-

can politics.

Veiled but pointed dressing-down

for FCC attorneys lately at the

lands of Chief Justice D, Lawrence
Groner of the District of Columbia
Court of Appeal-. During formal
proceedings on a disputed Commish
action, the jurist voiced criticism of

delajrs by the regulators and uhided

that much litigation would be un-
necessary if the FCC functioned

with more precision and dispatch.

'Tosslnjr-aroUnd due for FCC mem'

Local dallies suddenly striking

pay-dirt by keeping a weather eye
on the affairs of the Federal Com-
munications ,

Commission. ' With
Washington news at a premium sev-

eral days a week, scr-bes have dis-

covered a gpld-mine of dope' stories

in the Newr Post Offiee Department
building on Pennsyl-vaniia Avenue.
Scripps-Howard rag—^Washington

Daily News—jpined the Washington
Post last week, in ribbing the FCC.
Post, however, stUl has two strikes

on its competltiors with Scribbler

Jim Secrest turning in several yarns

a week for the past two months and
getting himself a public scolding

from FCC Chairman Frank R. Mc-
Ninch. Three other dailies. Star,

Herald and Times, so far have
merely been dabbling with the pos-
sibilities.

Resentment among radio lawyers

because of the remarks by Chairman
Frank R. McNlhch in making public

new FCC rules of legal practice. At-

torneys are burned because the Com-
mish whip-snapper sought to claim

credit for making the code conform
with the rules of procedure in

Federal courts, when in fact virtually

every suggestion of this sort came
from the Federal Communications
Bar Association. Although pleased

at. liberalization of the two year rule,

the practitioners are smarting over
the caustic cracks about their alleged

'monopoly' of business before the

Commish. More than 200 lawyers in

the Bar Association, and they are less

than a majority of the number
authorized to .appear before the
FCC.

Mystic Sjrmbol

Washington, Dec. 13,

Laughter of NBC pecqple at

the FCC hearings occurred at

the expense oi Commissioner
Paul A. Walker last week. The
exponent ol the regulate-them

till-it-hurts theory solemnly re-

quested Dr. C. B. Jolliffe,

former Commish technical ad-

viser, be recalled to the stand.

His purpose was to find out the
significance of an emblem which
several NBC and RCA witnesses

wore in their lapel button-holes.

The ornament, was a circular

button with a white figure 8 on
a black backgroimd. Originally

given to O, B. Hanson, web
chief engineer, by gagsters rib-

bing him about his fear of what
might h£^pen when he took the

stand. Pledge pin was passed
around after Hanson got off

without being subjected to

withering barrage of questions.

P.S.—Walker thought it might
be a novel type of microphone.

corporate activities of Arde Bulova,
currently seeking permission to buy
WPG, Atlantic City, and merge it

with WBIL and WOV, New York, be-

lieved to foreshadow sterner tests of
applicants' qualifications. In the past

the FCC generally has assumed that

a person holding one license has been
found thoroughly fitted to operate

other stations and has skimmed over
the jnatters of legal and financial

qualifications. During the hearings
on application of Bulova's. Greater
New York Broadcasting Corp. a dif-

ferent attitude is evident.

Resources of the concern have been
questioned and detailed inquiry into

the set-up is in progress. In addi-

tion, opposition of other interests

threatens to make the WPG^WBIL-
WOy case another 'Brooklyn case,'

with two CBS execs already under
subpoena to tell what they know
about the back-stage maneuvering
which preceded filing of the jpur-

ITnnsiiaUy intensive scrutiny of the chase and merger pleas.>»*»»»» »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»/

WAGES-HOURS

FORRAMO

F. C C's WASHINGTON DOCKET
panted speclnr temporary authority to operate -with 6 kw
nighta for a period of 30 dayir, to overcome Interference from
Cuban station CMQ.
TlrshiUr WTAR, WTAR Kadlo Corp., Norfolk, granted day

power Jump from 1 to 5 kw and Install new equipment.

MAJOK DECISIONS

ftritisb Go?'t Reviews

Kg-Screen Tdien^

London, Dec; 1.

Government, interests yesterday
took first official peep at big screen
visip, when special demonstration
was thrown for Television Advisory
Committee in the Tatler theatre, iBrst

to be permanently eqyipped with the
Baird projector system. Committee
Is government-nominated body set
tip to guide and control BBC visio
service, and has final say-sp on mat-
ters of policy,

T.A.C. is now expected to go into
a clpse huddle: on requests from
Gaumont - British, which controls
Baird, for permission to let in cash
customers on re-diffused, big size
visio programs. While problem in-
volves many outside factors, like
copyright, patent rights, performing
rights, etc., mgin issue is- -whether
BBC monopoly of distribution can be
broken down.

CALGARY mCEHL APPEAL
Calgary, Albei^ta, Dec. 13.

CFCN collected over 25,000 nickels

through an appeal which was made
part- of the Texas Co.'s news broad-
casts pn the' station. Pxir{)ose of the

Nickel Club was to provide Christ-

mas cheer ior men and women and
children throu^ the facilities of the

Salvation Army, Announcer asked

that each dottot limit himself to a

nickel,

Washington, Dec. 13.

California: Proposition of KGDM, Stockton, to up power,
change hours of operation and .change frequency, tossed o«t
b'y CommUh because of applicant's failure to submit satisfac-

tory evidence as to coverage, commercial aupiK>rt a,nA oth«r
toMtora involved. Berth on the IIBO kc channel—dominated
Tiy WHAM, Rochester—was requested, In Heu of present 1100,

kc, plus- power boost from 1 to 6 kw, and operation on.llm4ted
hours Instead of only daytime.
£Imer yf. Pratt appeared for applicant.
IlUnols: Boost for WDZ, Tuscola, received nod -when sta-

tion demonstrated to Commish satisfaction that it 'could ex-
tend Its services to 20^,000 rural listeners without Impatring-
reception from other transmitters. Operating on 1020 kc with
dayUme power of 2S0 watts, WDZ. will jump to 1 kw without,
changing frequency or hours of operation. ' Will spend $T,D00
In- equipment changes.

Station, which la owned by James Ix Bush, Tuscola grain
merchant and f<>ur other stockholders. Including Horace
Lohnes, Washington radio attorney, increased Its operating
revenues, fourfold in 1936 and 1936, according to th0 report
but turned back most of the profit's Into Impr'oving program
service and physical properties. Conducts an extensive farm
program service-
Montana:. Additional transmitter for the Roherts-McNab

Co., to be located at Livingston, frowned on by the Commish
when backers failed to show proof that the venture would be
self'supportlng or that a real need for additional service ex-
isted in the community. Corporation, licensee of KRMC,
Jamestown, N, Dak., already has under, construction a new
transmitter at Boxeman (KRBM) which, when completed la

expected to serve Livingston and the surrounding territory.—

•

only 22 miles distant. Soma question as to the financial
status of the applicant, since financial statement subnxltted
was date.d November, 1936, before the group took over obliga-
tions connected with KRMC aiid KRBM.
Further objection was made to the fact that three-man

partnership Is engaged In hotel buslnes In North Dakota and
Montana and that each member of the group resides In a dif-
ferent state.

Applicants, represented, by Jaines H. Hanley, requested 1310
kc with 100 watts nights; 2C0 watts days.
Nebtsskn; Fourth station for Onui'ha, applied for by two

business men, set aBldjs by the .Commish because of citizen-
ship difficulties and the belief that th'e area Is adequately ser'
-viced by exiatiijg transmitters,—WOW, WAAW und KOIL.
Organised as the Qreat 'Western Broadcasting Co., outfit re-
quested 1600 kc frequency with power of 100 watts. Substan-
tial assets shown by the partners, Sam Klaver and Nathan
Belzer. bilt' some doubt as to Ij^laver's- eligibility as a U. S.

citizen. Klftver's claim to derivative cltlsenshlp was not pre-
sented to the FCC, Commlah argued, nisr does the record show
'that he has ever taken an oath to support and defend the
Constitution of the United States, nor does It show that he
has- renounced his allegiance to the tountry of this birth.'

Belzer, also born In Russia, became a citizen of this country
in 1927.
Belzer and Klaver were represented by W. D. Jamieson,

Ben I, Salinger and Frank StoUenwerck.
Santli Carolina: Construction permit for a daytime smallle

on 1500 kc was awarded P. W. Spencer of Bock Hill. Appll'
cant .was found qualified in all respects to own and operate
the proposed transmitter and had made a survey determining
substantial commercial support from local business men. Sta-
tion manager chosen by Spencer has had 16 years broadcast
experience, according to the decision, ^art of which time was
spent as manager of WAIM, at Anderson.
Only Interference trouble will coitte from a new station to

be operated at Salisbury, N. C„ on the same frequency. Applica-
tion of the Piedmont Broadcasting. Corp, for a Salisbury trans-
mitter was gri^nled following the hearing on Spencer's appU-
cation. Limitation to the proponed Rock HIU station will be
within Its 1.7 millivolt per meter contour, while Salisbury sta-
tion will be hampered to its 1.3 millivolt per meter contour
during daytime hours.

nONOR DECISIONS
Alabanin: WSGN, Birmingham News, Birmingham, granted

anthorlty to wlthdra-w application for frequency change- from
1310 to 1290 kc, power boost from 100 watts nights-, 260 watts
days, to 1 kw all times, without prejudice.
^Ohio; WLW and facjiJmlle, and WSAL Crosley Radio Corp..
Cincinnati, granted chi nge in name of licensee from Crosley
Radio Corp. to Crosley Corp.
Ttnnesseef WNOX, Scrippri-Howard Radio, Inc., KnoxvlUe,

SET FOR HEARING
Bllchigan: WBXL, Royal Oak Broadcasting Co., Royal Oak

change -frequency from 1310 to 1309 kc, boost power from 60
to 260 watts, make changes In equipment. Install ' TertlCjcl
radiator, move station locally.

iierf ¥ork: WBNX, New York, Jump Juice ffom 1 to S kw.
Install new equipment and directional antenna nystem for
day and night rtae, move transmitter site locally (application
to be heard before- Commish in view of violation of Rule 120.
Applicant also has pending aii application for authority ta
move transmitter,. Install new equipment and directional an-
tenna aitd increase day power from 1 to B kw, now «\(raiting
Commish decision).
Texan: KAND, Corstcana, changes In composite equipment,

power increase from 100 watts to 100 watts nights, 260 watts
days, and time of operation from' daytime only to unlimited
(request set for hearing because of interference),
KTSA, San Antonia, voluntary -assignment of license to the

Sunshine Bioadcaat|-ng Co., Inc.

. Vlrglnlu: Suffolk Broadcasting Corp., Suffolk, new station
to be operated on 14?0 kc with 100 watts nights, 260 watts
days.
Washington: KRSC, Radio Sales Corp., Seattle, power

boost from 250 watta to 1 kw, move tramsmitter locally (set
for hearing because o.' Interference).

NEW APPUCATIONS
Alabama: WMFO. James R. Doss, Jr., Decatur, voluntary

assignment of license from Jamea R. Dosa, Jr., to Tennessee
Valley Broadcasting Co.

CaUftirnla: Thumas R. McTammany, Modesto, new station
to be operated on 1340 kc with BOO watts; Martin K. Calaway
& Harry S. Hooper, new station to be operated on 1320 ko
with 250 watts days only; KMTR Radio Corp., H«Ilywood,
new. high frequency broadcast station on 28660 kc with 1 kw.

Ullnols: AVBBM, Columbia Broadcasting Co;, Chicago, ex-
tension of special experimental authority to operate synchron-
ously with KFAB, Lincoln, Neb, ; Columbia Broadcasting Sys-
tem, Inc.. Chicago, new portable-mobile relay broadcast sta-
tion on 2C550 kc with 1 kw.
lown: KSCJ, Sioux. City Journal, Sioux City. Install direc-

tional antenna for night use and boost night power from 1 to
6 kw.
Nefomska: KFAB, Lincoln, extension of special authority

to operate synch ronouiily with WBBM, Chicago, froin local
sunset at Lincoln to midnight CST; WAAW. Omaha Grain
Exchange, Omaha, voluntary assignment of license to World
Publishing Co.
New \ttti<: WINS, Npw York, volunUry asslgjtment of li-

cense from Hearat Radio, Inc., to Metropolitan Broadcasting
Corn,

North Cnrollnii:. WPTF, Raleigh, extension of special ex-
perimental authority to operate with 6 kw from sunset at
KPO, San Francisco, to 11 p.m., EST, using directional an-
tenna nights; Joseph A. Lattlmore. Shelby, new statiqn to be
operated on 1.170 lic with 100 watts nights, 260 watts days.

Ohio-: Crosley Corp., Cincinnati, new facsimile broadcast
experimental station (using equipment of W8XNU) on fre-
quency ot 2GOO0 kc with 1 kw.
Texas: K«AM, HuntsviUe, power boost from lOO to 260

watts, changes in trnnsmittlng equipment.
IVfsconHln: WDSM, Fred A. Baxter, Superior, voluntary

assignment of construction permit, as modified, to WDSM, Inc.

EXAMINERS' REPORTS
West Vlrtrlnlu: Boost In daytime power for WBLK, Clarks-

burg, recommended by Examiner P. W. Seward. Station,
which has been operating with 100 watts, requested 260 watts—which would Increase Intensity of Its daytime signal ap-
proximately 68%. Argued that additional power Is needed to
render first cla.ss service In the city because of high noise level
caused by neon sdgns, street cars. X-ray machines and other
'man-made Interference.'
Transmitter hna remote control tie-up with "WPAR, Bar-

kersburg, and WCHS, Charleston, paying one-foufth of the
line charge?, ("arrle.<i Important CBS programs and • news
events of CBS, through nn arrangement with TVCHS,
Ben .9. Fisher and John W. Kendall »t>peared for WBLK.

Washington, Dec. 13!

Remote chance that broadcasters

can wriggle out of the new Labor
Standards Act, fixing minimum
wages and limiting the work-week,
was narrowed still further last week
by supplemental bulletin _frpm the

Labor Department disclosing the

yard-stick to be used in enforcing

the statute. Virtually precludes ex-
emption for any commercial radio

station.

With the bulk of the industry vol-

untarily subscribing to the -wage-

hour requirements, Calvin Magruder,
chief counsel of the enforcement
agency, made public a legal discus-

sion of 'service establishments,*

which are not required to comply
with the law because they probably
are not engaged in interstate com-
merce and cannot be ruled by Fed-
eral authorities. Incidentally- re-

vealed that station owners have
asked whether they are expected to

pay the 25-cent minimum and give

over-time whenever hired hands
put in more than 44 hours weekly.
Even though broadcasters render

'service* as distinguished Ixom sell-

ing tangible commodities, stations

ordinarily are not outside Federal
jurisdiction, Magruder held. Opin-
ion is not .'free from doubt' in re-

spect to some classes of . business and
did not specifically rule on radio

transmitters, which were lumped
with more than a score of other en-
terprises which . the Labor Depart-
ment counsel feels must live up to

the new standards.

*In a broad sense, every business

perform'^ 'service' yet no one would
seriously urge that all type of busi-

nesses were eligible for exemption
under Section 13 (a) (2),' Magruder
observed, adding that if Congress
wished all types -of utilities to be
exempt. because they are 'service es-

tablishments' there would have been
no reason for making a specific ref-

erence to. any such enterprises.

While he seemed tp slam the gate

on most broadcasters, the interpre-

tation of the law—which is not bind-
ing because particular questions

about applications must be answered
by the courts—the Wage-Hour Di-
vision legalite did not, it was ob-
served, refer to the fact that the
Communications Act is founded on
the theory that all radio transmis-
sion is, actually or potentially, in-

terstate in character. Lawyers gen-
erally feel that broadcastiers' accept-
ance of the idea the Federal Govern-
ment has power to regulate them
under the Communications Act pre-
cludes any successful fight against
the Labor Standards law on the
ground operation of a station is in-

tra-state—as distinguished from in-

ter-state—commerce.
Local Low-Wattcrs

One bit of reasoning in Magruder's
discussion did, however, leave some
room ior argument in particular
situations. Possibly local stations of
low. wattage which do only a local
business or do not sell time might
be in a position to fight the 25-cent
or over-time requirement. In talk-

ing about the intra-state commence
requirement, Magruder said that
'selling or servicing is in intra-
state commerce if no element of the
particular transaction takes place
outside the state in which the estab-
lishment is located.' While broad-
casters may be unable to gain ex-
emption afforded 'service* enter-
prises and retailers, it is conceivable
that some might be inclined to fight

the law on the ground they are pri-

marily oncerned with intra-state ac-
tivities. Only a small group is in a
position to make such a fight, chiefly
the non-commercial stations and a
scattered few local outlets which do
not sell time to out-state advertisers.
Even these licensees have the odds
strongly against them, however, in
view, of the phraseology in the Com-
munications Act.

WCKY Show to NBC Red
Cincinnati, Dec. 13.

Starting Dec. 25, WGXY wiU origi-

nate a Sunday night l5-minute pro-
gram, 'Mr. Dodd Looks • at Life,'

which will feed to the NBC Red net-

work. Script >viU be by Alfred
Segal, columnist on the Cincy Post.

Harry McCann, prexy of McCann-
Erickson agency, in L. A., looking
in on putfit's 'Dr. Christian* pro-
gram.
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Another Week of Hearings Drags By

Lent, Joli£Fe» Hedges, Merrjrman on Stand—Duplica-

tion and Station Relations Brought Up

Washington, Dec. 13.

Program duplication fears' result

from a bogey, Federal Communica-
tions Commission monopoly hiinters

heard last week, while networks are

the hig brothers of indepehdent sta-

tions. Sleepy Hollow atmosphere

continued through the fourth week
of the slow-moving hearings with'

NBC officials ?tiU parading.

Some measure of duplication is im-

perative if listeners are to receive

adequate service imder the existing

economic conditions, W. C. Lent, web
allocation engineer, asserted. Simi-

lar sentiment from Dr. C. B. JoUiffe,

Chief engineer of RCA and former

technical wizard for the government

body.

First evidence about station rela-

tions was put in the record during

direct examination of William S.

Hedges, another of the network vice-

presidents, who sketched the history

of transactions invo;lving both su-

staining and commfercial programs.

He was only partly finished when the

Commish committee knocked off for

the weekend and resumed today

(Tuesday).

Because of the unreliability of sig-

nals in many areas and the financial

Inability of many communities to

supiporf their own transmitters, over-

lappiilg vof programs is inevitable, the

web experts declared. Considering

the effects of fading, interference,

noise, and other phenomena, there is

no serious duplication problem.

Dopltcatlon

Idea of the amount of duplication

wais' given by voluminous tables

which embodied results of field ob
servation and theoretical calculations

which chain witnesses said were
more ideal than realistic. Area
served by the Red network insludes

a daytime population of 87,740,627

while the maximum potential audi-

ence in the Blue web territory is

85,549,733, Roughly the number of
listeners who- can pick up identical

broadcasts from more than one trans-

mitter is only about one-third of the
total. Night-time audience in the
primary service area naturally is

materially less.

Although duplication occurs in the

night-time secondary area, this is

not evidence that facilities are being
wasted, the Commish heard. Unre
liability of reception in the piarts of

the country dependent upon sky-

wave transmission makes it impor-
tant to give dial-twisters a choice of
stations.

The detailed picture of the dupli-

cation situation included estimates
that 56,651,134 of the persons living

with the .5 millivolt contour of Red
outlets cannot pick up more than one
station. Parenthetically, web. experts
remarked that this estimate is prob
ably too high since it assumed a de
gree of service which would' not be
acceptable in thickly-settled com
munities under Commish efficiency

standards. Listeners theoretically
able to catch more than one Red sta-

tion during the day total 31,048.493.

If ' statisfactory deception Is con
sidered, the total prospective Blue
audience is only 76,693,409, Lent as
serted. Of this total, 65,666,328 wovdd
have to rely on service from a single

transmitter with only ll,02';t,081 able
to get broadcasts from more than one
station. In the primarly service area
at night, the audience includes 58,

641,753 with one signal and 3,972,853
who can exercise the power of selec-

tion.

Blue Network
Blue network figvu:es are 54,666,466

listeners in the unduplicated daytime
areas and 30,883,268 in the territory
where transmitters overlap. Modiflec
totals, on a basis of serviceable re-
ception, are 58,595,861 unduplicated
and 12,578,930 duplicated.

Difficulty in measuring duplication
was stressed by chain spokesman
Constant changes in hook-ups" makes
it impossible to state concretely how
many persons have a choice of sta-

tions, while steadily changing trans

mission conditions likewise cannot be
evaluated exactly. The figures pre

sume a fictitious standard of service

and are based on abstractions which
seldom occur. Lent, interpolated.

Because of practical conditions,

'something more than two and less

than 10 signals* are required to give
anything like 90% reliable service to

the listening public, in Lent's estima-
tion. Even this would require lis-

teners to sit alertly before their re-

ceivers ready to tune on a second's

notice when interference or fading
took place. The amount of possible

duplication of NBC programs de-
jaends on whether WLW, with its 500

kw roar^'is used or whether the Cin-
cinnati outlet is WSAI, technician
emphasized. All figures showed some-
what smaller potential audience
when WLW is used as a web outlet.

Actual experience shows the theo-
retical duplication does not exist,

Lent declared. Field tests which took
into accoimt serviceable reception
reveal there often' are times when
listeners who should be able to pick
up broadcasts from more than one
transmtitter are. forced to be satisfied

with poor deception from only a
single outlet. Summed up the com-
prehensive niotes taken at several
listening posts with explanation that
'duplication of primary service at

night is neglibile; duplication in day
time, because of the variation in the
programs carried by the different

stations also is negligible; and at

nighty because of the nature of sec

ondary service, any -duplication is

fictitious as it depends upon condi
tions which vary from minute to

minute.'
JoUlffc on Stand

Testimony about the history of fre-

quency- distribution and technical re-

quirements «was provided by Dr. Jol

iiffe, who left the FCC three years
ago to become chief of RCA's fre

quency bureau. Proposed standards,

based on- studies made under his

supervision, represent merely a 'sta

tistical' average' of the strength

needed for satisfactory service under
conditions then existing, he re-

marke.d, adding that in England the
standards of satisfactory service ex-
ceed those here on account of at-

mospheric, geographical, and other
physical conditions.

Best way of increasing dependable
service to listeners in thinly-settled

sections. Jolliffe declared, is increase

in number of outlets or more juice.

For daytime service, additional

plants are necessary while night-

time secondary service area can be
widened with power boosts. The
more signals pumped into a second-
ary area, the better the prospect of

finding a station which renders suit-

able service, he observed. Rear-
rangement of stations to cover the

blank spots is theoretically possiblCi

he said, but practically impossible

because of the need for revenues
which, will make the enterprises

profitable.

tntra-high frequency operation

may provide the answer to over-

crowding in the regular band and
the deficiency of service in some
spots, Dr. Jolliffe suggested. By us-

ing short waves, more local and, un-
der proper conditions, regional out-

lets can be created, relieving the

pressure for assignments between 550

and 1600 kc and allowing more clear-

channel plants which would cover

the remote audience. Higher power
is "the most feasible way, however, of

improving service to the rural areas.

Lengthy account . of the develop-

ment of network policies toward af-

filiates was drawn out of Hedges,

who followed Philip K. Merryman,
former engineer and now a stations

relations department exec, on the

stand. Merryman gave merely tech-

nical groundwork for Hedges' testi-

mony.

FED TESTS
More Detailed Pn^am Code, But

No Straightjaeket, NAB. Attitude

Engineer, Once the Last

Word in AH Matters Be-
fore FCC, Now Cross-

checked by Listener Facts—^Broadens Realistic Con-
cepts on Program Dupli-

cation

WMAQ CASE

Maxwell To los Angeles

Montreal, Dec. 13,

M. Maxwell, vice-president of As-

sociated Broadcasting, is on way to

Los Angeles.

To confer with recorders for pur-

pose of bringing more American

transcriptions into Canada.

Washington, Dec. 13.

Fallibility of slide-rule formulae
showing who can hear -broadcasting
stations has been strongly suggested
during the FCC chain-monopoly in-

quiry. Change of pace is indicated,

with testimony based on actual ex-
perience far ibutweighing^ . the ab-
stractions of technical experts.

Actual listener habits^fbrmerly of
interest only from the station sales-

manship point of view—are becom-
ing vital in policy-making. Ques-
tions from members of the four-man
FCC committee and the Commish
attorneys reflect an attitude which
contrasts strongly with the 1936
hearings and even the allocation ses-

sions this peist summer.

Circles on Maps
Both, the licensees and the regula-

tors presently seem disposed to

check empirical data against field

observations. Circles on maps show-
ing the service area of a transmitter
have been demonstrated as repre-

senting only what could happen
(theoretically), under ideal condi-
tions (which seldom exist). This
was obvious last week when W. C.
Lent, allocation engineer for NBC,
was talking about program duplica-
tion and the airwave cops had the
benefit of listening to some actual
recordings made in places where

—

according to the slide rules—good
reception should occur.

New approach to the service prob-
lem is from the angle of usability.

Intensity still is regarded as the
chief yard-stick, but the evidence
submitted by -NBC has shown plainly

that a loud signal is -not necessarily
intelligible. Point has been made
that gibberish in substantial volume
doesn't satisfy the listeners. Also
that dial-twisters tune to stations

which—according to the engineers
and the maps—^they cjui't even hear.

In providing evidence about dupli-

cation, as called for in the FCC or-

der, the experts marshalled by NBC
to parade through the witness chair
first began talking about technical

data. Within a short time, they were
being quizzed about what really

happens. Web spokesmen quickly
made it obvious there is no correla-

tion between the curves and graphs,
on one, hand, and the ease with
which a station is picked up or the
satisfaction registered by the audi-
tors.

Presentation of coverage maps
representing the (supposed) circu-
lation of WMAQ. Chicago, illustrated

the changed psychology. The ex-
hibits, according to NBC witnesses,
reflected mail response as shown by
analysis of several hundred thousand
dial-twisters. The potential night
audience was charted on a basis of

113,000 communications; the day
market on 337,000.

Science vs. Dialers

While the hearing has not shown
any sensational conflict. between the
theoreticians and the station opera-
tors, observers have been impressed
with the fact that regulation of ra-

dio must take into account actuali-

ties. Pen-and-paper calculations are

not necessarily a true explanation
of what happens. Commish mem-
bers seem to suspect this, even
though great weight still is placed
on the conclusions of adventurers
into the realm of pure science.

Weakness behind the empirical

yardstick was spotlighted by Dr. C.
B. Jolliffe, formerly the FCC's chief

engineer and now wizard for RCA.
In explaining that the standards
now in use were based on surveys

Kids Friendly, Anyway

Washington, Dec. 13.

Christmas greetings from
moppets of all nationalities to

a world-wide audience will be
air-waved Tuesday (20) for the
seventh consecutive year

—

when NBC repeats its annual
International Children's pro-
gram featuring sons and daugh-
ters of Washington diplomats.

Despite a growing distrust

between European nations,

youngsters of all countries have
signified their willingness to

appear together on the pro-
gram— each sendin,; Christmas
wishes to the .I^ildren of other
nations in his own native

tongue and following it up with
a message in English.

Affair, which has become one
of the most colorful kid-society

affairs in the Capital, will be
jointly sponsored by the
Greater National Capitol Com-
mittee of the Washington Board
of Trade and NBC. Never fails

to draw a lar£e audience of

proud paters, maters and gov-
ernesses—^plus onlookers who
come to oh-and-ah at the hand-
some, pampered, junior diplo-

mats in their best native cos-

tumes.
I

and studies carried out under his

direction years ago.. Jolliffe conceded
that there is insufficient data upon
which to build any reliable technical

conclusion?. Observations in the
middle of the sun-spot cycle are

worth while as a yardstick only
when the world is in the middle of
the cycle, he implied.

The question of service, however,
is not susceptible of a positive an-

swer, the hearings have shoxvn.

What one listener considers a de-
cent signal may — under different

conditions or in another spot — be
decidedly bad. Human factor can-
not be reduced to algebraic symbols,
as Lent confessed while expounding
on tests made at several widely-
separated locations. -Mail response
likewise is not entirely dependable,

as evidenced by comparison of the

WMAQ chart with what the engi-

neers insist the Chicago transmitter

ought to accomplish.

Difference between theory and
reality Is most noticeabld in analy-
zing secondary (night) service." Ob-
servations laid before the Commish
by NBC experts showed that recep-

tion was possible—even though un-
satisfactory — in spots where the
maps show signals cannot be picked
up. Converse also is true.

In checking the service area of

any station, there are too many vari-

ables to permit formulation of an
imassailable allocation theory, the

NBC data has shown. Constant ob-

servations and recordings through-
out the (again supposed) 11-year

sun-spot cycle are necessary before

engineers and operators can agree

upon any principle.

Whether the Commish will stop

making the slide-rule results their

chief guide is one of the questions

that will not be answered until the

chain-monopoly quiz has ended and
the papers 'are handed in. As the
hearings continue, however, it is in-

creasingly apparent the regulators

are inclining toward the view that
ear-witness testimony cannot be
wholly disregarded.

Washington, Dec. 13.

Revision of present code of ethics
and adoption of public interest
yardsticks was in higher favor than
promulgation of ' rigid program
standards at N. A. B, directorate
meeting this week. Tackling nume-
rous unsolved problems, governors
grappled with disposal of transcrip-
tion library, labor relations and
commish troubles after getting de^
tailed reports from staff members.
No important action diu'ing session
lasting several hours Monday.
Creation of a standing committee

to rewrite the ethical platform ap-'

peared likely, although several
prominent figures were ag[ainst tid-
ing to put stations in straightjacket
in order to overcome ex post facto
censorship and license denial threats
on the part of the FCC. Scheme
outlined by special committee com-
prising webs and indies calls for in-

terpretations of existing command-
ments so n^mbership will have some
means of determiinlng conduct.

Can't Agree
Attempt to bolster the code with

specific provisions regarding, indi-
vidual progcanis -and practices looks
doomed. Too many disagreements
on taste, pIiraseology« etc, plus dif-
ficulty of enforcement! Impractica-
bility of trying to- police members
while non-member$ have complete,
freedom was pointed out iil advance
discussions. Need for initiative and
room foi;. ingenui^ emphasized.
Ban on hard liquor advertlsinjt

was voted Tuesday. Unanimous
agreement -that hard liquor^accounts
are not in the public interest came
after board had directed Neville
Miller to name program standards
committee. Resblutlon said, 'if is the
sense of the NAB Board of Directors
that American broadcasting stations
should not carry advertising for dis-

tilled spirits commonly called hard
liqupr. Declaration comes at time
when Federal authorities are paying
renewed attention to idea of seek-
ing legislative prohibition on grog
propaganda find is designed to head
off discriminatory re£[ulatioh which
leaders have denounced a^ censorship.
Several bills of this character wei:e
pigeon-holed at last Congressional
session despite strong backing of
Federal Alcohol Administration.

Jordan Joins Morris

Wallace Jordan, formerly of Mc-
Knight & Jordan, New York indie
radio producers, joins the William
Morris office to head newly created
radio department of agency's Chicago
office. He'll leave for Chi around
Jan. 1.

New York office will also meet this
week to select a head for the newly
formed orchestra department in the
Chi branch.

Washington, Dec. 13.

Latest flash on the disposal ot
music library:

Board of directors tentatively ac-
cepted Brinckerhoff. But no details
are set. Understood that it involves
return' of $50,000 sunk in venture,
partly In ca^h, and partly by royal-
ties from further sale.

Way Cleared for KCMO,
Kansas City, Power Hike

Kansas City, Dec. 13.

Station KCMO last week got un-
derway on its^ job of building new
transmitter and equipment for its

new 1,000 watts power alloimen«.
When construction ifi completed sta-
tion shifts from 100 watts and 1370
kilocycles to 1,000 watts, day and
night, and 1450 on the dial.

Permit was issued by the FCC
Sept. 16 but work has been held up
under a petition to the FCC entered
by L. 1. Coryell and Son, of Lincoln,
protesting the decision of the Com-
mission. Lincoln merchants had also
applied for the wattage and dial spot,

but last week^. withdrew their action
paving the way for KCMO to pro-
ceed.

Larry Sherwood, station manager^
estimates construction work will cost
in excess of $35,000. New transmit-
ter is expected to be located in a
Northeast residential section, while
the present lOO-watter is atop the
Commerce Trust building in the loop.

Petition by KCMO was entered to
the FCC more than two years ago.
New transmitter is expected to be
in operation within three or four
monUis.

Bette D»vls and her protege, 15'
year-old Pamela Cavaness, doing;
'Broken Prelude' in two parts on Sil-^

ver Theatre.
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MARGAHET SULIiAVAN-OESON
' WELLES '

,

With Mildred Maiwick, Ray ColUns,
Daphne du Maurier, Agnes- Moore-
head, Bernard Hermann's Music,
Edward C. Hill

%ebecea*' (Di!ama)
CAMPBELL SOUP
Friday; 9-10 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New Tork

(Ward Wheelock)

New Campbell Playhouse series

replacing 'Hollywood Hotel' over
CBS (and the Canadian Btbadcast-
ing Co. stations) coast-to-coast, teed
off auspiciously with Margaret Sulla-
van as guester of Orson Welles,- itti-

Kresario of the new Campbell Play-
ouse show. Utilizing 'Eebecca,'
Daphne du Maurier's best-seller, and
with the authoress short-waving
from London- in a' brief telephonic
afterpiece, program had earmarks of
consummate showmanship.

Gripping dramaturgy is to the
credit of Orson- Welles, who is the
permanent producer, author and co-
star.- He will be solely responsible
for the tabloidizations of the scripts
used, those to follow being domi-
nantly mUce versions of plays and
best selling novels.

Edwin C. Hill introduced the new
series with a brief biog of Welles,
calling hiin 'the white hope of the'
American theatre.' Welles' Mercury
Theatre got the proper emphasis and
even the 'Mars' broadcast was cap-
italized as a point. in favor of the
impresario's dominant desire for
super-realism. The buildup, how-
ever, was a bit fulsome.

Welles' own spiel -was something
of a radio milestone in that (1) he
insisted' that radio's 'average men-
tality is not eight years old,' but that
he seelcs to; appeal -to the same 'adult
citizenry' that.patronizes motion pic-
tures, buys best-sellers; and (2) in
that Welles iniiists . the Campbell
Playhouse is . not a theatre, but a
radio studio-^there is no curtain, but
all. is done ih - radio technique, with
no footlight maike-believe.

In ^Rebecca' Margaret SuUavan
handsomely, carried off a highlSr
difficult assignment as she auto-
biographically paces the proceedings,
which in turn . become a series pf
fepisodic flashbacks. Hill called 'Re-
liecca' the Scarlett O'Hara role of
1938, and , also mentioned the fact
Dave Selznick already owned the
picture rights. He also put in a plug
for th0 book «s-a suitable:Xmas gift
and' 'a novel you should read

'

tions to authoress Daphne du Mau-
rier. - JFull hour's show should hypo
book sales.- ^

-
•

..
Saga of the second IVIrs. deWinter;

the tragedy in Max deWinter's past
life at Manderley, the 'dream estate'

JULIUS MA^TTFELD
OrgaAisi
30 Mlns
Sustaining
Sunday, 9 a.ni.

WABCrCBS, New Tork
' Dr. Mattfeld is best known as. an
author of musical works and di-

rector of the CBS music library: In
this stanza he reverts to an earlier
occupation as concert organist. Re-
sults are good, and would, in fact,'

be excellent if CBS had provided
hirfk with an organ worth playing.
Instrument currently at his disposal,

couplied with work of the engineer,
produces too few overtones or har-
monics, while the volume variations
are not handled correctly.

Selections played (11) were from
Zipoli, Lizst, Hess. and. McMaster,
representing strictly organ music,
and not transcriptions from piano
works, etc. Mattfeld's manual work
is brilliant and assured. What: his
pedal passages signify could not be
heard through the -faulty volume
control. Too bad that a fine pro-
gram is thus marred.
La-fry Elliott's announcing is clear

and adequate. Edga.

Fo!low-Up Comment

in England; the sinister Mr. Danvers.
the housekeeper, and all the rest
made for a gripping radio hour.

'

Miss SuUavan was superb through-
out. So' was Welles' brittle char-
acter, sometimes uncertain, because
of the mixed-up elements in his role.

Commercial
,
plugs , interrupt the

"action. Pretty much an intrusion on
the tendei: roniance, particularly ' at
that first break; To the credit of the
radio dramatization it. should ' be
mentioned that the two or three
climaxes are so pitched that it's a
natural break, and renewal of inter-
est 'was quite easy. *

Corking musical setting batoned
by Bernard Hermann.

.
Supporting

cast is toph'otch. Hill's 'human side
of business' plug is all right, dove-
tailing into his now established 'hu-
gian .side of the news' style, and
rnest Temple for the straight-plug

stuff is likewise good mike showr
manship.
By two-way phone from London,

.Daphne du Maurier, author of 'Re-p
becca,' engaged in the^ e^qo.b.^: iTc' oi.

the usual amenities.. • '..'ds '3 a.m.
in London;. ob-? A/as thrilled by the
iJrar^r*;_j4Uon; she gave a very rough
-v^,.u of Mvhere 'you may find Mander-
ley,' if you comie to England, and
waxed quizzical ' ip identifying the
flrst-persbn role of the commentator
in the book.

.
Canujbell Soup has a strong con-

tender for topflight listening audi-
ences with this new ,series. Abel.

Leslie Howard did 'The Scarlet

Pimpernel' for Luh Monday (12) jaind

made the story stand up as radio en-

tertainment, thanlcs to a careful

scripting job and considerable at-

tention to details ,of characterization.
OllviA de Havilaiid played his wife,
and Dennis Green was an evil French
ambassador of the revolutionaries.

During intermission a Madame
Granay (spelling not guaranteed)
revealed that Lux soap was 'in' solid

at Buckingham Palace. This lady, an
ex-dresser of Queen Mary, was pre-
sumably authentic and at any rate
enormously -plausible for the Lux
trade. A shrewd bit of hokum for
the show.
Annoimcer on this show is pretty

hard to tell from Cecil B. DeMille.

Lenox R. Lohr, in a 30-minute ad-
dress on the many phases of radio
delivered at the biennial meeting of
the Federal Council of Churches of
Christ, in Buffalo, made the strongest
strike with the ministers when he
told of NBC's rejecting a $1,000,000
account that would have called for
the signoff of a high-class program
with the lone announcement, 'spon-
sored ^by the blank distillery.' The
visual: audience applauded—the oilily

time it did so during the.talk. Clergy-
men chuckled, however, a few sec-
onds later when Majdr Lohr, in tell-

ing of products nixed for advertising
by NBC 'as a protection to the public'
said they ranged from reducing
agents.to firecrackers.

,

NBC head's voice, though not of
full timbre, especially, for an unin-
terrupted 30-minute ' address, gen-
erally sounded clear. Manner frank,
friendly and sincere.

Philip Morris' 'What's My Name?'
is a canny aiidience-participation
show on WOR, The .stwpins down
of the awar<'?' '^"^'<'^*^ Jrtie of $1 each
uri1:V,i*-> T>3!,-.r,-^^^ commencing at $10,
-uSiiiilly averages at least $7 to each
participant.

Personalities are wisely edited, ihe
presentation by 'Johnny,' the trade-
marked call-boy, good sho-wmanship,
but most effective is. the voice of Ar-
lerie Francis,' the Jemrhe interrogator.
She radiates a 'wholesb'mie sex' in her
inike ' stance and engagingly copes
with her male vis-a-rvis. Charles
0'Ck>nnor, who airs the straight
plugs, is likewise effective.

ANTHONY EDEN
Friday, Dee. 9
WOE, New York
Former foreign minister of Great

Britain (and . reported due to re-
join the cabinet) was. lionized at

the • Congress >• of Industry ban-
quet at the Waldorf-Astoria. He
was gracious and pleasant, hut
said very little. His talk was
90% platitude, but the 10% held
a few left jabs at Hitler and his pals
and accordingly went over big.
Before he talked, H. W. Prentice,

of Armstrong Cork, gave a sizzling
talk that qualified him as one of the
truly articulate and eloquent spokes-
men of big. biz. It was a .bang-up
speech, presenting the ahti-goyern-
ment viewpoint without stressing
property rights to the exclusion of.

all humanity—which often happens-
when business men try to enter the
political arena. Land.

PLANTATION PARTY
With Whitey Ford. Dolly and Milly

° Good, Range Riders
30 Mins.
BUGKER TOBACCO
Friday, 9 p.m.
WJZ-NBC, New York

(B.B.D. & O.)
Small time half hour to sell a 5c.

pipe tobacco strictly on budget ap-
peal. It's for the last two tiers of
the population and the talent prob-
ably is okay for that purpose.
.Corny singing bee stuff (and rather

good in mountain tempo )^ plus a gent
named Whitey Ford, billed " as the
Duke of Paducah, who tells such
gaes as these:
Western sandwich—two pieces of

bread with wide open spaces be-
tween.
"Oysterettes—-^farts off crackers.
Comment is superfluous. Land.

LARRY ABLER
Harmonica
15 Mins.
ABC,Melbourne
Larry Adler on his air debut here

proved himself to be a radio person-
ality. Clicked on the a,ir .just as
strongly as he hit public fancy in
vaude premiere at Tivoli—which
means plenty.
Booked for radio through a biz

arrangement by Australian Broad-
casting- Commission with Tivoli
Theatres. .His harmonica playing is

class entertainment; easy on the ear.
and backed by a . splendid sense of
air showmanship,
ABC built session up by including

Harry Bloom's band. Adler also
does a- short spiel with studio an-
nouncer telling how he first brqke
into the biz with his harmonica.
Chatter is nicely handled and makes
a break between numbers. Rick.

<WORDS WITHOUT MUSIC
With Don Costello, House Jameson,

' Adelaide Klein, Dwight Weisl, Neil
O'Malley, Luis Van Rooten, Arnold
Moss, Helen Charvat, Dorothy
Snyder, Delia Reynolds, Louis
MdBrlde, Helen Sharbutt, William
Craig, Kenneth Hayden, Willard
Stout

30 Mins.
Sustaining.
Sunday, 5. p. m.
WABC-CBS, New York

Sub-billed 'Art of Song,' is stanza

debuted last Sunday (4) as a frank
experiment. Produced by Norman
Corwln, who was formerly associated

with^the Columbia Workshop, it at-

tempts to weave a musical "spell from
the spoken word, 'employing only

the technique of orchestration and
augmentation.' By that is presum-
ably meant that it uses actors, sound
effects and added lines to dramatize
poetry.

It is a distinct novelty and, if tha
standard of the initial session is

maintained, should gather a regular,
though possibly somewhat limited,
following. Has . the advantage (for
a show of its character) of follow-
ing immediately after the Philhar-
monic symphony broadcast, but may
lose some of that audience to the
Metropolitan Opera auditions in the
concurrent slot -over WJZ.
Unlike some of tlie sing-song

programs of straight poetry readings,
'Words Without Music' will not only
be a natural for the poetic bugs,- but
it won't chase away the ordinarily
literate with no particular lyric
sense. Reason is -that the dramatizing
technique gives the ppems much
more vividness than is offered op the
printed page, while the verse itself,

plus the written-in - sneethes and
sound effects, all blend into an infec-
tious rhythm. Undoubtedly produc-
tion of the stanza requires unx^sual
lyric sense, plus slcilled. .direction,and
sensitive playing. But it 'possesses
a uniaue advantage in having an un-
limited supply of poetic material
available.

Bow-in program was wisely 'lim-

ited to comparatively short poems.
They included Vachel Lindsay's -pic-
tuesque 'The Daniel Jazz,* Corwin's
own 'Claire de Lune' and his iriiag-

inative 'Interview with Signs of ; the
Times,' William Rose Benet's melo-
dramatic 'Jesse James,' Carl Sand-
burg's 'The Killer.' Robert Francis's
atmospheric 'Nicht IVain.' Edwin
Lear's 'Pobble Who Has No Toes

'

and Jake Falstaff's fabulous Ho^/
Reini Kugel Wrestled with the
Wind.* All were well suited f6r this

type of program. Hohe.

THE STORY OF

AND mS SENSATIONAL RISE TO FAME

By UEIVIS CARROLL
(NOT TO BE CONFUSED WITH THE AUTHOR OF "ALICE IN WONDERLAND")

Thro^ years ago^ a young Canadian arrived in London with SSOO and plenty of CONFIDENCE.
Six montl^ later the jsome Canadian was stiU in London with PLENTY of CONFIDENCE and
only $50. He KNEW that if he could persuade The British Broadcasting Corporation to let

3um broadcast his own show he would be a success.
>

Then, when things were looking BLACK and all he h^d -left was his CONFIDENCE (and he
couWl e«?i;^&ctt) Eric Maschwitz. then the B.B.C; Director of Variety, gave CARROLL UEVIS
hiff bPPORTtJNiTY.

LEVIS WAS HIGHTI One broadcast made him a storl Today; at 28, Carroll Levis earns $5,000

d Week and he is booked solid tintil 1940. QUAKER <^ATS have signed him for another year,

and several Film Companies are seeking his service;^.

And .yet, . Carroll Levis is not satisfiedl He wants America to know him, tool • It is impossible

for Levis to oppear; here owing to his British Contracts-^but> he could >make electrical tron-

s^ptiozist Carroll L^vis has a million dollar idea for some live organizationl Who Will sign

•Britcun's Greatest Master of Ceremonies in his own Shows—transcribed in England?

(TO BE CONTINUED)

IN CASE you ARE INTERESTED THE ADDB^S IS

CARROLL LEVIS
PRODUCTIONS

Sole Direciipn EAQLE HOUSE
LEONABD 110 JEHMYN STOEET, LONDON. S.W. 1

' P^one VVhitehaU 6711

• /.'••• 'i' Vil

Cable Address

UHRY
LONDON
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Actors Ask 'Yes' or 'No'

(Continued from page 37)

after the meeting and spent the two
days at her place in Vermont. Since

the Dec. 22 deadline was set, it was

decided she might as well remam
east until then. If the agencies turn
down the union demand (as they're
expected to do) , Mrs. Holt will prob-
ably go to the Coast then. Idea
would be for her to rally support
among the union's star names in case
a strike is called.

Only immediate reaction of the
agency men to AFRA's proposed
agreement was that its terms are
unacceptahly steep. However, the
union's officials claim that in most
cases the present schedule of fees

paid by the leading agencies for
sponsored programs is about the
same as those in the contract. AFRA
execs explain that certain agencies
pay below the suggested scale in al-

most all categories, but that accept-,

ance of the contract by the 'better'

agencies would entail only a slight

boost in expense.

iProposed agreement would guar-
antee that AFRA remain an 'open^

union'—that is, that it could not re-

fuse to admit any candidate for

membership in its ranks. Also calls

for a complete 'AFRA shop' for all

commercial programs. That would
include announcers, which means
that the CBS announcing staff, most
of which has membership in the un-
affiliated American Guild of Radio
Announcers and Producers, would
have to joiii AFRA as well. Such
a development would presumably

make the indie outfit a virtual

nonentity.
Comihittees representing AFRA

and the Radio Writers Guild are ex-
pected to meet within the next week
in regard to the jurisdictional issue

involving script writers on the Coast,

but no specific date has been set.

Although the matter could possibly

develop into a serious fight between
the performer union and the RWG's
parent organization, the Authors
League of America, it is expected to

be peacably settled. Reports from
the Coast are that the Los Angeles
local has negotiated a contract cov-
ering writers, as well as actors, sing-

ers, announcers and sound-effects

men, with CBS subject to approval
by the union's national board, but
AFRA officials in New York claim
they have no definite word to that

effect.

' by union showi.ig 47 out of 62 qual-
ified persons hold union cards.

Proceeding is at variance with
principle established more than
year ago in controversy over tech-
nicians. Columbia Broadcasting Sys-
tem successfully resisted efforts of
American Communication Associa-
tion, affiliate of the CIO, to force
bargaining on a local basis. After
weeks of study board held • split-

second operations require networks
to deal with thechnical workers on
chain-wide basis because recognition

of different unions at various spots

might complicate operations.

Seen as Victory
Decision in the NLRB case against

the Sti Louis stations is considered

a victory by AFRA. Its effect is

seen as vital in the union's drive to

organize radio performers through-
out the country, since it involves a
fundamental principal in collective

bargaining.
Issue hinged on whether the va-

rious classifications of performers
should be considered a single group
or divided into separate bargaining

Washington, Dec. 13.

Elections to decide collective bar-
gaining medium for performers at

three St. Louis stations were or-

dered today (Tuesday) by the Na-
tional Labor Relations Board follow-

ing certification of American Federa-
tion of Radio Artiists. as spokesmen,
for KMOX staffers. Balloting was
ordered within 30 days at KWK,
KSD and WEW, bj actors, - singers

and announcers. Both regular em-
ployees .and free-lancers, who are
hired occasionally, will be eligible.

Question is whether AFRA will do
their haggling, with no rival, union
in the field. Certification of AFRA
to deal for KMOX workers was
based on analysis of data submitted

how Homer drums up sales

Througli6ut the Rocky Moudtjua Region, everybody knows him. He*«

the senatipnal swing drummer ^nd master salesman who plays on the

KLZ Momeiriaker's Program eadi, morning , i , to a capaci^ studi

and Jistcning audience.

,Tbe Homemaker's Program would be a good show wirfiout Homer.

makes the difference between just that and superb showipiuiship.

That's the TYPICAL difference between KLZ and the ordinary radio

station . . « and it beats the band how that difference sells good.s for

KIZ advertisers!

MM MMA
CBS AFFtUATE- S60 KILOCYCLES

MANAC£MENT AFriLIATCD WITH tHE OKLAHOMA PUBLIS.HING COMPANY

AMD. WJCT. O^^^HOMA CITr. BEPHESENTED BY THE KAT? AQEHC.Y,. Iijc.

units. St Louis stations, under the

leadership of CBS, had contended
that actors, singers, announcers and
sound-e£fect9 men should each be re-

garded as individual bargaining
groups and should vote as separate

units.

Since there is no opposition to

AFRA in the St. Louis territory, it

Is expected to win easily in any
elections held at the various sta-

tions.

NBC SUED FOR 176G

FOR THEFT OF IDEA

National Broadcasting Co. was
sued yesterday (Tuesday) by Loed-

wick Vroom and George W. Butler,

authors, for $176,000 for alleged

plagiarism of an alleged idea for a

series titled
. 'Understudy Hour.'

The plaintlflfl seek $26,000 for the

plot and $150,000 for depreciation of

the idea.t»MM »»»»»»»»» M »»»»» M »MMM <

AFRA Sponsor Demands
MMMMM ** »

General conditions: Guild shop. Producers ag^ee not to transfer respon-

sibility for the purpose of evading any of the terms of this agreement.

Contract will be in effect until Jan. 15, 1940. Both parties to the contract

agree to submit any disputes arising, out of it to arbitration.

ACTORS
Length of Program Fee Rebroadcast

15 mins. or less $15 $10.00

16to30mins. $25 $12.50

31 to 60 mins. $35 $1J.50
Rehearsal fee—$6 per hour for first hour or less, subsequently at $3 per

half hour. Rehearsal for programs in excess of 15 minutes may be in two

sessions paid for as separate units, but each must be computed at least

an hour. . . .

Auditibns—One-half the broadcast fee. Rehearsal time for auditions at

the same scale as regular rehearsals.

SINGEBS
Class 1—Groups of nine or More Voices,

i^ength of Program Fee
15 mins. or- less $14

16 to 30 mins. • $16

31 to 45 mins. $18

46 to 60 mins; $20
Sehearsal fee—$4 per hour and at least one hour required, subsequent

rehearsal at $1 per quarter-hour.

Rebroadcast
$7
$8
$9
$10

Class 2—Groups of five to eight Voices.

Length of Program Fee
15 mins. or less $24
16 to 30 mins. $28

31 to 45 mins. $32

46 to 60 mins. $36
Rehearsal fee—Same" as for Class 1.

Rebroadc.ast

$12
$14
$16
$18

Class 3-Mjroups, of two to four Voices.

Length of Program Fee Rebroadcast

15 mins. Or less $30 ' • $15.00

16 to 30 mins. $35 $17.50

31 to 45 mins. $40 $20.00

46 to 60 mins. $45 $22,50

.. Rehearsal- fee—$5 per hour and not less than one hour required, subse
quent rehearsal at $1.25 per quarter-hourr

Class 4^—Soloists.
Length of. Program
15 mins. or less

'

16 to' 30 mins.
31. to 45 mins.

46 to 60 mins.

Fee
,$40

$50
$60
$70 .

Rebroadcast
$20
$25
$3Q
$35

Rehearsal fee—$6 per hour and not less than one hoiir required, subse-
quent tehearsal at $1.50 per quarter-hour.
Auditions—One-half the broadcast fee, for audition rehearsals one-half

the regular rehearsal fee.

Slpec.ial conditions for singers—To be considered a rebroadcast, any re-

peat perform^ince must be given within 24 hqurs of the original brpadcast.
Ail. rehearsals must be at least one hoiir, except immediately before or
after a' broadcast! arid except that singers may be reqviired to stand by l5
minutes" before performance without payment of a rehearsal fee. All or-
chestra rehearsals must be in one session. There must be a five-minute"
rest period in each hour rehearsal of more than one-hoxu* duration. Any
member who rehearses in a group must be accepted as part of the group
and may hot be discharged except for cause as long as the group is kept
on the air or for a period of 13 weeks> whichever is less.

ANNOUlffCEES
Length of Program Fee Rebroadcast
15 mins, ot less $15 $10.00
16 to 30 mins. $25 $J2.50
31 to 60 mins. $35

,
$17.50

Rehearsal fee—$6 per hour, subsequent rehearsal at $3 per half-hour.
Series shows over at least a 13-week period, for a 15-minute program,

three or more broadcasts a week, according to the following scale:
No. of programs

per week Fee
3 $50
4 $60
5 $75
6 $85

(Includes 45 minutes of rehearsal time,)
Network cut-in comihercial announcements, $10 each.
Auditions—One-half the broadcast fee. Rehearsal for auditions at. same

scale as rehearsals for regular broadcasts.

Rebroadcast
$25.00

$30.00

$32.S'0

$42.50

General conditions covering actors, singers and announcers: In case of a
program cancellation, all artists must be notified at least 24 hours in ad-
vance or else paid in full. Artists whose engagements are cancelled must
be paid in full, unless the cancellation is for 'gross insubordination or mis-
conduct,' in which case AFRA must consent. No further services (such
as personal appearances, making of transcriptions, etc.) may be required
of any artist engaged for a broadcast, unless with written consent of AFRA.
In all cases of prosecution (civil or criminal, privdte or government) for
any broadcast, the producer agrees to assume the expense of legal defense

SALUTE

to NEW
advertisers

who helped mike

1938 a RECORD YEAR

for WFBR

Here are the NEW

NATIONAL ADVERTISERS

(non-network)

whose business,
added to renewals
by old advertisers,

gave WFBR a record

voliime in 19381

Assn. of Pacific Fisheries

Axton Fisher Tobacco Co.

Baume Benguo
Bell-Ans

Boscul Coffee

California Wahiut Growers'
Assn.

Florists Telegraph Delivery
Assn.

Groves Laboratories, Inc.

Hinds Honey and Almond
Cream

Holland Furnace Co.

Hudson Terraplane Sales
Corp.

Johns ManviUe Corp.

Manhattan Soap Co.

Masrtag Company
Nucoa
P. Lorillard Company
Pecan Feast Candy
Peter Paul, Inc.

Quaker Oats Cob

Quinlax

Remington-Rand
Rit Products Corp.

Winston Dictionaries

Zonite Products

PfuS"

86
NEW
local

qdyertisersl

IN
BALmORE^

NATIONAL REfRESfNIUIVES :

EDWARD PETRT & C0.=

ON THE NBC RED NEtWORK
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Eliot Lovett Gently Arpes Court

Is Blind to Gross Injustice

Washington, Dec. 13,

N*ed for judicial' restraints on the

FCC to prevent continued harrass-

ment, delay, and expense was cited

last week as reason why the Dis-

trict of Columbia Court of Appeals

shduld reconsider its decision up-

holding denial of a petition for in-

junction which would prevent a new
hearing in the Black River Valley

(J^.Y.) case. Another round in the

lonV-fought legal battle for a fran-

chise in Watertown, N. Y., was
initiated by Black River Valley

Broadcasts, Inc., which suffered its

third successive reverse a fortnight

before.

Subtle suggestion that the Court of

Appeals does not clearly understand

either the Communication Act or

the practical situation was made by
Eliot C. Lovett, counsel for Blade

Rjver, in a motion that the coutt

order reargument on the appeal from
adverse ruling by the local Federal

District Court, which refused to en-

join the FCC. In respectful fashion,

-the representative of the indignant

company warned that the position

reflected in recent opinion by Jus-

tice Fred M, Vinson will mean plenty

cf future grief for license-seekers.

Decision that an injunction would
te an improper barrier in the way
cf regulatory bodies 'is fraught with

pernicious potentialities,' Lovett de-

clared, and only by reversing its po-

sition can the tribunal prevent 'un-

fortunate situations' which may in-

flict grave injury upon members of

the radio industry.

Set Aside

The bitterness of the legal fight

Js due to the fact, that after Black
River had spent money, time and ef-

fort building an outlet the FCC 'set

aside* its grant and ordered another
hearing with additional parties and
issues. If such proceedings are
proper, Lovett maintained, = there is

no limit on the right of the regula-

tors to keep on delaying final action

which would provide legal grounds
for an appeal and a judicial review
of their decision.

An injunction to block a new hear-
ing is perfectly proper and In ac-
cordance with legal precedents, the
motion declared. Notably because
tiie Communications Act doea not
restrict applicants to appeal from
flnal decisions but, on the contrary,
peaks of other remedies to prevent
injury and injustice. In similar situ-

ations, judges have held that in-

junctions are proper to protect the
rights of citizens against invasion by
governmental agencies, he sug-
Cested.

In the present situation, the Com-
munications Act does not allow a re-

view by appeal 'where a successful

Applicant is about to be subjected
to unauthorized proceedings entail-

ing a large expenditure of additional

time and money and the jeopardy of

Tights represented by the granting of
Its applications.' Situation is' ex-
tremely grave and denial of injimc-
tive relief means 'the Commission
would be free to perform any and
every arbitrary and capricious act

imaginable and to do so with impun-
ity unless that act is in the nature
of a decision from which an appeal
may be taken under the provisions
of Section 402 of the Communica-
tions Act.'

Court missed the point of the law
in considering the rehearsing pro-
visions, the Black River spokesman
maintained. In the first place, a pe-
tition for rehearing by the FCC does
not automatically reopen the case
but merely extends the time in

which an appeal may be taken. Fur-
thermore, the Commish in this in-
stance did not grant a rehearing in

the ordinary legal sense because the
future proceedings would not be con-
fined to the original issues but would
involve other late-comers— Water-
town Broadcasting Co., and the
Watertown Times—as well as other
controversial subjects. By its de-
cision, the Court of Appeals has au-
thorized a novel procedure, Lovett
said. Another objection to Judge
Vinson's reasoning was that the
Commish has vacated its original de-
cision so that 'there is nothing left

to reverse change, or modify.'
If the goings-on in the Black River

case receive judicial approval, 'there

woiild be no end to the burden
which the Commission could impose
upon an applicant,' according to

Lovett. As- an illustration, he vis-!

ioned a succession of applications

COMMISSIONER CASE

HAS TONSIL OPERATION

Washington, Dec. 13.

Commissioner Norman S. Case
went on the FCC casualty list again
last week when doctors scissored his
tonsils in an attempt to remove the
source of infection which laid him
up for several weeks during the
summer. Operation was performed
Friday (9), but the former Rhode
Island governor probably will not re-
turn to active duty for another week.
Meanwhile Commissioner George
Henry Payne remains absent, under
orders from physician who feared
working strain may have serious con-
sequences.

French Unguals Huddle in Montreal;

CBC Price Edge on Lever Bros. Biz

even after the FCC had granted one
request and a chain of hearings
which might go on indefinitely junr

less some court is willing to provide
protection.

Hal Moore, formerly on the an-
nouncing staff of CBS, has joined
WNEW, N. Y., in the same capacity.

Montreal, Dec. 13,

Closed meeting of broadcasters

representing privately owned sta-

tions on the French regional net-

work here was held last week for

discussion of means of offsetting

price competition from the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. regional net.

Privately owned stations accepting
programs for their French net must
buy their lines from the govern-
ment.
Understanding here is that CBC

has offered Lever Bros, a time con-
tract on the regional net on a basis

which would be about one-third of

the price asked by the private sta-

tions. Reported that where the gov-
ernment can sell time for $20 per
broadcast oii the regional hookup
while the same number of private

stations have a rate of $59 for the

same time owing to line charges
which the stations must pay for use
of government wires.

Believed that representations may
be made to the CBC at Ottawa for
some relief.

Annual meeting of the Canadian
Association of Broadcasters is sched-
uled to be held here Jan. 23. Direct-

or, of the CAB may huddle Jan. 22.

WNEW WOOS WESTCHESTER
WNEW, N. Y., is going after lis-

teners and advertisers in the adja-
cent county, the residential West-
chester. Debutfl a 'Westche.<?ter on
Parade' next Monday at 7 p.m. Par-
ticipatory.

Bob Carter will conduct.

Edythe Fern Melrose Is new com-
mercial manager of WJW, Akron.

w
COUNT
MOST

uiEED E compfliiy

mgrn VMM • atuM0* \

CREAKING HINGES
AND

BOWLING BALLS
These things, teo, we thiiik, are part of the story of WLW

SOUND EFFECTS at the Nation's Station consist of more than the „

rustling of cellophane and the slamming of ipinjiatur^ dodrs. The
WLW Souiiid Department has mechanical eqnipfaent „to reproduce more
than 3^000 sounds . . . plus approximately 2^000 9bmid recordings^ In'

addition to this WLWs Sound Research department i^ const^ntlj striving

to perfect, improve and create new 50und eiffects, AtDong the many.thjngs

developed'by this research are WLW's famous Program Time Clock, The
Paul Sullivan News .Machine which duj^Iicates the.jdnnd of a telety.jjfie

machine. Bullet J^hptography to determine the blanks to be used on th'e^

air. Voice Distorters as used, in mystery programs, plus many ot)ie)r

'

novel innovations.

WLW pioneered iii recording sound as earljf »s 1926. Today, no ex-

pense is spair^ and' ffae .Resources of ihe ;

entire Crosley Corporation ^are at the dis- /

posal ,of theOpVfX^W .Sound Department"
'

that regaifdiess. of what sounds a sfcript

may call ioip they can ht arqccessfully

reproduced.

Don Winflet, Jr., WLWs Chief Sound Ef-

fects Engineer, one of the nation's out-

standing sound men, skillfully combines a
sense of showmonship with scientific knowl-

edge. A student of electricar and mechan-

ical engineering he has elevated WLW's
Soimd Department to the position of one

of the finest In the world.

WiW'» Chief Sounii Bfeet Englnett

Byron Wfnget, Assistant Cbfeif Sound En^r
neer .works at 'the lathe In.t^HCfWy Sound,'

Laborafortes detrdophljf a-ftdniature ga^-
lin© moWr used in WLW Productions to

reprie'^nt the 0ound of an outboard motor,
farm wateir pump or miniature racing Car.

mm... 'W/ ^'JD.

ImlHstrM IMsM, including generatorfl, motors,

riveting machines, escaping .steam, etc., are

reproduced In unLson by WLW's Sound De-
partment staff, Including (left to right)

George Mundhenk, Walter Campbell,

and Byron V/lnget,

J)on

CffmvTMM' Air is uaed t>y Don and Byron WIneet
to reproduce the sourld of a moon rocket, which
a recent WLW script required. Such unusual'
requests are not infrequent and to date WLW's
Sound Department has never once failed to
deliver.

P«« Wliwt, explains to George Mundhenik
the Intricacies of a novel sound effect. Be-
hind them are stored a few of the thousaada
of gadgets used to reproduce sound, includ-
ing practically everything from cr^akJnr
hinges to bowling balls.
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Nation's Powder Keg
(Continued from page 1)

current. In the event of any wide-
spread outbreaks of a racial or re-

ligious nature the shout of gleeful 'I-

told-yo-sos' from totalitarian poun-
tries would possibly impair American
standing. It goes as deep as that,

ajid is a% serious as that, in the opin-
ion of many shrewd pulse-readers.
Christmas holidays, with their tra-

ditional 5I0W of good feeling for all,

don't come any too soon at this

psychological juncture, the viewers-
With-alarm cite. They believe there
is a vast "naad to relieve the pres-
sure of anxiety and insecurity which I

translates itself into petty , hatreds of

'

one's neighbors who act, look or wor-
ship differently.
" During ,tl;ie past week, events ii>

various parts' of tfie country fended
to whip up further problems of this

• nature. A priest in Syracuse began
emulating' the Royal Oak ' broad-
casLer. Meanwhile, it was hailed as

a note of opposite pitch when Cardi-
nal Mund^lein repudiated CoughUn
as spanking for the Catholic church.

Disciplined Pickets

Parade for Coughlin
Philadelphia, Dec. 13.

Wl)AS on Sunday was siu-rounded
by almost 5,000 pickets, ^ 10 times as

many as the week previous, because;'

of Its refusal to broadcast the ad-
dress' of Father Coughlin unless he
submits a script in advance. March-
ing in a double line and bearing
placards, the demonstrators com-
pletely encircled the block in .which
the outlet is located, while thou-
sands of others massed in the streets,

compl6tely blocking traffic. Station
at the same, time was swamped with
phone calls protesting the ban.
While a siftall army 'of copgf found

little to keep them occupied 'by the
orderly crowd except to untangle
traffic, two detectives stood guard

ARTISTE'

presents ,

An Unnsnol
Chrlatmns Mlsht

AIX-Alt|CBXOAN BAND

JAZZ CONCERT
(An i:ixperlm«nt' In

' Modern American Mnstia)
J>EEM8 TAYLOR, Commantattr
Sdndar* Ded. iiS^ at 0':8O r.M.

CARNEGIE HALL
S7th St. tt .7th Ave.

PRICES
5.0c-$3.00 '

$3.00-96.00
, .plus tax

SBAX3 NOW ON SAI4E

Statioh Managers
Producer, announcer, scribe—net-

worlt and' Indle background—seeks
ar;{llatlon Tvlth proerresslve station.
Cllck-bullt shows a specialty. Now
on payroll—excellent .references.

Write Box 333, Varfety, New York

in the studio reception room. All

visitors were barred, as the station

reiterated its previous assertion that

the only reason for the ban was the

priest's refusal to submit a scriot.

It wasn't said, however, whether the

broadcasts would definitely be re-

sumed if the scripts were provided.
Calls Station 'Red'

Sunday's demonstration began be-

fore 3 p.m., an hour before Cough-
lin regularly takes the" air, and con-

tinued until nearly 5;30 p.m. Pick-

ets bore placards ufging a boycott

of WDAS advertisers and asserting

'WDAS Is Red' and 'WDAS Sup-
ports Communism.' Helen V.
Byrne, of the National Union of So-
cial Justice, and Thomas Blissard,-

chairman of the pickets, insisted the

protest was 'not against the ban on
Father Coughlin, but against the de-
nial of the constitutional right pf
freedom of speech.'

During the demonstration, copies

of Father Coughlin's Social Justice

magazine were sold to spectators,

and pamphlets were passed out
urging attendance at protest meet-
ings Thursday night at Harmer hall

and Friday night at the Broadway
hotel. .

'Meantime*' two liberals took swats
here at stations which refused -to

carry the Coughlin show. Dr.
Luther A. Harr, city treasurer, and
treasurer and editorial counsellor of

the Philly Record, said that suppres-
sion of talks such as Coughlin's w«>s

a. dangerous precedent .in that it

leads to the intolerance it is meant
to prevent. He addressed the Wom-
en's Committee of the National Con-
ference of Jews and Christianis.

Dr. Max Lerner, former editor of

The Nation, declared on Sunday
that Father Coughlin should not be
cut off the air even though he is

.'spreading lies and poison.' He said,

'The way tO' fight those lies is to

produce an economic and political

order that gives the people a sense
of security. Put people back to

work and they won't listen to lies,

won't swallow poison. No matter
how many Coughlins talk,, they can't

produce anti-Semitism if the people
are economically secure.'

intimidated the station man^g^ment
;into cutting-- Judge - Rutherford- oft

the' air 20^ minutes before 'his' time
had expired/ as. he was .broadcasting
.a 'speech, 'Fascism or Freedom,
Which Shall We .Have?'
Program has been off the air since

that time, the society's program hav-,
ing reportedly been ended at that
time.

Watchtower Religious

Sect Sues Catholics

Akron, Dec. 13.

Recent demands of a group of

Catholics that WADC, Akron statioh,

halt the Joseph Rutherford Watch
Tower Bible & Tract Society's broad-
casts has resulted in a $25,000 suit

brought against the Catholics by
the society. Petition names three
prominent priests, the Revs. Hilary
Zjvisler, pastor, ;and the Rev. John
T. Murphy, his assistant, of St.

Sebiastian's church; the Rev. Richard
Dowel, pastor of Church of the An-
nunciation; Leo G. Walter, grand
knight of Akron Knights of Colum-
bus, and Charles J. True, president
of the Akron District Holy Name
Union. A Congregational minister
who called on the station in. com-
pany with the Catholic delegation
was not named in the suit.

Petition bitterly denounces the
defendants, charges them with act-

ing .in a conspiracy to defeat free-

dom of speech, and claims that they
'all and severally, activated by re-
ligious hatred, bigotry and intoler-

ancej' conspired with others to cause
an uulawful breach of contract, to

deprive the society of the right of

free speech, and the publishing' of
Biblical opinions ' objectionable to

themselves, their church and its

hierarchy.'

Society asserts that the defendants

Protestant Cleric Calls

Priest's Jew Facts N.G.
Albany, Dec. 13.

First public answer hereabouts, via
radio at least, to recent broadcasts
Of the Rev. Charles E; Coughlin, was
made by Dr. M. Stephen James, min-
ister of the First Reformed, Albany's
oldest church, over WABY.
Dr. James, who said he preferred

to speak as a citizen rather than a3
a minister, challenged the-accuracy
of certain statements'and questioned
the general reasoning of Father
Coughlin. He criticized the tone and
manner in which the priest spoke
at times; also the juxtaposition of
articles, headlines and photographs in

'Social Justice.'

Minister scoffed at priest's intima-
tion of Jewish control in American
newspaper and radio fields, called' it

'terribly far-fetched.' Dr. James
quoted .^Fortune's 1936 survey of Jews
in the American business, picture,

giving a 1,400,000 circulation figure

in four groups of newspapers con-
trolled by Jews and more than 9,000,-

000 in those controlled by Hearst,
Scripps-Howard and Patterson. He
thought Father Cdughlin's 'powerful
voice' should be ministering to a
feeling of trust rather than of dis-

trust,

WABY, which also carries Detroit
priest, voices a disclaimer as to re-
sponsibility for Father Coughlin's
views, before he hits the air.

Cardinal Mundelein

Repudiates Coughlin
Detroit, Dec. 13.

Spurning proffer by Father Cough-
lin of free use of his regular Sunday
afternoon hour. General Jewish
Council gave okay to Aircasters, Inc.,

here last week to' line up national
web for a reply address Sunday (11)
by Frank J. Hogan, prez of Ameri-
can Bar Assn. (Cardinal Mundelein
of Chicago has repudiated Coughlin
as a church spokesman.)
Latter spoke from WOL, Washing-

ton, over hookup with WJR as local

outlet, immediately following Priest's

hour, from 5:30 to 6 p. m. Subject
was 'An American Catholic Speaks
on Intolerance.'

When Jewish Council's intentions
became known. Father Coughlin of-
fered, through Leo Fitzpatrick, g.m.
of WJR here, to let council use 45
minutes ot his regular Sunday broad-
cast for a r6ply to priest's recent al-

leged ,anti-Jewish talks. Fitzpatrick
said offer was prompted by difficulty

council encountered in trying to ar-
range network in time.' Council,
however, turned' down offer with
thanks and continued to line up own
hookup.

By JANE WEST

now radio's most popular

family brings you more

Laughter Jears and |-|eart-throbs

Presented by Ivory Soap • 99"/ 100 °; 0 pure
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IM " WABC— 2: 15 to 2:30 P.M. ESTN • • COAST, TO COAST
Dir. COAirrOM AUVERTIRINO AtJENCT
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Dies Clears NBC Of
^Suppression' Alleg^ation

Group of pro-Coughlinites have ar-
ranged to stage a protest meeting
against what they describe as radio
monopoly and censorship at the
Manhattan Center, N. Y., tomorrow
(Thursday)., The. group labels itself

the Committee for the Defense of
American Constitutional Rights.
Handbill which the group was dis-

tributing around town yesterday
(Tuesday) declared that the meeting
was to protest against the treatment
by broadcasting of such persons as
Father Charles Coughlin, Boake
Carter and Congressman Martin Dies:
In a talk on an NBC hookup last

night (Tuesday) Representative Dies
repudiated statements that had been
made about radio broadcasters shy-
ing away from him. Dies expressed
his thanks to NBC for its past cour-
tesies, pointing out that this was the
seventh time that the network has
made its facilities available to him
and that it has been extremely fair
to him.

Coughlin Sues Free Press

Father Coughlin last Thursday (8)
filed a suppressed suit in circuit
court here against Detroit Free
Press, asking $2,000,000 libel dam-
ages; $1,-O00,b0a actual and $1,000,000
punitive damages.

Priest had demanded that morn-
ing sheet, whose publisher, E. D.
Stair, was the. object of Coughlin's
first big attack several years ago
following bank crashes, retract -state-
ments published on page one day

Local Priest Emulates CougUin

Attacks Lutherans' Patron Saint—^AIso Jews-^Syra-

cuse Pi'ess Silent

Hating Out. Loud

Hartford, Dec. 13.

Hartford Times, in a recent
editorial titled 'Freedom of Ra-

.

dio Speech,' referring to recent
broadcasts by Father . Coughlin,

'says that a -type of censorship
applicable to vox pop letters by
editors should also be applied to
radio.

'No newspaper,' states the edi-
torial, 'permits a letter writer

' to say whartever he may please
6t . an incendiary; abusive or
libelous nature. Freedom of the
press does not me^n that.an
editor who is obliged to assume
responsibility for his columns
.must open them to such utter-
ances.

'A similar condition must also
apply to the radio.'

Clair Shadwell Joins

Dewey Long in Cincy
Cincinnati, Dec. 13.

Clair Shadwell, better .known in

radio as "the old .'Sh^phefd,' joins
WSAI, Jan. 2. His initial gab chore
will be on the Daily Express week-
day 7:30 to 8:30 a.m. program for the
Dow Drug Co., retail ' chain. Ray
Shannon, now filling that spot, will
switch to another commercial series.

Shadwell was on WBT, Charlotte,
N. C, for 10 years. At present he is

spieling on WMAL, Washington. He
was signed last week by Dewey H.
Long, manager of WSAI and also
formerly pf WBT, following an audi-
tion in the Crosley studios.

Never Gets Out of House

Seattle, Dec. 13.

Joe Spadea, Detroit triple threat
man of Ed Petry office, donned kit-
chen apron at home of Birt Fisher,
gen. mgr. of KOMO-KJR. Invited
party of factory auto reps and auto-
motive agency heads, got a spaghetti
dmner.
Ppadea personally ordered all the

groceries and spent seven hours over
hot stove.

following priest's previous Simday
(4), in reply to Coughlin's charges
that Free Press had misstated Rabbi
Leo Franklin's interview with Henry
Ford, in which motor mogul had
condemned intolerance.
Print refused to make retraction

because 'it feels that there is nothing
to retract.'

WCKT's Other Side

Cincinnati, Dec. 13.

WCKY used special announce-'
menfc. Saturday (10) and Sunday
(11) calling: attention to its Allied
Jewish Council broadcast, replying
to Father Coughlin, whose programs
the station has been carrying regu-
larly.

Transcribed B.ebuttal

Indianapolis, Dec. 13.
WIRE transcribed, the program

answering Father Coughlin on some
of his recent speeches, Sunday.

Station carried program one hour
later.

W8AL
tnumi SuSimU
ut'SaCUtttcU.

Syracuse, Dec. 13.

Although the local- press saw,
heard and said nothing, WSYR of-
dcials are walking around keeping
their fingers crossed- as the^result of
recent public reaction to the weekly
Catholic Hour broadcasts of Rev^
Martin J. Watly, dirisctor of the Sot
ciety for the Propagation of the
Faith of the Catholic Diocese of
Syracuse. .

Officials were frankly worried
over the kickback which followed
Father Watley's broaidcast of three
weeks ago in which he discussed
Martin. Luther and the Reformation
movement in a manner Which
brought a' storm • of criticism from
the pulpits of various Lutheran
churches -in the city.
• When the press kept silent on the
situation, however, studio officials

heaved a sigh of- relief. On the. next
SUndSiy, however. Father Watley
tooj^rthe aiir agaih.and followed the
lead of Father Coughlin by. lambaste
ing Jewish leaders for their silence
during the persecutions in Spain and
Mexico.'

Father Watley. admitted that he
had received a number 6f letters and
calls of criticism as a result ,of the
broadcast, but would make no .fur-

ther comment. Studio -officials said
they had received a number of tele-

phone complaints after, the talk.

Again the press, apparently afraid
of stirring up a hornet's nest, re-

mained quiet'and'the matter has now
seemingly blown over.

ANTI-COMMUNISM

GRODP ON WMCA, N. Y.

Regular anti-'ism' program will be
aired by station WMCA Niew York,
starting Dec. 19, under auspices of
Jewish Federation to Combat Com-
munism, Fascism and Nazism.
Talk program will \>e on sustaining

basis. Federation's angle is to dissi-

pate thought thf t many communists
are Jews.

KIRK
AND HIS

CI.OUJDS OF JOY
with

MARY LOU WILLIAMS
PHA TERREL

NIXON GRAND
PHnCADIXPHIA

Xhls Week (Dec. D)

Mnnagement

JOE-GLASER, Inq.
RKO mag., Badlo City, New York

CHEZ PAREE, CHICAGO
Mfft.i LOU CLAYTON

HARRY SOSNIK..
... MUSICAL DIRECTOR .

"

CHARLES BOYER-WOODBORY PLAYHOUSE
(ORIGINAL SCORE)

Sundays—9 P.M. EST—JJjQQ

JOE E. BROWN-POST TOASTIES
Saturdays—7:30 ^P.M. EST—-CBS

MANAGEMENT MCA
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PETITIONS

TOH SPEGimiST

McNInch Plan Abo Set*

Out to Break Up 'Us

Boy«- Intimacy Between
Government Employes
and Outside Attorii^ys

NEW FACES

Washington, Dec. 13,

Second- major reorganization of

p the FCC legal staff within a year—

j
direct result of the guillotining, of

Hampson Gary, former general coun-

6el—will bring broadcasters into

contact with a new set of officials

) and is designed to purify the. en-

j
tre-nous atmosphere which has been

the reason, for much yelping about

favoritism.

Changes, in the administrative

set-up of .the law Department, were
announced Thursday (8) by William

J. Dempsey, protege of Chairman
Frank R: McNinch, who becomes

head of the attorneys when Gary's

leave expires. Natural aftermath of

the abolition of the .examining di-

vision and transfer of hearing con-

ductors to the regular legal staff.

i Chief effe<St of the • renovation, as

far as broad.casters are concerned,

i is to merge two divisions which for-

I mally dealt with matters involving

^ licensees and creation of five new
subordinate branches which will

handle clearly-deflned types of busi-

ness. Aim is increased efficiency

along with severing the wires.

Classified Petitions

Novel subdivisions of the broad-

i cast division are (1) New Stations,

j
/i2) Changes in Existing Facilities,

j (3) Renewals. (4) Assignments and
•! Transfers of Control, and (5). Re-
vocations and Complaints. No heads
specifiied for the branches, which
will be manned by four to five le-

\ galitieS. Purpose of these differen-

tiations is to allow a single lawyer
to handle a case from its beginning
to fln)al disposition by the full Com-
mission.

The remainder of the attorneys

will be divided between common
carrier and litigation-administrative

work, with the latter branch divided

into four compartments and changes
in the'pe^rsonnel formerly conducting
court proceedings. Move is believed

designed to improve the embarriaiss-

Ingly-low batting average which the

FCC has in the courts by bringing

•new blood into the ranlis of brief

-

writers and arguers.

Outstanding reform was Demp-
sey's order that henceforth commish

V latvyers aiid outsiders representing
licensees' ' or prospective applicants

canndt huddle in private. Two con-
ference rooms have been, opened for

conversations of this kind, with out-

eiders barred from offices of staff

members: Ground-glass protection
thus is removed from favor-seekers.

Broadcast Division will continue
under supervision of George B.

Porter, assistant general counsel.

Watts
Day
#

1,000
Night.

ALL YOU
NECO IN
CENTIIAL
OHIO

ns
ColumDus, Ohio
John Slah*i RcfK

Vox Pop on Skates

Bert Lee, sports announcer
for WMCA, New York, will do
a winter version of vox. popping
by interviewing on ice skates
at various rink sites . around
New York.
Station is trying to peddle

notion to local sports goods
dealers.

who has been in charge of this type
of business for several years. James
A. Kennedy, former sifter of pro-
gram complaints, takes command of
the Common Carrier' wing, while
William C. Koplovitz, rookie on the
staff, heads the litigation-administra-
tion group. Most of the old exam-
iners have been assigned to bi:oad-
cast work of some kind. Subdivision
line-ups follow:
New Stations— Ralph Walker,

George H. Hill, Walter Johnson and
Hugh Hutchinson.
.Facility Cluintres—John P. Bram-

hall, Tyler Berry, George Harring-
ton and Frank Fletcher. ,

Renewals^^ames D. Cunningham,

Max Aronson, Russell Rowell -and
James McCain.

-Transfers and Assignments—David
Deibler, Basil Cooper, M.. W. Win-
ton and C. Salzberger.
Bevocstions and Campialnts — P.

W. Seward, James McDowell, Ste-

phen Tuhy, H. T. Slaughter and N.
E. Erickson.
Coincident with the shifts, the

Commission engaged two new legal

advisers, t>ne on a temporary basis

in connection with the chain-mon-
opoly inquiry. They are Koplovicz,
new head of court operations, -and S.

King Funkhouser, who will help in-
ject life into the slow-moving ^uest
for data upon which new policies

.will be based.
- Koplovitz has been in government
service for the past five years. Resi-
dent of St. Louis and graduate of
Washington University there and
Harvard Law School. Joined the
Public Works Administration in 1933
and moved to the Federal Power
Commission in 1937. Assistant Gen-
eral counsel of the FTC since the
start of this year.
Funkhouser, who comes from

Roanoke, Va., reconnects with the

Frisco Gets N.A.B.

Washington, Dec. 13.

NAB board of directors to-

day definitely gave the okay for

staging of the next annual con-
vention in San Francisco. Con-
clave will be held some time
in July, the exact date to be
figured out later.

It brings broadcasters into

contact with the Fair to be
staged there.

government after several years of

private practice before Federal
agencies. Diplomaed by Ohio Uni-
versity Law School. Once was in

the legal department of the National
Recovery Administration.

Case Exec at WBAL
George T. Case joins WRAL, new

station being erected in Raleigh,
N. C, as assistant manager Jan. 1,

handling programs and sales.

He comes from WDNC, Durham,
N..C.

CBS AND NSCW
AIR ROSE BOWL TUT

Los Angeles, Dec. 13.

Both Columbia and NBC will

broadcast New Year's day game be-

tween Southern California and Duke
in P-asadena Rose Bowl. Heretofore

the red-blue chain had the exclusive

on tlie transcontinental airing. This
year it is wide open but Mutual-Don
Lee is passing up the Bowl game for
^e East-West charity game in
Frisco.

Bill Stem will call the plays for
NBC. Tom Hanlon and Gary Breck-
ner double up for Columbia. Most
of the local stations will also take a
crack at the game and preceding
Tournament of Roses parade.

Hanvood Hull, Jr., agricultural
and publicity director of WAPI,
Birmingham, will fly the 2,000 round
trip to his home in San Juan, Puerto
Rico. 4}uring the holidays.

CASTING

0^

NATION

••*<v»

THE HOTT^ l»ROGRAM IN RADIO
UNPRECEDENTED • • • was the daring to test a program before the most critical audience in ra<Uo "' over^

two hundred executives of the leading agencies, networks and stations listened

spellbound to the opening chapters of this new program!

SPONTANEOUS • • and overwhehning was the applause that followed the presentation of the progliam

at the Waldorf-Astoria last Wednesday!

UNANIMOUS • • • • is the acclaim of the industry!

Read What the Trade Press Had to Say:

**Packed with thrills and sus-

pense • . • hailed as top-notch

by the gathering.*' — Radio

DaUy.

"After hearing first episodes,

FU MANCHU iihould have

as great a success over the air

as he had in print."

—

Broad-

casting,

**Very' interesting* Great com*

merdal possibilities.*; —- BtU'

Board

PHONE — WIRE — WRITE

RADIO ATTRACTIONS, INC
R. K. O. BUILDING RADIO CITY

Telephone - Circle 7-4483

NEW YORK
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Picture of Decca Finances

Securities Exchange Commission Gets Data—Decca

Wants to Sell 393,325 Shares

Washington, Dec. 13.

Remote control of Decca Records

and interest of Warner Bros, in the

platter business was revealed" last

week in documents handed the Se-

curities and Exchange Commission

in support of disc company's request

for permission to issue 393,325 shares

of $1 common on the New York
Curb Exchange.
Web of stock holdings gives E. R.

Lewis of London effective, control
over the. recording concern, which
in effect is a subsidiary of Decca
Record Co., Ltd., of England. The
British firm owns directly 71,664
shares of Decca Records, Inc., com-
mon and is beneficial, .but not record
owner of 8,357 more. Other big
factor is Warners, via Brunswick
Radio Corp., a wholly owned sub-
sidiary, which accounts for -34,402

shares. This means that the over-
seas company represents 19.20% of
the common and Brunswick 10.02%.
Several intermediate steps between

Lewis and thie U. S. concern. Sur-
vey on Aug. 8, 1938, showed • the
Britisher manipulates 34.69% of
Decca Records Go., Ltd., thus being
beneficial owner of 49,537 shares of
the American offspring. E. R. Lewis
& Co, owns 19,868 sTiares of Decca
Records, Inc., being 100% controlled
by Lewis, In his own name, Lewis
directly owns 1,357 shares of the
U. S. unit while E, R. Johnson, who
has 8,910 shares, is his nominee for
another 553.

The registration statement said

ONCE OVER

LIGHTLY
NEW 1938-1939

Princbtoh Show

.Opens New York Dec. 16th

SCORE AND HITS-

PUBLISHED BT

HAROLD
FUMMER

lacorporated

10 East 43rd St., New York

that Brunswick, completely domi-
nated by Warners, received stock

four years ago in return for sale of

certain equipment. Also $60,000 in

notes. Another W, B, subsidiary,

United. Rsse?.rch Corp,, licensed

De*ca to,use its; recording apparatus

for- a nominal $10- per -year royalty.

Later . on, through supplemental
agreements climaxed a- year - ago,

Brunswick agreed to swap 5,000 of

its $5 shares for 25,000 of the new
$1 common issue and to take an
additional 7.500 shares in payment
of the balance of the old note, then
$37,500, while United Research sold

all of its enuipment outright in ac-

cordance with the Decca-Brunswiek
pact.

Financing arrangements revealed
that a syndicate of 10, banking firms

headed by Vallance & Co. of New
York agreed last August to float an
issue of 150,000 shares of- common.
Financiers were to pay Decca $3,75

a sliare.'^ JNo .r£saie figure set except
that -Vallance promised to sell 5,000

shares .at $4.12% to Sir William
Wiseman, partner of Kuhn, Loeb &
Co. and formerly prominent in "Para-
mount Pictures affairs.

The documents also, revealed
Decca's net income in the fiscal year
ended Aug. 31, 1938, amounted to
.$206,840 after allowing for Federal
taxes. Gross sales, mostly to dis-

tributing affiliate, were $2,011,062,
while gross profit was $979,254. The
gross income figure was shaved
down to $259,257.

Details of the relationship between
management and the company re-
vealed four of the chief figures have
options to buy stock at bargain
prices. Pacts assure Lewis, Milton
Diamond, secretary; Herman Starr,
director and vice-president of WB;
and Major G. L. Lloyd, another di-
rector, of the right until July 21,

1942, to pick up an .aggregate of
5^000 shares at the face value, $5 a
copy.

Three execs were listed as re-
ceiving over $10,000 in annual sal-
aries, but only one. Jack Kapp of
New York, Decca prez, has any di-
rect stock interest. Knapp holds 34,-

091 shares. Lewis and Milton R.'

Rackmill, treasurer, get no salaries,
while Major Lloyd and Starr re-
ceived only directors' fees during
the past year. iCapp's annual pay
ehecks total $20,800; E, F. Stevens,
Jr., v.p., is listed at $15,600; tihd
Diamond collected $31,350.

jTack Gorodefzer, bass player and
head man of the combo In the War-
wick Hotel, Philly, has switched. t6
a spot in the Earle theatre crew. He
was formerly in WDAS ensemble.

'

Network Plugs, 8 A.M. to 1 A.M..
Following is a totalization of the combined plugs of current tunes on NBC (WEAF and WJZ), and CBS

(WABC) computed for the week from Monday through Sunday (Dec. 5-11). Total represents accumulated
performances on the two major networks from 8 o..m. to 1 a. m. In 'Source' column, * denotes film song, t legit

tunes, and- 'pop' speaks for itself.

ORAND
TITLE. PUBLISHER. SOURCE. TOTAL',

My Reverie Robbins Pop
Have You Forgotten So Soon ; Berlin Pod
You Must Have Been a Beautiful Remjck '. . . 'Hard to Get
Sixty Seconds Got Toge'ther Santly-Joy ..; Pop
Deep in a Dream .... .' Harms Pop
They Say Witmark .Poo •

All Ashore . .Shapiro 1 Pop '
'

Hurry Home Spier Pop
J^ight-Before Christmas. . > .- .Chappell Pop '.

What Do You Know About Love? Marks 1 . .Pop . . . i , . . ,

,

Jeepers Creepers "....Witmark-.; : ».•Going Places
This Can't Be Love Chappell tBoys- from Syracuse
Two Sleepy .People ; ; . . .Famous ...;...;•...:.;,.>.. Thanks for the Memory.
Is That the Way to Treat a Sweetheart. . . .Olman Pop .-

Ya Got Me Lincoln tU. of Penn..Mask and Wig
I Must See Annie Tonight Bregman-Vocco-Conn ".Pop

42
4Q
37
35
34
34.

32
32
31
30
29
2d
27
26
24
24

Love, I'd Give My Life for You Stasny tHollywood Revels 23
Lambeth Walk Mills tLambeth Walk 23 ^
I Won't Tell a Soul .' Crawford Pop 2? ^ ^

Simple and Sweet Miller Pop 22
My Own.. Robbins That Certain Age 22
Heart and Soul Famous .'.A Song Is Born 22
What Have You Got That Gets Me? Famous Airtists and Models Abroad 21
Who Blew Out the Flame? Feist Pop 19
You Look Good to Me Bregman-Vocco-Conn Pop 18
While a Cigarette Was Burning ;.ABC ,. Poo 17
Please Come Out of Your Dreams Words-Music Pop IT
It Serves You Right Tenney ^ n 17
Umbrella -Man. Harms Pop 16
F.D.R. Jones Chappell •. vSing Out thfe N«ws . ; 18
-You're Gonna See a Lot of- Me Ager-Yellen Pop : 16
Girl Friend of the Whirling Dervish HanmS •. i Garden of the Moon.- 15
Lovely Debutante ; Fox-Hwood Pop 15
It's a Lonely Trail Berlin Pop 15
Room With a View Bregman-Vocco-Conn Pop 15
When I Go a-Dreamin Lincoln tU. of Penn. Mask and Wi 14
Angels with Dirty Faces. .

."— Fisher ; Angels with Dirty Faces 14
After Looking at You Robbins Pop 14
Get Out of Town Chappell tLeave It to M*> 13
I'm Madly in Love with You Mills tCotton Club, N. Y., Revue 13
Old Folks Remick Pop 12
At Long Last Love Chaippell

^ tYou Never Know "... 12
April in Mv Heart Paramount Say It in French 11
I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams Words-Music t>op 11
Your Eves Are Bigger Than Your Heart. .Shapiro Pop 11
From Now On Chappell tLeave It to Me 11

Say It With a Kiss Witmark Going Places 10
When Paw Was Courtin' Maw Santly-Toy Pop 10
Day After Day Gieen Bros.-Knight Pop Itf

Wait Until Mv Heart Fin^^s Out. - Harms Pod ' 10
Alexander's Ragtime Band ABC Alexander's Ragtime Band 10
Old Curiositv Shop Feist Pop 10
I Won't Go Home Harms .Pop 10
Singin' in the Saddle Powell-Whitcup Pop 10
Sing for Your Supper Chappell tBoys from Syracuse .'.

, 10

IS Best Sheet Music SeDers

(Week ending J)ec. 10, 1938;

My Reverie Robbins
All Ashore Shapiro
*Two Sleepy People Famous
Night Before Christmas .Chappell
Deep in a Dream Harms
*You Must Have Been a Beautiful Remick
Het'rt and Soul Famous
Umbrella Man Harms
While a Cigaret Was Burning ABC
Santa Claus Is Comin' to Town ' Feist
tLambeth Walk Mills
Summer Souvenirs Bregman
^I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams , Santly
You're the Only Star in My Blue Heaven Shapiro
1 Won't Tell a Soul Crawford

Indicates fllmusical song. f Indicates stage production song.
The others are pops, ,

THE HOUSE OF
10 0 0 HITS
Nearing the Top!

WHAT DO YOU KNOW
ABODTIOVE
Watch Out For

mom THOSE SAIUNC

Xavier CugaCa
NIGHT MUST FALL

Emery Deiitsch^s

BEAUTIFUL DANUBE
No Wonder You're Blue

Joe Cherniiavsky's

STRANGE

DID YOU HEAR BING SING-
Thh Svnstuiotml \oi<>/t.v bs jOH^.W MERCER and WALTER DO\.iU)SOy

COULD BE
*

JOHN BLRKK and AUTHl K JOHNSTON I'reM iil Mrillii.iit 'Ballad

BETWEEN A KISS AND A SIGH
ON TOP—THE SPARKLING

SIXTY SECONDS
GOT TOGETHER

By MACK DAVID and JERRY LIVINGSTON

HEAR FATS WALLER SING HIS SLY SONG

THE SPIDER
AND THE FLY

POOR FLY. BYE. BYE!

V gi'AKM ORIGIiNALMV BY JACK MANLS AND LKO.WHl) JOY

WHEN PAW WAS COURTIN' MAW
'i'Sf SANTLY- JOY- SELECT, Inc
CLEVELAND 1619 BROADWAY • NEW YORK CITY

HOLLYWOOD
PITTSBURGJJ

SAN FRANCISCO
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Sound Your Dischord

With the connivance of Dave Clark, veteran songwriter and wit,

Tommy Dorsey last week slipped the needle into that element ot

band leader who looks to song-plugger parties to help boost attend-

ance on 'celebrity nights' and other such business hypo devices. The
rib was in the form of a wire sent to sundry publishers with Dorsey

and Clark as the signators.

Wire read: 'In keeping with a custom established by some of my
colleagues you and a sizeable party are requested not to appear at

your convenience at the Hotel New Yorker in qrder that you gentle-

men of the mxisic industry may get together to bring about a com-
plete misunderstanding.'

COLLEGE RHYTHM
The sixth of a series of articles on collegiate likes and dislikes as regards

modern dance music and dance bands.

The writers, staff members of publications at their respective schools,

have been asked by Variety to give- the opinion of the student,body as a

whole rather than pass personol judgment. Neither has Variety given
further instructions as to what was to be said or how. These articles op
pear as the undergraduates have written them, with the expressed opinions

being their own.

'

Variety publishes the series to give music men and band leaders a cross

section of current undergraduate opinion on dance music and bands, with
the hope tha't it will be both informative and instructive. For what the
college group has to say about dance music is deemed important fn the

trade.

DARTMOUTH

DRASTIC REVISION OF ASCAP RATINGS

EXPECTED THIS WEEK ON AVAILABILITY

Cairo Does Lambeth
Cairo, Nov. 27.

The Lambeth Walk is provmg very
popular and it follows the introduc-

tion of truckin' and the big apple

last winter by the colored Ameri-
can, Willie Lewis and orchestra,

from Paris.

Tunes still in overwhelming pop-
ularity are 'Bei Mir Bist du Schoen,'

'A-Tisket' and 'I'm Gonna Lock My
Heart.'

Some 20 or More Firms Due for Change^Commit-

teemen Favor Strategy to Reduce Grievancies—

Final Quarter Diwys to Be Set

Three Centuries

Of Music Tabbed

By WPA Project

By John R. Vincens, '39

(Dartmouth 'Jack-O-Lantern')

The only prom at Dartmouth deserving of the title- is the annual Green
Key Prom in May. The other two house parties with which this spot that

God forgot is honored consist mainly of fraternity house dances where,
the funds available being what they are, the type of band heard is mainly
in a bracket with Joe Zilch- and his four Bon-Bon Boys. • But at Green
Key the policy has been in recent years to provide two bands of high
caliber, or at least of high repulie, and an effort is made to select the band
which is at the moment most favored about campus for the lead spot. Last
spring the Green Key Society polled the college on its favorites, and the
first 10, in the order in which they ranked, follows

Tommy Dorsey, Goodman, Kemp, Gray, Heidt, Lombardo, Webb, Basie,

Kaye, Clinton.

The bands picked for the prom were Dorsey and Artie Shaw, the latter

chiefly because he was most available for a second band. Perhaps the
reasons for the popularity here of Tommy Dorsey can be best explainer
by attempting to classify the types of taste evidenced by the students in

their dancing preferences. The average college man is not a connoisseur
of music; he listens to a. band mainly to get mto step with his woman and
dance 'on. ^ A" goad'-bknd .to his mind is one which is easy to dance to.

But there is 'also that' vestige of mad swing which has been making the
rounds' of the country these past four or Ave years hanging onto -every
man's tastes. That might explain in part Dorsey's popularity—merely that
he plays sweet music with a touch of hot swing and appeals to the popular
taste. That, coupled with his master showmanship which enables him to
go out of his way to appeal to his audience, plus the appearance of such
popularity ki^Is as Edythe Wright and Jack Leonard, and the variety and
Quality of the band's choral work; combine to make him sell well. In
the same vein, it appears that the band leader in any class who plays the
type of music that the crowd expects and likes, rather than that which
lie likes or is particularly good at, will be 'a leader. ' '

Larry- Clinton, while ranking 10th last spring;, has gained rapidly and
Is very nearly top band at Dartmouth now, if not exactly on the peak, and
his rise may be attributed mainly to the fact that he gives, as does Dorsey,
plenty of sweet swing, that he is a good showman, that his arrangements
and novelty numbers are unique and pleasant; in short, he pleases his
•udience. (Trite but true.)

Going a shade rougher, the hot jazz men have their definite place and,
«n the whole, have as many devotees here as. any other group. Goodman,
of course, is tops in the crew. While always something to listen to on a
recordihg or the radio, at the height of his. popularity there was a ten-
dency to treat him in the same class as Koussevit?ky and his Boston
Symphony o.utflt—swell to listen to but aii. awful -ord^l for dancing..
This may possibly be due to the fact that the public tries to take over
dusky Savoy Ballroom stuff and expect to make it go- in a,Ritz Plaza
atmosphere, which naturally leaves it with two choices—;either ' go berserk
and try to dance itself to fragmehts, as ma'ny are doing, or else, to confine
Jts effort^. to gathering around the bandstand and gaspihg sundry ohs and
ahs. However,, since the loss of Krupa and much of his blast, Goodman
Is getting back to his style of three years .ago, in the general opinion, and
ranks up where he belongs.

.
^here ,'are. other bands, too, which rate high amongst the lovers of hot

stuff.' This group generally looks at its music as music, and -not some-
'thlhg to be changed around for its salability. Most of them are familiar
-.With jaaa . technique and history, and. therefore hang their approval onto
' Goodman, Ellington, Basie, Crosby, Shaw,' et al. These bands don't seem,
as. a whole. to go out of their way to please the public, but rather retain

. their aji at. the expense' of their popularity—all of which merely means
.that they, don't

,rank quite as high amongst sedate dance lovers as th,ey

'might if they took more of a squint at the commercial angle.

Of th*se bands, Count Basie has been more and more in the public eye
'jBlnce arriving' at the 'Famous Door in New York, and would ' probably
[lank higher on a list of the first 10 at Dartmouth today. Artie Shaw, too,

has taken a tremendous climb, due mainly to the fact that since being seen
and heard here he is in the Dartmouth eye, and although the band might
not cut quite so. much ice nationally, the presence of Billie Holliday and
the presence of Shaw's clarinet took care of the showmanship angle suffi-

(ciently-tfj inake a big hit in Hanover.
l)uke Ellington <Jpesn't appear on the list of the first 10; which is prob-

ably as, it should be since the various lists of bands compiled here and
; there from time to time tend more to reflect current flashes rather than
fold.,favorites of the Ellington, Whitenian and Lombardo type which can
still command an audience . most anywhere. Glen Gray fated high last

•spring,' which is somewhat amazing to many, since it seemed that the
hand which epitomized swing in the be-jinning of its greater popularity

: had dropped oodlces of rungs on the ladder to get a close-hand view of

; oblivion. Such' does not seem to be the case, however, up here in the
.hills, and when things get too tough in the wide world Glen can probably
find board and room In Hanover.
To a scattered bunch of jazz lovers who seem to know their stuff, but

..are hopelessly outnumbered. Bob Crosby is the fair-haired boy because

, he sticks to music that they love and the rest of us can't quite compre-
" h6nd. They like his Dixieland rhythm and they like his showmanship;
in fact, they go crazy over mention of his name and try hard to sell him
to hoi polloi, but until the average Joe CoUei^e develops his musical ear

a bit ttiote Crosby will probably be just swell listening in small doses to

the iminitiated.

One band In particular. Red Norvo, has hepx> jiUxpJiip^ <fer<?«efsm fn^

Washington, Dec. 13.

Comprehensive bibliography, coy

ering three centuries of music in

the U. S„ is on the way' as a prod

uct of the Works Progress Writers'

Project, Assistant WPA Adminis

trator Ellen . S. _Woodward an*

nounced Saturday (IQ).

First portion of the work, which
will start with Puritan hymn writers

and wind up with swing- music and

Tin Pan Alley productions, will be

published within a few months by

the Historical Records Survey of

WPA, Mrs. Woodward said. Names
of 14,000 men and women connected

with American musical development

will be included in the publication,

which will be the 'most compre
hensive bibliography yet prepared

on American musical life' when it

is completed.
Inspection of 100,000 catalogue en

tries listing books, pamphlets and
musical periodical articles will be

required before the 4,000-page

bibliography is completed. WPA
professional workers have been

tucked away in the Library of Con-
gress for 2% years, studying the

project, Mrs. Woodward declared,

with Dr. Luther H-. Evans, director

of H. R. S,, and Keyes Porter, re-

search' assistant, at the helm.
Compendium will include a' study

of national and patriotic music,

folk mu;5ic, performances, musical

education, instrument manufacture,

musicology, music in society, com7
positions, music trades. and ipusical

organizations.

Teagarden's Own Team

Jackson Teagarden, trombonist

with Paul Whiteman and sclieduled

lo debut his own band shortly, starts

rehearsing the new crew the latter

part of this week. He'll be putting

-;he new outfit.through practice paces

while still hitched £6 Whiteman from

whom he will be severed during the

next month or so.

Teagarden will take several of

"Whiteman's men with him when he

goes out. Among them will be Art

Miller, bass twanger.

Music Notes

Johnny Burke and Jam-JS Monaco
wrote four songs for Bing Crosby's

'Eastside of Hfeaven' t Universal.

Ditties are 'Count to Ten,' 'Sing a

Song of Sunbeams,' 'Beware' and the

title song.

Louis erscher wote words and
music of the 40 *»ngs used in the

picture,, 'Little Orphan Annie,' now
being published^ as a folio by G;

Schirmer, Inc. • ' '
*

Ann Ronell cleffed 'Hi, Charlie

McCarthy' for Edgar Bergen in "You

Can't Cheat an Honest Ma .' at Uni-

versal.

Steve Pa^ternackl scoring

Range Patrol' at Paramount.
'The

Lawrence Welk plays a few one-

nighters when he checks out of Wil-

liam Penn Hotfel, ' Pittsburgh, Jan.- 1

and then goes to Chase Hotel, St.

Louis,- for indef stay. Placed by
Frederick Bros. He'll be succeeded

at Pitts, spot by Jackie Heller, MCA-
booked.

Erich Wolfgang Korngold doing

thj music score for 'Juarez' at War-
ners.

Cy Feuer and Eddie Cherkose

cleffed 'Uno, 'DOS, Tres' for Repub-
lic's 'Forged Passport.'

Maurice Lawrence
bush' at.Paramount.

scoring 'Am-

Louis Greenspan now with

.ASCA? in Seattle looking over ter-

ritory.

AI ROTH ON OWN
Al Roth, CBS conductor formerly

booked by Rudy Vallee office, has

severed with "Vallee and gone into

business for himself. Andy Wiswell,

also from "Vallee, joins him.

Roth opened his own office couple

of weeks' ago, but still retained

"Vallee connection. Andy Wiswell

will do booking for Roth office,

which will handle non-name com-
bos, etc.

Most drastic shakeup in publisher

ratings that the American Society of

Composers, Authors and Publishers

has experienced in years may come
from the series of meetings that the

availability committee has been hold-

ing the past two weeks. Indications

iare that before the Society's books
close for the current quarter Dec. 19

some 20 or 30 firms will have had
their availability standings altered.

Two of these concerns, one with 200

points and another now holding 1*75

points, are due for sharp reductions.

In' lending ah ear to the pleas of

certain firms for boosts in avail-

ability ratings the committee this

time has rrtade exhaustive studies not

only of these applicants' arguments

but of the catalog value to ASCAI^
of a slew of other publishng houses.

The findings of the committee will

be handed down this Friday (17)

.

Would Cancel Thuifder

Some members of the committee

are reported to favor a strategy

which would penalize those firms

whose alleged excessive ratings are

used by dissatisfied publishers as ob-

jects of comparison. By dping away
with these causes of fingerpoiriting

the publishers bidding for point in-

creases would be' deprived ot a

major argument. •

ASCAP board of directors is slated

to hold its final meeting of 1938 to-

morrow (Thursday). They are to

consider the amount that is to be

distributed next week as royalties

for the final quarteir .of this year.

Also a proposed" pension-retirement

and insurance plan for the organiza-

tion's employes. This royalty plum

is based on the estimated collections,

for the quarter. As a rule the es-

timated sum is in excess of the ac-

tual income.

KING'S JESTERS TO

EXPAND INTO BAND

King's Jesters, .siJc-man combo,

will augment to full-sized band after

completing present commitments.

Current at the La iSalle hotel, Chi-

cago, they move to Comodore Club*

Detroit, Dec. 31, for two weeks. After

that they will enlarge.

Combo figures there, is^ nothing

more for them as is. Now comprise

six musicians aiid girl vocalist and
would add another six men.

Another Bout with That tough Guy,

Payola, Scheduled by Buzzeli

As the new counsel for the Pro-

fessional -Music -Men, Inc., Samuel

Jesse Buzzeli is developing a plan

which he believes will, go a long

ways toward eliminating bribery and

other evil practices from the busi-

ness of exploiting popular music,

Buzzeli hojpes to have his code of

taboos not only adopted as part of

the PMMI's by-laws, but made bind-

ing on . publisher-employers through

an agreement entered into between

the latter and the PMMI.
In turning militant on the ques-

tion of plug practices the PMMI is

also changing the fundamental char-

acter of its- organization. It proposes

to be niore than a benevolent asso-

ciation. The PMMI, which has 350

members, will take the attitude that

it has a vested interest in keeping

the exploitation end of the music

industry on an ethical plane and that

it is ready to back up this deter-

mination by action within its corpo-

rate setup. A by-law which Buzzeli

has already submitted to the PMMI's
board would make dismissal .from

the organizatioj[> arty member found

thriast^fSwrnoSTnTprTabT;^
^

V quiets It down at a dance, and part agaia to <aci ihai he was in Boston
y^^^ j.^ ^% (Continued on page 50) i

*v i p

Unblushing

That 'the payola racket has
reached unashamed proportions

is evidenced by one bafld man-
ager who, when told that his

maestrb's weekly income would
be below par, adVised his client

over the phone.
'.Call up the publishers and-

get a few payolas oil your next
week's broadcast.'

AL FELDMAN RE^TAGGED

As Val Alexander He'd
Orchestra* I^lsi

on MCA

Ushers to agree to drop any contact

man who has ' violated .the anti-

bribery by-law. &Uzzell 'and the
members ot the PMMI board feel

confident that the vast majority of

publishers will support the PMMI's
code, which will be submitted to the
PMMI membership in early Janu
ary for ratification.

Buzzeli also Intends to revise the

PMMI's constitution so that the or

ganization can serve as a go-between

in employer-employee relations, en

courage greater security for jobs, and

introduce some control over the in

^^uct^on ot apprenti<ie songpluggers.

Al Feldmaiv, arraiigerj has altered

his label to Val Alexander and bows
shoftly as a band leader und^r the
aegis of Music 'Corp, of America.
He's' been organized for couple of
weeks but has not officially bowed.
Ticket with MCA calls for him to

get work by Jan. 30 or else ticket

terminates. He was former arranget
for Chick Webb and composed 'Tis-

ket, Tasket.'

Abeles Files Brief

Julian T. Abeles, counsel fot*%e
Robbins-Metro publishing group,
yesterday (Tuesday) got in vmder the
wire of an. order about handing iix

briefs on the $185,000 suit against
Electrical . Research Products, Inc.,

which was tried before Federal
Judge John Knox last summer. The-
.c6urt gave him until yesterday to file

his brief which is to be exchanged
between counsel :for the suing group
of publishers and-ERPI before Judge
Knox takes the case under considera-
tion.

Action involves the payment ' of
synchronization fees for foreign uses
under an agreement which expired
six years ago. In this case Abeles
is appearing strictly in Metro's be-
half. Before the case went to trial

ERPl served notice oh various film
producers that if Franels Gilbert,, as
counsel for the suing group of pub-
lishers, got a judgment against the
electric combine tb^ producers would
be held collectively liable for its

payment

.
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Musical Guild Calls Meeting Of

Membersliip for Dec. 26 in K Y.

On the Upbeat

Ithsm Jonei, now beinc handled

by Charlie Shribman office, starts

tour of south Dec. 16.

Meeting of the full membership of

the American Guild of Musical

Artists to discuss relatipns with the

concert managements and the Metro-

politan Opera is scheduled for Dec.

26 at the Plaza hotel, N. Y. Solo

artist membership last Sunday (11)

held its second meeting of recent

weeks to hear a follow-up report on
negotiations with Coltunbia Concerts
Corp. and NBC Artists Service.

Letter sent last week by Columbia
to its contractual artists to explain

its side of the AGMA dispute was
read aloud to the meeting, analyzed

and discussed at Considerable length.

Committee members who have been
'negotiating with the two concert

managements answered the various

SOHG
HITS OF

THE SEASON

lAMBETN
WALK

THE COUKTRY'S BIGGEST
DANCE SENSATION

Mbvenr muao
I HAVENT CHAN6» A THINC

WATCH OUT FOR
BUME IT ON MY LAST

AFFAIR

PAVAMNE
:

H9W Cefftofi Civil HIto

rNMiiDliTiir
Lb¥SW»HYOU

AND
ilIS$

HJUJLELUIAH
BROim

By Benny Oovli ojid J. Frad Coots

IU5I

statements made in the letter and
offered claims in rebuttal.

According to the AGMA spokes-

men, the concert managements have
steadfastly claimed they are the em-
ployees of the artists, not the em-
ployers. They also deny the bureaus

have been operated at an excessive

profit or that commissions charged

the artists are excessive. But they

have refused to permit inspection of

their -books, except under conditions

the unions consider unacceptable.

There was laughter and applause

at last Sunday's meeting when the

AGMA negotiators advanced the

argument that if the cpncert bureaus

are employees as they claim, they

should be willing to permit in-

spection of their books 'because the

boss has a right to know what his

employees are doing.' Upshot of the

meeting was another vote of con-

fidence in the negotiating committee.

Chicago Opera

Season FIoppo;

Deficit Grows

Chicago, Dec. 13.

Chicago City Opera setason,. now
in its last two weeks, indicates that

it will wind up with a considerable

deficit to add to the $50,000 item al-

ready on the wrong side of the books.

Prior to season's get-away it ,had
been expected that. 193B .would see

an increase of- 10% in attendance and
coin for the Opera, but results have
been far under expectations. .

To make up deficit and to ensure
continuation of Opera . next season,

the sponsors are asking that the-gen-

eral public contribute to the cause.

Have fiooded the town with blanks
and are asking for subscriptions of

one buck and up. These subscrip-

tions are not guarantees or promises
and may be withdrawn at any date

by the subscribers.

Gray Gordon and' Mike Riley

'battle' at Stanley theatre, Pitts-*

burgh, for week starting Dec. 16.

Jimmy Lunceford stepped out of

the Band Box, new New York nitery,

last Saturday night (10) after about

two weeks; A small combo will hold

forth until Dec. 27, when Gus Mar-
tell and Charles Barber bands move
in.

Lunceford will start theatre and
one-niter tour through south and
midwest.

Hazel Scott, now in the New York
musical, 'Sing" Out the News,' debuts

a new band with herself at the key-
board, Dec. 23. Crew will share
billing with the Lucky Millinder

oroh, at the State-Palace, ln _Har-
lem.

I^OMeS FROM

A Smash Httl

MY REVERir;
By Larry Clinton

Gordon and Revel's Latest Song Sensation |

THANKS FOR EV'RYTHIKG
20th Century-Fox Picture, "Thanks for Everything"

From the New Universal Picture, "That Certoin Age"

MY OWN
By Jimmy McHugh and Harold Adamson

The Newest Ballad Song Smash!

AFTER LOOKING AT YOU
By Al Hoffman, Al Goo.dhort and Manny' Kurtz

The Year's Greatest Novelty HitI

WHEMWS^MYtlttl^^
By Al Feldman

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
799 SEVENTH AVENUE • NEW VOfcK

Clyde ' McCoy's Sugar Blues crew
replace Gene Krupa's outfit at the

L. A. Palomar today (Wed.).

Jean Wald's femme band into

Press Club, Erie, Pa., for four-week
stay opening last Monday (12).

Placed by MCA. .

Buzzy Kountz has reorganized

band after two-year layoff and goes

into. Webster Hall Hotel, Pittsburgh,

Friday (16) for week-end dancing
only.

Russ Morgan, Toinmy Tucker and
WCAE, Pittsburgh, Airliners all

pencilled in for Pittsburgh Winsum
Club's Xmas dance Dec. 26.

Glen Gray!« Casa Loma band and
Benny Goodman'^, crew wUl change
places on Jan. 5, with Goodman exit-

ing. Empire Room, of the Waldorf-
Astoria hotel and following Casa
Loma into the Paramount theatre.

Gray then switches to the Waldorf.
Gray plays two weeks at the Para,

moimt theatre starting Dec. 21. The
Andrews Sisters- will . appear with
band at the theatre:

' Anotber Schnickelfritz band> Joe
Billo's crew, is-, on the upbeat. Band
started by William • Chrisman who
started Freddy Fisher's Schnickel
fritzers and from same town, Min-
neapolis. They've been set for Cha
teau Terrace of Radisson hotel,

M'pls, opening Dec. 15 for four
weeks, George Maddock> singer and
trick drummer, shares billing • with
leader.

Rndy Bundy plays New Year's
Eve at William . Penn hotel, Pitts

burgh. Rudolf Friml, Jr., set at Bitt

hside Stiilf-ttiisic

Novel legal point was advanced by defendants* counsel last week In

argiung before Federal Judge Alfred Coxe for the dismissal of the suit

brought by Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. in connection with the copyright re-

newal rights to 'Come Josephine in My Flying Machine.' The battery of
counsel representing Al Bryan and Fred Fisher,, the writers of 'Josephine,'

and Famous Music Corp., which got the renewal rights from the latter

twosome; held that S-B had no authority Under the law to renew the
tune's copyright because it was not the original copyright proprietor.

Defendant lawyers pointed out that the original copyright had been
taken out by the late Maurice Shapiro, who owned the predecessor firm
to Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., and, according to their interpretation of sec-

tion 23- of the copyright law, nobody but his (Shapiro's) family is entitled

to file a renewal or bring any litigation over such renewal rights. The

.

case makes the first in which an issue of this sort has been raised.

Shapiro-Bernstein bases its action on tne claim that the work had been
published while Bryan and Fisher were under employment to the late

Maurice Shapiro. The writers' counsel now take the position that even if

the fbrmer were the copyright proprietor, any assignment made of his

rights is not valid. In answering this argument Shapiro-Bernstein counsel
pooh-poohed the interpretation as having no basis in law, adding that the
original proprietor had in no way been prevented by the amended copy-
dght law of 1909 from assigning his renewal rights to any person or firm
he elected.

Likely object of another suit by Shapiro-Bernstein is Paramount Pic-
tures, with this cause this time .involving alleged infringements of 'On
Brave Old Army Team' and 'The Official West Point March' in the film,

'Touchdown Army.' The publishing house last week wrote Paramount
demanding that it stop showing the picture and also give an accounting
of the profits to date.

Shapiro claims that Paramount interpolated paraphases of the two mili«

tary compositions in the picture after the publishing firm had on appli-

cation advised the producer that its fee for the marches would be $500
per use. The publisher now contends that there are six such unauthorized
uses in the picture.

Jack Bobbins is now personally directing the activities of the Feist firm,

whereas the .Bobbins Music Co. is being maestroed by Abe Olman, as g.m.
Willie Horowitz continues in charge of Miller Music, the third of the
Metro-Robbins group of publishers. Villa Moret distributing deal starts

in February.
Robbins is consolidating all bookkeeping departments of publishing firms

at the headquarters of parent company. Miller Music will be moved into
Feist's present spacious quarters. This means Miller's, present quarters in
the RKO Bldg., a .

heritage from the Sherman-Clay merger, will be sublet,
as the lease runs another year and a half. Fred Smith will direct all three
bookkeeping and production d^partinents from the central source.
Harry Link deal has been revived. Present professional head of Berlin's

has a bid to-becom^ general, manager of Feist, with a share in the percent-
age of the profits of .all three Metro-Robbins firms. He also has a partici-
pating interest with Berlin, Inc., whiph has been the major hurdle to any
deaL r

Henry Nemo, whose latest published niunber is 'Blame It on My Last
Affair' (MiUs), has been admitted to membership in the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishers, or within a year of submitting- his
first tune for publication. ASCAP entry requirement is five published
works. 1

f I

more hotel, Dayton same night. Both
for CRA.

Count Basle has' upped his brass
section to seven pieces with the ad-
dition of- trumpet man 'Shad' Col-
lins. CoUihs was with Don Red-
man among others.

.(Continued .from page 49)

when 'the boys' trooped tjiere for the Harvard game. Perhaps the other
features of the band which Dartmouth likes are the xylophone and, of

course, Mildred Bailey. Some, on the other , hand, cWt quite figure out
what's left after a few shots at that xylophone and a good peak at Mildred.-

While discussing the Boston influence, a lot of Chick Webb's standing
here last spring was due to the fact that he- spent the winter at the
Flamingo Room and that Boston is about the neatest oasis of any sort to

^lanover.

Sweet Stuff

Getting over into the field of plain, common, ordinary; sweet music, the
college boy finds there a large number of his favorites. As pointed out
before, this is probably becaiuse the- general run of people either can't
or won't hop all . over the greensward to hot music, but rather like to
dance sweet and slow with Mazie on that one day a month when they
get out of thiis New Hamiishire wilderness. Last year Hal Kemp was
still managing to hang onto the collegiate popularity that he'cl built in
years past with novel arrangements, triple-tongue stuff and so on, but his
days seem to be numbered at present. Horace^ Heidt perhaps .is too far
away to get all the recognition that he might, but his general style and
the fullness of his music make him a leader.

Lombardo remains in the running despite his always sounding the same
and despite his music being sickly sweet to many, the main idea seems
to be ^hat you at least know what you're in for when you go to Lombardo,
and there could be many a worse evening spent. Sammy Kaye remains
about where he was while other bands climb up and' down. Shep Fields
had his moments for a while and is now on the way down ntainly because
he didn't seem to have much more to offer than ripples which soon grew
tiresome. Eddy Duchin, after staying 'around half up and half down for
quite a spell, is having a small rennaissance. Eddy prbbably owes it all
to Patricia Norman and 'Old Man Mose,' who amused us and then plagued
us for a whole summer, with 99 out of 100 still betting their bottom dollar
that virtue had fled. Kay Kyser is liked more for his show than for his
music, which is good enough at that. Johnny Long put in an appearance
here two years ago with Goodman and was well received—he's still liked,
but it's hard to find him.

Rather than go on naming names, it might be well to stop here. It
appears that the btS!nds holdmg the most favor are still those which forget
their art and sell the show. Swing will probably continue to grow in
popularity as listeners get more attimed to it, can distinguish between the
good and the bad, can be spared the corny swing-definitions and other

JljEtU.A4l.J:rjPe of a false nature. But until the day arrives when practically

down a bit for the more sopfirstifcated aa(Siefnce,--tiiostrwhich play a isweet-
variety of swing will most likely be the tops. On the other hand, the
plain sweet-music makers had better look to theif laurels and give a
little more in the way of variety which wiH at the same time not become
tiresome in a hurry.
The middle of the road between sweet and hot appears In Hanover as

about the safest place to tread.

HIS from

The nation s surprise song hit!

UMBRELLA
MAN

The top ballad of the season!

DEEP IN A
DREAM

Wafch TheiC i wo r. um b c r i - :e

up on top loon !

I WON'T GO HOME

WAIT UNTIL MY
HEART FINDS OUT

•

And that now novelty fovorite!

GIRL FRIEND
of the

WHIRLING
DERVISH
Moc(f Go/c/man, Ptol. Wonogej

HARMS INC, • R.C.A. Bldg. • New York

(Next Week: ^oTthvfesterB)

FOR YOUR PROGRAMS
JIMMY McHUGH*S

ON THE SUNNY SIDE QF
THE STREET /

SHAPIRO^ BERNSTEIN &( CO.
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ffiami Perking Up for New Season;

Cafes and Hotels All Set to Go

Miami, Dec. 13.

This resort Is awakening from

summer doldrums in anticipation of

the seasonal influx of isnow dodgers.

What the eventual finale will be is

Btill open. Gambling, as usual, is

questionable. Horse and dog tracks

alone are legalized pari-mutuel prop-

ositions.

The Hollywood dog track is al-

ready open and the bangtails start

galloping at Tropical Park soon.

Outstanding feature of the early

winter season is the Orange Bowl
game. This year's unbeaten Ten-

nessee will meet unbeaten Oklahoma
January 2. Tropical Park will hold

its races on the morning of this day

to build up the b.o. at the game.

The entire complexion of Miami
Beach has changed. Washington

avenue, the town's main drag, has

extended itself two blocks further

nor'j'n. The Cameo theatre, inde-

pendently operated, opened recently

playing double features and nnports.

Jack (Hickory House) Goldman is

readying his Miami Beach Hickory

House. Harris Levison has reopened

his Biptide club; with partners Billy

CoolTand Steve Folsom.

A new t\yist this year will be the

QpeniJOg of .the "Coral Gables 0911-

seum as an ice palace. Profesh hocfcey

teams will play and public skating

will obtain three nights a week.
Bruno Trebbi, who last, year oper-

ated ihe Town Casino, has th& spot

again this year.

Tom Williams, veteran local nitery

Qp: whose. Club Bagdad folded dur-
ing the suiDmer,' is dickering to bring
in a sepia revue. Chances appear
very doubtful as city officials are

very strict on colored productions.

However, the Brownie Club in Ft.

Lauderdale (over the county line)

has been featuring colored entertain-

ment.
The Joints

Chick Endor and Charlie . Farrell

are readying their Ft. Lauderdale
Coral Club. Boyfi .did oke last sea-

son and with their following, appear
to be set for another successful sem-
ester.

Mother Kelly's, refurbished, ticking

along with a new stage and " enter-
tainment. Show unpretentious but for
this type spot will dp well.

Harry Propper, formerly of the
Mayfair, .Cleveland, has taken charge
of Lew Stark's Empire. Spot oper-
ates on a 24Thour basis with bar and
food. No show.
Don Lanning,' local ^fave, inaugur-

ates his Sunday cooktiail parties this

week. • Spot has been open all sum.-

iner with Don and -Roberta Sher-
-wood featured in the show.
The Five O'clock Club recently

reopened with Howard Lally and his

orch, Lady Vine and Peggy Tucker
as vocalists.

Roney-Pfaza hotel hasn't as yet

opened but will- be by- Xmas. Ed
Joufret, as usual, .at the helm, with
George McDonald succeeding the

Doherty regime.
• Continentale, last season's surprise

package, is slated to reopen the 15th,

Same, management and • policy .-

Wbm'etcb, Inc. (local- theatre chain)
has taken over the 7th Ave. and re-

nain^d U the. Strand. Acquisition of

ithis house gives chain .a jtotal of 13.

.The Parkway,' an -independent nabe
house,'''6pened on . CitJral Way."
. Harry Richman and bride (Hazel
•Forbes) have , been down fo - open
their home on West avenue. Rich-
n[tan will, in all probability, again
be at the swank Royal Palm club
which reopened recently. Spot still

has-sUnimer sliow. however."
The Dempsey Hotel reopened, this

year under new management,, but
bar and grill still shuttered.

First social function of the season:
opening of the Miami Symohony, un-
der direction of Arnold Volpe.
iSlischa Elman guest artist.'

Fan and Bill's preemed.
All hostelries renovating in. an-

ticipation of good season with Cham-
ber of Commerce reporting quad-
ruple-last season's inquiries.
Milton Chapman remains major

domo at Miami-Biltmore, Official

opening slated for Jan. 1, with Sun-
day pool exhibs preeming Dec. 18.

Gainsworth to Open
Casino, Havana, Season

Casino Nacional, Havana, opens its

winter season Dec. 23 with a show
headed by Marjorie Gainsworth,
Dario and Diane (just closing at the
Hotel Ambassador, New York), Dolly
Arden and Marissa.
William Morris office booking.

hneTcafesin

ascap permits

Philadelphia, Dec. 13.

Two niteries operating without li-

censes from American" Society of

Composers, Authors and Publishers,

have been fined $250 and costs in

U. S." District Court here and were
ordeired to obtain the permits be-
fore continuing operations. Charges
were brought by ASCAP against

Tomissolo Moccia, operator of an
Italian spot here, and Jack Klund, of

Doylestown, near here.

ASCAP inspector testified that a

three-piece band in Moccia's spot

played 'Sweet Sue' without permish.'

Moccia said it wasn't 'Sweet Sue,'

but an Italian air, 'Sielo Celeste.'

After Judge George Welsh llsteneid

to both being whistled, he still

couldn't decide and so music was
produced and played two days later,

whereupon the verdict went to

ASCAP.
. Klund, charged with specifically

infringing ."Two Dreams Got To-
gether,' declared he had leased his

place for the night to the band.
Court ruled band members were ac-

tually employees and that Klund was
re^onsible.

Shea Restrained in Use

Of Bowes Name for Ams

St. John, N. B., Dec. 13.

Major Edward Bowes has. been
granted a permanent injunction

against Jack Shea, restraining latter

from use of 'Major Bowes Winners'
in advertising copy for his tyro units.

Nominal judgment of $10, plus court
costs, were awarded. Suit instituted

last June. Counter claim by Shea
that he has lost money during litiga-

tion was dismissed.
< Shea has been organizing amateur
uf^its in New York for several years,

playing the eastern seaboard and
maritime provinces of Canada. It's

.reported to have been agreed by
Shea in 1936 that he would stop us-
ing title.

Tanguay a Litde Better

Hollywood, Dec. 13.

Eva Tanguay was slightly im-
proved today (Tuesday) after doc-
tors, gave up hope over the week-
end.
Onetime stage star, now 60, has

'been' bedridden the past year with
arthritis.

7. V. MOBBIS, 78, BETIBES
Salem", O., Dec. 13.

After 50 years of trouping with his

.magic, John Vaughn Morris, 78, has
retired here.

'BOYS TOWN' QUITS

Disappointing Business Causes
Troupe to Fold in Chi

Chicago, Dec. 13.

'Boys Town' unit, composed of
youngsters of Father Flanagan's
Boys Town community in Nebraska,
folded here Thursday (8) after its

week at the RKO Palace. Troupe
returned home.
Unit quit due to disappointing

business, and contracts f6r future
dates on RKO, Warner and other
vaude circuits, were cancelled.

Band Show for 'Boys Town'
Pittsburgh, Dec. 13.

Fold of 'Boys Town' unit has can-
celled the show out of the Stanley
for Friday (16), and will be replaced
by a 'Battle of Music' Bands booked
are those of Gray Gordon, who
played roadhouse job here at New
Penn iseveral weeks ago, and Mike
Riley.

Xmas w.eek presentation opening
Dec. 23 wUl be headlined by Ken
Murray, with Borrah Minevitch's
harmonica gang being one -of four
acts surrounding him. ' New Year's
brings Bob Crosby's band, last book-
ing set so far for town's only regu-
lar' flesh site.

Barnes Show Asks

AFA Suit Exit; Court

Power Questioned

First skirmish in Ringlihg Bros.-

Barnuni & Bailey litigation with the

Amercian Federation of Actors
wherein union asks for injunction,

was heard Friday (9) in Federal

district court. New York. Barnes
division of Ringling shows has moved
for dismissal of suit on grounds it did

not conduct buiness in N. Y. and
therefore court had no jurisdiction.

Decision was reserved.

Two shows were named in AFA
suit, which seeks to restrain either

from operating under any but AFA
conditions, for which a contract is

said to have been issued by AFA
AFA charges breach of that contract.

Suit was started iii October after

the circus season had closed. Ring
ling shpw had closed early in the

summer after a baittle with the

union, declaring it could not operate

under its conditions. Barnes show
also closed earlier than usual after

poor business. Joint union pressure

had been brought on both shows.
.Ralph Whitehead, of AFA, and

Ringlings started discussions yester-

day (Tuesday) in New York, aiming
at peaceful settlement.

Night Clubs Hit Hard by Wholesale

Cleanup of 'Atlanta's Playground'

Henie Ice Show Does

$60,000 in Montreal
Montreal, Dec. 13.

Sonja Hehie, with her -Hollywood
Ice Revue,'" sold out • 8,000 seats' in-

cluding three rows of chairs on the
ice, at the Forum here Friday (9),

Saturday (10), and Monday (12) at

$1.70-2.25-3.40, including tax,' for a
gross of $50,000.

Miss Henie went to Quebec for

rest after show ended here.

m BACK TO

VAUDE IN HUB

RKO theatre, Boston, will begin a

five-day vaude return Christmas
Day, New -Year's weekend ^vaude
will drop to ibuf days and thereafter

three-day weekend show will pre-

vail.

Bill Howard, booker, has set Lil-

lian Carmen, Harris and Howell,
Emmett Oldfield, Six Grays, Maizie
and Roper anid Hank Ladd for

opener. Latter will m.r<

JESSEL GETTING 150G

MORE TO OPEN AT FAIR

George .Jessel expects to raise an
additional $150,000 by the end of this

week to open his 'Old New York'
village at the New York Worltl's

Fair April 30. Messmore-Damon,
outdoor spec builders, have the plans

set for the replica of Steve Brodie
jumping from a m'iniature Brooklyn
bridge. Chuck Connors' saloon,

Hitchcock's beef and beans, Corbett,

Sharkey, John L, Sullivan, Canfield's

and P. T. Barnum sideshows and a

miniature of the old Haymarket.
'Old New York' covers two and a

half acres. .Messmore Kendall (not

to be confused with Messmore-
Damon outfit) invested $50,000.

Other showmen and financiers are
in with Jessel. John D. Hertz's Leh-
man Bros, bunch is expected to put
up the J$150,000 balance. Some $160,-

is already set.

Pittsburgh, Dec. 13.

After more than two years of pic-

tures only, the Alvin, Harris com-
pany's downtown spot, will return

to fiesh Dec. 30 for at least one week
with show built around Jane With-
ers. Picture will be 'Blondie' (Col).

Management says it's just a tempor-
ary break in regular policy, to "cash

in on New Year's holiday trade.

Alvin originally opened under
Harris banner more than four yejirs

ago as a presentation house, but
dropped acts about 18 months later

for straight films. Couple of weeks
back,^ chain launched second down-
town site, Senator, with personal of

John Boles and understandmg that

flesh would be used only occasion-

ally.

Deal with musicians union there

called for $15 weekly a man over
regular scale if house didn't play at

least 25 weeks of shows during year,

but obviously contract was a blanket
one with Harrises permitting them
to plant flesh in either Alvin or Sen-
ator so long as time was consumed.

Regular house band st Senator,
headed by Jerry Mayhall, will move
to the Alvin for the Withers engage-
ment. Several additional acts are to

surround the film moppet.

JonesborOj Ga., Dec. 13.

Wholesale cleanup in Clayton
county, known as 'Atlanta's Play-
ground,' hit the niteries hard. In-
stigated -by J Solicitor" General Roy
Leathers, assisted by bucolic citl4

zenry. Prosecutor Leathers Started
*

by getting Sheriff E. L. Adamson
removed from office. f

Trials were speedy and Judge
James D. Davis, of Stone Mountain
superior court, dished out stifi^ fine^

and sentences. By Saturday (10),

following cases had been settled: >

Mrs. Jean Cobb, of Rose Garden.
Court, $1,000 fine and }2-inonth su$.

pended chain gang sentence for.op,-

erating slot machines; ' Itby Elliott;

Blue Plate Tavern, $50 fine and 12

months ' suspended sentence for il-

legal liquor possession, slot machines
and Sunday beer >salesr Roy Stegall;

Log Cabin Inn, $300 fine and' 12-

months suspended for slot machihest
Mrs. -Mae Ciriffiith and- Eddie Jones,

Club Lido, $150 fine each and 12-

mbnthf suspended sentence for ^lot

machines; Roy Alien, " Spring :Lak6
Club, $125 fine'and nine months sus-

pended sentence for- lottery and slot

machines; jfick Nichols, Villa Ven-
ice, .$50 fine and 12 months 'suspended
sentence; William Carter; Log Cabin
Inn, fined for illegal llqliOr posses-
sion.

. Trial of R. R. Griffin, Cotton Inn,

charged with slot- machine opera-
tion, was stalemate,- jury being ^Un-

able to agree after 25 hours.

Pee-Wee Burns and Claud Kug}er,
indicted with Burns On - . gaming
charges at Log Cabin; failed to an-
swer when their cases were called

and bench warrants were issued ;for

their arrests. '
'

jBonds of $1,000 each, were ordered
forfeited by Paul Johnson, of Silver

Slipper, and Wade Turnipseed,- of
Club Savoy, when they failed to ftp-

pear and new bonds' were set.^''at

$2,000. Cases .against J. P.^ 'Thoipp-

son, of Twin Pines Glub» ^and Wil-
liam Thompsoh, Of Poplar Road-
housje,'; were 'continued because oif

illness of defendants.

Earle, Philly, Dates

'Em; Not Shuttering

Philadelphia, Dec. 13.

With the musician trouble settled

and a nkvt termer inked, Earle the-
atre, which had hiade no bookings
after Dec. 1 in prospect of shut-
tering, has laid out an ambitloiis
lineup.

Tentatively set are: Benny Davis
revue, Dec. 16; Phil Spitalny, Dec.
23; Eleanore Whitney and revue,
Dec. 30; Bob Crosby, Jan. 6; Hal
Kemp, Jan. 20; Tommy Dorsey, Jan,
27; Benny Goodman, Feb. 3; Artie
Shaw, Feb. 10; Ted Weems, Feb. 17,

and Kay Kyser, March 1.

Sacks in Hospital
MSfiik^^sic^ks.- head of the act de-

partment of Music Corp. of America,
entered a Philadelphia hospital yes-
terday (Tuesday) for observation and
rest
He had been warned by physicians

that he was verging on a breakdown
from overwork.

Third of a Century-
Anniversary Issue

To Be Published hate In December

Send Reservations Immediately To Any Variety Office

NEW YORK
154 West 46th St.

LOS ANGELES
1708 No. Vine St.

CHICAGO
I

LONDON
54W. Randolph SL | 8 St Martins PL

* St, iioiiis, Dec. 13.

Even- though sheriff-ielect Walter
R. Wittman, and': s^ate attorn§y-

elect R. W. Griflth of Madison
.County, 111., across the Mississi]ppi

from here, will not take office until

Jan. 5. operators of gambling houses
are already shattering here. -Tha
shj^i0> states attorney apd Mayor
Robert Dron, Of Madison* 111.; all

elected Oft anti-gambling platfornis,

have promised fo clear the county of

all gambling.
The- Hyde Park Club, Venice,

which has been operating since 1910,

shuttered .this week. The 323 Club,
Madison, a . niteryrcasino^ has been
padlocked and there's little likeli-

hood that Harry Murdock will re-
open his Mounds Country Club, an>
other toitery-casino. ^yor Dron has
already flred Crief oi Police Ray-
mond Backman and three, other cops
and promises more heads will fall

unless every form of gambling is

stopped.

Philadelphia, Dec. 13.

Ritz-Carlton hot^l has closed fts

Merry-Go-Round Room after it was
open four weeks.
Spot was ' lighted weekends in a

deal with Johnny Creighton, ba«
toneer.

Sunday in Philly Drives

Hoofer to Try Suicide
Philadelphia, Dec, 13.

Philly on a Sunday was just too
much for Louise Carr, 24, nitery
chirper and hoofer. She attempted
suicide by poison In her hotel room
Sunday (11), but then changed her
mind. She screamed for help. A.
bellboy called police, who took her
to a hospital. Physicians said she
will recover.
Questioned by detectives, Miss

Carr said she had been despondent.
'You know Philadelphia on a Sun-
day,' she said. 'Well, I just couldn't
stand it.'

Miss Carr arrived in Philadelphia
from Boston several weeks ago and
was booked to start work at the Club
15 last night (Monday).

BOWERS DUE FROM LONDON
'Cookie' Bowers, vaudeville mimic,

who has been in England for about
a year, is due in New York ttoyn
London this week.

1^..
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MastmooH^uned to Act for BAA

On All Labor Froblems in Move To

Rehalnlitate New York Burlesque

TOLES TOPS BARLUND

ON HIPPODROME CARD

What looks like the first concen-
trated effort towards the rehabilita-

tion of burlesque 'in New York oc-

curred last week. John Masterson,
Brooklyn attorney, who's been' head-
ing the censorship committee set up
last year to control burlesque shows,
was designated by five oL the city's

seven burley theatre operators to

represent them in all labor disputes
and in negotiating contracts.

Masterson immediately urged the
^pijerators to align themselves with
""the" ^Brother . AirtigtB-—Association,
which has jurisdiction over the
burl^ field. That was expected- to

be 'done yesterday (Tuesday) at a
confab between the operators and
Tom- Phillips, prez of the BAA, for-

merly the Burlesque Artists Associa-
tion, the name being changed- last

week.

Of the five stodc houses operating
In the city only one, the recently re-

opened Gaiety on Broadway, has
been signed by the BAA. Three
others, "the Eltinge, Star, and Peo-
ple's, while unsigned, were abiding
by BAA riiles under a tentative

agreement until they reached the
signing point. Only one to- remain
outside the fold was. the Republic,
which demanded concessions BAA
refused to grant.

Masterson's confiib with the- man-
agers v/as followed by a meeting

WILUE and EUGENE

Hollywood Hoter' Revue
TOVBINO

Fuller Circuit, ftustralia^

Per. Address

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
NEW YORK

ROBINSON TWINS
LYRia INDIANAPOLIS

With HAL

"HOME OF SWINO MUSIC'
A'X in Chicago

I DEUCES
lii. N. STATE

JACK and JU]NE

BLAIR
Ob Tour fuUn Olronlt, Australia

with

''Hollywood Hotel'' Revue

Friday (9), attended by Masterson,
Tom Phillips, a member of Mayor
LaGuardia's Labor board, and the

mayor at City Hall, at which the

change in the imion's name was
okayed. The switch had been sug-

gested since the name was figured

incongruous in view of the ban on
the- burlesque tag in New York.

Mayor's Stand
The mayor stated that he would

tolerate no m6re jurisdictional

battles as in the- past between the

BAA and the American Federation
of Actors. He was shown a letter

from the Associated Actors and Ar-
tistes of America, the parent union,
stating BAA had sole control over
the field, and which also contained
the sanction for the. shift in names.
Before his appointment as labor

go-between, Masterson last week
settled a dispute between the man-
agers and Local 802 of ,the American
Federation of Musicians. This argu-
ment was over the union's, demand
for that the six-day week rule be
put in effect and had been on for

several weeks, winding up in an
ultimatum to the managers from
802 to settle before Thursday (8) or

be prepared fpr a- strike. It was
settled by agreement to stagger the
work days of the musicians.
Another point, when settled, elim-

inated Izzy Hirst's two. roadshow
houses, the Triboro, in Harlem, and
Werba's, in Brooklyn, from the New
York scene, and will keep Hirst's

roadshows but of New York.. It was
decided that the committee could ex-
ercise little control over Hirst's units.,

and it was thought best to keep them
out entirely. This will be done by
not renewing the permits of the two
theattes when they expire.

Wheels Go Stock
When reached for an opinion on

the ruling eliminating Hirst wheel
shows from New York, Harry Pal-
mer, who operates the Triboro and
Werba's in conjunction with Hirst,

stated that both houses probably
would go stock.

It was bis intention anyhow, he
said, to turn them into stock stands,
regardless of such, a ruling.

With New York contract disputes
out of the way, the BAA will go
ahead with plans for a vaudeville
benefit, with the help of the The-
atre Authority, to be held probably
at the Manhattan Center, N. Y., to
obtain' funds to underwrite further
reorganizational work on the road.
Shindig will be calendared some
time after the first of the year.

Rose Marie Cancelled In

New York as a Ulinor'

Rose Marie wag cancelled at
Loew's State, New York, starting
Dec. 15, when booker Sidney Pier-
mont discovered child singer was
under. 16. He's said to hav« feared
action by children societies.

Recent run-in with Gerry Society
over Solomon Gedeon, Negro minor,
who's appearing with Cab Calloway's
band, current at the State, caused
house to cancel Rose Marie.

ABTTBR 14 TEABS ON AMSBICAN AND BITBOPSAN STACKS

(RAY and GERALDINE HUDSON)
BETTER THAN EVER ALWAYS WORKING

Dac. 9, ORIENTAL, Chicago, Noxt LOEW'S STATE, Now York
BALTIMORE, WASHINGTON, Eto.

OUR AGENTS
EMtern and Etiroi»ean Western
INGATLS-DAVllES JACOBS-PERKINS
NEW rOBK OHXOAGO

By JACK IPULASKI
The Hippodrome resumed boxing

last Friday (9), Jai Alai still being
the principal attraction but limited
to five nights weekly. Roscoe Toles,
another Negro smacker-downer from
Detroit, easily won over Gunnar Bar-
lund, much-defeated Finn in 10

rounds. But this event did not war-
rant the capacity draw, aided by the
poo top of $3.50.

The rugged Barlund is not allergic

to punches on. the chin, proving that
at least. Toles got into the metro-
politan fight picture because Jimmy
Adamick could not take it. Roscoe
sent him to the hospital some weeks
ago, theireby blasting Jack Kearns'
hope of handling another top-line
heavyweight. That . probably is the
real reason why the customers
thronged the old Hipp.
During the encounter Barlund took

it on the chin plenty. His right eye
was damaged' and that brought the
referee to his comer often during
intermissions for prolonged peeks.
Neither fighter, was knocked down,
but both hit the deck once, Gunnar
being pushed down and Toles slip-

ping. He was favored two to one,
just another mistake by the bookies.
Primo Flores, a P6rt Rican light-

weight, impressed' more as a socker
than did the highly touted Toles. He
knocked out a lad named Johnny
Bonito in the second round, his 12th

win in that fashion.

Two former champs centered in-
terest at a meeting of the boxing
writers association of New York,
which gathered at Jack Dempsey's
Eighth Avenue eatery last Thursday
(8) principally to decide who is to
receive the first annual Edward Neal
medal commemorating the Associated
Press war correspondent who was
killed In Spain and' who was for-
merly a sports writer. It was he who
called the 11th round when Max
Baer won the major title by belting
out Max Schmeling.
Dempsey got the medal as the man

who during the past year did more
for' boxing than any individual, de-
spite the fact that he has been out
of the ring for some time. Gene
Tunney, wizard of the long count,
was also on hand and complimented
the writers by quoting the opinion of

William Lyon- Phelps,
, who turns to

the sports pages first. Tunney said
that the professor prefers reading
of achievements, as detailed in the
sporting section, before learning of

death and destruction usually car-
red on the first pages.
Tunney espoused a- brand of gin,

having been connected with liquor
interests for some time. Dempsey in-
troduced a brand of whiskey, so the
two big money fighters were even
on that score. Each had. something
to say about .Lou Nova's meeting
with Tommy Farr Friday (16) at
Madison Square Garden, but the im-.
portance of that affair was not ap-
parent. Nova, from the Coast, was
present, wearing 9, black left eye,
indicating he prefers stopping left

hooks that way rather than taking it

on the ear.

James P. Dawson of the New York
Times, was elected president of the
boxing group an^ was promptly re-
warded by Dempsey -with a 'hotfoot,'
the ex-champ's favorite indoor
sport.

Gypsy Rose Censored

Indlanalpolis, Dec. 13,

Gypsy Rose Lee, playing, the In-
diana- with her unit, 'Hollywood to
Broadway,' was forced to delete her
strip-tease satire last week when the
vice squad acted- on - protest filed by
a member of the church federation.
Gendarmes objected to lyrics sung

by Miss Lee.. Number was put back
in show closing day (8).

ED SMITH SINaiES
Ed Smith, formerly L6ddy & Smith,

once prominent in vaude agenting,
has returned to New York and will
open his own office.

Team broke up recently and Smith
went to the Coast; where- he sought
to get into the film end. Mark
Leddy continued in New York,
where he's still operating.

TA Seeks to Curtail Benefits Played

Free by Nkk Kenny; 'Hits Paid Jobs

Theatre Authority will take steps
this week to curtail benefits played
by Nick Kenny, radio editor of the
New York Daily Mirron TA claims
he's taking work away from actors

by appearing gratis with his own
crew at benefits which heretofore
have been paid shows. TA will ask
affiliated talent unions to refuse per-
mission for their talent showing at

benefits in which Kenny appears. TA
controls all benefits.

Sister Tharpe and Dynamite

. 15 YEARS AfiO •
(From Variety and Clipper)

Paul Whiteman's orchestra slated

for the first concert in the history of

jazz, to be given at New York's Aeo-
lian Hall.

President Coolidge's proposal that

the admission tax be repealed is

seen resulting in a bill to control ad-
missimi prices for all forms of

amusements.

Binghamton, N. Y., scribes assailed

tfc^ city's public tastes. Burlesque
fared better than all other forms of

entertainment.

Representative Sol Bloom urged a-

bill to protect American composers,
playwrights and productions, abroad
through membership in the Interna-

tional Copyright Union. 'Millions lost

abroad through pirating. Bloom said.

Huston Ray, a pianist, sued Vin-
cent Lopez for $20,0,00 in infringe-

ment of a 'vaudeville mechanical
effecV that Ray says he originated.

Jan Rubini arrived with wife and
children. A British subject, he's so
thoroughly disgusted with British

show biz that he's applying for

American citizenship.

Testimonial performance given in

Philadelphia for Jacob Adler on his

50th anniversary in the Yiddish the-
atre.

Jolson and Cantor booked to com-
pete against 'each other Xmas week
in Pittsburgh. Former In 'Bombo,'
latter in 'Kid Boots.'

Brokers shying from big buys for
Gotham's New Year's eve shows.

Duse continued her sensational
tour of America, chalking, up $22,000
for two performances in Boston, city
record for that number of shows.

Deal set for signing among. Ru-
dolph Valentino, Famous Players-
Lasky and Ritz-Carlbon Pictures,
Inc., to perfect future production
plans for the star.

\

National distribs affiliated with
Hays organization discussing plan
for centralized distribution, which
its champions say would furnish so-
lution to high cost of releasing.

Legit shows throughout the coun-
try dropping off at the-b. o. The
usual Xmas lull.

Hooker will have charges preferred
against them at th^ American Fed-
eration of Actors for appearing at a
benefit featuring Kenny Saturday
night (10) after the show had been
nixed by TA. Benefit at the Pierre
hotel, N. Y., on same night was also
turned down by TA when it was
refused 15% of the proceeds, which
is required for TA sanction.
Kenny states there's no friction

between him and the TA. He'll not
ask permission, however, of the TA,
playing whatever benefits he thinks
worthy, he says. Since his group is

comprised of 'amateurs,' they are
not under the TA jurisdiction, and
hence have no dealings with regular
theatricals.

Chi Point for TA
Chicago, Dec. 13.

The Theatre Authority in" Chicago,
backed by performer organizations,
has secured recognition in its fight

to control benefit shows in this terri-
tory. The Herald-Examiner, which
originally considered bucking TA on
the daily's swing benefit show, has
arranged With TA to use performers
coming within the latter's jurisdic-
tion.

Deal has been worked out between
TA and Barnet Hodes, representing
the Mayor's Christmas Fund Party
to be held in the Chicago Stadium
Dec. 21, for the use of TA perfarm-
ers. Arrangement involves mem-
bers *of AFA, AGMA, AFRA and
SAG. Theatre Authority will get
10% of gross figured at $1 per seat.

Stadium holds 15,000. Max Halperi ,

local Theatre Authority, did th«
huddling with Hodes.
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NEW YORK
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|{ose Denies Casa VaudeviDe Bluff;

Continues Nitery, New Union Deal

Denying he was playing checkers

or bluffing, and realizing that he's

in the doghouse with the press,

which suspects he used the public

prints to further his cause, Billy

Rose states that only through a deal

among his attorney, Arthur Garfield

Hays, attorney for Waiters Union,

Local 18, Congressman Vito Mar-

cantonio, and the Cook, Pastrymen

and Assistants Union's attorney,

Louis Bodine, will he be allowed to

remain open at the Casa Manana. An
agreement has been worked out

where Rose can get 48 hours' action

as, if and when a tiff with the cater-

ing help arises.

The barristers are making no ar-

rangements for wage increases now,

but plan a tilt May 1, depending pn

what the other, nearby spots of com-

parable caliber—International Casi-

no, Hollywood and Paradise—do to

increase wages.

Accordingly, the Casa, instead of

folding Saturday (17), as intended,

will hold its present show over un-

til Xmas night—an extra eight days.

That gives the current bill a new
record high run of seven weeks, plus

a day. Helen Morgan, Benny Fields

and Lou Holtz will continue next

week; a couple of other acts will

have to be replaced due to prior

commitments. Abbott and Costello

and the Minevitch Bascals will be
two such turns to be replaced next
week.

The new Casa Manana show

—

without switching to the straight

two-a-day vaudeville idea, as Rose
threatened—will open Dec. 26. This

Is due to the fact that Rose's new
Gotham spot, the Diamond Horse-
shoe will premiiere Xmas night.

vRose insists he was prepared to

put theatre chairs back into the
Casa Manana—^nee the Earl Carroll
theatre—and essay straight vaude-
ville. (It's since been reported
Rose's lease with the Blumenthal-
Shapiro interests forfends that possi-
bility, although the Casa entrepre-
netur states he had the right to go
into a straight stage show policy,

Banis food).

Carol Bruce and Paul Haakon will
. be in the new show. Jack Pearl
Is a possibility. Pritchard and Lord
have been set back to the show
thereafter. Jane Pickens can't make
It due to opening Dec. 22 at Loew's
State, N. Y.

Mitzi Green Into PhUly
Cafe, 1st Date Since Illness

First engagement for Mitzi Green
since she was ill will be at the Wal-
ton Roof, Philadelphia, opening Dec.
22. Stroud Twins, Chilton and
Thomas, Raul and, Eva Reyes, a line
of 16 girls, and Jeno Donath, who
maestro's the Fox. Philadelphia or-
chestra will be the support.
Marjorie Fielding staging.
Joe Lewis today (Wednesday),

with a nine-week stretch behind
him, winds up the longest stay yet
registered at Jack Lynch's Walton
Roof. He will leave at once for Hot
Springs for a rest before opening
at the Hi Hat Club, Chicago, Xmas
Day» Goes to Florida later.

AVERT STRIKE IN

4 PHULY SPOTS

Philadelphia, Dec. 13.

Strike of entertainers in four
niteries here was threatened for last

night (Monday) by Tom. Kelly, biz

agent of the American Federation of

Actors local, but it failed' to ma-
terialize after a verbal battle Sunday
(11) between Kelly arid Florence
Bernard, prez of the Entertainment
Managers Association, at a confab of

nitery owners.
Places threatened with walkout

unless they sighed closed-shop agree-
ments were Frankie Palumbo's,
Cadillac Tavern,

.
Stamp's and

Kaliner's, and the Little Rathskeller.
Although all claim to use AFA acts

exclusively and pay more than the
minimums, they refused to sign with
Kelly until they conferred with
Ralph Whitehead, AFA exec-secre-
tary. They claim Kelly is exceeding
his authority, being dictatorial and
discriminatory . while he, Ignoreis

larger and more important spots.

When Kelly attended a NCOA
meeting at the Walton hotel Sunday
(11), he exploded when he found
Miss Bernard there. She had a .mem-
ber of the Musicians Union with her
to prove that Kelly couldn't, ' as he
threatened, force contracted tooters
from a spot If the AFA called a
strike.

HARRY RICHMAN'S
Road to Mandalay—Hotel Delmonicoi N. Y.

SUPPER ROOM
A JAC LESSMAN CREATI

LESSMAN INTERIORS
10 EAST 40TH STI^EET. NEW YORK

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNERS,
DECORATORS AND FURNISHERS

MINOR and ROOT
EL RIO CLUB, NEW YORK

The Millenium

Joseph Weinstock, operator
of the Republic, who bitterly
fought N. Y. License Commis-
sioner Paul Moss' cleanup of
burlesque last spring, openly
made his peace with the Com-
missioner last week (8) at meet-
ing of New York theatre own-
ers, which Moss attended.
'Clommissioner Moss was 100%

justified in what he did. He
gave us warnings. He wanted
to help us, but we did not want
to do the right thing. There
was nothing else for the Com-
missioner to do,' stated Wein-
stock before 200 theatre opera-
tors.

PHILLY CAFE'S SERVICE

HELP WIN PAY BOOSTS

Philadelphia, Dec. 13.

Wage boosts of 8 to 15% to a
majority of employees at the Hotel
Adelphia's Cafe Marguery were in-
corporated in a new contract inked
last week. Help recently walked out
of the dining room while it was
crowded but one-day strike was
settled pending new agreement.
Termer gives waiters, cooks and

bartenders 54-hour maximum week,
closed shop, seniority, paid vacations,
arbitration and weekly pay-days, in-
stead of semi-monthly. Effective until
Oct. 1, 1940.

Fischer's Paris Sailing

Off; Flipiien MX. at Int'l

Clifford C. Fischer will probably
not sail for Paris this week, as
originally scheduled. He's refurbish
ing the new show for the Interna
tional Casino, N. Y., for Xmas day
premiere.
Jay C. Flippen will m.c. the show,

which will be switched primarily in

its talent personnel.

QMate Bookers Classified As

Employers, Requiring State 3% Tax

Cleve. Hotel Cafe Back

To Names; Hartmans Set
Cleveland, Dec. 13.

Terrace Room of Statler hotel

here is going back to name acts for

floor shows after an economy sked
that wasn't so- profitable. -Following
Harris and Shore, and Caperton and
Columbus, the Hartmans open today
(13).

Gene Hamilton's orchestra opening
todayj too. Monday preems conflicted

so much with legit theatres' curtain
raisings that Statler is shifting to

Tuesday' openings.

Compromise Reached In

Philly on Pact Breach
Philadelphia, Dec. 13.

Jay Raymond, nitery agent, was
pinched last week on a warrant
sworn to by Clark and Curtis, com
edy hand-balahcing act, charging
him with breach of contract. Case
was continued by Magistrate Elias
Myers until Saturday (17) "after a
compromise in which Raymond got
another job for the act.

Trouble started when Wynn Fish-
er, operator of the Viking Cafe,

claims he hired Rodney and Gould,
a similar act, through Raymond, and
got Clark and Curtis instead. He
maintains that he learned of the
switch at the end of the fi^st night
and was dissatisfied with the team
sent him, so fired it. He offered to

pay them the club fee of $14, which
they said they would only accept un-
der written protest in lieu of their

week's salary of $80. Fisher refused

and they took nothing.

Act then demanded the week's sal-

ary from Raymond, charging that it

was his fault they were fired. Tom
ICelly, biz agent of the AFA local,

appeared at the hearing as a charac-
ter witness for Raymond.

CASE VS. AGENT

OUT: ASKS

Case against Paul Lester, agent,

for operating without a license was
dropped by New York License Com-
rhissioner- Paul Moss, last week as

Lester applied for a license. He had
been held in $100 bail, the first ar-

rest in Moss' current licensing drive.

Agents last week finally agreed on
Moss' proposed bill. Only wrinkle
now is • who would propose bill.

Agents would like Moss to submit it

to Albany \yith city underwriting
the nut while they would back it

morally.
Statement by Moss that certain at-

torneys around New York, who
handle acts and agent will become
licensed, has been denied by Goldie
& Gumm office and that of John
Wildberg, attorneys. Agents have
long complained of lawyers acting

as percenters, but it's never been
proved. Hymie Bushell, Rudy Val-
iee's manager, has- been licensed for

some time, and is only lawyer so

listed.

Frances McCoy Fails To
Get Taps Suit Thrown Out

Suit brought by Taps, Inc., against
Frances McCoy, singer, for $15,000
for breach of contract in County
Court, Bronx; N. Y., was granted per-
mission to continue Saturday (10).

Defendants had moved that case be
dismissed on same grounds that Mu-
nicipal CJourt, N. Y., ruled upon Oct,
16 when' it was declared that Taps
was operating without license and
thus could not bring action.
• Breach of contract suit is separate
action from first litigation in Muny
Court which asked $241 for services
rendered. Latter is also being ap-
pealed in lower court.

Taps contends that his contract
with singer was breached when girl

left for Chicago to work for Sligh &
Tyrell agency.

GUTIEB AT BAINBOW BOOM
Ben Cutler returns to, the Rainbow

Room,' New York, Jan. 11, when
Mary Martin, doubling from 'Leave
It to Me,' musical, makes her nitery
debut. Al Dpnahue bows out but
Eddie LeBarpn band continues.

Ruby Newman follows Cutler as

the No. 1 band for the spring and
Donahue returns in the summer.

Unemployment Insurance Bureau
of New York, a State unit, is pre-
paring a list of 1,000 agents and
bookers throughout the State, to be
used as a guide to differentiate be-
tween talent employers and agents.

-

Those who would escape the, agent
classification, and subsequent licens-

ing, must accept" {Re other status.

State wants to collect its 3%.
saj^ry tax from employers . and haj(

already ruled that club-date bookers
are in the employer category.
Apollo Entertainment Bureau, New
York, is the first club-date boqiker to
be so designated. Many club-daters,
seeking Jip^evade the tax^^are-becom-
ing licensed as agents.

E. A. Baumgarten, Unemployment.
Insurance rep in N. Y., is conducting
the survey. Protest from Apollo has
already been filed with him but no
disposition has yet been made. It's

likely that once taxed by the State
group, agents will then be surveyed
by Social Security as employers. It

may mean that those with agenjb

licenses may be also forced to com-
ply with the state employer setup as
club-date bookers.
Majority of club-daters are seek-

ing agent licenses since they cUim
that differ^ce between what they
collect and their payroll cottstitutes
a commission, which makes theim
agents.

AFA, THEATREi EXECS

IN CONFAB ONNX PACT

Reps of chain theatres and Broad-
wav yaudfllmers met with r Harry
Calkins and Charles Moscbnl, of the
American Federation

, of Actors,
Thursday (8) in New York, to dis-
cuss union's demands on vaudfilm
houses, AFA wants a minimum of
$60 for principals but is uncertain on
a chorus minimum. For^ dollars
has been mentioned. Also wanls
closed shop and rehearsal conces-
sions. AFA would grant individual
agreements to theatres, recognizing
varying conditions.

Those attending meeting were
Jack Partington and Irving Lesser
for Roxy and- Fanohon & Marco;
Major Leslie Thompson, RKO; Bob
Weitman, Paramount theatre; Prank
Phelps, Warner Bros.;-^ Al Reade,
Fabian Theatres and Charles Mos-
cowitz, Loew. No decision reached
Ijfdtione is expected in about a fort-
night.

TheJHEATRE of the STARS

BOOKING AGENCY
GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFflCES

LOEW BLDG. ANNEX
160 WEST 46T» ST. NEW YORK

J . H . L U B I N
GENERAL MANAGER

SIDNEY H. PIERMONT
BOOKING MANAGER

I:

I-}

EIGHT MEN OF MANHATTAN
NOW- LOEW'S CENTURY, BALTIMORE

Following a Record-Breaking Engagement of TWENTY-ONE WEEKS at Shea's Buffalo, Buffalo, New York

AL GROSSMAN • 2418 RKO Building • New York
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SMiE PICKENS
Soqjrs
11 Mins.
Jack 'Xiynch% Phllly

Lpng familiar in films, vaude, mu-
sicals and radio as a member of a
sister act, JBine Pickens is now solo.

Nifty ash-blonde looker is tops on
class and personality. Pipes are

-^vyell, with clarity, range and flexi-
' bllity; Has two principal weak-
' hesses, however, both of which can
be 'easily overcome. First is sheer
unfamiliarity with work in the
swiag-and-swallow parlors. Accus-
tomed to getting pretty much undi-
vided audience attention in other
types of places, she becomes -lightly
upset at waiters moving, dishes rat-
tling, patrons eating and drinlcing,
and, most of all, slightly stewed
hecklers. Time and experience will

UttdoiibtfeeHiMate. carp, of thatr
^^"

Second defect is -weak choice of
numbers. While those she did might
be ok^* for a quiet spot, snappier
ones are needed in a big. joint lilce

Lynch's. Starts with 'Must've Been
Beautiful Baby,' good; then into
'Gypsy Makes his Violin Cry,' n.s.h.

for here. Finishes off the turn with
an imitation of a diva in an outdoor
summer concert,, swinging at mos-
quitos as well as high 6hes. Failed
to mesh with any great strength.
Encore is another dreamy set where
flash is required, medley of 'Smoke
Gets in Your Eyes,' 'Stardust' and
•Night and Da-.'

Femme • undoubtedly is, topnotch
for hiteries catering to* carriage
trade. Herb.

the No. 1 money-getter of the blue
book bluesters, earning up to $750
and $1,000 a week, because she be-
came a smart spot draw.
Current crop of socialite singers

are in the $100 to $350 brackets.
Adelaide MoSett, opening at Harry
Richman's new bistro, has been get-

ting around that top figure and a
shade stronger in certain locations.

Miss Moffett is now about the most
seasoned of that brand of song pur-
veyor.

In the case of Anne Francine she's
strong on musical comedy and op-
eretta ballads. She delivers well, at

the mike, looks" poised and not un-
gainly, despite her generous height,
and withal . makes fine impression.
She could further help herself along
by assimilating a good ryhthm num-
ber to break li. •r",. Abel.

THREE MACK BROS.
Acrobatic
6 Mink.
HoUyweod Rest, N., Y.

A kn6ckabdut' tumbling act of fair

merit which reminds .somewhat .of

the Three Sailors. The Mack Bros,
dress, as gobs, also, but- do not in-

dulge, in any talk. Act would be
worth more if it included some chat-
ter.

Acrobatics are capable and fast,

turn being highly suitable for cafe
floors or theatres. Char.

SIX VARSITY KIDS
Dancinip
4 Mfns.

Hollywood Rest., N. Y.
A sextet of jitterbugs (three men,

three women), specializing in shag
dancing and Big Appling. Kids, of
the collegiate' type, dress in the ac-
cepted campus manner and work
fast. Their b. ' a. routine is ably ex-
ecuted.

Act' probably can be stretched
farther to fill a spot respectaibly,

though, as working here it is used as
part of a production number, with
the stint done amounting to not
much more than an atmospheric bit.

Chdr.

BOB RUSSELL
Stosins:

"

10 Mins.
Hollywood Rest„ N. Y.

There- is nothing modest about Bob
Russell pretensions to vocal calis-
thenics. He does a cavalcade of
singers and songs, pegging them by
name, -which includes Caruso and
Tibbett, no' less. Russell has a good,
husky voice, but he takes on a rather
healthy order in trying to sing like
CatusO' did. Gets aways with it,

however.
He opens his stint' here with a

popular number that is somewhat
aged now. He could drop . that in
favor of something newer. Follow-
ing the cavalcade arrangement, Rus-
sell closes with another pop, as well
sold as his opener. A pleasing per-
sonality figures in the singer's equip-
ment. Char,

EDDIE SHAYNE and CHARLOTTE
ARMSTRONG

Ballroom Ottncers
7 Mins.; Full StAgt
Roxy, N. Y.
Not enough novelty to this ball-

room team's lineup although both
work, smoothly. Charlotte Arm-
strong is unusually petite but needs
more to do. One outstanding bit is

the dive Eddie Shayne takes over
outstretched limbs of femme partner
as she is doing a cartwheel.
For an encore they add a bit of

Gay '90s eccentric stepping which
depends- too much on a trick mous-
tache and girl's bustle. Further
novelty to their routines, would help
make turn more appealing.

Wear.

EMMETT OLDFIELD
With Eddie Ware
Comedy- Acrobats
6 Mins.; One
Roxy, New York
Pair of clever acrobatic perform-

ers who work with finesse are old-
timers, but not in. Variety's New
Act files.

Limber, loose-muscled athlete,-

probably Qldfield, furnishes long
procession of spontaneous laughter
as. he curls himself into uncanny
positions and takes the rough knocks
on the hand-to-hand stunts. Other
male plays straight. Rubber-limbed,
smaller Oldfield wears modified
clown makeup. ClimajJ is a startling
fall into the orchestra pit and
rassling with stooge musician.
Combo wowed a lukewarm house

here. Suitable for stage or niteries.

Wear.

DEBONAIRS (6)
Son^s and Dancing
12 Mint.; Two
Palace, Chicago
Six well-dressed and well set-up

•young men in. white ties to get them
off to a fine start on appearances. They
have an air of smartness that they
strive hard to retain at all times,
but' which occasionally slips through
their fingers. They are a good danc-
ihg combination, neatly routined and

well executed. But they spoil the
effect by trying tp dpiible as' vocal
sextet. They sing a pop. song and
slice it to pieces.
On the vocal end they do better

with two special numbers which
demand only a sing-song mono-
tone from these good dancers. . The
initial number is a vocal rib on
the WPA and repeats all the moth-
eaten gags about leaning on a shovel.
Corny enough, however, to get over
for a startei^.

Another special lyric on modern
mechanized civilization leading to a
mechano .dance, routine that is a
good novelty.
Act would do better to build up

its dancing, which is solid stuff and
indicates surefire possibilities. .

Gold.

SOLOMON GEDEON
Ventriloquist, ac'robatios
6 Mins. .

State, N. Y.

Negro kid ^ has something on the
ball,,.JthoiJgh;^.he certainly ..ivasnt -a'

'If&utihe. ' Mixing "ventriloquism with
an acrobatic exhibition of batting
around one of those hi-li balls is an
oddity, not an act.' But the young-
ster has ease on the stage, an innate
sense of showmainship, and sneaks
through to great results with the
aplomb of a typical street urthin.

He looks like the latter, even as to

his clothed.
First part of- the stint is a really

good turn with, a dummy, coal black.
Sings 'Tislcet' in lazy fashion, accom-
panied ' by a^' little business between
himself and the dummy that creates
attention.
Finishes by grabbing up a paddle

with ball attached via rubber string,

and batting this crazy thing all over
the place. It's comedy, too, since he
uses his head for bat as often as the
paddle itself. Kid's size, garb, and
obvious' enthusiasm go over. Here
with the Calloway band. Edga.

WHITEY'S LiNDY HOPPERS (6)
Dancing
5 Mins.
State-, N. Y.

Appearing with the Cab Calloway
aggregation, this troupfr of young-
sters (Negro) Lflashes 'a lot of the vio-
lent rugrcutting associated with the
Itindy Hop. Three gals with male
partners are colorfully garbed, and
go through practically the . entire
routine in paired specialties.

Troiq)e. radiates the McCoy. It's a
frenzied sessiOhj progressing at ut-
most steam pressure. Pairs fling each
other around after a series of holds
that would lay Strangler Lewis on
the resin.

Fit in nicely 'with the stage show
here as' opening specialty, and are
on briefly at the finish for more. Act
looks good for work of this type; and
assignments in dance halls, etc.

Understood they started thus at the
Savoy, N. y. ~ Hdga. ,

HARRIS and SHORE
Dance Comedians
10 Mins.
Rainbow. Room, N,.YJ

Harris and Shore have been
around in cafes and theatres. This
notice primarily for New Act files,

from whence-they're absent.
Comedy terp team works effec-

tively in the standard manner of The
Hartmans, Moore and Revel, et al.,

with a few niceties of their own. She
has a particularly comic stance, and
apart from the hoke ballroomology,
which differs from others only so
far as varioiis conceptions are con-
cerned, they iop it off. nicely, with a
Cakewalk. It's announced as the
forerunner of all big. apples and
makes for a new exit. Abel.

VIRGINIA SISTERS (2)
Singing
'9 r'ins.

Leon Si Eddie's, N. Y.

A classy singing act of two. girls

who are assertedly Spanish but look
anything but, being blondes. Mak-
ing a good appearance* and powered
with a lot of personality, the Vir-
ginias are also long on singing
ability. With the routine offered
here they suit admirably for floors

or theatres.
Team opens with a Mexican num-

ber, followed by 'Siboney' and a
special arrangement of 'Reverie.'

They sell their songs cleverly;
voices above average. Char.

KING
Dog
6 Mins.
Rainbow Room, N. Y.

King, a clever police dog, does
some effective tricks. He barks the
usual count-up. routine,

. .jor 'how
many ladies at that table?' He does
a disarming bit with his trainer, is

only mildly cued, and rather im-
perceptibly, everything considered.

His master is in dinner jacket and
a good pacer. For a class inviron-
ment like the RiR., he might refur-
bish his wardrobe for . each show,
to maintain an impeccable exterior.
It's not easy, considering one or two
bits of pseudo-wrestling with King,
or where the latter jumps on his
shoulder in the disarming business.
But the intimacy of the room, and
particularly^ a class spot like the
Rockefeller nitery, necessitates nj'ore
than passing attention along those
lines. Abel.

Hollywood Restaurant
(NEW YORK)

Bob Russell, Serge Flash, Thr^e
Mack Bros., EUse Cerf, Pepper Janu-
ary, Al & Honey Abbott, Six Varsity
Kids, Ames & Amo, Seger Ellis

Orch, Lee Shelley Orch, Red Stanley
Orch, The Rimacs, Mofichito Orch.

Closed down early this year after
being • plunged into 77b, at which
time Joe Moss, its operator, swung
over to the nearby International Ca-
sino, the Hollywood Restaurant is

back in action. Cpmpetition from
hiteries of comparable • importance
is not easy to contend with, but
the rebuilt Hollywood, affording a
fine view of the

,
stage from nearly

all parts of the house, will be able
to stand the gaff il its shows ' are
stout enough.
Inaugural bill offers a novelty of

five .bands and action at all times,
plus supplemental floor show values.
However, punch is lacking. Just
one big-clicking act would do the
trick. Bobby Sanford, who produced
the show,' .billed '•

jitf
' <

'Hollywood
Revels of 1939,' has done a fine job,
but no act is quite strong enough to

push the show to the- top. Sanford
apparently relies mostly on 'the
knockabout comedy act of Ames and
Arno, long around vaudeville, to do
the trick but the turn falls consid-
erably, short of such expectations.
It strains to smash through. After
about two minutes, when the stall-

ing sets in, the team ceises to be' so
funny. ' ^

•

Sanford put on floor shows in
former years but more recently im-
presarioed his Midnight - to - Dawn
Showboat, -which folded after a
short try this summer. In Serge
Flash,' Bob Russell (New Acts).
Three Mack Bros. (New Acts), and
others, he has rounded up good body
of talent. Routining is.sinootb, while
for color, he has done well in cos-
tuming, etc. The -line girls (12) and
the showgirls (8) are all lookers.
Their routines are. refreshing ahd, to
a considerable extent, novel. One
number, in which the showgirls play
nurses to the line ladies, as. babies,
with diapexis among the . costume
equipment, is notable in this respect..
Show could use a little more com-

edy. It has sufficient dancing, sing-
ing and acrobatics, plus plenty, pf or-
chestral background to suit all tastes.

Flsish goes over sti:ong . with his
juggling, capped by a new balanc-
ing and drumming trick. In the
acrobatics. Three Mack Bros, and
Elis'e Cerf, provide very salable en-
tertainment. Macks are remindful
of the Three Sailors. Indulge in no
talk, however. Miss Cerf is on early,
in a flashy single, very ably per-
formed. Other specialists are Pep-
per January, singing a nursery
rhyme special as a fronter for one
of the better, numbers by .the. line;
the shag team of Al and Honey Ab-
bott, not new, and the Six Varsity
Kids (New Acts), Big Appiers, The
Abbotts are flashy shagsters. ,A
single by Al Abbott is particularly
hot.
Show has no m.c. and this is a

perfect spot for one.. Also a good
opportunity for more comedy if the
right m.c. and material are obtained.
Russell has a : vibrant, pleasing

voice and engaging personality. He
opens with an old pop and also, fea-
tures a cavalcade of singers and
numbers, suggesting them from Ca-,
ruso and Tibbett down. That's a.

big order but he gets away with it

okay.
The bands relieve each other fre-

quently. Stint done by the Rimacs
amounts to a show, of Latin flavor,
in itself. Seger Ellis alone doubles,
from dancing to show. This is a
comparatively new band, featuring
what Ellis calls his 'choir of brass.'

An excellent show and dance band.
Lee Shelley, who "has been around

Westchester^ heads a band play^
ing sweet music, while Red- Stanley
has a swing organization. The ..Ri-

macs and the Monchito band are
rhumba outfits. Latter doubles be-
tween .the downstairs bar arid' up-
stairs. Rimacs carry n'uiherou sing-
ing and dancing' specialists, while
Ellis has a soloist, Irene Taylor.

Entire architecture of the Holly-
wood is suggestive of a boat. Stage,
shaped like a horseshoe, is raised and
tables are terraced in such a - man-
ner that vision is obscured at only,
some tables by two posts that could
not be eliminated.

-Nicholas Weiss heads the group
operating the Hollywood. Nat and
Joe Moss are also in. Most of the
help of the old Hollywood are back;

Char.

OLD ROUMANIAN
(NEW YORK)

Murray & Alan, Line (8), Sadie
Banks, Wilma Novak, Ethel Bennett,
Mara, Ronnie De Camp, Joe La
Porte Orch (5).

This intimate spot on New York's
lower east side has come a long way
since Jack Silverman first opened
the spot as little more than a plain
eatery 14 years ago. Silverman is

currently celebratmg its annivei:-
sary by enlarging it for the second
time. Fourteen, years ago it opened

as a 75-seater. Currently, it can
hold 500.
For the entertainment there are

several standbys who've been at the
spot for some years, and they con«
tinue to be the prime favorites,
Sadie Banks, a fave here for five

years with her hotcha songs, is the
buxom type, and for years was «
favorite of the Yiddish theatre, a
greater reason for her continued
popularity here ^ince this spot caters
mostly to that type of clientele. She'
does no Yiddish chansons, however,
since it's been the policy of Silver-
man to escape that idiom for the
Yanlcee flavor. Miss Banks is a cross
between the Sophie Tucker-Mae
West type in personality and show-
manship. Ethel Bennett, sprightly
brunet, here.,for seven years, gety in
a few Yiddish songs, which is a de-
parture, top, from the old style in
that she swings them, and smartly.
. Murray and Alan, brothers, long
a standard vaude act, are the gag-
sters, with Murray also filling in as
m.c, which ' he does satisfactorily.
However, when the fteres get to-
gether for their gags, they miss fire.

Routine iis old business. However,
their stuff has sufficient variation
to wai-m up these customers.
Mara is a Russian gypsy singer,

and a Ipoker. She does a couole
of native numl)ers and chimes in in-
termittently, with pops. Okay. The
line - of eight girls is snappy and
^well-lookingj. Joe La Porte's band
plays well 'for." show and dahsapa-
tion. Ronnie De Camp is on a couole
of times for taps to 'okay results.
Wilma Novak, -hot

.
hoofer,, grinds r

the bumps for all they're worth and
dicks big .with .the males though her
terps are just ordinary.

LEON & EDDIE'S, N. Y.

Eddie Davis, Iris Adrian, Kiii &'
Roy Paige, Renee Villon, Jerry Kru~
ger, Dorothy Jeffers, The HoUywood
Horse, Virginia Sisters,' Wally Wan-
ger Sextet, Ford Crane, Lou Martin
Orch.

Leon & Eddie's new Xmas show,
with Eddie Davis and Iris Adrian
finally changing their , act, is one of
this bistro's- best It's fast and socks
all the way. Plenty of body repre-
sented in the- supporting bill, with
Ken and Roy Paige, knockabout
comedy, act; the Virginia Si.$ters
(New Acts), Jerj;y Kruger, formerly
with Gene Krupa's band, and The
Hollywood Horse.

Davis, who ' always clicks, is do- -

ing several new' songs written for.
him by Billy K. Wells, plus" a sketch,
with Miss Adrian, 'The Gay Des-
perado.' 'CJood, Old Reliable Jeeves,'
a number built around a trailer; a* '

clever arrangement of pops and S'
new 'Schnitzelbank' special, plus ar-L
rangements of two new pops, cpm-r
prise Davis' new routine. The trailer-
song is a pip and .the 'Schnitzelbank*
number has a surprise twist.' Davis'

'

selling of 'Get .Out of Town* is -lOOyo,,
Additional singing weight is lent

by Miss Kruger. who does two num-
bers, one very not, and the Virginia '•

Sisters, carrying three songs, ably,
sold. The Virginias lend particular
strength to the bill, as does the Paige
twain.
Dance 'specialists include Renee v

Villon, in a fast Spanish number, and •

Dorothy Jeffers, who does a rhythm
hard-shoe .effeoiively. ' The Holly-
wood Horse act has been around for
years, mostly in vaudeville, and . is
nothing more than a couple fellows'
inside a skin. Further dancing is

.provided by .the Wally Wanger Sex-
tet, a holdover. Ford Crane, m.c,
is also a holdover.

• Lou Martin's orchestra plays well!
for show and dancing. Chor.

Saranac Lake
By HAPPY BENWAY

Sidney Stuart, who served his time
at the Will Rogers, is in Bermuda.
Lillian Mansfield, bx-Ziggy 'Follies*

girl, to be sliced. She's been airing
•here for three years.
Thanks to Riga Konova of Chicago

for another load of books for this
Actors Colony.
Dr. Karl Fischel to New York.

Will bring back goodies for the holi-
days when the Rogerites will cele-.
brate.

Bede Fiddler and Hazel Smith
playing Santa Claus, preparing toys'
for the kiddies downtown, a salute,
from the Rogers.
Dorris (RKO Boston) Andrews

now filling in as telephone operator
at the Rogers.

Isabelle Rook, Rose Clark, Fred
Schrader and Walter Hoban giving
up their allotted exercise time to shop,
for the boys and girls downtown.
Ted ReiUy, who licked it here, to.

Pittston, Pa., and work. He's an old-
time musician.
Edward McDonald and Teddy Bod-

well one year older.

Kenneth Lindloff, who got that
good rep'ort, now an assistant to..

Rudy Plank in the Rogers X-ray de--

partmfent.

Write to those who are IIL

SHIRLEY ROSS
Singing
10 Mins,
Paramount,.N. Y

Shirley Ross, making her first ap-
pearance, here, is under contract to
Paramount as a featured player and
is in the cast of 'Thanks for the
Menw'ry,' cturent on the Par screen.
One of jPar's mPre promising young
players, she is a eockful act oh her
p.a. and 'is stopping, shows regulai'ly.

. Althou^ suffering, from a cold..

Miss Ross'scpres decisively in a rou-
tine of four numbers. She has a
pleasant voice and nice swing in-

selling .^ongs. Opening, with 'What
Have You Got That^s Gets Me,' she.
follows with' 'Reverie' and clicks for"
an- encore with a medley of num-
bers bdt ot Par pictures In which
she has appeared. A tune from a
new Par film winds up, but no men-
tion made of the picture title- source.

' CHar.

FRANK JENKS and DOROTHEA
KENT' ;'•

'

Comedy, Songs, Panclhg
13 Mins,;: One
Palace, Chicago

Example of a -good performer'
laboring under the weight of hope-
less material. Give Jenks even a
fair comedy script and hejs a great
bet to wham home with any audi-
ence. Jenks knows what the stage
is all about, despite the la^t- few
years on the- picture lots; But he,
and nobody else, can do anything
with a routine of chatter that con-
tains no giggles,

Jenks opens alone and gets over
• comedy song , about ' a little Hebe
who wants to be a 'foreign legion*
general. Not a '-particularly funny

^> idea, but 'Jenks manages to squeeze
more out of it than the lines them-
selves contain.
Miss Kent on for some crossfire

talk with Jenks and it is pretty sad
stuff,. About pictures, 'and full of
that facetious ' self-panning that
doesn't come off: Tough break, since
the pair of 'em indicate that they
could redlly entertain with half a
chance.
Sooner or later the team of Jenks

and Kent decide that the^ have to
have a finish for 'their act They go
into a dance as- the tried-and-true
method of scramming. It's not a
great dance, but it fills its purpose.

Gold.

ANNE FRANCINE
Socialite Songstress
Coq Rouge, New York
Blueblood blues singers are in

vogue again, but this time Anne
Francine is heralded oh the crest
of a highly showmanly exploitation
stunt. She was the winner of a
debutante and post-deb amateur con-
test staged by this smart East 56th
street hitery, with a month'is con-
tract to the winner. Miss Francine
evidences she warrants continuing
a bit beyond that, and especially
since she's also manifesting a good
petsonaL draw.

Which is how socialite songstresses
were 'born; Idea is that they'll .come
and pay a couvert for something
their friends get for free, in their
drawing rooms. But such- is the cafe
society trend that the fashionable
east 3ide bunch entertains in public.

As a performer. Miss Francine is

by no means a deb, or even an early
poet-deb. She's in her mid-20's, evi^-

dently, a charming petsonality with
a thtoaty voice that reminds '^f

Mrs. Eve Symington style. Latter,
<2auehter of Senator Wadsworth, is
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Variety Oills
NEXT WEEK (Dkc. 19)

THIS WEEK (D^c. 12)
Numeral* in connection with bills below indicate opening day of

show, whether full or split week

NEW YORK CITX
State (16)

JaniQB Kvans Co
Peane Jnnis
Tim & Irene
sGeorge Beatty

• Barney Bapp Ore
PAI.TIMORK

y Oentnry (16)
J &' M Mulcny
Kora Williams

Tommy Trent
RVANSVILLIB

, MaJentlo (1S-T7)
Dlpscy Doodle Rev
TVASHINGTOM
Capitol (10)

Oro'sB Sc Dunn
Rex Weber
Boy Smeck
Chester Hale Co

HEW YORK CITY
Paramount (t6)

Blue Barron Oro
Shirley Ross
Ken Murray
Kldoodlera
Lazarrls

Barone & Knapp
Scats Powell

CHICAGO
Chicago (10)

IjUClenne ft Asbour
(More to flll)

7TH TIME
RUDY VALLEE HOUR
PAUL GERRITS
Personal Direction
MARK J. LEDDY

NSiv YORK CI>rY
MubIo Hall (15)

Slenore- Tennis
Bob Rlpa
Robert Weede
Louise Fornaca
l^lcholas Daks
Pansy, the Horse
l*oa Purdy
Belle Flower
Janb Sproule
Jaiie OlUlsan
Rockettes' •

Corps de Ballet
Choral Bnsemble
Brno' Rapee Rymph

CHICAGO
PalacA (16)

fltaftord & Louise
Florence Spencer
Wlll'ms & Red Dust
Randsill Sis
Ben. Blue
7 Amer Gauchos

(0)
K .GlfTtns
Dorotiiea Kent
Debonalrs
Red Skclton
Frank Jenks
Dolly Kay
Ann Miller

CINCINNATI
Shabert (16)

Jubilee Fol
Oxford Boys

•

B'.way to H'wood
Carroll $c Howe
Lola Lane .

' CLEVELAND
Palace (16)

Bernlvlcl Rev '

Gil Lamb
Dorn BraH & il

Bob Crosby Ore

NEW YORK CITY
Strand (16) •

Ted Lewis Oro
BROOKLYN
Strand (16)

Blaekstone
(0)

lllrDuke BlllnRton Ore
PUITjADELPHIA

Earl« (10)
Benny Davis Rev

Dick Hlmbor Oro
Brown & Ames
liester & Jean

PITTSB17RGH
Stanley (16)

Hike Riley Ore
Gray Gordon Oro
Billy Reed .

Goodrich & Nelson
Shayne & Armstr'gr
Phillips & Kohl

(9)
Ben Blue
Gang Busters -

Bleanore Whitney
Ross & Stone

'

3 Oxford Boys
Bobbins 8

ROGADING
Astor (16>17)

Billy -O'Brien Co
WASHINGTON

Earle (16)
Grace Drysdale
Gae Foster Gls
Gang Buster?
Milt Douirlas Co
Stump & Stumpy

(0)
Dave Monahan
Goodrich & Nelson
Howard & Shelton
Evelyn Case '

Gae -Foster Gls

NEW YORK CITY
Roxy (16)

Bob Howard
Kappy Barra Co
Gloria Gilbert

Oldfield & War^
Charles Carrer
Gae Foster Gls
Paul Ash Ore

. CHICAGO
Oriental (16)

6 Lucky Boys
Terry Howard Co
George Lyons
3 Murtah Sis
Spencer & Foreman

INDIANAPOLIS
^ Lyrlfl (10)

Bob Crosby Ore
Bellett & Bne Bros
(One to flll)

(9)
Hal Kemp Ore
Paul RemOS Co
RoblnRons
KANSAS CITY
Tower (10)

Herhle Kay Ore
MILWAUKEE
Riverside (0)

Rome Vincent
Juvelys
Wllkle & Ray
Stadlers
Frason

Week of December 12
_ Dominion
Duncan's Collies
Vagabond Ijover
Trocadero Rest.

Norman AUln
Randolf SuttohD & J-CtGorman
Olive WKltff
Olgo
Adam & Troc Ore
CAMDEN TOWN

Unumont
Rqscos
3 Winter Sis
Velda & Vann

CI^4PHAM
Granada

Tessa Deane
Billings & Chase
Bd^le Sharpe

EAST HASI
Granada

Beatrice & Leon
3 Lederers
Alec Halls & P

Premier
Busty & Shine
» Brilliants
Donna Sis
GREENWICH

Griinada
Louise Co
Beatrice & Irfon
Alec Halls & P
HA^^IMERSMITH

Palace
Paul RobcROn

ISLINGTON
Bine Hall

Prank Wilson
Sereuo & June

SHEPH'RDS BUSH.
Pavilion

Younkman Ore
STRATFORD
Broadway '

Rusty & Shine

3 Brilliants
Donna Sis

TOOTING
Granada

Tessa Deane
Billings & Chase
Eddie Sharpe

Week of December 12
DUNDEE
Palace

BUI Campbell Co
Gautler Co
McAdam & Bob
4 White Flashes
Dave' Poote

LIVERPOOTj
Sliabespeare

CastelU 'Oro
2 Schenlis

'

Loll Park
Foster & Clarke
Jack Le Dair

Cabaret BiOs

HEW YORE CUT
Armando's

Buddy Clarke Ore
SIgrld Lassen

Bandbox
Jim Lunceford Ore
Dan Grissom
Gladys Palmer
Barney Gallant's

Angela Velez
Carter & Bowie
Nellie Paley

Bill Bertolottra

Angelo's Rb'mba Bd
nils Dion
Eleanor. Etherldge
Velyne Hague
Helen Dell
Roberta Kent

Blira Gay eo's

Charles Toucbette
John Panter
John Eliot
Don Cortez
Jim Phillips
Mary Roberts
Harold Wlllard
ArthurBehan
Harry Donnelly
Spike Harrison
Bernle Grauer
Joe Hoyrard
Stephen lies
Madge Marley
Mabel Pearl

Boulevard Tavern
(Elmhorat, L. I.)

G'ntlnental Thrlll'ra
Mao Arthurs
Cameron Crosby
Audrey Noonan
Donna & Darrell
Earle Hart
Mickey Foeley
Vivien. Francis
Lois Kaye
Bobby Bernard
Jan Fredrlca Oro

Briek Clnb
Hot Lips Page Ore

' Casa Cobana
Oscar C&lvet Oro
£110 Ozacar Oro
Duanos
Gloria Belmonte
Galvan -

Lita Lines
Cesar & Dolores

Casa Manana
Vincent Lopez Ore
Jay Freeman Oro
Loll Holtz
Holland & Hart
Benny Fields
Abbott & Costello
Helen Morgan
B MInevItch Co
Gaston Palmer
Delia LInd
Kay. Parsons
Helen Reynolds Gls
Betty Hutton
El^erblooms
Chez Plrehonse

Al Evans Ore
John Hoysradt
Tony Kraber
Clifton & MIley
Maria Forbes

Club 18

Jack White
Jerry Blanchard
Doc Lee
Shad Mitchell
Pat Harrington
Frankle Hyera
Willie Grogan
Leila Gavncs
Beale St Boys
G "Andrews Ore

Clnb Gaucho
DImitrl & VlrgU
Rhumberos
3 Gauchos
Edu'ardo Sandoval
La Carmellta
Nedra Madera

Club lumnn
Don Mario Ore
Ellseo Grenet Oro
Nena Montes
RIcardo Sandranel
Audrey Ely

Cotton Club
Cab Calloway Oro
Nicholas Bros
Berry Bros
W C Handy
DandrldRe Sis
Sister Tharpe
Mae Johnson
Tlnimle & Freddy
June Richmond
.Tigsaw Jackson
Vodery Choir

El Chiro
Don Alberto Ore
Paqulta Domlnguez
Maclovla Buiz
Los Calaveras
Dorlta & Valero
Senorlta Poloma

El Morocco
Ernie Hoist oro

El Rio
Johnny Johnson Or
GUs Martel Ore

Sheila Barrett
Minor & Root

Famous Dnor
Red Norvo Oro
John KIrby Oro
Mildred Bailey
Greenwich Village

'•Casino

Ray O'Hara Oro
Larry MacMahon
Valerie Dumont
Lola Rooke
Gloria Manet
Bc<a & Ray. Goman

Havana>-Mndrld
Nano Rodrlgo Ore
.Juanlto Sdnabria Ui
Carlos & Carl to
Pancho & Dolores
Felipe de Flores
Sarlta Herrera
Roslta Ortega

Hickory Doose
.Joe Marsnia Oro
U'wocd Bestanrant
Lee Shelley Oro
Seger Ellis .Ore
R«d Stanley Ore
RImacs
Rob Russell
Pepper JanuaryH & Honey Abbott
Baby Alyce
.Collegiate 6

Hotel Ambassador
Dlck'Gasparre Oro
VIncpnt Bragale Ore
Eleanor French
H'tel Belniont-Plaza
Joe VenutI Oro
Andrews Sis

Hotel • Blltmnre
Horace. Heldt Oro
Larry Cotton
Bob McCoy
Art Carney
Red F'errlngton
Agnes. & George
Bernle Mattlnson
Emily Stephenson
Jean Farney
Hotel Commodore
Saiiimy Kaye Ore

Hotel Edison
Lcs Brown Orb
Miriam Shaw
Johnny Johnson
Hotel Essex House
Nat Brandwyrine Or
Claire Martin
Hotel Gov. Clinton
Eddy Mayelioir Oro
Betty Gale-

Hotel Mhroln
Artie Shaw Oro
Helen Forrest

Hotel McAipIn
J Messner Oro
Jeanne D'Arcy
Sis & Tom Dowling
Hotel New Yorker
Tommy Dorsey Ore
Peter Kent Ore
Edythe Wright
Jacic Leonard
3 Baqulrcs
Helen Myers
Ross MacLcan
Skeets Herfurt
Dorothy Wlikens
Joan Merrill
Paul Roslnl
Lydia & Jorcsco
Hotel Park Central
Lee Mylcs Oro
Peter Hlggins
Eltons
Hotel PennnylvanlR
Kay Kyscr Oro

Hotel Pierre
Harold Najrel Ore

Hotel Plau
Eddy Duohin Ore
Don de VodI Ore
Morton Downey
Mnurlce & Cordoba
Hotel Roosevelt

Guy Lombardo Ore
Hotel Savoy-Plaza
Gerry Morton Ore
Lew Paricerson
Tom Low
Dwlght Ftske

Hotel Slierry-
Nelherland

Tchnrkovsky Ore
Geo Schcrben
Hotel St. Morltz

Basil Fomecn Ore
Yvonne Bouvler
Thcod're & Deneshs
Hotel St. RfClit
(Iridium Ilooni)

Chnrlcs Baum Oro
Sam Jarvia
Guy Owen
SInip.Mon Sis
Dorothy Lewis
(Maisonette RusHe)
Mnthcy Ore
Eva Ortega
Boris Belastozky
Serge AbagoU

.Gedda Petry
Michael Greben

Hotel Tnft
Enoch Light Oro
Peggy Mann
George HInea
Light Brigade
Hotel Wkldort-

Aalnrln
(Empire Room^)

Benny Goodman Or
<Sert Room)

Emil Coleman Oro
Alice Marble
Paul Draper

Hotel White
John Uppman
Cassandra
Lew Cobey

Hungaria
Gene Kardos Ore
Keia Vlllanyl Oro
Byrnes & Swanson
Sharon Harvey.
Leon Kramer
Dr Lejos Vlllany-
Mary Wendllng

Ivan Frank ^

Ruth Blroth
Sonny Tucker
Ivan Frank
.
Jimmy Kelly's.

Joe Capeilo Oro
Gladys Fayp
Mary Lane
Alontmartre Boya
Jolin Rockwood
Vaughn ObmfOrt
Danny HIgglns
Ira Yarnell
Sid Hawklna
Tanya
Adra Cooper
Carter & SchAub
Lee Leslie
Gloria Marsh
Peggy de la Planle
Lynn & Deering
Margaret Grey

La Marqnlao
Harold Leonard
3 Callfornlans

Lame
Eddie Davis Oro
.Joseph Spilth Oro
Grazlella Parraga

!.« <)oq Kougo
Geo ^terney Oro
Anne Franclne
Tisdale 3

Le Mlraee
Leo Deslys Oro
D'lvona
Ramon
Dorothy Dennis

Tommy Mills
Joe White
Wally Shulan .:

1^0 Laz.aro Oro

Plantation Club
Skeets Tolbert Ore
Barrlngton Guy '

Valda
Moke & P»ke
Collins. & Beusley
Avon Long
Lillian Fitzgerald
Conway & Parks
Connie Jackson
Banjo Bernle
Lee Simmons

Paradise
Russ Morgan Oro

Pepper Pot
Joe D'Andrea Ore
Bill Scully
O'Hanlon & Del R
Boh Matzl Oro
Iris Raye
Barbara Lane

()ueen Mary
Joe Ellis Oro
Peggy Ware
Leda Lombard
Katherlne Tate
Corllea (c Palmer

Rainbow (irlll

McFatlanda Ore
Judy Abbott
Marlynn St Mlchqel
Rainbow Koora

Al Donanue Ore
Eddie LeBuron Oro
Paula Kelly
Ruth NIgey
Alec Templeton
Harris & Shore
Road to Mandnlay
Joe Rlnes Oro
Adelaide Moflett
Raye.& Naldl
Russian Kretchma
Volodia Katpv Oro
Naatia Pollakova
Simeon Saksonslty
Simeon KaravaeO
Marusla Saya
Daria Blrse
Michel MIchon
MIscha Osdonoff
Klavdia Kapelova
Sergei Ignatenko

Show Bar
(Forest HUls)

Graham Prince Ore
Stardusters (4)
May McKIm
Ed Rlokard
Castalne & Barrle

VAUDEVILLE

SLAVES OF AMERICA
Come to England*

THE HOME OF VARIETY

Only Two Shows Nightly

And No Sunday Work

52 WEEKS
For Acts Who Make Good

Always at Your Service

CHARLES L TUCKER
17, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE

LONDON

Le Roban Bleo
Greta Keller
Palomo
Mabel Mercer
BAwers & Walter
Elsie Houston
Leon * Eddie's

Eddie Davia
Lou Martin Ore
Dorothy JeiTers
Jerry Krujger
K & R Paige
Virginia Sis
Haines, Tate & S
Iris Adrian
Renee Villon
Wally Wanger •

Little Clnb
Pee Wee Russell Or
Edith Roark
Dolores Fai-rls

Midnight Son
Jark Melvin Oro
Faith Bacon
Una Wyte

Mon Paris
Charlie Murray Ore
Virginia Uppercu
K'yal Lukewola B'ys

Onyx Club
Jack Jenney Oro
Merry Macs
Carl Kre.SB
Saus'ge Pk Chops
Jack Connors
Pelham Heath Inn
Eric Correa Ore
June Lorraine
Marcia Harris
Alice Dudley
Kenneth Bostock

Place Elegante
Bill Farrcll
Benn Kuuf

Stork CiDb
Sonny Kendls Ore
'Jose Lopez Oro

Swing Rendezvous
Bob Warren Oro
Jack Liaurle
Vivian Vaughn
Ronnie King
Naomi SImono
Jerry Roberta
MarJIe Radcay

Verssllles

M Bergere Oro
Panchlto Ore
Marj'rle Galnsw'rth
O'Avalos Dancers

Village Bam
Freddie Fisher Ore
Joe Candullo Oro
Vera Fern
Loper & Barrett
VIra NIva
Johnny Howard
' Whirling Top
Geo Morris Ore
Russell Dracken
Irene Stanley
Hamon RIngo
Slephen Harris
Jerry White
Ann Gale

WIvel
Charley Bowman Or
Bob Lee .

Peggy LeBuron
Al Small

.

Ted Lester
Eleanor Ethrldge
Shirley Gay
Alice St Johii
Bernlce Stevens
Ebbe Gyldenkrone

Yacht Clnb
Hal Hope Oro

LOS ANGELES
Ball

Charlie Lawrence
Uruz. Fletcher

Beverly WHsliIre
Bray Sis
Uarry Owens Ore

Dlltmore
Shirley Rust
Jerry Stewart
Ronnid & Roberta
6 J>anwill.<j

Bud & His Buddies
Fritz & J Hubert
Hal Derwin
Shep Flel'ls Oro

Cafe Callente

El«>nita
Diana
Leo
Lu7, Da.<<auez
Juan Navarro
Eddie Aguliar Ore

Cafe De Paree
Parisian Rev

Cufe l4i Maze
VI Bradley
Park Avenue Boys

Clover Clnb
Betty Bryant
Perez Rumba Bd
Stan Myers Ore
Cocoanut Grove

Rene DeMarco
Wayne King Ore

It Cafe
Joe Moshay
nob Searles
Bill Roberts Oro
Jerry's Mandalay
Tommy Howard
George Junior
Frankle Gallagher
Oliver Albe^tl
Jimmy Kerr Oro

La Conga
Renee & Estrella

Little Clnb
Jdhe Jones
Tiny Uerldltb
Cht|8 Thorpe

' Oniilr's :Dome
Charles ^arl
Eddy '& 7eurs
Beau Lee
Geo Redmond Ore

Palomar
Ruby LeCrls.t .

Bnhlcofr & Cannon
Johnson 'Bros'
Collegiate 4
Gene Krupa, Oro

Paris Inn
Beverly & Revel
Marguerite & M
Domlnio ColUmbo
Thora Matthlson
Ken H^nryson'
Henry Monet
Tony DoAIarco
Marsha Nolcen
Chupk . Henry Ore
!• Selenlcfc's Club

Norma Toung

Marco & Ramola
Kay Marlowe
Max FIdler Oro
Billy LAnliln

Seven Seas
Eddie Bush .3

,

Al. Mcln'tjtre
'

Dahily .Kawanna .
Kay Ko.naal

Somerset Heune'
Nonle Mitchell
Lynn Martin
Hal Chancellor
Harry Rlngla.nd

Topsy's
Elmer
Bernice Farrlngton
Taila
Mnrcella Blanton
Lola Saunders
Chuck Foster Oro

Trocadero
Bob Grant Oro
Chuz Perez
Raye & Naldl

.V Hngo JteNtanrant
Griff Williams Oro
Charlie Bourne

CHICAGO
Ball BaU

Bert Gilbert
Kay Arniln
Fonda '& St Clair
Buddy Quinn "'

Andree Fay
Royal Gypsies Bd
-Jerry & Jitterbugs
Ball Gls
Stan Norrls Oro

Bismarck Hotel
(Walnut Room)

Art Kassel Ore
Marlon Holinea
Betty Grey
Datlene O'Day
Billy Leach
Frank Payne
Mayflelda & VIrg

Blackhawk
Jan Garber Oro
Jack Gaulke Oro
Audrey Dempsey
Frederlo &' 'xvonn
Mildred Fenton
RUdy Rudlslll
Lee Bennett
Fritz Hellbron
Blaekstone Hotel
(Ballnese Bm)

Playboys Oro

'

Betty Borden
Blondles

Dolores Green
Frltzle Bey
Edna Leonard
Helen Green
Barbara Bow
Cherle Ray
Ruth Riley
Billy Kent
Connie Rogers
Harry Hoyor Oro
Eleanor Johnson
Mickey O'Nell

Bine Goose
Frances Romas
Alice Hanson
Sid Schaps
Evelyn White
Buck Hunt
4 Hits & a MISB
Harry ' Singer Oro

Rrevoort Hotel
(Crystal Room)

Florence Schubert
Charles Baldwin
Grace Katrol -

Norma ' Ballard
Broadmont

Herb Rudolph Oro
Loretta Owens
BeUe Stone
Billy Fargo
Bee Jones
Jane Cllne
Pat &• Jerry
Adorables
Henry SImona

Caravaa
Eddie Gorman
Rocke Romano'
Toddy O'Orady
Don Morgan
Dot & Jerry
Edna Leonai;d
Carl Scholtz Oro

Cbes Paree
Eddie Garr
Frazee Sis
Varsity 8
Ruth Petty
Juvelys
Lois Harper
Bob Han on
Lou Breese Oro
Don Orlando Oro
Evans Adorables

Clnb Al
Larry Ross
MUlIcent DeWitt
Sally Hyde
Dorothy Dawn
Adella Hart
Leo Franz Oro

Club Alabam'
Jacqueline Allen
Tom Murray
Red Barger
Country Hunt
Jack Irving
Mildred Jordan
Alloa Cole
Effle Burton
Bernle Adler
dave (Jnells Ore
Chalk Robinson Ore
Eddie Rolh •Otfe

Clutt Spanish
Fowler & Walsh
Eddie Mark
Pinky Tracy
Bob Davis « Vc
Loretla DeBoer

Colony Cliib

Maxtne Sullivan
Jose Manzunarea Or
Keith Boocher Ore

ColdRlmos
B &. F Gilbert
Jacksiin. Reeves & ti

Inga Horg
DeMay, Moore & M
Roberta Roberta
Lois Marce
Bobby Danders
LuUal & MIy
Lyle Foster
Bob Myalt
I'ronaph Gls
Hollywood C
Henri Gendron Ore

Club Oeliaa
Jean Gay
Ithythm Wlltle
Mary Russell
Lilyan Christian
Kennedy & Jenkins
Poglcy Jefferson
Wesley Long
Sam Theard
Charles Isom
Partello Gls

Red Saunders Ore
.OrnVe Hotel

(Gold Coast Boom)
George Olsen Ore
Imogehe' Coca
Jimmy Brlerly
Massey & Miller
Jerry Alunson
Phyllis Colt
Bob Burton
Kirk Alyn
Henry Russell

Dutch's
Ralph Cook Rev
RIttman Dancers
Roberta
Peggy Moore
Helen Dove
Mort Lund Ord
Edgewater Beacb

Hotel
(Marine Room)

Jay Mills Ore
Frank. Payne
Button 2
Harriet Smith Gls

885 Club
Johnny Howard
Virginia .Gibson
Meta Carlyle
Nino Rlnaldo Ore

EI Dqntpo
Jimmy Ames
Eleanor Leonard
Thelma White
Claire Bogush
Estille Bikow
Alma Skaggs
Helen Dee
Mildred Travis
Kitty O^Brlen
Dot Keith Gls
Eddy Maklns .

V Canova Oro
Famoan Door

Esther Whittington
Bryan Wolf
Jerry Paige
Terry O'Toole
Castellanos Oro

4th Clnb
Homer Roberta
Ruth Barton
Estelle Ellis
Je^nipe -

;ShJrle'y. Lucky
Shorty Ball Oro
Firsnke's Canlno

NadJa •

Dave Tannen
Mildred Jdrdan
Jack & J Sherman
Adelaide KlrkofC
Casino Gla
Tonya
Dick Hardin
Thelma Marland
Buddy. Klrble-
Rocke Ellsworth
Bob Tlhaley Oro

amy 60s
Joan Rogers
Joan Joyce
sMarlon Peters
Vee Amea Gls
Geo Anderson Oro
Lew King' <

Colleen
B Danders Jr Oro

Grand 'Terraco

Sonny A Sonny
Dusty Fletcher
Howell & Coles
Sallle Goodlni;
Dottle Saunders
Streamline Sue
Connie Harris.
Leonard Reed Gls
Earl HJnes Oro
Onremere Hotel
(Glass Hoose Bin)
Rudy Bale
Joe Vera Oro
Bob Edwards
Ruth Arden
Harry's N ¥ Cab'ret
Mildred Rock
Natasha
Cliff Wlnehlil
Dorothy Wahl
Jean Mode
Art Buckley
Al Wagner
Billie Myers
Lee Berling
Dorothy Johnson
Rankin Gls
Whirlwinds
Bob Ollen Oro

Hickory Inn
Dictators Oro
Fred Ca.sey
Terry O'Toole

HI Hat
Nat Oherney
Billy Gray
Jerry Bergen
Carol Bruce
Bcrnadotte
Joan Alarshall
Kretlow Gla
Sid Lang Oro

Hippodrome
Paulette I.APIerre
Bobby Dunart
Janet & Loretta
Blllie Banks
Jerry GIrard
G rover Wilklna
Ted Penrlman Gls
Joe Hahn Ore

Ivanhoe
Helen Sumners
ilelien Irwin
4 Hawallana
Earl Ilorrman Oro

L'Alglon
Mary W Kllpatrick
Gypsy 4
I>on Quixote Oro
Ennio Bolognlnl Or

Hotel !« NMlle
<Blus Front Boom)

KInga Jesters
Mary Milan

Liberty Inn
St'anley Maok
Mickey Sheridan
Pam Adair
Jimmy: O'.NeU .

.Millie Erdman
Earl Wl.ley .Uro

LlmehonHe .

Barney Richards Or
McGraws

George DeCosta
Jack TJlson
Chick Williams
Jane Imes
D'ooley
Uella Thomas
Phil Chlrtard
Chuck. Andrews

Hcltauglillns

Charlene
Paty Ruth
Tonlta
Marlta. Ryan
Mickey Dunn
Sammy "Rari
Jules Novit Ore

ftlelndy :tllll

Tiny Hilt Oro

Miami Clnb
B^Iva White
Earl Rlokard
Spencer & Foleton
Alice Tannen
Bob---0»L}=«-£Ua_^
Johnny Parkers Or

Millstone
Ann Millatone
Ann Howard
Ireiie Fortez
Roy Swift Oro

Minuet Club
Betty Jerome >

''

Del Estba .

Cookie Sldel
Johnny Elliot
Dor' thy DeHought'n
Art Fisher Oro
RItA DeVore

Morrison Hotel
(Boston Oyster

Honse)
Manfred Ootthelf

Nameless Cafe
3 Loose SorOws
Ona Mayo
Ed I.<eon

Evelyn Waters
RaMundl's Oro
Helen Samms

Old Heldelberc
Old Heidelberg Co
Avis Kent
Octet
Geo Gunther Oro

Paddock Clnb
Flo Whitman Rev
Nyra Lou
Muriel Joseph
Slssle Robbind
Genevieve Vai
Sharohe
Patsy DuBrao
Frances Kay
Rex Orltnths
Jerry Frost
Clint Wright Oro

Palmer House
(Empire Room)

Orrin Tticker Oro
Bonnie Baker
Bailey Sis
Sextette
Gower & Jeanne
Jack Stair

-

BeVerly Allen
Jean Plorlan
Abbott Dancers
Phil Dooley Oro

Parody Clnb
'

Freddie. Abbott
Marlta' Ryan
Honey Lee
Freddie Janis Oro

PoW Wow
Jimmy Ames
Dolly M'OBs
Marlce Sc Maiirlhl
Veronica McKay
4 vagabonds '

Steve Stutland Oro

Boie Bowl
Willie Shore
Ruth Hamrlcb
Martha Talt
Maxine Clayton
Garcia & Lollta
Yvonne UonofC
Pol-Mar Gla
Allen Kane Oro

Royole Frolics
Frances Wills
Bee Kalmus
Eddie White
LeBarron 3-

Selma Marlowe
Jack Hllltard
Frolica Ens
Mark Fisher Oro

Sherman Hotel
(Collece inn)

Happy Felton Oro
Prof Lambertl
12 Aristocrats
Eddie Piatt
Billy Oalbralth
Louis Dunn
Lorraine Barrle
Carl Marx

Prince Omar
Don & A l.eMalre

Dome
Shirley X^uckc
Spinning Tops
Tony Marks.
Escelle Urcuyy
Bill Bnird
Sunny Mnck
Louis Tops
Jimmy Bla^'e
Jerry Glidden
Kay Nichols

Silver Cloud
Kal Byrd
Taft & Boone
Virginia Gore
Babe Barnes
Dorothy Pet(>rsoi
Dorothy Burns
Ken Leslie
Flo & Arby
Comihadorablea
Ilaxel Zaius
Nord Richardson
3 Tope
Johnny MoFall Ore

Silver Vrullce

Kitty Lee
4 Vagabonds
Ealalne Rabey
P.oma Noble
Fay Wallai'o
Art Freemnn

606 Clnb
Billy Carr

i^nae-m ioii '
. l

Mftrg Faber Gts
'Jessie Roselltt
Vllma JoBzy
Ruby Bennett
Sherry
Patricia Petry
B A L'Oook
Collette
Catmen
Lois Cornwall
Joel & Annette
Mary Jane Brown
Dolly Sterling'
Sol Lake Oro
Tripoli 3

Sky Rocket
Marjorle' XVbltney
Dictators
Mathews & Shaw
4 Kings
B Tanks Soclalftes

Stevens Hotel
(ContlnenlAl Roont)
Garlon Molina Oro
Rex Gtlfflna .

Houston Hardin
NoveJIo Bros.
Marguerite Meyers

Stnckaite inn
Charles Chancy

Snbway
Ray King
Val du Val
Opal Adair
Kitty Swanson
Adeline
Deba
Ozzle Jackson Oro

SUAl-<|

Dick BucUley
Molly Manner
Betty Harris'
Patricia Blore
Nita LaToui?
Edith Principle
Verne Wlla.on OrO

Swinirhind

.

Alma Smith '^^

Leonard Reed
Car'llne Rlchards's
Eunice & Ojizle
Jamea Phillips
<i!harlea &; Bl'olee
Del Brlebt Oro
Thompson's l« Clok
Ray Reynolds
Mollle Mannor
Marlta Ryan

'

Rommele Ifay
Ho. Nllea
Neville &.Day
Jbe Conrad 'Oro

Three D«accs
Cleo BroWn
Baby Dodds
Myrs, Taylor
Freddie Reed
LonnljB Johnson

Towtr iRn
Helen DuWayne
Inez <}nnen '

Mary Grant
Jane lAVonne
Bal Barber
Tower Gls
George Arnold
Frank ° Davis Oro

Trocadero
Gloria Romano
Adelle St Clair
Terry Circlo
Roy Rankin Ore

Villa Sfodeme
Tony Cabot Ore
Winona Gardens

Stan Carter
GIgl Rene
Dojoreis'Lee
Diane Lar<e
Suzanne Kcssler
Lucllto Johnson -

Frankle Rutlos OrO
Zllt, Za#

.

Sunny Bouohe
Laura Marman
Sunny Mack
Larry Lux OrO

PHUADELPHU
Anehorass

Bill Honey Oro
Arcadia Int'l

Jan Savitt Oro
Carlotta Dale
Bon Bon .

.

Jerry .Taps
3 Toppers
3 Bonos '.

Joe Pletro 3
K-Mar
Bellevue-Ntratferrt
(Main Dlnlns B'ni)
Meyer Davm Ore
(Burgandy Boom)
Frank Jiiele Oro
CHIT Hall
Murray Dancers
Edmund DeLucca
Adolph Lanza
ilenny thr Bum's

Irving Kaufman
Ross Irwin
2 Mystics
Betty Benson
Irving Ore
Deloyd McKay
Josephine & B Lee
Marjorle Smith
Victor -Hugo Oro
Cadlllao Tavern

Dean Edwards
Mlml' Stewart
Ada Reynolds
Jeanne VanM Henrique
Dick Thomas
Chas Arthur
Darlene Jones
MatccUa Marchand

(Continued

Dolores Lakro
Lillian Stewart
Mary Clark
Lee Vaughn
H Reynolds Oro
Jack Newlon

Club ATrfcMpa
Dottle- Sacco ' -

Sill Bauersfleld
Dolly Parker
Danny Montgomery
Millar & MlMava
Frances Can'oU
Jack Surrell
Slappy Ore

Clob 15
Johnny Toung'a Qr

Clnb Parakeet
Rae Dell
Pattl LaVerno
Betty Fcrnon
Arilne Moore
Al Wilson
Bill Thornton Oro

El Chlcir

Tommy Monroe
Leila Rose
Betty Mann
Lewis Sis
Melllta Moore

Embassy
Sylvle St Clair
MItKl O'Neill
John Paris
Lynda Marsh
Pedro Blanco Ore
George currora

on page 63)
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Hollywood Ice Revue
(FOBUBI, MONTBEAL)

musical arrangements and smooth
batoning.
Show spells class and fancy pro-

duction cost. Should Sonja Henie
play to 1,000,000 customers, as esti-

mated by the producers, a $1,500,000

Mori.

STANLEY, PITT

Montreal, Dec. 9

Sonja Heniz, Irving Gregg, Mabel ' gross or'more seems to be in sight.

Jackson and Bert Clark, Edith Has- " "

Tdns and Byron Poindexter, Stewart
Rcburn. Sisk and Lynam, Ann Tky-
hfr and Ted Harper, Edna Holmes
ond Roy Tarp, George S'cewart,

Mary Taylor, Jack Pfeiffer Orch,
Pittsburgh. Dec. 10.

Sonja Henie's ice revue is a siqper- Bennv Ross, Maxine Stone, Rob-

cotessal Hollywood production, even , bins (3), JBleanorc Whitney, Ben

^ough it may not be chan^onshl^.! g^-^d^ddi^^^
i^^erJ^^m',

^Kfcaniing, with the exception of the jy^^^g Brondy's house orch (16)

;

^ar's salo efforts and couple of com- 'l>raniattc School' (M-G)
•^dy routines. The captious may speak

MUSIC HALL, N. Y.

Richard Stuart, Flora Lea, Hilda
Eclder, Ballet, Jan Peerce, Glee
Club. Roekettea, Frank Paris, Music
Hall Symphony, Emo Rapee, direc-
tor; Jacques Grosxeltn; 'Dramatic
School' (.M-G), reviewed in Variety,
Dec; 7.

disparagingly of the presentation as a
laaSing revue on skates. But it is

definitely entertainment And it

Entertainment plus. Sock layout
from start to finish with every act

defitiitely has a. name in Sonja Henie • a show-stopper, and bows and en-

to guarantee a surefire click for the cores so numerous that unit s run-

mob nio"? 10 mmutes overboard at every
oerformance. LitUe top-heavy per-

Magnetism of the Henie moniker J-^-—--"ir. kuV cilt-

..^.^ttffee-^ecfQEmancss only cqw^sd^l^^ emphasis.
edged quality

The 9,e00-sear i'orum -TierTTs" re- i Gets off fast with whirlwind Rob-

ported sold out for the entire en- bins' trio, and its bittmg the same
ga^ement, at $3.40 top, and onening pace more than an hour later, Tlie

ni3ht standing iroom was sellmg ai Robbins, two men and a femme,

S1.25.. Additional seats have been start as conventional dancers, then

installed in t'^e Forum since the saving into a wild session of turn-

show caught (9), I
bling that does everythmg but make

Show is a fast, brilliantly staged, a «ar out of the law of gravity,

and colorful presentation. The film I Introductions this week are by
influence is sirongly apparent in the

j
Benny Ross, who also batons Dave

spectacular lighting eftecis andiBroudy's house crew on the stage,

dazzling, ccstuaiing. The entire pro- 1 With rc-nilar partner, Maxine Stone,

deletion is a lavish display of fancy I just back from a long stay in Lon-
stcpping, swell musfc and gorgeous

,
don, Ross collects laughs all the way

choreography. It's been smartly through. His specialty with Miss
routined and well balanced with stone is surefire. Her weary-willy
firstrrate comedy acts, deftly inter- routine evokes a howl and her high
woven with legit numbers and en
semble precision hoofing. And top-
ping >everything there's Miss Henie
with a world of personal charm,
acknowledged championship skating
fortn, and the tremendous exploita-
tion buildup via the screen which
practically cinches the pop draw.

Sonja Henie scores solidly and re-
peatedly. And chances are that this

Henie show will probably click in

New York as easily as here. It's a
pushover for the juvenile trade as
well.

The tango number, with Sonja
Henie and Stewart Rebum, is prob-
abliyr the outstanding combo routine
in the show. Rebum is introduced
as the Canadian Olympic skating
entry. Their slick, rhythmical tango
on skates is a terpsichorean master-,
piece. It brought five- curtain calls,

and for a while looked as if it would
tie the s^ow in a knot.

Running the 'Henie-Rebum combo
a close second is the corking 'Men^
Widow' comedy number with Mabel

; Jackson and Bert Cliurk, in the first

half. 'Merry Widow' is strongly
reminiscent of similar vaudeville
comedy hoofing routines where the
tall femme carries the short male
partner oS the stage tor the big
punch. Hoked up strongly for laughs
here, with the girl losing the skirt

of her snooty, black velvet dipner
gpwh and Clark skating through her
gams.

jPToduction holds everything in the
way of fancy steppihg from the waltz
to the Lambeth Walk. With eight
good ' ensemble numbers, hoofing
angle is accentuated more than any
other in this ice show. A circus
number leads into the acrobatic danc-
ing routines, and the girls appear
in a tropical presentation for a Hula
number in shredded costumes a la
Hawaii.

kicking is surprising, in view oi

character she simulates, and showy.
Ross also gives his pipes a workout
and has a session at the keyboard.
During his announcement, he has an
unseen heckler a la Beetle.

Eleanore Whitney, here for first

time since she was paged from same
stage more than two years ago -for a

Par contract, uncorks her crack tap-

ping, and has some crossfire with
Ross to break up the routines. Her
tapping is stylized perfection, al-

though it was that back in the Rae
Samuels days, but her Hollywood
stay has additionally given herlpoise,

assurance and showmanship. Little

too sweet-looking, however, for the

fetching black outfit she's wearing.

Ben Blue registers, too. Film
rep has made it softer for him than
ever. Works with Betty Keane in

an old burlesque skit that's used as

a springboard for some laughs and
legmania, then comes back with gal

and Eddie Hanley for the burlesque
Minuet (in costume) he did with
Burns and Allen in 'College Holiday',

and in every p.a. since

Oxford 3 use- their voices to imitate

wellrknown. bands, using only a

guitar for accomp. in one while lull

stage is being prepared for Gang
Busters, who close. Radio act un-
furls an interesting inside view of a
;big.network show in action. Typical
crime story is reenacted and work-
ings of sound effects men and pro-
duction director are genuine atten-

tion-getters among those who've
never seen the inside of a broadcast-
ing studio. Cohen.

STATE, HARTFORD

stage, event, which goes by the
vaguely descriptive 'On with the
Show,' lacks the usual cascade of
backgroimd color found here, but
there's enotigh action and novelty to
make it coaastently interesting.
Dominating theme is marionets, with
the audience not only getting it in
human bunches via ttie ballet corps
but in a miniature and highly con-
centrated dose as represented by
Frank Paris' clever act
Producer Leon Leonidoff puts his

movable stages through a lot of an-
tics. At the opening, the Sym-
phony's platform is on the stage,
working in front of a miniature
proscenium, and when it comes time
for the Rockettes to cut loose with
their flash of military didoes, the
platform and its parked instrumen-
talists are rolled back- to the de-
scending pit.

Meanwhile, this latter apron serves
as the setting for a dashing exhibit
of ballroom acrobatics .by Richard
Stuart and Flora Lea, with mirrors
and colorful capes helping to add
much to. the appeal of the team's
rhythmic whirl. The elevator-
stages also come in for effective play
during the Rockettes* finale number.
The Stuart-Lea combination uncorks
its spirited inning before the mir-
rors after the orchestra has
strummed in tickling fashion through
the melodious interplay of Saint-
Saens' 'Rondo Capriccioso,' with
Jacques GasseUn as violin soloist.

The ballet corps move in first on
the macionet motif. With ribbons
attached to their arms and running
to a concenbric point overhead, the
corps provides a lively, attractive
takeoff of the puppet idea. It's all

shot through with exceptipnally
adroit routining. The costumes are
another noteworthy element. On
the pit platform Paris next plies his

doll-sized marionets through smartly
confected mimicries of such person-
alities as Sonja Henie, Zorina, Walt
Disney's Dopey and Hal LeRoy.
Only vocal interlude is the one

that has Jan Peerce following up an
aria from "Pagliacci' with a pleasant
arrangement of 'My Reverie.' The
house glee club also lends sturdy
resonance to the pop item.
For the Rockettes in the fadeout

number, the background and cos-
tumes derive from a 'Knights in
Armour* idea, ilt's a crack military
routine they dish out, with the fast
interlinking of 'marching formations
building to a surefire climax.

Odec.

to fast time to challenge wotK, and
a whirlwind finish. Two Zephs^rs
were recently reviewed as a new act

at the Apollo, N.-Y. Pair's panto
stuff and comical soft Jhoe terping
has improved if anything. Crap
game routine is a nifty, and is helped
considerably by appropriate sound
effects from the band.
Show runs an hour, and should do

well at the b.o. besides helping the
Strand through word-of-mouth for
the future.

TOWER, K. C.

Kansas City, Dec. 10.

Henry Busse Orch (M), Joe &
Jane JdcKenna, Shirleit Lloyd, Flor-
ence Faye, Don Hustdn, Jack Fisher,
House Line; 'Secrets of a Nurse (U)

.

House stands staunchly by name
bands, with Henry Busse's crew the
magnet this week. With this engage-
ment, the Tower returns to its for-

mer price scale, 25c in balcony at all

times, 40c main floor, evenings. For-
mer top of 55c was in force here
since early in the fall. In the face
of Christmas letdown, the lower
scale is doing well.
Busse m.cs and superbly trumpets

'Hot Lips' and 'When Day Is Done.'
Band takes a large share of the spot-
light, and deservedly, as it registers.

Shirley Lloyd is the orchestras
torcher, and Don Hiiston imitates
some topflight radio warblers. Jack
Fisher, tenor, is a new addition to

the band, joining in Omaha last

week. He does one number well.
Florence Faye, introduced by a

house line number, does acrobatics.
Joe and Jane McKenna, seen here in

the fall at the annual- Jubilesta,
clown in their songs and adagio rou-
tine. Male specializes with a drunk
takeoff. Besides the number pre-
ceding Miss Faye, the* line trips to

; Busse's arrangement of 'Caprice
Vienna.' Lighting is showing con-
stant improvement. Quin.

STATE, N. Y.

STRAND, B'KLYN

Hartford, Dec. 10.

Glen Gray Orch, 'Pee-Wec' Hunt,Following the opening with the ^„r^J^n!,rir nZn^t FtpI
^lf1,1lv .irini^A onoomwt nf Art an. Kenjiy, Sargent, Dons Dupqnt, Fred.

skilfully drilled ensemble of 40 ap
pearing briefly in new winter sports
outfits, is the first specialty number
''Stoihpin at the Savoy,' featuring
lour teams of ballroom dancers in
dresd clothes.

Irving Gregg, first of the soloists,

Comes on for a few laugh-provoking
prattfalls, paving the- way for the
ensemble in a' series of modem dance
numbers ranging from the Susy^Q,
T^uckin', the Rhumba and the Shag
to the Lambeth Walk. The Lambeth
Walk interpretation scored solidly.

Outstanding ensemble numbers,
tvhere costuming and lighting rather
than blade performance -are to be
credited for successful returns, are
the Snow Maiden Ballet and the Fire
Music from the Valkyrie. lA Valky-
rie the male ensemble comes shoot-
ing down the slides holding flaming
.torches. Other lights are dimmed
and effect impresses strongly. The
Snow Maiden Ballet, depicting the
Marriage Festival Scene, is a revela-
.tion in gorgeous, eye-filling costumes
under blue lights,

Sonja Henie's 'FrueKlingstimmen,'
followed up with some trucking for
an encore, ifi a standout. Here Miss
Henie gives out with some fancy toe
dancing and figure skating. Thi- solo
effort is equalled and possibly sur-
passed only by her classic interpre-
tation of the Liebestraum.

Next to final position holds Sisk
and Lynam, a couple of ace acrobatic
comics. Show closes with a spectacu-
IdT version of Alice in Wonderland,
bringing on the whole cast for the
finale in costume as ch£iracters in the
Lewis Carroll fable,

Arthur Witz and William Burke of

Chicago produced. Harry Losee, of
20th Century-Fox is responsible for
Intelligent direction and staging,

with Robert Lindon, also of 20th,

credited as assistant. Jack Pfeiffer

r^tes recognition of his intriguing

Sanborn, Milboitme Cristopher, Cass
Daley, Murray McEachren, Sam
Kaplan .house orch; 'Storm Over
Bengal' (Rep).

Show this week, featuring Glen
Gray's Casa Loma orchestra, is one
of the house's shortest, playing 60
minutes, due to refusal of unit to
adhere to the house's 90-minute
policy. Show is well-paced and
socko.-

Band opens with a swingy tune,
following an overture by the house
band. Trombone section is next
spotted in a medley. Gray, who
batons and m.c.s, next joins six of
the orchestra members for a seven-
sax rendition of 'Stardust.'

Pert and personable, Doris Du-
pont, hoofer, is the bill's first spe-
cialty performer. Gal, a looker,
does nicely with three numbers.
Band members 'Pee-Wee' Hunt and
Kenny Sargent are spotted separate-
ly for" vocals and both score solidly.

Murray McEachern, also of the
band, does effective imitations of
name band-leaders.
Milboume Cristopher, sleight-of-

hand expert with ropes, gets over.
Assists Fred Sanborn, whose panto-
mime comedy and okay xylophon-
ing click solidly, too. Band next
plays a medley in which several of
the instrumentalists get a chance to
show. Closing is Cass Daley, sing-
ing comedienne, who is riotously
funny. Her body contortions, mug-
ging ahd torrid tune swinging bring
her salvos. Act better than her
previous turn here, although she
uaes much of the same material.
Climaxes with a song, 'Ants in My
Pants,' in which she panics the cus-
tomers when she trucks off in long
red drawers under her evening
gown.
Biz good ai last show Thursday

(8). Eck.

Duke Ellington Orch, Ivy. Ander-
son, Dolores Brown, Flash and Dash.
Two Zephyrs; 'Mr. Wong Detective'

Duke Ellington's dishing up his
distinctive and steaming style a la
carte, with a side dish of the Two
Zephyrs, Flash and Dash, Ivy Ander-
son, and a newcomer, Dolores Brown
here this week. And the Duke's
evidently well liked here which
should help considerably at the b.o.

Shelves were filled and s,r.o. down-
stairs when caught, last show Fri-
day (9L

Ellington has more in his favor
hei^e than the ability of his crew and
entertainers to sock themselves over.
They're backed by an excellent job
of staging and lighting. For the first
few moinents at this showing the
sound was bad, hampering the sing-
ing of Dolores Brown, but that was
^corrected in time to dispel a bad
impression of her voice.
Smart time selecting also helps.

Leader has set up.>a book of old
faves, mostly those identified with
him, current pops, a fine arrange-
ment of Rochmaninofi's 'Prelude,'
and a trip into Harlem tunes with
Ivy Anderson. Most of the latter
were obscure to patrons, .but none-
theless registered.
Curtain is the usual Ellington

opening with the stage darkened anc
the leader spotlighted from above,
tickling his ivories standing up. For
the finale the crew goes, into the
leader's ace arrangement of 'I Let a
Song Go Out of My Heart.' Brings
Johnny Hodges, down to the mike
for a sax so^o following which the
jive gets softelr as the lights begin to
dim, and fades entirely with the
curtain.
Dolores Brown is a neatly out

fitted, comely singer with a pleasant
set of pipes. Gets 'em off in a
slightly throaty style fitted to tunes
of the type of 'Two Sleeoy Peoole,'
which she does. Her internolations
(^f oldies, however, draw the num
bers out too long. Would be wise to
shave 'em, or split the time into two
tunes. Ivy Anderson needs no com
ment. She's sock, Onlv doe? .one
pop, 'Alexander's Ragtime Band,
the rest being Harlem faves. Her
crossfire bit with a soeaking trumnet
done by one of the brass men cUcks
firmly, as well as wise-cracking dur-
ing tunes by Sonny Greer from his
dmm oosition.
Flash and Dash, tap terners. hold

their end of the bill up wall. Their
rhythm stuff progresses from slow

PARAMOUNT, L. A.

Los Angeles, Dec. 7.

Rene and Estela Co., Jean Tighe,
Al Norman, Gardner & Kane, Paul
Winchell, Gaylord Carter, Rube Wolf
Orch; 'Thanks for the Memory'
(Par).

Straight vaude show in here cur-
rently. Band, imder baton of Rube
Wolf, is on stage throughout, with
Wolf called upon to help in the
clowning. Setting has a nite spot
atmosphere.
Closing spot is occup>ied by the

Rene and Estela Co., rhumba ex-
ponents, with their own native or-
chestra. Pair give a peppy -version
of the Latin-America dance, -with the
femme going heavily for shimmy
worlt It's well done, however, and
scores nicely.
Jean Tighe, attractive torcher, re-

veals an excellent ' voice in Uiree
numbers which are surefire. Fes-
tivities are opened by Gaylord
Carter at the electric Organ. Carter,
who plays the theme song for the
'Amos 'n' Andy' broadcast, manipu-.
lates the keys expertly for two fast
numbers, later accompanying Miss
Tighe in her closing vocalization.
Gardner and Kane are a pair of

nimble hoofers who. go in: strong for
tapping, with the girl doing an acro-
batic toe routine that's solid. Paul
Winchell, ventriloquist, is handi-
capped by lack of material, but the
act is well worth while.
Al Norman, comic, hands out a

few innocuous gags, dances expertly,
and gags a bit with Wolf. Dance
windup is a darb.
Screen also has Par News, Betty

Boop cartoon (Par) and Par Para^
graphics. £dwa.

Cab Callowoy Orch. White^M Ltndy
Hopipers (ft), W. C Handy, Solomon,
June Richmond: *Men With Wingr
(Par),

Cab Calloway is taking this assign-

ment in stride, doubling between the
State and the Cotton Club nitery.

That means a lot of man-hours per
week, and plenty of wear and tear.

iMaybe because of that—or maybe
because this is the State and not the
Paramount, where the jitterbugs
hold their conclaves—^the stage show
progresses smoothly rather than
noisily. It cant be slowed down
much more, however, • or it'll get

ierky.

Calloway's numbers are about
equally divided between sweet and
swing. He sings a few ditties,

prances around the rostrum, and
withal, manages to fill the 55 min-
utes divertingly. Solo stuff hi the
band is well placed and not over-
worked.

Cozy Cole gets a show-off session
on the skins, giving them a thorough
leating in showmanly fashion. Chu
Berry let's go 'Tea for Two' on the
sax, but should remove his cheaters
lefore stepping to the fore. The
specs reflect more spotlight than the
sax. That froes for Claude Jones,
l:oo, who i/us several numbers on the
iiombone. Trumpet section shapes
up especially strong, headed by Irv-
ing Randolph,

Whitey's Lindy Hoppers (6) (New
Acts) comprise the first specialty, and
show a lot of speed. W. C. Handy
(St. Louis Blues) gets the next spot
During his three minutes, the vet-
eran blows his famed blues ditty on
a muted trumnet and it's surefire.

Ujstaers assist Handy on and off the
stage, probably to avoid a fall in the
unUghted sectors, but he looks hale
and hearty in his full dress, and goes
great, with the audience.

Solomon Gedeon (New Acts) is a
kid with ventriloquist routine, plus
a little specialty in which he bats
one of those hi-li board gadgets.
Street-urchin pep sends him across
mistily.
June Richmond is the featured

singer, in the final spot, swinging
'One Alone,' 'Honeysuckle Rose' and
•Where Has My Little Dog Gone?'
Portly dusky, once with Jimmy Dor-
sey's band, works hard and garners
the best results. She's appearing
regularly now with Calloway.
Whole troupe comes on at the

finale for a 'tooggie wooggie' dance,
whatever that may be. Looks mora
like a flash cooked up to ring down
the curtain here than anything else.
Difference between the 'booggie
wooggie' and other violent forms of
rug-cutting is otherwise non-exis-
tant
Medium house when caught,

Thursday eve (8). Edga.

PALACE, CLEVE.

Cleveland, Dec. 10.
Bob Crosby Orch, Marion Mann,

Bellit and English Bros., Three
Swifts; 'Listen, Darling' (M-G).

This RKO de-luxer never has been
a good show-case for nitery or ball
room-trained orchestras, which are
licked by the huge house, but Bob
Crosby's combo comes up to local
vaude standards more satisfactorily.
Two zippy new acts added to Unit
also are valuable assets.
Palace further hypoed it by bally

booing Crosby's vocalist, Marion
Mann, as an Ohio girl who got her
start here in Emerson GiU's band;
She's the quiet type, displaying poise
and flexibility in low-toned bafiads
Truckin' ges^res are only tilings not
in character, although they give a
bright lift to medley including
'Martha' and 'Two Sleepy People.'
Crosby's work in crooning several

numbers, is unobstrusive and okay,
giving the boys a chance to strut the
flashier pieces for the audience. Ray
Bauduc's trick drumming is a stand-
out with Bob Zurke's piano-tickling
next. Jiving hits its highest point
when eight' instrumentalists come
down front to steam it up.
Mary Bellit and English Bros, are

nicely spotted for some necessary
comedy felief. Uncorks a furiously
paced melange of prattfalls.. knock.*
about kicks and clever flips, am
register emphatically from the first

minute. Three Swifts not so bois
terous in perfectly timed juggling of
Indian clubs. Ably hold down the
next-to-closing assignment. Pullen,

HIPP, BALTO

Baltimore. Dec. It.
Count Basie Orch, Helen Humes,

Sunshine Sammy and Slee^^ Wil-
Itams. Avis Andrews, James Rush-
ing, Miller Bros, and Ford (3); 'Next
Time I Marry' (RKO).

Maybe this town has had its fill of
swing, or the particular brand dished
out by Count B&sie and his outfit
doesn't fit the local groove. At any
rate, current response to this outfit is
very much on the quiet side. Doings
need much more than the three
vocalists and two dance acts sup-
plied, in spite of the sock possibilities
of the latter. Entire setup some-
how just doesn't jell.

With Basie at the ivories backed
by a battery of seven brasses, band
opens in hectic swing, arrangement
followed by so-so vocal of 'So Help
Me' by Helen Humes. Takes^a lilt

with Sunshine Sammy and Sleepy
Williams in some punchy hoofery
featuring a repertoire of aero stuff
that rings the bell.

Good spot here for some contrast,
but band elects to swing out again in
loud and lustry fashion after which
Avis Andrews delivers some rather
shrill vocals of 'You Go to My Head.'
'Let a Song Go Out of My Heart,'
and 'While a Cigarette was Burning.'
Miss^ Andrews has a tricky delivery
that shows to advantage in spots, but
should change, her pitch occasionally
to prevent monotony in style.

'Cherokee' in nice arrangement
gets combo into pleasing niche, with
Basie giving out surperior manipu-
lation of the ivories and drummer
brushing away effectively. Although
a trifle long, number makes for good
contrast with noisy stuff up ahead.
More, vocalizing follows, this time by
James Rushing, whose 'Mulberry
Bush' and 'St. Louis Blues' hold
typical pace.
Miller Bros, and Ford whack out

solidly with their speedy hoofery on
and off of platforms, closing strongly
with lightning fast challenge which
sells to the hilt. Similar type stuff

by Sammy and Williams earlier- in
doings takes some edge off of this

contribution, but boys come through
fine. Scream number by band closes

doings.
More of Basie's piano stuff spliced

in solo throughout entire layout
might help; Burm,
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PARAMOUNT, N, Y.

Blue Barron Orch, Shirley Rosa,
Tht Kidoodhers, Ken Murray, Scats
Powell. Ronnie Snyder, Tiny Wolfe,
The Lazariea, Russ Carlysle, Nap
and Barrone; 'Thanks jor the Mem-
ory' (Par).

A 62-minute stage show, one of the
longest ever for this house. But it's

pleasing all the way, even if not the
punchiest staged here. Combined ef-

forts of Blue Barron's very listenable'

band, Shirley Ross (New Acts), Ken
Murray, Scats Powell, The Kidood-
lers and specialties with the Barron
outfit sum up for an hour's session

that will bring no complaints.

The Barron orchestra was for-

merly at the Green Room of the
Edison hotel only four blocks up
the street. It deals in melodic and
rhythmic swing, holding down on
the brass, and tinctures with vocal
work, singly and in choral form.
Eteirroh's 'singing title* style, similar

to that of Sammy Kaye, recently

here, was removed for this engage-
ment, with effort made to make the
vocalizing side of the show a bit

different. It works out o.k. Barron
works in a business suit. Therein
he's a bit different. Also, he directs

his band without ostentation.

Barron's specialists include the
bull fiddler. Tiny Wolfe, who has no
voice but gets much out of a couple
swing songs, plus a brief dance bit.

Others are Ronnie Snyder, who
whistles 'Flight of the Bumblebee'
effectively, backed by group singing,

and Russ Carlysle who vocals a pop
amid Barron's medley of hits. Band
opens with 'Three Little Words' and
closes with Miss Ross encoring a
number as the pit platform begins to

drop.

Miss Ross is featured in the picture
current here ('Thanks for the Mem-
ory'), and, in -accordance with the
occasion, does this old hit to new
lyrics durected to Murray. She's a
good-sized hit Her routine gets un-
der way with two popis, sold in a
very showmanly manner A medley
of numbers from pictures in which
she has appeared follows, topped In
turn by a ballad from a new Para-
mount film, name of which isn't

mentioned.
Murray drifts In and out of the

show, doing yeoman duty. His ma-
terial is very saleable, but one gag
is too obvious and well known to

the patrons. Scats Powell, with Mur-
ray, specializes in jitterbug singing,

muted down but effective.

The Kidoodlers, from radio, fur-
nish entertaining relief with their
toy music, backed by a guitar and
singing. Act numbers four men,. all

young. The 'McDonald Had a Farm'
number,, with barnyard imitations,

reminds a bit of the Schnickelfritz
outfit. The Lazaries, apparently a
brother and sister team, and Sis Nap
and Sonny . Barrone cast additional
gpell over the jivesters with their
shag dancing, topped by a bit in

which Murray turns partner with
one of the girls.

Show is well staged and has the
advantage of good lighting and
scenic effects, latter designed by
Harry Rubin. Chan

APOLLO, N. Y.

Three Escardos, Jackie Smith, Jean
Starr, Sandy Burns, Pigmeat, George
Wiltshire, Bill Bailey, Gladys Mad-
derit Stuff Smith orchestra, Vivian
Harris; 'Time Out for Murder' (20th)

.

Looks like a light nut show for a
lighter than usual house this week,
answerable for in pre-Xmas slump.

Diminutive Jean Starr opens show
With line number, singing and danc-
ing. She's been added to 'regulars'

who almost constitute a stock com-
pany except for occasional excur-
sions. Costuming and routining of

line (16) is, as ever, better than av-
erage, while backgrounding Miss
Starr, and in later production num-
her.

Escardos follow Miss. Star's effort

with rather slow, though nonetheless
aweing, acrobatic turn. Go in for
mild slapstick, but somehow this at-

tempt at a lighter touch fails to jell.

Should stick to their shoulder-climb-
ing and intricate balancing feats. Bad
production aspect turne^d up by this

act when they unwittingly demon-
strate the dirtmess of stage, walking
off with grey suits which once were
black. Fault of the house, of course.
A flashy number with gals in red

slit skirts and one-shoulder uppers
partly backgrounds ofay tapper
Jackie Smith, youngster has lots
of personality, just as much looks
and a smart set of terp numbers.
All he needs is a little more smooth-
ness of delivery to really sell his
waltzy, off-rhythm^ tapping.

Stuff Smith takes the stage at half-
way mark and stretches a meager
offering. He's still in the groove with
arrangements, but is too overboard
on mellow selections and smooth
rendition. Also too much clowning.
Gladys Madden, new vocalist, gets
off 'Indian Love Call' and 'Reverie'
(both sweet).
Stuff Smith also backs up BUI

Bailey,
. who's doing a return. Tap-

ster does only one number this time,
though still adhering to his style,

which does not permit duplication of
steps. Current.appearance seems too
Close to the last tiirie he was here.

Comics Burns and Plgmeat, assist-
ed by Wiltshire and Vivian Harris,
straighting, get oR their usually fun-
ny business, Old 'Take Me to Jail'
hurley bit is unwrapped first, but
with some extra Harlem flavoring.
Miss Starr and Burns in baby car-
riage and juve rigging, crossflring
with straighting duo, go extra blue
in second helping. Hurl.

LYRIC, INDPLS.

Indianapolis, Dec. 10.

Hoi Kemp Orch, Judy Starr, Bob
Allen, 5axie Dowell, Eddie Kusby,
Mickey Bloom, Paul Remos & Won-
der Midgets, Florence & Bob Robin-
son; 'Road Demon* (20th).

ROXY, N, Y.

Hal Kemp band, consistmg of
rhythm quartet, three trumpets, two
trombones and four saxes, nicely
utilizes the 57-minute bill, shining
on sweet and swing rhythm. Kemp
emcees pleasantly, though a little

too much in the spotlight as he steps
in on every turn for some non-
essential business.

Band opens with a pop medley,
including Tocketful of Dreams,' '60

Seconds' and 'Lambeth Walk.'
Mickey Bloom- steps down from
trumpet section to do some torrid
lip work on 'Toy Trumpet.' Flor-
ence and Bob Robinson contribute
an exhilarating jitterbug aero tap.

Bob Alien sings a trio of pops to
good hand, vocalizing 'So Help Me,'
'You Go to My Head' and 'Lamp-
light' Saxie Dowell, saxophonisf
gets some giggles singing '10 Little
BotUes' and 'Oh Ma Ma.' Kemp
takes to the reed to make it a quin-
tet in the sax section on 'Stardust,'
band following sweetly with 'Dream
Walking.' Eddie Kusby hits some
high spots tromboning 'Mood Indigo.'

Band then swings 'Powerhouse.'

Standout act is Paul Remos and
Midgets, with two youthful diminu-
tives doing' dances and aero work,
flnishing up on top of tall pole bal-
anced on Remos' shoulder.

Judy Starr sells strongly on her
personalized singing of 'Week End
of Private Secretary,' 'Two Sleepy
People, novelty version of 'A Tisket,'
parody on 'Can't Give You 'Any-
thing but Love' and 'Devil and Deep
Blue Sea.' Bob Allen closes on
parody of 'Nice Work if You Can
Get It' with Kemp clowning on
stick work as' band imitates Grood-
man -and Toscanini.

With no help from pic, biz good
at last show Friday (9)* with standees
on first floor. Kiley.

EARLE, PHILLY

Philadelp/iia, Dec. 10.

Richard Himber Orch, Stuart
Allen, Wally Brown & Annette
Ames, Lester & Irma Jean, Lou
Schroder House Orch; 'Say It in
French' (Par).

Earle show is strictly a pre-Xmas
nut-saving event And the results
show it.- Need for the slash in coin
spent on talent, however, is clearly
evident, for biz is naturally sagging.
Considerably off when caught. Lack
of at least one major act is evident
while show, too, is unusually short,
well under an hour, lacking the
quantity usually here.

Principal difficulty is that the band
has only two ^cts.. Result is -too

much music, for the HiiAber's 'pyra-
mid rhythm' and manner of presen-
tation is not powerful enough to

keep an average Earle audience fully
occupied though it's a dandy 13-piece
dance organization. It was further
handicapped at the opener by the
absence of Godfrey Hirsh, nifty
vibraphonist, due to a union angle,

and the absence of some other stand-
ard props, l^is is the band's first

stage date.

Himber, too, is -rather inadequate
as m.c. He gabs too fast, not loudly
enough and often has a tendency to

mumble. On the warble side, Himber
has Stuart Allen, smooth tenor, who
has a pleasing personality and sells

well. Does 'My Reverie' and 'Change
Partners,' in addition to usual short
imitations of chirpers with other
band's good.

Two supporting acts are Lester
and Irma Jean plus Wally Brown and
Annette Ames. First is an adagio
dance team, who get by.

Comics Brown and (Miss) Ames
jabber, sing and tern. They're hardly
able to bear the weight of the whole
show. Brown gets under way with
the bearded gag of attempting to

sing into the mike while the orches-

tra strikes chords to drown him out
each time he starts. Follows with his

patter, style of which is funny, but
lines n.s.h. Miss Ames, cute blonde,

appears in her standard little girl's

dress, giggling and skipping. After
preliminary repartee with Brown,
warbles 'What Goes on Here in My
Heart,' fairish, then terps, goes into

some more biz with her tall partner

and they're off.

Himber winds up with 'Parade of

the Bands,' imitating the biggies and
appearing in masks to carbon their

batoneers, okay, although only bit

that's original is his takeoff on ay
Kyser imitating him. Burlesques his

own style of hopping around in front

of his crew, which is good for

chuckles. Herb.

Bob Howard, Charles Carter,
Gappy Barra Ensemble, Eddie
Shayne & Charlotte Armstrong,
Emmett Oldfield & Eddie Ware,
Gloria Gilbert, Cae Fostxr Girts,
Paul Ash house orch; 'Thanks For
Ewrydiing' (20fh), reviewed in Va-
riety, Dec. 7.

Trim production and routining
help Fanchon * Marco show here
this wieek, with brevity of acts and
large number of them being out->
standing. Looks like an inexpensive
array yet much more satisfying
than recent efforts due to show-
manly arrangement.

Bill opens and closes with one-per-
former turns. House public address
mike (offstage), is used to introduce
Bob Howard, colored pianist-warbler.
Howard has come along nicely since
he has been on WHN, New York.
Now is billed as an NBC star. Well-
groomed, he clicks with the ivory-
punching and talky singing because
of swing he puts into his music.
•Old Man Mose,' 'Hallalujah Brown'
and 'Hold That Tiger' are his best
but imitation of -a player-piano
really is something. Howard is
given too many numbers, especially
since his second encore brings on
the Gae Foster Girls in a Harlem
stomp routine. They background
him throughout this, not so good.
Charles Carrer, who's been around

for years, has kept up. to date with
his juggling. Now employs a mov-
able bar from which he takes plates,
bottles and glasses for his stunts.
Letting four 'eggs drop into as many
glasses without, breaking and the
juggling of cocktails into eight tum-
blers are highlights.

Cappy Barra Ensemble, seven
youthful harmonica players and
singers, have built strongly over past
appearances on Broadway. Now
loom as closest rivals to Minevitch
troupe because of excellent voices
and pep.' They're doing their usual
numbers, with 'Poet and Peasant'
overture spotlighted, Nat Burton so-
loing on the harmonica. Leon La
Fell, featured vocalist, contributes
excellent solos. Troupe's swingster
style of playing and ballading is

slick but didn't mean much with
this audience when caught. Turn
still needs either more clowning and
mugging or shorter numbers with
punch finish, all of which will come
in time.

Emmett Oldfield, with Eddie
Ware, in aero novelty (New Acts),
are hits of current bill. Dance
t^am of Shayne-Armstrong (New
Acts) makes a pretty picture but is

not outstanding.

Gloria Gilbert is the single wind-
up for Show, being introduced by
Foster line after latter's elaborate
military drilL Billing of 'human
top' describes her toe-twirling pro-
clivities adequately. Makes novel
finish, with twirl clear across the
stage, a corker.

Foster troupe, besides the Har-
lemese stomp opener, registers best
with colorful routine in spring or-
gandie gowns, half wearing pink
and half £reen. WeU-conceived and
deftly executed. Finale is the state-
ly military drill, with femmes
garbed in white. Aside from the
opening announcement over the
nuke, designating the first and final

acts, audience is permitted to guess
who's who on the program. Wear.

CAPITOL, WASH.

sticks and Ave hoops atop 10-foot

unicycle is solid as always here.

Collins and Peterson use last ap-
.peairance for their surefire trumpet
and lemon bit, and turn doings over
to Phil Lampkin, conductor of the

pit crew, who spiels about line's

final routiner. Number is mixture
of- modern tap and Hungarian folk

dance, done in native costume with
half of linens boys and half as girls.

Biz satisfactory. Croig.

Golden Gate, Frisco

FOX, DETROIT

Detroit, Dec. 9.

Sam Jack Kaufman's house orch,
Dansonettes (16) house line, Paul^
Wino Ghezzi, Lorraine & Rognan,
Wenn & Wynesta, Gracie Bartie;
'Mad Miss Manton' (Col).

San Francisco, Dec. 10.

- Jay Brower house orch, Jane
Withers, Bob Hall, Michon Bros. (2)

,

Phil & Dotty Phelps. Jack Leonard,
house line; 'Exposed' iU).

Janei Withers' exuberant person-
ality and varied talents are clicking
heavily with Golden Gate audiences,
which are generously sprinkled
with juves. Topping a capital biU.

the film moppet is malcing her first

personal in San Francisco. Closing,
she's supported by Jay Brower's
band, combining singing, mimick-
ing and dancing.

Imitations of film celebs are
cleverly done. Impersonation of a
singer who makes good at the Met
is very broadly drawn, an amusing
musical caricature.

Golden Gate's usual custom of
winding up with the house line (12)
has been changed to present what's
intended as a buildup for Miss With-
ers. But it falls short. Following
snatches of outstanding 1938 hits by
the band, m.c. Brower and Frances
Darby, one of the chorines, do a
special version of 'A-TiskeV with
the rest, of the line on 'hand with
the inevitable, yellow baskets. The
youngster then opens her act with
the same tune, but because of the
complete break between thti chorus
number and her entrance whep
caught, the intended buildup te-
suits in an overdose of the ditty.

Jack Leonard, comic, who capi-
talizes on his girth, works hard, do-
ing £Ood imitations of W. C. Fields,
Bing Crosby and Mussolini, among
others, and some goofy comedy. Act
is well received. Phil and Dot^
Phelps open, followio<^ the custom-
ary dance by the Peggy O'Neill
girls, with an unusual acrobatic and
head-balancing act.

The Michon Bros. (2) do screwy
acrobatics, combining verbal non-
sense with novel horseplay. Bob
Hall, comedian, held over for a seC'

ond week, follows, and clicks.
Milt.

PALACE, CHICAGO

WasMngion, Dec. 10.

Chester Hale Girls (24), house
line. Six Philharmonics, Bea Saxon,
Boy Foy, Collins & Peterson; 'Dra-
matic School' (M-G).

With -three good stock acts, a
stageful of Chester Halo £irls and
carte blanche as regards when and
what they do or say, Marty Collins
and Harry Peterson whip the doings
this week into a smooth and satisfy-

ing revue.
Show opens with line dolied up

in cowboy regalia in fast rhythm
tap to 'Chiquita.' Collins and Peter-
son bounce out from opposite sides,

amble around pit rail and occupy
orchestra mike to welcome late-

comers, order wedding march for
couple coming down aisle, and in-

troduce Six Philharmonics. Kids, in
gray flannel pants and maroon silk

shirts teay off ''Limehouse Blues,'
'Caravan,' 'Springtime in the
Rockies' and 'Mulberry Bush,' skip-
ping the slapstick to concentrate on
playing cleverly. Collins and Peter-
son back for more nuttery, including
explaining show 'up imtil now' to
gent who just arrived, and bring on
Bea Saxon. Comely blond wraps
strong pop soprano around 'Melan-
choly Baby,' 'You Made Me Love
You' and 'Sixty Seconds.' Encores
with highly tricked-up arrangement
of Irving Berlin's forgotten 'I Love a
Piano' with recitative chorus, and
makes 'em like that too.

Line takes over next in orchid
chiffon gowns and yellow hats for
smooth waltz taps with clever light-
ing emphasizing shadows of hands
on backdrop. Collins and Peterson
turn up again with more patter to
i' .troduce Boy 'oy. Latter works on
unicycle and performs routine with
Indian clubs, spinning trays, top hats
and mouth stick-rubber ball stuff

that would be .good if done on terra
firma. Finale, using three balls, two

Chicago, Dec. 11.

Red Skelton, Five Elgins, Ann Mil-
ler, Frank Jenks & Dorothea Kent,
Dolly Kay, Six Debonairs; 'Storm'
iU).

This week's menu is light and
short for the Xmas trade. Rather

skimpy production, but okay in view

of the situation.

Gracie Barrie is the headliner. but-,

experiences plenty of opposish for
the honors from Paul and Nino
Ghezzi, two smooth hand balancers,
with plenty of stuff on the ball.

Femme soprano, who's appeared
here before to good advantage, has
lost none of the zip in h'sr pipes and
p,ets over nicely with several bal-
lads.

The Ghezzi duo shows to fine ad-
vantage. Exudes plenty of show-
manship and adeptness at the mus-
cular feats. —

• " •

Lorraine and Rognan,Vmale and
femnie hoofers, work in\round of
zany bits to set off their number
nicely. Some of the antics are of
questionable character, however,
which doesn't help any. Wenn and
Wynesta are a cute, as well as adopt
pair of tapsters, neatly garbed and
of good appearance.

Dansonettes, besides bringing in
Wenn and Wynesta in severar num-
bers, also turn in a high-kick, a
Southern tap and .a rh:^thm)c finale*
House line, however, is lacking in
its usual versatility, all routines
coming out Of same hopper.

'Overture of OvOrtures' Is Sam
Jack Kaufman's orchestral contribu-
tion. Kaufman likewise does a neat
m.c.ing Job.

Attendance fair at early evening
show (9) 4 Pete.,

'Between assignments* brings a
number of picture and legit faces to
the Palace this week. But all the
backgrounds rest quite solidly on a
vaudeville past. Skelton, for one, dis-
owned any real connection with pic-
tures, claiming that he was a 100%
vaudevUlian. He called Jenks a pic-
ture actor, though Jenks probably
can spot him several years and still

log a longer vaude history.

Jenks and Dorothea Kent (New
Acts) need material badly. Jenks
demonstrates he still> retains, plenty
of stage ability and personality, and
Miss Kent is a highly satisfactory
eyeful. But weak crossfire confijies
the act to a guy with a good per-
sonality and a neat-looking blonde,
without anything to offer. Jenks
opens with a pretty fair comedy tune
and then brings on his femme part-
ner for some flabby chatter.. Then,
for want of a better excuse to get off
the stage, they manage a couple of
time steps.

From the picture lots also comes
Ann Miller. She works hard, and in
four minutes just about wears her-
self out completely. She has a great
sense of rhythm, good projection, and
makes an excellent appearance. But
a somewhat less rushing pace would
seem preferable.

From vaude Into the legit show
'You Never Know' went a fine male
tap-dance aggregation known as the
Debonairs (New Acts). It seoms that
the Debonairs act of the past few
years contained more than the half-
dozen who survived 'You Never
Know.' Also, that the old act was
strictly a dancing turn instead of the
present mixture of songs and special
lyrics with the footwork. Dancing
is good, with plenty of manners and
style.

Five Elgins open the show solidly
with the h^^t and Indian club jug-
gling. Always a real act, the turn
demonstrated its standard ability
here in getting the bill off to a fast
start.

Repeating here after a few short
weeks is Dolly Kay, surefire in this
town. Again slammed through with
a series of pop tunes delivered in
distinctive manner.
Red Skelton is going to be the

next name built by vaudeville. Skel-
ton works hard and goes in more for
comedy impersonations rather than
straight gagging. Exhibits nice show-
manship.
Business n.s.g. at the supper show

on Saturday* (10). Gold.

Embassy Newsreel, N.* Y*
War clouds continue to dominate

the reels this week, and well they
might since «very sector of the globe
is experiencing the fever.

Accent, howevet, is on Continental
Europe where Metro carries the
brunt of the reeling in showing the
Italo-French situation, startod when
the former signified its desire for
Tunisia, owned by France. It's among
the few new situations in the reels.
Otherwise, the situations throughout
the world -are much the same.

Palestine strife is still prevalent,
with Fox and fathe showing pedes-
trians being searched for arms, etc.
In Lima, Secretary of State Coi^eHl
Hull is caught by Par sounding thO
keynote of world democracies—peace
—but it's a stereod'lalk that's been
said often by many world dignitaries
in the re^Is.

Several weeks ago Pathe's *March
of Time' revealed an J;iteresting 'ex-
pose' of France's imdergroynd for-
tress, the Maginot Line, via which it

hoped to withstand it? ansh enemy.
Germany, in the event of a war. li
was then an absorbing bit of data
but as Fox partially repeats, it this
week it lacks color. Universal's
main contribution is in catching the
evacuation of Hankow.
The refugee colony in HolTand

lends a note of pathos, showing in-
habitants attempting to rehabilitate
themselves. Slightly dated by now,
is the horror graphically shown by
the same company in detailing how
21 died in a school bus crash in Utah.
Football is still ibe topper on th^

sports prograjn, with the (irlants' 36-0
victory over the Washington. Red-
skins for the -Eastern pro champion-
ship showing some excellent camera
work, particularly In the closeups ot
several long runs by the Giants
(Pathe). The slow motion clips ac-
centuate the excellent teamwork of.

the Giants, particularly lii the
mousetrapping of the Redskin line-
men, which is something that escapes
the eye during- the regular unspool-
Ing.

Off'tc-Cairo

(Continued from page 1)

formance if the engagements had
been concurrent.

Star was the guest of honor yes-
terday (Tuesday) at a special mati-
nee of 'Measure for Measure* at. the
Martin Beck, N. Y., by members Ot
the 'Victoria' company. It was a
strictly private showing, with only
a few other qiembers of the company
and reps of the management there
in addition to Miss Hayes. Shake-
spearean work Isn't scheduled for
any public performances, either in
New York or during the tour.

Ray Johnson, a^ member of the
company and who played 'Measure'
some years ago at the Old Vic, in
London, staged the piece, which was
done without scenery ot costumes.
Leads were played by Kate War-
riner, Izetta Jewel, Alexander Cox,
Guy Monneypenny and William Bis-
hop. Latter Is a nephew ot Miss
Hayes.
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Equity Considers Experimental Units

As Means of Developing Plays^ Talent

Special, provision for .
so-called ex-

perinicintal production groups Is

again a live tojiic for Equity consid-

eration'; Issue arose aitier sugges-

>1;Iong were made that such activity

should re'siilt in develdpment of play

material and talent at a time when
.' )joth are lacking on Broadway.

: Xast year, Equity rejected several

proposals from independent theatre

groups, on the ground that' a way
would' be opened for evs^sion of its

' rules, particularly the minimum piay
' requirement of $40 weekly. Only
tlre^''r-expeumental__|lw^
sored . by the American Theatre
Council were recognized.

Equity resolved' to further con-

sider the matter as the result of its

recent discussion meeting when
' Maurice Evans and Margaret -Web-
ster, visiting Britishers concerned
.with 'Hamlet' (St. James, N. Y.)^

'stated that type of stage effort had
encouraging results in London. Both
wei-e named oh a special committee,

, along . with Antoinette Perry, in

^ charge of the. ATC. young groups, to

k consider the idea.

Most recent appeal to Equity came
• from a group that proposed to pre-

seint new plays Sunday . liights: AH
such j)lays w'eire:.declared .to be the

works of the players wfib .would ap-
pear in them, and it.was guaranteed
that none pther than -the players

would be concerned ''with the pres^-

eniationsi Equity replied that until,
" the new committee "handed in'a .re-

.
" port> . no formal consideration' of the

plan would be made.

FREEDLEY SEEKS EQUITY

CONCESIfON'GINZBDRGS'

'T|ie Elyiiig Ginzbiiirgs,' withdrawn
for revision: recently after a Boston

.'showing, may be among the holiday
• premieres under the name of 'Oft to

Buffalo.' Vinton Preedley, who's
prpducing \he comedy, • applied to

]Equity for a conc;essioh.'in^the eight

; week rule, , , such a
.
lapse being

;.. Usually, required between the closing

'and resumption' of^ new plays.

. Equity Council yesterday (Tuesday)
' de61ined to ease its regular rules.

'

Manager intends retaining 60% of

the original cast, but Is still Seeking

.a"new" male lead. Jack Benny men-
tioned:giving the part eonsideration.

Shows in Rehearsal

rrhe American Way'—Sam H. Har-
ris.

'The Importance of Being Earn-

est' (revival)—^Aldrich and Myers.
'Blackbirds?—Lew Leslie.

TVindow Shopping'-Thomas Kil-

patrick.'

'Gentle Peonle*—Group.
•It's All Yours'—Dwight Deere

Wiman.
'Set t' Musl.c'--John C. Wilson.

'The Priiiirose Path'—George Ab-
bott

'Mamba's Daughters' — Guthrie
McClintic.

'Dear Octopns'—John C. Wilson.

The White Steed'—Eddie Dowling.
'Everywhere I ICoam'—Connelly

and Blaii.

'Aiigela Is 22'-—John J. Wildberg.
'Don't Throw Glass 'Houses'—Con-

temporary Theatre.
'Michael Drops In*—Massey and

Elkihs. . . .

'Bright Bebel'i-^William Kilcullen.

'Outward Boand'—Brady, Smith,

Fletcher. ,

Earl CarroH Auction

Sale Deferred to Jan. 9

;Tii&: .aucti,On - sale.. ol .Earl Qartoll's

interest, in ,16': plays
,
and the: same

r- number nDf sbngs,''b£sldes-.his sbareb
t in .ip corparatipns,v'yra.S ' adjpuriied

until' January^'yesterday •,(Tuesday1^

- T)ir Fedet'St CbUrt riteferee' Robfeift fl.

.
Stephensoni at, req^est/^C

,'• son,- cquns'bl :foir.the trjistee'in jbank-
!.

" ruptcy. e?rroll I ^ed :
- a*' voluntary

• petition to be- decliftred a bankriip't
r laft- October.' 'Among. the 'assets he
; listed Vere the "sorigs, plays, etci,.
'*

w^icjhi, are. npvir "on sale to the Jilgl^-
'
.est bidder. • ' „'

As a starter in the bidding Her-

[ mail Dr HdVer;"of Rockefeller Ceh-

I ter, offered. $100..

!
' Among Carroll's shares, in sbn^s

i
are the following; (?ne-third of au-
th6r'3 right Irt' 'Have A Heart,*- 'Great:

- to-'Bie" In Love,' 'Tonight or Neverl'
'Blue Shadows.^ ^ver in a Lifetime*

, and ,^&% :.share in .rights of .'AlL.of
" Ifou;' : 'Adorable* and .'Dreams of
Long Ago.' Interest .in some of thie;

*• pjays' offered for sale are 'sole - 'wri-
" fti-ship of *Tlje iVadjr of the-Lamp?;'

^ .unknown shpi'e.. Iq.' 'Fjqretta,' 'The:
- Rat' aiid "'Atmt • fcota' Ypsilanti,'-

f 'White pargd,' *LaUgh. That Off,' 'So
Long Letty';'![ind 'Car^ary Cottage.'

The list ^ilsO'Jncludes real estate

holdings . in- the following coi^oi?a-

tions: *, \ \.

EdringtoniCairroil JR^alty Corpi.,

one share; .Edring^on , Realty .Corpl,-

1,000 shares;' E.arl Carroll Th^Uls
Corp.. 1,000 .shar(?s; Earl Carroll The-
ati^ss Realty Corp./ l,QOb shares; un-
known interest in -the 161 West 49th

St, Corp. , or the , Matinee' .Players,

Jnc,;, 29' shares; tti .Nevr, York; Enter-

prisesi Jtnc.,^ gndv-ah unknown nfluan-

.tfty in King Productions, Inc., Fdrum
•Productions, Xrtc, and Cai^eda Th<ra-

trcffCorpj:

ZSGWSUIT
. Suit brought by Ann Dere against

James Barton, star of 'Tobacco Road,'
for allegedly forcing her to resign,

from the cast on Nov. 19, was settled

out' .of court, Wednesday (7). Miss
Dere 'has been tendered a runrof-
play contract for dropping the
action, according to Bob Broder.- her
attorney; who had asked for' $25,000
damages.

Miss. Dere had been |ask6d to re-

sign' when she failed to' pUt enough
stress on -'heir i.Y her lines. Barton
insisted^ it was alleged, that she be
released oir that he would quit 'when
she failed to comply with his wishes.
She's,been playing role for two years
with exception of short layoff.

•Road' is currently in its sixth year
on Broadway, at the Forrest.

TINS' PITT HEADACHE;

DEMAND MONEY RETURN

Pittsburgh, Dec. 13.

Reverberations from recent en-

gagement of !Pins and' Needles' at

the Nixon still being heaxd 'here.

Spot has never had a show, that gave

the mahagement so many headaches

and hoi ; o^fflee continues. Jo 'get. cail!p'

irom°- ;disgruntled customers - 'who,

even "at 'this: ,late dat^, Insist they'

should get their money back. '

Although press, locally Mvas fairly

enthusiastic, 'Pins' was a" complete
bust in^ so- fai; as Pittsburgh publifc

was concerned. Generally 'belieVed
that show was 'oversold.'

'

Pittsburgh's always been a
. hot,

tQwn, for musicals, ' and !billbo^ds,

Iproclaimed ?Pins'. as. a 'roUiclcing

musical revufe.'.^That means only one
thing , in -these diggings—beautiful
dames with loverly gams. .When , they
'came and fouiid' instead group of

'ambitious young"^x-garment work-;
eris. without jnuch.;S. a.,, an^ a skimpy,
intimate.-production, squawks were
Ibudand long.

'

."'Pins'. *did- around $10,800 on ' the
vlreek, which was, profitable^ .but more
than half of that came from union
parties. Other. $5,000; howefverl. was
contributed by . the subsequent-
squawkees; and it's flgvired that at

least $2,000 or more .wa^ returned.

Schwartz May Revive

'AshkeQazi' for Fair
Possibility that Maurice Schwartz

will present .two. of his former suc-
cesses during the New York World
Fait period at his Yiddish Art the-
atre. They 'would be 'Brothers Ash-
kenazi' and 'Yoshe Kolb.'
Schwartz presents his' latest play,

H. Leivlck's. 'Who Is Who,' at the
Yiddish Art . Dec. 23. It succeeds
'Three Cities.' Schwartz and Miriam
Riselle are among the feature play-
ers in 'Who.'

SWING 'MKADO'

MAY LAND ON

BROADWAY

, The .'Mikado.Vwith a colored cast,

similar to the WPA showing of the
operetta in Chicago,- is mentioned fOr

Broadway.by two managements but
there will be. no- tieup between the
commercial sho'wmen and the relief

outfit. Gilbert and Sullivan show
was first reported planned by J. J.

Shiibert arid John McGee, who re-

cently was replaced as Chicago 'WPA
director. Alfred de Liagre, Jr., also

proposes to'do a colored 'Mikado.'

Novelty of the presishtation is the
manner in which 'the score is played.
It has been revised in swing tempo
and it's likely the numbers will be
reorchestrated' for. New .York. No
royalties are required for' 7.$(iikad6'

since it's in the public domain.

'Mikado' Dickers in Chi.
Chicago, Dec, 13.

. Charlie Washburn'and Ned Alvord
trying. to work but deal with local

Federal '-Th^atriB .Project to take
over 'The -Mikado/ current at the
Great 'Northern, for. tour.

'WPA version is a swing adaptation
of the Gilbert, ah.d Sullivan operetta,

with an. all-colored cast.

Pemberton^s Dileninia

Chicago, Dec. 13.

Three shows * are -being xlick.ered

for to follow 'Susan and Gdd',, which
closes a smash stay at the Harris
New Year's Eve. 'Our Town', 'What
a liife'.and 'Kiss the.Boys Goodbye.'

The first two will play Chicago
this season, but' .there-is a questibih

on the Brock Pemberton productioit
due, it's understood, to producer's
difficulty to cast road company of
'Goodbye'.

Costume Designers'

Dnion Rushes Fight

Vs. Foreign Imports

. Effort to halt- the importation of
theatrical cos'tumeS' of foreign design
will be pushed by the Theatrical
Costume Designers, and Painters,
which includes ail established U. S.
legit costume designers.. 'Union is a
branch of the United. Scenic. Artists
of America, Locar829 of the Brother-
hood of Painters, Decorators and
Paperhahgers of America, affiliated

with the American Federation of
Labor.'

'

,
To carry out its edict, union has

ruled that no producers may imporj
costumes qf foreign design or .even
the designs. :- However, it spieciflcall^jc

excepts producers ,riot in . business
foTrpproflt and established-., foreign
theatricai..organi2atiQns, ^ such, as • the
Ballet ! Ilujsse . de - Monte Carlo,: , the
Salzburg, Opera, Uday :Shan-Kar» Mei
Lan. Fang, etc Union is- perturbed
over .what it' regards as^; a 'growing
tendency Of- producers. 'to use cos-
tumes of foreign mak6 and design at
the explense of U.^ S. craftsmen.
Although it'doeisn't-say so offlciahy,
'the

.
union, is undgrstood ready to

boycott throiigh .its pareiit organiza-,
tion ahy producers who violate its.

ruling. , .x^V'

TCDP is also increasing Itij initia-
tion fee to $50*. beginning'^ Jan.: !.

Boost will 1)0 accohiif»ariied by 'rtore
rigorous examination' to maintain the
standard alreacly established for
members.hrp,*

Protests by N. T. Delegationin D, C.

Bring Recall of FTP Firing Ord

Seek Cut Return

Many members of local 802,

American Federation of Musi-
cians (N. Y.), and Local 60,.

United Office^ and Professional
Workers of Aiherica, have
joined, as plaintiffs in an ac-
tion against the government to

recover a weekly cut of $1.09,

which ^became effective last

July 10 on Federal music and
arts projects in N. .Y.

° Alleged )n suit that the cut
is in violation of provisions of
the Emergency Relief Act of

1938. Although the law
,
pro-

vides, the rates on federal music
and art projects are determined .

by the WPA, it's maintained the
WPA violated the Intent of the
statute. Complaining of cuts in
the' past, but doing nothing,

' present ' action is taken. in the
thought of :

forestalling further
cuts that' are threatened.

THEATRE CUILD

READIES SKED

COHPUnOHAHaNCES
OF EQDiiT comKmoiis

Complaint . by some ' members of
Equity's Council. that a. number of
councillors were lax in. attiending; thp'

group's weekly sessions has . been
considered; There are 5fr in thie

council,', but it..was never .intended
all would attend at the same' time,

i

Usually, a w6U-att6nded' imeeting
attracts around a. score, a percentage
of those absent being engiaged
elsewhere. It wafi ^agreed that Paul
Dullzell, executive' "secretary,, •write

others . v^ho rarely attend- meetings.
Should that not be 'successful, it is

understood no action can be taken
since there are.no rules' covering the
subject.-

Thieatre
.
Guild, which was back-

ward in getting its production sched-
ule . into swing this season', is now
active and its five-play program
for the season is; virtually com-
pleted.' ^Outfit started 'with 'Dame
Nature,* a boxoffice disappointment.
Then therei ' was delay in starting

'Five Kings' because of financial

setbacks sustained by -the Mercury
theatre, which will be "the .Guild's

associate producer for 'Kings,*

which consists -of one play, based
on parts of ' Shakespeare's 'Henry
IV,'. 'Henry' V,'- 'Henry YL' and
'Richar4 tLI' which have been con-
densed' and ''

will be presented on
two evenings and count as two sub-
scription obligations. Heni^ VII
will also be characterized.

Prior to 'Kings' will come "The
Merchant of YOnkers,' produced by
Herman Shumlin, but which, it's

understood, will go into the Guild,'
the first five weeks to be on a sub-
scription basis. Fifth play on the
Guild, schedule, 'Jeremiah,' will be
ready for rehearsals as 'soon as a
lead is chosen. Final show ' will
probably be 'The Tower Beyond
Tragedy,' dramatization' by John
Gaiss'ner of 'a poem by 'Robinson
Jeffers.

Despite recent optimism among
Fedieral Theatre Project execs, in

New York that the outfit would not
he cut, they were called to Washing-
ton last week and instructed to re-
duce the complement 25% hy Jan. 1.

Early this -week, however, it was an-
notuiced at the capital that the cut
was rescinded. That followed the
visit of a delegation of the Federa-
tion of Arts Unions, headed by Ed-
ward .Everett Hale, of Equity. All
stage unions and the fine arts pro-
jects were represented by the suc-
cessful protestents.

Proposed dismissals were also ob-
jected to by the Workers Alliance,
union of 'WPA workers,' Question of
'amateurs' on the project is again
likely to be raised despite the can-
cellation of the cut, since the Alli-
ance believes • that WPA heads
are inclined to favor those of

imquestioned professional back-
ground. Charged that few in the^
Alliance can definitely establish*

membership in the stage or crafts

tinions.

In an open letter last week to
George Kondolf, director of produc-
tion, his resignation was demanded,
but he ignored it as 'a waste of time
to answer such hysterical arid false
denunciations.' Kondolf said that last
season the project presented .'four

genuine hits by. anyone's standard,*
naming 'One Third of a Nation,' 'Pro-
logue to Glory,' 'Haiti' and 'On the
Rocks.' . Alliance said he failed
miserably in giving .the project any
kind of planned production sched-
ule.* The Alliance also claimed 'it has
become your practice to bring in out-
side help, ignoring the talent On the
project, so that in several cases the
project's contribution w.as financing
the production and - supplying imder-
studies and walk-ons.'

Ardrey Works on 3 Plays;

' Robert Ardrey, in New fYor^ for
a. ;li.rief

.
stay, :is .working on three

plays,- two , Of . wiiich he: expects to
havei ready next fall. Guthrie Mc-
Clintic; might get first look at theni,.

Author, of last' season's 'iHow to Giet
Tough

. Abotit
;

It'- arid 'Casey Jones'
is taking his .tinie about polishing the
scripts to his satisfaction, since ifs
the first i timiSs he^fi been iflttanciail^
abl^^o' hold; off. production. • .He
estiftpiat'tls he wOri't- have to -.go back
ItoiHoUywood, where he's

,
been a film

writer, for at least two years.

Defer Bein, Burr Snari

I Dispute vbetween Courtney Butt
and Albert :3ein, .scheduled for a
hearing yesterday ^Tuesday) by, the
American Arbitration A?sn., has been
indefinitely postponed due. to the ill-

ness of^Mri; Bein. - Matter at issue'is,
directorship of.Bein's pjay, 'HeaVenly

.

Express,' which Btirr is to produce.

Biirr /eri^a^ed Robert. Steiner,
autholr

. and; dir^tor of last season's
;E9cape by Night,' to stage, the show
and claims Bein okayed the selection.
Bein denies this. Effort will bie made
to . hold hearing soon.

TOSGAinNI $6 CONCERT
> Baltimore,. Dec 13.

. Sponsored by the Baltimore Opera
Club, organization of local bigwigs,
which - puts oh annual Mel Opera
season here, Tos^anini and the.NBC
Orchestra will- appear at the ' Lyrio
Dec. Zt House; will be scaled 'at' $5
top with extra jolt for bokes.

Equity Membersbip

For Life Granted To

Ezra Stone/Thomas

Life memberships to Equity have
been granted for the first time in
years, John Charles Thomas, who
has been, in the association for years,
and Ezi-a Stone, being the recipients.
Latter has been appearing in 'What
a Life,' at the Biltmore, New York.
Former was- once in musical comedy
but has devoted his time to concert
opera and radio in the last several
years.

Equity formerly sought permanent
members but ceased such activity
because it-was felt that life members
were prone to show less interest in
the affairs of- the organization - than
regulars. However, under the rules,
anyone in the association may seciure
life membership by paying $180, tho
equivalent of 10, years' dueg. ' Origi-
nally, the cost was $50, later $100.
There are 190 life .members, some
being honorary grants to aged pro-
.fessionals in homes.- ^ /

Only piersori on the Equity. staff
having a life, card is. Harry Lane^
who won it in a- drive for members
during fgrmatiVfe years of the or-
ganization.'

Engagements

Mary Michael, 'Tlie White Steed.'
Ivy Troutmain, 'Deat OctOpus.'
Cora Green, "Policy Kingtf.' • . :

Georgette Harvey, 'Mamba's
Daughters.'
Joan , Wetmore, < Norman. Lloyd,

'JBverywhere I Roam.* '
.

Jean Muir, Phillips Holmes, '

eri Boy' (road company).:
Lee Patrick, .Ortslow StSvens,' Ed-

mund Dorsay,. 'Michael Drops ln.' r
Sarah Bui'ton, Florence' Britten,

Gilbert Wilson, 'Set to Music'
Lee J. Cobb, Grover 'Burgess,

Katherine Allen, Karl Maiden,' Harry
Bi-atsburg, Martin Ritt, LuUa Adler,
'Gentle People.'
Flora Camphell, Royal Seal, Barry

Sullivan, Richard Kendrick, Mary
Howes, Joaqiiih Souther, Ann Gar-
rett, 'Angela Is Twenty-Two,'
Ruth, Conley,. Solly. Ward, -Alice

Fleming, phllin Sheridan, W. J.
Hackett,. Fred -Harris. Richard Taber,
Ruth Lee, Philip Huston, 'Wiritlow
Shopping.'

; Florence Reed, 'Outward Bound.*
Hone Williams, 'Importance of Be-

ing Earnest.*
Richard- Aherne, Ann Lorini*. Rob-

ert Vivian, Jeanne Casselle, Charles
Atkih, James McGuire; Mai^itlce Man-
son, Michael. WiU§. Marii'DfeBecker,
Helena Glenn. Prances Dale/ Mary
McGormack, Henry Vincent, Daniel
Krewe, 'Bright Rebel.*
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TMAT Increj^es Dues to WardM
Defett; See Skubert Deal in Hob, CU

Dues for Theatrical Managers,

Agents and Treasurers' union have

been raised to^ monthly, an increase

of $1. Boost was voted at a general

meeting last week, when it was ex-

plained that the. operating costs have

been- exceeding* the intake, and it

would be necessary to balance the

budiget to prevent a deficit.

Prior to. voting for the dues, hike,

it was proposed to raise extra coin

by assessing working: members, but

• that was nixed. Financial report

showed that the total income for the

year was $32,000. There are 750

members paying dues regularly, so

that th& average revenue monthly
approxinfiatei $1,500. Stated that

•tMAT owes around $1,000, but has

notes, receivable amounting to $9,000.

The nptes, are. from members and
mostly represent a portion of the

initiation fees, when they joined the

union.. Claimed that TBtfAT's mini-

mum pay .scales 'artJ the highest in

the country ^ind that it has increased

the salaries of press , agents and
treasurers particularly.

Settlement of house managers'

salaries in. Boston and Chicago legit

theatres, in dispute between the Shu-
berts- and TMAT, still pends, al-

though the latter sought to .dead-

line the issues last week. Union
counsel, it was explained, was tied

up, causing t}i« dela^; An agree-

ment is expected' to be made^ how-
ever-, when the Shuberts and TMAT
g€it' together.'

It was first reported that the scale

cougYit "by the union was $100 weekly
for both cities, but TMAT has set

that minimum only for (Chicago,

with $85 for the Boston houses. Ex-
plained that the Hub merhberj; Voted

for $85, the. union officials thereupon
acceiding to the opinion of the- locals,

although originally, seeking the same
scale as New 'York. It will be an in-

crease of $35 over the present pay.

A similar increase is expected to

apply in Chicago, where most house
managers have been receiving $65

weekly.

TMAT membership, especially in

New York, has started intensive

election campaigning, although .the

'first voting since* the union obtained

a basic agreement with the man-
agers will not be hfeld until Jan. 12,

There are '27 candidates for the

board, with . 16 berths to hs filled.

Biggest percentage of candidates is

•iimpng' the business agents, .five

being- in the running for the two
salaried positions. Most, of the other

beard jobs are unpaid.

TMAT's Boycott

Theatrical Managers Agents
and Treasurers union is said to

be the first affiliate to act on
the suggestion of WilliaAi Green,
president of the American Fed-
eration of Labor, that its unions
boycott German goods in re-
taliation for the persecution of

Jews.
TMAT has refiised to supply

ticket-sellers for a Nazi mer-
chandise show, which starts at

Grand Central Palace, New
York, this week*

'Hellzapoppin' reached page one in

Sunday (11.) dailies. as the result of

Anthony Eden attending the. per-

formance Saturday (10) night at the

Winter Garden, New York. In de-

ference to the British statesman, ^ffho

expressed the desire to see the revue,

a' change was made in a Hitler trav-

.esty. Another skit was. also slightly

revised. There were 20 in the Eden
party at 'Hellz' and the, house was
well-covered with press cameramen.
Visiting Englishman, Who came to
New York to address a manufac.--
turers conventiort, also visited the
World's Fair grounds. ,

Business for 'Hellz' has been
climbing since the show moved from
the 46th Street to the Garden, .jump
being something of a surprise to
showmen; Advance sale has in-
creased and now totals $90,000,. cxt
tending over 12 weeks, agencies re-
porting 'Heilz' to be, thie topper in
demand. Revue is now completing
its third month and is predicted to
run -a year-.

Garden was expected to get 'It's

All Yours* ('Swing To The Left'),

now being readied by Dwight Deere
Wiman, but it's probable the bobk^
ing will be switched. However, an-
other change in theatres is seen as
hardly affecting the draw of the
Olsen and. Johnson show. Plans call
for changes to both exteriors to fur-
ther publicize 'Hellz.'

HOLMES, MUR REPLACE

FARMBl, KAZAN INW
Pittsburgh, Dec. 13.

Regular tour of 'Golden Boy' ended
here at Nixon Saturday night (10)
but show resumes in Chicago Dec.
26 .with practically an entire new cast
headed by Jean Muir and Phillips
Holmes. They replace Frances Far-
mer, who's going into new John
Howard Lawsoii drama, which will
be Group Theatre's No. 3 show, and
Elia Kazan, who has been set for"
Irwin Shaw's 'Gentle People'.
Group's second item. New lineup
will be directed by Bob Lewis, of
original 'Boy* cast, Harold Clurman
being unvaila]>le since he's tied up
with ;'People.'

Practically entire Group crowd
converged on Pittsburgh lafst week
for rehearsals of Shaw comedy, Sam
Jaffe and Sylvia Sidney corning on,
.along with Shaw and C^lurman,. t

-

join Roman Bohnen and Kazan in

preliminary preparations for 'People.'
• Franchot Tone, who'll play the "male
lead, marking his return to Group

' after several seasons ih riollywood,
wais also supposed to come on but at

last minute decided to .fiwait ttoppe's

.arrival, in New York this week be-

tore beginning to rehearse.

Abel East for 'Birds'

Hollywood, Dec. 13.

Walter Abel gets .the .male lead in

'The Birds Stopped, Singing,' legit

play to be produced on Broadway
by John Golden.

Actor starts east when he finishes

his film job in 'First Offender' at
Columbia.

2,500-Seafer at Expo Of-
fered to Showmen, but
Tiiey Consider Numerous
Counter'^A t tractions—
Main Stem Expected to

Provide Amply for

Amusement Seekers

27 Sipers of Met Code, Seme

'Outlaws Hus Only 18 Sows Seen
^

As Main Difficulty for Broker Beefs

BALLYHOO TO START

Although it's-, indicated rhusical

shows wiU predominate on Broad-
way during the summer period of

the New York World's Fair, the type
Of stage' shows to be presented on
the Fair Grounds has not yet been
determined. A 2-500-seat theatre,

speedily nearing completion, is being
built by the Fair corporation and
will be available for bookings when
the policy js determined.

Originally, a regularly equipped
theatre was iiot regarded as feasible

because of the expenditure -required

for ttie comparatively limited time
it would be used, even though the
Fair will operate, '.for two years.

Showmen also figured that Broad-
way will amply provide theatre

amusement to the incoming crowds.
Fair executives, however, went
ahead with the construction and are
now huddli.ng with managers for

suggestions as to its usage.

Board of the League of New York
Theatres is considering « number of

proposals for -the Flair's theatre. Size
of the house indicates it would be
best ^suitable. f6r. i]pus:icals, : but one
suggestion is to plresent dramatic re-

vrvaj?-, .^ittr:5t»rf, over; two or three-

week periods, at popular prices.

Pointed out, however, that revivals

would, hjjrdly be in tune with the
Fair's 'world of tomorrow' slogan.

Revivals for Fdir, Broadway
It's known that managers are

keeping productions intact for pos-.

sible revivals during the Fair period,

but such attractions ' will .just as

likely be ptesenled in Broadway
houses. Showmen appear doubtful
whether performances taking be-
tween two and -three hours would
work oijt effectively at the Fair be-
cause of the numerous counter at-

tractions. Condensed shows' staged
for quick turnovers are seen being
favored.

.

Briefie plays are also possible
for the Fair's theatre, an adoption'

from the popular radio idea. Dirring
the Chicago Fair short versions, of
Shakespearean plays wer^' .presented'

as often as six times daily. Equity,
which has been considering per-
formances at the N. Y. expo site,

ray place a limit of three shows
daily,, dr insist on two casts, if played
rriore often.

Gesture to Show Biz
Fair executives regard the theatre

venture as a gesture to show busi-
ness since private capital is not be-

(Contiriiied on page 60)

SHUBERT TO DO SHOW
AT THE FRISCO EXPO

San Francisco, Dec. ' 13.

J. J. Shubert spent several days

here last week in conference with

Harris D. Connick, manager of the

1939 Golden Gate Exposition, on the

possibility of Shubert producing a

girl show on Treasury .Island, site of
the Fair. It's believed set for Shu-
bert to do the show here next year,

on the mainland if not on the island.

. Shubert said it was possible his

shpw, work on = which will start on
hb return to New York, wUl'be tried

out here.

'

TeACENTSON

Concessions in its recent rule re-

quiring nionthly reports from talent

agents were yesterday (Tuesday)

granted by Equity's Council. Under

thjg revised regulations^ the per-,

centers must their reports every

three moniths instead of . every

month. Rule. that all salaries must,

be listed in the reports was also

modified. George Goldsmith, presi-

dent of the Theatrical Artists'' ttep-

reserjtatlves Assnl^ and Jane Broder,

another legit agent, appeared before

the ^Council to propose both re-

visions.

Agents claim they cannot make

enough money at 5% commission to,

operate profitably, and sought to

have the commission doubled, say-

ing that because prpdu.ctioi^ is much
less than in the period when the

rules WAre' made, eiigagements have
di'opped proportionately. Equity. re-

plied that 10% applies for jobs in

radio and other fields o'utside legit,

but the casters say that most of the'

btg radio jobs are now on the

Coast With the agents there getting

the breaks.

Association officers say that if

there are too few jobs in the east,

it's likely there are too rriany agents.

If Equity's probe discerns that some
agencies arie not delivering^ it's like-

ly the number of permits will be re-

duced. Equity argues that there then

should be enough business for the

survivors to operate profitably.

Third of a Century
Anniversary Issue

To Be Published Lnte In December

Send Reservations Immediately To Any Variety Office

LOS ANGELES
|

CHICAGO I LONDON
1708 No. Vine St | 54W.Randolph St. | ,8 $t. Martin's PL

NEW YORK
154 West 46th St.

There are 27 ticket agencies signa-

iory to the League of Neyt^.Tl^xii^

•nieatres' ticket codie,' considerably

more than the number of showis on
Broadway, of ivhich there are 18.

That is perhaps the principal diffi-

culty currently in the ticket situa-

tion, although brokers are still very
much Opposed to the ticket control
system, which they claim is- stifling

business.

In addition to the 'accredited agen-
cies,* there are a number of other
ticket purveyors, the 'outlaw bro-
kers.' One is the Acme agency,
which refused to si^n the code and
was called to account by Federal
men for faUure to stamp tickets at
the prices sold. Information wias al-
legedly turned over to the govern-,
ment by League investigators, la
'retaliation' the agoicy is reported
prepa;ri;ag a complaint against the
League on the contention that the
code constitutes restrain of trade..

Various claims that The League's
levy of 3%c. per ticket is a racket
are being mulled by the btokers.
Claims seemingly are. without basis,
although' brokers have been curipus
about how that .money 'has teen
spent Estimated that the League; has
collected around $3,000 from" the
agencies, of which some coin has
been spent in advertising. There's
no warning about overcharging, in
the ads, which state that accredited
agencies -display their credentials
from the League.

Ignoring Ijevy Bales

Reported that a number of agen«.
cies are not paying the ticket levy
weekly to the Lea^e, despite ^
rules. These have stated^they cafinot
afford to make the payments; due to
poor business. League does not seem
inclined^to demand, pajrpierit each
week, but insists the levy must tdti-
mately be renjitted. Those holding
out will be removed from the ac-
credited list.

Patently, because there are more
agencies than shows, spibe broHers
contend they should.?not'be Te<fuiTed
to pay be<}ause Of their inability to
^cute .^^UptjCnen'ts. for all .the hits.
Wheri that compilaihil; was made to the
League, latter countered by saying
allotments are arranged by managers

(Continued on page 60)

3 WPAmm RO. MM
ACQIHTTED Bt B'KLtN

Three boxoffice employes" who
were connected with a WPA circus

and were chat-ged with ticket irfegu^

larities, were acquitted Tuesday
(13) in the Brooklyn federal court
Evidence before a jury consumed
several days. Cases were those of
Abe Halle, who was in phar^e of the
show; Julius Spector, treasurer, |'nd
Joseph Harris, ticket taker. They
have been under suspension since
last sumtner.
Principal evidence came from a

former private detective, now with
WPA, who claimed to have iised,

at a distance of 90 feet, two 'clocks,*

one in each hand, 'because there
were two-priced ticket^.' When the
changes were first.,inade, it was re-
ported the investigatPt had observed
the b. o. staff throi^h a spy glass.

Halle, who took, the stand in his
own defense, testified he had man-
aged a nunxber of major attractions
on Broadway, including 'Fifty^ Mil-.,,

lion Frenchmen,' total gross of
which was $1,000,000. During that
'.ostimbiiy Judge Grover Moskowitz,
who presided, observed that 'thbge
wert the good old days' and Halle
remarked: 'You said it judge/

Beatrice Denson, wife' of Gustav
Gerber, attorney lor the Theatrical
'Manager's, 'Agents" and , Treasurers
lunioii, app6ared for the defendants.
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Plays on Broadway

Here Come the Clowns
'Drama In three acta presented Dec. 7,

•as, at the Booth by Eddie Dowllns; writ-
ten by Philip Barry: etaged by Robert Mll-
ton> i$8.30 top.
Vralter. < , James Hagan
Major Armstrong ..Jerry Austin
John Dickinson.,....; Russell Collins

Ma Speedy Ralph Bunker
Connie Ryan Madge Kvans
Kora Clancy... v..,.....,;.... Doris Dudley
Val Gurney ...Bertram Thorn
Dan Cln,ncy. . . . , Eddie Dowllng
^^im Marble Fraiik Gaby
Gert Marble ortense Alden
Max "PabBl ,

'. Leo Chalzel
Ifroadte Ballanllne A. H. Van Buren
liew Co6per ThomaB Palmer
Pay Farrel Eve March

crossed Clancy; and Hortense. Alden
as. a woman who never should have
wedi

'Clowns' is another trouble play,
an intellectual or highbrow drama
arriving at a time when people
would rather be diverted than
called on to listen, to the woes
of others. Ibee,

Title is deceiving to the casual ob-

server, .
'Hera Come the Clowns' is

far from comic, having to do with

travail among yaudevillians—a deep-

ly serious drama. But it impresses

'**-«i*-*«4ftg--amDjQglJhe^
- entrants;

Philip Barry can and "has provided
the stage with diverting plays oh' the

gay side, but When he becomes phil-

osophical the author's implications

are puzzling. Here again he is seek-

ing the truth (or the characters are)

and although it is a novel and in-

teresting display, just what it is all

about remains distinctly opaque.

Story unfolds in the "back room of

•Ma' Speedy's cafe. ; All the char-

acters are ^e prbfessionals who ap^

pear in James Cohcannon's variety

theatre.nearby—Evidently a big time,

liouse as the acts work tv^ice daily,

six days per week. Into the speak-,

easy comes Jim Marble; a ventrilo-

quist and his perverse wife; Major
Armstrong,, a dWarf; Dickerson, the

press agent; Cooper and Farrel, a

song and dance team; Nora Clancy,-

who had walked out on Dan Clancy,
a stage hand; and among others Max
Pabstt an illusionist who is to. top

V- next wefek's bill after La Palotha,:a"

\ trained hOfsejihad. beferi fcaneelled. f

' A pjatform in the rbbm affotds the

eettlrig for the play's most effective^

scexies, under the guidance; of. t^e
mysterious Pdbst .wha declares :h^ iis

nbt a mere m^gicifin becayse Ulus.ioh

olteri. proves , to be the tr^th.. He
induces -Marb>- to diyulge. the, per-

i fidy of :h!s mate, the revelation com-
ing through the duniihy, on his l&p.

Similarly the dwarf tells his troubled

^oryv -how he .Was nappy WithiJl jper-

fpctly formed midget until their s6n
grew up a? a iiormal petson and
v/knt on his wayi. That may exWain
why Cooper, wHo : 4etests .midgets,'

refuses to ^Ived his comely pairtner

Fay Farteli,
,

probably fearing they
may -have freak- chil<teen. '

"

. Intb the establishment comes the
.befuddled stage^hahd Clancy, iNora,

his imfaithful wife, entets irom an-
other room and the scene-shifter d«-
.mands.the reason of her "quitting

...him.
'

'.Clancy lear'ns from Nora that -she

never loved him. Then Val Qumey,
her lover, whom Clancy nearly
throttles, blurts out that Nora's detid
child had really been his. There js;

. a pistol,js^ot from Pickerson, caustic
• jjress ajgent, evidently -designed fot
' the iilusionist wihose machinations.
; have brought the sordid details of

, the motley, grbiiii ! ^nto. the open.
Clancy appears to be shot, but the
curtain ' falls With him seated at a
table" muttering what' seemed to be
Comments bh the futility of delving
for the.teulh.

I Eddie; Bowling, presenter of the
opus^ i>ortrays a troubled Clancy, a
mah of the faith, with a slight ttc-^^

tent of the Old Sod. Former moi^pl-
ogi9t,,also of song and danci?,wShO«vs,

;iexhibits his most serious sid^.-'ferid-

ency^ .toward Which he chos&'.a iyeair

or so :agb, particularly in" l)Utti)Qg on
'Shadow, and Substahce' last season.
Powling is liof the first co'm^iaii 'to.

.rattgie from the • ridiculous to emd
tional, portrayals,' as [witness the

r ' career of ' David ' WariPeld : from
' .'Webei-' 'and Fields* days tb 'The

Music; Master' and *The Return <>i

Peter Grimm.*
But Leo Chalzel, playing the illu-

sionist, is really the lead in the new
drama. . He, too, started as a low
comic and now stantis out as gifted
with dramatic power. Chalzel's idea
of a foreign mentalist, who insists

he 'is no more than an artist, is as
sinister a figure as brought forth
in seasons.

Frank Gaby was and still Is a big
time [ventriloquist, going dramatic,
too, without effort Jerry Austin-
proves that dwarfs baye sensibilities;

The feminine end ' of the cast does
not havei ah equal chance with the
men, but 'there ate Madge Evans, the
up ahd up sister who should have
gaineil Clancy's affections; Eve
March as the Farr«l girl, who can-
not .win her hoofing partner; Doris
Dudley, the slim blonde who double-

SPRING MEETING
Comedy In three acts (four ecenes), by

M. J. Farrell and John. Perry. Directed by
John Glelgud; settings by Roger K. Furse;
production under 'direction of Lee Ephralm;
presented by Gladys and Philip Merlvale,
In a!<noclatlon with Lee Ephralm and
George Jessel, at Morosco. N. T„ Dec. 8,

'38. $D.30 top ($4.-10 opening). .

Joan Fui-ze Shelnh Richards
Baby 'Furze Aldeen O'Connor
James Jamca Woodburn
BlJou Furze Jean Cadell
Michael Byrne,, .Denis Carey
Siif ;^«.iM»Td Furze A. B. Matthews
Johnny Mahonoy '. Arthur Shields
Tiny Fox-ColHer Gladys Cooper
Tony Fox-ColUer ;.. Robert Fletnyng.

Australian and New Zealand • Thea''
tr^ri, Ltd., Managing Directors Frank
S. Talt, S. S. Crick, G. B. Dean,
Present:

—

VIOLET CARLSON
.as the Star of

.

"BALALAIHA"
. mOtiW, AUSTRALIA

This is a slim, if fairly ingratiating
comedy. It will haye a somewhat
limited appeal, but its zestful play-
ing should help it to a moderate run.
It opened at a. tough time, hpwe'yer,
with more than two weeks of meagre
pickings to weather before' It gets

into the lush holiday trade. Even
.then it must buck the flood of incom-
ing shows as well as the established
hits. All in all, it appeaiis due for a
hard puU, biit should earn a modest
profit.

Play, which is by M. J. Farrell
(real name is. Mrs. Robert Keane)
and John Perry^ is currently in its

eighth month in London. This cbm-
pany was rehearsed there under the
direction of John ' Gielgud, who
staged the original prodUctioii, .'Was
given two warm-up weeks, in Mon-
treal and Toronto before being
brought to Broadway. .

•

• • Although' it is Irish- in subject mat-
ter and locale, the piece .is tsrpically
English in flavOr. , It has that bh-so-
]'olly-old-chap sort. of. fl,ddlerfadd;le

that .Londoners seem to relish, but
which frequently dulls on Broadwajy:

giddy, ' gbod-humbr'ed',"' unpreten-:
tibus and, as played by the; present
company, curiously disarming. .

'

;Play .deals with nothing more con^
sequential th_an the trivial skylark-
ing of a horsey

' lamily m County
Tipperstry, Ireland, .their race-bets,
dnnldrig and the' conspiring Of the.
tyfanniciil, pinch-pehny squire's two
daughters -to snare husbands. .Except
in."the. second act, the comedy con-
sists of little more than'giddy banter
and.flighj^y characterization. -

•

Although . 'Spring
,
Meeting' Is

blessed in its performance, it is also
true that few plays 'offer; such Uni-
formly and delightfully actable parts'.

Gladys Cooper, to-presenter of the
piece, is enormously , captivating as
the widower squire's former sweet-
heart who .comes back "to scheme
with his 'daughters and marry him,
.Except' for her second-act ^own,
which is

' unbecomingly . tight, she,
al^o makes ah attractive appearance.
As the stingy squire, A. E. Mat-r

thews
,
gives his customary capital

performance.. In one of their second-
act eTcchanges, ' Miss Cooper swipes
one of his. laughs by a comedy . read-
ing of.her feed line, but that's doubt-
less by peririission.

- Equally good is the viastly per-
suasive performance of Jean Cadell
as the crotchety old aUnt who
traipses about in outlandish rig, with
a hotwater bottle stowed inside her
duds; 'against the chill weather and
bushel of inside tips in -her pUrse
against tomorrow's- horseraces. It's

a hilarious part and Miss Cadell
tickles it right into the boobyhatch
Where it belongs.
.Aideei) O'Connor, previously seen

on Broadway .with the Abbey play-
ers, scampers gleefully through the
pari "of the likable younger sister,

WhUe 'Shelah Richards,"another Ab-
bey..alumna, makes the most of the
dramatic older sister role.' James
WoodbUrn ,.

' plays the domineering
butler with humorous gravity, and
Arthur Shields, still another, ex-
Abbeyite, has a comedy field day as
an enchantingly indolent hired man.
Robert Flemyng is insouciant enough
to make even the juvenile attractive,
and penis Carey is properly tense as
the stable-boy suitor.

While the opening night perform-
ance seemed^ somewhat uncontrolled
at times,; that may be beckuse the
players have expanded their playing
since they're beyond Gielgud's direc-
torial reach. But in any case the
direction brings out the pungency of
the script and keeps the action and
dialog spinning across the footlights.
It was rather obvious opening ni^ht
that neither the curtain caU nor Miss
Cooper's curtain speech had been re-
hearsed—in the latter case with em-
barrassing result. Hobe.

HOUSE'S JNITIALER, 'ROAD'
Hamilton, O., Dec. 13.

•Tobacco Road,' with John Barton,
which has been playing full weeks
nearby, will piny one night at the

1,450-seat Paramount here,, Jan. 5.

This will be first time the house,
originally built sans stage, has
played a dramatic production.- Stage
was added two years ago.

PUYS OUT OF TOWN

Merchant of Yonkers
Boston, Dec. 13.

Farce In four acta presented at the Wil-
bur, Boston, Doc. 12, '38, by Ilermnn Shum-
Un; written, by Thornton Wilder (baaed
on a comedy by Johann Nestroy); staged
and dlrec^Jd by ilax Relnhardt; production
designed by Boris Aronson; Jane Cowl
rtarred.
Horace Vandergelder Percy Waram
Ambrose Kemper Bartlett Robinson
Joe Scanlon I'hillp Coolldge
Gertrude. Carrie Weller
Cornelius Hackl ....Tom Ewell
Brmengarde Frances Harlson
Mejchlor Stack Joseph Sweeney
Mrs, Levi Jane Cowl
Barnaby Tucker John CaU
Mrs. Molloy June 'Walker
Minnie Fay. Nydia .

Weatmnn
A Cabman , . . . . ward F. Nannary
Rudolph Max WlUenz
August ..Petor Struwel
A Cook Mnlda Reade
Miss Van Huysen. Minna Phillips

Maybe Broadway will take another
good costume piece, but 'Merchant
of Yonkers' does not make the grade
although Thornton Wilder's simple
writing and- plotting have charm.
Max Reinhardt's direction, how-
ever, has the players over-actmg
to. distraction. This in addition to
Jane Cowl's hand-waving. Nor does
a generally undistinguished support-
ing cast and such corny stage tech-
nique as characters hiding behind
screens, in closets,' and uhder tables
help matters except for solid Cowl
fans.

Vandergelder, a cranky, miserly
60-year-oid Yonkers general store-
keeper' of the early fiO's,. is a widoWer
'feeling young enough to seek an-
other wife.' Mrs. Levi, an old friend,
offers to act as a sort of marriage
'broker,' and they set out for New
York City to interview two prospects
she has lined up. At the same time
his two overrworked clerks, Hackl
and Tucker, decide to pool their
meager savings and go to the big
town for a spree. They tangle with
Mrs. MuUoy, one of the bridal pros-
pects, and with her assistant, Minnie
Fay, and they revel in a champagne
par^ at.a smart cafe.
' The merchant finally proposes
marriage to the agreeable Mrs* Levi
(also a widow) who sweetens hihi
up enough to forgive his wayward
clerks, and bless - the elopement of
his ' swooning niece • and a brash
young artist.

The secondary plot involving the
adventures of the bumpkin clerks is

more amtis'ng than the main theme,
and Miss "Walker, as the jolly, mil-
liner is largely responsible. Nydia
Westman does well as her bashful
assistant. And Tom Ewell and John
Gall ultimately make the clerks
seemplausible, Minna Phillips as a
snippy old avmt .in the . final act, reg-
isters .well.

Percy ' 'Waram's character is

stronger than Jane Cowl's, but this
is a matter of writing rather than
acting.
Mrs, Levi and several other peor

pie of the play come down to the
footlights for philosophical chats
with the audience, and they seemed
to delight the customers. The four
sets remind one of old-fashioned
vaude' flats. Millinery shop is the
standout. Fox.

Inside Stuff-Legit

ONCE OVER LIGHTLY
(TRIANGLE CLUB)

Princeton, Dec. 10.

Prlngeton University Triangle Club pre-
pents sOth annual production, musical com-
edy In two acts by Robert H. Clung, Rich-
ard. R. XJh\ and Alexander H. Xiehraann,
Jr<; music by Sanders Maxwell. At McCar-
ter theatre, Princeton, Dec. 9, '38.

Seems to be the practice of uni-
versities these days to send out scouts
to see What other colleges are doing
in the way. .of. annual productions.
Such is the impression Created by
'Once Over Lightly.' For its strik-

ing resemblance to this year's U. of
P. Mask and Wig effort, 'All Around
the-To'wn,' is nothing short of amaz-
ing. It's the same Little Old New
York idea with almost the same
twists and variations.
But the similarity ends there, for

whereas the Mask and 'Wiggers
turned out a gay, sprightly, tuneful
show that could lay claims to orig-
inality, 'Once Over Lightly' fails to
reach anywhere near the standard
set by other recent Triangle produc-
tions. This year the club has mapped
a 5,000-mile road tour that will touch
16. cities in the east and middle west
—the. most extensive in its history.
It's regrettable the boys don't have
more to offer.

' It'll take some time to iron out the
obvious roughness. But since the
troupe, lays off a week after the two-
night stand here, the production may
possibly be whipped into- shape by
the time it takes to the road.
Show opens with a musical pro-

logue featuring songs of previous
Triangle efforts. One of the m.aior
weaknesses of this year's production
is the dearth of catchy or even suit-

able tunes. This becomes all too ap-
oarent after eetting an earful of
those classic (the late) Brooks Bow-
man numbers of two and three sea-
sons back, or such brilliant examples
as the memorable 'Shios That Pass
in the Ni»?ht' from the 1924 'Drake's
Drum.' Under the circumstances, it

may be wiser showmanship not to
stir UD memories of those hit-tune

(Continued on page 61)

Poor business rather than booking limitations Is claimed to have caused

Phil Baker to close 'Idiot's Delight' at Toronto, Saturday (10). Attendance
in Montreal was so disappointing, despite a favorable press, that *one re-

viewer wrote a follow-up in which he berated the citizenry for failure to

support 'Delight,' rating it much above 'Spring Meeting,' a London Import,

which opened there recently, and which received a fairly good reception

at the Morosco, New York, last week,
Walter OHearn, in the Montreal Herald, saying that 'Delight' Is fine

dramatic writing and a brave theatrical enterprise, warned the localites that*

'after years of darkness we are lifting our heads again, theatrically speak-
ing. The best touring shows are seekhig dates here, but if we treat one of

the better shows of the century in this half-hearted fashion, 6an we really

blame producers if they dismiss us as poor risks and book their shows
straight through to Toronto?' He rated Baker's performance exceptional.

Theatre Guild, which produced the original show with Alfred Lunt and
Lynn Fontanne, refuted claims by Baker, stating that when he sought road
rights it was agreed that he play Canada and the Pacific Coast, Baker
sought southern territory, but the Guild reserved that section for a planned
repertory tour by the Lunts.. New York pnd Chicago were also excluded,
because 'the Guild will bring the stars back to Broadway with a five-play

repertory to be presented next spring after the World's Fair opens. Lunt
had telegraphed Baker ;that there was no objection, to him showing in
Chicago, but the Guild nixed permission.
Guild pointed out that the Limts fared very well with 'Delight* In Buf-

falo, despite Baker's claim the show did not draw there. Attraction,
with the Lunts, grossed $11,000 in four performances in the upstate city, and
during that week, which was split with Providence, Hartford and Rochester,
the total takings were $31,000. When the Lunts played New Haven for a
half , week, the gross was close' to $10,000, while Baker's appearance there
drew around $1,650.' His week in Montreal -was slightly over $5,000, result-
ing in considerable red. Bakier proposed to.toUr throughout the season. He
had appeared In 'Delight' last summer, playing country showshops. Figured
th^t during the recent, brief tour, the los^ exceeded $20,000.

String that works the jaw of the dummy used by Frank Gaby, who plays
the ventriloquist in 'Here Come the Clbwns' at the Booth, N. Y., broke
during the second aet Friday night (9). Since it was a tense emotional
scene^ Gaby had tp move the dummy's jaw by poking his finger into the
back of

,
its ' head so as i[ipt to let the mishap become known and thus spoil

the effect of that pbrtioii of the drama.
Photographs fastened on the set in 'Clowns* are actual oies used in the

heyday of vaudeville. They were supplied by George Freedley, from the
theatrical collection in the New Ybrk Public Library. One of the pictures,
of Leo Chalzel (in 'Clowns') and Herman Timberg, was taken when they
played the Palace, N. Y., nearly 15 years ago.
Eddie DoWling, producer and lead in the Philip Barry play, is onstage

when the curtain goes up. It's the first time In his 28 years on the stage
that he's ever opened a show.

Book-of-the^Month almost established a precedent by selecting *Abe
Lincoln in Illinois,' Robert E. SherWood's play, which would have been
the firstiime a^jlay .in bobk:fprm would have been so .signalized. However,
the departure was deemed too ra;dlcal and it fell through.

Scribner's t)ubli&hes all of Sherwood's stuff, an obligation that datej
back to the. dramatist's early literary days, when that firm first gave him
consideration. Because of that, although Bennett Cerf (Random House) is
Sherwood's personal friend, the other firm gets publishing rights.

Jules Garfield, known, as John Garfield, in Hollywood, will return there
shortly for final scenes in- Warners' 'Juarezi' His stage appearances have
mostly :been with the Group Theatre. He had been slated to appear, in
,'Gentle People' but Franchot Tone will have that assignment instead. Play
is due into the Belasco, N. -Y., early in January, the Group's current
'Rocket to the Moon' moving from there to the Windsor. Garfield's visit east
was principally due to the illness of his father.

"

Blanche Yurka advised Equity's Council, of which she's a member, that
'Gloriana* would riot resume at the Little, N. Y., where it closed NTov.' 29
after four days, imtil after Christmas. Indications, however, are that the
play will hot go on again. Cast has been paid two weeks* salary. Milss
Yurka is said,to have backed the show. House will present Ruth Draper
for a series of evenings.

Meehan Angeling Play

John Meehan, scenarist, Is bank-
rolling 'William's Wife,' a legit play
to be presented ofi Broadway by
Brewster Morgan, former radio pro-
ducer, as soon as he can line up a
cast

Play, by Tom Lennon, deals with
the life of Shakespeare.

Woo B^way Mgrs.

(Continued from page 59)

Ing used for Its building and equip-
ment. Virtually all other enterprises

at the Fair call for concession fees,

if not considerable copstruction out-

lays. Shows to be presented there

will probably play oh percentage,

terms. to be much the same as on
Broadway. Fair's theatre now
known as the Music Hall will be on
one floor in stadium style. Cost is

said to exceed $200,000. House equip-

ment will include amplification and
can be used for talking pictures.

The Fair's advisory committee bn
entertainment is headed by a man-
ager, John Golden, and includes

other leading producers. Showmen
were recently advised of "the Fair's

promotional acti'vities, to be largely

Concentrated along Broadway, which
is expected to draw a big percentage
of expo visitors. Ballyhoo will be-

gi:. New Year*s Eve and shortly

thereafter international radio pro-

grams are scheduled.

.

San Francisco's Golden Gate Ex-
position will also have a theatre,

part of the Federal building being
built at a cost of $5,000,000, It's

planned to .present' shows under
WPA auspices; which is being op-
posed by commercial showmen. The
issue, however, has not yet been
settled.

Ticket Code

(Continued from page 59)

individually and that originally there
had been no assurance given that all

agencies would, be supplied.
Federal ' agents arrested two per-

sons in the office of the New York
Giants' professional football team last
week after paying more than the es-
tablished pirice for tickets for the
Giants-Green Bay Packers game
Sunday (11). Those held are Helen
Simmons Mara and a man who gave
his name as Charles Chaplin. Former
is niece of Tim. Mara, who controls
the Giants.

Held In $260 BaU
Those under charges explained

there had been a mistake in making
change, the overcharge being $10 on
a purchase of eight tickets. They
were held on bail of $250 each. Un-
derstood the Government agents
made several ticket purchases with
similar results.

While the general charge Is the
failure to stamp tickets when sold
above the established price, in this
instance it's not merely a matter of
the tax collection getting 10% of the
amount paid. Admissions tax law
also provides that if a manager
charges more than the established,
or box office, price, half the overage
is payable to the Government.
While the aforementioned Giant-

Packer ticket matter is not linlced

with the League, it explains why
theatre, operators no longer 'accept
additional coin emanating from tick-

et agencies, for the law applies to

tickets for all places of admission.
It is the sale of tickets for all eyents
outside legit for more than' the 75c

maximum premium fixed by the code
that is said to have earned the money
required for a number of brokers to

operate this falL
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Lunt's 'Amphitryon Sock

Chi; Cohan $44,0i, 'Susan' 15G

Chicago, Dec. 13.

New dramatic leader arrived in

town last week when 'Amphitryon
38' came into the Erlanger for a
month's gallop, two weeks of which
will be under the auspices of the
American Theatre Society subscrib-
ers. Despite ATS low-priced ducats
for initial weeks, the Alfred Lunt-
Lynn Fontanne billing assured ca-
pacity biz, and at the new top, of
$3.30 jammed close to $20,000 into the
Erlanger.
ATS will follow 'Amphitryon 38'

with the Lunt-Fontanne 'Sea Gull'
and wind up its subscription season
in January with 'Our Town.'
'Shadow and Substance,' originally

figured for ATS auspices. in Chicago,,
comes in on its own, booked into the
Selwyn on Dec. 26 following the cuT'

rent 'Whiteoaks.' The Ethel Barry-
more show has not done well locally,
though the play has been garneriog
plenty of shekels in other- dates "on
tour. 'Whiteoaks' will lay off for one
week' when finishing its Chicago stay
on Saturday (17) and then reopen in
Minneapolis to continue its tour.
Also winding up this Saturday

(17) will be 'I'd Rather . Be Right' in
the Auditorium. Originally figured
for a trio of stanzas, the demand has
been so great that the holdover ses-
sion was imperative. Despite size of
Auditorium, show could continue on
to capacity for several weeks on its

present pace. Will • lay off for
single pre-Christmas week and then
go on to next stand.
Gertrude Lawtence show doing

well in the Harris in its ninth week
and will continue at fat profit paqe
through to its closing date on Dec. 31.

Likely that it will be replaced in
house by 'What a Life.*

. Second company of /Golden Boy,'
with jean Muir and PHillips Holmes,
is set into the Grand for Christmas
night opening. Group sending sec'

ond company is due to smalsh biz
the original cast turned in at the
Harris at the start of the season, with
the show going out long before its

box office strength had be^n appre
ciably dissipated.

Estimates, (or Last Week
'Amphitryon 38,' Erlanger (2d

week) (1,400; $3.30). Capacity trade
here, and a cinch to continue at sell-

out pace for the four weeks of the
show, pre-Xmas or no. To be fol
lowed by 'The Sea Gull.* Initial
week, even with a sliced rate for
ATS subscribers, $20,000, immense.
Td Rather Be Righit,' Auditorium

(4th and final week) (4,300; $3.30)
Sensation of local legit history, with
customers begging for seats despite
size of house. Apparently inexhaus<
tible supply of playgoers for this one
Again- a super-gross last week, with
takings nearly $44,000.
'Snsan.and God,' Harris (9th week)

(1,000; $2.75). Bit of weakness dur-
ing some of the midweek evenings,
but the matinee and special nigh^
still sell-outs. Which means con-
tinued excellence of coin here at bet-
ter than $15,000.

'Whiteoaks,' Selwyn (3d and final

week) (1.000; $2.75). Ethel Barry-
more billing getting what trade this

show is managing. Will lay off after
this week and reopen -after Christmas
for continuation of road tour. Took
d6wn some $7,500 last week, so-so.

WPA
'Prologue to Glory,' Blackstone.

Closed here on Thursday (15) after
good stay.
'The Mikado,' Great Northern. Has

been exceptionally strong.

'Blossom' Opens Poorly,

Finishes to Nice $11,500
Detroit, Dec. 13.

Seventeenth visit to Detroit of
'Blossom Time,' perennial visitor at
the Cass, " started poorly last week
but ended well. Cricks praised com-
pany, rating it best to appear In
'Blossom' here.
Current is 'What a Life,' in for

week's stand, at $2.75 top.
Estimate for Last Week

*Blossom Time,' Cass (1,500; $2.20).
Swell notices got nice $11,500.

mice,' $7,500, 2 Glies

Minneapolis, Dec. 13.
Mice And Men' was praised by

critics, but its realism was too shock-
ing for feminine trade. Biz profit-
able, however, even though running
far under what attraction merited.

Estimate for Last Week
*o^'5* »nd Meh,' Lyceum (2,100;
$2.75). IJpDer shelves almost filled
each of four nights and the one mat-
inee show played. Did $6,000, satis-
Mtory, In St. Paul, pulled poor
$1,500 in two nights and matinee.

Hoad,' House's First legit
San Francisco, Dec. 13.

.Hall Johnson's 'Run Little Chillun'
"Will open at the Geary here Monday
(26). Production under the direc-
tion of the author, who will direct an
orchestra of 25. Cast comprises 165
members, nearly 100 of whom are
slngfers.

mniCT' $4,200, 'Life'

$3,000, IndianapoHs

Indianapolis, Dec. 13.

English theatre, splitting a full
week between 'The Women' and
'What a Life,' the former a repeat
and the second making its first local
appearance, found the customers de-
touring the box office with nothing
to blame but the Christmas shopping
season. It's the first full week house
has had, hut both plays turned in
grosses which were mildly so-so.

Estimates for Last Week
'The Women,' English (1,500; ^.50).

Return engagement playing three
evening performances and matinee
on first half of the week garnered a
mild .$4,200.

'What a Life,' English (1,500; $2).
Playing last half of week, with three
evening performances and Saturday
matinee, not .up to expectations at
$3,000, despite very favorable re-
views by local press.

TOWN' $1U60,

Tonkers* Soloing In

Hub; Five Are Set
Boston, Dec. 13.

'Merchant of Yonkers,' by Thorn-
ton .Wilder and directed by Max
Reinhardt, opened last night (12)
with Jane Cowl starred. No opposi-
tion during two-week run slated
here.

'Set to Music' opens Dec. 26: 'A
Moral Entertainment,' Dec. 27; 'Dear
Octopus,' Dec. 28; 'Victoria Regina'
(return engagement with Helen
Hayes), Jan. 9, and 'It's All Yours,'
Jan. 16.

Baltimore, Dec. 13.

'Pins and Needles,' currently at
Ford's, off to good start aided by
promotion among local garment
workers and fair mail order and ad-
vance response. Smartly scaled at
$2,20 top, musical is headed for prof-
itable week in spite of pre-holiday
blues being generally sung Ijere.

Thanks to steady response for
lower priced seats, 'Our Town' last
week at Ford's turned in a nice $11,-
200. Good reception by crix, but
mixed reaction fi'om stub holders.
Town dark next week. George Ab-

bott's 'The Primrose Path' set for a
pre-Broadway try at the indie booked
Maryland, Dec. 26.

Estimate for Last Week
'Our Town,' Ford's (1,900; $2.75).

Healthy response for cheaper seats
helped towards satisfactory $11,200.
Might have gotten more with milder
jolt for lower floor. General audi"
ence reaction ranged from Taves to

puzzling doubt. Reviews good.

'SHADOW GARNERS NG

$8,400 m CLEVELAND

Cleveland, Dec. 13.

Wholesale postponements of road-
shows and skidding grosses are eight-
b&lling the Hanna, which is being
forced into darkness for next three
weeks. Shuberts yanked 'Blossom
Time,' skedded for current week, at
the eleventh hour in an unprece-
dented switch. House not only had
town two-sheeted, but had to re-
fund over $1,000 in advance sales.

'Shadow and Substance' last week
did brutally low business until crix
did somersaults in laudatory no-
tices. Pick-up came too late for Sir
Cedric Hardwicke's troupe, which
filled the balcony, but couldn't catch
the $2.50 pew-buyers. In eight per-
formances it barely collected $8,400.

Postponements of 'Blossom Time'
and Fred Stone's 'Lightnin' sent
Manager Bill Blair flying t- New
York in search for attractions to

save the day. Next date is Sinclair
Lewis' 'Angela Is 22' for Jan. 2,

with nothing definite after that. Play
House also suffering from drop with
'Volpone' and 'Yes, My Darling
Daughter.' Oscar Ostroff's Yiddish
stock company at Manhattan is

starving, even with two-for-one
ticket inducements.

Estimate for Last Week
'Shadow and Substance,*' Hanna

(1,435; $2,50 top). Discouraging $8,-

400, and lucky to hit that figure with
Christmas buyers shopping for
everything but playS.

'Tobacco Road' lOG

On 5th Cincy Try
Cincinnati, Dec. 13.

Burg is sans legit this week, 'To-
bacco Road,' with John Barton,
which pfayed its fifth Cincy engage-
ment last week, returns to the Cox
next week. House has no Chrfstmas-
week show booked thus far. Gets
Our Town' with Frank Craven at

i 12,75 top Jan. 2, 3 and 4,

Estimate for Last Week
'Tobacco Road,' Cox (1,335; $1.70).

Pop price a b, o, upper. Played to

near capacity biz in last half and
fetched a swell $10,000, only $2,000

t below play's pull here last season.

Hampden's Xaiamity'

$7,506, My; Four

Op^migs en Dec 26

\, Philadelphia, Dec. 13.

Legit situation stays unchanged in
local sector. This and next week
find city's four regular show-houses
dark, as expected, with the entii-e
quartet bowing jn with bookings on
Dec. 26,

,
Last of the legits to call a halt

for a pre-holiday vacation was the
Erlanger, which went dark for a
fortnight after last Saturday's per-
formance of 'A Successful Calamity,'
Walter Hampden's revival of the.
Clare Kummer comedy was consid-
erably more successful than same
star's attempt wfith du Mauricr's
'Trilby' previous week. With cut-
rating a help, 'C:alamity' garnered
$7,500,
Four openings on the 26th in-

clude '.The White Steed,' dramatic
try-out production of a new Paul
Vincent Ciirroll play, which comes
to the Chestnut for- two weeks; 'Vic-
toria Itegina,' which is skedded for
a single week's return visit at the
Forrest; 'What a Life,' which starts
an indefinite stay at the Locust, and
'Yes, My Darling Daughter' in for a
return engagement at the Erlanger,

'The Women,' is skedded for two
weeks beginning January 2. at the
Forrest and the D'Oyly Carte Com-
pany is set for the same, house in
March. Erlanger is announcing, with
no date given, another return of
'Tobacco Road.'

Plays OutofTown

Same B'way Leaders, leave It'

I W $2l0i> lady

Slow 12G; Two In, 'News Off

(Continued from page 60)

days, for .it cannot but help build up
to an awful letdown.
As it is, the only current number

with chances for .commercial pop-
ularity is 'Just Because,' by Sanders
Maxwell, Triangle Club prez.
Plot has a historical twigt, but most

of the .action takes place in modern
New York City, Keystone of the
story is the finding and fight for pos-
session of the original deed to Man-
hattan. What, happens in the end is

obvious from the start, .but what
comes next provides twists that man-
age to hold some attention.
Acting on the whole is acceptable

although the romantic. leads played
by Henry H. Bertram as 'Dick,* and
T. Berry Brazleton as. !Sally,' are for
the most part uninspired. Dance
routines are effective, but best bit of
footwork by the dozefi hairy male
chorines is in the 'Five o'Clbck Rush
Hour' ballet, conceived by James
Hines and Karl Norton; Norton's in-

dividual dancing places him as one
of the best all-around terpsichoreans
to hit the Triangle boards in many a

year.
Settings are so-so. Rosen.

Current Road Shows
(Week of bec^ 12)

'Amphitryon' — 'Sea Gull' (Lunt
and Fontanne), Erlanger, Chicago.

'Central Casting' (Esther Ralston),
Shubert, Brooldyn.

'I'd Bather Be Right' (George M.
Cohan), Auditorium, Chicago.
'Merchant of Yonkers' (Jane Cowl-

June Walker), Colonial, Boston.
'Of Mice and Men,' American, St.

Louis.
'Oar Town,' National, Washington,
•Pins ajod Needles,' Ford's Balti-'

more.
'Shadow and Substance' (Cedric

Hardwicke ), Paramount, Toledo ( 12 )

;

Hartman, Columbus (13-14); Victory,
Dayton (15); English, Indianapolis
(16-17).

'Susan and God,' (Gertrude Law-
rence), Harris, Chicago,
'Tobacco Road,' Charleston, (12-

14); Huntington. West Va., (15-17),

'What a Life,' Cass, Detroit (11).

'Whiteoaks' (Ethel Barrymore),
Sclwyn, Chicago,
'Women,' Nixon, Pittsburgh.

Pendleton's New Play

Boston, Dec. ,13.

'Transient Breath,' new play by
Ralph Pendleton, will be presented
by the Paint and Powder Club of

Wesleyan University here at Pcabody
Playhouse- Dec. 30 and 31.

Broadway is in its annual pre-
Christmas slump, with declines in

grosses evident barring a few ex-
ceptions. The three leading musi-
cals and a couple of straight playis

held to virtual capacity form. 'Hell-
zapoppin,' which has the strongest
ticket call went upward to $31,000
with standees for all performanoes.
'Leave It to Me' was over the $34,-
000 mark with 'The Boys From Syra-
cuse' in contention with $30,000. 'I

Married an Angel,' former leader,
eased down to $20,000, but okay.
'Abe Lincoln,' the dramatic leader,
easily held its $21,000 gait and 'Kiss
the Boys Goodbye' varied only in
the box seat sale.

This is a bye week, with no pre-
mieres, but recent entrants are in
the doubtful category.. The expen-
sive 'Great Lady's' first fuir week
drew around $12,000, which was in
the red. Initial week of 'American
Landscape,' Cort, was mild at $6,000.
Of .last week's two debuts 'Spritig
Meeting' has a chance at the Mo-
rosco for moderate success, but
evoked a difference of opinion. 'Here
Come the Clowns,' Booth, drew a
more mixed press. Both were mid-
week openings.

This is the concluding week for
the repeat engagement of 'Victoria
Regina' at the Beck, which will
house the D'Oly Carte opera troupe
with .Gilbert and Sullivan cards
shortly after the first of the year.
'Sing Out the News' is laying off
two weeks, but is due to relight at
the Music Box Dec. 25.

Next week's incomers, include
'Window Shopping,' Longacre; 'Out-
ward Bound' (revival). Playhouse,
and probably 'Blackbirds,' 44th
Street, WPA also lists two open-
ings, 'Androcles and the Lion,' La-
fayette, and 'Pinocchio,' Ritz.

Christmas week premieres are
'Everywhfere. I Roam,' National;
'Bright Rebel,' Lyceum; 'Don't
Throw Glass Houses,' Vanderbilt;
'The Merchant of Yonkers,' Guild;
'Michael Drops In,* Golden; 'Blossom
Time' (revival), 46th Street; 'Ifnpor
tanc^ of Being Earnest,' probable.

Estimates for Last Week
•Abe Lincoln In Illinois,' Plymouth

(9th week) (D-1,036: $3.30). Fastest
sprmter among straight plays draw-
ing capacity at all performances to
around $21,000.

'American Landscape,' Cort (2d
week) (D.1,059; $3.30). Theatre
parties by organizations may keep
drama going for a time; first full
week around $16,000, rather mild.
'Bachelor Born/ Broadhust (47th

week) (C-1,107; $3.30). Nearing
year's mark; surprising stay for mild
grosser, which operates with low
cost; mostly cut-rated; $4,500.

'Boys from Syracuse,' Alvin (4th
week) (M-1,255; $4.40). Looks set
for long stay; newest musical click
rated around $30,000 which is virtual
capacity; lively demand in agencies.
'Great Lady' Majestic (3d week)

(M-1,717; $3.85). Weak press for op-
eretta resulted in unfavorable box
office reaction; first full week around
$12,000, not enough for this musical.
.
'Hellzapoppin,' Winter Garden

(13th week) (R-1,671; $3,30). Riding
high with advance sales steadily
mounting; standees at all perform-
ances with takings last week $31,000,
'Here Come the Clowns,' Booth (2d

week) (D-704; $3,30). Opened last
mid-week; drew mixed notices
mostly unfavorable and chances ap-
pear doubtful,

'I Married An Angel,' Shubert (32d
week) (M-1.367; $4,40). Eased down-
ward since Thanksgiving and Ihe en-
trance of new musical hits; rated
over $20,000 last .week, very good at
this stage of run,

'Kiss the Boys Goodbye/ Miller
(12th week) (C-944; $3,30). Getting
all house will hold but no standees
permitted; giross approaches $16,000
right along.

Leave It to Me.' Imperial (6th
week) (M-1,468; $4,40), Holds leader-
ship of Broadway; quoted over $34,-
000 which is all house will hold,
although slightly more was esti-'
mated; standees right along.
'Knickerbocker Holiday,' Barry-

more (9th week) (M-1,096; $4.40).
Eased off last week when the gross
was around $17,500 mark; said to
turn good profit at that level and
slated through winter.
'Oscar Wilde/ Fulton (10th week)

(D-913; $3.30). Also went off some-
what in general pre-holiday decline;
around $15,000, Very good, nonethe-
less.

'Rocket to the Moon/ Belasco (4th
week) (D-1,000; $3,30), Averages
three theatre parties weekly; paced
around $9,000 and okay for one set,
short cast show.

'Sing Out the News/ Music Box.
Closed until Dec. 26 after playing 11
weeks; no improvement for moderate
grosser among musicals; $13,000.
'Spring M«cUng/ Morosco (2d

week) (CD.961; $3.30). Opened late

V
last week

.
drawing divided notices,

though most of them conceded im-.
ported comedy a chance.
'Tobacco Road/ Forrest (262d'

week) (D-1,107; $1.65). Not much'
fluctuation in business of long-run,
drama, which approximates $4,500,
with some weeks over $5,Q6o mark.

•Victoria Rekbia' (repeat) Martin
Beck (11th week) (CD.1,214; $3.30).
Final week; stayed longer than orig-
inally .announced with profitable at-
tendance throughout; $14,000 again;
goins; on road after holidays.
-'wi^at a Life/ Biltmore _(a5th

.

week) (C-fl$l; $330). Around $4,O0j0
or slightly less, but getting by with
cast sharing arrangement; next at-
traction, 'The Primrose Path' due at
holiday time.

Revival
'Hamlet/ St. James (10th week)

(D-1,520-$3.3Q), Still getting profit-
able business with attendance heavy
oh upper floors; $14,000 estimated.

Added
'Pins and Needles/ Labor Stage'

(55th. week)
. (R-500; $2.75). Making

surprising stay and should last
through winter; takings rated better
than $5,500 weekly; okay for trade
unionist!
'The Girly from Wyoming,' Ameri- -

can Music Hall (8th week). Doubt-
ful of equalling stay of predecessors

,

in night club spot; mild attendance,"
WPA

^The Big Blow/ EUiott.

D-CiTOWIN
Washington, Dec. 13.

'Pins and Needles* wallowed In-,
publicity, packed in political celebri-
ties and played to thtee houses
bought out solid - by sympathetic
labor organizations in first paid-ad»
mission presentation here. Balconies
were full, but carriage trade was .

lighter than usual, -due partly to fact

'

that those with money had seen it
on Broadway, ^d partly due to
word-of-mouth on political attitude^
Current i& 'Our Town.' Next

"

week is dark, The Women' skedded
fot return engagement during
Christmas week (26).

."Estimate. foe Last Week
'PbiS and Needles,' National (1,-

698; $2.75 top). Publicity and three
benefits carried week to $13,500.W FINISHES STRONG

IN Fin WI1V $13,800

,^ « Pittsburgh, Dec. 13.
Golden Boy' ,came through niqely

at the Nixon last week, finishing
strong after moderate statt. Had
American Theatre Society backing,
being third subscription play of the
series, but got most of its coin from
window sales. Show received crit-
ical raves.
Nixon has 'Women* current, a re-

turn engagement, and then goes dark
next week for second time this sea-
son, reopening Dec. 26 with 'Our
Town,' another ATS offering.

Estimate for Last Week
'Golden Boy' (Nixon; 2,100; $2.75).

Town went for Group Theatre play
in big way. Play did $13,800. Frances

.

Farmer's film rep resulted in big
play for cheapter seats.

'Dracula' $2,000, B'klyn
Brooklyn, Dec; 13.

Several disapppintments among
the legit offerings, 'Dracula' at Shu-
bert .scared 'em away, hence drew
only meager $2,000, while new opus
Oh view at St, Felix, 'If You Get It,
Do You Want It?' was definitely on
red side of ledger.
This week there's considerably

more doing. Shubert is trying out
a new play for tiie first time since
it reopened. Show is 'Central Cast-
ing,* farce with Hollywood back-
ground by Nicholas Cosentino, due
on Broadway later in month. Brat-
tleboro is rehearsing modern ^ver-
sion of 'Merchant of Venice' for Jan-
uary unfolding,
Yiddish drania getting strong nod

in Brownsville area where the Gold-
berg-Jacobs team is offering 'Nation
Withotit a Home* at Parkway theatre.

Estimates for Last Week
'Dracula/ Shubert (1,750; 25-85-

Satisfactory production but no at-
tendance at $2,000 lor week's effort.
If You Get It, Do Ton Want Itr

St. Felix (287; 50-$l.S0). SecoHa ahd"'
last week of thir play was disap-
pointing. House now dark, reopeninif
next month with new opus.
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Broadway

Hugh O'Connell to Boston for short
Visit., ^ .

Orson WpHes on two-day jaunt to

Cleveland and back.
Paul Small out of hosp after being

laid , up with bronchitis.
Marcel" Hellman, London film pro-

ducer, back" to the Coast.
Joe Mankiewlcz in town from the

Coast for a brief vacation.
Reports that Conde Nast plans a

new mag firmly denied by him.
•Gilbert MiUer due back next
week. Sailing from London, Satur-

day (17). .

Hollywood Doubles act breakmg
its jump to Florida with Dover, Del.,

date Jan. 1..

' Margery Sharp honeymoonmg with
her new husband. Geoffrey Castle, in

West Virf{lnia.
^

•Toots Shor bowed out of the

Tavern, his partner, Paul Harron,

the

taking it all over,
' Ben Cohen has joined the Warner
home office publicity department. ^
•Foyfterty^-^aahlJJA^a^ Collegians, from whence

National Variety "*v''"a'»
Alvin, Feb. 1$*

The Tay Garnetts back to Holly-
wood for the holiday after seeing

the shows. His 'Trade Winds' set

back for Music Hall premiere until

early next month.
Eddie Cantor hosting at a luncheon

Monday (19) for Ben Bernie in hon-
or of latter's 15th anniversary in

radio. Also bein:: made the occasion
for a charity drive.

Charles Allen, formerly with the
Maurice Evans office, has joined the
Sunday staff of N,Y. Times, Also
handling the railroad show at

World's Fair.
The Harold W. Cohens (Stephanie

Diamond, radio actress) in town
Saturday (17) for a week seeing the
new shows. He's drama crick of

the Pittsburgh- Post-Gazette.
The jury's still out on how it'll

look for New Year's eve biz this

year. Expected to be good. The
long weekends both Xmas and New
Year's figured to help all around.
Alan Jones, pianist-author for

Nora Sheridan, at Ruban Bleu
nitery, was formerly part owner of

Jim TuUy in New York from the sprang Fred MacMurray^ Paramount
Coast for about - fortnight. Dicker
ing with publishers.
Jack Singer, L. A, Times sports

scribe, joins N. Y. Journal-American
staff after Christmas.
Ben Blumenthal flies to the Coast

Thursday on business matters. Re-
turns east in IQ days.
Maurice Evans recording several

of the famous 'Hamlet' speeches for

Columbia Phonograph.
Coward-McCann will publish

Ehner Rice's current play, 'American
Landscape,' next month..
Volume of pieces by Harry Hersh-

fteld, entitled 'Now I'll Tell One,'

just published.
Emmett Callahan, burlesque op-

erator, in N. Y. last week, recuper-
ating from appendicitis operation.
Lyle D. Andrews gives surprise

birthday party.following board meet-
ing of Treasurers Club last week.
Mirgaret Perry back from hef

Arizona ranch to spend Christmas
with her mother, Antoinette Pierry.

D.ince Educators of America, com-
prising dancing masters from 12

states, convene Dec. 18 in New York.
Irving Kolodin, N, Y;, Sun's music

man, helped Benny Goodman write
his autobios. Stackpole will publish.
'James Montgomery Flagg and
Tony hosting for Cynthia White at

the Bacardi Room tomorrow (Thurs-
day). .

Jack Osterman is. writing a sequel
dedicated to the front of the Bond
building, titled, 'Agents with Dirty

'Mary Anita Loos', piece of the
authoress, designs jewelry for a
fashionable goldsmi^ on Madison
avenue,

Margaret Becker, of the George
Abbott office, to Boston to be with
her ihother, who is to undergo an
operation.
Judge Frederick E. Goldsmith to

tbe Coast on film biz, namely, to set

a deal for a John Philip Sousa film
biograohy.
Willi^ Watters back from Holly

wood where he stirred up interest in
couple of Theodore Dreiser's hovels
ior filming,

Eddie> LeBaron, Rainbow Room
rhumba^tango . maestro, producing
two Spanish talkers in Havana with
his brothers.
Jo Ranson, of Brooklyn Jlagle, and

G. W. Johnstone,- of WOR, debate
'press agents' tonight. (Wednesday)
at City College.,
Dudley Nichols not going to the

Coast to script 'Golden Boy' (Col)
after all. Remaining east on new
writing assignment.
'Jonie Taps, general professional

manager of Shapiro, Bernstein & Co.,

<!elebrated his. seventh year with the
firm last Saturday (10),

Frank Freeman, Jr., to New Or-
leans and duck hunting trip with
E. V. Richards before going on to the
Coast to join his parents.
Gary Cooper and his wife, back

from Europe, leave for Hollywood
this week, to do 'Last .Frontier' for
Goldwyn, starting Jan, 15.

Kimberly.and Page returning,from
London to Boston to spend Christ-
mas with the folks. They arrived in

N. Y. yesterday (Tuesday).
Arthur Menken, Paramount

cameraman^, is' abandoning the bat
tlefronts to devote himself to art
work -and still photography.
Harry Goodman and Gene Good-

man, brothers of bandleader Benny
Goodman, will open a restaurant on
52d street. New York, shortly,
Mike Nidorf, of Rockwell-O'Keefe

office, was in that plane that dropped
Its motor over Waco, last week and
was forced to land. He's unhurt.
Sydney Samson, Buffalo manager

of 20th-Fox honored for 30 years in

?icture business, by 250 N. Y. exhibs.
ariety Club of Buffalo sponsored.
Chaney and Fox, the- ballroom

team, frequent White House guests,

introed a new Eleanor Glide at the
Hotel McAlpin in honor of the First
Lady.
Jack Chaqueneau of the Selznick

agency, now on the Coast, may go
• to London for a spell. Harry Ham,
Selznicjc's London manager, en route
to U. S.

Harry Sobol motoring to Coast on
bysiness with the missus, and returns
by plane after one day west, while
wife continues on to Honolulu for

Winter vacash.
Jimmy Walker and George M.

Cohan wiU sponsor and chairman,
resoectively. annual benefit of

star
. Mrs. Florence Marston, eastern
SAG exec, returned home Saturday
(10) after several days in the hos-

Eital recuperating from her second
reakdown this year.
Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart

leave shortly for an extended rest

in Florida. They're not going to-

gether, however^

London

Warner Bros, once more booking
with ABC circuit,

M-G will release 'Lambeth Walk,'
made at Pinewood.
Associated British's Regal cele-

brated 10th anniversary Dec. 1.

Alice Delysia returning to London
stage in new play by Edward Knob-
lock.

J. C. Graham, who recently re-
signed as managing director of Par-
amount here, has joined the board of
Dutay-Chromax, Ltd.
'They Walk Alone,' by 'Max Catto,

has been acquired by Firth Shep-
hard! It's a thriller recently pro-
duced by Jack • de Leon at the Q.
No theatre yet fixed.

The Marquis de Casa Maury and
H. G. Morrisoni managers of the
Curzon cinema, have leased the
Paris, shortly to be completed in
Regent street. ' Will show foreign
films.

Queen Mary was unable to attend
premiere of 'Suez' (20th) at the New
Gallery, owing to mourning for
Queen Maud of Norway. Chelsea
Hospital for Women will benefit by
about $34,000 from night's proceeds,
'They Fly by Twilight,' posthumous

play of Paul - Dornhorst, folded at
the Aldwych Nov. 26 after a month,
Mary Magiiire, Australian fllmster,

rushed to hospital with appendicitis
while playing at Elstree in 'Black
Eyes,' opiJosite Otto Kruger.

Paris
By Hugo Speck

Minneapolis
By L«s Bees

Lew Sunberg, theatrical booker
here, deceased.

. Frank Branen, of Hollywood Amus,
Co., in from Chicago.
Jitterbug contest scheduled for

Auditorium Dec. 29-31.
United Artists held invitation

screening of 'Young in Heart' at Al-
vin.
Paramount exchange sponsored

Twin City Variety club 'Days of 49'

party.
Joe Jacobs, Columbia salesman,

heading for California to visit his
parents.
Helen Hillman quitting her the

atrical work here to reside in Los
Angeles.

Shirley Shuman, Universal book,
ers' secretary, back at work after
long illness.

'Angela Is 22' pencilled into Ly-
ceum Jfin. 19-21 and 'Rather Be
Right' set back to Jan. 9-12.

Bernie Zeeman, Columbia home
office representative, off for Mil-
waukee after brief visit here.
Volk brothers, local indie circuit

operators, expanding their chain by
acquisition of the Aster, St. Paul.
Mrs. Lou Solub, nee Esther Coiner,

National Screen secretary, back on
job after honeymoon to Kansas City.
Al Wiklund and Catherine Larson,

of Minneapolis, winners of M-G's
regional 'Great Waltz' contest final
here.
Emery Eckberg, suburban house

manager, missed a day at his theatre
for first time in 16 years on account
of illness.

Jay McFarlahd, National Screen
exchange manager, returned from
northern Minnesota hunting trip
with load of deer.
One professional wrestling and two

boxing cards weekly, plus amateur
cards, hockey, basketball, etc., pro-
viding plenty of tough opposition for
film houses.
Merle Potter, Journal film editor,

holding annual '10 best films' con-
test, with winners guessing closest

to his selections to receive season
passes to loop theatres.
Ernie Hill, Warner Bros.' sales-

man, and Paul Mans, Twin City in-

deoendent exhibitor, bagged two
170-pound deer at lodge of Harry
Simon, Walker," Minn., exhibitor.

Victor Stoloff to London.

Huguett Duflos to Brussels.

Jack Cohn returned to Hollywood.

Ray Ventura's orchestra at Olym-
pia.

Joan Warner topping European
bill.

Comedian Roger Puylagarde dead
at 57.

Danielle Darrieux in from Bel-

gium.
Name acts missing in cinema stage

offerings.
Jean, Jac and Joe, singers, pack-'

ing for American trip.

Grace Moore laid up for several

days at American hospital
'Prisons des Femmes' breaking

provincial boxoffice records,
Romain RoUand has Written play

and scenario on Robespierre.
'Straight, Place and Show' and

My Lucky Star' (20th-Fox) at pal-
zac.
Simone Simon considering 'Calva-

cade d'Armour' for Raymond Ber-
nard.

'Le Nid' ('The West), comedy by
Andre Birabeau, in rehearsal at the
iDaunou.
Jean de Limur to make 'Le Pere

Lebonnard' in Italy from work of

Jean Aicard.
Jean Gabin to Berlin to make 'Le

Rectif de Cdrail,' with Michele Mor-
gan and Jean Renoir.
Lyda Sue, In from Germany, to

London to fill Savoy engagement.
Then home for Xmas.
Despite theatrical boom, des

Champs - Elysee. best showcase in
town, dark all season.
Emmet Lavery's 'The First Le-

gion,' adapted by Jean Silvain, open-
ing at Vieux-Colombier.
Marcel Came to meg scenario, so

far nameless, by Jacques Pivert,
starring Jean Gabin and Arletty.
Raphael Garcia held over to ap-

pear in new Folies-Bergere revue,
'Madame lai Folic,' and set dances.
Minister of National Education,

Jean Zay, viewing private showing
of 'The Great Waltz' with Duvivier.

'La Fenetre Ouverte' ('The Open
Window'), by Maurice Martin du
Gard' in rehearsal at des Mathurins-
Pitoeff,

'La N6z de Cleopatre' ('Cleopatra's
Nose'), new comedy by Leopold
Marchand, to.be next presentation at
Marigny.

'Coffre-Fort Vivant,' adapted by
Louis Verenuil and Georges Berr
from Frederic Lauzen's story, in re-
hearsal at Chatelet.
Pierre Fresnay and Yvonne Prin-

temps to co-star in 'Le Duel,' adapt-
ed from Lavendan work, which
Maurice Cloche will make.
Fernand Gravet to make French

version of 'Postman Always Rings
Twice,' by James M, Cain, for Pierre
Cheval before returning to Holly-
wood.
Comte de Lesseps great grandson

of Ferdinand de Lesseps, builder of
Suez canal, sayinfe he's thinking of
suing to stop distribution of 'Suez'
in France as it's contrary to histori-
cal facts.'

Julien Duvivier and Marcel Came
to make films for Columbia distri-
bution in America, Former will meg
'L'Homme et lui-Meme' ('The Man
and Himself); latter, 'L'lle des In-
fants Perdu' ('Island of Lost In-
fants,'

Werner Krauss and Kathe Dorsch
for three months' guesting.
Imperio Arger^ina off to Morocco

for film exteriors on 'Aixa,' directed

by her husband Florian Rey.
Veit Harlan megging film from

Suderman's play, 'Trip to Tilsit,' with
Kristina Soderbaum In lead.

,

Colin Ross starting round-the-
world trip with wife, son and daugh-
ter to shoot feature Tobis picture.

Chicago

Ed Wood and family back from
Florida rest.

Lynn Chalmers now warbling with

Al Kavelin's orchestra.

Filmack closed trailer deal for en-

tire Great States circuit.

Academy of Music, town's oldest,

theatre, being demolished.

0: L. 'Doc' Hall, former drama
critic on defunct Journal, In hos-

pital.

B&K Employees Club tossed fourth

annual frolic and dance in the Pal-

mer House.
Exhibs deserting film row these

days to sit in on the Government suit

in the Postoffice building.

Bob Elson voicing filmed commen-
tary on special 'Use Chicago Parks'

reel, playing all local theatres.

June Travis (Grabiner) in from
the Coast to visit with folks over
the holidays.- Her dad's the White
Sox exec.
Florence Tenny, with Robbins

music office here for past seven
years, has left firm to join husband
in Houston.

Billy House constantly cancelling

pencilled vaude date due to repeated
pickups of options on the 'Laugh
Liner' program. ' '

, .

Gov. 'Happy' Chandler and party
stopped off in Chicago on way to the

Coast, where they will be guests of

20th Century-Fox.
'Bill Holden, of the Southtown,

comes to the Loop as manager of

the State-Lake for Balaban & Katz;
Ambrose Conroy, of the Uptown,
moves to the Southtown, and Ben
Bloomfield will take over Conroy's
post.

Hollywood

Sydney
By Erio Gorrick

Berlin

Viktor de Kowa to direct three
Tobis pictures.

Fritz Heitmann, organist, to make
American tour.

Daughter born to Ingrid Berg-
mann, Swedish actress.

M-G's 'Merrily We Live' pulling
'em at the Marmorhaus.
Operatic Italian Mariano Stabile at

State Opera in 'Rigoletto.'

Herbert von Karajan joins Berlin
State Opera conducting staff.
Hundredth sellout of 'Hamlet,' with

Gustaf Gruendgens in title role.
'Peer Gynt,' German opera by

Werner Egk, preemed at State Opera.
. Carl Froelich shooting Ufa's 'Mary,
Queen of Scots,' starring Zarah Le-
ander.
Dusolina Giannini and Germaine

Lubin signed for Bayreuth festivals
in 1939.
Director Richard Eichberg and

filmer Harry Liedtke celebrated 50th
birthdays.

'Princess Plumpudding,' play about
court life of Henry VIII, produced at
Hamburg.
Henny Porten coming back in Ufa

picture, 'Was It the One On the
Third Floor?'
Florence Wickham's light opera,

'Rosalind,' preemed at People's the-
atre, Dresden.
Roumanian comedy, 'Mansell Se-

wastiza,' by Jon. San-Giorgiu, pro-
duced at Munich.
Paulucci di Calboll, president of

Instituto Nazionale Luce and Enic,
Rome, visiting. Berlin.
Gertrud Runger and Max Lorenz

guest performing at La Scala, Milan,
and Teatro Reale, Rome.
Ertugrub Muhsin, director of the

Istambul, here for a squint at Ger-
man theatre architecture.
Alexander von Swaine to Rome

for l;>i4ding nart in de Falla's ballet,

'Tb'» Three-Cornered Hat.'
' Vienna Burgtheater contracted

Pre-Yuletide slump hit this spot
as usual.

'Snow White' (RKO) still tops In
Australia.

. Greater Union opens new Victory,
Sydney Friday (16).

Stevens' government huddling on
new quota legislation.

Sir Ben Fuller ' sticking in New
Zealand on important biz.

Larry Adler did excellently for
Frank Neil at Tivoli, Melbourne.
Continuance of tropical weather

is making biz nice for the outdoor
men,

Charles Munro has set two more
theatres for erection in Victoria for
Hoyts.
Emile Boreo doing okay for Tivoli

after completing Melbourne run,
clicked, in Sydney.
Top dance bands in the Antips

include Jay Whidden, Dudley Can-
trell and Frank Coughlan,

Sir Victor Wilson completes New
Zealand probe in behalf Of Motion
Picture Distribs"' Association.
Metro started construction of new

theatre in Adelaide under Bernie
Freeman. Will give unit seven ace
city spots in the Commonwealth.
Will Mahoney sticking in Antips

on contract renewal with Tivoli and
others., Possible comedian may stay
a year and do. a picture locall.y.

Greater Union will spot 'That Cer
tain Age' (U) at State, Sydney, for
Christmas. Same unit has also se-
cured 'Snow White' (RKO) for
screening in Tasmania.
After Cinesound completes 'Mr

Chedworth Steps Out,' with Cecil
Kellaway, work wiU commence on
another comedy, 'Gone to the Dogs,'
with George Walla-ce starred, -Ken
Hall will meg both.

Rome

Emma Gramatica skedded to ap-
pear in New York legit in English.

'Castelli iq Aria,' an Astra-Ufa
production, being completed in
Italian and German versions.

'Un Ballo all'Opera' CA Ball at the
Opera') .is the new Astra production
in two versions to be started soon
in Rome.
Director Carlo Campogaliani

starting 'Monteverde,' Roma produc-
tion. Starring Leda Gloria, Amedeo
Nazzari, Carlo Duse and Dria Pola

Salvator Gotta's novel, 'A Bocca
Nuda,' will be screened by Alfa,
starring Doris Donati, Enrico Glori
Manfrcdini and Sinaz. Corrado
d'Erfico will direct.

Oreste Biancoli will start shooting
'Giuochi di Societa* ('Parlor Games')
to be screened by Phono Roma^
starring Elsa Merfini, Vittorio De
Sica, Giuditta Rissohe and Enrico
Viariso.
Renato SimOni's play, 'La Vedova'

('The Widow'), • Scalera production,
starring Emma Gramatica, Isa Pola
and Ruggero Ruggeri, and directed
by Goffredo Alesandrini, Is praC'
tically completed.

Al Hall ill at home.

Hal B. Wallis.home with flu.

Mack Gordon to Palm Springs.

Harry Lonsdale out of hospital.

Vivian Leigh visiting from Lon-
don.

W. S. Van Dyke on month vaca- •

tion.

. Jack Carson on eastern personal
tour.

David Howard recovered from ill-

ness.
.

Irvin Talbot back from St. Louis
siesta.

Alfred SantelL in hospital for

.

surgeryi

Luis Alberni laid up .with stomach
ailment.

Sam Clark in from Chicago for
confabs.

Pete Smith vacationing at Paljtn

Springs.

Louis Hyman in for studio con-
ference.

Lester Salkow afflicted with poi-
son oak.

Bob Montgomery In from N. Y.
vacation.

Deanna Durbin celebrated her 16th
birthday.

Gilbert Roland back fro Mexican
3ear. hunt.

Rouben Mamoulian back from
Broadway.
Edna Sedgwick on midwest per-

sonal tour.

Gene Autry in from six-week per-
sonal tour.

Howard Strickling back to work
after illness.

Lilyan Read recovering from ap-
pendectomy.
Jane Bryan back from eastern

personal tour.
Stanley Dawson in from the east

for the winter.
Russell Pierce celebrated 20th year

with Paramount.
Ben Corbett elected head of Rid-

ing Actors' Assn.
Anderson Lawlor joined Schul-

berg-Jaffe agency.
Marlene Dietrich back after seven

months in Europe.
Bernard Kaufman in from N. Y.

for studio huddles.
Gladys Mensh joined Walt Dis-

ney's publicity staff.

Edna Lawrence changed her film
name to iTdna Duran.

Madeleine Carroll leaved on Eu-
ropean tour next week.
James Coston home to Chicago

after gandering studios.
Irene Dunne Friscoing with her

hubby. Dr. Francis Griffin.

Joe E. Brown toastmaster at Notr«
Dame dinner in South Bend.
.Ken Clayton here * from Des

Moines for studio interview.
Gloria Stuart donated her collec-

'

tion of antiques to be sold for char-
ity.

'The Drunkard' enters its 284th
week at the Theatre Mart Thursday
(15).
Ray Milland bruised by falling

horse during battle scene on Par
ranch.
Jack Edwards (Variety) re-elected

president of The Agents. Other of-
ficers renamed: Will Molitar and
Murray Pennock, v. p.'s, and J. Frank
Gibbons, sec-treasurer.

SL Loms
By Said X. Hurst

H. V. Kaltenborn addressed the
Wednesday club last week.
George Lloyd, managar of St. Louis

Symphony b.o., back at stint after
layoff due to a stomach ailment.

One performance of 'Once Over
Lightly,' by Triangle Club of Prince-
ton U, skedded for Dec. 28 in Muni-
cipal -Auditorum.

Allan Jones, who sang with Muny
Opera for several seasons, sued for
failure to pay $95 state tax on in-
come of $5,000 in 1934.

Thirty-four liquor licenses revoked
and 125 suspended in the last eight
months as result of 466 hearings held
by Excise Tax Commissioner Law-
rence McDaniel.

Paul Y. Anderson, Washington cor-
respondent for the St. Louis Star-
Times, who killed himself last week,
was sued for $4,155 state income
taxes the day before he died.

The St. Louis American Legion
Auxiliary Choral club sponsored the
recital of Lucy Monroe, lyric so-
prano, in the opera house of the
Municipal Auditorium last week.

Fifl D'Orsay, Aunt Jemima and
Donald Novis are' among headliners
In all-star revue, headed by Bobby
Breen, to pla> an eight-day engage-
ment in Municipal Auditorium, start-
ing Xmas "afternoon.

Maude Adams, professor of dra-
matics at Stephens College, Colum-
bia, Mo., produced 'Alice in Wonder-
land' and then went to New York
where she starts lecture tour Thurs-
day 15. Returns to Stephens in late
January.

Charles G. Ross, chief of the edi-
torial page of the Post-Dispatch,
elected a member of the - Board" of
Directors of the Municipal Theatre
Ass.,- to succeed George S. Jones, who
has >, been named ^n honorary < life

direptor.
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Epes Wittthrop Stagtrt (Vawbtt)

died Pec. 6 in his Brooklyn home,

tiged 66.

Details on pag« 4.

JACOB OMANSKT
Suffering d heart attack Avhile

horseback riding in New York's

Central Park, Jacob Omansky,
business manager of the New York
Post, died almost immediately Dec.

11. He would liave been 45 Chfist-

^1 mas Day.
A remarkable efficiency expert in

new;^aper management, Omansky
is said to have been ooe of the

guiding influences behind J. David
Stern's publishing career. Oman-
sky was also general manager of

the Stern papers, which, in addi-

tion fo the N. Y. Post, included the

Camden. Courier-Post and the Phila-

delphia Record.
When he was 18, Omansky be-

came an assistant circulation man-
ager of the Akron Beacon-Jonrnal
and from that point he started on a
newspaper business career that was
destined to push him into the fore

as one of the keenest circulation

analysts in the field.

His widow, a stepson, 10, and a
seven-months old daughter .survive.

that capacity in 1902, laW review-
ing legitimate shows ?md lilms.
He was undoubtedly on« Of iour

critics characterized by Bemara
Shaw in his "Fanny's First Play/ As
•V-aughan,' Shaw described him as
honest, not caring what he said or
whiether it pleased anybody.

WHITEY WSLSOft
Arthur A. Lindberg, known as

Whitey Wilson when he was a
Broadway singer-dancer in pre-war
days, died Dec, 7 in Cleveland, 5(f-

ter a four-day illness.

Born in Norwich, Conn., July 4,

1887, Lindberg. after some training in

eastern stock companies, got a role
in a George M. Cohan production in

New York and plajned in other
Cohan shows for seven years. Wi^w
and a brother, Harry Lindberg, pf
Boston, survive.-

GEORGE BAKLANOFF
George Baklanoff, 56, Russian bari-

tone, who Was well known -in Amer-
ica, died in Basle, Switzerland, Dec.
6. He formerly sang with the Chi-
cago Opera Associatiort, the . Boston

IS MBMORT OF

BOBBIE BOLDER
<Rob«it Jl. Edney)

WHO vAssmt on
DEC. 10. 1687

Opera Co. and the Chicago Civic
Opera Co.
His most famous roles were as

lago in Verdi's 'Otello' ^nd in the
title role of 'Boris Godunoff,' whose
characterization he made particu-
larly famous. He last appeared in

America, as Boris, in March, 1035.

Baklanoff first appeared in Amer-
ica during the season of 1919-17, as a
member of the Boston Opera Co. The
following season he appeared with
the Chicago company and was paired
with Mary Garden in 'Monna Vanna'
and 'Carmen.' He subsequently sang
with Miss Garden in American opera
and later toured Europe extensively.

KEN McGAFFET
Ken McGaffey, .57, ^lad in a San

Francisco hospital -Dec. 2 of a heart
ailment. For the past four years he
had been the press agent for the
Golden Gate theatre, Frisco. Pre-
viously be served in a similar capac-
ity for the RKO house in Los An-
geles.

McGaffey was one of the first Alni

publicists. He was Mary Pickford's
first press agent and for many years
newspaper man, studio writer and
publicity man' in Los Angeles.

throughout the country, died Nov. 30
'iat.his home in Peninsuki, O.

Services and burial were held
there.

MAY WALLACE
Mrs. May Maddox, 01, veteran film

«nd vaudeville actress, died Dec. II
in lios Angeles •of heart disease. Her
professional name was SStay "Wallaec.

James J. D»vifl«ii, for more thanr
40 years a ticket^taker at tiie Afsad^
emy of Music. Philadelphia, died
Dec. 8 in Swedesboro, N. J.

Johnny Cash, 3, • died Dec. 8 in
Urbana, HI., at the home of his
grandparents. He was son of Clay-
ton Cash, trumpeted with Hal Kemp's
orchestra.

Mrs. William iB. Sherrlll, 68, moth-
er of Jack SherriU, picture agent,
died Dec. 4 in Hollywood.

BHls Next Week
(Continued from page 55)

BEN ROSENBERG
Ben Rosenberg, 52, veteran film

distributor, died Dec. 8 in St. Gabriel,
Cal., after more than a two-year
.illness. He had been associated with
pictureis since 1916 and was con-
nected at various times with Metro,
Fox and Columbia.
For several years before his death

he was special contact man for Her-
man Bobbins, president of National
Screen Service. His mother sur-
vives.

MARTIN EGAN
Martin Egan, 66, a foremost

American war correspondent, and
for the last 25 years associated with
J. P. Morgan & Co., died in New
York, Dec. 7, after a five-year ill-

ness.

Among stories Egan covered were
the Boxer Rebellion, the assassina-

tion of President McKinley, the
Philippine Insurrection and the
Spanish - American War. Follow-
ing his editorship of the Manila
Times for a time, he returned to the
United States in 1913 to become con-
nected with the Morgan i&rm as a

liaison officer between the concern
and the public

JESSE C. FISIIMAN
Jesse C. Fishman, district manager

for Warner Bros, in Ohio, and an
active figure in Cleveland film ex-
changes since 1913, died Dec. 6.

Burial in Cleveland. He would have
been 50 Dec. 25.

A graduate of University of Michi-
gan, he became a partner in the
Standard Film Co. in- 1913, later

branch manager for Vitagraph Film
Corp. Promotion made him Far
Eastern representative in Japan,
Australia and China.
Surviving are his widow and two

daughters.

GEORGE H. BLANCHAT
George H. Blanchat, 63, for more

than 30 years operator of Crystal
Beach amusement park at Vermilion,
O., died from a heart ailment in a
Cleveland hospital Dec. 5 after a
brief illness.

His dance pavilion was one of the
best known one-night stands for
touring bands in the middle west. At
one tinde he owned and operated the
Star theatre, Lorain, O.
His widow and two daughters sur-

vive. Burial in Vermilion.

EDWARD A. BAUGHAN
Edward A. Baughan, former dra-

matic and film critic of the London
Baily News and News Chronicle,
died in London, Nov. 26 at 72. Start-
•ng his journalistic career as music
critic, -lie joined the Daily News in

ALBERT CARRE
Failing to survive an operation,

Albert Carre, 86, one of the premier
directors of opera on the Continent,
died in Paris Dec. 12. For 23 years
Carre directed the Opera Comique
and at One tinie he also directed the
Comedie Francaise.
Under his direction many popular

operas of the .present were pro-
duced 'for the first time. More not-

able of these were Gustav Charpen-
tier's 'Louise' and Debussy's 'Pelleas

et Melisande.*

JOSEPH PAGE
Joseph Page, 93, editor and owner

of the Jersey County, 111., Democrat,
since 1880, died of infirmities at his

home in Jerseyville, HI., last week.
Known throughout Illinois as 'Uncle
Joe,' Page had been secretary of the
Illinois Press Assn. for 25 years and
also served as the assn.'s president.

For 15 years he was secretary of the
National Press Assn.
His widow and son survive.

THOMAS OLSON
Thomas' Olson, 67, former concert

musician, dropped dead on highway
near Griffin, Ga., Dec. "6. Born in

Copenhagen, Denmark, Olson came
to this country 40 years ago. As a
concert musician, he had appeared in

nearly every city and town of im-
portance In U. S.

Burial was Thursday (0) in Grif-

fin. Two nieces survive.

JOHN A. JACKSON
John A. Jackson, 64, owner of

three theatres in LebanMi;, Pa., an
amusement park in Lancaster, Pa.,

and other amusement enterprises,

died Dec. 12 suddenly of a heart, at-

tack while attending a conference
with business associates.

FRED MILLICAN
Fred S. Millican, 73, circus man

and protege of P. T. Barnum, died

Dec. 5, in Hollywood.
He managed the 'Indian Congress

Show' at the Buffalo Exposition in

190^1, and took a rodeo to England in

1907.

BEN FET
Ben Fey, 64, owner of Roxy and

Renton theatres, Renton, Wash., died
in Seattle Dec. 4.

A son, Erwin, associated with his

father in management of the thea-

tres, and a daughter survive.

EDWARD BUCET
Edward Bucey, former stage man-

ager of the Palace, Cleveland, and
well known to theatre people

Evcrsreca Gaaino
Beth Chmllli
Jo« -UUIk«pf Oro

1633 Olab
Swine King Ore
Bubbl«a Shelby
Fninkle P'^Iy^llM'

Beth Calvert
Frank Hall
Caaper & Roth
Rodney & Gould
Yvonettea (6) .

Bobby Morrow Or«
Harris Tavern

Bobby Lyons
Greta .La^arr

HUdebrMdrs
Pete Hayes
Leonard Cook
Charlie Neld
Dee Dorea
Cosmo & Lollta
Amee Joyce
Lollta Bergrer
.Toseph Smyth*
Rita Taylor
Richard Bach
Bobby Lee Oro
Hotel Adelphia
(Caf0 Mkrsuery)

Allen iPleldlnR Oro
Rene, de Jarnette
Freddie Craig Jr
Iva Ketchell
Howard Brooks
Loyanne '& Renard
I>on AncetltHt Ore
Hotel Piinadelphla

C Wolf Gls (6)
Lillian Fox
Jackie Beekman
Adelaide Joy
Clark & SlatoQ
Tony Harris
Glrard Ream
Rhea Marsh
Joe Frasetto
Glrard & Carol

,

Latimer Club
(Blue Boom)

Sonl Shaw
Jlmmle Kelly
fiinie Lee
Sharon Harvey
Lln« (6)
Jonle's Bd
LIttU KAthskeiler

Ji|ck Grtffln Ore
Zorlta
Bob Carney
Gene & Robertl
Miml Reed
Julia Gerrtty
Johnny & George

Jack Lyach's
Jeno Donatft Oro
Vincent Rizzo Oro
Barney Zeeman
Mona Reed
MItzl Green
Stroud 2
.Tohnny Burke
Chilton & Thomas
Maurice & Maria
Ann Klrwln
Helene Heath
Chas Smith
Jimmy Bt*k«
J Lynch Gls (17)

Open Door
Marty .Toyce
Viola Klalss Ore
.Tim Rossi
Bob Spedden

Parrlslt
Flo Gr«8S.
Chickle Martin

.Marion AJken
Johnny Holmes Ore
Vernon Guy
Ann Fisher
Kitty Murray
Bebe Fitzgerald
Janet Waters

Rendezvous
Adorables (6)
George Scottl
'Rogers' & Morris
Eddie & Lorraine
Dick & B Barclay
Sue Chrysler
Chet Fennis Oro

atmtnV Cafo
Johnny Walsh
South & Lane
Paul Mall
Tyler 2
Cleon Barr
Irving Uraslow .Or<

. Silver Ink* Ino
(Clementon)

Mickey Pamttant Or
Alice fTucey
Janies Richardson
Joan Carson
George Reed
)irtklh*« Ratmkellai
Bonnie Btewatt
Burton 2
Peggy Taylor
Mary Snyder
Bobby Graham
Jay Jerome Oro
Frank Pontl .

20th Century
Harold Beswick
4 Grand
Leon Prima Oro
Liouise Carr

VlUBg Cafe
Cliff Conrad
D« MayoB-
Jimmy Laokore
Helen Wilson
Grace O'Hara
Jerry Delmar Ore

Village Ban
Dolores O'Neill
Judy lAUghton
C & C Joy
Paul Rich
Marty Bohn
Nancy Lee
Teddy Oliver Ore
Weber** Rof Brao

(OMUden)
Karl ' & Gretchen
Bavarians
Use Hart
Rudy Bruder
Ray .Miller
Jules Flacco Ore
Herbert Dexter
Irene St Clair
Texas Tommy
Chlaulta
Su-Foo
Golden Co
Eddie Sheppard
Margie Green
Jackie Mobs
J & T Shellenh'mer

Tacht Club
Kitty Helmilng Ore
Jimmy Bailey
NIkl NlckoU
Ruby Shields
Helen Martin
Patricia. Robinson
Roberta Ramsey
Douglass Show Boat
Emory Evans
Charlie Gains
Line (S)

Oro

MILWAUXEE
Bert Phillip's

Pep -Babler Oro
Ethel Seiael

Billy Knack's
Miriam Stuart Oro
Louis Slreet«r
Marty Holt
Jean Renard

Blute Palm (M»ra<m
Eddie .South Ore
Loiila Masota

Blue M«4»a
D Davidson Ore
Virginia Rosen
Jay Jayson
Galo Parker

CnrdhiAl Club
Bud Vlonl Ore

Cliateau Club
(Tamlra Miller
Blane & Char
Ray Gale
Ina Scott
.Teanle Walker
Oleone Hays
Johnny Poat
Irene Burlte
Little Laverne
Barclay 2

Clover Clab
Weber Oro
Ruth Phillips
Eva Thornton
Marge Young
Eleanor Gall
Jean Hurley

Club Madrid
Stan Jacobsen Ore
7AttL & Annis
Juno Lang
Bernle & Tovanna
tloberta Roberts
Betty Adler

Marie Marsh
Ro'se StefCen
Ann Suter
Edith Rae
Shutta Sc Kent
Jimmy Rotas Ore

Club Terrle

Jack Teeter Ore
Ethel Warren
Phil Kestln

C««ao Cliib
Bob Freeman
>tary Reed
.)eff Thomas
Leonard Gay Ore

Cerslee Shl»^

R«d Bluings Oro
Ray Block Ore
Ben Boe Ore
Gene Emerald
Italph Lewis

Devlnes Engles
Bob Garrlty Ore
Stephen Swedish Or
Jack Crawford Ore
Red Roberts Ore
Wally Miller Ore
Gloria Gale
Jimmy De Palma
Howard Gelger

Hotel Behrneder
(Empire Room)

Griff Williams Ore
Karl Batsch's

Sepple Boch Ore
Helen* Sturn

Imtnen'm

Ray Meadows Oro
Llndy's

Victor
Variety 4

Ix>g Cabin
Carl Bergman Oro

K r. Iw Conosaaiiacs' Tnde

AsaliMs; flonaigMkm Acute

Janet R«ed
D«rls. Dane
NIkU -NlelMll
Ray Wenctt
Jane Rubey
Peggy Geary
^otimy Dav^s Ore

Hllwaakeaa
^bby 'Mayaard
Helen Kaye

OaMs
Marty Gray Oro
Snoo^ Hartman

Qld Held^lberc
KM<niatt -Rehtedt Or
Donna LuPae
Billy Meagher
Dotly Norman
Kathleen Kaye
Claudia Ferris

Open -Door
TInney Llveng'd Or
Larry Powe*l
Packard Ballroom
Al Cs.valier Ore
-Paradise Garden*
Anthony Doria Oro

Parle
Gordon Bogle Oro
Norman Ebron

Rendezvous
Katherlne Kaye
Ruth Gary
Eleanor Sutherland
Helen James
Vera Robsel

Reno
Rudy Ssger Oro
Harry Rayburn
Betty Naq
Peg Manning
Jean Alyn

Sealer'*
Tony Bauer Ore
Marie K-ecky
Jessie & Viola
Dorothy Hnmlltop
'Blng Burdlck
Roma Costello-

Schwactx
Bob Eherle Oro
Lee LeSghton Oro
Johnny (Serg Ore
Claude Parmlnter

State <Jarden*
Mildred Seeley
Lady Delllbh
Ann .Helene
Dalo & Dalo
Bvou Allen
Irene Schraiik
Flo Smith

Tie Top Toft
Joey Feldsteln Oro
Bert Nolan
Bobble Cook
Carlos & Dolores
"town nnd Country

Club
Luclene
Virginia Davis
Tiny Gorman
Betty Harger
Wtrth's Futuristic

Steve Swedish Oro
Bill Schweitzer Ore
Jack. Fexer
Value Jay Ore
Ford & Barnes
Maureen Rosay
Rogan Ma^nn
WIscwnBin Root

N!o Harper Ore .

Arch Adrian Oro
Buddy Milton
Ellen Kaye
Loralne De Wood

CIEVELANB
Alpine VUbwe

Otto Thum Oro
Billy Wells
4 Fay*
Margaret Aemmer
Herman Pirchner

Avnion
Hy Barnon Oro
Eileen Joyce
Fiorenza
Bob liarchand

Cedar Garden*
Monette Moore
Rose O't^eal
Jean Arthur
2 Cadets
Flink ^loore
Duke M<elvln Ore

Cbatcaa
Pete Geraci Oro
Gayle Gaylord
Jay Jason
Jack Morgan
Betty Page
Ada Mennen
Susan Bote
Ivy La Marr
Bight O'clock Club
Bill Miller Ore
Mildred Chaplin
Sammy Llpman

.

Anita James
Labe Pettz
Donna Wanvby
Connie Roberts
Frank Rubertlno
Kay faron

Freddie's Cafe
Tony Emma Ore
3 Playboys
Charles- & Barbara
6 Darlings

Ctourmet OInb
Louts CIna Ore
Mitzie Wayne

Hottonli Olnb
Phir Hellcell

'

Sherry Martin
Rose-Marie

Hanoa OrUl
Gypsy Lee
Lee Ensign
Hotel Cleveland

Manny Landers Ore
Walt Ber.gen
Hotel Fenway Hall
Willie Potts Oro

H«tel Hterling
Marty Lake Ore
Toni Lane
Hotel HoUeaden

Sammy Watkins Or
McNaily Sis
Royal Whirlwind*
Romany 3

Hotel Statler
Dick Barrle Oro
Capert.on & Col'mb's
Carol Pag;e
Pollard A Martin
Uadsay's. Hby-Olub
Bonnie XiaVonne
Marion Bowen
Art Cutllt
Pearl D» Lucca

SET $mOOO PAGEANT

AS FRISCO EXPO THEME

San Francisco, Dec. 13.

'Cavalcade of the Golden West,'
the $250,000 pageant dramatizing the
history of the west, slated as the
'theme' production of the Golden
Gate Exposition, has finally been set,

quieting rumors that the L. R. VoU-
man spectacle would never be pre-
sented at the expo.
Art Linkletter, radio manager of

the Fair, will write the script for
the production, which will be
financed by the fexpo. Show will

play three times a day on an out-
door stage 300 feet long, 175 feet

Concessi<maires «t forthcoming

N«w Yctk World's Fair are talking

adiout fbrnting an association among
themselves which would enable them
to present a united- front to -admin-

istsatbrs of the Fair, unions, etc.^M

when problems arise. Would also

give them strengcr voice in actual

modus operandi of Fair, they think,

and in ^elf-regulation.

Idea is proceeding ^ietly so that

there will be nd opposition fi'dm of-
ficials. Idea has only been talked
thus far, but it's liktiy that a meet-
ing will be called shortly for orgpn-
ization to be formed and -plans

adoptedt

Exhibitors will hot be included in

the clique, feeling being that exhibs
don't need protection or did since
few, if any, expect to make .money,
out of their respective enterprises,

counting only advertising values, etc.

Hsiistng Problem

With recent surveys as to probable
attendance «t the 1939 New York
World's Fftir indicating that 60,-

000,000 estimated admissions were
too conservative, the bousing, prob-
lem tor the enormous crowds ex-
pected looms as definitely acute. Idea
of 'protecting the stranger within
the city's gates! will be carried out,

listing available hotel rooms» ac»
comodations in clubs and elsewhere,
but . while this has been pending for

months, thus Ht nothing oHicial has
been dene about it.

Additionaliyi when the expo really

opehSf accomoda^hs near the fair

site must be found for sojne 30,000
workers.

Vtiaem Fair Bally

Allen Rich and John DeSales, for-
mer film players, arrived in New
York last week after a 4,900-mile
transcontinental trip on two motor
scodters as an exploitation stunt for
San Francisco's 1939 World Safe. En
route the pair made numerous stop-
overs, at .key city radio stations, as
special events subjects, plus other
p«rsoAal appearance.

Pair left San Francisco six weeks
ago but trip actually took only 20
days' riding time. Rich is a former
m.c. of nrtery units in small clubs
around New York, while DeSales
wa$ once a member of the cast of
the legit 'Deiad End' in New York.

DEI PUSHES PLANS

TO GET '44 OLYMPICS

, , , .
half-size copies of the elaborate for-

deep, before a covered grandstand, invitaUon presented in N. Y.
seating 6,000.

MARRIAGES
Andrea Marsh to C. Kenneth Lob-

ben, in Las Vegas, Nev. Dec. 10.

Bride is film player; he's cameraman
at Paramount.
Cozette Neilson to Charles Perry,

in Evanston, Wyo., Dec. 2. Bride is

KDYI> staflf vocalist; he's saxophonist
and arranger for KDYL house or-

chestra.

Virginia Ashcraft to Charles Holt,

in Yuma, Dec. 10. He's a film

player and son of Jack Holt.

Peggy McDonald to Jimmy Hig-'

gins, -in Yuma, Dec. 8. Bride is a
studio hairdresser; he's a cameraman.

Julie Stewart to Bill Dyer in Ard-
more. Pa., Dec. 10, .Bride is member
of Stewart Sisters (3), WCAU,
Philadelphia; he's sports announcer
on WCAU.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Gerry Harrison, son,

in Boston, Dec. 7. Father is direc-
tor of public relations and assistant
sales manager of Yankee Network.
Mrs. and Mrs. Robert B. Caldwell,

Jr., son, Dec. 4, in Kansas City.
Father Is announcer at station WHB,
K. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Tarshis, son,

in Pittsburgh, Dec. 9. Father is with
Jimmy Peyton's band. _
Mr. and Mrs. Pinky Tomlin,"

daughter, in Los Angeles, Deci 12.

Father is film player and songwriter.

Detroit, Dec; 13.

Spurred by American Olympic
Committee's endorsement of burg's
bid for 1944 Olympics and promise
to further it before International
body, Detroit civic group this week
pushed its plans for the 1944 event.

Tentative arrangements call for
distribution to aU other nations of

last week to. the AnHerican commit-
tee. Reps of local corporations -in

foreign countries, including the big
auto firms, will he requested to aid
in furthering Detroit's cause iii those
countries,

Detroit's invitation Included plans
for erection of stadium seating 101,-

000, an Olympic village, etc.

Bary's H^V Trick Tees

Off in L. A. March 15

The Hagenbeck-Wallace circus,
which Howard Bary will operate
again next season, will open In Los
Angeles March 15. It may be routed
east during the summer, though
plans are not definite, Ringling in-
terests are reported having leased a
considerable percentage of the
equipment to Bary and his asso-
ciates, under a similar deal made
last season.

Much of the H-B equipment, in-
cluding seats, the main tent, side
show and some of the wagons, have
been on the Universal lot, being
used in the . filming of 'You Can't
Cheat an Honest Man,*^ which has W.
C. Fields and Edgar Bergen play-
ing the leads.

Johnny ^«riis, former arranger
for Freddie Rich's crew, .leaves on
Dec. 26 for a 14-week stay with
Meyer Davis's outfit in Florida.
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LEGIT
'Fatigue of Television Handicaps;

Predictions All '5 Years or More

Philadelphia, Dec. 20.

Current etir oyer television in this

country is So much bunfc in the

opinion of Cdrleton L. Dyer, manag-
ing- director of Philco Radio & Tele-

vision Corp. of Great Britain. Dyer
has been visiting the Philco plant

here.

•Much ado about nothing is the

Way I feel about the present excite-

ment in America over television,' he
decJlar6d., 'We have had good tele-

vision in England, for two years' and
less than 4,000 people have found it

of sufficient iritetest to invest as lit-

tle as $105 in a receiver/
Dy6r' forecast; however, a more

rapid rise of visio here than in Eng-
land because development and erec-
tion of transmitters vrill be in com-
petitive handSi not controlled by the
government. Nevertheless, he said,

ihe foresaw no national acceptance or

demand in less than five years. In
addition, he feels more experimenta-
tion is needed Jsefore. visio can be-
come a great industry.

Fatigue, Dyer said, has been, the
principal cause of visio's lack of suc-
cess in England. *We are living in a
fatiguing age,' Is his ei£planation,

*and radio sound programs, calling up
only the effortless faculty of listen-

ing, have eased the strain. We can

(Continued on page 47)

Can't Even Give Away

Things If Announcer

Hasn't Winning Throb

Cleveland, Dec. 20.

Clocking of phone calls during six

test weeks by West End Laundry
proved to WHK that even free laun-

dry can't be given away unless the
talk is okay.
As a biz-hypo the sponsor has been

handing out free bags to every list-

ener who called station during
broadcast, plus gratis laundry service

for one load to every fifth person.

First broadcast brought 23 calls.

Then it slipped down to seven.

Surprised by inexplicable slump,

backers asked for a change in an-

nouncers.
After Guy Wallace handling com-

mercials and Carl Mark for contin-

uity were put on, phone calls jumped
to 15 and then to 33 in one night.

Results sold West End, which hadn't

been hot about radio, to point of a
renewal.

Iturbfs Own Plane

For Concert Dates
Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 20.

Jose Iturbi, maestro of Rochester
Philharmonic orchestra, has bought
cabin plane in which he plans to fly

to his engagements in cities through-

put the country; He has had 40 hours
of flying experience.

Iturbi will take delivery of the

plane in April and proposes to fly

immediately for engagements in

South America. In the past he has
used commercial planes and is noted
for arriving at concerts with few
minutes to spare.

PAR DEFERS TO

H-G ON ITS

XMASmH
Paramount has withdrawn distri-

bution of 'Scrooge,' an English pro-

duction based on Charles Dickens'

'Christmas Carol,' which had been
scheduled for release Xmas week,
and all bookings secured in the past

two months have been cancelled.

Metro's similar subject, produced
this fall, starring Reginald Owen as

'Scrooge,' is going out on release, as

scheduled.
Theatres which had booked the

(Continued on page 47)

Tremature' Death

Libel Suit Ended By

Toto's Demise at 50

'F.D.R. JONES* BEnmmG?
Buffalo, Dec. 20. t

Maestros Ray Sinatra and Johnny
Long were informed by WBEN that
they ipustn't use the song 'F. D. R.
Jones' in broadcasts. Musikers find

the ban especially puzzling inasmuch
as the tune and its words frequently
come through- WBEN via NBC Red
network programs.

Station's attitude is that ditty

might be construed as belittling the
Chief Executive.

A libel action for $50,000 was be-

ing prepared against the New York
Daily Mirror by Toto, the clown
(Armando Novello) just before he
was stricken Dec. 4 with appendici-

tis, from which he never recovered.

Paper had printed a feature story in

magazine section of its Sunday edi-

tion on Nov. 27 in which .
Toto was

described as having died a pauper
after being the highest paid clown.

The day his attorney, John Bacher,

went to Mamaroneck, N. Y., for him
to sign the papers, Toto was rushed

to a hospital. Peritonitis set in and
clown never recovered. He died

Dec. 15 at 50. His estate may yet sue.

, Much irony surrounds story writ-

fen by Hugo Roboz, former foreign

editor of the Mirror. Two days be-

fore the Toto story appeared the

writer died. The clown was booked
for an Xmas week comeback engage-

ment at the Oriental, Chi., at $650

for the week.
Toto had been operating the

Greenhaven Inn, Mamaroneck, N. Y.,

since retiring from show biz.

GEN'l ELECTRIC'S

10 Weeks on the Road Guar-

anteed Three - Act Play

to Dramatize G.E. Sales

Methods and Arguments

IN BALLROOMS

Two all-Equity troupes to. play
guaranteed lO^-y^eek road tours and
offering a three-act legit play are
being bankrolled by General Electric

Co. to hypo sales. Complete produc-
tions including stages, scenery, light-

ing, costumes and 'props, costing
about $25,000 each and carrying a
company of 20 people, will be used.
Performances will be given in hotel
ballrooms before audiences of GE
agency men, with one troupe playing
the east and the other covering the
west.

Drama to be presented was writ-
ten by Carle Robbins, former legit

player and now of GE's Cleveland
office. Besides actors, each company
will include a manager, stage man-
ager, stagehands, electrician, car-

penter, etc. Nut for actors alone will

run about $1,200 to $1,500 weekly for
each company. Only matinees will

be played and only a single per-
formance will be given in each city.

Actors are being paid salaries, trans-
portation expenses and meals while
traveling. Idea of the play is to dra-
matize sales methods and sales ar-
guments. Western ' company is to

open Feb. 2 in- Kansas City. East-
ern troupe opens Jan. 30 in a town
to be selected.

Although the vfenture does not
come under Equity's jurisdiction, the
association has approved it. C!asts

for the two companies are already
selected, but will not be announced
until the special contracts have been
approved by attorneys and signed by
the playeirs. Robert Kennedy, of
Lyons & Lyons agency, did the cast-

ing. General Motors, Firestone and
one or two other large concerns are
reported considering similar plans.

IIDTED SANTA

GRAVY THIS ¥R
Bonuses within show business will

be at a minimum this year. Total to

be given will add up to much less

than was passed out last Christmas.
This includes the bonuses usually

passed out by home offices as well
as by theatre chains.

Payments imder consideration

range from a week's salary to those

earning up to $40. The brackets may
be increased up to $100 weekly in

those Companies whose annual in-

come this year has been better.

Bermudas Tourist Boom Inspires

Equityized Dramatic Stock Co.

GuUd May Force B'klyn

Eagle to Quit This Wk.
Newspaper Guild and Frank D.

Schroth, publisher 'of Brooklyn
(N. Y.) Eagle, go to mat today
(Wed.) over latter's determination to
fire 20% of editorial and business
staffs or put through proportionate
cut if all employees are retained^

Claiming paper is losing^l00,000 a
month, Schroth threatens to suspend
the paper altogether .this week . iJC

Guild nixes his bid. Today's the
deadline.-

LORILLARD B. R.

FOR YANKS

ON RADIO

LoriUard Co., whose brands In-

include Old Gold cigarets and Briggs
tobacco, has entered the New York
baseball picture with a bid for the
broadcast, rights to the Yankee
games. Lorillard's agency, Lennen
& Mitchell, also represents, the Rup-
pert Brewery, which is owned by the

head of the N. Y. Yankees, Jake
Ruppert.

General Mills, which has already
tied up the rights to the Brooklyn.
Dodgers games, wants to make a
package of the Giants and Yankees
home games with the New York
twosome released over a single local
station, Socony is in on the Brook-
lyn group and the chances are that
General Mills proposes to bring in
Procter & Gamble as co-sponsor of
the Giants and Yankee games, if and

(Continued on page 46)

' With the growing popularity of
Bermuda as a.vacation spot for show
business people, a regular stock com-
t)any is. being readied fpr the island.
(Construction of a theatre in Hamil-<
ton is to begin right after the first

of the year, for scheduled opening
March 1 for a 10-week season. Equity
"has been consulted on the proposi-<

tion and has given a tentative okay,
but no bond has been posted be-
cause final word hai not been re-
ceived from the Bermuda authorities
abbul whether American or English,
actors would be required. Islands
are a British possession.

Figured that there will be no baa
on - the importation of a Broadway-
company and selection of a director
and company will proceed as soon as
official ruling is received. Alfred B*
Leaman, described as a former stock
exchange member, is bankrolling thft

venture. His partner is Al Wagstaff,
previously active in films and legit
on the Coast
They will post the Eq.nity bond for

two weeks' salary and two-way
transportation expenses 'as soon as'
they receive permission from th©

(Continued On page 41)-

NBC Skeds Olympics

Early; Royal Returns

From S. A. Next Week

John Royal, NBC program v.p.. Is

due back from Lima, Peru, next
week. Went there to look over the
Pan-American conference.
On the international front NBC

has already set up its broadcast
schedule from Finland, although
Olympics do not take place in Hel-
singfors until July, 1940. Kenneth
Berkley, of NBC, Washington, and
Max Jordan, NBC's continental Eu-
ropean director, recently werft in
Finland to set the details.

En Route

Taft Theatre, Cineititiatii
(We*k Doc. 30)

Palace Theatre, Akron
(Jan. 6)

Palace Theatre, Youngstown
(Jan. 10)

Phil Spltalny
and his

All Girl
Orchestra
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LOEWS STOCKHOLDERS' SUIT EXPECTS

TO WIND DP TODAY OR THURS. (22>

J. I^obert Rubin and Loew's Accountant Last on

Standr-C. P. A, Reifutes Ellis' Figures—Nick

Schenck's Lengthy Siession

Testimony in tne stockholders' ac-

counting action against the officers

and directors of Loew's, Inc., will

end late today (Wed.) or tomorrow.

N: Y. Supreme Court Justice Louis

A. Valente, who has been listening

to the evidence for the past three

weeks, was thus assured last night

(Tues.) by attorneys for both sides.

With the wind-up of the defense,

Emil K, Ellis for the plaintiffs will

return Bernard Reis, his accountant,

to the stand in a short rebuttal.

Both sides will be asked to submit

briefs, and Justice Valente will re-

serve decision. This was the an-

nounced procedure to be taken at

yesterday's (Tues.). session. The

.final witness yesterday was William

Keating, an accountant for the de-

fense.

J. Robert Rubin, v.p. and general

counsel of Loew's, Inc., arid one of

the five Loew-Metro officers beiiig

sued, spent most of yesterday's ses)

sion going into details concerning the

high cost of production. The other

major co-defendants are Nicholas M.
Schenck, president of Loew's, Inc.;

David Bernstein, Louis . B. Mayer,
Arthur M. Loew and the estate of

Irving G. Thalberg.

Rubin dwelt at length, during his

testimony, on why Metro spent so

jnuch money on. stories purchased.

He, said that during -the past four,

years the company produced 20 pic-

tures based on old stories already

used in the silent days.

One of the reasons was the re-

writing of old stories long before

they were put on the lots. More
than 50 pictures have been in prep-
aration «^yaiting the proper stars or

lea'ture players. He stated that the

C0)nftpany has so many topline stars

that special stories must be prepared
for^ach one. .'This necessitates much
wbrk by expert writers to adial>t a
istOry to some particular player;
whether « Crawford, Garbo or
Shearer, or a featured player such
as John Barrymore orWiallace Beery.
Bubin said that this arrangement en-
ables the studio to keep going for

a long time, regardless of whether
new miaterial is coming in.

Rubin Observes Metro

'Greatest Producing' Co.
The witness impressied the fact that

gi)od stories are the chief essential

to the tirade and, for tbjs reason much
Work is done in the preparations of
scripts and conjtinuity work, before
the pictures are ready to be screened.
*Unless we have good stories no good
pictures can be obtained,' he said.

•For this reason, Rubin said, 'Metro
is considered by many the greatest
producing outfit Jn the. world.'
Rubin said that the- cost of stories

snd the hiring of name authors to
Whip them into shape waj donsider-
ably costlier today than it - was a
few years ago. This observation
was not disputed.

Under cross-examination, Rubin
was asked by Ellis, why, after over
$350,000 was written off in stories,

they had been restoVed to the active
list at the request of the- directors.

Tp this, the witness said that in his

opinion, and after reconsideration

by others, the stories had real value.

Among them he named 'Silent

Night,* 'Heavenly Sipner/ 'Bugle
Soutids/ and Elegance,' The pic-

turfir 'Soviet,' was' kept on the list

for four years before writing it off

because it would lot be allowed in

England. For this jreason the pro-
.ductloh was cancelled because 'Eng-

land constitute..' 25% of world con-

sumption .and such a licking would
be costly to the studio.'

William L. Keating, connected
w'tli Miller, Donaldson & Co., Locw's
accbuntarits, disputed the plaintiffs'

accouhtamt'^ fl''t'^c.s on the gensrcl

studio overhea:d. Reis had set this

flgul-e at $4,800,000, of which $3,700,-

pOC was absorbed in costs. Keating's

flgur« were that $3,777,000 was ab-

sorbed in overhei'd, of which $1,487,-

003 was amoriized in 11937.

Keating: also differed with Reis on
j

mont-British.

certain items, particularly, on the I Concerning

production end. These, .he held, were
necessary expenses of the studio.

Among thesis he mentioned as being

salaries for executives and the pay-

rolls for the workers in the account-

ing, cashier and many other depart-

mental employees of the production

end. As to the item of $568,000 of 'in-

completed continuity,' ' which" was
added in 1937, and which Reis

thought should have been written

off, the witness said that $506,000 of

this amount is now forthcoming on
certain pictures. He itemized the

following as part of this: 'Marie An-
toinette,' $207,000, and 'Shining Hour,'

$28,000. Also $208,000 is now active

in continuities on pictures such as

•High School,' 'Lady Comes to Town'
and others. There are seven stories

in the latter list, the witness said.

Keating continued that from 1930-'

1938 the company has written off a
total of $4,566,000 on rejected con-
tinuities. As to the many writers

and alleged waste on the picture,

'Marie Antoinette,' as alleged by the

plaintiffs, only three men whom he
did not name got most of the money.
These three received $326,000 of the

$420,000 spent on the picture.

Concerning the writing off . on a

picture, the witness said: 'No ac-

countant alive can judge the value
of a story or tell accurately if it will

be a good picture, in all respects.' He-

must depend on the judgment of

others.

Under cross - examination, Ellis

asked Keating if he thought it was
proper to include donations in studio

overhead. 'That depends on what
the donations are,' replied Keating.
Ellis then asked il the witness con-
sidered it sound accounting practice

to rely on the judgment of a man
who receives bonuses on unwritten-
off accounts to write something off.

The witness, replied he depended on
nobody's judgment but his own,
based - on. actual figures and results.

That concluded his testimony and
the end at the day's session.

Friedman Didn't Think

Thalbersr Deal Binding
Tuesday morning opened with

Leopold Friedman, secretary of

Loew's, taking the stand. He was
questioned as to the arrangement for

payments to Arthur Loew. He -aid

the latter's compensation in 1935 was
based ^ on percentage of the profits

after Mayer, Rubin and Thalberg
had been taken care of. Friedman
stated he had taken part in the dis-

cussion of the Thalberg estate de-

mands -lor continued compensation.
K's opinion- given to Schenck at the
time was that the Thalberg contract

did not bind the conipany and that

it had no standing in court.

Former Governor Nathan Miller

substantiated his opinion. Max D.
Steuer,. for the estate, held differ-

ently and the latter's contention was
ui>held by Schenck to the extent of

r rying out the contract with a few
minor changes. Under cross-exami-

nation by Ellis the witness admitted
that at a meeting of the stockholders

In 1932 the payments to Schenck and
Bernstein were questioned. As re-

sult they received a total of about
$400,000 for that year. Friedman
ended his testimony at this point,

and J. Robert Rubin took the stand.

He is a vice-president and general
counsel to Loew's, and one of the

defendants in the suit. He described

hii tyin^ up with L. B. Mayer in

1923, later forming a partnership

with Thalberg, and the three joining

Loew's.
Rubin was asked about the efforts

to assure Loew's a British market.
He said 'that he and others in the
company realized the importance of
preventing 'the John Maxwell out-
fit' of London from getting control
Of Gaumont-British. It was con-

ceded by all that if it ever happened
Maxwell would have a monopoly on
the English trade. In fact, he said,

'the Maxwell crowd' could practical-

ly prevent the distribution of Metro
pictures in England and the other

British possessions and reduce the:

company's profits extensively. Be-j
sides, the witness said; he believed

Metro could make a success of Gau-

five top execs, Rubin repeated what
Schenck had said« that the men
were all valuable and entitled to

whatever consideration they re-,

ceived. 'It tends to better the sit-

uation in the studio to have them
all share in the profits of the com-
pany,' he said. '

He estimated that about 450 titles

to stories are carried on the book.5

and are . worth at least $9,000,000.

Rubin disputed the plaintiffs' conten-

tion that at least half of this amount
should be written off. The witness

further said that the company's in-

come since .1929 to date, amortized
and written off, totaled $13,553,000.

Ellis' Repetitious

Queries Irk Schenck
Nick Schenck finally left the wit-

ness stand late Monday afternoon (19)

after testifying for three days. Dur-
ing that time he rarely became
excited, but just before he con-
cluded he was considerably riled

by Ellis' persistent questions re-

lating to his income during the past
few years, particularly as to 1936

and 1937, It is not disputed by the
defense that his incomes for these
years were each over $400,000, This
included his percentage on the prof-
its. Ellis had also been driving at

the amounts Mayer and Thalberg
were also making.

'This Is very 'distasteful to me.
With all the money you accuse me
of malcing, I've had' to borrow
enough, to pay my taxes for the past
two years.*

After detailing how, in 1932, Mayer
threatened to quit if Thalberg left

the organization, Schenck stated he
told him (Mayer) he would hold hitfi

to his contract and would have him
barred from working elsewhere dur-
ing the life of the agreement As to

contracts with the thre^, 'Schenck
said that he had a deal with them on
a partnership basis and not as in

dividual workers. 'What one got,

the others had to get/

Mayer, after Thalberg's -death,

agreed to give up his 3% cut on the
profits on the promise that his work
would not be so hard.

Ellis' further questioning of
Schenck on matters which had been
gone over time and time again
caused Justice Valente to tell the at-

torney not to repeat The judge de-
clared he wanted the case to be con-
cluded by today (Wednesday)—of
which there appears to be small
likelihood—and that he would hold.-

late sessions if necessary.

When Schenck left the stand, he
was succeeded >)y the. defendant's
second witness, Eugene Leake, who;
as niember in 1937 of the Film Se-
curities Boards helped to adininister

660,000 shares of Loew stock for the
Fox Film Co. He told of voting
for the stock options to the defend-
ants and gave his reasons, which
were substantially the same as
Schenck. Schenck had remarked to

him, the witness said, 'Loew's is for.

Loew's, and for no one else.'

H M. Bardt connected with the

Bank of America, who represent
Norma Shearer and Thalberg in con-
tract conferences with Schenck and
Mayer, was the last witness of the
day. He explained the eventual
agreement- was satisfactory to Miss
Shearer, Schenck and May*r.

Loew Prez Re-Endorses

Mastemunding Ae Decision

stockholders' suit against the Loew-Metro executiveis is the main

topic of conversation in New York executive film circles.

Trade opinion is that the court canrfot recognize claims relating

to excessive salaries and bonuses if the manpower earns them, but

ill-advised methods in computing profits and appraising value of

assets may be more seriously viewed.

Schenck's '39 Sizeup

Hollywood, Dec. 20.

New year outlook on the film biz

wll be forecast by Joseph M. Schenck

on a national hookup over NBC Dec.

29.

He will appear on the program

with other industrial and business

leaders.

Egypt May Ban 'Snez'

Due to Factual Errors;

'4 Men' Causes Laugh

Cairo, Dec. 8.

Severe, criticism in the London
press of 20th's 'Suez' is expected to

have repercussions in Egypt when
the film comes before government
censors shortly. Due to several fac-

tual discrepancies in the picture, in-

dications are that the film will be

banned in the country.

Since 'Suez' was built around a

love story lhat is said to have never

existed, between Ferdinand de Les-

seps, the French engineer who built

the canal, and the Empress Eugenie,

ill feeling has been provoked among
Egyptians who expected an epic re-

construction of a historical achieve-

ment in their country.

Situation has been made more
delicate since King Farouk and the

heir to the throne. Prince Mohamed
Ali, are both descendants of the

Mohamed Ali mentioned in the film.

According to historical documents
available here, de Lesseps never

taught boxing and fencing, as the

film indicates.

•Four Men and a Prayer* (20th)

has led to a protest here, conse-

quently being withdrawn in Egypt
The offending scene was that show-
ing Alexandria and its port. Alex-

andria is considered the most mod-
ern city in the Near East and when
snake-charmers were shown in the

streets, together with Egyptians sit-

ting on the floor of the largest hotel,

there was wholesale laughter in the

cinema, later followed by poor at-

tendance.

'Unique' Manpower
Schenck, continuing on the wit-

ness stand Friday (16) as the first

defense witness, declared that in his

opinion the success of the company
was due to the personalities and
the selling ability of heads of
the company and its subisids. In an-
swer to a question put by Judge

(Continued on page 19)

L. A. to N. Y.
Herbert Akerberg.
Bern Bernard.
Norman Blackburn.
Madeleine CarrolL
Pat Casey.
J. Cheever Cowdin.
Roger Ferri.

Marcel Hellman.
Sidney R. Kent.
David Loew, Jr.

Marcus Loew, II.

Benny Meroff.
Louise Piatt
Leon Pransky.
George Palmer Putnam.
Bill Rogers.
Claude Stroud.
Herman Wobber.

20TH CUPS NOT

TO SAVE 5066

A YEAR

N. Y. to L. A,
George Arliss.

Sam Berkowitz.
Lili Damita.
Sally Eilers.

Y. Frank Freeman.
John Garfield.

Harry Ham.
Leland Hayward.
Steve Hannagan.
Joseph Mank:ewicz.
Montagu Marks.
Chester .Morris.

Gabriel Pascal.
Margaret Sullavan.

the contracts to the .

Other News of Interest to Films

Japan pays final installment to U. S. distribs Page 11

20th foreign execs in for N. Y. pow-wows Page 11

Cantor back to Coast Jan. 9 Page 23

Texaco drops Una Merkel Page 25

Tyrone Power vice Charles Boyer on airshow Page .25

Radio reviews: Beatrice Lillie, Jack Haley, Buddy Clark Page 26

Marx Bros, on Kellogg... * Page 30
Robbins-Metro and Berlin's hold out on ASCAP membership..Page 33

Wallace Ford's play Page 42

Legit review: 'Central Casting' Page 44

Hollywood, Dec, 20.

Two economic edicts, figured to

save about $500,000 a year, were
handed out by William Koeiiig, gen-

eral production^manager at 20th-Pox.

First order prohibits all makeup,
hairdress and costume tests, which
cost from $300 to $500 for each actor

before a picture starts. Second
decree Ibans all retakes until a pic-

ture has been cbmpleted and the

rough cut screened.

NEWSREELS -CRAMPED

BY EUROPEAN PACTS

Unsettled conditions in Europe,

with cross-political agreements be-

tween different nations, is stalling

complete coverage of news oh the

Continent by- American newsreel

companies and their European oper-

atives. Even Great Britain is be-

coming most circumspect in trying

to curb treatinent on certain news
events.

As a result of the 'no war' pact

signatured by France and Germany,
French government representatives

have ruled in some instances that

the newsreels can't say certain

things about Hitler. In Italy the

reels, of course, must take on a pro-

fascist slant.

Idea back of all this supervision

is the desire of different countries

figiuring in the' center of' present

politico jitters not to offend ^friend-

ly' nationals in any way-

Gabe Pascal's Spanish

Dub; More Pix on Tap
Gabriel Pascal left for the Coast

Sunday (18) to make a Spanish-

dubbed version of 'Pygmalion' for

Metro.
Producer has three more Shaw

stories he will do this coming year,

'Doctor's Dilemma,* 'Devil's Disciple'

and an original based on King
Charles II and Sir Isaac Newton.
Metro will release all Pascal-Shaw
productions, except in England.
Associated with Pascal in film pro-

duction and financing are Capt. Rich-
ard Norton, Nicholas Davenport,
Malcolm Vaughan and Sir Charles
Auckley. Latter is representative of

the Lloyds insiurance crowd.

SAILINGS
Jan. 5 (New York to Greece), Mr.

and Mrs. Charles F. Skouras (Conte
di Savoia).
Dec. 26 (New York to Paris), Clif-

ford C. Fischer, Madeline Carroll,

William R. Fitelson (Normandie).
Dec. 24 (New York to London)

Mrs. Rob€rt Keane, M. J, Farrell

(Laconia);
Dec. 21 (Vancouver to SydneyX

Radcliffe and Rogers, Jimmy Had-
reas. Pinky Lee Troupe, Ted Claire,

Wilfred and Dupree Co. (Empress of

;
Asia).

'

Dec. 17 (New York to London),
Marion Stoopack, Jean Drouant
(Paris).

Dec. 17 (London to New York)
Gilbert Miller <Normandie).
Dec, 17 (London to New York)

Pearl Buck (Aqultania).

ARRIVALS
Jacques Deval, Baron De Knyfl,

John C. Oestreicher, Harold Holt,

Mr, and Mrs. Ernest Bloch, Pierre
Monteux, Leslie Allen, Marie Pons,
Ania Dorfmann, Mme. Cavalcanti,
Rene • Blum, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Sherek, Mr. and Mrs. Cookie Bow-
ers, Albin Johnson, Walter J. Hutch-
inson, Robert T. Kane, Benjamin
Miggins, F. L. Harley, Elsa Lan-
chester, Gaby Morlay, Jack I^win,
Tyrone Power.
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HYPO
GOODWILLFOR SHOWBIZ

Last week a film personality was on the radio glorifying the

Bill of Rights, as embodied in the Constitution of the United

States^ This was sound, constructive, clean and smart.

Why waste time attacking or deprecating damagogues? Ig-

nore them—it hurts. Answer them? It's impossible. Denounce
•them? They cherish martyrdom. Call them names? They are

past masters. But there's one thing that hurts—ignore 'em.

This is a matter for advertising. Democracy and the things

that are of .value to personal liberty need to be sold. Sold on
their own merits and detached from any attempt to out-hiss

the hissers.

And show business is peculiarly and particularly indebted

to democracy with its free speech. Censorship is the enemy of

creative work anywhere. Look what's happened in once-prolific

European capitals under the cloud of oppression.

What films started the other branches might emulate. Let

radio itself go to town with its OAvn program. And legit can

add a few licks with strictly stage personalities. Advertising,

too, should realize that open markets and democratic com-
petition stimulate advertising, but dictatorship doesn't need
paid advertising—they have propaganda instead.

The occasions are many. American history is replete with
much cause for patriotic rejoicing. There are historical dates in

plenty.

Such broadcasts as last week's Bill of Rights rededication

program on a national hookup make the best sort of publicity

for the film business—and for all show biz.

Par s Releasn^ More Outside

Pix, Also English-Hades, M^ht

Cut Down Its Own Program for '39

Favoring release arrangements on
pictures made by outside producers,
with five taken so far tliis season,

and with number likely to be in-

creased for 1939-40, plus possibility

of English-mades, Paramount *may
reduce the number of features to be.

turned out in Hollywood by itself

next season to the lowest number in
history.

The possibilities for English-

mades is for six to eight features

during 1939-40, with more positive

plans to be set by Adolph Zukor and
David E. Rose after the first of the
year on what will be made abroad.

Par has for release in the U. S,

and Canada the English-produced
'Beachcomber' (Mayflower Produc-
tions), the first British-made Par has
taken over in some time. On the
current season (1938-39) Par to date
has a total of four other outside-
mades. These are 'Little Orphan
Annie,* produced by John Speaks;
'One-third of a Nation,' produced by
Harpld Orlob; 'Back Door to
Heaven,' turned out by William K.
Howard; and 'Star Maker,' to be fur-

nished by Charles R. Rogers. Last-
mentioned is also producing 'Jane
Addams.'

Looming for the '39-40 season, over
and above what may be turned out
in England, are additional features
from Rogers, Orlob, Howard and
others who may have stories in

which Par would he interested as
distributor. Financing plans for
three features to be made by Orlob
during the coming year have been
set.

Farther ahead on production than
ever before In history on its. own
product, Par has set releases from
Jan. 1 through the end of May, a
total of 26 pictures being catalogued
to go out during this period. Of
this number, 18 are alre^idy finished,
and outlook is that the balance prom-
ised for the current season will be
totally completed by April 1, so that
Par at that time can begin work on
the '39-40 material

AHORNEY WINS 10^

JUDGMENT VS. ACTOR

Los Angeles, Dep. 20.

Roger MarchettI, attorney, won a
judgment of $2,800 against Paul
Cavanaugh, representing 10% of the
actor's film earnings for 1935.

Superior court ruled that an at
torney can charge for his legal ad'

visory services on a basis of his

client's earnings."

Balaban, Other Par Execs

Flitting All Over the Map
Barney. Balaban, called to Chicago

over the weekend following the
death of an aunt, is due back today
(Wednesday).

In Beaumont, Tex., for a board
meeting of Jefferson Amusement
Co., Par partners in the western part
of the state, Montague F. Gowthorpe,
comptroller of theatres, is also due
back today (Wed.).

Leon Netter returned to New York
Monday (19) following a board
meeting of North Carolina Theatres,
Inc. (Kincey-Wilby) in Durham,
N. C, Friday (16).

Hollywood, Dec. 20.

Charles R, Rogers will produce a
picture based on Jane Addams of

Listen to That Fog

Hollywood, Dec. 20.

Rainstorm, first moisture in 227
days, delayed work on two Mono
gram pictures and washed away
scenery used for. westerns on Re
public's back lot. Universal lost

shooting time as result of interfer

ence with electric current.

Ventura Boulevard was tempo
rarily closed and basements were
flooded in actors' homes in San
Fernando Valley.

Chicago's Hull House. James Web
ber Linn, nephew of Miss Addams,
is coining here to work on the screen

play. Paramount will release.

TO WMim
Afjter European Visit, Latin-

American Market Next

—

Followed by Far East and
Australia—Zukor*s Salary

at $150,000 as Is

Last Week s Natl B.O. Compared

Favorably widi Same '37 Week;

Stronger New Pix Augur Well

ROSE'S BRITISH SPOT

With a view to strengthening Para-
mount sales power in foreign lands,
various changes designed to improve
the company's position throughout
the world are expected to follow in
the wake of Adolph Zukor's globe-
girdling survey. These changes may
not only affect sales manpower, and
embrace som^ promotions from the
ranks, but also concern the Par dis-

tribution machine outside of the do-
mestic market so far as economy is

involved.

Aside from whether some distri-

bution officials, branch managers or
others are displaced or shifted, which
is regarded as likely, it may be
foimd advisable, as result of chang-
ing world market conditions, to con-
solidate some offices or restrict the
scope of sales activity in various ter-
ritories now not justifying the dis-

tribution expense incurred. It may
also be that In some other terri-

tories, greater sales pressure is ad-
visable.

It is felt as well that Zukor's world
trip will have still- another impor-
tant luirposp. Among other things
many in distribution, for Par in for-
eign countries have never met
Zukor. If nothing else, it is con-
tended 'that Par men in foreign dis-

tribution, after sitting down with
Zukor to discuss local problems, will
learn much to aid the future per-
formance of business. He will also
contact .exhibs.

Zukor sailed Friday (16) for Lon-
don on the first leg of his all-inclu-
sive survey and visit, accompanied
by David E. Rose, appointed man-
aging director for Paramount in Eng-
land, succeeding John Cecil Crraham,
who resigned early in the falL

$150,000 a Tear Stands
Zukor went abroad wilth reported

wide powers over the foreign sit-

uation generally, including produc-
tion, distribution and theatre opera-
tion. He remains in the same ca-
pacity with Par as chairman of the
board, and at the same salary of
$150,000 yearly. It had been re-
ported Stanton L. Griffis might be
named board chairman since he is

also chairman of the executive com-
mittee and Zukor is seldom in New

(Continued on page 47)

Fox-W.C, Majors

Win in Pasadena

Restraint Action

Los Angeles, Dec. 20.

tJ. S. District Judge Harry A.
Hollzer, in dismissing complaint of
Colcata Corp. against Fox West Coast
Theatres and eight major distribut-

ing companies, ruled that complaint
did not indicate films sought for
plaintiff's Colorado theatre in Pasa-
dena came under interstate jurisdic-

tion, and that only evidence on hand
tended to place the pictures after

first run in a purely intrastate status,

status.

Colcata complaint, filed several

years ago by Lou Bard and asso-

ciates, sought damages aggregating

$1,200,000. It charged that F-WC and
distribs -discriminated against the
Colorado in the rental of films.

Court ruled that case, as pre-
sented, was wholly within the limits

of California and dismissed it for

lack of jurisdction.

Community Affairs

On the heels of the Influx of

damage suits and anti-trust ac-

tions piling up in the industryj

one film exec observed:

'Picture officials used to meet
at the luncheon table. Now
they have open forum -sessions

in the courtroom;*

UA'S 2D BEST

YEAR LOOKS

TO BE IS

Unofficial estimate of United
Artists profit for 1938 reveal that the
company will experieiice the second
best year in its history. Net wiU not
be as big as the record 1937. First

half of 1938 resulted in good domestic
and foreign returns but last two
quarters, oddly enough, showed
domestic receipts lower than foreign.

Expectation is partners will split a
$200,000 melon as their share of UA
distribution profit.

Montague Marks To

Coast for NewTI Co.

Huddles with Selznick

Montague Marks, one-time organ-
izer of London Films and now asso-
ciated with Douglas Fairbanks in the
newly formed Fairbanks - Interna-
tional Pictures, arrived from London
last week and left promptly for the
Coast to see United Artists officials

and others concerned with the new
enterprise.

"The Californlan,' first of the three
films scheduled, will be made on the
Selznick lot in Culver City. Marks
and David O. Selznick will discuss
extent to which-, Selznick Interna-
tional will participate In the Fair-

banks program.-

Add RKO Postponements:

Latest Date Now, Dec. 29

Confirmation of the RKO reorgan-
ization plan was again put over Fri-
day (16) by N. Y. Federal Judge
William Bondy imtil Dec. 29, Hamil-
ton C. Rickaby, counsel for the Atlas
Corp., chief sponsor of the plan,

made a formal request for the post^
ponement. He later explained that
Judge Bondy had asked him to fur-
nish him with a report concerning
holders of certificates of the so-called
Seligman group.
The attorney also said that Judge

Bondy wanted time to further ex-
amine briefs in connection with the
claims of John Stover, counsel for
Ernest W. Stirn of Milwaukee, that
the plan was unconstitutional under
the Chandler amendment to the
Bankruptcy Act, relating to the
status of proxy consents.

Korda's Coast Quickie

Alexander Korda, now on the
Coast for conferences with United
Artists producers, is due back in
New York after Jan. 1.

Decision will be made on Korda's
intention to produce 'Pocohontas'
in Hollywood next July. When get-
ting back to London he will start
production on 'Thief of Bagdad' im-
mediately.

With last week (Dec. 9-16) show-,
ing countrywide grosses that went
over expectations, comparing very
favorably with the same week last -

year, in spite of generally weak'
product, operators are hopeful that'
Christmas and New Year's business, >

based on pictures that are being re-
leased over the holidays, will equal
or surpass the take for the same fort- '

night in 1937. Last week's national -

take was almost as much as the .

same stanza a year ago. although in
later '37 the beginnings of the preces-

sion were starting to be felt,

Operators are also optimistic con^

'

cernihg 1939, believhig that after a>
long stretch of recession and re-
habilitation, though slow, times wiU
be considerably better for aU indus-
try aild there will be less unemploy- <

ment than has existed this year.
Handicapping the future, buyers
anticipate much better product than ,

was released the first seven months
\

in 1938. Much of the decrease in

,

grosses is attributed to the low per- .

centage of quality pictures dtuing ^

that period.
Among other things, operators ex-

press the opinion that 1938 has been.:
discouraging to all businesses, bring-
ing curtailment rather than expanr
sion, because of the intense im-..

certainty, caused in part 'by war
scares, pre-election doubts, geheral

,

conditions, and labor situation which,
it is felt, is beginning to ease.

Christmas-New Year releases that
,

rate attention nationally include
Kentucky' (26th), 'A Christmaa ^1

Carol' .(M-CS), .'Artists and Models ^

Abroad' (Par)j and several of pos-
sibly good secondary strength, among
them 'Tliere's Tliat Woman Again' .»

(Col), 'Sweethearts' (M-G),''Duke of.
West Point' (UA), /Thanks for .

Everything' (20th) and'Trade Windjj*...

(UA).
'

Bitohie^s Coast Powwow
Hollywood, -Dec. 2O4 «

Bob Ritchie, Metro's British pro**
duction exec, is her$ for studio <!on-
ferences. j

Will discuss schedule of future pic9; >

Trad» Mark Rtislatered
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RKOM Wacdx Prodncticm Co.

Aims Diredy at Anglo-U. S. Marts

RKO Bflidio and Hetbert Wilcox
have formed a production partner-

ship lor two to lour pictures an-
nually. Deal provides for. inter-

change of Am^ican and British

stars, production to be at Denham
studios. Imperator-Radio Pictures,

Ltd.t has been; incorporated in Eng-
land.*

Anna Neagle, English star of Wil-

cox productions, is first player to be
loaned and "will begin an RKO Radio
.picture in Hollywood next month.
Vehicle will be- patterned along Me-
tro's

,
.'Yanl^ at Oxford.* . American

technicians wiU be interchanged be-
tween here and England.
/Wilcox' aiid Miss Neagle sailed for

England Friday (16), latter to return
early in January to Hollywood. Wil-
cox starts his first picture Under new
arrangement in March.
Ned Depinet, v.p. of RKO Radio<

admitted that, while 'Victoria the
Qreat' had done successful business
abroad, results In the U.S. were hot
at all good, which is the reason '^O

Glorious Years,' the second Wilcox-
Neagle fitni, while released in a few
cities in America so far, will be held
up now and hit key spots again next
summer, when King George and
Queen Elizabeth are expected to visit

America. Figures picture will be
more timely tiienj when it will also

be T6-iitled, 'The Lady from Wind-
8on'i

Wilcox believes the new {^i^ange-
meht will be the necessary stimulus
to British :film industry, which is in

a bad pUght .due to the fact that it

was being built on a fallacy, viz:

quota legislation. In his opinion, this

has practically Idlled the industry in
Ihkt cotihtlry.

He- is further convinced that Brit-
isli banks which had withdrawn
financial support from th6 industry
In tjiikt cotinfry^ iix recent years

: Would once again 8up{>ort production
de&igned'for the international mar-
ket. Also expects other American
companies to enter similar deals with
:British producers, as RKO has -with

blnif

KEADm TOR AjCTUAL

OF AUJED-W
. ;(?hipa'gQjipec. 20.

Attorneys for the d^ense- in the
suit of .Aillied independent theatre
o%hers: against Baliabah & Katz and
the major distributors last week
.filed their answer to the general bill

of complaints., The answer was pri-
mal^ a * general denial of the
charges listed by . the plailntifls, with
specific d^niftls of any collusion,

Cqn^iracy or restraint of trade.
Lawyers now are at work In

earnest for the actual trial which
wUi ^et started as soon as . the legal
minds gatiier all .their evidence and
witnesses.' Att6meys for. the plaih-
tiffs ar6 HoW' galloping emissaries
ttrpund . the country taking deposi
tions from Ndrltnesses . ilhable to ap-
peal personally at thd trial here.

'

Mss Hay Make One

Pidnre ftr 20^Fox

Hollyvv'pod, .I)ec. ?0.

George Arliss, due here Friday
(23) fdr his aiinual California vaca-
tion, may do one picture for Darryl
Zanuck. . British, actor discussed the
film with - .20th.-Ppx exec in London
last summer.
While here '

.ArlisS will do two
broadcasts on'the Lux radio show.

Aiuiabella's.Next For

jSIOth-Fox in England
Annabella,. french.. actress, under

contract to 20th-Fox, who is due in
New York this week from South
Amerida,' V/ill mak.e her next feature
lor release by 20th in England.^
Present Indication, is that, future

films she makes fQr.20th-Fox will be
tnrned out in Great" ritain.

Co1/a Latin Gesture
Hollywood, Dec. 20.

'Pan-America,* a tropical drama
with Ciary ' Grant fri the top spot, is

Columbia's next bid for the South
American trade.

Rita Hayworth Is sl^ed iot a fea-

tured iiart*
.'

'

Studio Conbracts

Hollywood,-Dec. 20.
•

Warners renewed Heinz Roem-
hel'd's composer contract.

Mary Beth Hughes inked player

pact at Metro,
Hal Roach picked up option on

Tom Evans, head stUl cameraman.
Warners renewed Crane WUbur's

writer-director ticket. -

George Sanders penned three-pic-

ture deal at RKO.
Paramount lifted Joyce Matthews'

option.

Hal Rosson drew a new camera-
man ticlcet at Metro.
Edward Kilroy Inked new actor

contract at Metro.
Warners hoisted Michael Fessier's

option..

Jeffrey Lynn handed new deal at

Warners.
Wendy' fiarcie

.
si^aed to .make

.three pictures annually for five years
at RKO.
Gilbert Emery signed two-picture

player deal at RKO.
Universal picked up David Gor-

cey's option.

Alice D. G.' Miller ' inked ' writer
deal, &t Metro.
Columbia signed Daniel Taradash,

writer.

METRa SCOUTS MANY,

BUT TISTS ONLY FEW

After looking over some 40.screen
possibilities; in Cliicago in the last

10 days, . Al Altman, Metro's talent
executive- in the east, has returned
with only one definite prospect. Two
or three; other femmes may be
screen tested aftfer coaching and re-
ducing. Margaret Hubbell, co-
medienne, will be brought to New
York by M-G for the lone test.

•Metro Ir screentestihg' Mary Pat-
ton, Centerville, Mass., girl,, discov-
ered during the strawfaat season.
Bruce Fernald,.froni a straw, hat in
Maine, also has been placed imder
option.

'Alsla Vjaie, of <What a Life* cast,

wfls seen by Hunt Stromberg, who
recommended-her as' a possibility.

Wesley Addy, the Fortihbras hi
the. Maurice Evans production of
'Hamlet,' at ^ the St James, . New
York,.is fcheduled for a screentest
by Warners; It was set for this
month, but was ' postponed because
the actor is busy with rehearsals for
the. next Eyans;. projduction, 'Heniry
IV,* which opens Jan. 30,

ridder'fl Film Bid
Detroit, Dec. 20.

Bob Joselyn, an end on Wayne U's
past season's grid team and hailed as
town's most handsome football
player, has been approached for a
film teiit. .

Coach Joe Gembis, who announced
the bid ait W^e's annual grid bust
last wifeek, produced a letter from
John ''J. Hutchings, -executive secre-
tary to -Sam Goldwyn.

Test. Mildred Stanley
Lincoln, Nebi, Dec. 20. .

Mildred Stanley, girl vocalist with
Glenn Lbe's orchestra, hopped rattler

for. Clii this week to talk a screen
test for Metro.

Girl is a brunet Czech* whose real
moniker is Milota Rusa.

Wayne Chrisfy Attaches

Rosco Ateis; $671 Commish
Seattle, Dec. 2Q.

As a pre-Chrlstmas token, Rosco
Ates, the stuttering comedian, found
an attachment on his automobile for
$671 which Wayne Christy, former
Chicago agent, now resident here,
claims is due him as commission.
Claim diates back to 1936 on some
vaudeville bookings.
Ates is at the Palomar this week,

next week Vancouver.
*

Columnist Series
Hollywood, Dec. 20.

Richard Dix gets the top spot in
a series of pictures to be buUt
around a newspaper ciolumnlst at
RKOi

Studio «xec8 decided on the
series after viewing a rough cut of
'12 Crowded Hours,' turned in by
director Lew Landers.

LIONEL STAHDER'S P. A.
I ^^^^^^^ 1

Bfoy Appear la Freediey'i VJylnf,

Glasliergs' Later

Lionel Stander is doing a, personal

at the Earl«, Philadelphlar week of

Dec 30. assisted by a couple of legit

comedians-rSolon Bxurry and John
Corey.
Stander will probably do a part In

Vinton Freedley's play, 'The Flytog
Ginzbergs,' providhig another promi-
nent, player is cast, as the role for
Stander is a No. 2 assignment, al-

though he favors it.

4^0RPIXAT

LOW COST

.
Hollywood, Dec. 20.

Slated for construction early next
year by the Telco corporation of

New York is *a $1,000,000. film devel-

opment plant in San Fernando valr

ley, designed to m£^e four-tolor

films available at a cost : slightly

above , black ^^d whit^. Plans call

for two units, each capable of de-
veloping 500,000 feet of filmi per day.

Telco is a closed corporation, all

stock owned by members .of the

board and banks. Robert Hoyt, in-

ventor of the new,process, is presi-

dent; Oscar E. Dooley of Miami^
chairman of the board, and Leon
Ungar of Holljrwood, secretary.

Hoyt, former newsreel cameraman
for Universal, obtained final patents
oii the^ptpcess recently after four
years of exjperim^nt, the last two of

which were in Telco's lab in Holly-
wood. First picture.made imder the
Hoyt systeni is 'Winds of the Waste-
land,' a full-length western, shot
completely .|n color at a cost ap-
proximately 10% . more than the
average black and white. It is now
being cut by Al Lane, former Mono-
israin producer.

New color ,£lm has an added ad-
vantage, il;.is claiined. of not requir-

ing a special.f<projection machine
Hoyt contends '^py small theatre us-

ing standard equipment .cah. handle
the picture. Major''' studios are in-

terested in-.thc new process, on the
theory that if it lives up to its prom-
ises it may revolutionize color in

the industry..

NATIONAL SAI£S MEET

NEXT SPRING FOR 201H

Hollywood, Dep. %Q.
Twentieth-Fox will hold a national

sales convention this ^ring in place
of the regional sessions last year, ac-
cording jto Herman. Wobber, general
sales chief, who left for New York
yesterday (Monday) after a week of
huddles.

Site of convention is still to be de,-

cided.
"

U Shifts Into Neutral

Until New Year Dawns

Hollywood, Dec. 20.

No more new
.
pictures until after

the holidays is the e'ilict of Cliff

Work at Universal, who held up the
launching of 'Bad Company,' orig-

inally set. for yesterday (Mon.), un-
til Jan. 3.

Chri«tmas lull means that BIng
Crosby's starrer, 'East Side of
Heaven,' will not get the gun until

Jan. 0. Jackie Cooper picture,
'Brown of Quiver,' has been set back
to February.

Title role in 'Big Town Czar,' a
gangster story at U, £oes to Barton
MacLane.. Ed Sullivan wrote the
original and Arthur T. Herman is

doing the screen play.

Maldttg Short of It

Hollywood, Dec. 20.

Production of shorts at Metro is

farther ahead of schedule this year
than at any other period in the his-

tory of the studio, according to Jack
Ch^rtolc, supervising that depart-
ment.
More than half the 1938-39 pro-

gram of 65 featurettes and 15 car-
toons has been completed, and heavy
production is slated for January.

Lefty s OH Trunk Does a Hamlet;

SoHopy on Their Xmas

By Joe Laurie, Jr.

Coolacres, Cal., Dec. 20,

Dear Joe: >

While helping Aggie trfan the tree for Christmas 1 went to the attic to

look for something, I didn't know exactly what, but I find that an attic is

a great place to look for something especiaUy if you're not siure what you're

lookmg for. Well, what I'in gettmg at, is that I happened io find , ft quart

bottle of rye irtucK in the rafters. How I ever come to look at the *xact

spot it was in, I don't know, but I do know I opened it and took a few
swigs while sitting on my old Taylor trunk. I didn't want Aggie to ses

me nippin' because she claims she gets nervous when. I get up on thft lad-

der to trim the treei I sort of do a Bert Melrose oh it, you know, sway to

and fro, and Aggie can't do her share of hanghig the popcorn and glass

balls on account of worryin' about me. So that's why I went up in the attic

to look for something. I musta looked kinda lonesome up there alone be-

cduse after a few «wigs of that rye my old Taylor trunk started gabbing

to'me

—

'Well, Lefty, here we are spending our 25th Christmas together. I will

never forget the time when you walked into the store and first saw me.
You opened me up, admired my blue linen ti-ay, you thumped me to see

if I was strong, you locked -and unlocked mie^ . .And when the salesman
told you how much I cost, I will never forget the disa]6poj[nted look that

came Into your eyes. Because in those: days you didn't have, much, dough.
Then you came back two weeks later, you .looked. a Uttle thin., I didn't

know then that you cut down on yovtr eatin' and. drinkin' so you could buy
me. And how proud you were when. I was delivered to your boardin' house
with big white letters painted on me, liEFTY O'CONNOR. . .THEATR£<

'In -thdse days you didn't have niuch to pack me with, jjust a few, shirts

and collars, your diancing ishoes, a couple of pair of baggy pants, some
funny hats .and yoiu: makeup box. You even stuck a few bricks in me to
make me feel heavier ^o people wouldn't think you didn't have anything
in vie.

'And .do yoa remember when you pasted the lid of my tray with pic-
tures of your pals cut out from their letterheads? li<ay only pasted in the
standard acts. How proud you' were when I was delivered to the theatre.

How you bawled out the property man for banging me around; you looked
)rue over to '^ee- if I had any scratches. Week after -week we traveled; I

kihda broughtKyou luck*. Many a time t stayed bebind in hotels until you
sent dough to bail me out. I waited at depots, stayed out in the rain' and
snow and never warped on you once. Til never forget the time you lost

your keys in Bird Eye, Ind.^ and you opened me up with a ChiseL

Th^t. Bed-Head From'the Flash Act
' 'Then you met that red-head from thf flash act, and you put some of her

stuff in me, to save her excess,' you said. She ..v;:as.n't a bad scout but h^.d
an awful temper. Remember the time you had sin argument with .her and
you threw out her clothes in the hall? After that all I carried of hers were
the letters she sent you. Then in Oklahoma City yoii met Aggie, and hoy
did you fall for her. You'd put her lietters in that special spot in the side
.of my tray, right next to your clean sliirts. I used to like to see you come
into the dressing room an hour or so befdre the"show, sft down ift front "of

me and open me up and start reading through those old love letterd. Aggie
thought you were a swell guy then and Still does. Til never forget the
day she sent you -a .speciaT delivery letter telling you she was coming on
to marry you. Boy were yPu hapjiy, Bind the' hours you spent' looking
through me and tearing up the red-head's letters and pictures and mak*
ing sufe there was npthin' in, me.that would start any future arguments.
* 'Then Aggie came and you made me carry a double load, because all

Aggie had was a paper keyst^r. If she ever -wits caught in a rain with it. all

she'd have l^t woidd be the handle. You started carryin' an iron, so -she

could, do your laundry and. some cooking .utensUs to . make coffee in th*
morning. ' I liked Aggie^s dresses and underwear. Hiked the smell of the
violet sache she'd put between the things, it made 'em smell so nice and
fresh. . .not like your sweat shirt. And she packed me better than you did.

Yeh, Lefty, we sure had some great time's together. The biggest fright you
gave me was when you packed two quart bottles of Scotch in me and when
the customs man at the Canadian border stuck his hands In the bottom
he just missed 'em by a few inches. . .and what a sigh of relief we both
gave. It was Christmas night and ypu surprised Aggie When she^ came into
the dressing room. - You- had- a small Christmas tree on me, and you had
me all covered with red tissue paper and' fake snow. Gee, was she happyl

•And when you' and Aggie got into the dough you bought heir a ward-
robe trunk and kinda gavie me the -air^ You just let me carry the stage

stuff, but I will give you credit for saying to Aggie, 'I can't get rid of the

little feller, we started together, he's lucky to me.' I will never forget the

time you forgot to tip that property man at Davenport and he let me fall

a whole flight of stairs and the shock broke my lock and. I burst open.
You tied a rope aroimd me, to make the next town. How ashamed- 1 was
to travel with those other trtmks! I felt*like an Immigrant! You know.
Lefty, a trunk with a rope around it is like an old actor without an over-
coat in winter. There are some people that don't respect old age in humans,
so you know what they must think of an old trunk with rope around it.

Just a Museum Piece, But - - -

'The time you bought ^another wai'drobe trunk, I knew my days were
numbered. I didn't blame you much. I was gettin' sort of old-fashioned
and the younger actors woidd laugh when they saw me. And so the next
season you left me at Mother Howard's, fllled with.old gag books, -writeui)s,

your first pair of clog shoes, programs, bills, letters, miisic and odds and
ends that the other two trunlcs were too proud to carry. Now ypu got me
in the attic. Lefty, and I get kinda lonesome but it makes me feel good
when you come up every once in a while and look through me. I like to

see your eyes light up when you rim across something that brings back
memories to you. I like ypu when ypu bring up Junior, and when the kid
sees you rummaging through me he sez, ''What's dat. Daddy?' And you
stick on a red nose and your old wig and your clog shoes and do a few
steps for him, and he laughs and tries to imitate you. How you huggeid
and kissed, him and sed, 'Son, I hope some 'day you'll grow up to be the
greatest song and dance man in the world, . .and you can start out with
that little trunk there the Way I did.'

'And so, here I stay. Lefty, fllled with grand memories, memories of the
time you lied about my weight to the baggagemen to save excess. How
happy you were when you stuclc that Orpheum Circuit label on me. Then
the-Keith-Albee Circuit label. The time you got a sticker from the Astor
Hotel, was I proud. I knew you didn't stop there, but I wasn't saying any-
thing! How did I know if the swell stickers the other trunks had on were
true? So I just stood there and kept my lid closed. Yep, Lefty, this is our
25th Christmas together, and I want to thank you for not turning me in
for a new trunk. Just let me stick around. I don't take up much room
and I may come in handy. I want to wish you and Aggie and the kid a
Merry Christmas. Troupers like you deserve a hunk of happiness after
dishing out so much to others. And remember. Lefty, if the time ever
comes that you gotta .go back troupin', just put a coat of varnish on me,
give me some new corner irons, and I'll be good for a once-around route,
with small jumps. Merry Christmas Lefty, . .look out yoiu: falling. .

.!'

And the funny part of it, Joe I iJoas falling and just woke up in time.
That bottle of rye was okay. "When it can make a trunk talk you can
imagine what it did to me. I went downstairs and. Aggie had. the. tree all
trimmed... she kissed me... looked funny at me...but it's just before
Christmas. ..and she forgave me the same she has done on every other
hoUday. ..Merry Xmas, Joe, andmay...the boys and girls back there get a
long route on the Cohtentment Circuit, sez

Your Pal,
P.S.—There is no p.s. THIS week. Lc/ty.
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STUDIOS ON 44-HR.
At Least One Anti-Block Bil Due

In Congress; Other Legislation

While a stalemate is expected to de-

velop in the Congressional session

opening next month as far as legis-

lation is concerned, the latest check

by industry officials indicates at least

one measure directed against block-

booking will be introduced in the

next Congress.

There probably will be a new
Neely measure incorporating the

best points of the old bill and pps-

sibly. legislation patterned after the

old Pettengill block-booking plan,

but both will have to be re-intro-

duced. Pettengill is not returning to

-Congress and the old Neely plan has

,beep wiped oft the slate because it

failed to pass in the House last ses-

•eion.

Present sentiment In the new
Congress Is understood to be stronger

than ever in favor of some legisla-

tion directed against the picture

business.

Not All Pnff V Praise

Now Frown on Divorcement

Columbus, Dec. 20.

Peculiar situation has developed
regarding theatre divorcement in

Ohio and several other states where
Independent circuits are usually

strong. Some independent exhibitors,

•not affiliated with the indie chains,

are bitter over the proposed divorce-

ment setup, their fears apparently

ere based on the belief that if they

have plenty of difficulty bucking
present, independent circuit opera-

tions, even fiercer competition will

result when affiliated circuits turn
-indie, through divorcement legisla-

tion.

Despitfe l^ese exceptions in one or
two states, the drive for theatre di-

vorcement continues unabated with
independent exhibitors making the
-loudest demands for cutting away
•present affiliated operations from the
•pai'ent "film companies. Industry

leaders admit that theatrte divorce-

ment already has ready-made sup-
port from "the public and in newspa-
pers. Some, claim It is likely to prove
'more powerful in the forthcoming
cession of Congress than any ex-
pensive lobby.
Right now, of course, theatre di-

vorcement' as an actuality deiiends

'on what action the U. S. Supreme
Court takes on the appeal from the
North Dakota law.
\ Divorcement o< the theatres wiU
prevent any interlocking director-

'ates, unless given special i>ermission

.by the Government, which is not
likely. However, there is nothing
to prevent stockholders in the pic-

ture company also from holding
common stock in the partitioned cir-

cuits, or benefiting from any profits

-shown by the indie theatre circuit,

through dividends declared.

Minn. Urges Bill

Minneapolis, D^c. 20.

Northwest Allied States Is urging
Governor-elect Harold Stassen to in-
corporate into his inaugural message
to the state legislature a declaration
in favor of a Minnesota theatre
divorcement law, similar to the
North Dakota measure which a Fed-
eral court tribunal adjudged con-
ititutional.

Northwest Allied Is sponsoring the
proposed Minnesota theatre divorce-
ment law which would compel the
Paramount circuit to divest itself of
85 showhouses.

Thomas' Rah-Rah Encore

Hollywood, Dec. 20.

• Bill Thomas has been assigned by
Paramount to produce a series of
collegiate features.
Moved prompted by what 'Campus

Confessions,' a short-budgeter which
he made last summer, did at the b.o.

Freeman, Jr., Learning^

Hollywood, Dec. 20.
Y. Prank Freeman, Jr., takes a

minor post next month at Paramount
to learn the picture biz.
He's,the son of Par's new home

ofEio^'xep.at the studio.^

Hollywood, Dec. 20.

Metro bought two stories frd^m
members of its publicity)' department,
one ^or Wallace Beery and the other
for Mickey Rboney.
Writers are Ralph Wheelwright,

who authored Thunder Afloat' in
collaboration with Commander Har-
vej^ Halslip, and Guy Fowler, who
penned 'Copy Boy.'

Casey East On

AFM s Theatre

Music Demands

Hollywood, Dec. 20.

Pat Casey Is en route east to con-
fer with major film company execs
in the home offices prior to a parley
witli Joseph N. Weber, AFM prexy,
on the latter's demand that orches-
tras be put back in all first-run the-
atres.

The move was initialed several
months ago but temporarily side-

tracked when film studios agreed to

abolish practices redubbing and limit

the use of music libraries.

DEARTH OFNEW

nX MATERIAL

Story editors report a dearth of

suitable screen material but are look-

ing forward to better film properties

in the publishers' forthcoming spring
catalogs. Purchases in the last four
or five months have been negligible,

compared to material bought in pre-

vious years.

Few stories or plays are being
bought abroad this year. Metro was
a heavy buyer of Eittopean play
material last year, but this has
dropped ofl! considerably.

The legitimate theatre likewise has
failed to provide picture producers
with much screen material. Of the
last 11 plays bought by film com-
panies, either from this season's list

or last, only four are considered suc-

cesses. Metro is the outstanding pur-
chaser of topflight stories and plays,

having such properties as 'I Married
An Angel,' 'On Bbrrowed Time,' and
'The Women.' Plays bought by other

producers were 'What a Life,' 'One
•Third of a Nation,' 'Howdy Stranger,'

'Golden Boy,' 'Come Across,' 'George
and Margaret,' '30 Days Hath Sep-
tember' and 'Babes in Arms.'

Philadelphia, Dec. 20.

Screen rights to 'The Parish

Priest,' by the late Dan Hart, author-

playwright and four times mayor of

Wilkes-Barre, Pa., have reportedly

been acquired by U. L. DlGhilini.

Hollywood coin-man was recently

in Philly huddling with James
Jennings, who represents Hart's fam-
ily.

Ritzes' Personals

The Ritz Bros, will be reunited

again this week when Al and Harry
arrive from the Coast today (Wed.).

Jimmy Ritz, accompanied by his

wife, the 'former Ruth Hilliard, has
been in N. Y. a week or so, visiting.

The Ritzes have finished 'Three

Musketeers' for 20th-Fox and start

two weeks of personal appearances
at the Earle. Philadelphia, Dec. 23.

Due back on the Coast Jan. 9 for

another film.

'

LABOR CONTntCTS

AIIEMIIFFECTED

Artists, Execs Outside Pale
of Provisions on Wages,
Hours'— Status of 12>000
Craftsmen Studied by Pat
Casey

LOCATION RUB

Hollywood, Dec. 20.

Motion picture studios put the 44-

hour week system into operation

yesterday (llAonday) to conform with

the new Federal wage-hour act. New
plan, adopted at a meeting of studio

managers and attorneys, affects all

workers not specifically exempt

under the law, or not employed

under labor contracts which pre-

scribe some other method.

Because of varying conditions in

different spots, the new time scale

will go into effect on a progressive
basis, and will be placed in complete
operation as soon as possible. ' It will

not apply to executives, administra-
tors, professional employees, artists

and various others now employed
vmder labor contracts. To give the
workers a better understanding of

the law and its operation, explana-
tions will be placed in pay envelopes
next week.
Meanwhile Pat Casey is holding

negotiations to straighten out wage
and hour difficulties involving 12,000

craftsmen. One of the biggest prob-
lems to be worked out is the applica-
tion of the law to men employed on
location. If men are dismissed after

44 hours, the studios will face the
pajonent of transportation for two
men in each case, with travel time to

and from the location.

Regularly employed members of
Projectionists' local, 150, International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployes, will have to take a one-week
vacation each year, unless they have
been incapacitated for three wee^s
or more during that year. That was
the substance of a constitutional

amendment voted at the annual
election.

Producers vetoed a separate work-
ing agreement with extras if Cinema
Players, Inc., succeeds in Its current
move to withdraw Class B members
from the Screen Actor's Guild. Latter
organization has a petition pending
before the National Labor Relations
Board for certification as bargaining
representative for the extras. Be-
cause of the crowded NLRB calendar
it may be more than a year before a
decision can be reached.
Kenneth Thomson, SAG executive

secretary, and other actor leaders de-
clare the studio executives are ready
to stand on the present Producer-
SAG agreement. Pact provides for a
closed shop for extras, and for wage
scales and working conditions for

Class B members, as well as for' stars

and featured players.

Tops in CP insist they will press
their demand for certification, and
will carry the fight into the courts if

necessary.

No Significant Amus.

Stock Moves Via S.E.C.
Washington, Dec, 20.

No significant stock maneuvers by
film company insiders revealed this

week in latest Securities & Ex-
change Commission report on offi-

cers and directors.

Semi-monthly statement revealed
Mabel M. Malone of New York some
time back unloaded her 55 shares of

Pathe Film common, but hung on to

a single share of preferred, while
Abe Schneider, Columbia Picts

treasurer. In September gained via
declaration of dividends two Col.

Pics, voting trust certificates* giving
him 102 In aU.
Harold Saxe of New York, newly-

designated officer of Educational
Pictures, was disclosed to have no
financial stake In the company.

H wood Film Royalty Must Shift For

Itself Now; Motorcycle Escorts Out

Too Real for Reels

Hollywood, Dec. 20.

Metro's 'Four Girls in White'
calls for a flood scene but Mon-
day'is (19) downpour washed
out the carpenters who were
building the set.

Phony deluge will be poured
when the back lot dries out.

Film Drive Ends

Dec. 31; Abandon

RKO Headqtrs.

Motion Pictures Are Your Best En-
tertainment headquarters shutters as

of Dec. 31. Although the 'Silver

Jubilee' idea for the 50th anniversary
of films has not been abandoned, ac-

tual decision on the exact form the
anniversary year is to take and how
the campaign , is to be carried on will

not be made until early next year.

Present plan is to proceed care-

fully in outlining the 'Silver Jubilee,'

thereby avoiding the pitfalls encoun-
tered in the (greatest Picture Year
drive. There is small, chance of a
central information bureau on film

matters being set up, opinion in the

trade being that the industry already

has such in the pul>lic relations divi-

sion of the Motion Picture Producers
& Distributor^ Ass'n, and any such
bureau would virtually duplicate this

department.
Harolli B- Franklin, reported pay-

rolled at $500 per week, and working
with a skeleton staff of four, also

concludes on Dec. 31. During the
peak of the general campaign and
Movie Quiz, some 35-40 people were
employed and the weekly payroll
ran ' as high as $3,000. Temporary
quarters in the RKO building are
being given up.
Warnings have been sent out from

headquarters of the carnpaign telling

exhibitors to. be sure to have their
entries in the Movie Quiz contest
postinarked not later than Dec. 31,

1938, in order to be eligible to share
in the $250,000.prize.money.

Pix No Longer a Luxury,

Neb. Gov. Assures Exbibs

Lincoln, Dec. 20.

Classing of motion pictures, clgar-

ets and tobacco as no longer luxuries
but necessities in every day life.

Governor Cochran took a load off

Nebraska showmen this week when
he met with a delegation of exchange
men and exhibs here. Show biz was
powerful in backing his third term
run on the 'white spot' ticket, which
stood against old age pensions, new
taxes, etc.

Said he could see no good in tax-
ing flickers, because they were the
poor man's relaxation, contributing
a great deal to his education, bet-
terment of living stands, as well as
his entertainment.
Bob Livingston, fllm lobbyist and

manager of the Capitol theatre here,
m.c.d the affair, calling for blab
from Charles Williams, MPTOA
leader in Nebraska; Ted Mendenhall,
Par exchanger speaking for the dls-
tribs; Sam Epstein, nabe house op"
erator; Max G. Towle, county at-
torney; and Ralph Blank, for Trl-
States, the biggest exhib-distrib part-
ner in Nebraska (A. H. Blank-Par).

BANG-UP STABt
Hollywood, Dec. 20.

Edward Kaufman's first job as as-
sociate producer under the Sol
Wurtzel banner at 20th-Fox is The
Big Drum,' due to start early next
month.
John Larkin, author of the original

newspapCT drama, ii doing the scirlpt.

Hollywood, Dec» 20.

Motion picture royalty Is shorn of
its Royal Guard. Those motorcycle
police escorts with screaming sirens
no longer convoy notables to and
from the studios. Hollywood biggies
were told to do their own policinjt

at the first meeting of thtt new Los
Angeles poUce commission.
From now on, city cop$ are re*

stricted to city copping—^nbt per-
forming as atmosphere for Holly-
wood social and theatre functions.
Nor will they be assigned to flag

down motor traffic while studio com-
panies are Working on location.

Even the boss races, where fllm
folks gather, are hit by the new re-
stuction. City police assigned to the
Santa Anita track, outside the ci^
limits, have been called off the job.

Hereafter the hayburners will run
with county police protection.
Understood the annual Police

Show, largely supported by the fllni

colony, is oifficially defunct. It was
the annual event that brought pic-

ture people and police together like

old palsie-walsles. The divorce is

complete, socially and otherwise.

NABE HAY SPLIT

UP NW ALLIED

Minneapolis, Dec. 20.

Failure of Northwest Allied States

to take action to stop the Paradise,

neighborhood house owned by its

president, W. A. StefJes, and Benhie
Berger, from buying Metro ilrst*runs

among the~ independents, and fhow*
ingf the fllms at a lower matinee ad-
hiission than competing houses' hav-
ing later clearance, still threatens to
disrupt the organization. Several of
tho 'more important' members, owti«-

ers 6f de luxe neighborhood houses,
have declared they'll withdraw after

the first of the new yeaf, A loss of
a number of members is fear<ed.

Stefles says that Berger is in com-
plete charge of the Paradise' Opera-
tions and that he, Steffes, has no con-
tirol over his partner* He also de-
clares that Northwest Allied cannot
dictate sales policies or prices to dis-
tributors.

Oh its part, M-G Is.denying, that H
has decided h(sxt season to sell 'runi^
entirely, 'instead of Rasing its rentals
anu clearance on admission charged
and the theatres' importance^ The
exhibitors angry oVer the Paradi$e
situation declare it's paving the way
for cut-throat competitive bidding
among the indepehdents for product
and prior clearance and will have
the effect of boosting fllm rentals
substantially.

Jean Sablon No Like RKQ
Role, Walks on 'Castles'

Hollywood, Dec. 20.

Jean Sablon ankled off The
Castles' set at RKQ Monday (10) due
to dissatisfaction with the part
handed him..
Studio planned a Chevalier build

for the French songster.

Laurie's Metro Film

Hollywood, Dec. 20.
Joe Laurie, Jr., is at Metro to work

on a treatment 'Babes in Arms' for
Mervyn LeBoy production.
He continues as chief comedy

writer for Al Jolson's airshow.

Taylor** Puck*Pusher
Hollywood, Dec. 20.

Robert Taylor gets the star spot
in 'Hands Across the Border.' a
hockey yarn to be produced by Sam
.ZImbalist at Metro.

Lawrence Stallings, Harvey Hais-
lip and Harold Shumate are winding
ap'thescrtptiob:'""

'
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Phuy Jn^e Pans Peimsy Laws

On theatre Games as 'Ridiciilous';

N. ¥. Exiiibs Move to Curb Giveaways

Philadelphia, Dec. 20.

Small-scale return of games &nd
similar gimmicks ta^ Philly houses
may ioUow the action o£ a municipal
court judge last Wednesday (14) in

ordering the acquittal of two exhibs
oh a charge of conducting 'QuIzq'

games in their house.
Inasmuch as there has never been

a conviction on criminal charges
here of exhibs ' accused of nmning
games in their theatres, there is con-
siderable talk by operators of in-

augurating the games agiain and just

taking a chance on being arrested.

Acquittal is practically^ certain. Pos-
sibility of exhibs taking such action

looms particularly large at this time,

with grosses off badly and any pos-
sible hypo needed.
Judge Eugene C. Bonniwell, in or-

dering the acquittal of Nat Abelove,
.manager of the Ritz, and Alfred
Shrier, his assistant, caustically as-

sailed the State's lottery laws as

'ridiculous.' Abelove and Shrier last

summer volunteered to have them-
selves arrested in order to get a trial

in criminal court on the 'Quizo'

charge. Abelove is brother-in-law of
Dav6 Barrist, operator of the Qual-
ity Premiimi Co., distribs of the
game, which has already been de-
clared illegal in civil action.

The spirit of chance,' Judge Bon-
niwell said, 'is- in every red-blooded
man and woman and they will con-
tinue to gamble whether it is legal

or illegal. Trouble is that onie-half

of the people have to play bingo or
similar games, while others in better
circumstances play 'the stock market
and are called financiers.

'The average church today oper-
ates a lottery and is blinked at, but
if ^me obscure )?erdon plays,a simi-
lar, jgame is classified as com*
morr gambler^. The whole thing Is

ridiculous. I cannot ponceive that
the liaw intended4o apply to .^eputar

' ble people ' who^. play a game «if

chadce unaccompdnied by disreputa-
ble surroundings- or disorderly con-
duct.'

The SSvHiob

Premiums have been groxiring so

here recently that standing {tag In
the territory is that film exchanges'
are no longer asking preferred play-

ing time for their product.
Request not^ is that tiibir pictures

lie given 'preferred premium tiaae.'

Dishes,^. which had practically

faded from the Philly theatre scene
with Ihe heyday of games about a
year iago, have reached new heights
in this territory as b.o. builders.
Warner Bros., which went into them
when pushed by competing indies
in . South Philly about a month ago,
havjs added the crockery in many of
their better houses and' results are
reported astonishingly good. This
is particularly true in locations
Where premiiultis have never before
been used, as the giveaways usually
reach the end At their tether of use-
fulness ii} about three years.

ing different games: Avenue B,
Canal, Apollo, Astoria, Century, Bur-
land, Broadway, Bedford-Boston
Road, Commodore, Fairmount, Els-

mere, 42nd Street, Gates, Inwood,
Kings, Lincoln, Melba, Mt. Vernon,
National, Palace, Paradise, Spooner,
Valencia, Victory, 175th Street,

Ori^tal, Pitldn, Warwick, Plaza,
Prospect, Post Road, Woodside and
Yonkers.

Ohi Getting: Tired, Too
Cliicago, Dec. , 20.

Giveaways in this territory indi-
cate that they have reached the point
of diminishing returns.
Theatres, in a wild scramble for

giveaways during the past few
months, have gone overhead in
screwy plans and ideas, evidencing
that they are about running short
of- giveaway schemes sufficiently
strong to atfa^act coin.

Example of the type of gifting ex-
hibs have • gone to around here is

seen in the stunt of the northside
Adelphi, in a conservative home sec-
tion. In. addition to double feature,
the Adelplii gave a large dinner
serving plate to all femmes, at 25c
admission. And to top it off, served
the ladies with a sandwich and cof-
fee, gratis, with each plate.

Wbile Allied as an organization
lias taken no official cognizance of
the situation, the members among
themselves seem < agreed that they
have gone as far as they can go in
the direction of gifting patronage,
and indications are that the theatres
will be on the road back to show
business within the next few weelts.

S3 N. T. Houses StiU Use 'Em
New York, Dec 20,

Although a committee of inde-'
pendent and affiliated circuit repre-
sentatives has been named io work
out a feasible plan for the elimina-
tion of so-caUed audience contest
games and cash prize distributions in
Ntew York City, iu the meantime so-
called games in which an element of
chance is involved ' continue un-
abated.. Check showed that about 38
theatres employed at least one such
c6ntest in their houses Monday &nd
Tuesday of this week.
New York exhibitor committee

consists of Walter Reade, David
'Weinstdck, Sam Sedan, Abe Shenk,
C; C. Moskowitz, J. J. O'Connor and
Max Cohen. Hope is expressed that
sonie workable pl^ may be formu-
lated so that chance games can be
eliminated.'

Unofficially, present drive of in-
die exhibitors to call it quits on the
so-called more expensive cash con-
test games presents pmUsing features

, as viewed by msthy circuit operators,
who, for months, resisted the trend
towards the money-giving stunts.

Many of these waited until competi-
tion from numerous smaller houses
became so fierce that they had to get
into the swim in order to hold
patronage.

Following is a list of theatres

Plfiying one single cash-contest game
Mohday and Tuesday of this week^
JjiSi does not take ia innumerable
smaller houses or other theatres m&'

Banko Balds in Wis.
Minneapolis, Dec 20.

With theatre 'Bank Night' desig-
nated by Circuit Jddge Robert F.
Cowie along., with slot machines,
poker and roulette as 'open com
mercialized gambling,' WUliam
Freise, manager of the Rivo'li, La
Crosse, Wis,, was arrested and re-
leased under $500 bail pending a
trial on charges on conducting a
lottery.

As. result of Judge X!owie's blast,
District Attorney William H. Steven-
son had the two La Crosse theatres,
the Rivoli and Hollywood, using
'Bank Night,' raided. All parapher-
nalia was seized and the showhouses
were ordered to cease it.

The Hollywood complied, but at
the Rivoli, where $3,600 was waiting
to be drawn,' Freise obtained dupli-
cate equipment and continued with
the drawing. Jewell Filler, an un
employed school teacher from i

nearby small town, won the $3,600.
Freise has pleaded not guilty. The

case is expected to come to trial dur.
ing the next fortnight.

Hurts Soholarship
Boston,' Dec. 20.

Brockton and Quincy, Mass. police
authorities are clamping down on
'bank night', as a result of a county
drive by District Attorney Edmimd
R, Dewing, who blames banko and
slot machines for a decline in schol-
arship and discipline in public
schools.

Jit Goes Long Way

Los .Mgeles, Dec 20.

Film house on Main street

sets a new high (or low) in pic-

ture bargains.

Come-on proclaims 'Five Fea^
ture Pihns for Five Cents.'

French Toribii' Pic

Nixed by N. Y. Censors,

ACLU Files Appeal

New York state censor board ban
on 'The Puritan,' French film based
on Liam O'Flaherty's story, has been
appealed, to the state board of re-
gents, American Civil Liberties
Union is supporting the appeal.
American rights for the film are held
by Jean Lenauer, who operates the
Filmarte, New York arty. Arthur
Garfield Hays is his attorney.
Film was shown to about 25 news-

paper men and others in the trade
last Friday (16>v following which
all but three of those present indi-

cated their opposition to. the cen-
sorial nix. Those present were asked
to write letters of protest . to the
board of regents. Not known when
the board's decision will be an-
nounced.
'The P.uritan' is described as at-

tacking religious fanaticism. Un-
derstood the censors banned it on
the ground that it might be taken
by the public as an attack on re-
ligion in general. In case the regents
uphold the censor board, 'further le-

gal action by Lenauer is unlikely.

PAR SIGNS MURIEL

ANGELUS FROM LEGIT

At present in 'Boys from Syracuse,'.

Broadway legit, Muriel Angelus has
been given a contract by Paramount.
English singing actress, who has done
picture work in Britain, does not
start for Par imtil 'Syracuse' ends its

run.
Also in concert and on the. air

abrpad^ Miss Angelus was for one
year with British International.

Dembow Back at Desk
Confined to his home in West-

chester for. three weeks' following a
heart attack, Sam Dembow, Jr., has
now returned to his desk.

. While greatly improved, the
F. ' & M. vice president has been
ordered to take it easv.

Detroit's Biofo Ban
Detroit, Dec. 20.

Film row here is cheered by pos-
sibility police are actually going to
clamp down on bigtime bingo and
keno games, which have been dig-
ging deep into theatre boxoffices.
Police racket squad last week issued
ban on lotteries parties masquarad-
ing as bingo and keno parties, and
sent warnings to 15 organizations
conducting such games,
•We don't intend to bother legiti-

mate parties for charitable purposes,'
Lieut. John McCarthy declared, "but
some of these affairs are out of
bounds. If an attempt is made to
continue these lotteries, we'll close
'em ourselves.'

LecraltBe Binro?
Hartford, Dec, 20.

In a letter to seven civic and re-
ligious orders in this city. Prosecut-
ing Attorney Benedict M. Holden,
Jr., has ^advised that bingo games
are 'games of chance' and are ille-

gal and should be stopped 'in order
to prevent embarrassment to the
police and prosecuting officers.' Un-
derstood that a bill is in preparation
to legalize bingo under non-profes-
sional auspices, such as church, fra-
ternal and social organizations. Ex-

pected to be introduced at the Gen-
eral Assembly, which meets in Jan-
uary.

In his letter Holden said that if

the various organizations are al-

lowed to continue to conduct g'ames
of chance for charitable purposes
then professional gamblers cannot be
prevented from operating.

State Senator Michael A. Rita of
Hartford will sponsor a bill in the
General Assembly, which meets in
Jimuary, to legalize bingo if played
for any church or charitable cause.

Des Moines, Dec. 20.

A petition by C. V. Kegley, asking
the city council to cancel the licenses
of 14 Des Moines.theatres imtil such
time as they agree to discontinue
'games, of chance and prize offerings,'

has been received and filed by the
city council.

Btnfo, the Co-respondent

Akron, O., Dec. 20.
Bingo, the gambling game that

gave women equality in Summit
County gambling joints, took its

place in the list of things that break
up homes here.

Thomas P. Boggs points an accus-
ing finger at the game in his divorce
petition against Mrs. Nellie Boggs,
He accused her of 'dissipating a por-
tion of his earnings by playing
bingo.'

. This and other acts will sup-
port his charge of neglect, the hus-
band contends.

No liOttery in Miss.
Biloxi, Miss., Dec. 20.

An effort to halt banko in Biloxi
failed when Justice of the Peace E.
D. Lawrence dismissed the case of
State of Mississippi, vs. M. E, Fer-
rera, manager of the Saenger here.
Judge Lawrence opined, 'There hav-
ing been no case -handed down by
the supreme court that theatre bank
night has proven to be a lottery, it

is the discretion and decision of this
court that the defendant, charged
with advertising a lottery, Is not
guilty.*

m UNION'S DRIVE

AROUND EASTERN U^S.

Drive of the Cashier, Doormen and
Ushers' union in the eastern sector
of the United States is going forward
slowly but shows signs of progress.

Most activity, is in Brooklyn.
CDU union has finished a survey

of working conditions from*^ Albany
to New York, down tiirough Massa-
chusetts, Connecticut and . most ot
New England, finding that- 65% of
cashiers, doormen and ushers were
being used for other duties, besides
those for which they were hired.

Greatest abuses uncovered in up-
per New. York and New England
where the potential members of the
CDU double as candy clerks. In
New York some help is used in the
cloakrooms, And for relief in wash-
rooms. Also claim evasions of the
Wage-Hour bill on overtime.
Fund is being set up to publicize

the lATSE in order to change the
present public idea of the organiza-
tion and make' it known as the In-
ternational Alliance of Theatre and
Stage Employees rather than just as
a stagehands' union.

It's On Again Between

Hammons-Wamer On GN

Grand National Pictures Corp. and
Fine Arts ' Pictures have rejoined
forces, following recent news of dis-
sension which led to an announce-
ment by Earle W. Hammons and
Franklyn Warner that FiM had with-
drawn from its producing obligation
to Grand National,
Hammons and Warner issued a

statement yesterday (20) that a new
contract has been signed by both
whereby FA will continue produc-
tion of scheduled 26 pictures for GN
release. ' An additional series of six
high-budget filmis will also be ihade
for GN by Warner.

Totalitarianism Gangs
Up on One Pitt Manager

Pittsburgh, Dec. 20.
Gabe .Rubin, manager, of Art

Cinema, foreign film site here, is

over the Soviet-made 'Professor
Mamlock' in face of permanent boy-
cott threat made by Catholic organi-
zation representing 250,000 members.
Head of religious 'group phoned
Rubin few days after picture opened,
condemned it as Communistic prop-
ganda and told operator that unless
he yanked film the ban would be
invoked, immediately. Art Cinema
manager, however, decided to chance
it, taking action opposite to that of
Barry last week when that house
pulled 'Fight for iPeace,' after four
days because of similar circum-
stances.

Barry's case, however, was slightly
different. In addition to sounding
boycott warning. Catholic groups
also picketed house all day long. So
far. Art Cinema hasn't had to con-
tend with any placard paraders out
front.

In past, when playing Soviet films.
Art Cinema has heard scattered pro-
tests about propaganda content but
always from scattered individuals.
This is the first time and organized
group has ever came out flat-footed
with boycott challenge.

Theatre, management and 'Mam-
lock' also came in for thorough lam-
basting in Catholic press locally. Sit-
uation leaves Art Cinema up a tree.
With German, Italian and Polish pix
out for obvious reasons, Rubin is
pointing out that leaves only Russian
and French product for him to play
and latter is spotty here.

To Appeal Sabbath Rap

Cambridge, 0„ Dec, 20.
Attorneys for the Cort theatre will

appeal $50 fines imposed on manager
Dan GiUiula and three employes on
charge of violating an ordinance pro-
hibiting Sunday films.

The fines were set by Mayor
Homer Sheppard after the defend-
ants were found guilty in municipal
court. The theatre opened on a
Sunday to test the Sabbath ordi-
nance, repeal of which was rejected
by voters at the Nov. 8 election.

BEP READIES THBEE
Hollywood,. Dec. 20.

Sol Siegel signed three writers for
as many films on the Republic lot,

Joseph Moncure March goes to
work on 'Doctors Don't Tell,' Doris
MaUoy on 'Lady in the. News,' and
M. Coates Webster on an original
Higgins Family story.

HAYSITES FIRM

ONITAUAN

STAND

The Italian government decree,

which becomes effective after Dec.

31 next, on distribution of films i

Italy was the most vital subject dis-

cussed at the regular quarterly meet-

ing of the Hays office yesterday

(Tuesday) afternoon. Revealed anew
that all major companies were pre-
paring to withdraw Dec. 31, picture
executives claiming they were being
forced out by the terms of the Italian
decree.
George J. Schaefer was elected to

the board of directors to represent
RKO in place left vacant by Leo
Spitz.

Directors were told of plans to
make features for the N. Y. and
Frisco fairs.

Regular session adjourned until
Jan. 4, members of board attending
being Barney Balaban, Nate Blum«
berg. Jack Cohn, E. W. Hammons,
K B. Hatrick, WUl Hays,. Frederick
L, Herron, Sid Kent, Murray Silver^
stone and SChaefer.

OUSTER SUIT OVER FOX,

DETROIT, THEATR&BLDG

Detroit, Dec. 20.

Charging laxity, a petition asking

ouster of Dave Idzal and Union
Guardian Trust Co. as co-trustees of

the Colwood Co,, owner of Fox the-^

'

atre and building, was filed in Fed-
eral court here last week. Judge
Ernest O'Brien will hear the case
this week.
Three bondholders, represented by

Harris W. Wienner, allege that
trustees have failed to put into effect
a lease agreement formulated under
approval of Judge O'Brien on Jime
15, 1937, when Colwood was re-
organized. As result, the petition
charges, bondholders have lost
aroimd $75,000 to date.
Under the reorg plan, the newly-

created Fox Michigan Corif., with
the Skouras Bros, in control was to
operate 5,000rseat theatre under 15-
year lease with a minimum rental of
$125,000 yearly, plus a percentage of
grosses over specific figure.

It has been reported from time to
time that Skouras would turn the
Fox over to George W. Trendle, prez
of united Detroit . theatres (Par
subsid), for operation. Several
Mtches developed, however, includ-
ing the Government's drive on thea-
tre chains, and these have delayed
actual leasing of the spot, either to
Skouras or Trendle. Latter now ope-
rates string of 15 theatres in Detroit,
including four big downtown spots.
Trendle's Michigan, long a vaud-

fihn rival of the Fox, novir managed
by Idzal, has been on dual film policy
for past six months. It's believed
that, in event Trendle gets. Fox,
only one of two vaudfilmers would
be run as such, with fleshless one tak-
ing the pick of pooled flickers.

marshal Ney' Book

In $250,000 M-G Sdit

Charlotte, N. C, Dec. 20.

Legette Blythe, reporter on the
Charlotte (N. C.) Observer, filed suit

for $250,000 in Federal court here
against Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and
Loew's, Inc., charging that a picture
dealing with the life of Marshal Ney,
entitled 'The Bravest of the Brave,'
was a 'steal' of Blythe's 'Marshal
Ney: A Dual Life.' Blythe sets forth
in his complaint that he spent four
years prior to Jan. 15, 1937, writing
the book, and that the work con-
tained a large amount of material
wholly original with the plaintiff.
Blythe also alleges that in April

of last year the book was submit-
ted to the defendants, and was read
by its directors, agents and em-
ployees, and was in possession of the
defendants at the time the picture,
'Bravest of the Brave' was produced
by them.
The Blythe book; published in the

U. S. and England, deals with Ney's
life as a marshal under Napoleon in
France and the supposition that he
came , to America and became a
North Carolina schoolmaster.
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SELF-REG VAMPS TILL

FOR QUICK OK

Acceptance* by Any of

tbe Trade Bodies—Sev-

eral Rejected or Attacked

the First Draft—^Parleys

After Jan. 1 to Reframe

Lanffuage, Etc,

EXHIBS TO ACT

'ih» outlook being cloomy for

early ratification of a trade practices

program, following several rejections

and attacks but no acceptances, ses-

sions of attorneys for both sides wiU
probably be held after the holidays

to discuss the legal language of the

first draft, certain objections to the

language used, and other phases or

changes that may be demanded. This

will no doubt be the next step rather

than discussion as to the basic prin-

ciples of the draft, it is indicated by
W. F. Rodgers, general sales manager
of Metro, who is spokesman for the

distributor group.
Returning from the Coast Monday

(19); Rodgers stated no meetings
among distributors or their attor-

neys have been set and probably
wouldn't be until after the holidays.

By that time all of the 10 independ-
ent exhibitor organizations which
were furnished drafts of the first

trade practice program worked out
should have given their answers.

Allied States Assn. may delay its

official answer until Jan. 15 when it

holds its annual convention.
Will Try foT Changes

Rodgers indicated that it was
more likely that the attorneys for

distributors, as well as toi the vari-

ous exhibitor organizations, would
huddle next on the trade practice

draft, rather than the' distribs them-
selves. There may be meetings, how-
ever, among the distribs, while if it

is seemingly impossible to effect-

satisfactory changes in the proposals
made 'through counsel, the distrib

committee may have to negotiate
certain points all over again with the
^xhib committees. This would
necessitate the calling to New York
ofl the negotiating committees of the
yarious indie groups involved.
Pending any early ' anticipated, an-

^er from the two large ns^tional

exhibitor bodies, Allied and the 'Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, the Initial trade practice
draft submitted to the 10 organiza-
tions, has been rejected by three
localized units. These are the In-
dependent Theatre Owners of South-
era California; the Independent The-
atre Owners Assn. of New York, and
the Theatre Owners & Managers of
the Rocky Mountain Region, Inc. All
flatly rejected the first draft sent
them.
The ITOA of -N. Y. took particular

exception to the point in the draft
worked out by distributors which
concerned agreement by both exhibs
and distribs that every effort would
be made to eliminate falsification of
gross receipts when pictures were
played under percentage. ITOA
deemed this to be 'a reflection on the
integrity and honesty' of the exhibi-
tor.

Rocky Mt. Exhibs Spurn
Proposed Self-Reg Plan

Denver, Dec. 20.
Turning down of the proposed fair

trade practice agreement proposed
by the producers-distributors Was
the only business transacted at a
special meeting of the Theatre Own-
ers and Managers of the Rocky
Mountain Region. The exhibs felt
the agreement gave up but a few
crumbs, and even then such as they
Were would not become effective un-
til the '39-40 season. The vote to
reject was unanimous.
The board o£ directors was in-

structed to formulate new demands
along the lines originally proposed
by the Rocky Mountain group, which
mcluded a straight 20% cancellation
clause,

, selling of shorts separately

and not forcing them with features,
elimination of the score charge, and
they are expected to. again urge that
exchange managers be given wider
latitude in making deals and arrang-
ing settlements of differences. Local
exhibitors claim present arrange-
ments make the exchange managers
little more than office boys as far as
exhibitors are concerned.
Carryover of big pictures from the

end of one selling season to the next,
to promote sales for the new year,
has long been a sore spot among
local exhibitors and they will also
protest continuation'of such practice.

Cal. rrO Head Balks

At Exhib Reform Draft
Los Angeles, Dec. 20.

Disappointment over the prelimi-
nary draft of reforms submitted to
exhibitors by the Distributors' Com-
mittee of the National. Trade Practice
Conferences was expressed by Albert
Galston, head of the Independent
Theatre Owners of Southern Cali-
fornia.

In a letter to William F. Rodgers,
of the distributors committee, Gal-
ston said:

'We cannot believe that the com-
mittee was unanimous in the final

adoption of their draft. It is our duty
to continue negotiationsj and we be-
lieve the subsequent sessions will
bring about a more' complete
adoption of the balance of our
points.'

SISTROM TO LONDON

FOR RKO'S 'SAINT'

Hollywood, Dec. 20.

William Sistrom returned to RKO
after an absence of six months and
leaves for England in January to
supervise 'The Saint in London,'
third of the Saint series.

George Sanders, currently playing
the name role in 'The Saint Strikes
Back,' gets the same spot in the
British RKO production.

Exhibs' Peeve

New York exhibitor leaders
returning from - attending vari-
ous MPTO conventions in the
southwest, middlewest and
south, express keen interest in
the trade practice parleys, but
are much disappointed, both at
the delay in arriving at any de-
cision in present conferences
and also that more progress had
not been made previously.

Recently, exhibitors at these
meetings claimed that the entire

trade practice situation should
have been taken up and settled

two years ago.

Jitterbug Contests h
Film Houses Use Discs

But Union Stops It

Philadelphia, Dec. 20.

Musicians* Local has cradced
down on houses running jitter-

bug contests to the tunes of phono-
graph, records. Jumbo and Dante
Theatres, both indies, were first to

feel the threats. They replaced the
wax with five-piece bands. Warner
hovises have been using live music
all along for their contests.

Plans now under way here for a
traveling jitterbug contest to make
the rounds of indie houses, although
the stunt as a b. o. builder has pretty
well worn itself out now. WB has
given up the contests entirely.

Brennan Gets a Lift

Hollywood, Dec. 20.

Walter Brennan gets a fattened
role in 'Stanley and Livingstone' at

20th-Fox as result of his work in

'Kentucky:' Darryl Zanuok sent the
screenplay back for rewriting.

Nancy Kelly was assigned to the
femme lead, with iSpencer Tracy
playing Stanley.

Despite New Wage-Hour RuOng,

ExUbs Qaim They Are Exempt

K-A-O PFD. DECLARES

$3.50 DIVVY DEC. 23

Keith - Albee - Orpheum declared

$8.50 dividend on the 7% preferred
payable Dec. 23 to stock on record
Dec. 19. Divvy is being paid out
of .capital surplus. It covers the
quarters ending Dec, 31, 1935, and
the one ending on March 31, 1936.

Stanley Co. of America, Warner
Bros, subsidiary, showed a net profit

of $2,063,703 for tibe year ended Aug.
27 last. After adjustment of reserve,
additional profits from sales of capi-
tal assets and discounts and deduc-
tion of dividends declared during the
year, the company had an earned
surplus on Aug. 27 of $5,007,582 to
carry to the balance sheet.

Stanley Co. paid out $723,877 in
dividends for the past .fis<;al y«ar.
The net income before other income,
tax deductions and other charges
amounted to $6,244,749.

Cinecolor's Divvy

Hollywood, Dec 20.

Cinecolor, Inc., pays total-diwy of
$12,210, Dec. 23, to holders of com-
mon shares. Similar dividend was
paid last June. Company's iiew
$150,000 plant in Burbank will be
ready for operation Jan. 15.

*DOC' FOR BUCaUET
Hollywood, Dec. 20,

Metro assigned Harry Bucquet to
direct the second of the *Dr. Kildare'
series with Lew Ayres in the top
role.

Shooting starts soon after New
Years.
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While the- latest ruling of general
counsel Calvin Magruder of the U.S.
Labor Department'j wage-hour di*

vision indicates that, federal regU"
lators expect the bulk of film b^sl«.

nesd. to comply with this new law,
the 'industry has received no notice

of change from the old ruling of
about a month ago exempting ex^
hibitors from coming under wagie-

hour regulations.

because of the large number Of
film theatres operating in the U.S./

the exhibition end of the business
naturally is interested in any cha,nge

having to do with their operations,.

As the ruling stands, picture houses
have been classified so as to. be en-
tirely exempted .from complying
with the rules on maximum houri
and mioimum wages.
Exhibitors identified with larger

circuits already are paying consider-
able more than present wages and
are employees worked less than the.

minlmuin hours required by the new
U. S. law.
However, the wage-hour statute

woidd hit smaller theatres, the ones
least able to comply with the stipu-
lations and still continue a profitable

business. This is because of part
time jobs given ushers, doubling up
of workers and often using members
of the exhibitor's own family in
these smaller operations.

BD MATTER

. Hoilywbpd, Deq. 20.

National
,
^bor Relations Board

today (Tue»tey) removed the Screen

Writers Ouild case from ih& hands

of the Jjon Angeles tegional director

I and made it a board iCase. ' "B^tasxiL

Alpert, fecial NLKB representative,

notified attorneys for prpduceri of

the action and stated that if unfair

labor practice compliaints. ate issuied

against major companies they will tie

signed personally by. three members
of the board.
Action followed three weeks* In*,

yestlgation. by ..Alpert when Dr.
Towne Nylander, JNLBB regional di-
rector, declined to issue complaints
after producers failed to recognize
SWG certification as the exclusive
bargaining representative for all

scriveners. Nylander had criticized
action of SWG negotiators in walk*
ing out j>f meeting with company
executives and had suggested further,
effort be made to reach an agree-'
ment
Attorneys for producers are puz»

zled over the action^ but several, ex-
pressed an opinion that the regional
director had felt complaints were not
warranted and that- writers had
brought pressure to bear on the
board. Tops in SWG said that the
complaint was being amended to
make charges more serious. Ex-
pressed, confidence complaints, will be
issued and trial ordered for about
Jan. U.

Mystery by the Mile

Hollywood, Dec. 20,

Paramount bought 11 magazine
mystery yams by Frank Gruber, to

be produced with Lynn Overman in
the role of Oliver Quade, chief

character of the series.-

Stories are, 'Brass Knuckles,' •OeatH
at the Main,' 'Murder on the IlOd*
way,' 'Ask Me Another,' TietUres tyt-

Death,' 'Trailer Town,' '!beath on
Eagle Crag.' 'Rain, the KiUer,' 'Dog
Show Murder,' 'Forced Landing' and
Death Sits Down.'
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L A. Downpour Adds to Pre-Santa

Woes; 'Heart'-'River Day-Dale,

Los Angeles, Dec. 20.

One ot the two traditionally bad
-weeks of show business handed out
Its customary wallop to, the Ii. A.
first runs currently, and grosses wiU
reach lowest point in many months.
Most of houses are fortified with
better than average pictures, which
they hope will stave off ruinous
trade, and many are rushing in pre-
views wherever they see a.chance to

bolster.
Torrential rains no help,- either.

Estimates -for This Week
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,024;

30-40-55-75)—'There Goes My Heart'
(UA) and 'Up River' (20th) dual.
Holiday shopping along the boule-
vard cutting m heavily and best in
sight is $7,000. Last week, 'Shining
Hour' (M-G) and 'Spring Madness'
(M-G), okay $10,200.

Downtown (1,800; 30-40-55-65)—
TPatrol' and 'Nancy', dual. Should
wind up with -$10,000. Last week,
•'Heart of North' and 'Comet Over
Broadway' fell off to very disappoint-
ing $6,200.

Four Star (F-WC-UA) (900; 40-55)
—•Citadel' (M-G) (5th week). Comes
off Christmas eve after profitable 5%
weeks. Current stanza off with rest
of town for $2,000, after fourth
week added $3,300.

iBoUyttrood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55-
65)—'Dawn Patrol' and 'Nancy Drew'
dual. Pacing for $12,000. Last week
'Heart North' and 'Comet' feU off to

dismal $5,300.

Fantages (Pan) (2,812; 30-40-55)—
*Little Tough Guys' (U) and 'Smash-
ing Spy Rmg' (Col) dual. Fighting
the ' holiday" rush along Hollywood
Blvd. and will be lucky if hitting
$4,500. Last week 'Miss Manton'
(RKO) and 'Man to Remember'
(RKO) showed surprising strength
with $7,700 in the till.

Paramount (Par) (3,595; 30-40-55)—^'Say It French' (Par) and stage
show. Say it in any language it's

downright bad at $8,000. Last week,
'Thanks for Memory' <Par), -weak-
enepl as stanza progressed and wound
up with slightly in excess of $9,000,
pretty poor.

ItKO (2,872; 30-46-5S) 'Little

Tough Guys' (U) and 'Spy Ring'
(Col) duat Downtown biz away off

SQ $5,500 okay. Last week, 'Miss
Manton' (RKO) and. 'Man Remember'
(RKO), prbfltable at $7,200.

State (Loew-Fox). (2,414; 30-40-55-
75)—*rhere Goes Heart' (UA) and
'Up River' (20th) dual. Doing okay
considering' Christmas opposition
with $9,200 probable. Last week,
.'Shining Hour' (M-G) >and 'Sjpring
Madness' (M-G), neat $12,500.

United Artists (F-WC> (2,100; 30-
40-55)r-.'Shinihg Hour' (M-G) and
'Spring Madness* (M-G) dualv Move-
over of this brace not calcttlated to
cause any optiinisnii as $2,400 attests.

Last week, 'Young Heart' (UA) and
•Always Troubli? (20th), brutal
$1,800.

Wllslilre (F-WC) (2,296; 30-40-55
65):— 'Shining, Hour* (M-G) and
'Spring M^dqess* (M-G) dual. Not
hitting strong pace on moveover with
answer about $4,100. Last week,
•Young Heart' (UA) and 'Always
Trouble! (20th), only so-so $4,400.

Montreal Shoppers

Give Waltz' $6,000
Montreial, Dec. 20.

Stores open to 11 p.m. every night
and weather agreeable lor shopping.
Stand-out of week will be 'Great
Waltz' at Palace pacing for good
$6,000. Loew's Vaude will run eight
days to Friday (23) and looks for
$5,500. ,

Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)t-

•Great Waltz' (M-G). Heading for
$6,000, good. Last week 'Hot to
Handle' (M-G) n.s.g., $4,000.

^ Cjipltol (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)—
*Heart North' and 'Devil's Party,'
dual. Looking for $4,500, fair. Last
week 'Brothfer Bat' and 'TorchyMan'
poor,. $3,000.

Loew's (CT) (2,800; 25-34-40)—
•Girls on Probation' and vaude.
Eight days to Friday (23) paced at
$5,500, good enough. Last week
'Road to Reno' (U) and vaiide,
$6,000, good.

Princess (CT) (2,300; 25-34-50)—
•Arkansas Traveler' (Par) and
•Thanks for Memory' (Par). Above
average program sighting $3,500,
good. Last week 'Around Corner'
(20th) and 'Meet Girls' (20th), $2,000,
floperoo.

Orpbeum (Ind) (1,100; 25-40-50)—
'Cowboy and J^ady' (UA) (3d wk).
Pic has outstayed welcom?. At
$1,000, bad. Last week $2,000, poor.
'Cinema de Paris (France Film)

(600; 25-50)—'Paix sur le Rhin,' nice
$1,600. Last week repeat, of 'Pepe
le Moko' good enough $1,000.

Sir Qenls (France-Film) (2,300; 20-

.84)T-'Wuits de Feu' and 'Tigre du
Beiigale.' Okay $3,000. Last week
*Nults de Prince' and 'L'Escadrille de
1$. Chance' good enough $3,500<

1 t !

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross

This Week $199,100

(Based on 11 theatres)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $234,200

{Based on 12 theatres)

'MEMORY' BEST

D. C. MUSCLE,

$4,500

Washington, Dec. 20.

Tops for town this week will be
$12,000, being eked out by 'Christ-

mas Carol,' exactly two-thirds of av-
erage at Capitol, ace Loew vaude
spot. Only thing really showing a
profit, outside of second week of

The Citadel,' is 'Thanks for the
Memory,' which is getting solid av-
erage at Columbia, usual second run
house, and which boys now wish
they'd put into Capitol.

Estimates (or This Week
Catpitol (Loew) (3.434; 25-35-40-66)

—'Christmas Carol' (M-G) and
vaude. Failing to tune of $12,000.

Last week 'Dramatic School' (M-G)
and vaude, weak $15,000.

Columbia (Loew) (1,234; 25-40)—
Thanks for Memory' (Par). First

run in normally second-run spot get-
ting good $4,500. Last week 'If King'
(Par) (2d run), same figure.

Earle (WB) (2,216; 25-35-40-66)—
'Heart of the North'- and vaude.
'Gang Busters' on stage some help,
but combo will- flop through to sick
$11,000. Last week 'Comet Over
Broadway' and vaude dropped to pa-
thetic $9,000.

Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 35-55)—
'Storm' (U). Muddling along with
$5,000. Last week 'Little Tough Guys'
(U), same figure.

Met (WB) (1,600; 25-40)-.'Angels'
(2d run). Second week ot repeat
holding.' toward . $3,500. Last week
same pic took good $5,200.
Palace (Loew) (2,242; 35-55)—

'Citadel' (UA) (2d wk). Holding
nicely for $8,000. Last week same
pic collected good $17,000.

^Drums' Velvety $4,000,

'Carol' 3G, Okla. City
Oklahoma City, Dec. 20.

'Drums' hefty $4,000 at State.
'Christmas Carol' keeps Tower on
fltst-nm with okay $3,000.

Estimates for This Week
' Criterion (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)—

'Service De Luxe' (U). Just fair $5,-
300. Last week 'Shining Hour' (M-
G), slow $4,500.
Liberty (Stan) (1,200; 20-25)—

'Thanks for Memory' (Par) and
'Myste^ous Rider' (Par) split with
'Last Express' (U) and .'Swing Cheer'
(U). Okay $2,500. Last week 'Youth
Fling* (U) and 'Exposed' (U) split
with "Up River* (20th) and 'Road
Demon' (20th), $2,100, slow.
Midwest (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)—

'Hard to Get.' Looking for $4,500.
Last weeir 'Angels,' $5,500.

State (Noble) (1,100; 20-25-40)—

•Drums' (UA). Into velvet at $4,000.

Last week 'I Am Law' (Col) (2d

wk), $2,000.

Tower (Stan) (1,000; 25-35)—
'Christmas Carol' (M-G). Okay $3,-

000. Last week 'Dr. Kildare' (M-
G), so-so $2,500.

HEARr DUALm lOG, ntov.

Providence, Dec. 20.

Best biz being turned in at the
State where 'There Goes My Heart'
and 'Smashing the Spy Ring' are
clocked at $10,000.
Loew's inaugurating late show pol-

icy from day before Xmas to Jan. 2.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 25-35-50)—

'Comet Over Broadway' and 'Last

Express' (U). .Paced for weak $4,-

500. Last week, 'Gangster's Boy'
(Mono) and 'Next Time Marry'
(RKO), so-so $5,000. .

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 25-35-
50)—'Sisters' and 'Broadway Mus-
keteers' (2d run). Should ring up
fair $3,000. Last week, 'Submawne
Patrol' (20th) and 'Road Demon*
(20th) (2d run). $3,500, okay.
Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 25-35-40)—

'His Exciting Night' (U) and vaude.
Aiming toward fairish $6,000. Last
week, 'Slave Ship' .(20th) and vaude,
held for nice $7,500.

State (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50)—
•Goes My Heart* (UA) and 'Smash-
ing Spy Ring' (Col). Heading for
nice $10,000. Last week, 'Dramatic
School' (M-G) and 'Spring Madness'
(M-G) closed with swell $11,600.

Majestic (Fay) (2,300; 25-35-50)—
'Garden Moon.' Disappointing $5.-

000. Last week, 'Sisters' and 'Broad-
way Musketeers' cari'ied to $8,000.

Strand (Indie) (2;200; 25*35-50)—
'Little Adventuress* (Col) and
'Crime Takes Holiday' (Col). Opened
yesterday. (20). 'Stand Accused'
(Rep) and 'Higgins Family' (Rep)
closed Monday night (19) after five-

day run which netted poor $3,000.

Last week, 'King Alcatraz' (Par) and
'Camous Confessions' (Par), nice
$6,000.

'CAROl'-TECK'S BOY'

FAR $5,000, BtlFF.

Buffalo, Dec. 20.

This week's figures leave little to
choose ampng, although the notice-
able feature of the week is that the
usual low bracket houses show only
slight shrinkages from ordinary
grosses, while the deluxers are tak-
ing the rap. With downtown retail
establishments reporting best busi-
ness in years, the box offices were
sure "to suffer.

Estimates for This Week
Bnffalo (Shea) (3.500; 30-35-55)—

'Dramatic School' (M-G). Rpck bot-
tom around $8,500. Last week 'An-
gels,' $14,000.
Century (Shea) (3,000; 25-35)—

'Heart of North' and 'Torchy Man.'
Around $6,000. Last week 'Up River'
(20th) and 'Sharpshooters' (20th),
$5,500.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 30-50)

—'Crooked Mile' (Pat) and 'Flirt-

ing With Fate' (M-G). N.s.h. $6,000.
Last week 'Goes My Heart' (UA),
$6,500.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 25-40)—'Christ-

mas Carol' (M-G) and 'Peck's Bad
Boy' (RKO). Fair $5,000. Last
week, 'Spring Madness* (M-G) and'
'Down on Farm' (20fh), $4,600.
Lafayette (Ind.) (3,300; 25-35)—

•Lady Objects' (Col) and 'Reforma-
tory' (Col). Down around $5,000.
Last week 'Gangster's Boy' (Mono)
and 'Road to Reno' (U), okay $7,500.W GracefuDy Waltzes to Pitt

Lead, $13,000; monastery' $3,300

Pittsburgh, Dec. 20.
'Great Waltz,' at the Penn, is push-

ing the figures comfortably into the
black.

Stanley's hope for some business
out of a novelty 'battle of swing'
between Gray Gordon and Mike
Riley bands has gone awry. Alvin,
Warner, and Senator, all with duals,
are exploring the bottomlands. Ful-
ton's 'Monastery' is not too bad.

Estimates for ^s Week
Alvin (Harris) (1,850; 25-35-50)—

•Up River' (20th) and 'Always
Trouble' (20th). Mild $4,000.. Last
week, 'Gangster's Boy' (Mono), $5,-

500, fair.

Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 25-40)—^'Monastery' (Indie). Special drive
on religioiis organizations helping it

hold head above water with $3,300,
mild. Last week, revivals of 'Miss
Marker' (Par) and 'Mississippi' (Par)
best here in some weeks, $3,400.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-

50)—'Great Waltz' (M-G). Respond-

ing nicely to extended campaign. In-
cluding waltz contest, direct mail,
extra newspaper space. At $13,000
comfortably in black and best in
town. Last week, 'If King' (Par),
$12,500, fair.

Senator (Harris) (1.800; 25-40)—
'Personal Secretary' (U) and 'I Stand
Accused' (Rep). In the doldrums at
$1,600. Last week, 'Submarine Pa-
trol' (20th) moved here after first
week at Alvin. gave house first ray
of light at $2,400.
Stanley (WB) (3,600: 25-40-60)—

'Heart of North* and Grray Gordon
and Mike Riley bands. Heading for
sad $13,0001 Last week, 'Dramatic
School' (M-G) with Eleanore Whit-
ney, Ben Blue and Gangbusters on
stage; lively $18,800.
Warner CWB) (2,000; 25-40)—

'Flirting with Fate' (M-G) and 'BuU-
dog Drummond' (Par). Scant $3,200.
Last week, 'Spring Madness' (M-G)
and 'Illegal Traffic' (Par), weak
$3,400.

'SchooIVCarof Fair $12,000 In

Frisco; H.O.s Okay, Rest Uniping

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $1,140,800

(Based on 25 cities, 163 thea-
tres, chlejly first runs, including

N. Y.)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year .$1,124,400

(Based on 22 cities, 154 theatres)

BOB CROSBY DPS

MER' TO m
m/S. INDPLS.

Indianapolis, Dec. 20.

With the town's two largest first-

run bouses—Indiana and the Circle

—

'closed, for repairs' during. the week
before Christmas, the vaudfilm Lyric

is reaping the benefit with a strong

combination of Bob Crosbisr's orches-

tra on the stage and 'Up the River'

as the film. Gross will be one of the

best at the house in recent weeks
with the credit being assigned to

Crosby's power.

Loew's with 'Drums' and 'Smashing

the Spy Ring' oh a dual and the
Apollo with 'Say It in French' and
'Ride a Crooked Mile' are -faring
moderately well.

Estimates for Thb Week
Apollo (Katz-Dolle) (1.100; 25-30-

40)—'Say French' (Par) and 'Crooked
Mile' (Par). Can't see over $3,200.
just fair. Last week 'Peck's Bad
Boy* (RKO) and 'His Exciting Night'
(U), $1,900, bad.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)—

'Drums' (UA) and 'Smashing Spy
Ring' (Col). Former- pic given
plenty of attention in campaign, but
results are nothing extra at $5,000.

Last week 'Young Heart' (UA) and
'Listen Darling' (M-G) was .good at
$8,500.
Lyric (Olson) (1,900; 25-30-40)—

'Up River' (20th) and Bob Crosby
orchestra on stage. Latter given ex-
tra exploitation and all the credit for
the dandy biz in spite of the tradi-
tional week-before-Xmas slump.
Everything's rosy at $13,500, excel-
lent. Last week 'Road Demon'
(20th) and Hal Kemp's band on stage
did $12,200, very good.

'MEMORr 16y2G, B'KLYN

Temple Dual $15,000, 'Madness' 13G,
'Bengal'-Blackstone 12G

Brooklyn, Dec. 20.
Biz is not altogether dismal, de-

spite Xmas, with several : houses
keeping heads above water. Fabian
Paramount is showing 'Thanks for
Memory' and 'Comet Over Broadway,'
and will come out in the black, as
will Strand with Blackstone on siage
and 'Storm Over Bengal' on screen.
Albee with 'Just Around the Cor-
ner,' the Shirley Temple starrer, and
•While New York Sleeps' is doing
okay.
Another indication that downtown

vaude policies are affecting the
nabes is evidenced in reopening of
Rivera theatre in Bedford area with
films and regular array of vaude
starting Christmas day. More new
headaches for motion picture house
operators since nimiber of downtown
saloons and grog houses began flash-
ing 16 mm stuff on screens over the
bars. Even kids are beginning to
sneak in for gander at the pics.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (3,274; 25-35-50)—'Around

Corner' (20th) and 'While New York
Sleeps' .(20th) plus Disney's 'Ferdi-
nand the Bull.' Okay $15,000. Last
week 'Submarine Patrol' (20th) and
'Service de Luxe' (U). fine $18,000.
Fox (4.089; 25-50)—'Exposed' (U)

and 'Flight to Fame' (Col). Paced at
satisfactory $14,000. Last week
'Crime Takes Holiday' (Col) and 'Say
French' (Par), plus stage show, same
figure.

Met (3,618; 25-500—'Spring Mad-
ness' (M-G) and 'Flirting with Fate*
(M-G). At $13,000, quiet. Last
week 'Great Waltz' (M-G) and
'Listen Darling' (M^G), $16,500, first
rate.
.Paramonnt (4,126; 25-35-50)—

'Thanks for Memory' (Par) and
'Comet Over Broadway.' Nice $16,-
500. Last week 'Brother Rat' and
•Little Adventuress* (Col) (2d wk),
$15,000.
Strand (2,870; 25-50)—'Storm Over

Bengal' (Rep) and vaude featvu-ing
Blackstone, magician. Okay $12,000.
Last week 'Mr. Wong' (Mono) and
vaude, nifty $13,000.

San Francisco, Dec. 20.

Local show shops going through a
period of tapering biz' with the ap-
proach of the holidays. Warfield has
been particularly hard hit, biz at this

ace Fox-West Coast house having
touched new lows during the past
two weeks.
Most activity In town is at the

Orpheum, which is still dragging
them in with 'You CJan't Take It

With You,' now* in its fifth week;
and at the Fox, which still has 'Out
West with the Hardys.'

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-55-75)—

'West with Hardys' (M-G) and 'Dr.
Kildare' (M-G) .(2d wk). Holding up
well considering lame biz elsewhere.
Okay $11,500 spotted. Last week
held nicely to $20,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 35-55)—'Annabel' (RKO) and vaude. Al-

though stage show this week is un-
usually good 'Paradise Islands Re-
vue' with 60 native dancers being
featured, bill failed to catch on and
won't do better than $13,000. Last
week 'Exposed' (U) and Jane With-
ers on stage disappointing at $15,500.
Withers in on guarantee and per-
centage.
Orphenm (F&M) (2,440; 35-55)—

'Can't Take It' (Col) (5th wk). This
one has about two more weeks left
in it. Fifth week good at $7,000.
Last week healthy $10,000.
Paramonnt (F-WC) (2,740; 35-55-

75)—•Dramatic School' (M-G) and
•Christmas Carol' (M-G). Hardly
strong enough to drag them in. Some
matinee trade from the youngsters
can be credited to Dickens' story.
May get by with fair $12,000. Last
week (2d) for 'Citadel' (M-G) and
'Spring Madness' (M-G), none too
forte at $6,500.

St. Francis (F-WC)- (1,470: 35-55-
75)—'Angels' and 'Listen, Darling'
(M-G) (4th wk). Paced for $4,500.
Last week (3d) garnered fair enough
$5,500.
United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35-

55-65)—'Cowboy and Lady' (UA)
(5th wk). Mapaged to ride through
five weeks to pretty good returns.
Pinal week is on the listless side at
$4,000, but can't complain. Previous
stint brought" in okay $5,000.
Warfleld (F-WC ) • (2,680; 25-55-75)

—'Heart North' and 'Flirting with
Fate' (M-G). Although Warfleld has
plenty of color on the screen in the
Technicolor outdoor number, 'Heart
of the North,' biz is pretty pallid.
Color pictures very well liked here,
but this duo Is heading for so-so
$10,000. Last week 'Hard to Get*
and 'Comet Over Broadway' brutal
$7,000.

'Gtadel' Light $2J500,

Lmcoh; 'Can't Take It'

Tliird Session $1,800

Lincoln, Dec. 20.
Films don't seem to be the type for

b.o. excitement 'Citadel' and
•Sisters' heading for light money,
while 'Can't Take It with You' holds
on for third week at .the Varsity,
because "every effort Is being made
by this house to conserve its pie
strength and no good would come of
trying to buck the season. 'Can't
Take It' doing okay, however.
Film biz attention is focused on

the closed houses, especially the Or-
pheum- which is getting a real trim-mmg from the plaster out. Liberty
opened Saturday

. (17) under the
Nebraska Theatres. Inc., banner
(used to be an LTC house) to run
off sonie second run commitments.
Will shutter at the first of the year
for its remodeling and re-equiping.

Estimates for Tliis Week
Colonial (NTI - Noble - Monroe)

(750; 10-15)—'Where Buffalo Roam'
(Mono) and 'Adventures in Sahara
(Col). SpUt with 'Gang Bullets*
(Mono) and 'Law of Texan' (Col),
Getting by on $900. Last week
•Roamin' Cowboy' (Indie) and 'Flight
to Fame' (Col) split with •Crime
Takes Holiday' (Col) and 'Under Big
Top' (Mono) $1,000. all right.

Liberty (NTI-Noble) (1.200; 10-15)
--•Western Jamboree' (Rep) and
•Ladies in Distress' (Rep). Opening
the house and in for five days. Paced
for okay $700. Last week house was
dark.
Lincoln (LTC-Cooper) (1,600; 10-

25-35)—•Sisters' and 'Up River'
(20th). Moderate $2,300 in sight.
Last week 'Submarine' (20th) and
'Road to Reno' (U) $2,800, satisfac-
tory.

Stnart (LTC-Cooper) (1,900; 10-
25-40)—'Citadel' (M-G). Aiming to-
ward light $2,500. Last week 'West
with Hardys* (M-G), $5,100, 'okay for
10 days.
Varsity (NTI-Noble) (1.100; 10-

25-35)—•Can'.t Take It' (Col) (3d
wk). Will get about $1,800. pood.
Did $5,300 first week, and $3,000 on
second.
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Loop Vampin' TOl Santa Comes

And Goes; 'Shining Hour' Alone

OK at $14,000; BM Reopening S-L

Chicago, Dec. 20.

It's a dull week and little can be
done about it. This pre-Xmas ses-

sion has little to hearten it as- none
of the theatres is even bothering
with any' real attractions. Single ex-
ception is at the United Artists which
got away with 'Shining Hour' on Sat-

urday (17).

Chicago holds on with 'Young in

Heart/ though the show was' a dis-

appointment on its first session last

week. Flicker is in lor a fortnight's

commitment.
Balaban & Katz reopens the State-

Lake under its own banner on Satur-
day (24), with vaudfllm at pop scale.

This means a foursome of full-week
vaude stands in the loop. House- has
been entirely revamped at cost of
better than $60,000.

Oriental and Palace vaudfllm. is

under the pr«-Xmas influence cur-

rently and little will occur to

brighten the take at either place.
Estimates for This Week

Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)

—'Angels'. Took $6,800 last week,
and so-so $3,000 in this pre-Xmas
gkllop.
Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—

•Young in Heart' (UA) and stage

show. (2d week). Sticking despite

slumperoo of last week when it took
mild $25,600. Currently to a deep
carmine $19,000, one Of the worst
takes in a long while for this big
house.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65)—

'Kildare' (M-G). Maybe $3,000, okay
here for the week, Last week
'Comet' no' wow at $4,200.

Orrental (Jones) 3,200; . 25-30-40)—
•Five Of Kind' (20th) and vaude. In
the dumps with the rest of the the-

atres and slides to $11,000, meagre
stuff. Last week 'Breaking Ice'

(RKO) managed good $14,700,

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35.-55-65-75)

—'Annabel' (RKO) and vaude. House
has hit the skids in past few weeks
and continues the decline currently

with hardly $11,000, tearful. Last
week 'Storm' (U) a bit better but
stiU sad at $14,500.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-

75)— Stablemates' (M-G) (3d week).
Sticking it x>ut currently at $6,000.

Last week okay $9,500.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 35-55-
75)—'Shining Hour' (M-G). Opened
on Saturday (17) and only real entry
to try to buck pre-holiday slump and
will manage to do okay, considering
the calendar, with $14,000. Last
week 'Cowboy and Lady' (UA)
wound up a fair fortnight with
$7,800, so-so.

'SchooW $8,300,

Tarm'-Herbie Kay 8G,

Pacing K. C. Lineup

Kansas City, Dec. 20.

'Dramatic School* at the Midland
has a slight edge as a magnet among
the straight film houses^ but returns
are mediocre. Herbie Kay band at

the Tower is teamed with 'Down on
the Farm.' LeaderiShip lies between
these two houses, edge being virtu-
ally a toss-up.
Orpheum and Newman Juggling

opening dates for the commg week,
giving, extra play for their respective
programs. 'Ride a Crooked Mile' thus
plays eight days at the Newman. Or-
pheum drags out the split-week poli-
cy with two four-day programs, set-
ting its next week opening back to
Saturday (24). First time in year
split week seen here.
Newman is planning for a Friday

opening (in contrast to its usual
TTiursday policy), with Ben Blue and
stage show set for the holiday week.
Last week best effort was offered

by Henry Busse at the Tower, where
a new Sunday . attendance record at
the 40c admission scale was set up.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire and Uptown (820, 1,200; 10-

25-40) — 'Thanks for Everything'
(20th). Has season against it. Slow
at $4,500, combined total. Last week
•Up River' (20th) singled in both
houses totaled at $4,000, lazy.
Midland (Loew's) (3,573; 10-25-40)— Dramatic School' (M-G). and

•Smashing Spy Ring' (Col). At $8,300
it's a slight upping over last week,
when •Dr. Kildare^ (M-G) and 'Ci-
pher Bureau' (Col) dualled for slow-
est week in months, $7,000.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10-

25-40)—'Crooked Mile' (Par). Given
a solo run and stretched to eight days
to give house Friday opening next
week. In line with week's business
at $4,300. slow. Last week 'Say
French' (Par), and WLS National
Barn Dance show on the stage made
a fair showing at $7,000 after house
returned to 40c top from previous
week's 55c.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 10-25-40)— Broadway Musketeers' and 'Peck's

Bad Boy' (RKO). Back to duals
here after weeks of solo films. Pair
stays four days and gives way Tues-

day (20) for 'Girls on Probation* and
'Mr. Doodle' (RKO), also in for four
days. This brings house to Saturday
opening for Christmas week. Split
duals showing $5,000 for eight days.
Last week, .'Angels,' $4,100.
Tower (Fox-Midwest) (2,050; 10-

25-40)—'Down on Farm' (20th), with
Herbie Kay orchestra heading stage
show. Combo averaging better draw
than some others in here past few
weeks at $8,000, fair enough consider-
ing. Last week 'Secrets of Nurse*
(U), with Henry Busse band, $14,000
very 5ood, despite price cut from 55c
top.

'Hardys m,
'Cowboy UM
On H.a, Seattle

Seattle, Dec. 20.

'West with Hardys* and 'Christmas

Carol' at the Fifth Ave. dominate

the town with a swell $6,500 and
possible h. o. Second sesh of 'Cow-
boy and Lady' at the Paramount
also forte.

Hamrick-Evergreen h9uses now
cashing in on the 'employes good

will' advance ticket sale, which is

bringing some .added b. o. to the
various houses during the dismal
two weeks pre-Christmas. Sale con-
sidered successful. Coliseum theatre
won sales honors and ace prizes.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850; 32-37-42)—'Angels' and 'Meet
Girls' (20th). Dual moved over from
Orpheum and $2,500 indicated. Last
week, 'If King' (Par) and 'Ferdinand'
(RKO) (3d week), nice enough
$1,900.
Coliseum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(1,900; 21-32)—'Straight, Piece'

(20th), and 'Five of Kind' C •).

On six-day stretch $1,900, bad. Jt

week,., 'Marie Antoinette' (M-G) and
'Safety in Numbers' (20th), four
days, $1,500, slow.

Colonial (Sterling) (800; 10-21)—
'Highway Patrol' (Col) and 'County
Chairman* (20th) (reissue), dual,

split with third installment of 'Dick
Tracy Returns' (Rep). Looking for

$1,800, moderate. Last week, 'Pass-
port Husband' (20th) and 'Young
Fugitives' (U), dual, split with
Tracy Returns' (Rep) and 'Law of

Texans' (Col), dual, fair $2,000.

Fifth Avenue (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(2,349; 32-37-42)—'West with Hardys'
(M-G), and 'Christmas Carol' (M-G).
Big $6,500 and holdover ifi sight.

Last week, 'Hard to Get' and *Dr.

Kildare' (M-G), mild $5,000.
Liberty (J-vH) (1,800; 21-32-42)—

•Girls School' (Col) and 'Flight to

Fame' (Col). Headed for slow $3,-

600. Last week, 'Blondie' (Col) and
'Lady Objects* (Col), $5,000, good.
Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850; 32-37-42)—'Hard to Get' and
'Dr. Kildare' (M-G). Moved over
from Fifth Avenue. Slow $2,000.

Last week, 'Shi ing Hour* (M-G)
and 'Road Demon' (20th) (3d week),
$2,100.
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(2,600; 32-37-42)—'Youth Fling' (U)
and 'Storm' (U). N.s.h. $3,900. Last
week, 'Angels' and 'Meet Girls'

(20th), $4,300.

Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 16-27-

37_42)_'Juvenile Courf (Col) and
'Accidents Will Happen' pliis vaude.
Fair $3,500. Last week, '10th Ave.
Kid* (Rep) and 'Painted Desert'

(RKO) plus vaude. RoScoe Ates,

headliner, $4,700.
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(3,039; 32-37-42)—'Cowboy and Lady'
(UA) and 'Torchy Man' (2d week).
Good $4,500 indicated for eight days.

Last week, big $8,500.

Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-32)—
'Gangster's Boy* (Mono) and 'Hig-

gins Family' (Rep). Fair $1,800. Last
week. 'Mayerling' (Ind) (2d week),
$1,700.

^Variety' Remake First

On Doran-Dnrant Sked

Hollywood, Dec. 20.

New indie producing outfit, formed
by D. A. Doran and Tim Durant, gets

going early next month with

'Variety,' an early European silent,

as the first venture. Picture is

budgeted around $400,000, accordmg
to the producers.
Dickering for a major release.

First Runs on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

Week of Dec. 22

Astor—'Pygmalion' (M-G) (3d
Wk).
Capitol—'Sweethearts' (M-G).
(Reviewed in Current Issue)
Criterion — 'Blondie* (Col)

(22).
(Reviewed in Vabiety, Nov. 2)
Globe—'The Lady Vanishes'

(20th) (24).

Music Hal! — 'A Christmas
Carol' (M-G).
(Reviewed in Variety, Dec. 14)

Paramount — 'Artists and
Model Abroad' (Par) (21).
(Reviewed in Vaioety, Nov. 2)

Kialto—'Heart of North' (20).
(Reviewed in VAiOEiy, Dec. 14)

Rwxy—'Kentucky' (20th) (23).
(Reviewed in Current Issue)

Strand—'Dawn Patrol' (23).
(Reviewed in Variety, Dec. 14)

Week of Dee. 29
A s t o r—'Pygmalion* (M-G )

(4th wk).
Capitol—'Sweethearts' (M-G)

(2d wk).
(Reviewed in Current Issue)

Criterion — 'Ride a Crooked
Mile' (Par) (29).

(Reviewed in Vajoety, Dec, 7)

Music Hall—'A Christmas
Carol' (M-G) (2d wk).
Paramount — 'Artists and

Models Abroad' (Par) (2d wk).
Roxy—'Kentucky* (20th) (2d

wk).
Strand—'Dawn Patrol* (2d).

swims DEI.

TO $18,1

Detroit, Dec. 20.

Townsfolk spending oodles, but
little at the boxofJ^ces here. Fox,
with 'Girls School* ahd Major Bowes
'Swing School' imif on stage, doing
so-so, but looks like top in town.

Estfanates for This Week
Adams (Balban) (1,700; 30-40)—

'Storm' (U), plus 'Little Adventuress*
(Col), dual. Caught in shopping
jam, too, for $3,00.6. Last week bet-
ter $3,400 for 'Gangster*s Boy*
(Mono) plus 'Always Trouble* (20th).
Fox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)—

'Girls School' (Col) with Major
Bowes 'Swing School' tmit on stage.
Lotta school, but not so many stu-
dents, although looks for $18,000,
not too bad for season. Last stanza
bad $10,400 for 'Manton' (RKO) and
vaude,

Michigran (United Detroit) (4,000;
30.-40-65)-'Goes My Heart* (UA)
plus 'Storm Over Bengal' (Rep),
dual. Not more than $10,000, weak,
coming up. 'Dramatic School' (M-
G) and 'Spring Madness* (M-G) took
bad $9,700."

Palms-State (UD) (3,000; 30-40-50)—'Crooked Mile* (Par) plus 'Come
on Rangers' (Rep), dual. . Looks like
okay $6,000. Last week . $8,400 for
'Angels* (2d run) and •Western Jam-
boree' (Rep).
United Artists (UD) (2,000; 30-40-

65)—
• Snow White' (RKO) (reissue)

(2d week). After pulling in surprise
$10,000 last week when brought back
following pop demand, fantasy flicker
is headed for okay $5,000 currently.
Not hefty, but plenty good consider-
ing everything.

Tygmalion' at $14j

Sfaii^ B way;

Best On

Me $65,(

, 2d Wks., 25G-24G

Santa Claus is doing his stuff and
Broadway film hpuses are doing lit-

tle. In most theatres the new pic-

tures or the holdovers are secondary

in boxoffice strength.

Bucking the tide surprising well

is 'Pygmalion' at the Astor; 'Ad-

venture in Sahara,' at the (jrlobe, and
foreign-^made 'Ballerina,' in its sixth

week at the Little Carnegie where
holding to $4,500. It hit $6,500 On
its opening week here, a house rec-

ord, and at $4,500 now the French-
made is showing remarkable stam-
ina. This helps make up to. Arthur
Mayer for the slender $5,000 which
'Cipher Bureau' got at his Rialto on
the week ending Monday night (19).
With standing room at most per-

formances, 'Pygmalion' went to
$16,100 last week, its flrist, and cur-
rently on the holdover is going to
be around $14,000. As scaled at the
Astor, which seats only 1,012, with
a 55c. top weekdays, 65c. Saturdays-
Sundays, this is tremendous busi-
ness.
Music Hall will be lucky to hit

over $65,000 with 'Duke of West
Point,' feeble, but has company
among other stage show houses, in-
cluding the Roxy, Paramount and
State. Second week for 'Thanks For
Everything' at the Roxy, will prob-
ably be short of $25,000, just get-
ting by, while the State faces some
red at $15,000 or shade ' above with
'Great WaKz' and a- vaude show
including Tim and Irene, George
Beatty and Barney Rapp.
Par finished its second week last

night (Tuesday) with 'Thanks For
Memory' and Blue Barron orches^
tra, plus Shirley Ross, at $24,000, a
little profit. 'Artists and Models
Abroad,' with the Glen Gray Casa
Loma band, starts today (Wed.).
Another holdover that isn't strong
is 'West With Hardys,' this side of
$16,000. 'Flirting With Pate' a dud
at the Criterion, probably not over
$5,500.

'I^g* is the only holdover into
Christmas, new shows being sched-
uled everywhere. They include, in
addition to Par's new bill today, 'A
Christmas Carol' - at th6 Music Hall
and 'Sweethearts' at the Cap tomor-
row (Thurs.), followed on Friday
(23) by 'Kentucky' at the Roxy and
'Dawn Patrol,' plus Abe Lyman at
the Strand.
All lesser houses are also chang-

ing except for Rialto which yester-
day (Tues.) opened 'Heart of North/
The Rivoli on Xmas eve (24) te-
opens with 'Beachcomber.'

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012;. 25-40-55-65)—'Pyg-

malion' (M-G) (2d week). Terrific
business-getter, with $14,000 indi-
cated this week (2d). The first was
$16,100, which is capacity, plus
standing room. Smart profit is be-
ing shown despite small seating ca-
pacity end low scale.

Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—
•West with Hardys' (M-G) (2d-final
week). Up against pre-Christmas
but disappointing none the less;' less

than $15,000 on the holdover, after
being imable ' to. reach $25,000 last
week, the first. However, on the
two weeks, some profit.

Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'Flirt-
ing with Fate' (M-G). A slow-goer,

'Sweethearts' Sock 16& Cincy

MacDonald-Eddy Film Getting H.O.—'ScKoor N.S.H.

$e,000, 'Riyer'-Vaude $9,000

Cincinnati, Dec. 20.
'Sweethearts' is romping off with

b. o. laurels currently. Its sockeroo
mark for the Albee puts the buga-
boo of the trade saw about folks be-
ing theatre-shy the week before St.

Nick's visit. Pic will hold a second
week in the burg's biggest house,
which is a rarity. .Its hefty tug has
biz in the main close to last week's.
Palace is down under 'Dramatic

School' and 'Heart of North' is cold
for Keith's.
Vaudfilm Shubert, with "Up the

River' and the 'Jubilee Follies unit,
is having another week of bad biz.

Estimates for This Week
Albee RKO) (3,300; 35-42)—'Sweet-

hearts' (M-G). Socko $16,000. Will
hold for second week. Last week,
'Submarine Patrol' (20th), fair $9,000.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 35-42)—
'Young Heart' (UA) (2<I run). N.s.h.

$3,500. Last week, 'West with Hardys'
(M-G) (2d run), big $6,000.
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)—

'Road Demon' (20th), 'Mr. Wong'
(Mono), 'Exposed' (U), separate.

Fair $2,000, Last week, 'Storm' (U),
and 'West of Tombstone' (RKO),
split, garnered an average $2,100.
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 25-40)—

'West with Hardys' (M-G) (3d run).
Good $3,300. Last week, 'Angels* (3d
run), $2,800, so-so.

Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 35-42)—
'Heart of North.' Slow $3,500. Same
last week on 'Cowboy and Lady'
(UA) (2d run).

'

Lyric (RKO). (1,400; 35-42)—'Sub-
marine Patrol' (20th) (2d run). Not
showing any strength at $3,000. Last
week, 'Dark Rapture' (U), $4,500,
pleasing.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 35-42)—

'Dramatic School' (M-G). Awful
$6,000. Last week, 'Young Heart*
(UA), nice $11,000.
Shubert (RKO) (2,150; 35-40-60)—

'Up River' (20th) and 'Jubilee Fol-
lies' unit with Lew Parker and Ox-
ford Trio. Not getting aftywhere oil
$9,000. Ditto last week with 'Spring
Madness* (M-G) and 'Hollywo6d to
Broadway' revue, with Lola Lane
and Jack Durant

looking $5,500 tops. Last week,
•Storm Over Bengal' (Rep), $6,500,
fair.

Globe (1,274; 25-40-55)—'Advenr
tures in Sahara' (U). Should hit
$6,500 or bit above, pretty good for
this week. In ahead, 'Secrets of
Nurse' (U) wound up at $5,000, mild.

Palace (1,700; 23-35-55)—'Hard to
Get' (2d run), and 'Comet Over
Broadway' (1st run). Out last night
(Tues.) after six days, getting only
$6t000. 'Brother Raf (2d run) and
'While New York Sleeps' (20th) (1st
run) opens today (Wied.). Last
week's doubleton, 'Sub Patrol' (20th)
(2d run) and 'Service De Luxe' (U)
(1st run), $7,000.

Paramaunt (3,664; 25-35-55-85-99)—'Artists and Models' (Par) and
Glen Gray Casa Loma band opens
here today (Wed.), after two weeks
of 'Thanks for Memory' (Par) and
Blue Barron-Shirley Ross combina-
tion. Got $34,000 the first week and
$24v000 the second, fair profit.

Radio City Music Hall (5,920;. 46-
60-84-99-$l.65)—'Duke of West Foint'
(UA) and stage- show. Just puHs
house over the week before Christ-
mas at about $65,000. Last week,
•Dramatic School' (M-G), $60,000,
very sluggish. ' 'A Christmas Carol'
(M-G) and holdover of current
Xmas stage shows starts tomorrow
(Thurs.).

Rialto (750; 25-40-55>—'Heart of
North.' Opened here yesterday morn-
ing (TuesJ. Week for 'Cipher Bureau'
(GN) ending Monday night (19)
oi^y $5,000. anemic; while ahead of:

that 'Last Warning' (U) wasn't much
better at $5,400.

Rivoli (2,092; 25-55-75-85)—'Beadh-
comber' (Par) reopens house 'Christ-
mas eve at 8 p. m.
Roxy (5,836; 25-40-55-75)—'Thanka

for Everything' (20th) and stage
show (2d-final week). At only $36,-
500 last week (1st), a dangerous
holdover and lucky if hitting $25,000,
Gets house some velvet, however,i
over the worst weeks of the year.
'Kentucky' (20th) opens Friday (23).
Strand (2,767; 25-55^75-85) -r-

'Angels' and Ted Lewis, Eddie Leon-
ard and Shelton Brooks (4thr>fin^
week). Final stanza, around ^0,-
000. Last week (3d) $25,000.

State (3,450; 35-55-75)—'Great
Waltz' (M-G) (2d run) and vaude.
This m^kes it two weeks in a row
Qt a low £gure, indications this w&ek
being iQr only $15,000 or bit over.
Last week $16,000 was all that house
scored with 'Me'p with Wings' (Par)

.

(2d run») and the Cab Calloway band.

'Bknuiie'-'Meade' 5G,

'Carol' ?9,00(^;'W
Dual NSH 76, Omalia

Omaha, Dec. 20.

'Blondie,' dualled at Brandeis with
'Dr. Meade* had several good ties,

with Omaha World-Herald, which
prints the strip. Manager Bill Mis-
kell of Orpheum also tied with
newspaper on charity stunt With
passes to 'Christmas Carol.'
Competish In form of Fibbe^ Mc-

Gee- aiid company at Ak-Sar-Ben
Coliseum for two performances^
sponsored by Station WOW on char-
ity 4eaL

Estimates for This ^eek
Avenue - Dundee - Military (Gold-

berg) (950-810-650; 10-25) — Three
Loves' (M-G) and 'Straight, Place,
Show' (20th), dual, split with 'Hold
Co-ed' (20th), 'Secrets of Actress', and
'Hunted Men' (Par), tripler. So-so.
$2,000. Last week, 'Hot to Handle^
(M-G) and 'Rich Man' (M-G). diial,

split with 'Man Remember' (RKO),
•Annabel' (RKO) and •Dracula' (U-
reissue), tripler, $^1,900, mediocre.

Brandeis (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 10*
25-35-40)—'Blondie' (Col) and 'Dr.
Meade' (Col). Slated for nice $5.0001
Last week, 'Girls School' (Col) and
•Comet,' $4,000, middling.

Omaha (Blank) (2.200; 10-^5-40)—
'Great Waltz* (M-G) and 'Arrest
Drummond' (Par), Not so hot at
$7,000. Last week. 'Sisters' and 'Al-
ways Trouble' (20th), $6,500, so-so.

Orpheum (Blank) (3,000; 10-25-40)
—'Hard to Get' and 'Christmas Carol'
(M-G). Extra publicity should help
to $9,000, fairish. Last week. 'Algiers*
(UA) and 'Dr. Kildare' (M-G), $8,700,
very ordinary.

Town (Goldberg) (1,250; 10-20-25)
—'Port Missing Girls' (Mon), 'Over-
land Stage Raiders' (Rep) and 'Fugi-
tives for Night' (RKO), tripler, split
with 'Frontier Sctut' (GN), 'Straights
Place, Show' (20th) and Threfe od
Weekend' (GN), tdpler; n.g. $1.3fiiOw

Last week, 'Mysterr6us Rider* (Par);
'When Born' and 'Marines Here*
(Mon.), tripler, split with 'Speed to
Bum' (20th), 'Gateway' (20th) and
'Room Service' (RKO), tripler, $1,500,
good.
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ladness' $2JO/Sonata IG 4th Wk.

Minneapolis, Dec. 20.

•Jyst Around the Corner' lair in

volume, though $3,000 is slow. 'Sub-
marine Patrol' getting, ispme kid
trade for $4,000. In its foiurth week
at th? World 'Moonlight Sonata' still

continues to hold on.
" v Save for the roadshow legit Ly-
ceum and Palace pop vaudeville, no
stage entertainment is in early pros-,

pect, even for New Year's, week.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-25)—

•Road Demon' (20th) find 'Orphan
Annie* (Par). Will be lucky to reaih
a poor $1,000. Last week, 'Dracula*
and 'Frankenstein' (both U) tremen-:
dous $4,500, nine days, despite big
drop last. part of engagement.

Century (Par-Singer) (1,600; 25-
35-40)—'Angels' (2d week). Moved
here from Orpheum where it was
okay. Pacing for $4,500. Last week,
*Say French' (Par), $2,500, bad.
Gopher (Par-Singer) (998; 25)—

•Spring Madness' (M-G). Okay $2,400
indicated. Last week, 'Garden of

Moon,' light $2,400.
' ' Orpheum (Par-Singer (2,8flO; 25-35-
40)—'Submarine Patrol' (20th). Kids
Jiving it some matinee play but only
a light $4,000 in sight. Last week,
*Ai«Sels,'. $9,000.
Sfate (Par-Singer) (2,300; 25-35-

40)—^Around C^>mer' (20th )i Pretty
much neglected outside ^f .matinee,
drag. Mixed comment. Traveling' at
slow .$3^000 pace. Last week, /Citadel'

(M-G) finished: fine to',$6,000, much
better than expected,
'Time (Berger) (290; 15-25)—'Aiic-
tibn Girls (Indie) and '30 Steps'

(^B) (reissue). Just a flller-in,

limping toward poor $600. Last
•week, 'Strange Adventures' (Indie)

(4th week), |800, okay, with Elaine
Barrie's 'How to Undress,' short, the
draw.

"Xptown (Par) (1.200; 25-35)—
'$uez' (20th) and 'Four's Crowd,'
split. First neighborhood showings.
Fair $2,500 sighted. Last week, 'Men
Wings' (Pdr) $2,800, pretty good.
World (Steffes) (350; 25-35-44-55)

^•Moonlight Sonata' (Indie) .(4th

week). Dropping to $1,000 this

week, but should stage a comeback
after Christmas. Las^ week, $1,200,

mad.

15-30-40 )-T-'Little Tough Guys' (U)
and 'Storm Over Bengal' (Rep).

House is at disadvantage in being
few steps off the main stem, which
means patrons are pretty sparse this

week, and light session indicated

with $2,600. Last week, 'Peck's Bad
Boy' (RKO) and 'Exciting Night'

(U) sluggish $2,300.

mTr-XAROL'

I HUB,

2 SPOTS

IMNKS^DIIAL

$5,500,

Louisville, Dec. 20^

House? holding, back best product
Viitil after holidays, so curreirt spelj

Is finding the managers virtually
marking time until,after Xmas. With
tobacbo markets returning plenty of
jack to growers of this section, biz
may be on upBeif'after'NeWYear's.

. Two big-setters, the Rialto with
^Thanks for Everything* on a dual,
and Loew'st State' with *Drums,* also
on double bill, ar^ gathering fairish
returns, but the bialahde of the
houses are in the doldrums^

fisttinates (or Th|s Week
'. Brown (Loew's-PoiurtH Avenue)
(1,000; 15-30-40)—'Young Heart*
(UA) and 'Flirting. Fate' (M-G).
After medium week at Loew's ^tate
this combo, is finding pickings pretty
^llni. Slowest week-end- biz in past
dfdur months is holding the pair down
to $1,500. Last week, 'West with
Hardys* (M-G) and 'Adventure in
Sahara* (Col), -fair $1,900 on third
downtown, .week.
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—

•

Sister§* and 'Garden Mooxi.'. Sight*
ihg fair enough $1,600..' Last week,
Certain Age* (U) and 'Valley
Giants,* satisfactory $1,700.
• XoeWs St»t« (Loew's) (3,100; 15-
80-40)—'Drums' (UA) and 'Smash-
ing Spy Ring* (Cbl), Considerable
newspaper publicity and street stunt
exploitation - battling the seasonal
dullness. Ambling toward fair $5,-

200. Last week, 'Dr. Kildare* (M-G)
find 'Little Adventuress* (Cbl), mild
$5,000.
Mary Anderson (Libsori) (1,000;

15-30-40)—'Heart Of North.' Lacking
punch at $2,900. Last week, 'Angels,'

oil third stanza, chalked up fair

$2,300.
Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)—'Limber-

lost* (Mono) and 'Awful Truth'
<Gol), dual, split with 'Beloved Brat*
(Col) and 'Death Kiss' (Indie).

Weak $1,200. Last week, 'Lost Hori-
•zon' iCoV) and 'Women Are Like
That,' split with 'Buccaneer' (Par),
and. 'Couldn't Say No'; $1,600, all

right
Bialto (Fourth Avenue^ (3,000; 15-

30-40)—''Thanks for Everything'
(20th) and '^Secrets of Nurse' (U).
Getting nice play in spite of fever-
^h shopplnfi; situation in downtown
district appears to have the
jump on other houses at the moment
Gait fizes up as steady, $5,500, Last
week, 'Say French' (Par) and
'Crooked MUe' .<Par) on the llght-

#*i»jht »Ide at ^4,700.

jSli^irx'<(F<p)irthj fAvenuei).! (1.^0;

Boston, Dec, 20.

'Great Waltz,' . dualled with
'Christmas Carol' at the Loew stands
as the only offering in town showing
real strength during the Xmas let-

down.
Keith Boston brings back vaude

Sunday (25)'.' • First week .will be
split (25 to 29), then a new vaude
show Dec. 30 to Jan. .2. Regular
policy after that will be vaude 'BYi-

days,- Saturdays' and Sundays only,

with dual second tun - pix on the
same bill at' 20-30-40. Monday to

Thursday straight 'films at 15-20-25-

40 will be the rule.

Normandie; pireviously a cafe, -and
originally tire old B. F. Keith vaude
hoUse, reopened Friday (16) as
double feature -stand.

Estimates for This. Week
Fenway (M&P) (1,332; , 26-35-40-

55)-r-'Angels' ' and 'Down on Farm'
(20th) '(2d run). Medium $6,^00.
Last week 'Heart of North' and
'Sharpshooters* (20th) pallid $5,300.
' Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,907; 25-
35-40-55)—'Secrets of Nurse' (U) and
'Swing, Sisters' (U). Very sluggish,
$9;000. Last'week 'Drums' (UA) - <3d
wK) and 'Next Time Marry' (RKO)
(1st wk), $U,000. fair. . .

Meiropolltan (M&P) (4,367; 25-35-
40-55)—'Say French' (Par) and
'Crooked MHe'. (Par). Swerving to
?uny $9,500. Last week 'Submarine
'atror (20th) and' 'Thanks for
Memory* (Par), okay $14,900.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40

55)—'Great Waltz*. (M-G) and
•Christmas Carol* (M-G). Very
good. Making it a great $10,000,
Last week 'Young" Heart' (IJA) and
'^Spring Madness* (M-G) dandy
$1WOO
Paramount (M&P) .(1,797; 25-35

40-55)—'Angels' and 'Down on Farm'
(20th). Okay $8,500 ih sight Last
week 'Heart of North* and 'Sharp
shooters* (20th) n.B.h. $7,200.

S^oollay (M&P) (2,538; 25-35-40-75)
Heart of North* and- 'Around Gor
ner* (20th) . (2d- run). Meiek ' $5,000
gait • Last week 'Sisters' and-'Gang-
ster's Boy,' (Mono) (2d run) satis-
factory. $6,000.

State (Loew) (3,600; 25-35-40-55)
—'Great Waltz' (M-G)- and 'Christ;-

mas Carol* (M-G). Aiming high
toward .$15,000. Last week 'Vounig
Heart* (UA) and 'Spring Madness'
(M-G) okay $12,000.

'SUB PATROL' FAIR

$7,000 IN DENVER

Denver, Dec. 20.

Rialto with 'Cowboy and the Lady,'
after two weeks in two other spots,

Elus 'Strange Faces,' is the only
ouse able . to stick its head above

an average level.

'Submarine Patrol* and stage show
are doing fair at the Denver.

Estimates for .This-Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—

•Angels,' after a week at the Denver.
Set for $3,600^ Last week, •Cowboy
and Lady' (UA) good at $4,000, after

a week at the -Denver.
Broadway (Fox) (1,100; 25-40)—

Shining Hour' (M-G) and 'Annabel*
(RKO), both jEifter a week at the Or-
pheum. Hitting a snag at $1,500.

Last week, 'Great Waltz' (M-G) and
'Spring Madness' (M-G), nice $3,000
after a week at the Orpheum.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35-

40)—'Say French' (Par). Not show-
ing to advantage with $4,200. Last
week, . 'Crooked Mile' (Par) and
stage show, $4,900, .poor.
penver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-50)—

'Submarine Patrol' (20th), and stage
show. Fair enough $7,000. Last
week, 'Angels,' $13,Q00.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25^35-40)
'Dramatic School' (M-G), and

Law : West: of Tombstone' (RKO).
Poor $6,000. Last week, 'Shining
Hour* <M-G) and. 'Annabel* (RKO),
$9,000, good.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—

Heart of North' and 'Comet Over
Broadway.' Set for $3,500. Last
Week, 'Go?s My* Heart' (UA) and
'Always Trouble' (20th), $4,000.
Rialto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Cow-

boy . aiid the Lfidy?. (UA) after a
Week at "each th^ Denver and Alad-
din, and 'Strange Faces* (U). Only
house ringing up better than aver-
age coin. Paced at > $2,000. Last
week, 'Frankenstein' (U) and 'Drac-
ula* (U), also $2,000.

hside Stuff-Pictures

The New Totk Financial Writers* Assn. presented its first 'Financial

Follies' last Friday (16) at the Hotel Astor, before a capacity audience of

more than 800, including financial leaders of New York. List of guests read

like a 'Who's Who' in Wall Street Including Thomas M. Lamoht Jf. Carlisle

MacDonald, W. O. Douglas, SEC head; William Martin, head of N. Y. Stock
Exchange; Marrlner S. Eccles, head of Federpl Reserve; Floyd B. Odliun,

H. Oliphant of U.. S. Treasury Dept.; M. H. Aylesworth and H. B. Swope.
Skits and musical numbers were devoted to lampooning events and fig-

ures in the financial world during 1038. One of funniest blackouts was the

one in which Floyd B. Odium was portrayed as accepthig merchandise
from various companies in lieu of cash dividends, with familiar broker
^bus'e gaig used as tagline.

George Price, ex-comedian, now holding a seat on the stock exchange
himself, produced the Entire show. It grossed about $7,500.

Use of small, brilliant electric . lights attached to the top of cameras
promises to revolutionize indoor news coverage and informal shooting of

celebrities by the newsreels. First introduced a few weeks ago by News ot
the Day, when it handled the opening of the Met opera season in New
York, other four newsreels quickly adppted the method.
Miniature lighting arrangement is illuminated by means of a portable

battery. Its use. does away with newsreelers having to depend on house
juice, clumsy and bulky cables and delay caused by having to depend on
.electrical current' Where such current was not available, indoor night
shots not properly illuminated were impossible excepting by employing
flares, hot always satisfactory.

%n£e'-Home Talent

Good $13,000, Balto

Baltimore Dec. 20.
Strategic spotting of hoihe talent

'Baltimore Follies' by Hipp in tie-<up

with -local News -Post helping
'Blondie' into nice lead for week's
biz. Rest of downtowners ambling
along uneventfully with some mild
interest in 'Drums* at Loew's Cen
tury.

Estimateicfor Tlhis Week
.Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000'; 15-

25-35-40-55)— 'Drums' (UA), plus
stage show. Mild $8,000; Last week
'Dr. Kildare' (M-G), $8,900.

. Hippodrome , (Rappaport) (2,205;
15-25-35-40-55-66)— 'Blondie? (Col).
Nicely hooked to local 'Baltimore
Follies* staged in tie-up with News-
Post and beating depresh with town-
leading $13,000. Last Week, 'Next
Time I Marry' (RKO) and Count
Basie .band, new low for recent
months with $9,200.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 15-

25-35-40-55)—'Storm' (U). Opens to
night (19) after so-so week of
'Crooked MUe* (Pary-to $3,700.
New (Mechanic) (1,558; 15-25-35-

55)—'Thanks for Everything' (20th)
Unexciting $3,000. Last week re-
vival of 'Slave Ship* (20th) on nhie-
day fill-in, $3^00.

Stanley (WB) (3,250; 15-25-35-40
55)—'Sisters' (2d ' week). Getting
$5,000 after $11,600 on the opener.

Trade Winds' Preems to Breezy

$14500, Phifly; 'Card-Disney 14G

Philadelphia, Dec. 20.
Mighty powerful is 'Trade Winds,*

which world-preemed at Aldine,
clicking off $14,500 and assured of at
least one more week. Nice bally
canipaign, in addition to presence of
Fredric March and Tay . Garnett in
town for a press party, aided plenty.
Likewise good is 'Cowboy ' and

Lady,*'at1he Karlton, on second run.
Amazingly «nough, it is doing bet-
ter than $4,000, while it did only
slightly better than $6,500 last week
in its. third lap at the Aldine. 'Lit-

tle Tough Guy^ at the Stanton, too, is

holding its own nicely at $4,800.
Years phenomenon, dualling of

'Frankenstein* and 'Dracula' at the
tiny 350-seater Studio Theatre, con-
tinues its merry way. Skedded for
ousting tomorrow (Wednesday) it

will instead start its fifth week on
Thursday and perhaps even h. o. for
a sixth.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1.303; 42-57-88-75)—'Tradie Winds' (UA). Under the

draught of nice publicity, strong bally
and pleasant handling by the crix,

preem is blowing to a very good $14,-
500. Certain of at least one more
stanza. . Last .week, 'Cowboy and
Lady' (M-G) (3d week) not too bad
with slightly over $6,500,
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 37-57-68-75)-

'Comet Over Broadway.' One of
those pre-Xmas things that fills* the

screen and that's all. Brutal at $8,000
Last week, 'Dramatic School* (M-G)
weak $13,100, 'Sweethearts' (M-G)
due Thursday.

.

Earle (WB) (2,758; 25-37-42-57-68)—'^ard to Get' and Renny Davis
revue. Near the midsuiomer low
mark at $17,500. Last week, 'Say
French' (Par) with Richard Himber
band, bad $17,700.
Fox" (WB) (2,423; 37-57-68-75)—

'Christmas Carol' (M-G) and 'Ferdi
nand the BuU' (RKO). Giving the
short almost equal billing with the
feature, resulted in fair $14,000. Last
week, 'Angels' (3d week), $11,000.
'Thanks for Everything' (20th) in on
Thursday.
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 37-42-57-68)

—'Cowboy and the Lady' (M-G) (2d
run). Showing commendable forti-
tude with $4,000 after three weeks at
the" Aldine. Last week, 'Annabel'
(RKO), $2,850.
Keith's (WB) (1,870; 37-42-57-68)

—'Angels' (2d run). Set for $5,000
Last week, 'Spring Madness' (M-G)
(2d run), $3,400.
Stanley (WB) (2,916; 37-57-68-75)—'Heart of North,' Rock bottom

$9,000. Last week, 'West with
Hardys* (M-G) (2d week), n.s,h.

$9,600.
Stanton (WB) (1,437; 26-42-57)—

'Little Tough Guy' (U). Showing
fair amount of muscle at $4,800. Last
week, .'Crooked Mile' (Par), $3,300.

Susan ' Myrlck, columnist on Macon, Ga., Telegraph, has signed with
Selznickrintemational to assist in filming of 'Gone With the Wind.' Scrib-
bler, is personal friend of Margaitet Mitchell and her contract calls for her
to be 'arbiter in manners and customs of the times, as well as tutoring
members of the cast white and black,

, in accents and characteristics.'

Miss Myrick is second Georgiain signed to assist George Cukor, who will
direct 'Wind.' Wilbur Kurtz, Atlanta artist and expert in historical lore,

has already been to Hollywood to assist in physical background pre*
liminaries..

Farmer near the RKO ranch had worked a petty racket for weeks.
Pro'cedure' was to' start his rattling old tractor going whenever a film
troupe started shooting, and then' accepting a gratuity for stopping the
noise. Plot was finally, foiled when RKO's '12 Crowded Hours' company
worked imtil 2 a.m., with the plowman tiUing his soil all night and waiting
for someone to ctoss his pam with silveri He didn't know the company
was shooting silent scenes. It cost him a night's sleep and plenty of gas.

Wardrobe department on a major lot was ordered . to clean no .
more

clothes 'for' contract players, even though the dutfs were being used in a
picture. -Expensive coat owned by a star, came back from the studio

cleaneirs seyeral sizes too small, so the company had to pay off. Former
practice was to clean clothes at night to avoid delays in the next day's

shooting.- Production has been slowed up since the edict went into effect

A worried search by El Brendel, Jr., for his father, the Swede dialect

comic, was terminated by word from the Coast that the elder Brendel had
turned up 'there safely. Young Brendel, manager of a Philadelphia hall,

had beeii seeking his father for niore than two weeks, ever since he left

Philly to fill a Chicago vaude date. He failed, to turn up in Chicago and
was unheard from until he suddenly popped into Los Angeles.

.
"From a G-man to a B-man* Is the wheeze attendant to former Federal

Eiureau of Investigation Leon G. Turrou*s sale of his 'Confessions of a Nazi
Spy* story he sold for films. Reported paid $25,000. Turrou's book, 'Nazi
Spies in America,* in collaboration with Dave Wittels of the New York
Eve. Post who has beeii- wi'iting Nazi expose stuff, is being brought out
by Random House.

Foreign sign language caused a scene to be tossed out of Walt Disney*s
Donald -Duck picture, 'Hockey Champ.' In "the oflendihg s6ene, two of
Donald's nephews placed their finger's alongside their foreheads as if they
were horns. In Latin-American itfoimtries this simple gesture means some-
thing naughty.

'Lone Ranger,' serial, may change the attitude towards westerns in many
foreign sectors. Venezuela and Great Britain indicate that the Republic
serial is doing at least 50% better than any previous western playing in
those regions.

PHILLY SCHISM

New Body Threatens to Disrupt
Exhib Strcnsth

Philadelphia, Dec. 20.

What it is believed will be an of-

ficial announcement that Sid Samuel-

son, former prez of Allied of New
Jersey, has accepted the exec secre-

taryship of the new Philly Allied
unit, has been postponed until Jan.

3; Dave -Yaffe, secretary, said a
statement will be issued at that time
clarifying what has been going on at

nunierous conferences of the board
of managers with Samuelson.
' Meantime, , Lewen Pizor; prez of
United Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers, oiriginal and rival outfit, is

linderstood contemplating calling a
meeting. This will be in the nature
of a test of strength, as a great many
former UMPTO members have
swprn their allegiance to the new
Allied group.. Although the num-
ber of exhibs in Allied will prob-
ably be . greater than those in
UMPTO, latter, with several impor-
tant members, may easily represent
more houses.

$1,000,000 Suit Quashed

Dismissal of the $1,000,000 in-

fringement suit of Clara Lipman and
th2 estate of Sam Shipman against
RKO-Radio Pictures, Inc., has been
affirmed by the Federal Circuit
Court of Appeals, N. Y.

Suit was the result of the Lily
Pons picture, 'I Dream Too Much,'
which the plaintiffs claimed was
taken from their play, 'Defend the
Woman.'

HEART' lOa 'SPRING,'

VAUDE DHTO, CLEVE.

Cleveland, Dec. 20.
Both RKO Palace and LoeW's State

barely reaching the $10,000 mark.
Former is sweating with 'Spring
Madness* and Count Bemi-Vici's
unit Latter house just getting by
with 'There Goes My Heart.'

Estimates for This Week
A]lhaiij]»ra (Prints) (1,200; 1(1-20-

35)—'Storm Over Bengal' (Rep). G}o-
ing mildly to $900 for four days. Last
week, 'Girls School' (Col) and 'West-
em Jamboree' (Rep), better at
$1,300.

. Allen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42-55)—
'Angels.' Fourth h. o. and only be-
ing kept in as a gamble. Perhaps a
split-week if biz drops. Can't see
better than $2,000. Last week, $3,-
500.

Hipp (Warner) (3,700; 30-35-42-55)
—'Heart of North.' Very sour at
$8,400. Last week, 'Thanks for Every-
thing' (20th), $8,000, in the cellar.

Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-35-42-55)
—'Spring Madness' (M-G) and Count
Berni-Vici's vaude unit. Can't get
out of second gear at $10,000. Last
week. 'Listen, Darling' (M-G) and
Bob Crosby's band cut itself a juicier
slice, $12,000.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-45-42-55)
—'Goes My Heart' (UA). Good cast
and plugging raising this one to $10,-
000. Last week, 'Cowboy and Lady'
(UA). $12,500, satisfactory.
Stillman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-42-

55)—'Christmas Carol' (M-G). At
$3,000 barely paying the help.
'Thanks for Men\ory' (Par), last

week covered the rent, $2,500.

'LONE BANGEA' IN PERSON
Bob Livingstone, the *Lone Ran-

ger' of Republic's western serial, is

being submitted for personals by the
Charles Allen office.
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ANGLO-FRENCH PROD. IN U.S.
Industry WiD Await Full Detafls

Before Acting in Aussie Situation

No decisipn as to wbat steps will

be taken to combat drastic new leg'

Islation in New South Wales will be

m^de \>y the Amerkan Industry or

the Hays office until a detailed copy

of nevy measure is received in New
York., Only cabled synopsis of main

points have been received by the

Motion Picture Producers 8c Dis-

tributors headquarters in N. Y.

Both the 25% rejection right and
the clause which forces an exhibitor

to show at least 15% in British prod-
uct are causes for Yankee com-
plaints. The old quota requirements

(2%%) for .U. S. companies ivere re-

enacted, although American distribu^

tors had
.
previously ignored the old

quota because they held it to be
unconstitutional.

Meantime, American filnis are
alert tq any attempt of Australia to

negotiate a trade treaty similar .to

recent pne between tJ. S. and' Great
Britain. Latter pact , is generally

regarded as overlooking the U. S.

picture business almost entirely on
distribution and production,, although
ijie A^-'si^ican trade had. hoped that

some of the restrictions in Great
Britain's; present quota law might
be overcome by the treaty.

Industry experts feel that Aus-
tralia already receives enough from
the American picture business, via

fees, taxes and special footage levy
on prints, which are out of line with
what is charged films from other
countries.

I(eiteration of their stand' against
nationalization of distribution in Italy

was taken by major company foreign
chiefs at a meeting held at the Hays
office in New York Friday (16). Con-
fab was called because Motion Pic-
ture Producers & Distributors Asso-
ciation wanted to sift reports that the
Italian government .had offered a
compromise in the form of six-month
extension before .the government-
would take over distribution of for-
eign films.

It was brought out at the session
that verbal offer had been made one
or two U. S. companies, seeking their
approval of a six-month stay of plac-
ing into effect distribution on a flat

rental basis. Nationalization decree
becomes effective Jan« 1.

Current Losdon Hays
(With Dates When Opened)

•French Without Tears,' Criterion
-^Nov. 6, '36:

•Robert's Wife/ Globe—Nov. 23. "37:

5le and My Girl,' Victoria Palace
—Dec 16, '37.

•Nine Sharp,* Littte-^Jan. 26, '38.

'Banana Ridge/ Strand-^ApcU 27,
•38.

'Glorious Morning,' Whitehall —
May 26, '38.

'Spring Meeting,' Ambassador —
May 31, '38.

Xot's Wife,' Savoy—June 10.

^ The Fleet's Lit Up,' Hippodrome—
Augi 17.

•George and Margaret,' Piccadilly
—Aug. 30.

'Running Riot,' Gaiety—Aug. 31.
•Flashing Stream,' Lyric—Sept. 1.
Room for Two,' Comedy—Sept, 6.
Dear Octopus,' Queens—Sept. 14.
THe Com Is Green,' Duchess —

Sept. 20.
goodbye, Mr. Chips,' Shaftesbury

'Elephant in Arcady/ Elingsway —
Q^Bobby Get Your Gun,' Adelphia—

'When We Are Married,' St. Mar-
tm's—Oct. 11.

•Quiet Wedding,' Wynham's — Oct.
14.

Q^Goodness, How Sad,' VaudevUle—

Oc?24'*
Delight,' His Majesty's —

•Elisabeth of Austria,' Garrick —
Nov. 3.

Traitor's- Gate,' Duke of York —
Nov. 17.

•Gene /a,' Saville—Nov. 22.
^

lynder Your Hat,' Palace—Nov. 24.
Story of African Farm,' New —

Nov. 30.

'WindfaU,' Apollo-^Dec. 15.

German Films Losing Out
In Dutch Indies ; U. S. Tops

Washington, Dec. 20.

U. S. films continue to hold their

own in the Dutch East Indies, with
German pix steadily losing popular-
ity, according to a dispatch from the
office of the' American commercial
attache at" Batavia to the Department
of Commerce.
For a number of years, American

productions have held their share of

approximately two-thirds of the total

film market. Chinese pix .rank
second to .the U. S., attache reported
playing mostly to' all-Chinese audi-

ence's. However, these .pict.ures. are
'not exactly in the same competitive
field with American films,' it was
explained.
German films .were described as

having 'lost a considerable amount
of their popularity in recent years',

in the report!

Pictures for Minors

Under 16 in Quebec

Receive Setback

Montreal, Dec. 20.

Fight for modification Of the
stringent Quebec provincial law bar-
ring minors under 16 from picture
houses, even if accompanied by pa-
rents or guardians, ran into a dead-
lock last week with the report of the
Montreal Catholic School Commis-
sion which urged that the law should
be maintained and more severe
measures to guarantee observance be
enforced. , The report added that
judicious selection of films, condi-
tions of surveillance, profitable edu-
cational presentation, and length and
frequency of performances could be
more closely guarded in schools than
in theatres.

Endorsation of 'Boys Town,' shown
here at Capitol two weeks in No-
vember, by priests and education
authorities, while it did not open the
theatre to minors, came very near
getting: legal sanction and seemed to

be a long step in the direction of

modification of the law.
The report closes, 'If the child

could see recreational films in the
theatres he would lose interest in

school programs and schools would
thus lose a powerful means of edu-
cation—a result absolutely contrary
to the conclusions advanced by those
seeking reform of the present law.'

mKET,' INTL SHOW,

CUGKS IN LONDON BOW

London, Dec. 20.

Dorlay's 'Christmas Rocket,' an
excellent internatibnal spectacle,

opened at the Coliseum this^week.
Comprises 75 items of circus and
vaudeville.

Show is in for four weeks and
appears ideal holiday entertainment.
First night's receipts hit $15,000 at

s.'^ecial prices, returns being donated
to refugee children.

Veloz-Yolanda Start

Big at Ciro's, London

London, Dec. 20.

Veloz and Yolanda opened at

Giro's last ni|ht (Monday), going
over big in seven dance numbers.
Despite many cancellations due to

the intense cold the club was well
filled.

Paris Frost Chills B.O.

Paris, Dec. 20.

Cold weather is killing business

here.

It's hurting openings and general
b. o.

French Producers Mull Mak-
ing Short-Budget Films in

Both English and French
' —Financing Difficulties in

France Forcing This Trend
of Thought

TALENT A BIC PROBLEM

Present production in New York

is being watcl^d closely by tOp

French producers to see if it would

be feasible to turn out top features,

in English, in American plants along

the Atlantic seahoard. Their study

of progress made on 'Third of a Na-

tionl and 'Back Door to Heaven,'

American films, along with the mod-

est budgets with which they were

made, has extended to the point

where insiders in the foreign field

now claim ft wilt be only a few

months before foreign production

units will -start in N. Y.

The above duo, for Par release,

have just been completed by Harold
Orlob and William K. Howard, re-

spectively, at- the Astoria plant, on
costs of $200,000 and $300,000. The
French feel that -if the Americans
can do it, they should cut costs in

half, because of less costly standards.
Present move Is .not predicated

on any desire to crash into the
American production

.
field, but

rather is based oa necessity. French
producers are finding it difficult to

get sufficient financing for French
projects. Although they need only
$100,000 or thereabouts, present rate

of exchange and generally unsettled

conditions in Europe, make loans dif-

ficult. Then, too, leading producers
are inclined to fear what the gov-
ernment may do to the entire film

business in France. Threat is to

make it a government operation.

In addition, French producers have
discovered their usually available

marketing channels hindered by
nazi and fascist control. By making
their Blms In English, some feel they
might secure added revenue in Eng-
land and the U. S., besides holding
their old markets by dubbing or
titling Into French.
Ihose French producers who have

been investigating the situation plan
to employ the same conservative
methods of financing for the U. S.
production, that they have used in
their own country. They would have
contracts for stars, directors and
stories set and possibly 50% of the
needed revenue contracted for
through distribution deals before go-
ing into the American market for
loans to carry on production. These
picture production people have used
the same method successfully in
France, and by being able to hold
budgets to $150,000 to $200,000 in this
country, they anticipate the same
success on any American enterprise.

Besides their old market in Eu-
rope and in this country, the re-
cently developed market for French
films in South America would help
bolster grosses.

What proponents of the plan rec-
ognize as a major handicap, how-
ever, is the fact that French players
would be subject to U. S. and native
income taxes, as and when brought
to America for filmizations. How-
ever, it's figured (1) that there are
enough permanent French players in
the U. S. and C2) that the increased
market possibilities make possible
an extension on the talent budgets
for those prominent players import-
ed for these Franco-American ver-
sions.

COMMACK IN CAPE TOWN
Cape Town, Dec. 6.

Benjamin Y. Commack, RKO for-
eign executive, stopped off here on
a leg of his world inspection tour.

, He ne^ct . goes to the Far East

Japan Pays Fnal InstalliiKnt lo U. S.

Disttibs, AlNdiig by Pact on Ban Iff

Mexican Union Bans Nazi

'Carmen/ Spanish-Made
Mexico City, Dec. 20.

'Carmen,' produced in Germany
by Ciefsa, Spanish film colony, has
been banned throughout Mexico by
the Confederation of Mexican Work-
ers, which recently gave the Italian-

made 'Scipio Africanus' the gong on
the ground that it is fascistic.

Confederation forbade wide ad-
vertising of 'Carmen' at the Cine
Rex here, though it was for aid of

the Spanish .Red Cross, as it heard
some of the players are reaction-

aries, and as the picture -was made
in Germany it must have some Nazi
propaganda.

20th-Fox Foreign

Executives Huddle

On World Situash

Walter J. Hutchinson, 20th-Fox
foreign manager, returns to the U.
S, tomorrow (22), after a five-

months' tour of South America,
South Africa and Europe. Also ar-
riving with Hutchinson are Robert
T. Kane, in charge of production for
20th->Fox in . England; F. L. Hariey,
sales director for the United King-
dom; J. F. Pattinson, assistant sales

manager for the U. K., and Ben
Miggins, general European manager.
Hutchinson looked over general

film business in South America and
checked up on 20th-Fox'$. new for-

eign subsidiary in South Africa,

20th-Fox FUm, Ltd., at Johannes-
burg. Kane wiU confer with S. R.
Kent and others on the British pro-
duction setup for next year's pic-

tures to be produced at Gainsbor-
ough Studios. Last two pictures
completed by Kane for British -Em-
pire distribution were 'Inspector
Homleigh' and 'So This Is London,'
both double-quota films.

Hariey, Pattinson and Miggins
will take part in general foreign
sales conference, in whiph Eddie
Cohen, manager for 20th-Fox in
Ecuador, aiid J. Carlo bavetta, man-
ager in Brazil, wiU also loin. Latter
two Just arrived in N. Y.

WDiTERGARTEN, BERLIN,

CELEBRATES SOTH ANNI

Berlin, Dec. IQ.

Fiftieth anniversary of Berlin's
oldest variety house, the Winter-
garten, recalls the many intemar-
tional vauders who got their Contl-
hental okay here. Such names as
Lillian Russell, Loie Fuller, Ruth St.

Denis and Yvettk Guilbert drew top
houses and pay here.

One of these oldtimers, who still

pulls big in this month's anniversary
bill, is Nick Kaufmann, from Roch-
ester, N. Y. At 78, he goes full tUt
u. his old stunts.. He made his initial

bow at this house in 1888, on high
front-wheel bikes. From these he
went to roller skates, starting the
rink craze and popularizing it.

*Marie,' 'Hurricane' Big

Clicks in Cai>e Town
Cape Town, Dec. 6.

'Marie Antoinette' (M-G) and
'Hurricane' (UA) clicked big here.
Former at the Plaza and latter at

the Colosseum.

London Preem Falters

London, Dec. 20.

'Windfall,' an Unlikely entry,
preemed at the ApoUo Thursday (15).
Play by Howard Irving Young and
Jeffrey Dell was presented by Oskar
Denes, with Reginald Peiihsm direct-
ing.

Seemed ba«ed on Interesting
premise, but was Inadequately
worked out. , ^ . , :

Final portion of the 3,000,000-yen

($800,000) fund, comprising revenues

collected in Japan by American dis-

tributors in the last 12 to 15 months,

is being shipped to the San Fran-

cisco branch of the Yokohama Specie

Bank this month. First shipment

was made in September.. Equal
amounts, according to a plan to re-
lease 'frozen' American coin in
Japan, were planned for deposit in
the two succeeding months.
Money is being credited to the

eight major U. S. picture companies
involved. They have been promised
that at the end of three years they
will be able to withdraw the coin.

Non-negotiable promissory notes are
being given the film companies.
The monetary phase of the dead

is part of the general agreeinentr:
worked out with the Japanese gov-
ernment, whereby that nation agreed
to allow some 250 U. S. features int<>

Japan before the end of 1938.

This lifts the Japanese ban against
foreign films. Majority of major
companies in th-- last few days have
finished final shipments of their al-

lotted 250 pictures.

Estimated that these features Ivill

supply needs of U.S. distributors in
Japan for the next 12 to 14 Ihontliis.

Lifting of the ban came opportunely
because nearly all the distribs had
exhausted their product.

RADIO aORIFIES

FAMOUS THEATRES

London, Dec^ 9.'

New series of BBC programs about
fanious ,West End theatres which
specialize in musical js^ows will be-
gin during January quarter, with •
60-minute program ^oncoming the
Palace, House has turn played
light opera, 'drawing room variety/
filing and revues, and it is

.
hoped

famous personalities associated witb
each of these phases will visit- the
mike. S. R. 'LittlewQod„ doyen of
drama critics, is scripting.

Sunday prograjtn planned for Feb-
ruary wlU recall successes at the
Lyrtc, Hammersmith, during regime
of Sir Nigel Playfalr, \^hose son,.

Giles, writing a script,

Final three theatres in 'Famous
Music Halls' aeries will be Empire,
Belfast (Dec, 20), Palace, Halifax
(Jan. 6) and Holbom Empire, Dec.
23 program will compare newly
built Dudley Hippodrome with the
former Dudley Opera House, whiich
it replaces, and which was burnt
out in 1036; Jack Hylton and his
band will feature in an excerpt from
the stage ^ow.

'Great Waltz' Off to Big

Foreign Siart in London

London, Dec. 20.
Premiere of Metro's 'Great Walfc^

at His Majesty's Dec. 13 was ac-
claimed by a brilliant audience.
Fernand Gravet. one of stars in picr
ture, flew in from Paris for per-
sonal appearance.

'Great Waltz' is expected to db
better business in the foreign feel^
because of the Strauss music and
elaborate scenes. It is expected to
top the revenue in the domestic
field.

'Citadel' Finallly

Opening in London
London, Dec. 20.

Understood that Metro's 'Citadel*
will flnaUy open at the Empi^e^ Dec.
22. It was originally scheduled for
a month earlier, but delayed due to
a lawsuit by a Welsh doctor's wife
against author* Dr. A. J, Cronin. She
claimed that the landlady character
In the novel defamed her.

• The actkmtwas settledtprivateljn
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HERE THEY COME!...
The reckless, lusty^

swaggering sons of

the thiindering guns!
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SWEETHEARTS
(OPERETTA)
(IN COLOR)

M«troi-Goiawyn-May«r release of unt

Ittombers production. Stni-a Jetinette Alac-

DOnaW, Nelson Eddy; features Frank Mor-
Kan, Bay Bolgor. Mlseha Auer, Florence

Wee, Herman BSnB. Directed by W- S.

Van Dyke II. Music by Victor Herbert;

new lyrics, Bob'Wrlpht and Ohet Forrest;

nnislcal adoptntlon, Herbert Stolliart.

Adapted bv Dorothy Parker and Allan

Bftmpbell from libretto by Fred do GvCBnc,

Harry 3. Smith and Kobert B. .Smith,

orlfflnally produced In 10l:i by Werba &
jjUeacher. Dances. Albertlna Rasch;
camera, Oliver T. Marsh; Technicolor pho-

tpKl'aphy. •• Allen Davey; Bpeslal efteata,

Slavko Vorliuplch; musical presentations,

Merrill Pj'e; editor. no^)ert J. Kern. Rr-

^R^d In Projection Room. X. Y., Dec. 10.

JBUnmnsr time, 1^0 mins.

(/3X76n Marlowe .Toanette MacDonald
SrncBt Ii.ine Nelson Eddy
'irelljc Lehman ' ii'"k Morsan
Hans.. Hoy Bolfrcr ^
Btay. Jord.m. Florence Ric» and Kathleen Lockhart, Lucile Wat-
i^o:-Krpnk,

i^!:'.."!*;?; son and Berton Churchill as a.k.

thespians who dwell in their stageOscar Enpel Herman Bins
Norman Trumpett Rcgrln.ild Gardiner

BaiMiah I^ay Holden
*rHnk' Allyn Joalyn
Appjeby Olln Howland
i&a. Marlowe Lucille AVr.tPon

AUK^stun Gene Loclchart
Aiint Amelia Kathleen LocUhurt
Sheridan Eevton Churdilll

firother , Terry ICIUiurn

Orlando Unymond Walbuvn
Harvey.' Dou'laa MoPhall
Unft,,..-. Betty .l;iyncs

Benjamin .Sliver GvoiRe B:irblcr

Concert Pianist Dalles Frantz

Morgan is turning on a plea routine.

All these awkward punctuations

militate against the sum total. The
film Ian today has learned to accept

the Gargantuan type ol operettas,

which again keynotes what the stage

version of 'Sweethearts' is supposed
to be. But when the plot is focused
around a supposed bid from Holly-

wood, it pomts this up rather un-
comfortably.
Frank Morgan is capital as the dis-

trait legit manager who resents the

presence of the Hollywood emissary,

Reginald Gardner, intent, on luring

MacDonald - Eddy to the Coast.

Mischa Aueir and Herman Bin^ make
much of their roles as the belligerent

authors of 'Sweethearts'. Ray Bolger
has one O.K. dancing opportunity.

Allyn Joslyn is as authentic a p.a.

as the script permits; ditto Florence
Rice as the personal secretary. Gene

'Sweethearts,' in Technicolor, is

bjie. of Metro's most pretentious

bpieretta productions. With Jeanette
MacDonald and Nelson Eddy topping
the riiarquee values, plus the general
.sUmptuousness of this entty, the
flliitiusical is assured of good tee-Off

business. But it will disappoint bfe-

6atise of length—two hours flat—and
general lethargy and sameness of
piroductional values. As charming
aild\inttnortal as are Victor Herbert's
melodies, 120' minutes of reprises are
^p'^much, for entertainment results.

paioT enhancement is undeniable,
teiiotographically, the tints are
"^leildiferous. So far as Miss Mac-
Slbhald's golden-red tresses and per-
fiOiial pulchritude are concerned,, the
pastel, shades are a striking asset,

^at goes for the rest of the well-
- ijlaniiied colored values in this oper-
etta-within-an-Operetta.

t)orbthy Parker and Alan Camp-
,.
ljell took many liberties with>-the
drigiiiai libretto to lend the illusion
thai. 'Sweethearts' is in its sixth year
b» BlJioadway as a current attraction.
Mbiitage shots of Broadway, showing •

^ such other legit long-runners^ts 'Vic-

toria Regina,' 'Tobacco Road,' etc.,

opeti the scene on - Miss MacDonald
:*und Nelson Eddy, real-life sweet-
JiieartSi. celebrating both their and
the -inusical's sixth anniversaries.

^Thereafter it becomes another
'«wUch on thQ backstage musicalwith
«t jnachinating librettist planting the
.$es4^ of jealousy (Florence Rice,
theii^' -personal amanuensis, is sud^
denly made the . pseudo-siren) and

plot goes off into the familiar
boy-loses-glrl 'evolution. And, of all
things, Varibit. becomes a Dan Cupid

' as edch, on their respective road
tours, keep avyare

. of their itiner
^ries^ their b.b. and their welfare,
'thtough the medium of a trade
paper. The tppper is when both
read a revie)y of the scheming
librettist's hew play^ and recognize
the same set of circumstances which
first split them. Both see the notice
simultaneously and boy recapttires
jgirl pronto for the finale.

' There is so much In the film that
all the more astonishing that

•touch wasn't taken out. There are
reprises galore of the title song,
•Pretty as a Picture,' 'Badinage,' 'On
Parade,' 'Magic in' a Smile/ 'Evety
Lover Must Meet His Fate,'
^Mademoiselle,' and others. Then
there is a lengthj^ duet of TLittle
Grey Home in the West,' a non-Vic-
tor Herbert interpolation, plus at-
toOstJheric musical backgroundings
of 'Tea for Two' and 'Night and Day'
to set certain situations.
Miss MacDonald, when ftnally de-

:; isidinff to forsake the dust of Broad-
V: Way for Hollywood's more leisurely
working hours—or so. a ' film scout
has heen representing the situation
-^goes -on a shopping spree. The

' d^shlon parade will be something for
-Jtivfr femme customers,, for Metro's
f iJesigner, Adrian, sure let himself go.
•Despite the fsmiliarity of this screen,
formula. Miss MacDonald carries" it
Off well, looks stunning in most ol!

them, 'including various changes of
hejpid-dress, from the currently fash-
ionable hijh-on-the-head hair-do to
normal, and disports a gay array ol'

glad - ragsi She's, perhaps, photo-
graphically best when shown broad-

,
casting 'Badinage' on the 'Sweet-
hearts' radio program. (The back-
stage stuff takes them from theatre
to radio, recording, and all the busy
trimmings that go with a successful
stable career.)
Eddy supposedly, records 'On Par-

ade' for Victor with a Metro-Gold-
Wyn-Mayer recording orchestra of

rXwiMDre than 100, all in full-dress rega-
lia, and a cinch to break RCA if
thafs the way the Victor company
ever staged any of Eddy's real-life
waxihgs for that outfit. Perhaps the
toost disconcerting musical interlude
bf all, however. Is the background
musical usane of the 'Poet and Peas-
dnt' overture, as It's done here, for
intended dramatic moments. The
familiar 'tallop' of the w.k. 'P&P'

: , bvefiure becomes intrusive in these
is'«e(2uences, sounding almost like kid-
'-^mg on the square, Similarly 'Hearts

,d Flowers' is \iscd for obvious
[t|re in the sequences when Frank

memories rn^e much of their bits

Terry Kilburn is the sophisticated,

fresh kid brother who talks like a
Variety headline, using this paper as

a frequent prop to keep" abreast of

show bi^ matters and b.o. figures.

Productionally, director Van Dyke
let the footage go apparently, al-

though that marathon screen adapta^
tion is- no help. Albertina Rasch's
svelte ballets in the stage musical
(within this fllmusical) are up to

their lavish standard. Musical scor-
ing, vocalizing, lensing and all the
technical niceties likewise are . of su-
perior caliber, individually exper't,

i?ut principally defeated by a letnar-
gic sum total. Abel.

TRADE WINDS
United ArtlatB reles.se of Walter .Wanger

production. Stars Fredrlc March, Joan
Bennett; features Ralph Bellamy, Ann
Sothem, Sidney Bla'ckmer, Thomas Mit-
chell, Robert BlUott, Directed by Tay
Gamett, Screenplay and dialog, Dorothy
Parker, Alan Campbell. Frank R. Adams;
from original Story by Tay Gamett; camr
era, Rudolph Mate; special photography,
.Tames B. Sbackleford; editors, Dorothy
Spencer, Walt Reynolds. Reviewed in Pro-
jection Room, N. Y.. Dec. KJ, '38. Run-
ning time, 98 mins.
.Sam Wye Fredrlc March.
Kay Kerrigan,. Joan Bennett
Blodgett Ralph Bellamy
.Tean Ann Sothem
Ohomas Bruhm II Sidney Blacktner
:;hief of Detectives Thomas Mitchell
Detective Faulkner Robert BlUott
Peggy. ... . .". Patricia Farr
Judy..: .; : 'Wllma Francis
Rutb,. V. Phyllis Barry
Clara Dorothy Tree
Grace...... , Kay tilnafcer
Ann... ' ...Linda Winters
Bob ,.».. Walter Byron
Butler ^Wilson Benge
CapUin , .Harry Pain*

Miniature Reviews*
'Sweethearts' (M-G). Jeanette

MacDonald-NelsOn Eddy starred

in verbose film version o£ Victor

Herbert's operetta.

'Trade Winds' (UA). Fredric

March and Joan Bennett in a
strong melodrama-romance.

'Paris Honeymoon' (Par).

Bing Crosby in entertaining

offering that will click substan-

tially at the boxoffice.
'Kentucky' (20thX Excellent

envcrtainment of thoroughbred
horses, feuds and romance,
geared for extended runs.

•Duke of West Point' (UA).
Fairly good entertainment,

should do average business

generally. No cast names.
'While New Tork Sleeps*

(20th). Excellently produced
newspaperman-murder meller.

Strong for duals.

'Comet Over roadway*

(WB). Kay Francis in a back-

stage yarn that goes overboard

on assorted heartbreaks.
'Charlie Chan in Honolulu*

(20th). Re-launching of Chan
series, Sidney Toler fine choice

for title spot. CJood programer.

'Cipher Bureau' (GN). Spy
yarn's element of timeliness is

considerably downed by slow-
moving treatments

to slip a potion to Miss Ross so

Crosby ean attend the festival with
her. But Bing takes a -sip with Miss
Ross, and pair put on wacky contor-

tion routine before passing out. Third
use of the gag on Tamiroff is fairly

humorous, but proves an anti-climax

to the preceding episodes.

Crosby's four jongs are exception-
al, and a fifth ir sung by a chorus
of peasants in the fields. Star's two
solos are 'Funny Old Hills' and
'Sweet Little Headache.' 'I Have
Eyes.' is handled by Crosby and Miss
Ross at opposite ends of the tele-

phone, latter a delightful eyeful in

a Pans hotel bath. 'Joobalai' is pre-
sented by Crosby,- Miss Gaal and
chorus at the festival. It's a lilting

piece that has a ' good chance to

catch on, 'Work While You May' is

the choral number with rose fields

setting.
Picturesque settings are provided

for the Balkan village. While pror
duction generally is up to top stand-
ard. Photography by Karl Struss is

excellent throughout.

KENTUCKY
^IN COLOR)

Hollywood, Dec. 15.

20tli Century-Fox release of Gene Mar-
key production.' Fcalure-s Ijoretta Young,
Richard Greene, Walter Brennan, Douglas
Dumbrille, Kar<>n Morley, Moroni Olsen.
Directed by David Butler. Screenplay by
Lamar Trottl and John Taintor Foote,
from story by -Foote; camera, Ernest Pal-
mer; Teehnlcplor cameraman, Bay B«hna-
han; editor, .Irene Morra; music, Louis
Silvers, previewed at Oarthay Circle, h. A.,

,
Dec. 14, '38. Running time, OS mins.
Solly Goodwin Loretta Young
Jack Dillon Richard Greene

, .Peter Goodwin Walter Brennan
_ „ _ _ „ usually plays, John Dillon (lail) DoUglaa Dumbrine

Mi<L<! Sothem elves bv far the most Mrs. Goodwin (1801) Karen Morley;MISS .«'0'J^f™.e^J^^^^ John Dillon (1037) Moroni Olsen
plausible performance of her career, u^^^ Goodwin, Sr a8«i).....RuBaeii Hicks
She catches the proper combination Bob Slocum...;...^...;,Wlllard Robertson'

of hardness and sentimentality in the Thad Goodwin (li)S7) Charles Waidron

character and gete every ounce of its Ben^.,.^^^^^^^^^

humor across. Ralph Bellamy also Thad (Soodwln, Jr.' (18<H)...Delmar Watson
scores as a muddlehead detective* airate Goodwin..... Leona Ttoberts

Thomas Mitchell is excellent as^^
»e"r^*cV: ChiriWi^ddS'

distraught police commissioner ana secretary... Harry Haydon
' ' " " " Track Offlclall Robert Middlemajss

lilly. ; Madame Sul-Te-Wan
Mellsh Clirit Clark
Susie May....... Meredith Howard
Presiding Officer .Fred Burton
Doctor '. Charles Trowbridge
Groom ; Eddie .Anderson
Presiding Judge Stanley Andrews

DUKE OF WEST POINT
United Artists release of Edward Small

production, Fefitures Ii^uls He^yward, Joan
Fontaine, Tom Brown, Richard Carlson,
Alan Curtis, Charles, D, Brown, Jed Prouty,
Marjorle Gateson' and Kmma Dunn. Di-
rected by Alfred B. Green. Story and
adaptation, George Bruce; editor, Grant
Whytook; camera, Robert Planck. At
Muhio Hall. N. T., week Dec. 15, ^38.

Running time, 107 mins.
.Steven Early Louis Hayward
Ann Porter Joan Fontaln*
Sonny Drew Tonr Brown
Jack West Ichard Carlson
Cadet .<?trbng... .Alan Curtis
Cadet Grady Donald Barry
Cadet Rains ...Gaylord Pendleton
Doc Porter.... .Charles D. Brown
Mr. Drew.......... Jfd Prouty
Mrs. Drew Marjorle Gateson
Mrd. West Bmma Dunn
Varsity Hockey Coach...... George McKay
Plebe Hockey Coach .James Flavin
Plebo Football Conch .,Xlck Lukats
Varsity Football Coach....Kenneth HarInn
Colonel Early Jonathat) Hnle
Honor CuiDJiklttee Captain............

William Bnkewell

romantic . roles she

Sidney Blackmer is briefly satisfac

tory as the heavy. Hobe.

PARIS HONEYMOON
(WITH SONGS)

Hollywood, Dec. 14.

Paramount release of. Harlan Thompson
production. Stars Bing Crosby; features
Franclska Gaal, Akim. Tamlrolt, Shirley

Ross, E. E. Horton, Ben Blue. Directed
hy Frank Tuttle. Screenplay by Frank

•Kentucky is Hollywood's salute
to the Blue Grass State, an absorbing
and highly entertaining drama
woven around the traditions of horse

Dorothy Tree'< , Butler and Don Hartman. based on story' I racing and the breeding of thorough-
Tro« T.in.iro. Fjjy Angela^ShOTwood. son^_, Ralph RainEer

| hreds, As a production 'Kentucky^ is

All the elements ' that provide
broad entertainment are present in
this picture and it should reap
healthy grosses. Story and adapta-
tion are sound, production is hanc^-
some, direcitioii is forceful and the
acting is persuasive. It also has
Riguant title and better-than-aver
age marquee strength, so it's well
fortified fO^ '^ood to above average
business. '

'

.

'..Yairn is essentially a melodrama-
tOiijance bUilt on the time-tested for-
mula of ,the beauteous fugitive-from-
juslice and . the demon hawkshaw
who's sent to bring 'er back alive.
They have a world-well-lost pash,
but he eventually turns her in for
the $100,000 reward, then proves her
innocent ol the killing of which
everyone believes she's guilty. It's

all jUrankly hoke, but surefire stuff
for mass emotional appeal, since it

has colorful and sympathetic char-
acters, frequent injections of humor
and because its dramatic qualities
are continuously interesting.
Screenplay by Dorothy Parker,

Alan Campbell and Frank R. Adams
capitalizes the sound framework of
Tay Garaett's orighal, highlighting
its situations' dnd endowing it with
pungent dialog. Garnett's direction
shows keen insight and admirable
appreciation of the dramatic possi-
bilities of the script. What's even
more striking, however, is the fact
that several members of the cast give
much more clearly-defined and con-
vincing performances than anything
they've shown on the screen before

—

for which the direction seems Un-
doubtedly responsible.
As the thick-skinned supersleuth

with the fast line of gab, Fredric
March brings enormous conviction to
a difficult part. His is the compli-
cated task of seeming phony on the
surface, but essehtially genuine un-
derneath, of being a gay deceiver
with some women, but of persuading
the audience of his sln(:erity when
he meets the lovely fugitive, of por-
traying a ch&racter that's complex
and contradictory until the very end
of the picture.- If he overplayed any
one phase of the charatter, the cli-

max of- the yarn would be dissipated
It's not the showy sort of part to
catch an audience's imagination, but
he makes it the occasion for a fine
performance.
As the harassed heroine whose

frenzied flight takes the action across
the Pdcific from Sr.,. Francisco to
Japan, Chinft, Indo-China, Sumatra
and India, Joan Bennett looks at
tractive and gives an unusually cred-
ible pei:formance. She has much
more animation that normally and
she brings a new and appealing
Warmth to her emotional scenes. The
fact that she is a fugitive provides
the ' excuse for her to go brunet
through most of the story.

Greatest surprise of the picture is

the acting, of Ann Sothem, as
March's tough, acquisitive, amorous
secretary. (Completely reversing the

and Leo Robin; camera, Karl Struss; edi-

tor, Archie Mftrshek; asst. director, Stanley
Goldsmith. Previewed at Paramount, li.

A., Dec. 13, '38. Running time, 83 mine.
'Lucky' Lawton Bing Crosby
Manya Franclska Gaal"
Peter Karloca AkIm Tamlrojt
Barbara Wayne Shirley Boss
Ernest Flgg Edward Everett Horton
Sttska Ben Blue
FluBchotska Rafacla Ottiano

Georges De RemL.v Gregory Gaye
Angela .Luana Walters
Tomanto .' Alex Helesh
Old Villager Victor Hlllan

Judge Michael Vlsaroff

an outstanding effort, accentuated by
"Teehnicolor photography and a vivid
climax presenting the running of the
Kentucky Derby. Geared for top
money, picture does not disappoint,
and will click mightily at the box
office for extended runs.
In color, Loretta Young is a beau-

teous Kentucky belle, and her lens-
ing in tints will be accepted as the
best of any actress to date. A re-
markable job of lighting and photo
graphic work by Ernest Palmer, long

. I
a top cameraman in the ihdustiy, al-

Bing Crosby, back With a bundle though this is his first Technicolor
of tuneful melodies, nonchalantly

|
production

meanders through a light romance
of the Prince Charming-peasant Cin
derella type, displaying a more
convincing personality than hereto
fore. With a group of known fea

tured names surrounding Crosby,

Value of color in enhancing pro
duction values of this picture cannot
be discounted. The beauties of the
olue grass country, with exceptional
shots of the mares and colts romping
through the pastures, are outstand-

The first of five pictures Edward
Small is scheduled to make for

United Artists this season, ^Duke of

West Point* is not a highly propitious

start, but it assays as fairly good

entertainment. In spite of its lack

of freshness in therne, the picture

forces its way to. a point Of diversion

value that should enable it to score

average returns at the boxoffice.

Instead of foOtball> as in so many.
Army pictures, though it is included.

Duke of West Point' features

lockey, and these scenes aire excep-
tionally Well done.
Hayward is cast as ia Cambridge

(England) man, excelling at rugby,
who is sent to West Point by his
father. He is played very sympa-
thetically under determination to
finish out his military training for
the honor ol his family. In 'Yank
at Oxford,' it was an American who
went to Oxford and got. his ears
clipped.
Except that the action drags con^

siderably, the running time of 107
minutes being much too . long.

Small's picture travels rather Inter-

esting territory and the love interest
is very capably handled. A rival,

graduated from plebe ranks and
always in the way ol Hayward's
progre^ romantically and scholastic-
al^, figuKs. Explanation as to who
the girl is comes a little late, but
not serious. ' While there is much
human interest in 'Duke,' the com-
edy relief is rather light.

The cast, is uniformly good, though
none of the names mean pull at tiie

b.o. Hayward was brought forth re-
cently by RKO in 'Saint in New
York,' in which he impressed con-
siderably. He is an ingratiating,
youthlul type. Joan Fontaine is the
girl, an attractive type, who screens
w^ll, while more important among
the'^'students are Tom Brown and
Richard Carlson, both excellent.
Brown hAs ^ slight edge on Carlson,
having a fat role. The lessers all
acquit themselves creditably.

Char.

aiding considerably in dishing out ing. Sequences of the Kentucky
the entertainment factors, picture is

heading for substantial boxoffice.

Story is of a familiar pattern, but
has been given a few new angles in

treatment to freshen it up, besides
the inclusion of several Rainger-
Robin tunes that are particularly
pleasant. Audiences will quickly ac-

cept the yarn as a Cinderella fairy

Derby running, with wide sweep of
the grandstand and entries parading
to the post, are highly appealing. The
final drive down the stretch, with
two horses nose to nose, has been
built up expertly for greatest dra-
matic effect.

Walter Brennan gives a vivid and
convincing characterization of the

tale, and enjoy the many wacky and shrewd and irascible old Kentuckian
unorthodox sequences that are-pre-]who carries the memory of a feud
sented during the unfolding. Pic- \ dating back to Civil War days. His
ture is rather episodic, and script is one of the outstanding perform-
could have been better, also direc- ances of the year,
tion. Picture opens with a brief prolog

Picture opens at nice pace, with detailing the start of the feud be-
wedding of Crosby and Shirley Ross tween fhe Dillon-Goodwin families
delayed through failure of latter's in 1861 when the Civil War broke
former husband' to obtain Paris out. Swings over to the present with
divorce. Couple hop to Paris to speed Loretta Young, granddaughter of the
it up, and Crosby leaves his pros- original feuder, and Richard Greene
pective bride while he looks over having same anceistry in his family
a castle in a small Balkan village line. Greene returns from many
bought for their honeymoon nest, years abroad, enters his father's bank,
Persistent peasant girl, Franclska trains horses as a hobby, and falls in
Gaal, elected queen of the forthcom- love with Miss Young. Barrier of the
ing rose festival, ties to Crosby and feud prevents him from disclosing
refuses- to be shaken off. Miss Gaal I his real identity, and when his lather
mischievously, dogs Crosby constant- [refuses a loan to the girl's -father, the
ly, with Miss Ross becoming jealous boy walks and gets a job as trainer
of the village queen when she finally of MLss Young's remaining horse,
arrives. But after Crosby and Miss

|
With Greene training the new ac-

Ross return to Paris for the oft
postponed wedding ceremony, Bin.?

dashes back to the village to grab
Miss Gaal for the happy ending.

There's a greater ease and assur-
ance displayed by Crosby in his han-
dling of the lead spot than previous-
ly. He times his lines better, and
gives a corking performance through-
out. Miss Gaal is pert^ pretty and
capable as the village Cinderella, al-

though at times her maneuvers to
corral Crosby are too smart and
sophisticated for the role.

Comedy support is competently
provided by Akim Tamiroff, Edward
Everett Horton and Ben Blue. Tam-
iroff excellently handles the lightly

humorous role of the scheming town
mayor, while Horton, as Crosby's
valet, has many opportunities to de-
liver in comedy situations. Blue is in

a few sequences but manages to hit

his share of laughs In brief routines.

Miss Ross is Okay as the brides-to-be.

Spiked liquor used by Tamiroff in

his tavernjprovides top comedy se-
quences. Blue is first victim, with
Miss Gaal copping the bottle later

While New York Sleeps
(WITH SONGS)

20th-Foz release of Sol M. Wurtzel pro-
duction. Features Michael Whalen, Jenn
Rogers, Chick Chandler. Directed by H.
Bruce Huhiberstone. Adapted by Frances
Hyland and Albert Ray from original by
Frank Fenton and Lynn Root. .Songs, Sid-
ney Clare and Arthur Johnston; camera"
Luclen Andriot; musical director, Samuel
Kaylin; dances, Nicholas Castle and Geneva
Sawyer; editor, Nornian Colbert. At Albee,
Brooklyn, dual, w«ek Bee. 15, '38. Run-
ning time, 01

' mins.
Barney Callahan i.. Ichael Whalen
Judy King Jean Bogers
Snapper Doolan Chick Chandler
Malcplni Hunt..... Robert Kellard
Nora Parker Joan Woodbury
Joe Marco Harold Huber
Happy Nelson ,...,..Ma«c Lawrence
Ralph .Simmons Sidney. Blackmer
Red Miller William Demarest

quisition, rpm.'^nce ensues, but when
she discovers Greene's identity before
the Derby. Miss Younf» tosses him Out
of the stable. Derby becomes a two-
horse race in the stretch between
Miss Young's horse and that of
Greene's father. Result is obvious
from all angles.

Script is nicely paced, and David
Butler, who also knows his racing,
gets everything possible out of the
track sequences with highly capable
direction.
Picture is handicaoped bv an un-

happy ending which , could easily
have been changed. After the girl's
horse wins the Derby, Brennan is

killed off in his greatest hour of tri-
umph. The Brennan character has
been a dominating note throughout.
Miss Young displays a wealth of

personolity in the lead, and makes
the most of a meaty role that gives
her Dlenty of opportunity to display
ability to deliver a top performance.
Richard Greene is ner.^onable as the
male lead, but both are overshad-
owed by Brennan's 'brilliant por-
trayal.

Credit Director Humbcistoiie, a
good cast and tight script for a fast

moving newspaper-murder mystery"
yarn. It chiefly revolves around
Whalen and Chandler a^ a news-
hawk-camera-clicking team. Chand-''
ler, as the irrepressible flashlight

hound, enlivens the proceedings withr
wisecracks and good-natured raillery

that's infectious.

Typical of this sort of newspaper
yarn. Whalen is more sleulh than
reporter, outwitting both police and
other opposition reporters. He
comes close to a jail term more than
once through, bold methods^ but the
most baffling aspects of two bond-
racket murder^ seem like child's
play the w&y he handles them.
Jean Rogers, a comer with a fresh,

sparkling personality, is the No. 1

fem and should go places, sis will.
Joan Woodbury, a mobster's ally.
Harold Huber is excellent in his
standard meniice and William Dem-
arest also stands out in a minor role.
Songs and ensemble dancing are

confined to a cabaret sequence, sub-
ordinated 'as background for the ac-
tion of the story.
Humberstone's direction is smooth

and clicks all the way. Quartet of
writers have done a workmanlike
job, contributing greatly to f i inex-
pensive production handicapped by
little-known cast. Dialog is snappy,
photography excellent and interiors
tastefully dressed. Humbsrstone-
Whalcn-Chandler trio will be given
further opportunity to shape a series
of similar yarns.
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COMET OVER B'WAY
. Warner Broo. production and release.

Features Kay Francis, Ian Hunter, John
liltel, Donald Crisp, Minna Gombel. Di-

rected by Busby Berkeley. From story by
Faith Baldwin; adaptation, Mark Hel-
llnger, Robert BucUner;; vAnt«i°A< James
Wonar Howe. At Palace, TI. T.,, dual,

week Dec. 15, '38. .Bunnlnff time, G5 mins,

Eve Appleton ^Kay Francis

Bert Ballln Ian Hunter
Bin Appleton ....„ ...aohn. Lltel

Grant Donald Crlep

Tim Adams Minna Oombel
Jackie Sybil Jason
Kmerson elvllle Cooper
TiVllton I^anks ....lati Keith
Janet Eaton Leona Marlcal

Brogan .Ray Mayer
Mrs, Appleton Vera Lewis
Haines • Nat^Carr
WlUla ; Chester Clute

ifarvey Edward McWade
Benson ,....Clem Bevans
Miss McDermott .Linda Winters
Hotel Manager , jack Mower
Stage Manager Jack Wise

Despite the lar-letched foundation

ot the narrative, 'Comet Over Broad-
way' has the sort ot heart appeal

that will pass with the family trade.

Nq device for tapping the tear-ducts

is overlooked. Even rocketing suc-

cess doesn't ease the strain and what
makes it doubly wearing is the lack
of comedy relief. Self-sacrifice serves

as the mainspring of the film's emo-
tional spree, with Kay Francis kept
keyed up almost . throughout to run
the turgid rote of such elements as
contrition, mother-love, burning am-
bition and renunciation of true ro-

mance for sworn duty. For the dual-
ers and nabes.
The telling is fairly well paced,

while the supporting cast ranges
from good to inconsequential. Gen-
eral direction falls within the same
brackets. Tenuous as is the credi-
bility of the original story, the
adaptors haven't helped much. The
dialog seems to be splashing over
most of the time. Some of the sides
dished up for the kid, Sybil Jason,
should make it tough on the listen-

ing sensibilities :of most adults.
Miss Francis* emotional journey

begins with a murder. A Broadway
actor sees her in a play staged by
some local torchbearers and goes on
the make. Yielding to iiis blarney
about being able to do big things for
her, she gets into a situation that
leads to a scuffle between her hus-
band and the actor. The latter is

killed and the husband receives a
life sentence. Realizing that she was
to bleune for it all, she quits the
hometown with her girl infant, de-
termined to earn the money required
to g^t her husbiand a parole. Within
a period of seven years she romps
through the various fields of- sho\&
business, . including carnival, bur-
lesque and vaudeville, to become -a
dramatic star. Her love for a play-
wright producer, ^an Hunter, threat-
ens to stymie her original resolve
until a meeting with her husband in
prison revives her sense of duty and
keeps her pledge to set him free
and make up for the grief she had
brought him.
John Litel gives the part of the

husband a combination of credence
and restraint. Hunter invests his
assignment with lots of sympathy.
As the retired burle^cue queen who
assumes the upbringing of Miss
Francis' youngster, Minna Gombel
runs strongly to stereotyped con-
cepts, while Donald Crisp, who' is

cast as the faithful small-town law-
yer, looks and soimds pretty much
out of his sphere. Odec.

Charlie Chan in Honolulu
Hollywood, Dec. 17.

20th-Fox release of John Stone produc-
tion. Features Sidney Toler, Phyllis Brooks,
Sen Yung, Eddie Collins. Directed by H.
Bruce Humberstone, Original by Charles
Belden; based on 'Cfiarlle Chan' character
created by Earl Derr Blggers; camera,
Charles Clarke: editor. Nick De Magglo.
Previewed sut Or&uman'a Chinese, Dec. 10,
'SB, Running time, 67 mine.
Charlie Chant .....Sidney Toler
Judy Hayes Phyllis Brooks
Jimmy Chan...., ,-.ffen Yung
Al Hogan... Eddie Collins
Randolph Johrt King
Mrs. Carol Wayne Claire Dodd
Dr. Cardigan... ( George Zucco
Captain Johnson '....Robert Barrat
Johnny McCoy,...; Marc liwrence
Joe Arnold....^ Richard Lane
Tommy Chan.. Layne Tom, Jr.
Wing Foo Phillip Ahn
Inspector Rawlins.... Paul Harvey

Adventures of Charlie Chan get
off to a fresh start, with Sidney
Toler handling the title rol6 in most
capable fashion. His Chan has more
poise tfnd lightness, and is less the-
atric than previously. FoUowei's of
the series should quickly accept him
as Chan, and if comparisons with
the late Warner Gland's conception
are made they will generally be in
his favor.
Toler is riot new to Oriental roles,

having handled such assignments
several times in recent .y«ars. In
addition to Toler, resuminig series
sees the temporary—and likely per-
manent—departure of Key Luke,
who handled the part of Lee Chan,
oldest son of the detective. Sec-
ond son, Jimmy, is introduced to
carry prominent spot in future pic-
tures. Sen Yung has been tied by
the studio for the role, but possible
return of Key Luke is carried in dia-
log, which describes his departure
for art school in the east.
Replacement of Key Luke was

necessary, due to contract difflculr
ties between 20th and the Chinese
player on a new deal.
Story is of standard murder-mys-

tery pattern, with the wily Chan as-
signed to clear it up and disclose
the culprit's identity. This time it's
aboard a tramper which drops
anchor Jji .Honolulu bound for the

U. S. Victim is shot while boarding
the ship, and Chan ties up the boat
until he can round up the Suspects
and catch the murderer, :

While Chan is awaiting birth of
his first grandchild, son jSen Yimg
ambitiously takes the assignment in
his father's place, complicating mat-
ters until arrival of Toleif to speed-
ily clear matters by standard devious
procedure.
Eddie Collins romps through with

several comedjr passages as the
keeper of a shipment of wild ani-
mals aboard, rating numerous
laughs with routines with a tame lion
that is allowed to wander loose in
the hold. George Zucco is good as
the doctor at whom suspicion is di-
rected by the audience imtil the
murderer is uncovered.
Story is typical of previous Chan

murder mysteries, providing several
suspects for Chan to gradually elim-
inate. It's all quite interesting, with
direction okay for this type of pic-
ture.
'Chan in Honolulu' measures up to

mark set by previous releases of the
series, and will prove a good pro-
grammer, especially in those spots
where series enjoys a following.

Remontons Les Champs-

Elysees
('Bemonntlngr the Champs-Elysees')

(FBENCH-MADE)
Paris, Dec. 10.

Sedlf release of Sacha Gultry production.
Stars Gultry; features Luclen Baroux,
Jacauellne Delubac, Oermalne Dermoz,
LIsette Lanvin, Jeanne Boltel, Josellne
Gael, Emlle Drain, Mlla Parely, Robert.
Pizanl. Directed by Gultry. Original and
scenario, Gultry; music, Adolphe Borchnrd;
camera, Bachelet. Marc Fossard. At Nor-
mandle, Paris. Running time, 100 mlns. ,
Cast: Sacha Gultry, Luclen Baroux,

Jacqueline Delubac, Germalne Dermoz,
Jeanne Boltel, Raymonde -Allaln, Jean
Davy. Emlle Drain, Jacques Erwln,- Jose-
llne Gael, LIsette Lahvlii, Pierre de Ouln-
gand, Glides, Raymond Galle, Jeanne Mar^.
ken, Plzanl, Andre Marnay, Sylvio de
Pedrelll, Line Lassal, Schultz, J. Buquet.
Jeanne Provost, Jean Hcbey. Jean Coquei
Iln, Arlane Pathe, Aloln Durthal, Jacques
Berlioz, Jean Perler. Gas,ton Dubosc,
Luclen Brule, Claude Lehmonn, Andree
Berty, Madeleine Solange, Henry Houry,
Pierre Labry, Claire Gerard, Irene Corday,
Rene Faucholic, Mlla Parcly, Pauline Car-
ton, Foujzne, Fablole, Morton, Philippe
Richard, Jane FusIer-GIr. Georges. Grey,
Pierre Would, Mona Doll, Marguerite
Moreno,

Adventure in Sahara
Columbia production and release. Di-

rected by D, Roaa Lederman. Features
Paul Kelly, C. Henry Gordon and Loma
Gray. Story,. Sam Fuller; screenplay. Max-
well Shane; camera. Franc Planer. At
Globe. N. T., dual, Dec. 17, '38. Running
time, <iO mlns.
Jim Wilson Paul Kelly
Captain Snvatt C. Henry Gordon
Carla Preston Lprna^Gray
Lieutenant Dumond Robert Flske
Poule Marc Lawrence
Karnoldi. , . Dick Curtis
Rene Malreaux Stanley BrOwn
Corporal Dronov , Alan Bridge
Ladoux. Raphael Bennett
Gungadln.;.... Charles Moore
Gravet Dwlght Frj-e
Colonel Rancreux Stanley Andrews

Guitry's latest dive into French
history to recount the history of
the CHamps-Elysees, in no way
equals, 'Les Perles de la Couronne'
('Pearls of the Crown'), his inaugu-
ral attempt at a -film of this gender
While done on the same grandiose
scale of its forerunner, with snatches
of history interwoven into a central
story, 'Remontons les ChampS'
Elysees' lacks the international
flavor of its predecessor, due to its

greater limitations.
Imaginative license is given free

reign throughout, allowing for many
interesting sidelights which make up
some of the merits as well as the
faults of this film. But in tearing
his pages here and there from the
dus^ annals, Guitry errs on several
counts.
Beginning with Marie de Medicis,

who, according to Guitry, conceived
the idea of cutting the now famous
neon-lighted avenue through the
then wooded lands on the outskirts
of Paris, he recounts the -story of
the thoroughfare in neo-factual
form, interweaving the family hiS'

tory of a supposed illegitimate son
of Louis XV and the former's de
scendants.
The story of the schoolmaster's

antecedents offers neither the scope
nor the magnitude of Guitry's his-
tory of the pearls. Also, the many
unrelated incidents do not add to
the piquancy intended. Thus, Jean-
Jacques Rousseau is concerned with
establishing the . first open-air Cafe
Ambassadeurs arid Richard Wagner,
as the unknown composer, is fired
from the same cafe for insisting on
playing a march from 'Tannhauser,'
which he had recently composed.
The 300 years of French history cov-
ered necessitate only snatches here
and there. Thus, continuity is poor.
Guitry takes four parts as well as

lending his voice as the story-teller
to many scenes where he does not
appear. His Louis XV, Napoleon
III, Jean Louis and the old school-
master are beyond reproach, but it's

too much Guitry, as he's the only
recognizable figure throughout. Of
the minor roles, Louis Baroux, as
the Marquis de Cahuvelin, adds some
good, light comedy; Lisette Lanvin
makes a delicious mistress to Louis
XV. Others who aid considerably
are Jean Boitel as Pompadour;
Joseline Gael, Germaine Dermoz,
MUa Parely, a relative newcomer,
and Adrianne Pathe.
Amusing intimacies of royal life arc

plentiful
^
and castle scenes carry

splendor 'aplenty, but miny of the
peeks into history lack conviction of
atmosphere. Dialog is crisply
satirical. Photography is standard.
In toto, Guitry is not going to col-
lect on this film; it misses from too
many tangents. Hugo.

- STORY BUYS
Hollywood, Dec. 20.

Paramount purchased Wessel Smit-
ter's novel, 'F.O.B. Detroit.'
Universal, bought 'Jenny Lind,'

original by Hand Rameau.
Charles Martin sold his original,

'Sweepstakes,' to Metro.
RGO purchased 'Second Shot,' by

Garret Fort.

Film's l)revity is its prime virtue.

Poor acting is probably accounted
for because nobody could take the
story seriously. Usually standard
performances of Paul KtUy and C.

Henry Gordon take a laughable turn
at the wrong moments when read-
ing the exceptionally poor dialog.
Story is along the line's on the
•Mutiny on the Bounty' theme,
wrapped up in a B-minus budget and
located on sand instead of sea.

Director, rates most credit for
keeping it timed and for doing as
much as possible with assignment.
The cameraman forgot to work,
using flock of library stock and
duplicate running shots.
The stereotyped yarn of the cruel

commander of a French Foreign Le-
gion outpost motivates. Writer made
this one a composite of all. Comes
the rebellion and the trampled put
Capt Savatt and his pals into the
sands with a minimum of supplies.
Capt. Savatt and his pals, tramp out
into the sands with a minimum of
supplies Savatt says he'll return and
he does so, with reinforcements.
Arabs . attack while soldiers inside
fort keep conurades locked out. At
proper time they're let in to escape
the Arabs. They're decorated first
for bravery and then court-mar-
tialed, -but a spunky lieutenant puts
the finger on his superior as a super-
meanie, which deed gets the boys off
lightly. But not the audience.

Hurl.

WESTERN JAMBOREE
(WITH SONGS)

Republic release of Harry Grey produc-
tion. Stars Gene Autry; features Smiley
Burnette, Jean Rouverol, Joe Frisco. Di-
rected by Ralph Staub. Screenplay by
Gerald Geraghty from original by Pat
Harper; camera, William Nobeles; editor,
Lester Orlebeck. Previewed In Projection
Room, N. Y., Dec. 13, '88. Running time,
57 mlns.
Gene Gene Autry
Frog- Smiley Burnette
Betty Haskell Jean Rouverol
Duchess Esther Mulr
Frisco Joe Frisco
Dad Haskell Frank -DarJen
Mrs. Gregory Margaret Armstrong
Doc Trimble Harry Hplman
Don Carlos Edward Raquello
Kimball Bentley Hewlett
Slim ...Kermlt Maynard
Walter Gregory George- Walcott
>McCaU Ray Teal

Up to usual Autry standard, with
singing western star chasing helium
gas bandits instead of rustlers, stage-
coach bad men or claim jumpers, in
between romancing the rancherino.
Angle is a 'novel one, considering

topic has made recent news pages
and shows script writers alive to
themes which are credible yet fit the
western backgroimd. Autry, ranch
foreman, stumbles on a gang which
plan to get valuable helium gas well
discovered on premises.
About four reels go by in aimless

gunplay back and forth before Autry
tumbles to hidden motive of the
gang, who secretly lay a pipeline to
tap the well after failure to buy the
ranch. Autry and sheriff's posse
finally Corral the crooks. How these
outlaws can move truckload of
equipment and lay a pipeline on
premises without detection, however,
is a mystery only writer and director
can explain.
Autry delivers three numbers in

his standard cowboy style. One of
them, 'November Moon,' sounds
promising. Smiley Burnette is cast
in role now becoming too familiar
perhaps to western fans, that of the
fat, clumsy good-natured puncher
who acts as Autry's stooge. He is
made to look incredibly stupid.
Rest of cast don't matter rne way

or t'othier, except Joe Frisco. He
wows 'em in no uncertain manner
with gags, songs and dances, and
should come in for fatter parts. Film
okay for western houses and dual
bills.

principal characters aren't animated
enough: it's the lack of action scenes
which hurts the picture. Bernardi,
as Casanova, has everything the part
demands—a commanding figure, per-
sonable charm and audacity. He is

equally at home in the drawing
room, on the duelling field, in the
duke's ballroom or a prison cell,

debonair to the end.
Wliat story there is deals with

Giacomo (evidently the son of the
celebrated Romeo) and' his getting

involved in theft and murder, when
all he wanted was to play around.
He is accused of stealing a Swiss
merchant's gold and. later murdering
liim. Through clever detective work
he unmasks the real culprit and in-

gratiates himself with the Duke and
Duchess of Parma. He makes love

to an innkeeper's wenCh, a ballerina

and the Duchess, with equal facility,

but as a sop to a conclusive happy
ending goes off with the 'faithful bal-

lerina who rescued him from his

troubles.
Bernardi, Romolo Costa, as the

Duke, and Leda Gloria stand out in

an otherwise undistinguished cast.

All highlight scenes are iinderplayed
for some reason, even a sword duel
beirig shot in semi-long shot or in
reflected scenes on water; while a
grand ballroom episode is badly con-
fused and diffused in long-shot angles
only.
Hardly any market lor this one in

America, even Italian audiences dis-^

playing nebulous reaction. - Film has
no English titles and is a straight
Italian dialog effort with a minimum
of musical background.

MARUSIA.
(UKRAINIAN-MADE)

(WITH SONGS)
tncraflim release of Leo Bulgakov pro-

duction. Features Stepbania Melnyk,
Nicholas Stehnltzky, Peter Chornluk, My-
kola Novak. Screen play by Vladimir
Kedrowsky and Andrei Klst, based on
music drama by M. Starltsky: music, Dr.-

Alexander Koshetz; editor, Leon ^evy;
dances, Andrei Klst; camera, George Hln-
ners and Edward Hyland. ' At Miami,
N. T., week Dec. 12. '88. Running time,
05 mlns.
Marusia Stepbania Melnyk
Hrytz leholas Stehnltzky
KhOma Peter Chornluk
Daryna tephAnla Werbowctzka
Halyna ...JIalla Tfoltzka
Potap .Mykola Novak
Dmvtro Michael Skorobohach
(In Vkrai, ' ; with English Titles)

CIPHER BUREAU
Grand National release of Franklyn War-

ner production,' Features Leon Ames, Joaa
Woodbury, Charlotte Wynters, Donald Dlll-
nway. Directed by Charles Lament. Orlg^T
Inal, Monroe Shaft; adaptation. Arthur*
Hoerl; camera, Arthur MartlnelU. At-
RIalto, N. Y., week Dec. 80, '38. Rvnnlnc'
time, 04 mlns.
Philip Waring Leon Amea.
Helen Lane Charlotte Wynter*
Thevese Brahm Joan Woodbury
Paul Waring , Don Dllhiway.
Simon Herrlck-. ...Tenen Holt*
Albert GroOd Gustav Von SeyfTertlts.
Atiton Decker .Walter Bohtt
Lt. Clarke , ,..S1 Willi
Lt, Tydall Peter Lynn
Ellsworth Jason RobarA
Robert Wormer. ' Joe RomantliiI„
Com. Ndsh Hooper Atchley
Norfolk Offleer. Tudor wnilama>(|
Judge , .Carl StockdaI»
Paul's Counsel.., Robert Frazer
Jimmy Sldjiey Miller
Caslon John Smart
Announcer Franklyn Parker

.

Army Lt.. > Stanley Blyst^n*'

GIACOMO CASANOVA
(ITALIAN MADE)

Amerltol release of Negroni production.
Features Nerlo Bernardi. Directed by
Carlo J. Bansoll. Story, Alenaandro de
StefanI; camera, Otello Martelll, At Cine
Roma, N Y., week Dec. 1, '38. Running
time, QO mlns.
Cast: Loda Gloria, MIml Aylmer, Tina

Lattanzl, Nerlo BernnrdI, Knzo BUtottl,
Roniolo Costa, Oreate Bllancia, Cesare Zop-
pcttl.

(In Italian; no English Titles)

Producers of this muffed an op-
portimity to do something with the
saga of one of the world's greatest
lovers. Theme is but lightly touched
on, Casanova's charm with the
femmes being confined in the main
to endless dialog and a minimum of
love-making. Censorial objections
here and abroad probably interfered.
Although sumptuously costumed

and artistically set, production is

handicapped by static direction, con-
fined to a few interiors. It isn't that

This Ukrainian talker is over-long,

but simply told. It is a period-cos-

tume folk tale based on a classic of

Ukrainian peasant life, and has an
emotional heart-tug induced more
by exceptional singing and choral
work of the entire cast than by the
drama itsell

Picture is hardly an epic, dealing
with the love triangle and .plight of

a winsome pair of sweethearts whose
lives culminate in tragedy. The
theme is universal and oft-told. But
the saga of the Ukrainian nation as
a whole—a tale of heroism or fight

for an ideal, such as the Czech
drama, 'Janosik,' would have beeri
more enthralling apd worthy of a
little-known people.

'Marusia' is chiefly distinguished
then by its folk dancing and songs,
of which there is a plentitude. Slavic
tunes or lively peasant dances come
on at the slightest pretext. Every
occasion in the routine of these
country people calls for festivities

and a party. All of which is very
nice, light-hearted and enjoyable.
The songs, In chorus, are beautifully
rendered and the dances skillful and
Interesting.
Marusia and Hryiz, her lover, are

betrothed and will marry when
Hrytz has earned enough money,.
Their happiness, however, is marred
when Khoma, deformed but richest
citizen in the village, whom all the
rural maidens look down on ' and
spurn because he is ugly, plans to
separate the lovers through chican-
ery and get the gal for his own. He
causes Hrytz to quarrel withthis best
friend, Pptap, and induces him to in-
sult and forswear Marusia. Hrytz
leaves the village for good.
Perplexed and pining away for

her Hrytz, Marusia slowly succumbs
to Khoma's wooing. ' Hrytz returns,
however, in time to prevent the mar-
riage.

Their old love reawakens, .but
Marusia and Hrjrtz are fated never
to find happiness, for Khoma causes
both to be pdisoned. The hunchback
is 'exposed, flees the vengeance of
'the village folk .and perishes in the
river after being thrown from a cliff
by Potap.
Stepbania Melnyk carries co-star-

ring assignment with Peter Chor-
niuk,'the hunchback, and is a worthy
selection for the heroine of this
story. She is good-looking in a
buxom continental style and has a
fine soprano voice. Chornluk, Steh-
nitzky and Novak could hardly as-
pire to histrionic heights. Michael
Skorobohach stands Out in comedy
scenes. For the most part, it is not
acting that makes thi» worth-while
screen entertainment. Settings are
mainly village and farm country ex-
teriors; camera-work exceptionally
good, but a bit fuzzy at times; direc-
tion, adequate, but not distinguished,
even though its megger, Leo Bulga-
kov, enjoys a U. S. legit rep. (Some
of the footage is said to have been
shot in the Ukraine steppes of New
Jersey.)

Picture will do well In the for-
eign-language Or arty houses when
trimmed down 20 minutes or eo.

'Cipher Bureau' hits the market as
a timely theme, but there isn't much .

excitement and punch in the story

telling. Slowly-paced, and exposi•p^'

.

tional to the point of monotony, the,

production steers clear of namins^
the nationality of the spies involved
in this intrigue within the borders!
of the United States, but the guttural
dialects make teutonic identificatiout

easy enough. Intensive ballyhoo
could point 'Cipher Bureau' toward',
average money at least in the action,
spots.

As the cipher bureau officer In'
charge of counter-espionage, Leoii
Ames has the task of carrying th0
ball practically all the time. This'
proceedings get .more and more tech-^.

nical as the film reveal^ how its hen»;
goes about the business of frustra^.
ting the complicated and deviouf
ways that spies have today in trans-*
mitting messages to their forel^..
principals; Broadcasting Is their
chief ally and the expositional phas«^
of the picture incltldes shows how:

.

codes .are deciphered, how bootleg
transmitting stations, in the high' fre^

'

quencies are run down, and hovt^
even, broadcast music can serve as
a highly articulate medium for spies;

Clash of wits is spiced with gua*'
play and, in the traditional manrier*

.

it's the U. S. mariries that come to
the rescue. Interlarded with th6"de»'.
coding routines are -a couplfe ro^
mances. .The major one involveif'
Ames' brother, a lieutenant in the^

U. S, Navy, and a Mata Harl, whO'-
after duping the boy into disgracinis^'

himself, discovers love and helpi*-

turn the tables on the foreign gang;)
Other fadeout clinch is staged Iff;

Ames and his hardworking secre-'
tary, Charlotte Wynters. Joan "VTOodW
bury lends both looks and acting iap*'

peal to the part of the love-strfckeii •

spy; while Don Dillaway fills in &c*
ceptably as the kid brother; Odec* '

VIPRGE FOLLE
('Foolish Virgin')

(FBENCH-MADE)
. Paris, Dec. 11,

Cfallic release of Film d'Art production..
Stare Victor , Francen; features Annlf
Ducanx, Juliette Faber, Gabrlelle Dorzlat,
Michel Andre. Directed by Henri piamant* :

Berprer. Story, Henri Batallle; adaptation,'.
Roger Vltrac, P. Rocher, Peyret-Chapula:^,
music, MIohelet; camera, Desfoealaux. At
Olymnla, Paris. Running time, 00 mlns, ,"

Cast: Victor Francen, Juliette Faber,

^

Annie Ducaux, Michel Andre, Gabrlelle'
Dontlat. Raymond Gall, Henri GuteoL
Denlse Kemy, Calire Gerard.

Modem version of "The Foolislfii

Virgin' is no improvement on tho
legit and silent fOm. While all the!
elements of ihe original yarn e£4
retained, l;>ringing it up to date ha*
caused it to suffer. Acting and 'dia<^,

log are okay, but Henri Diaman1>;
Berger has erred badly In including'
a great many scenes that permit-
propagandizing. France's scenic-
beauties disrupt pace. Picture will
make its way well eriough in France^
but that can't be said for its foreign
chances.

Well-known yarn has Victor Fran-;
cen as the. reasonably wealthy law-

]

yer, married to a dutiful but ic^f -

wife (Annie Ducaux). A newcomer^,:^
Juliette Faber, is the foolish youn^;
girl, with Gabrlelle Dorziat as het-
mother and Michel Andre as the!
brother. Francen overdoes what
called for in the older man, cn-;
amored of the girl's youthful spirit.^
Miss Faber is set for some top roles
after this performance. Not an out-*;
standing looker, she possesses plen^-:

'

of ability. Andre possesses an tm*^'
sympathetic appearance, and while
his acting, too, shows promise, ihe
former is bound to react against*
him. Miss Dorziat 'gives a worth-'
while interpretation of the tnisuB'*
derstanding mother, Annie Ducatix
and Raymond Gall show well, toOi
Bad lighting cuts down the standard
of photography in spots. Hufiio.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Dec. 20.

'Romance of Redwoods' is latest
handle for 'Power to Burn' at Co*
lumbia.

Paramoimt changed 'Sudden
Money' to 'Sweepstakes Millionaire/
'Lone Wolf' is final title for 'Lone

Wolf's Daughter* at Columbia;
Metro's 'No Greater. Love' Is r«#

leased as "The Great Heart/
Columbia changed 'iFirst Offender*

to 'First Offenders.'
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GRBAT PICTURE infSPIRES^

A GREAT WA^SlO^^and gumrantee^

J^ew Yearns business^

Zanaek^s top-rating New Yearns gift to the boxr

office! .Achieving top rank in dispensing

laughter,: romance, tragedy, tears! One of the

best Technicolor pictures !'' —The Exhibitor

^^One oftiie seasoii^s finest in artistry and K o.

prospects! Vigorous and stirring! Engrossing

dramatic: romance! One of Technicolor's finest

eflForts!/"' —Daily Variety

^^Siire-fire iiit! A^knockont from the word go to the

Very lastimoment! The profits should tell one

of the sweeiest stories of the year!"

—'Hollywood Reporter

tfiorimgiibred jpieture that wiU be a boxoffice Hi!

A Techmcolor^lassic ! Lavish production « » ^

OBupetll^directio star-dotted^cast!"

—Boxo^cie

in TECHNICOLOR with

LdfeitaYOIflf6 • RichardGREENE
an^ WALTER BRENNAN . Douglas
Pumbzille • .Karen Morley • Moroni Olsen

Diiected by DAVID BUTLER
Aflsociate'Producer Gene Markey • Screen play by Lamar Trotti
!^d_j6hn^Taihtor Foote • From the stoiy "The Look of Eagles'J

by John Taintor Foote

|)ARRYL F. ZANUCK in Charge of Production
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CALL GRID FIX

WAIR' TO B.O.

Minneapolis, Dec. 20.

Claiming that pictures of the Uni-.

versity of Minnesota football games
constitute unfair competition, Twin
City independent exhibitors, mem-
bers of Northwest Allied, are trying

to halt their showing before clubs,

civic groups, churches, schools," etc.,

for admission or otherwise.

The athletic department delegates

Phil Brain, tennis coach and sports'

photographer, to shoot the pictures

primarily for the benefit of the foot-

ball coaching staff which studies

them after every game. The use of

the films, however, has been greatly

expanded, particularly during the

past few years.

Baseball Film

Philadelphia, Dec 20.

National League's first attemp^t at

a baseball promotional film was re-

leased by the league's eight clubs

throughout the country last week.
Pic is tagged, 'Baseball—The Story
of a National Institution.' Running
41 minutes, it pictures birth and de-
velopment' of the game and gives

sonie technical angles on how to

play. Produced by Burton Holmes.

Americt^n League has been dis-

tribblng ' similar films for the past
tour years, but theirs have been
strictly technical, showing right and
wrong way to pitch, catch; etc. Pic-
tures, projector and operator are
provided free to social, civic, fra-

ternal and church groups.

Chaplin Talks

Hollywood, Dec. 20.

Charles Chaplin's first talker, 'The
Dictator,' gets under way next
month. He conceived the idea,

wrote the screenplay, produces and
plays the title role.

Alfred Reeves, manager of the
Chaplin studio, is installing sound
equipment and rounding up per-
sonnel.

Theatres—Exchanges

Lincoln,
Last week the Orpheum (1,350)

and the Liberty,, (1,400) shut. Both
to be remodeled. When they closed,
both were "in Lincbln* Theatres Corp.,
but Liberty now has switched to the
Nebraska Theatres, Inc., LTC-J,, H.
Cooper opposition. Latter houses
skedded to reopen next month.

New York.
Shifts and promotions in New

York: George Ahrens, 83rd St., pro-
moted to asst. manager at Dyckman;
Frank L. Cronon, assistant at War-
wick, moves to Astor; Herbert
Schoenhof, chief usher at Lexington,
to asst. at Warwick; Daniel Harris,
asst. at Metropolitan, moves to Pros-
pect; John Cusack, assistant at Pros-
pect, to the Metropolitan.

Denver.
In a three-way shift of managers

in the Fox Intermountain division,

Harold Rice was brought to Denver
from Laramie, Wyo., to manage the
Paramount, succeeding Jack Cope-
land, who moves to the Aladdin here.
Sterling Way goes from Aladdin to
Laramie as city manager.

E. P. (Buzz) Briggs, back at State
as manager after vacation of eight
months, succeeding M. J, Baranco,
who left for his home in the east.

The house was transferred back to
Pathe from Grand "National as iJart

settlement of the Pathe claims against
GN.

Omah^.
Guy Cocklin has closed Strartd,

Walnut, la.

C. A. Lane, former Iowa portable
circuit operator, has taken over the
Iowa, Manilla, la., from A. W.
Lathrop.
John C. Eding, operator of Com-

munity, AuTelia, la., will open house
at Galva, la., soon. Town has been
without a theatre |or 15 years.

'

Hersholt Drops Out
At 20-Fox for Radio

Hollywood, Dec. 20.

Jean Hersholt checks out of 20th-
Fox studio after the first of the year
by amicable agreement, to devote his

time to radio.

Actor is still committed to play his

role of Dr.- Dafoe in a quintuplet pic-

ture next year, with future options
oh one picture annually.

PAR REFUGEE BENEFIT

YIELDS OVER $2,000

The Paramount benefit for Ger-
man refugees held Friday night (16)
in the ballroom of the Edison hotel,

N. Y., netted more than $2,000 for
the fund. Choices on prizes were
sold in sweepstake ticket form at
25c. each and various awards, all do-
nated, were given to lucky holders
as well as on bingo games conducted
as part of the affair.

Gate was 50c. and about 700, from
Barney Balaban down, attended.

EXPLOITATION

3 Ohio Stickups
Columbus, Dec. 20,

Police are searching for the
thieves who broke into two West
Broad street theatres the same
night and. obtained loot totaling
moire than $400. George Pekras.
proprietor of the Rivoli, reported
someone entered the theatre' by a
rear exit which had been unlocked
from the inside and pried open the
door to the office, taking $300-$400
in cash. The money was obtained
from a steel filing cabinet which
had been forced" open.
In much the sam6 manner thieves

entered the Westmont, same 'neigh-,

borhood, ransacked the theatre and
the ticket booth, broke in some
candy machines and fied with about
$25 in cash.

Leetonia, O., Dec. 20.

About $100 representing the iSun-

day receipts were stolen from the
office of the American theatre here.
The money was hidden in a cup-

board in the office. Nothing else

in the office was disturbed, leading
authorities to believe the job was
committed by some person who had
hidden in the theatre at the con-
clusion of the 'show. Doors and
windows were" found locked from
the inside.

$10,000 THEATRE FIRE
Barnegat, N. J., Dec. 20.

Park, town's only film house, was
damaged by fife Friday. (16) night,

Edward Ketchani, the operator, dis-

covered the flames.

. Despite efforts of Manahawkin fire

men; da'mage was estimated at more
than $10,000.

School System Helps
St. Louis.

Xmas presents In the shape of $50
cash and free ducats are Loew's con-
tributions to natives via an exploita-
tion campaign for UA's 'Cowboy and
the Lady' and M-G's 'Christmas
Carol,' dualed for week's rua start-

ing Friday (23). Awards will be
niade to those who successfully work
a crossword puzzle which will be
part of a full page co-op ad in the
Globe-Democrat, the town's only
a.m. rag, Xmas morn.
•Manager 'Chick' Evens, Jimmy

Harris, press agent, and his aide,
Wallie Helm, also obtained co-opera-
tion of the Board of Education to
plug 'Carol.' Members of the board,
the superintendent of instruction and
English teachers of the school system
were invited to a screening 10 days
before the run began. They , per-
mitted Loew reps to post endorse-
ments carrying plenty of plx and
theatre copy on the bulletin boards
of eight high and 90 grade (white)
schools in the town. This was one of
the rare occasions when the School
Board heeded arguments of p.a's that
children would be benefited by see-
ing a motion pix.

The exploiteprs had little difficulty
in overcoming the usual prejudice of
the public and lending libraries
against exploitation gags and every
library in town yielded space for
theatre cards on 'Carol.' The cam-
paign was rounded out with the dis-
tribution of heralds through various
agencies and imprinting with thea-
tre copy all paper napkins \ised in
the Thompson restaurant chain dur-
ing the run,

Pay-As-You-Ieave
Philadelphia, Dec. 20.

Novel stunt is being used here by
Harry Fried to exploit 'Man to Re-
member' at his Suburban, in nearby
Ardmore. Because the RKO pic his
obtained such excellent word-of-
mouth, but has failed at the b. o.
wherever it has played, Fried is al-
lowing customers In gratis today
(Tuesday), first of a three-day run.
If they enjoy the film, they are asked
to pay on the way out. In this way,
"Fried hopes to get enough people in
on opening day to build the pic well
by w. of .m. on the succeeding days.
Other exhibs figure the stunt a

natural for this pre-Xmas week, for
no matter how few people kick in
on their way out, they can scarcely

hand over less than the house woul^
gross naturally.

'Trade Winds' Blows In
Philadelphia.

Nifty publicity break on 'Trad(^l
Winds,' which had its world preer

"

at the Aldine here last week, was
obtained by presence of Fxet
March and Tay Garnett, direct<^^

Luncheon was tossed for the pair
the Warwick an'd all the local sheet
gave the March-Garnett interviewfi
hefty space.-
Munro Leaf, 'Ferdinand the BuHV

j

creator, also earned his short con-^
siderable space in local sheets by UiM
presence here. Pic opened at the Fox.'
last week, getting almost equal bill'*

ing with 'Christmas Carol.'

Par's New Press Books
Dropping fancy and costly pub-i^

lication. Paramount is getting out «

>

new style, streamlined pressbook
with the new format planned in ac-
cordance with suggestions received
from leading exhibitors. All expeU'
sive cover art and other embellish-,
ments have been eliminated.
New style books are along morv

practical, dowh-to-earth sales mau'-
ual lines, with exploitation ideas and
mats, advertising layouts and pxjb-
licity for a complete selling cam*
paign in organized form. The keyi-
note of the book, as indicated by ^

Paramount, is 'strictly economy zai-i
maximum selling help.' ^4

IT. S. P. 0. As a Trailer

Buffalo.
Charles Taylor, head of local

Shea-Publix publicity forces, en*
listed the U. S. Post Office Depart-
ment last week in one of the finest
exploitation tieuos of the year. In
return for the Shea houses using m
short 'Mail Early' film for the P. 0„
every postal substation in Buffalo
was pacairded witji signs- reading:"
'Shop early—Mail early—and go t*
a Shea Theatre.'
To cap the stunt, local . postal

trucks "are carrying double banners
bearing the same slogan.

New Santa Monica Houste

Los Angeles, Dec. 20,

Louis and Eugene Berkoff leased •
building on Western avenue near
Santa Monica, to be remodeled jnta^

a theatre at a cost of $36,000. Berkoff
Bros, operate the Esquire.

LITA GREY
CHAPLIN

THE COMPANY WILL APPRECUTE SUGGESTIONS FBOH ITS PATRONS CONtaERlONC US SERVICE

Class of Servicb

ThU It a fulltate

Telegram or Cable*
gram vnleM itc d«*
terred chaxactet l« In*

dicated by « suitable

tymbol above or pto*

ceding the addxeat.

WESTERN
UNION

12M.S

R> 9, WHIfB
(PRUIMNT

MKWOOMB CAHLTON
CH*iiik(At« oi»m« M»Aao

J.«.WlU,tVM
Mii«r«ie«>mfeMaiuir -

SYMBOLS
DL«*I>«y letter

KL«*NUbtLitt«r

yhaflli^tfm>>l»wn!nth»<rttlla>cntri«caiMaaadaytottwliOTAiro^ Tim tf rttifgt fc IfTAHffABTfTntTi iitprint >f iwHnatlaa,

FA1570 49 NL 5. EXTRA =SAN FRANC f SCO CAUIF 29

LITA GREY CHAPLIN:^

CARE LOU IRWIN INC'8555 SUNSET BL'VD HOLLYWOOD CALfF=

IT HAS BEEN. A PLEASURE TQ HAVE YOU DURING THE PAST TWO
WEEKS AS HEADLINER IN OUR "PARADE OF STARS" STOP THE
RANCHO ENJOYED TREMENDOUS SUCCESS DURING YOUR ENGAGEMENT
AND WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO THE TIME THAT WE MAY HAVE
YOU WITH US ONCE AGAIN=

SAM ROSEY AGENCY FOR RANCHO SANPABLO.

WE81IBN UNION HESSENCEBS ABE AYAILADLE fOB THE DtXtVERT OF NOTES AND PACKACKS
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"THE GREATEST WEST POINT
PICTURE EVER MADE"

±..

GeneralJ,L,JSgnedict,Coni'

mandant of ike Untied States

Military Academy, congratu-

lates Mckard Carlson and
W. G, Vm Sckmus, Managr
ing Director ofRadio Ctty

filiisic Halt

.v/>.-.-.-.vy. . -:

^
FOR ir^^Ko

***comenffi * twus t, Pawn,

Hudson. ^""'^grayb'i^^'^'nea,

'^'^tyoTy picture J'l'non tbSn^"^*'

UHHS NAYWiWD • TOM BROWN
nCIUHD CUtSON

JOiW FONTJUNE • UM GUms
ViftcUd ALFRED E. GREEN

Mtm*I icrim fUy ly GEORGE BRUCE

UNITED ARTISTS

BIGOEST PRE-HOLIDAY BUSINESS IN FOUR YEARS AT RADIO
CITY MUSIC HALL "...AND BROADWAY'S TOP MONEY PICTURE it
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Loew Suit Winding Up
(Continued from page 2)

Froskauer, chief of defense counsel,

Schenck said:

"My belief is that the reason for

the company's success is due to the

unique brains and the personality of

the members of the organization. Up
to date I have lost no important peo-

ple who have the abUity to scU our

productions to exhibitors. They be-

lieve in me and. I do my best to hold

on to them."

At another point during the dsy's

session: Schenck volunteered that the

company came first with him regard-

less. He described In detail the

trouble he had With Irving Thalbefg.

The latter in the summer of 1932

threatened to quit unless he was
given more money, declaring that the

Government was eating up his ia-

come in taxes and that what was left,

after paying taxes, was not sufficient

for him to carry on.

Thalberg said that his health was
bad and this was due to overwork
and he asked for a leave of absehce.

"When this was denied him four

scheduled releases for "^ich Thal-

berg was responsible failed to come
through. Thalberg, accordhlg to the

witnessi claimed to have .
received

better offers to go with a rival outfit

and that these bids included one of

a $1,000,000 bonus and a large per-

centage on profits. Schenck said he
refused to release Thalberg from his

contract and threatened to have him
barred from any other studio if he
didn't carry on. Finally, Schenck
said, ,he consented to offer Thalberg

an option to purchase 100,000 shares

of the company stock at $10 a share.

This was half the price the stock was
listed for at the time. This offer was
almost blocked by Winthfop Aldrich,

chairman of the Chase National

Bank. The latter later consented to

the Thalberg option through the ef-

forts of Sidney R. Kent.
When Thalberg became very ill in

December, 1932, Schenck said only

two units on the lot were working
and he engaged David Selznick un-
der a two year contract at $4,000 a
week and Lucien Hubbard at $3,000

weekly for two years. As to Arthvir

M. Loew, the witness said, the latter

had a great deal to do with increas-

ing the business' of the company from
$8,000,000 gross yearly to the preseht
earnings of $48,000,000 aimually.

Arthur Loew Praised

For Co.'s Foreign Biz
Loew had the faculty of selecting

spots for theatres in Europe. The an-
nual business of Metro in South
Africa, Schenck said, was over
$2,000,000 because of Loew's fore-

sight. The witness said he had had
trouble in persuading Loew to re-

main with the organization and it

was only after he was given a new
contract at $3,500 weekly and 5% of
the foreign gross that he consented to

remain.
Schenck said that in 1936 he was

Informed by Loew and Sam Eck-
man, Jr., head of the company's sales

department in London, that a rival

chain of theatres was negotiating to

take over Gaumont British pictures
and that unless this deal was stopped
it would ruin Loew's market abroad.
The witness got busy on the matter
with the result that 20th-Fox sold
half of its holdings in Gaumont Brit-
ish to Loew's for $3,500,000, although
Sid Kent of the Fox_ corporation,
held out for a long time for

$9,000,000. claiming that British in-
terests had made him an offer for

$7,500,000 for the stock.

The witness said that he has not
exercised his option to purchase
48,492 shares of Loew's stock from
the Thalberfi estate, which right was
given him when rumors were cur-
rent that he, Schenck, intended to
quit the company.
Two months after Thalberg's death,

d&mands were made by "Norma
Shearer and other trustees of the
Thalberg estate that payments should
continue to be made until the end of
the company's contract with the de-
ceased producer. Miss Shearer threat-
ened to quit the company unless the
payments continued. The star
threatened to bring the matter to
court and to prevent this, ScJienck
said, the matter was adjusted by

giving Miss Shearer a new contract
for six pictures of two a year at

$150,000 each.

Mayer Threatened To
Quit Also, Schenck States

Schenck then told of the contract
trouble he had with Mayer in

1937. The latter had threatened
to quit because of the added work on
his shoulders resulting from the
death of "Ehalberg.

The witness said that, at the time,

Ed Mannix, Al Lichtman. Sam Katz
and others told him of dissatisfaction

among the company's directors. The
upshot was that he offered Mayer
and the others percentage contracts.

Referring to Hunt Stromberg, de-

scribed by Schenck as the company's
'best producer,' the latter, he said,

was virtually kidnapped and forced
to sign a new contract at $5,000

weekly' and a percetitage on .the

profits of the pictures he made.
Mayer also came to terms after be-
ing,convinced that he would not live

long in idleness should he retire, as

he had. threatened to do.

.The witness then testified that

Rubin's original contract was changed
ahd, instead of receiving. 4% of the
net profits, the general counsel to the
company now receives Vi% of the

net. Mayer's percentage take was
also, reduced from over 10% to 6%
and a fraction. Schenck volimteered

that he thought the present contracts

of everyone ih the organization were
equitable to the individual's worth
to the company.
On Thursday (15) Schenck under

direct examination by Froskauer,
said that in 1937 he had spent the en-
tire year in trying to get Mayer to

agree to an arrangement he (Schenck)
bad made with o£(icer.<} and directors

of the company. Finally, after a
conference.called by Schenck, which
included Rubin and Bernstein,
Schenac, finadly ' got the others to

agree tmit Thalberg was entitled to

more thati he was getting on the
basis of profits on picttures he was
producing.
Schenck said in answer to a ques-

tion put by Prodsauer, "My belief,

and I think that it is the consensus
of opinion in the trade, is that we
have got the cream of the business,

so far as the execuave end is con-

cerned. ^Up-to-date I have lost no
important members of the staff and
I consider myself lucky. We need
all the unique qualities which go to

make up' the officials who make a
success of the business.' Schenck's
association with Loew started in '06,

Schenck was the first witness

for the defense and under di'

rection of Proskauer gave his his-

tory in the motion picture biisiness.

He entered it at the suggestion of

the late. -Marcus Loew in' 1906. At
that time Loew controlled about 50
theatres which featured vaudeville,

and the sideline was a short picture

Loew's first went into the produc-
tion business in 1920, Schenck said,

when the company acquired Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, which at the time
was producing 40-50 pictures a
year. The pictures were bad, hoW'
ever, and the acquisition of MGM
was really a liability instead of an
asset. The cost of producing was
far in excess of the income on the
pictures.

Schenck said that the only way
to solve the problem was to look
over the staff on the Coast. He
visited Los Angeles and the result

was the tossing out of the entire

Metro staff and the bringing in of

Mayer, Rubin and Thalberg, and
those eventually associated with
them. Schenck todd the whole
background thereafter revolved
around Mayer who, he knew, was a
capable producer and executive be-
cause his pictures were the only
ones which were making a profit a-t

the timef, although run with vaude-
ville. After long negotiations, Mayer
also took over the Goldwyn produc-
ing lot.

Guarantees Mayer,

Thalberg 500G Per Yr.
Shortly after this, when the profits

increased on the pictures, Schenck
stated that he and Thalberg were
dissatisfied with the salaries they
were receiving. They demanded they
should be declared in on the profits

of each picture. The original ar-

rangement with them was on a cut
of the profits but they were not get-

ting this percentage and' were 'dis-

turbed-'

Schenck said to Mayer over the
phone, 'Rome . was not built in a
day. How much do you want?' The
two were finally guaranteed salaries

of $500,000 yearly. Schenck said

this arrangement was not a risk be-

cause the profits on the pictures
Mayer and Thalberg were produc-
ing entitled them to a cut.'

Although the original demands for
a cut on the profits were granted
Mayer and Thalberg, Schenck testi-

fied, Mayer later phoned New York
and demanded that the distribution
force be given increases compar-
able with those given by Para-
mount. Schenck said that after
these phone calls for demands of
increases he thought it over for
hours in his room at the Hotel
Astor and finally came to the con-
clusion that the pictures were the
big thing of the future.

He said tbat when the sales de-
partment put in its demand for a
20% cut on profits he. protested, but -

later submitted the demand .at a
meeting of the board of directcMrs,

The demand was ridiculed, but tht;

board eventually approved a split ot-

20% on sales over $2,500,000, and
15% over that amount with provi-
sions of a $2 dividend to- stQckhold-
ers should these prohrs be lealized;

In 1925, Schenck said, he first

thought about compensation for him-,

self after negotiating on- behalf of
others. He took the -matter up with
Marcus'Loew and told the latter that

he thought it best for his future in-

terests||o go into business with his

brothei^oe. He said Loew refused
to take him seriously, telling him
Tfou are g6ing to stay with us for-

ever. The work" is hard, but you
are part of ijie.'

Loew Told Schenck He'd

Ultimately Succeed Him
Loew stalled him for the time be-

ing, Schenck said, but sometime later

he again broached, the subject, and
Loew assured him that 'it was only
a matter of time before you will
take my place.* Charles M. Schwab,
of Bethlehem Steel Co., at the time
one of the controlling directors of
the company, was an influence in
offering Schenck 2%% of the profits

of the company and its subsids.

Schenck was then asked by Pros-
kauer what he thought of the abil-

ity of Dave ^mstein, 'another de-
fendant. 7.

•I think BeVnstein is one of the
greatest financial figures of the
world, and I am^ glad that he is pres-
ent to hear m?^rsay iti' was the an-
swer,

Schenck s4<i that while Marcus
Loew and others made lots of n:ioney
in the picture business they could
not understand why -anybody else
needed money. 'Mr. jyiarcus was
nice, but peculiar,' Schenck offered
as an observation. He declared that
the board of directors 'Icnows every-
thing we do.' He admitted, however,
that in certain cases deals or con-
tracts were arranged before they
were submitted to the board. Ellis,

of the plaintiffs' counsel, is expected
to delve into this phase on cross-
examination.

Bernstein wag offered 1% of the
profits to prevent him leaving the
company as he threatened to do. This
was later increased to lVi%. The
board approved this arrangement.
Schenck said that he himself would
have quit the company if Bernstein
had not been given this bonus, be-
lieving he was entitled to it for the
amount of work he was producing.

At one point in his. testimony,
when Ellis objected to it, Schenck,
proving his quick mind, got into the
record, 'You can take everything I
say and then throw out anything
that it not legal,'

Early in 1927, Schenck testified,
Loew spoke to him about the sala-
ries, bonuses, etc., paid to the other
topnotch execs.

Arthur M. Loew, son of the found-
er of Loew's, Inc., was raised from
a $30-a-week clerk in the organiza-
tion in 1919 to his present position
of $3,000 weekly, plus a dlwy on
the profits, according to his deposi-
tion, which was read off last
Wednesday (14). Loew's deposition
was put into the record by Ellis,
reading the answers frofn the wit-
ness stand and Judge Proskauer,
chief of the defense, doing the quiz-
zing, taken last summer on the Coast.

The younger Loew .testified that
in 1935 he resigned his job with the
company to go into business with
David Loew, who was producing in-
dividually. Loew testified that May-
er, Rubin and Thalberg shared in
the profits of the Culver Export Co.,
the foreign outlet of Loew's. In
1935 he became interested in film
outlet sponsored by the Atlas Corp,
The latter corporation, with others,
was anxious to obtain control of
Loew's, Result was the purchase of
Metro common stock, Loew testified
he still holds a large block of this

stock but that he never added to it.

He testified that at about the time
he was figuring to quit Metro, in

1935, Universal and United Artists

were negotiating to have him join

their forces,. He also said that while
he retained his shares in the cor-
poration he has not interested him-
self directly with the outfit but at-

tempted to induce other execs to

quit .Loew's and join his outfit. He
said that eventually he disposed of

much of his stock to William Fox.
It was then that the foreign mar-

ket of pictures took a jump. He
said that under the new arrange-
ment with Mayer; Thalberg, et al„

he had succeeded in boosting the
general net gross of Loew's, Inc. Ac-
cording to the testimony Loew said

that in 1927 he disposed of most of

his Loew stock to William Fox and
since then has not held more than
1,000 shares. Next to himself, Loew
stated, the highest paid matTon the
foreign staff of the concern was Mort
Spriag, general .foreign sales man-
ager, whose annual salary is $30,000.

The weekly payroll of the foreign
department, Loew testified, is $10,000,

The testimony of Nick Schenck
was then reviewed relating,, to, the
G-B deal.

Metro-20th's Deal With
Gaumont-British Picts

Loew, Schenck, Bernstein and Ru-
bin probed the British deal before
it was /Okayed. Under the sfetup,

Loew's secured a half of '20th Cen-.
tury-Fox's interest in G-B, but did
not give Loew's control of thfe for-

eign company. Both Metrt> and 20th-
Fox have two directors each among
a board of 11 in the G-B.

Ellis charged that the real book
value of the investment in G-S was
only. $1,830,000 as against $3,500,000
paid out, ahd that G-B paid no
dividends for the year yf/hen the
deal took place. The plaintiffs' at-
torney claims the investnleht should
have been written off the books.
These charges and (^aims were
summed 'up as ridiculous \>y Pro-
skauer.

Neithier Norma Shearer nor Mayer
will be brought on from the Coast to
testify unles^ ord.ered to do so, or
imless the defense deems t;heir tes-

timony necessary, Judge I*roskauer
aimounced; It had been hinted that
the plaintiffs may demand their ap-
pearance.
He said that it- Was common

knowledge in the trade 'that certain
stars, including Ronald Colinan, te-

ceive 10% of the profits, exclusive
of their salaries. No such arrange**
ment is carried on by Metw. At
one time he said Maurice Chevalier
was b9rrowed from another concern,
and 'paid $150,000 to do a picture^
plus 10% of the profits ovet
$1,000,000 gross. Several years ago
a number of directors, according to
Schenck's deposition, demanded they
be cut in on the profits. Instead^
their salaries were substantially . in-

creased.

Sam Katz Employed

Over Mayer's Advicer
Getting back to Schenck's deposit*

tion, it was brought out that Loew's
had engaged Sara Katz, against the
advice of Mayer, who did not :want
liZatz on the lot. Schenck finally"con-

vinced Mayer that Katr woulS . be
a good man to have around, despite
personal objections.

Reference was again made to AI
Lichtman's deposition by Ellis. This
referred to the purchase by Loew'jt
of a share in United American In-*

vestment Corp., a holding company
handling Gaiunont-British pictures,

for $3,500,000. On this same sub*
ject Bernstein said that the deal was
put over solely to protect Loew's
British connections.

Judge Isidor Frey, another Loew
attorney, said that. as result Of the'

deal Gaumont-British cannot merge
its. position with any other concern
and assured Loew's of an English
market.

Later in the day .
Bernard J. Beis^

the plaintiff's accotmtant, was re-
turned to the stand and questioned
concerning monies received from
Italy and Germany. It was disclosed^

that Metro, . according to its books,

is due $798,000 from Italy and $102,-

000 from Germany for the year end*
ing last August. These amounts were
recorded on the books as havinf
been received and they were de-
clared on the bonus split by the de-
fendants: Only a little over $500^000

was received from these countries-

for '.hat year, the accountant claims.

The question of failure by the de-
fendants to leave enough in re^rye
for Federal taxes, foreign and 'state

assessments, and possible: and pend-
ing suits against the corporation;

\Vas'also argued. The plaintiff's attort-

.

neys also delved into the failure of
the defendants and accotmtaii^ ,td.

write off bonds sold below par, ^and
the write-up of bonds sold above
par.
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New Stage Show
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•nd hit

Caea Xopia. Band
Extra AttraetUn

AnOrewB Sleten

Sr,'^ MUSIC HALL
CHARI.ES DICKENS'
"A CHRISTMAS

CAROL"
Spectacular Stag* Productions

'Long About Sundown
Hollywood, Dec. 20.

Tex Hitter's 'Sundown oh the
Prairie' rolled at Monogr'am's New-
hall ranch .with Dorothy Fay in the
femme lead.

Al Herman is directing from an-
original screenplay by William Nolte
and Edmund Kelso.

HELD OVER 4TH AND FINAL WEEK

y—Dawn f'atrel

Opanlni Time—»:30 A.

TODAY
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AND BIO

STAGE SHOW

^Starts Thui'trfay

"Out West

With^
Hardys"

Vand^vlit^

"WASHROOM
INFECTION"

Onliwon Towels and Tissue!
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JEANETTC MacDONALD or NELSON EDDY in Victor Herbert's "SWEETHEARTS"- In Technicolor • With Frank

Morgan Ray Bolger. • Horence Rice • Mischa Auer Herman Bing • Reginald Gardiner; > Screen Play by Dorothy Parker

and. Alan .Campbell Directed by W. S. Van Dyke II Produced by Hmit.Stromberg A_Metro-Goldwyii-Mayer Picture
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TITLE PRODUCER DISTRIB. TYPE TALENT- DIRECTOR.
Wl

TIME J3UBVIE1
RONS. RY VARI

.10/7/38 CRIME TAKES A HOLIDAY
" WEST OF THE SANTA FE

STABLEMATES
MR. WONG, DETECmVE
TOUCHDOWN. ARMY

MR. DOODLE KICKS OFF
THE NIGHT HAWK
MEET THE GIRLS

THAT CERTAIN AGE

Col Col Meller
Col Col Western

Harry Rapf MGM Com-Dr
W, T.' Lackey Mono Mystery,

Par Far Football
Bob Sisk RKO Com

Herman Schlom Rep Drdma
Howard J. Green i!Oth Com6dy
Joe Pasternak .U Mus>Rom

J. Holt-M. Ralston
C. Starrt!tt-L Meredith
W. Be.eryrM. 'Rodney
B. KarloffpE. Brent

J. Hbwar4-R> Cnumiiiis?
J. Pchhet-J. Travis •.

R. Livingston-J; Travis .

J, L^fiff-L. Bari-R. Allton.'

D. Durbin-J. Cooper -

Lewis D. Collins
Sam Nelson

Sam. Wood
Wm. Nigh

Kurt Neuinann
Leslie Goddwins
Sldbey Salkow
^Eugene Forde
Edw. Ludwig

10/14/38 FLIGHT TO FAME
LADY VANISHES

SHADOWS OYER SHANGHAI
YOUNG DRe JSILDARE

WHERE the! buffalo ROAM
ARKANSAS TRAVELER
A MAN TO REMEMBER

FIVE OF A KIND
THERE GOES MY HEART
SWING TBLAT CHEER

Ralph Cohn Col Drama
A. Hitchcock GB Rom-Dr
FiheArts GN Meller
LouOstrow MGM Com-Dr
Ed Fimiey Mono Western
Geo. Arthur Par Com-Dr
Bob Sisk RKO Drama

K. MacGowan ZQth Rom-Com
Hal Roach UA Rom-Com
Ma}( Golden U College

C. Farrell-J;; Welhr •

-

M. Lodl(w*o^>'P. • Luca»
J. Dunn-R. Morgan .

L. Ayres-L. Barryippre.
Tex Rltter

B. Burns-F. Balnter'
E. Ellls-A. SbU-ley

Dlonne Quins-HershoU
F. March-V. Bruce

T. Brown-Av Devine

C.C.Coleman, Jr.

Alf Hitchcock
Chas. t^amont
H. Bucquei
Al Herman
Al Santell

Garson^ Kanin
H. L Leed6

Norman McLeod
Harold Schuster

10/21/38 LISTEN. D'ARUNG
MYSTERIOtJS RIDER

. MAD MISS MANTON
MYSTERIOUS MR. MOTO

SERVICE DE LUXE

Jack Cumniings MGM Rom-Dr
Harry Sherman' ' Far Western
P. J. Wolfson RKO Mys-Com
Sol Wurtzel 20th Meller
Ed Grainger U Com

Bartholomew-J» Garland

.

D. DnmbrlUe-C. Fields
B. Stanwyck-H. Fonda
P. Lorre-M. Maguire

C. Bennett-V. Prlce-Rnggles

Edw: Marin
Les Selander
Leigh Jason

Norman Foster
Rowland V. Lee

10/8$/38 • LAW OF THE TEXAN
THE LITTLE ADVENTURESS

THE GREAT WALTZ
THE CiarADEL

MEN WITH WINGS
I STAND ACCUSED
TARNISHED ANGEL

^SUEZ . .

YOUNG IN HEART
THE STORM

THE LAST EXPRESS

Monroe Sbqff' .Col Western
Col 'Col .Action-Pr

Bernard.£^man MGM Musical
Victor Saville MGM Drama

Win. A. Wellman Par Drama
John H. Auer Par Drama
B. P. Fineman RKO Drama
Gene Markey 20tb Spec
D. O. Selznick UA Rom-Dr
Ken Goldsmith U Drama
Irving Staler . U Meller

Ruck Jonos-D-. Fay
E. Fellowes-X Wells
L. Rainer>F. Gravet
R. Donat-'R. Russell .

F. MacMurray-R. Mllland •

. Cummlngs-H. Mack-L. Talbot
S. Eilers-L. BovKman
T. Power-L.. Yonnf

J. Gaynor-D. Faiirbanks* Jr.
C. Biokford-B. McLane

K. Tayl6r-D. Kent'

61
60
89
67
73
75
65
66

100

67
06
66
95
55
8a
78.

»
81
69

1i-
74
78
61
65

Elmer Clifton M
D. R. Lederman 60

J. Duvivier W7
King Vidor HZ

Wm.A.WeUmatt 1«
John H. Auer 01"^

Leslie Goodwins- 67
'Allan Dwan Iltt

Richard 'Wallace 91
Hariald "young ,75-

Otis Garrett . , 6<.

U/3
12/14

W/5
11/23
.9/21.
10/5
10/5
8/31

10/5

9/n
12/7
10/1»
11/2.
10/5
10/5
10/1^
8/28
11/1»

1Q/1§
11/1»
xo/n
9/21
10/1>

10/25
11/f
n/x

lo/ir
li/t

to/tft

11/4/38 IN EARLY* .ARIZONA
GANGSTER'S BOY
GUN PACKER
THE LAST RIDE
ILI^EGAL TRAFFIC-
LAWLESS VALLEY

RHYTHM OF THE SADDLE
ALWAYS IN TROUBLfe

EXPOSED

Col Col Western
W. T. Lackey Mono Meller
Robi. tansey Mono Western

. fett Lazariis Par Rom-Dr
Harold Hurley Par Meller
Bert.GHroy RKO Western
Harry Grey Rep Western;
John Stone 20th Comedy
Bert Kelly U Drama

-
_t_

R. ElUott-D. GvllIyejT
J. Co«per-L. Gilttan

.J. Randell-L. Stanley
A. Tamirofr-F. Farmer
J. C. Nalsh-M. .Carlisle'

G. O'Blieh^K. Saftoia/
G. Autry-S. Bunictte'

J. Withers-A. . Tre^her>J; flocers-
O. Kruger-G. Farrell

Jos. Levering
Wm. Nifih

WalFace Fox .

Alfrifd E: Gre^n:
Louis King .

D^vid Howard
Gieo*. Sherman '•

Jos. Santley
Max Golden

75
SI

58
69
•3

li/9; >
lt/9

11/9 ?J
"11/23

' ^"'12/21

*/7/37;
U/M[.

„'.::9/21

. Wit .
1

vlJJ/ii-.j
.•-;;li/3

11/11/38 ADVENTURE IN. SAHARA
THE FROG

SPRING MADNESS
IF I WERE KING

ANNAREL TAKES A TOUR
STORM OVER BENGAL

jrUST ARdUND THE CORNER
HIS EXCITING NIGHT

Lou Appleton dol
Herbert Wilcox

,
Edw. Chpdorov MGM
Frank Lloyd Par
- Lou Lusty RKO

Armand Schaiefer'
Dave Hempstead

.

Kea Golds^itJbL

Drama . P. Kelly-L. Gray
"

Meller N. JBeery-G. Harkeir "
.

Rom-Cotn M. O'SulUvan-L. Ayt-'«k'

Drama R. Coleman-F. Dee-Rathbone
Rom-Coni J. Oakie-L. Ball -
Rom-Dr P. Knbwles-R. Hudson
•Comedy S.,TeinpIe>-^. Earrell,
Rom^Cpin* C. Rurgles-0< Munson .,

D. R. Lederman
Jack Raymond.
C. S. Simon
Frankj Lloyd'
Lew Landers'
Sid'Salkow"

tivUig Cummings
.Gus 'Meins'

60,

66.

66
65'

11/19/38 THE SHINING HOUR
GANG BULLETS

THANKS FOR. THE MEMORY
LAW -WEST OF TOMRStONlT,

SANTA FE STAMPEDE
SHARPSHOOTERS

COWBOY AND THE LADY

E.. B. Derr IrfGM Meller
.

S. Manckiewicz Mono 'Rom-Con^
Par . Par Rom-Com

Cliff Reid RKd Wesiiem
Wm. Berke Rep Western
Sol Wurtzel ?Oth Action
Sam Goldwyn UA Rom-Com

J. Crawford-R. YdunJc!
A. Nagel-R* Kent

R. Hope'-S'. RoBS-Bntterwor^th
' H.' Caret-T?. Hdlt-E. Brent' -

J. Wayne-R. Corrlgaii
B. Donlevy-L. Bar!

G. Cooper-M. Oberon

Frank BoiSsage * r W , .: ;:11/1«
LafltjiberfejHnJyeiP;, ' J ^' .%•>:

, <i: ^ax^inbs^\id . ^5 • ^ •
.

>

.

• SKan Trybh ./i" •'7»' ' ;a'l/30
Geo. Sherman..
" jas. Tihling 63 9/21
Wm. Wyler 91 . 11/9

11/25/38 BLONDIE
OUT WEST WITH HARDYS
LITTLE TENDERFOOT
SAY IT IN FRENCH

ARREST BULLDOG. DRUMMOND
COME ON, RANGERS

ORPHANS OlP TTPE STREET
PECK'S BAD BOY WITH CIRCUS

.
SUBMARINE PATROL

LITTLE TOUGH GUYS IN SOCIETT

Robert' Sparks Col Comedy
Lou Ostrow MGM Com-Rom
Ed Finney Mono Western

Andrew Stone Par Comedy
Stuart Walker Par Mystery
Chas. E. Ford Rep Western
Herman Schlom' Rep Meller

Sol Lesser RKO Rom-Com
Gene Markey 20th Drama
Max Crolden U Meller

P. Singleton-A. Lake
M. Rooney-L. Stone-C. Parker

~ T. Ritter-J. Falkenbercr
R. Mllland-O. Bradna
J. Howard-H. Angel
R. Rogers-M. Hart

T. Ryan-R. Livingston
T. Kelly-A. Glllis

R. Greene-N. Kelly-Bancroft
HL Boland-E. E. Horton

Frank Strayer
G. B. Seitz.
Al Herman

Andrew Stone
Jas. Hogan
Joe Kane

John H. Auer
Edw- F. Cline
John Ford
Erie Kenton

69
84

70
60
56

68
95
76

il/2 ^<

11/23

11/30

11/28
11/2
11/23..

1

12/2/38 FLIRTING WITH FATE
LITTLE ORPHAN ANNIE
WESTERN JAMBOREE

ROAD DEMON
STRANGE FACES

David Loew MGM
.
Comedy J. E. Brown-L. Carrillo-S. Duna

J^ohn Speaks Par Comedy A. GHUs-R. Kent-J. Travis
Harry Grey Rep Western G. Autry-S. Burnette
Sol Wurtzel 20th Sports H. Arthur-J. Valerie
Bert Kelly U Com-Dr D. Kent-F. Jenks

F. MacDonald
Ben Holmes
Ralph Staub
Otto Brower
Earl Taggart

70
57
57
76
66

12/14
11/30
12/14
i2/li
12/7.

12/9/38 RIO GRANDE ROUNDUP Irving Brlskin Col Wfestern C. Starrett-A. Doran Sam Nelson
DRAMATIC SCHOOL Mervyn LeRoy M-G Rom-Dr L. Ralner-A. Marshal R. Sinclair 78 12/T.;.>,:|
I AM A CRIMINAL E. B. Derr Mono Meller jr. CarroU-M. Kornman Wm. Nigh 73

RIDE A CROOKED MILB Jeff Lazarus Par Rom-Dr A. Tamlroff'-F. Farmer Alfred E. GtetA 70 12/7 ]NEXT TIME I MARRY Cliff Reid RKO Comedy L. Bali-J. Ellison-L. Bowman Garson Kanin 61 12/7 i
UP THE RIVER Sol Wurtzel 20th Meller T. Martin-P. Brooks Alfred Werker 75 11/9 1

SECRETS OF A NURSE Bert Kelly U Drama E. Lowe-H. Mack Arthur Lubin 61 11/I» 1

12/18/38 STRANGE CASE OF DR. MEAD Col Col Drama J. Holt-B. Roberts-N. Beery Lewis D. Collins
CALIFORNIA FRONTIER Monroe Shaff Col Western B. Jones-C. Bailey Elmer Clifton S5 12/14
A CHRISTMAS CAROL Joe Mankiewicz M-O Rom-Fan R. Owen-T. Kilburn E. L. Marin 68 12/H M
THE FRONTIERSMEN Harry Shennan Par Western W. Boyd-G. Hayes-E. Venablo Les Selander 74
DOWN ON THE FARM Sol Wurtzel 20th Comedy jr. Prottty-S. Byinisrton Mai St. Clair 66 10/12- ^PIRATES OF THE SKY 'Bi Sarecky U Action

.

K. Taylor-R. Hudson Joe McDrnough
SWING. SISTERS, SWING Bert Kelly u Musical K. Murray-K. Kane Joseidi Santley 63
GHOST TOWN RIDERS Trem Carr u Western Bob Baker Geo. Waggner

12/23/38 THERE'S THAT WOMAN AGAIN
AWAKENING OF KATRINA

TOUGH KID
WILD HORSE CANYON

TOM SAWYER. DETECTIVE
FIGHTING THOROUGHBREDS
SHINE ON, HARVEST MOON
THANKS FOR EVERYTHING

TRADE WINDS
NEWSBOYS' HOME

B. B. Kahane
Harry Rapf

Lindsley Parsons
Robt. Tansey
E. T. Lowe

Armand Schaefer
C. E. Ford
H. J, Brown

Walter Wanger
Ken Goldsmith

12/30/38

1/6/39

SMASHING THE SPY RING
CLIMBING High
SWEETHEARTS
SKY PIRATE

ARTISTS AND MODELS ABROAD
THE GREAT MAN VOTES

KENTUCKY
DUKEt OF WEST POINT

NORTH OF SHANGHAI
STAND UP AND FIGHT

PYGMALION
KING OF CHINATOWN

PACIFIC LINER
WHILE NEW YORK SLEEPS

LAST WARNING

1/13/39 THE THUNDERING WEST
BURN 'EM UP O'CONNOR

ZAZA
THE PURE IN MIND

TAIL SPIN
SON OF FRANKENSTEIN

Irving Briskin
GB

Hunt Stromberg
Paul Malvern

A. Hornblow, Jr.

Cliff Reid
Gene Markey
Edw. Small

W. MacDonald
Mervyn LeRoy
Gabriel Pascal
Stuart Walker
Robert Sisk
Sol Wurtzel
Irving Starr

Irving Briskin
Harry Rapf
Albert Lewin
P. J. Wolfson
Harry J- Brown
Rowland V. Lee

Col
M-G
Mono
Mono
Par
Rep
Rep
20th
UA
U

Col,
GB
M-G
Mono
Par
RKO
20th
UA

Col
M-G
M-G
Par
RKO
20th
U

Col
M-G
Par
RKO
20th
U

Rom-Dr
Drama
Meller
Western
Rom-Dr
Rom-Dr
Western
Musical
Rom-Dr
Drama

Meller
Comedy
Musical
Action
Musical
Comedy
Rom-Dr
Rom-Com

Drama
Rom-Dr
Comedy
Drama
Drama

Melodrama
Mystery

Western
Com-Rom
Rom-Com
Drama

Com-Rom
Melodrama

M. Douglas-V. Bruce
Gaal-Tone-W. Connolly
F. Darro-J. Allen
Jack Randall

D. O'Connor-B. Cook
R. Byrd-M. Carlisle
R. Rogers-M. Hart
A. Menjou-J. Oakle
F. March-J. Bennett
J. Cooper-W. Barrle

Al Hall
Norman Taurog
H Bretherton
Robert Hill
Louis King

Sidney SaUcow
Joe Kane

Wm. A. Seiter
Tay Garnett
Harold Young

F. Wray-R. Bellamy
J. Mathews-M. Redgrave
J. MacDonald-N. Eddy
J. Trent-M. Reynolds
J. Benny-J. Bennett

J. Barrymore-P. Holden
L. Young-R. Greene

L. Hayward-J. Fontaine

B. Furness-J. Craig
R. Taylor-F. Rice-Beery
L. Howard-W. Hiller

A. M. Wong-Tamiroff-Nalsh
McLaglen-C. Morrls-W. Barr'r

M. Whalen-J. Rogers
P. Foatcr-F. Robinson

C. Starrett-L Meredith
D. O'Keefe-C. Parker
C. Colbert-H. Marshall
A. Shlrley-R. Daniel
A. Faye-C. Farrell
B. KarloSr-B. Lngosi

Christy Cabanne
Carol Reed

W. S. Van Dyke
Paul Malvern
Mitchell Leisen
Garson Kanin
David Butler
Al Green

D. R. Lederman
W. S. VanDyke
A. Asquith
Nick Grinde
Lew Landers

^.B.Humberstone
Al Rogell

Sam Nelson
Edw. Sedgwick

Geo. Cukor.
P. J. Wolfson
Roy Del Ruth
Rowland V. Leo

76

55
70
93

62

126

90

95
107

12/7
12/21

12/21

11/2

12/21
12/21

61
62

977

12/21
12/7
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lom Did You Wish to See' Gate

Due ouCBS Ground Floor in N. ¥.

Radio's Legit Backers

2BS will go in for some more ma-

altetation of the building it occu-

s on Madison avenue after the

it oi the year. Network is taking

6r the. back portions of the stores

JtRfe ground floor for the expansion

.^e lobby and the construction of

f^iception room. New elevator doors

d cars will also be installed. There

li also be an information desk.

Orround lobby as it now stands is

th small and narrow. With an in-

nnation desk estatlished at the en-

Jnee of the building the netwprk
Sciads flgure that they can elimi-

ie -the wandering around of vis-

>ts from floor to floor in quest of a

irticular functionary or info.

FIRESTONE'S 10 YEARS

Graph of Expenditures Charted

—

One of NBC's Oldest

EN. MOTORS XMAS

SHOWS FOR EMPLOYEES

Detroit, Dec. 20.

General Motors is footing bill for

Irb one-hour Xmas shows over

and Michigan w€b this week,

jtmed at ^ auto corporation's vast

:iSiy '<if workers in Michigan,

initial broadcast tonijght <20) high-

ihts GM ehotus of Detroit With 250

gptees, and' GM Symph of 60 pieces

thc^-GM Players. All composed

liactoxy and^office workers in De-

^JLi Rex White, wi k. Detroit news-
Kperman, penned special playlet,

Hi^ Crowded Inn,' and will direct

ippduction. Program originates from

Ifehffstra Hall here,.where GM em
l%>ycciS:Will gather for afifair.

tomorrow night (21) special hour's

cogtanu originating from the IMA
iude ittVFlirtt, Mich., will higblight

&n<Jel's^Messiah.' Taking part will

^filie ilint Choral Union compris-

(^ liiso voices and' {Ixe Flint Sycdph.

2b6vfolet division Dt GM is bank-

^;Uing.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. of

Akron has just completed 10 years

as a radib advertiser. It's one of

NBC's oldest accounts. Statistics of

the time expenditures present a

graphic case history of a national

advertiser (radio gets bulk of ac-

count). Spending curve followed

this line:

•1928... $33,491

1929 308,063

1930 143,245

1931 108,144

1932. 312,087

tl933. 137,062

1934 415;i63

1935 4915,557

1936 511,506

1937 537,634

One of the backers of the new
George S. Kaufman-Moss Hart
show, 'The American Yfay,' la

reported to be Isaac D. Levy,
chairman of the board of

WCAU, Philadelphia, and a
vice-president of CBS. His
contribution is said to be $15,-

000. William Paley is men-
tioned as another bankroller of

the show. Latter is also in oh
the Playwrights' Co., currently

offering 'Abe Lincoln in Il-

linois,' at the Plymouth; 'Knickr

erbocker Holiday,' at the

Barrymore and 'American
Landscape,' at the Cort.

'Way' opens at the Center,

N. Y., early , next month, with

Fredric March featured.

$2^ Special Fund Greases Ways

For NAB Liaison with Set-Makers

KYW XMAS CARD STUNT

Nearly Flopped Due to Arabs Born-
Inr Post OffI«e

Philadelphia, Dec. 20.

Stunt in sending out its Xmas
greetings was used by KYW this

year. Cards arrived last week, post-

marked from Bethlehem and bearing

Palestine stamp. Lambert

• Started in December,

t Radio's worst year.

During this period of time the

talent has included Vaughn de Leath,

who inaugurated the series Dec. 3,

: 928; FranWyn Bauer, Hiigo Mari-

ahi'? orchestra, James Milton,

Gladys .
Rice, Harvey Firestone, Jr.,

William Daly's orchestra, Lawrence
Tibbett, Richard Crooks, Gladys

Swarthout, Frank Chapman, Rose

Brancato, Margaret Speaks, Nelson

£ddy and Alfred Wall^stein.

prters of Elm Street'

hislied by Wander Co.

Chicago, Dec. 20.

*#and6r compahy (Ovaltine) Js

riegparing to substitute its new da^^-

tdv^ femme serial, 'Carters of Elm
llyeet,' for *Littte.Orphan Annie' kid

ctipt in a niimber of spota throu^'
Ltit the nation starting some time in

ret>rUary.

,^Ian indicated will be to continue

tittle Orphan Aimie' on the net
ybrfc on its present schedule and re-

(|iti a portion of the spots, but to

^lace 'Annie' with 'Carters' morn-
itg it^nune serial in some 26 of the

aajor markets.

Radio's Uncle Bob' Rps

For Office on Safety

IN FRONT OF

Beeuwkes, promotion manager,
worked out stunt with Donald Blair,

Philly manager for Thomas Cook
& Sons,

Greetings were put aboard the

S. S, ExoChorda out of Jersey City

Nov. 8, dropped at Alexandria, sent

from there to Haifa and from Haifa

to Jerusalem by bus. But by the

_ ^« n • II time *he packet reached Jerusalem

I^IIP LltV Snnrnfid the postoffice had been burned to

lehem. By last-minute wire-pulling,
Toronto, Dec. 20. [however, dfliciar sfamjp of Bethle-

Planning an aggressive campaign hem was released from the chancery
of safety for school children in an inhere it had been placed when the
effort to reduce traffic accidents in- p ^as fired. Cards returned by
volving moppets, Fred Kantel will ^^ay of Genoa on the S. S. Esperia.
toss his hat into the local municipal
ring and nm for the AldermeCnic

Board of Toronto. As .'Uncle Bob,' he
started in radio in 1929 and since that

time has conducted several educa-

tional series , promoting highway
safety; Now on the air every week
night over CBC, 'Torbntb, Kantel
numbers more than 40,000 youngsters
who have joined his 'Safety Brigade.'

Kantel w'ent before, the Boarid of

Education here with a proposal to

organize' safety patrols' in every
school in the city. Rejection of the

plan ^resulted in his decision to go
after a seat on XHe Aldermanlc
Board and the announcement that he
will then submit his plan to the
Ontario Department .of Education

29 YEARS IN

HZ.QUF18

AT 33

.
Milwaukee, Dec. 20.

For the sixth consecutive season a

capaci^ crowd of 1,800 jammed
Milwaukee Auditorium for the an<

whose, authority supersedes the citylnual Christmas party of WTMJ's
board. Plans for a house-tto-house

|

canvassing of parents in Ward 1 ate

now being comitleted.

DON SHAW DEPARTS
Arthur Kudner agency got itself

picketed last week because , of a

strike in an. outfit with which it does

business. A young, nattily-dressed

looker did a French heel routine

along the Fifth avenue entrance to

PhU Wygoti to Anstralia'

Walter Thompson
tor J.

Phil Wygott, production man and
scriptist, - is leaving McCann-Erick-

the jbiternatioiial building, where the I son, along with Don Shaw, at the

agency is quartered, with a sand-

yjich. sign reading that Kudner in-

sists on patronizing. Luce's Press I

Clipping Bureau "wliich is unfair to
|

organized labor.'

While other tenants In the build-

end of next week to join J, Walter
Thompson's branch office in Sydney,
Australia. Shaw, a ho came to the
agency as assistant to the president,

has no plans. He was formerly east-

ern sales manager for NBC.
Wygott's previous connection was

tihie Booth Charters

^t Offender Club'
Hartford, Dec. 20.

^'^e secretary of state's office.Fri-

Ta:;^:', (16) ' approved articles of iasso-

iifatipn.fpr tlie 'First Offender Club
Jit Ametica,* organized recently. It

k. headed by New Haven County
f Edwin J. Slavin, who is cur-

dtly airing a 'First Offender' series

!t WICG in that town.
head, of the organization with

avin is Albert J: Booth, Jr. (Albie
looth Of Yale fame). Organization
wCtf: Work for the xehabilitation .of

Uvenile delinquents. Is a corpora-
ion ^.without capital stock. Office

t^iU ipe maintained in New Haven.

PALEY GIVES $1^,000

iten Bernie' Calls Self a Decoy->
Eddie Cantor Presides

Ben Bernie observed that this was
ite :first time he, has ever.been used

a ..decoy, on the occasion of the
cheon Monday (19) at the Hotel

itof, N, Y., presided over by Eddie
iUltOr, It honored Bernie on his

,6tb radio anniversary, *but was pri-

ily the excuse for a get-together,

n connection with show biz's drive

^n behalf of the Federation of Jew-
ish clliiarities.

" Amusement quota is $225,000.

t6me ^125,000 was pledged at the

^heon, topped by William S.

I^ey's $15,000 donation,

[-^or Cantor's own pet charity, his

S caaap in upstate N. Y., a lunch-

[
yesterday (Tues.), also at; the

riaised $6,000 in addition to

•^rtA ^'JoS^H^
personally.

ing such as consuls for foreign na-

tions have frequently received this
]
the Thompson office in New. York.

_

sort of publicity, it's the« iBrst time '

that an ad agency has been-on either

the primary or secondary picketing

pan.

Camel Spts Back Jan. 1

Ben Larson «t Y&R

Camel resimies its transcribed spot

I

announcement campaign Jan. 1.' It

will be one of those situations where
the number of stations and au'

nouncements per day will be deter

maestrov^ Heinie. Proceeds of the

big gemutlichkeit (cheerfulness)

session, in which more than 150 en
tertainers" took part, go. to' Mil*

waukee Journal Goodfellow fund
for poverty's children.

Ann Suter, torch singer, stopped
the show in what She said was her
farewell appearance on any Stage,

since she was to be married three

days later. Stated she was 33 and
on stage "29 years.

In the Auditorium basement, S(

bartenders working at top speec

tried to quench the crowd's beer
thirst.

In addition to Heinle's own Grena
diers from WTMJ, several other
bands, appeared through the couT'

tesy of
J
the Milwaukee Musicians'

Union. "They were those of Griff

Williams, L^e Roth, Red Roberts and
Johnny Warren. Betty and Her
Playgirls, Harmonica Cal's Badger
State Barn Dance, the Continental
Flyers', the Five Cameos, Edith Rae,
Ford and -Barnes, Jane Rubey and
the Sophisticates of Swing, and Don
McClellan' appeared.

Washington, Dec. 20.

Active work on the cooperative

effort to build good will for radio

gets under way early next month

when the National Association of

Broadcasters and the Radio Manu-

facturers Association launch huddles

about promotional campaign. Path

was cleared last week when NAB
directors appropriated up to $2,500

for the undertaking.

With its 50-page 'primer' on the

A, B, C of radio due from the print-

ers momentarily, the NAB staff is

soundhig out station and network

people for ideas and getting set for

-further conferences at which con-

crete moves will be discussed. Short-

ly after the holiday season, the two
bodies expect to call together ad-

vertising managers, promotion ex-

perts, program builders, .and other-

consultants to see just what can be

arranged in the way of plugging

individual enterprise and selling the

public.
Budget Problem-

Although no-large outlay is sched-

uled, widespread effort has been

mapped out in general outline. Deal-

er window displays, station open

house affairs, magazine and newspa-
per advertising, public exhibitions,

and special ballyhoo programs are

included. .Disc manufacturers will

be . invited to sit in on the thought-

swapping.
In joining hands, each branch ot

the business will rely mainly upon
its own facilities to keep expenses

down. No agency will be hired to

direct the campaign, although NAB
may engaged a promotion consultant

or add to the regular headquarters

ah exploitation expert. Broadcasters

will throw, in time and talent, while

set-makers are expected to earmark
part of their regular advertising

budgets for general industrial, good-
will propaganda. The new primer,

which will be distributed to the pub-
lic with new set sales, is the first

move to combat possible excessive

regulation and threatened govern-

ment ownership of radio.

G. Bennett Larson, who joined the mined by what the agency. William Prnf Pfflrin All (ifllPII
production staff of Young & Rubicam Esty, considers the best buy. |

* * "i. i iiiuu vu vimu
Monday (19), will most likely be as- Station list will nm between 30

signed to the Phil Baker-Hawaiian and 40, while the contracts will run
Pineapplea show which starts Jan. 14. from 26 to 52 weeks, with some of

.. Larson was formerly with. Ruth- them calling, for as many of 10 spots

raiifl & Ryan.
I
a day.

E.T.S for Transamerk

Psychological Causes of Radio

Hysteria Probed by Princeton U.

Princeton, Dec. 20.

A post-mortem is to be conducted
by the Princeton University radio

project on the psychological why-
fores of mass hysteria following the
recent Orson Welles 'War of the
Worlds' broadcast. Realistic attempts
to find out the exact nature of spe-

cific behavior and whether news-
papers exaggerated will also take

other novel avenues of exploration.

Scholarly approach will attempt
to see if foreign extraction popula-
tion reacted more violently than 'old

stock,' and if areas where natural,

catastrophes have occurred before

are more or less 'susceptible to hys-
teria. Selected for the latter pur-
pose will be flood areas of New York,

Pennsylvania and Kentucky, the

earthquake belt in California, and
similar zones. Objective is to ascer-

tain if possible whether previous ex-

perience with nature on a rampage
'set the stage' for panic.

One phase jqf .th§ investigation wiU

undertake to trace the rationaliza-

tions that haVe set in sihce the
event—what self-analysis of defense

is offered by those individuals that

reacted crazily.. It is known that all

over the nation persons who piled

their belongings into autos and
headed for the mountains have since

been subject to brutal kidding. Thus
the 'laughing stock of the neighbor
hood' angle wilt be given special

thought.

A national field survey organiza

tlon will collaborate in this dragnet

to get the psychological facts. Rocke
feller General Education Board has
made a special grant i6 Pririceton

of $3,000 to get the survey started.

This is supplemental to -the project's

original grant of $67,000. Hadley
Cantril of the Princeton " faculty is

in charge. Paul Lazarsfcld and

Frank Stanton (CBS research de

partment) are other members of the

Gruen Watch has renewed for a
dealer campaign after the. first of the
year, with the Transamerican Broad-
casting & Television Corp. set to do
the disc production. There will be
two quarter-hour series, and prob-
ably a third, limited to five minutes.
Campaign will be placed on 164 sta-

tions.

One of the 15-minute series will be
all musical, while the other will be
a mixture of exposition and drama,
tentatively titled 'If I Could.Live It

Over Again.' Professor Walter B.-

Pitkin is the narrator. Each group
will run for 13 weeks.

Trariszlmerican is also working on
a dealer show for Sealsac. It like-

wise will be timed for 15 minutes
and start in January.

ENNA JEniCK LOCAL

TOSTART,D'ARTEGAIN

Enna Jettick Shoe goes on WABC,
N. Y, Feb. 18 with a half hour
musical show, which will later be
given a network hookup. Cast will

consist of a band conducted by
D'Artega, Jimmy Shields, the 7 G's
chorus and an m. c. yet to be set.

It's the Saturday 9:30 to 10 p. m.
spot. Marschalk & Pratt is the
agency.

Biffs from Buff
By ROD BEED

Buffalo, Dec. 20.

Cook Tours man is back on the
radio to tell us what countries we
may visit and what to wear for
armour.

Television will be more economi-
cal if all the daytime serials use the
same courtroom set.

Artie Shaw and his theme are
poorly spotted by NBC-r-'Nightmare'
should follow 'Lights Out.'

Tone with Kate Smith

Franchot Tone's radio playlet
series for NBC will get a tryout on
the Kate Smith program over
WABC-Columbia net on Jan. 12.

Actor is in New York now readying

I

for a legit role with the Group The-
atre.

Elaine Sterne Carrington is writ-
ing the series, which will be labeled
'Heaven Is Here.' She made deal on
the Coast with Tone and the radio
chain about a month ago. First one

project, I is not titledJret.

Comedian Youngman's name al-

ways comes out 'Henry.' Typesetters
do better with Sonja.

'Back Rogers' is coming back and
'The Shadow' has been extended.
Those who were scared by 'The War
of the Worlds' might as well buy
commuters' tickets to the hills.

'Gateway's* Getaway
Hollywood, Dec. 20. .

Miriam Hopkins will guest with
Jesse Lasky's discoveries on the first

'Gateway to Hollywood' program for

Wrigley, Jan. 8. Tyros chosen for

initialer are Camille Patti of Dallas

and Ralph Bowman from Lincoln,

Neb.
.

.

Joan Bennett is bookedlfor the sec-

ond week, with Tony Bickley of

Ogunquit, Me., and Rowena Cook,
New York*



RADIO VARiETT

ADMEN ANSWER ACTOR
Admen on Committee

Committee of agency men that yesterday (Tuesday) issued to

Variety a statement on 'its reaction to recent discussions with the

American Federation of Radio Actors was as follows:

Chester J. LaBoohe, Pres., Young & Rubicam, Inc., chairman.

Richard Compton^ Pres., Compton, Inc.

Ralph Van Bnren, Secretary, RuthrauS & Ryan.
Edward Lasker, v.p.. Lord 8e Thomas.
Atherton Hobler, Pres., Benton & Bowles,

Arthur Pryor, Jr., v.p.,. B. B. D. 5c O.

John U. Beber, v.p., J. Walter Thompson Co.

UliCHEEKPLiS

lieENCIES'GIISE

AFRA's Grievances, Wage
Scale, Union Recognition

Issue Covered by Agencies

Committee

St Louis Stations Prepare for Pol of

Talent Including Spielers, as Ordered

St. Louis, Dec. 20.

Following AFRA's sweeping vic-

tory before the NLRB, in Washing-
ton, which last week sustained

AFRA's contention that gabbers of

local radio stations belong to the

saine union as actors and singers, St.

Louis headquarters began preparing

for the election, ordered held within

30 days under NLRB jurisdiction, to

determine whether a miaiority of

radio artists in stations KSD, WEW
and KWK wish to be represented In

collective bargaining by AFRA.
{^RB, in its decision, found that

47 of the 62 KMOX employes were
members of AFRA and the union

should be recognized as the bargain-

ing agency for them. After review-

ing evidence submitted before Trial

Examiner J. J. Fitzpatrick during a

nine-day session here last summer
and oral arguments made in Wash-
ington on Nov. 3, NLRB held that

singers, actors and gabbers consti-

tuted an appropriate group for col-

lective bargaining. Counsel for the

stations had contended that gabbers
could not be properly included in

the same bargaining" group. Testi-

mony showed that 28 or 29 of the 41

gabbers employed by the four sta-

tions were members of AFRA which
Is affiUated with the AFL. '

It was concluded that this Indi-

cated the unwillingness of the gab-
bers to form a separate union and
the board pointed out that such em-
ployes were grouped for collective

bargaining at stations in other cities

and there was no St. Louis union
which wished to include them.

Hillbillies Left Out
Free-lance ^s well as staff em-

ployes were included among those

eligible to participate in the election,

but persons paid by advertisers or

other sponsors or who worked with-
out compensation were declared to

be ineligible. Hillbilly talent at sev-

eral St. Louis stations was pushed
around as the board excluded them
on the grounds they had not sought
membership in AFRA but were at-

tertji)ting to join AFM.
AFRA headquarters maintains it

has a majority of members employed
by KSD, KWK and WEW in addition

to KMOX and is confident that the

vote to be taken will prove this.

Meanwhile some 20 scripters in St.

Louis stations have asked for ad-
mission to AFRA Chapter and this

matter will be threshed out at the

next meeting of the union. There is

little likelihood that the applications

will be nixed as a precedent recently

was established when KNX scripters

were taken in as members of the Los
Angeles Chapter of AFRA.

Foster's Statement
Commenting on NLRB's action, Al

S. Foster, gen, mgr. of WEW, said,
;

•Regarding the recent NLRB de-
cision, we honestly feel that an-

nouhcers should be in a bargaining
unit separate from singers and ac-

tors. TTieir status is much different.

Singers and actors are chiefly casual

employees and are only concerned
with the show of the moment. The !

announcers consider the operation as

a whole and are full-time employees.
However, the board has decided that

it is appropriate to place them all in

one bargaining unit.'

John R. Green, counsel for KSD.
said, 'There was no disagreement
between KSD and AFRA except in

regard to the scope of the appropri-
ate bargaining unit under the Wag-
ner Act. KSD questioned whether
under the laws its full-time salaried

announcers could be placed in the

same bargaining unit with the free-

lance actors and singers. The sta-

tion has offered to negotiate with the
jinion as a bargaining agent for the
announcers as one unit and for the
free-lance actors and singers as a
separate unit The board's order
presumably will give these actors
and singers an equal vote with staff

employees at each of the radio sta-

tions at which the actor or singer has
appeared.'

Robert T. Convey of KWK said.

There were many points in the
NLRB decision to which the man-
agement might take exceptions; how-
ever, we feel that our contention that
announcers should be separated from
actors and free-lance artists was
valid. On this most important point
we were overruled and undoubtedly
the grouping of all artists in one
bargaining unit will present numer-
ous problems and inequalities.'

Cantor to L. A. Jan. 9
Eddie Cantor will return to the

West Coast after his Camel broadcast
of Jan. 9.

Next series from Hollywood.

DOOR STILL OPEN

The advertising agencies yesterday

(TueHsday) became articulate for the

first time on the subject of the radio

actors' union (AFRA) when Chester

LaRoche, president of Young & Ru-
bicam and chairman of the agencies
committee (not a Four A committee)
explained agency seiltiment.

In reply to questions put by
Variety, LaRoche explained the phi-
losophy of the committee's reaction
to the discussions so far with the
AFRA. LaRoche made it clear
that while the committee could
hot act for the advertisers, it

was deciply interested in finding, out
what the AFRA was driving at since
the clients represented by the indi-

viduals on the committee would in
the final analysis have to depend on
them for information and counsel.

Yardstick of Theatre

LaRoche said that he felt that the
issues prevailing between the spon-
sor and AFRA tended to become
obscure and distorted through the
efforts of AFRA spokesmen to apply
the yardstick of the theatre to radio.

Head of Y&R also made it clear
that the statement did not imply an
air of finality, or anything, approach-
ing it. The committee, he, said,

would continue to try to arrive at a
solution of the problem as advanced
by the AFHA.

Statement of Agency Committee
By Chester La Roche

Chairman

Advertising Agencies' radio com-
mittee in discussions with the Amer-
ican Federation of Radio Artists has
at no time offered opposition to the
unionizing of the radio artists. It

recognizes that unionization is a

matter for the decision of the artists

themselves*
The Radio committee is merely an

advisory group. It is composed of

members who volunteered to coun-
sel with the union representatives

who were imfamiliar with many
of the problems of radio broad-
cast advertising, in . order that the
interests of all concerned — the
artists, the medium and the adver-
tisers—^would be considered fully

during the discussions. Just as the
American Association of Advertising
Agencies has no power to represent
its various members In the negotia-
tion of contracts, the Radio Commit-
tee has no authority to commit
agencies or clients on matters of

labor policy, pay scales or wprking
conditions.

Agencies Advisory Job
Labor policies' of the clients of ad-

vertising agencies vary so much that
no central group is in a position to

deal with finality, with the question
of a trade imion contract in radio
broadcasting. But since the agencies
have advisory positions with the
client companies, the committee felt

that it could and should discuss, pos-'
sibly to the advantage of all con-
cerned, the question^ raised by the
union representatives.
Accordingly, in the past year, meet-

ings have been held with representa-
tives of the AFRA for the exchange
of views about working conditions in

radio broadcasting and for an exam-
ination of economic, and pay scale

factors which affect the use of

broadcasting for advertising in com-i
petition with other advertising
media.

Earlier, in the year AFRA sub-
mitted a proposal for a contract^ with
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the employers of broadcasting
which after considerably discu«i
was abandoned by AFRA.
AFRA has now submitted a

proposal, which suggests tjie e$i

lishment of a minimum wage
broadcasting artists on the nati
networks and the recognition
guild Shop. The guild shpp r^^i

that non-union entertainers
the union. Although not tec;

such, this would virtually mi
closed shop for broadcasting taii

The committee of the 9genai.es
with AFRA representatives -tO

.

cuss this new proposal and at
meeting offered to submit the p;

posal 'to advertising agencies to
tain their opinion, At the same
the committee informed the 'rei

sentatives that, in its opit^Dn;
proposal was still so far out of
with the economic possibiUt
radio broadcasting that it <ionstii

a real threat to the use of b;

casting for advertising purpofiei^'

The basis for this feeling ckiff]

be explained by an examinaiii
the basic wage demandied, 'Uie

mum rate for a IS-minute broa'

Further diemands Were present<|iii

half-hour and hour program,,
these proportionately extend
maladjustment that' may be s^&a!

the 15-minute wage demand.
137 Daily Wage

The proposed scald proVidCi
minimum wage of $15 for any
who appears on a 15-minute'
sored network progtam, plus
for the rebroadcast of the prQ]

and $6 for an hoxir of requii^
hearsal time. 'Many 15-mlntite^

mercial programs are rebroadcif

a different section of ih& countiy
the day of the original ' brp9i

and many of them require two h<

for rehearsal. Thus the. prp]

scalp^ applied to common pro^
practice, would mean a ininimi

daily wage of $37 and, for the
mal program broadcast five tLijrif

weielc, a roininumi weekly wagff

$185, regardless of how minor A
'

the. artist had in the program.
Undet present circumstance

averaige pay is about $25 per
gram for th6 actors who are caatj

the leading roles oh a IS

program, with no extra pay lor
hearsaL When the progrsial \iis^^

broadcast the pay for the si

appearance is less, and at iivats

original fee covers both the
program and the re-broadcast
additional shows are broadcast
ing the week, the pay petf sini

broadcast often decreases.
AFRA's proposal conseciue:

would increase the pay for aj

i ance on a 15-minute commercial
work program for an siveiagth.,

around $25 for the top roles tcj^^-

minimum of $37 for the minor ti
'

The new scale, high for the
day, is even more prohibitive

it is applied to a -series of progr^j

in the same week, since, as comp
'

with an average fee now of $1^
week for leading roles, the piroj

scale would provide. a minimimi
$185 even for minor roles,

j
To establish what in its pr9<

effect would be a minimum wage
j
$185 weekly for appearance oft

j
noi-mal 15-mlnUte network progf1

! with a higher minimum for the
• hour and hour programs, would
I most unfair to the radio artists themr

j

selves, because it would t6nd to
I duce the size of the cast emplpyex
jfor a program, and thereby l^ei
: rather than improve the opportun:
' for the lesser performers—the 11

I and file—whose . interests AFRA
especially desires to protect. It wo
tend to drive daytime progrgrtis c

j
the air. It would tend on the wh^

' to discourage and impair the u
broadcasting for advertising p
poses.

Cutting Down Staff
In order to examine further

practical consequence? of the pjr^

posal in relation to program Co,

the committee has applied the
gested minimum pay scale for actoi^
singers and commercial voices to «eyj|
eral programs, with the following xi

'

suits. In the actual case ^ ^ chftri
of 60 voices hired at a cost of $12,i

for a series 6f programs—a cost
lablished by fair negotiation in

(Continued on pai^e 28)
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EC.C. WASHINGTON
MAJOR DECISIONS

Waabtnerton, Dec. 20.

morlda: Daytime reglonnl for Clearwater turned down because

Uinclent coverage - by tfajreq other tranBtnlttera and fact tbqt.

ea.lB too •sparsely populated to warrant' use' *t the 130* lto Ifei

«ency. Application o( th^ Florida Vfeft Conft BroadcaBtltiK Co..

0., prdpoud conatructrih !.of • af fliytlme tranflmlttfcy'.'-^nlth 260

atta, fpr the purpose of bringlns local programa of Interest to
' Immediate neighborhood to llstenere In the area. Corporation

bie licensee ©f'WFtiA, >fvhlch currently nervee the same territory,

Kibcl <Commlsh could not flco Kooil i«i .. .i ' ' ' T
pal station, fiot an Industrial aroa. It wrs pointed out, and
liA moved. Its main studio from Clearwater to Tampa because

t the difficulty In oiBcurIng oonririP'-ri.-it i\f- tivif.

Applicant w^B. represented • by George. S, Smith, and Harry P.

TVartier.

'Mlnticiota: ..Greisn-llght for KATK, Albert I.ea, .on Its plea for

nlghttirae operation. J«o' primary service Available. to. the area'dur-

jing nighttime hours- and. numerous demands have -been made by
Comlnent. citizens for local programs during evening hours, Albert

'Broadcasting Co., licensee of KAUE, proposes to increase Us
ji^ditures approximately $8,000 'n year, while testimony by local

Uimens men. =Indicated that jn,700 would be spent for "evening

Init, providing the application is granted, station earned a net

i|cbin«:of $8,015 betweeiii October, 1937—when it started operation

—

^ndi^rll SO, 1938, repot-t showed,'. _
i>r^o 'material Interference' , would be expected between KATE and
'X:?^er transmitters, Commlsh tbnnd; and public need has been shown
for nlgrhttlme broadcast facimies In the area,

J; Bruce Krcmer and Herbert M, ^in[^ham appeared for KATE.
IUt(i<tle iBlandt Squawks of three Providence, transmitters which

'?iO\v give primary service. to the area were upheld by the Conjmlsh
Ma' tbie request of the Pawtuckist Broadcasting Co., for a 1 kw Bta-

llOn on '1330 kc for the city of Pawtuciiet. Ample coverage aU
tceady la available from. "WPRO, "WJAR and .'WEAN, In nearby Ptovl-

. tUhce, Commlsh ruled, and granting of the requested facilltleB

iarthennore would re.«iult In serious interference to applicant station

•.'ihfom "WKK, Cleveland, which uses the 1390 kc frequency. Pawtucket
»lant would be limited to its 4.8 millivolt per meter contour^ en-

: blne^ra teetined;
. Argument of the Pawtucket BroAdcastlngr Co. that competition

.t>etWeen merchants of Pawtucket and Providence Justliled construc-

'tloii of the proposed station was thrown, down because. In Commjish
fiplniton, 'the mere deelre of commercial organisations for

.
a low<

'rate transmitting service for radio advertising doea' not of Itself

'lastlfy the gra,nt|ng of additional facilltien/ Some foundation for
the Pawtucket: squawk, howe-verj alncqt th* Providence trajisuriltters

nrt owned, directly, '.or. Indirectly, by large department stores in

^«,t.clty. • . • -

'Corporation Compritres H<jward Thrtrnley, radio engineer for

WPRO; Paul Oury, former mjEtnagef of"WPRO, and^Frank-F,. Crook,
local. AUto dealer, as president, secretary and treasurer^vlce-presi-

Ibitit, )r«j)pectlv«ly. Outfit had $EO,000 cash on deposit in Its tre&Mry
'atod -hAd sighed coidmltmenta .foi;- $98,646' a year from Pawtucket
tti<[y«hants; although ^monthly - operating, expense of the ijroposed

itatlbh was estimated «t -only 44,660,
' Applicant "retained 'George S; Smlth> and Harry P.

.

'War.ner."

frequencjr broadcast atailon on ^frequency U.4S ' meg«cyclea from
Dec. to Jan. K, pending deOnlte arrangemeiita to-be Made In

.the ultrM high frequency bands. Same appillcant: granted extension
of special temporary autl^orlty t6 operate group of 39 experimental
relay broadcast stations on frequencies 31.22 and 37.02 me'gacyolcs.
In lieu of present assignments /ot 31.1. and S7.S imegacycles, .Xrotni

J)ec. 21 to Jan.' 19, pendlilg adjustment of 'relay broadcast fre-
quency assignments above 30 megacycles as contemplated by Gen-
eral Order No. 19." .

'- VltgtnlaT Colonial Broadcasting Corp.^ -Norfolk, denied petition
to withdraw without prejudice application '.for new atatlon to be

' operated on 1,370 kc with 100 watts nights. 260 watta days. >

SET FOR HEARING
C-allfomktt Great Union High S«hoot piBtrlct," NortK Sacramento,

new station to be operated' on. 1420, kc with 100 .watts, 'days only
(application set for hearing becaujre It would Involve incrense . In.

service. and interference with an existing transmitter—KSAN)

;

KERN (McClatchy), Bakersfleld, change frequency from 1370 to
1380 kc, Jump Juice, from 100 watts to 1 k.w, install new equipment
and vertical radiator and move transmitter locally (remanded to
the examiners because it would Involve .Interference with two ex-
isting transmitters),
KMJ (McCIatchy), Fresno, in.stall ne.w equipment and vertical

radiator. Jump Juice from 1 to 6 kw, move transmitter site locally
(set for hearing because it would Involve interference with two
existing stations).

Illinois: "WDAN, Danville, Increase time of operation from days
to unlimited, using 100 wattA nights, 250 wittts days on 1600 ko
(set for Hearing because of po.sstble interference with WCKT,
Covington, Ky., and pending applications from Illinois involving
Increase in service).

. Mlnneeota: E. C. Relneke, N. D. Blaick, H. D. Paulson. Mra.
N. B. Black, C H. Relneke and Forum Publishing Co., Inc., Duluth,.
transfer of control of Red River Broadcasting Co., Inc., licensee of
KDAL, to Dalton A: -x eMasurler and Charles LeMasu'rIer (set for
hearing to ascertain if control of licensee corporation" haa been
transferred without prior consent of the Commlsh); '

New Yiork; Niagara Falls Gazette Publishing Co,, Niagara Fails,
new station to be operated on 1260 kc with;t kw, days only (set
for hearrng because of Increase In- service and Interference).
Wtsconaln: "Vy^HBY, Inc., Green Bay, Jump JUice 'from 1 to 6 kw,

install new equipment and .make chnnges in .directional antenna (to
be. heard before^ Commlsh—set' for hearing because,, of - violation of
Rule 120 and Interference with existing stations).

NEW APPUCATIONS

MINOR DECISIONS
''CalUbntJli: KMTR. Radio Corp., . Holljrwood, granted new 'experl-

lifiilV ireiay station to be: operated on '^11.00, '34600, 37600, and
.JiO Ho on an-experlmenfftl basis only, conditionally, with 2 watts;;

3'b)1t Iiee Broadoaatlng System, LoB Angeles, granted new .reldy

>rba<dcast Btatloiji to be operated' on 1646| 2090, 2190 and: 2830 ko
•wrth.'8iwattfc •

'
;

.
' ' '" "

.
.

- HiVrtHm^ St' P«tera;bur'g' Chamber oir Comm«f>:ce, St. .Petersburg.
tjU^Lled new exp'erlmental relax' ' br-piidcnst station, to .be operated

•iir^XK), 84600. .37600 and <060Q..kc,. with 2 watts.

,

<' vtUliiola: Marjtin -R. Q'Brlan, Aurora,
.
granted 'new .experimental.

-iN)Iay broadcast station, to be'opbrated on 160.6/ 2022, 2102, and. 2768

.

•lip ' ^itii 60
' watts^albo -'granted new low ' frequency relay station

«n 31100, 34600; 37600 and, 40600. ^cc, with 6 watts. •

, 9row»t KFNP,' Inci, Shenandoah, granted . new .relay, broadcast

>

«tatIon to be operated on 1622, 2068, 2160 and 2790 kc, with 60.

-Wfttts.. .
•

'''....
ifmiiftt yVApM, Presque I«|le, present' license extended for period.-

ot two-mbnths,.. from. Jai^ 1,. on- temporary., basis- only,' subject lo,
' Cbihmlsh action" on. pending request for ren'ewal and to the ' condl-

that nothing 'shnH be" yibnstrued as a~>flnding by. the FCC that
.^l|)^ratlbn ot the st^ttipn will, be In . the publtCvJnterest :'beyond tbe
UtipreiB'; ternns hereof.' (Station failed to comply wlth..Rule 340.01,
yelA-tlVei to. ownership' .and control -of broadcast station's.)
.

' Mpr^'Itaiil: .-'WJBJ, Hagerstown^-JBroadcastlng' Co., Hagerstown,
5"rented authorUy. to wltlidraw. .without prejudice application deslg-
Kted for' hearing/ requestlnjg use t>t 1210 bc^.'-ivltb 'iOO watts nights,

aSO. waitts dayb,'-. • -• ,\' • v. ; '...V.;.;.

!iWfl»BachaBettst 'Wt.I;U, ti&w.repce, .|B:rante°d extension of special
.'•x)>erimental .anthbrity t'o'^operate a synchronized station at .Law-
irence, 'to opeiate 'Wltfa "WIXH, Lowell; Mo^S:, on 1370 ko with vari-
able power or id to lOo wa;ttB, from.- Jan. 1 to June 1; WIXAI,,
"World "Wide Broadcastlpft Corp., Boston^, granted renewal of Inter-
national broadcast station license, for the pe.riod ending Nov. 1, 1939.
-on kn experimental basis <;nly, 'subject to change or cancellation by
the Gommtsslon at ahy tlnie, without advance i>otIce or hearing,- if

'in 'its discretion need for such action arises.

.
AUchlgan: W8X&0, "WJIM, Inc.> Lansing, granted, reinstatement ,

Of., relay broadcast station- on an experimental basis (license was'
previously held by Harold F. -(jross^t James F. Hopkins, Inc., Ann
Arbor, granted authority' to withdraw without prejudice. application
tor new station to be operated on 1400 kc with 250 watts.

- ^e«r' York: - W2XDG, National -Broadcasting Co., inc.. New York,
Ift&nted extension ot specifil tepiporary authority to* operate' high

Alaba^at ' .'Harry if. Ayer'S, Annlston, new - relay broadcast sta-
..tlon to be- operated on 1622, 2Q68. -2160 and 2790 kc with 10' watts;
'WHMA, .Harry M. Ayers, Annlston, change hours of operation froiji
4ays to nnlltnited. using lOO'watts. '

^

-ArkaiisaB: KTHS, Hot Springs Chamber of Conuner'ce, Hot
Springs, extension of Bt>eoIal' experimental' authority to' operate on
.lOCO.kc, slmUltaneouqly with "WBAL, Baltimore, from, 6 a.m.. to
Bunset, suspend iintll 8 p,m. and unlimited f^om then to midnight.

- jCallfomlat : "W^XBE, General - Electric- Cb.'v San- Francisco, add
frequency 6190 kc, make changes in circuit, extend commencement
and completion dates; Broadcasting Corp. of- America, Riverside,
new station to he -operated on 1270 kc with 26t) Wfttts; Martin K.
Calaw.ay & Harry s, Hooper, Marysvllle, ne>v ^ta'tlon to be bpefated
OB 1420 -ko With 100 Watts nights, 250 watta days.
Kentucky:' Paducah Broadcasting Co., Inc., P^iducah^,, new relay

brpadcast station to be 'operated .^n- 38900r 39100, d930e,- 39600 kc
with 2 watts, .

"

-libnkiana;
. K'WKH,- Shreveport, extension of special experimental

authority to operate with .1100 kc, using directional antenna nights.
' iJliaryland: WBAL, Baltimore, - extension ' of special experimental
authority to operate simultaneously -with KTHS. Hot Springs. Ark.,

• on 1Q60 kc,' frorti local sunset at Hot Sprln^i^a to 9 p.m., EST, and
sychronlze' with 'WJZ. New York, :on 760 kc, with 2% kw, using

^ .directional .antenna from 9 p.m:, EST.-' - i

„ Ulclilgan: Thumb. Broadcasting Co., Brawn City, new daytime
atatlon to be' operated on 880 kc with 1, kw.
.- NiBW "Vorlct "WiXAF, -General jQlectrlc Co.'. South Schenectady, add
frenuencles 6190. and 21690 kc, - •'"•"

'
•

Olilo: WKBN. Yo ji'ng.stown. Jump day power from 600 watts to
1 kw: National Broadcasting Co.. Inc., Cleveland, new relay brond-^ cast station 'to be operated on 31100, 34600, 37600. and -40600 kc.
with 2..WftttB. >. .

Oregon;' KOAS, Oregon State Agricultural College, Corvallls, in-
stall new transmitter and antenna, Jump Juice'from 1 to * kw andmove transmitter locally. "

. ,

-. . rennsylTonia: 'WHAT, Philadelphia; authority to trai^sfer control
of corporation from Public ledger. Inc., to Bonwit-Teiler & Co. of
Philadelphia,- 200 shares common stock. . i

Tennessee: M. L, Medley, Cookevllle, new station to be- operated
on 1370 kc with 100 -watts nights, 260 watts days.
Washington: KIRO, Seattle, extension of special experimental

' authority to: operate- on 710 kc, with 1 kw.'
, WiBCOnsIn: . WBAU, £au Claire, increase power from 1 to 6 kw
and make changes In .transmitter.

EXAMINERS' REPORTS
Callfomla: Voluntary assignment of license of KYOS. Merced,from the Merced Star Publishing Co., Inc., to the Merced Broad-'

casting Co;, recommended by Examiner George H. Hill. Although
control of the station will be kept in the same family, station willbe entirely separated from the newspaper owned by the licenseeand two of the stockholders will devote themselves exclusively tothe Interests of the station, having retired from the active business
of publishing the rag.

Present set-up shows that the Merced Star Publishing Co. is

owned by Bay ^tcClung, Peter . McClunr—<a«l> holding 2.45 aharen
of the par vkltfe ^bf- $100 per aha»o-»«nd Ht«b StcClung, owner
of '230 aharea. Wlvea of Bay McCluii* and ,Peter JCcClunir hold Ave'
ahfirea .each—placing bwnarshlp of the llcenae.e tjorporatlon com-,
pletely within the family. ' PropAsed deal would give the • three
McClungs 8,000 shares each in the Merced Broadcasting Co—au-
thorized to issue $26;000 In capital atock; divided Jnta 26,009 aharea
common with par vjilue of $1 per -sl)are—^wlth 1,000 shares withheld
to distribute In the .future to loyal employees ot the atatlon. Thr«e-

• w«^ diBttlbutlon" of the broadcast -stock among the HcOlUnga la fbr
the 'purpose ot reimbursing- them .for money- previously expended in

constructing the .station, repojrt explained.
Station, which operated at a profit of about $7,800 In 1937, Is not

expected to need additional funds, but $16,000 liaa been set aside

by the assignor corporation -to absure. sufficient money with which
to operate the tr8nBmltt,er. Principal benefit seen by .Examiner Hill

In the proposed deal is separation of the affairs of the radio station
and the newspaper. Present manager "of the paper has- acquired
a oiie-third Interest in the .rag and 'competitive aUtua of the- two
oi;ganizf(tlons' bringa about a. confilct -between the inanagera ot the
newspaper and the statio>'..' report Btated." ,..

Clarence C. Dill ahd James W. Guni appeared for apiSlIcant.

Idnbo:.. Frequency- change< from 900 to.- 600 ko and night power
boost from 260 watts. to 1 kw should be granted KSEI, Pocatelib,
Examiner John P. Bramhall informed Commlsh.

Station, an NBC afllllate, has been performing a meritorious serv-
ice. Bramhall found, and is amply • financed to care for new con-
struction estimated at $13,500. Now makes a. monthly profit of ap-
proximately $1,000 and no change in the existing rates of $31.75
per-hour' for regional .-coverage -and "$23.60 for local coverage la con-
templated. Extension of the station's service would be particularly
valuable during the winter months, 'when' heavy Bnowstorms keep
Idahoans marooned, and rural communities als.o would benefit If

broadcasts ,ooncernin9 the whereabouts of school children who fre-
quently are left at homes along the line ot travel by the school
bus in bad storms, c,o.uld be extended to reach beyond the transr
mitter'a present limit. .

Although KSEI -would -be limited nights to Its approximate 2.31
millivolt per meter contour, by KFSD, San Diego, and' there la some
possibility that a Canadian station will occupy the 600 ko frequency
If the Havana. Treaty is ratified, Bramhall urged favorable con-
sideration of the. request by the Commlsh.
Applicant was represented by Horace 1* Lohnes, Fred W. 'Albert-

'Bon and M. M/Jansky.
nilnols-lndlann: Trade between two transmitters now sharing

time, and a third station which would .change its assignment to
permit the sharers to operate full time, appro-ved by Examiner
P. W. Seward.' Three-woy agreement "would- reimburse WBOW.
Terre Hajute. for Obligingly moving, from the 1310 kc berth to 1200
ko, in order to permit WJBL. Decatur; 111,, and WJBC, Terre Haute,
to become, independent of eacli other and enter into unlimited opera-
tion. Terms ot the trade provide for payment of $6,000 to WBOW
by the- two other stations, plus 'additional funds to cover- any ex-
penses Incurred by .the station- In niaklng-the change.'

Illinois transmitter, owned by Commodore Broadcasting, Inc., has
been splitting hours with WJBC on 1200 kc. using 100 Watts power.
Proposes to move to 1310 >kc <now occupied by WBOW) and in-
crease Its daytime power to 260 watts, retaining 100 wdtta power
for night operation. WJBC would keep the 1200 -kc. frequency
and Its present power' of 100 watta nights,- 260 'watta -daya, • and
both station's would be able to greatly Increase their tiine of -opera-

• tion with .very little, expense, WBOW. "which otherwise would not
havQ anything to gain by the change, would receive $5,000 present
for being agreeable, with, all expenses paid.
• Although' some Slight limitation would result, to all three tfana'-

jmlttera by the cha^nge, Seward- told Commlsh that granting of all
three applications would' tend toward a 'falr^ efflctent and equitable
distribution' of service.
' Attorneys retained by the applicants were . George O. Suttoi),
Frank StOllenwprck and Arthur Sohroeder for WJBL, Henry B.
Walker for WBOW, and Ben S. Fisher and ^ Charles "V. Wayianfl
for WtlBC. .

'
.'

. ;

-Kansas: Juice Jump and frequency change for KSAL, Salina,'
recommended to the Commlsh by Examiner SeWard. Switch froMi
1600 to 1120 ka and power boost frOm lOO watts nights, 260 watts
days, to 600 watts nights, 1 kw days, would Increase station's, cov-
erage within the .10 millivolt per meter contour by approximately
23% days, and 20% nights, Seward held. Considerable Improvement
would be , made to the program service, as transmitter proposes to
present 60.9% talent broadcasts, and 39.1% transcrlptiona, aB-ag«ins.t
present arrangement ot 34.6% live talent to 66% wax.- No increaso
in rates contemplated at present, but applicant promised that-^
in case an increase is necessary—chargea -would- not be up'ped mora
thifvn 20% over- rates now .in eCTect.

Despite squawks ot WISN, Milwaukee—which complained that
KSAlt would -limit it to the 1.-6 'millivolt per meter-contour, -Seward
found definite need- for the- proposed 'additional service. WISN
and othe^- transmitters would hot ^suiter Interference . from KSAL,
operating under the requested facilities, 'beyond the limitation
which is now caused to siich stations ;by the operation of other
broadcast stations,' Seward . declared. Salina transmitter would
receive more severe Interference from WISN—within its 3,8 milli-
volt per meter contour.
Horace L. Lohncs, F. W. AlbertBon and M. M. Jansky appeared

for applicant.
North Carolina: Daytime power boost for WSJS, owned by tha

Piedmont Publishing Co. of "Winston-Salem, received an initial okay
from Examiner George H. Hill.
Granting ot the reque.<it for a lift from 100 to. 260 watts would'

increase the field Intensity 68^i throughout the entire area which
receives daytime service froml WSJS, Hill declared. In addition
the service area would be extended and a number of local merchants
-and business men who. have been asking for greater coverage for
advertising purposes could be satisfied.

Applicant corporation, which also publishes a morning &nd after-
noon paper, revealed assets ot $1.700,000—ample to finance the pro-
posed construction which was estimated at $19,760'.
Ben S. Fisher and John W. Kendall appeared for WSJS.

Consnnuiate

ttMtk Walker, Asked' Where He Stands, Denies

Joining CBS Subsidiary

CSS officials were much disap
inted by the failure -of aiiy of the

"^ork daUies to give space to

ih&network's consummation of: the
purchase of the - American Record
.Co. Saturday (17). Signatures
!Weren*t exchanged until late that

lBft6moon and there was a hea'vy

rush -during the next few hours to

get a. story of the event out to the

papers,
Adrian Murphy, who is 'Paul Kes

4l^'s assistant at CBS in matters of

ans ^nd developments, has heen
assigned as go-between at American
Becord. until.- the new president of

the company gets on the.;job; Frank
Itschuler,, who headed the disc

jmbine as Herbert J, Yates' man,
'"in remain meanwhile filling cer-

Iti designated du.ties. It is under^
stood that the transfer of owner-
shiii involved over $800,000, with the
Levys of Philadelphia (I. D. and Di*.

Xeon), taking 20% of it.

CBS' first move to line up record-
ing talent occurred Monday (19)

-when it put in a bid for Pats Wal-
'$ service. Herbert Rosenthal,
Bger of the CBS' artists bureau,
did the contacting, learned that

et was under a long term obli-m to Victor^
K. Throckmorton, president of

the RCA Manufacturing Co., which
includes the record division, took
official recognition of- the prospec-
tive transfer of the American Record
Co.'s ownership last week when he
started an inquiry within his own
organization to find out which of
the personnel were going with CBS.
Frank "Walker, who '^as called over
to Camden for questioning, stoutly
denied that he had any intention
of quitting his present post as re-
cordiiig manager of NBC's transcrip-
tion division. Another whose name
has frequently come up in trade
speculation on the same score is Ed-
ward (Ted) .Wallerstein, RCA Victor
sales manager. Wallerstein is cur^
rently away for a rest
Opinion in phonograph circles is

that the* Columbia label will be
given dominance in the ARC group.
It is believed that this label 'wiU

become the lone 75c platter and that
Brunswick will take over 'Vocalion's

status as the company's 35c brand.

Open to Hillbillies

Philadelphia, Dec. 20.

Minus hillbillies for months, WFIL
has at last succumbed to the urge.

Betty Jo -and the Rangers started

on the outlet this week for a daily

afternon sustainer.

ADMEN ORGANIZE ON

ALMA MATER BASIS

San Francisco, Dec. 20.

Advertising section has been
formed by alumni of St, Mary's Col-

lege under the leadership of Robert
McAndrews, sales promotion chief

for KGO and KPO, and Art Mott of

Lord & Thomas. First meeting of the

section, which includes workers in

advertising, radio, journalism held

last week. Monthly dinners with

speakers, series of weekly lectures

covering advertising to be given at
the college by members, and counsel
with undergraduates in the selection
of courses and finding of jobs are
among the activities planned by the
group.
Executive committee includes, in

addition to McAndrews ahd Mott,
three radio men—Bill Holmes, NBC
producer; Pat Kelly, KFRC press
agent, and Frank Barton, NBC an-
nouncer; two agency men—Randy
Smith, copy 'writer for Leon Livings-
ton, and Phipps Rasmussen, of the
J. Walter Thompson market research
department. Among others are Mar-
tin Hill of the Associated Oil Com-
pany's advertising department, three
newspapermen, a printer, an en-
graver and a commercial artist

Bay Michaels, announcer, leaves
the Crosley staff next week to join

WRC-WNAL, Washington.

Eva Le Gallienne s Canadian Special

New Name Series on CBC Follows Shakespeare-
Dennis Kin|;'s 'Hamlet'

NAYLOR ROGERS TO BLAIR

WLS, Chicago, and KOY, Phoenix,
Off International List

WLS, Chicago, and KOY, Phoenix,
Ariz., part from Internationa? R^dio
Sales Jan. 1 and, go back for repre-
sentation to John Blair & Co., IRS,
which had the stations for about a
year, represented them in New York
only.

It is reported that Naylor Rogers
is joining the Blair organization.

WOW's State Fair Film

Omaha, Dec. 20..

Station WOW is releasing a five-

minute newsreel-type picture, 'Radio
Goes to the Fair,' through 350 thea-
tres in Iowa and Nebraska. Exhib-
itors get the picture for use five days
on their screens without charge (and
aren't supposed to charge WOW,
either).

Film depicts activities of WOW's
staff at the Iowa and Nebraska state
fairs. It was filmed by H. F. Che-
noweth, local photog.

Toronto, Dec. 20. .

Initial etherizing ot the 'Jalna'
saga by the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. will follow the completion of
the 13-week Shakespearian series,
which closed Sunday (18) with Den-
nis King doing 'Hamlet.'
Six 'Jalna' books will be sand-

wiched Into nine one-hour install-
ments, serial teeing of! Jan. 8. Series
will be carried by the CBC national
hook-up (Sundays 9-10 p.m.). Cast-
ing now under way with Eva Le
Gallienne playing the grandmother
lead. Rupert Lucas will produce.
Radio adaptation of the six 'Jalna'

books was done in New York by
Carolyn Darling, personal choice of
Mazo de la Roche, author of the
sextet of tomes.

]^dio Productions Files
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 20.

Radio Productions, Inc., has been
chartered to conduct a broadcasting
business in New York. Capital stock
is 200 no par value shares. Directors
are: Irving B. Schindel, Brooklyn;
George H. Schwartz, Sea Gate, and
Ruth R. Ehrentrau, Laurelton, L. L
Austrian & Lance, New York, fil-

ing attorneys.
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PubEcs Baffing Reactk

' Following two. experiences canvbe>added^tothe anecdota concern-',

ing the listeners' reactions to various giveaway items. The response

'in' either,in^ince proved 'ii6t Ohly sqrjprising but Qiysterloiu to the

advertiser^ •

WJSV, Washington, had been offering a dollar bill to the first per>

son telephoniqg the answier tq 'a broadcast puziiile when as an experi-

ment it changed the giveaway to two 40c. theatre tickets oh which a

tax of 12c. woi4d have to be paid by the admittees. The result of

the shift was an iiDmedlate increase by more than. 100% of the taan:'

ber of participants.

Other case involved the offer of: a salad-mixing wooden fork .and

spoon for a cad. nozzle and 10.C. by 6 salad dressing manufacturer

over two 50,000-watt and one, 5.000-watt statioiis catering to
.
middle-

west and southern listeners. There were 57 announcements and the

upshot was exactly three returns. Speculation stemming from this

incident "was twofold: '(!)•how. cornmon, if any,, is the .wooden .mixing

bowl in the American home, and (2) whether it had been smartJn
the first place to offer only part of a household utenSil. Sale of the

product itself showed a substantial uplift in those same areas during
tiie course of the air campaign.

EXPANDS NAB.

CATALOG

Washington, Dec. 20.

Completion of a supply of 300

hours of royalty-free music ' within

the next two years is the goal behind

ihei joint eflorts.ol National Associa-

tion of Broadcasters and E; V.

Brinckerhofl & Co., purchaser of the

.trade group's, own .transcription li-

brary. Deal was concluded last

week at the NAB diifectorate session

after conferences, with both Brinck^

erhoff and Langlois-Wentworth ^^^m,

only bidders; for Bineaii of Copy-
rights, Inc.

Terms, of the contract reqUiri^

Brinckerhoff to produce as rapidly

as is physically -possible the addi-

tional 80 hours« $0 far unrecorded,

promised in contracts between NAB
and its membership. With 20 hours
.already, on wax«. scoring and. titles

searching has> been done on another
SO hours on whi<ih production will

begin shortly,' Under .the agreement
NAB will license Brinckerhoff to-

use the 20 hours, receiving in return

$25,000 cash and. promise of.' royal-

ties which would wipe out the in--

vestment of . between
,
$55,000 and

$60,000.

Difference between the total out-
lay and the initial installment will

be paid gradually over an unspeci-
fied period of .time from sales of ad-
ditional records. Brinckerhoff will

hand over 50% of the amount re-

ceived from purchasers of the addi-

tional 80 hours to be turned out as

well as half of the proceeds from
sale^ of the 20 irec'orded hours to new
subscribers.

Protection for the industry is pro-
vided in the pact Besides having an
advisory commitee to cfnsult with
the disc manufacturer as production
continues, NAB received assurance;
that there will, be no gouging on sale
of additional recordings. Maximum
which Brinckerhoff will charge for
transcriptions after the first 100
hours is $15 a platter. As a pre-
mium, each purchaser will receive
one copy of the. music on each rec-
ord in sheet form so stations can
have their own arrangers make or-

chestrations for live talent purposes.

EDDIE DE LANGE GETS

PHIL BAKER SPOT

Eddie De Lange's orchestra, or-
ganized 'during the past, year, and
Elisse Cooper, soloist with the band,
have been signed for the Phil Baker
commercial on CBS to start Jan. 14.
The contract is for 13 weeks with
options.

William Morris office set the deal
for De Lange, first orchestra to go
into its new band booking depart-
ment.

Thesaanis Asks Lesser

fioyalty on TIayed-Out'

Hits; MPPA Unreceptive

NBC's Thesaurus division wants
the copyright owners of the music
in its transcribed library to grapt a
special fee for pop tunes that ^ aren't
used because their populaiity has
expired. Network would rather pay
something of a -master charge than
have to go to the expense of remak-
ing the entire' record. The disused
number may be on the same disc
with two tunes that still have public
appeal.
Web's recorded library ' division

has taken up this matter with "Harry
J'ox, agent and trustee for publishers,
but the inplications are that the pro-
posal will be "turned down on ^the
ground that as long as these num-
bers are available to/ station sub-
scribers there is 'always the chance
of their being"broadcast. The pubs
would prefer .to have the licenses

covering such times discontinued' al-

together.

THINGS HAPPEN AT WFIL

Grabhorn Joins Staff—^Petry Ap-
poinicd-^Wlthycomb Sues

Philadelphia, Dec. 20.

WFIL, long-reported as in for a
shake-up, acquired a new national
representative and new national

salesmanager this week^ abd simiil-

tarteously Don Withycomb, former
g.m., filed suit in New York 'demand-
ing $46,000 for. breach of three-yfear

contVact. ' He was 'let but in Septem-
ber. Roger Clipp, biz manager, has
replaced him.
New rep is .Edward Petry. Jack

Stewart is displaced at. national
salesmanager by Murray Grabhorn,
formerly with John Blair s^nd Hearst
International Sales. He takes over
on Jan. 2.

Withycomb's suit was filed in New
York City on .the day the New York
office of WFIL closed, the final one
on which it would be effective in

that state. Sam Rosenbaum, prez of

WFIL, told Variety yesterday: 'We
are advised that under the circum-
stance's that made necessary Withy-
comb's separation, from the staff,

WFIL has no legal liability whatso-
ever; A generous offer of settlement

was made, but Withycomb has
elected to sue. The suit, of course,

will be defended.'

Withycomb « Citizen

Withycomb is in Montreal over the

holidays to visit relatives. He has
been in Florida past several weeks.

One of his last acts in Philadel-

phia was to get his final naturaliza-

tion papers making him an Ameri-
can citizen. . He's Canadian by birth.

Texaco Drops Merkel

Hollywood, Dec. 20.
All hands on Texaco Star Theatre

with the exception of Una Merkel
had their options taken up for an-
other 13 weeks.
Producer Bill Bacher is still shop-

ping' around for an emcee to succeed
John Barrymore, who goes east for

'^'i stage show.

Transamerican Produces

*Visiting Nurse' Serial

Production of 'Visiting Nurse,'

transcribed serial, has been taken

over by the Transamerican Broad-
casting & Television Corp. Royal
Baking Powder will likely expand
the station list after the first of the

year. Program is being tested on
stations in Texas and New England
at the rate of five quarter-hours a

week.
World Broadcasting formerly had

the production assignment.

IIERBUL MYEBS AT NBC
Chicago, Dec. 20.

Merrill Myers added to local NBC
continuity staff by Ken Robinson,

the Simon Legree of the NBC
scribblers.

Myers formerly with Metro writ-

ing department.

CBS PUTS PUBUC RELATIONS DEPT. ON

STRIKE SILENCES WGNY

Off Air for Three Days—2 Sptelera,

.Panelman Discharge Caused It

Newburgh, N. Y., Dec. 20..

WGNY, Newburgh, N. .Y., was in
operation again last week , after al-

most three complete days of silence

due to a strike of the station's Staff,

called by the WGNY Employees
Ufiion, Formation' of the "union oc-
curred, after two annotmcers and. a
technician. Were discharged by Peter
Goelet, owner of the transmitter.
Following .its formation, the

WGNY union negotiated with the
owner for reconsideration of the
dismissal of the three staff members,.
Sbott Buckley, -chief announcer; Nel-
sbn M. Griggs, antiduncer-engineer;
Irwin Moison, transmitter technician,

and advanced demands on working
conditions and wages. These de-
maqd's were rejectecl, and a strike

forced the station off the air at 11:30

a.m. Dec; 10, remaining off until

Tuesday (13) .
'when it resumed

under a skeleton staff.

' Moison, transmitter technician,

telephoned the' New' Ytork pffice 6f

the FCC to determine whether his

refusal to -put programs on the- air

jeopardizes his license or Whether
it was compulsory for him to do so.

He. was informed it was not, and his

refusal didn't tend tbw£(rd harming
his license.. Th? trip -disphai^ged

were hot . given any reason for the
pink slipi but were told 'it was . not
due to- incompetence.

Powier Vic^ Boyer, But

btter Back N«xt Fall

Hollywood,, Dec. 20.

Charles Boyer goes off Woodbury
Playhouse Jan. 1 after filling in for

13-week layoff of Tyrone Power,
who returns to the" dramatic Series.

Boyer resumes on ,the. soap pro
gram next fall on 39-week deaL

Red Skelton's Series
Cincinnati, Dec. 20.

Red Skelton, the dbughnut-dunker
comic, who guested on the Ayalon
cigarette weekly program on 'WLW
and NBC Red Saturday"^ (17), is set

for a 13-week stretch in that series,

beginning Jan. 4. Show topper Is

Red Foley, hillbilly singer.

Account handled by the Russell M.
Seeds agency.

Lou Rujppel, Manatfing Editor pf; Chicago Tillies,

Gets Job ,at $26,000 Anhually^Hak Gbverhment

and Political Experience

Sales V.P. Not Set

New v.p. in chargie of sales at

CBS probably will hot be
named until after th6 first, of

the year.

Candidates for the job aire still

being interviewed.

ASSOCIATE
MEMBERSHIPS

IN NAB.

Washington, Dec. 20.

Eight classifications of associate

members were Created by NAB di-

rectors at last week's winter meeting.

First -concrete move to broaden the

ranks by- taking .into " the fold -indi-

viduals who have close connection-

with the industry but are hot ac-

tive broadcasters. ..^nual dues will

range .froip $256 to $1,000 a . year,

with sliding scale for two categories.

Follbwing.;are' the types eligible'

fOn amission, with
'

' their annual
fees:. *

'

Transcription companies —- those

with gross business up to $50,000,

$250. a year; from $50,000 to $100,000,

$500 a year; from $100,000 to $2.50,000,

750 a..year; ov6r $250;'000, ' $1,000 a-

year.
Station representatlTefr^firms rep-

resenting up to 1& Stations, $250. a
year; from 10 to 15 stations, $500 a

yiear;
.
fi'bni ' 15 tb ; 20 stations, $750;

with 25 or more stations; $1,000.
' Advertising atrencles—$260.

ConsoUIng ' and radio cnflixeers

—

$250.

Badlo lawyers—$250.
Radio neWs ' services—$500.

- Market. reseai;cli orcanlzailonB

—

$500.

Tom Buohanan, chugged eacl;- and-

delegated agency duties on Texaco
Star Theatre to Loiiie Witten and
Fred Jordan.

Max Jordan Explains His Scoops

Luck Important in Beating the Other Fellow

—

Pooh-Poohs 'Inside Track' on Political Broadcast

By BOB LANDRY
Knowledge of the ins and outs of

central European politics and red'

tape, plus the important element of

luck, are the prerequisites of getting

scoops in transoceanic radio. So de-
clares . Max Jordan, NBC's con-
tinental radio director, who is now
in the United States on a month's
holiday. Under cross-examination
concerning his two celebrated scoops,

first at Vienna during Anschluss,
and this fall in Munich, when
he had the English translation

of the Four Power pact on the air 46

minutes ahead of CBS, Jordan
frankly concedes the role played by
sheer good fortune in both events.

William Shirer, the Columbia
man, had been in Vienna ahead of

Jordan and could have scored a

scoop except that he was the victim
of .a sudden change of government
that produced a confused state of

mind in which nobody in Vienna
would or could take the responsi-

bility for authorizing a broadcast to

America. Despairing of breaking
through the red tape and uncertain
regarding the coup d'etat function-

aries that had taken over Austrian
radio, Shirer took an aeroplane out of

Vienna to London in order to broad-
cast his eyewitness account, Jordan,
who had spent the eventful night
after Schussnigg's fall on a train

from Zurich, Switzerland, arrived in

Vienna hours after Shirer had left

for London. During the day the
confusion of the change of govern-

ment lessened and it was possible
for Jordan ' to arrange a broadcast
to -NBC for that evening, the first

from Austria after Anschluss and
as such a scoop.

Eventis that lead to his broadcast
of the English translation of the
Munich pact from the Fuehrerhaus
were a series of lucky breaks. Jor-
dan, and Karl von Weigand slipped
into the latter building during the
evening while the CBS rep stayed
close to the Munich radio station

elsewhere and had a newspaperman
inside the conference building to

protect him. There was a room
with radio microphone and panel
board in the Fuerrerhaus, but it

was expected to be pre-empted by
the German radio.

A lucky contact with a member
of the British diplomatic delegation
provided Jordan with an English
translation some 10 minutes before
the German radio announcer got
his own German language state-
ment, and in that time Jordan was
able to use the Feuhrerhaus micro-
phone and smash through his scoop.
Jordan disclaims any inside track.

While NBC has a 'first refusal' privi-
lege in Germany, a sequel to the
original pre-Nazi (1929) pact, this is

limited to entertainment and cul-
tural matters and not to political

broadcasts which, he states, are open
to all."

Since the returi> to America of
Ceasar Saerchinger (now with NBC
in New York), Jordan is the dean
of the European radio correspond-
ents for American broadcasting.

. Chicago, Dec, 20.

Lou .Rupple; formerly managing
editor of the Chicago Times, bas been
named public reta,tions: ahd^ press
chieftain for the Columbia broadcast-
ing system. - J; Leslie.-Atlass handled
the deal. Rupple 'finally made the
switch when he ran Into a snag of
arguments over editorial policy, witti

the Times' owners.

Rupple had also considered shift-

ing to Hea'rst in charge of the Hearst
syndicates . and was iii.' confab with
J, V. Connolly, Hearst exec, when he
was called in by William S. ^aley,
CBS proxy, who emphasized the
Atlass offer.

Background

Rupple first hit big in' newspaper
work as an editor of the. New York
News, which he later left after a
fight with the Pattersbns. On his.

departure from the News he was
named head of the U. S. Narcotic

-

Bureau, this appointment dating to
his personal friendship with' the en- -

tire family of Franklin D. Roosevelt
and to James Farley^.

He made the Times here an ouit-

standihg upholder 'of the Democratic
party's policies and. campaigns, /and
was the midwest ' great booster for

RoosevUt in the 1930' electiopSs-

He turiiedv ln a great ioti.'.lor the
Times, taking it from a weaikie to an
outstahding position in -Chicago'^ pai
per field. He did .the' trick o^ novelty
and wide-awake ° editorial handlingr
and established the paper solidly

with ai great sense of punch headline
writing. It was Rupple who cracked
nation-wide attention by front-paging
a headline ;after the RoOsevelt 19^6
land^ide, hot the results. Of tlife elec-
tion, "but" simply: '56 Days; to ^Xmas.*
The implication being that the elec-
tions were oVer and that the coimtry
could settle back tty its full spirit of
friendship and goodwill for' all

Americans, whether. Republicans or
.Democrats.

' Oept. Ptestiisre poor
With the arrival in N6w. York, of

,

Lou Ruppe], managhtg editor of the
Chicago times, to .become head- of
the public relations and publicity de-
partment of the Columbia.Broadcast-
ing System, the network will for the
first time take steps to strengthen its
self-admitted weak slstier depart-
ment. Job is to be invested with im-
portance and a high salaryj the lat-
ter said to be $26,000, Rtippel will
also be made vice president of CBS.
Thus, in a series of innovations, CBS
will seek to de-stigmatize 'publicity'
and set up the department to do a
broad scale job and fo rank or out-
rank, in importance any. Other single
department of the netwwffe'
Columbia's high coionmaand has

concerned itself for over a year and
a half with the problem of filling the
job. Requirements of -ft man ' that
was both executive and gladhander,
capable of functioning in govern-
mental and social spheres as well as
within the organization itself gradu-
ally pushed up . the salary from.
$15,000 (twice what it had ever been
in the past) to higher figures. Rup-
pel as managing edito:^ of the Chi-
cago Times reputedly got $35,000 an-
nually and was on the verge of go-
ing to Hearst when the deal with
CBS was clinched.

MUSICIANS

SHARE BONUS

Louisville, Dec. 20.

Management of WHAS, Courier
Journal & Times, played Santa Claus
in a practical way, by presenting
employes with substantial cash
bonuses based on salary and length
of service. Gesture included every-
one on station, payroll, even stall
musicians coming in for their share,
whose pay is determined by union
scale.

Musicians received bonus checks
averaging $78 each.
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BEATRICE ULUE
171111 Onon Welles, ^aae Wyatt,

Jeanne D»nte» L»ur» Baxter, Bay
Collins

€0 Mins.
CAMPBELL
Friday, ? pjn.
WABC-CBS, New Torli

(F. Ward Whcelocfc)

Beatrice Lillie playing a straight

role. Not 100% straight because the

typical Lillie curlicues sneaked in a

flourish or two here and there. But
still qualifying as a novelty and giv-

ing Campbell a slick hour of enter-

tainment as set up and projected by
Orson Wellas from an uncommonly
tight and well-concocted -script by
Dodie Hobart.

It was a frothy trifle about a man,
his wife and his two daughters and
the brushes three of them had. with
romance on the first day of spring.

It wasn't important, but it was en-

grossing. Nothing much happened,

but a set of characters emerged in

vivid credibility.

In a semi-quiet non-Martian way
it might even be said that this was a
bit of a milestone in radio story-tell-

ing. There was a minimum of com-
mercial interruption and personality

curtain spesehing. A maximum of

plot and players. And by virtue of

the complete reliance on story and
the devices employed in spinning the

narrative, it is apparent the dramatic
department of American radio is on
th march.

.

Miss Lillie occasionally stepped to

the imaginary radio footlights and
commented on the action and the

scene. For example she said 'the

next sound you will hear is my hus-

band at 7 a.m.*, and then there was -a

snoifmg effect. Again she set the

scene in the bathroom and the sound
was of Orson Welles splashing and
singing in the tub.

A cute flippancy was an entr'acte

quip from the British comedienne
when she announced: 'Any similiar-

ity to living characters is a feather

in our cap.'

Nice acting all the way by the cast,

with Jane Wyatt and Jeanne Dante
«speciaUy good as the .daughters.

"Welles made the middle-aged lawyer
a strong centerpiece. Land.

JOSEPHINE YOUNG CASE
rralk
15 Mins.—Local
WGT, Scltcne'otady ^ ^.

Josephine Young Case, daughter
of Owen D. Young, fired the first of

iwo shots within a week via NBC,
to win-* publicity for >ier verse-

iiovel, 'The Day After the 31st of

March,' when she delivered a 15-

minute talk over WGY. Mrs. Case's

Schenectady date had particular lo-

cal interest because ner father is

board chairman of General Electric

Co. (owner of WGY) and because
she lives with her husband (also a

writer) Ih'.Van Homesville, WGY
«rea. town made famous by her dad.

Tallc probably would bave been
punchier in interview form. Mrs.
Case bas a low-pitched, pleasant

voice, but does not use it- -with all the
flexibility possible, and desirable for

xadio.
Later in the week NBC broadcast

4t dramatization of her tome Jaco.

SANDT MACPHEBSON
Or£;anist
Tuesday (28)
BBC, London
Sandy MacPhierson's premiere at

' BBC theatre organ, which he han-
dles as staff assignment from now
on, indicated his aim is to model
his technique on that of Beggie
Poort, who just quit Same wide
choice Of material, same informal
use of the mike, and same fireside

atmosphere. Where he differs is in
a predisposition to noise—a dfefect

lingering from his Empire theatre
days-r^ancf he is apt to be heavy on
the console.

Sig theme is *IH Play to You.'
Began with spirituals; then *Wed-
^iing of the Painted Doll,' Inter-
mezzo from 'Cavallerla Rusticana'
and, for a final burst, Tinlandia' as
a chaser. A weirdly mixed program,
perhaps, but excusable as an intro-

ductory dish, and it certainly con-
firm-ed MacPherson's range.

His TMkk voice suggests a pleasant
ambling personality.

Follow-Up Comment

DOKQTBY GORDON,
Talk, Son;

s

15 Mins.
WHEATENA
W-W-F, 5:45 pjn.

Dorothy Gordon stacks up merely correspondent of the London Daily

as a more iiSnsive edition of Ireene Herali, gave a clear^^-dra^wn word

Wicker's Singing Lady. The deter- picture of the situation
"J

Tunis,

mination and^ vim with which Miss center of conflict between Wa^^^^

Gordon went at her job might have France, on a CBS transatlantic from

b^n due to the nervousness that the Prench^prptectorate m Northwest

poes usually with an opening broad- Africa. Easterman s authoritative

cast; and the chances are that she report of the racial, economic, cul

will in time calm down and feed the tural and miUtary setup in Turns also

kids their syrupy bedtime stuff in the spoke well for the alertness of Brit-

nice, leisurely, unctuous manner that ish Labor Party's organ in sending

her predecessors have made part of correspondents to places where in-

the formula temational explosions are likely to

It all comfes out of what Miss Gor- occur. Most of the Tunisian stories

don describes as the 'Wheatena recently appearing in American
Treasure Bag,' both " songs and fairy dailies have been datelined from Eu
tales. Like Miss Wicker, the Wheat-] ropean capitals. He detailed reasons

why Mussolini will find Tunis a
•tough nut to crack,* from military

angle.
Reception of Easterman's talk was

ena tale retailers dip deep and wide
ly in voice transitions. The effects

are invariably good.
As for the sales patter, the prO'

gram doesn't budge a bit from the
| a bit opaque,

old pattern. The stretches are long
and highly '

repetitious, even for the I j^^k Haley's stint a week ago Fri-
kids. It's also the customary oozmg oygp egg brings up anew the
all over with the deliciousness of the sameness of the general patterns of
product, with attending sound effects certain type shows. Most of the
such as the smacking of lips, and, Blackett-Sample-Hummert nostrum
with the announcer, Henry Morgan, shows, dramatic or musical-variety,
jommg Miss Gordon in almost every U^ave the same aura, about them, but
refi-am. The muscle-bmldmg angle

| ^ ^t le^st is understandable on the
will likely come later.

. Letters are invited Odcc.

MALCOLM LaPRADE
With Lew White
Talk, Orgran
15 Mins.
THOMAS COOK & SON
Son., 5:30 p. m. '

.

WJZ-NBC, New York
fJVei'jell-Emmctt)

Malcolm LaPrade, Thomas Cook's

theory that it stems from a common
creative factory.' But the comedians,
working for divers agencies and
sponsors, seem likewise ta have
fallen into the .-Jne Jack ; Benny
fomula. Ad agency theory seeming-
ly is that if it's good enough for

Jello's Crossley, it's okay by them.
Result: the bands all open the

same, they are diminished to serve
merely as musical stooges, back-
grounding the commercial introduc-
tion; then follows the same 'build-i>5'

for the stellar comic, ugually withchief p. a., is back for his 14th con-
secutive season to sell listeners on

I

- "t g that plants the basic germ of
the outward and inward glow that f^,^ l.rrent nroffram.
is to be derived from foreign travel,
LaPrade still waxes both poetical
and philosophical With Lew White
at the organ to help ,embroider some
bit of marcopolian musing or give
punctuation to LaPrade's para-
graphs. This time the Sunday trav-
elog has a coast-to-coast hookup
plus a longwave re-broadcast in
Hawaii.

In hisi opening broadcast (18) of
the current season LaPrade .

madef
mention of the war and x>olitical
turmoil studding the Far East and
Europe and assured those with

1
'money and time to travel' that
things were not .as threatening for
them as nictured in various media

the current program.
Thus, Haley's Xmas shopping on

behalf of his cast, tiie program per-
sonnel, etc., is established. It's sea-
sonal afid topical enough, which
again brings up the common yen for
timeliness. Result is that too often
more than one coinedian will have
his authors • coincide with another
program in the same, basic thought.
The Hollywood funsters seem to err
principally, and most often it usually
r.evolves about something such as the
Santa Anita racing season—^which
iheans Crosby, Penner, Benny and
Baker make this same references, as
has happened in the past

Lucille Ball and Virginia Verrill.

Ted Fiorito and dialectic Artie Auer-

<NED JORDAN, SECRET AGENT* .

Serial Drama
30 Mins.—^L«flal

Sustalnlnr
Saturday
WXYZ, Detroit
With the 'Lone Ranger' and 'Green

Hornet' already dangling from its

belt, WXYZ comes forward with an-
other zippy serial dranda in the. form
of 'Ned Jordan, Secret Agent' Be-,

sides its topical appeal (espionage),

'Secret Agent' withal has many at-

tributes that may make it intriguing.

Also fills out the everting slot now
covered on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday by the 'Lone Ranger' and on
Tuesday and Thursdays by 'Green
Hornet' • Likewise uses another
means of locomotion (this time a
train) as a method of the plot;

'Ranger' uses a horse arid 'Hornet' an
auto.
Plot of new serial revolves around

Ned Jordan, railway prez turned
secret agent through patriotism;

Trails foreign enemies, . who sup-
posedly travel on trains because of

less conspicuousness, and who are
constantly boring into high diplo-
matic circles in attempt to create
ill-will between U. S. and friendly
nation,
WeU acted by WXYZ Players un-

der direction of Charles Livingstone,
and flows smoothly. Has raft of

potentialities, Pete,

PAMELA CAVENESS
Aotress,, Singer
30 Mins.
INTERNATIONAI^ SILVER
Sunday, 6 p. m.
WABC-CBS, New York

(Young & Rubicom)
Pamela Caveness : gave evidence

of a broad range of talent in the
International Silver session (CBS)
last Sunday (18). The 15-year-old
protege of Bette Davis playacted ef-

fectively with the latter, who had
the star part in the script, 'Broken
Prelude,' but the interlude that gar-i

nered sharp attention was the- girl's

treatment of the not-so-easy aria, *A
fors a lui' from Verdi's 'La Trav
lata.' While somewhat tenuous, her
soprano has precocious cadence;
fluidity and self-assurance. The
youngster's sense of dramatic values
is more marked in her singing than
in her acting.
Play itself was. a slice of tried

and-true hoke, cut and fitted to the
Davis mannerisms and pathetique
refrains. It made entertaining lis-

tening solely because of the fine in-

tensity that Miss Davis wove into it
plus the adtoit diiection. Odec.

il^^ dw^t on . the Xmas shop
time in Spain, parts of China and
Palestine. His patter highlighted the
forthcoming world tour of the S..S

Franconia and described the awe and
beauty available . at several of the
slated stops in the ship's itinerary

ping list routine. Maestro Fiorito
reeled off a marathon of Italian

names as among family members he
must remember. This, too, is in line

with the formula crossfire between
the band leader and the star. Auer

'STUDENT AT THE MIKE'
"With John McKay
Interviews
IS M5ns.—^Local

B:ENNEDT DAIRY
Daily, 7:15 p.m.
TFMBC, Detroit

John McKay, as the Kennedy Re-
porter, plies studes at school en-
trances with current topic questions.

•Stuff is waxed and aired later on
evening program, Monday through
Priday,

Interviewees get order for month's
supply of sponsor's milk. McKay
does a nice job with a wide assort-

ment of topics. Blah is not too
•burdensome. Pete.

LaPrade's caressing baritone, has Njach was funny with his kosher-
never been in better form i

- .
-

Odec.

'THE LITTLE SHAVER*
With Nicholas Rosse, Frances

Thress, Michael Saee, Russell
Palmer. Pan! Genffe, Jerry Bran-
ner

15 Mins.
Sustaining:
Mon., Wed., Fri., 4:45 p.m.
WMCA, New York
This three-a-week dramatic serial

Is typical. That is, it's melodramatic
claptrap for the morons whose lit-

erary explorations are confined to
the funnies. Any adult who could
find it convincing would provide a
field day for the psychiatrists, but

dialected comedy. A Philo Vance se
quence, wi^h 'Wonder' Haley as the
No. 1 hawkshaw, not too subtly per-

petuated the 'Wonder Bread' spon
sorship plug. An unusual mike 'pay-

off' besides the windup credits for
the copjrright owners of the restrict

ed songs, were title mentions of Miss
Ball's current RKO 'Annabel' films
and Haley's 20th-Fox 'Thanks for
Everything,' with both star, studio
and title mentioned. There was also

a Xmas seals plug.

'Americans at Work* is an exdel-
lent idea which gives insight to the
men and methods that contrive to
keep the various spinal industries of
the country tingling. It's in a tough

there lire flo* of" sirnilar 'sho"ws I
spot in opposition to the Bing Crosby

across the niajor network board, setup, but should prove agreeable
They presumably sell soap, break- haven for those who duck the singer,

fast foods, beauty preparations and Programs are scripted by Columbia's
so on by the. carload. Dept of Education.
In any case 'The Little Shaver' is This one dealt with the trials and

enough to -give many the screeching tribulations of telephone, high ten
fidgets. sion linemen, etc., who ar^ entrust

Script Is written by Henriette ed with the vital task of keeping
Feldstein and produced' by Al Hall.

|
some 150,000 miles of 'wiring in

Cast includes Nicholas Rosse as a
no spikka da English character,
Frances Thress and Russell Palmer
as the romantic interest Michael
Sage ias the menace, who will ap
parently turn out to be a hero m
disguise; Paul Genge as a police
man, and Jerry Branner as an
nouncer and scene-setter. It's all
passably done. Hobe

DOGGY DAN*
With Harold Betts; Irnia Glen
Sones an4 TAUc
10 Mlns.->-Looal

'

RED HEART DOG FOOD
Daily; 12:35 p.m.; CST
WMAQ, Chicago

(Henri, Hurst & MacDondId)
Six times a week Harold Betts

sings to the accompaniment of Irma
Glen's organ music, Sings simple,
homey songs, ballads; and talks about
dogs, ,the friends of man.
Every now and then a dog barks

on the radio, and Doggy Dan cajoles
the listeners to bring their dogs close
to the loudspeaker so that they might
commune over the ether waves with
Doggy Dan's hound. In this way not
only • does Red Heart bring enter-
tainment and wise saws to the hu-
man listeners, but his dog tosses off

canine solo to the mutts in their
own homes.

In between barks and songs, Betts
squeezes in a few homilies about
dogs and tells a human-interest yarn
that points to the instinct and intel-
ligence of the canine family.
Figures to sell Red Heart dog food

to dog food buyers. Gold.

THE DREAM DOCTOR*
Dr. Arthur Frank Paine
30 Mins.—Local
Sufltalninc
Sandity,'2:30 p. m.
WINS, New York
A novelty program which includes

the enactment of dreams of various
kindj based on letters written to the
station outlining them, followed by
an interpretation of what the dreams
meant by Dr. Arthur Frank' Paine,
aiithor-lecturer.psychologist Fair en-
tertainment that may stand a chance
for commercial sponsorship.
Unbilled persons, including grown-

ups and. a boy, gave a performancie
of the dreams coming under Dr.
Pfiine's study, with various, effects
employed as called for. ,.The produc-
tion is .effective. Holding that dreams
are not prophetic in any way. Dr.
Paine explains why the dreamer
dreamt the dreams he or shie' is
anxious to know about. Char.

'

'DOWNTOWN COWBOYS'
Son^s and Mnslc
15 Mins.—^Local
Sastaining'
Mon-Thur; 6:45 p. m,.

WHEC, Rochester
Staff orchestra dons sombreros

and chaps for variety's sake, which
gives added excuse for using a lot of
old-time songs, but as cowboy music
it's still synthetic. Musicians try
hard and use a lot of pep, so itll pass
as filler.

Band opens with 'Hayseed and the
Coon,' played in lively style, fol-
lowed by Justin Conlan as 'Gallupin'
Joe' singing 'Ride, Tenderfoot, Ride,
as he strums his accordion. Musi-
cians put ginger into 'Whistler and
His Dog' and 'Goodbye, Eliza Jane,'
and then Joe and Esmeralda (Connie
Gange) sing 'It's Candlelight Time
in the Valley.*
Ken French as announcer broad

ens his a's and drops his g's, but
doesn't prove thereby that he was
ever west of Buffalo. Program shows
again that WHEC staff doesn't hesi
tate to TRY anything. Cord

TINY HILL ORCHESTRA
30 Slins.; Local
Tu-Sa-Su: 11:30 p. m. CST
TPITGN, Chicago
New orchestra around the mid-

•west that gives indications of catch-

.ing on. Has a load of melody and
*oes in for tone and tune rather
Than jamming and drum-walloping.

- Xistens well over the loudspeaker.
There are a, number of novelty

Items on the band's . routine that are
icatehy and good, clean fun lor the
xun of radio listeners, QwLi

order. To make it current it started
with the clearing and repairing oj

the wreckage left in the wake of
September's hurricane in New Eng-
land. Dramatizations were short
and punchy. From there it faded
back to the first linemen, describing
pioneering troubles of insulation
etc..

Final few mins. were used up
with Frank Gallup of CIS special

DEL COURTNEY'S ORCHESTRA 1 P?2^i!?^ul^A "fPeriences of

30 Mins ^Local Imemen from three different com-
Sustainine panies, working on as many separate

Dailv 7-30 D m. kinds of lines. Tales were delivered

WABY Albany halting, stumbling fashion that

Music is from the New Kenmore o?^?L^"^®l*°.l?®^Shten tlie validity

hotel's Rain Bo Room, long a WGY On the whole it s one of

wired spot for crack bands booked ™ost novel and interesting pro-

by the Murphy brothers. Present grams to come along of late,

crew, from the Pacific Coast, has Next week bus drmng will be the

been riding on the NBC network late subject. It s an odds-on bet some-
at night, but last week it started to somewhere, will be asked what
skim over a quarter-hour block at '^^ o» "'s day off.

7:30 each evening. •

Courtney's unit plays suavely and Wrist exercise: Baroness von Po-
distinctively, with brasses muted. On lentz, a German refugee, spealcing
the blocks heard, it essayed no com- perfect, precise English as she has
bustible swing. Tantalizing rhumbas, demonstrated several times over
however, were included. An electric local N. Y, stations. Her latest ap-
steel guitar is effectively used. Ar- pearance was Sunday (18) on the
rangements are good and ensemble 9-10 a, m. Bob Emery session on
work is up to the standards main- WOR when she did a bit concerning
tained by most bands networking old world, old-style Christmas,
from metropolitan spots, I Politically neutral and of human
Courtney does much of his own interest Santa Claus started doing

announcing. Which is all right since his staff well ahead on the radio,

his voice and delivery are better
j
Monday (19) he was doing basso

suited to dance music than the sta- ]
before a .hall full of kids mustered

tionmiker, Joco. jby the Salvation Army in Chicago

for a Carnation Milk tie-up which
completely altered the context and
tempo of the Marek Weber program
(not for the better to the 'at home'
listeners) although the mental pic
tyre of the happy kids was pleasant
. . . but Carnation's Santa had mit
tens in his mouth . . . Dorothy
Thompson on the Mazda show Spoke
of a Christmas years ago in Vienna,
which did not rate as one of her
better talks. It was obviously a case
of ducking controversy during the
peace on earth spell. Phil Spitalny's
chorals were very apt. for the season
and the orchestrations as usual were
yum-yum . . , Gabriel Heatter's pro-
gram for ttiat loan firm has been
pretty tepid of late. This seems due
to a complete reliance on the news-
ticker in WOR's plant and evening
newspapers which have- been thor-
oughly read hours ahead. So Heat-
ter re-reads 'em and adds almost
nothing to most of the itenjs. This
may be a great boon for the blind
or the slow spellers but it's hitting
a dull average of late for literate
adults. WOR broke in on another
program ahead of Heatter with a
flash about Chamberlain's vote of
confidence so that one item was
pretty flat when Heatter tried to
dress it up as hot off the griddle. It

was still hash . . . Heavy drama
called comedy was projected by
Budd Hulick Monday night (19) in
a tough-going ear sesh that was on
the 'uninspired'' side ... A dash of
pertness elevates Dr. Funk's word
muster on WOR and for this qual-
itjt of breeziness that happily avoids
smartaleckness or flippancy credit
is owing Alan Prescott, the spieler
who works with the ^lexicon wiz . . .

Eddie Duchin's music was a pleas-
ure for Pall Mtill.

WIELAND'd ANSWER GAME
With .Art Van Horn
30 Mins.^—^Looal
PACIFIC BREWING & MALTING
. CO.
Wednesdays, 8:30 p. m.
KFRC, San Francisco

(Brewer-Wzeks)
Entertainment value of this new

tjrpe of quiz show (at least, it's new
hereabouts) is practically nil, unless
the listener has the time and the in-
clination to glue his ears to the loud-
speaker for a iull half-hour and actu-
ally play the game, which requires
intense concen&ation; Game, which
is. preceded by a lengthy and rather
involved explanation, -consists of
writing the first two letters of one's
telephone exchange and the four fig-

ures of the phone number under-
neath the first six letters in the
word 'Wieland.' Announcer Art Van
Horn then reads off a series of ques-
tions, giving two answers to each,
and directing listeners, if the fl.rst

answer is correct, to check off a let-

ter or a number under one of the
letters in the word 'Wieland,'- as
specified, or, if the other answer is

right, to check off a different letter
or number.
Those who check all letters and

figures in their .phone numbers are
instructed to call the KFRC studios
either during the game or within
five minutes of its conclusion and if

their answers are all correct a prize
of $5 is awarded, to be delivered- by
Wieland's representatives the follow-
ing day. A battery of 12 telephones
is maintained to handle the calls, one
San Francisco and one eastbay num-
ber being assigned for the purpose.
Charts for playing the game are
available at Wieland's dealers' stores,
or listeners can malce their own.
Two complete games are played dur-
ing the half-hour.
From the sponsor's standpoint

however, the program has one big
advantage—the constant repetition
of - the trade name, Wieland, certainly
doesn't let the listener forget who's
footing the bill.

Each one playing the game has
the trade namie -written out in Iront
of him throughout the half hour,
and after each question, the dialer

hears something like tHis: 'If William
Wrigley owns Catalina Island, check
'M' under the 'W' in 'Wieland'; if not
check 'T'.' .

Plugs for Wieland's beer, delivered
by mikeman Martin Goodson, wete
punchy and brief.

BUDDY CLARK MUSICAL
WEEKLY

With Leith Stevens Orch., Nan Wynn
Music, Chatter, Sinewing
30 Mins.
Sustaining
Wednesday, 10:30 p.m.
WABC, New York
Second issue of Buddy Clark's Mu-

sical Weekly shapes up as pleasant
musical night session, along routine

lines. Leith Stevens' accomplished
crew of musicians provides deft

backgrounding and a few specialties.

Buddy Clark, baritone, lalso em-
cees. Nan Wynn helps witti dulcet-

voiced ballading. Walter Gross, of

the Stevens group, clicked nicely

with a novel. piano solo of 'Hiiney-

suckle Rose.*
Produced by Ira Ashley. ^

We H
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Impromptu Censorship

London,- Dec. 220.

BBC has a' new yray with oflkey comics.. It drowns em! In a
variety broadcast from an outside theatre last week, well-known im-
personator was holding the stage mimicking the celebs and not caring
greatly , about what got into the script. Result was many lines that

would have got th« blue pencil at the studio got slipped over.

Program might have been faded out at this point, but BBC
on-the-spot announcer got a brighter idea, and, sensing when the next
crop of blue gags was coming, began Speaking loudly into his prompt
corner mike describing the mimic's makeup and many other irrelevant

details. Comic's lines were completely covered, and only hint they
must have been fruity was when theatre audience's laugh came across

at the finish.

CFCF, Montreal Protects Sponsor's

Ideas at Cost of Old Account

Montreal, Dec, 20.

Stand taken by radio station CFCF
here in protecting originators of pro-,

gram ideas has resulted in switch of

the Ogilvie Flour Mills program-

tBarnacle Bill' away from this sta-

tion after about two years. Salada

Tea Co. started on station CFCF
about 14 weeks isigo with a free,

stamp offer which Ogilvie Flour de-

cided,to duplicate about three weeks
ago.

Station held that while duplication

of free offers fails to present any
serious problems in newspaper ad-

vertising such duplication of give-

.aways in -radio . would lessen the

effectiveness of the campaigns.

Although Ogilvie Flour was a

three-time weekly account of long

standing as compared with the

Salada Tea one-time weekly program
.which started only recently, the- sta-

tion considered itself obliged to ad-
here to the established policy of pro-

tection for sponsors who are first

with program ideas.

Under the contract governing time

purchases station CFCF therefore in-

voked the clause stating that 'When
the program pattern .has been agreed
upon no change shall be made with-

out consultation with the station.'

Programs prepared by the adver-
tiser are subject to the approval- of

the station management as to- artists,

program material and announcing.
Since the introduction of a free

stamp offer was considered a change
in the original' program " Ogilvie-'

Floiur was advised' that no such
change could be made.

London Calling

. George Formby got double grovel

from BBC after an announcer broad-
cast a raw' crack about the bluenes's

of one of his disc^, first in advance
of a variety bill in which he played,
then when offending announcer took
another disc session.

Jefferson Fa,rJeon's spine-chilleri

'No. 17,' being aired in 10 parts as

\BBC chapter effort, with Leon M.
Lion in the central part he created
on "West End stage.

Derek Oldham and Hella Toros to

co-star, in BBC production of little

known Johann Straus operetta. The
Queen's Lace Handkerchief.'

Joe Murgatroyd, whose 15 minute
turn of songs, jokes and exercises
has been broadcast at 7:45 every
morning from Radio Normandy, is

now going on the air at 7 a.m. He's
one of few 'in person' broadcasters.

Vislo mobile unit, to spend New
Year's Eve in Grosvenor House to
pick up midnight revels from the,
ballroom—^latest television transmis-
sion yet undertaken.

Fairy Story (old fashioned kind)
devised and produced by Radio de-
partment of Saward Baker & Co.
will go on the air from Radio Nor-
mandy for Gibbs Dentifrice. Con-
tract placed by Lintes, Ltd.

Payne-Jennings St Klllick, opera-
tors of London theatres, has gone on
Radio Normandy with a series, 'West
End Spotlights,' containing excerpts
from the chain's current produc-
tions. International Broadcasting
Co. placed the business.

,
Maofadden's True Stories will use

a series of dramatized announce-
ments on Radio Normandy. They
will be based on material in the
mag's current issue. Erwin, Wasey
& Co. arranged.

MYSTERIOUS RAID

Nothing Apparently Touched
XEPN, Near Eagle Pass

at

Mexico City, Dec. 20.

Screwiest and most mysterious
raid ever made, on a Mexican radio
^station was that in the small hours
of the morning^ by fwo unidentified

Americans, a -pair- of Meifican law-
yers and a couple of Mexican, cops
on the XEPN studios at Piedras
Negras, opposite Eagle Pass, Tex.

'

Raiders overpowered and dis-

armed' the. station's watchman, made
a coniplete examination of the plant
and left without hairming the prop-
erty.

Mexican^ authorities are investi-

gating.

MEXICO DENIES

JAP

Mexico City, Dec. 20.

Japanese interests, reported to

represent under-cover the^ Tokyo

government, are seeking location for

a powerful short wave, radio station

on the Mexican Pacific coast. Un-
derstood the Japs desire to install

the station on one of the several

islands that dot the Pacific near the

central Mexican west coast.

Mexican ministry of communica-
tions and public works, which has
control of radio in this republic,

says it knows nothing of the re-

ported Nipponese dicker.

Lux French-language production
entitled 'C'est La "Vie* scheduled to

start over station CBF and the re-

gional CBC network, Jan. 6.

Produced by Paul L'Anglais, It's

a half-hour stanza on the 8:30 to 9

p.m. period.

cm STATIONS UNHAPPY AT GROWTH

OF NETWORK FEEDS FROM THE U. S.

EERT AMBROSE-BBC

CONTINUE FEUDING

London, Dec. 6.

Spot of bother blew up over a
wrangle between BBC and Bert Am-
brose, due to latter being informed
there were no dates for his band to
go on the air. Combination is rated
one of foremost ttiis side, so reason
was made quite a mystery, with
.Corp.'s official attitude being the
band was too costly to put on the air!

Ambrose revealed fee he had re-
ceived, in the past was $460 a broad-
cast; the same as awarded to bther
bands, and that for this sum BBC
'obtained the services not only- of
himself and the band but a lineup
of specialty talent -which set him
back personally dyer $900 a week.
The battle continues.

BBC WILL NOT

TELEVIZEAT

NY. EXPO

London,. Dec. 10.

Because cost would, be tbo high is

BBC's official reason for barring a
display of visio apparatus from its

exhibit at the New York World Fair
next year. Factor, it -was decided,

left no justification for incurring
siich expense, to ' meet "which XJ.K.

listeners have to foot the bill. Corp.
also' points out that, even in 'home
expositions, it only shows Off a mod-
est display of its resources.

Decision has met with some criti-

cism this side on account of its being
widely considered British visio is the
world's best service atid it would be
an opportunity to boast.

Mexico Has 96 Airers

Mexico City, Dec, 20.

Of Mexico's 101 licensed radio sta-

tions, 06 were in operation Dec. 1,

announces the ministry of communi-
ca.tions and 'public works which rules

the air in this country. Eight of the
stations are government or official

organization owned.
Majority of the stations are in this

sector or along the U. S. border—27
here and 39 up north. Most power-
ful station is XERA, 160,000 watts,
operating capacity, at Villa Acun^,
across from Eagle Pass, Tex.

Henry Alnley to lead as Jean Val-
jean in BBC serial version of Hugo's
'Les Miserables' from Jan. 8.

See Spot Biz Crimped—^Procter & Gamble Gross

Discount Between CBS and NBC Reported—

:

Yanks Merely Act as Agents-^Disclaim Control

When Canadian broadcasters begin

marshalling their complaints it takes

quite a while for the parade of griev-

ances to pass a given point. Cur-

rently there is grumbling that two
Procter & Gamble programs, one on

Columbia for Chipso and one on the

NBC blue for Oxydol are about to

be fed by the American networks to

the Canadian network • (government-

owned) at advertising rates based <on

the hour rate earned by P & G's 3-4

p.m. hoiu" of 'Mary Marlin,' *Ma Per-

kins,' 'Pepper Yoimg's Family' and
'Guiding Light' which now go to

Canada through the NBC red.
'

Canadian broadcasters see in this

new development a' case Of CBS giv-

ing a discount earned by NBC gross
and contiguous biz. Columbia on its

parti when queried ' by "VARiEtY,

stated that as and when the Chipso
accoiint goes into Canada in January
the regular quarter ^hour rates will

prevail for the Toronto and Mon-
treal affiliates of Columbia and that
if the rest of' the stations on the
Dominion network are bobkkeeped
to P & G in accord with a lower
rate ° classification by virtue of the
solid hour from the NBC red it's a
freak- situation ^ beyond Columbia's
control or proper concern. Both
NBC and CBS get 1S% fOr handling
web feeds to Canada.'
- NgC on its part suggests that an
advertiser 'once having qualified' for
a certain rate is customarily enti-

tled to enjoy that rate on all addi-
tional -advertising. But NBC alsor

stresses that it serves merely as a
clearance agency for the Canadian
web and ' has no control of price
structiure or other policies.

What the stations in Canada ob-
ject to, as manifest in what articulate

sentiment there is (and Canadian
broadcasters are post-graduate hush-
hushers) is a claimed readiness of
the American networks to accord
the government network privileges

they would not give their own
(American) affiliates.

Tale of Woes
Deep down under the surface of

this newest incident is an accumu-
lation of asserted woes and the fact

that every new network Invasion of

Canada from American sources is

seen as a loss of potential spot biz.

Indie stations in Canada believe that
the huge distances and waste spaces
of the far-flung dominion make tran-
scription (i.e. spot) radio the natiural

broadcasting, method and the one
that advertisers and agencies would
.use but for^the big rub—^the CBC
bargain basement policies coupled

American Advertisers in Canada
DAY TBMEE—PJW.

Sunday 6:00- 6;30

Sunday... 7:00-7:30

Sunday 8:00- 9:00

Mon.-Thur.-Fri.... 10:00-10:15

Mon.-Thur.-Fri....

Mon.-Thur.-Fri....

Mon.-Thur.-Fri....

Mon.-Thur.-Fri....

10:15-10:30*

10:30-10:45*

11:30-11:45

11:45-12:00

Mon.-Thur.-Fri.... ' 3:00- 4:00

Montreal-
English

Monday-Friday.

.

6:45- 7:00*

Monday-Friday.

.

7:00- 7:15

8:00- 8:30*

Monday. , .i^. . .

.

8:30- 9:00

9:00-10:00

10:00-10:30

8:00- 8:30

8:30- 9:00

8:30- 9:00*

9:00- 9:30

8:00- 8:30

9:00-10:00

10:00-11:00

8:00- 9:00*

9:00-10:00

ESTIMATED
WEEKLY

SHOW SPONSOR COST
Silver Theatre international Silver Co $629.78

Jack Benny... : General Foods Corp 627.83

Charlie McCarthy ...Standard Brands, Inc 1,224.41

'Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch' ;

American Home Prod 216.Q0

'John's Other 'Wife' American Home Prod 216.00

'Just Plain Bill* American Home Prod 216.00

'Big Sister'.....'.'.*;*.*.*
.'.'.*.*, .'l^ver Brothers , 670.81

'Getting the Most Out of„^ ^ „ ^
Lifg. Standard Brands 670.81

'Story of M. Marli '

, « ^ ^,
'Ma Perkins' Procter & Gamble....

'Pepper Young's Family'
'Guiding Light'

Lowell Thomas
Amos 'n' Andy ......

Al Pearce and Gang

Procter & Gamble 2,683uS5

Procter & Gamble
Procter & Gamble ,

Sun Oil Company
Campbell Soup Co

^^«;!^r°«*%T^r.tXrr^ "General Foods Corp
,

Voice of Firestone
Firestone Tire & Rubber CoLux Radio Theatre Lever Brothers. 1.280.85

Carnation Contented Hour. Carnation Co 628.58
'Big Town' Lever Brothers)
Al Jolson .

. Lever Brothers ]
Information, Please Canada Dry Ginger Ale
Sportlight Parade Standard Brands
'One Man's Family' Standard Brands
Good News of 1939 General Foods 1,203.60
Kraft Music Hall Kraft-Phoenix Cheese Co 1,203.60
Cities Service Concert Cities Service Oil Co 204.00
Campbell Playhouse.. Campbell Soup Co 1,280.85

430.00

430.00

129.60

120.60

1,280.85

120.60

705.99

660.09

Estimates (Total weekly $16,852,10
I Total yearly $876,309.20

• To Toronto only.

This tcftal includes time only with all discounts allowed. No line charges are included.

with, most important of all, the aid
and comfort rendered by the Yankee
webs.

Private Enterprise

American networks meanwhile do
not see that it is any responsibility
of theirs to consider the cry' that
private enterprise

.
in, American

broadcasting is helping the case and
the .prestige of government owner-,
ship-operation in Canada to the pos-
sible gradual .extermination, or at
least the persistent annoyance, of
the commercial stations.

An attitude of .extreme bitterness

toward Ottawa is -apparently^ ^ical
of the Canadian indies. There is a.

feeling that a combination of politics'

and publisher influence has gotten
tlie indie broadcasters over a bar^^

reL On. the other hand almost no
br6adcaster dares to publicly sisy

boo.

At the present time publisher fire

against the Ottawa network 'is ap-
parently withheld on an understand-^
ing that rjevenue is not to go beyond
a certain figure' from American
sourcies.' 'Question of the' figure and
-whether gross or net is somewhat
vaguej
NBC first entered Canada in 1930

(prior to the government setting up
in radio) after Toronto business and
public 'invited' the Americans in.^

NBC and CBS have always been
loathe- to seem as if they were com-
mercially invading the dominion
and then have affiliates only in the
two big eastern markets, Toronto
and Montreal. They regard fheir
function .as primarily a service to
American advertisers.

Standard Brands

PuDs 'Parade:

Protests Rules

Montreal, Dec, 20.

Standard Brands pulled its 'Spot*
light Parade' show today (20) from
the Canadian Broadcasting Cti,

Program had beeii used -to plug ihe
combine's Magic Baking Powder. Jt
is reported that this action was
taken in protest aga^inst the govern-
ment's censorship of the product's
advertising copy.

'Spotlight Parade' was Standard
Brands' lone Canadian originated
show, the others coming out of the
United States. Efforts to straighten
.out the controversy had been made
by the local branch of the American
Federation .of Musicians so as to save
the jobs of the 20 men on the pro-
gram. Appeal had been made by
the union to the Department of
Health and Pensions at Ottawa-.

NAZI GOAL FOR SETS

IS 12,000,000 BY '39

Washington, Dec. 20.

Drive to provide German homes
with radio receiving sets,' through
which Nazi-controlled broadcasts can
be piped, is being augmented by a
small, low-priced unit which has just
been developed in that country, ac-
cording ' to a report received last
week by the Department of Com-
merce from the U. S. Commercial
attache at Berlin.
Nazis are hoping to sell a million

of the new sets during the current
radio season, according to the report,
thus boosting the number of regis-
tered receiving imits in the coimtry
to 12,000,000. Average annual in-
crease in the number of radio re-
ceiving sets in Germany from 1926
to 1932, approximated 418,000, Com-
merce Department was told, while
efforts of the Nazi government to
'educate' population hoisted the year-
ly average to 956,000 from 1933 to
1938.

Noel Coward's 'Hay Fever' high-
lighting Christmas Day visio pro-
gram.
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Adv. Agencies ' Statement

(Continued from page 23)

competitive situation existing among
sponsors—the proposed minimum
wage would increase the cost to $48,-

000, or 400%.
. Another program now costing $1,-

100 a week for acting talent that is

happily employed would be in-

creased in cost 42%. In still another

instance, three actors are employed
on a dramatized commercial pro-

gram at a pay rate of $20 each for

15-nunutes. The program is broad-
cast five times a week, making the

total cost for talent $300 a week, in-

cluding the re-broadcast. Under the

proposed minimum schedule, the

cost with one hour rehearsal for

each show would be $31 instead of

$20. daily for each actor, or $465 for

the program weekly, a difference of

$165 weekly or $8,580 a year. These
are instances taken at random and
may be regarded as average rather
than unusual.
There would be less disposition to

oppose increases if the average pay
at present were low or moderate
rather than on the liberal side, as the
committee believes it is.

.
Iieeit Comparison

Pay for broadcasting is properly
sub3ect to comparison with the scale
in the legitimate theatre, where a
minimum of $40 a week is in efffect

for 18 hours work weekly for actors.
Yet on daytime five-a-week shows
APKA's proposal for broadcasting is

a mi imum of $185 weekly for 12%
hours work.. The broadcast artist
would, get more than four tmd a
halt times the theatrical minimum
notwithstanding the fact that the
theatite requires- talent possessing
visual dramatic ability as well as
vocal appeal. Moreover,

,the theatri-
cal actor is practically always con-
fined to one production, whereas the
radio artist may appear, and. some
do, in a number of different wieekly
serial broadcasts. The scale of $40
a week has proved to be successful
in the theatre as a minimum for ac-
tors, because it . has permitted "pro-
ducers to judge by rehearsals and
road trial whether a show was likely
to be successful.

Opposition is expressied by AFRA
representatives to a lo\trer minimum
•wage in radio broadcasting than that
suggested in this new proposal, .on
the^grpupd that it is likely to be-
come a maximum vrage. There ap-?.

pe^s to be no danger of this sinc^
it has not occurred in the theatre.

Sponsors' Competition/
|;xperience shows that the tfompe-

tition on the part of sponsor's and
agencies for skilled radio, perform-
ers has kept the pay of radio artists
at as high a level as exists in any
other entertainment field. Doubtless
there have been instances where ad
vantage has been taken of radio ar-
tists in ihatters both "of.pay^and re-
hearsal. These cases shouldbe pre
vented and cqrrfected. Al'RA ad
mits that in ingt$nbes complained of
earlier, Jhe objective was to bring
the • sub-standard situations to the
general standard of ihe industry,
where working conditions are good;

Thfe position of the .advertising
agency with rfespect to th^ compen-
sation to be paid to radio .actors
should be m&de clear. The adver-
tising agency is not the party at in
terest. Aside frojn its interest in
producing advertising that will pro-
duce' tesuits profitably, the agency's
entire interest i^i this whdl« question
is on* of representing- and projecting
the internists 'Of its cUehts.

(Creative Conditions
The agency has a • responsibility

to the artists—to see that they are
paid fairly and that they work un-
der management &nd conditions
which will perniit them to perform
at their best. This is nothing more
than sound policy. Radio, like other
advertising, demands top quality
performance for full effectiveness.
Enthusiasm is essential. A dissatis-
fied cast is not likely to produce a
program that will make friends and
sell merchandise:
The agency also has a responsibil-

.
Ity to the program sponsor, which is
to protect him against an excessive
expenditure for talent which would
place the cost of radio broadcast ad-
vertising out of line with the cost of
advertising of other types. Th6
question continually present is how
the advertising dollar may be em-
ployed most effectively. The agency
is not free to pay as it choses. ,It

must weigh all the cost factors pres-
ent in competitive situations and
then recommend what experience
and judgment dictates to be the
sound and economical course to
achieve the desired results.

One or two other features of

AFRA's proposal should be men-

tioned. There is no provision for

those who might be termed bit actors

—who perform a trivial function in

the program, limited, perhaps, to a

few words. They would get the full

minimum of $185 weekly under the

present demands. However, we be-

lieve AFRA recognizes the need for

a special rate for bit players. Of
greater importance from the stand-

point of the radio audience, there is

no provision for untested talent, such

as is continually bidding for oppor-

tunity to demonstrate its ability. The
sponsor would not be so likely to

employ untested talent at the same
wages for which he can obtain ex-

perienced talent, and the result

would be that many of the very fin-

est oncoming performers would have
no opportunity to show' their right to

a place on the air. Novelty and
freshness are exceedingly Important
elements in both advertising and en-

tertainment. The tendency of this

proposal is to exclude new, promising
talent from the network's.

Another proposal of AFRA on
which seems to the committee defi-

nitely undesirable is that during the

13 weeks of an engagement, talent

cannot be eliminated even if it

should prove incompetent or imsatis-

factory.

The effe.ct of provisions of the kind
just refekred to would be to solidify

radio entertainmen rather than to

keep it fluid; to preserve the status

quo, rather than to provide oppor-
tunity for new performers to de-

velop; to give much work to a few,
at excessively high total compensa-
tion, rather than to spread the em-
ployment among many at liberal but
not prohibitively high rates of pay.
Members of the Committee feel

from their own transactions 'with

radio artists that the situation in the
industry has been wholesome and
that relationships have been gener-
ally satisfactory. It consented to
meet with Federation representa-
tives, in the first instance, with the
"hope and in the belief that the meet-
ings might point the way to improv-
ing the situation in those exceptional
cases where radio talent was being
imderpaid or otherwise exploited.

It seems to the Committee that the

AFRA representatives, in their later

presentations,, have to a considerable
extent lost sight of the original pur-
pose of the meetings, which was
stated to be to eliminate abuses
wherever they exist and to set up
safeguards against the recurrence of

those abuses. AFRA now seems
more concerned with getting the
union recognized, with establishment
of a Guild shop for radio artists, and
with the establishment of rates of
pay and other conditions that in

practice would ultimately be harm-
ful to advertisers and radio artists

alike.

Certainly the interests of those
who work in radio cannot be ad-
vanced by killing radio advertising.

And yet the demands of AFRA, if

met, would add so greatly to the
cost of radio, and would so increase
the already-serious hazards to which
radio advertising subjects the spon-
sor, that they would tends to dis-

courage the use of it as an advertis-

ing medium.

Already the inflexibility of radio

commitments constitutes a hazard
which many advertisers • are reluc-

tant to fassume: the 13 weeks' cycle,

the problems of station booking, the

difficulty of pre-testing programs
and other factors peculiar to radio.

If to these hazards is to be added
a material increase in the cost of

broadcastieg talent—such as is now
tiroposed by the AFRA—radio ad-

vertising would be encumbered with
another severe risk which unques-
tionably would be harmful to radio,

as a medium, in its competition with
other media.
The committee is entirely willing

to continue its discussions in an ef-

fort to accomplish the original pur-
pose ,of the meetings;, namely, to

bring' about the correction of sub-
normal wage scales or any other

abuses which may exist in working
conditions in radio broadcasting. The
committee believes that the discus-

sions, to be fruitful, must proceed
from the premise that anything that

hurts radio advertising is hurtful to'

all the parties involved—and particu-

larly to the radio artists, and -that

radio cannot continue to hold Its

competitive position if it is to be
saddled with even greater burdens
than those it now bears.
We are io meet >vith AFRA repre-

sentatives on Thursday (22) in a
further effort t<^ solve these prob
lems.

Sponsors-Agencies
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History. Aims of AFRA•»»»»<»
American Federation of Radio Artists (AFRA) and Its history &nd doings

are thumbnailed below:

Organization a:nd Start;.' In 1937 the AFRA was granted a charter by
the Associated Actors and Artistes of America (AAAA), the big, blanket
theatrical union which in tutn has a charter from the American Federation
of Labor. To get AFRA on its feet several AAAA members loaned the
newcomer a reputed $30,000 or thereabouts. AFRA's president is Eddie
Cantor, serving in that topnotch capacity from the start. Membership
was last reported (formally) as upwards of 5,000 members.
AFBA aims. Purpose of the union is to bring all performers behind the

inike (except musicians who already are AF of L members) into one union.

'Closed shop' aims are,, however, denied. This .Is taken to mean that
while AFRA wants all performers to belong, it will not exclude talent

newcomers by membership refusals. The union also naturally wants to

set minimum -pay standards, etc.

Record to date. The AFRA has to date been active on three fronts:

(1) In June, 1938, the union concluded a pact" with NBC and CBS
covering sustaining program p>ay scales, rehearsal hours. Overtime, and
rebroadcasts. The terms of this pact went into effect in August, 1938, and
remain thus for a period of two years. Meantime, AFRA signed a second
pact with the networks ,regarding announcers. This also went into effect

in August. However, CBS announcers belonging to the American Guild
of Radio Announcers and Producers' are exempt from the stipulations

of the second pact, •

(2) AFRA- has locally sought agreements with' radio statiwis. In St.

Louis these tactics precipitated a scrap that finally wound up before the
National Labor Relations Board in Washington. Shooting, centered around
the question :ot whether AFRA could bargain for announcers as well as
actors, or whether- each talent categpry should be treated individually.
NRLB handed • down a decision which is a virtual victory for AFRA.
Board said that m the case of KMOX the AFRA will be agent for all talent.

In the remaining three St. Louis stations elections for bargaining agent
must be held within 30 days, but since AFRA will be on the ticket without
much opposition, the elections are considered tantamount to a sweeping
victory. ^ That includes announcers, too.

(3) -The AFRA is seeking to get union recognition and pay for perform-
ers on commercial network shows. To effect this aim, AFRA execs some
time ago went to such agencies as Young & Rubicam, .&BD&0, etc., and
sought to bafgaih. The agertcies referred the union to .the American Asso-
ciation, of Advertising Agericies. A meeting was held with that group, but
the results were indecisive. The agencies claim that .they can't sign an
agreement; for (in accordance with decisions handed, down on the social
security matter) agencies are not employers. They are simply agents,
while sponsots are the teal employers. Meantime AFRA accused the
agencies of stalling, and. got an. additional $5,500 loan from Actors' Equity
(a sister union) for a war chest. The current statement (discussed in an
adjoining column) has to do with the union's accusation of stall vs. the
agency contehtlon that agencies are not employers, though they wish to
get the tangle Strs^ightened out.

Sponsor Attitude.—^NetWork sponsors—and their trade association, the
Association 'Of National Advertisers—have not formally " made any state-
ments about the ffay. They expect a ruckus, but. are imdoubtedly of the
opinion thafSinde Isporisors aVe really part-time employers, they can hardly
be expected to Sign long-term union contracts. On one point, however,
the sponsors feel very strongly. That is that the agencies should not sign
for anything or dicker with the AFRA in a manner not having sponsor
approval. Sponsors claim their money is at stake, and that they must be
taken into account all around.

How About Me?

Hollywood, Dec 20.

Since last July, Lynn Mc-
Manus has been turning out a.

complete script for an hour
show every week. But none
was ever used. They were in-

tended as samples of programs
for the Kellogg show and were
ordered by John Reber, radio
head of J. Walter Thompson,
now that the program is being
readied for its initial airing

Jan,
. 15, George Faulkner will

do the scripting.

McManus may help out along
with his other contributions to

Thompson shows.

COWBOY POET

CLAIS THE

SWITCH

Los Angeles, Dec. 20.

Columbia Broadcasting, KFI and

other NBC stations, were named de

fendants last week in two copyright

infringement suits filed in Federal

court. Austin Corcoran, known as

'the cowboy poet,' charges CBS and
Wills Carter, bjljed, on the air as

Montana Slim, filched his verse,

'Plain Bull,' and had it set to music

vmtil title-of TBtidin' a Mav€rick.' He
asks $75,000 from CBS and Carter,

and $100,000 from Montgomery Ward;
the 6po:n3or.

.

Earle C. Anthony station is al-

leged by Marion Davidson to have
used her play, 'A Bit o' Heather,'

without permission. She wants $250

from each station on the NBC net-

work which carried iJie program.

ATTENTION: C.A.B.

Salesman's Biff Talk Triumphantly
Vindicated on Sidewalk

Milwaukee, Dec. 20.

A radio time salesman who makes
his own surveys 'right on the spot'

and closes a sale thereby has been
found at WTMJ. Grant Sandison
was up against an infidel, as far as

radio was concerned. But he clung
tenaciously to the notion that
WTMJ's 'Masters of Rhythm' was a
gopd bet. for Lawton's, men's cloth-

iers.

When he revealed this conviction
to Jack Lawton, manager, the latter

yawned. Irked, Sandison boomed,
•AU right, I'll just bet two out of the
first four guys who come along listen

to 'Masters of Rhythm.'

'

Bet quickly called, the two men
stood oh' the corner in front of Law-
ton's store, where they buttonholed
four pedestrians. AU 'em responded
tight

7 Phone Girls Handle

Special KEX Program
Portland, Ore., Dec. 20.

Seven trunk telephone lines were
installed into KEX studios for the
'Answer It Over the Air' qui^ of the
Fisher Flour Mills program. Seven
telephone girls and two announcers
on the program. Program iis aired for
30 minutes every Wednesday night.

BencUey Time Switch?

There's talk about moving the Old
Gold show with Bob Benchley and
Artie Shaw to the 9 to 9.30 spot on
CBS Saturday nights.
Program which now occupies the

10 to 10.30 slot on the same network
Sundays will have the new Kellogg
stanza as opposition starting Jan. 15.

WKRC Pair Transferred
Cincinnati, Dec. 20.

Ed Hamel and Bob DeHart, engi-
neers, leave WKRC to join WBBM,
Chicago, and WEEI, Boston, respec-
tively, Jan. 1.

Notified Friday (16) by William A.
Schudt, Jr., station manager, upon
his return from a week's visit to
CBS headquarters in New York.

WHO, Des Moines

Milies Laboratories, Elkhart, Ind.,
beginning Nov. 21 for 52 periods of
five minutes each, through Wade Ad-
vertising agency, Chicago.

Sam Morris .(Voice of Temper-
ance) Del Rio, Texas, beginning Dec.
5 for one 15-minute period. Direct.

Associated Hardware Wholesalers,
beginning Jan. 2 for 31,2 periods of
15 minutes each, renewal through
R, J. Potts & Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Hoxie Fruit Co., Des Moines, be-

ginning Jan. 2 for 312 periods of 15
minutes each. (Hoxie Fruit Reporter)
through R. J. Potts & Co, Kansas
City.

Western Grocer Co. (Jack Sprat
Food Stores) Marshalltown, Iowa,
beginning Jan. 2 for 312 periods of
15 minutes each (Jack Sprat News
Reporter) through Coolidge, Des
Moines.
American Pop Corn Co. (Jolly

Time) Sioux City, Iowa, beginning
Dec. 3 for one announcement of 100
or 65 words per week, t.f. through
Coolidge Advertising- Co., Des
Moines.

Chysler Corp. (Dodge) beginning
Dec. 26 for five announcements of
one minute each. Staggered sched-
ule, through Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York City.

'Vocational Service, Chicago (Me-
chanic training) beginning Dec. 6 for
three periods of ten minutes each
(Lou and Jerry) through Critchfield
6 Co., Chicago.
Monlioello Drug Co., Jacksonville,

Pla. (866 cough remedies), begin-
ning Dec. 7 for 26 announcements of
65 words each. Direct.
Hotel Radisson, iMinneapolis, be-

ginning Dec. 0 for 14 announcements
of 65 words each, four per week,
through Graves & Associates, Min-
neapolis.

Acme Feeds, Ine., Forest Park, III.,

beginning Dec, 16 for two announce-
ments of 200 words each per Week
t.f. through K. E. Shepard Advertis-
ing Co., Chicago.

WWJ, Detroit
Harry Suffrin, renewal, 'Sport-

folio,' 15 mins., Sundays, for 13
weeks.* Packard & Neff agency.

Beatrice Creamery Co., new. The
Meadow Gold Round Up,' with Fran-
cis X. Bushman, 30 mins., weekly, re-
corded, for 26 weeks. Lord &
Thomas.
Pinex Co., new, spot announce-

ments on cough syrup, twice a day,
five days weekly for 26 weeks. Rus-
sell M. Seeds.
Peter Paul, Inc., renewal, recorded

spot announcements with Edwin C.
Hill for Mound candy bars, for IS
weeks. Through Platt-Forbes, Inc.
Bichman Brothers Co., new, spot

announcements daily, five days
weekly, for eight weeks. Through
McCann-Erickson, Inc.

Seeds Agency Gets New
Slice of Tobacco Acct.

Chicago, Dec. 20.
Russell M. Seeds agency here takes

over another portion of thfr Brown
& Williamson tobacco account when
it starts a new show for B-W Big
Ben pipe tobacco product on New
Year's eve.

As a starter will get away on
WLW, Cincinnati, for a 30-minute
weekly program called 'The Uncle
Ben Doghouse,' a music and comedy
period aimed almost solely for male
listeners. Later the show will go onto
a coast-to-co9st web.

Chemiavsky's New One

Cincinnati, Dec. 20.

'My Lucky Break,' title of a new
musical and dramatic series designed
and directed by Josef Cherniavsky,
WiU bow on WLW Jan. 1 as a regu-
lar Sunday 6 to 6:30 p.m. feature.
Show is to feature turning points

in lives of prominent Americans.

NEW PEOPLE AT WOWO
Fort Wayne, Dec. 20.

Several staff changes have been
made at Westinghouse radio stations

WOWO and WGL. Charles Roe
comes from KDKA, Pittsburgh, as

production manager of WGL, Eldon
Campbell, Dick Faler and Jop Roeh-
ling are new additions to an-

nouncing staff.

Margaret Guilinger succeeds Dor-
othy Moeller, who was married Dec.

10. .Terry Evans is also new.
Helen Graham, Joe Trimm and

Roy Field added to artist staff for

'Mornjcg Ro^'-'.dup.'
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DOGHOUSE FOR LAGGARDS
TORGmiNG TO

FILE' SCORED

FCC Burned Up Ov«r Casual

Broadcasters Who File for

Renewals Either Late,

Sloppily or Not at All

WILL PUNISH

Washington, Dec. 20.

Stern disciplinary action against

industry slow-pokes who take their

time about requesting renewal li-

censes was threatened by the FCC

last week. Result of increasing lax-

ity that has clogged the administra-

tive machinery.

In a general ultimatum made more
effective by finger-pointing at cer-

tain offenders, the regulators said

they 'will insist upon strict adher-

ence* to the requirement that appli-

cations must be submitted not less

than 60 days before current papers

expire aind that operators who do

not file the requests by the end ,of

the license period will be taken off

the air. From now on, the Commish
will not prod the laggards, but, on
the contrary, will expect the indus-

try to assume full responsibility for

complying with red tape.

While Industry representatives

maintained the FCC dictum was an
unwarranted smirch, the Commish
instructed its staff to notify aU li-

censees that it is through being sym-
pathetic to stallers and declared that

*in many Instances stations have filed

applications late and in a few the

Commission has failed to receive

any application.'

Dog-honse

In the future, whenever the papers
are received after the 60-day dead-
line, the Commish will issue only a
temporary extension of license upon
expiration of the effective ticket.

Reason will be published, thus estab-
lishing an official dog-house for op-
erators whose deportment is bad.
Calling attention to the rules, the
Commish announced it believes that
temporary extensions to licensees
who fail to get applications in on
time 'are unwarranted and may not
be legally granted where no appli-
cation has been filed.'

The chiding also touched on slop-
piness on the part of stations which
do observe the requirements. Care
must 'be exercised in filling out the
proper forms and errors may lead to
a spanking. Regulators said they
have found that where mistakes oc-
cur in one request for a renewal the
same error is likely to be repeated
on niany subsequent occasions. Re-
sult is the Commish must keep on
returning the papers or writing the
management to get the necessary
correction, a process which 'often
necessitates the granting of tem-
porary extensions' during the time
taken to get matters straightened
out.

In laying down the course of con-
duct, the Commish at the same time
warned holders of special authoriza-
tion permits—aliowing operation dif-
ferent from the regular assignment
—they must make regular six-month
applications as though they were
functioning in accordance with the
official grant In conjunction with

IN
BALmORi

IT'S

KWIONAl REPRESENIATlViS .

EDWAHO PEHCr A coJ

ON THE NBC RED NETWOBM

Easier to Heckle

Cincinnati, Dec. 20.

Next meeting of the Big 10
football conference will con-
sider a proposal by Allen Stout)

WKRC sports spieler. It's that
gridiron officials wear numbers
on the fronts and backs of their

blouses.

For identifications when they
make decisions.

the routine request, such operators

should submit an amendment which
explains the actual operation under
the special privileges and if the lat-

ter needs official renewal the neces-

sary papers should be attached.

First woodshedding was given to

eight stations in widely-separated lo-

cations. . Making good its threats.

the Commish said the following
transmitters at the moment are de-
linquent in filing renewal applica-

tions: KUSD, Vermilion, S. D.;

WCBS, Springfield, 111.; WIRE, Indi-

anapolis (for auxiliary plant);

WQBC, Vicksburg, Miss.; WKAT,
Miami Beach; KGDM, Stockton,

Calif.; KIEV, Glendale, Calif., and
WDZ, Tuscola, 111.

ROYAL CROWN UP AGAIN

B. B. D. & O. Scouts Radio Program
for Nebi's Return

B. B. D. & O., which recently got
the Royal Crown Coca Cola (Nehi,
Inc.) account away from the James
A. Greene agency, is scouting around
for a program that will bring the
soft drink bottler back on the air.

Nehi's last filer in radio was a

A Myth?

Chicago, Dec. 20.

After three months of angling
and chatting no agency has yet
been able to land the Chamber-
lain cosmetic account of Des
Moines.
Agency men around Chicago

are beginning to believe that
the entire info about Chamber-
lain looking for a new advertis-

ing agency is just some propa-
ganda on the part of Des
Moines hotels and Iowa rail-

roads.

half-hour show on the NBC-blue
(WJZ) with George Olson and Tim
and Irene. It started in March, 1938,

and ran 26 weeks.

EXmiOGERS

TEAMED AGAIN

Philadelphia, Dec. 20.

William Campbell, formerly of the

N. W. Ayer and Son research depart-
ment, has been named head of a
crew of ex-Ayer employees running
a campaign for the City Charter
Committee, to sell Philly voters a
new basic set-up. All of the former
Ayer "people were recently released
by the agency when it lost the Kel-
logg account to J. Walter Thompson.
They were placed in the new spot

with the aid of Clarence Jordan,
Ayer v.p., who is active on the
Charter Committee.

m PLAY'S THE THING

THE formula used by the Nation's Station to prodilce buo-

cessful dramatic shows is very feimple.

We are not trying to impress ourselves with colossal produc-

tions, nor to build dramatic programs to amuse our talent.

We build tliem for our millions of consumer listeners.

We accomplish our objective through these means:

1. Tlie most versatile and best balanced dramatic stock com-
pany possible.

2. Trained free-lance talent available when new voices and
personalities are required.

3. A production staff composed of men who have many years

of stage, as well as radio experience back of them, to.

direct our dramatic productions.

4. Carefully chosen writers skilled in preparing all types of dramatic scripts.

5. Constant experiments in engineering and sound effects to create more effective- dramatic

productions.

6. Coordination of all departments to keep production "in the grove" from idea to microphone.

These things, we believe, make WLW particularly adaptable to build and successfully eustaiq

dramatic shows {hat command listener interest.

WLW Program Director^

r

^0,
0

I •

.0
0.

PAULINE HOPKINS, ^(ahove, left)

author of "The Mad Hatterfields"

and "Midstream", WLW's two out-

standing script shows, discusses

a scene with Mama Hatterfield

(Bess McCammon) and Nicki

Powers (Duane Snodgrass) . Rikel

Kent (lower, center)^ ace WLW
Production Man, goes over a "Mid-

stream" script with part of the cast

including Wilda Hinkle, James

Leonard, announcer, Jack Marks,

Mary Jane Croft and Lon Clark.

WLW includes 50 members in its

staff and spot dramatic department.

;'THE MAD lUnERFIELD" cast,

(above, center) go over a script

with W. Ray Wilson, production

man. Selective casting combined
with careful rehearsing makes
"The Mad Hatterfields" one
of radio's most delightful script

shows. (Above, right) Roily Hat-

terfield (William Green) and
Caleb, the family butler (Harry;

Cansdale). Other current out-

standing WLW dramatic produc-

tions include Dr. Kenrad Unsolved
Mysteries, The Nation's Playhouse
and True Detective Mysteries.

9 These things too, we think, are part of the story of WLW
I

I J < . '
. ( y 1 t
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Kopf Sales Chief of NBC Chicago;

Carpenter Ass^ned to Blue Net

Chicago, Dec. 20.

Harry Kopf has been named sales

chieftain of the entire central divi<-

sion of NBC/replacing Kenneth Car-

penter who has been sales manager
here since 1932. Carpenter shifts

oyer as sales head strictly of the

blue web here aind will devote all

his time to the build-up on business

on the indigo chain.

Kopf has been with NBC here
since 1931, joining as a salesman and

AT^T!$T5'
|vlanac]enient

presents

A MERRY
MUSICAL

CHRISTMAS NIGHT
SUN.
DEd.25 •t

8:30 P.M.

And BIb

ALL AMERICAN BAND
' In •

MZZ CONCERT
(An Experiment In Modern American

MtiBic)

100-ARTIST8—100

DEEMS TAYLOR, Commentator

-GUEST ARTISTS'

LOUIS ARMSTRONG
ART SHAW

RAYMOND SCOTT
Quintette
Rosa Linda

Roy Borgy
Lyn Muiray Singers

COMPOSERS
Roy »A B a y , .Qiiftt ELLINBTON
OeoTH aCRSIIwm RMrttii tiOULD
ttri* e R 0 F E : Wtlttr Q R 0 8 8
Rfekard RODGCrs^s

. Rtymtnd SOOTtArtBHAW Birt f H E F T E R
NathM VAN CLEVJt, frtd VAN EPFS

This concert tuitl'Tiot be. broadcast

-PRICES'

to $3.30
ORCHESTRA 3^0

DRESS CIRCLE U6S-iM

.

BALCONY .5S-i;iO

BOXES (*r. B) $3.30-)5.ta Ea. SEAT
Alt Seats Reserved

CARNEGIE HALL
S7th St. ft 7tli Ave.

Seats Now on Sals
«t Carnegie Hall and
Artists' Managennent

coming from the Literary Digest ad
sales staff.

Alec Robb, head of NBC artists

service in Chicago, has been trans-

ferred to the Coast in a similar ca-

pacity. He succeeds Dema Harsh-
barger, resigned. Robb is already on
the ground revamping the setup.

Don Gilman's Statement
Hollywood, Dec. 20.

Whatever changes NBC Prexy
Lenox Lohr had in mind for the net-

work's divisional heads has been in-

definitely deferred, it was said last

week by Don Oilman, western divi-

sion chief, upon his return from
home office confabs. Reports had
Oilman transferred to the central

division after first of the year, with
Sidney Strotz taking the Hollywood
post.

Oilman had opposed the change.

NO LIBE DISMISSAL

FOR DIAMOND SALT

Appellate Division on Friday (16)

affirmed decision of N. Y. Supreme
Court Justice Hammer denying dis-

missal of the $100,000 libel suit

brought by Ernest A. Arnold and
Walter Frese, of the firm of Arnold
& Frese, security dealers, against
Benton & Bowles, ad agents. Gen-
eral Foods Corp., and NBC.

Plaintiffs claim they were slan-
dered in a broadcast ol Diamond
Crystal Salt series over Station WJZ
on Nov. 7, 1937.

Ex-CBS Both Ways

San Francisco, Dec. 20.

Spelling bee sponsored by the
Marney Food Co. shifts from KSFO
to KPO starting Dec. 30 with Tom
Breneman continuing as emcee and
producer, of the half-hour weekly
audience-participation show. Brene-
man recently resigned as program
manager for CBS in San Francisco to
join, the staff of the Long Adver-
tising ' Service, which handles the
Marney account.
Product plugged 'Isr. Marco Cat &

Dog food. Contestants for the spell-

ing matches are picked by a speedy
eliftiination process from among
volunteers in the studio audience.

Joey Faye Heard'at WOR
Joey Faye, burlesque comic, re-

ported to station WOR, New York,
yesterday (Tuesday) for an audition.
Phil, Silvers has already been heard
and 'is awaiting verdict.

Faye was first asked up to station
last summer but never showed up.
He later went into legit 'Sing Out
the News.', Two weeks ago Variety
carried story ab(^ut Silvers and Faye
being asked up at different times.
Story was read '.by. Faye who tiien

remembered the. invite, he told sta'

tion exec,,

Musical dh^w closed for two weeks
over Xmias slump, so Faye is us
ing time off to advantage.

CHABLIE KERB I£AVES BIZ
Philadelphia, Dec. 20.

Charlie Kerr, w-lr. Philly batoneer,
whose band in 1922 was first in
America to play a remote, gave up
tooting last, week to take over post
of manager of the musical instru-
ments department at Olmbel Bros.
Veteran of the air, Kerr made the

initial nemo from the; Cafe L'Ajglon,
now shuttered, over WIP-WFAN,
now WIP.

Elmer Vlnoent, NBC's 'Senator
Fishface' in Seattle to • visit his
brother. He was made p.a. at Palo-
mar vaud-film house week (19) be-
fore his retiun southward.

HARRY SOSNIK

.

. . . MUSICAL DIRECTOR . .

.

CHARLES BOYER-WOODBURY PLAYHOUSl
(ORIGINAI. SCORE)

Sundays--9 P.M. EST—JJ^JJ

JOE E. BROWN-POST TOASTIES
Saturdays—7:30 P.M. EST—CJBS

BfANAOKMENT HOA

Shouse's21 Trips

Cincinnati, Dec. 20.

James D. Shouse, general
manager of the Crosley broad-
casting division, made 21 rotmd
trips' between here and Wash-
ington this year on FCC matters
pertahiing to WLW and WSAL
Thought to be a record.

SETTLE 2 CASES

ON THEFT OF

MIDEAS

Two similar suits involving claims

of property right for original ideas

were decided in New York last week.

While neither involved any new
legal ruling, fact that two such ac-

tions were settled within a few days

called attention to the recent in-

crease in claims of that kind. Most
such cases involve radio or adver-
tising ideas.

One case, brought in New York
supreme court by NeviU E. O'Neill,

copy writer, against- the Arthur Kud-
ner agency, was reported to have
been settled for $10,000. Plaintiff

claimed he had originated the
phrase, 'G. M. Means Oood Measure,'
used by General Motors, through the
Kudner agency. Defense argued that
'good measure' wias as 'old as the
Bible.'

O'Neill countered with the state-

ment that the idea had been sug-
gested to him in a quotation from
the text of St. Matthew. He ad-;

mitted there was nothing new in the
expression, 'good measure,' but ar-
gued that its application for the Gen-
eral Motors slogan was 'unique arid

originar within the meaning of the
Healy vs. R. H. Macy case, which is

generally taken as precedent in such
cases. O'Neill had su^d for $250,000
damages and $20,000 in commissions.
It was brought . out in the hearing
that Kudner had paid O'Neill $100
for a release of the claim, but the
plaintiff charged it was obtained
through misrepresentation.
Other idea claim was brought by

Manuel G. Rodriguez against West-
ern Union and resulted in a jury ver-
dict of $6,500 for the plaintiff. He
had sued for $150,000. Defendant
plans to appeal. Rodriguez claimed,
to have suggested the idea of 'travel-

grams' to the company, but was told
there was -no field for it.' Later he
submitted it to Postal Telegraph, and
when both companies began using a
similar idea he brought suit.

Case against Postal was settled, but
Western Union fought it on the
groimd that its 'tovurate' telegrams
had been suggested by one 6f its op-
erators, John Apelquist, of Madison,
Wis. It was disclosed at the hearings
that the company sent out about
400,000 'tom-ate* messages monthly,
between 1935 .and 1937, at a rate of
35c for 15 words. John O'Shaugh-
nessy, formerly secretary of the
American Association of Advertising
Agencies, as an 'expert' witness for
the plaintiff, testified that the past
and future revenue from 'tourate'
messages would probably bring
Western Union about $240,000, of
which Rodriguez should be entitled
to about 2%.

ALL-HEODY POUCY

XMAS AT WNEW, N. Y.

Revising its schedule for Christ-
mas and New Year's Eves, WNEW,
N. Y., will air 17 solid hours of mu-
sic on both days, broken only by
necessary news flashes, etc., aggre-
gating an hour. Programs will start
at 3 pjD. and run Until 7 a.m. follow-
ing morning when Stan Shaw, con-
ductor of the Milkman's Matinee,
fades from the mike.
To further the holiday spirit and

maintain as much melody as pos-
sible, all commercials will be cut to
the bone "and Shaw will eliminate
all his chatter from the owl session.

WEDLOCK, SNYSEB WEST
Chicago, Dec. 20.

Hugh Wedlock, Jr., and Howard
Snyder are washing up their comedy
writing assignment on the Billy
House show for Wrigley's this week
and will hop .back to their home
stamping grounds in Hollywood.
May go with Bob Hope.

No. 2 Refugee Air Show

Another refuge* radio program
will be aired over WMCA, New
York, by Horowitz & Margareten,

foodstuff dealers, ^t's the first to be

sponsored. Starting Dec. 28, program

Will consist of dramatized adventures

of Jewish refugees and will be called

Jewish Refugee Theatre of the Air.

Signed for 14 weeks through Adver-

tising Broadcasters, Inc.

Program 'headed by Alexander
Grahach, German Shakespearean ac-

tor, and will include Mme. Gisela

Werbezirk and Hans Heinz as per-
manent members of the company.
Other members of the cast wUl
change weekly. Entire show will be
in English.

This«is a No. 2 Refugee radio pro-
gram. WHN debuted its show three

weeks ago.

CIVIL SERVICE OKAY

FOR FCC DISMISSALS

Washington, Dec. 20.

Execution of three FCC officials

without hearing or formal charges
was rubber-stamped last week by the
Civil Service Commission which
found no violations of the merit
principle in the controversial dis-

charges' that climaxed the recent
personnel purge. Approval was given
to the' orders by which Chief Exam-
iner Davis G. Arnold, Deputy Chief
Examiner Melvin H. Dalberg, and
Press Chief G. Franklin Wisner were
dropped from the payroll.

Technical abolition of jobs In an
asserted attempt to increase efficiency

was upheld following an investiga-
tion in which the three victims were
given a chance to tell their, stories.

Report from, the C. S. C. Classifica-

tion Division was the basis for the
final decision which ends any pros-
pect the three might get back into
harness or have the satisfaction of
resigning voluntarily. The guardians
of the merit theory said they had not
discovered any infractions of the
rules which would compel them to

'withhold approval' of the formal
execution papers.

Powel Crosley as Santa

Cincinnati, Dec. 20.

Powel Crosley, Jr., will play Santa
Claus to his 3,000 employees at a
Christmas party in Miisic Hall
Thursday (22) night, with members
of their families as guests. Talent
from the WLW and WSAI staffs will
do the entertaining.

Bulk of the personnel is from the
firm's electric appliance manufactur-
ing division.

Foodstuffs to be given poor fam-
ilies for Christmas will be the ad-
mission fee for WLW's. Boone County
Jamboree audience show Friday (23)
in Music Hall. Distribution through
charitable agencies.

3 Extend on Mutual
•People'^ Rally* for Mennen on

WOR-Mutual renewed as of Jan. 15
for 13 weeks. Option on Bob Hawk,
program conductor, was picked up
for one year. H. M. Kiesewetter is

agency.
Bayuk Cigars 'Inside Sports* also

renewed on Mutual for 13 weeks
starting Dec. 26 through Ivey & El-
lington agency.
'Famous Jury Trials,* Mutual coop

show, added stations KFEL, Denver;
WHKC, Columbus, O., and KVEC,
San Luis Obispo, Cal, with local
sponsors.

MARXES JOIN GRANT,

LOMBARDON KELLOGG

Hollywood; Dec. 20.
Promised galaxy of star names on

new Kellogg show was made a
triumvirate last week with the sign-
ing of the Marx Bros. Previously
set were Carole Lombaird and Cary
Grant.
Hour program which shoves off

Jan. 15 will be produced by Tony
Stanford. Bobby Dolan has the.mu-
sic assignment.

Wen Nlles collablng wijth Don
Prindle on Joe jPenneic'S scripts.

ARMSTRONG
And His

ORCHESTRA
FeatarlnB

MIDGE WILLIAMS
80NNY WOObS

•

APOLLO
MBW TOBK
Week Deo. 88

Blanaffement

JOE GLASER. Inc.

RKO BIdff.. Badlo Cltr. Toik

Sorry I don't see you
cmymore—

But Here's Wishing

YOU
a Merry Xmas and
a Happy New Year

HERSCHELL HART

CHEZ PAREE, CHICAGO
Met.: I.OU CI<AXTON

JOSEPH BINES
and His Orchestra

HARRY RICHMAN'S
ROAD TO MANDALAY
WILIX4M MORBIS AOBNCT

THIQ'NilUS
3> jANE WES'

NOW RADIOS MOST POPULAR

FAMILY BRINGS YOU MORE

AUGHTER Tears }-|6art-throbs

Prese'^rea by Ivor/ Soap 99 .-•
: cj--^

LISTEN ^'^^ ^^'LY.^ NBC Red Network, 12: 15 to 12:30 P.M. EST

lU ' WABC— 2:15to 2:30 P.M. EST
• « COAST TO COAST

MOT.,
Dir. COSmOM ADVBlCTJSINa AGBNOT

ED WOLF—RKO BLD^»,NEW YORK CITY
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ReconiBiends WFBR Get Echo

Tyler Diiregards Squawk of WFMD, Frederick,

Md.—No Night Service Now

Baltimore, Dec. 20.

Booster station theory received

endorsem^t last week iq the form

o£ a report by Examiner Tyler Berry
advising the FCC that research

would be promoted if WFBR, Balti-

more, were permitted to build a low-

powered sounding board ait Freder-

ick, 45 air-miles distant. While the
regulators have adopted a policy of

extreme caution, the evidence of-

fered by WFBR convinced Berry tliat

advantages from proposed experi-

mental operation outweigh the pos-

Eible adverse results.

ScheQie is part of a general ex-
pansion of the Baltimore transmitter

which currently Is building a new
plant which will operate with 1 kw
nights and 5 kw days. Present as-

signment is 1 kw—500 watts. Ob-
jective is to hit. the rural and agri-

culturaf audience in the western
part of the state where reception is

poor and a partial radio desert
exists. Only station in town is

WFMD, a daytime 500 watter, and
there is no primary service of any
sort after dark. Some coverage by
Washington, D. C, outlets and
WBAL in Baltimore, but not very
strong signals.

Won't Solicit Ads

Objections of WFMD operators
were over-ruled by Berry, who
agreed there is possibility of eco-
•nomic Injury to the present Fred-
erick station, but said there is no
basis for determining how serious it

will be and that theoretical fear is

not sufficient reason for denying the
booster station request. No commer-
cial advertising wiU be solicited in
Frederick for the WFBR echo, al-
though the booster will naturally ex-

HEDGES ON FCC STAND RAPS DISLOYAL

AFFILIATES; MONOTONY TAKES HOLIDAY

Watts
Day
•

1.000
Night.

ALL YOU
NEED IN
CENTRAL
OHIO

ns
Columiiusy Ohio
John Bl«lr» Rep.

WBAL

Hedges Slaps Mutual

Washington, Dec* 20.
Life was injected into the

drone of testimony at the FCC
'monotony hearings* last week
when WUliam S. Hedges, NBC
v.p., engaged in name-calling.
'Faithless' affiliates were under

attack when drowsing specta-
tors were shocked into attention
by Hedges' characterization of
Mutual as a 'parasite.' Com-
plaining about NBC members
who disregard contract clause
prohibiting link with rival net-
work which has an outlet in a
city of 1,000,000 or more popu-
lation. Indictment named WFIL,
Philadelphia, and WLW, Cin-
cinnati.

Blast at MBS was erased from
the record over the objections
of Philip J. Hennessey, NBC
counsel. Co mm i s h granted
motion to strike the parasite
remark.

pand the master transmitter's audi-
ence.

Angles which impressed Berry had
to do with engineering problems. At
present WFBR does not serve Fred-
erick and even with its higher wat-
tage will not put much of a signal
into the Western Maryland com-
munity. Particular need for data on
actual interference in area where the
synchronous stations both can be
heard. Determination of the extent
of the region where overlapping dis-
rupts reception and the need for
facts about the actual ratio of de-
sired to undesired signal warrant
granting the plea. Berry concluded,
saying 'information thus obtained
would be of general application and
would constitute some contribution
to the advancement of the radio art.'

KOn. Basic Cduinbia;

WBRY Into New Haven

CBS last wjeek formally announced
to the trade the addition of KOIL,
Omaha, to the basic network as of

April 30, 1939, and at the same time

issued its first rate card for the

system's New England network. The
regional now includes WBRY, New
Haven-Waterbury, which becomes
available also as a basic supple-
mentary station.

NBC hasn't decided on the sub-
stitution for KOIL in the blue basic.

Waterbury, Conn., Dec. 20.

WBRY begins campaign to build

up New Haven audience, in which
CBS is primarily interested. Station

Manager E- J. Frey has assigned

David Hale Halpem to promote New
Haven end. Jack Henry, formerly in

N. H., replaces Halpern as program
director.

CBS okay to WBRY did not be-

come formal until sanctioned by
Franklin M. Doolittle, owner of

WDRC, Hartford's Columbia basic

outlet.

m

FraiUc Mason Files Data on Network's International

Activities—Still Pretty Dull at Hearings

Washington, Dec. 20.

Tight web curbs on the activities

of affiliates were defended as eco-

nomic insurance last week during
the soporific FCC chain-monopoly
hearing at which NBC pointed with
pride to its shortwave service to in-

ternational audience. Activities re-

cess this week for the holiday sea-

son, with the first installment near-
ing its end. Trying to finish the
NBC testimony before the suspen-
sion occurs Wednesday (today).

Restrictions on the freedom of sta-

tion managers in the medium of 'firm

contracts' which have been the fash-
ion since 1935 are imperative to
guarantee the web can 'deliver' the
outlets desired by sponsors, William
S. 'Hedges, vice-prez in charge of
station relations, explained under
cross-questioning by William J.

Dempsey and Theodore Pearson,
Commish attorneys. Prospective
sales fizzled before the new agree-
mients were adopted because of un-
certainty about the ability of certain
affiliates to schedule the programs.
Refusal of 'individual stations ' to
carry certain accounts wrought in-
jury to the whole web.

Network programming necessitates
rigid and positive arrangements and
cannot be handled as quicldy and
easily as local planning on a single
station, Hedges emphasized. Par-
ticular outlets can switch their own
features to fill the blank spots but
the web must know in advance what
time is available before trying to
sign up sponsors. Point is beginning
to be appreciated by public figures
who have occasion to use radio, he
observed, pointing oilt that ttiC

White- House requests for accommo
dations for talks by the President
generally are for periods which will
cause the 'minimum disturbance to
network commercial schedules.'

By tying up certain blocks of time
on affiliates, the chains do not dis-
courage local service, the web exec
contended. Right to turn down sus-
tainers is bulwarked by arrange-
ments under which the outlets are
allocated various portions of the
broadcasting day for their own ex-
clusive use.

Experience has dictated some
modifications in the standard con-
tract form since 1935, Hedges re-
vealed. Instead of having the pacts
run for an indefinite span subject to
cancellation on one-year notice, the
web iisually signs up for a specific
period, up to five years, imder the
present policy. Another modifica-
tion limits use of NBC programs,
barring rebroadcasting or recording
of chain material without permis-
sion. If outlets 'could play fast and
loose with our programs,' NBC
would have no reason to provide
sustaining service. Hedges remarked.

ExcIuslTUy
Exclusive service clause—which

has occasioned some criticism from
the Commish in recent months—is
another variation which was found
necessary to meet particular prob-
lems. Although NBC welcomes
competition, it has been forced to
take the position that affiliates must
tie up with one chain or another.
Restrictive clause is intended to pre-
vent rivals from capitalizing on
prestige and listener good will gen-
erated with NBC programs. Few
instances where NBC affiliates have
joined hands simultaneously with
other webs do not have the network
headquarters' approval, he said, al-
though the chain does not object to
connections between its outlets, and
regional groups.

Mason on Stand
Foreign listeners are bombarded

by NBC more than by the transmit-
ters of any major nation, Frank E.
Mason, v. p. in charge of interna-
tional operations, declared. Short-
wavers operate 63 hours weekly for
the benefit of South Americans and
provide better service than any
other country by building the pro-
grams in the language of the pros-
pective auditors. Testimony, bol-
stered by exhibits of public pro-
grams of Germany, England, France,
Italy, Holland and Japan, indicated
there is no reason for panic about
foreigners seducing the South Amer-
icans with radio propaganda.

In contrast to the practice of most

other broadcasters in the interna-

tional field, NBC uses the language
spoken in the countries to which the
programs are aimed and does not
seek merely to entertain or inform
U. S. emigrees. Most of the Euro-
peans send out multi-lingual pro-
grams, which NBC regards as im-
practicable, he explained.

Data showed NBC functioned seven

more hours weekly for the benefit of

Latin-American listeners than Ger-

man stations. Operations greatly ex-

ceed those of other nations, since

Italy broadcasts on the average only
9 hours 55 minutes to Latin Amer-
ica, England 18 hours, 40 minutes;
Japan, 7 hours; Holland, 4 hours,
and France, 33 hours, 15 minutes.
Biggest chunk of time goes for news
broadcasts, with NBC devoting seven
hours weekly to reporting in Span-
ish and three and one-half hours to

Portuguese information. Of the total

activities, NBC conducts 42 hours
weekly in Spanish and 14 in Portu-
guese, with only seven hours in

English. Showing the policy con-
trast. Mason testified Germany shoots
programs to Latin American in
Deutsch tongue 29 hours, 45 minutes;
France in French, 21 hours, 35 min-

utes, and England in English, 15
hours, 10 minutes.
Although chief emphasis is placed -

on Latin American operations, NBC
also fires considerable entertainment
and propaganda at Europe. Average
operation for the transatlantic Trade
is 49 hours a week, of which 28
hours are in English, and seven each
in French, German and Italian. One
exhibit showed NBC's international

outlets during November presented
1,362 programs for foreign listeners,

of which 1,013 were special produc-
tions emitted only via ahort-wave.
News programs consumed 23.0% of
the total time, with the battery oper-
ating 16 hours daily.

Use of recordings is important in

the international activities. Meson
declared. Little purpose in breaking
into a Spanish program io carry
some talk in English which is lifted

from the U. S. network or in putting
on spot programs at hours when
Europeans are asleep. Consequently,
many regular features for domestic
consumption are canned or trans-

lated and sent out at more appro-
priate times.

Lee McLendon has been named
chief of continuity staff of KOIL,
Omaha, succeeding Bob Browne,
who resigned, McLendoQ. oDly re-r

cently joined KOIL, coming from
KWKH, Shreveport, La.

WELL-NOT BAD

Checking back over the year, it is difficult to clock

off accurately, which, among the many incidents,

are now worth mentioning. Among them, rather

prominently, perhaps, are the 1,000,000 listeners

who wrote us letters within the twelve-month—not

to mention the thousands who kept the mailmen
running directly to our sponsors. Further back

still, helping to send 2S,000 people into the stores

of a certain local advertiser seems to have been
mislaid until this moment. Among the other un-

related things floating in ourjnemory, we remem*
her a littleWOR persuasion pulling requests from

such states as—Texas, Oklahoma, Colorado and
about thirty others. This still puzzles ns; but not

particularly. It^s cheering to know that 73% ofour
sponsors can be found listed among the country^s

largest national advertisers. We also remember
having 117 sponsors in March of the year. Every-

thing now points to closing the season with may-
be 200. Good? Well—not bad.

won.
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COLLEGE RHYTHM
The seventh of a series of articles on collegiate likes and dislikes as re-

gards dance music and dance bands.

The writers, staff members of publications at their reispective schools,

have been asked by Variety to give the opinion of the student body as a
whole rather than pass pcrsoTial judgment. Neither has Variety given
further instructions as to what was to be said or how. These articles ap-
pear a$ the undergraduates have written them, with the expressed opinions

being their own.
Variety publishes the series to give music men and band leaders a cross-

section of current undergraduate opinion on dance music end bands, with
xlie hope that it will be both informative and instructive. For what the

college group has to say about dance music is deemed important in the

trade.

NORTHWESTERN
By (Miss) Bobette Eobey, '39

(Northwestern 'Purple Parrot')

Northwestern is a funny school. It has one rule of conduct that covers
everything from cheering at football games to reciting in class. This rule
which lays an Italian-balmed hand on everything from clothes to dancing
is: Thou shalt be smooth.
God may come down from His heaven and President Walter Dil Scott

may do a fan dance on the meadow, but a Northwestern student must not
let loose.

Of course, another rule which plays a big part in N. U.'s life must not
be neglected. It is: Thou shalt rather die than be behind times. Well,

when swing swung its way into colleges' musical' knowledge. Northwestern
was in a bad way. Jitterbugging wasn't exactly proper, and yet N, U.
couldn't be considered declasse, so it effected a compromise. 'Smooth
swing' was the good word.

Naturally, then, Louie Armstrong could never be considered good form.
Fats Waller and Count Basie, too, had to take a musical powder, while the
smoother melody boys came into the .platter and dance-floor linielight.

When Northwestern buys recording it's Hal Kemp, Ambrose, and ooo-la-la

Larry Clinton. Benny Goodman is still good, along with Tommy Dorsey
on the 'Stardust' recording, but the consensus is that Goodman playis

everything the same way. It's too much Goodman and. not enough
melody.
The same Northwestern students who slipped Goodman a dash of razz-

berry say they like Dick Jurgens because he doesn't try so hard to be 'dis-

tinctive.' He plays music for dancing—and that's what music is for.

Of course, while the raw-swing of Count Basie, Armstrong^ et al. Is tak-

ing the eoimt at Northwestern, the sweet sisters, Lombardo, Wayne King
and Garber are out in their corners, too. Grimaces one co-ed, 'they're so

sweet they make me sick,' but she may have been a bit harsh.
Talking about the 'out' boys, we might mention Eddy Duchin who's

looking that way in spite of the now famous 'Ol Man Mose.'
The trend -at Northwestern is toward orchestration as opposed to vocals

and recital-instrumentation. Plain, good orchestration is danceable, and
the students Want to dance.
We find that of the middle-boys, whose swing is smooth, Larry CUnton's

TVIy Reverie,' 'Song of India,' 'Marie,' 'You Go to My Head' and 'Dodgin'
the Dean' are sending Northwes^ern's Vlctrolas found and round.

The 'In' Bands
Also among the ^in' boys, we can't forget Tommy Dorsey's 'Night and

Day' and 'Don't Be That Way,' and Ella Fitzgerald's 'Rock It for Me.' Bob
Crosby is still loved for his 'Gin Mill Blues' and the swtmg 'Pagan Love
Song,'
Along with more campus favorites are. found: Henry Busse's "Hot Lips,'

Goodman's 'One O'clock Jump' and Larry Clinton again with 'Heart and
S<mV
On the whole. Northwestern just wants to dance, but the melodies must

be. rhythmic sans bumps. Smoothness is the order of the day at both
lormal and informal dances. Only exhibitionists gasp through a wild
^hag and the 'best' girls don't throw themselves into a frenzied dansaban'
don when the brasses bray.
Pejhaps this is caused by the type of dance Northwestern runs. Our

big formals, the Navy Ball, Interfraternity Ball and the Senior Ball are
usually held in a big Chicago hotel and are gorgeously formal affairs,

where the girl who took notes next to you in class in a sweater and skirt

looks like something out of Vogue and acts like it.

The informal dance^,^ too, although they are usually held in the gym or
other close-by halls, retain some formality—or perhaps, it's this proper
or smooth business that was spoken about before.

Leave the Melody In
Men in the musical trades might well note the trend away from the

boys who whoop it up over everything, to the fellows who leave enough
song in the number for the dahcers to hum. Golly,.everybody likes to

hum. Furthermore, dancers find it a bit embarrassing to have danced
through some swung' number without the faintest idea of the title.

In the last analysis we find college students, if not. the general public,

liking miisic that won't make them feel' like fools. This is true, firstly,

because the general college man or woman goes dancing with the moment's
heart-beat and they don't want that heart-beat sweated and bedraggled

at the end of the*flrst nimiber. Secondly, raw swing .takes all the romance
out of dancing, and it must be admitted that dancing is basicly a romantic

business. Probably that explains the quick decline of the 'big apple' and
other hot, group numbers.
Although students delight in being, careless on campus, it must be re-

membered that on their formal dance floors they're dressed for the spot-

light, and in the back of most students' minds each is pilaying a Hollywood
romantic lead. They, then, want music to highlight their romance instead

of turning it into, a holy rollers' session.

Orchestras' reputations in colleges—or, perhaps I should say, at North-

western—are made on recordings. It isn't too often that students can

afford to hear Clinton, Kemp, Crosby, etc., but in the fraternity and
.sorority houses victrolas go all day and half the night. Favorite numbers
are playedjJntil the platter is worn thin, and then a new favorite swings

its way imo Noiihwe'stern's feet.

Oi course,^ the students listen to Kayser and Sammy Kaye and the. Blue

Barron over the air, but when they want to dance they all pile into the

recreation rooms, pull out a record, and go to.

As a parting shot, if there is one item Northwestern students demand
in a dance-band, we would say it's rhythm, always remembering that

rhythm to middlewestern sophisticates means smooth rhythm. And there

you've got us.

(Next Week: Stanford)

Nan Wynn Vice Edythe

Wright with L Dorsey

Edythe Wright, featured vocalist

with Tommy Dorsey's orchestra, at

the Hotel New Yorker, and on his

Raleigh-Kool radio program, is leav-

ing the band. No reason- for the
split has been advar -zd.

Reported that Dorsey is dickering

with Nan Wynn, radio singer, now
on a sustainer with Buddy Clark
over CBS. Miss Wynn recently re-

placed Durelle Alexander with Eddy
Duchin when latter flew to. her ill

»
1) moihtft bedside. ^adewa^.

Russ Morgan to Tour
When Russ Morgan quits the

Philip Morris program on NBC Jan.
24 he will embark on his first tour
with band. Crew has been in New
York and vicinity virtually all of its

existence, never getting to one-
niters pr theatre stumping time.

Starts with Stanley theatro, Pitts-

burgh, Jan. 27; Washington, Phila-
delphia and Strand, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

follow. After that he'll probably go
into the south. Charlie Yates office

is booking for CRA.

when Duchin was doing a p.a. at
the New York Paramount. Miss
iWyhn;ils oaa theatre.date in Buffalo.

The South Dissents

Columbia, S. C, Dec,.20.

Editor, Variety:
Far be it from us collegiate

cats down South to start 'any

musical' fence-fights with our
northern brethren, but to the
gang here 'College Rhythm' by
Fred Newmeyer of Penn State
(Variety, Dec. 7) served only to

trace the climb of a few top
names and absurdly concluded
that the Penn Staters picked
their bands for name reps and'
not for music.

It should be obvious to a cat

of three that it takes more than
a good publicity specialist to.

build a dance ork that makes
the upper bracket. The best
chosen superlatives in the book
don't mean a thing when the
'On Air- sign turns red and
faders open the way to trans-

mitters and listening ears.

Whether turntables are in con-
trol room or living room, they
have no place for platters by
second-raters of the field. 'The
fittest shall survive' is just as
true musically as biologically.

The name bands are top cream
and to say that you pick for
names and not for music is

'equivalent to direct self-con-

tradiction.

Here, in the Southland, where
jitterbugs eat grits and speak
with a drawl, we like our name,
bands, too. The collegiate herd
is. just as anxious to hear T.
Dorsey's latest swing ' classic, to
watch Little Jack Little's fin-

gers at work, to smile at Kay
Kyser's 'Lessdance,' as our Yan-
kee friends. But the name of the
stick-waver is not the only rea-

son for shelling out the shekels

when the blg-tim^ boys come
to town. We expect talent and
originality,, the v^ry reasons
why the Dorseys, Lombardos,
the Whitemans, and the Spital-

nys are still in the running.
The essence of all the above

is that whether our frats and
clubs choose their melody-
makers by name rep or music
rep it amounts to the same
thing. The ' names serve the

music, and ^e honeycats and
'Swlngcats like it.

Frank
,
Burger, '39.

(U. of So. Carolina)

Announcer, WIS.

Traffic For

Dance Bands

Radio Grief

With the easing of the Chicago sit-

uation, where dance band remotes

were banned tor almost a year be-

cause of objections 'of the Chi Hotel

Men's Association to the $100 ser-

vice charge, band sustaining time is

expected to be jazzed up worse than
it is now. Edgewater Beach hotel,

Chi, broke away from the HMA edict

several weeks ago and the rest of

the Spots are expected to be back
On the air by Feb. 1.

Because of the large number of
crews located and desiring air time,
it's been a mad scramble for pro-
gram arrangers to satisfy 'em all.

That was without Chicago to worry
about, but now with that area com-
ing back on the scene the whole
thing will be that much more acute.
Squawks are not confined to the

comparative smallies either. Tommy
Dorsey recently declined to air his,,

band after an argument with CBS
oVer circulation. He stayed off from
Dec. 5 until the past Friday (16).
Dorsey's complaint was that his net
aggregated ohly 36 outlets in the east
and midwest and that he was held
down because of his refusal to pay
off for preferred time. • He claims
that a band's circulation should not
be governed by how much it kicks
in, but by its appeal His comeback
was with an added 20 or so outlets,
every other one or so on a coast-to-
coast spread.

Bunny Beri^an set for New Year's
Eve dance at the 103d Regiment
Armory, PhlUy. Spot holds 5,000,
with Legion posts and fraternal
groups peddling tickets.

Baddy De Sylva turned in 'Wish-
in' tot 'Love.Affair' at RKO.

,

Inside Stuff-Music

Action brought by Harms, Inc., against Famous Music Corp. and Para-
mount Pictures over the alleged infringement on the late George Gersh-
win's 'Tell Me More' got another preliminary inning in the N. Y. Federal
court last week. It was a motion asking Judge Alfred C. Coxe to order
Paramount to file a bill of particulars in its defense statement that 'Tell
Me More' was hot an original tune, while the song cited by Harms as a
takeoff, 'Says My Heart,' from 'Cocoanut Grove,' has no precedent.
Judge Coxe granted Harihs' demand to the extent that Paremount must

cite all the sources it has in either instance within 10 days. Sidney Wil-
liam Wattenberg appeared for Harms, while Austin D: Keough argued in
Paramount's behalf.

M. M. Cole and Mills Music, Inc., have straightened out their, differences
on the cbpyright renewal rights affecting 'The Big Bass VioL' Mills has
assigned the renewal authority it had obtained from the tune's writer,
M. T. Bohannon, to Cole. Latter got to Bohannon for the renewal rights
before Mills, which had the original rights, found out Where the writer
lived. Counsel for Mills agreed yesterday (Tuesday) that Coles had a
prior right and gave legal clearance to the Chicago publisher.

Benny Goodman last week brought in his litter of cats to Town Hall,
N. Y., as illustrators of points in a discourse on the 'Rise of Swing,' by
John Erskine. Talk was the finale in a series of 10 begun Oct. 10 by Ers-
kine's discussion of 'Old Folk Songs as the Basis of American Music'
Erskine, novelist, music critic and member of the board of the Metro-

politan Opera Co., was introduced by an official of Town Hall who said,
to his knowledge this was the first time swing had invaded the hall.

Coimsel for Thomas G. Rockwell and F. C. (Corky ) O'Keefe have worked
out a deal for the acquisition of the latter's stock by Rockwell-O'Keefe,
Inc. Remaining point to be determined is the length of time that O'Keefe's
name will be retained in the corporate name.
O'Keefe quit as partner in R-O'K last month after a four-year associa-

tion with Rockwell and set up his own office with the Casa Loma band
as the nucleus of his business.

Champ record holding band of the country is Francis Craig's 'currently*
at the Hermitage hotel, Nashville. He's 14 years on same location job,
incidently his first on quitting college and hotel's first musical attraction.
Craig is enjoying a rep as a football prognosticator, having called actual
scores on the annual local Vanderbilt-Tennessee game last two years in a
row.

Life mag will ballyhoo Paul Whiteman Xmas night concert |ii Carnegie
Hall.

On the Upbeat
The Three Gentlemen' are at the

Lounge Bar of-the Community Shop,
Binghamton, N. Y., indefinitely.

Meyer Davis agented.

Lyda Mae Coy, soloist, at WHB,
Kansas City, left to join Joe Reich-
man' and his orchestra in Minne-
apolis. Reichman crew currently at

the Nicollet hotel.

Ken Francis' orch into the New
Penn, Pittsburgh, for two-week stay
Saturday (17), replacing Al Kave-
lin, who opens tomorrow (22) at

Jung hotel in New Oilcans for four
weeks. Latter's contract at New
Penn had until Feb. 1 to run, but
he was granted release with agree-
ment to fill out unexpired time next
spring.

Baron Elliott, staff crew at WJAS,
Pittsburgh, pencilled into Alvin the-
atre in that city for week of Dec.
30 to play stage 'show with Jane
Withers.

Tommy Blue slated to play one-
nighter New Year's Eve for Phi Ep-
silon Pi fraternity- at William Penn
hotel, Pittsburgh. Placed by Joe
HiUer for CRA.

Organist Johnny Duffy into Bill

Green's Casino,. Pittsburgh, for in-

definite stay, alternating on stand
with music of Ray iHerbeck's orch.

Shep Fields, renewed for the
second time, stays through March for
a six-month stand at the Biltmore
Bowl in L. A.

Bob Eberle of Jimmy Dorsey band
changed his name'^to Eberly. Vocal-
ist's tag was mispronounced too
often.

Elliot Eberhard, pianist; Joe Herde,
lead alto saxer, and Ed CoUyer,
trombonist, replaced Jack Kelly,
Fred Foley and Charlie Fach in re-
spective positions with Al Donahue
crew.

Will Osborne does first band re-
peat on Show of Week program on
WOR-Mutual, N.Y., Jan. 15.

Buster Bailey, trumpeter, just
completed three sides for Vocalion.

Duke Ellingrlon will play a concert
at City College, N. Y., Jan. 3. for the
Uptown Y.M.C.A.

Walter Powell's new aggregation
getting ready for Brunswick disc
series.

.
Curt Honck's Gatalina Island band

set for a return date at Radisson ho-

tel, Minneapolis, starting Dec. 26.
R-OK booked.

At Kavelln goes to Stevens hotel,
Chicago, when he winds up current
engagement at New Penn, Pitts-

burgh.

Larry Clinton booked for Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh's annual Junior
Prom at William Penn hotel, Pitts.,

Jan. .13,

Phil Harris directing his band'
again at Wilshire Bowl after two
weeks in New York.

Leo Forbsteln directing 60-piec«
orchestra to record the score for
Warner's 'Lincoln in the White
House.'

Matty Malneok's orchestra signed
for the Jack Benny starrer, 'Man
About Town,' at Paramount.

Lou Prtma's swing band recorded
Johnny Mercer tune, 'Mutiny in the
Nursery,' for Decca.

Charles Bamett opens at the Ar-
cadia Ballroom, N. Y., Jan. 3. Date
at the Lincoln Hotel, following Les
Brown in pending.

Bob Howard, pianist on the air
for Glider Shave cream, is doubling
into the Roxy, N. Y., from Mammy's
Chicken Farm on 52d street.

Woody Herman orch. is set to cut
four sides with Mary Martin, of
'Leave It to Me,' and another four
with Connie Boswell for Decca,

Ronn Perry hies to Miami next
week to open at the Boca-Raton
Club, between Palm Beach and
Miami.

DENY NORVO-BAILEY

SPUT.JUST lAYOFF

Although they disclaim it. Red
Norvo and Mildred Bailey have ap-
parently disbanded their band which
had been located at the Famous
Door, N. Y. Pair are now working
at the. spot with John Kirby's orCh,
an alternate outfit at the Door. Crew
was paid off after last Thursday's
(15) session.

Co-leaders claim that three or
four of the men in the outfit were
ill and rather than cast around for
replacements it was decided to give
the entire outfit a rest while those
ill recuperated. Entirely temporary
they say, as does Music Corp. of

America, which handles the band. At
the same time several of the crew
have been approaching other lead-
ers for jobs.
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15 Best Skeet Husic SeDers

(Week ending Dec. 17, 1938)

All Ashore Shapiro

*Two Sleepy People it ^..Famous
My Reverie • *...•...»»... Bobbins
Night Before Christmas ............ . .v .Ghappell
Deep in a Dream ; Harms
^ouWM Have Been a Beautiful Baby Remick
"Umbrella Man ......Harms
' Mexicali. Rpse Cole

^Have You Forgotten So Soon? Berlin

You're the Only Star in My Blue Heaven i Shapiro

I Won't TeU a Soul Crawford
• While a Cigaret Was Burning. . ABC
tLambeth Walk .Mills
' They Say ; . Witmark
[^I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams ....... ... ..... i . ^ ... . Santly

* Indicates filmusical song, t Indicates stage production song.

The others are pops.

Rather than cause a year-end up-

rodr in- the industry, the availability

committee of the American Society

of . Composers, Authors. & Publish-

erA voted last Friday (16) not to

make any ^changes in publisher rat-

ings. Plea t»n which the committee

acte4 was that since there would

have to be another group elected

in a few weeks.it would be best iff

leave the taisk of makhig the revi-

sions "to such successors.

Availability cominittee had held a

series of intensive meetings for

weeks. The ASCAP clerical staff

had been working at all hours col-

lating data showing how various

firms' older tunes had fared in radio'

uses. Dominant opinion in the

committee was in favor of making
drastic changes in the availability

standings of eiertain publishers. As
the committee sat down for its final,

meeting the counter-pressure began
to make itself felt, and the coteij-ies

as a whole .became convinced that it

might be better to see what could
be done . about altering the system
before putting through the pro-
posed wholesale change in ratings.

It was also .decided that the posi-
tion of the larger catalogs had been
substantially reduced^ since there
had been an increase of 2,000 avail-

ability i>oints durihg the past thi:ee

years so . that the complaints of a
number of small publishers could be
taken care of. Also to balance the
standings of some of the major
firms as these additional points piled
up. Among those seeking availabil-
ity boosts for the final quarter of
1938 yrere Harms, Inc.; IiVing Berlin,
Inc.; Crawford Music,«Chappel, Sha-
piro, Bernstein & Co.; E. B. Marks,
Santly-Joy-Select, Famous Music
Corp.,. Witmark, Samuel Maimes and
Broadway Music Corp.

.Classification committee for the
Writers in the saciety also met last
week and made some ' changes in its

royally ratings. Outstanding move
Wa^ the raising of Billy Hill to Class
A standing.

VICTOR, BLUEBIRD

CARBON COUPLETS

Victor and Bluebird, both RCA
labels, are colncidentally releasing
records by Benny Goodman's crew
and Artie Shaw's outfit, \ising the
same two numbers on each. Shaw
and Gopdman are very similar in
style, and rivals ai3 clarinet swing-
ing baton^ersi
Tunes on both sides of each are

trom Blng Crosby's new picture,
'Paris Honeymoon.* They are 'I

Have Eyes* and 'You're a Sweet Lit
tie Headache.'

From Cowboy to—

Roy Music Co. yesterday (Tues-
day) filed suit in the N. Y. supreme
court, aUeging that Leo Feist, Inc.,
had committed an act of unfair com-
petition by publishing a number un-
der the title of 'My Marguerita.' Roy
Music had a number of the same title
on the market in 1938, whUe Feist's
•tune came out this past April.

Complaint states that the Feist
number was taken from a Spanish
composition' titled 'El Charro* (My
Cowboy).

Rosenberg Is Victor

Jacob Rosenberg was re-elected for

the second . time, last week as presi-

dent of .the New .York musicians'

union. His entire ticket was voted
back in with him.-

Rosenberg got two and a half

tiines as many vot6$ as did his two
opponents, Arthur Holstein and Ar-
thur Pryor, Sr„ combined..

Tenney Bcelected
Hollywood, Dec. 20.

Jack Tenhey was - reelected for a
second term ais' president of the Mu-
sicians Mutual Protective Assn. All

other incumbents retained.

Wayne King's $1,410
_ Lincoln, Dec. 20.

Wayne King topped all the bands
of the last three months at theTurn-
pike Casino here, getting $1,410 for
the night (16) at ^220 advance and
$2.70 at the door. King, en route east

to Chi from the Coast, made this his

last stop before the Drake hoteL
Goes in three months to the Astor,

N. Y.

/

RoUxns (koip, Betfa, Ik. Hdd

Out 00 ASCAP MmlMislq)

Renewal; NAB and SPA Loom

PUBS' ACCORD

WITH RCA

JimRHIG WINS

DAMAGES; WAS

SDBDOED

Omaha, Dec. 20.

A *biig apple* dancer won a $5,000

judgmeri't against the Chermot ball-

room manager and two employees
this week, charging the three men
beat him up because he was going
through jitterbug antics. The verdict

was against Al Wolf, manager of the
Chermot; Rudy Mueller, president of

the Omaha Junior Chamber of (Com-
merce and a toxmer floor manager at
the ballroom, and Fred Christiansbn,

ballroom special officer.

The defendants said they werie

merely trying to calm down the
jitterbug, who was 'boisterous and
stomping his feet on the floor.'

Clinton's Record Brings

Repeat at Hartford, Conn.
Larry Clinton's record at the State,

Hartford, Conn., on Sunday (19), is

bringing the band back for an addi-

tional four*day appearance Dec.
27-30.

Clinton band currently continues

its road tour of college, frat and deb
parties throughout holiday season
until mid-January.

Protest Music Layoff

Philadelphia, Dec. 20.

A. Rex Riccardi., secretary of the
Philly Musicians' Local, trekked to

Washington last Saturday (17) to

personally protest to WPA execs
against laying off members of the
Music Project here. There are 670

employees in the Project in the state

and 200 in Philly.

Riccardi said a cut of about 21%
is expected before Jan. 15.

OMAHA UKION ELECTS
Omaha, Dec. 20.

Peter J. Christman was elected

president of Local 70, American Fed-
eration of Musicians, over Rangval
Oleson. Ernest Nordin, retiring

prexy, was named vice-president.

Other officers are Harold Pace,
recording sec; M. M. Chaloupka,
sec-treas.; Fred C. Borghofl, sgt.-at-

.irms; Art Randall,. Leo Gamet, Carl
Lamp, Don Wheeler and Frank J.

Publishers, as represented by
Harry Fox, agent and trustee in the

Music Publishers- Protective Asso-
ciation, will likely work out an
agreement with RCA Victor on the

matter of a special royalty for discs

Used in coin-operated, machines as
soon as Victor 'counsel become avail-

able for negotiation of terms. Once
Victot binds itself to such .agreement

it is expected that the Decca Record
Co. and the American Record Co.,

now owned by CRS, will quickly fol-

low, suit. When and If the publish-

ers' proposition goes through it will

mean an added income of between
$1,500,000 and $2,000,000 from this

source.

Indications, have already been
given by Victor that it is ready to

bind itself to a special licensing

agreement covering records used in

coin machines. Victor reps explained

last . w^k that the Only thing that

has been holding ut> discussions' in

that direction is the circumstance
that company counsel has been tied

up by trial of Victor's suit against

Paul Whiteman/ and WNEW, N. Y.,

before Judge Vincent Libell in the

N. Y. Federal court

,

Or Else

What has made Victor particularly

anxious to get together with the
publisher is the recording impasse
that has developed, since Nov. .28

when Fox notified adl recording com
panics that they would have to ac
cept a new licensing form which, in

effect, restricted its application to

discs made for. home use. Phono
graph companies' immediate reaction
was the annoync^nent that rather
than yield to this new fojcm they
would resort to the compulsory pro-
vision of the copyright law and pay
a straight 2c royalty instead of the
former l%c.

Result in pbonqgraph company
quarters since then has been two-
fold; some new numbers have been
recorded and not released or listed,

while two- of the manufacturers have,
elected to avoid using anything not
licensed prior to Nov. 28. Publish-
ers have consistently refused to

waive the rights or restrictions stipu-

lated in the new MPPA license form
and the manufacturers have been
reluctant about running into a test

suit on the coin-machine issue. Fox
has based his right to collect a
special fee for coin-machine records
on the provision of the copyright
law which gives the copyright owner
the exclusive right to arrange his
work. The pubs are asking for 5c
per niunber on coin-machine rec-
ords, while the home-used product
would continue to call for l^c.

The Twist

Pair of music men were over-
heard discussing the music biz

at luncheon. Two finally got
togetiier on one point 1 tell

you,' said one with emphasis,
'No matter how you look at it,

all companies are paying off in
one form or another.'

'Yeah,' yeahed his opponent,
'In one Jbrm or another—cash
or check.'

NEW FRISCO BALLROOM

SkaCinr Sink Bids for Collegians
With Gene Krapa

San Francisco, Dec. 13.

Gene Krupa opens here Jan. 12 in
the Shalimar Bowl. Ellis Levy will
be general manager of the ballroom,
formerly a skating rink. Operator
hopes to get the college crowd who
can't pay the hotel tariffs.

Deal is on the fire with NBC to
handle the remotes from the Shali-
msr Bowl.

They're Off—To Florida

Trek from Tin Pan Alley to

Florida starts this week. Louis
Bernstein, of Shapiio, Bernstein &
Co., leaves Saturday (24) for a
month's stay in Miami Beach. (3oing
in the trip with him, besides Mrs.
Bernstein, is his professional man-
ager, Jonie Taps, and the latter's

wife, Doris Rhodes.
Jack Mills, of Mills Music, Inc.,

who recently underwent an opera-
tion, is figuring on leaving for Flo-

MORE STEPS IN

ANTI-PAYOU

Samuel Jesse Buzzell, counsel for

the Professional Music Men, Inc.,

was informed by Walter Douglas,

chairman of the Music • Publishers

Protective Association, last week
that he could depend on the sup-

port of the MPPA in the PMMl's
proposed drive to eliminate plug

bribery and such practices as whole-

sale attendance at 'celebrity* or spe-
cial publishers' nights' in niteries.

Similar pledges were received from
major indie publishers.

At a general meeting of the
PMMI membership last Friday (16)

Buzzell declared that it was time
that the work of professional m^
was put on a dignified, honorable
basis. He scored the bandleaders'
command to attend as a vicious prac-
tice. Buzzell urged that the organiza-
tion incorporate in its bylaws a
series Of exploitation taboos, which
if violated wOuld lead to expulsion
from the PMMI. It was also his sug^*

gestion that publishers be asked to

agree not to employ any cbntacteer
so expelled.

Meeting voted that a delegation,

consisting of the PMMl's board of
governors and eight non-officehold-

ing members, proceed immediately
to discuss the matter of « pact with
the MPPA. The added eight is com-
posed of Georgie Joy, Jonie Taps,
Murray Baker, : Charlie Warren,
Irving Tanz, Mack' Stark, Sidney
Kornheiser, Sid Lorraine and Ira

Schuster.

GUS EDWARDS' 158

COPYRIGHTS RENEWED

Renewal rights to the Gus Edwards
works went last week to Witmark
and Remick catalogs after a couple
years of off-and-on-again negotia-

tions. The deal embraces 158 copy-
rights. Same combine has also been
assigned the renewal rights to the

Victor ' Herbert-Charles K Harris
operettas, 'Little Nemo,' 'Dream Girl'

and 'Rose of Algiers.' The si<^ators

were Ella Herbert Bartlett, . Clifford

Herbert and Mrs. Charles K! Harris.

Latter formerly published the three
scores.

Among the numbers in the Ed-
wards group assigned to Witmark
are 'Goodbye. Little Girl; Goodbye,'
'He's My Pal,' 'If a Girl Like You
Loved a Boy Liko Me,' 'In My Merry
Oldsmobile* and 'Tammany.' Ed-
wards' Remick batch includes 'By the
Light of the Silvery Moon,' 'If I Was
a Millionaire,' 'For You a Rose' and
'Look Out for Jimmy Valentine.'

T. B. Harms has obtained the re*

newal rights to 'They Didn't Believe
Me.' from The Girl Prom Utah.*
Herbert Reynolds, nee Emy Rourke,
did the lyrics and Jerome Kern the
melody. Renewal becomes effective
in 1942.

William Lavan and Eddie Cher-
kose wrote 'So Far, So Good, So
What,' for Republic's 'Forged Pass-
port.'

Robbins-Metro publishing group
and the firm of Irving Berlin, Inc.,

remain the- lone holdouts in the
membership renewal campaign of
the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers. These ex-
.tensions become effective Jan. 1»

1041. Reason for the rush was two>
fold; one, to be equipped for the
startings of negotiations tor a new
contract with broadcasters, and, sec-
ondly, to expedite {he consummation
of a new form of standard writers
contract between the Music Pub-*

Ushers Protective Association and
the Songwriters Protective Associa-
tion.

(Quite a nimiber of major pubs
turned In their extension to ASCAP
last week after they had been as-

sured that no publisher would re-

ceive special terms. This precaution
had been motivated Vy an incident

that occurred three years ago. As' an
inducement E. C. Mills, then'ASCAP
gen. mgr., gave Famous Music Corp.
^ letter assiuring the firm that there
would be no change Jn the system
of publisher classification while, ihe
proposed contract was in effect The
publishers wanted to make sure this

time that not only would there be no
preferential angles given- anybody,
but Oxat all agreements will have ex-
actly the same wording.

Berlin's Statu*
While Bomstein is dissatisfied With

the deal that his firm has been get-

ting under the present system' of
classification, his major peeve has to

do with the status of Irving Berlin
himself in the Society. Bornstein
has always and still contends that
ASCAP should aicOord Berlin, the
writer, a special class, since he is re-

sponsible for both the melody and
-the words of his songs. Under the
current setup he rates the same as
writers who have, one or two col-

laborators.

Circumstance that practically all

the publishers have submitted their

extended agreements Is expected to

bring the negotiations for a new
standard writers contract to an
early .dose. The pubs hiave already
agreed to give the winters 50% of alt

monie^JcolIec^ted 'for mechanicial and
otheV fiiifats. Both the ASCAP and
iVIPlf^At^SPA contracts will run- for
parallel periods.

mMANTOPS
N.Y. PAR'S POU
Instead of presenting identical

cup awards to the fir.$t thre6 bands
in the annual lobby balloting con-
ducted by the Paramount, N. Y., for
19^ the theatre will declare just one
winner, the orchestra, that ia on top
in the voting. This year it will be
Benny Goodman.

First five bands in the fan ballot-
ing for the year - are Croodman*
Tommy Dorsey, Sammy Kaye, Lom-
bardo and Kay Kyser. Poll will be
continued during 1939, since, among
other thmgs, it provides a guide as
to the public popularity of orches-
tras.

Last year (1937) the three whi-
ners 'were Goodman, Lon^ardo and^
Shep Fields, while the mst year's
trio of award-getters were Glen
iGary, Lombardo and Fred Waring.
The N. Y. Par currently has Gray

and his Casa Loma orchestra back
for the holidays, while also boOked
for return, dates are Benny Good-
man, Tommy Dorsey, C%iick Webb
and Bob Crosby.

Frances Laneford vocalized with
Rudy Vallee'a orchestra Sunday for
several Decca recordlnjgSi

Teagarien Seeks Oo^

Wants fliVOwn Combo

Attempts of Jackson Teogarden
to get his release from Paul White-
man in order .to start oat witii his
own crew, which is now In rehearsal,
is currently under advisement of
the International Board of the
American Federation of Musicians:
Latter took it from Local 802,

.
Whiteman has Teagarden tied to

him with a five-year contract which
expires Feb. 1 next. Teagarden's ar-
gument io nullify Is the union's rule
anent signing a musician for longer
than a year*
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CBS Concert Bureau Cals

Rally 'to Explain'; Reported

Angered by GuOd Maneuvers

'Explanatory* meeting with Its

contract artists to 'eliminate doubts
and misgivings' was held by Colum-
bia Concerts Corp. last Sunday (18)
at Steinway hall, New York. Ses-
sion took the form of questions and
answers In regard to the agency's
current battle with the American
Guild of Musical Artists. It had been
promised in advance that there
would be no speeches. Reported at-

tendance varied from 16 to 20 artists.

About a dozen officials of the man-
agement were there.

According to those • present, the
meeting had little actual result. Rep-
resentative of the management stated
that only one specific thing was
worth mentioning, but what it was
could not be revealed without per-
mission of the legal staff. Such an
okay was not forthcoming. Others
who attended, however, reported
that Arthur Judson, president of the
agency, annotmced that it will cost
Columbia Concerts Corp. about $15,-
000 to defend itself in the present
FCC monopoly hearings and that
•you artists will have to pay for it.'

AGMA petitioned for and was grant-
ed the right to intervene in the
hearings. As a result, negotiations
between the union and the roncert
bureatis were broken off and have
not been resumed.

. Each side has
accused the other of breach of faith.
Understood AGMA members were

incensed at Columbia for calling
last Sunday's meeting. They termed
it attempted 'intimidation' and hint-

OLD SONG SUGGESTIONS
FOR YOUR {PROGRAMS
JIMMY McHUCH*S

"FUTURISTIC BHYTHM"
MILLS MUSIC, INC.

ed that It might be added to the list

of alleged abuses to be brought out

at the FCC hearings. Arguing that

artists are not the employers of the

concert bureaus, but are actually

employees, the AGMA members ex-
plained that they are in a particu-

larly vulnerable spot in regard to

management. They point out, that

since the entire concert field is

spread-eagled by Columbia Concei-ts

and NBC Artists Service, there are
actually only two important employ-
ers with whom they can do busi-

ness.

As further reprisal against Colum-
bia for its alleged 'intimidation' at-

tempt, it was intimated that AGMA
might without further ado call on
its affiliate, the Screen Actors Guild,
to place a ban on the agency in
Hollywood.
Whole issue behind the current

dispute is AGMA's attempt to license
the concert agencies. One of the
aims in AGMA's drive is the lower-
ing of concert commissions and re-
vision of the civic and community
concerts setup. Core of the scrap is

the management's refusal to permit
inspection of its books, except under
conditions the union considers unac-
ceptable.

Hartford Arena Reopens
Hartford, Dec. 20.

Closed for several seasons, the
Hartford Arena is to be reopened
about the first of the new year for
dancing, skating and boxing. Will be
under the management of William
Rose and Syd Conn, known locally
as Conrose Artists. House has a ca-
pacity of 3,000.

l»resent plans call for the use of
name bands on Saturday nights with
a 55c. top. Other night for dancing
will be Mondays with local bands
used.

A Hit Parada Slory In Song

AN OLD CURIOSITY SHOP

By Sam Coslow. Abner Silver and Guy Wood

Tha Biggest Torch Ballad In Year*

k VIHO BLEW OUT THE nAME?

By Mitchell Parish and Sammy Fain

Honolulu's No. I Song Hit

if « SONG OF OLD HAWAII

ey Gordon Beecher and Johnny Nobia

Istinctlve Novelty-BlggerThan "Josephine"

ANNABELLE
By Wayne King. Burke Blvens and Mitchell

Th« Year's Most Beautifal Ballad

i( MIDNIGHT ON THE TRAIL

VBy ci^iy' BOIand and BlcWey Refchner

From the M-G-M Picture "The Great WattzT

ONE DAY WHEN WE WERE YOUNG

By Osc>r H»mnnrslem II •nd Jol""" St'>"« "

Network Plugs, 8 AJH. to 1 iH.
, Following is a totalization of the combined plugs of current tunes on NBC iWEAF and WJZ), and CBS
(WABC) computed for the week from Monday through Sunday (Dec. 12-18). Total represents accumulated
performances on the two major networks from 8 a. m, to 1 a. m. In 'Source' column, * denotes film song, t legit
tunes, and 'pop' speaks for itself.

GRAND
TITLE. PUBLISHER,,. TOTAL.

My Reverie Robbing — .Pop ^^...^.^ « 43
This Can't Be Love Chappell .i tBoys from Syracuse.., 43
You Must Have Been a Beautiful Baby. . . .Remick ',

. .'.'•'Hard to Get 37
It's Lonely Trail Berlin ...........Pop ,.V....... 37
Ya Got Me Lincoln •. tU. of Penn. Mask and Wig , 33
I Won't Tell a Soul. Crawford . . ........... .Pop . . ... .-. . 33
What Have You Got That Gets Me? Famous .-. . .-. . .. . . ... Artists and Models.- 33
Deep in a Dream ..Harms ....<.^<.<..,.^,.,^.,,Pop 32
Night Before Christmas..... Chappell > Pop 32
Two Sleepy People Famous 'Thanks for the Memory 31
All Ashore Shapiro Pop 30
Have You Forgotten So Soon Berlin Pop .\ ,.......« 29
Sixty Seconds Got Together Santly-Joy . . . ; Pop 27
They Say Witrnark Pop •. 27
Jeepers Creepers

^
Witmarfc v. *Going Places 2a,_

I Must See Annie Tonight Bregihan Pop , 25
Please Come Out of Your Dreams. ...... .Words-Music Pop 25
F.D.R. Jones Chappell tSing Out the News 25
Umbrella A^n Harms Pop
Hurry Home Spier Pop
Girl Friend of the Whirling Dervish Harms ,.*Garden of the Moon..

24
23
23

Love, I'd Give My Life for You , Stasny , . , tHollywood Revels............... i .. i 20
Simple and Sweet Miller Pop 20
You Look Good to Me Bregman , Pop 20
Get Out of Town Chappell tLeave It to Me. H19
What Do You Know About Love? Marks Pop 18
Who Blew Out the Flame? Feist Pop 18
Old Folks Remick : ..Pop 18
Lovely Debutante Fox.... ....Pop 17
Heart and Soul Famous *.. *A Song Is Born 16
After Looking at You » Robbins.'. Pop , 16
Your Eyes Are Bigger Than Your Heart . . . Shapiro Pop 18
While a Cigarette Was Burning. . . , ABC Pop 15
I'm Madly in Love with You Mills , tCotton Club, N. Y., Revue 14

Old Curiosity Shop , Feist Pop 14
I Long to Belong to You..... Red Star... Pop ,.. 14
Angels with Dirty Faces Fisher 'Angels with Dirtar Faces 13
Say It with a Kiss; Witmark ' Pop 13
Sing for Your Supper Chappell tBoys from Syracuse 13
My Own Robbins 'That Certain Age 12
Room with a View Bregman.... Pop , 12
Where Has My Little Dog Gone? Robbins Pop , 12
Is That the Way to Treat a Sweetheart, ..Olman Pop 11
April in My Heart .....Paramount 'Say It in French 11
I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams Words-Music Pop ,.* 11
I Go for That ...j.. Famous 'St. Louis Blues -11
Thanks for Everything Robbins 'Thanks for Everything -11
From Now On > Chappell tLeave It to Me 10
Summer Souvenirs. Bregman Pop 10

BAND BOOKINGS Alma Ghck's WiH

Glenn Miller, Paradise Restaurant,

N.Y., Dec. 23.

-Larry Clinton, Paramount, New
ark, Jan. 15.

Larry Funk, Village Bam, N.Y.,

Dec. 19, two w6eks. Texas Jim
Lewis* cowboy crew succeeds Funk
on Jan. 6 for eight weeks via ROK.
Billy Bear, Paramoimt theatre, Ft

Wayne, Ind., Jan. 20. Andrews Sis

ters accomp.
Al Donahue, Palm Island Casino,

Palm Island, Fla., Jan. 12, eight
weeks.
Lahi Mclntire, Lookout House,

Covington, Ky., Jan. 3, two weeks.
Beau Brummels, combo, Interna

tional, N.Y., Dec. 24.

Marvin Frederic, Atlanta Biltmore
hotel, Dec. 16, five weeks. Closed at
Park Plaza hotel, St. Louis.
Buddy Fisher renewed at Beverly

Hills club, Newport, Ky., to Jan.' 1.

Barl Mellen, Crystal Terrace ball-

room, Louisville, Ky., Dec. 28 to
Jan. 10. Buddy Fisher doing a re
turn, replaces Jan^ 11.

Biltmore Boys, Carlton hotel,
Washington, D. C, Jan, 6, indef.

Red Nichols,, Nicollet hotel, Min
neapolis, Dec! 31, four weeks.
Freddy Fisher's Schnickelfritz

band exits Village Barn, N. Y., Dec.
18, for dates at Palace theatre, Cleve-
land, Dec. 23, and Shubert, Cincin-
nati, Dec. 30.

Eddie Albany, Hawaiian Paradise,
Hollywood, Dec. 14, three weeks.
Dave Konaii's Hawaiians exiting

Tucson hotel, Tucson, Ariz., Dec. 23.

John Gart, Shelton hotel, N, Y„
Dec. 17.

Gerry Morton, Savoy-Plaza hotel,
N. Y., Dec. 15.

Bobby Parks, Plaza hotel, N. Y.,
Dec. . 20.

Jack Marshard, Plaza hotel, N. Y.,
Jan, 24, replacing Eddy Duchin.
Joe Stern, Ormand Beach hotel,

Ormand Beach, Fla., Dec. 21.
Hubert Serbin returned to Elbow

Beach hotel, Paget, Bermuda, Dec.
20, for ninth consecutive year.
Dave Garson set for Casa Marina,

Key West, Fla,, Dec. 18,

Howard Lanin ohe-niting eastern
seaboard for Bill McElwee office out
of Philly.

Barney Rapp, Gibson hotel, Cin-
cinnati, Jan. 6 through Feb. 2.

Leon Mojica started one-niting for
CRA. Dec. 16. Exited El Patio, San
Francisco.

Ambassador, strollers, Seelbach
hotel, Louisville, Ky., Dec. 19, four
weeks.
Joseph Sudy stays at Sir Francis

Drake hotel, San Francisco, until
February.
Commanders, Orlando hotel, De-

catur, ni., Dec. 19, two weeks. .

Embassy Four, troubadors. Wood-
ruff hotel, Joliet, 111., Dec. 23, two
weeks.

Hartford, Dec. 20.

Will, of Alma Gluck Zimbalist,
opera singer, was admitted to pro-
bate here by Judge Harry Smith
on Wednesday (14). Under terms
of the will Barnard College of New
York City will receive $10,000; Union
Chapel, Fishers Island, N. Y., $1,000;
St. Thomas Church in New York
City, $1,000. Two grandaughters are
each left 100 shares of Time, Inc.,
and a iservant, Catherine Gallagher,
$1,000.

Her husband, Efram Zimbalist, the
violinist, is given the life use of
real estate near here. The residue
of the estate is to be administered
by trustees for his life use. Upon
his death, the estate is to be di-
vided among her three children,
Mafcia Davenport, Marie Goelet,
and Efram Zimbalist, Jr.

Executors of the estate are Zim-
balist, Russell Davenport and Wash-
ington Dodge.

Leo Watson, scat singer with Gene
Krupa's orch., was released from
the band last week.

Tacht Clab Boys signed to record
a series of songs for Decca.

Rita Rio shorting for Warner Bros,,

Brooklyn, N. Y., Jan. 17-18.

1THE HOUSE OF
10 0 0 HITS
INearing the Topt

WHAT DO YOU KNOW
ABOyUOVE
Watch Out For

AMONa THOSE SAILING

Xavier Cugat*s

NIGHT MUST FALL

Emery Deutach*$

BEAUTIFUL DANUBE
No Wonder YouYO Blue

Joe Cherrtiavsky^f

STRANGE

The Song That Will Bring Back the WaU% . .

.

IRVING BERLIN'S

WE'LL NEVER KNOW

HAVE* YOU
FORGOHEN SO SOON
By Abner Silver, Edward Heyman and Sam Coslow

irS A LONELY TRAIL
(Whon YouVa Travelin' All Alone)

By Nick Kenny, Charleg Kenny and Vaughn De Leath

HAVE A* HEART
By Mickey Rooney and Sidney Miller

HARRY LINK, Gen. Prof. Mflr.
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Kely Threatens to

Niteries If They

Philadelphia, Dec. 20.

Pickets as Christmas presents

•were promised niteries here by Tom
Kelly, biz agent lor the Philadel-

phia American Federation of Ac-
tors local, unless they came through
immediately with closed shop agree-

ments. Kelly has said he has abso-

lute assurance members of the Mu-
sicians' Union would not cross the

picket lines.

Kelly's ultimatum was delivered

after several meetings with the

Night Club Owners' Association",

called on the prospect of getting a

blanket agreement, proved fruitless.

Nitery ops, it's understood, are

stalling in hopes of ironing out diffi-

culties with Kelly through interven-

tion of his chief, Ralph Whitehead,

AFA exec secretary. They claim

t^ie local biz agent is being dis-

criminatory. Kelly, on the other

hand, says that Whitehead has sent

him all correspondence sent the lat-

ter from the NCOA and the Enter-
tainment Managers Association, a

hooker group, which is siding with
the niteries against Kelly. He said

Whitehead has absolutely refused to

take part in the local feud.

Kelly said yesterday (Monday)
that any attempt by the EMA to run

. auditions next month, as planned,

would be futile, because AFA mem-
bers would not be allowed to partici-

pate. This is the ostensible . cause
of the AFA-EMA battle.

Whitehead to PhiUy

New York, Dec. 20.

Ralph Whitehead, executive secre-

tary of the American Federation of

Actors, will go to Philadelphia short-

ly to investigate disputes between
recently organized branch of the
union and Philly agents.

Although not officially apprised
of any trouble there, he states that
reports have reached him regarding
trouble between Tom Kelly, Phila-
delphia union rep, and the percent-
ers. Nitery operators are reported
also to have clashed with the union.

Picket PhiDy

Don t Pronto

Would Enjoin AFA
Detroit, Dec. 20.

Peter Ardwin, proprietor of Won-
der Boat nitery here, is seeking an
injunction to halt picketing of his
spot by American Federation of Ac-
tors, which claims members of an
Ice revue showing at the nitery are
not AFA members.
After AFA .pickets made their ap-

pearance last week at .the spot, ice
revue cast, hot to be outdone, pick-
etied the pickets for a short time.

LOEWS MONTREAL TO

CONTINUE VAUDFILM

Montreal, Dec. 20.
Loew's Montreal will continue

vaudfllm here until late in January
and possibly ;further, stage shows
having been lined up for several
weeks in advance. Until last week
future house policy was still unde-
termined, with Consolidated Thea-
tres, operators, seriously- considering
dropping vaudeville.
House orchestra has been on no-

tice for about a month now. When
house opened last fall Consolidated
was granted a concession by the A.F.
M. Local 406, whereby musicians
could be released on two weeks'
notice, but operators did not give
noticie until recently. ^

Although booking of stage shows
will probably continue for several
weeks, the notice to musicians has
not been withdrawn, Consolidated
reserving right to change policy at
any time should conditions warrant.

Nitery Owner to Appeal

Immorai Show Conviction
Columbus, Dec. 20.

Mrs. Esther Jacobs, through her at-
torey, has informed Judge Henry L.
Scarlett she will let a higher court
decide whether a large muff adorning
Yvette, entertainer at her night club
here, 'covered everything.'

Judge Scarlett denied a motion for
a new trial asked by Mrs. Jacobs, who
was convicted of permitting an im-
moral exhibition at her club June
21. She was fined $200 and costs, but
Judge Scarlett granted a stay of ex-
ecution pending' the filing of ah ap-
peal.

CARROLL'S NEW

HUfOWSPOT

OPENS

Hollywood, Dec. 20.

Earl Carroll made his bow Mon-
day (19) night as a Coast nitery
operator when he unveiled his com-
bo theatre-restaurant on Sunset
boulevard just off Vine streeet, diag-
onally across the street from both
NBC And Columbia's new studios.

Carroll and his biz managers, Jim
Carroll and Herman Hover, claim
that $500,000 is tied up in the new
enterprise.

Layout has terraced effect for

tables with accommodations for

1,000 diners and show lookers-on.
He's using a line of 50 girls in the
two-hour extravaganza twice nightly.

Principals include Nadine Connor,
soprano; Vivian Faye, ballet dancer;
Harrison and Fisher, ballroom team,
and Ray Noble's band. Eddie Prinz
directed the dances, ballet choreogra-
phy by Nico Charisse. Harry Long
is stage manager. It is Carroll's plan

(Continued on page 36)

LEW CANTOR TO SHOW

TWO-A-DAY' IN N. Y.

Hollywood, Dec. 20.

Lew Cantor bought the New York
rights to the Federal Theatre Proj-
ect's 'Two-A-Day,' and plans to pro-
duce it on Broadway in February.
Vaude cavalcade has been playing
to capacity in Hollywood since Oct.
31 with FTP cast.

Cantor leaves for New York this

week to engage a Broadway cast,

Mianii Would OK Gamhfing If It

Could Be Handled Delicately, But-

PALM BEACH

ALL SET TO GO

Palm Beach, Dec^ 20.

Palm Beach's sunset-to-sunrise lads

have completed dusting out and have
started throwing' keys away for the
season. First of the year should see
everything on the go.

New to the resorters is the Peli-

can Club, on the nortli end of County
road, next to the Avenue Grill. The
52d Street Club, south on County
road, is being backed , by the Irving
Bros., popular brunch place. Irvings
are going overboard on fancying up
the 52d St.

Pelican, with room for 140 without
shoving, is run by Berlin Griffin,

who also has finger in Alibi Club on
Worth avenue and Newell Tilton's

f same drag. Herb ('Charlie') Mc-
Carthy is managing Pelican, with
Four Freshmen in to provide music.
Moe Morton, who managed Clover

Club in Hollywood, is having his
first season under Florida sun as
manager of 52d St. spot. Lou Carl-
ton's band, Endor and FarreU, artd

Staples and Carlys currently getting

the spotlight. Club, publicizing self

as part of lil* ol' New Yawk, has the
Famous Door sign over entrance,
murals showing Yacht Club, Kit
Kat, Stork, Dinty Moore, etc. Space
for 50 and keeps no hours.

More Joints

The Patio, seventh year under
Sam Salvin management, who also

runs the Colony Club, has Herbert
Hagenor's band, settling down under
the palms after a world tour. New
policy at Patio is no cover or mini-

(Continued on page 37)

Int'l Reopens Dec. 28;

New Cast, Same Show
The International Casino, on

Broadway, .reopens Wednesday (28)

instead of Saturday (24) with a re-

furbished Clifford C. Fischer revue.

It's substantially the same produc-
tion, with new people, including Jay
C. Flippen, the Maxellos, the Beau
Brummels (3), a troupe of Gertrude
Hoffman girls, paced by Georgie
Hale, and Yascha Bunchuk's music,
plus others.

Fischer, after getting the show set,

sails Monday (26), two days before
opening, to his London Casino. Mrs,

MIAMI NITERIES

SET TO PREEM

NEW YEAR'S

Miami, Dec. 20.

With holiday season in the offing,

many spots are working to preem for

the new year. Jack Dempsey, with
his hotel already open, is slated to

start activities iu the bar on Thurs-
day (22). Show not yet set but is

expected to contain name talent.

Paddock club opens .Fi-iday (23),

with Oshins and Lossy and Leon
Prima's band topping. Frances Faye
booked for later in the season. The
Colony bows Friday (23) with Ruby
Newman's orchestra. Palm Island

club, with name band and show not
yet set, opens Jan. 14.

Lew Mercer, of the Pittsburgh Nut
club, will have a similar spot here
later in the season. Emile Melanson
opened his new Drum club, a $75,000

investment, oh Thursday (15). Al
belmonico has taken over the Gay
Nineties, last year under manage-
ment of John Prete, and later will

(Continued on page 36)

Andrews Sis Nix Double,

Kay Theatre witfi Gray

Andrews Sisters, who open with
Glen Gray's Casa Loma liand at the
Paramount, New York, today
(Wednesday), were forced to bow
out of the Glass Hat of the Belmont-
Plaza. N. Y., following its last show
Thursday (15). Girls had opened
there Dec. 13, but Patti Andrews,
who takes most of the solo breaks,
was silenced by laryngitis, causing
the exit.

Trio had originally been set at
the Glass Hat for four weeks but
cut it to two because of the over-
lapping date at the Par, which is for
two weeks. Strain of doubling for
the two sessions was figured too
much.

LAST CALL!
THIRD OF A CENTURY
ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

Of

To Be Published Shortly

Special Exploitation Advantages

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

Reservations and Copy May Be Sent to Any
Variety Office

NEW YORK
154 W. 46th SL

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine St

CHICAGO LONDON
54 W. Randolph St 8 St. Martin's PL

Miami, Dec, 20.

From present indications there'll

be no open gambling in the Miami
Beach sector this season, with result

that this isn't going to be much of a

year for name talent in the local

niteries.

The Miami Beach council, with the

exception of two or three members,

is liberal, but fears an indiscriminate

opening of casinos will bring the

blue-noses in full cry. If the opera-

tors could be brought together so as

to restrict Uie number and quality

of casinos, gambling would be con-

doned, but that's impossible. Several
operators are already reported in

town, awaiting favorable word from
city hall.

The city fathers, however, got an
idea two weeks ag > of possible scan-

dal to come when an itinerant

preacHer, Rev. Eddie Clayton, blew
into Miami with the avowed inten*-

tion of conducting a one-man crusade
against the city's sinners, notably
gamblers. He brought a complaint

against a Coral Gables drug store

cashier for operating a dice machine
and the girl was 'reluctantly' con-
victed by a city cotirt judge. Then
the. Rev. Clayton tried to bring a
complaint against a church for op-

erating a bingo game, but found the

city prosecutor and other officials

conveniently out-of-town.

Clayton was really warming up
when the Miami Herald sprung an
expose on him, that he had no con-

gregation and earned his living

chiefly from selling books. It was
also brought out that Clayton bad
conducted 'crusades' in Reno and
other western cities—and suddenly
Clayton checked out of town after

wiring the governor of Florida that

he was 'shaking the dust' of the

wicked city of Miami, But the pub-
licity he caused about gambling left

its imprint on dity offlcials.
.

They'll

be plenty wary in the future of l<iav-

ing themselves open to attacks from
other blue-noses.

Only dne gambling spot Js oper-

ating in these parts at present, about

15 miles .out nt town. This joint so-

licits patronage in Miami Bieach by
sfeindii^^ja bug around to the hotels

.Offering frfee pass^e to and from the

dice and; .roulette, tables. It's no
white tie-and-tails casino,

AFA CHECKS CIDSES

ON BENQ^S IN PHDiY

Philadelphia, Dec; 2Q.

Drive against benefit chisels in the
past few weeks has resulted in stop-

ping about 25 of them and landing
10 paid jobs, according to Tom Kelly,

biz manager of the American Fed-
eration of Actors, who started the
campaign off with warnings to

nitery ops.

First real test of the curb imposed
by Kelly on the chiz was at the CCC

.

Club, an Italian organisation, to

wl^ich foiu: niteries, Stamp's, the
Purple Derby, Fireside and Open,

! Door Cafes, sent their acts. When
the talent arrived it found pickets

parading.

Cops chased the pickets upon CCC
! complaints, but short time later,

i Kelly arrived and protested to the
' precinct captain. Pickets were soon
back and the show, i^xcept for

:
Stamp's acts, did not go' on. Kelly
said Jake iStamp, proprietor of the

I
nitery, paid the performers himself
rather than create bad feeling among

' the CGC Club members.

i

Dave ApoHoa Introes

i
New Unit in Memnhis

I Dave ApoUon will introduce a
,

new vaude unit at the Orpheum,
. Memphis, Dec. 24, that will comprise
31 people, including mechanical staff
and a 14-piece Russian swing band,

j

He recently closed his New York
' nitery, the Casanova, after operat-
ing several weeks at big loss.

Melissa M^son, Honey Family,
Three Oxford Boys, Tommy Trent,
Ruth Petty, Mildred Law, Henny
Morton, Orio Thomt<s will be fea-
tured. Bernard Bu^ke, of the
Charles Allen office, has set Fort
Worth. Dallas. Austin, ' i and
San Antonio to follow.
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AFA to Try K Y. Agent Franchising;

Gain Control Throi^li Member Acts

, Agent franchising -will soon,be at-

Umpted by the Artericaii Fedetation

of Actors in New York. Union is

trying it in Los Atigeles, Sari Fran-

cisco, Detroit and Chicago, Vhere it

tf;-has. virtually 100% closed shops;'but

^ Jia3 not yet tried it here.'.

t' Union Ms a Strong hdld on local

nitery sitUiitiori and is ridw lining

..ui» theatres;. Control of. agents, is

being secured through AFA member
acts which the agents book.

There will be no fee ibr frahchis-

ing. Only demand is that agents

abide by AFA wage scales and other

iule& ;

All agents will be accepted
,

despite

possible doubtful pasts. Union will

wait until such time as an agent

vi'buld commit some offense while

franchised before closing the door.

Idea is a copy, of that employed by

;
ActorV Equity Association.

^PEVELEZ HEADS

RjDSE'S NEW CASA BILL

Lupe Vel^z heads the new card,

slated for Billy Rosfe's Casa Manana,

New York, Dfi-:. 26. Present -Ijill,

h^flded by Lou Holtz, will have com-
pleted eight weeks when the new'

show, opens.

V Others on the Casa bill include

Nortna Teri^ls, Peggy Fears, Paul

Haakon, Shaw and Liee; Carol Bru^e,
• Nola Gain, the Aristocrats, the El-

dejbloortis and Vincent Lopez's or-

chestra, a' hpldover.

ilose's new night club, the Diamond
Horseshoe, in the Paramount hotel,

isTew York, opens Christmas night.

Staged by John Murray Anderson,

.*Turh of the Century' is flanked by
Albert Johnson's decorations.

Noble iSissle's orchestta ^tops the

show, composed of Fritzi Schefl,

Frank Libuse, :Tom. Patricola. Joe

Howard, Clyde Hager.'^the Jtfalige&n

Troijpe, Delia Liiid, Emma' Francis,

liiilu Bates, Willie Solar; Harry
Armstrorig and Elizabeth Murray.

Miami Niteries

FARR NEAEY UJb
BY NOVA, COAST HEAVY

Currently at fhe

Chicago..

^*HOMg OF SWING MUSIG"

"V InCfiicago

DEUCES
221 N. STATE

JACK^ imdl JUNE
'

JB LA XA
Oa Tonr .Fuller, CIrcdtt, Austmlla

"HollyM/opd Hpter Bevue

(Continued from page 35)

present 'The Drunkard,' or show of

similar nature. The Hangar, atop the

Fleetwood hotel, as yet hasn t set an

opening date but will be under d.u:ec-

tion of Jack Hume. Name acts wUl

probably comprise the divertisse-

ment.
,

the Roney Plaza's dmiiig room

entertainment starts Saturday (24),

with Bob Hall, Towne and Knott and

Illis Deon featured. Michael Zarm s

orchestra for dancing. Barry Devine

to m.c. Hotel's Hawaiian Room also

debuts Saturday (24), with Albert

Vierra's orchestra,

Beaoli Spot Opens
Miami Beach, Dec. 20;

Town Casino, formerly under man-
agement of Bruno Trebbi, and how
bankrupt, has . been reorganized, and

reopens tonight (Tiiesday) under the^

management of Ken Mpyer.

Name acts will be the policy, with

Paula Ston0 scheduled to open New
Year's Eve. Patriciia Ellis and Lupe
Velez are slated later in the season.

Opening show offers John- Hale,

tenor; Jack and June Everett, Coast

dance team; Hank the, Mule, jrecently

at the Hotel New Ybrkeri^ New York,

and Cyril Smith, ,,English comic. Al

Dingley's orchestra, ,for show and
dancing.

1

—'

r~'

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway.

Lillian . Mansfield, ex-Ziegfelder,

took the first stage, of the rib opera

tioui

During the past year,, 60%. pi; the

cases have gone home , okay; .,
still

ozoning here, :30%> moHality, '10%.

Frank Wallen, exrburlesquer; who
took three stages ot the rib opera-

tion, is, back to, work.'
'

. ,

Alan Crane, of I^ew York, a new
arrival at the kogers. Needs a .little

rest.

Jimmy Meehan, a Rogersite bidSi

recently made a griahd felam in bridge

and hasn't been the s'aihe" since.
' Sidney ' Davidson, N. Y.; Irene

Rinzl^ and Miss Syd Steinhaus,

'Brooklyn; Marcum DeForrest, . Pitts

burgh and Harold Vale,- Worcester,

Mtting. and ogling this colony.
'

' Dr. Rudolf Marks and Michae!

Kelly going in for skiing.

Monroe Coleman, 'ex-N.V'.A.-ite,

who ozoned a lot but studied .mor^,

now chief of the Rogers, laboratory

Major John Finley, :who did .his

time at the Rogers, now laboring in

Portsmouth, Q., and . doing oke.
• There's a tall-story.^club at the

Rogers, with . Carl Kern- and Ben
Schaeffer topping the list.

. Write tii those whq arje ill.

CAFii TO FORMER OWNER
Philadelphia, Dec. 20.

. Club Africana, .
operated for the

past six weeks, by Mrs.Ha^ryey Lock
man, was sold back to its original

owner, Harry Hahn, l6st week.

nan BlaJCstone
in ^^Song Etching^"

broke cdl records previously es-

tablished' by any Qthei* cartist crt

tiie COLONY CLUB, Chicaga

'Blqkstone's transitions from
"the brilliailtly gcsy tb the
poignantly dramatic are
without comparison."

Wire or Write Hollywood Office

Suite 207, 6713 HollyWood Boulevard
Hollywood, Calil GR. 3056

,
By JACK FULASKI

,

Best. heavyY^eight battle ,t^t Madi-
son Square Garden since the Max
Bear-Tommy Farr fight from a spfec-

tators' viewpoint was Friday (16)

match between t^ie Farr fellow and

Lou Nova, young California heavy,

who won over the. 15 round distance.

The fans were well steamed .
up

owards the closing .
minutes. And

again the short-enders exited glee-

fully, for the wise, guys had made the

odds better than two to one on. the

Englishman, the price being finally

jatted down -to nine to 'five.

Farr came close to being stopped

in the 14th. At the bell he was lean-

ng on Lou with his arms dangling,

unable to defend himself. Only bull-

dog courage saved Tommy and the

referee could have stopped it. . In fact,

Nova thought that would happen
and said later he did not wish to

hurt Farr further. Ref counted two
over Tommy against the ropes but

le came to life again.

It was Farr's fourth fight over

here and his fourth defeat, But it

was , not a bne-sided- affair by any
means, and up to the 10th round
' he point score was' decidedly -in the-

Britishet's favor; Tommy- started out

in round oiie by bashing LOu's beak,

and the latter's handlers had trouble

keeping it from swelling. ,
He then

started ! walloping the mid-section

and appeared to have his ' ydung
antagonist, worried. That was why
Nova's rallies later, when he almost

sunk Farr with body blows, proved
something, of a surprise. The referee

called it a draw, one judge called

it Nova's match by a one round
margin, while the other. thought Lou,
copped 10 rounds.

The match was. one in an elimina-

tion .series expected tp develop a
likely opponfent for Joe Louis in the
spring, ,'rhe champ was present and
probably .didn't worry al?out Noya
as a c.ontejider, for the westerner,
looked crude and his timing often

eiirociousr as,,indicated by the' swings
he missed. Farx's misses were
nearly as bad.
'.For the -recor.ds, .however,. Nova
g&ve'Fart a worse licking than' did
Louis, while Ba^r.. battered, the
visitor tb an even greater extent. In-
side reports are that therd was
^business' done for the Louis-Farr
match and that the colored socker
did riot intend to knockout th6 Eng-
lishman. It was on the strength of
staying the limit then that won
Tommy a certain fistic standing oVe'r

here.

As for Nova, his supporters will

now eome forward with arguments
that he is~ the most logical opponent
for a title 'match. That would riot

hold up until' he meets 'Baef, and,
unless he defeats that pug, Max still

appears tp'be the socker who could
give Louis a: real fight, despite' the
disgraceful showing he made when
the Detroit Bomber took the cham
pionship away' from him.
The gamblers had. the same slant

at the Npva-Farr bout as. did Demp-
sey. and Tunney, who at a recent
sports-writers gathering opined that
the Coast boy was over-matched and
was brought along too -fast. They
argued that Lou didn't have enough
experience, but they, could not ac-
curately rate the battling instinct
that actually won the decision. It

was the. first time for. Nova to fight

over 10 rounds. At times he was
so tired that .he kept peering at the
clock to find out how long it. was be-
fore the round ended. Every time
hp did that Farr would smack him
on the puss and it was a wonder
that one of those blows was not a
Jcayo.

Regardless of Nova's claims,
Louis's next title bout will be
against John Henry Lewis, also
colored, the former light heavy-
weight leader. Match is carded- for
Jan. 25 .at the Garden.

N. Y. VauJe^Nitery Agent Group to

Meet on Legislation After Jan. 1

Carroll's Spot

.(Cootinue^ from page 3S>

to build the shows here for, a four-

mottth stand at.his grotto, ^nd then

route them into nlte sppts in Chicago,

New York and- Lonplbn.

Carroll building is .of reinforced

cdncrete construction, with auditori-

um spanning 12>000 square' feet of

floor space. Two. revolving - sound

stages have been Installed, one an

80-foot< stage and said tp be the

largest of Its kind In the world.

Carroll t is- getting $2.50 for. the

table d'hote dinner; drinks from 50c.

up. Spot iS' open from 7 p;m. to 2

a.m., the legal -closing. . hour for

liquor sales; He hasn't decided yet

whether to make a play for lunch or

cocktail biz; Opening night tap, $10

per. head.
-Picture Industry is well repre-

sented on Carroll's boatd of gov-

ernors, they include Darryl Zanuck,

Harry Cohn, Walter Wanger, Harold

Lloyd, Walt Disrtey, William Goetz,

C- B. DeMille, Bing Crosby, Leo Car-

riUo, Julian Hazard, Earlfe 0." An-
thony, Norman Chandler, son of L; A.

Times owner, and George McManus,
cartoonist.

Another nltery spot, Florentine

Qardens, a fev^ blocks away on Hpl-^

lywobd blvd. near. Gbwer street; ,
is

bfeliig readied for dpening" soon.

Guido Braccini, operating the layw

out, claims an investment of $500,000

in the spot, which .yrill feature din-

ing, dancing and floor show..

D6troit,. DeC. 20.

With biz Well'bn the upbeat here-

abouts, thr€;e new niteries haye been
added to the crop.,Downtown Ciasinp,

under Sidney Herman, 'will' light up
Monday. (26) as Detroit's flrst .thea-

tre-restaurant.. Spot, occupying the

erstwhile RKO showcase, the Down-
tqwn, will have Milt Britton's band
and several flash acts .on opening bill.

Imperial Club, in Imperial Hotel,

opened last . week. Frankie Donia,

m.c, and Paul Henneberger's band
top the. card. Detroit-Lel'and .

Hotel

opened its Grenadier Room last

weelc -

B'KLYN, PHILLY HOJJSES

TO TRY VAUDEVILLE

Meeting of the Theatrical Agents

and Artists Representatives, Awpcia-
tion, xeceptly Xprme^ from, .nltery

and vaude agents, will be called as

soon -as thie license .
departmeiit of

New York has prepared new Stftte

agency legislation, which Is designed

to eliminate agent .headaches.
. Ext

pected that there will be activity on
the leglslfitron sKdrtly"after JatiVl.

"

Latest developments, had License

Commissioner. Paul Moss wanting to

raise the license fee to $100 from
present $25. After objection It was
dropped to $50, where it now stands.

Moss wanted also to raise bonding to

$3,000 from present $1,000. When it

was pointed out that no bon^ling

company has ever been obliged to

cover up for an agency, that idea

was dropped- in favor of the original

flgure. However, Moss insists on
controlling Apprentices,' who,"^while

not having their own licenses) would
be .permitted to operate from a li-

censed office for a $l0..fee,

There
j
has been some squawking

froin agents on 'the. raisin^ ot ihe It
cerise fee. fhej^ claiRi Moss prom-
ised not .to raise the fee in order to

get them licensed and that he's now
upping' the ante because he h&s thelh

listed tks agents. As such; they (ian't

escape and must pay whatever
amount is: settled upon. M6ss has
also promised not to supervise books
of agents, lopg, a bone of contention.

States all he'll require is that a Con-
tract,on every deal be kept on^le.
New law V/iir not demand" that rec-

ords and books be kept open to li-

censing department.
,

Moss is circularizing theatrical at-

torneys for -purpose - 'Of --licensing

those who ^ight be acting bs agents
hlso;

•
i

' w .

Attorneys have in ' the past «cted
without licenses 'as agents though it's

never been proven. 'Agents- have
squawked repeated^ ' about the lin-

faiir competitipn and Moss pEonUsed
that those "whom he could catch
would be jprosecut^d ^similarly to
other licenseless agents.

Philadelphia, Cec,' 20.

Appolntmient' of a . license (ionuiii
,

siorier will' be sought at the next ses-

sion of the legislature by the Enter-
tainment Managers Association.

Agents,- through the commissioner,
hope to clean out an unhealthy con-
dition in their ranks through the li-

censing of agents.

cAtiL FAITH

SIMPSON
HUMANETTES
OBIOINATORS OF

Unnlpalattnff Marionettes In Full View of the Aadlence
Tlilrd. Week—^Tlvoll Theatre. Melboorne, Aastralla

Dirtction-^MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA
tlii^Blcii t9 BAil KttAMBB Western Theatres Rep., BAM ROBERTS

Cafe Act in Compromise

Over Phaiy Pact Breach
Philadelphia, Dec. 20.

Compromise settlement was madfe
in court here Friday (16) of claim
of Clark and Curtis, hand-balancing
act, that their contract with the Vik-
ing Cafe was unfairly terminated.
Performers testified they were can-
celled after the flrst night. De-
manded full week's pay.
Wynn Fisher, operator of the spot,

declared the ..act was not the one he
ordered from"" Jay Raymond, agent.
Raymond maintained it was. There
was no written order or contract,
however. Court, therefore, decreed
that Fisher pay $55 and. $10.50 costs
to the act instead of the $80 it asked
and the $14 Fisher offered.

The Rivera, formeriy a Keith
house, in . Brooklyn, changes from
straight film to vaudfllm Christmas
Day. Following opening bill policy

will be two pictures and vaude.
Larry • Clinton and other name

bands are currently being offered

dates. Spot will be split week with
only the opening bill set so far, Ini-

tialer is NTG's unit, with the Slate

Bros. (13).

EDDIE PEABODY
Dressed by

SIDHEY FISHER
76/77, Shaft«abiii*y Av«nu» .

PICCADILLY. LONDON. ENG.

Philly Theatre Back
Philadelphia, Dec, 20.

Lincoln theatre, vaudeless / two
years, will imveil again Friday (23).

Will be operated on former policy

of Negro talent plus subsequent-run
films. House, owned by Morris Wax
and associated interests, was used
for Yiddish legit last season.
Nixon's Grand, which operates oft

similar policy, has signed Louis
Armstrong for New Year's week.

Lenny-Statlers Sa3

Jack Lenny and the Statler Twins
sailed from l^ew York Dec, 15 to
open at the Casino da Urea, Rio de
Janeiro, Dec. 31. The Rio Bros and
Three Biltmorettes sail Feb. 15 for
same spot While the Bryants leave
itor there Dec! 31.

Charles AUen office set deals.

MOUNT ROYAL

LONDON
That's AU

Best Coffee in England

QUAUTY INN
Leicester Square

LONDON, WEST-END

BOB ROSEN
Artists' Representative

Extends Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year to All

His . Friends

GEORGE GIVOT
"The Greek Ambassador of Good Will"

AUTHOR and WRITER lor

Professionals - Amateurs - Beginners

In

RADIO and VAUDEVlLLEi CLUBS
Write TARZANA. CALIF.



VAUDE-NICHT CLUBS ST

Just Jolly Good FeDows

Waiters Strike, So Customers Serve Themselves at

Harry Richman's N. Y. Cafe

A half-hour walkout on the new

Harry Eichman club, the- Road to

IlAandalay, at the peak of Saturday

night's (17)' bl?, wtis taken In good

spirit while It lasted. The bartenders

didn't join the waiters' union strike,

so the customers helped thiemselves

to beverage until service became

normal.

Richman announced from the floor

that a mixture of union and non-'

union iiervice men caused the jam,

and if they wanted to be 'real nice'

they could go . out and feteh their

own drinks, etc. One piarty went to

the corner liquor store and brought

back a bottle. Within the hour, how-

ever, a quick settlement was ef-

fected.

Since opening Thursday (15), the
new room, which cost almost
$200,000, has been getting the 'right

people' to a $1.50 and $2.50 couvert
Richman has 50% of the spot while
he's in it, which will be until Feb.
15 or so, when he does his usual
Florida hegira. The Wolf-Sharp
hotel management run the nitery as

part of their Delmonico hotel:

'OiOECENr SHOWS BRING

SYRACUSECAFE PROBE

Syracuse, Dec. 20.

. The damper was placed on SytSi-

cuse nlteries this week by Chief of
Police William E. .Rapp, following
iComplaints . concerning 'indecent'
shows. A special squad was organ-
ized- to make checks on every spot
In the city.

Squad urged to make particular
check on the ages of some of the
entertainers In. the lesser spots for
the purpose of nabbing those em-
ploying minors.

Loss-, of liquor licenses, seen for
Violators caught, would result in
folding nearly every case, it's held.

Instramenta Stolen

Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 20.

Orville Jackson and Bennie Sal-
kowski, night club musicians, lost
an accordion and guitar valued at
$375 when their auto was robbed
here.

WILUE and EUGENE

HOWARD
''Hollywood Hoter Revue

TOCRIMG

Fuller Circuit, Australia

Par. Address
WM. MQRRIS AGENCY

NEW YORK

Can't Eat Type

Tops for. frank offer to trade
coffee and cakes for white space
iii the newspapers, is the letter
sent out from Hotel Delmonico,
N. Y., along with a three page
story about Harry Richman's
Road to Mandalay supper spot
there. It goes:

If you will print the at-
tached story and send me a
copy of your publication con-
taining it I will arrange a
table for two on any Monday
or Tuesday night (not a holi-
day) with our compliments.
This will include supper

and dancing and the show,
' but will not include bever-
ages.

S. Jay Kaufman,
Publicity Director.

AFA GOES AFTER

BlAY HOUSES

Broadway vaudfilmers will be met
individually by the American Fed-
eration of Actors, it was decided
this week. Theatre reps met col-

lectively last week with the union.

The Roxy has been selected as first

to be contacted, because, union states,
conditions there are worse than in
any of the Main Stem houses. Prin-
cipals are. not present concern of
union because their. problems don't
nearly approach those of the line
girls.

Union wants closed shop and $60
scale for principals. Chorus pay
hasn't been definitely set yet, though
$40 has been suggested.

Lucien-Ashour, RobinsonjS

Set for Chez Paree, Chi
Lucien and Ashour and Robinson

Tv^ins go into Chez Paree, Chicago,,

opening Dec. 23. Booked by Paul
Small of the Morris office. Milton
Berle and Grace Barrie recently
set on same bill.

Lou Breese orchestra holds over.

Negro GuiU's 3G Net

After tallying the take, Negro

Actors' Guild regards its first bene-

fit as only a mild success. The 46th

St. theatre (N. Y.) benefit Dec. 11

grossed $8,697 on program and

tickets. Expenses will reach $5,165,

Dailies refused to cooperate on
publicity, according to NAG, which
hurt. Box office prices were slashed
after 7:30 p.m.

ST. LOUIS' REFORM WAVE

Clerlo Threiiteiu Law on 3 NltcfleU
For' IJfinr Fcimne Impcrionat«ra

St. Louis, Dec. 20.

Three local niteries, whose iden-

tities temporarily' ' are being coh.-

cealed, are under the surveillance of

Rev. Mary Ellis and a group of local

femmes she has recruited in her
campaign to eliminate moral viola-

tions. Unless the female imper-
sonators are eliminated in those
spots, she threatens to bring crimi-

nal prosecution.
Rev. Ellis created a furor- recently

when, iafter attending shows at the
Garrick, the town's only burlesk
house, she insisted the gals don more
clothes and the salty skits and strip

tease acts be toned down or elimi-
nated. The cleric has said she will

demand the authorities enforce the
law here that prohibits one sex from
dressing in the clothing of another.
Appearing before the Civic Union,

Rev. Ellis denounced Circuit Attor-
ney Franklin Miller for his 'wh?it

she called a lack of interest in moral
conditions. Body adopted a resolu-

tion calling on Gov. Lloyd Stark to

start ouster proceedings against Mil-
ler as an officer 'unfit or unwilling
to do his duty. Since her arrival

here. Rev. Ellis has caused the ar-

rest of a book store proprietor and
the owner of a book news agency
for selling 'indecent' literature, but
prosecution has been stymied. A
fund, to enable the Rev. Ellis to. con-
tinue her crusade has been .raised

by the reform element in this burg.

Palm Beach Set

By Public Appointment—^To Entertain

CASS, OWEN
ond TOPSY

"CLASS WILL TELL"

LOEWS STATE, NEW YORK
(Week Dec. 22)

Direction:—MAX TISHMAN
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mum and open for first time, for

dinner as well as cocktailj and sup-
per.

Salvin reports nothing booked for

Colony, set to throw on lights Jan.

25. Name band expected, possibly

Eddy Duchin. The Colony is Palm
Beach's A-1 place to. be seen, with
Everglades, private, having, same
rep.

Everglades opens New Yea*."''^ EVe
under Hugh pillman management
asain. Haunt of tycoons will fea-

ture Emile Petti's band from Savoy-
Plaza, N. Y., .and George Raybum
Viennese group. Georges Metaxa
comes in for three weeks in Febru-
ary.

Val Ernie's orchestra, long a Palm
Beach fave, begins to read music ip

J&rdin Royal In Hotel Whitehall Jan.

7, for cocktails, dinner and supper
dancing. Palm Beach Biltmore will

have -a. Meyer Davis unit In Terrace
dining room overlooking ' the lake.

George MacDonald, taking over
Whitehall and Palm Beach Biltmore
from Doherty control, rumored to be
making radical changes in enter-
tainment policy' of both hostelries.

Biltmore gets Artists and Writers
golf tourney in February.

Capt. \Alaistair Mcintosh planed in

to manage Alibi Club for Berlin
Griffin again. Spot on Worth ave-
nue has been enlarged to seat 200.

Opening set for Xmas.
Wert's Seafood Restaurant, which

boasts of having the ocean in its

front yard, was firs' to unshutter,

now going into fourth week with
music by Joe Collins. L. A.
Wertheimer still wandering about
Wert's backyard, shaking hahds and
pushing slogan, 'Firom bad to Wert's.*

Bath and Tennis Club, exclusive to

quiet sun-seekers, opened under R,
O. Middleton management. Toney
place, private, with wildest excite-

ment luncheon in the open.
Celebrity room at Sun and Surf

still a fave cocktail slumming place
for names.
Flags are fiying over Breakers, the

mammoth hotel in the colony, with
a Meyer Davis unit. John W. Green
and Carter L. Gardner, vet Flagler
hotel men, are glad-handing again.
Big mystery surrounds Dunes Club

on Belvedere road beyond Palm
Beach Kennel Club. Reported $50,-

000 investment being eyed by sheriff

as gaming place over which there is

a state verboten. The hounds, how-
ever, are ready to run Jan. 4 under
legal pari-mutuel betting at the
Palm Beach Kennel Club, with the
hounds being snapped in photo finish

this year for the first time.

Col. Bradley's Beach Club on the
lake, under the eye of Barry Shan-
non, opens when 1939 rolls 'round.

Sparks' Paramount and Beaux
Arts houses showed films for first

time this season on Sunday (18). On
cultural side, Helen Jepson is booked
to sing with Rommany Choir, Palm
Beach chorus, at the Paramount in
February.

With N. Y. AED Shoidd Beefs Arrive

SEEK EWA, AED PEACE

AFA, TA Urce N. T. Booker* to End
Fend; Claim lit ttartii Acts

The Theatre Authority and the

American Federation of Actors will

attempt to bring together two club-

date booking factions in New York.

In the interest of performers, both

groups feel that the Entertainment

Managers Association and the Asso-

ciated Entertainment Directors, lat-

ter an offshoot of EMA, should bury

the hatchet and work together.

This is no time for recognized
bookers to be fighting among them-
selves, is' opinion of AFA and TA,
since the only ones who suffer are
the acts, which are placed in the
middlie.

AFA,RINGLING

REACHACm
Before sailing for Europe Friday

(16), .John Rin'gling ^brth concluded
negotiations in New York with Ralph
Whitehead, exec secretary of the
Ametican Federation of Attors. on a
new union pact with, the Ringling
circus. Contract will probably be
signed Friday (23) and . will

,
pUt

about 1,200 circus workers back, to

work nekt spring.

Row started last summer caused
premature closing of the circus in.

Seranton, Pa., June 21. Both sides

have agreed not to divulge the terms
of -agreement until it ' has been
signed.

AFA's suit against the circus,

which sought to, restrain it from op-
erating under any. conditions other
than AFA, will be dropped.

Annstrong Band With

Own Pic at N. Y. S^and
In conjunction with his picture,

'Going Places,' *Louis Armstroi^^
makes a personiti with his band ..at^

the N. Y. Strancf, following Abe Ly-'
man and 'Dawn: Patrol' which goes
in Friday (23). ! It's tentatively set
for week of Jan'. 6.

Armstrong will be co-starred with
Bill Robinson, who's in from the
Coast. Three Peppers also billed.

Members at the American Federa^.

tion
. pf Actqrs :can expect no help

from the union jf, upon slgning'con*
tracts with members of the A$soci<'

ated Enteirtaihmerit .Directors %>f New
York, they' find cause to complain
against the cliib-date booker, .ac-

cording to Ralph Whitehead, execu-
tive secretary of the uiiion. AFA
recently nixed contracts proffered
to acts l}y '^EJy members, which cerr
tifieid right ;0f the bookers to repre^
sent them exclusiyoly*.

Bookers were told by Harqld
Koenigsberg, Whitehead's assistant,

that the 'contract was unacceptable
because it guaranteed no work over
a given period. AFA is continuing
to sign acts in defiance of the AFA;

Contracts. w6re first proffered- to
acts. about a month ago and immedi-
ately were nixed 1)y AFA on girouiids,

that acts were bound but the book-
ers weren't. Members of AED stated
that' authorizations . were theb Qhly
means of combatting chiseling book-
ers. With the contracted acts,, they
say, they could approve all dates ac-
^pted from other bookers and .thus
eliminate any pric6 eutting on shows;
No stipulation is made in the. con-
tract on AED members getting cuts
from acts booked by others. The op-
position group, the Entertainment
Managers Association, of which AED

,

is an offshoot, has stated that the
contracts are only a means .o^..tbrot-

tling its members:

Contracts; incidentally, have been
slightly modified to include a can-
cellation clatise if no ^Wprk is se-
cured oyer a 30-daiy period.

Union -will soon Start franclhdsing
agents and question of whether 'pr
not AED members

,
would be Elimi-

nated will hAve to be decided bj
the council, declared . Whitehead.

ROBITSGHEK'S 3-A-DAY

INN.Y.PREEHSDEC.30

Opening
; .of Kurt Robitschek'*

threera-day Vaude has : been, again

postponed, from Dec. 23. to 30, and
house has been changed from th*
Ambassador to' thfe Majestic: iShdw
will be labelled 'Vaiudeville Marches
bn' and is being presented iii jasso-

ciation witH the Shuberts.

Lineup consists of Molly Picon, Al'
Trahan, Eddie. Garr, Tats' Wilier,
Myra Johnstone, Laura Suarez, Ber-
nice Stone, Mei Toy, White and Man-
ning, Gilbert Brps. and Vera Nargo,
among others.

TheJHEATRE of the STARS

BOOKING AGENCY
GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

LOEW BLDG. ANNEX
160 WEST 46TH ST. NEW YORK

J . H . L U B I N
GENERAL MANAGER

SIDNEY H. PIERMONT
BOOKING MANAGER

MINOR and ROOT
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Varietur Bills
NEXT WEEK (Dec. 26)

THIS WEEK (Dec. 19)

Nuitierala In connection with bills below indicate i>pening day of
show, whether full or split week

Loew

VHW TORK CITY
StHte (33)

PInty Doyle
Cftss, Owen & T
Jaflo PlcUena «

J & M Mulcay
6 Debonairs
Boy Foy

n.M.TISIORE
CcntDiy (23)

Sarah Ann McCabe

Titans
Irf Paul

EVAN8VIT.T.K
Ma*estlc (2.»-34)

Rev Swlngeron
WASHINGTON
Cnpltol <2S)

24 Texas Comets
Woolford Co
Don Zelaya
Sallcl Puppets

Cabaret Bills

NEW YORK GITT
ArmaiKto's

Buddy Clarke Ore
Slgrld Lassen

Paramoimt

NKW TOBK CITT
Piirnmount (21)

Ca^a Lionia Ore
Andrews "Sis

Fred Sftnl>orn
Frrtnls Parts
Frnn?" Hornaday

K'/FFAtO
BiiiTnlo (38)

KIdoodlers
CHICAOO

riilrnpo (33)
Rolfe Holbein
Frazee Sis
JnnicK Evans Co
S^nfe I>ake (33)

Helen :M.organ
Dr HofTtnan
Diciv Foran

Ray & Trent
Dick & Xteatn T^nsh

FT. WAYNE
PBramount (20-35)
Tat2k1e Heller Ore
Stadlers
Collins S: Peterson-

(26-29)
Blue Barron Ore
Kddle White .

.

Joe Termini Co
KANSAS riTY
Newman (38)

Ben Blue Co
Texas "Rnheers
Cass Daley
Routan Co
Robblns Bros & M
Bob Oakley

WILLIAMS and CHARLES
SUNNY RICE
BOXY. NEW TOBE
W«ek Dec.'SSrd

VIA
MARK J. LEDDY

RKO

iRiw TOBK cmr
Music Hair (15)

Blenor^ Tennis
Bob Rtpa
Bobett Weede
Iioulse Fomaca
Nicholas Daks .

Paniiy^ the Horse
Lou Purdy
Belle -Flower
Jane Sproule
Jane Gllllsan
Vienna Boys Quire
.Rockettea
Corps de Btkllet
Choral Ensemble
Brno Rapee Sympb

BOSTOK
Keith (3ff-2B>

Mazle & Roper
Kintnett Oldflpld Co
Lllliaa Carmen
Bud Harris Co
S Greys
Hank Ladd

CHICAOO
Piilace (3S)

4 Barls
Bellltt & Bn? Bros
Ije.«ter Cole Co
Bill Robinoen

Holland & Hart
(18)

Stafford & Louise
warms & Red Dust
Randall Sis -

Ben Blue
7 Amer Oancho'a

CINCINNATI
Shnbert (38)

Hal Kemp- Qrc
(10)

Jnbllle Fol
,

OMord Boys
CI.EVEIJVND
Palaee <33)

'7 Amer Oivucbod
Lorraine- & Bognan
Baindai Sis
Eddie Oarr
Ailn Miller
Schnickelfrlts Ore

(le)
Bertilvlcf Co
Gil Lamb
Dorn Bros & Iii

BAYTON
Colenlal (3»>

Val Setz
Ross PIArre Jk 8
Latbroy Bros. & It

Ross ft Stone
Variety Gambols

Warner

XKW YORK CITT
Strand (38)

Abe Lyman .Ore
(16)

Ted Lewis Ore
BROOKLYN
Strand (28)

Gang: 'busters
York & Tracey
Saul Grauman Co.
Nick J^ucas
Syb'l Bowan

(IG)
B'ncUntone
rHlT.ADELPHlA

E^rle (S3)

RKz Bros
(IC)

Benny Davis Ore
riXTSBVBGH
Stanley (33)

MInnevItch Co
Gene Austin Co
Kpii Murray
ICIm Loo Sis
G Elgintf

(IC)
Gray-Gordon Ore
Goodrich & Nelson
Mike Rllcy Ore

Billy Reed
Philips &. Kohl
'Joe & Betty Lee
Marcy Bros & B

BEABING
Aster <2S-34)

Remper & Haggrerty
4 Robeys
(2 to fill)

Wabbington
Earle (28)

Jack Grtiy Co
Lyda Sue
Michon Bros
Loyal Co
Gae Foster Gls

(16)
Milt Douglas- Co
Grace Drysddle
Gae Foster Gls
Gang Busters
Stump & Stumpy
WILMINGTON
Queen (27-38)

Win Osborne Ore
YORK

Stranil (23-24)
William Ebbs Co
Gracella Co
Birdland
Lee, Dorsey & L

Independent

NEW TOKK CITY
Roxr (38)

Walter daaael
Eddie Rio & Bros
.6 Chflstlanls
Wllllnms & Charles
Punny Bice
Gne Foster Gls
Paul Ash Ore

CHICAOO
Oriental (38)

Major Bowes C<r

tNOlANAPOtlS
Ljrrlo <3S)'

JU>la Lane

Buster West
LilclUe Page
Bert Walton
Picchlani Tr
4 H'wood Coeds

fl6)

Bob Crosby Ore
Beilett & Eng Bros
Diek & Leota Nash
KANSAS CITY
Fox. Tower .<28)

Gene KIrupa Ore
MESDPiaiB

Orphenm (34)

Dave ApoUoa Co

Bandbox
Jim Lunceford Ore
Dan GrisBom
Gladys Palmer
Barney Onllnnt's

Angela Velez
Carter &. Bowls
Nellie Paley
Terrace Boys

Bill Bertolottrs

Angelo's Rh'mba Bd
IlilB Dion
Eleanor Btherldcs
Velyne Hague
Helen Dell
Roberta Kent

Ulll'a Gay Ww
Jim Miller 3
Sally LaGrande
Rudy Madison
Mary Roberts
Harold Wlllard
-Arthur Behiin
Harry Donnelly
Spike Harrison
Bernle Grauer
Stephen lies

RouleyanI Tavern
(Ebnhurst. L. t.)

C'ntl'nental ThriU'ra
Mac Arthurs
Cameron Crosby
Audrey Noonan
Donna & Darrell
Earle Hart
Mickey Feeley
Vivien Francis
Lois Kaye
Bobby Betnard
Jan Fredrics Ore

Casa Cnbnna
Oscar Calvet Ore
Elio Ozacar Oro
Duanoa
Gloria Beimonte
Galvan
Llta Lines
Cesar & Dolores
Ramlro' Gomez

Casa Manuna
Vincent Lopez Ore
Jay Freeman Ore
Lou Holtz
Holland & Hart
Benny Fields
Abbott & Costelio
Helen Morgan
B'-MInevltch Co
Gabton Palmer
Delia LInd
Kay Parsons
Helen . Reynolds Gls
Betty Button
Elderblooms
Cbez Flirehoase

AI Evans Ore
Jdhn Hoysradt
Tony Kraber
Clifton & Miley
Matla Forbes

Ctab 18

Jack White
Jerry Blanchard
Doc Lee
Shad Mitchell
Pat Harrington
Frankie Hyers
Willie Grogan
Leila Oaynes
Beale St Boys
G Andrews Ore

Clnb Gancbo
DImltrl & Virgil
Eduardo Sandoval
Ia Carmellta
Nedra Madera
MarlU Ellis
Nina Orla

Clab lomnn
Don Mario Ore
Ellseo Grenet Oro
Nena .Montes
RIcardo Sandranel
Audrey Ely

Cotton Clab
Cab Calloway 'Ore
Nicholas Bros
Berry BrosW C Handy
Dandrldge Sis
Sister Tharpa
Mais Johnson
Timmle & Freddy
June Richmond
Jigsaw Jackson
Vodery Choir
Diamond Horseshoe
Noble Slssle Ore
Frltzi- Scheir
Frank LIbuse
Tom Patrlcola
Joe Howard
Clyde Hager
Mangean Tr
Delia LInd
Emma Francis
Lulu Bates
Willie Solar
Harry Armstrong
Elizabeth Murray

El Cbleo
Don Alberto Ore
Paqulta Domlnguez
Maclovia Riilz
Los Calaveras
Dorlta & Valero
Senorlta Paloma

El Morocco
Ernie Hoist ore

EI Rio
Johnny Johnson Or
Gus Martel Ore
Sheila Barrett
Minor & Root

• Faqtons Door
Red Norvo Oro
John Kirby Ore
Mildred Bailey
Oreenwich Vlllac

Casino
Ray O'Hara Ore
Larry MacMahon
Valerie Dumont
Lola Rooke
Gloria Manet
Bea «:>B»y, Gomnn ,

Harana-Madrld
Nano Rodrlgo Ore
Juanlto Sanabrla Or
Carlos & Carlto
Pancho £ -Dolores
Felipe de Flores
Sarita Herrera
Roslta Ortega

Hlckoi7 House
Joe Marsala Oro
H'wood RestaaranI
Lee Shelley Ore
Seger Ellis Ore
Red Stanley Oro
Rimacs
Rob Russell .

Pepper January
H & Honey Abbott
Baby Alyce <

Collegiate 6

Hetel AmbaBBBdor
Dick Gasparre-Ore
Vincent Bragalo' Ore
Eleanor French
Chaney & Fox
H'tel Belmont-PIasa
Joe Venutl Oro
Andrews Sis
Paul Rosinl

Hotel Blltmore
Horace Heidt Ore
Lai<r.v Cotton
Bob McCoy
Art Carney
Red Ferrlngton
Agnes & George
Bernle Mattlnson
Emily Stephenson
Jean Famey
Hotel Cenimodere
Sammy Kaye Ore

Hetel EdUoB
Lea Brown Ore
Miriam Shaw
Johnny Johnson
Hotel Essex. Uoase
Nat Brandwynne Or
Claire Martin
Hotel Gar. ClhitoD
Eddy Mayeboff Oro
Betty Gale

Hetel Unrola.
Artie Shaw Ore
Helen Forrest

Hetel UcAIpla
J Mesaner 'Ore
Jeanne D'Arcy
Sis & Tom Dowling
Hotel New Yorker
Tommy Dorsey Ore
Peter Kent Ore
'BBrelle £ LeRoy
Edythe Wright
Jack Leonard
3 Esqalres '

^

Helen Myers
Ross'MacUean
Skeets Herfnrt
Dorothy Wllkens
Joan Merrill
Paul Roslnl
Hotel Park Central
Lee Myles Ore
Peter Higgina
Nina Olivette
DeRonda & Barry
Garland & Maria
Hotel Peansylvaala
Kay Kyser Oro

Hotel Pierre
Harold Nagel Ore

Hotel Plans
Eddy Duehin Ore
Bobby Parks Ore
Morton Downey
Maurice & Cordoba
^etel Roosevelt

Guy Lombardo Ore
Hotel SaToy-Plaaa
Gerry Morton Oro
Lew Parkerson
Tom Low
Dwlgbt FIsks

Hotel Sherry-
Netherland

Teharkovsky Oro
Geo Seherben
Hotel St. Uerltz

Basil Fomeen Ore
Aurelia Colomo
Pieree & Roland
Hotel St. Bca;ls
(Iridium Boom)

Charles Baum Ore
Sam Jarvls
Guy Owen
Simpson Sis
Dorothy Lewis
(Maisonette Bussa)
Mathey Oro
Yvonne Bouvler
Boris Belastozky
Serge Abagofl
Gedda Petry
Michael Greben

Hotel Taft
Enoch Light Oro
Peggy Mann
George Hlnes
Light Brigade
Hotel Waldorf-

Astoria
(Empire Boom)

Benny Goodman Or
(Sert Boom)

Emii Coleman Ore
Alice Marble
Paul Draper

Hnncrarla
Gene Kardos Ore
Bela Villanyl Ore
Byrnes & Swanson
Sharon Harvey
Leon Kramer
Dr Lejos Vlllany
Mary Wendiing •

International Casino
Eddy Brandt Ore
Jay C Fllppen
Chae Chase
Maxeilos (6)
Franklin D'Amore
Grace & Nikko
Harold & Lola
Emma & Henry
Tito. Valdez .

Ruth Blroth
Sonny Tucker
Ivan Frank
Jimmy Kelly's

Joe Capeilo Oro
Gladys Faye
Mary Lape
Montmartre Boya
John Koekwood
Vaughn Comfort
Danny Higglns
Ira Varnell
Sid Hawkins
Tanya
Adra Coeper
Carter & Schaub
Lee Leslie
Gloria Marslr
Peggy de la Plente
Lynn & Deering
Mariraret Grey

La Marqafse
Hnrold Leonard
3 Callfom'lane

Lame
Eddie Davis Oro
Joseph Smith Oro
Grnzlella Parraga

Cftq Bouse
Geo Sterney Ore
Anne Franclne
TIsdale 3

l^e Mirage
Leo Desiys Oro
D'lvons
Ramon
Dorothy Dennis

Le ROban Blen
Greta Keller
Palomo
Mabel Mercer
Bowers & Walter
Bisle Houston

l^un « Cddle'a
Eddie Davis
Lou Mnrtln Oro
Dorothy Jeffers
Jerry Kruger

t> ^jai^ BbuJan-

Plantatio* Clab
Skeets Tolbert Oro
Barrinffton Guy
Valda
Moke & Poke
Collina & Beasiey
Avon Long
Wallace Bros
Lillian Fitzgerald
Conway & Porks
Connie Jackson
Banjo Bernle
Lee Simmons

Pepper Tot
Joe D'Andrea Oro
Bill Scully
O'Hanlon &. Del R
Bob Matzl Ore
Iris Raye
Barbara Lnne

<)ueen Mary
Joe Ellis Ore
Gwen Williams
Peggy Wore
Leda Lombard
Katherine Tate
Corlles & Palmer

Rainbow Grill

McFarlandS Ore
Judy Abbott
Marlynn & Mictiaei

Rainbow Knum
Al Dooauue Ore
Eddie LeBaron Ore
Paula Kelly
Ruth Nigey
Alee Templeton
Harris Sc. Shore
Road to Mandalny
Joe Rines Ore
Adelaide Moffett
Raye & Naldl

Show Bar
(Forest Hills)

Graham Prince Ore
Stardusters .(4)

EDDIE SMITH
(Formerly Lsddy & Smi^h)

NOW
in New York

(jPermanently)

ACTS BESIBIN6
BEPBESENTATION
Phone, Write or Wire

RKO BUILDING, RADIO CITY
Suite 330b CI. 7-0802

K & R Palgo
Virginia Sis

.

Haines, Tate & S
Iris Adrian
Renee Villon
Wally Wanger •

Blldaisht Ban
Jack Melvin Oro
Charles Kemper
Faith Bacon
Una Wyte

Mon Paris

Charlie Murray Ore
Virginia Uppercu
R'yal Lukewela B'ys

Onyx Club
Jack Jenney Oro
Merry Maca
Carl Kress
Saus'ge £ Pk Chops
Jack Conno;rs

Paradise
Glenn Miller Ore
Carol King
Marlon Huttos
Jack Lane
ABC 3

Felham Heatb Ina
Erie Correa Ore
June Lorraine
Marcla Harris
AUce Dudldy
Kenneth Bostock

Place Elesante
Bin Farrell
Benn Kaut
Tommy Mills
Joe White

May McKim
Ed. Rlckard
Castaine & Barrle

StMk Clab
Sonny

, Kendls Ore
Jose Lopez Ore
S\rlng. RendezToas
Bob Warren Oro
Jack Laurie
Vivian Vaughn
Ronnie King
Naomi .Simone
Jerry Roberts
Marjle Radcay

; Versailles

M Bergere Oro
Panehito Ore
Jean Travers
D'Avalos Dancers

' Villare Barn
Larry Funk Ore
Charles Carer
Zeb Carver Co
Vera Fern
Loper & Barrett

Wlvel
Charley Bowman Or
Bob I^ee
Peggy LeBaron
Al Small
Ted Lester
Eleanor Ethridge
Shirley Gay
Alice St John
Bernice Stevens
Ebbe Gyldenkrone

Yacht Clnb
Fats Waller Ore

LOS ANGELES
BaU

Charlie Lawrence
Bruz Fletcher
Beverly WUshlre

Bray Sis
Howard Garrard
Harry Owens Ore

Blltmore

:

Shirley Rust
Jerry Stewart
Ronald & Roberta
6 Dan^vllls
Bud & His Buddies
Fritz St. J Hubert
Hal Derwln
Shep Fields Oro

Cafe Callente
Luis Banuetos
Julio Cervantes
Buana
Leo
Luz Dasquez
Eddie Agullar Ore

Cafe l.a Mazo
Robin Fairbanks
Rhodes
Park Avenue Boys
Coconnut Grove

Seab Waring
Caryl Gould
Vic Hyde
Mirth Sc. Mack
Rudy Vallee Ore

It Cafe
Joe Moshay
Bob Searles
Bill Roberts Oro
Jerry's Mandalay
Tommy Howard
George Junior
Frankie Gallagher

La Conra
LaConga Rumba Bd
Featlierstone Ore

Little Clab
Jane Jones
Tiny Merlditb
Chas Thorpe

Omar's Dems
Charles Earl
Eddy & Tours
Beau Lee
Geo Redmond Ore

Palomor
Hudson Metzger Gls
Clyde McCoy Ore
Bert Lynn
Jack & T LeOlalre
Taynto)is

Paris Inn
Rudy Sc. La Tosca
Orchid Elolse
Yvonne •

Marguerite St M
Dominie Columbo
Thora Matthlson
Henry Motiet
Chuck Henry Otm
P Selanlck'N Clnb

Freddy Cnstle
Dick Haynes
Frankie Cook
Kay Marlowe
Max FIdler Ore

Seven Sras
Lillian Gibson
Eddie Bush 3
Al Mclntyre
Danny Kawanna
Kay Kanaal
Somerset House

Nonle Mitchell
Lynn Martin
Hal Chancellor
Harry Rfngland

Topsy's
Ryan 2

Agnes Johnstone
Dolores Gay
Louis Saunders
Elmer
Talla
Lois Saunders
Chuck Foster Ore
V Hago Restaurant
Griff Williams Ore
Charlie Bourne

CHICAGO
Bali Ball

Bert Gilbert

Kay Armin
JL' onda St St Clair
Buddy Quinn
Andree Fay
Royal Gypsies -Bd

Jerry & Jitterbugs
Ball Gls
Stan Norrls Ore

Bismarck Hotel
(Walnut Boom)

Art Kassel Ore
Marlon Holmes

Betty Grey
JjDarlene O'Day

Fran'K "^ttyst*
Mayllelds Jfc Vlrg

Blaokhswk
Jan Garber Ore
Jack Gauike Oro
Audrey Dempsey
Frederic tt TvOno
Mildred Fenton
Rudy RudislU
Lee Bennett
Frlta Hellbron
BlackstoDe Hotel
(BallneAe Rm)

Playboys Ore
Betty Borden

. Blondies
Dolores ^reen
Frltzie Bey
Edna Leonard
Helen Qreen
Barbara BoW
Cherle Ray
Ruth Riley
Billy Kent
Connie Rogers
Horry Hoyor Ore
Eleanor Johnson
Mickey O'Nell

Bine Goose
Frances Romas
Alice Hanson
Sid Schaps
Evelyn White
Bucic Hunt
4 Hits St a Ajtlss

Harry Sinizar uro

Brevoort Hotel
(Crystal Room)

Florence. Schubert
Charles Baldwin
Grace Katroi
Norma^ Ballard

Uroadmont
Herb Rudolph Ore
Loretta Owena
Belle Stone
Billy Fargo
Bee Jones
Jane Cllne
Pat St Jerry
Adorabtes
Henry Simons

Caravaa
Eddie Gorman
Rocks Romano
Tod(jly. O'Grady
Don Morgan
Dot & Jerry
Kdna Leonard
Carl Sefaoltz Oro

Cbea Faroe
Eddie Garr
Frazee Sis
Varsity S .

RutU Petty
Juvelys
Lois Harper
Bob Hanon
Lou Breese Ore
Don Orlando Uro
Evans Adorablos

Clnb Al
Larry Ross
Miilieent DeWUt
Sally Hyde
Dorothy Dawn
Adella Hart
Leo Franz Oro

C^.nl^ Alabana
Jacqueline Allen
Tom Murray
Red Barger ,

Country Hunt
Jack Irving
Mildred Jordan
Allen Cole
BIDe Barton
Bernle Adler
Dave Dnells Oro
Chalk Robinson Ore
Eddie Rotb Ore

Club Spanish
Fowler St Walsh
Eddie Mark
Pinky Tracy
Bob Davis Ore
Loretta DeBoer

Colony Club
Maxine SnllLvan
Jose Manzanares Or
Keith Beecber Ore

Colosfaos
B « F Gilbert
Jackson. Reeves * a
Inga Boi>g
DeMay, Moore St M
Roberta Roberts'
Lois Maree
Bobby Danders
Lullal & Mly
Lyle Foster
Bob Hyatt
Pronaph Ola
Hollywood $
Henri Gendron Ore

Clab Dellsa'

Jean Gay
Rhythm Willie
Mary Russell
Lilyan Christian
Kennedy & Jenkins
Pegley Jellerson
Wesley Long
Sam Theard
Charles Isora
Partello Gls
Red Saunders Oro

Drake Hotel
(Gold .Const Room)
George Olsen Ore
Imogene Coca
Jimmy Brlerly
Massey & Miller
Jerry Munson
Phyllis Colt
Bob Burton
Kirk Alyn
Henry Russell

Dutch's
Ralph Cook Rev
Rittman Dancers
Roberta
Peggy Moore
Helen Dove
Mort Lund Oro
Bdgewater Beach

Hotel
(Marine Room)

Jay .Mills Ore
Frank Payne
Burton 2
Harriet Smith Gls

886 Club
Johnny Howard
Virginia Gibson
Meta Carlyle
Nino RInaldo Ore

El Dampo
Jimmy Ames
Eleanor Leonard
Thelma White
Claire Bogush
Estlile Blkow
Alma Skaggs
Helen Dee
Mildred Travis
Kitty O'Brien
Dot Keith Gls
Eddy Maklns
V Canova Ore

Famoas Door
Esther Whlttington
Bryan WoU

I
Jerry Paige .

•

I Terry O'Toole
,

J Castellanps Ore
' 4th Ctab
Homer Bo'toerta
Ruth .Barton
Estelle Bills
Jeanne
Shirley I<ueky
Shorty Ball Oro
E>alnke'a,CiMklBe

NadJa
Dave Tannen
Mildred Jordan
Jnck £ J Sherman
Adelaide Kirkoll
Casino Gls
Tonya
Dtck. Hardin
Thelma Marland
Buddy Kirble
Roeke Eliswortb
Bob TInstey' Oro

Oay .< 00s
Joan Rogers
Joan Joyce
Marion Peters
Vee Ames Gls
Geo Anderson Oro
Lew .King
Colleen
B Danders Jr Ore

Grand Terrace
Sonny Sk Sonny
Dusty Fletcher
Howell & Coles
Sallle Gooding
Dottle Saunders
Streamline Sue
Connie Harris
lisonard Reed Gls
Earl' Bines Oro
Graemere. Hotel
(Glass "Hoase Bin)
Rudy Bale
Joe Vera Ore
Bob ^Awards
Ruth Arden ',

Harry's N Y Cab'ret
Mildred Rock
Natasha
Ctltt. WInehlll
Dorothy -Wahl
Jean . Modo
Art' Buckley
Al Wagner
Blllle Myers
Lee Berling
Dorothy Johnson
Rankin Gls
Whirlwinds ,

Bob Ollen Ore
Hlcfcoiy Inn

Dictators Ore
Fred Casey
Terry -O'Toole

. . HI Hat
Nat Oherney
Billy Gray
Jerry Bergen
Carol Bruce
Bemadotte
Joan Marshall
Kretlow Gls
Sid Lang Ore

Hippodrome
Paulette LaPierre
Bobby Dunart,
Janet & Loretta
Blllle Banks
Jerry GIrard
Grover Wilklns
Ted Pearlman Gls
Joe Hahn Ore

Ivanhoe
Helen Samners
Helen Irwin
4 Hawaiians
Earl Hoffman Oro

VAIglmi
Mary W K^lpatrloli
Gypsy. 4
Don Quixote Ore
Ennio < Bolognlnl Or

Hotel La Halle
(Bine Front Room)
Kings J^esters
Mary Milan

Liberty Inn.,

Stanley Mack
Mickey Sheridan
Pam Adair
Jlmnjy O'Nell
Millie Erdman
Earl Wiley Ore

Umebouse
Barney Richards Or

ItfcGraws
George DeCosta
Jack Tllson
Chick Williams
Jane Imes
Dooley
Uella Thomas
Phil Chlnard
Chuck Andrews

MelAucbllns
Charlene
Paty Ruth
Tonlta
Marlta Ryan
Mickey Dunn
Sammy Bart
Julee Novlt Ore

Melody Mill
Tiny Hill Ore '

Miami Club
Belva White
Earl Rlckard
Spencer -& Foleton
Alice Tannen
Bob-O-Lyn Gls
Johnny Parkers Or

Millstone
Ann Millstotie
Ann Howard
Irene Fortez'
Roy Swift Ore

MUtnet Club
Betty Jerome'
Del Estes
Cookie Sldel
Johnny Elliot
Dor'thy DeHought'n
Art Fisher Ore
Rita DeVore

Morrison Hotel
(Boston Oyster

Uoase)
Manfred Gotthelf

Palmar Hoase
(Bmplro.Bosm)

Orrin <Tucker- Ors
Bonnie .Baker
JteJUey Sis
Sextette
Gower" Sc Jea'nne
Jack Stair
Beverly Allen
Jean Florlan
Abbott Dancers
Phil Oiooley Uro

' Paroily Clab
Freddie Abbott
Merita - -Ryan
Honey Lee
Freddie Janis Ore

Pow'Wow
Jimmy Ames
Dolly Moss
Marice Sc Maurlnl
Veronica MoKay
4 Vagabonds'
Steve titutlnnd Oro

Rose Bowl
Willie Shore
Ruth Hamrlcb
Mantha Talt
Maxine Clayton
Garcia St Lolita
Yvonne Monoff
Pol-Mar Gla
Allen Kane Ore

Royule Proilcs
Frances Wills
Bee Kalmus
Eddie White
LeBarron 8
Selma Marlow*
Jack Hllllard
Frolics Ens
Mark Fisher Oro
Sbemina Hotel
.(College 'Inn)

Happy Felton Oro
Prof Lambertl
12 Arlstocratii
Eddie Piatt
Billy Galbralth
Louis Dunn
Lorraine Sari'Ie
Carl 'Marx
Prince Omai*
Don ^ A LeMaire

Dome
Shirley Lucko
Spinning Tops
Tony Marks
Estelle Creasy
Bill Baird
Sunny Mack
Louis Tops
Jlmm^ Blade
Jerry Glidden
Kay Nichols

Silver Clond
Kal Bj-rd
Taft &- Boone
Virginia Gore
Babe Barnes
Dorothy Peterson
Dorothy Burns
Ken Leslie
Flo & Arby
Commadorables
Hazel Zalus
Nord Richardson
S .Tops
Johnny McFall Oro

Sliver rrollcs

Kitty Lee
4 -Vagabonds
Ealalne Rabey
Roma Noble
Fay Wallctce
Art Freeman

608 CHah
Billy Carr
Renee Villon
Mzrg Faber Gls
Jessie Rosetia
Vllma Joszy
Ruby Bennett

Sherry
Patricia Perry
B di L Cook
Collette
Carmen
Lois Cornwall i

Joel St Annotte
Mary Jano Brown
Dolly Stertlnc
Sol Lake Oro
Tripoli Z

Sky Rocket
Marjorie Whitney
Dictators
Mathews & Shaw
4 Klnga
B Tanks ffoelallte's

Stevens Hotel
(Continental Room)
Carlos Molina Oro
Rex Griffins
Houston & Hardin'
Novello Bros
Marguerite Meyers

Stookade Inn
Charles Obaney

Subway
Roy King
Val du Val
Opal Adair
Kitty Swanson
Adeline
Debs
Ozzie Jackson Oro

SuHl-Q
Dick Buckley
Molly Manner
Betty Harris
Patricia Blore
Nlta LaTour
Edith Principle
Verne Wilson Ore

Swlngland
Alma Smith
Leonard Reed
Car'Une Rlchards'a
Eunice St Oxzie
James 'Phillips
Charles Ss Elolse
Del Bright Oro
Thompson's !• Clab
Ray Reynolds '

Mollle Klannor
Marlta Ryan
Rommele Fay
Ho Nlles
Neville & Day
Joe Conrad Oro

Three Denceo'
Cleo Bropn "

'

Baby Doads
Myra Taylor
Freddie Reed
Lonnle Johnsori

Tower Inn
Helen DuWayne'
Inez Oonen
Mary Grant
Jane LaVonne
Hal Barber
Tower Ole
George Arnold
Frank Davis Ore

Trecadere •
'

Gloria Romano
Adelle St Clali^
Terry Circle'
Roy Rankin Oro

VUln Uodene
Tony Cabot Oro
Winona Gardens

Stan Carter
GIgl Rene
Doiores Lee
Diane La»e
Suzanne Kessler
Lucille Johnson
Frankie Ratios Oro

Sunny Bouche
Laura Marmaa
Sunny Mack
Larry Lux Ore

PHILADELPHIA

Nameless Cafe
Loose Screws

Ona Mayo
Bd Leon
Evelyn Waters
RaMundl's Ore
Helen Samras

Old Heidelberg
Old Heidelberg Co
Avis Kent
Octet
Geo Gunther Ore

Paddock Club
Flo Whitman Rev
Nyra Lou
Muriel Joseph
Slssle Bobbins
Genevieve Val
Sharone
Patsy DuBrae
Frances Kay
Rex Grlfnths
Jerrj- Frost
Clint Wright Ore

Aaohersse
Bill Honey Ore

Arcadia Inti
Clem Williams Ore
Selda Castle
Elmer Hoffman
Joe Pletro Zf.

K-Mar
Bellevae-Stratferd
(Main Wmlag nrm)
Meyer Davis Ore
(Bursnndy Beom>
Frank Juele Oro
Cliff Hall
Murray Dancers
Edmund DeLUcea
Adolph Lanza
Benny the Bam'e

2 Mystics
Betty Benson
Irving Ore
Deloyd McKay
Josephine & B Lee
Marjorie Smith
Victor Hugo Ore
Jack Curtis

Cadillao Tavern

I

Dean Edwarda
Mlml Stewart
Ada Reynolds
Jeanne Van
Henrique & Adr'nne

I
Diek Thomas

I
Chas Arthur '

Darlene Jones
Marcella Marchand
Dolores Laluro
Ziilllan Stewart
Mary Clark
Lee Vaughn
H Reynolds Ore

I

Jack Newlon

Clnb IS
I Johnny Young's Or
Peggy Shields
Beverly Fisher

I

EuRene & Maria
; Blllle France
Amy Organ
Princess Helen
Eddie Tltomas

Cufe Mproney
Scarey Gavin
Jean Nlles
Lorraine Wiley
Peggy Stari'
Abby Cubler
Joe Famllant Ore
Joe Gumin Ore

Club Parakeet
Rae Dell

I Emma Stouch
I

Frankie Newman
I

Burrell Walker
Betty Fernon
Al Wilson
Bill .Thornton Ore

El Ciilco

Tommy Monroe
Lei In Rose
Elaine Martin
Angellto
El Chico Ore
Lewis Sla
Melllta Moore

Bmbassj
Sylvle St Clair
MItzi O'Neill
John Paris
Lynda Marsh
Pedre> Blanco urt.

George Clifford
Cversiee*

Beth . Chants
Joe Utilkopf Ore

1538 Club
Swing King Ore
Bubbles Shelby
Frankie Palumbo's
De Mayoa
Jacqueline Harmon
Frank Hall
Casper ft Rotb
Yvonettes (6)
Bobby Morrow Oro

Harrla Tavim
,

Bobby Lyons
Greta LaMarr

Hlldebnmd's
Leonard Cook
Charlie Neld
Dee Dorea
Amee Jo^ce
Coster & Rich
Line (C)
Richard Bach .

Bobby Leo Ore
Hotel AdelphI*
(Cafe Margueiy)

Howard Woods Oro
Lou Valero
Harmony 3
Lola Green
Fred Sc E Barry.
Rene de Jarnette
Freddie Craig Jr
Howard Brooks
Don Angelina Ore
Hotel Plilladelphin

C Wolf Gls (6)'
Jackie Beekman
Adelaide Joy
Bud & E Cole
Fayhe & DeCosta
Tony Harris
GIrard Roam
Rhea Marsh
Joe Frasetto
GIrard & Carol

Latimer' Club
(Blue Room)

Sonl Shaw
Jlmmle Kelly
Blllle Lee
Sharon Harvey
Line (G)
Jonle's Bd
Little Batbikellsr
Jack Griffln Ore
Zorlta
Bob Carney
Barry & Barclay
Cleo Barr
Julia Gerrlty
Johnny & George

Jack Lynch's
Jeno Donatb Oro
Vincent Rizzo Ore
Barhey Zeeman
Mona Reed
MItzi Green
Stroud 2
Johnny Burke
Chilton Sc Thomas
Maurice Sc Maria
Ann Klrwln
Helene Heath
Chas Smith
Jimmy. Blake
J Lynch Gls (17)

Panlsb Cafe
Flo' Gross i
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Marlon Aiken •

johnny HoIme» Ore
Vernon Guy
Ann Fisher
Kitty Murray
Behe Fltigerald-
Janet Wat«r«

Adorables (<)
George Scottl
Eddie & liorraln*
Fisber & Wlilt*
Ted Adair
Kay LewlB
Kuth Martin .

Pearl WilUamt
Chet FennlB Oro -

Stanp'c Caf*

Johnny Walsh
Jao.'. & A Martin
Patsy Shaw
Paul Mall
Tyler 2
Cleon Barr
Irving Brailow Ort

Sliver Lake Ino
(Clementon)

MloI(«r Famllant Or
AUce Ijucey
Tanla-KIrsoft
Charles & Celeste
George Reed

. Sky Xop Club

Murray Parker
Norma Mltohell
Judy Laughton
Paul Rich.
Winston & Irfirette

IntklB'a BathNkaller

Bonnie Stewart
Dot & Dave
Dorothy Coster
Xjbuloe Keller
Dotty Ijovejoy
Lou Messa

Jay .Jerome Oro
Frank PontI

20th Gcatnir
HaroM Be«wiclc'^
Leon Prima Ore

VIIObc Cafe
Cliff Conrad
O'Connor 2
Bert St Clair
Mickey Du Val
Grace O^ara
Jerry Delmar Ore

Village Barm
lioloreB O'Neill
C & C J'oy
Edna Thompson
Beth Calvert
Marty Bohn
Nancy Lee
Teddy Oliver Ore
Webcr'a Hof Braa

(Camden)
Karl & Gretchen
Bavariana
Use Hart
Rudy Bruder
Ray Miller
Jules Flacco Oro
Herbert Dexter
Irene St Clair
Daredevil Dalton
Su-FoQ
Golden Co
Eddie Sheppard
Jackie Moss
J & T Shellenh'mer

Yacht Club
Kitty Helmllng Oro
Jimmy Bailey
Nlkl NlckoU
Dottle Bacco
Bin Bauersfleld
Judy Cummlnga
Ruth Kaye
Patricia Robinson
Roberta Ramsey

MILWAUKEE
Bert Phllllp'a

Pep Babler Oro
Ethel Seldel

BUIr Knack'c
Miriam .Stuart Oro
Louis Streeter
Marty Holt
Jean Renard
BiHtB Palm jQarden
Eddie South Oro
IjOUIs Maaon

Blue' Moon
D' Davidson Oro
Virginia ROsen
Jay Jayson
GalCk Parker

Cardinal Club
Bud Vlonl Ore

Cliateaa Club
Joe Cumin Oro
Buddy. Lake
Harriet Cross
Jack 3?erry
Lord & King
Lorraine DeWood
Rena Sadler
Cleone Haya
Johnny - Poat
Little Laverne

Otever Olub
Weber Oro
Ruth Phillips
Eva Thornton
Marge Toung
Eleanor Gall
Jean Hurley

Club Madrid
Stan Jaoobsen Oro
Zita & Afinis
Juno Lang
Berhle' & Tovanna
Roberta Roberts
Betty Adler
Marie Marsh
Rose Steffen
Edith Rae
Shutta & Kent
Jimmy Rotas Oro

Club Terrls
Jack- Teeter Oro
Bthel Warren
Phil Kestm

Congo Club
Bob Freeman
Mary Reed
Jeff Thomad
Iieonard Gay Oro

Comlea Ship
Red BllllngB Ore
Ray Block Oro
Ben Boe Ore
Gene Emerald
Ralph Lewis
Bailey & Lamarr
DevIneB Eagles

Louis Pamco Ore
Bob Garrlty Oro
Stephen Swedish Or
Jack Crawford Oro
Red Roberta Ore
Wally Miller Oro
Gloria Gale
Jimmy De Palma
Howard Gelger
Hotel Bchro«der
(Empire Boom)

Griff Williams Oro
Earl Batach's

Sepple Boch Oro
Helene Sturn

Larsen'a
Ray Meadows Oro

Iilndy's
Victor
Daffy S

Log Cabin
Carl Bergman Oro

Miami Club
Janet Reed
Doris .Dane
Nlkkl NIckall
Ray Wencll
Jane Ruhey
Peggy Geary
Johnny Davis Oro

Mllwaukean
Bobby Maynard
Helen Kaye

Oasle
Marty Gray Oro
Snooks Hartman

Old Heldelbers

'

Herman Rnhfedt Or
Donna LuPae

,

Billy Meagher
Dotty Norman
Kathleen Kaye
Claudia Ferria

Open Door
TInney Llveng'd Or
Larry Powell
Packard Ballroom
Al Cavalier Oro
Paradise Oardena

Anthony D.oria Oro
Parle

Gordon Bogle Oro
Norman Ebron

Rendesvoua
Katherlne Kaye
Ruth Gary
Eleanor Sutherland
Helen James
Vera Robsel

Reno
Rudy Sager Ore
Harry Rayburn
Betty Nae
Peg Manning
Jean Alyn

Scaler'e
Tony Bauer Ore
Miirle Kecky
Jessie & Viola
Dorothy Hamilton
Blng Burdlck
Roma Costello

Schwarta
Bob Eherle Oro
Lee Leighton Oro
Johnny Gerg Oro
Claude Parmlnter

State Gnrdena
Mildred Seeley
Lady Delilah
Ann Helene
Dale & Dale
Evon Allen
Irene Schrank
Flo Smith

. Tlo Top Tap
Joey Feldsteln Oro
Bert Nolan
Bobble Cook
Carlos & Dolorea
Town and Country

Club
Luclene
Virginia Davis
Rick & Snyder
Betty Harger
Wirth'a Fatnrlstio

Steve Swedish Oro
Bin Schweitzer Ore
Jack Fexer
Vallle Jay Oro
Ford & Barnes
Maureen Rosay
Regan & Mann
Wisconsin Boot

Bill Carlson Ore
N!c Harper Ore
Ellen Kaye

GLEVELAin)
Alpine Tillage

Otto Thurn Oro
BUly WellB
4 Pays
Margaret Aemmer
Herman Plrchner

Avnion
Hy Barron Oro
Eileen Joyce
Florenza
Bob Marchand

Cedar Gardens
Monette Moore
Rose O'Neal
Jean Arthur
2 Cadets
Fllnk Moore
Duke Melvln Ore

Chatean
Pete Geraol Ore
Gayle Qaylord
3 Playboys
Jack Morgan
Betty Page
Ada Mennen
Susan Bole
Ivy La Marr
Eight O'clock Ciul*
Bill Miller Ore
Mildred Chaplin
Sammy Llpman
Anita James
Labe Peltz
Donna Wamby

Freddie's Cafo
Tony fimma Ore
T.'.L'"« * B Whalen
Lillian Barnea

Tyrone Sis
Melba
Allan Gale

Gourmet Club
Loula CIna Oro
MItzie Wayne

Hntton'B Clnb
Phil Helkell
Sherry Martin
Rose-Marie

Hanna Orlll

Gypsy' Ixie
Lee Ensign
Hotel Cleveland

Manny Landers Ore
Wsilt Bergen Ore
Jules DeVorson
Jack Webb
Hotel Fenway Holl
WlUle Potts Ore

Hotel Sterling
Marty Lake Ore
Hotel Hollenden

Sammy WatUlns Or
Terry I.<awlor
Billy Rayes
Pancho & Dolorese
Romany 3

Hotel Sintler

Geo Hamilton Ore
Polland & Martin
Lindsay's Sky-Club
Bonnie LaVonne
Marlon Bowen
Art Cutllt
Pearl De Lucca

Moaaco'e Cafe
Ted & Mary Taat
Jacques Pollack Or

Moonda Clnb
Orvelle Rand Oro
Southern Tavem

Paul Burton Oro

Don Kaye
Nick BontempB

ITbaoeL CIpb
Troy Singer Ore
Poison Gardner
Bessie Brown
Sonny Carr

FinSBUBOH
Anchorage

Hughle Morton Oro
Arlington Lodge

Joe Ravell Oro
Laverne Kld[d
Jack Keller

BalconadcB
Tommy Carlyn Oro

Bill Green'B
Tommy Tucker Oro
Amy Arnell

Clob Petite
4 Comiques
Ted Blake
Flo Parker
Chlcqulta
Kid Chocolate
Cork and Bottle

Jack DavlB
Eddie Peyton's

Jimmy Gamble Oro
Eddie Peyton
Mike Peyton
Louise Carroll

Harlem Casino
Sherdlna Walker Or
George Gould
Rose Morgan
Fats Patterson
Billy Knight
Willie WllUama
Pedro & Dolorea
Dorlce Bradley
Harlemettes (8)
Larry Steele
Ozzle Dial
Hotel Roosevelt

Lowe & Kissinger

Hotel Sohenley
Jack Walton Oro
Art Giles

,

Hotel Wllilam Penn
(Chatterbox) .

Lawrence Welk Oro
Lois Beet

Bine Train
Bert Lowe Oro

Brown Oerby
Al Walte Ore
Fay & Wellington
Pat Lynch-
Tom • Hardy
Day Sis (2)
Les Steele Gls (6)

Casa Mannna
Morry Sacks Oro
Pat KOlly
The Shadow
Pat Rellly
Bob Russell

Chllds* Old France
Marshall Morrill Or
Theresa

Clnb Mayfair
Ranny Weeks Oro
Llta & J Marsh
Moore & Revel
Myra Nash
Geo Llbby Gls (8)

Cocoannt drove
Jacques Renard Or
Gomez & Winona

Congo
B Calloway Oro
Crawford Bouse

Ray Phillips Oro
Alice O'Leary
Adrian O'Brien
Flamingo Boom

Bob Hardy Oro
Uamllburg a

Don Humbert Oro
Ginger Gordon

' Hofbran
(lAwrence)

6 Leyands
Hotel Copley Placa
(Sheraton Boom)

Nye Mayhew Ore
(Merry-Go-Bonnd)
Jimmy Avalone Ore
Hotel Bradford

(Penthouse)
Leighton Gray Oro
Terrls & Maak
Johnny DeVante
Johnny' Brooks
Hotel Copley-Square

(Keyhole)
Harry DeAngells Or

Hotel EBsez
Jack Manning Ore
Mary Burton
Patsy Duncan
Diane Dubrllle
Barbara Lane
Duane Marshall Or
Billy Kelly

Hotel Imperial
Cliff Jarvis Oro

Hotel Somerset
Harry Marsbard Or

Hotel Statler
(Terrace Room)

Leighton Noble Oro

DETBOIT

Walter Bloom
Parnell Grina
(Continental Bar)

Larry Murphy 4
(Grill)

Bavarians
Italian Gardens

Etzl Covato Oro
2 Johnsons
Nora Lewis

New Penn
Al Kavelln Oro
PattI Morgan
Al Shelleday

Nixon Cafe
Fran Elchler Oro
Bob Carter
ChlUta & Carlton
Bryce Santry
Morris & Billy
Honey Sis
Lester & Irmajean
Angelo Di Palma

Nut House
Joe Klein
Boogy-Woogy
Harry Nosokoff

Plaza Cafe
Jimmy Peyton Ore
Adele Curtis
Bonnie Boyle
Burt t>ayton
4 Flirts
BUly Cover

Blvlera
Joe Beriek Oro

Show Boat
Al MarsicO'Orc
Dick Ware.
Irene Keesler
Carltons
Saunders Sis
Marjorle Lane.
Bee Palmer Gls (6)

BOSTON
Edith Caldwell
Chick Floyd
Johnny MacAfee
Noble 3
V & M Horst

(Cafe Bonge)
Salvy Cavicchio Or

. (Lonnge Bar)
Alfredo Seville
Musical Roguea
Hotel Westminster

(Blue. Boom)
Karl Rohde Oro
Vic Jerome
Sylvia, Franko & A
Rose Roland
Vi'vjan Von
Knotty Pine Room
(Hotel Woodcock)
Freddy Green Oro

Keyhole
Harry DeAngells Or
Gertrude Woodsum
Vlo Jerome
Old Fashioned Cafe
3 Cyclones
New Amer. Hotel

(Lowell)
Lou Clarke Ore
Don & Betty Lane

Ort'a
Don Humbert Oro
Paradise Restaurant

(Lawrence)
Freddie Coombs Or
Serranoa (3)
Dick Stutz
Les Steele

Royal Palms
Margie Dorello
Bessie Profltt
Jimmy Kenny
Johnny Dixon

SevUle
Don Rico Oro

Bonthland
Hardy Bros Ore
Cook &' Brown
Big Time Crip
Rogers Sis
Chappell & Reed
Beachcombers (2)
Babe Wallace
Dean Earl

Stage Door'
Don Humbert Ore

Steuben's ^

(Vienna Room)
Jack Fisber Ore

Towne Clnb
George Harris Ore
Maurice
Charlie Ross
MIml Chevalier
La Verne's (4)
Lucille Rich
Bergere Sis (2)
Honey Fam (6)

Trncadero
Frank Paul Ore

Ambassador Club
Buddy Lester
Al Zlmmy
Freddy' Miller
Sophistocrats (2)
John Piatt
Band Box Dancers 6

Al Howard
Peggy Warner
Charlie Lasln Ore

'

Book-Cadlllae Hotel
(Book Casino)

Emory Deutsch OrC
Enrlca & Novello

(Motor Bar)
Art Ravel Oro
Muriel Boyd
Chene-Trombiey

Jimmy Gargano Or
Bachelors 3
Brucettes

Club Frontenao
Harry Jarkey
Bebe Sherman
Harvey Stone
Arlene Whitney
Muriel Kretlow (£)
Geo Alfano Ore
Commodore Club
Sammy DIbert Ore
Rusa Swann
Iris Wayne
Edith Grlfllth
King's Jesters

Downtown Casino
MUt Brltton Ore

Hotel Statler
(Terrace Room)

Jack Marshard Ore
Mario & Florla

Imperial Club
P Henneberger Ore
Franlcle Donia
Capps Fam
Congo Gls (6)
Baron Rlcco
Emmett McCoo
Bill Renner

Nefalolo Cafe
Leonard Seel Oro
Tudell & Jean

Nortliwood Inn
Ray Carlln Oro
Woods & Bray
Ruth Dennen
Spec & Spot

Oasis
McM & Adelaide
Elaine Manzl
Madeline King
Hal Borne Ore

Plantation' Club
H Henderson Ore
Mae Dlgga
Bill & Charles
Leitha Hill
House Line <8)

Powatnn
Paul Neighbor Ore
Bennett Daiu-ers
Sammy Walsh
Santos & Elvira
Covert & Reed
Cath Westneld

Baks
Gus Howard
Texas Rockets (G)
Geo Kavunagh Ore
Club Ten-Forty

Lane, Edwards & D
faul & Paulette
Coyle McKay Ore

To-,lo Farms
Anthony Grayson
MUkle Ruth
Theodora
Coopef & Madras
Eddie Minnlch Ore'

Webster Hall
(Cocktail Grill)

Art Moorley Ore
VIokl L«uren
Delphlne's Popeye
Dick Tewsley
Jean Shailor

REFUGEE PIANIST

WITH PHILHARMONIC

Ruthe Hilde Somer, refugee Vien-

nese pianist, makes her concert debut

with the N. Y. I*hilharinonic-Synb-

phony, Hans Schwieger conducting

the 70 pieces, at Carneigie Hall, Dec.

30. It's in the nature of a 'showing'

booking, sponsored by Arthur Jud-
son.

Miss Somer has become a protegee
of Eddie Cantor, through meeting
on z trans-Atlantic linfer this sum-
mer when she participated in the
ship's concert,

IMAT MAY SNAG

PHULYBURLEY

OPENING

Philadelphia, Dec. 20.

Shubert theatre, when it opens

with burlesque Christmas nighti may
find itself picketed by the Theatrical

Agents and Treasurers union. Lex
Carlin, biz agent of the Philadelphia

local, said yesterday that Joe Hurtig,

who leased the house liast week, had

failed to hold scheduled confabs wit^i

him. TMAT members will meet
Thursday <22) to decide what steps,

will be taken. Neither Dave Levy,
manager of the house, nor Carroll

Day, treasurer, are members of the
union. Levy is from New York, Day
from Philly. Carlin said he was
temporarily willing to overlook Levy
if two TMAT men are put in the b.o.

Shubert, which will preem With a
midnight show Sunday, was taken
over by Hurtig for what he hopes
will be a start toward resurrection of

the old Hurtig and Seamon Columbia
wheel of 48 houses. House has been
shuttered almost a year since Max
Wilner interests ran into trouble
with the Government for failure to

turn Over amusement taxes.
Another burley here, Gayety, re-

cently opened by Izzy Hirst, has
folded because of lack of biz.

• 15 YEARS AGO *
(From Vawety end Clipper^

Will Hays organized department to

squelch fake film promoters.

'Benefit promoters* commercializ-

ing on show for Dorothea Antel,

vauder crippled in fall four years

ago. They were to take 75% of pro-

ceeds, according to charge, which
was denied.

Berlin vaudeville worst since the

war. Boosts in German railway fare

one of the major reasons for the gen-

eral letdown in the country.

Rudolph Schildkraut and Bertha
Kalisch are among the few Yiddish
stars able to play on the English

stage, too. Latter favored, of course,

but former is good fill-in between
engagements.

The Argonne Players, troupe from
the 77th Division, plan i6 revive the

show they put on in France.

The Gene Bucks are parents of a
son. They also have a 22-month-old
boy.

French bankers are backing ex-
Premier Georges Clemenceau's ven-
ture into film producing, product in-

tended for the international market.

A coupla colored kids. Buck and
Bubbles, the hit of the burlesque
show at the Columbia, N. Y.

Thomas Wilkes, who's been in the-
atricals for some time in the west,
has teamed with Sam H. Harris as
an equal sharer in all Harris enter-
prises.

Marilyn Miller is on the outs with
Ziggy. She quit 'Sunny' with a sore
throat, but he didn't believe that at
all. Just temperament.

George M. Cohan paid $1,000 for
one copy of Nellie Revell's 'Right Off
the Chest.' Money turned over to
Sam H. Harris for her Xmas fund,

BAM)S andORCHESTRAS
(Week of Dec. 23)

Permanent addresi of bands and orchestral are published with-
out charge. While every effort is made to insure aceuraOy in this
department cooperation in notifying errors will reduce mistakes to
a minimum.
Key to abbreviations: B—ballroomi C—cafe, CC—-country club,

H—-Hotel, N—Night Club, R—restaurant, T—Theatre,
Booking Agencies; ARA, Associated Radio Artists, 1650 B'way,

N. Y. C; CRA, Consolidated Radio Artists, 1250 Sixth Ave., N.Y.C.;
FB, Frederick Bros., 1270 Sixth Ave., N. Y. C; MCA, Music Corp.
of America, 745 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C; R-O'K, Roekwell-O'Keefe,
1270 Sixth Ave., N. Y. C.

Aaronson, Irving, c/o WHN, NYC.
Alberto, Don, El Chico N., NYC.
Alfredo, Don, Cuban Casino N.. NYC.
Andrews. Gordon, Club 18 N., NYC.
Ash, Paul, Roxy T., NYC.
Amheim. Gus, R-O'K, Hollywood,
Ayres, Mltctiell. Murray's R., Tuckahoc,

N.Y.
B

Baker, Kenny, MCA. Los Angeles.
Harnett. Jimmy, c/o FB.
Basle, Count, c/o MCA, NYC.
Baum, Charles. St. Regis H., NYC.
Becker, Howard, L<antz Merry-GorRound.

Dayton, O. ' _ _. . ^.
Bcecher, Gene.. Ibson H.. Cincinnati.
Bergere, Maximilian, Versailles N., NYC.
Blltmore Boys, ORA, NYC.
Black, Teddy, ARA, NYC.
Blaine,- Jerry,- Arcadia B.. NYC. _
Blake. Lou. Atlanta*Biltmore H., At-

lanta, Ga. r- '
'

. Blanco. I^edro, Embassy C, Philadelphia.
Bon Jobn Girls. CRA, NYC.
Bragale, Vincent, Ambassador H., NYC.
BrandWynne, Nat. Essex House H., NYC.
Breese, I.ou, Chez Paree N.. Chicago.
Brigode, Ace, <Arason B., Cleve,, 0.
Brown, Les, Edlaon H.. NYC.
Burkarth, Johnny, Club Edgewood, Al-

bany, N. Y. •

Bumslde, Dave, Tutwller H., Blrmlng-
han), Ala,

. . .

Burton, Paul, Southern Tavtrn, Cleveland.

C
Calloway, Blanche,. Congo C, Boston.
Calloway. Cab, Cotton Club N„ NYC;
Camden, Eddie, Henry Grady H.« Atlan-

ta, Ga. '•

Candullo, Joe, c/o R-O'K, ISIYC.

Carlth, Ray, Northwood Inn C, Detroit,
Carter, Benny, R-O'K, NYC,
Chernlavsky, Josef. WLW, Cincinnati.
Clinton; lArry, ;C/o R-O'K, NYC.
Coleman, Emll.' Waldorf-Astoria H„ NYC.
Collins,' Bemie, Ansley. H., Atlanta. Ga,
Cooper, Al, MCA. NYC.
Cornwall, Joe.- 'NeWtaouse H., Salt Lake

City.
Courtney, Del, New Kenmore H„ Albany,

N. Y.
Cromwell, Chauncey. c/o CRA.
Cummins, Bernie, Wisconsin Roof, Mil-

waukee.
D .

D'Andrea. Josepb. Pepper Pot N., NYC.
Davis,' Eddie. Larue R., NYC.
De Lange, Eddie, c/o William Morris.
Denny, Jack, c/o Wm. Morris.
Deutech, Emery, Book-Cadillac H., De-

troit.

Donahue, A], Rainbow R., NYC.
Dorsey, Jimmy, c/o MCA.
Dorsey, Tommy, 'H. New Yorker, NYC,
Duchln, Eddy, Plaza H.. NYC,

E
BIchler, - Fran, Nixon C, Pittsburgh.
Ellis, Joe, Queen Mary R„ NYC.
Engel, Charles, Harry's N,Y. Cabaret,

Chicago.
Ennis, Sklnnay, Mark Hopkins B,. San

Francisco.
Evans, Al, Che:t FIrehouse. NYC

Felton, Happy, Sherman H.. Chf.
Fielding. Allan.' Adelphia H., Phlla.
Fields, Shep. Blltmore Bowl N., I.OB An-

geles.
Fisher. Buddy. Beverly Hills CC. New-

port, Ky.
Fisher, Freddie, Palace T., Cleve.
Fisher, Mark. Royals Frolics C, Chicago.
Fomeen, Basil, St. Moritz H.. NYC.
Foster, Chuck. Topsy's R., Southgate,

Calif.
Frederic, Marvin, Atlanta-Blltmore H.,

Atlanta.
Frederics, Jan, Boulevard Tavern, Elm-

hurst, N.Y.
Funk, Larry, Village Barn R,, NYC.

G
Garber, Jan, Blackhawk R., Chicago.
O&rdner, Dick. St. Paul H.. St. Paul.
Gasparre.' Dick. Ambassador H., NYC.
Gendron, Henri, Coloslmo's N., Chicago.
Gillette, Jack, Casa Madrid, LouUvllle.

Ky.
Golden, Nell. Ds Witt Clinton H.. Al-

bany, N. Y.
Golly. 'Cecil, Muslo Box B., Omaha.
Goodman, Benny. Waldorf-Astoria H.,

NYC.
Gordon, Gray, Syracpse H., Syracuse, N.Y.
Graff. Johnny, Benny the Bum's N., Phil-

adelphia.
Graffoller, Frenchy. Cocoahut Grove N„

Minneapolis.
Gray, Glen, Paramount T,, NYC.
Gray, Ted, Gatlneau <j;c.. Ottawa, Ont.

H
Haas, Alexander, 254 W, 70th St., NtC.
Hall. .Sleepy. Arcadia B., NYC.
Hallett, Mai, Meadowbrook Club, Cedar

Grove, .N. L.
Hamilton, George, Statler H.. Cleveland.
Hardy, Bob, Flamingo N.. Boston.
Harris, Phil. Wllshlre Bowl, T.«b Angeles.
Henry, Chuck, Paris Inn, L.A,
Hcrbeck, Ray, Bill Green's Casino, Pitts,

^Herman, Woody, Roseland B.. Brooklyn,

Holmes. Herble, Clarldge H.. Memphis.
Hoist, Ernie, EI Morocco N., NYC,
Hopkins. Len, Chateau-Laurler H,, Ot-

tawa, Ont.
Horlon, Harry, Le Mirage C. NYC.
Hudson, Dean, Lowry H., St. Paul.
Hummel, Ray Shadowland B., Wichita,

Knnn.
Uulton. Ina Hay, c/o Wm, Morris

Agency, NYC.

J
^Jajobs, Howard. Wm. Morris Agency,

Jahns. Al, Frovldence-Blltmore H.. Prov.
Jurvene. Dick, Aragon B., Chicago,

Kaln. Paul, ,Saxamore H., Rochester, N.Y.
^Kai dOB, Gene, Zimmerman's Hungarla, R„
Kassel. Art, Bismarck H., Chicago.
Kavelln. Al, New Penn Club. Pittsburgh,
Kaye, Sammy, Commodore H..' NYC^
Kendls, Sonny. Stork Club. NYC.
Kent. Larry, Rainbow Rendezvous, Salt

Lake City,
Kerr. Jimmy, Jerry's Mandaloy N„ Hol-

lywood.
King, Henry, Falrmount H., San Fran-

cisco.
King, Llla. Esquire Club, Miami.
King Teddy, Strand T., Brooklyn.
Kinney. Ray, Lexington H., NYC.
Krupa, Gene, c/o Arthur Mlchaud, PIsk

Bldg,, NYC. .

Kuhn. Dick, Astor H., NTC.
Kyser. Koy, Pennsylvania -H., NYC,.

Lang, Sid, Hl-Hat Club, Chicago,
Le Baron, Eddie, Rainbow Room N., NxC.
Lee, Glen, c/o FB.
Light, Enoch, Taft H., NYC.
Lombardo, Guy, Roosevelt H., NYC.
Lopez, Vincent, Casa Manana, NYC.
Lunceford, Jlmmle, Bandbox N„ NYC.
Lyman, Abe, Strand T., NYC.

Manianares, Jose, Colony Club. Chicago.
Mario, Don, Club Yumurl, NYC. ^
Marsala, Joe, Hickory House N., NYC.
Marshard. Jack, Statler H.> Detroit.
Martel. Ous.< El Rio C. NYC,

. Martin, Lou. Leon <& Bddls's N„ NYC.
Mayehoff, Eddie, Governor Clinton H..

NYC.
Melvln. Jack, Midnight Sun N., NYC.
Miller, Glen, Pairadiae R„ NYC.
MllUngtdn, Basso, Slack Cat N.. NYC
Mojlca. Leoti, c/o CRA. NYC.
Mooney, Art, Webster Hall H„ Detroit.
Moore, Carl, Crystal Gardens B., Loul

vlUe, Ky. .

Morgan, Ruts, o/o CRA.
Murray, 'Charles. Mon Paris N., NYC.
Myles, Lee.' Park Central Ti,,, NYC -

N
Nage), Harold, Pierre H., NYC. .

Nelson, O^zle, Drake H;.- CfalCBKO.
Nichols, Red, R-O'K, NYC. . , , .

Noble, L«lghton, Rltz-Carlton H., Boston.
Noel, Henry, 38-16 28tb St., LoQff Island

City N.V.
Norvo', R^d, Famovs Door N., NYC
Novak, Frankk Blltmore H., NYC.

o
O'Hata, Ray, Greenwich yillaga Caslno»

NYC.
Olman, Val, c/6 R-O'K.
Olmes, Major, Webster Hall H., Pitts*'

burgh. ' .

Owons, Harry. Beverly-Wllshirs H., Loa
A.ngeles.

P
Page, Hot Lips, .Amierlca H., NYC,
Palmer, Skeeter, Seneca H„ Rochester,

N.Y.
Parks, Bobby, H. Plaza, NYC^ . ,.

Paul, Eddie, Columhla B., Oiave,, 0.
Pearl, Ray, Gibson H.. ClnclMndtl,
Pendarvls. Paul, Palace H.. San Fran-

clsco.
Petti,- Emlle, Savo:jr-Plaza H.,.MYC.
Peyton, Jlmhiy. Plaza R.. Pittsburgh.
Powell, VC ' — ~ ~

Hills, NYC.

. - DUrgD.
Powell, Walter, Bhow Bar C, Forest

Prima, Louis, Jitterbug House. I^os An-
geles,

B
Ramona, c/o CRA.
Redman, Geo,, Omar's Dome C. L.A.
Relcbman, Joe, Nicollet H., St. Paul.
Renard, Jacques, Cocoanut Orbve N.^

Boston.
Redman, Don. Savoy B., NYC^
Relsman, Leo, Rice H.. Houston, Tex^s.
Richards. Jimmy, Grey Wolf Tavern*

Sharon Pa,
Robblns, BUly, Coronado H.. Worcester.'

Mass.
. Rodrlgo. Naho. Havana-Madrid N.. NTC

Rolllnl, Adrian, Piccadilly H.^ NYC.
,S

Sabin, 'Paul, ' Ohez Pare^ Omaha.
Sanders, Joe, Trianon B., Chicago,.
Savitt, 3fm. KYW, Philadelphia.
Shaw, Artie. Lincoln H.. NYC.
Sherman, Maurle, OrlenUl Gardens R.,

Chicago.
SIssle, NoblOi Paramount H., NYC.
Spltalny, PhU, Park Central H., 'NYC
Stabile. Dick, Edgewater Beach H„ Oiil>

cage.
Stoeffler, Wally, Southern Mansions C,

Kansas City.
Strong, Benny, Brown H., Louisville,
Sudy, Josepb, Sir Francis Drake H„

Francisco.
Swanson, Billy, c/o CRA.

T
Thels, Henry, c/o R^J'K.
Tolbert, Skeets, Plantation N., NYC.
Thompson, Lang. Blackstone H., Ft.

Worth, Texas.
Tracy, Jack. Broadmoor CO., Dencer.
Travers, Vincent, Int'l Casino, NYC.
Tucker, Orrln. Palmer House H., Chicago.

V
Valee, Rudy. Cocoanut Orove, L,A,
Varzos, Eddie, CRA, NYC,
Velazco, Emll, Madura's Danceland, Ham-

mond, Ino.
Venutl, Joe, Belmont-Plaza, H., NYC

W
Waller, Fats, Tacht Club. NYC.
Waples, Bud, Marquette H,. St. Louis.
Webster, Ralph, Rainbow B., Denver.
Weeks, Anson. RoosSvelt H., Nsw Or-

leans.
Weeks, Ranny, Club Mayfair, Boston.
Weems. Ted. St. Frahcis H., San Fran-

cisco.
Welk. lAwrence, Wm. Penn H., Plttg-

burgn.
, .

Wllde, Ranny. -Hofbrau, San Diego. Caltt
Williams, Grltf, Victor Hugo's R,, L.A.

Zwerllng. Ruby, State T., NYC.

Berigan-Michand Split

Benny Berigan and Arthur Mi-
chaud, his manager, and also han-
dler of Gene Krupa, have split.
Pair appeared before the Executive
Board of Local 802 of the AFM
last week, the board disclaiming
jurisdiction over the squabble, but
desirous of seeing difficulties set-
tled in an amicable manner. Beri-
gan is still routed by Music Corp.
of America.
Breach came as of Nov. 30, when

Michaud was in receipt of a letter
from Berigan notifying hini (Mi-
chaud) of the parting of the ways.
Contract between the two still haft
time to run.

T. E. Sloan, Hamilton, Ont, barris-
ter, has cleffed a march, 'The Old
13th,' skedded for airings by the U. S;
Navy Band and Frank Simon's
Armcq broadcasts on NBC.
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MUSIC HALL, N. Y.

Jane Cilligan, Bob Ripa, Robert
Weede, Nicholas Daks, Pansy the
Horse, Lou Purdy, Belle Flower,
Jane Sproule, Dolores Pallet, Choral
Ensemble, Rockettes, Ballet Corps,
Twelve Princesses, Music Hall Sym-
phony, Emo Rapee conductor; 'Duke
of West Poinf (UA).

This week's stage show, fitting for

holiday time, is in two parts with a

Walt Disney's 'Mother Goose Goes

Hollywood' sandwiching. Cartoon

likewise is appropriate for the

Christmas holidays, over which it

will be held. Characters, coming to

to life in the pages of a book which
are turned after each interlude, are

of Hollywood personalities with
Katharine Hepburn as Little Bo
Peep, W. C. Fields as Humpty-
Dumpty, etc.

Same production of 'Peace on
Earth' (The Nativity), which was
done here last Christmas, has been

' re-staged by Leon Leonidoff. Only
change is in the soloist who is Jane
Gilligan this year. This, portion of
the stage entertainment will beheld
over for the holidays with the in-

coming 'Christmas Carol' (WC-G) to-

morrow (Thursday) following some
minor changes through the addition

o£ the Vienna Choir Boys.
To be retained intact for Christ-

mas week and probably also New
Year's will be Florence Roggfe's pro-
duction of 'The Twelve Dancing
Princesses,' a pantomime or 'ballet

change' inspired by Grimm's old

fairy tale. The show is in numer-
ous scenes and employs a large num-
ber of persons. Staiged well, with
colorful settings and good lighting, it

is excellent visual entertainment, but
is a trifle longer than it might have
been, apd fails to deliver any solid

punch anywhere along the line.

..Production is. the third for Miss
jRogge} who has been ballet mistress

here since the bouse opened and
doubles from that assignment when
puttiitg on a whole show, as occurs
this- week. Her unit around the
Grimm fairy story is mostly ballet,

as it happens; and in some respects

the routines in this category are
among her best. Notable is the bal-

let in the garden scene in which the.

girls , playihg the princesses and
others figure.

. Opening the show, and to which
the action cuts back several times
during stage changes, is a. little scene
at side stage whfere Dolores Pallet is

telling the story oi the '12 Dancing
Princesses' to a baby. The scenes on
stage include outside the castle

gates, -the castle itself, the boudoir of
the princesses^) the magic garden &nd
the princesses' balT. Settings repre-
sentmg^ all ol these are very eyeflU-
ing, Kids will like the scenery, and at-

.
mosphere, well as the enactment
oi the .^airy . talei even if it isn't going
to entertain the adults so'ihuch.

. Talent includes Boh Ripa, .jug-

gler long in vaude; Pansy,- the horsi,
also around sometupe- and

.
getting

plenty of laughs here .(great for th6
youngsters); Robert We'ede, M. H.
soloist; Nicholas Daks. Jane Sproule
and other regular?, including the
perennial Rockettes. and the Choral
Ensemble. The Rockettes do a num-
her as the Blackamoors and, painted

. vp..as Congo sav9|es,.present a some-
what different picture. Routine is

about average. A group of waltzing
couples inject particular charm info
the proceedings.
No newsreel used this week, Cher.

LYRIC, INDPLS.

Remainder of the' hour is devoted
to the singing, by Marion Mann of
'My Reverie' and 'Sleepy People'
with ^Martha* as an encore; to Bob
Crosby's vocalizing of a medley of
'Don't Let That Moon Get Away,'
'Small Fry,' and 'Pocketful of
Dreams'; to the able roping tricks

and mild comedy of Dick and Leota
Nash; and to the swift and funny
knockabout comedy of Marion Belett
and the English Brothers,
Biz capacity at final show Fri-

day (16).. Kilcu.

ORIENTAL, CHICAGO

Indianapolis, Dec. 17.

Bob Crosby Orchestra^ Mairion
Mann, Dick & Leota Nash, Morion
Belett & English Brothers; 'Up the
River" (20ih>.

Bob Crosby and his band have
climbed considerably since their

first appearance here about three

years ago. At that time they had
heen organized only a short time
and were playing their first theatre
date. They did a 20-minute band
act to: close a straight vaude bill,

and biz was n.s.h. Now they fill an
hour with the aid of two added acts.
Meanwhile, they have built an air
rep from the Blackhawk nitery in
nearby Chicago, and the boxoffice
is being kept busy in a week that's
usually the lowest ebb of the year
with everybody joining the Xiiias
shopping rush.
Boys Still do their comedy fan

dance same as thre^ years ago, but
everything else is newer and much
smoother. Crosby works and talks
more confidently, and his aggrega-
tion ^Ith its ace rhythm section
dishes out its Dixieland brand of
swing music in good style. With the
exception of their numbers for vo-
calist Marion Mann and for Bob
Crosby's singing stint, the band
keeps awfly from w.k. pops and
plays instead original compositions
by various members of the band.
These — such as drummer Ray Bau-
duc's. 'Rampart Street Parade'—are
In the orchestra's own characteristic
vein. Pianist Bob Zurke is featured
In the middle of the show playing
two original numbers. Later, a spe-
cial section of the band, called 'Bob-
cats' and headed by Bauduc and
bass playef Bob Ha^gart, are fea-
tured in a Jam session of original
tunes by the boys in the orchestra.

Chicago, Dec. 17.

Spencer & Foreman, Three Murtah
Sisters, Terry Hoauord & Co., George
Lyons, Six Lucky Noys; *Five of a
Kind' (20th).

So it's the week before Christmas.

With a view towards keeping down
expenses the house managed one

solid turn, one so-so act and others

ranging from fair to unfair.

Best- of the bill on results is the
Terry Howard turn. Miss Howard
makes up well as the pint-sized kid
and tosses off an excellent novelty
impersonation for plenty of laughs
and comedy. Her present costume,
however, doesn't have the appeal of
previous outfits.

Back in town after a long absence
are the Six Lucky Boys yvith more
clowning than acrobatics, and the
clowning isn't so funny. Risley work
is good—what there is of it—but the
effect of one trick wears off long be-
fore they go into the next one.

This being the Christmas season,
let it suffice' to say that Spencer and
Foreman are a young man and a
young girl who dance, jitterbug fash-
ion for the most part, and with some
occasional tapping in which every
step looks like every other step. Also
there are "Three Murtah Sisters who
sing popular songs and finish with
a- very brave attempt to be comical
in doing what is announced as a
satire of three debutantes singing
opera. George Lyons plays a harp
in a good little musical novelty tui:n
by strummini; out some ragtime on
the strings;

Business wasn't so g6od at the last
show Friday (16). Gold.

HIPP, BALTO

STATE, N. Y.

Baltimore,'Dec. 18.

'Baltimore Follies' with Bob Bruce,
Pepper Asner, Morguerite Melvin,

'Modern. Melodiers jf3), Dolores Con-
nelly, Lillian Kaltcinska and Willard
Von Simons, Abrosha Robofsky,
Billy Dale, Charles ' McCubbin,
George VanHbr,n, Police Quartette
(4), ;Roclcettes House Line (16)

,'Blondic' (Col),

Strategically spotted to take in

usual slack of pre-holiday lull, 'Bal-

timore FolUes' is the third local tal-

ent revile staged here in tie-up with

ihe News-Post As in previous at-

tempts, H. Ted Routson has handled
the material on hand in skilfull and
showmanly manner, building a fast
moving and entirely entertaining
unit from curtain to curtain. Origi-
nal musical numbers- by Ben Kanter
and B6n Klassmer, and line routines
by Betty Jane McHugh, also size up
well.

In revue style, emceed in pleasing
fashion by Bob Bruce, and employ-
ing short blackouts to fill in
switches between full stage produc-
tion numbers and specialties in olio,
current 'Follies' has in it a wealth
of variety and one or two real socks.
Oif to an effective opening by Mar-
guerite Melvin backed up by smooth
working line in radium treated min-
strel song and dance, doings build
nicely with some fast hoofery by
Pepper Asner and instrumental and
vocal specialty by the Modern Melo-
diers, three yquthful guitar and bull
fiddle whackers who swing out
fetchingly.

Ballet, 'Blue Danube Fantasy,* in
which line is used to round out toe
specialty by Dolores Connelly and
adagio of Lillian Kalicinska and Wil-
lard Van Simons, presents a pleasing
picture well produced and lighted.
Makes fine spot for Abrasha Robof-
sky next, who puts over three vocals.
Of good stage presence and equipped
with legit pipes, lad does the inevi-
table 'Without a Song,' 'Stout Hearted
Men' and an original, 'Heavenly,'
ringing the beU. Presents real pos-
sibilities for radio or musical com-
edy.
Good change of, pace brings on

Billy Dale for routine Juggling, his
work with sticks a standout. Is fol-
lowed by production number by Miss
Melvin and line in Mickey Mouse
masks for fairish interlude. Charles
McCubbin then manipulates a man-
dolin, followed by George Van Horn,
ventrilo(luist, who has something on
the ball. Youth works smoothly,
utilizing excellent and original ma-
terial. Closes strongly with two
dummies, one in blackface, crossfir-
ing nicely and giving out with a
two-way vocal that clicks.
Police Quartette, a repeater from

former doings, gives out with the
usual four-part harmony stuff. Lead
into finale which presents line in
smooth precision tapk and a reintro-
duction of all principals.

Biz good, Burm.

James Evana & Co„ Deane Janis,
Tim & Irene, George Beattv, Barney
Rapp Orch, with Hozel Bruce, June
Hart. Vivian J^etuell; 'Great Waltz'
(M-G).

With the pre-Christmas lull knock-
ing the edge off even the sock shows,
the State this week is treading
water with its current bill of semi-
names and the tepid film grosser,
'Great Waltz' (M-G). There are no
dead spots in the stage portion, but'
its not hefty enough entertainment
to cause any word-of-mouth dnd
certainly isn't calculated to cause a
boxofl'ice stampede.
Show opens with James Evans &

Co., whose iuggUng with his feet
is a standard turn m vaude houses
and occasionally niteries. Always
acceptable and this, time is no ex-
ception. Deane Janis (New Acts)*
radio, warbler, has the second posi-
tion and gets by without trouble.
Offers three short and. tastefully
varied numbers, which she sells
skilfully. Also shrewd enough not
to beg for encores.
Tim and Irene, whO' under the

real names of Ryan and Noblette
were a standard comedy act for
years before going into radio, re-,
turn to vaude with ^ettr much the
same brand.of stuff as formerly. On
for 15 minutes when caught "Thurs-
day night (15). She does a flut-
tery, liame-brain act, using a dead-
pan and a slow delivery of the gag
lines. He's the straight and does
most of the. stokinjg to keep the
steam up. Their inaterial is only
fair, hut they get almost everything
possible out of it Best portion is
her hoke sobby rendition of the
song, 'Nobody Knows.* In one series
of gags he refers repeatedly to Law-
rence Tibbett, but puts an 's' on the
last name.
Another prodijsal back in vaude

from radio is George Beatty, with a
collection of monolog gags. His
style of delivery doesn't vary. It's

the familiar technique of two or
three lines to set the situation, then
a quick snapper for the laugh, all
offered' in a ary- manner and gener-
ally funny. While the material is

the kind that, almost anyone could
use, Beatty scores with -much of it,

staying for 20 minutes when the
show was caught. He winds, up with
a drunken sailor bit he did in vaude
years ago.and wMch has since been
aped by several other comedians.
Windup brings Barney Bapp?s or-

chestra, with several solo turns.
Band doesn't oftef a single tune on
its .own. so no real estimate of its

worth is possible., Acts with the
band include Hazel Bruce, scat
singer; June Hart, accordionist, and
Vivian Newell, acrobatic dancer.
Miss Bruce imwisely wears a white
gown that's too similar to the one
worn, by Miss Jaiiis; otherwise she's
simply an inexperienced band vocal
ist. Miss Hart is quite young and
far too energetic ' Miss Newell is

the only one with promise. Makes
a pleasing appearance and her
dancing has possibilities. After a
couple of novelty turns by members
of the band, Rapp's outfit finales

with the familiar impressions of
other orchestras. ,

Hobe.

EARLE, WASH.
^asHington, Dec. 17.

Milton Douglas, Grate Drysddle,
Gang Busters, Stump and Stumpy,
Roxyettes (16) House Line; 'Heart
of the North'.

p

Variety and action are squeezed
into this one to make it one of the
most colorful revues gathered to-

gether here in weeks. Acts are so
contrasting that no attempt is. made
to blend them through staging, but
use of emcee builds transitions satis-
factorily, and acts work in just
enough gags on what has preceded
their own stuff to tie it all together.
Milton Douglas' emcee job was

ragged and loaded with off-color
hack at opening, show, but under-
stood that subsequent- tightening
brings it nearer standard required by
local audiences. BUI opens with the
orchestra across rear' of night club
set and gals in blue and yellow sailor
garb tapping out fast rhythm num-
ber and domg chorus introduction
for Douglas. Patter song is awkward
and kids in front row spoil attempt
at cross-talk with Sf(i6ie in box.
Grace Drysdale's puppet show

catches on nicely, BaUrooin team
dolls really get 'em, and when she
steps out of box to show how it's

done, idea of pretty girl doing ade-
quate dance herself while making
pair of dolls attached to her hands
go through elaborate hoofing, builds
to fine climax.
Douglas takes over for patter with

gal before introducing (Sang Bust-
ers. Announcer under baby spot ex-
plains idea of latter act, and interest
is held throughout by both script,
which relates capture of Fleagle
Brothers in 1928, and radio tech-
nique as exemplified by stage full
of sound effects stuff, actors doubling
up on roles, and semi-pantomime by
performers working with scripts in
their hands. Although overhead
spots direct attention to which of
three mikes on darkened stage is be-
ing used, pace at which show moves
demands strict attention and only
fault may be its length.
As travelers close, Douglas "takes

over for clothes-and-anatomy patter
with male stooge and ' introduces
Stump and Stumpy. Negro boys take
center mike In front of band and

entire cast seated at tables. Warbling
of 'Swing for Sale,' complete with
sock pantomime and vocal calesthen-
ics, 'sets pace for series of hoofing,
rhythmic slapstick and imitations o:

Donald Duck, W. C. Fields and Ted
Lewis that stop show cold. Gals take
over for rhumba tap to ring down
curtain.
Biz light. Craig.

Embassy Newsreel, N. Y.
Nicely balanced bill here this

week, well distributed with impor-
tant subjects. While standout stufl!

is not evident, with the exception oil

some excellent table-tennis snots by
Fox, this does not upset the tenor
of the bill when viewed as a whole.
March of Time's 'Uncle Sam-^The
Good Neighbor,' devoted entirely to
a fair depiction of the U. S. diplo-
matic corps, winds up the 50-odd
clips.

Anthony Eden's visit to the U. S.,

snapped by Pathe and Fox, Latin-
American relations and the: Jewish
refugee problem are keynotes of the
program. Last-named is treated' ably
and, excepting sports, is the strong-
est individual topic. Universal shows
the Bratislava-Czech refugees piti-
fully attempting to survive in a no-
man's land. Semi-portrait photog-
raphy is brought^ to bear». and the
choice of faces among, the aged, the
very young, the crippled,^ etc., is
aces. Metro follows, up with good
shots of child exiles, ousted from
Gern^any with one suitcase and 40c,
plus N. Y. Mayor LaGuardia's and
Mgr. Sheen's speeches against intol
erance.-
Xmas stuff is briefly introduced by

Par, Metro, Fox and Universal, a lot
of it hoke, but pleasant and timely.
Lew Lehr has two. spots, one describ-
ing a baby elephant, the other anent
a monkey house. Latter has chuckles
aplenty.
Metro catches sonie waltz contests,

which represent coverage of its in-
tramural activities since th& company
launched the contests in connection
with its 'Great Waltz.* ^

Coverage of Ataturk and Queen
Maud funerals is strong, former by
Pathe and the other by Par. Real
pains seem to have been taken with
the Queen's rites and the results are
worth the effort.

Sports wind,up the works with a
aeries of clips by Fox, Pathe, Metro
and Par. PatbC' has boxing at Fort
Totten, N. Y., and Metro gives out
oh wrestling. Fox, meantime, does
a very good job with table-tennis
tourneys. Par unspools the Giants-
Packer's pro championship football
battle won by the Giants, 23-17.
Some good camera work here.

Fires, local disasters of other types,
new inventions and the usual run
of minor topics are interspersed
Fewer fashion shots than usual and
less hoke.
House loaded with standees Sat-

urday afternoon (17), when caught.
£dga.

STRAND, B'KLYN

Teddy King Orch, Midgie Fellows,
Blackstone & Co.; 'iStorm Over Ben-
gal' (Rep).

It's been a long time since New
York had a full stage magic show
and probably a longer time for
Brooklyn. Nonetheless, Blackstone
is doing pretty good business. He's
working all kinds of gags, from kid
mats with bunny giveaways to mid-
night freak show, amid heavy adver-
tising and exploitation. Such magic
shows are new to present generation,
which may account for receptiveness
of heavily jitterbugged audience
which showed up for dance contests
on stage.
Show is stretched to the breaking

point, running full 58 minutes of
gimmicks, gadgets, illusions and some
n.s.g. clowning. Magico has added
a bunch of stunts since last caught,
which accounts for extended time.
Turn is very dressy and eye-filling,
what with quartet Of looker femmes
in varied brief riggings, demonstrat-
ing Blackstone's showmanship. But
he could use some- slicing and speed-
ing up for better results.
Vet Blackstone adheres to the prop

school rather tham the Erdnase sys-
tem, of magidcing with passes, table
and finger work. It's this sameness
of each trick with fancy props that
makes for some slowness, though it

must be said that he has impressive
trappings such as live horse,, fowl,
machine-run giant saw, spiked cabi-
nets, crates, etc. Best bits are xm-
connected incandescent bulb, levita-
tion with girl, wriggjing-writhing
hanky, and spiked cabinet with dis-
appearing occupant. Gets showy with
kid stooge foiling for him (looks Mc-
Coy), girl sawed in half, and by pass-
ing out beer from 'empty' box to
audience. Good touch.
Trickster was in for plenty of au-

dience ribbing last show Friday night
(16). House was packed with al-
ligators waiting for finals of dance
contest. Was all good-natured, but
obviously annoying to the showman.
House leader King played from pit

for show. It's first time that the pit
has ever been used here, band for-
merly playing on stage with acts in
front. Got off one swing tune and
then quickie for vocalist. Midgie Fel-
lows, singing 'Night 'Fore Xmas.'
That came between magico and con-
test after him for fast closer.

Contests continue to build business
for house; which has now caught on
with stage fare. Hurl.

STANLEY, PITT.

Pittsburgh, Dec. 17.
Gray Gordon Orch (12), Mike

Riley Orch (14), Lane Sisters (2),
Manon Miller, Robert Preston, Billy
Reed, Goodrich & Nelson, Joe i
Betty Lee, Phillips and Kohl, Marcy
Bros. & Beatrice; 'Heart of the
North:

So-called 'Battle of Music' is a last-
minute booking at this deluxer when
Father Flanagan's Boys Town unit,
originally slated for this date, folded
in the midwest There's a lot of tal-
ent on hand, but the show misses
out practically all of the way be-
cause it tries to do too many things
at the same time.
These melody skirmishes are in-

variably pretty unwieldy anyway,
and this one's no exception. Both
bands on the stage simultaneously,
each one occupying half of the plat-
form in front of different colored
drops,, with the Gordon aggre.;ation
representing sweet, and Riley, of
course, , catering to the jitterbugs,
Gordon's tic-toe' music style has
been lately built up on the air.

These bands have been working
niteries almost exclusively and
there*s the rub. Music's all right
for presentation houses, but the nov-
elty stuff is strictly cafe. Of the two
outfits, Gordon definitely has the
better of it. While a little short on
stage presence himself, he manages
to be pleasant and self-effacing, and
his rhythmic arrangements are easy
to take. Has a crack vocalist in
Sherry Lane, who does IShould I 1^
Sweet or Hot?* with a double-duty
gown to fit the lyrics, in slide style.
Gal, however, ^ould learn some-
thing about make-up. There's an-
other Lane gal doing solo duty,, too,
but not in a class with her sister.
Also among Gordon's credits is his
novelty male quartet with some first-
rate- comic lyrics and some others
that should be chucked away from
the nitery belt

Riley*s swing is pretty conven-
tional, but he whips across some
trombone specialties that keep his
end of it at least in the running.
Carries two vocalists. Bobby Pres-
ton, youthful looking, pipes well, but
is ill at ease, and Marion Miller,
torcher, shows promise. Comedy
stuff Riley pulls, hcwever, with one
of his trumpet players is way out of
line and he should relax more, too.
BUI has a flock of excellent sup-

porting acts, with even the dance
teams carrying out the hot-swing
idea—Joe and Betty Lee,, ballroom
exponents, doing the' class terping
and shagsters Phillips and Kohl
holding up the dance-hall end. Good-
rich and Nelson land solidly with
their strong-arm acrobatic stuff to
become bona-flde show-stoppers,
with Marcy Bros. (2) and Beatrice
pulling flock of laughs with their
mixture of nut hoofing and funny
contortion posturing frdm the dame.
Latter turn could stand a bit of
scissoring, although otherwise in the
groove.

•Referee' of 'Battle of Music' la
Billy Reed, who also gets a chance

i:o knock off some eccentric stepping,
winding up with his " inevitable
skating routine, always good and
still that way.
Dave Broudy's house crew back in

pit again for brief overture. Biz
way off. Cohen.

APOLLO, N. Y.

Ot>te Alston Orch, Froshine SteW'
art, Tom Sawyer, Jean & Joan, Ed-
die Green. George Wiltshire, Vtvton
Harris. Kirby Walker, John Henry,
Jean Starr, Harlem Sabu Kid, House
Line (16); 'Man with 100 Foces*
(GB).

Apollo departs from its usual ro-
ation of house comedy (culled from
aurlesque), outside acts, and a band
his week,- and considerably improves
its offering. Basic setup is still there,
i>ut it's utiUzed in a difterent man-
ner, stress being laid prim.arily on
production intertwined with comedy.
Whether or not Apollo audiences
will go for continued use of such
layouts sans double entendre, as this
is, will undoubtedly govern future
efforts.

, Theme of the productional effort
IS sustained through a large portion
of the first half, bringing on most
of the house people and Tom Saw-
yer, an imported act. Latter opens
by sawing tunes out on a musical
saw and a long knife, dragging notes
from a balloon, and pounding out
pops on variously filled whiskey bot-
tles. Novelty, but doesn't mean much.
Line follows Sawyer for a modern-

ized Indian dance in appropriate cos-
ume, split by Jean Starr's interpre-
tation of 'Rosie the Redskin' and an
aero routine for a followup. Apollo
seems to have something in this ver-
satile miss. Girls do some nice work
here and in later parts of same bit.

Harlem Sabu Kid works with Miss
Starr almost throughout, contribut-
ing several vocals and- tap routines.
He's okay.
Eddie Green, comedian, who's had

a radio shot with Rudy Vallee. Geo.
"Viltshire, John Henry and Vivian
Harris, then team for the heaviest
bit of production yet seen here. Skit
portrays the capture of an Indian
^ad man and shifts from a western
street scene to a saloon. Henry, also

(Continued oii page 41)
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Night Club Reviews

GLASS HAT, N. Y.

Joe Venuti Orchestra (11), An-
drews Sisters (3), Paul Rosinu

Now that they're waddling at the

Waldorf and swingin' in the Sert

room. Ralph Hitz figured there's no
lelfon for keeping his Hotel Bel-

jnont-Plaza's Glass Hat room parti-

cularly conservative. Thus comes

Joe Venuti, regarded as a super-

kiUer-diller by the ultra cats. He s

undoubtedly the premier jazz fiddler,

iustiflably famed as an advanced jaz-

ziQue virtuoso. So, with his own
combo, he's doing all right m this

*^What makes Venuti click with the

alligators, as well as the professional

fraternity, is his informality, which
borders on the screwball. He may-
hems the language when ad libbing

the titles, but there's nothing stutter-

ing about his swingology. He has a

heated team that knows how to keep
it under wraps most of the time^

though it does get over-enthused to-

wiards the end of each set. He Jias a

dandy team of swingsters, including

an out-of-this-world drummer who
looks"and works like a fugitive from
62d street.

The Andrews Sisters (3) with their

advanced swing-singing, which first

brought them to attention on the

Decca disks, are in the proper groove
with a combo like Venuti's. Paul
Rosini, doubling from another Hitz

hotel, the New Yorker, rounds out

the corking divertissement with
some amazing magico. Rosini's

suave style- of yrorking his card and
rings illusions are as much an asset

as the basic legerdemain.
Venuti already has become a col-

lector's item among disk fan.s,

especially his old violin-guitar wax-
ings with the late Eddie Lang. Long
before they called it swing Venuti
and Lang were fathered oy Paul
Whiteman as exponents of an ultra-

modern something in jazzique. Some
of the phonograph companies have
been repressing some of the old
recordings, labeling them with the
original dates when 'first recorded.'
Venuti-Lang's stuff merits that sort

of reprise. Ahel.

MOTHER KELLY'S
(MIAMI BEACH)

Miami Beach, Pec. 16.

Owen & Parco, Warren & Bodee,
Mickey Barrie, Bennett Green.^

This spot, a favorite bar" in the
past, has been completely remodeled
an^ for the first time is presenting a
show. Heretofore, room was strictly

a late spot, with no entertainment,
but very popular for after-club
nightcaps.
There\ a stage, in the center of the

bar, and 'Mother,' as Kelly is affec-
tionately known to the habitues, Is

omnipresent with his genial person-
iality. Since opening, spot has done
top biz on the Beach.
A singing duo, Owen and Parco,

is the top attraction in the area.
Team works slightly risque, but still

stays within bounds. Owen, in front
of the mike, while. Parco accom-
panies, Is particularly deft with ma-
terial written by the team.
Warren and Bodee, vocal swing-

sters, keep the show running at top
speed. Mickey Barrie, a baby-voiced
canary, .is okay, although her bad
cold when caught retarded her a
bit. Bennett Green, m.c., is satis-
factory In his vocalizing' and "his
{>resentation of the show is fault-
ess. Thorn.

BAL TABARIN, S. F.

Son Francisco, Dec. 17.

Gary Nottingham Orch, John Tio,
Beverly Bemis, Modie & Lemoux,

Gary Nottingham, who for some
years whipped a number of bands
into shape for others to front, has
decided to get some of the glory
him.self. Although someone else is

waving the stick and m.c.ing, the
orchestra is billed as Nottingham's
directed by Roland Drayer.
Band Is the typical hotel setup, dis

tinctive in Nottingham's arrange-
ments, and not unlike Richard
Himber In style.
Drayer Is a blonde, with an easy

manner and trained tenor pipes.
He's currently warbling for NBC
here over which the band also broad-
casts from the Bal Tabarin several
times a week. Drayer looks like a
comer and will overcome a nervous-
ness evidenced opening night.
The floor show, m.c.d by Drayer, is

headlined by Beverly Bemis, local
hoofer, who formerly teamed in
vaudeville with her brother, Billy.
Miss Bemis has youth and plenty of
talent. John Tio, talking parrot-
featured In the past on Rudy Vallee's
and Ripley's air shows, presents an
unusual act for a club floor show,
and it clicks.

John Tio answers questions
asked by his master. It also does
imitations of a dog's bark, a cat's
meow, Bing Crosby, Eddie Cantor
and Jimmy Durante, among others,
Modie and Lemoux, ballroom team,

open and close the second show of
the evening, making only one ap-
pearance, earner. The gal, tall,

I ) 1 . I t >

slender redhead, Is unusually good
and is- attractively costumed. They
look well and get a good reception.
The line of girls, long a feature at

the Bal, is out. Biz here is bad,
which accounts for their absence.

Milt.

RIPTIDE CLUB
(MIAMI BEACH)

Miami Beach, Dec. 17.
Al Parker, Harry Nestor, Wanda

Dawson, Elaine Maye, Earl Leslie
Orch.

Harris Levison, long an operator
on 23d street, the hub of Beach
nitery activities, reopened his Rip-
tide, and for the first time in the
spot's history presented a show.. Less
said about it the better.

Spot, heretofore, has operated on
a smaller scale, with a sweet band,
strollers and a girl vocalist. Such a
setup is ideal, for this spot, and Levi-
son is consideriifg yanking the show
and reverting to the old policy.

Al Parker, m.c, has little to offer.

Henry Nestor, baritone, is miscaist
here, since he', has a concert voice
and lacks nitery technique. High
spot is Wanda Dawson, whose war-
bling is okay. Elaine Maye pianos
and vocals, but misses. Earl Leslie's
orchestra is okay for dansapation.

Thorn.

FRANKIE PALUMBO'S
(FHILADELPHIA)

Philadelphio, Dec. 17.

Frank Hall, Beth Calvert. Casper,
& Roth, Rodney & Gould, Line (6),
Bobby Morro Orch.

. Annual remodeling at Palumbo's
has given it one of the most advan-
tageous setups in the city for its

show presentation. Show is neat,
too. With the budget limited, offer-

ing is held down to 35 smooth min-
utes.
Frank Hall m.c.'s and chirps well

enough, warbling 'We're All Pals
Together,' 'Donkey Serenade' and
'AH Ashore,' good choices. Beth
Calvert is a satisfactory looker, but
her strength lies in her song sales-
manship.
Casper and Roth are a mixed terp

team. Femme's blonde, but only so-
on phiz and gams. Stick mostly to

fast tap, tossing in some adagio cmd
acrobatics. Routines, if n.s.g., are
at least fairly original. Comedy
supplied by Rodney and Gould, long-
and-short team. Get off to a good
start with their comic appearance

—

brown derbies; racetrack suits and
difference in size. Sing a djtty, terp
and end with knockabout. Lose con-
siderable strength In gabbing. Would
do much better to stick strictly to
deadpan pantomime.
Line (6) makes two appearances,

opening and closing the show. Gals
are lookers, pretty weU-gammed
and w6rk in fair precision. Bobby
Morro's six-man toot crew capably
plays for show and terps. Herb.

Bermuda Stock

(Continued from page 1)

island to import a Broadway com-

pany. No names- will be taken along,

but a troupe of about 10 young ac-

tors will be recruited, with the

walk-on parts cast from among the

members of an amateur group in

Hamilton. Latter organization is

erecting the theatre, which it will

rent for the stock enterprise.

Idea is to play, four performances

weekly, since there are estimated to

be sufficient audiences available for

only that number. Schedule calls

for showings Monday, Wednesday

and Saturday nights and Thursday

matinees. New productions will be

offered weekly. First bill is to be

rehearsed in New York. If business

for the initial 10-week season war-

rants, an additional stay Is planned

for the following July, August and

September. Intervening months will

be used to line up more plays and

cast replacements in New York. Lea-

man figures on going to Bermuda
about Jan. 1 to look over the start of

the theatre construction and other-

wise inspect the setup at first hand.

He plans to buy a permanent resi-

dence on the island.
i

Idea of a stock company in Ber-

muda has been considered several

times in the past, but always dropped

because of the cost of erecting a the-

atre. Last such proposal involved

the' Surry Players, who have op-

erated a strawhat theatre at Surry>

Me., the last two summers and last

season produced 'As You Like It' on

Broadway. Dwight Deere Wiman,

who has a home in Bermuda, was

to have backed the venture, which

called for a year-round schedule of

Broadway, Bermuda and Surry, Me.,

engagements.

House Reviews

APOLLO, N. Y.
(Continued from page 40)

identified with radio, plays the bad-
die convincingly, and Wiltshire the
sheriff. Skit's well done. Kirby
Walker tosses in okay pianology and
vocals during this and in other spots.
Green, Wiltshire and Miss Harris, do
another excellent bit prior to the
band entry. It, too, is devoid of blue
tint.

Jean and Joan comprise a blonde
tap team and draw favorable reac-
tion. Fresh appearance impresses al-
most as much as their routines. Lat-
ted are standard for the most part,
but well executed, varying from
good unison work to challenge.
Ovie Alstor band works impres-

sively after shift from pit to stage.
While- predominantly sweet, crew
sock.s over a couple of hot tunes
that are something. One, however,
is so unlike previous and following
numbers, that it's glaring and could
be dropped. That's an arrangement
of 'One O'clock Jump,' similar to
Benny Goodman and Count Basle's
way of riding It.

In attempts at informality, how-
ever,. Alston's crew goes a bit too
far. That reference Is to the bass
player. His antics are annoying, es-
pecially in the sweet tunes and back-
ing Froshine Stewart, crew's vocalist.
Latter gets her tunes off in swell
style and voice. Does 'Cocquette' and
'Old Folks' and could safely have
piped more.

TOWER, K. c

NEW ACTS

Kansas City. Dec. 20.
Herbic Kay Orch. Wynne Fair,

Fuzzy Combs, George Ramsby, Del
Rio Trio, Don Cummings, Novak &
Fay, House "Line: 'Down on Farm'
(20fh).

Although biz is typical of the sea-
son, house Is offering a better than
average show combining the youth-
ful Kay aggregation and the Jones
Family picture, which outstrips the
usual run of films here.
Band is essentially a dance unit,

numbering 11 players, and conse-
quently is able to offer a variety of
music as well as a large repertoire
of novelty .numbers,
Emceeing of the leader also a bit

different, as his work is on the In-
formal side and clicks with a less
rigid and more down-to-earth appeal.
Mostly contents hirhself with baton
waving, but gets- into the clowning
and takes his pick at the banjo In
closing.
Wynne Fair as a tqrcher fills the

bill neatly, piping a trio of pop
songs in accepted fashion, and being
above par on the eye appeal. Male
singing by George Ramsby, tenor,
and Fuzzy Combs, scat singer, Is ade-
quate.
Half score of band numbers is first

broken into by the Del Rio Trio,
who perform their adagio acrobatics
In evening clothies. Their output
nears the mark of a finished product.
Don Cummings, billed as the cowboy
in tails, uses some rope twirling as
a background for line of gags and
satire, nicely done.
Novak and Fay make their bid

near closing with a pantomimic and
clowny acrobatic turn. The Ador-
ables house line in some snappy cos-
tumes offers a precision shag mid-
way, and in for a flash in the finale.

"rhe -63- mmutes might well be
trimmed by five, although the route
shows no particular drag. Quin.

EARLE, PHILLY

Philadelphia. Dec. 16.
Benny Davis Star Dust Revue with

Rexer Twins, Tell Sisters (3), Ted
Lester, Gill & Bernie Mason, John
Elliott, Leonora Colstons, Bon Bon
Buddy, Three Freshmen, Lou Schra-
der's house orch; 'Hard to Get*
(WB).

Regularly as Santa appears on the
corner at Christmas, Benny Davis
turns up at the Earle with a flock
of kids in his 'Star Dust Revue.'
While some of the acts belie Davis'
hoke that he's giving them their
first break in show biz (fact is, one
of the acts he bt-lngs was at the
Earle as long as a year and a half
ago; the faces are all young and
most of them are new to -these parts.
Earle, as in the past three years, is

the troupe's break-in date. And,
rather despite Davis than because
of him, the overlong 76 minutes are
fairly entertaining. It's not high-
powered stuff, but fills the bill more
than satisfactorily.
Curtain ups on the squad of 16

kids weakly warbling a ditty tagged
'To Be or Not to Be a Star,' ask-
ing the audience to be the judge of
whether they'll get ahead in show
business. They are backed by Lou
Schrader's neat house band trans-
ported from pit to stage. Set is

made up, not too appropriately, of
college pennants, while in front of
the band are cabaret tables at which
the troupe sits.

Davis bounces out with his usual
line of patter and squeaks a lengthy
tune of his own, 'Sunny Side to
Everything,' then introduces the
Rexer Twins. Gal and boy are so-

GILL and BEENIE MASON
Dancing, Dogs
10 Mins.
Earle, Phtlly.
This turn easily carries off top

honors in the new Benny Davis re-
vue at the Earle. It has pretty much
all that, it takes to please practically
anyone, although it could use build-
ing up somewhat by additional mate-
rial and perhaps more dogs if it has
to stand alone without the aid of the
surrounding revue.

Essentially an animal stanza, it

gets under way with an exceptionally
smart-looking boy and gal in col-

legiate garb briefly hoofing in cur-
rent jitterbug style. Femme trucks
off and ^uy calls his dog, Benny.
Medium-sized canine coi^s lazily
out of the wings. More the lad shouts
for it to hiurry, the slower It wialks.
When it flnally arrives in the center
of the stage, it is put through its

paces, responding • tQ- each ord<?r by
doing the opposite. Although pup Is

plenty good, briefly smoking a ciga-
ret, among other things, it's not so
well trained in' a variety of tricks as
many other stage animals. Strength
of the act lies, however, not alto-
gether In the dog, but In the line of
swell patter, exceptionally neatly
gagged, which the kid gets off in
working with it. His clean, youthful
exuberance also helps.
Second pup, a chihuahua, much

smaller, is brought on by the femme.
Adds up numbers for a gag by mak-
ing a red light in its tail flash (via a
leash In the gal's hand). Also bal-
ances on forepaws on guy's.hand and
stands on hind legs for as long as five
minutes at a time.' Meantime, lad
produces a tiny chichuahUfi, which
also does . some balancing, then
streaks off the stage in opposite di-
rection when it is sicked on Benny
Davis. Team's, hoofing finale takes
them off. Herb.

THREE FRESHMEN
Knockabout
8 Mins.
Earle, Fhllly .

One of the better turns of the new
Benny Davis revue which started on
tour this week. Needs plenty of work
on it yet, but when set will compare
favorably with such well-knowns of
this type as the Three Sailors. Has
an advantage even over them, how-
ever, in the youth, spontaneity and
comparatively good looks of the lads,
giving it more class.

. With two medium-sized guys and
one tall one, Freshmen succeed in
grabbing quite a few chuckles by
their hand balancing, terrific falls,

tumbling' and general slaparound.
One of the primary elements they
lack is good music. Stuff they work
to fails to provide the proper buildup
for their bits. Much more impor-
tant, though. Is their poor timing:
With some of the qualities of the Ritz.
Bros., they fail to click an3^hln£ like
the better kno-wn zanies who depend
so much on excellent timing. This
trio seldom does the unexpected, al-
most always tipping 6ft their getgs.
Too, all their actions need a general
speeding up, which, like the timing,
should be gained with experience.

Herbi

THE COQUETTES
With Viola Smith, Frances Carroll,
Terry Corrigan, Kay Hamilton
Band
30 Mins.
State, Hartfprd

Co-operative all-girl band that has
been playing the midwest for eight

years under a variety of names.
First theatrical date for the unit,,,

consisting mainly of youngsters.
Band is strictly brass and is mainly
for the jitterbug traffic. Feature of
the unit is Viola Smith, trapplst,
billed as 'the female Gene Krupa.*
Gal is placed in a prominent spot,
being stationed on a high platform
to the rear and.above the band. In
a couple of numbers she beats the
skins solo. Of course, she lacks the
finesse and polish of Krupa.
Frances Carroll, a looker, waves

the stick In front of the band along
the Button style. N.s.h. as a singer,
but personable. She vocals only one
song.. Terry Corrlgan, rug cutter, In
a solo spot, gives an exhibition of. a
jitterbug on the loose. Also taps.
Kay Hamilton, vocalist, possesses a
nice set of pipes. Presents her songs
in the Martha Raye manner, al-
though her voice is more stentorian.

EcJc.

so tappers. Mediocre appearance
Isn't aided and by a silly type of
costume. Three Tell Sisteris fol-
low. Native Philadelphians, they're
pretty w.k. here, lor a long time on
KYW and having appeared at the
Earle before in the KYW Revue.
Harmonizing, with two at the mike
and one at a Tom Thumb piano, is

marked by good arrangements, but
very little else. Davis' hope of set-
ting one of the femmes the proper
distance from the mike Is particu-
larly ahnoying here, inasmuch as
she's probably warbled into more of
'em than he has.
Ted Lester needs some additional

routine worked around the essen-
tials of his turn, but is one of the
best of the newcomers, playing a
variety of instruments drawn from
his pockets and a dress cape. Act
has novelty and deftness, but patter
would help. Femme tabbed Leonora
does mimicry of Hollywood names,
several pretty good, but weak as a
whole. Some of them a bit too ob-
scure. Colstons do a comic knock-
about waltz routine, Fairlv humor-
ous all the way through.
Davis is pushing John Elliott as a

romantic baritone. Tall, blond lad
is certainly an eyeful and gets *ahs'
from the femme trade, but is letting
out with entirely the wrong type
numbers. Hasn't range, volume or
flexibility for such things as 'I Love
a Parade,' 'Heart and Soul,' 'Night
and Day.' Would be a pipe as a
crooner of stuff like 'Reverie.'
Worthy of watching. Best turn of
the show Is provided by Gill and
Bernie Mason (New Acts) ar ' their
dogs. Has comedy, class .and finish.
Bon Bon Buddy, Negro lad, pecks

at the piano, and waxes hot on
'F.D.R, Jones' and 'Ole Man Mose'
sizes up as fair. Three Freshmen
(New Acts), knockabout trio, com-
bine antics of thie Three Stooges and
the Ritz Brothers and have th stuff.
What they need is expert guidance.
Davis finales with the usual line of
songs he's cleffed, then adds a, . anti-
climax In a slow one he's recently
written, 'I'm Grateful to You,' which
takes the edge off and should be
dropped or routined before the other
set. Herb.

ED BICKARD
Shadow Pictures
8 Mins.
Show Bar, Forest Hllb, N. T.
Here Is a novelty for the better

niteries. Ed I^ickard, east after film
bit3 in 'Double or Nothing' and
'Souls at Sea,' works between a port-
able opaque screen and a two-carbon
light, manipulating his hands for
unusual effects.
Numerous small' props are used

for atmosphere and minnie slides at-
tached to a headband are flashed in
front of the light' and annoimce the
numbers on the screen. Other ac-
cessor!^ are moustaches, hats and
a queue in the sequences wherein a
Chinese visits a dentist to have a
tooth yanked. Good comedy build-
up in this number with the dentist
having trouble getting put the molar.
Finally manages it with a wrench.
Other neat bits are 'Harlem Flir-

tation' and a cat on a back fence,
Rickard Is dexterous and versatile
and the act moves along rapidly,
against a background of subdued
mtisic, for a solid salvo at the close.

Cilb.

TEMPLE and LAUREN
Danolnf
7 Mins.
Nixon Cafe, PUtsbnrgh

- Couple of classy newcomers in
ballroomology. Still need something
distinctive to set them apart from
the pack, but they have everything
with which to do it—looks, class,
grace and a natural terp fine^se.^ Gal
IB particularly an eyeful.
Routines of Temple and Lauiren

are still pretty conventional, but they
make even the ordinary look good.
Have a lot of ease and poise, make
a dazzling apj^earance—male is a
sleek Latin t:^6—and do a waltz, a
little collegiate flurry and some
whirlwind spins all in flawless
fashion.

Just a little novelty for a trade-
mark and they ^ould be on the way.

Cohen.

GIBBONS and OABBOLL
Dancing.-Sinelnf
Five Mins.
Apollo, N. T.
Dance team employing a copy of

Moore and Revel and other turns
that burlesque ballroom routines.
It's not of the calibre and smoothness
of the topnotchers at the same game,
but Is nevertheless suitable for clubs,
etc.

Pair tip off the knockabout terps
with an opening tune. It's a parody
in the jnelody of 'Two Sleepy Peo-
ple' with the words switched to 'Two
Drunken People.' Lyrics are com-
ical.

NATALIE GILBERT
Dances
7 Mins.
Show Bar, Forest BlUs, N. T.
Undistinguished tapping isn't aided

by the routine switch between the
two expressions this gal manages to
essay: a straight smile alternating
with a look of Injured innocence.

'Susie-Q' Is her best number but
she Isn't the type for bumps and
could do better with straight rhythm
work, if properly costumed and rou-
tined. GiW.

DEANE JANIS
Songs
5 Mins.
Slate, N. Y.
Although she has previously been

known only in radio, Deane Janis
knows her stuff in front Of an audi-
ence. She has ease, fair looks and
a pleasant—^though unspectacular

—

personality. Agreeable voice, clear
enunciation, ability to sell a number
and unusual taste in choosing heir
songs. Manner with a mike Is skill-
ful.

Miss Janis wUl do lor either vaude
or niteries. Hobe.
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Audience-Reaction Plan for Legit

Up Again; Salvage In-Betweeners

Scheme to bolster in-between

Broad.way shows by publicizing au-

dience reaction, so as to counteract

•unfavorable reviews, is. being

mapped; Idea is- to buy out the bal-

cony or mezzanine, lor all openings

and, by distributing cards through the

audience, gain an average playgoer's

opinion of play, Anncftte Schein,

theatrerparty organizer and occa-

sional producer, is. sponsoring the

plain, which involves co-operation

with producers and the dailies. She
would work through the Theatre

. Fojiim.. Alliance, jin 'intellectual'

playgoing. group.

Idea would be to have the pro-

ducers include in their ads opinions

of audience members as well as

quotes from the reviews, i It's hoped

that such a policy would find an au-

dience for plays that are too weak
for hit reviews, but are fair enter-

taiiiment.

Pointed out by several persons

connected with Broadway manage-
ment that the New York Post lor

several seasons sent a reporter to

the openings and printed hjs sum-
mary of opinions gathered from,

members of the audience. Although
the consensus of playgoer opinion

occasionally conflicted with the

critic's review,^ the paper's practice

had no noticeable effect on the box
office. Paper has. since discontinued

printing such a.feature on the theory

readers didn't read it.

Although there used to be an au-

dience for in-between shows, that

condition no longer exists. In re»-

"cettt seasons there have come to be
only two classes of shows—hits at

Ifiops. Shows able to buck the critics

are uncommon. A notable excep-

tibh was .Tobacco Road,' now in its

sixth 3^ear on Broad>yay.

If the public believes a show isn't

worth , the regular price, not even
cut-rates wjll save itj experience has

, shown. It has also been observed
that, some .in-$nd-out shows that

happen to get unaniihously favorable

notices have only bridf runs. They
start with a rush on the strength of

the reviews, but when the subse-

.quent word-Of-mouth isn't so. fa-

vorablei the shows iCiulckly peter out.

Hiss Schein Was the producer of

'The Life ind Loves of Dorian Gray*
fieverjd yeats agO of 1^ season's

*Drlftwoodi' She points' t6 the loss

of several tiieatre parties so far .this

seasdn, through closing of shows by
critics' reviews, .as Insttoces • where
there Was a public demand, despite
the pr6ss comment.

3 AcqoittiMl of WPA
6.0; Irregularities

Ask Retqnt of Jobs

Applications have been, made for
th^ reinstatement Of three WPAers
acquitted of ticket irregularities in
Federal court, Brooklyn, last week.
Trio was connected with the relief
outfit's circus, Theatrical Managers,
Agents and Treasurers union acted
for the trio, suspended six months
ago when charges were first made.

It they are reinstatefll the men
would have the right td apply for
baek pay. Abe Halle, ihariager of the
tilrcus, drew top wages, and his claim
would approximate $1,100. Julius
Spectdr, treasurer, and Joseph Har-
ris, tickettaker, will seek appreciable
amounts also.

"Paul Edwards, administrator of the
New York Federal ;Theatre Project,
Is reported to have stated recently
that favorable consideration would
bie given the cases if the men -were
lexonerated.^

Wally Ford Set For

W-K-Howard '39 Play

Huston, Gabel Consider

Producing Obbler Play
Arch Oboler, legit, film and radio

writer, has completed a play, 'Doctor
Croton,' which is being considered
for production by Walter Huston and
Martin Gabel. Understood neither
actor is interested in appearing in

the- drama, which is based on a con-
troversial medical subject. Gabel is

also scheduled to produce 'Lo and
Behold' with Mrs. Carly Wharton.

Oboler, who returned from a film

scripting stint in Hollywood about
three months ago, has also written
a Christmas play, 'Bread on the
Waters.', on commission for the Co-
lumbia Workshop, and CBS will air

it tomorrow (Thursday), In addi-
tion, his anti-dictatorship and anti-

war drama, 'The Signal,' will be
broadcast Friday (93) over Mutual.
Latter piece was originally sched-
uled by both NBC and CBS, but was
dropped because of its topical na-
ture.

'GREAT LADY' IN

REDFORISOG,

TOP FLOP

Closing of 'Great Lady' at the Ma-
jestic, New York, Saturday (17) after
playing two weeks and three nights
represented one of the season's most
costly failures.. Show is estimated to
have gone into the red for $180,000.
Whether that included $60,000 re-
puted to have been used to meet
contractual obligations - when Frank
Crumit was preparing to produce the
operetta is not clear. Understood
Robert L. Hague was a backer When
Criftnlt owned the rights.

'Lady' was presented by Dwight
Deere Wiman and J. H. del Bondio
Stated that the production outlay
was made oy Wiman alone, although
others, were mentioned as having
been concerned, Including Jock Whit

GBEAT LADT
Opened Dec. 1, '38. Opinions

divMied. Coleman, (Mirror)
said it was 'beantifnl, bnt dull.'

Handle (News) r,. 'A pleasant
evening.' Variety (Ibee): 'In-,

dications point ' to limited
chances.

ney and Louis Lurie, the latter a
wealthy San Franciscan. Former
was said to have been in on Wiman's
'On Borrowed Unie,' which fared
very well on Broadwayi but was re-
cently called in from the road after
only moderate business.

Shows in Rehearsal

'Stars in Tour Eyes' ('It's All
Yours,' 'Swing to the Left')—Dwight
Deere- Wiman.
Henry IV'—Maurice Evans.
'The American Way'—Sam H. Har-

ris and Max Gordon.
'Set to Music'—John C. Wilson.
•IVIamba's Daoffhters'—Guthrie Mc-

Clintic.

'Everywhere I Boam'—Connelly
and Blau.

The Primrose Path'—George Ab-
bott.

'Dear Octopus'—John C. Wilson.
'Gentle People'—Group.
'Don't Throw GI»ss Houses'—Con-

temporary Stage.
'The White Steed'—Eddie Dowling.
'Brisht Revel'—William Kilcullen.
'Angela Is 22'—John J. Wildberg.
'Michael Drops In'—Massey and

Elkins.

'Importance Of Belnsr Earnest' (re-
vival)—Aldrich and Myers.
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KondoV Says N. Y. FTP Lacks Talent,

'Bm Causing hoduction Letdown

41 VARIETY

Next appearance of Wallace Ford
on the Broadway " stage, ' since 'Of
Mice and Men,' will be la 'Harry,'
new play by Paul Ti-ivers, which Wil-
liam K. Howard, the film director,
will produce early in 1939.

Contracts for the production were
signed, last week (16) with Richard
J. Madden representing the author,
and William Jafle handling details
tot Howard.

Community Theatre Aid
Montevallo, Ala., Dec. 20.

By a Federal grant of $30,000, dra-
matic activities in the smaller com-
mimitles of Alabama are to receive
professional guidance from a drama
service bureau imder the sponsorship
of Alabama College of this city.

Bureau is to Operate on a state-
wide basis, as counselor to teachers
and directors of drama.

LEGITIMATE

Current Road Shows
(Week' of Dee. 19)

Ballet Basse, Auditorium> Chi-
cago,

'Merchant of Tonkers* (Jane Cowl-
June Walker), Colonial, Boston.

'Sosan and God' (Ciertrude Law-
rence), Harris, Chicago.

'Tobacco Bo«d,' Cox, Cincinnati

S.F.FMRmS

EQDITVRtlllS

Working conditions have been
established by Eqtiity for dramatic
repertory proposed for San Fran-
cisco's Golden Gate Exposition. Same
regulations will probably apply to

New York's World's Fair. General
plan is for condensed versions of
plays, to be played within an hour.

Repertory would consist of four
plays, to be rehearsed four weeks,
with the usual pay for rehearsals ap-
plying. Players would receive srt

least $40 weeWy. If thert should be
more than three performances daily
and 21 weekly, there would be pro-
rata increases for the entire cast
Players would not appear more than
48 hours weekly.

Equity's Coast division has been
advised of union -requirements should
the colored 'Run Lil' Ciiillun,' a
WPA-er, be switched to a commer-
cial tie-up. The plan was nixed by
Equity, among other stage unions,
and the WPA has decided to^keep
the show under its auspices. Should
'Chillim' go commercial; however,
players must belong to Equity and
the association's minimum salary
would have to be paid. Regular
wage scales for stagehands, musi-
cians and other stage unions would
also apply.

WRITER SEEKS BALM

BIp Sues Prlhtemps, Boucher for 15G
iii 'Benete' on Paris Production

Paris, Dec. 12,

Rip, of the Rip and Willemetz
revue-writing team, is suing Yvonne
Printemps and Victor Boucher, co-
directors of the I'heatre Michodiere.-
for 500,000 francs (about $13,330).
Origin of suit dates back to 1933
when Rip wrote a revue, later re-
vising it with Willemetz, which
Miss Printemps and Boucher al-

legedly were going to, produce at
the Michodiere.

Date: set for premiere was Thurs-
day (15), but the co-directors have
declined,production because Rip and
Willemetz have another revue Tun-
ing at the BouSes-Parisiens. Rip
calls that an insult to the writers'

ability,, reasoning that Miss Prin-
temps and Boucher think he and his
partner can't write two revues that
will run successfully at the same
time (or maybe it's all good free
space).

Future Plays

•Scandals,' George White's first re-
vue since 1935, bows in March, Book
by Edwin Gilbert, Jay Gorney, Don-
ald Gibbs; lyrics by E, Y. Harburg
and Gorney. White is now on the
Coast, huddling with Grornc^r on
casting.

'One for the Money,' Ultimate topi-
cal revue by Nancy Hamilton, with
songs by Morgan Lewis, is set for
Broadway presentation. Producers
will be Robert F. Cutler, who tried
it out last summer at his Suifem,
N. Y., strawhat; Stanley Gilkey and
Gertrude Macey, of the Cornell-Mc-
Clintic offices. Understood John
Hay Whitney money will back it.

John Murray Anderson will stage,
with Robert Ross directing the
sketches. John Koenig, who did the
original sets at SSuffern, will prob-
ably design the production.

•Little Foxes,' by Lillian Hellman,
follows 'Merchant of Yonkers' on
Herman Shumlinis schedule. Play,
which gets its title from quotation
from the Song of Solomon, will star
Talluluh Bankhead.

Todd's British Play
Hollywood, Dec. 20.

Michael Todd is combing Holly-
wood for names to head the cast of
his British legit comedy, 'The As-
tonished Ostrich/
Plans to tour play before taking It

hjto Los Angeles and New York,

DeFore Critically HI

In New York Hospital
Don DeFore, young actor who re-

cently came from the Coast to appear

in the short-lived 'Where Do We GO
from Here?' at the Vanderbilt, New
York, Is in a critical condition in a
N. Y, hospital, with peritonitis. He
was reported slightly Improved yes-
terday (Tuesday), but still suffering

intense pain.

Actor was taken ill Wednesday
night (14) and after being under a
doctor's care, was removed Saturday
(17) to the hospital, where his ap=<

pendix, gall bladder and a stomach
ulcer were removed.

WPA PERSONNEL

HKE SOUGHT

BY EQUITY

At Equity's meeting Friday (16) in

the Astor hotel. New York, a resolu-

tion was . adopted that messages be
sent to Washington asking that the

relief theatre personnel be increased
and that no cuts be made. Early last

week WPA heads withdrew an order
to slice 25% of the people from the
payroll.

It was also proposed that an ar-

rangement be worked out whereby
Equity membership cards would be
recognized by other artist unions in
the Associated Actors and Artistes

of America, the parent performer
Union, instead of the present inter-

changeability rules. Latter stipulate

that when a legiter goes into another
performing, field he must join the
union having jurisdiction over that
field. Performer would pay differ-

ence in dues should that be neces-
sary.

Arthur Byron, Equity's president,
presided for a time at the associa-
tion's quarterly meeting. Player was
taken ill with an ear affection re-
cently and, while virtually recov-
ered, has been ordered on a strict

routine by doctors.

'Clowns' Perplexes

R'way Critics; Some

Back for 2d Reviews

Broadway critics were frankly
puzzled over the meaning of Philip
Barry's 'Here Come the Clowns,' in
which Eddie DoWling is playing his
most serious part, at the Booth, New
York. To date, two have written
second notices, the others also indi-
cating they would cover the drama
again. Since opening, the play's rou-
tine has been changed and the per-
formance is given in two acts; for-
merly, it was in three.

Richard Watts, Jr., in follow-up
comment in the Herald Tribime, re-
garded 'Clowns' as the most provoca-
tive play of the season. Brooks At-
kinson's second notice in the Times
yesterday (Tues.) morning, contra-
dicted the original review, mention-
ing 'the play's beauty,' which
emerged from 'the vexations of the
first night as the author's finest
work.' Critic repeated, however,
that he's imable ot follow the au-
thor 'into the region of submission
and devotion or to understand pre-
cisely what he means.'

'Clowns' started moderately well
and business is claimed to be stead-
ily improving.

Miami's Strawhatter
Miami, Dec. 20.

Strawhat theatre has returned to
Miami, Cloyd Head, formerly with
the Goodman Art Theatre, Chicago,
has organized a group which recent-
ly presented fiye one-acters as its
first effort.

Next offering, in Cocoanut . Grove,
will be 'Yes, My Darling Daughter.'
Group handicapped by lack of a the-
atre. Last production was staged
on the roof of the A' azar hotel, with
seating capacity of only 100.

Complaints against the Federal
Theatre Project in New York drew
the spotlight in; Equity circles last

week. Principal complaint was WPA
group's lattging production this sea-
son. An explanatory letter was re-

ceived from George Kondolf, pro-
duction director, . in answer to the
complaint.

Though Kondolf's
.
contentions may

sound convincing. Equity questions
his more important points. It was the
first time Kondolf had stated his posi-

tioh in detail and his offer - of wel-
coming suggestions from Equity la

expected to be accepted. Stated that

up to now it has been difficult to
contact the director and no explana-
tions of the delays had been obtained.

Reported that a year ago therd
were 66 actors in the 'Pool' (Prov-
incetown Playhouse), where players
await assignments, and currently
there are aroimd 300 awaiting call

for rehearsals. Figures were men-
tioned to refute Kondolf's claim that
there is not enough talent on the
project. By inference that was taken
to mean that the type of players d6r
sired are not on the payroll.

Aronsea Besentment

While that probably Includes part
of the situation, it aroused resent-
ment among the players in WPA.
They have objected to being kept
idle, forced to rehearse the isame
scenes for months, after which the
shows are indefinitely postponed.
Players pointed out that the project
is for reliefers and that peilorm-
ances not only afford the way to ex-
press themselves but there's always
the chance that they may be seen
and given engagements, commer-
cially.

Equity's Council, after, listening to

a WPA delegation last week, decided
no names would be mentioned in a
complaint sent to Hallie Flanagan,
national FTP director, and Paul Ed-
wards, administrator of N. .Y.'s FTP.
Kondolf, however, desired to explain
his side and his letter, followed. It

was in answer to Equity deputies in
WPA, who charged him with 'ignor-

ing the fundamentals on which FTP
was foimded,' and who asked that-

he be replaced.

Sought B'way Standards

Deputies said that Kondolf con-
centrated on' attiempts to put on
shows approximating Broadway
standards and passed up other stago

,
activities, including Negro and chil-

dren's theatres (colored 'Androcles.
and the Lion' opened Friday (16) at
the Lafayette, in Harlem, and 'Pinoc-
chio' is a holiday attraction at the
Ritz). Director claims there are not
enough theatres under lease to pro-
vide spots for the new plays accept-
ed for production and he's retarded
because of that and casting handi-
caps. He also claimed that shoWa
held over from last season pre-
vented the new shows from going on
as scheduled.

One of the main issues in the dis-
pute is the record delay in getting
'Sing for Your Supper' on the boards.
It's now promised for next month.
Revue. 4s rehearsing at the Adelphi,
which was darkeried by the with-
drawal of 'One Third of a Nation.*
Clpsihg of the latter was regarded, as
necessary in order to get 'Sing* into
playable shape. However, the show
has been in rehearsal, in one form or
another, for considerably more than
a year.

At Equity's quarterly meeting Fri-
day (16), the WPA situation was
finally referred to the Federation of
Arts Unions committee. Whose visit

to Washington last week to protest
proposed personnel cuts resulted in

rescinding the order.

Landlady, Bowling Pards

Have Cuts of Royalties
William Bowers, author pf 'Where

Do We Go from Here?', which closed
recently at the" Vanderbilt, N. Y.,

owned only 30% of his rights in the
play. He lost 10% to Robert Hol-
bert, an architect, in a bowling
match in Los Angeles last summer
during rehearsals for the show's
tryout and gave another 5% to his

landlady in lieu of board. Other
55% went for similar items.
When Bowers received his first

$175 advance royalty for the Broad-
way presentation of the play. Iris

'partners' all pounced on him for
their share. He has had several nib-
bles from HoUjrwood for the film
rights, but wants a good price, since
he'll retain such a small percentage.
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Equity Slashes list of Mgrs. Exempt

From Pay, Fare Guarantee Deposits

tntlmately, Equity will require aU
managers to deposit security guar-

anteeing salaries and transportation

of players in road shows. The num-
ber of managers exetnpted.has been

cut and there will probably be no
additions to the exemption list

There has been none for the past 10

years or more.
Recently, eight names were

stricken off, leaving 25 remaining,

the latter including only the more
active producers. Reason for elimi-

nating the others was mostly be-

cause of inactivity. However, there

still remains a number who have
either presented no shows in recent

seasons or have no intention of do-

. Ing so.

Because of the requirements,

whereby managers taking shows out

of town must post" two weeks' sal-

ary and return fares, there pres-

ently are almost no standings among
managers, a situation contrary to

former seasons when road shows
were highly profitable. Some of the

older showmen frankly admit hav-

ing taken chances in the past when
touring plays, but Equity was not

as ittrong at that time to demand
what is presently .specifies.

In the past season or so, shoe-

string production has been reduced

to a minimum and might partially

explain' the dearth of shows on
Broadway this season, since guar-

anteeing salaries is just as much a
requirement as on the road.

Managers who may no longer pro-

duce without posting surety with
Equity are William Harris, Jr.,

Charles Frohman,- Inc., George Ty-
ler, Charles Hopkins, Charles Wag-
ner, Walter Hampden, Eva La Gal-

lienne and Kenneth MacGowan.
Latter, formerly a newspaperman,
has be4n on the Coast for several

years. Hopkins has been with the

Federal Theatre Project. Wagner
got jammed up with the Coast re-

vival of 'Porgy and Bess,' refusing

to make good on a guarantee, but
he finally paid off. Miss La Gal-
lienne and Hampden are occasional

actor-managers.
In most instances those not re-

quired to post guarantees have
rarely called for arbitration of sal-

ary disputes and none has defaulted
on salaries. A threatened actors

strike in 1924 was prevented when
a group of managers, headed by the
Shuberts, signed a 10-year pact with
Equity, the latter being guaranteed
that arbitrated salary claims would
be paid by that managerial asso-

ciation. ' Those not in the group
were required to post security but
Equity reserved the right to name
an exempt list of other showmen not
•Uied with the Shuberts.
There were several costly nmouts

and showmen, in the association had
to pay off the claims. Eventually,
the pact was scrapped prior to its

expiration, both sides claiming
breaches. Currently, there's a basic
agreement in which all managers are
included. It's dependent on the en-
forcement of the ticket code but
salary matters are not Included in
the deal.

SHAKESPEARE'S SPICY

msuRE' FORem
Helen Hayes-Ruth Gordon-Charles

MacArthur revival of 'Measure for

Measure' is a possibility for Broad-
way next season. Actresses would
not appear in the comedy, but are
reported considering producing it

with MacArthur, Miss Hayes' hus-
band. Miss Hayes and Miss Gordon
Witnessed a special private perform-
ance of the play last week at the
Martin Beck, N. Y., by members of

the 'Victoria Regina' company. Mac-
Arthur did not attend, but on the
recommendation of the two stars he
tried to arrange another perform-
ance for agents and Broadway man-
agers. However, several members of
the company believed themselves
miscast and nixed the suggestion.

'Measure' is one of Shakespeare's
spiciest comedies and the Hayes-
Gordon-MacArthur combination be-
lieve it would be a natural for

Broadway popularity if given a
strong cast and production. After
the forthcoming 'Victoria' tour. Miss
Hayes will be Inactive the rest of
the season, but is reportjbd to have a
play In mind for next season. Miss
Gordon is slated for John Golden's
production of 'The Birds Stop Sing-
ing.' MacArthiu? is co-author with
Ben Hecht of a new comedy which
Gilbert Miller may produce this
spring.

You Figure It Out

stagehand and Theatrical
Managers, Agents and Treas-
urers unions are reported
agreed on picketing the French
theatre, showing regularly at the
Barbizon Plaza, hotel. New
York. Management contended
the venture is an amateur one
and so should not come within
union regxilations.

Admitting that the players,
who came from France, are
professional, management coim-
tered by claiming they're the
'amateur' part of the setup.

Merk s Kings'

Off; Guild Preps

'Jeremiah' Next

With the status of 'Five Kings' in-

definite, the Theatre Guild's next

production will be 'Jeremiah,' which

goes Into rehearsal next week.
'Kings' wa3 to have been produced
by the Mercury Theatre group in

association with the Guild, but the
earliest tentative date for showing
would have been in February. Mer-
cury- has not advised the Guild that
there's any change of the plans,

other than the postponement. It will
not reach the boards, however, until

after Maurice Evans' "Henry IV,' due
at the St. James, New York, Jan. 30.

Latter deals with virtually the same
period in English history covered
by 'Kings.* The Evans Company
is laying off Camlet' this week for
'Henry' rehearsals.

'Jeremiah' will' not be shown at

the Guild theatre, which relights next
week with Herman Shumlin's pro-
duction of "Merchant from Yonkers,'

(Continued on page 45)

S^ed by Imits

Thelma Schnee^ graduate of Car-
negie Tech drama school here last

February, signed by the Lunts as
general understudy fOr their acting
company and also for role of Nina
in 'Sea Gull.'

She replaces Uta Hagen, latter

quitting upon becoming bride of

Jose Ferrer, actor. Miss Hagen,
however, wDl do 'Gull' next month
in Chi, withdrawing permanently
after that

Hnsic and Lyrics To

Feature New Coward

Show; Has 17 Songs

'Set to Music,' the Noel Coward
revue, which John C. Wilson wiU
present at the Music Box, New York,
Jan. 16, is almost entirely a tune and
lyric show, with no dances, except
for a bit at the finale. Beatrice Lil-

lie, who will be supported by an all-

English cast, will have four princi-
plal numbers. There will be but two
skits and the. score wUl consist of 17
old and new numbers.

The music will dominate, and the
orchestra will play for an hour and
five minutes without cessation from
the overture, An eight-minute skit

will be the first breather before the
end of the first act. Six numbers
were in 'Words and Music,' produced
in London by C. B. Cochran several
seasons ago. Another is out of Cow-
ard's 'Operetta' done in London last

season. Rest are new.-
'Music,* which debuts in Boston

Monday (26), wUl have 10 showgirls
who will neither sing nor dance.
Several were brought over with the
cast, the balance being American
models and mannequins.

Sole dance bit is a solo tap num-
ber slated for Winthrop Dudley, said
to be a son of Bide Dudley, former
columnist and now a radio drama
critic. His daughter, Doris, is cur-
rently in 'Here Come the Clowns,'
Booth, N. Y. Young Dudley sports
a fright-wig shock of red hair a la

Harpo Marx. He was given a spot
in the show by Coward who caught
him in an audition.

Wilson will also open TDear Octo
pus' in Boston next week, it coming
in ahead of ^usic* at the Broad-
hurst.

League Seeks to Hah Outright Sales

Of New Year s Tickets to Agencies;

Probes Diggiig' atB* Boioffke

Adding Insult

Boxoffice man was called be-
fore Federal officials in New
York for questioning by Lltwln
and Nolan who have been in-

vestigating ticket matters for

the past 18 months. When told

there was an assessment against

him, the treasurer said he was
broke and wondered if he could
get a touch from the Feds.
They chased him out of the

office. -

Reserve Verdict

On Pleas of Two

Ticket Violators

status of the appeal froni the im-
prisonment sentences for ticket vio-

lations of Phil Guirau ani^ Sam
Bloom, of the Leo Newman • ticket

agency, awaits a ruling by Judge
Martin F. Manton in New York Fed-
eral court. They contested the Gov-
ernment's assessments against the

agency on the ground that it con-
stituted a 'tax upon a tax.' Court
said if the law was wrong, brokers
should seek a change in Washington.
When Judge John C. Knox passed

sentence last spring he decreed that

while the men were to get six

months,^ one. could serve first with
the second to serve his term follow-
ing the first's release. In that way,
he figured,, the business would not
be impaired by the absence of both
at the same time. Court advised the
defendants to toss a coin to decide
who would take the rap first.

It appears that their attorney

(Continued on page 45)
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League of New: Ydrk Theatres i9

trying to settle two problems in con-

nection with the ticket code, one
dealing with the outright sale of

tickets for New Year's Eve per-

fornmnces on Broadway, the other
concerning complaints that tickets

for certain attractions were difficult

to obtain at the boxoffice.^ Possible
that the League will act against oiie

of its members, on the latter or both
counts.'

'
7
~

League contends that the public-,
can - obtain desired tickets for all

shows at the boxoffice if willing tov
buy far enough in advance. Cpin'-

^

plaints have been made that such is

not the case, particularly for 'Hellza;-

poppin* at the Winter Garden, where
prospective purchasers were told
tickets were available only for per-
formances 10 weeks in the future.
House manegemeht (Shuberts) is

said to have explained that the de-
mand for tickets is so heavy that it

could not accommodate all those
seeking admission ib the near future.
Under the code theatres are re«

quired to hold 25% of the tickets at
the boxoffice for direct sale, but it

was intimated the rule -^as not being
followed. 'Hellz* is regarded most
highly by agencies, and therefore the
boxoffice has been the target for
more 'digging' than for any other
show of recent seasons. Whether
accredited brokers are getting mahy
of the tickets so obtained is not Cer^
tian. Claimed the 'diggers' are mostly
operating for the smaller ticket peo-^
pie.

Complaints also apply to regular
agencies concerning the same aUrac-
tion, mostly over the unavailability
of tickets for more than two wee^
in advance. Brokers den$' they «re
withholding tickets for future per-
formances at^d claim they have inot
the accommodations for more than ici

two-week supply for all shows.
Rules originally called for agency
allotments to be Ihnited to two
weeks, but they were changed, makr
ing 4t discretionary among the in-
dividual managers.

Tickiets for New Year's Eve Were
sold outright to brokers for soim«
shows, and the agencies assumed tbf
75c premium limit would not ^app;^.
League i>romptIy ruled such transac-
tions were evasions bt the code and
ordered theatres to return the money
to the agencies, with the tickets ob«
tained by the latter to he regarded
as regular allotments. Reported that
the refunds were made.
New Year's Eve performances aire

usually the biggest draws of ' the
season, but . beclnise of the ujpped
prices, agencies taking tickets on al-
lotment aren't exceeding the number
handled for regular- performances^
because all such extras*, are not re-*
tumable. Last week the League se-
cured possession from an agency at
tickets purchased for double the
boxoffice price, $d.80 being charged
for a $4.40 show. Agency isone which-
did not sign the code and the sale,
therefore, was not a violation,

BASCOM RETURNING

TO TICKET AGENTIN6

George Bascpm, formerly one of
the major ticket l^rokers In New
York is returning to that business.
Several years ago he experienced
financial reverses and his string of
agencies was absorbed by MfcBride's
but the Bascom naine was continued.
Recently, however, McBride's re-in-
corporated so that the Bascom spots
became a literal part of the whole,
thereby releasing him to use his
name for ticket activities.
Bascom had operated principallym class hotels and is re-starting ^t

the Park Lane. Several exclusive
clubs will also be supplieicL

Greenwood to Revive

*Letty* on the Coast
Los Angeles, Dec. 20.

Charlotte Greenwood starts re-
hearsals here this week in 'Leaning
on Letty,' legit revival to reopen 13
Capitan, dark for stage shows during
last two years.
Miss Greenwood appeared In the

same play at the same house three
years ago.

,y
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Plays Abroad

GENEVA
London, Dec. 9,

Bernard Shaw Jn
by Roy lilmbert.
At Sayvllle, Loii<

Dramgi by George
three acts; presented
Stagfed by H. IC Aylltt.

Begonia Brown Alison I^eggatt

Jow Donald Eccles
Newcomer WllUam Hellbrona
Widow .PhUUppa GUI
Journalist 'JTom Anstead
Blsbop H. R. Hlgnelt
CommlBHar Posliy Arthur Kldjey
Secretary Cyril Gardiner
Sir Orpheus Mldlander.... Ernest Theslger
Judge Alexander Knox
Betrothed Tully Comber
Bombadone Cell Touncer
Battler Walter Hudd
Oeaconesn Olive MUboume
General Flanco K. Stuart lilndsell

places, a high standard of acting is

maintained, with Samson Fainsilber
forcefully portraying Shakespeare.
Eva Berkson carries the femme lead
almost equally as well. Madeleine
Clariond successfully portrays a pa-
tient, loving wife. Jean Tissot-Du-
pbnt does a difficult characterization
of Marlowe and Georges Jamin car-

ries Henri de Tichfteld well. Ray-
mond Muller does not fully realize

the part of the Italian poet, Florio,

md Georges Rigaud misses as Bur-
3idge. , . ^
Sets arid costumes ate lavish.

Hugo.

Pbf on B'way Inside Stuf-Legit

Bernard Shaw's 50th play, 'Geneva,'

lacks the strength of Shavian prede-

First two acts possess clever dialog

but on the whole there is too much
talk to enable the play to get by.

The last act runs an hour and 40

minutes when all it would need
would be a few explanatory lines.

Actually, the whole play could be
condensed to the final scene, which is

well worth seeing.
It's an excellent satire on the

League of Nations—shockingly funny,
but with an underlying tragedy.

Hitler, Mussolini and Franco (thinly

-iJUsguised in name, and cunningly
suggested by costume) have been
summoned before the court of the

League of Nations on various crim-
inal charges. . Their oratorical de-
fenses are brilliant pieces of satire.

However, their character drawings,

while exaggerated, never approach
caricature.
The bombastic struttings and

boastings of the two chief dictators

are quietly contrasted by the diffi-

dent, whimsical utterances of the

British Foreign Secretary, who's an
onlooker on behalf of his govern-
ment. In this character, the sly

Shavian digs, in word and gesture,

are perfectly exploited by Ernest
Thesiger.
A serious problem In connection

with this iipus ia that it would have
td be rewritten almost daily to be
sufficiently topical. For example,
when it was produced at the Malvern
Festival last summer, there was no
Indication that Musso' was anti-Se-

mitic. It has now become necessary
to include this in his pbrtraiture. The
only alteration the censor made was
the omission of the moustache from
the Fuehrer. Jo^o.

Un Amoijir de Skakespeare
('A Iiove of Sbakespeare')

. Paris, Dec. 8.

Drama . In four actd by Jean Auzanet
ftresentecl: - by Jean 3ary, Stars Samson
Falnallber: features Kra- Berkson. Made
\9\ntt Clariond. Staged by Alme Clariond
music. Uenrl Caaadesaua. At the Antolne,
Pavlti.

= Cast: SamSon Falnallber. Bva Berkson
Uaddleihe Clariond, Georges Jamln, Jean
fJasot-Dupont, Germaino Gralnval, Juliette
Malherbe, Grossmanl), . Raymond Muller,
Georges Blgaud, Mlohelle Stanl, IRaymond
Menage, Marlua Clemenceau, Albert RIeux.
IXeury Verlte, Paul DIdler. Jan Margatt,
Albert Rleux, Marcel tiarchey, Tony Lau*
rent, Raymond Debreull, Maroel Slcard,

arcel Talmont, Panlelle Joalsiere.

UTOLSO TANC
('The Last Dance')

Budapest, Dec. 9.

Coisedy In four by f'ereac Herczeg.
At Kam'ara, Budapest. •('

Cornelius.... Attlla Path©
His wife ...Glzl Bajor
His doughter ....GIzl BaJor
Dr. BoronKay Gabor Rajnay
Freddy Laszlo Ungvary
Head W^alter Sandor Pethes
Walter Istvan Sandor
Club Boy Gyurl Devonyi

PRESS TIME
Comedy melodmma In three acts (Ave

ocenes), by Stedman Coles ond Jerome
Brookman; directed by Joseph C. Pevney;
presented by Actors' Co., «t L^bor Stage,

N. T., one performance only, Dec. 18, '9Si

8So top. . , ,

Gorham Terry Maples
Utes George Ytener
Pugsley Edward Mann
Grabble Peter M. Leeds
Hugglns Sands
Mark , Robert Joseph
Jake Jtas Wynne
Harper Hiuold Gould
Mason Cecil Natapoff
Franclne Judy Porrlah

Janeway llcnrj' Left

Bellows Ichnrd Rosa
Duggan Nat FIrthenbaum
Pinky Nicholas Conte

A new play by Ferenc Herczeig is

the big ;event of the season. He's
universally acknowledged as the
leading dramatist and literary 'grand
old man', of Hungary, has great local

prestige for both literary and politi-

cal reasons, and while he's usually
anything but prolific, his new dra-
matic products are nevertheless ac-
claimed with fanfare.
The 76-year-old dramatist has pro-

duced a comedy of surprisingly good
tempo and freshness, which bids fair
to be excellent b.o. here, with possi-
3ilities of universal appeal, chiefly

because it's built on a brilliant femi-
nine role. Gizi Bajor plays the
double pai't of mother and daughter,
with the, action taking place during
an afternoon and evening.
The mother is a dancing, flirting

gadabout, who refuses to grow old.
Her husband, an eminent architect,
doesn't interfere with her, feeling
secure in the knowledge that she
merely .plays with fire, and the worst
never happens. Judith, the daughter,
is the gerious^ type, who disapproves
of her' mother's actions.
Things come to a head when thfe

dancing mother ensnares Boronkay,
a famous scientist, just returned after
a prolonged stay in America. Judith
resents her mother being an object
of derisive comment among her- fel
low-students at the university; be
sides, she wants to be an assistant in
Boronkay's laboratory, but hot on her
mother's merits. She evolves the
unoriginal plot, of .bringinie; 'her
mother back to he.r father's side by
making hdr jealous of him.
''Miss Bajor gives a fine, perform-

ance. She has six changes' in the
four brief acts. Aftila Petheo, as the
husband, is first rate. Dialog is glib
and witty, skimming the surface
rather cynically. Jacohu

While facts and dates are juggled
to fit the plot and imaginative con-
structions are giv^n free license to
create 'Un Amour de Shakespeare,'
Jean Auzanet- has nevertheless pre-
sented an interesting' aspect of
.Shakespeare's life, however mythical
it might be, in what will arouse con-
isiderable appeal to theatregoers
everywhere.
The French dtamtist and poet, who

has ^contributed nothing to the
French stage in some time, makes no
attempt ' ta settle the question of
identity in creating the 'dark lady'
of the" sonnets, merely letting her be
known as Lady Sybil Lindsay. • For
convenience sake £he's the miistress
of the Earl of Southampton, Baron
of Tichfleld-^generally accepted as
the 'young man' to whom Shake-
speare did dedicate .many sonnets,
as well as 'a love* of the Bard,
created as a reality for the first time
in this play.
Four stages of Shakespeare's life

are shown. The predominant theme
shows the conflict within himself
which reaches a crisis in the first
three acts, followed by his peaceful
death in the garden of his Stratford-
on-Avoh home. Shakespeare's friend-
.ship for Marlowe is used as one of
the motivating, reasons for the play-
wright's actions but his presence is

factually incorrect as far as dates
are concerned. Marlowe was dead
before 'Hamlet' was presented in
London when the action opens and
Shakespeare's son; Hamlet, no longer
lived at this time. Yet the latter's
death ftu-nishes the turning point of
the conflict, between wife and mis-
tress. But that Auzanet knows his
Shakespeare and has successfully
interpreted this so-little touched
phase of his life with great under-
standing there's no doubt. Much of
the dialog, which is forceful and im-
pressive, is in verse. Too many sub-
sidiary incidents; however, tend to
somewhat submerge the Initial in-
tention,
Hi^ pitch of third act allows anti-

climax at end but his contentment,
even though allied with his sorrow
serves to alleviate letdown some-
what.

- -With the exseption of .one> Qt /^twa

Androcles and the Lion
(NEGRO WPA)

Drama In prolog and two acts by George
Bernard Sh.iw; presented by the S'ederal
Theatre Project;- produced by Philip Bar
ber; ataged ..by Samuel Rosen; aettlnga,
Manuel E<!»man; oostumes, Periy Watklns;
music, Georfce Oouvreur; at l>afayette,
N. T., Dec. lO, '33, 6S'c. top.
Lion Add Bates
Androcles Arthur Wilson
Megaera Hilda OfTley
Ijavlnla Edna Thomaa
Centurion Thomas Mosely
Captain, p. Jay Sidney
Ferrovtus Daniel Hayncs
Splnlho..... Warden Saunders
Tjentnlus , Percy Verwayne
MetelluB Alphonae Moore

Group of young leglters, all Equity

members, calling themselves the

Actors' Co. and hoping to get ex-

perience and to' be seen, last Sunday

night (18) at the Labor Stage, N. Y.,

offered as their flrst production of

their second season this awkward
piece of union pamphleteering by
Stedman Coles and Jerome Brook-
man (names said to be phoney).

Play, a lopsided view of newspa-
per unionism and Industrial labor
strife in a small midwest town, is a
rickety contraption inat sputters an-
grily but expires without generating
enough power to get motion. Au-
thors are obviously Newspaper
Guild members In good standing, but
it may be doubted If they rate as
well in the Dramatists Guild.

Nearly all the vital action of "Press

Time' takes place offstage, including
a strike riot, a murder, a vigilante
lynching attempt and a jail delivery,
out what transpires onstage is com-
paratively innocuous. Two most in-

teresting characters, a villainous in-
dustrialist and an obliging strip-

tease gal, appear only in the dialog.

Even considering the script inade-
quacies, the direction is wedk. Joseph
C. Pevney, who Staged .it, apparently
has an .eye for character, but little

feeling for .pace. With no visible
relation to requirements, occasionally
bursts into a frenzied rush and then
presently slumps back into a rut.

Under the circumstances, several
of the individual performances are
surprisingbr convincing. Cecil .'Nata-
poifs pLodding special assignment
reporter is played with understand-
ing and proper shading.. Edward
Mann's jumping- jack' cameraman
shows an infectious comic sense and
Jess Wyime's crusadihg editor brings
a badly written patt- into focus.

Peter M. Leeds manages .the explo-
sive facets of the Lothario reporter,
but overacts" outrageously in the
comedy sequences. Robert Joseph
mouths the lines, of the journalistic'

ally-ethical rewrite man, and Judy
Parrish is illogically good-looldng
but otherwise authentic as the sob
sister. Richard Ross grimaces
through the part of the police chief
and also errs by dressing in a non-
flatfoot grey suit. Nicholas Conte,
in the best i>iece of casting in the
production, gives the proper ratlike
qualiiy to the professional killer.

Hohe.

Federal Theatre Project has dipped
into the Shavian bag of tricks to

emerge with one of the lesser suc-

cessas in presenting its Negro play-

ers in 'Androcles and the Lion.' Per-

ceiving In the past what is topical in
this present, the WPA group is

again daliibling among the perse
cuted, doing it not expertly perhaps,
but nevertheless with a sprightliness
that should gain some favor among
the socially conscious.

This is the old tale that Shaw pu ;

to drama, about the .Christian tailor
who plucked a thorn from the paw
of a lion, thus endearing the animal
to him. Sparked by the author's
excellent wit and dialog, 'Androcles'
assumes modern undertones in its

telling of the Roman oppression of
Christianity during the days of
Caesar.

Samuel Rosen's staging Is excellent
and the general production, except
ing a few instances, is good,' but in

remains for d. forthright, powerftd
characterization of the evangelist
Ferrovius, played by Daniel Haynes,
to give the force and ppwer that
carries the play.

It's an ideal combination, that of
Shaw and the Negro group.
Arthur Wilson is an excellent

Androcles and Add Bates is surpris-
ingly leonine, but, of course, it's

Haynes' show all the way. Edna
Thomas, as Lavina, > and Wardell
Saunders,- as Spintho, too, show to
rgaodiadvantage.. < . , . ^

Play Oat of Town

CENTRAL CASTING
Brooldyn, Dec. 13.

Comedy written and proUucod by Nicho-
las Cosentlno; staged by Harry CooUe;
Esther Ralston starred; at the Sbubert,
Brooklyn, • Dec. l3, 'S8; 85c. top.
Don Raymond .............Boyd Crawford
Steve JefCrles Harry M. Cooke
Williams A. .T. Herbert
Toots Mallory ; '.ISll?:nbeth Russell
Mae Dunning ..' Kathleen FIttn
Ted Palmer Hal Conklln
Bill Shakespeare .-. . . .Ferdl Hoflman
Jerry Hutchlna George J. Lewis
Angelica By Herself
A Woman Ella Mnckler
Claire Andrews K,sther Ralpton
Eric Von Rottenberg Uorac6 Sinclair

Legit casting agents presented a logical reason last week why they

should not be required to file with Equity a monthly report detailing

engagements secured for players whom they represent, resulting in the

tmion's okay of reports every three months. Agents contended that be-

cause production often slowed doWn, there were 30-day periods when few
actors were placed and a monthly report, therefore, would not be a 'fair

gauge of their normal activities.

Agents argued, too, that they should not be asked to set forth the actual

salaries obtained for players, although if the amount of commission is

listed, salaries could thus easily be computed. However, Equity is sup-

posed to have records of all salaries in legit, since contracts are made out

in triplicate, one copy being filed With the association.

Casters virtually brought the new Equity rules on themselves by seeldng

to raise cornmissions from 5 to 10%. However, they were turned down.

Reported that players frequently paid the lairger commish anyhow, which

caused Equity to adopt stricter, rules. If members are caught at this prac-

tice they're liable to a $500 fine and suspension.

Electioneering among membership of the Theatrical Managers, Agents

and Treasurers union has reached the steam-up stage. Literature is one

means employed by the factions. One letter, calling for 'a clean sweep,'

brought forth a retaliatory message, headed 'Facts, Not Fables,' which
made rather violent references to one candidate, who was not mentioned

by name, however.
It wa^ charged, too, that the names of five of the 15 signatories attached

to the flrst letter were unauthorized. But ihei other group came back
with evidence discrediting that charge with another epistle. At first it

was figured the main battle would be over the executive board, but it has

spread to the officers,' including the three salaried jobs, sec-treasurer and

the two business agents, who will be paid $60 weekly. Ballots wiU be

counted Jan. 9.

Among the legit assets named by the receiver last week in the Earl

Carroll bankruptcy in N; Y. was Carroll's supposed share of 'White Cargo.*

Showman, however, owns only some shares in the 'Cargo' corporation*

formed some years ago after the show's run, as the result of a plagiarism

suit
Late Ida Vera Simonton charged that Leon Gordon, who dramatized th«

play, had used her original story. Her claim was upheld. Instead of pro-

longing the litigation, attorneys for both sides forme.d a corporation. It

was agreed to split ail proceeds from the show from that date^ In addition

to other considerations. Shice then earnings have been split 30-50 between

the Simonton estate and Carroll-Gordon. 'Cargo' once was frequently

used by stock companies and is still occasionally .presented in stock.

Razing of the Fitzgerald building. Including the George M. Cdhan thea-

tre, oh Times square, has finally started after bemg delayed since last

summer. Property, once, valued at $5,000,000, was owned by the late Jo«
Leblang, who made a fortune hi selling tickets, theatre operation and pro-

duction interests. His estate was greatly depleted during the early stage

of the depression, although it still controls the adjoining Longacre building

on 42d street.

The Cohan formerly housed legit, but in recent seasons had a grind

picture policy. Understood that a taxpayer, two stories high, will occupy
the site. Probable that a newsreel theatre will be included in new struc-

ture. Property is held, by the New York Life- Insurance Co. Leblang's

ticket -quarters are now in the Longacre building.

The Fallon name, once prominent in the ticket field, figured in the
news early this month in New York when Thomas J. Fallon was con-
victed of 'commercial bribefy' in accepting $5,000 to arrange a deal where-
by David Phillips, who operates the Hotel Elysee, was to have taken
over the Hotel Dryden last year. Fallon, as an Investigator for a bond com-
pany, is said to have had inside information on the reorganization of the
Dryden. Transfer was blocked by the courts.

Fallon was once associated with his brother, William, formerly virtual

controller of all legit theatre tickets, but who has been out of the busi-
ness for some time.

At least one exp;:essIon used in 'Kiss the Boys Goodbye,' at the Miller,

N. Y., has puzzled Southern visitors to N. Y. Two from Alabama declare
*they never heard of 'a ^ight go,' described by Helen Claire In the play as a
shot of com liquor. Miss Claire plays an aspiring actress from the South*
The Southerners readily admitted favoring that type of beverage, but

believe Clare Boothe, who wrote the play, conceived tlie expression, since
the term, they say, is entirely strange to their native state, where, according
to Miss Boothe's play, it's common,'

Members of the touring 'You Can't Take It With You' company that
closed recently in Texas lost their wardrobes and personal effects when
fire destroyed the- railroad car containing their trunks. Players returned
to New York with only the clothes they were wearing. Some of 'the apparel
that wasn't burned was ruined by. chemicals used in fluting the railroad
yard blaze. Understood the Equity rules do not cover such a contingency
and that because of a technicality the railroad may not be responsible.
Not known what action the Sam H. Harris office will take.

Estheif Ralston, former pic star,

tries her hand at legit in Nicholas
Cosentino's 'Central Casting,' com-
edy about the lives of struggling
extras in Hollywood. Cosentino
wrote 'Moon Over Mulberry Street'
in 1935, which landed on Broadway.
His new "Piece, however, is question-
able for Broadway or Hollywood. It

abounds in hoke situations and is

sprinlded with feeble gags and some
double-entendre.
Only one set for this play, a two-

room apartment situated over a gar-
age behind the palatial estate of Eric
Von Rottenberg (Horace Sinclair),
fllm director boy friend of Claire An-
drews (Esther Ralston). Comedy
flnds a bunch of starving extras liv-
ing or crashing into the apartment,
rent long overdue, using phone to
call 'Central Casting' for jobs. Don
Raymond (Boyd Crawford), hand-
some football hero,' who turned down
chance to become football coach in
order to orash the pix, is in love with
another struggling extra.
Only distinct novelty in play is ap-

pearance of a goat billed as Angel-
ica. Angelica wanders into the
apartment, keeps the hungry actors
on a milk diet for several days.
Miss Ralston doesn't get much op-

portunity to perform in this opus.
And the play itself seems to be shy
of strength. Certainly, It isn't any-
thing Hollywood would turn into cel-
IvtlouL " * 4 w ; « 1 Hanson, .

.

The Schuyler, one of the best known theatrical hotels in the Broadway
district, has been sold to the Macmont Hotel Corp., of which John T.
McMahon is managing director. Property was held by the Bank for Sav-
ings, which likewise took over several legit theatre properties under
mortgage foreclosure proceedings. Purchase price was $440,000. Around
$60,000 was expended in the last year or so in re-conditioning the hotel.
Edward Arlington, former outdoor showman, figured in the deal.

Over-zealousness of local radio commentator may have been somewhat
costly to 'Golden Boy' at boxofflce in Pittsburgh one night recently. Gos-
sip peddler stated Ella Kazan, who had title role, was seriously ill, but
that he wouldn't flinch because of the old 'show must go on' tradition.
Program went on couple of hours before curtain time and theatre was
immediately deluged with calls as to whether there would be a perform-
ance or not. Developed that Kazan merely had a slight throat irritation

Some inquiries were made last week as to the possibility of F. Donald
Coster having participated in Broadway productions. Julian F. Thompson,
McKesson & Robbins treasurer, whose suspicions led to Coster's downfall,
authored 'The Warrior's Husband,' which flrst brought Katharine Hepburn
to attention. He's repiorted to have written another play, although it hasii't

been scheduled for production. 'Warrior' was produced solo by the late
Harry Moses.

Rachel Crothers Is recovering from pneumonia in her N. Y. apartment.
John Golden, who has produced most of Miss Crother's plays, was ailing
too, last week, with a painful eye Irritation. Specialists cleared up the
condition, however.
Miss Crothers' most recent work is 'Susan and God,' a Broadway smash

last season, and currently cleaning up on the road.

Most of the original company of 'Pins and Needles,' which had been on
tour, is back in the show at Labor Stage, N. Y. Road dates continue after
this week. Several new numbers have been Inserted in the show with
others slated to go in. A new edition of 'Pins' will* be announced shortly.

Indications are that Carroll Sullivan, treasurer of the Plymouth, Boston,
who died recently of ia gunshot wound, was a suicide. There was no motive,
according to meagre reports heard in New York, where he was well-known
vto.,%dvfmcf ^eots ar^d, company maqagera ^IjQ visited l^hft Hub. •
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Lunts Cohan $25M CU;

'Susan,' 13G, Now Soloii^; 3 Due

Chicago, Dec. 20,

Only one play currently operating

in town and that is 'Susan and God/

which Is in its flnal fortnight at the

Harris.

, George. M.- CSohan and the Td
Rather Be Right* company are rest-

ing this week after turning In four

emash sessions in the Auditoriuni

during which they grabbed $160,000,

an all-time iour-week gross record

for Chicago legit While the last

week's gross kidded on the pre-
holiday ice at. $25,000, Cohan none-
theless could have stayed in town
several weeks longer, despite size of

llie Btadlum.

Lunt^ are on a vacation currently
after two weeks of fAmphitryon 38.'

Will be back on Monday (26) to

continue with the comedy for an-
other fortnight, foUow'ag which
they will do a two-week .gallop of

'Sea GuU.' Business has been excel-
lent .for this .show.
Another lay-off is current for

•Whiteoaks' which quit town Satur-
day (17) after three poor weeks.
However, Ethel Barrymore had been
.doing well in other, road spots,

and -the intention is to continue
on tour .after Christmas.
Oh the Christmas week docket are

several openings. 'Shadow and Sub-
stance* c6m6S into thfe Selwyn on
its own on JD^c. 26. On Christmas
night the Federal Theatre Will re-
light the Blackstone for a- revival of
'The Copperhead* with Ian. Keith. On
the. same night the Group Theatre
returns to town with a' new cora-

• pany of 'Golden Boy.* Goes into the
Grand this time. Repeater was
prompted by the smash trade show
did here earlier in the season.
'Auditorium is playing right
through pre-Xmas week with the
opening of Ballet Russe, . which will
be here until Jan. -. 5 on a. booking
•by Ada Katz, who has done a great
job with this traditional theatre, and
•has* reestablished' it ffrmly in the
legit-goers minds here.
After the first of Hie year the town

looks for 'What a Life,* 'Our Town*
.and possibly a road CMnptmy of
'Kiss the Boys Good-bjte.* Musicals
remain conspicuous due to their con-
tinued absence-from the loop,

flstimate^ lor Last Week
'Amphitryon 38,' -Clanger (3d

wk) (1,300; $3.30). Again a winner
at better than $19,000 ior its second
stanza. Lays ott this week (pre-

. Xmas) and reopens on Monday (26).
'Ed Rather Be Bteht,' Auditorium

(4,300; $3.30). Wound up its Chi-
cago stay here Saturday (17) with
$25,000 for the last week of a
month's stay. Final session affected
by pre-Xmas slump, but even so the
Cohan play averaged $40,000 per
week over the tun-^which repre-
sented numerals never seen here be-
fore.

'Susan %nd God,' Karris (10th wk)
(1,000; $2.75). Also, off due to- the
pre-holiday slump, but still on the
right side of the books, by a highly
satisfactory margin at $13,000.. Fin-
ishes here on Dec. 31.
IVhiteoaks,' Selwyn (1,00?; $2.75).

Wound up its local booking of three
weeks on Saturday (17) after a
pretty -sad time of . it Will continue
on the road, however, after lay-off
this week. Took a meager '$6,500
for -exit.

WPA
!The Mikado,' Great Norttiern. In

its 12th week now and still a Fed-
eral Theatre winner.

'WOMEN' BAD $6,700

ON SECOND PHT TRY

Pittsburgh, Dec. 20.
Return engagements taking it

square on the chin here this season,
with 'The Women' last week getting
same medicine as 'You Can't Take
It With You' and 'Blossom Thne'
earlier in the year. Comedy, which
did near-capacity biz when it first
came here last March, flopped miser-

t« 7^ft°? ^^^^^^ tryj barely getting
|6,700 to wind up plenty in the red.
snares dubious distinction with
'Can't Take It* of being lowest
grosser of season so far.
Nixon currently dark again, sec-

ond time since house opened in Oc-
JoDer. Relights Monday (26) with
Our Town* under subscription au-
spic^. After that, looks like a fort-
night of darkness, with nothing in
sight until 'Susan.and God' Jan. 16.

Estimate for Last Week
•The Women,' Nixon (2,100; $2.20).

uid fine here last March, but with
same cast and nice campaign, includ-
ing radio tie-ups and 'see a legit
show for the first time' contests,
couldn't get to first base on return
engagement Started miserably and
never got going, with even the mats,

,
usually a pushover for femme shows,

b df^"^'
'^^^^^^'^ *° $6,700, pretty

'Central' Poor $2,000,

R'klyn; 'Boy,' 'Susan' In
Brooklyn, Dec. 20.

Newcomer In town last week, 'Cen-
tral Casting,' by Nicholas Cosentino,
at Shubert theatre in Bushwick sec-
tion, prbvM tiegative at^e b.o., get-
ting lean $2,000. House is dark tiiis

week. Reopens next week with
'Golden Boy.'
Wee and McCoy will stage 'Susan

and Crod' at Majestic for a single
week starting next Monday (26),
Understanding is that Lily Cahill
will have Gertrude Lawrence role
and Walter Gilbert aqd Ethel Brit-
ton will also appear in the cast Eve-
ning top will be $1.10.
Two Yiddish dramas in Brooklyn,

'Great Surprise' at Hopkinson and
'Nation without Home' at Parkway;
doing satisfactorily.

Estimate, for Last Week
'Central Caating,' Shubert (1,750;

25-85). New opUs with Esther Ral-
ston, former film player, drew weak
$2,000.

TINS'$iim

baluhore

Baltimore, Dec. 20.

Nothing .current here in legit.

George AJb.bott's new The Primrose
Path' is coming into the indie-booked
Maryland on Monday (26). Calen-
dar bare after that.
•Tins and Needles,' in at Ford's last

week, attracted a fairish play and a
mixed reaction. Crix • like doings
and said SQ, but varying audience
opinions, expressed worof-of-mouth,
brought on plenty of refunds' and
walkouts. Three-day downstairs buy
by local garment workers helped.

Estimate for Last Week
'Pins and Needles/ Ford's (1,900;

$2.20), . Strong mail order and ad-
vance sale, aided by three-day down-
stairs buy by local garment workers,
offset mixed audience reaction and
disappointment to chalk up good
$11,800. Two-buck top, a good idea
and. a contributing factor in final

figure.

Merh'8 'King'Off

(Contmued from page 43)

by Thornton Wilder. Stefan Zweig
wrote the original 'Jeremiah* in He-
brew, which was originally pre-
sented in London four years ago.
Stage activities of Mercury appear

to be dormant, its leaders being en-
grossed in radio work. Last sea-

son the group rocketed principally

through the skill of Orson Welles
and John Houseman. However,, this

season, when the group's opener,
'Danton's Death,' failed to draw, it

was forced to suspend. The rcidio

engagement came as a lifesaver, and
from that money Mercury expects to

start operating again during' the
winter. Mercury theatre is reported
to have been subleased.
Should Mercury set back 'Kings'

still further, it may restart with 'No
for an Answer,' for which backing
has been arranged.' Group also has
scheduled the revival of 'Too Much
Johnson,' which has been rehearsed
though not shown. Comedy was to

have alternated with 'Danton,' but
it's doubtful that the latter will
again be tried.

Ticket Violators

(Continued from page 43)

erred in jiot filing notice of appeal
within the time limit, mouthpiece
thinking it was 00 instead of 30 days.

Other attorneys were retained and
asked that the right to appeal be re-

stored. Court reserved decision.

Judge William Bondy in N. Y. af-

firmed a claim on Monday (19); plus

fine of $2,600, against the Acme
agency. Case had been pending for

some time.- Jurist indicated he did

hot sympathize with ticket brokers'
entanglements with the admissions
tax law, commenting that he wished
the statute provided for jail sen-
tences. Federal agents charged Acme
did not keep its records properly
and that the Government's full share

of the tax had not been' paid. Agency
men contended irregularities were
more technical than actuaL

life' Fair $S,50e b
Detroit 'Mice' Next

"Detroit, Dec. 20.
"What a Life,' although accorded

nice notices, got .a rather tepid re-
ception at the Cass here last week.
However, in view of Xmas shopping,
etc., play's $8,500 take isn't too bad
for week's stand.
House is dark currently, but re-

opens Dec. 26 with 'Of Mice and
Men.'

Estimate for Last Week
•What a Life,* Cass (1,500; $2.75)—

Got nice notices, plus -extra play on
Bill Blees, son of WUliam Blees, gen-
eral sales manager of Nash Motors
here, but couldn't buck holiday shop-
ping for more than $8,500, fair.

mm.L

Washington, Dec. 20.
FUm houses wallowed, in prd-

Christmas slump last week, but
town's only legit siailed m.errUy
along to give first local showing o^.

'Our.Town' biggest gross it has piled
up yet on current tour. Although
carriage trade was. cut into heavily
by long run on BroadWdy, huge
middle class clientele here came,
through as 'usual for show stamped
as worthwhile.
House is dark this .week and re-

lights Monday (26) with return en-
jgagement of The Women,' which did
nice biz last "season. ' Big interest
right now is word • that Noel Cow-
ard's new • revue, 'Set to Music,',
brings Bea Lillie to town for pre-
Broadway polishing.week of Jan. -9.

Estimate for Last Week
•Our Town,' National (1,698; $2.75'

top ). Solid middle class' trade swept
the Wilder play to $16,800 in face of
pre-holiday slump.

me' Gets $10,000,

St Louis; Colian la

Pnees Tilted

St Louis, DeCi 20.
'Of Mice and Men' ended one

week stand Saturday (17) with a
five figure b; o. take at $10,000. Raves
were tossed, by. the. three local crix.
House dark currently but reopens

Monday (26) with George M. Cohan's
'I'd Rather .Be Right' for a weeKs
stand. Will be scaled from $2.22 to
$5,60 New Year's eve. Advance sale
indicates a sellout v^ich probably
will produce the biggest week's biz
during the local current season. It's

been years since the house has been
scaled that high.

Estimate for Last Week
'Of Mice and Men,' American (1,-

707; $2.80). Copped a nice $10,000
for nine performances, fine biz con-
sidering heavy Xmas buying during
last two weeks.

'Skdow' Mild $4,400,

'Road' Next

indianapoUs, Dec. 20.
Feeling the effect of Christmas

shopping, which has cut down biz at
the movie houses, 'Shadow and Sub-
stance," with Sir Cedric Hardwicke,
did less than expectations at the
English theatre with two evening
performances and matinee, Friday
and Saturday (16 and 17).
Tobacco Road' comes back for the

third time to fill a week beginning
Dec. 26.

Estimate for Last Week
•Shadow and Substance,' English

(1,500; $2.75). Just fair at $4,400;
under expectations considering fav-
orable advance comment and rave lo-
cal reviews on performances of
Hardwicke and Julie Haydon.

PhiUy 'Nation' Profit*
Philadelphia, Dec. 20.

Local unit of the Federal Theatre
Project on Saturday (17) night
wound up a- nine-week engagement
of 'One Third of a Nation' at the
Walnut Street and found itself with
a profit of $4,000 for the run.
Current, while the local imit is

preparing another show, is the New
York group's 'Prologue to Glory.' It's

in for .three weeks, following which
the New York Gilbert and Sullivan
company is expected for a four-week
repertory. House, if all goes as ex-
pected, will thus be lit until Febru-
ary, when the Philadelphia project
expects to move back. Production
probably will be 'Spirochete,' drama-
tizing the fight against venereal dis-
eases.

'Hdlzapeppin' $115,000 Advanee Sale

New B'way Record: leave It' 32&

3 Laying Of, 3 Doe, lady Ont

'Hellzapoppin,' the strongest mu-
sical bell-ringer Broadway has had
in years, has piled up an advance
sale of $115,000 at the Winter Gar-
den. There have been smashes be-
fore, but few if any have topped
thf^t record. Total is said to be in
actual cash and is said not to in-

clude tickets in the agencies, which
return none to the box office. Re-
gardless, no advance sale claims in
many seasons have approached the
figure for 'Hellz.'
The laugh provoking Olsen and

Johnson revue is rated the only
show in town which was not af-
fected to some degree last week by
the pre-holiday slump: Its gross again
approached $31,000, which means
standees for all performances. The
other two musical leaders also drew
excellent coin with a higher scale.

'Leave It to Me' was rated over $32,-

000, slightly under- the pace, while
'The Boys From Syracuse' approxi-
mated $29,000.
Among the. straight shows .'Abe.

Lincoln' was very little off, as was
'Kiss the Boys Goodbye.' 'Oscar
Wilde' eased downward more,- but
finished the week strongly. Two re-
cent entries pre both of undecided
rating. \ 'Spring Meeting' apparently
has the best chance at the Moresco,
where it was claimed to have topped
$8,000 the first full week. 'Here
Come the Clowns' was estimated
over $6,000 at the Booth.
There . are three shows laying off

this week, but the list's total of ojp-
er^ting attractions is evened up by
a number of arrivals, all dUe dur-
ing the latter half. On the road
seven shows are dark during the,
prerChristmas period,, mostly be-
tween jumps.
Resumptions and the holiday in->

coming card should push the total ^

number of shows on the list to 27
next.week. Those due in are 'Every-
where I Roam,' National; 'The Mer-
chant of Yonkers,' Guild; 'Don!t
Throw Glass Houses,' Vanderbilt;
'Bright Rebel,' Lyceum; 'Michael
Drops In,' Golden; 'Blossom Time,'
-46th Street; also Ruth Draper, who
comes to the Little for two weeks.

.

There was one casualty last Sat-
urday, 'Great Lady' closing at the
Majestic after a short engagement

Estimates for Last Week
•Abe Lincoln In Ullhols/ Plymouth

(10th week) (D-1,036; $3.30). Off a
bit only One evening lasc week; toyh
per among the drdmas approached
the $21,000 mark.

, /
'
-

'American Landscape/ Cort (Set
week) (D-1,059; $3.30). First wee*
was around $6,000; last week eased,
off to $5,000 or lessr may perk up
after this week, however.

'Bachelor Born,' Broadhurst (C-
1,107; $3.30). Laying off this week;
played 47 weeks to far in half .a
dozen houses; resumes Monday (26).

'Blackbirds,' 44th St (1st week)
(R-1,323; $2.75). Piesented by Lew
Leslie; ran into, b.r. trouble during
Boston tryout; colored revue slated
to debut Friday (23).

'Boys from Syraciuse/ Alvtn (5th
week) (M-1,25S; $4.«0). One of the
musical standouts of recent arrival
which is figured for real run; strong
agency sales; approximately "$29,000
last week.

'Great Lady.' Majestic. Was with-
drawn Saturday U7) after playing
two weeks and three days; costly
opeiretta had very iiuie draw after
panning; house to get vaudeville.

'Hellzapoppin,' Winter Garden
(14th week) (R-1,671; $3.30). Amaz-
ing demand for tickets with plenty
of squawks from people who can't
buy them; getting standee trade at
$31,000; only show wholly imaf-
fected.

•Here Come the Clowns,' Booth (3d
week) (D-704; $3.30), Management
hopeful of improvement after this
week; drew second and more .favor-
able notices; $6,000 last week; sev-
eral parties helped.

•I Married an Anrel,' Shubert (33d
week) (M-1,367; $4.40). Slipped
imder $18,000 mark; lowest gross to
date for former leader, but advance
sales indicate the b.o, will snap back
to excellent money again.

•Kiss the Boys Goodbye,' Miller
(13th week) (C-944; $3'.30). Comedy
leader as strong as ever, although
some agency sales not up to former
mark; rated over $15,500, which is
virtual capacity.

•Leave It to Me,' Imperial (7th
week) (M-1,468; $4.40). Has been
topping the list in point of gross and
should hold that rating; affected by
pre-holiday going but rated over
$32,000.

•EnickerbockeF Holiday.' Barry-
more (10th week) (M-1,096; $4.40).
Eased off further, takings approxi-
mating $15,000; figured to come back
after this week and run through
winter.
'Oscar Wilde/ Fulton (Uth week)

(D-913; $3.30), Edge somewhat off
heavy attendance; atill getting class

attendance though upper floors
strongest last week; quite profitable
at $13,000.

•Rocket to the Moop,' Belasco (5t^.
week) (D-l,000;^.30). Moves to the
Windsor next week; theatre parties
helping to moderate gross of around
$ff,500.

'Sing Oat the News/ Music Box.
Laying off two weeks; resumes next
Monday (26); fairly good advance
ticket sdtea

'Spring Meeting/ Morosco (3d
week) (CD-Oei; $3,30). Looks like
moderate money chance; first ftill

week quoted Well .over $8,000, and
better money after ibis week ihdi*"
cated; * » .

'Tobacco Road/ Forrest (263d
week) (D-1407; $1.65. Down around
$4,000 mark, but will probably pick
.up again after Christmas; may stay
through winter.
'What a Life/ BiltnK>re (36tfa

week). (C-891; $3.30). Despite mod-
est grosses, engagement will go past
New Year's; Mansfield slated to get
this comedy soon; around $3,500 last
week,. but still got by..
'Window Shopping/ Longacre (Iflt

week) (D-1,019; $330). Presented
by Thomas Kilpatrick; written, by
Louis E. Shecter and Norman Clark;
opens Friday (23),

Bevivab
•Hamlet,' St. James <D-1,520; $3.30).

Laying off this week; played 10 sue-
cessfm week^ and- wUl resume Mon-
day (26) for another four weeks;
went up over. 4^17,000 because orig*
inally slated to be final weekl
'Outward . Bound/ playhouse (1st

week) (D-878;'$3.30), Presented by
Robinson iSmith, Bramwell Fletcher
and W. A. Brady; -written by Suttoii
Vane; opens Thursday (22),

Added
Tina and Needles/ LabOr Stage

(56th week) (R-500; $2.7$^). LabSr
union revue eased off somewhat, but
grossed slightly over $5,000 last
week; okay under this kind of setup.

. 'The Girl:.'from Wyoming/ Ameri-
can MUsic HaU (9th week).i Claimed
to better even break; bob^e imgl*
in night club meller counting!.

WPA
The Big Blow/ Elliot
'Androcles and the Lion/ Laif^y*

ette. Opened Friday (16).
'Plnocelo/ Ritz. Duei thia Fri-

day (23).

.Boston, Dec. 20,
'Merchant of- Yoctkers,'' starring

Jane Cowl and featuring June
Walker, tallied up an impressive
gross last . week, running without
opposition and with the backing df
a big ATS subscription list. Show,
in bad shape opening jiight. has been
cut down and tl^tened up, and th«
word-of-mouth is improving.
Next week is a busy one for Bos-

ton. "Set to Music/ Ijy Noel Cow-
ard and starring Beatrice Lillie^
opens. Dec. 26. 'A Moral ^Entertahi-
ment,' new play presented by Fed-
eral Theatre, preems Dec. 27. And
'Dear Octopus,' by Dodie Stnitii,
makes its American, debut v^lth Lu-
cile Watson, Lillian Gish, Rose Ho-
bart and Jack/Hawkins featured.
January looks to be a boom month

on the local boards. .'Victoria Ro^
gina,' with . Helen Hayes, is already
slated for return engagement. Jan, 9.
Dwight Deere Wixoan^ new musical
'It's An Yours/ starring Ethel Mer-
man and Jimmy Durante, is penciled
in for Jan. 10< And 'Of mce and
Men' is scheduled to arrive Jan. 23,

Tallulafa Bankhead in 'The Little
Foxes,' a new one by Lillian Hell-
man, is on . the January tentative
list. Ditto ,a return engagement of
•The Women.* There is also talk of
the fourth Playwrights' Producing
Company's production opening here
—'No Time for Comedy,' by S. N.
Behrman, starring Katharine Cor-
nell.

Estimate for Last Week
'Merchant of Tonkera/ Colonial

(1,634; $2.75) (Ist week). Greeted
by cool press, this new Thomtoii
Wilder opus got -very helpful sup-
port from American Theatre Society
subscribers and some encouragihg'
window sale. Garnered around
$15,000 for initial stanza, good.

CHI'S 'PEOLOGTIE* lOTnEt

Chicago, Dec. 20,

Local Federal Theatre Project is

preparing its own road company of
•Prologue to Glory/,
Play was recently presented al the

Blackstone here by a New York
WPA group.
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Broadway

Ruth Beck, of WOR artists bureau,
engaged.

Hume Cronyn to Montreal for the

holidays.

Bern Bernard, Coast agent, due in

next week.

Clare Boothe due back this week
from Charleston, S. C,

Victor Payne-Jennings In from
London, then to Florida.

Vivian Brown, of WHN praisery,

beddied with sprained foot.

Bish Lenihan appointed manager
of Fabian's Rialto, Westfield, N. J.

Pave Finestone ordered to take it

easy by/doctor. High blood pressure.

Janet Marshall, Golden i llowshlp
winner, to Mexico to work on a
play.

Helene Pons designing costumes
for 'The Primrose Path' and 'Set to

Music'
Writers east and west hopped on

the Musica-Coster story for screen
scripts.

Bennett Cerf has added Dashiell
Hammett to his Random House
writers.

Felix F6rry, with socialite financ-

ing, taking over the Casanova for a
class spot

Manie Sacks, of Music Corp. of
America, out of Philly hospital after

a week's rest,

Elsa Lanchester (Mrs. Charles
Laughton) arrives Thursday (22)

from Londoq.
Connie Nickerson, of the 'What a

Life' road troupe, to Philly for her
sister's wedding.

Arthur Guiterman leaves middle
of next month to winter in Jamaica,
British West Indi^.

Harry Ham, London representative
lor Myroii Selznick coastward on
annual holiday visits

Marcy Wescott, of 'The.Boys' from
Syracuse,' is takin| dramatic lessons
from Benno Sclmeider.

Switdi of Paul Terry to 20th-Fox
caused Educational to sign David
Biederman for a series of cartoons.

Joe Laurie, Jr., scripting for Al
JolsOn's radio show, may do a caval-
cade fllm on vaudeville for a major
studio.'

Tay Gamett back to the Coast
after holidaying east Director of
^ade Winds^ ialso has a percentage
piece of it
Tyrone Power, who has been in

South- America for th6 'last few
months, due in New York this week.
Retluming by boat
SteVe Hdnnagan en route to Coast

(17) with Averill Harriman, presi-
-d^t <jf the Union Pacific R.R., with
stopover in Sun Valley, Ida.
Toots Shor, out of the Tavern, will

shortly open an East 54th street chop
house. Quentih Reynolds' younger
brother, Bill, may be associated.
Earl Lindsay,, cabaret reVue stager,

though handicapped by failing sight,
still puts on the girl shows at Mur-
ray's roadhouse, Tuckahoe, N. Y.
An .international beauty contest,

with semi-finals to be held in all

principal
.
foreign cities, is to be

staged at the World Fair next year.
J'ack Mclnemey tmdeir doctor's care

following injuries received in a. taxi
crash. Lost tooth and Injured his
jaw, back and legs, but no fractures.
Herman fiemie, N6w York rep

for Myron Selznipk agency, to Flori-
da for 10 days' business and pleasure.
'Will look over talent at cafes there.

Lorenz Hart, lyricist of 'The Boys
Irom Syracuse,' sufficiently recov-
ered from his illness to leave the
hospital and pay his first visit to
the show.
Johnny Ryan, of the Dramatists

Cruild staff, playing Santa Claus at
the combined Xmas party of 'the
Guild and Sidney Fleischer staffs
Friday (23),
Xmas tree in thi& heart of Times

- Sq., with miniature perisphere along'
side, is part of the World's Fair
bally for the New Year's 'dawn of
a new day' celebration.
George Trendle,. head of United

- Detroit theatre chain (Par) and prez
of King-Trendle Broadcasting Corp.,
-on Caribbean cruise with family over
holidays. Returns Jan. 3.

Manny Lewis, operator of the
-Jumbo theatre, Philly, shaved off
the muistache that for years adorned
his lip. Explanation: it made him
look too much like Hitler.
Projectionists Square Club, headed

by Pincus D. Herbst, treasurer of
Local 306, N. Y, Operators, is send-
ing out 100 Christmas baskets to un-
employed in various theatrical crafts.
•Bert Robinson and Edward Clarke

Lilly are coUabibg on the adaptation
of a Danion Runyon story for a legit

comedy. Lilley would direct it and
Joe E. Brown is mentioned for the
lead.
Charles Graves, London Daily Mail

columnist, on his first U. S. visit this
week, wrote in his farewell column
he's particularly anxious to meet
Damon RUnyon, Dorothy Parker, Ted
Husing, Frank Case.
Thornton Wilder, whose latest

play, 'Merchant of Yonkers,' is being
produced by Herman Shvmlin, and
Ellen Glasgow, novelist, have been
named members of the American
Academy of Arts and Letters.
Cast of 'What a Life,' which is on

R sharing arrangement, runs a pool
on nightly receipt predictions. Ezra
Stone, lead In the show, is excluded.

because he gets a gander at the ticket

racks before every performance.
That I a.m. curfew for drinks New

Year's Eve is worrying the niteries.

Hope to get around it by 'checking'

liquor in lockers, etc., or giving cus-

tomers ample time for 'last calls' on
orders, before padlocking the service

bars.

Paris
By Hugo Speck

Teddy Piaz in from London.
Michele Morgan in from Berlin.

Jo Davidson in from American
visit.

'Mad Miss Manton' (RKO) at Le
Paris. .

'Entree des Artists' In third month
at Colisee.

Phyllis Stanley held over at Am-
bassadeurs.
Jacques Deval in and back to

Hollywood.
Gilda Grey planning African and

Asiatic visit
Journalist Titayana making music

hall debut at ABC.
Folies-Bergere shuttered to prer

pare for new revue.
Henri Jeanson, writer and scenar-

ist, turning megger,
Jerome 'Theraud elected member

of French Academy.
Grace Moore singing 'Louise' at

Opera-Comique for charity.
Jacqueline Mignac appeared at an-

nual Anglo-American Press dinner.
Jack Forrester has neither story

nor director yet for Marlene Die-
trich's Fi^ench picture.

.

Intransigeant publishing story of
'Robin Hood' concurrently with WB
film's showing at Rex.
Marcel I'Herbier starting "La Bri-

gade Sauvage,' starring Victor Fran-
cen and Charles VaneL
Henry Lepage and Jean Thery

writing scenario on Marshal Lyauty,
France's greatest colonizer.
George Walton in from London

with Joseph Sagal to present Sco-
phony television to French press.
Lawyer Henry Torres collaborat-

ing with Charles Spaak in adapting
James M. Cain's "The Postman Al-
ways Rings Twice,'' in which Fer-
nand Gravet is set to star^

London

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

fritz , Reiner ' hosted Pittsburgh
Symphony last week,
Cornelia Otis Skinner set for Nixon

hi 'Candida' week of Feb. 27.
Ira Cohns sailed Saturday (17) on

25-day ctuise to South America.
Mrs. Jackie Heller coming in from

New York, shortly to join her hubby.
It'll be another month in hosp for

Ben Jaffe, just pulUng out of general
crackup.

Bill Finkel going to New Orleans
New Year's Day for Carnegie Tech
TCU game.
Lenore Rika and her accordion

moving to Miami's Five o'clock Club
for the winter.
Frances Cupp has resigned as

booker
.
Jayne Jarrell's private seek

after four years.
Tom Corbett, formerly of Willows,

now managing another roadhouse
site, the Riviera.
Jean Moorheadi late of *You Never

Know,' here for few da^s, visiting
hometown friends.
Joe Catizone has replaced El Egizl

as first trumpet player with Maurice
Spitalny's orchestra.
Buzzy Koxmtz doing guest-con-

ducting with Johnny Duffy's band
during holiday season.
Two Film Row gals, Hazel Ader-

hold and Mabel Sessis, will be day
after Christmas brides.
Lawrence Welk band signed by

Par for short after winding up at
William Penn first of year.
George Lefkos pulled out for Mi-

ami Saturday (17). RKO manager
stays three weeks, frau all winter.
Triangle Club show booked for

one-nighter at Mosque tomorrow
(Thursday) with Mask and Wig
show coming in four nights later.
Late Chester Wallace's spot on

Tech drams^ faculty will be filled by
guest director for remainder of year.
Mike Shapiro, Bill Finkel and

Archie Fineman going to New Or-
leans to see Tech-Texas Christian
game.

Sydney
By Erio Gorrick

Heat wave crippling show biz.
Greatei* Union bringing in reissues

at Lyceum.
Stuart F. Doyle expects to line up

some top players for an Aussie tour
next year.
Count of Monte Cristo' (UA) re-

vived at Embassy. Picture did well
on revival out of town.
'The Women* continues to pt^U

well in Melbourne for Australian-
New Zealand Theatres. Will' be
road-shown prior to hitting Sydney.
Harry Howard, producer of 'Hol-

lywood Hotel,' revue, was couftned
to bed for two weeks with flu. Unit
is now playing Queensland for
Fullers.
With solid pre-Yuletide slump now

in full force here, managers are hard
put to find attractions suitable
enough to entice public to open
piu-se strings.

Kurt Tischler in from Vienna.
Dwight Deere Wiman in town.
Violet Crosbie leaving M-G to join

Par.
Henry AiiUey planning a come-

back.
Berthold Viertel to Nice for

Christmas.
Sir Robert Vansittart back from

Monte Carlo.
Hayter Preston appointed director

of 'Rembrandt.'
Gilbert Lennox flnishhig new

thriller, 'Blind Corners.'
Ross and Stone to do a series of

fllm shorts for Warner Bros.
Bill Tilden booked for week at

London Coliseum next month.
H. F. Rubinstein has dramatized

the life of Ramsey MacDonald.
Walter Ellis giving flnal polish to

new farce, 'The Bridal Suite.'

Jack de Leon to produce S. N.
iBerman's 'Rain from Heaven.*
Michael Balcon to the south of

France for a couple of weeks vaca-
tion.

Tom Arnold wants Ross and Ben-
nett for a unit He's offering 16
weeks.

'Charley's Aunt' being revived at
the Haymarket twice daily during
Christmas.
Sam Browne, vaudeville partner

of Elsie Carlisle, is running stage and
radio school.
Roy Fox, now recuperating In

Switzerland, lining up new band to
play Australia.
Al Stone (Stone and Lee), has

three broken ribs, being struck by
hit-and-run driver.
Ganjou Bros, ahd Juanita canceled

week at Coliseimi due to femme's
strain of a ligament.
A- A. Milne's comedy, 'Grentleman

Unknown,' folded at the St James
after a month's run.
Ludwlg Kanturek in from Prague

to sell Czech picture of Capek's
play, 'Power and Glory.'
Henry Sherek wants Bob Bromley

at the Dorchester hotel for March.
No contracts signed yet.

Gypsy Nina signed for South
African tour, and sails Feb. 2. May
go from there to Australia,
'Banana Ridge,' farce at the

Strand, 'expected to close early niext
month; then goes on 12-week tour.

Charles B. Cochran has a new
musical in which he intends to star
Florence Dessmond. She'll partly
bankroll:
Non-Jewish section of Film trade

meeting to discuss financial aid to
German and Czechoslovakian Jewish
refugees.
Maureen O'Hara, 18-year-old nov-

ice, gets leading' role opposite
Charles Laughton ill filmization of
'Jamaica Inn.'

Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon
framing new vaudeville unit, which
opens next month. Already have 16
weeks lined up.
Harry Bradbury-Pratt running the

Esquire Club in Piccadilly and nego-
tiating to buy back, the Bristol Grill,
which he once owned.
'Spy in Black,' Columbia picture

starring Conrad Veidt, being held up
at Denham due to some of the prin-
cipals contracting the flu.

Carroll. Levis has lineup of vaude-
ville dates for next year with many
fortnightly stands, which is some-
thing new for a vaudeville xmit
Maurice Winnick band terminated

13 months' at the Piccadilly hotel
and immediately booked by Duclos
for the Casino, Cannes, for 16 weeks.
Four Franks out of 'Bobby Get

Your Gun,' the Jack Waller musical
at the Adelphi. Play a few English
vaudeville dates and then go Amer-
ica.

Backstage notice at General Thea-
tres Corp. and Moss Empire houses
reads, that no reference should be
made by acts to Hitler and Musso-
lini.

'Cookie' Bowers booked South
Africa for six weeks with option.
After New York trip, he returns to
London in time to sail from here
Feb. 2.

The mothers of Bob Robinson and
Virginia Martin in from New York
and immediately left for Cannes,
where team is due to open at the
Casino Friday (23).

Sir Oswald Stoll has a new mu-
sical. With a mystery background,
by Roger MacDougall and Allan
MacKinnon, who are responsible for
Paramount's quota picture, 'This
Man Is News.*
Moya Pope, daughter "of Mac-

Queen-Pope, playing the Fairy
Queen in Drury Lane pantomime,
is direct descendent of Jane Pope,
leading lady to David Garrick at the
same theatre in 1777.
Paul Robeson's agent, Harold Holt,

approached by Martinus Poulsen for
singer to play Cafe de Paris. Agent
said that he would want at least
$5,000 per, but Robeson turned down
proposition anyway.
Lee Tracy will play lead in 'The

Bowery Touch,' which Maurice
Browne is to produce. Show was
done at Sunday performance about a
year ago. Will play six weeks in the
sticks, then comes to the West End.
Archie Menzies, Arthur Macrae

and Jack Hulbert, authors of 'Under
Your Hat,' the Cicely- Courtneidge-
Hulbert musical at the Palace, al-
ready writing new show to follow
this one. 'Hat' doing $20,000 weekly
and is season's outstanding hit
Jay Adler said to have $?0.000 to

do Robert Warwick's 'Blind Alley' in.

London. Trying to get James Cag-
ney, Raymond Massey, Edward G.
Robinson or Chester Morris for lead.

Show will tryout in sticks then play
West End. James Ullman reported
producing. ,

Miami Beach
By Arthur Thomsoa

Damon Runyon joined his wife at

their Hibiscus Island home.
Chester Alexander, former m.c, has

opened his own barbecue here.
Walter Winchell, J. Edgar Hoover

and Sherman Billmgsley playing on
the sands.
Hollywood Yacht club now the

Versailles. Same management as the
New York Versailles.
Tattee Martin, local canary with

Mannie Gates'., orchestra, has re-
turned from a visit to Louisiana, her
home state.

Next Federal Theatre production
here will be a fantasy, 'The Emper-
or's New Clothes.' Roy Elkins is su-
pervising director.

N. B. T. Roney, head man of the
Roney Plaza," building a new hostel-
ry. Town House. Spot is directly
across from Jack Dempsey's Vander-
bUt.

Budapest

Jazz music missing from radio pro-
grams for weeks.

J. B. Priestley's 'Time and the Con-
ways' flopped at Belvarosi.
Martin ICeleti to Amsterdam, to

direct Dutch version of 'Borcsa in
America' l)icture.
Ania Soldi, an American, in lead-

ing role of 'Marinka the Dancer' re-
vival at Royal theatre.
•La Presidente,* Due picture,

banned. 'Mademoiselle Ma Mere,'
with Danielle Darcieux, permitted
for adults, but title mvist be changed.
New broadcasting station being in-

augurated at Kassa, principal city in

territory restituted from Czechoslo-
vakia. This is the third station in

Hungary, all state-controlled. There
are also four relay stations.

Yanks on Radio

(Continued from page 1)

when it gets themu While the Giants
management has confirmed the re-

port that its local games were com-
mercial radio, no contracts have
been signatured. Understood that

General Mills' quotation for the
Giants and Yankees rights is $75,000

$150,000 for WOB, WABC
It would cost a minimtun of $150,-

OOO to carry the Yankee-Giants com-
bination on either WABC, CBS key,
or WOR, Newark, for the season.

Indications are that General ^ills
will lean toward WABC when ft

gets around to making a contract.

CBS, it is understood, paid the
greater share of the cost of produc-
ing the General Mills film on pro-
football; also a goodly share of the
money that went for the making of
General Mills' National League base-
ball film. Production cost cited in
the latter Instance is $85,000.

WOR isn't eager to take on the
Brooklyn games, which gives Gen-
eral Mills a choice between WHN
and WMCA.

Mills Wants Barber
Cincinnati, Dec. 20.

Red Barber, WLW's ace sports-
caster for the past five years, has
accepted an offer from General Mills
to join its announcing staff. His
WLW-WSAI contract expires Dec. 31
but he will probably stay on for a
few weeks to round out a winter
commercial series.

No mention has been made of
Barber's assignment by General
MUls but the likelihood is that he
will handle, one of the New York
baseball series.

Chicago, Dec. 20.

Five Chicago stations, WGN, WJJD,
WIND, WBBM and WCFL, last week
renewed their contract for baseball
play-by-play with the two Chi teams.
Cubs and White Sox. Each team will
draw $45,000 for the rights, according
to the present indications.
However, the White Sox (Ameri-

can) club has reserved the right to
sell its broadcasting privileges to an
advertiser or to a- station exclusively
should the club be able to obtain
offer of more.
Cubs have always insisted that

their baseball will be on a non-
exclusive basis to stations and ad-
vertisers. Also the Cubs have never
wanted any revenue out of the base-
ball broadcasting, believing that they
get plenty of profits out of the ether
plugs, but have taken the coin be-
cause of the insistence of the White
Sox on the extra revenue. However,
the Cubs return their money to each
station immediately by purchasing
time on the transmitters to advertise
the Cubs additionally.

HoDywood

Moe Siegal ill at home.
Montagu Love in hospital.

Arthur Stebbinis out of hospital.

Ftitz Leiber in from New Yorlc
Sol Lessor back from month in the

csist*

George Brent ea route to Hono-
lulu.
Dr. Harry Martin home from hos-

pital.

Adolph Ramish back from Hono-
lulu.
Edgar Moss off for Honolulu

siesta.

Edmund Goulding off for Hawaiian
siesta.

Kermit Roosevelt ganderintf
studios.
John Lltel laid up with poison oak

infection.
George Beale planed to Washing-

ton, D. C,
Judge Fred Goldsmith in from

Manhattan.
Bud LoUier north to look over

F-WC taxes.
Bobby Connolly back on the job

after illness.

King Chamey soaking up sun at
Palm Springs.
Bernard Vorhaus hurt his knee ski-

ing at Yosemite.
Gene Fowler mailed his Christmas

cards in Hongkong.
Maxie Rosenbloom's father and

mother moved here.
George Dembow in from Manhat-

tan for studio confabs.
Howard Striokling back to work

after minor ot>eration.
Buddy Ebsen returned to work af-

ter siege of penumonia.
Russell Hayden and June Clayton

on delayed honeymoon.
Ralph Hammeras exhibiting his

paintings in Palm Springs.
'

Abe Montague and Jerome Safron
to Honolulu for the holidays,
Edward J. Mannix recuperating

from recent illness in Arizona.
J. C. Gilpin moved into Jackman

color plant as general manager.
Achmed Abdullah signed to write

one serial a year for Cosmopolitan.
Herman Lissauer elected head of

Motion Picture Research Association.
Oliver Hinsdell writing aboht

screen talent for new Encylopedia
Britannica.
Dick Powell and Joan Blondell

bought $140,000 hacienda in Cold-
water Canyon.
The Frederick Lindens will go to

the Coast shortly after the baby

—

their first—arrives.
Motion Picture Relief Fund broke

ground for its new building, to be
ready in February.
W. Ray Johnston and George

Weeks made honorary chiefs of
Kiowa Indian tribe.

Claude Binyon is readying, a col-
lection of yarns titled 'I Used to Be
a Newspaperman Myself.'
Charles P. Skouras tosses his an-

nual Fox West Coasters annual
Christmas dinner-dance at the Am-
bassador Dec. 23.
Barrett Kiesling sold his yarn, 'So

You Want to Travel,' to Collier's.
Story is based on 200,000 miles of
travel as a studio publicity man.

SL Louis
By Sam X. Hurst

Leslie Savage, Columbia Pictures
auditor, in town.
Philharmonic opened season under

Alfred H. Hicks at Scottish Rites
Temple.
Jimmy Grier's orch, late of Bilt-

more hotel, Los Angeles, has moved
into Hotel Chase.
Larry Atkins, of Theatregoers,

Inc., and pro boxing promoter, on
the shelf due to illness.

Mrs. C. B. Vickery, mate of Loew's
treasurer, spending Xmas holidays
with her par::nts in Columbia.
Ed Lowry to m.c. Bobby Breen all-

star, revue that begins 'eight-day en-
gagement in the Municipal Audito-
rium Xmas day.
Manager Harold Evens, Loew's,

held special screening of 'A Christ-
mas Carol' for Board of Educa'tion
and Educational Committee of Better
Films Council.
Board of directors of Fox-St Louis

Properties, Inc., voted dividend of
50e per share, payable Dec. 30, on
preferred stock. This is first divvy
of this stock since reorganization
nearly three years ago. There are
44,000 shares of preferred stock out-
standing.

Chicago

Qtiiki Ryan into hospital fof
check-up.
Gardner Wilson settihg up winter

quarters in ChL
Chicago theatre will get $50,000

complete overhauling. >

Lou Wolfson in for William Morris
hitery contacts. Ditto Nat Lefkowitz
on biz matters.
Balaban 8c Katz crews working

overtime to get under the wire for
State-Lake reopening Saturday (24),

George M. Cohan back to New
York for pre-Xmas holiday before
returning to rod and 'I'd Rather Be
Right'

Niles Trammell honorguesting at
a flood of testimonial banquets and
luncheons throughout midwest be-
fore heading to' new NBC job in the
east.
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ARMANDO (TOTO) NOVELL©
Failing to rally after an operation

several weeks ago for an abdomi-

nal obstruction; Armando Novello,

known professionally as Toto, the

Clown, died in a New York hospital

Dec. 15 at 50. Widow, daughter, two

sisters and a brother survive.

Story on page 1.

LE ROT MARK.
LeRoy Mark, pioneer broadcasting

executive and principal owner of

WOL, Washington, died last week in

that city after a lengthy illness.

Funeral services held Friday (16).

As head of the American Broad-

casting Co., Mark was operator of

MYRA FURST
Died December 20, 1038

Survived by

JAY PACKARD (Husband)

CLIFFORD PACKARD (Son)

the Mutual Broadcasting System

outlet in the national capital and

previously had been a leader in ef-

forts to establish another major net-

work there. Had been active in

radio over a decade and just recent-

ly achieved his goal of having WOL
made a regional outlet His trans-

mitter was the first to air 'Amos 'n*

Andy' programs for Washingtonions;

First venture was with WRHF,
"^vhich later went out of exist^ce.

Survivors include his widow, two
daughters and two sons.

HOWARD mOGIN
Howard Clinton Higgin, 47, film di-

rector and writer, died Dec. 16 in

Los Angeles after an attack of pneu-

monia.
Going to Hollywood as a writer

in i9I7, Higgins joined Cecil B. De
Mille as assistant director and later

achieved full directorship. . Among
the films he piloted were 'The Per-

fect Sap,* 'High Voltage,' 'The Paint-

ed Desert,' 'Sal of Singapore,' 'Reck-

less Lady,' 'Skyscraper/ 'Racketeer,'

'Carnival Lady,' 'Marriage on Ap-
proval* and *The'Line-Up.'

Surviving are his widow and a

daughter.

CHARLES C40MWELL
Charles Cromwell,' 83, ex-circus

star not^d for his walk across the
Niagara River gorge at Niagara
Falls, N. Y., on a tightrope in 1874,

died Dec. 19 at his home in Gait,

Ont., Canada.
He took up a circus career at the

age of 12 and spent most of his life

under the Big Top. He retired as

a contractor and subsequently re-

tired from that several years ago due
to failing sight. Frank Cromwell,
son, of the 'Flying Cromwells,' sur-
vives.

THOMAS SAXE
Thomas Saxe, €4, theatre Operator

of Milwaukee, Wis., died Dec. 16

after a two-yeat illness. Native of
Ireland, he opened first picture house
in Milwaukee, and with his brother,
John, ran string to nearly 100 in Wis-
consin. Saxe of recent years had
been general manager of Saxe
Amusement Management, Inc.,

operating company for the Warner-
Saxe circuit.

Survivors are son, two daughters,
three brothers and six sisters.

RICHARD R. FISHER
Richard R. (Dick) Fisher, 64, for

15 years manager and press agent
for late Howard Thurston, died at his
home in Pittsburgh Thursday (15)
after a month's illness. Starting in
show business more than a quarter
of a century ago, as superintendent
of the old Grand theatre, Pittsburgh,
Fisher managed and did publicity for
several other notables in show biz.

Widow survives. Burial held Sat-
urday (17) in Freedom, Pa.

(Mass.) hospital from biurns, Dec. 16,

A widow who for some years has
earned her living by doing house-
work, she set her nightclothes afire

when she lighted a match to find the
light switch in her Lynn home.

J. thoMas ltons
J. Thomas Lyons, executive direc-

tor of WCAO, Baltimore, died Dec.
16,.,after an illness of six months.
Before taking over at WCAO, in

which he had a financial interest,

Lyons was national advertising man-
ager for the Baltimore Sun and pub-
lisher of the Baltimore News.

ANN COLLINS
Mrs. Ann GoUins, 39, Syracuse

night club singer, was found dead in

her room Friday (16), a victim of

heart failure.

Her husband, Peter Collins, died
three years ago.

ISAAC SELACOVITCH
Isaac Seiacovitch,'*65, retired Phila-

delphia theatre builder and operator,
was killed in an automobile accident
Thursday (15) near Richmond, Va.
He had been heading for St. Peters-

burg, Fla,, where he had intended to

stay for the winter.

WILLIAM OHMS
Willjam Ohnis, formerly an electri-

cian in legit houses, who held a simi-
lar berth at Radio City, died Dec. 13
after having a number of teeth ex-
tracted at a dental clinic.

. He was a brother of the late Loiiis
Ohms, former treasurer of the Em-
pire, N. Y.

OSCAR ROWER METER
Oscar Rower Meyer, 59, for 35

years leader of the orchestra at
Green's hotel, Philadelphia theatrical
hostelry, died suddenly of heart dis-

ease at his home in Philadelphia Dec.
13.

After hotel was torn down in 1931
he turned to teaching music.

MTRA FVRST
Myra Fiirst, 54, play broker, died

Dec. 30 in New York after a long
illness.

Hep husband. Jay Packard, for-
merly an actor, and a son, Clifford,

survive.

A. H. R. MILLER
A. H, R. Miller, 45, film theatre op-

erator, died Dec. 12 in Palms, Calif.

Until lS months ago he managed Fox
theatres in Milwaukee.
Surviving are his widow and son.

JOHN W. COCHRAN
John Watson Cochran, 79, died at

Pearl River, N. Y., Saturday (16).

For more than 50 years he managed
musicians.
Widow and daughter survive.

WALTER ACKERMAN
Walter Ackerman, 57, screen play-

er, died Dec. 12 in Hollywood.
He had been in pictures since 1907.

JACK ADAMS
John Adams, former vaudevillian,

known- on the stage as Jack Adams
and Jack Ckirbett, died Dec, 12 in
Syracuse, He collapsed and died in
a Syracuse night club.

NINA VISAROFF
Nina Visaroff, 50, wife of Michael

VisarofF and once in musical comedy,
died Bee, 14 in Beverly Hills, Calif.

JERRY COLLINS
Jerry Collins, 65, veteran Pitts-

burgh showman, died Dec. 14 after a
brief illness. He had served as a

stage employee of the Harris Amuse-
ment Co. for 45 years, through three
generations of Harrises.

He was a member of the Variety
Club and of lATSE, Local No. 2,

since 1903. He leaves his widow and
daughter. Funeral services in Pitts-

burgh, Dec. 19,

Ross Chapin, 24, of Pittsburgh,
stepson of Ann Morrison (Chapin),
playwright and scenarist, a suicide

beneath the wheels of a train in Bos-
ton Dec. 13,

Father of Mary Martin, principal
in 'Leave It to Me', at the Imperial,
N. Y., died Dec, 20 at his home in

Weatherford, Tex. He was a lawyer.

Mrs. A. Lindsay Lane, 26, wife of
Metro cameraman, died Dec. 12 in

Los Angeles.

Hirst Shows Out, 2 N. Y.

Houses Shift to Stock

With the ruling last week by John
Masterson, head of New York bur-
ley's censorship committee, that Izzy

Hirst wheel shows would be banned
from N.Y., the Triboro and Werba's
shifted to stock shows. Werba's, in

Brooklyn, debuted stock Sunday
(18). Triboro follows Sunday (25),

Margie Hart will headline the
opener at the latter.

Due to biz letdown, Hirst faded
from the Hudson, Union City, N.' J.,

a spoke in his wheel, for the holi-

days. Operated this week, and prob-
ably until Hirst's return,, by the
stagehands and musicians.

Zukor^s Hypo

(Continued from page 3)

York to attend, meetings of the di-

rectors, but nothing in this direc-

tion has been officially done. Chair-
manship of Par is more or less a title,

anyway, power being vested in the
presidency and the exec committee.
Zukor is not under contract, hav-

ing gone off the contractual books
in 1937 when he was in Hollywood
in personal charge of studio admin-
istration. He is not known to have
asked for a contract before going
off on the world trek, but the -salary
of $150,000 is understood to remain
the same. Of this amount $50,000 is

paid annually to Par under the set
tlement of the directors' suit made
two years back.
Mrs. Zukor is accompanying the

Par founder on his journeys and, al-

though said to have been a little

unhappy over closing both Zukor
homes in New York City, N. Y., and
in Hollywood, she is fond of Eng-
land and views the circling of the
globe ahead of her with great inter-

est, as does the Par chairman.
Latin America Next

Zukors will be in England and on
the Continent about three months,
after which they will sail for a tqur

of Central and South America. John
W. Hicks, Jr., who came on recently

from London witii Rose, is spending
the holidays in New York and short-

ly after the first of the year he will

return to England for a few weeks
prior to his regular annual survey
of all of E.urope, to consult with
Zukor and Rose,
After touring the Latin-American

countries, Zukor will return to New
York and, accompanied by Hicks,

will then go to New Zealand, Austra-
lia and the Far East,

Production plans for Par in Eng-
land are expected to be set while
Zukor and Hicks are over there,

with the number of pictures and
stories as well as other matters ap-
proved for early operations. In ad-
vance of more definite plans, it has
been indicated Par might make six

or eight features in England during
the coming year. Zukor himseU was
in England in 1937, at which time he
generally surveyed the production
outlook and reported that he thought
Par should go into the field to make
pictureis there.

Par Defers

WHAT THEY THINK

PIERRE LAFITTE
A newspaper career of 40 years

was ended last week <13) with the
death in Paris of Pierre Lafitte, 66,
publisher and founder of Excelsior,
the first Paris illustrated daily,
A ipember of the board of the'

Paris Midi and Figaro, he had also
been head of the Paris Soir's adver-

.tjsmg department and chief of the
Paris Radio 37 station at the time of
his death.

MARY CARLISLE
Mary Carlisle, 73, one-time eques-

trienne who used to jump through
a flaming hoop while riding on a
horses back, died at ' the Lynn

BUDDE FRANKLIN
Budde Franklin, wife of Ben

Franklin, commander of American
Legion Post 690 of the NVA and a
former vaudevillian, died in New
York Dec. 15.

She was for many years a bur-
lesque performer.

Charlfts Cliff Edwards, 54, father

of Hudson Edwards, manager of

Lucas & Jenkins' Fox theatre, At-

lanta, was fatally stricken while

driving his atito. Widow survives in

addition to son.

Masazo Sato, 76, importer, father of

Ruth Sato, Boston newspaperwoman

and former showgirl, died in a New
York hospital Dec. 2 of bronchial
pneumonia and complications. Sur-
vived by daughter and son.

(Continued from page 1)

Par version for Xmas week had to

cancel the booking at Paramount's
request.

In New York, Radio City Music
Hall, which has Metro's film for
Xmas week, starting tomorrow
(Thursday), knew about the Para-
mount bs^kings throughout N, Y.
City and at first was reported hav-
ing refused to dale the M-G. picture
in. Negotiations between W, G. Van
Schmus, of the M. H., and the Brandt
chain, which had the Par film booked
in four of its houses, resulted in the

Brandts agreeing to withdraw from
its Paramount contract.

ASCAP's Vaearles
Philadelphia.

Editxir,. Vamety:
Under Inside Stuff, Dec, 14, the

last paragraph states that Henry
Nemo has been admitted to mem-
bership in ASCAP within a year of

submitting his first tune for publi-

cation. ASCAP entry requirement is

five published works.
I have been trying for about five

years to gain admission into the So-
ciety without success, having written

them during thiw time about six let-

ters to all of which I have received

a very courteous reply, generally

ending with the assurance that my
application will be presented to the

membership committee in due course,

and that I will b6 advised if any
favorable action has been taken i

thereupon. This is as tax* as I get.

My published songs are: [8 titles

listed}.

ASCAP has copies of all these, all

eight songs by major publishers, yet
I am denied admission when the
Society's entry requirement is 'five.

They write and tell me that my
works are not sufficiently played in

places, licensed by the Society. It is-

true that hone of the' above songs
has beeii extensively plugged, but
nothing is ever said about the plug-
ging requirement in any of their

literature, nor is ' this mentioned in

the ASCAP Journal. All of the
above numbers have been written in

collaboration with Billy James, an
ASCAP member. I am a member of

the Song Writers'- Protective Asso-
ciation.

I do not expect Vamety to flight

my batUe, but I wanted you to know
the facts. Having read several let-

ters in Forum, wherein you give

different writers opportunity .to air

their grievances upon different sub-
jects, am sincerely hoping you will

grant me the same courtesy.

Charlie Seitter.

British Curbs on Acts
Aalborg, Denmark.

Editor, Variety:
For a very long time the English

artists and the Variety Artists Fed-
eration have been kicking on foreign

Clyde Beatty Headlines

Shrine Circuis in €l»c^e
Chicago, Dec. 20.

Clyde Beatty has. been signatured
to headline the Shrine Winter ',Cit-

cus, to be held in the Internationa
Amphitheatre Dec, 31 to Jan. 15; un«
der the sponsorship of the Medina^'
Temple.
Others set are the Concellos, th^

Gretonas, Ruth Mix, Cyse O'Dell, Ed
and Jenny Rooney.

FRISCO FAIR WORRIED

BY SLOW ADVANCE SAI£

San Francisco, Dec. 20.

With the opening 60 days to go, the
1939 Golden Gate International Ex-
position on Treasure Island is rapidly
nearing completion. Building pro-
gram is practically finished, most of

the halls already being ready for
exhibitors to take over nearly 2,000,-

000 square feet of exhibit space.
Ray Smith, head of the financial

setup, is said to be dissatisfied with
the way the current ticket sale is be-
ing conducted and has turned in his

resignation.

Television

(Continued from page 1)

relax and yet listen. Television is

different. It calls upon all the "physi-

cal faculties except the sense of
smell, and we have found in England
that to come home afcer a busy day
and look at a television program
even for an hour is fatiguing and
quickly becomes monotonous. After
a month in the home it is seldom
used except to pick up sensation or
unusual sports or special broadcasts,
So it seems probable than even when
television reaches commercial per-
fection, people will still spend most
of their time listening to radios just
as they do today.'

Buffalo, Dec. 20.

Clarence W. Farrier, television co-
ordinator of NBC, addressed the
Engineering Foundation of Buffalo
here Friday on television, its devel- I

opment and problems.
Said' sponsored television was

probably at least five years away.

and especially American Acts, and
from time to time articles' in the
London papers (such as enclosed)
have "been written.

Sur«ly the American, societies and
the American ministry of labor do
not realize that American acts do
NOT receive fair treatment and are
NOT allowed to. remain in England
near as long as the thousands of for-
eign and British acts are allowed to

live, work and earn big salaries in
America. And it is certainly time
something should be done about this

matter.

American .acts are only allowed to

work in England six months at a
time and then there is always a lot

of trouble getting extensions, if and
when such is possible.

Som^hing.ought to ^e done about
it, and; very, very soon.

J, Levenin Ftanklin.
(Franklin, Levenin & Franklin.)

Seek Armand Delmar
Chicago.

Editor, Vawety:
Writing you at suggestion of

your office in Chicago. . We are try-

ing to locate Armand Delmar, as his

mother is ill at present, and it is

very important, for her to reach
him. His profession is juggling with
his fjeet, single act.

Mrf. Clara Delmar.
Care of Louis Weitzman, 807 For-

rest Avenue, Los Angeles, C^lif.

Six Who Never Missed
'New York.

Editor, Variety:
Am constrained to call'your atten-

tion to a slight discrepancy. Being one
of the members of the cast of ^You
Can't Take It With You' who did not
miss a performance J would like you
to know that ^ix of those you men-
tioned as tiaving played the entire

run do not qualify.

Those who did not miss a per-

foirmance were Josephine Hullf Vir-

ginia Hammond, Ruth Attaway, Jess

Barker, Frank Conlon« Oscar Polk,

George Leach and
Yours very truly,

'Frank Wilcox.

UNABLE TO CETCffl FAIR

CONCESH, SUES FOR BOG
Chicago, Dec. 20.

• Emmett Howard, lair concession-

aire, filed suit here for $100,000

againi^ Benjamin Lindheimer, real

estate dealer, charging he gave Lind^
helmet $25,000 to. make arrange-
ments for Howard to operate a res-

taurant at ihe Chicago Fair in 1932-

33.

Howard further alleges the Flair

management refused to permit him
to operate a restaurant after he had
spent considerable money on Lind-
heimer's advice to go ahedid and that
Lindheimer hasn't returned the $25,-

000 to him.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. George D« O'Brien,

son, in Los Angeles,Dec. 12. Father
is Fox-West Coast theatre manager.
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Wilson, picture

critic on the Omaha World-Herald,
daughter, Dec. 15.

Mr. and Mrs. George Chandler, sbh^

in Hollywood, Dec. 10. Father is

film player.

Mr.- and Mrs. H. C. Southard,
daughter, in Fort Worth, Dec. 3.

Father is manager of WBAP, F. W,
i

Mr. and Mrs. Mdrc Lachmann, son,
In Hollywood, Dec, 17. Father is

exploitation chief for 20th Century-
Fox; mother is former Melva Cor-
nell, of the stage.

Mr. ^pd Mrs. Dave Elman, son, in

New Vtirk, Dec. 18, Father Is orig-
inator of radio program, 'Hobby
Lobby/

MARRIAGES
Ruth Etting to Myrl Alderman,

Dec. 14, in Las Vegas.
Joan Woodbury to Henry Wilcox-

on, in Los Angeles, Dec. 27. Both
are in pictures.

Osa Massen to Allen Hersholt, in
Beverly Hills, Dec. 15. Bride is

Danish film player; he's screen
writer-son of Jean Hersholt.
Fern Head, lo Fritz locki,

Louisville, Dec. 12. Bride is radio
player; he's radio producer ?.nd press
agent in Chicago,

" Bintr Crosby wdxed four oldies
for Decca with John Scott Trotlcr's
band. He also recorded three
Monaco and Burke tunes for his
Universal picture, 'East Side of
Heaven,' /
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m SKIN IS DELICATE,

SO I'M CAREFUL ABOUT
COMPLEXION CARE
Lux Toilet Soap's
ACTIVE LATHER HELPS
ME GUARD AGAINST
COSMETIC SKIN

K.< ^ Vf^^f /f f>

if''

. v-v'

>0

Lovely Holly-;

wood stars use cosmetics;

of course, but they're careful

aboutunattractiveCosmeticSkin I

They don't want the dullness, tiny

blemishes, enlarged pores that inay api

pear when pores are choked with

stale cosmetics, dust and dirt. ^/^^'X'^

They use gentle white

Lux Toilet Soap
regularly!

COSAAETIC SKIN RUINS

A GIRL'S CHmCBS OF
BEING ATTRACTIVE a

I ALWAYS REMOVE
COSN\Er\CS THOROUGMLV

WITH Lux Toilet Soap

JNI WALTER WANGER'S

USE THIS SOAP BEFORB
you RENEW MAKE-UP-,
ALWAXS AT BEDTIME
IT LEAVES SKIN.SMOOTH A--;

'I

NOW SHOWING lOCALiY

9 out of ID Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap
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B'way Legit OK, but New Year's Eve

Worries Cafes; Latter NSG All Over

Unlike the New York niteries,

wfiich look askance at the New
Year's' evecwe,el£^d breaking that

i^ay on'a'fSaturday night—with its

restricted 3 a.m, curfew on the Sab-

bath—Broadway legit is priming for

the heaviest theatre weel^ of the sea-

Bon, with two holiday Mondays. The
first of these (26) had 14 extra mati-

nees, and the . .Christmas to New
year's cleanup on iSaturday (31) is

a natural for holiday performances.

Four straight shows, three of which
are- hits, are charging $5.50 for the

New. Year's eve performance, seven
otliers being scaled at . $4.40 top,

wljile foiu: miisicals are priced at

$6.60.

Conversely, the New York niteries

look at the long V^eekend dubiously,

because of the early Sunday morning
curfew, both on drinking and danc-
ing. The liquor thing could be got-

ten around, of <:ourse, by ordering

in advance, but the Sabbath law
m^kes it imperative that .the bands
ki^ck off also, and that usually

heralds a quick scram-out.
Ot the four big-demand musicals,

^ellzapoppin,' 'Leave It to Me,'

'Boys from Syracuse' and 'I Married
en Angel,' the top gross mark will

be! between 'Hellz' and 'Me.' With
four matinees, each anticipates tak-

ings of more than $40,000. 'Hellz'. is

playing a matinee every day up "to

Saturday and though scaled under
*Me,* it should gross as much. 'Syra-

,cuse,',,with one extra performance,
figures to run a good third, all be-
ing sure to establish new highs in

point of takings since opening. Two
musicals .ducked the Monday after-

' (Continued on page 20)

N$edles at 40 Paces;

Or Clere. Tailors Will

Show That Tins' Bnnch!

Cleveland, Dec. 27.

Ovit of some ribbing remarks made
when International Ladies Garment
Workers Union brought 'Pins and
Needles' here last month is growing
another novel, .union-sponsored le-

git- show. It's a comic operetta
tagged 'Bulbul' and is backed by the
local of Amalgamated Clothing
Workers of America, the tailors'

union. Latter got their dander up
When a ribber cracked the ILGWU
bunch was better than the ACWA
group' as thespians. The latter then
shoved through a motion to produce
a show that would 'show up those
hoity sewing-machine gals.'

Operetta with 250 amateur actors

from the plants, is set for a preem
in the fashionable Masonic Hall Feb.
16 for three days. Tailors are being
given time off with pay for nearly
four weelcs of rehearsals. Ten-day
tour through Ohio and midwest is

planned as Beryl Peppercorn, busi-
ness manager of Locals 112-114,

wants to hit same clothing centers
that 'Pins' played. Sked also calls

(Continued on page 46)

The Emancipator

A qiiip among the 21-Al-

gonquin crowd is that Raymond
Massey was so imbued with the
spirit of his starring vehicle,

'Abe Lincoln in Illinois,* that he
went out and freed the Cotton
Club show.

CANTOR'S ROAD

TOUR IDEA FOR

AIR SHOWS

Eddie Cantor is evangelicizing as

'a logical next development' in radio
the roadshowing of pretentious enter-

tainment units for the purpose of

holding visual broadcasts in small

cities and towns that have never had
a chance to see a' de luxe radio per-
formance actually transmitted. Can-
tor believes such roadshowng with
its free ticket distribution would
exercise a powerful appeal to deal-

ers and, for this reason, to sponsors.

Comedian does not believe that

fear of motion picture industry re-

prisals would be an important factor.

In the case some years ago of the
Esso-sponsored Guy Lombardo tour

(not entirely similar) all sorts of

local stumbling blocks were tlireat-

ened by film, biz in shortening the

tour. Since then the idea has been
slumbering. Business men like it, as

Cantor states. But they don't like the

thought of the powerful film indus-

try or theatre men 'gunning' for

them as vmfair competitors.

Cantor sees big league broadcasts

in person in the lesser key cities, in-

stead of anchoring them in New
York or Hollywood, as primarily now
being done. He sees units routed like

bigtime vaudeville, special paper,

special billing, specific tieups with
the local community merchants and
dealers, etc., as part of the radio

sponsorship for direct returns.

Radio comedian has been propa-

gating the thought, on the theory

that any of the big airshows, which
have audiences, have the public

(Continued on page 15)

Laughton's lear' in U. S.

Charles Laughton is not opposed

to returning to the U.S., according

to Elsa Lanchester (Mrs. Laughton),
who arrived from Europe last week.

The English star is planning to do

'King Lear' on the N.Y. legit stage

in between his Mayflower Picture

commitments. He's a partner with
Erich Pommer in that English, outfit.

Miss Lanchester may do several

radio broadcasts in this country be-

fore returning, to England.

FRESH FIX

I

New Stellar Talent, Con-

spicuous by Its Absence
in 1938, Believed to Be a
Major Cause of the Pas-

sive B.O. of Late—Exhibs
Asking, 'What's Happened
to Hollywood?'

RADIO PALLS

Reaching the end of a year in
which new star talent has been con-
spicuous by its absence, industry
leaders predict that if the major
film companies do not unearth per-
sonalities for 1939 that will mean
something'on the marquee's, the situ-

ation wm,become dangerously seri-

ous. As the star lists of the various
studios stand now, with too many j;e-

tained who, exhibitors feel, have out-
lived their vogue, some of the major
lots are being.referred to as 'old folk
homes.' The recent mild business at
the film b.o.'s is laid partly at the
doorstep of this situation.

It is also observed in Industry
circles that seemingly personalities
from radio wear out rapidly on film,

possibly because they do the same
sort of tiling over and over again
though that may not be entirely their
fault, and, additionally, because they
are heard on the radio so often.

Regular film stars who are broad-

(Continued on page 15)

WB ABANDONS

PAYROLL MUSIC

Warner Bros., which has been per-
haps the most music-minded film
company from the start—although
Metro has since eclipsed it—let its

last staff composer off the lot last

week. Harry Warren who, with Al
Dubin, erstwhile lyricist-partner,

wrote most of WB's top filmusicals,

is no longer on the studio payroll.
Warners will clear its music needs

via its song publishing subsids, en-
gaging them as occasion arises, per
picture, instead of carrying them on
the studio" payroll.

Reported other drastic slashes will

follow, in line 'with the general
Hollywood move for a limited num-
ber of filmusicals.

N. Y. Fair s 2Sc Sid^hdw Come-On;

Frisco Expo s Name Band Plans

Retaliation

One of the backers of Thorn-,
ton Wilder's The Merchant of^

Yonkers,' which opens at the
Guild tonight (Wednesday), Is

said to be Joseph V^rner Reed,
whose book, 'The diirtaih Falls,'

several years ago contained a-

vitrioUc pen-portrait Of Jane
Cowl.

Actress, who'g starred In the
comedy, was receptly quoted as
saying she is readying her auto-
biography, which will contain a
chapter intended to 'drive Reed
back Into hi^ tent,^

RIPLEY SHOW
FORBROADWAY

BASBHENT

Fitzgerald Bldg., famed Times
Square landmark, becomes a tax-
payer wherein will b? housed Rob-
ert L. Ripley's *Belleve-lt-or-Not'
Odditorium. Tills is a switch away
from the former .idea of possibly
taking over the Hollywood theatre
or the loft above It as a site for
his sideshows. Idea is to coin-
cide with the N. Y. World's Fair, but
on Broadway, not Flushing Meadows.
Ripley will have the.oasement.
Street fioor will hoiise a mammoth

reslaurant-cafe and Ben Bernie is

being flirted with to do a marathon
sustaining on the radio and cash in

on his air vogue with the hihterland-
ers coming to Broadway and the
Fair.

Cavalcading Hollywood

Hollywood, Dec. 27.,

'Hollywood Cavalcade,' a history

of the film colony, is slated for pro-
duction in 1939 as one of the top
budgeters at 20th-Fox.
Darryl Zanuck assigned Ernest

Pascal to write the yarn.

Charity 'Blues' Fetes

Nationally in Honor

Of Handy, Gershwin

A national 'blues' week In honor
of 25th anniversary of the first in-
digo song, 'Memphis Blues,' is being
planned for next April, when two
monster shows will be given in New
York, in addition to stunts in Mem-
phis, St. Louis and Hollywood. The
silver jubilee of the Blues, as an
integral part of American music, will
honor W. C. Handy and the late
George Gershwin.
Opening concert at Carnegie Hall,

New York, April 23, will have Mayor
LaGuardia presenting portraits of
Handy to the mayors of St. Louis and
Memphis for the composer's blues of
that name, 'Memphis Blues' preceded
'St. Louis' by one year. Another
concert is planned for Madison
Square Garden later In the same

(Continued pn page 17)

Maximtim admission price to con-

cessionaire attractions in the amuse-
ment area oif the New York' World's

Fair .1939, has* been pegged at 25c
ThQ two'-bit tap, it is believed by the

big show's directing heads, will be
an ideal, come^on for the family

trade. With, this Is vjew n^ost show-
inen irt the-.4isttiief to be called The
Loo^ are laying plans ^dr/blg cai
pacities. This is on toi>; of the 75e
gate admish.
There may be certain exemptions

in the mattei* of reserved boxes and
seats for some, of the aquatic dis-
plays in the Fountain Lake . Amphi-
theatre. General admish, hbwever,
will be held to a. four^for-a'dollar
basis:

Witli four months preparation and
building ahead. Fair officials feel
there' is ample time to complete
the necessary construction in the 280^

acre tract which has been set aside
for spiecial op0n air and amusement
novelty. Wprk has progressed oa-
many oi the Fair ifinanced enter-
prises within the sector; including
the World> Fair;lliIujsi0 H611. seating
2,50p. - 'in this .building Will be per-
formances of grand opera, baUet;
pageants, light opera, concerts and
occasional oratory.'

Largest of the .amphitheatres will
be tised for the a(;iuatic displays
with seating capaoii^ for 10,000.

Billy Rose is pencilled in to handle
the water carnivali probably on more
expansive lines than his project at
the Cleveland Exposition several
years ago. A Barbary Coast conces-
sion, and shark and alligator wrest-

(Contlnued on page 15)

Cycle of Patriotic Fix

(U. S. Type) Looks

To Be '39 Proi Trend

Washington sources believe that
Samuel Goldwyn may also do a
patriotic feature, possibly in co-
operation with the IT. S. Ciovem-

'

ment, titled 'Democracy* but com-
pany executives have no knowledge
of such a plan.

Picture would be based on achieve-

ments .of the Lima-Pan-American
conferences. Preliminary discussions
reported held contemplate financing
by populai subscriptions fiom entire
nation.

James Roosevelt's return to his
New York desk yesterday (Tues-
day), after a visit with the Presi-
dent over the Xmas holidays, may
shortly reveal if any discussions
were had along this line. UA spokes-
men stated young Roosevelt was
denying himself to the press.
Metro is planning to string to-

gether a gfroup of Fitzpatrick travel
shorts into a 45 or 50-minute Subject
which would attempt to popularize
the resources and physical beauties

' of America.
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Loew-HG Bonuses Begin Jan. 1

So Justice Valente May Rush His

Decision; 3 Weeks' Trial Over

Whether. N. Y. Supreme Court

Justice Louis A. Valente will hand
down a decision by the flrst of the

year on the stockholders' $30,000,000

accbunting suit against officers 'and

directors ot Loew's, Inc., is open to

doubt should the attorneys decide to

wait until Thursday, the limit given

lor submission of briefs. This would
mean the court would have only two
days to decide a case which took

more than three weeks ta try and
Involve quantities of documentary
and direct evidence.

The trial ended last Thursday (22)

and the court set one week in which
to file the briefs. The importance

attached to a quick decision is that

the old bonus and salary contracts

for certain Loew and Metro execu-

tives expire Dec. 31. These contracts

constitute the backbone of the suit,

including the cause of action for an
injunction to enjoin the new agree-

ments which the court must also de-

cide upon.'

Should the decision go against the

defendants, an immediate appeal will

be takfen. This would require months
'Of added time and would temporarily

halt any bonus spUt-ups, unless

bonded.
Justice Valente is noted as a fast

worker and it iis not improbable that

he niay settle the case in two days'

time.
Ifaliah-German Income

The trial wound up with the
stfaightening out of the Italian-

German financial setup of the com-
Pciny's producing subsids. The plain-

tiffs,, through their chief counsel,

Emil K. EUis, emphasized that the
defendants had shared in the profits

of the foreign ^companies, although
some $1^505,000 profits for 1934-1937
had never been received in this

country. Injected into the record
also were a half-dozen depositions
o£ witnesses which had been taken
on the Coast last summer.
Everybody, even the Judge, seemed

glad it was over. Ellis, for himself
and associates, expressed thanks to

the court for its patience. 'We all

like you very much,' Ellis said. Judge
Valente smilingly replied, *I hope
you will feel the same way about me
aft^r I decide the case.'

Foriner Judge Joseph. M. Pros-
^uer, ^hijef defense counsel, ^ agreed
.with Ellis' sentiments, saying, 'Tliat

was the only time I have agreed with
the .opposing counsel during the
trial.'

The depositions, which were ex-
clusive of those of the defendants
which were put in evidence early in

L the trial, M^ere those of Benjamin
Thau, Bernard Hyman, Liiwrence
Weingartein, Isidor Frey, Mervyn Le-
Roy, and Arthur Loew.

- Defense R«ted Wed. (21)

The defense rested its case late

Wednesday (21) with William R.
Donaldson! of the accounting firm of
Miller & Donaldson, as its last wit-
ness. Donaldson, whose firm has
handled the Loew accounts since

19J11, said that 'the company had
written off $11,000,000 carried on its

books as good will in 1925.

He corroborated Tuesday's (20)
testimony by William Keating, an-
other accountant for ttie company,
that $647,000 had"been written oflf

on unused scripts and continuitier.

'-^vwffb' the exception of about $90,000
-

" on three pictures on which conti-
nivty is now aciive.

jMast August, the witness testified,

when liquidation of Cosmopolitan
pUys was completed, $324,000 was
charged to loss and Written off

Lo6w's books, and the five defend-
ants had their percentage amounts
deducted proportionately, He said
$10 000 still being carried on boolcs

refji'csents the worth of stories

owned by Cosmo.
. .Slaricn Bavies' 150G Per PIo
Donaldson explained the $150,000

which Marion Davies received for a
pi lure she did not do, according to

p?iintiffs. The witness said that a

deal had been made with Cosmo-
politan Pictures imder which the
latter would release six. pictures

through Metro, two of them starring

Miss Davies. She made only one
ffiim and the $150,000 for the other
Was put to the cost of producing the
picture, 'Evelyn Prentice/ in which
M£5.S Davies did not tak£ part. This
'film has been written ofi the books,

.jds ° to the German and Italian

(Continued On page 17)

CANTOR TAKES EIER

FOR RKO, BRIT. YARN

Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Eddie Cantor's next picture is 'The

Plying Yorkshireman,' based on a

British novel by Eric Knight, re-

cently purchased by RKC). Jack

Yellen starts work on the script Jan.

3.

It's a straight play, sans songs.

Cantor's show biz cavalcade film

idea will follow.

WPA SURVEY OF

FILM COMPANY

FINANCING

Washington, Dec. 27.

Genealogy of film .companies with
securities listed on American ex-

changes will be published by the

Works Progress Administration as

part of a white-collar study of data
concerning corporations which have
registered with the Securities &
Exchange Conunission In past four
years. First volume, out last week,
dealt with a dozen steel producers
with assets over $100,000,000 each.

Number and identity of the pic-

ture firms which will be spot-lighted

in forthcoming report haii not been
disclosed. . Present plans, still sub-
ject to change, are to publish only
findings about producers, although
study is being made of theatre oper-
ating enterprises.' Virtually all ma-
jors and some smallies will be cov-
ered if the researchers, while delv-
ing into the archives, glance at pa-
pers of every firm with listed stocks.

Mass of data never before eorre-^

lat^d was contained in ,the steel in-
dustry summary. Chief contribution
was detailed list of all subsidiaries
and afEiliates, revealing extent of
control. Comparable balance sheets
of all the 12 steel firms, supple-
mented by profit-and-loss statements
and' analyses

,
of assets and liabili-

ties, gave a broad picture of the
financial condition of the industry
leaders.

While work Js being, done under
supervision of the WPA, tlie .re-
searchers are consulting with nu-
merous private organizations for
purposfe of obtaining suggestions and
additional information. How soon
the film genealogy will be out -can-

not be foretold because of mechan-
ical aspects of the chore.

Gags for Wags

By BILL HALLIGAN
Most of the gag men in Hollywood

today are living on a Budget-
Madison's.

The wits boast of their extensive

humor libraries, where Bugs Baer,

Dorothy Parker, Ring Lardner and
George Ade are thumbed over

hourly to fit a given situation.

The most successful of 'em wprk
in teams, a straight man and a comic.

If you can't make the director laugh

at a line it doesn't go in the picture.

The loudest and longest guffaw I

ever heard in a flicker cathedral was
Billy K, Wells' 'the lay of the

land,' in 'The Cockeyed World.'

Raoul Walsh directed that one when
Winnie Sheehan was the Fox studio

head. The Hays office must have
been in a haze.

The grapefruit Cagney made
famous made way for the kick in the

pants era, and 'Man Slugs Girl' did

okay until the customers went home
and tried it on their ball-and-chains.

Miss Parker wrote something.about
the guests ctawlirig back into the

woodwork and that one has been
worked over into a thousand varia-

tions until it is as hackneyed as Bugs
Baer's classic about the Philadel-

phian who thought the letter-carrier

was a Confederate soldier.' Every-
body gets paid for the bon mOts ex-
cept the authors.

Frank Case, the master of the Al-
gonquin, has a book on the market
that seems to be up in the best seller

class in spite of the fact that he in-

tentionally omitted a hundred wise-
cracks because he didn't want, to

cash in on the other fellows' humor.
A lot of writers we know are not so

particular. That one about 'I can't

go, ti's the children's night out and
I have to stay at home, with the
nurse,' is a Ring Lardner classic that

brought hint about a buck in revenue.

Bob O'Donnell, the Dallas cinema
tycoon, originated the. crack, 'Louder
and Funnier,' at a banquet where the
late Loiiis Mann was the speaker.
Another gag on the dialect comic
was the crack about an empty taxi-

cab pulling up to the Friars and
Louie getting out. (We're too modest
to tell you the author of that one.)

Violinsky drops more original and
witty remarks than any man we ever
Icnew. The one about the two bread-
lines—a rye and a white. And the
one about the bad picture—^"They

have to take some more retakes be-
fore they put it on the sheU' are
.samples.-

Bill Fields told us once, 'Never tell

a comic^s funny wheezes . . . write
them down and save them, some
day you may need them yoiu^elf.'

That's as good advice as, *never write
a letter and- never tear one up.'

There are a lot of gag men In
Hollywood, of course, who are witty
and clever and do not resort to other
writers' material. Ralph Spence,
Harpo Marx, Dorothy Parker, P. J.

Wolfson, Bob Benchley, Sam Hoffen-
stein, S. J. Perelman and a lot of
others.

"^I doff the chapeau to the writer
who talks as funny as he writes.
Hacks belong behind a hearse.

Voluminous Testimony Aired

Taking of testimony in the Loew accounting suit which ended last

"Thursday (22) occupied three weeks, or actually 16 court days. Al-

though only five witnesses were placed on the stand by the defendants

and one, an accountant, by the plahitiffs, over 2,000 pages of their tes-

timony was taken. Besides this 2,500 pages In testimony were taken

last summer on the Coast in the form of depositions.

The exhibits introduced by the plaintiffs numbered 139 ^nd the de-

fense had 80. Besides the plaintiff's accountant, Bernard Reis, who
occupied the stand intermittently for five day, Nick Schenck was the

longest to be under fire. He was questioned for three days.

The importance of the trial was indicated particularly by the fact

that each of the nine plaintiffs, all stockholders, were represented by
individual counsel. Emil K. Ellis was selected by the court to present

the consolidated action. The defense was fronted by former Judge
Joseph N. Proskauer and three associates.

PAR'S PRUNING KNIFE

SNIPS TALENT SCHOOL

Hollywood, Dec. 27,

Paramount is abolishing its talent
school Jan. 1 as part of the current
economy wave. Oliver Hinsdell,
dramatic coach, was notified that his
optipn will not be taken ijp Jan. 12.

Hereafter the studio will hire out-
side coaches when young players
need histrionic polishing.

Options on Dorothy Howe and
Mary Parker were allowed to lapse.
Virtually all the pthera in the school
group have been droppe.d .in the last
few weeks along with the LeRoy
Prinz dancers.

Ted Lesser, out as head of Para-
mount's talent department, has been
succeeded by Arthur Jacobson. Mil-
ton Lewis, Lesser's assistant, remains
on the job.

L. A. to N. Y.
Ben Blumenthal.
Vi Bradley.
Milton Bren.
J. Edward Bromberg.
Edgar Cater,
Harry Cohn.
George Dembow.
P. J. Friedhoff.
Walter Go6tz.
Jean Hersholt.

Jim Lundy.
Nunnally Johnson.
Roger Miirchetti.

Burgess Meredith.
John E. Otterson.
Sandra Rambeau.
Charles Ruggles.

"

Leon Schlesinger.

Cliarles P. Skouras.
James Stewart.
Mrs. John Hay Whitney.

47 Fix in Work, and 45 More to RoD;

Hollywood s Heavy Production Sked

14 TO BE MADE BY 20TH

IN ENGLAND NEXT YEAR

20th-Fox is planning a heavy
schedule of production in England
next year, according to plans
brought over from England last

week by Robert T. Kane, company's
production head in that country.

He's now in Hollywood discussing
the program with Darryl F. Zanuck.
A maximiun of 14 pictures have

been lined up, single, double and
triple quotas, although only eight
will be completed for the 1939-40

season. Program is budgeted at ap-
proximately $5,000,000 for the 14
films. Three pictures at least will

be of triple-quota quality cn which
$600,000 to $750,000 each wiU be
spent.

Kane will act as adminiatrative
liaison executive for the company,
with Maurice Ostrer and Edward
Black having general supervision
over actual production, at the
Gainsborough studios in Islington.

The contemplated program is not a
joint venture with Gaumont-British
Pictures but will have the effect of
fewer pictures coming ICrom GB,
through 20th>-Fox virtual takeover
of all available studio space for its

own program. Foiu: or five GB stars
are also being loaned to 20th-Fox.
First film of the new lineup will

be 'Where's the Fire' with Will
Fyffe starred, shooting to begin Feb.
1. Balance of pictures to be made
are 'Shipyard Sally' with Gracie
Fields; 'Sam and Sally' with Fields
and Fyffe; *Rob Roy,* in color,

starring Michael Redgrave, Margaret
Lockwood and Fyffe; 'Gold Rush,*
'London After Dark' with Sydney
Howard; 'Monday Night At Seven';
'Charley's Aunt' starring Arthur
Askey; "The Blue Lagoon* In color
with Lockwood and Fyffe; 'Hang-
man's House' with George Sanders;
two Annabella pictures, one of which
is 'Sunshine Supie'; 'The Girl in the
News' with Redgrave and Lock-
wood; 'They Came By Night' with
Nova Pilbeam and Fyffe.

All pictures wiU be distributed by
20th-Fox, some of. them worldwide.
Mickey Hood, who made her first

picture in 'Inspector Hornleigh,' is

being brought to Hollywood for an
American picture next March.

Clock Punchers All

Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Beginning today (Tues.), clock-
punching becomes general on the
Paramount lot. Heretofore only cer-
tain classifications had been required
to punch, while the studio awaited
instructions from Washington on de-
tails of the Wages and Hours Act.
Now all but producers and depart-

ment heads must tote a punching
ticket.

No bterest in Principal

Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Sol Lesser handed, a two-month
lyoff to six employees of Principal
Pictures, including Paul. Snell, pub-
•icity head.
With his three-picture releasin.f^

deal with RKO completed. Lesser has
knocked off production until March.

Other News of Interest to Films

British beefs on foreign act influx Page 11

Robinson-Trevor show east Page 21

Colman added to Kellogg show Page 22

How Lasky-Wrigley-RKO radio tieup works Page 23

Radio reviews: Jack Benny, Bing Crosby, Joe Penner, Bar-
thelmess-Hopkins, Frank Morgan, Fred Allen.". page 32

Dreyfus brothers buy back T. B. Harms... Page 33

Midwest vaude upbeat denting pix Page 35
New acts; Lionel Stander

, Page 37

Hollywood, Dec. 27.

With 47 features currently in work
and 45 more slated to roll next
month, Hollywood's army of film
makers is assured of employment
until March 1, &t least.

Customary December slump, buga-
boo of th<s town in' the past, was
obviated by a rush of production
this year, giving the neighborhood
merchants, their biggest holiday cash
business in a decade. Rush con-
tinued today (Tues.) with seven
more pictures starting, in addition
to the 40 already in work.
Warners leads In January start>

ers, with eight slated to rolL 20th-
Fox is putting $even into produc-
tion. . Paramount and Republic six
each, Metro five. RKO and Univer-
sal four each. United Artists threet
and Monogram and Fine Arts one
each.

Ten in Two Mentha at RKO
Starting.dates for 10 mor6 pictures,

enough to keep the studio busy un-
tU the middle of March, were an-
nounced by RKO. Shooting begins'

Jan. 6 on an uhtitlM George O'Brien
western.
Others to follow are: 'Picardy

Max,' Jan. 10; "They Made Her .m

Spy,' Jan. 11; 'What's a Fixer For?,'

Jan. 24; 'Little Mother,' Jan. 26; 'G-
Dog,' Jan. 30; 'Wildcat Bus,' Feb. 7;

'Sorority House,' Feb. 7; 'The Second
Shot,' Feb. 21; 'Saint in London,*
Feb. 25. ,

Douglas Corrigan's flrst film flight,

'Flying Irishman,' wound up in the
right place on the RKO lot, but
finished one week behind schedule.
Flyer will spend the holidays auto-
graphing copies of his book, 'That'*

My Story.'

Work Is being rushed at Warners
to complete six pictures by Jan. 0,

when Gradwell L. Sears, distribution
head, arrives with Clarl Leserman,
Sam Schneider and Mort Blumen-
stock for studio confabs.
Films are ^They Made Me a Crim-

inal,' 'Dark Victory,' 'Okahoma Kid,*
'Yes, My Darling Daughter,' 'Dodge
City' and 'Wmgs of the Navy.'

SAILINGS
Jan. 5 (New York to London), Wil-

liam H, Fitelson (Manhattan).
Dec. 28 (CSenoa to New York), Les

Ephraim (Conte di Savoia).
Dec. 26 (New York to London),

Clifford C. Fischer, Louis Dreyfus,
Countess Keller, Max> Milder, Wil-
liam Skirball,- Joseph Somlo, Made-
leine Carroll, James M. Cain, Fred
Dreier, Hamish Hamilton (Norman-
die).

Dec. 26 (New York to Genoa), Sam
H, Harris (Roma).
Dec. 24 (London to New York),

Four Franks (Franconia).

ARRIVALS
Pearl Buck, Charles Grcves, Jac-

ques Catelain, Robert T. Kane, Ben-
jamin Miggins, F. L. Harley, Rudolf
Serkin, Raya Garbousova, Edward
Scholdam, Carl Dixon, J. Carlo Ba-
vetta, Gilbert MUler.

N. Y. to L. A.
William Bowers.
Matty Fox.
Vincent G. Hart.
Robert T. Kane.
Walter Woolf King.
Victor M. Shapiro.
Harold Tarshis.

COLLIER-ASTOR SETTLE
Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Ruth Collier has settled 'her com-
mission suit against Mary Astor
which has been in couris six years.
Under terms of settlement, the

agent receives $3,000.
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HOUYWOOD BUCKLES DOP
JOLLY MOMENTSNOV.'S $1«27

U& TAX TAKE

Washington,^ Dec. 27.

Approach oi cold weather hypoed

llhn business, latest Treasury De-
partment figures show, and October

grosses rose to the highest level

this year» Continuance at the up-

and-down jitters saw the Govern-
ment's slice, represented by tax col-

lections during November, hittmg

$1,985,127.

Break in prolonged gloom was
emphasized by the $388,761 jump
over September collections. Largest

increase from one month io the next

in almost two years. Even though

the sum was far behind 1937—when
November Treasury receipts from
the 10% bite touched $2,242,573—the

$1,985,127 haul has been topped only

three times in approximately five

years. Previous high for 1938 was
the $1,773,075 paid into the ex-

chequer during March.
Although things took on a rosier

hue, admissions still are trailing last

year. Eleven-month collection fig-

ure was $17,640,945 against $18,684,-

000 at the same point last year, but

were $1,400,000 better than the same
period of 1936.

Zukor's Long Trip

Augurs Chairmansbip

Qf Board to Griffis

Stantoh L. Griffls is expected to be
named chairman of the Paramount
Board some time after the first of

the year upon hi* return from a
Miami vacation. He has denied sev-

eral times that the chairmanship
would be shifted from Adolph Zukor.

When latter was named chairman,

a more or less honorary title in Par-

iamount, Barney Balaban was brought
In ad president, power in Par being

vested in the latter office. However,
In view of the fact that Zukor has
not been present at more than a

couple board meetings during the

past three years and how is oft on a
.world tour from which he will not
return for nearly a year, it Is con-

sidered'more desirable that some one
at the h.o. or nearby be on hand to

bang the gavel at meetings.
Due to the fact that Griffis Is

chairman of the executive commit-
tee, which actually decides policy

and other matters, it is felt that the

chairmanship should be added to his

duties. Griffis, also, Is a director of

the company.
Par held a brief board meeting

•Wednesday (21), meeting for the first

time in the forenoon. Session lasted
only a few minutes, with nothing but
routine coming up, it is understood.

THE FILM DRIVE—REMEMBER?
Motion Pictures Greatest Year, including the

$250,000 Movie Quiz contest, winds up on Sat-

urday night (31). That is, under the rules / .

the public contest, answers to the Quiz mr^st

be in the mail by that date.

Surely there are some in the industry who
remember the '$1,000,000 Advertising Cam-
paign for Motion Pictures' which was inaugu-
rated, last summer by major film companies,
affiliated theatre circuits and independent the-

atres. The fund was raised by subscription.

The majors kicked in $500,000, the affiliated

circuits $250,000, and independent operators,

$250,000.

Stockbuger to M-G?
Sacramento, Dec. 27.

State Director of Finance Arlin E
Stockbuger declined to comment on
a capital report that he may become
connected with Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer when he leaves office soon
because of the change in state ad-
ministrations,

Stockbuger, It. was said, would be
given a position with the picture
Concern, ' dealing with financial

matters.

Hays to Coast Jan. 15
Will Hays, in Sullivan, Ind., for the

holidays, is due back in New York
III time for the adjourned quarterly
session of the Hays directors Jan. 4
Hays plans to go to the Coast for

his regular midwinter visit about
Jan. 15.

SKOUEAS TO QBl^EGE
Los Angeles, Dec. 27,

Charles P. Skouras, head of F
West Coast Theatres, left fjy><^ew
York today (Tue^jLfln-tfec'-llfst leg of
a trip to Greece, where he will spend
two months on business and pleasure.
Accompanying him are his wife

and daughter, Margy.

The program was ambitious and the ends to

be achieved worthy. Prestige for motion pic-

tures was to be re-captured and public enthu^
siasm whipped to a frenzy. There was some
ballyhoo at the start off, but an honest ap-

praisal at the end of the effort of four months
finds the film industry just where it was be-

fore the drive started.

That is to say, the good pictures are draw-
ing good business ; mediocre films mean noth-

ing at the boxoffice.

The main idea at the start of the drive was
to win favor of the country's newspapers and
get them to say some kind words about the

film industry. When the management commit-
tee announced that $600,000 would be spent in

newspaper advertising during the drive, the

editorial comeback was tremendous. The dail-

ies went to town in praising the courageous
leadership which had united an industry in a

campaign for boxoffice revival.

The press outdid itself in some sections in

supporting the idea of spending lot of mon?y
in newspaper advertising. Radio stations,

which wei-e exempted from any appropriations,

didn't think the scheme held much merit.

Then it was announced that every news-
paper in every city on the list would get the

advertising copy, regardless of individual val-

ues. At this point the editorials began to drop
off.

picture-going public had lost all zest tor this

type of thing, even monthsi before the cam-
paign opened.

Local and regional chairmen were appointed
to keep the drive at fever heat, but the public

generally was cool from the start and kept get-

ting cooler.

The industry's trade press, as the medium
for sustaining exhibitor interest in the cam-
paign, was completely ignored^ and exhibitors,

bereft of the advantage of accurate, pithy and
enthusiastic propaganda, became apathetic

towards the whole scheme.

So a good idea, a prestige advertising cam-
paign for the entire film industry,, has petered

out. The prize winners in due season will be
selected, their names announced, and the

Greater Motion Picture Year Campaign will

be just one of those things which it is not nice

to talk about.

It could have been great, its benefits tangible

and lasting.

Trouble is that the planners of the campaign
completely overlooked the three fundamental
essentials in a promotion of this size and im-

portance.

Instead of passing out $250,000 in cash to the

customers, they should have set up awards
which would have stimulated the making of

better films in Hollywood.

Old Man Economy Lays
Heavy Hand on Studio Ex-
chequers— Execs on Job
at 8 A.M. as Example Set*

ters—Old Institutions Go

MORE TO COME

Then they should have organized a field staff

of scores of experienced film exploiteers who,
working with the circuit and independent the-

atre managements, would have advertised the

better-made product in connection with actual

exhibition.

Meanwhile some millions of copies of a Quiz
book were shipped to theatres throughout the

country, and full details of the cash distribu-

tion of $250,000 to the public were carried in

the newspaper ads. It was to be a giant give-

away of cash, somewhat comparable to the

Irish Sweepstakes, which make such funny
episodes in the newsreels.

The film industry was launched upon the

greatest of all banknites, screenos, free dishes

and premiums which ever had been promoted
in American siilesmanship.

What no one seemed to realize was that the

They should have put aside enough of the

appropriation to have financed a consecutive,

smashing and cumulative campaign in the

trade press, the only means at I^and to dis-

seminate hot-off-the-griddle information and
exploitation.

By BOB M.OAK
Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Film indtistry's good-time-Charleys
are packing their bags preparatory
to accompanying Old Man 1938, on
the grand scram. They are victims
of the economic revolution that has
been sweeping the picture business
for the past 12 months.
Dawn of 1939 finds filmdom*s Nfew

Deal thoroughly and securely .in-

stalled in the saddle, speedily re-
cruiting an army of seasoned, hard-
working showmen to handle produc-
tion reins. Art no longer is spelled
with a capital 'a' as a cover-up for
boxoffice flops. Business acumen
has become something more tiian a
pair of high sounding words.
Hollywood finally has learned that

business and play are o.k. when
blended in proper proportions, but
that too much play, taken straight, ia
merely grease for the skids that lead
to oblivion. Result is that the free-
and-easy attitude that has marked
the business of celluloid manufac-
ture since the peep show days have
been shoved into the discard, and
those responsible for task of supply-
ing the world with cinema product
are on their toea as never before.
Battle for important spots on plant
payrolls today has simmered down
to a matter of survival of the fittest

Imagine Their Surprise
Metamorphism got away to

gradual start last January when
studio operating costs began to
mount in the face of a declining do-p

.

mestic theatre take and a- tightenini(
of blockades In foreign markets.
Alarmed home office biggies began
making more frequent"" trips to. the
Coast, bringing with them ever-

(Continued on page 15)

Latest information from the campaign head-

quarters is that a two-page questionnaire is be-

ing mailed to all exhibitors asking for informa-

tion on every film subject from double-featur-

ing to the relative drawing power of the vari-

ous film stars.

Oh, yes, they also are asking exhibitors what
trade papers they read, and what major prod-

uct they shoAV.

Just what this has to do with Motion Pic-

tures are Your Greatest Entertainment and the

$250,000 Movie Quiz contest remains to be
explained.

KORDA STAYING WEST

FOR UA B'D MEETING

AlexandW Korda has postponed his

quick return to London for start of

his next pyoductioh, 'Thief of Bag-

dad,' and ik staying on at Coast for

the annual stockholders' meeting to

take place in Hollywood, Jan. 12.

Korda'a London Film Productions,

Ltd., will rfroduce pictures in Amer-

ica again/ probably three for the

United Aftists' '39-40 program.

Korda Avill shuttle back and forth

betwee/the U.S. and England, where

he wm make two pictures of his

total/program of five. These are

•Ba^ad' and Kipling's 'The Jungle

efok.'

C. H. Browne, Prudential Assur-

ance attorney, who came over with

Korda from England to protect Pru-

dential interests in Korda's forth-

coming American setup, has since

returned to England, but is expected

to return to the U.S. again early in

January.

HUSK MATTER

UP JAN. 9;

CASEY IN

Executive board of the American
Federation of Musicians is slated to

meet the week of Jan. 9 in New
York to go into a huddle with Pat
Casey and heads of the producer-
owned theatre chains on the ques-

tion of placing pit orchestras.

Joseph N. Weber, AFM prez, returns

from his California vacation this

Tuesday (3).

Just before he left for the Coast
last November the AFM board and
the group of studio-theatre officials

had agreed to table the issue tem-
porarily while the latter sought to

develop a solution.

FOUR PLAYERS DROPPED

IN PAR ROSTER REVAMP

Hollywood, Dec. 27,

Options on Joan Bennett, Fran-
ciska Gaal, Ann Todd and Frances
Dee were dropped by Paramount as
part of the general revision of the
studio's contract list. Others to be
dropped from the roster when their
contracts expire next month are
John Hart, Nora Gale, Harriette
Haddon, Dorothy Howe, Mary (Pun-
Icins) Parker and Janet Waldo.
Dropped from the writer list were

Doris Anderson, Henry Meyers and
Jerry Odium, who were replaced by
Richard English, Walter Ferris and
Robertson White.

100 More Seats Than Pop.
Minneapolis, Dec. 27.

Pierz, Minn., near here, has more
theatre seats than its population
of 600.

Star, recently built, representing
a $10,000 investment has 700 seats.
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}htclniis(Hi of Wb DetaOs Plan

For Fox Co. andUA tohyade South

African Field; B. R. 33-63 Houses

Considerable progress In the plan

of American major distributors to

invade the lucrative South African

picture market now iriore or less

controlled by . the Schlesinger the-

atrical interests with 200 theatres in

that territory, "was revealed when
Walter J. Hutchinsqn, foreign man-
ager for 20th-Fox, arrived in New
,York (22) after a long survey of

conditions there. United Artists, on
"its own, will open an exchange in

Johannesburg in February, and 20th-

Fox and UA have a joint'understand-

ing'to grant long-term franchises for

their product to iiidependent ex-

hibitors and theatre operators.

Principal effect of 'this has been .an

encoiuraging stimulous to So. African

capital to buck Schlesinger interests

by erecting an independent chain' of

S3 houses, which may be extended to

63 cinemas by the end of 1940.

Six theatres have been completed;

three in suburbs of Johannesburg,

one in Durbin, one in Bloemfontein

and one in-Germiston. Another im-

portant 2,100-seat . theatre wiU be
constructed in Johannesburg by pri-

vate capital, together with 20th-Fox,

which is contributing $200,000 toward
the project Construction starts in

lylarch.

Hutchinson pointed out the rich-

ness of the South African market,.

•stating that 80% of the people are

.
engaged in mining and production of

gold. Cost of living is high, theatre

.admissions are high and picture

grosses likewise are high, but, in-

come brackets are on a like plane.

There isn't a city in the world where
a picture is worth as much in a first-

run engagement as in Johannesburg
with its 500,000 population, according

.to Hutchinson.
South African picture situation is

now resolving itselj into three large

available outlets. Fii^ there is the

'Schlesinger chain of theatres, play-

ing BKO, Warner, Paramount and
some

.
independent product; (2), the

theatres througb which Metro prod-
uct flows, and (3) the hew chain,

now being organized for United Art-
ists and 20th-Fox pictures.

Foreign grosses of 20th-Fox diirlnig

1938 will show a small increase over
1937 in actual dollars but consider-

ing the volume of sales over the pre-

vious year, the increase is a large

oner Constant fluctuation and depre-
ciation in foreign burrencies imd ex-
.Chaiige have kept actual receiptsf

down.
The foreign division of the. annual

Sid. Kent sales drive was won by
the Far Eastern countries, despite
imsettled .war conditions. England
produced a good increase in busi-
ness over «last year. Hutchinson
found film business in South America
normal. The company opened a new
exchange in Panama, imder super-
vision of W. W. Sullivan.

South American Slant
20th-Fox product in Ecuador is re-

leased through Metro exchange and
in Lima, Peru, and Santiago, Chile,

pictures clear through Metro's first-

run theatres. Situation in the Af-
gentine isi about -normal although
there are currency restrictions and
an Increasing resentment against the
U. S. because of a reported meat
embcirgo. Hutchinson does not b^
lieve, however, that .the government
will go so far as to nationalize the
Argentine film industry. Consider-
able opposition from Spanish-made
films was felt this yeat, particularly
in small towns. -

The general problem in Spanish-
American countries is necessity of
^exchanging their natural products
for gold. If they can increeise their

foreign -trade in the world market,
they will have additional purchasing
power and. more money to spend for
amusement and picture entertain-

ment
Otto BoHe's pioneering to open the

film marlcet for 20th-Fox and in

Stimulating building, of independent
theatres in South Africa was lauded
by Hutchinson. Latter leaves New
York Jan. 14 for product conferences

' on the Coast.

Can^t 'C a 'B'

Big exhib In eastern key city

who runs. off a flock of Bs at one
of hts firat-run. houses there has
written the town's film crix ask-

ing 'in behalf of the -industry' to

refrain from referring to any
pix as Bs. Note told them it's

bad for biz aind that Hollywood
is trying to live down designation

and would the boys, as a special

favor, just forget about classiftr-

ing them alphabetically.,
' On& of crix contacted told the
exhib he would oblige and label

'em Cs in print.

COL (HP'S SENTENCE

POSTPONED TO JAN. 5

LEO SPm HEADS CHI

DRIVE fOR REFUGEES

/. Chicago, Dec. 27.

Leo Spitz has ^accepted the Job to

chairman the show business com-
mittee, which is part JOt the general

Chicago committee, designated to

raise $2,000,000 for the relief of Euro-.'

pean refugees.

Spitz accepted the post following

withdrawal of John Balaban, forced

to give up the job by the pressure

of Balaban & Katz circuit duties.

GUILDS AGAIN

WILL HANDLE

'OSCARS'

Los Angeles, Dec. 27.

Martin CMoe the Gimp') Snyder,

found guiliy of attempting to murder
Myrl Alderinan, accompanist of his

former wife, Ruth Etting, will not
be sentenced until Jan. 5, when the
'Colonel' will ask for a new trial.

Sentence was postponed from yester-

day (Tuesday). A jury of six men
and six women was out 46 hours be-
fore adjudicating him guilty. Judge
Thomas Ambrose called it an intelli-

gent verdict.

.

Snyder was absolved of three
other charges, that of attempting to

myrder. Miss Etting and his own
daughter, by a former marriage,
Edith Snyder, and of violating the
California gun law. Jury failed, to

reach an agreement on the fifth

charge, that of Iddnapping Alder-
man. It was this charge that kept
the jury out so long.

Conviction for attempted murder
carries. with it a. sentence of one to

20 years in the penitentiary.

^e shooting took place Oct 15 in

Miss Etting's Beverly Hills home
after an argument between Snyder

—

who had been divorced by the singer
after 17 years of marriage—and Al-
derman.
YHiile the trial was. in progress,

Miss: Etting and Alderman flew to
Las Vegas and were married.

So. Afriicd Cautious

About Over-Seating
Capetown, Dec. 10.

Pending confirmation, from United
Artists bead office, Arthur Kelly,

fof^ign .manager fbr United Artists,

at ijresent in South Africa, has fixed

an agreement with W. J. Hutchinson,

fidrejigii. manager iot 20th Centiiry-

^ No Time for B'way
Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Genevieve Tobin turned down a
part in Sam Behrman's Broadway
play, "No Time for Comedy.'
Picture work keeps her in Holly-

wood,

Studio Contracts

Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Rochelle Hudson inked player pact
at Columbia.
Warners renewed Milton Krems'

writer ticket.

Columbia signed Peter Martin,
writer. ^

Norman Krasna given writer con-
tract at RKO.
RKO renewed . Allan Lane's player

contract for one year.

Joe Laurie, Jr., signed by Metro as
player-writer.

Metro renewed George B. Seitz' di-
rector ticket
Nelson Eddy inked hew contract at

Metro.
20th-Fox signed Kane Richmond to

new covenant.

'

Hsl Roach renewed Harry Lang-
don's ticket

Fox, recently oyer here, for the two
concerns to combine for the South'
African market, to release their pro-
grams.' Announced that British pix
will figure in the distribution.

At the end of March there will be
more than 30 cinemas carrying the
programs, with 20 more at the end
of 1939.

These plans must be accepted with
caution, as this country will not
stand for an overdose of cinemas,
and it will end in a cut-throat busi-

ness. It is imdoubtedly certain that

African Consolidated Theatres
(Schlesinger) and Metro ytiti. put up
a stiff fight to retain their standing
in South Africa.

.Kelly saUed Dec. 9 for England
and- the States.

Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Annual Academy 'Oscar* awards in

March will again be supervised by
the various studio GuUds and crafts,

it was disclosed this week by Donald
Gledhill, executive secretary of the

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences.

Academy tops said rules adopted

last year proved so satisfactory thiat

no major changes were anticipated

this year. Meeting of Academy gov-

erning board will be called shortly

after Jan. 1 ^by President Frank
Capra to appoint a general awards
committee.

While the Guilds have not yet been
approached by the Academy, Ken-
neth Thomson, executive secretary

of the Screen Actors Guild, said he
knew of no reason why the actors

would' not participate on the same
basis' as last year. With the extras

balloting in the nominations in the
extra division, the total vote may
reach 15,000.

The various special awards will be
decided by the board of governors
and general awards committee. One
of these will be a scientific or tech-

nical trophy. This will be awarded
for a device, invention, method or
discovery that is considered of out-
standing value to the motion.picture
industry. Device must be actually
employed in production of pictures
within the awards period.

To These-the Spoils

Awards that arp certain to be re-

tained by the Academy include: most
outstanding film, best performance
by an actor, best performance by an
actress, best supporting actor per-
formance, best supporting actress
performance, best direction, best
cameraman, best written screen play,
best original film story, best picture
song, best assistant director or unit
manager, best art direction, -best film
editing, best musical scoring, and va-
rious awards in short subject divi-
sions.

Nominations' in the actor division
will be made by the senior members
of the Screen Actors Guild, but Class
B members, or extras, Will be per-
mitted to vote in the finals. Direc-
tors and writers also will be allowed
to vote in the actor finals. Directors
and writers will make their .own
nominations, but the actors 'will be
allowed to ballot in the final selec-
tion of director and writer divisions.
This is the same policy as was fol-
lowed last year.

Acad-Guild Breach Healed
There was slight tiff between the

Academy and members of the Screen
Acto.Ts Guild over proposed expan-
sion program for the Academy, but
this is believed to have been healed
when the plan was ditched. Frank
Capra is president of both the .Acad-
emy and the Screen Directors Guild,
Several members of SDG are also on
Academy board of governors.

Definite position to be taken by the
SDG and the Screen Writers Guild,
which are now engaged in a fight for
producer recognition, will not be
known until invitations for them to
cooperate are sent out by Academy
shortly after Jan. 1.

WB's New Stars

Hollywood, Dec. 27.
John Garfield,. Ann Sheridan, John

Payne and the Dead End Kids have
been elevated to stardom at Warners.
Dead Enders get the boost as a
group, not as individuals.
Warners has 76 players, 13 direc-

tors and 52 writers on its contract
list according to latest checkup.
Studio at normal . strengths

Heiity of Legal Pressure in '39

Picture business expects to be under .tremendous preisurt throu^-
Diit the forepart of 1930. Fressui^ is eitpected to come both from legis«

lative fronts and from anti-trust litigation and stockholder actions.

Ifhe new Congress swings into action next month. Starting in Janu-
ary, 44 states out of 48 are scheduled to hold regular sessions although
some do not convene until n>ring. Of the four remaining states, special

legislative sessionslare expected, in three. , t

Biggest threats in Congress are blockbooking legislation and statutes

Incorporating the theatre divorcement idea. Antl-bldckbooking meas-
ures are assured of introduction and many predict some such measure
will pass at the forthcoming session.

Old age security and unemployment pension money puts terrific

pressure on state solbns to dig up new measures of taxation In' order

to supply added funds. Federal social security is forcing the various

states to raise half of the necessary coin, and inevitably the legislators

turn to the film industry as a source of new coin.

At the -same time, the picture business is trying to keep down un-
favorable legislation in perhaps 45 different localities including Wash-
ington, and it still has the Federal anti-trust civil suit pending.
Both are expected to provide what additional ammimition is needed

to jam through expensive (to the Industry) legislative statutes. Trade
leaders admit that they are getting the worst possible press on the

Loew stockholders suit

Jas. Roosevelt Seen asKey toNewUA

Talk Involving Goldwyn-Korda Buy

Financing sources through which
the takeover of United. Artists by
Sam Goldwyn and Alexander Korda,
cold for some time now, might be
ultimately carried through, are re-
ported to have figured in the deal
under which James Roosevelt • be-
came a vice-president of Sam Gold-
wyn Productions. Son of the Pres-
ident, now in the east to spend the
Christmas holidays, will headquarter
at the UA home office for several
months following New Year's.

RE-EDIT 'ST. MARTIN'S

LANE' FOR U. S, OKAY

Mayflower XPommer - Laughton).
production of 'St Martin's Lane,'
starring Charles Laughton, has been
re-recorded, re-cut and reedited . to
conform to the' American production
code suggestions.

Budd Rogers, American represen-
tative of Mayflower, expects new
print to arrive from London by Jan.
1. Paramount has first option for
the film's release.

Par's current release of 'The
Beachcomber' (also Pommer-Laugh-
ton) likewise had to be reedited for
U. S. consumption.

Lubitsch at M-C to

Direct Garbo's Next

Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Ernst Lubitsch signed as director
with Metro, drawing the Greta Gar-
bo picture, 'Ninotchka,' as his first

job.

Metro also took over his services
as producer-director on 'Around the
Corner,' the picture he had planned
to produce independently. Shooting
Will be delayed until the return of
Margaret Sullavan,

Leaves It High and Dry

Hollywood, Dec, 27.

To avoid international complica-
tions, Sam Goldwyn, passed up his
option on 'Dry Guillotine,' Pierre
Belbenoit's tale of France's penal
colony.

Action followed French govern-
ment's protest on Warners' 'Devil's
Island.'

'Nancy' Gets an Upping
Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Budget on Warners' Nancy Drew
series gets a tilt as result o^ the re-
ception of 'Nancy Drew, Detective,'
first of the string featuring, Bonita
Granville.

Upping goes into effect on the
third picture, now in preparation,
to follow the second of ,the series,

'Nancy Drew, Reporter.'

750 Color Prints
Metro may set a new record for

Technicolor prints on a single fea-
ture. To get 'Sweethearts' into 375
spots last week nearly 400 prints
were turned out

It is now planned to run the total
up to 750.

The money background to the
Goldwyn-Roosevelt ' association, if

not meaning a revi'val and possible
consummation of purchase of com-
plete control of UA by Gold'wyn and
Korda, could figure in conhectidn
with production for Gold'wyn or
others in UA. Company presently
is financing Walter Wanger, having
added $1,500,000 to original budget
so that his program for ttiis sea-
son (1938-39) , could be . increased
from five to eight.

Any financing brought about di-

rectly- or indirectly through Roose-
velt could also indicate an Invest-
ment in behalf of the President's
son and plans by him to become ac-
tively identified with UA as an In-
vestor.

The last time the UA takeover
by Goldwyn-Korda. was up, a total

of around $3,500,00u figured in the
negotiations. Since that time, UA
effected a plan imder which pro-
ducers share in UA profits in, ratio

to the earnings of their pictures, a
development that may eliminate fur-
ther interest in a complete take-
over. With Douglas Fairbanks,
planning three during the cbining
year and Charlie Chaplin one, th't

only producer-owne»- now not active
is Mary Pickford.

UA Partners Parley Jan. 12

Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Annual meeting of United Artists

stockholders is slated for Jan. 12,

>yith all five owners expected to at-

tend.
Alexander Korda is already here,

and Douglas Fairbanks has promised
to return from England in time for
the huddle.

London Films $2,780 Net
London, Dec. 12.

London Film Productions,' Alexan-
der Korda managing, director, has
issued its latest annual.report for the
past year, which reveals a profit of

$2,780. The reason given is the finan-
cial and political situation and the
controversy waged over the new
Films Act.
The company has, however, four

pictures completed" that have not yet
been released.

U LOADS UP WITH

TALENT FOR NEW YEAR

Hollywood, Dec. 27.

With 18 thesps under term con-
tract and 21 more under special pact
for one or more pictures. Universal
faces the new year well fortified

with name and featiu-ed players:
Latest contractee, Richard Arlen, is

signed for six pictures, Jackie
Cooper for three, George Murphy
for four, Margaret Sullavan and
Danielle Darrieux for three each,
and Adolphe Menjou, Vincent Price,

Barton MacLane and Joy Hodges for

one apiece.

Harman-Ising Cleared
Los Angeles, Dec. 27-

Harmah-Ising Productions, Inc.,

was discharged from 77b by Federal
Judge Leon R. Yankwich, who
praised Hugh Harman, Rudolph Ising

and Harry Wurtzel. for. having paid
off all creditors in full.

|

. Bankruptcy action involved about
$25,000.
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Statistics on the Mobs

Following table for final quarter of 1937 and first eight months of

1938 shows how studios have started to use higher type of extras:

1937
MONTH TOTAL 15.50 % $8.25 % $U %
Oct 27,700 6,703 .24 7,366 .23 9,985 .36

Nov. 15,515 1,913 .12 4,390 .25 (5,534 .42

Dec 20,956 3,475 .16 5,015 .23 8,591 .40

1938
Jan 15,655 2,173 .13 3,963 .25 6,972 .44

Feb 23,226 5,013 .21 7,212 .31 8,042 .34

Bfftrch ..... 15,326 3,827 .24 5,016 .32 4,044 .26

April 18,531 4,076 .21 5,672 .30 5,339 .28

May 23,958 5,562 .23 7,261 .30 8,471 .35

June 27,418 6,781 .21 8,508 .31 8,042 .29

July 29.316 7,696 .26 9,332 .31 7,916 .27

Aug. 20,524 4,005 .19 7,439 .36 5,520 .26

Alleged Holding Out on Strong

Product Pre-Xmas ROes Quakers

Philadelphia, Dec. 27.

Local RKO exchange execs were
kept busy last week denying charges

by exhibs that they were holding
out product for after Christmas'. Ex-
change delivered only one pic dur-
ing the whole month of December,
'Next Time We Marry,* a B, and had
no film 'for Christmas. RKO main-
tains that the pictures weren't being
held out, but merely weren't ready
lor release.

Exhibs' pet beef, of late, Is that the

very' best product should be fed out
in bad seasons to offset' things.

Universal was also added last week
to many exhibs' frowns, twin bill Of

•Dracula' and 'Frankenstein' was
booked by the exchange into many
nabes, set to break about the second
week of January, but it was then
discovered that 'Son of Frankenstein,*

hew, is to be released for first rmi
at about the sanie time, so the nabe
dates were pulled to protect the mid-
town houses on 'Son.' Exhibs were
anxious to get the dualler as it has
been grossing well at the Studio, 350-

seater, downtown. Enters its sixth

V^eek at the house on Thursday.

Par Sues Cadett

For Walking on Pic

Los Angeles, Dec. 27.

Paramount sued Walter Catlett for

$8,000 in federal court, charging the

actor with violating a contract to

play In 'I'm From Missouri' at $1,500

a week.
Catlett, the studio claims, worked

one day and thea refused to con-
tinue in his role.

DROP DESPITE

iro WICE TILT

Studios Called Mob of 296,-

137 Last Year for $2,986,-

372 Diwy—Daily Average
Up to $10.76— Economy
Drive Blamed for Slump

OLDSTERS HIT

Pathe Styi Working

Out Its New Plan

To Liquidate Co.

Directors of Pathe Film. Group,
still are working on a new, plan of

liquidation and recapitalization for
the pompany to take the place of
the one which lost out earlier this

month. Indications are that the new
plan will not be ready for submis-
sion to common stockholders before
the first of next year.
Because only about 60% of 585,000

shares of comn^on were represented
In. person or by proxy at the special

meeting set to approve the plan
about two weeks ago, the original

tathe plan automatically was de-
feated. It required approval of at

least 80% of the common stock
holders.

GILUIAM BACK WEST

TO REVAMP PAR SETUP

Bob Gillham, back from the Coast
In time for Christmas, will leave
shortly after th6 first of the year to
spend several months at the studio,
coordinating the advertising and
publicity activities west.
The setup there, with Terry De-

Lapp in charge of the publicity de
partment and Cliff Lewis over ad
vertising, will remain the same. Al
Wilkie, who was reported possibly
going out to head the combined de
partments, will stay in the east.

Hollywood, Dec. 27.
Bob Hussey, with Terry DeLapp.,

publicity staff at Paramount, takes
command of the studio's new depart
ment of radio exploitation Jan. 1.

Bert Holloway, news editor, moves
Up as DeLapp's chief assistant

UA TOPS PIX

IN XMAS

BOUNTY

United Artists, giving a week's

salary for all earning up to $200, tops

the amusement field in Christmas

bonuses, with most companies re-

stricting the holiday stocking excess

to much smaller amounts. • In addi-

tion to the bonuses given by major
producer-distributors, various New
York theatres as well as chains

throughout the country are giving

out something this year.

The UA bonus of a week's salary

up to $200 applies not only to the

home office but also to all the com-
pany's exchanges. Other majors pay-
ing Xmas bonuses are Paramount,
Metro-Loew's and Warners, latter

both for the home office and through

a bonus system placed in effect for

the exchanges last year, also to the

sales forces in the various branches

of this country and Canada,
Loew-Metro employees bonuses go

to salaries not over $100. Payment
was two weeks' salary unless the

amount exceeded $50. Paramount
made all those earning up to $50 a

week eligible, with a top of $40 paid

where the salary ranged between

$40 and $50.

Twentieth Century-Fox,' RKO and
Universal distributed no bonuses. In

1937, 20th-Fox handed out liberal

bonuses to all its employees.

Arthur Loew Per Usual

Employees of Metro's foreign de

partment in New York received a

surprise post-Christmas gift yester

day (Tuesday) in the form of $25 in

cash plus a full week's salary, re

gardless of their weekly pay. It is

the personal gift of Arthur Loew,

head of the foreign department, who
arrived in New York by plane late

Monday (26) from Miami, final leg of

his journey to South America. He
issued instructions yesterday as soon

as he came into his office. Loew gave

the same bonus last year..

Loew, who was accompanied by his

wife, has been on an inspection tour

of Latin-American countries for the

last two months. He was joined by

his brother, David Loew, and his

w:ife, during latter stages of his trip.

Mr. and Mrs. David Loew arrive in

N. Y. by boat today (Wednesday).

MAIN STREETANDACTORS
This is the time of the year when actors and entertainers gen-

erally are asked by inniimerable organizations all over the coun-
try to give their services free. In the name of charity. Many
of the charities are unquestionably worthy. Others, perhaps,
wouldn't care for any acute probing of who benefits and how
much. This is not the place to bring up the question of swivel
chair overhead. Suffice that nation-wide abuses of the charity
theatrical entertainment have given plausible excuse for a *con-

trol' system fostered by the so-called Theatre Authority, The
latter works with and in general has the privately expressed, if

not publicly proclaimed, blessing of the actor craft unions and
their membership.

Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Total earnings of film extras

dropped $430,000 this year despite a

10% wage tilt.. Central Casting re-

ports that approximately 40,000 few-
er jobs were handed out in 1938,

and that loss in earnings would have
been even higher but for a 10%
wage tilt given atmosphere players.

Studios used 296,137 extras during
12 months of last year, players di-

viding $2,986,372.89. Total job place-

ments dxu-ing 1938 were 256,336.

Average daily earnings of extras
climbed from $10.03 in 1937 to $10.76

ithis year.

Both studio executives and actors

admit there has been a definite trend
away from the use of large numbers
ol atmosphere players in 1938 pro-
ductions. 'Captains Courageous* was
an example. Less than a handful of

extra players were used, although
the film was one of the boxoffice
hits of the year.

Actors blame decrease on retrench-
ment policies of companies. Some
of them' claim, writers have even
been instructed to eliminate se-

quences and scenes calling for the
use" of large numbers of extras. Stu-

dio executives deny there has been
any general policy to cut down on
use of extras. They insist it just

happened the class of films produced
did not call for mob scenes.

There has been a general policy,

however, to use a better type extra.

As a result players in the higher-
wage brackets have secured most of

the work. Younger faces also have
received the majority of calls. Lat-
ter is especially true of femme ex-
tras. Those over 35 are getting only
occasional jobs.

Swhie to Dress Extras
Records show that although 14%

of registered extras are over 50 years
of age, only 5% of group is working.
Swing to use of higher-salaried ex-
tras started in fall of 1937 after new
wage agreement with, the SAG be-
came effective and continued
throughout 1938.

Of the total number of extras em-
ployed in October, .1937, 36% were
paid $11 per d&y; 42% received $11
in November of that year, and 40%
in December, 1937. Higher type ex-
tra continued to draw the assign-

ments this year, with 44% receiving

$11 per day in January, 34% in Feb-
ruary, 26% in March, 28% in April,

35% in May, 29% in June, 27% in

July and 26% in August. Figures
for the final quarter have not been
compiled, but directors at Central
Casting claim the percentage for that

period will be even higher.

Percentage of $8.25 players ranks
second, with those drawing $5.50

checks in a small minority.
Heavy production schedules the

last three months of the year en-
abled extras to lay up a surplus for

Christmas. Players received approxi-
mately $750,000 for work during that

period.

Total job placements for months
in 1938 compared with 1937 follow:

1937 1938

Jan 25,280 15,655

Feb 21,147 23,326

March 30,462 15.326

April 33,040 18,531

May 19.372 23,958

June 22,226 27.418

July 29,786 29,316

Aug. 24,881 20,524

Sept. 25,139 16,693

Oct. 27,700 24,698

Nov. 15.515 20,981

Dec 20,959 20,000

Not the least guilty, among those who exploit talent and de-
mand gratis appearances, are certain provincial newspaper col-

umnists and/or publishers exerting pressure upon these column-
ists. The only point for trade paper comment is just this

—

there must be no confusion between a 'favor' and an 'obliga-

tion.' Performers are famous^—and to their credit—for gen-
erous giving of their services. But this ought to be clearly

recognized as a voluntary act of kindness and in no sense an
obligation. There is a not-to-be-tolerated tendency in some
communities to peevishly translate an occasional refusal into

ungracious inferences that the actor or entertainer is 'indiffer-

ent' to the orphans or other ostensible beneficiaries. Abuse of
traveling performers, direct or indirect, for decli ing to partici-

pate in locally-sponsored charity entertainments is pretty thick.

There is no similar thought of stigmatizing or 'nasty cracking*

about traveling salesmen or other visitors who, for their own
reasons, decline to respond to local charity promotions.

296,137 256,336

Dip In earnings has resulted in

considerable dissension among Class

That famous banquet in Detroit a year or more back where
buttered rolls and other items from the table were thrown by
drunks at actors that were giving their services.to 'dharity' was
called exaggerated at the time by the shame-faced gents who*
put the affair over. It was widely resented in the entertain-

ment profession. Whenever actors get together they tell stories

of similar abuses of their good nature by the Main Street men-
about-town. The same breed that thinks no actress is or can be
a lady.

Show people are supposed to be fair game for all sorts of
sensational distortion in newsheads. They ate carelessly slan-

dered in common talk with no factual basis or first-hand infor-

mation to back it up. Theatres are charged special advertising
rates and expected to fork up passes to scores of local 'big shots'

(with no thanks) and the whole idea that the local charity
promotion has an automatic claim upon the services of show-
men and performers for extraordinary cooperation- is fairly

widespread.

Let the actors stick to their principles. A small percentage
deduction from charity entertainments, largely made possible
by professional talent, is fully justifiable because, (a) it's evi-

dence of good faith ( b) it's a cross-check on racketeers, and (c)
show biz must take care of its own.

Actors should be 'hard to get' for charity, otherwise pro-
moters and others, worthy or otherwise, will think nothing of
the donation ; will take it for granted. Local chairmen, pub-
lishers, politicians, broadcasters and I-can-fix-it guys will take
the bows, and those bows mean prestige (and prestige means
money), to a lot of the charity talk can be realistically assayed
even while holding every S3'mpathy for the unfortunate and
underprivileged.

About the most direct kindness, perhaps, is for entertainers
to go to hospitals, jails, sanitariums and so on and give their
performances directly for the benefit of the inmates. Such re-
quests ought to have priority over all others in local communi-
ties. But, above all, don't let the profession be kicked around,
used as a soft touch by persons or groups that have scant ap-
preciation of the favor bestowed and a ready temper when art

overworked, sick and harassed performer begs ofif.

B members of SAG. Several who
are concealing their identity recent-
ly organized Cinema PJayers, Inc.,

and have petitioned National Labor
Relations Board for certification as
bargaining representative for the ex-
tras. They claim SAG tops permit-
ted extra niembership to climb 'to

such a figure that none of the play-
ers can earn a living from industry.

Hardwicke's Pic Lead
Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Sir Cedric Hardwicke gets the role
of Dr. David Livingstone in the 20th-
Fox big-budget production, 'Stanley
and Livingstone.'

British actor recently finished
American stage tour in 'Shadow and
Substance.'

LO! GETS FED, METRO

GETS SUED FOR $11,987

Boise, Dec. 27.

Federal court jury couldn't agree
on who fed 385 Indians on location at

McCall, Idaho, last summer for film-
ing of 'Northwest Passage.' Keith
Farley, Idaho hotelman, sued Metro
for $11,987 for redskins' victuals.
Metro contended it p%id food bill
and all Farley did was supervtee
feeding. A hung jury was disnUssed.
Metro failed to complete . "North-

west Passage' location stuff due to
heavy weather of early tall, and wlU
resume next spring.
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Roxy Fan Couldn't Get In Under

1 PJH 2Sc Admish, Sues, but Loses

Suit brought by the State ot New
York against the Roxy Theatre, Inc^

Kew York, on complaint of a patron,

John S. Zvirin, was dismissed in

magistrate's court Dec. 18. Action

was filed under Sec. 421 of the State

Penal Law on 'untrue and mislead-

ing advertisements' over alleged re-

fusal to admit a patron for adver-
tised admission price.

The Roxy, during run of 'Alexan-

der's Ragtime Band' last August, ad-
vertised 'Picture and Stage Show,
any day, any seat, 25c to 1 p.m. Chil-

dren always 15c.' Plaintiff, his wife

and daughter sought admission to

theatre August 21 (a Sunday), ap-

liviiig in line around the theatre

about 12:15 p.m. By the time the

line reached the boxoffice, the 1 p.m.

deadline for morning admission
pricejs had passed, and Zvirin refused

to pay the afternoon price of 55c.

Plaintiff contended there was am-
ple room inside theatre for all pa-
trons who had arrived before 1 p.m.,

that they should not have been
forced to wait in line outside box-
offices, and that the purpose of the-

atre in doing so probably was in-

tended to force payment of higher
admission, charge.

Walter R. Corwey, assistant treas-

urer of theatre, put in the defense
that this boxoffices stopped sale of

tickets at 12:15 p.m. because all the

5,850 seats were filled. Plaintiff coun-.

tered by producing Tvitness who tes-

tified this Was imtrue.
Part of court's decision was based

on legal precedent established in

case of 'Luxemberg vs. Keith &
Proctor,' and other, cases, to the ef-

fect that 'a theatre does not sell

merchandise nor render service.- It

admits or licenses its patrons to

view performances but is not re-

quired by its character to grant this

privilege to all comers and. is. free
.to admit only those it chooses to ad-
mit, except that it may not make
race, creed or . color the basis of ex*
elusion- or discrimination.'

New Kind of Santa

Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Retroactive payoff to studio

white collar workers 'under pro-

visions of the Wage-Hour law
wiU exceed $25,000. From 50-250

secretaries and other front office

employes will draw from $20-

$150 each.
AH studios will pay off tomor-

row (Wednesday) on coin accu-
mula^ng since the act went into

effect Oct. 24. Studios are now
working on back coin due crafts-

men which will require, two
weeks and thus further up the

ante.

Middleburf, Vt, Exhib

Sues hdie Chain Op.

And 8 Majors for lOOG

GOIDWVN IN MEDICAL

DISPUTE WITH DOaOR'

Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Samuel Goldwyp enters the con
trbversial field of. socialized medicine
with 'I Am a Doctor,' a picture
based on an idea now being fought
by the American I^edical Assn.
Goldwyn writers are slated' to sit

In on the forthcoming hearings in
Washington, at which Dr. Morris
Fishbein, head' of AMA, and other
leading medicos wiU testify on the
trend toward mass; medication. Wal
ter Brennan, whose. Goldwyn con-r
tract was redentl^y renewed, is due
for an iinportant part in the picture

PascaFs Disciple' Set

For SiHing ffwood Start

Hollywifod, Dec. 27.
'Devil's Discipie' is the next Ber-

nard Shaw play to be filmed by
Gabriel pascal, producer of 'Pyg-
inalioii.' .Piece will,be shot in Holly-
wood next spring as ,part of a two-
picture deal with -Metro,
Pascal will also produce 'Doctor's

Dilemma' for General Films of Lon-
don, under an agreement he made in
Engljapd before he signed the Metro
pact.

More Sprit for 'Calver'

Hollywood, Dec. 27.
'The Spirit of Culver' moves up

into Uriiversal's biggie class, with an
Increased budget" of about $500,000,
Whitney Holton, scripter, spent

several weeks at the Indiana military
school getting atmosphere and de-
tails.

Milland in 'Geste'
Hollwood, Dec. 27.

Ray Miljand gets the important
role of brother John in support of
Gary Cooper in Paramou^t's remake
of. 'Bean Geste,' to be directed by
WiUfaiii A. Wellman.
A«sfgifimm whittles down Mil-

aand's vacation in England. Picture
rolls Jai);.-m

Middlebury, Vt, Dec. 27.

Eight major picture producing and
distributing companies and Samuel
Kurson of Bangor, Maine,, and Mid-
dlebury are named in a $100,000

damage suit brought by a Middle-
bury theatre owner in a case which
win test the validity of block-book-
ing. Violation of the Sherman anti-

trust act is the. basis of the action

filed in Burlington's XL S. district

court by Kenneth M Gorham, op-
erator of the independent Town Hall
theatre in Middlebury. Defendant
companies are Paramount, Univer-
sal, Columbia, Loew's, Inc., 20th-
Fox, Vitagraph, Inc., RKO Radio
Pictiares and United Artists.

Besides asking for damages,' the
plaintiff seeks an injunction.

He charges the defendant distribu-

tors refused delivery of an adequate
supply of pix at reasonable prices.

The defendant Kurson is an pffi

dal of the Graphic Circuit which
operates 16 theatres in Maine, New
Hampshire and Vermont, among
them the Campus, Middlebury.
By threats and coercion Kurson

allegedly sought to. induce or com
pel the plaintiff to discontinue the
operation of Town Hall theatre and
also sought to secure its lease, Gor-
ham states, and lists these acts as
follows:

In May, 1937, Kurson attached a
film sent to the plaintiff by Colum-
bia. In July, 1937, he attached a
Universal film.

He caused the plaintiff's theatre to
be checked for some months and in-
duced checkers to create minor dis-
turbances in the Town Hall to annoy
patrons.

In August, 1938, he caused his at-
torney, who was also the attorney
fOr the town of Middlebury, to in-
terfere with the position of adver-
tising signs of the plaintiff.

The writ contains an explanation
of block-booking and its effect upon
the independent theatre operator.
The'defendant companies, it states,

not Only produce the great majority
of .the films produced each year in
this country, but also practically the
only films having any commercial
value. The films manufactured by
other producers, known in the trade
as the 'independent producers' have
been of an inferior quality and have
not been generally exhibited at mo-
tion picture theatres, the complaint
states.

The number of suitable films man-
ufactured by the independent pro-
ducers is wholly inadequate to sup-
ply the seasonal needs of any mo-
tion picture theatre, and a regular
supply of the films of the major pro-
ducers is essential for every theatre'
Operator, particularly in Middlebury,
according to Gorham.
Further explaining the block-book-

ing arrangements, Gorham says in
making contacts with independent
exhibitors, it has been customary to
require them to license the entire
season's product of the distributor
before the fibns are produced, the
system known as 'block-booking' or
'blind buying,' and to execute con-
tracts, containing harsh and op-
pressive conditions, and providing
for the 'run,' 'protection' and for
the maintenance of minimum admis-
sion prices at the, theatres of the ex-
hibitors.

Gorham also said that 'zoning and
clearance' by which the defendants
do not permit showing of first-run

Stromberg Leads Off H-G

Quartet with 'Women'

Hollywood, Dec. 27.

The Women' was put Into prep-
aration by Hunt Stromberg as the
first of four pictures on his produc-
tion slate at Metro.
Second on his list Is 'Return of the

Thin Man,' to be followed early In

April by 'Northwest Passage.'

SCHINESOGLE

PHULY ZONE

Philadelphia, Dec. 27.

Schine Bros., operators of a^out
130 houses in. New York, Delaware,
Kentucky and Ohio, are aiming to

enter the local field here. WiUard
S. McKay, attorney for the big indie

circuit,, i$. understood to have com-
missioned the^feal estate fii^m of

Thomas .& Groshon to attempt to
acquire any possible houses for the
Schines, in either the city or sub-
urbs. Sevei-al operators are 'said to

have been propositioned, including
one owner of a closed house.
Entry of the circuit, with Its tre-

mendous buying power, Into the
PhUly territory might change the
setup here considerably, especially
affecting Warners in control of- a
majority of houses in the city.

Skoarals' Detroit Bid
Detroit, Dec, 27.

Hearings will start Thursday (29)

on a bondholders' petition for re-
moval of Dave Idzal and Union
Guardian Trust Co. as trustees of the
reorganized Colwood Co., owners of
the Fox theatre here.

According to the petition, the
trustees have failed to execute a
leasing agreement okayed ir. June,
1937, by Federal Judge Ernest
O'Brien. Plan called for leasing of
theatre to Skouras Bros, at minimum
rental of $125,000 yearly' plus per-
centage of gross.

Judge O'Brien referred the peti-
tion to Paul H. King and George A.
Marston, referees in bankruptcy.

3 Strong Britisl Pix on B way

All that remains to transform Broadway's theatrical district this week
to a PiccadiUy closeup Is for the traffic to reverse itself and adopt left-

hand passing. Three important British-made films are at the Astor,
Globe and Rivoli, and each is off to a smash boxoffice play.

Two of the opening? were on Christmas Eve. Charles Laughton In
'The Beachcomber,' made by Erich Pommer and released by Para-
mount, is at the Rivoli; 'The Lady Vanishes,' a G-B Gainsborough pro-
duction, released by 20th-Fox, directed by Alfred Hitchcock, is at the
Globe (both of these the newcomers), and Bernard Shaw's 'Pygmalion'
(M-G) starring Leslie Howard and Wendy Hiller, at the Astor, in its

• third week, latter SRO from the start.

New York dailies did handsprings in reviewing the new Hitchcock
attraction, their b&ck-patting ranging from four-star ratings to raves
about it being one of the 'best' of the year.
Showmen are watching the three-cornered sales effort by Metro,

Paramount and 2bth-Fox on their U. S. selling. Pictures are all of
about the name calibre, which is excellent, hence the returns will test
the comparative selling skiU of three of the top American distributing
organizations.

An Option Is a Nervous Breakdown

In Writing-Lefty's H wood Findings

By Joe Laurie, Jr.

Coolacres, Cal., Dec. 27.
Dear Joe:

Well, at last we're back home again and glad to see the old faces, of
which this town has plenty. The talk here is much easier on the ears than
It is in Hollywood* especially if you don't know much arithmetic. We had
a nice trip coming back. You know, it takes youjust as long driving out
of Hollywood as it does to get in, and many a guy has waited years to do
both. When we finally got out of the city limits Aggie sighed and said
she felt the past couple of weeks like she was watching double features,
shorts, trailers and coniedies. To her Hollywood is a big picture screen
in a big theatre. Some people get better seats than others, some are In
the show with big parts and some are just ushers. ,

Things were slowing down at some of the studios, which will make a
lot of parents go back to work. I'm glad we left before option time came
around, as they say that Is the saddest iseason of the year there. You know—an Option Is a nervous breakdown on paper.

It was getting cooler when we left, although you could wear a palm
beach suit comfortably if you had flannel underwear underneath. It was

FRANK FAY'S $2.50 TOP

VAUDE AT CORT, N. Y

Frank Fay will return to Broadway
for a straight vaudeville experiment
in the Cort about ;;]Peb, 1. Fay and
some stooges will break In coming

|

east Shuberts are reported interest-
ed in venture which would, if suc-
cessful, provide vaudeville for imused

|

legit theatres.

these guys arp Chamber of Commerce muggs at heart.
Got horhe and found Vic, who I left. in charge, in a UtUe trouble. He

played the Suez' picture and for an exploitation stunt he had some guys
dig up the street, and had them dressed like Arabs. It was a great idea
and the picture drew plenty, but the profits went back Into fixing up the
street agam. Yesterday I ran a double feature, and they were both so bad
they hissed the audience for coming in.

yf^^i^L'*^ "P- ^ looked over my books, and find that I'm getting
outta debt gradually—my creditors are dying one by one. Of course.
Christmas aint helping business any. People are spending their dough for
presents aiid after -shopping, they're too tired to go to a picture show.But thats what I like about the show business—a feller has always got

S^j^u 1'°^,.^^** business. A regular business man just sez business it
bad, but a showman can tell you why. I am sure business is gonna pickup after the holidays; at least, that's what I told the banker

pnT^.J^oV'j^
outside of the theatre looking swell. We got holly wreaths

Fvl^Knil "^M'* ^''J^''
^""^^^ ^"^^ " lool^s very Christmasy.

+^
decorations. Aggie sed we should show the pic-tures in the lobby and put the decorations inside the theatre and we'd domore business. Gonna put on 'Scrooge' on the air for the kiddies Christ-

rr^&al?/?rMd !?lThfki^ ' '"^"^ ' " ^'^^^Plan s to give seven nightly shows arreheawak I St^nJ^ »?w2^\?f'' U^'"^ ^ " ^'^^ty gpod because
plus a - Saturday matinee, the nine Sd, fro!^*i,J

frightened all the kids^ We are gonna have a blmch of the
acts to change every four .weeks, h^r ^^^^^L^^'^^f,

sing Christmas carols. I wish you could
Unit type of diversion WiU be staged fhev're al?^^

well, pretty near together, but
' " - - - S fhem "l^^^i'lt?" t^^t's their only excuse, andby Harry Delmar. Top, $2.50.
Fred Keating has been penciled In

as one of the acts on the first bill.

Four to Go on Derr's

Mono Slate Next Year!

. Hollywood, Dec. 27.
With four of his eight Monogram

I

features completed, E. B. Derr starts
production on the remaining four
Jan. 3, beginning with 'Star Re-
porter.'

'Undercover Agent' rolls Jan. 28.
'The Girl From Rio' Feb. 15, and
'Prison Born' early In March.

Im-matures'.

«,i **°rm^.°i'^-'^^?4*'*
^^S^* ^'"^s. Her Jewelry is all wearingout. Im going out tomorrow and look ^around for something that sh«

trA'Jf^^- ^i*. best-looking preseS: I would IaI
T ii**"

^"""^thi^ real good this year because she's wSLd pSy hard
^.^ulf

remember what my old man used to say, 'If you cS have
Which ain't bad advice.

what you wani then just want what you have

'

especially when you ain't got,

thBS!^z
^^"^ ^^''^ ^^^^ '"^ a holiday nod towards

Your pal.

Lejty.

thfn 'w7fiJio^^^n^^a^a *° '^^^ -

Make Way for O'Briens

Robinson, %zi Spy'

Hollywood* Dec. 27.
Edward G. Robinson is slated for

the top role in 'The Confessions of a
Nazi Spy,' due to - roll at Warners
in two weeks.
Director is Anatole Litvak.

PAE'S WATER HOLE
Hollywood, Dec. 27.,

Construction of Paramount's new
$45,000 water stage got under way
today under direction of A. C. Zoulis,
chief engineer.
Structure, will hkve a 50-foot

clearance, covering the present back
lot tank, 114 by 140 feet.

Los Angeles, Dec. 27.
R, J. Oberinger, head of Warners

studio legal department, was ques-
tioned by attorneys for Pat O'Brien,
freelance actor, who is suing the
Warners star of the same name,
Louella Parsons and Jimmie Fidler
for $500,000. Defendants are charged
with conspiring to prevent the free-
lance^O'Brien from obtai ing studio
work.

Next deposition session is slated
for tomorrow (Wednesday) when

I

the defendants are due for question-
ing.

pictures within certain areas and for
Certain periods after first showing
for 'protection,' also works a hard-
ship on him.

OUTGROWS SHORTS
Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Gordon Hollingshead, producer of
patriotic shorts at Warners, was ele-
vated to the rank of feature pro-
ducer.

First feature length Job is 'Hero
for a Day,' to be followed by 'Blind
Spot.' Meanwhile, Hollingshead will
continue producing historical shorts.

WB WANTS 'SYRACUSE'

FOR EDDIE ALBERT

Holl3rwood, Dec. 27.
Warners Is dickering for George

Abbott's current Broadway hit, 'The
Boys from Syracuse,' by Rodgers and
Hart, as the second of a series lea-
turing Eddie Albert. He's under aWB termer after he gets through
with Abbott's stage commitments.

First will be 'The Poor Nut,' slated
to roll as Albert finishes his current
stage job in 'Syrause.'

Desert Ghosts Waft

Hollywood, Dec. 27.
Ghost towns of the California des-

ert form the basis of 'American
Fable,' a serio-comic picture at RKO,
with Robert Sisk producing and Gar-
son Kanin as pilot
John Twist, scripter. Is boiling two

stories into one. Originals are by
Thames Williamson and Sam Itfarx
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ROOT FOR SELF-REG
LOOK TO '39 TO

It's the Most Important Un-
" finished Business of 1938

—Exhibitor Sentiment

Hopes for a Fair Trade

Practice Program, With-

out U. S. Interference

LEADERS' LETTERS

Most important unfinished business

which hangs over the film Industry,

as an old year passes out, is final

and amicable adoption of a trade

practice program.

Exhibitor sentiment which has had
an opportunity to crystallize after a

study of the first draft of proposals

as submitted by the distributors' ne-

gotiating committee, unquestionably

is hopeful that some form of arbi-

itration will be eventually Bgreed
upon.

On certain points in the drafted

proposals there is wide difference of

opinion among theatre men. Sev-
eral independent exhib organizations

have voted disapproval of the provi-

sions, others have discussed the

memorandum in closed sessions and
have instructed their representatives

to proceed further in the joint con-

ferences in the hope that debated is-

sues will be given additional study.

From an abundance of exhibitor
opinion which has found its way
back to New York through distiibu-
tioh and other channels, there exists
•a conviction that self-regulation is

much desired over prospect of Gov-
ernment interference through Fed-
eral and various State legislative
enactments.
With a new Congress opening ses-

sions next week in Washington, and
with numerous legislatures called for
spring or autumn meetings, both
distributor and exhibitor- leaders
who arc earnest and sincere in their
desires for self-regulation will press
for an early reconvening of the ne-
gotiating committees.
Leaders of the Allied States or-

ganization are unwlllii:ig to voice In-
dividual opinions as to tiie probable
action by the association's board of
directors when the group meets
early next month to receive a re-
port from its negotiating committee.
Although many Allied members
have subscribed to a program of
Reformation by legislation,' there
exists within the body an influential
group that is hopeful for the ulti-

mate success of an industry plan
which will cope in a practical man-
ner with the recurring problems of
distribution and exhibition.

One Slant on It

One comment from a prominent
and successful exhibitor, who main-
tains independent operations as well
as - affiliated partnerships, is an ex-
pression of regret that the first

drafted proposals did not contain
some basis- for setting up a continu-
ing body of industry leaders that
would- function as a fact-finding and
Tec<HTimending committee. Much ex-
hibitor support, he said, could be
won to a program, the very nature
of which tended to bring^ within self-
regulation some of foe points which
have been debated, but omitted from
the initial draft. He pointed- out fur-
ther that the essence of the film busi-
ness provides business and conruner-
cial backgrounds that shift con-
stantly xmder pressure of boOi in-
dustry and public opinion.
That much remains to be worked

out in detail by the negotiating com-
mittees is indicated by the general
terms in which the- subject of arbi-
tration of disputes is discussed in
the first proposal draft. It is recited
that, 'The principles and factors in-
volved in the matters to be arbi-
trated, the rules and regulations to
govern submissions, hearings and
towards, the methods of selecting ar-
bitrators and other matters in con-
nection with the arbitration pro-
ceeding have not been fully dis-
cussed.'

Of «u Intra-lndustry matters

which are highlighted by the self-

regulation movement, none Is con-
sidered so important as the arbitra-
tion machinery, Twice before the
industr>- has operated under forms
of arbitration. The first experience
ended somewhat ignominiously in
Federal courts when the practice
was condemned on tiie ground that
arbitration was enforced, contrary to
statute. In the other instance, volun-
tary arbitration was set up imder the,

NRA code of fair practices in the
form dl clearance and zoning boards
and local grievance boards. The
Code Authority acted as an appeals
body empowered to review local

boards. Each board was composed
of industry members and one non-
industry member, who was charaC'^

terized as ihe 'public representative.'

The NBA boards vanished when
the Blue Eagle was aired by the Su-
preme Court. Since that date, the
spring of 103|S, there has been no
self-regulation machinery in exis-

tence.

While the two large national
bodies are still to be heard from.
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America and Allied State Assn., the
fact that some lesser organizations

of a local character have rejected

the draft proffered by the distrib-

utors js hot taken as a bitter pill,

because these rejections are as-

sumedly on general principles and
express indirectly a desire for
further conferences or negotiation.

What the MPTOA and Allied de-
cide is expected to be of more par-
ticular importance since these or-

ganizations are national as well as

powerful and wield influence gener-
ally throughout the country. An
encouraging note is struck by the
acceptance of the first draft in prin-
ciple, with only minor objections
raised by the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of the St. Louis territory
headed by Fred Wehrenberg. This
is a unit in the MPTOA.
The average exhibitor, It Is con-

tended, is desirous of getting some
relief the balance of this season, or
starting with the 1939-40 product,

(Continued on page 17)

Can't Take It, Huh?

Minneapolis, Dec. 27.

Women's organization here
threatened injunction against
Reno Wilk, claiming the pic-
ture, 'How to Undress Before
Yoiu: Husband,' should not be
shown publicly at his Time
theatre.

'Nobody's business,' they told
him.

Some Exhibitor OpinHms

^^^^ ^
•

WB Sensitive To

Indies Snipg,

SayPhilyHgrs.

Philadelphia, Dec. 27.

Continuing the indie- sniping at

Warner Bros circuit, which, in the

opinion of the local trade, has be-

come highly self-conscious since the

filing of the monopoly suits, another

exhib In this territory is reported

to have come to favorable terms with

them during the past week. Opera-

tor is Gene Mori, of the Landis,

Vineland, N. J. Faced with the

problem of following two WB houses

on runs there, he decided to build

in Woodbury, N. J,, where there is

only one WB house. It is operated

through the Atlantic Theatres Corp.

Rather than create further opposi-

tion for themselves, it is understood

Warners has come to an agreement
with Mori whereby hell give up. his

plan to build in Woodbury in favor
of a pooling arrangement between
his Vineland house and the two WB
theatres there.

Feels 20% Cancellation

Will Force Better Fix

By FBED WEHBENBEBG
(President MPTOA. of.St Louis, Mo.,

and So. Illinois)

St. Louis, Dec. 24.

Your editorial, in Variety of Dec.

14 is indeed timely and to the point.

The fair trade practice program

which the MPTOA has been advo-

cating for the past three years has at

last come to light The committee of

distributors and exhibitors is to be

complimented .oh the progi^ess made,

a fair compromise was reached.

We know that the 20% cancella-

tion will not guarantee a full market

for any company's product, but I am
of the opinion that it will compel the

producers to make better boxollice

attractions, in the hope that exhib-

itors will not take advantage of the

entire cancellation privilege.

There is need of self-regulation in

the business, and I am sture that we
all agree that iir is better to sit

around a table and iron out the dif-

ferences within the industry rather

than go to long-delayed expensive
lawsuits.

You are right whien you say that

blockbooking carries the weak pic-

tures along with the strong, and I

think the cause of this evU is the
double-feature programs, whereas if

we could do away with double fea-

tiu-es and do away with the dubs
that are carried along because of this

evil, both distributors and exhibitors

would profit thereby and the public

as well. We today- are getting com
plaints from women's clubs and
parent-teacher associations, coh'

demning the three and foiur-hour

shows.

Third of a Century

Anniversary Number
OF

KiErv

Out Next Week
January 4

Order From Your Local Newsdealer Now

Exhib-Lawyer Observes

Arbitration Best Way
By BOr L. WALKEB

(President, Theatre Owners Protec'
tive Asa'n of Texas)

Lampasas, Tex., Dec. 21.

I have read with interest what
Variety had to say in regard to the
proposed trade practice program and
especially blockbooking.
My experience as a practicing, at-

torney 25 years causes me to view
favorably settlement of disputes
within the industry by arbitration.

In my opinion, lawsuits and Federal
interference will get us nowhere,
A book can be written upon^ the •

question of blockbooking and why. it

will or will not benefit the small ex-
hibitor. I am not familiar with the
problems of the big-town exhibitor,

but do know that it Is necessary for
the little exhibitor to buy pictures in
block in prder to protect his playing
time. In Texas the average exhibitor
in the. small town is from 50 to 400
miles from the exchange; uses from
four to six pictures a week, and it

would be impossible for Jilm to keep^

his playing time set without a definite

commitment oq pictures. The 20%
cancellation of $100 or under will be
a real benefit to the small-town ex-
hibitor and go a long way toward
giving him relief against the pur-
ported evils of blockbooking. As to
whether it will encourage! or discour-
age better production I am not in:,

position to say, but I do know the
small exhibitor has made money in
the past in spite of blockbooking, Qnd
we have had good pictures and bad
pictures. I do not think a system that
has placed our industry where It is

today, one of the largest in oict

coimttry, can be entirely wrong.
I believe the proposed trade pracr

tice program will be, a beiiefit to th*
exhibitor find is' far better ^i^ian w^
could secure through the courts or
govemroehtv Merf<frenfce;J .'"Whai^ ^liris

need is aYreater confidehee between
the distributors and exihibitorSr

this wilj^ be- a beginning and I hpp«
bring us all closer together in ^
Industry,

One Indie's Slant On
An End to Wrangling
By M. LOEWENSTEIN

Oklahoma City, Dec. 22^
Block booking- is not .the evil its

proponents wotild imve you believe.
The motion pidtute industry haf

grown from a; young vigorous child-
hood into a dawdling age. Its
creaks and aches have to have causes—and the xaany yelpi find ^lock
Booking' the target.

. IVa time we
took inventory—a .house divided
cannot prosper. Production, dis-
tribution pnd exhibition of pictures
interlock to .the point thatttnly com-
mon sense can solve our problems—'
and only when the circuits, who own
production, gain control will all the
faults and jplaints h6 capable of a
unit solution.

Until then we must remember
that ifs only the Independents (of
whom I am one) who are ajtitatlng.

Lefs forget our selfishness^ quit try-
ing to regulate by deliverhig our-
selves into the hands of the lawyers,
who seek nnly the fee aiid will find
a new client when our investments

'

are wrecked. Run your own busi-
ness, use the brains that God gave
you. Stop the glib, smooth-tongued
salesman and buj^ the contract y<ilur

situation justifies at its worth to you.
Apply the Golden Rule and, if
you're not met half way, do busi-
ness with the other fellow. 'That's
the answer: If you must have cer<-

tain product, drive your bargain
hard but remember the pictures be-
long to the other fellow and fad
didn't start you In this business.
Motion pictures are the only mer-

chandising that the buyers run to
the courts about. No other really
big project seems to have so much
internal trouble. ) Too much fault-
finding has depleted, the energy of
showmanship and the boxoffices ai^
reflecting the discord. ..^]-

Hollywood can't make aU gocitf
pictures, some are better than oth-
ers. The men putting money into
production deal with a creative art.
and make mistakes. Much waste 1"

(Conthiued ooi page 17)
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Tyg Surprises1. A. with Record

I; 'Hardys'^Xaror $22,100,

2 Spots, 'Sawyer -Al Pearce 12G

I

Los Angeles, D^c. 27.

Christmas Day biz, plus that of

Monday, was plenty strong,, handily
overcoming weak takes of opening
days last week.
Biggest surprise of the bunch was

the showing of 'Pygmalion' at the

Four Star where it is hanging up a

house record of $8,000. Film opened
Sividay when it garnered $1,200, fol-

lowed by a walloping $1,500 on Mon-
day.
Chinese and State, each showing

•Out West with the Hardys* and
'Christmas Carol' are the town's
leaders with a combined $22,100 in

the strong box. •

Estimates for This Week
Chinese (Graumari-F-WC) (2,024;

30-40-55-75 — ^West with Hardy's'

(M-G) and 'Christmas Carol* (M-G).
Okay $9,600. Last week, 'Goes My
Heart' (UA) and 'Up River* (20th),

$6,700, n.s.h.
' Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-55-
65)—'Dawn Patrol' (WB) and 'Nancy
Drtw' (WB) (2d week). Indicating

$10,000 after first session hit $12,000.

Four Star (F-WC-UA) (900; 40-55)

—Pygmalion' (M-G). Setting a new
house record with a mighty $8,000.

Last week, 11 days of 'Citadel' (M-
G), okay $2,700.
HoUywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55-

65)—'Dawn Patrol* (WB) and 'Nancy
Drew* (WB) (2d week). Will add
$9,000 to first week's $11,500.
Orphenm (Bdwy) (2,280; 25-30-35-

40)—^'Bulldog Drummond* (Par) and
'AxmabeV (RKO) plus vaude. After
several weeks of straight second run
screei^ fare, house this week has
'Drummond' for first showing and
will get around $7,500.
Vantages (Pan) (2,812; 30-40-55)—

«Blondie' (Col) and 'Girls' School'
(Col). Helping itself to $7,000. Last
week, "Little Tough Guys* (U) and
'Spy Eing* (Col), poor $4,000.
Parataount (Par) (3,595; 30-40-55)

—Tom Sawyer, Detective' (Par) and
stage show. Al ipearce heading stage
show responsible for good $12,000.
Last week^ 'Say French* (Par), poor
$8,000.
EKO (2,872; 30-40-55)—'Blondie*

(Col) and IGirls* School* (Col).
Downtown biz fine during Yule week
so answer, will be $7,500. Last week,
•Little Tough Guys' (UA) and 'Spy
Rirtg* (Col), $5,000.

State (Loew-Fox) (2,414; 30-40-55-
75)—"West with the Hardy*s' (M-G)
find 'Christmas Carol' (M-G). Pop-
Hilaritjr of Hardy series continues
and with, 'Christanas' Carol' appro-
priate .for holiday throngs will do
neat $12,500. Last week, 'Goes Heart*
tUAj -and 'Up River' (20th), fair
$9,200;

•

TSmta Artists (F-WC) (2.100; 30-
40-55)T-'Goes My Heart' (UA) and
•Ulk River* (20th). Doing okay on
moveover for ^2,500. Last week,
•Shining Hoiir' (M-G) and 'Spring
Madness' (M-G), fair $2,400.

Wllsliire (F-WC) (2,296; 30-40-55-
65)—'Goes My Heart' (UA) and 'Up
River* (20th). Nothing special at
$3,000. Last week, 'Shining Hour'
(M-G) and 'Spring Madness' (M-G),
$4,300.

*Hoiir'-*Lady* $7,500,

'Winds' 4G, Montreal
Montreal, Dec. 27.

Worst week of year is being fol-
lowed by upturn, with Capitol lead-
ing field on $7,500 for 'Shining Hour.'
LoeWs has Blackstone and four chil-
dren's mats' that may hoist gross to
$8,000 on 'Five of Kind.' Balance
also pointing to nice grosses.

Estimates for Tills iVeek
P^ce (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)—

'Great Waltz' (M-G) (2d week); Hit-
ting $6,500 after excellent $8,000 last

^
dapitol (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)—

fShinirig Hour' (M-G) and 'Lady Ob-
jects' (Col). Showing enough zip to
establish itself as town's topper at
$7,500. Last week, 'Heart of North'
(WB) and Devil's Party' XWB), poor
^3,500.

*^

Loewfs (CT) (2,800; 25-34-40)—
•Five of Kind' (20th) plus Black-
stone with vaude. Four children's
mats and six nights. Looking for
$8,000, good. Last week, 'Girls on
Probation* (WB) and vaude, poor

.
$4,400 on dght days.

Princess (CT) (2.300; 26-34-50)—
•Christmas Carol' (M-G) and 'Girls
School' (Col). Pacing for good $4,-
500. Last week, 'Arkansas Traveler'
(Par) and 'Thanks for Memory'
(Par), poor $2,500.
Orplieam (Ind) (1,100; 25-40-50)—

TVade Winds' (UA) and 'Little Or-
phan Annie* (RKO). Very attrac-
tive $4,000 in sight Last week, third
session of 'Cowboy and Lady' (UA)
flop at $1,000.
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)

(600.* .25-50)—'Paix sur le RWn' (2d
week>. jSame as first session at $1,-

000, poor.
St. penis (France-Film) (2,300; 20-

34)—'Legion d'Honneur' and 'Le
Tombeau Hindou.' Good en'ough $3,-

tOO. Last iveek, "Nuits de Feu' and
'Tigrft 4e Bengale,' down at $3,000.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $410,500

(Based on 12 theatres)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $344,500

{Based on 12 theatres)

'Cowboy Ropes

$13,000, 'Artists

Nifty 9G, Prov.

Providence, Dec. 27.

Seasonal drop at b.o. being par-
tially offset by well balanced bills

bringing fresh hope for better biz.

Loew's 'Cowboy and Lady' leading
pack with bright $13,000. Strand's
Artists and Models Abroad' good for
$9,000.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 25-35-50)—

'That Woman Again* (Col) and
'Peck's Bad Boy* (RKO). Paced for
heartening $7,000. Last week 'Comet
Over Broadway* (WB) and 'Last
Express* (U), weak $4,500.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (l,400r 25-35-
50)-T-'Goes My Heart' (UA) and
'Smashing Spy Ring' (Col) (2d run).
Fair $3,500. Last, week 'Sisters*

(WB) iand 'Broadway Musketeers*
(WB), $3,000^ okay.

Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 25-35-40)—
'Freshman

,
Year* (U) and Bowes'

unit on stage. Swinging toward neat
$7,500. Last week 'His Exciting
Night' (U) and vaude, $5,80(^, fair.

State (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50)—
'Cowboy and Lady' . (UA) and
'Christmas Carol' (M-G). Stepping
along to lively $13,000. Last week
'Goes My Heart' (UA) and 'Smash-
ing Spy Ring' (Col), $10,000.

Majestic (Fay) (2,300; 25-35-50)—
'Brother Rat' (WB) and 'Nancy
Drew' (WB). Spurting to nice $7,000.
Last week 'Garden Moon' (WB),
brutal $4,000.

Strand (Indie) (2,200; 25-35-50)—
'Artists Models' (Par) and 'In Old
Mexico' (Par). First bright spot in
weeks looks swell at $9,000. Last
week 'Little Adventures' (Col) and
'Crimie Takes Holiday' (Col), poor
$3,000 on five-day run.

lANG POR 'FUKY»
Hollywood, Dec. 27.

June Lang plays the femme lead in
Hal Roach's forthcoming picture,
'Captain Fury,' nee 'Captain Mid
night'
Chief male roles are assigned to

Brian Aherne, Victor McLaglen, Jo-
seph Calleia and Paul Lukas.

'ANGELS' 271/26, B'KLYN

Santa Generons to B.O.—'Hardys'
Dnai $17,000, 'Slungliai'-Vaiide 12Q

Brooklyn, Dec. ^27.

Christmas proved a boon to all

major downtown houses. Paramount
copping top honors on 'Angels With

Dirty Faces.' Metropolitan is next

with 'Out West with the Harcjys*

and Strange Faces.' Strand -satisfac-

tory with 'Shadows Over Shanghai*

and vaude.

Estimates for Tills Week
Albee (3,274; 25-35-50)—'Up River*

(20th) and 'Annabel' (RKO). Happy
$16,000 for this pair. Last, week
'Around Corner* (20th) and 'While

New York Sleeps* (20th) okay $15,-

000.
Fox (4,089; 25-50)—'Heart of North*

(WB) and 'Cipher Bureau* (GN).
Excellent $16,000. Last week 'Ex-
posed* (U) and 'FUght to Fame' (Col)

$14,000, good.
Met W.618; 25-50)— "West with

Hardys* (M-G) and 'Strange Faces'
(U). Fine $17,000. Last week, 'Spring
Madness* (M-G) and 'Flirting with
Fate* (M-G) mild $13,000.

Paramount (4,126; 25-35-50)—'An-
gels' (WB) and 'Down on Farm'
(20th). Swell $27,500. Last week
'Thanks for Memory' (Par) and
'Comet Over Broadway' (WB), nice
1116,000.

Sirand (2,870; 25-50)— Shadows
Over Shanghai' (GN) and vaude.
Good $14,500. Last week, 'Storm
Over Bengal' (Rep) and vaude, $12,-

000, okay.

DAW-TRENCIf

DETROIT

PUly Socko; 'Sweetheaits' $22,000,

Ikiwii' 21G, ^wiig'-Rilzes

Detroit, Dec. 27.

Belween-hoUday product shows
nothing unusual, with activity at box
offices equally mild. After being
brought back for one week, 'Snow
White' is sticking for its third stanza
at the United Artists.

Estlinates for Tiiis Week
Adams (Balaban) (1.700; 30-40)—

'Man Remember' (RKO) plus 'Break-
ing the Ice' (RKO). Special appeal
made on former pic, and hitting a
$4,000 pace, okay, on the extra holi-
day prices. Last week, 'Storm' (U)
and 'Little Adventuress' (Col) tepid
$3,000. .

Fox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)—
'Thanks for Everything*. (20th) plus
stage show. Good $18,000 in sight.
Last week, 'Girls School' (Col) with
Major Bowes 'Swing School' unit on
stage, $17,000, pretty good.
MlcIUffan (United Detroit) (4,000;

30-40-75)—'Dawn Patrol' (WB) and
'Say French' (Par), Paced lor nice
$16,500. Last week, 'Goes My Heart*
(UA) and 'Storm Over Bengal*
(Rep), fair $11,500.
Palms-State (United Detroit) (3,-

t)00; 30-40-50)—'Heart of North*
(WB) and 'Bulldog Drimunond*
(Par);

,
Set to garner $7,000, good.

Last week, 'Crooked Mile' (Par) and
'Come Oil, Rangers' (Rep), $5,800.
United ArUsts (United Detroit)

(2,000; 30-40-65)— 'Snow White'
(RKO) (3d week) (reissue). Brought
back here for one week only, fan
tdsy film sticks on for its third
stanza to okay $5,000, following
weeks of $10,000 and $5,700.

'SchooF-Hal Kemp $13,500, Cincy

Xmas Biz Generally Dull—'Sweethearts' H.O. Good
12G; 'Thanks,' Temple, 'Places' N.G.

Cincinnati, Dec. 27.
That man with the long, white

beard left more eggs than nuggets in
stockings of main-line exhibs. Bi^
by and large not showing the in-
crease expected over last week's pre-
holiday tumble.
Best pic puller is •Sweethearts,'

holding over at the Albee. It is

beaucoup strong after a socko first

week. Palace has slow going on
'Thanks for Everything.' Keith's
'Going Places,' Lyric's 'Smashing
Spy Ring' and Capitol's 'Just Aroimd
the Corner' are mlssouts. Grand is

doing fair with 'Christmas Carol* on
a five-day stretch.
Hal -Kemp's band is sweet music

for the vaudfilm Shubert, linked with
'Girls' School.' This huose had
tough sledding for the past fortnight.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-42)—

'Sweethearts' (M-G) (2d wk). Dandy
$12,()00 after whammo $15,000 on first

session
Capitol (RKO) (2,000: 35-42)—

'Around Corner' (20th). No dice at
$3,500. Last week 'Young Heart'
(UA) (2d run), six days, sorry $3,000.
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)—'Ad-

venture in Sahara* (Col), 'Gang Bul-
lets' (Mono), 'His Exciting Night'
(U), singly. Normal $2,100. Last
week 'Road Demon' (20th), 'Mr.
Wong' (Mono), 'Exposed' (U), sepa
rate, mild $1,800.
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 25-40)—

'Christmas Carol' (M-G). Opened
Sunday (25) for five-day run. Fair
$2,500. Last week 'West With
Hardys' (M-G) (3d run), nine days
$3,800, swell.

Keitli's (Libson) (1,500; 35-42)—
'Going Places' (WB). Poor $3,500
Last week 'Heart of North' (WB)
sad $3,200.
Lyrlo (RKO) (1,400;- 35-42)—'Spy

Ring' (Col). Tame $31800. Last week
'Submarine Patrol' (20th) (2d run)
six days, $2,800. feeble.
Palaoe (RKO) (2,600; 35-42)—

'Thanks for Everything* (20th). Slow
$8,500. Last week 'Dramatic School*
(M-G) close to an all-time low at
$4,500.

Shnbcrt (RKO) (2.150; 35-40-60)—
'Girls' School* (RKO) and Hal
Kemp's band. Big $13,500. Last
week 'Up River' (20th) and 'Jubilee
Follies* unit with Lew Parker ant
Oxford Trio, $8,000^ poor.

Key Gity Grosses

Estimated Total Grdu
TUs Week $1,663,000

{Based on 25 cities, 169 ihea'
tres, ehteSly first runs, including

N. Y.)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear $1,537,90«

{Based on 18 cities, 134 theatres)

Heart'-Lola Lane

$6,100 as Indpls.

Competeh Dps

Indianapolis, Dec. .27.

Reopening of Indiana and Circle,
after temporary shutdowns, is bring-
ing about a split-up in the business
among .the first runs with no one
house getting much of an edge on
any other. Grosses generally are
just fair.

Estimates for Tliis Week
Apollo (Katz-DoUe) (1,100; 25-30-

40)—'Slave Ship* (20th). Revived in
effort to capitalize on Mickey
Rooney's presence in cast, but take
is only $2,000, poor. Last' week, 'Say
French* (Par) aind 'Crooked Mile'
(Par), $2,800 n s.h.

Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,600; 25^30-
40)—'Dawn Patrol' (WB) and 'Next
Time Marry' (RKO): House has
been closed three weeks for instal-

lation of new seats. Starting off

again nicely with $6,100.

Indiana (Katz-DoUe) (3,100; 25-
30-40)—'Kentucky' (20th) and 'Down
on Farm' (20th). Getting along mod-
erately well at $5,600. Last week
house was closed to repair damage
done to ceiling by recent fire.

Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)—
'Dh Kildare' (M-G) and 'Christmas
Carol' XM-G). Nothing extra at $5,-

000. Last week, 'Drums' (UA) and
'Spy Ring' (Col), also mild at $4,400.

Lyric (Olson) (1,900; 25-30-40)—
'Heart of North* (WB) and vaude.
Lola Lane headlining the stage bill

given credit for fairish $8,500. Last
week, 'Up River' (20th) and Bob
Crosby band on .-Stage did $11,600,
very good due to the orchestra's pull
despite pre-Xmas Obstacles.

'SWEETHEARTS' FINE

$4,700 IN LINCOLN

Lincoln, Dec. 27.

'Sweethearts,' starting before Xmas
when play was ismall, is holding on
for a total of 10 days at the Stuart,
to out-fancy the town in money
taken. "Varsity completed a 23-day
run on "You Can't Take It With You,*
a record event for this time of the
year here. Total gross approached
$10,500, plenty fine.

House closings are concentrating
the biz. Liberty, now under Nebras-
ka Theatres, Inc., banner, will rim a
couple of weeks before shuttering for
interior trimming.

Estimates for This Week
Colonial (NTI-Noble-Monroe) (750;

10-15)—'Life Returns' (Indie) and
'Early Arizona' (Col) split with 'Big-
gins Family' (Rep) and 'Under West-
ern Stars' (Rep). Fair $900. Last
week 'Where Buffalo Roam' (Mono)
and 'Adventure in Sahara' (Col) split
with 'Gang Bullets' (Mono) and 'Law
of the Texas' (Col) $900.

Lincoln (LTC-Cooper) (1,600; 10-
25-35)—'Christmas Carol' (M-G) and
'Thanks for Everything' (20th). So-so
$2,800. Last week 'Up River* (20th)
and 'Sisters* (WB), $2,300.

Stuart (LTC-Cooper) (1,900; 10-25-
40)—'Sweethearts* (M-G). Good $4,-
700 on 10 days. Last week, 'Citadel'
(M-G)., $2,500.

Varsity (NTI-Noble) (1,100; 10-25-
35) — 'Heart of the North* (WB).
Looks to $2,600, good. Last week,
windup of 23-day stand for 'Can't
Take It* (Col), $1,750, making stay
worth $10,500, good enough in the
best season, excellent for pre-Xmas
running.

'Sweethearts' $6,000,

'Hardys' 4G, Okla. City
Oklahoma City, Dec. 27.

'Out West with Hardys* opened to
new 25-35-40 price scale at Tower,
which formerly sported a 35c. top.
'Sweethearts* is hitting a big-time
$6,000 at the Criterion. 'Kentucky*
is in thQ blue grass with $4,800 at

Philadelphia, Dec. 27.

With a generous supply of power-
ful product and the Monday holiday
as motive power, Philly snapped
niftily out of the pre-Xmas week
morass this sesh. Aggregate gross for
the town wiU imdoubtedly hit top for
the year. Saturday, naturally, was
badly off and. Sunday was slow, but
Monday zoomied high, with the Earle
alone registering almost a $7,500 day.
Hottest thing on the straight pic

slate is 'Sweethearts,' at the Boyd,
whipping to a nifty $22,000. Good
for at least one more lap, prdbably
two if it holds up. Other sockeroo
grosser here is 'Dawn Patrol,' sjt the
Stanley, which, to the surprise of cir-

cuit 'execs, was running ahead ot
'Sweethearts* over the weekend, but
slowed up on Monday. Lack of
femme interest was originally feared,
but it's plenty okay at $21,000, and
sure of a h.o, for New Year's trade.
Tops on coin is being rung up by

the Earle with the Ritz Brothers
p.a.ing and 'Swing, Sister, Swing,' on
the screen. Expected to hit better
than $29,000 for six days, more than
$31,000 for seven, which includes
Sunday at the Stanley, Camden. Fox,
with 'Thanks for Everything' and,
'Ferdinand' good, but not ultra-hot
at $16,500. 'Ferdinand' is in its sec-
ond week, first time a short has ever
been held over without the feature.

'Dracula' and 'Frankenstein,*
dualled at the tiny 350-seater Studio
theatre, still hitting a phenomenal
pace and is set to enter its sixth
stanza on Thursday. Originally in as
an experiment, it was skedded to
close last week, but took another
zoom that made the additional h.o.
profitable.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 42-57-68-75)—

'Trade Winds' (UA) (2d wk). Town's
onl^r. h.o. 'not cracking any records
this shesh, but will get two extra
days so that 'Duke of West Point* gets
a New Year*s eve opening on Satur-
day. Showing $11,500 for the nine
days, all right, after $13,400 in the
opening stanza.

Boyd (WB) (2,350; 37-57-68-75)—
'Sweethearts* (M-G). Sailing along
mightily at $22,000, giving it a cer-
tain second session and possibly a
third. Last week, 'Comet Over
Broadway* (WB) $8,100.

Earle (WB) (2,758; 25-37-42-57-68)
—'Swing. Sister,' (U) and Rit«
Brothers* p,a. Powerfully big figiuo
being run up here, with $29,000 indi-
cated. Last week, 'Hard to Get* (WB)
and Benny Davis revue tallied thtt
lowest figure for well over a year,
$15^00, but not extremely low-
ana house came out well in the long
run.

Fox (WB) (2,423; S7-57-(B8-75)—
•Thanks for Everything' (20th) and
'Ferdinand' (RKO). Good, but noth-
ing special at ,$16,500. 'Ferdinand*
has the imusual distinction of being
held over, first time for a sh'ort. Last
week, with 'Christmas Carol* (M-G)
as the feature, $12,900. good, consid*
ering. 'Kentucky' in on Friday (30).
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 37-42-57-68)

—'Christmas Carol* (M-G) (2d run).
Strong $5,400. Last week, 'Cowboy
and Lady* (M-G) (2d run) good at
$3,500, especially In view of three-
week run at the Aldine/

Keith's (WB) (1,870; 37-42-57-68)-.
West with Hardys' (M-G) (2d run).
Fair at $5,000, following double stan-
za at the Stanley. Last week, 'An-
gels* (WB) (2d run) very strong $4,-
700 after three-week stand at the Fox
previously.

Stanley (WB) (2,916; 37-57-68^)—
T)awn Patrol* (WB). Flying plenty
high with $21,000 and certain of a
second week. Last weelc 'Heart of
North' (WB) $7,000, bad.

Stanton (WB) (1,457; 26-42-57)—
•Spy Ring' (Col). Despite all the re-
cent publicity and very nice handling

'^^^t comparatively weak at
H700. Last week, 'LitUe Tough Guy'
(U), $4,400.

Midwest. 'Down In Arkansaw' nifty
$4,000 at the State.

EsUiUBtes for This Week
Criterion (Stan) (1,500: 25-35-40)

—•Sweethearts' (M-G). Bigtime at
$6,000. Last week 'Service de Luxe*
(U) jerked after four days for 'Spring
Madness' (M-G). Fizzles at $3,750.

Liberty (Stan) (1,200; 20-25)—
'Garden of Moon' (WB) and 'Law-
less Valley' (RKO). Seven-day
stanza to. touch nice $2,600. Last
week Thanks for Memory* (Par)
and 'Mysterious Rider' (Par), split
with 'Last Express* (U) and 'Swing
Cheer' (U), $2,300.
Midwest (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)—

'Kentucky' (20th). Nice $4,800. Last
week 'Hard to Get' (WB) gasped at
$3,700

State (Noble) (1,100; 20-35-40)—
'Down in Arkansaw' (Rep) and 'Ad-
ventures of Chico' (Indie). Headed
for nice $3,800. Last week 'Drums'
(UA) corralled nifty $4,000.
Tower (Stan) (1,000; 20-35-40)—

'West with Hardys' (M-G). Tops at
$4,000. Last week 'Christmas Carol'
(M-G) staggered at $2,000.
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B&K Reopen S-L with 'Confessions,'

Vaude $1S,I)00; 'Artists -Vaude 27G,

'NurseM $18M Vinds' $12j

Chicago, Dec. 27.

Loop returns to full strength curr

rently with the State-Lake marquee
and stage lighted once more, this

time under the direction of Balaban
& Katz. House is on a vaudfllm
policy at 40c top and is In direct

competition with the Oriental at the

•same price.
^, j. .

Operation of these two houses

has been reversed. B.&K. formerly
operated Oriental and Jones, Linick

& Schaefer the State-Lake. JXi.&S.

now have Oriental and B.&K. is try-

ing its hand on the State-Lake for the

nrst time in the history of the house.

Circuit spent around $75,000 on the

theatre, with remodeling and redec-

oration from front to back. Opened
Saturday (24) for a six-day week
getaway. Strbng eight-act bill for

the inaugural with Helen Morgan
and Dick Poran headlining.

Oriental is bucking it with a
strong stage bill also, relying on a

new Major Bowes unit and is gar-

nering coin with the amateur swmg-
sters. Palace is up against it again

this week. , , , ,

"Artists and Models' at the Chi-

cago is getting poor word-of-mouth,
but seems suitaole for the holiday
season and figures for a profit for

the house. For Christmas "week
B.&K. revived 'Snow White' and
shoved it into the Apollo where the

kids mean money.
For the straight picture houses the

topper is the Roosevelt where 'Trade
Winds' is giving every indication of

developing into a boxoflice beauty.

Estimates for, This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)

—'Snow White' (RKO). Brought
back on Saturday (24) and is going
to get money at $7,000, nifty. Last
week, 'Angels' (WB) (2d wk) held
to okay $3,600 considering the pre-
holiday and length of stay.

Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
•Artists and Models' (Par) and stage
show. Picture is getting the raps,

but anything goes for the week and
therefore is headed for $27,000, good
stiifE. Last week, 'Young Heart'
(UA) with a forced holdover dipped
into the carmine for second week at

$17,200.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-76)

— Say French' (Par) and 'Gangster's
Boy' (Mono). Not too hot and even
with holiday session doesn't appear
to rate better than $5,500, fair. Last
week, 'Kildare' (M-G) managed
$3,000,

Oriental (Jones) (1,200; 25-35-40)—^"Secrets of Nurse* (U) and Major
Bowes' 'Swing' unit on stage. Al-
most entirely the stage half this

week for the coin-maker and is a
cinch for $18,000, fine. Last week,
•Five of Kind' (20th) took it with
the rest of the town at $11,700.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-75)— 'Spring Madness' (M-G) and

vaude. Not much going on here.
Around $16,000 in the offing, still

under normal for this house. Last
week, 'Annabel' (RKO) was in the
cellar with pitiful $10,100.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-

75)—'T-ade Winds' (UA). Headed
to $12,000 on account of pre-holiday
slice of the session, but should build
to strong second stanza. Last week,
'Stablemates' (M-G) wound up three
weeks to farish $7,800.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 25-35-
40)—'Campus Confessions' (Par) and
vaude. Got away on Saturday (24)
under new auspices and looks for
strong $15,000 for initial session.
United Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700;

35-55-65-75)—'Shining Hour' (M-G)
(2d wk). To $10,000 currently, after
taking okay $12,600 last week,

t .

Dawn' and 'Artists/

Each $13,000, Racing

For Cleye. Leader^p

Clevelind, Dec. 27.
Heaviest grosses is 'Artists and

Models' at State, racing against
•Hipp's 'Dawn Patrol' for $13,000.

'Drums' and vaude sauntering
through RKO Palace for slow $11,-
000, but it's more cheerful than last
stanza's ker-plunk grosses.

Estimates for This Week
Alhambra (Printz) (1,200; 10-20-

?o/~'^^Sst«r's Boy' (Mono) and
Strange Faces' (U). Headed for good
$1,500 for four days. Last week.
Storm Over Bengal' (Rep) and 'Se-
crets of Nurse' (U) $800 in same stay.

<m^"^" (RK:o) (3,000; 30-35-42-55)—
Tough Guys' (U). Too much 'Dead
fi^d stuff, following 'Angels.' Fair
?3,000. Last week, 'Angels' (WB) on
fourth h.o., $2,500.
Hipp (Warner) (3,700; 30-35-42-55)— Dawn Patrol' (WB). Up this spot's

st/eet at $13,000. Last week 'Heart
of North' (WB) an iceberg, $7,000.
Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-35-42-55)— Drums' (UA) and Ann Midler shar-

ing vaude with Eddie Garr. Nice
family combo, but can't get going,
$11,000, just okay. Last week, 'Spring
Madness* (M-G) and Coimt Berni—
Vici curled up around the edges,
$9,000.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-55)—'Artists and Models* (Par). Lots
of razzle-dazzle ballyhoo for a good
send-off and $13,000, Last week
'Goes My Heart' (UA), $11,000.

Stillman (Loew'S ) (1,972; 30-35-42-
55)—'Dr. Kildare' (M-G). At $5,000,
fine. Last week 'Christmas Carol'
(M-G) $3,500, mild.

'Hardy H.0. 7G,

Best in Seattle;

'Heart' OK $5,300

Seattle, Dec. 27.

Main dough past week went to the
state-owned liquor stores and the gift
stores, but theatres have been mak-
ing a strong enough bid for the dol-
lar. Christmas day biz slow, but
Monday okay.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850; 32-37-42)—'Flirting with Fate'
(M-G) and 'Up River' (20th). Cheery
$3,000 indicated. Last week, 'Angels'
(WB) and 'Meet Girls' (20th). Okay
$2,200.

Coliseum (Hamrick-Evergreen) (1,-

900; 21-32>—'Hot to Handle' (M-G)
and 'Mr. Moto' (20th). Rolled up a
big $3,800 -in eight days. Last week,
'Straight. Place' (20th) and 'Five of
Kind' (20th) slow $1,800, six days.

Colonial (Sterling) (800; 10-21)—
'Public Cowboy No. 1' (Rep) and
'Speed to Burn' (20th), dual, split
with 'Born to West' (Par )and 'Tracy,
Missing Witness' (Rep), dual, good
enough 42,000. Last week, 'Highway
Patrol' (Col) and 'County Chairman'
(20th), dual, split with 'One WUd
Night' (20th), 'Dick Tracy Returns'
(Rep), dual, $1,700.

Fifth Avenue (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(2,349; 32-37-42)—'West With Hardys'
(M-G) and 'Christmas Carol' (M-G)
(2d wk). Holding up to good $7,000.
Goodwill ticket selling helping this
house plenty. Last week, same films,

$7,200, great.

Liberty (J-vH) (1,800; 21-32-42)—
•Goes My Heart' (UA) and 'Crime
Takes Holiday' (Col). Okay with
$5,300. Last week, 'Girls School'
«:ol) and 'Flight to Fame' (Col) slow
$3,100.

Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(850; .32-37-42)—'Cowboy and Lady'
(UA) and 'Torchy Man' (WB).
Moved from Paramount for a third
week here, and riding steadily to
okay $2,600. Last week, 'Hard to Get'
(WB) and 'Dr. Kildare' (M-G), six
days, $1,900, mild, on move-over from
Fifth Ave.
Orpheum (Hamrick-Evergreen) (2,-

600; 32-37-42)—'Heart of North' (WB)
and 'Pecks Bad Boy' (RKO). On
eight days, doing $5,500, good. Last
week, 'Youth Fling' (U) and 'Storm'
(U) $3,700, poor.

Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 16-27-
37-42—'Sons of Legion' (Par) and
'Toy Town Jamboree' on stage five
days, plus 'Annabel' (RKO) with
augmented vaude plus 'Jamboree'
two days, good $4,500. Last week.
Juvenile Court' (Col) and 'Accidents
Will Happen' (WB) plus vaude, fair
$3,200.

Paramonnt (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(3,139; 32-37-42)—'Artists and Mod-
els' and 'Down on Farm' (20th), good
$5,000, Last week, 'Cowboy and
Lady' (UA) and 'Torchy Man' (WB)
(2d wk), fair $4,300.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-32)—

'Room Service' (RKO) and 'Campus
Confessions' (Par). Okay $2,000.
Last week, 'Gangster Boy' (Mono)
and 'Higgins Family' (Rep), slow
$1,000, four days.

Xowboy'-Vaude 12G,

Santa NiJL in Balto

Baltimore, Dec. 27.

Rather disappointing holiday week-
end. 'Cowboy and Lady,' at Loew's
Century, setting the town's pace
with 'Christmas Carol,' coupled to
Benny Davis stage show at Hipp
edging into second place. Rest rather
tepid.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15-

25-35-40-55) — 'Cowboy and Lady'
(UA) and stage show headed by Ken
Whitmer in h.o. as~m.c. Leading

First Runs on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

(Week of Dec. 29)

Astor-'Pygmalion' (M-G) (4th

Wk).
Capitol— 'Sweethearts' (M-G)

(2d wk).
Criterion— 'Ride a Crooked

Mile' (Par).
(Reviewed in Variety, Dec, 7)

Globe—'The Lady Vanishes'
(20th) (2d wk).
Music Hall—'Topper Takes a

Trip' (UA).
Paramount— 'Artists and

Models Abroad' (Par) (2d wk.).
Boxy—'Kentucky' (20th) (2d

Wk).
Strand—'Dawn Patrol' (WB)

(2d wk,).

Week of Jan. 5

Astor—'Pygmalion' (M-G) (5th

Wk).
Capitol— 'Marie Antoinette*

(M-G).
Paramount— 'Artists and

Models Abroad' (Par) (3d wk.).

Strand—'Going Places' (WB)
(6).

town with $12,000. Last week,
•Drums' (UA) mild $7,300.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,205;
15-25-35-40-55-66)—•Christmas Carol'
(M-G) and Benny Davis stage imit.

Hitting steady but unexciting pace to

$11,000. Last week, 'Blondie' (Col)
got a world of .support from local
talent •Baltimore Follies' to whack
out a wholesome $12,800.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 15-

25-35-40-55) — 'Artists and Models'
(Par). Not too forte at $4,500. Last
week, 'Storm' (U) drooped with
$3,300.

New (Mechanic) (1,558; 15-25-35-
55)—'Kentucky' (20th). Opens to-

day (Tuesday) after mild "treatment
for 'Thanks for Everything' (20th) at

$3,600.

Stanley (WB) (3,250; 15-25-35-40-
55)—•Going Places' (WB). Not go-
ing very far with $5,500. Last week,
second of 'Sisters' (WB) fair $4,600
after nice opener to $11,200.

'Hardys-lQIdare

1 2 Spots,

Pace Hub Peppily

Boston, Dec .27.

'Out West with the Hardys,' at the
two Loew houses, and 'There Goes
My Heart,* at the . Keith Memorial,
are taking top coin this week. 'Art-
ists and Models,' at the Metropolitan,
is disappointing.

Keith Boston reopened vaude, with
dual pix Sunday (25), and the Ken-
more, a brand new Back Bay house,
made its debut same day.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 20-30-40)—

'Crime Holiday* (Col) and fLittle Ad-
venturess' (Col) plus vaude, topped
by Lillian (barmen. Opened Sunday
(25) for five days, marking return of
vaude to this house after absence of
seven months. Aiming toward good
$10,000. Last week 'Tough Guys' (U)
and 'Hold Co-Ed* (20th) (2d run),
n.s.h. $2,800.

Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 25-35-40-55)
—'Sub Patrol' (20th) and •Thanks for
Memory' (Par). Fair $7,000. Last
week 'Angels' (WB) and 'Down on
Farm' (20th) (2d run), $6,000.

Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,907; 25-
35-40-55)—'Goes My Heart* (UA) and
•Always Trouble' (20th). Headed to-
ward nifty $22,500, nine days. Last
week 'Secrets of Nurse' (U) and
'Swing, Sister' (U), pale $9,300.

Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 25-35-
40-55)—'Artists and Models' (Par)
and 'Tom Sawyer' (Par). On the
weak side at $13,000. Last week 'Say
French' (Par) and •Crooked Mile*
(Par), $10,000.

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40-
55)—•West with Hardys' (M-G) and
'Dr. Kildare' (M-G). Smash $22,000
in sight. Last week, 'Great Waltz'
(M-G) and 'Christmas Carol' (M-G)
okay $15,500, nine days.

Paramount (M&P) (1,797; 25-35-40-
55)—'Sub Patrol' (20th) and 'Thanks
for Memory' (Par) (2d run). Satis-
factory $9,000 pace. Last week, 'An-
gels' (WB) and 'Down on Farm'
(20th), $7,800.

Scollay (M&P) (2,538; 25-35-40-50)
— Angels' (WB) and 'Down on Farm'
(20th) (3d run). Pale $5,500. Last
week, •Heart of North' (WB) and
•Aroimd Corner'' (20th) (2d run),
$4,800.

State (Loew) (3,600; 25-35-40-55)—
•West with Hardy's (M-G) and •Dr.

Kildare' (M-G). Socko $17,000 indi-

cated. Last week 'Great Waltz* (M-
G) and 'Christmas Carol' (M-G) ade-
quate $11,000.

B way Strong; 'Xmas Carof Smash

'Dawn PatroF-Abe Lyman

, Langhton 4§G, ly 55G

The goose hangs high on Broad-
way as this year's Christmas lousiness
comes through in big bundles for the
street. Most amazing development
is the terrific play received yesterday
(Tues.), with grosses on day headed
for very sftiart total. Based on the
amount of. business coming to the
theatres yesterday (Tues.) on top of
the three-holiday weekend, managers
are led to the conclusion that today
(Wed.) and rest of the week will also
go away over earlier expectations.
Many of the Broadway houses were
forced to stop selling tickets before
11 a.m. yesterday. "The Music Hall
was filled as early as 10:15 a. m., the
Strand at 10 a, m.
The street was generally slow both

Thursday and Friday (22-23) as
Christmas shopping reached its

height. While Saturday (24) was
thinner than expected and Christmas
day itself (Sunday) was not quite as
big as looked for, though good, on
Monday (26) the play was unusually
heavy, in spite of rain at night. On
the week the total of the 12 leading
downtown houses will run about
$66,000 over Xmas week last year for
the same 12 operations.

Infiux. of out-of-towners, coupled
with the fact children are out of
school until Tuesday (3) is account-
ing for much of the business. Man-
agers are looking to much bigger
matinees during the coming week
than they got last year.
New pictures wece brought in for

Christmas everywhere excepting at
the Astor, where the redoubtable
Tygmalion' is in its third week now.
Regardless of pre-Christmas shop-
ping, this picture got $14,600 last

week and currently over the holiday
should be about $15,000.
'A Christmas Carol,' at the Music

Hall, coupled with a two-part stage
production that had been he'ld over
from the prior week, is going great
guns and with a big day yesterday
(Tues,), should end at around $110,-
000, immense. Because the stage
show, which was held over, and the
feature are both distinctly Christmas-
like in flavor, house is bringing in
sonvething fresh for New Year's by
opening 'Topper Takes a Trip' and
new presentation outlay tomorrow
(Thurs.).
ThQ Paramount tees off on a second

week today (Wed.) with 'Artists and
Model?,' plus Glen Gray's Casa Loma
band, afosr scoring a fine $50,000 on
the first seven days over the holiday.
Other stage show houses that are
clicking strongly are the Strand and
Roxy. Former may top a big $52,000
with 'Dawn Patrol' and the Abe Ly-
man band, while the Roxy. with
•Kentucky' is pulling for $55,000.
•Kentucky' opened thinly Friday (23)
and suffered with other houses Sat-
urday (24), but is now hitting a tre-
mendous stride. Strand had a better
opening Friday (23) and Monday
(26) played to one of the biggest
holidays in its history, with yester-
day (Tues.) also powerful. This is
the first theatre engagement in New
York for Lyman in some time, and
he's drawing stoutly. A $52,000 week
will be the highest here since stage
shows were installed late last sum-
mer.
Of the straight film houses, the

Rivoli is away out front with •Beach-
comber,' which reopened the theatre
Christmas eve. Staging what looks
like a real comeback, the Riv should
hit $40,000, smash, on the first week
with the Charles Laughton British-
made. At the nearby Capitol, a
much larger house, 'Sweethearts'
started out thinly Thursday (22) and
is not likely to top about $32,000,
though quite satisfactory.

•The Lady Vanishes,' which drew
fine notices, is taking the small-seater
Globe to a rollicking $10,000, and it

will be held ' over. This picture,
'Beachcomber' and 'Pygmalion' are
iall British-mades, giving

^
the tight

little isle real b.o. prominence on
Broadway this week. Finishing a
week at the Rialto yesterday (Tues.)
at $7,500, 'Heart of the North' is be-
ing retained another day or two,
with 'Dark House' (U) and 'Black
Cat' (U). reissues, to follow. Only
luckless house on the street over the
holiday is the Criterion, where
'Blondie* is simply unable to com-
pete with the rest of the shows.
House will be lucky to hit $5,500.
The stage-show State, with 'Out

West With Hardys' and Dinty Doyle
(columnist), Jane Pickens and others
in person, will be around $26,000 or
better, good. 'Hardys' is in here im-
mediately on top of two weeks' at the
Capitol, having moved overnight.
This kept the two opening days down
considerably.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 25-40-55-65)—'Pyg-

malion' (M-G) (3d week). Plow-
ing along powerfully, the Christmas
holiday push should make the gross
about $15,000 this week (3d), which
is capacity. Last week (2d), $14,600,
remarkable ahead of Christmas.

Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$l,25)—
•Sweethearts' (M-G). Got off to a
rather weak start but is picking up
for possible $32,000 week, good

profit, and holds. The second week
of •Out West with Hardys' (M-G)
was under $15,000, disappointing.

Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'Blon-
die' (Col). Present competition too
miich for this one and lucky if push-
ing to $5,500, weak. In ahead, 'Flirts
Jmig with Fate' (M-G), topped $5,000,

<31obc (1,274;. 25-40-55)—Xady Vanw
ishes' (20th). English-made received
excellent reviews and is heading for
a fine $10,000. Holds over. Last
week, 'Adventure in Sahara' (U),
$6,500, pretty good for the week be-
fore Christmas.-
Palaoe (1,700; 25-35-55)—'Brother

Rat' (WB) (2d run) and 'While New
York Sleeps' (20th) (1st run>-
Brought in a day earlier than usual,
this bill finished its seven-day stint
last night (.Tues.) at $7,500, fair, ani$~
is replaced today (Wed.) by 'Angels
with Dirty Faces' (WB) (2d run) and
•Annabel Takes a Tour' (RKO) (1st
run). In ahead, 'Hard to Get'.(WB)
(2d run) and 'Comet Over Broad-
way* (WB) (1st run), got $6,000 oft

six days.
Paramount (3,664; 25-35''5S-85'-99>—'Artists and Models* (Par) and

Glen Gray orchestra (2d week).
Starts on holdover today (Wed.)
after getting $50,000 on week ending
last night (Tues.), very good. In.'

ahead, •Thanks for Memory' (Par)
and the Blue Barron-Shirley Roi*
combination, on second week of ih&
show, got $24,000, some profit.

Radio City Music Hall (5,980; 40-
60-84-99-$1.65) — •Christmas CarqlT
(M-G) (1st week) and stage show
(2d week). Combination of Yuletide
stage production and 'Carbl' account-
ing for terrific holiday week ot-
$110,000 but won't be held. House
brings in 'Topper Takes a Trip* (UA)
tomorrow (Thurs.). The week before
Christmas 'Duke of West Point' (UA>
drew $68,000, getting by.
Rialto (750; 25-40-55)—'Heart of

North' (WB). Finishing first seven
days yesterday (Tues.) at $7,500,
good, is being retained another day
or two. Arthur .Mayer sometimes
changes on 10 minutes' notice here,.

'Cipher Bureau* (GN) floundered,
only $5,000. '

.

Rivoli (2,092; 25-55-75-85-90)—
•Beachcomber* (Par). Laughton star-
rer, made in England, and knocked
off for distribution in this country
by Par, a smart move; reopened
this house Saturday night (24).' and
there's plenty of action at the b.

with gross first week looking $40,000,

;

big. Holds over. Theatfe was closed
down two weeks ahead of Christmas,.
Previously it had been Up against
it due to poor product. Laughton
picture proves ability of house to dQ
real business if it gets wprthy prod-
uct.
Roxy (5,836; 25-40-55-75)—'Ken-

tucky' (20th) and stage show. CSot
away disappointingly but has picked
up pace and is proceeding strongly
down the stretch for a likely $55,flOO,

holding over. Last week, second of
•Thanks for Eveiything' (20th), $25,-
000, under hopes.
Strand (2,767; 25-55-75)—•Dawn

Patrol' (WB) and Abe Lyman band.
Draught of Lyman's band, plus that
of the feature, although it has no
women in the cast and regardless of
the fact it is a remake (mentioned
by critics), is combining for a ter-
rific sock week here of $52,000 or
better. This will be the highest
gross under the policy since insti-

tuted late last summer and beats
the prior high, near to this flgur^
established by Ted Lewis and
'Angels' (WB). Fourth week of laU
ter was near to $20,000, very good
before Xmas.

State (3,450; 35-55-75)—'Hardy^
(M-G) (2d run) and vaude includ-
ing Dinty Doyle and Jane Pickens,
Picture closed two weeks at the Cap
Wednesday night (21) and opened
here next day, getting away lightly,

but with pickup over holiday, busi-
ness should mount to $26,000 or over-

,

very good. Last week, 'Gieat Waltz*
(M-G) (2d run) and nameless vaude
bill, only $15,000. which hurts.

DuPont on Coster Pic

Hollywood, Dec. 27.

E. A. Du Pont gets the directorial

job on 'The Drug King,' Warners pic-

ture built around the Coster switidlci

William McGann, originally assigned
to the job, is busy directing 'Sweep-
stakes Winner.*

Latest additions to the cast are
Donald Crisp and James Stephenson,
supporting Claude Rains.
Columbia is also ' rushing out a

Coster pic.

Christie on GN Lot
Hollywood, Dac. 27.

Al Christie has taken offices at
Grand National to prepare a series
of shorts.

He will also direct features on the
lot /
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'Dawn'-'River Roling Up

Frisco; 'Artists' Dual OK

San Francisco, Dec. 27.

Bile generally pretty good on Mar-
ket Street after several weeks of

Blow going. Although none of the
theatres will have terrific grosses,

the Fox is having a - profitable time
of it with 'Dawn Pattol' and Up the
Kiven' Paramount also has a win-
ner in 'Artists and Models.'
Golden Gate got off to a flying

start when Manager Georg6 Bole
brought up four Hollywood film

names for the opening of 'Little

Tough Guys in Society.' Other win-
ners on the street are 'Young in

.Heart' at the United Artists and the

snappy 'Thanks for Everything* at

the Warfleld.

Estimates for Tbis Week
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-55-75)—

*Dawn Patrol' (WB) and 'Up River*

(20th). No "kicks coming on this

grand pair. Looks set for hefty $22,-

000. Last week, 'West with Hardys'
(MiG) and *Dr. Kildare* (M-G) (2d

week), $11,500, swell.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 35-55)

—•Little Tough Guys' (RKO) and
vaude. This house has been suffering

fllong with the rest of them during
the past month or so. Manager
George Bole managed to awidcen
some interest in this bill by import-

ing Andy Devine, Mischa Auer, Mary
Boland and Jackie Searl for p. a. on.

opening day. O'Neill Kiddies revue
on stage also getting some biz. Will

garner good $18,000. Last week,
^ymabel' and vaude, $13,000.

Orphenm (F&M) (2,440; 35-55)—
•Can*t Take It' (Col) (6th week).
One of the tew pictures which was
able to lick thc pre-holiday depresh.

Sixth week of this wonder plenty

sweet at $7,000. Last week, $8,000.

Poramoant (F-WC) (2,740; 35-55-

75)— Artists and Models' (Par) and
•Sons of the Legion' (M-G). Things
look more encouraging again at $16,-

000. Last week (nine days) 'Dra-

matic SchooL' (M-G) and 'Christmas

Carol' (M-G), only fair $12,000.

St. Francis (F-WC) (1,470; 35-55-

75)_-«West with the Hardys* (M-G)
and 'Dr. Kildare* (M-G) (3d week).
New Hardy picture doing remark-
ably well here after two good weeks
at the big Fox. Riding along at a
good $6,000. Last week, 'Angels'

<WB), and 'Listen, DarUng* (M-G)
. . (3d week) concluded a good run to

tune of $5,500.
United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35-

55-65)—'Young in Heart* (UA). In-

: aications are for strong $12,000. Last
week, 'Cowboy and Lady' (UA) (5th

•week), folded to fairish $4,000.

Warfield (F-WC) (2,680; 35-55-75)

—'Thanks for Everything* (20th) and
•Nancy Drew- (WB). Turnstiles at

Warfield during past several weeks
almost came to a standstill, but
things looking up now for . $13,000.

Last week, 'Heart of North' (WB)
and .'Flirting with Fate' (M-G),
$10,000.

Krupa and Ben Blue

Up Uarf and % V
To 10 and mC, KX.

Kansas City, Dec. 27.

' First run situation is livened with
a brace of stage shows and increased
activity over the weekend holiday.
Ben Blue is making a p.a. at the
Newman, which is ordinarily straight
film, but which has recently gone in
for flesh attractions.' Gene Krupa
continues the run of name bands at
the Tower.
Week's leadership Is a contest bC'

tween these two houses, and the Mid-
land, where . 'Cowboy and the Lady?
Is dualled with 'Christmas Carol.'
Tower has a 40c top as a come-on,
while the Newman has a 55c scale in
•force.

Weather man dished up rain and
sleet as a weekend drawback, first in
several weeks.

Estimates for This Week
Esqnlre and Uptown (Fox Mid-

west) 820, 1,200; 10-25-40)—'Thanks
for Everything* (20th), Held over
for flve-day spell. Short week is
sighting for $3,000, combined, with
.help of holiday trade, which will
match last weelc's combo of $3,000 for
seven days.
Midland (Loew's) (3,573; 10-25-40)—'Cowboy and Lady' (UA) and

*Christmas Carol' (M-G). Better film
fare than past few weeks and show
ing results. Good at $14,000. Last
week 'Dramatic School' (M-G) and
'Spy Ring* (Col) took it on the chin
iat $6,300.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10-25-

35-55)—'Hard to Get* (WB), with Ben
Blue heading stage variety bill. Up
in admission prices and headed for
$10,000, very good. Last week
'Crooked Mile* (Par) held eight days,
but weak at $4,200.
Orphenm (RKO) (1,500; 10-25-40)—'Heart of North' (WB). Broke in

Saturday (24), day later than usual
opening. Seven days will get $5,000
-with the aid of holiday biz. Last
Week was stretched to eight days and

split between 'Broadway Musketeers*

(WB) and 'Peck's Bad Boy* (RKO)
dualled first half, and 'Girls on Pro-
bation* (WB) and 'Mr. Doodle*

(RKO) second four days. Slow at

$4,600.
Tower (Fox ilidwest) (2,050; 10-

25-40)-'While New York Sleeps*

(20th) and Gene Krupa band doing
four-a-day on the stage. Skin beater

clicking with the jitterbugs, and house
would be in for an exceptional week
but for inroad of shopping on first

two days. But at $12,500 in the top
bracket. Last week 'Down on Farm'
(20th) with Herble Kay*s band, $8,-

500, nifty considering the season.

W; IN CLOVER,

$9,000, imE
Louisville, Dec. 27.

'Kentucky* at the Rialto, pic with

locale in this commonwealth, is cur-

rently making the big noise at the

b. o., and is in for nine-day stanza.

Takings plenty sweet.
Biz is concentrated at the Rialto,

Loew's State, and the Mary Ander-
son, and other downtown houses are
finding the pickings plenty sparse.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Loew's-Fourth AvenueX

(1,000; 15-30-40)—'Thanks for Every-
thing' (20th) and 'Secrets of Nurse'
(U). Moveover of this pair not
creating any congestion, and indica-
tions are for subnormal $1,200. Last
week 'Young Heart' (UA) and 'Flirt-

ing Fate' (M-G), limpy $1,500.

Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—
'Arkansas Traveler* (Par) and
'Straight, Place* (20th). Pulling fair

to average biz on low admission, and
pacing for mild $1,500. Last week
'Sisters' (WB) and 'Garden Moon'
(WB), split with 'Dracula* (U) and
'Frankenstein' (U), rounded up fair

$1,600.

Loew*9 State (Loew'sX (3,100; 15-
30-40)—'Cowboy and Lady' (UA)
and 'Christmas' Carol' (M-G). Gary
Cooper a money draw at this house,
and helped by nice matinee biz on
'Carol.' Holiday biz all that could.
be expected, and final tally hitting
$7,500, okay. Last week 'Drums'
(UA) and 'Spy Ring' (Col), fair
$5,200;

Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;
15-30-40)—'Hard' to Get* (WB). Aim-
ing for $3,800, pretty fair. Last week
'Heart of North* (WB) $2,900, mod-
erate.

Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)—'Peniten-
tiary* (Col) and 'Tom Sawyer' (UA),
dual, split with 'Dangerotis to Know*
(Par) and 'Midsummer Night*s
Dream' (WB). Getting sli^t atten-
tion at $900, light. Last week 'Lim-
berlost* (Mono) and 'Awful Truth'
(Col), split with 'Beloved Brat' (Col)
and 'Death Kiss' (Indie), so-so $1,200.

Blalto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
15-30-40)—'Kentucky' (20th) and
'Down on Farm' (20th). Color pic,
which has locale in this state, came

in two days early Wednesday (21),

and set for nine-day stanza. Plenty
of newspaper space, with Kentucky
Colonels invited as guests, etc., all

helping to build towzird a resonant
$9,000. Last week 'Thanks for Every-
thing* (20th) and 'Secrets of Nurse*
(U), $5,500, and moved to Brown.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400;

15-30-40)—'Up River* (20th) and
'Sharpshooters* (20th). On the side-

lines and won't better $1,500, dis-

appointing. Last week 'Little Tough
Guy' (U) and 'Storm Over Bengal'
(Rep), sparse $2,600.

'HARDYS' GREAT 2QG,

BUFF.: 'ARTISTS' NG

Buffalo, Dec. 27.

'Out West with the Hardys' rang
up a great $20,000 on the holiday
stanza. 'Artists and Models Abroad,'
however, is in the dumps with a poor
$5,000.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 30-35r55)—

'West with Hardys' (M-G). Great
$20,000 indicated for nine days. Last
week, 'Dramatic School' (M-G) bet-
tered expectations with $9,300.
Century (Shea) (3,000; 25-35)—

'Angels' (WB) (2d run). Looking for
good $10,000 in 10 days. Last week,
'Heart of North' (WB) apid 'Torchy
Man* (WB), $6,300, okay.
Great Lakes (Shea) (8.000; 30-50)—'Artists and Models' (Par). Very

slow $5,000 all that can be expected.
Last week, 'Crooked Mile' (Par) and
'Flirting with Fate' (M-G) In the
dumps at $4,500.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 25-40)—

"Thanlcs for Everything' (20th). Poor
$4,500. Last week 'Christmas Carol'
(M-G) and Peck's Bad Boy' (RKQ)
so-so $4,700.
Lafayette (Ind.) (3,300; 25-35)—

'Storm' (U) and 'Swing, Sister' (U).
Good $9,000 pace. Last week, 'Lady
Objects' (Col) and 'Reformatory'
(Col) fair $5,000.

'Sweethearts' a Smash

$7,000 in Portland

Portland, Ore., Dec. 27.
'Sweethearts* at Parker's UA is the

smash of the season. It seems set for
a big run at that house and will top
all previous grosses for many weeks.
Also forte iis 'Dawn Patrol* at tiie
Paramount.
'Out West with the Hardys' moved

into the Majrfair for a third stanza,
replacing 'Angels with Dirty Faces,*
which closed a good run there.

Estimates jTo'r This Week
Broadway (t>arker) (2,000; 30-35-

40)—'Dr. Kildare' (M-G) and 'Flirt-
ing with Fate' (M-G). Okay $4,500.
Last week 'Young Heart' (UA) and
'Sei-vice De Luxe' (U) closed a third
week for okay $3,600.
Mayfair (Parker-EVergreen) (1,500;

30-35-40)—'West with Hardy's (M-G)
and 'Christmas Carol' (M-G). Third
week for the Hardy pic. Good $3,000,
following two good weeks at the UA.
Last week 'Angels'. (WB) and 'His
Exciting Night' (U) closed 9n aver-
age fourQi week at $2^200. First three
weeks did aroimd $12,000.
Orphenm (Hamrick-Evergreen) (1,-

800; 30-35-49)—'Thanks for Every-
thing' (20th) and 'Peck's Bad Boy'
(RKO). Registering nicely fbr $5,000.
Last week 'Crooked Mile' (Par) and
"Bulldog Drummond' (Par) closed
for fair $4,200.
Paramount (Hamrick - Evergreen

)

(3,000; 30-35-40)—'Dawn Patrol'

'Hardys $8,000,M $7,000 Divide

Mpls. Between Them; Others So-So

Minneapolis, Dec. 27.

Box office strength is mainly con-
centrated at the State and Orphetun
where 'Out West With the Hardys'
and 'Brother Rat,' respectively, hold
forth. They're bang-up attractions
for this season of the year, but a
blizzard and extreme cold are hold-
ing takeis down after a tepid pre-
Christmas start. It looks like almost
a photo-finish between these two for
box office honors.
'Thanks for the Memory' and

•Service de Luxe,* at the Century
and Gopher, are mild and minus box
office fireworks.

Special midnight performances,
sans any stage shows, are scheduled
for all loop and many of the neigh-
borhood houses New Year's eve. In-
asmuch as it falls on a Saturday this
year, the performances were in
order anyway.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Sinjger) (900; 15-25)—

'Christmas Carol* (M-G) and 'Anna-
bel' (RKO), dual first runs, split
with 'Flirting with Fate* (M-G) and
'Frontiersmen* (Par), also dual first
funs. Heading for fair $1,600. Last
week 'Road Demon* (20th) and 'Or-
phan Annie* (Pat) $1,000, light.
Century (Par-Singer) (1,600; 25-

35-40>-r'Thanks for Memory' (Par).
Jogging along at a slow pace. Medi-

ocre $1,500 In prospect. Last week
'Angels' (WB) (2d wk) $4,500, good,
considering big $9,000 first week.
Gopher (Par-Singer) (998; 25)—

'Gopher de Luxe* (U). Enduring
some box office misery with light
$2,000 indicated. Last week 'Spring
Madness' (M-G) $2,500, good enough.
Orphenm (Par-Singer) (2,800; 25-

35-40)—'Brother Raf (WB). Nothing
but raves on every hand for this one.
school vacationists helpin*; for $7,000,

^^I'. J-'^^^ week, 'Submarine Patrol*
(20th), $3,500, light.

^P^'^-Sineer) (2,300; 25-35-
40)—'West with Hardys' (M-G).
This series still gaining momentum
and gettmg mto tYfi real bonanza
class here. Looks^ $8,000, okay, with
weather hurtmg. Last week, 'Around
Corner' (20th), $2,500, very poor.
Time (Berger) (290; 15^5)—

'Drums' (UA) (2d run). Strdng at-
traction for this house wl.lsh usually
goes in for first runs or reissues.
Looks like nice $900. Last week
'39 Steps' (GB reissue) $500, light.
Uptown (Par) (1,200; 25-35)—

'Stablemateg' (M-O). First neighbor-
hood showing is hitting a satisfactory
$3,000. Last week 'Suez' (20th) and
'Four's Crowd' (WB), $2,000.
World (Steffes) (350; 25-35-40-55)

—'Moonlight Sonata' (Indie) (5th
wk). En route to satisfactory $1.-
000. Last week, $1,200.

.2 J < 1 - >. '. f », C J L

Pitt Is Pokey; TIaces'-Vaude 18y2&

'Hardys* $11500, Tveiytlniig' NG

(WB) and 'Blondie' (Col). Over
strong for better than average $5,500.

Last week 'Say French' (Par) and
'Up River' (20th) fair,$4.000.

Bivoll (Indie) (1,100; 20-25)—
•Tlu-ee Loves Has Nancy' (M-G) and
'Keep Smiling' (20th). Average biz

for this house at $1,600. Last week
'Andy Hardy' (M-G) and 'Gateway'
(20th) better than par with $2,000.
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 30-

35,40)_'Sweethearts' (M-G). Single
billed .and answered to exploitation
for terrific $7,000. Last week 'West
with Hardys' (M-G), also a single
bill, closed a good second week for
okay $5,800, and moved to the May
fair.

Davni'-'De Luxe' Big

$10,500, 'Cowboy' Dual

8iG in Snappy Omalia

Omaha, Dec. 27.

Holiday was good for extra busi-
ness among both first-runs and sub-
urbans. Clear, cool -weather after a
good snow put patrons in a wicket-
spinning mood.
'Dawn Patrol' soared to $10,500 at

the Orpheum, - while 'Cowboy and
Lady' roped $8,500 at - the Omaha.
The small Brandeis pulled $6,000
with 'That Woman Again,' a dandy
figure on a comparative basis.

Estimates for This Week
Avenue - Dundee - Military (Ciold-

berg) (95-810-650; 10-25-30)— 'Sta-
blemates' (M-G) and 'Certain Age'
(U), dual, split with 'Miss Manton'
(RKO), 'Garden Moon' (WB) ahd
'Racket Busters' (WB), tripler. Socko
$2,700. Last week, 'Three Loves'
(M-G) and 'Straight. Place* (20th),
dual, split with 'Hold Co-Ed' (20th),
'Secrets of Actress' (WB) and 'Hunt-
ed Men' (Par), tripler, $2,000.
Brandeis (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 10-

25-35-40)—'That Woman Again' (Col)
and 'Peck's Boy' (RKO). Swell $6,-
000. Last week, 'Blondie' (Col) and
'Dr. Meade' (Col), $5,400, very nice.
Omaha (Blank) (2,200; 10-25-40)—

'Qowboy and Lady" (UA) and
'Touchdown Army' (Par). Very nice
$8,500. Last week, 'Great Waltz' (M-
G) and 'Bulldog Drummond' (Par),
$6,500, poor. .
Orphenm (Blank) (3,000; 10-25-40)

—'Dawn Patrol' (WB) and 'Service
Deluxe' (U), going at an excellent
$10,500 gait. Last week 'Hard to Get'
(WB) and 'Christmas Carol' (M-G),
$9,300.
Town (Goldberg) (1,250; 10-20-25)

—'Old Mexico' (Par), 'Prison Farm'
(Par) and 'Night Hawk' (Rep), first-
run tripler, split with 'Time Out
Murder* (20), 'Black Bandit' (U) and
•Certain Ag«' (U), tripler. Good $1,-
500. Last week, 'Port Missing Girls'
(Mono), 'Overland Stage Raiders*
(Rep) and 'Fugitives for Nighf
(RKO), first-run tripler, split with
'Frontier Scout' (GN),- 'Straight,
Place' (20th) and 'Three on Week-
end* (GN), tripler, $1,300, poor.

WB Settles 'flirtation

Walk^ Filmusical Suit
The accounting, damage and in-

junction suit against Warner Bros.,
First National Pictures and M. Wit-
mark & Sons, music publishers,
started a year ago in the N. Y. Fed-
eral Court by Irving Gielow, com-
poser, has been discontinued. He
claimed infringement of his composi-
tions in the WB picture, 'Flirtation
Walk.' The case ended with a stipu-
lation 'without prejudice.' The latter
phrase might indicate a settlement
had been made out of court.
Gielow claimed the defendants

had thefted his > composition, 'Give
Me This Night.' He also claimed the
songs of the picture, 'Mister and
Missus Is the Name' and 'I Can't Be-
lieve* were also plagiarized.

Calls Soft Off
Los Angeles, Dec. 27.

Dr. Ralph Willard's year-old
plagiarism suit against Columbia, in-
volving the picture, 'The Maii Who
Lived Twice,* was settled out of
court.

Dr. Willard cliaimed the film was
based on his original story, 'Frozen-
Alive,' rejected by the studio.
Vernon Bonner filed suit for $20,-

000 against Warners, claiming he
was injured Oct. 15 by a runaway
steam roller on the- studio ranch.

Plaintiff declares equipment was
defective.

Beissne 'Eagle'
Emil Jensen reissues 'The Eagle,'

an old Valentino, shortly.
Picture was produced by Joe

Schenck's Art Cinema, Vilma Banky
the femme lead. Picture has been
synchronized since.

Pittsburgh, Dec, 27.

Holiday broke badly for biz and
looks like one of the poorest Christ-

mag weeks In years. In fact,. won*t
be a lot better than mtiny average

sessions. Flock of midnight shows
Sunday (25) helped some, but not
enough to show importantly, and
heavy snow yesterday kept down the
usual post-Yvile rush considerably.

Stanley has the best of it with
'Going Places' plus show headed by
Ken Murray, and finishing strong for
respectable take. 'Out West with
the Hardys' is getthig the bulk of
the kid trade and should squeeze
out enough to get second week at
Warner. Day-and-dating of 'Thanks
for Everything' at Harris first-run-
ners, Alvln and Harris, a big dis-
appointment and doing poorly at
both spots. Seasonal, draw and rave
notices for 'Christmas Carol,' on
twin-bill with 'Comet Over Broad-
way,' no help at all at Warner, which
is also pulling up lame.

Estimates for This Week
Alvln (Harris) (1,850; 25-35-50)—

'Thanks for Everything' (20th). No
question about i^ss being reduced
by picture's playing day-and-date at
Senator, few. blocks away, but at
that not enough to account for weak
$5,500, which Is even less than house
often does on ordinary weeks. Last
week, 'Up River' (20th) and 'Always
Trouble' (20th) in the dumps at
$4,000.

Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,700; 25-40)
—'Newsboys' Home' (U). Looking
for $4,500, which isn't bad at all.

Last week, 'Monastery' (Indie) no
complaints at $2,500.

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-

50)_'West with Hardys' (M-G).
Sweeping down home stretch briskly

for $17,500, hefty trade, and enough
to give it a second week at the War-
ner. Last week, 'Great Waltz' (M-G)
proved the best thing in town at

$13,500.

Senator (Harris) (1,800; 25-35-50)—'Thanks for Everything* (20th).

Looks like $2,500, woefully mild.
Last week, 'Personal Secretary' (U)
and 'I Stand Accused' (Rep) at the
40-cent top, and with special dime
coupons, too, awful at $1,400.

Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-40-60)—
'Going Places' (WB) and stage show.
Shaping up for $18,500, good enough
and best here in some time. Last
week, 'Heart of North' (WB) and
Gray Gordon-Mike Riley bands
pretty close to a new low at $10,500.

Warner (WBJ (2,000; 25-40)—
'Christmas Caror (M-G) and 'Comet
Over Broadway' (WB). Won't bet-

ter $4,000, pretty sluggish. Last
weelc, 'Flirting with Fate' (M-G) and
'Bulldog Drummond' (Par) out on a
limb at $2,700.

•CAROL' lOG, 'WINDS'

9G, DENVER FREEZING

Denver, Dec, 27.

Zero weather blew in on Monday
night and crimped the Yuletide

grosses. Biggest coin being rung up
at the Orpheum where 'Christmas

Carol' is hitting $10,000. 'Trade

Winds' also forte at $9,000.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1.400; 25-40) —

'Submarine Patrol' (20th), after a
week at the Denver. Fair $3,000. Last
week, 'Angels' (WB) $3,500, good
since film had played the Denver a
week.
Broadway (Fox) (1,100; 25-40) —

'Dramatic School' (M-G and 'Law
West of Tombstone' (RKO), after a
week at the Orpheum. Okay $2,000.
Last week, 'Shining Hour' (M-G)
and 'Annabel' (RKO), after a week
at the Orpheum, $1,500, fair.

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35-
40)—'Frontiersman' (Par) and 'Little
Orphan Annie* (Par). Played four
days, and was yanked with $l,5(]i0.

Last week, 'Say French* (Par), poor
$4,200..

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-50) —
'Trade Winds' (UA). Up among the
leaders with satisfactory $9,000. Last
week, 'Submarine Patrol* (20th),
$7,000.

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-4(\)— Christmas Carol' (M-G). Ringing
up a cheery $10,000. Last week,
'Dramatic School' (M-G) and. 'Law
West of Tombstone* (M-G) poor
$6,000, but were moved to the Broad-
way regardless.

Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 25-40) —
'Hard to Get' (WB) and 'The Storm'
(U). So-so at $3,000. Last week,
'Heart of North' (WB) and 'Comet
Over Broadway' (WB) $3,5J)0, good.

Blalto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Angels'
(WB), after week at each Denver
and Aladdin, and 'Strange Case of
Dr. Meade' (Col). Indicating $2,000.
Last week, 'Cowboy and Lady* (UA),
after week at each Denver and Alad-
din, and 'Strange Faces' (U) $2,000,
good.
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It s a Case of Watchful Waiting Now

On the Yank-ltalo Distrih Situation

Policy of watchful waiting prob-

ably will be followed by the U. S.

Industry on the Italian situation up

to the Dec. 31 deadline. Feeling in

film circles is that American major

companies have' definitely stated

their attitude and now It's strictly up

to Italy to compromise.

The picture business In New York

and Haysians are hopeful the united

front will be maintained by all eight

majors, while the Italian government

Is reported waiting equally hopeful

for a break in the Yankee ranks.

Industry attitude is that Italy's plan

to monopolize foreign distribution in

Italy, is actually forcing American

majors to 'withdraw their distribu-

tion in the country.

Insiders feel' that Italy would be
satisfied if two or three of the four

major companies having unexpired
contracts with Italian distributors

decided to continue in Italy on
promise that restrictions would not
become effective for six months after

Jan. 1, when film monopoly Is slated

to become operative. Understood
this is the bait held out to try ' to

force a break in the united front of

the American companies.

Should one or more of the four
companies, Universal, Columbia,
United Artists and RKO, continue in

Italy for six additional months on
promise that present percentage
deals would go through during :this

time, it undoubtedly would break
down the firm front now held against

Italy. Monopoly plan calls for a
flat rental fee to foreign distribs for

their product. Present imderstand-
Ing is that if they agree to the six-

month concession period, they would
be bound by whatever rules and reg-

ulations the Italian film monopoly
laid down after that period.

Exhlb Pressnre

There's -some hope in N. Y. that

exhibitor pressure in Italjr eventually
will tell the story because the entire

exhibition business there realizes

that a dearth of American' films will

mean a slump in Italian theatres.

Which presumably is why the Italian

government has sent out feelers to

ascertain if the solid front c^n be
cracked. They're holding out a busi-

ness plum to those companies pres-
ently holding pacts with Italian dis-

tributors. This monetary plum is

built up on the premise that the
four companies, which might, be
ta.lked into remaining in Italy, would
share in the revenue formerly split

among the eight U. S. distributors.

It's understood that conferences
among Italo government spokesmen
and others have attempted to estab-
lish the highly questionable point
whether old contracts must be car-
ried out.

Paramoimt, Warner Bros., Metro
and 20th-Fox have notified em-
ployees of their intention to shutter
In Italy if the government decree
controlling all distribution goes into
effect.

One Way to Do It

Buenos Aires, Dec. 20.

Showing of Leni Riefenstahl's

Nazi-made film of the Olympic
Games in Germany was locally

made poslble 6nly because the
German Embassy guaranteed
purchasie of 7.00 tickets daily at 3
pespa (75c). Picture was shown
for a. week at the Ideal in spite

of the fact that hundreds of re-

quests were made not to show it.

Only iQcal dailies that didn't

accept advertising for the pic-

ture were the anti-Nazi Argen-
-tinisches Tageblatt and the two
English papers. The Standard
and Buenos Aires Herald.

BRITISH BEEFS

MAY CRAMP

UAACrS

France Sells to Italy

Paris, Dec. 19.

Indications of what the Italians in-

tend doing to overcome what is ex-
pected to be a film shortage next
year as a result of the withdrawal
of the American product from that
market came to light with the visit

here of Italian film czar, Marquis
Giacomo Paulucci de Calboli.
Here on what was purported to be

ai secret mission, de Calboli came to
buy a large number of French films
for the monopolistic Enic to fill the
breach which will be caused by the
absence of Yank pictures. Enic is

the Italian government agency con-
trolling distribution. He viewed
many French films while here and
from reliable sourc.es it was learned

Calboli bought in the neighbor-
hood of 30 French pictures.
Also imderstood he visited both

London and Berlin in search of
product but did not meet with much
success there. The French pro-
ducers reportedly submitted to con-
ditions laid down by the monopoly
on foreign .distribution in hopes of
getting a strong foothold on that
market while the Americans are out.
Another result which is expected

to show later from the visit is closer
collaboration between producers of
the two countries in the exchange of
films. More films are also expected
to be produced in Italy by French
companies.

London, Dec. 19.

Drastic changes are expected in
English vaudeville early in 1939.

Variety Artists' Federation has
for months besieged the Ministry of
Labor regarding the influx of for-

eigners and finally met with agents,

bookers and Leniiox Boyd, Parlia-

mentary secretary to the Ministry of

Labor.

VAF maintained foreigners are

keeping English acts out of work
while the opposition strenuously

denied it, claiming foreigners have
helped by bringing novel offerings to

England and in reviving the vaude-
ville outlook, which was becoming
decadent till these novelties came
along. But with, all that, insiders as-

sert the VAF carried weight with
the Ministry .T.e.P, and when the de-
cision is given in h. few weeks, there
will be drastic cutting of importa-
tions, some even claiming the slice

will be around 50%.
There's also talk of George Black

re-introducing the Askwith Arbitra-

tor Award Contract, named after

Lord Askwith, who was responsible

for its inception in 1919. Contract
is very complicated, the most strin'

gent clause being that an act booked
by any corporation for 20 weeks, at

salary of $200 per week, or . over,

cannot play the opposition in the
West End 16 weeks before the en-

gagement; in the Metropolitan Police

District (practically the whole of

London), 32 weeks before the date

and in provinces 40 weeks before

the engagement and two weeks after

it.

This gives George Black, head of

General Theatres Corp., practically a
monopoly of vaudeville everywhere
in England, besides Scotland and
Wales. The bar extends even fur-

ther, as it also specifies that no ar-

tists under contract are permitted
to appear in pictures or cabaret dur-
ing the same period.

lambeth Walk' Snipped

By U to Avoid a Suit

Threatened suit against Universal

by Pinewood Studios of London over

'U's" picture, 'Little Tough Guys in

Society,' was averted yesterday (27)

when Universal agreed to eliminate

from all prints the 'Lambeth Walk'
sequence.

Screen rights to the words and
music of 'Lambeth Walk' are owned
by Pinebrook, Ltd., now producing a

feature of that name, for Metro re-

lease based on the London legit hit,

'Me and My Girl."

*CHI' BIG m TEL AVIV
Tel Aviv, Dec. 12,

•In Old Chicago' (20th) is packing

them in for a second run in Tel

Aviv, after having made the rounds

of practically, all first-run houses in

the country.
'Happened One Night' (Col) has

returned for a run in Haifa, while

'Black Fury' (WB) and 'Yank at

Oxford' (M-G) are still running

strong.

REVIVALS UP IN SYDNEY;!

U. S. HLMS PACE AUSSi^

Sydney, Dec. 7.

Never .before in Sydney have so
many revivals been spotted into ace
heatres. The much-revived 'Naugh-
ty Marietta' (M-G) is in for another
try, at Greater Union's Lyceum, and
'Girl of Golden West' (M-G) has also
Deen revived by same unit; Its

'Monte Cristo' (UA) is playing at the
Embassy, a first-release house. 'A
Star Is Born' (UA), 'Love on the
Run' fM-G), 'After Thin Man' (M-G)
and 'Chained! (M-G) also revived.
Biggest flop oh revival try was 'Peg
O' My Hearf (M-G).
Revivals have been up in the nabe^^

and stix, too. Best success on re-
vival scored by Cinesound's 'On Our
Selection.' Some talk now of spot-
ting this unit's oldtimer, 'The Silence
of Deiin Maitland,' into a city house
in the new year.

Terrific heat making it tough, on
the whole, for all product. What
3iz is being gotten, however, comes
from U. S. stuff.

'My Lucky Star' (20th), opened
Nov. 25, and looked okay for three

weeks. 'Hard to Get' (WB) opened
Nov. 18, and did just fair over two
weeks. 'Spawn of North' (Par)

looked good for three weeks, with
stage presentation a help when it

preemed here. 'Swiss Miss' (M-G)
got away to a nice start. Having
Wonderful Time' (HKO) also doing

well. 'Hot to Handle' (M-G) is go-

ing over with Gable-Loy fans.

•Alexander* (2bth), after four weeks
at Hoyts' llegent; Was transferred

to same imit's Century, with biz

swell. 'Boy From Barnardo's' (M-G)
doing fair. 'Smashing the Rackets'

(RKO) and Taid to Dance' (Col)

also on top here.

Abnormal BuD Market for Foreign

Films in America Not Panning Out

WeD; More Theatres but Lesser 6.0.

'Snow White' Tops

Melbourne, Dec. 7.

U. S. product responsible for

whatever trade there is, 'Snow
White' (RKO), which opened Oct.

7, is still tops. 'Alexander' (20th)

setting nice pace, 'Three Blind Mice'

(20th), plus stage show, also okay
'Blockade' (UA) so-so. •Three Com-
rades' (M-G) took nice tarde. •Hold

That Kiss' (M-G) only fair. 'There's

Always a Woman' (Col) has possi

bilities.

Trade Up lin Auckland

Auckland, N. Z., Dec. 7.

Trade is high in Auckland, Wei
lington, Christchurch and Dunedin
with U. S. pictures. Ciorrent lineup

includes 'Spawn of North' (Par),

'Alexander' (20th), 'Algiers' (UA),

'Carefree' (RKO), 'Girl Golden
West' (M-G), 'Great Garrick' (WB),
•Breaking Ice' (RKO). 'Snow White'

(RKO) and •That Certain Age' (U)

will be the Yuletide attractions.

Best British biz gotten with 'Drvuns'

(UA) and 'Dad and Dave.'

Gate Theatre Revue,

London, Fares Poorly

London, Dec. 27.

Though nicely received, annual re-

vue at the Gate, which preemed
Dec. 20, is amateurish. Has some
clever bits though fundamentally not
commercial. Robert MacDermott
and Diana Morgan wrote book and
Geoffrey Wright handled music.
•Under Suspicion,' an outmoded

thriller, bowed at the Playhouse
Dec. 20. Definitely unlikely. An*
other melodramatic- thriller, •No. 6,'

which preemed the following night
(21) at the Aldwych, fared much
better.

"

N. SO. WALES TO

ADD NEW TAX

(mVANKS

Current London Plays
(With. Dates When Opened)

'French Without Tears,' - Criterion

—Nov. 6, '36.

•Robert's Wife,' Globe—Nov. 23, '37.

•Me and My Girl,' Victoria Palace
—Dec. 16, '37.

'Nine Sharp,' Little—Jan. 26, '38.

'Banana Ridge,' Strand—April 27,

'38.

• 'Glorious Morning,' Whitehall —
May 26, '38.

'Spring Meeting,' Ambassador —
May 31, '38.

'Lot's Wife,' Savoy—June 10.

•The Fleet's Lit Up,' Hippodrome-
Aug. 17.

'George and Margaret,' Piccadilly

—Aug, 30.

•Running Riot,' Gaiety—Aug. 31.

•Flashing Stream,' Lyric—Sept. 1.

•Room for Two,' Comedy—Sept. 6.

•Dear Octopus,' Queens—Sept. 14.

'The Corn Is Green,' Duchess —
Sept 20.

•Goodbye, Mr. Chips,' Shaftesbury
—Sept. 23.

'Elephant in Arcady,' Kingsway —
Oct. 5.

'Bobby Get Your Gun,' Adelphia—
Oct. 7.

•When We Are Married,' St. Mar-
tin's—Oct. 11.

'Quiet Wedding,' Wynham's — Oct,
14.

'Goodness, How Sad,' Vaudeville—
Oct. 18.

'Idiot's Delight,' His Majesty's —
Oct 24.

'Elisabeth of Austria,' Garrick —
Nov. 3.

'Traitor's Gate,' Duke of York —
Nov. 17.

'Gene /a,' Saville—Nov. 22,

'Under Your Haf Palace—Nov. 24.

'Story of African Farm,' New
Nov. 30.

•Windfall,' Apollo—Dec. 15.

•Under Suspicion,' Playhouse—Dec.
20.

•No. 6,' Aldwych—Dec. 21.

Sydney, Dec. 7.

With American picture' companies
refusing to enter the production field

in New South Wales it is now re-
garded certain that the

.
government

will add. a new tax on ail U. S, foot-
age in order to subsidize local pro-
ducers. American companies now
pay 16c per foot duty for Aussie film
imports into this country.
Another big subject for discussion

is the drive by some Aussie pro-
ducers to get more liberal terms for
entry of their pictures into Great
Britain. One major Britisher here
denied that there was any discrimi-'

nation against Australian pictures
going into England. He cited three
years when 13 Aussie films entered
England and paid only $543 duty,
whereas in the same period British
producers paid $28,792 primage
charges to bring films into Australia.
Clause in the new N, South Wales

law, making it compulsory for an
exhibitor to make up 15% of his
annual theatre program out of Brit-
ish product, is believed aimed to. fa-
cilitate, passage of Aussie films into
Great Britain.

There are many showmen who say
that British product is not strong
enough to pull top business. Aside
from such pictures as '•Drums' (UA)
and George Formby's comedies, it's

predicted that exhibitors will suffer
a big drop in revenue under the 15%
regulation.. Executives claim that
Hoyts never made coin while show-
ing British product entirely. Stuart
Doyle, while boss of Greater Union
Theatres, tried to create a British
chain in the Antips but was forced to
abandon it because of boxoffice re-
sults.

Pix in South Africa

Capetown, Dec. 12,

Metro and Warner Bros, are setting

the pace here with three films apiece.
Pictures here:

Colosseimi, 'Clitterhouse* (WB),
followed by 'Four's a Crowd' (WB):
Alhambra, 'Mutiny of the Elslmor^?
(AB); Plaza, 'First 100 Years' (M-G),
followed by 'Married Before Break-
fast' (M-G), Royal, 'Yellow Jack'
(M-G), and Adelphi, 'White Ban-
ners' (WB).

Day of reckoning for embryo for-,

eign distributors in New York is near

at hand^ Newcomers to the local

field of foreign film distribution who
went out last summer and made ex-*

tensive; commitments at compara*

tively high figures will be checking

their balance sheets and have to de>

cide whether to continue the struggle

or quietly fold.

What has happened in the local

foreign picture distrib field is just

what vets in the business predicted

would occur. Influx of newcomers =

bid up prices for French-made and
other films, grabbed up all availably

product whether outstanding or not
and then foimd themselves stocked
up with foreign pictures, majority of
which will not return the original
outlay.

This surplusage of foreign films
has brought out more flrst-nm for-
eign arty theatres temporarily. This
has tended to. damage regular pa-
tronage at the established arty for-
eign houses because of the weakie
pictures. Nevertheless it has. not
damaged them as much as it has in-
jured the distributors of the pictures,
themselves.
There has been a constantly grow-

ing list of first-run foreign language
theatres in downtown New York, In
1936, the 55th St. Cinema Was prac--
tically the sonly first-run house neaf
Times Square, Filmarte and Bel*
mont naugurated first-run policy in
1937. Latter did not stick entirely
to policy of showing new features,
indicating even then that it was dif-
ficult to secure enough new draw
films from the foreign producers.
This year, however, in addition to

the Filmarte and 55th St., the
.Normandie, Waldorf, Fifth Ave. and
World tried using first run product.
Normandie already is back to Ameri-
can film while the Fifth Ave. ap-
parently will return to its old
second-run policy. Shortage of suit-

able first-run films forced the 55th
St, to shutter for a time during this

month, after essaying revivals, but
is open again now.
Operators of arty houses claim

they need at least two good foreign

'

features annually to carry ^on suc-
cessfully. Thus far there are only
two or three houses able to operate
steadily in this fashion because for-
eign product does not measure. Up.

British Show Biz's

Refugee Charity

Drive; % of Grosses

London, Dec, 27.
Amusement industry here has

started strongly organized move-
ment to raise funds for assistance to
German refugees of all denomina-
tions. A series of theatrical benefits
sponsored by Earl Baldwin's son will
take place Jan. "14,

Theatre pwnets will donate 10% of
receipts and, voluntary collections
will be taken up among audiencefS.
Every theatrical director and en-
trepreneur of any prominence has
evinced intention to participate in
the drive and three ace press agents
have started advance campaign.

Johannesburg, Dec, 12.

Films playing here include the fol-
lowing:

Plaza, 'Owd Bob' (Gainsborough);
Colosseum, 'tour's a Crowd' (WB);
Metro, 'Antoinette' (M-G); Standard,
'Sinners in Paradise' (U) and Bijou,
'Farewell Again' (M-G).

Durban, Dec. 12,

Pictures here are as follows:
Criterion, 'Kid Comes Back' (WB)

and 'Secret Valley'; King's, 'Elephant
Boy' (UA); Metro,*Lady Vanishes'
(Gainsborough), followed by 'Every-
body Sing' (M-G); Playhouse, 'Dods-
worth' (UA); 20th Century, 'SI e
Ship' (20lh), followed by 'Pigskin
Parade' (20th).

Time for Play
Jerusalem, Dec. 14.

With 25,000 British troops in the
country chasing Arab rebels, the
former were up against it for week
end recreation. They finally thought
of building special cinemas for each
big barracks.
Thus far three have been con-

structed, one in Sarafand, main Pal-
estine barracks: another in Jerusalem
and a third in Haifa,

'MARIE' EUIES B. A.

Buenos Aires, Dec. 20.
'Marie Antoinette' (M-G) finishes

today its third week at the Gran
Cine Ideal, Picture still going stronf(.
Excellent pre-release campaign will
mike it stay for another Ihtee or
four weeits.

'That Certain A«je' (U) is due tft

follow.
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punchers. A cattle-rustling angle, of
course, is introduced since this fur-
nishes the snappy actionful climax.

St. Brendan Boys Choir, cast as a
group of school youngsters, lend a
distinct musical touch to the outdoor
opus with their vocalizing. They fit

in plausibly.
Lesley Selander directs according

to standard. Wear,.

The Girl Downstairs
rmnn song)

. ^Hollywood, pec. 21.

Metrt'^eloaBe 6t Harry Rapf production.

•Peatures Francleka Gaal, Franchot Tone,

Walter Connolly. Directed by Norman
Taurog. Screenplay by Harold Goldman,

Vflllx Jockson and Karl Notl; from E*iort

Htory by Sandor Hunyady. Song, Bob
WrlKhl and Chet ForreBt; camera. Clyde

•DB Vlnna; editor. Elmo Voron. Previewed

at Wostwood Village Deo. 20, '38. Run-
ning time. 75 mine, _ ,.

Koterlna LInz Francleka Gaal
Paul Wngner Franchot Tone
Mr Brown Walter Connolly

wlllli: .....Reginald Gardiner
Rosalind Brown Rita Johnson-' rkO relea3& ot Robert Slsk production.
ChnrUe Reginald Owen — -

Adoll Pumpfel Franklin Pancborn
Karl Robert Coote

The Butler Bamett Parker
Prerta * Priacljla Lnwson
Rudolph James B. Carson

Chnrlea Judels

Garage Proprietor Billy Gilbert

PACIFIC LINER
Hollywood, Dec. 22.

Exceptional direction and a fine

cast overcome deficiencies of a rath-

er incredible Cinderella yarn to

make 'Girl Downstairs' mildly enter-

taining fare. Due to get by for mod-
erate take along the line, depending
on how combo of Franciska Gaal,
Franchot Tone and Walter Connolly
stacks up for. 'draw' ability in indi-

vidual situations. In the keys, sup-
port will be required.
' Story of rich playboy who courts
scullery maid to gain entrance into

home of girl he is romancing, with
the slavey falling in love with- the
boy, for a Cinderella finale, is rath-
er beyond the realms of plausibility.

But, despite that premise, picture is

saved by some excellent perform-
ances and keen direction by Norman
Taurog.
Tone is particularly effective in

thi lead, giving plenty of sincerity
to his role. It's his final one for
Metro under recent contract, as he
intends to confine his aictivities dur-
ing the next year to the stage with
the Group Theatre organization.
. Characterization of Franciska Gaal
as the sctillery maid is reminiscent
of some of the early Pickford fea-
tures prior to 1920. Several closeups
further bring back memory of the
Mary Pickford of that era. This is

no reflection on Miss Gaal's perform-
ance, as she works hard with sincer-
ity, and has a screen personality
that may yet break through. This
is her third picture in America, and
in each she is the scrubbing-brush
and bucket slavey who finds a happy
ending in the final reel.
Connolly is thoroughly capable as

the grull millionaire who attempts
to save his daughter from Tone. Sup-
porting cast is particularly well-
balanced, with Billy Gilbert promi-
nent in a brief sequence that high-
lights the comedy passages.

Despite the Illogical story, Taurog
whips the action along at a sustained
pace, and injects many human angles
and situations to lift the picture
above ordinary rating. Photography
by Clyde De Vinna is particularly
meritorious, and his lighting of Miss
Gaal makes her a thing of beauty-
even as a scullery maid.

THE FRONTIERSMEN
(WITH SONGS)

Paramount release of Harry Sherman
production. Features William Boyd and
Georgre Hayes. Directed by Lesley Se-
^VL.fr- .Screenplay by Norman Houston;
additional dialog, Harrison Jacobs; based

Clarence B. Mulford series; camera,
Rusaell Horlau. At Central, N. Y.. dual,week Deo. 22, '38. Running time. 71 mins.
Hopalong Cassldy William Boyd

George Hayes
Russell Hayden

i^. S.^^.® Evelyn Vonable
f®*?," William DuncanAmanda Peters Clara Kimball Toung

Judson Thorpe Charles (Tony) Hughes
Dickie Jones

S,'^""'" Roy Barcroft
Miss Snook Emily Fltzroy

w^fci .• ; •.

i » John Beach
bchooi-kids St. Brendan Boys Choir

Well-constructed oats opera in the
Hopalong Cassidy series, 'The Fron-
tiersmen' differs chiefly from othersm that there is stronger romantic in-
terest developed and a group of sing-
ing schoolboys figures in the prairie
school epiisodes. Emphasis on school-
day sequences holds back robust
western action until the last 15 min-
utes when it is doubly concentrated.
Should take its place with other
stronger vehicles in Hopalong string.
Picture hints that the 'three cactus

musketeers' theme may be developed
and, in time, surmount featuring the
smgle character of Hopalong Cassidy.
Several scenes inditate that pro-
ducers may have this in mind. It's
a smart idea. The two characters of
Windy' and 'Lucky' have been built
slowly but surely in recent months
until both in time might better the
draw if put on equal footing with
Hopalong.
George Hayes, as Windy, repre-

sentmg the old-timer and humorous
angle, and Russell Hayden, as Lucky,
typifymg the younger generation of
•cowboys, have become identified
with the Hopalong prairie plots. This
IS seen in the easy manner in which
they work together v^ith Bill Boyd
JHopalong) in this prtoduction. Even
i2 exaggeralied' love scenes,
tne three hold close to character and
lend credibility to the romantic de-
velopments.
New tale depicts the struggles of a

western family and their cowhand
assistants to place th6 town school on
a workable basis. A pert school-marm from Boston does the trick by
winning over the family's incorrig-
JDle (Dickie Jones) fend gaining the
oacicmg of the rough-and-ready cow-

Features Victor. McLaglen and Chester
Morris. Directed by Lew Landers. Screen-
play by John T>vlst from story by Anthony
Coldewey and Henry Roberts Symonds;
camera, Nicholas Musuraca: editor, Harry
Marker; asst. director, Sam Ruman. Pre-
viewed at Pantagcs Dec. 21, '88. Running
time, 75 mins.
Crusher McKay Victor McLaglen
Doctor Craig ' Chester Morris
Ann Groyson ..Wendy Barrie*'
Gallagher. .Alan Hale
Britches Barry Flt^.geraid
Bllson Allan. Lane
Captain Mathews Halliwell Hobbes
Deadeyps Cyrus W. Kendall
Wlshart .Paul Gullfoyle
Metcalfe John Wray
Olaf Emory Farnell
Silvio Adia Kuznetzoft
Kovac . . , John Bleifer

A decidedly weak offering that un-
successfully attempts to squeeze
drama from an outbreak of cholera
aboard a ship bound from Shanghai
to San Francisco, 'Pacific Liner'
will find its level as a filler in the
duals. Victor McLaglen, Chester
Morris and Wendy Barrie may" at-

tract some, but audiences as a whole
will be dissatisfied with the subject
matter.
Unwise production guidance must

take the blame for this one. Experi-
ence shows that previous stories

with diseases such as Asiatic cholera
or leprosy are not peQatable to pic-
ture audiences. The cholera epi-

demic below decks in the stokehole
and engine rooms gives a too vivid
disi>lay of the ravages of the disease
—-men suddenly keeling over and
dying off, with the corpses being
burned in the ship furnaces.

It's a rather drab setting which
neither cast nor direction can over-
come. Picture moves at a slow pace
that becomes increasingly boresome,
and tapers off with an unconvincing
finish. Practically all of the action
is confined to the quarantined engine
room and stokers*^ quarters, to fur-

ther dull interest; and no attention
is given to comedy passages to

lighten it up.
McLaglen is the rough and tough

chief engineer who drives his men
with an iron fist. Chinese stowa-
way in the engine room dies of

cholera, and remainder of the script

depicts efforts of the ship doctor
(Morris) to save lives of the crew,
with Miss Barrie assisting as nurse,
until the boat docks.

Mimature Reviews

'The Girl Downstairs^ (M-G).
Keen direction and fine per-
formances highlight moderate
programmer.

'The Frontiersman' (Par), mu-
sic featured in one of better
Hopalong Cassidy' westerns.

'Pacific Liner' (RKO). Drab
melodrama with little interest to
hold attention

'Torchy in Chinatown' (WB).
Fails to hit standard of recent
Torchy series. Okay,for dualers.
'The Gang' (Syn). Flimsy tale

of British Boy Scouts staging a
musical. Deadweight even for
dualrng.

director WilUam Beaudine lightened
things up with numerous gags and
situations of the slapstick variety,
and over-all kept things moving at a
rapid pace, despite obvious story
handicaps.

IN EARLY ARIZONA
Columbia production and release. Stars

Bill Elliott; features Dorothy Gulliver,
Harry Woods. Directed by Joseph Lever-
ing. Screenplay, Nate Gatzert; camera,
James S. Brown, Jr.; odltor, Dwlght Cald-
well. At Colonial, Lincoln, dual. Run-
ning time, S5 mina.
Gordon Bill Elliott
Alice Dorothy Gulliver
Bull « Harry Woods
Marshall Jack Ingram
Spike.; Franklin Farnum
Ben ........Frank Ellis

Art Art Davis
Kalntuck Chnrlea Kin;?
Weldon Ed Cassidy
Sheriff , .................. Charles Whittakcr

KREUTZER SONATA
(FBENCH-MADE)
(WITH MUSIC)

Foreign Cinema Arts release of Forrestier-
Pardnt production. Features Gaby Morlay,
Jean Yonnel, Pierre Renoir and Edmonde
Guy. Directed by Charles Guicliard. From
the Leo Tolstoy novel; scenario, H. Andre
Legrand; music, Adolph Borchard. At
World, N. v., week Dec. 10, '28. Running
time, 85 mins.

Helene Gaby Morlay
Pozdnychefr.....' Jean Yonnel
Toukhatchevsky Jacques Erwin
BorowsUy Pierre Renoir
Sonia... Edmonde Guy
Katia Annie Rozanne
Petrovitch Andre Bervil
Mother of Pozdnycheff Darcey Roche
Director >sox
Vassia J. P. Thiss
Florist Gisele Glre

GANG BULLETS
Monogram release of E. B. Derr produc-

tion. Features Robert Kent and Anne
Nagel. Directed by Lambert Hillyear.
Screenplay. Jom T, Neville; editor. Rusa
Schoengarth; camera, Arthur Martlnelll. At
Colonial, Lincoln, dual. Running time, 62
mins.
Patricia Anne Nagel
Carter Robert Kent
Wayne Charles Trowbridge
Anderson 7, Morgan Wallace
Reardon J. Farrell MacDonald
Meade John T. Murray
Wallace Arthur Loft
Bed John Merton
Armstrong Donald Kerr
Newell Carleton Toung
Mrs. Jones iBabell LaMalle
Billy Benny Bartlett

Only entrancing- thing about this

for the patron is the title. Certainly

its quota of bullets, or shooting, is

very light, as is the action, which
for the most part occupies the time

with discussion in the district attor-

ney's office, his home, and in the
courtroom. There are no chases,

and the climax, which finds the
chains of the law descending in
plenty on the transgressors, is very
lukewarm.
'Featured are Anne Nagel, daugh-

ter of Charles Trowbridge, as the
D.A., and Robert Kent, who is Trow-
bridge's assistant prosecutor and his
prospective son-in-law. Nobody gets
excited, or emotional, or particularly
worried throughout John T. Neville's

original screenplay, so dramatics are
out, and every part is played in well
oiled precision, if not too interest-

ingly.
Situation finds Morgan Wallace, a

racket baron, being loaded on a train

and shipped out of a town where he's

caused trouble. Gets off in another
and takes over, running immediately
into trouble with Trowbridge's office.

Since previous D.A.'s have had trou-
ble trying to pin anything on the
wily criminal, Trowbridge and Kent
trick him into playing their hand
and catch him up on it. Involves
some secretive by-play, which makes
it rough going on Kent's romancing.
Miss Nagel is not taken into either

man's confidence.
Wallace has a pretty crew of

henchmen for his crc >king, such fa-

miliar child scarers as John Merton,
John T. Murray, Carleton Young
and Roger Williams. Cast gives Ar-
thur Loft credit for appearance in

the film, but he fails to show. Wil-
liams, not billed, is in, however.
As a short stayer, and taking ad-

vantage of the natural title for sen-

sationalism on the marquee, 'Bullets'

will get by in the action play. Crowd
will catch up with it soon on the

longer stays. Definitely for dualling

in any case.

(In French with English Titles)

For a French production incorp-

orating so little action, this picture

holds audience attention fairly well
until closing passages. It just misses
being substantial entertainment of

draw possibilities because of failure

to cash in on the latent Russian tri-

angle plot. Instead, the French pro-

ducers have the wronged family man
go berserk and shoot his rival and
his wife. There's an attempt to

temper the conclusion by having his
mate recover, thus enabling him to
duck a heavy sentence. In toto, the
obvious strong points have been lost
in the shuffle.
'Kreutzer Sonata' is for arty thC'

atres but the title and its music may
hinder its progress. Film is based oh
the Leo Tolstoy novel and also Bee-
thoven's 'Opus .47 in A Major for
Violin and Piano.' There are " few
scenes in which Russian peasant cos-
tumes are worn and few episodes
suggesting the rustic background.
Soldiers wear Russ garb but they do
not figure prominently. Result is

that basic theme has French trim
mings, flavor and even action so that
the Tolstoy original is deeply sub'
ordinated. 'Opus 47' figures in musi
cal score and so does a piano-violin
concert.
Director Charles Guichard has in-

corporated much suspense into
routine "story. Picture is well staged,
contains skillful music background
ing and a few well-arranged concert
sequences. Gaby Morlay, as the
wife, gives a well-shaded portrayal
However, top acting honors go to
Jean Yonnel, of the Comedie Fran^
b '<ie, as the party-loving bachelor
wiiv seemingly finds happiness in
quiet X arried life.

Pierrb Renoir, veteran French
screen villain, gets little chance since
he's a suicide early in the picture
Edmonde Guy, as his wife, figures in

a tow 'd love scene and then is lost

in thl shuffle. Jacques Erwin, as the
conc^ t violinist; Annie Rozanne,
J. Py .Tiiss and Gisele Gire head the
supW rt Wear.

Torchy in Chinatown
Hollywood, Dec. 24.

Warner Bros, release of Brj-an Foy pro
duction. Features Ulenda Furreil, Barton
MacLane, Tom Kennedy, Palric Knowles,
Henry O'Neill. Directed by William Beau-
dine. Screenplay by George Brlcker, based
on characters created by Frederick Nebel
dialog director, Hariy b'eymour; asst. di-
rector, Arthur Leuker; camera. Warren
Lyj)cb; editor, Frederick Richards. Pre
viewed at La Reina, Dec. 23. '38. Run
ning time, S8 mins.

Torchy Blane Glenda Farrell
Steve McBride Barton MacLane
Uahagan Tom Kei^psiy
Condon Pntric Knowles
Baldwin Henry O'Neill
Mansfield James Stephensun
Janet Jnnet Shaw
Fit2hugh..., Anderson Lawlor
McTavlflh ........ V Frank Shannon
Sergeant George Uuhl
Staunton Kicbard Bond

Bam.

A lightweight in the Torchy serieS;

not up to standard of recent prede
cessors. Rather elemental murder
mystery, with audience way ahead of

Barton MacLane in tabbing the solu-
tion. For bottom dualers.

Title is misleading, only China
town background being stock shots
for opening. Yarn deals with trio

of con men who attempt an extortion
payoff through series of Chinese
notes and two phoney murders
Torchy speeds up solution of the
mystery to secure scoop for her
sheet, while MacLane fiounders
around long enough to pile up foot-

age for an hour's unfolding.
Glenda Farrell, MacLane and Tom

Kennedy carry on the three leads

as in previous pictt^res of the series

THE GANG
(BRITISH-MADE)
(WITH MUSIC)

Syndicate Pictures release of Herbert
Wilcox production. Features Ralph Reader.
Directed by Alfred Goulding. Story, musla
and lyrics by Ralph Reader. At Central,
N. T.. week Dec. 22, '38, dual. Runntnc
time, M mins.

Skipper Ralph Reader
Marie..... .Gina Mala
Raydon..,. Stuart Robertson
Whipple.. Rlctiard AInley
Len , Leonard SneiUnff
Syd Syd Palmer

Gordon Elliott now comes to thie

screen as 'Bill' Elliott apparently be-
cause Columbia starred him as Wild
Bill Hickok in a recent serial. One-
time general biz actor among the
majors, he has gone the way of many
others and become representative of
the west that was. Foiuidat^ion of 'In

Early Arizona' is the famed out-
la>wry of Tombstone, but for once
the film version is quiet in compari-
son to the story as told by Walter
Noble Burns in his book.
Suggestion is made in the fore-

word that none of the characters in

the picture is supposed to represent
people living or dead, but that the
shadow of sucK men as Doc Halli-
day, the Earps, Clantons, McLow-
erys. etc., can't help being suggested
in part. Of thertx all, Doc Halliday
actually seems to live in character,
and Elliott plays a man thihliy dis-
guised from Wyatt Earp, who out-
shot the outlaws and guided the ter-
ritory to statehood.
Tombstone's story has been told^ln

pieces in many wtjterns, never well,
and 'In Early Arizona' doesnt con-
tribute much either, other than be-
ing a western which will iget along
fairly well. " With Tombstone as the
avowed subje(it, it falls away short,
hdwever. *

' \ - -

Full quota of riding, shooting, a
little brawling, practically no ro-
mance,, and a, string of. expected se-
quences which shorten all suspense
possibility, tells the story. Elliott
comes into Tombstone at the request
of his friend and town marshall, Jack
Ingram, but he really wants to settle
down after cleaning out Dodge City
and some of the other western sink-
holes. Is badged immediately and
sets out to gimpowder outlawry out
of existence. Real performance is

by Harry Woods, who is the Arizona
roughie; Others so^go.-- Bom.

FATHER O'FLYNN
(miSH-MADE)
(WITH MUSIC)

HofCberg release of Butchers Film produ-
tion. Stars Tom Burke; features Jean
Adrlenne and Denis O'Nell. Directed by
Wilfred Noy. At Squire, N. T., week Dec.
25, 38. Running time, M mins.
Father O'Flynn Tom Burke
Macusbia Jean Adrlenne
Nigel Robert Chisholm
Westmacott Henry Oscar
Fawcett Ralph ' Tnimnn
Flarnagan... Denis O'Nell
Cassidy Dbrothy Vernon

This is the type of British produc-
tion that fully a'osolves American
exhibitors from not wanting English
pictures. Herbert Wilcox is credit-
ed as producer, one of his weakest
and probably an oldie.

It seems an English Boy Scout
captain thinks it would be smart to
turn musical comedy producer in-
stead of returning to his measly job
after some sort of Scout jamboree
andV encampment. That is the cause
of all that follows, and most of it is
ill-conceived and inanely executed.
Part of the music is fairish; that's.
alL .

..

Ralph Reader Is billed as the lead-
ing player of the production. He is
every plate th&t a camera manipu-
lator ato^s his lenses. He taps fairly
well. His singing and acting, how-
ever, are thin. Gina Malo, possibly
the only ex-American player faintly
recognizable in the cast, proves that
she hasn't become an actress. Miss
Malo does add a few genumely
sprightly moments and survives
some faulty makeup and crude
camera angles. > Remainder of cast
is mediocre.
Reader also takes the rap for the

story, songs and is also the leading
man. His score is the best chore;
Alfred Goulding directed, but it is
doubtful if anybody could have made
much with the people and material
at hand. Wear.

FIGHT TO THE LAST
Garrison release of Chinese Film Co, un-

der supervision of the Political Department
of the Chinese Government Military Com-
mission. Directed by T. C. Cheng. Photon'
graphed by W, L. Woo. Music by C. R,
Sheng. At Roosevelt theatre, N. 1„ Dec
21, '38. Running time, CI mins.
Brig.. Gen. Tsefang Kao Chan-Fe!
Tsefang's wife.... .Lily I^eft
Siplng, Tsefang's sister Tch Pinff
Son of Tsefang *, C. Jen
Father of Tsefang L, Tu'
Japanese Commander F. K. Ho
Man Servant.. ...P. Wonff
Chinese Traitor ....F. Linff
Jopanose paptain T. S. Ho

Producers have spent considerable
in creating suitable backgroimd for
this tuneful melodrama of present-
day Ireland. Cast boasts Tom Burke,
who made a cinema rep witii another
Irish production, 'Kathleen,' in the
title role. Picture is a better film of
the type turned out by producers of
Old Erin, but it still is miles behind
ordinary program featiu-es of Holly-
wood origin. Hence it will have only
limited appeal In scattered arty"thea-
tres.

Yarn, which is purportedly based
on the famous song of same title,

concerns the romance of Macushla,
an English-looking colleen, and of
the long-missing wastrel father's at-
tempt to spirit her away from her
sweetheart and Father O'Flynn, who
has looked after her since childhood.
Manner in which she is held a vol-

untary prisoner by her«town: parent
and a conniving friend is a severe
test on the audience's credulity. And
since the highlights of the dramatic
fable depend strictly on this develop-
ment, the entire story seems far-
fetched even for a meller. There is
a rousing fist fight near the conclu-
sion, just when it seemed as though
the picture would sing its way to a
peaceful, xminspired close.
Although many of songs are forci-

bly and inanely- Introduced into the
plot, they provide the brighter mo-
ments. 'Ave Maria,' as sung by Tom
Burke, is tops. Others include 'Ma-
cushla,' 'Let's Fall in Love,' , 'Father
O'Flynn' and 'I Know of Two Bright
Eyes.' Faulty recording spoils part
of ballads, with sound emerging at
wrong time and sometimes without
any lip movement
Most colorful sequences are inside

a cabaret-gambling house at Liver-
pool, where Macushla is held and
forced to sing to guests. This is
marred by lightweight direction and
silly introduction of a sillier looking
line of unattractive chorines.
Tom Burke is satisfying as Father

O'Flynn, and sings nicely. Jean
Adrienne, in the role of Macushla, is
passable while warbling, but is
neither pretty nor can she act. Denis
O'Neil, vet with Irish acting groups,
is 9kay as Flannagah. Supporting
cast is., only fair, and suffers. from
direction. Wear.

(In Chinese; toith English Title$)
Sympathizers with the beleaguered

Chinese probably will find this film
interesting. Those with curiosity
about what the Chinese can do in the
way of making films with modern
stories probably will find in it some-
thing to talk about, but it's hardly
commercial product for theatres in
this country outside of cities where
there is a sizable Chinese population*
The film is frankly dedicated to

the purpose of uniting the Chinese
nation in its battle against Japan.
The horrors inflicted uoon Chinese
civilians are emphasized in much
the same way they were in the early
World War films in this country. AU
the actioh takes place in the village
of Taichan^r, or in the nearby Chi-
nese and Japanese' lines. General
Tsefang's home is captured by the
Japanese, his family attacked and
murdered; He trains the Chinese
guns on his own home,when he gets
news of the capture.
The staged scenes in the home and

in the lines are siurprisingly well
done, but many of the long shots of
plane battles and crashes and bomb-
ings seem to have been made from
duped negative; they are very grainy.
Most of the newsreels have pre-
sented better shots.
The dialog is ih Chinese, with oc-

casional snatches of French, but the
English sub-titles are adequate.
Thei-e is no .difficult following the
story thread.

Brendel^Burt, Ed LoW/0

To Essajr Vaude Dates
El Brendel wlU try a vaude come-

back with his wife, Flo Burt. Swede
comic, solo, recently closed with a
unit on the Coast.
Charles Allen is also offering Ed-

niund Lowe aroimd in the east.

Scott with Shirley
Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Randolph Scott was signed for one
of the top spots ih 'Susannah of tiie

Mounties,' next Shirley Temple star-
rer, due to roll Jan. 3 at 20th-Pox.
Actor recently completed a fea-

tured role in 'Jesse James.'

OHIO NIXES 'MAMIOGK'
'Professor Mamlock,' Russian-made

anti-Nazi feature, has been rejected
by the Ohio state censorship board.
No reason officially listed for its xe«
jection.

Film was scheduled to open at th«
City, Cleveland, Jan. 6. Daily press
in Cleveland has 'been caustic about
the alleged delay in the Ohio boarf
taking action on the pictore.
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The Girl Downstairs
(UHLTH SONG)
^Hollywood, Dec. 21.

Metrt Mleaao of Harry Rnpf proauctlon.

TTPftturea Franolska Gaal, Franchot Tone,

Walter Connolly, Directed by Norman
Tauroff. Screenplay by Hatold Goldman.

Felix Jackson and Karl Notl; from rtjprt

fltory by Sandor Hunyady. Song. Bob
Wrieht and Chet Forrest; camera, Clyde

De Vlnna: editor. Elmo Veron. Previewed

at Wcstwood Village Pec. 20, '38. Run-
ning time. 75 mlns.
vntirlna Linz Franclska Gaal PACIFIC LINER
™e L

Hollywood. Dec. 22.

Rosalind Brown Rjta Johnson-- rkO release of Robert SIsk production

Katerlna Llnz
Paul Wagner.
Mr. Brown....
WlUle.

.

.Franchot Tone
.Walter Connolly

.Reginald Gardiner

Chnrlle Reginald Owen
Adolf Pumpfel Franklin Pangborn
Korl Robert Coote

The Butler.

.

, .Bamett Parker

punchers. A cattle-rustling angle, of
course, is introduced since this fur-
nishes the snappy actionful climax.

St, Brendan Boys Choir, cast as a
group of school youngsters, lend a
distinct musical touch to the outdoor
opus with their vocalizing. They fit

in plausibly.
Lesley Selander directs according

to standard. Wear.

Freria . . . • PrlacHla Lnwson
Rudolph ..James B. Carson
pritz Charles Judels

Garage Proprietor Billy Gilbert

Exceptional direction and a fine

cast overcome deficiencies of a rath-

er incredible Cinderella yarn to

make 'Girl Downstairs' mildly enter-

taining fare. Due to get by for mod-

erate take along the line, depending
on how combo of Franciska Gaal,

Franchot Tone and Walter Connolly
stacks up for- 'draw' ability in indi-

vidual situations. In the keys, sup-
port will be required.
Story of rich playboy who courts

scullery maid to gain entrance into

home of girl he is romancing, with
the slavey falling in love with the
boy, for a Cinderella finale, is; rath-
er beyond the realms of plausibility.

But, despite that premise, picture is

saved by some excellent perform-
ances and keen direction by Norman
Taurog.
Tone is particularly effective In

th-« lead, giving plenty of sincerity
to his role. It's his final one for
Metro under recent contract, as he
intends to confine his activities dur-
ing the next year to the stage with
the Group Theatre organization.
. Characterization of Franciska Gaal
as the scullery maid is reminiscent
of some of the early Pickford fea-
tures prior to 1920. Several closeups
further bring back memory of the
Mary Pickford of that era. This is
no reflection on Miss Gaal's perform-
ance, as she works hard with sincer-
ity, and has a screen personality
that may yet break through. This
is her third picture in America, and
in each she is the scrubbing-brush
and bucket slavey who finds a happy
ending In the final reel.
Connolly is thoroughly capable as

the gTMft millionaire who attempts
to save his daughter from Tone. Sup-
portuig cast is particularly well-
balanced, with Billy Gilbert promi-
nent in a brief sequence that high-
lights the comedy passages.
Despite the illogiczd story, Taurog

whips the action along at a sustained
pace, and injects many human angles
and situations to lift the picture
above ordinary rating. Photography
by Clyde De Vinna is particularly
meritorious, and his lighting of Miss
Gaal makes her a thing of beauty

—

even as a scullery jnaid.-

THE FRONTIERSMEN
(WITH SONGS)

Paramount release of Harry Sherman
production. Features William Boyd and
George Hayes. Directed by Lesley Se-

.Screenplay by Norman Houston:
additional dialog, Harrison Jacobs; based
on Clarence B. Mulford series; camera.
Russell Harlan. At Central, N. T.. dual,week Dec. 22, '38. Running time. 71 mlns.
Hopalong- Cassldy William Boyd
.y^'n<?y George Hayea
\}t y •< Russell Hayden
iV/lt^*^*® Evelyn Venable

William DuncanAmanda Peters Clara Kimball Young
Judson Thorpe Charles (Tony) Hughes

.-...Dickie Jones
Mi„ c*"*, Roy Baitroft

o,
Snook Emily FItzroy

John Beoch
bchool-klda St. Brendan Boys Choir

Well-constructed oats opera in the
Hopalong Cassidy series, 'The Fron-
tiersmen' differs chiefly from othersm that there is stronger romantic in-
terest developed and a group of sing-
ing schoolboys figures in the prairie
school episodes. Emphasis on school-
day sequences holds back robust
western action until the last 15 min-
utes when it is doubly concentrated.
Should take its place with other
stronger vehicles in Hopalong string.
Picture hints that the 'three cactus

musketeers' theme may be developed
and, in time, surmount featuring the
single character of Hopalong Cassidy.
Several scenes indicate that pro-
ducers may have this in mind. It's
a smart idea. The two characters of
Wmdy' and 'Lucky' have been built
Slowly but surely in recent months
until both in time might better the
draw if put on equal footing with
Hopalong.
George Hayes, as Windy, repre-.

sentmg the old-timer and humorous
angle, and Russell Hayden, as Lucky,
typifying the younger generation of
cowboys, have become identified
with the Hopalong prairie plots. This
IS seen in the easy manner in which
they work together with Bill Boyd
(Hopalong) in this prt)duction. Even

*u exaggerated love scenes,
ine three hold close to character and
lend credibility to the romantic de-
velopments.
New tale depicts the struggles of a

western family and their cowhand
assistants^to place thd town school on
a workable basis. A pert school-
marni from Boston does the trick by
jyi""i>Ig over the fSmily's incorrig-

.(Dickie Jones) fend gaining the
oacKing of the rough-and-ready cow-

Featurea Victor McLaglen and Chester
Morris. Directed by Lew Landers. Screen-
play by John Twist from story by Anthony
Coldewey and 'Henry Roberts Symonds;
camera, Nicholas Musuraca; editor, Harry
Marker; asst. director, Sam Ruman. Pre-
viewed at Pantagcs Dec. 21, '88. Running
time, 73 mlns.
Crusher McKay... Victor McLaglen
Doctor Craig....; ..Chester Morris
Ann Grayson Wendy Barrle*-
Gallagher. Alan Hale
Britches Barry Fitzgerald
Bllson Allan Lane
Captain Mathews Halllwell Hobbes
Deadey<>s .

.
'. Cyrus W. Kendall

VVlsliart -.Paul GuUfoyle
Metcalfe i John Wray
Olaf , Emory Parnell
Silvio Adia Kuznetzoft
Kovac .John Bleiler

A decidedly weak offering that un-
successfully attempts to squeeze
drama from an outbreak of cholera
aboard a ship bound from Shanghai
to San Francisco, 'Pacific Liner'
will find its level as a filler in the
duals. Victor McLaglen, Chester
Morris and Wendy Barrie may at-

tract some, but audiences as a whole
will be dissatisfied with the subject
matter.
Unwise production guidance must

take the blame for this one. Experi-
ence shows that previous stories

with diseases such as Asiatic cholera
or leprosy are not palatable to pic-
ture audiences. The cholera epi-
demic below decks in the stokehole
and engine rooms gives a too vivid
disf)lay of the ravages of the disease
—men suddenly keeling over and
dying off, with the corpses being
burned in the ship furnaces.

It's a rather drab setting which
neither cast nor direction can over-
come. Picture moves at a slow pace
that becomes increasingly boresome,
and tapers off with an unconvincing
finish. Practically all of the action
is confined to the quarantined engine
room and stokers quarters, to fur-

ther dull interest; and no attention
is given to comedy passages to
lighten it up.
McLaglen is the rough and tough

chief engineer who drives his men
with an iron fist. Chinese stowa-
way ih the engine room dies of

cholera, and remainder of the script
depicts efforts of the ship doctor
(Morris) to save lives of the crew,
with Miss Barrie assisting as nurse,
until the boat docks.

Miniature Reviews

'The Girl Downstairs' (M-G).
Keen direction and fine per-
formances highlight moderate
programmer.

'The Frontiersman' (Par), mu-
sic featured in One of better
Hopalong Cassidy' westerns.

'Pacific Liner' (RKO). Drab
melodrama with .little interest to
hold attention

•Torchy in il^hinatown' (WB).
Fails to hit standard of recent
Torchy series. Okay.for dualers.
'The Gang' (Syn). Flimsy tale

of British Boy Scouts staging a
musical. Deadweight even for
dualing.

KREUTZER SONATA
(FRENCH-MADE)
(WITH MUSIC)

Foreign Cinema Arts release of Forrestler-
Pardnt production. Features Gaby Morlay,
Jean Yonnel, Pierre Renoir and Cdmonde
Guy. Dhected by Charlea Gulclmid. From
the Leo Tolstoy novel; scenario, H. Andre
Legrand; muslo, Adolph Borchard. At
World, N. Y., week Dec. 19, '38. Running
time, 85 mlns.

Helene Gaby Morlay
Pozdnychefl Jean Yonnel
Toukhatchevsky Jacques Erwin
Porowsky; Pierre Renoir
Sonia Edmunde Guy
Katia Annie Rozanne
Petrovltch Andre Bervll
Mother of Pozdnychefl .'Darcey Roche
Director >Jox
Vassla... J. p, Thiss
Florist Glsele Glre

Director William Beaudine lightened
things up with numerous gags and
situations of the slapstick variety,
and over-all kept things moving at a
rapid pace, despite obvious story
handicaps.

IN EARLY ARIZONA
Columbia production and release. Stars

Bill Elliott: features Dorothy Gulliver,
Harry Woods. Directed by Joseph Lever-
ing. Screenplay, Nate Gatzert; camera,
James S. Brown, Jr.: editor, Dwlght Cald-
well. At Colonial, Lincoln, dual. Run-
ning time, C5 mlns.
Gordon ....Bill Elliott
Alice Dorothy GuIUveri
Bull , Harry Woods
Marshall , Jack Ingram
Spike. » Franklin Farnum
Ben ...Frank Ellis
Art 4.; Art Davis
Kalntuck. . . . Charlea Klnc;
Weldon Ed Casaldy
Sheriff Charles Whlttaker

THE GANG
(BRITISH-MADE)
(WITH MUSIC)

Syndicate Pictures release of Herbert
Wilcox production. Features Ralph Reader.
Directed by Alfred Gouldlng. Story, mysla
and lyrics by Ralph Reader. At Central,
N. Y.. week Dec. 22, '38, dual. Running
time, 51 mlna.

Skipper Ralph Reader
Marie GIna JVIalo
Raydon Stuart Robertson.
Whipple Richard Ainley
Len Leonard SnelUng
Syd Syd Palmer

GANG BULLETS
Monogram release of. E. B. Derr produc-

tion. Features Robert Kent and Anne
Nagel. Directed by Lambert Hlllyear.
Screenplay. Jorn T. Neville; editor. Rusa
Schoengarth; camera. Arthur Martlnelll. At
Colonial, Lincoln, dual. Running time, 02
mlns.
Patricia Anne Nagel
Carter Robert Kent
Wayne Charles Trowbridge
Anderson T. Morgan Wallace
Reardon J. Farrell MacDonald
Meade John T. Murray
Wallace Arthur Loft
Red John Merton
Armstrong Donald Kerr
Newell Carleton Young
Mr.i. Jones , Isiabell LaMalle
Billy Benny Bartlett

Only entrancing ' thing about this

for the patron Is the title. Certainly

its quota of bullets, or shooting, is

very light, as is the action, which
for the most part occupies the time

with discussion in the district attor-

ney's office, his home, and in the
courtroom. There are no chases,
and the climax, which finds the
chains of the law descending in

plenty on the transgressors, is very
lukewarm.
Featured are Anne Nagel, daugh-

ter of Charles Trowbridge, as the
D.A^, and Robert Kent, who is Trow-
bridge's~'assistant prosecutor and his
prospective son-in-law. Nobody gets
excited, or emotional, or particularly
worried throughout John T. Neville's
original screenplay, so dramatics are
out, and every part is played in well
oiled precision, if not too interest-

ingly.
Situation finds Morgan Wallace, a

racket baron, being loaded on a train

and shipped out of a town where he's

caused trouble. Gets off in another
and takes over, running immediately
into trouble with Trowbridge's office.

Since previous D,A.'s have had trou-
ble trying to pin anything on the
wily criminal, Trowbridge and Kent
trick him into playing their hand
and catch him up on it. Involves
some secretive by-play, which makes
it rough going on Kent's romancing.
Miss Nagel is not taken into either

man's confidence.
Wallace has a pretty crew of

henchmen for his crc «king, such fa-

miliar child scarers as John Merton,
John T. Murray, Carleton Young
and Roger Williams. Cast gives Ar-
thur Loft credit for appearance in

the film, but he fails to show. Wil-
liams, not billed, is in, however.
As a short stayer, and taking ad-

vantage of the natural title for sen-

sationalism on the marquee, 'Bullets'

will get by in the action play. Crowd
will catch up with it soon on the

longer stays. Definitely for dualling

in any case. Bam.

(In French witTi English Titles)

For a French production incorp-

orating so little action, this picture

holds audience attention fairly well
until closing passages. It just misses
being substantial entertainment of

draw possibilities because of failure

to cash in on the latent Russian tri-

angle plot Instead, the French pro-
ducers have the wronged family man
go berserk and shoot his rival and
his wife. There's an attempt to

temper the conclusion by having his
mate recover, thus enabling him to
duck a heavy sentence. In toto, the
obvious strong points have been lost
in the shuffle.

'Kreutzer Sonata' is for arty the-
atres but the title and its music may
hinder its progress; Film is based on
the Leo Tolstoy novel and also Bee-
thoven's 'Opus 47 in A Major for
Violin and': Piano.' There are few
scenes in which Russian peasant cos-
tumes are worn and few episodes
suggesting the rustic background.
Soldiers wear Russ garb but they do
not figure prominently. Result is

that basic theme has French trim-
mings, flavor and even action so that
the Tolstoy original is deeply sub-
ordinated. 'Opus 47' figures in musi-
cal score and so- does a piano-violin
concert.
Director Charles Guichard has in-

corporated much suspense into a
routine story. Picture is well staged,
contains skillful mtisic background-
ing and a few well-arranged concert
sequences. Gaby Morlay, as the
wife, gives' a well-shaded portrayal
However, top acting honors go to
Jean Yonnel, of the Comedie Fran-
caise, as the party-loving bachelor
who seemingly finds happiness in
quiet married life.

Pierre Renoir, veteran French
screen villain, gets little chance since
he's a suicide early in the picture,
Edmonde Guy, as his wife, figures in

a torrid love scene and then is lost

in the shuffle. Jacques Erwin, as the
concert violinist; Annie Rozanne,
J. P. Thiss and Gisele Gire head the
support. Wear,

Torchy in Chinatown
Hollywood, Dec. 24.

Warner Bros, release of Brj-an Foy pro-
duction. Features Glenda Farrell, Barton
MacLane, Tom Kennedy, Patrlc Knowles,
Henry O'Neill. Directed by William Beau-
dine. Screenplay by George Brlcker, based
on characters created by Frederick Nebel;
dialog director, Hany fa'eymour; aBSt. di-
rector. Arthur X.ieuker; camera. Warren
Lynch; editor, Frederick Richards. Pre-
viewed at La Relna; Dec. 23, '38. Run
nlng time, 58 mlns.

Torchy Blane Glenda Farrell
Steve McBrlde Burton MacLane
Uabagan ° Tom Kevgfglot
Condon Patrlc Knowlps
Baldwin Henry O'Neill
MansUeld Jamea Stephenson
Janet Jnnct Shaw
Fltzhugh Anderson \ Lawlor
McTavlsh P''rank Shannon
Sergeant Cicorge Uuhl
Staunton Richard Bond

Gordon Elliott now comes to the
screen as 'Bill' Elliott apparently be-
cause Columbia starred him as Wild
Bill Hickok in a recent serial. One-
time general biz actor among the
majors, he has gone the way of many
others and become representative of
the west that wasi Foundation of 'In

Early Arizona' is the famed out-
la,wry of ' Tombstone, but for once
the film version is quiet in compari-
son to the story as told by Walter
Noble Burns in his book.
Suggestion is made in the fore-

word that none of the characters in
the picture is supposed to represent
people living or dead, but that the
shadow of such, men as Doc Halli-
day, the Earps, Clantons, McLow-
erys. etc., can't help being suggested
in part. Of them all, Doc Halliday
actually seems to live in character,
and Elliott plays a man thinly dis-
guised from Wyatt Earp, who out-
shot the outlaws and guided^ the ter-
ritory to statehood.
Tombstone's story has been tpld,in

pieces in many westerns, never well,
and 'In Early Arizona' doesnt con-
tribute much either, other than be-
ing a western which wiU g6t along,
fairly well. * With Tombstone as the
avowed subjett, it falls away short,
however. '

' '«
•

Full quota of riding, shooting> ai

little brawling, practically no ro-
mance,, and a. string of expected se-
quences which shorten all suspense
possibility, tells the story. Elliott
comes into Tombstone at the request
of his friend and town marshall. Jack
Ingram, but he really wants to settle
down after cleaning out Dodge City
and some of the other western sink-
holes. Is

.
badged immediately and

sets out to gunpowder outlawry, out
of existence. Real performance is

by Harry Woods, who is the Arizona
roughie. Others so^so^- — Barn.

This is the type of British produc-
tion that fully absolves American
exhibitors from not wanting English
pictures. Herbert Wilcox is credit-
ed as producer, one of his weakest
and probably an oldie..

It seems an English Boy Scout
captain thinks it would be smart to
turn musical comedy producer in-
stead of returning to his measly job
after some sort of Scout jamboree
and encampment. That is the cause
of all that follows, and most of it is
ill-conceived and inanely executed.
Part of the music is fairish: that's
all.

Ralph Reader is billed as the lead-
ing player of the production. He is
every place that a camera manipu-
lator stops.his lenses. He taps fairly'
well. His singing and acting, how-
ever, are thin. Gina Malo, possibly
he only ex-American player faintly
recognizable in the cast, proves that
she hasn't become an actress. Miss
Malo does add a few genuinely
sprightly moments and survives
some faulty makeup and crude
camera angles. Remainder of cast
is mediocre.
Reader also takes the rap for the

story, songs and is al^o the leading
man. Sis score is the best chore;
Alfred Gouldlng dlrectedi but it Is
doubtful if anybody could have made
much with the people and material
at hand. Wear.

'

A lightweight in the Torchy series,

not up to standard of recent prede
cessors. Rather elemental murder
mystery, with audience way ahead of
Barton MacLane in tabbing the solu-
tion. For bottom dualers. .

Title is misleading, only China
town background being stock shots
for opening. 'Yarn deals with trio

of con men who attempt an extortion
payoff through series of Ghine.se
notes and two phoney murders.
Torchy speeds up solution of the
mystery to secure scoop for her
sheet, while MacLane flounders
around long enough to pile up foot-

age for an hour's unfolding.
Glenda Farrell, MacLane and Tom

Kennedy carry on the three leads

as in previous pictures of the series.

FATHER OTLYNN
(miSH-MADE)
(WITH MUSIC)

Hoffberg release of Butchers Film produ
tlon. Stars Tom Burke; features Jean
Adrlenne and Denis O'Nell. Directed by
Wilfred Noy. At Squire, N. Y.. week Dec.

88. Running time, 60 mlns.
Father O'Flynn Tom Burke
Macushla Jean Adrlenne
Nigel Robert Chleholm
Westmacott Henry Oscar
Fawcett Ralph Truman
Flarnagan. Denis O'Nell
Cassidy Dorothy Vernon

Producers have spent considerable
in creating suitable backgroimd for
this tuneful melodrama of present-
day Ireland. Cast boasts Tom Burke,
who made a cinema rep with another
Irish production, 'Kathleen,' in the
title role. Picture is a better film of
the type turned out by producers of
Old Erin, but it still is miles behind
ordinary program features of Holly-
wood origin. Hence it will have only
limited appeal in scattered arty 'thea-
tres.

Yarn, which is purportedly based
on the famous song of same title,

concerns the romance of Macushla,
an English-looking colleen, and of
the long-missing wastrel father's at-
tempt to spirit her away from her
sweetheart and Father O'Flynn, who
has looked after her since childhood
Manner in which she is held a vol-

untary prisoner by her«!own" parent
and a conniving friend is a severe
test on the audience's credulity. And
since the highlights of the dramatic
fable depend strictly on this develop-
ment, the entire story seems far-
fetched, even for a meller. There is
a rousing fist fight near the conclu
sion, just when it seemed as though
the picture would sing its way to a
peaceful, tminspired close.
Although many of songs are forci-

bly and inanely- introduced into the
plot, they provide the brighter mo
ments. 'Ave Maria,' as sung by Tom
Burke, is tops. Others include 'Ma-
cushla,' 'Let's Fall in Love,' 'Father
O'Flynn' and 'I Know of Two Bright
Eyes.' Faulty recor^fing spoils part
of ballads, with sound emerging at
wrong time and sometimes without
any lip movement.
Most colorful sequences are inside

a cabaret-gambling house at Liver-
pool, where Macushla is held and
forced to sing to guests. This is
marred by lightweight direction and
silly introduction of a sillier looking
line of unattractive chorines.
Tom Burke isi satisfying as Father

O'Flynn, and sings nicely. Jean
Adrlenne, in the role of Macushla, is
passable while warbling, but is
neither pretty nor can she act. Denis
O'Neil, vet with Irish acting groups,
is okay as Flannagan. Supporting
cast is. only fair, and suffers . from
direction. .Wear.

FIGHT TO THE LAST
Garrison release of Chinese Film Co. un-

der supervision of the Political Department
of the Chinese Government Military Com-
mission. Directed by Y. C. Cheng. Photo-
graphed by W. L. Woo. MUslo by C. R,
Sheng. At Roosevelt theatre, N. Y., Dec

'3S. Running time, 64 mlns.
Brig.. Gen. Tsefang.... Kao Cban-Fet
Tsefang's wife.... Lily I^ee
Slplng. Tsefang'a slater Ych PlnK
Son of Tsefang '. C. Jen
Father of Tsefang L, Tu
Japanese Commander F. K. Ho
Man Servant > P. Wong
Chlnesd Traitor., F. Ling
Japanese Captain, .T. B. Ho

(In Chinese; with English Titles)

. Sympathizers with the beleaguered
Chinese probably wiU. find this film
interesting. Those with curiosity
about' 'What the Chinese can do in the
way of making films with modem
stories probably will find in it some-
thing to talk about, but it's hardly
commercial product for theatres in
this country outside of cities where
there is a sizable Chinese population.
The film is frankly dedicated to

the purpose of uniting the Chinese
nation in its battle ' against Japan.
The horrors inflicted uoon Chinese
civilians are jemphasized in much
the same way they were in the early
World War .films in this country. All
the action takes place in the village
of Taichan^; or in the nearby Chi-
nese and Japanese lines. General
Tsefang's' home is captured by the
Japanese, his family attacked and
murdered. He. trains the Chinese
guns on his own home when he gets
news of the capture.
The staged scenes in the homd and

in the lines, are surprisingly well
done, but many of the long shots of
plane battles and crashes and bomb-
ings seem to have been made from
duped negative; they are very grainy.
Most . of the newsreels have pre-
sented better shots.

The dialog is in Chinese, with oc-
casional snatches of French, but the
English sUb-titles are adequate.
There is no difficult following the
story thread*

Brendel'Burt, Ed Lowe
To Essay Vaude Dates

El Brehdel will try a vaude come-
back with his wife, Flo Burt. Swede
comic, solo, recently closed with a
unit on the Coast.
Charles Allen is also offering Ed-

niund Lowe around in the east.

Scott with Shitley
Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Randolph Scott was signed for one
of the top spots in 'Susannah of the
Mounties,' next Shirley Temple star-
rer, due to roll Jan. 3 at 20th-Fox.
Actor recently completed a fea-

tured role in 'Jesse James.'

OHIO NIXES 'MAMIOGE'
'Professor Mamlock,' Russian-made

anti-Nazi feature, has been rejected
by the Ohio state censorship board.
No reason officially listed for its re«
jectioa
Film was scheduled to open at tht

City, Cleveland, Jan. 6. Daily press
in Cleveland has been caustic about
the alleged delay in the Ohio boarf
tt^cing action on the picture.

I
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ERROL FLYNN
THEDAWN PATROL

with

BASIL RATHBONB • DAVID
NIVEN • DONALD CRISP
MBLVILLB COOPER • BARRY
FITZGERALD • CARL ESMOND
directed by EDMUND GOULDING
Soreen Play by Seton I. Miller and Dan
Totheroh • PromanOritfinalStorybyJohn
Monka Saondera • Masio byMax Steiner

ding Holiday-Week Business Zooming!
(The Way Angels Didfor Thanksgiving!)
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New B. O. Stars

(Continued from page 1)

casting pn various programs as

guesters are also probably lessening

the public curiosity to see and hear

them on film, It is, believed.

During the past year moSt of the

studios have experimented with a

lot of new talent but none of it has

progressed to the point many of the

older stars readhed, some of them
overnight, for terrific b.o. pull. The
fault may be with the talent itself or

with the failure of studios to build it

up properly, with the result in virtu-

ally every case the studios have de-

pended on their old star material

during '38 to. pull them through. It

may be that it isn't as easy to build

a personality . into powerful b.o. as

it was in former years.

Many featured players of promise

have come along in the last couple

of years but none has gone over the

top in the way that Garbo, Craw-
ford and others did when they hit

stardom, making exhibs fight for.

their pictures.

What's Happened to H'wood?

Product released in the last two
or three months has had the theatres

plenty worried. Many exhibitors

are wondering what has happened
in Hollywood, They, blame several

factors but what interests them most
is that the big draw product has
been lacking. Or so they aVer.

Start of the fall season held con-
siderable promise, although the pre-

dominance of just fair films had
some exhibs wondering. Leading
exhibitors claim that of some 40;fea-

tures released, only two or three
have been truly big draws. Accord-
ing to their view of the situation,

some of the more costly., pictufes,

made with usual formula, possess-

ing name people and with every
chance of succeeding, turned out to

be pretty thin boxolfice fare, while
so-called programmers turned up as
big business-getters.
Exhibs are saying frankly that

they think Holljnvood is letting them
down. They are at loss to explain

why. The same producers, same
stars and same writers are at work.
The proper amount of coin is be-
ing spent, but the pictures are not
registering with the public.

Distributors' and producers' rebut-
tal is that the fault does not rest

with Hollywoocl but with the ex-
hibitors themselves—that the films

are not being merchandised prop-
erly.

Admitting that some features and
stories are difficult to sell to the-
atre patrons, they contend that if

the public is apprised of how good
the production is, the business will

come.

So. Calif. B.O. $1,250,000

Under-*37;-Pi?oduct Blamie
Los Angeles, Dec. 27.

Picture house grosses throughout
Southern California fell off an esti-

mated $1,250,000 during 1938 under
the previous year. Of this sum, ap-
proximately $800,000 in revenue was
lost by Fox-West Coast theatres.
General trade conditions, together
with failure of many major pro-
ducers to come through with con-
sistent boxoffice product, is blamed
by exhibitors for the heavy falloff

in trade.

To offset these losses, exhibitors
were forced in many instances to
resort to pruning of operating ex-
pense, with the result most of them
were able to overcome the lowered
taxes.

F-WC, it is pointed out, during
past 10 weeks, has effected around
$5,000 savings'iii:- operating expense
by eliminating all forms of give-
-aways and racketeering in' its houses.
For the sam'e period, grosses, ii is

estimated, show an increase of
around $3,500.

President Charles P. Skouras, of
F-WC, is committed to abolishment
of all forms of giveaways in his cir-
cuit's houses, and chain wiU go into
1939 with a clean slate.

Cantoris Tour

(Continued from page 1)

clamoring for the cuffo ducats. 'Many
a hinterlander coming to New York
or Hollywood clocks himself to take
in an actual broadcast, as much as
seemg the new shows or the major
sights.

The line-charge thing Is no longer
a factor, as it was in the past. Hook-
ups are permanent and pickup from
any key city is easy.
Nearest approach to this is Major

Bowes* 'salute*, to the various cities,

tied in with the local Chrysler motor
dealers. But the broadcasts are still

anchored in New York.,
Furthermore, each community has

its outstanding citizens or talents*

who could well be enlisted as supple-
mentary guest stars. There are
any number of Hoosier writers,
hinterland artists, back-coimtry po-
liticos, journalists and personalities
who could well be capitalized for
radio b.o. purposes.

Fair^s Sideshow

(Continued from page 1)

ling will be some of the nearby
waterfront shows.
Frank .Darling will operate a

'Children's World' on a seven-acre
plot, in which will be featured toy
rides of various types, backed up by
elephants, camels, donkeys and min-
iature autos.

'Kiva' is the name selected for the
American Indian display, imder di-

rection of Col. Milo W. Billlngsley

and (Miss) Idena Powell.

Other Sideshows

Tony Sarg has his name over 'En-

chanted Forest,' an illusion show,
peopled with birds, animals, fairies

and elves. Adjacent will be Admiral
Byrd's 'Penguin Island,' Dr. Couney's
'Infant Incubator' and' Flash Gordon
rocket trip to the planet Venus.
Morris Gest is concentrating on

'Little Miracle Town,' inhabited by
125 midgets, and the New York Zoo-
logical Society is sponsoring a
Bathyspherium.
Among the more pretentious con-

cessions is Sam H. Grisman's 'Cuban
Village,' in which three large restau-

rants will be situated.

'Winter Wonderland' is being built

by R. J., Sipchen and will have spe-

cial effects featuring a daily blizzard,

Dawn of 1939

Playing of 'Dawn of a New
Day,* by the late George Gersh-
win, will be featured by bands
'throughout the nation as the new
year is ushered in.

This is the N. Y. World's Fair
theme song. New York State
Hotel Assn. and other organiza-
tions will have its orchestra
broadcast the tune at 12:01 a.m.
on Jan. 1, 1939.

likely to be popular during the June
heat, and toboggan and ski slides.

Messmore & Damon have filed

plans for Old New York, in which
George Jessel and associates are in-

terested, and' the Schleiss Construe^
tion Co. is building 'Merrie England.'

Also listed to date among the
larger display are Emmett W. Mc-
Connell's 'South Seas Village,' a
Three-Ring.Jlesta:urant,_spDnsoredJjy.
P. Ballantine & Sons; Heineken's
'Zuyder Zee,' in which Robert K.
Christenbern, managing director of
the Hotel A^or, has an important
hand; Jack Fine's 'Circus Cabaret';

John Hix's 'Strange as It May Seem';
Frank Buck's Vungleland'; Jack
Sheridan's 'Living Magazine Covers';

Cliff Wilson's 'Live Monsters'; Nor-
man Yule's reproduction of Victoria

Falls; Harry G. Traver's stratoships'

and various rides by Dufour . &
Rogers, Norman Bartlett, Harry C.
Baker and others.

Italian Bidtr. Does a Slide

Fair had its first major mechanical
setback Wednesday (21) with the
Italian building sinking three inches
into the Flushing marshes. Fair of-

ficials are trying to 'hush-hush the
accident, while work has been sus-

pended on the condemned building.

Ground that Fair is being built on
was formerly marshland, and has
been filled in. All building spcifi-

cations call for sinking of huge piles

for supports. Understood that piles

supporting the partly finished Italian

building were not long enough.
Only framework had been done so

far.

MCA's Name Bands for S.F.

Hollywood, Dec. 27.

J. C. Stein, prez of Music Corp.

of America, is currently commuting
between his Hollywood headquarters
and the San Francisco Fair on a

name-band idea, which the expo's

Treasure Island show will feature.

The Frisco Fair realizes that New
York's 1939 World Expo will furnish

plenty of stiff opposition, but hopes
to more than hold its own via show-
manship methods.
One manifestation, of course, is

Frisco's now generally known in-

clination to let its hair down, so

far as midway divertissement is con-

cerned. The city fathers figure that

the Barbary Coast heritage of the

Buckles Down
(Continued from page 3)

broadening demands for elimina'tion

of waste and better pictures. Pro-<

duction bosses, who at first said it

couldn't be done, • were amazed by
What happened when they half-

heartedly gave. the idea a trial.

Old custom of pulling into studib

at 11 a.m. is now only a memory.
Important execs today can be found
at their desks at 9 o'clock, and, un-
less all signs fail, 8 or 8:30 will be-
come the generally accepted hour
before spring rolls round.
Changed conditions can be traced

to many causes, including clampr-

down by bank and home office execs,

stockholder suits, ever-increasing in-

fiux of creative and administrative
talent and the constant presence of
that ogre—out!—for those who lag
behind the procession. Outside in-

terests, once so important to picture
moguls, have been pushed Into back-
ground in -the mad scramble to keep
eastern holders of the moneybags
appeased.
Tightening on treasury outgo has

been general on. every lot in this vil-

lage. Hundreds of heavy items of

expenditure formerly considered dire

necessity have been wiped out with-
out visibly reducing operating ef-

ficiency or .lowering silversheet

values. Bans have been placed
against age-old "freedom enjoyed by
talent agents and merchandise, in-

surance and realty peddlers, with
four studios—^Metro, Warners, Uni-
versal and Republic—^bolting gates

tight, against them.

Scripts Off the Shelves
Purchase of plant maintenance

supplies, set construction and other
material today are being more
closely scanned than at any time in

past. Mode for costly stage plays
and novels is on wane, with story
editor more interested in original
yarns because of price variance.
Vehicles cluttering files are being
dusted off and refurbished in order
to winnow something from am other-
wise wasted investment. Talent
rosters and talent administration de-
partments are being primed to the
marrow, with even the $50-a-week
stock girls, who earned their checks
by posing publicity pictures, going
along with other extravagances.' Out-
lay for hunt for new screen faces
has been trimmed more, than 75%
in past year. Dramatic coaching
schools maintained by major com-
panies are being shuttered. Even
stars are being dropped when they
refuse to ink new agreement at pres-
ent salaries instead of holding out for.

boosts provided for in option clauses.
Many, a director who once declined
to work unless he was paid $100,000
per picture is noV available at $40,-

000 to $50,000.

Added impetus was given economy
drive last spring when Universal in-

stalled Cliff Work, brought from
RKO's theatre, division, as general
manager at Universal City. Un-
hampered by friendships and tradi-
tion, he slashed plant costs and pay-
roll right ai)(d left. Balance of in-
dustry was qi^ck to take notice.

Heads of rival factories hopped on
the idea that if Work could do It,

they could, too. Many of trims made
by Work' have since been put into
effect elsewhere, Joseph M, Schenck
reached over to Metro and hired Wil-
liam Koenig to effect monetary re-
forms at 20th-Fox. Tremendous
savings have alre.ady been brought
about.

Eyes on Freeman
Coming of Y, Frank Freeman, also

theatre-trained, to Paramount, mo-
mentarily . has eyes of studio chiefs
trained on that spot. In his office at
8 a.m. daily since his arrival three
weeks ago. Freeman already has
made a complete survey of the sit-

uation. His program of economies is

now being inaugurated.
New year will see a continuation

of campaign against loose operating
methods. Onlookers wise in ways
of entertainment manufacture esti-

mate the gigantic savings accom-
plished in 1938 will be trivial as
compared to those yet to come.
Exhibs, however (and that, of

course, means the public), are as-
sured that pictures will continue to

improve in quality because the in-

dustry is being moved onto a healthy
foundation.

town is a good stunt, along with sex
appeal features with which to lure
the hinterlanders. The name-band
idea will be the convincer.
A big„re.yue by Stein and Clifford

C. Fischer, who were "associated in

the ^wy first *Folies Bergeres* im^
portation into America during the
Chicago Exposition, is part of the

pep-up scheme.

Exhibs Ally Themselves Against

Any Adverse Theatre Legislation

St. Louis, Dec. 27.

The recent call by Fred Wehren-
berg, president of MPTOA of East-
ern Missouri and Southern Illinois

that exhibitors in Missouri and Illi-

nois should watch for adverse legis-

lation, affecting their biz, that may
be introduced in the forthcoming
sessions of the Missouri and Illi-

nois legislatures, has resulted in ex-
hibitors in both states rallying to

jthe warning.
In addition representatives from

the Western lyiissovuri and Kansas
MPTOA and individuals from Mis-
souri and Illinois responded to Weh-

DODGING Pi's

BLUE LAWS
FORJAN.!

Pittsburgh, Dec. 27.

Film houses here have foimd a

way of getting around Pennsyl-
vania's Sunday Blue Laws in order
to get in a New Year's Eve midnight
show on Saturday (31). Law states

that on Sunday theatres can't open
until 2 p.m. Says nothing, however,
about showing pix befolre that time
providing no tickets are sold.

As a result, flock of managements
ate plotting to dispose of ducats
around 11:30 p.m. and start the show
just before midnight. Then two-
hour show will be put through in-

asmuch as customers will have been
in house before Sunday and must
get their money's worth.
Doesn't apply with flesh, however,

since even on Sunday, stage shows
aren't permitted in this state, being
limited to six days a week.

NAT! SCREEN SUING

OPFOSISH TRAILER CO.

National Screen Service Corp., pro-
ducers of motion picture trailers and
ad scripts, filed suit Friday (23) in

N. Y, Federal court for an injunction
and damages against Trailer Made,
Inc., Isador Schwartz, its president,
and Pathe Film Corp., for Infringe^
ment bn.soimd tracks owned by tiie

plaintiff corporation. The suit claims
the defendants In conjunction have
made over 500 trailers sihibe the in-

c6rporati6n of the Trailer Ik^ade out-
fit in January and that an inspection
of 10 out of 30 indicates some form
of alleged piracy. NSS also asks for
ah order for an inspection of the re-
mainder.
Sound tracks of trailers alleged to

have been infringed upon are being
used in connection with the following
pictures, according to the plaintiff:

'Tropical Holiday,' 'One Wi'd Night,'
'Danger in the Air,' 'Smashing the
Rackets,' 'Mother Carey's Chickens,'
'Prison Break,' and others. The com-
plaint also chargies theft of musical
compositions used in connection with
the running of the trailers. Besides
an Injunction, the plaintiffs seek an'

accounting and damages to be set by '

the court.

'Hound' Starts Sniffing

Holljrwood, Dec, 27.

'Hound of the Baskervilles' rolled
at'20th-Fox today (Tues.), the first

production work, on the lot since
*Mr. Moto in Porto Rico' was finished
Wednesday (21).

Sol Wurtzel's B unit has nothing
slated until a Charlie Chan picture
starts Jan. 19. Studio has been oper-
ating with a skeleton staff.

STORY BUYS
Hollywood. Dec. 27,

Metro purchased Charles Martin's
story, 'Sweepstakes/ from Univer-
sal. "

Fay Mitchel and Evelyn Edwards
sold their yarn, 'Drive In,' to Grand
National.
Edward Small bought 'Captain

Frisco,' by John Larkin and WaiTen
Wilson.
Dalton Tru'mbo sold 'A Woman

Gone Wrong' to Grand National,
Metro bought rights to the old

musical, 'Prince of Pilsen.'

renberg's invite to attend a meeting
last week. After telling how adverse
legislation is liable to slip through
the lawmaking bodies unless there
is a continuous check, Wehrenberg
pointed out that Missouri has no ex-
hibitor who is a member of the legis«
lature while lUinoiL exhibitors haye
State Senator Lou Menges of. East
St. Louis to look after their welfare
and interests. Menges has si string'

of houses in East St, Louis and
southern Illinois,

Wehrenberg also pointed out how
adverse legislation has been passed
siniply because of the smug attitude
taken by exhibitors who said 'they
can't do such things.' The only way
to stop such law being enacted^
Wehrenberg said, was to keep a
constant vigil during the legislative

sessions, notify all exhibitors of bills

aimed at their welfare and then fight

such obnoxious laws to a standstill.

Morris Dl Leonard, prez of the
Chicago. Theatre Owners' Assn. in
a letter to Wehrenberg, gave assur-
ance that his body will cooperate to
forestall unfair and unjust legisla-

tion that may be introduced in.

Springfield, 111. Missouri delegates
to. the meeting included Frank Cas-
sil, St. Joseph, prez. MPTOA West-
ern Missouri and Kansas; Dick
Beichele, Kansas City; John Stapel,
Columbia; George Hartman, North
Kansas City, and Sam Abend of the
Exhibitors' Film Delivery Co., K.C.
Two special committees were ap-

pointed by Wehrenberg to scrutinize
all bills introduced in the two legis--

latures. Missouri's lawmakers will
be given the o.o. by Ed E, Rudolph^
Clarence Kalmann and Tommy
J.ames, St. Louis; Henry J. Halloway,
St. Johns; Sol Banks, Fulton; John
Stapel, Columbia; A. C. Mercier,
Perryville; Everett H. Hayes, Sulli-
van; C. M. B'assman, Hermann; Mrs.
George Marsch, Flat River; H. E.
Miller, Festus, and Wehrenberg,
The Illinois Committee is composed
ol Robert C. Cluster, Salem; L W.
Rodgers, Cairo; Fred Soutter, Fox-
Midwest Theatres; ' Leon Jarodslqr,
Paris; Elmer Rodien, Paha; Morris D»
Leonard, Chicago, and S. E, Pertle,"

Jerseyville, Cassil assured Wehren-
berg said he would appoint similar
committees for the MPTOA of West-
ern Missouri and Kansas.

Pa. May Dodge Divorcement

Philadelphia, Dec, 27.

For the flrst time in as many years
as most' film men can recall, Stattt

Legislature will meet in January
without the prospect of being faced
with a single bill concerning the pic-
ture industry. Only possibility of an.;

impoptctnt measure being offered lie^

in the hint of Senator Harry Shapiro
some weeks ago that he might intro-
duce a divorcement bill.

Shapiro 'is attorney for Herb El-
liott, operator of the Fern Rock the-
atre, who filed Injunction ai^d mo-.
nopQly proceedings against Warner
Bros. Inasmuch as Elliott's plaint
has been more than amicably settled^
through WB appeasing the indie ex-
hib, it is felt unlikely that Shapiro
will employ the divorcement pro-
ceedings.

Philly*s 3% Tax Ides
War on City Coxmcil has been

started by exhibs here to prevent
passage of . the 3^ sales tax ordi*
nancesnow ready to be voted on. It
varies frotti ihe. present 2% measure
in that it is so worded as to "include
film. In other words city will collect
the levy pn rental fees paid by
exhibs.

All exhibs^were asked by United
Motion Picture Theatre Owner execs
last week ta pressure their council*
men to defeat the measure or at least
remove the objectionable portion ol
it.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Dec. 27.

'Lorte Star Pioneers' is release titl«
for 'The Guerillas' at Columbia.
'Boy Slaves' is third tag for 'White

Slaves.' formerly 'The Pure in Mind.'
at RKO.

'Dr. Judith Randall' became 'Wom-
en Make News' at Republic.
RKO switched from 'Miss t»

'They Made Her a Spy.*

. 'Whispering Enemies' i r.nal han-
dle for 'Wreckage' at Columbia.
Universal changed 'Brown of Cul-

ver' to 'The Spirit of Culver.'

'Naivy Secrets' is release 'Hg lor
'Navy Girl' at Mono,':{ram.

Monogram swrici:fid from *Sant»
Fe Bound' to 'Dririinw Westward.'
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LoeW'MGBonuses

(Continued from page 2)

financial setup, Donaldson, said

that instead ot carrying the mark
end the lira at fprmer levels, the

company boqks set the exchange at

current figures.

It was also disclosed that only

1,230,000 marks are due now out of

a total of 2,800,000 marks outstand-

ing and due Loew in 1937, and out

of 30,000,000 Ijra owed the company
17,000,000 are now due. As a result

of method of amortization on pic-

tures, Donaldson said after 12 weeks

42.6% was written off. The amounts

increased until at the end of two

yean . the entire pictures are written

off. As a result of this method $579,-

000 of over-amortization resulted

during the past fiscal year.

Statute of Limitations

Donaldson's testimony was inter-

rupted by Proskauer, who called

Arnold Cannon, Los Angele.«» attor-

ney, to explain the difference in the

statute of limitations law of New
York and California. The witness

saiJ that in the latter stati limitation

had run out as regards any action

th^ company may have taken in the

Irving Thalberg estate controversy.

This was given to offset plaintiffs'

cliim that the company should not

have settled with Norma Shearer

(Thalberg) and the estate. The wit-

ness also declared this was true in

his opinion as regards all the de-

fendants who live in California.

Donaldson was again recalled to

the stand, and after a -ifew more
questions by Proskauer, the plaint-

iffs' counsel, Ellis, cross-examined

him. Ellis brought out that an addi-

tional item of $997,000 lor rejected

ct ntinuities had not been written off

if. 1937, while about $600,000 was
cancelled from the • books for the

ea nc account. It was also brought
out that in 1936 and 1937 the coni-

pany under-amortized $1,349,000 and
no reserve wai set up.

Ellis again referred to Donald-
son's computation of the German-
Italian figures. None seemed to be
clear on the matter. Accountants
for both sides were to discuss it

overnight and report on it anew.
Both sides agreed that it would be
unnecessary to call Winthrop Aid-
rich, Chase National Bank head and
a Loew director, or any others who
have not appeared or given deposi-

tions, it being agreed they would
testify parallel that of Nick Schenck
and other defense witnesses.

Exhih Opinion

(Continued from page -7)

being cut out, more will have to be;

but there isn't anything wrong with
this business that it won't eventually
itself correct.

Business conditions are sick. Radi-
cal changes aren't coming overnight.
Let's accept the cancellations, buy
with sense, meet the other fellow
half way and rebuild , our dwindling
revenues with a united effort. Let's

not <-take off in a rowboat on a
sea of useless argument, lose our
oars, drift into an oblivion, and
allow every ax-grinder and racketeer
to take advantage of our life's work,

Let's grow, up, .meet our issues

man to man, and work out, from the
considerations in the new program,
our mutual salvation. It can be
done. Nobody wins in a wax. K
you haven't gotten enough in the
way of concessions, a beginning is

often the means to an end.

Philly. Thinks It Has
The Majors 'On the Run'

Philadelphia, Dec. 27.

Acceptance of the Trade Practices
Agreement as it now stands is un-
alterably opposed by a majority of
Philly exhibs. General opinion is

that exhibitors have won a good
many concessions, but the code, in
its present form, is nothing more
than a good point from which to be-
gin bargaining.
With distribs and producers faced

with divorcement 'legislation and
monopoly charges on all sides, ex-
hibs feel that for the first time ki 20
years they have the majors on the
run and everything possible ought
to be squeezed out of thent. As one
exhib leader declared here, 'We're
not going to give up divorcement for
a few bones that .are being tossed to
us.'

'The boys smell blood,' he said,
'and- know that we now have an op-
portunity to obtain really major re-

forms which have been needed for
years. What has been obtained to
date are all superficial points, not
the deep-seated ones we want, A
fine basis for an agreement has been
reached, hut certainly not the agree-
ment itself,'

Only official action on the Trade
Practice Code to be taken here was
in line with the general opinion.
Board of managers of United Motion
Picture Theatre Owners at a meet-
ing last week, approved the draft as

a '.step forward,' but not a solution
to all exhibitor problems. It asked
that the draft become effective im-
mediately.
Conciliation and arbitration clauses

in the agreement yirere highly lauded.
'UMPTO as always stood and
fought for some form of arbitration
and conciliation,' it was said. 'We
have always advised our members
to sign voluntary arbitration clauses
and to ask for such clauses in con-
tracts where they did not exist. This
is a cure for many of the ills that
beset our industry.'

Allied unit here, still in process of
organization, has taken no steps to

approve or disapprove the draft, but
execs of the organization are in
agreement with UMPTO.

This Indie Favors Block

Booking^ as Convenience
By CHARLES E. WILLIAMS
(Owner, Park Theatre, Omaha)

Omaha, Dec. 23.

.

I think your editorial analytical
and to the point, clearly defining the
importcmt articles in the. memo-
randum set forth by distributors. I

assume from a study of this editorial,

that you believe 'Block Buying' is

not conducive to the making of
better pictures, with this I am in ac-

cord, but why don't the fellows in

Hollywood who know how to do
things right, do them, and clean up
their own back yards. They know
the pictures that have a bad aroma.
Some more about 'Block Buying*

—

about 11 years ago I appeared before

a Senatorial Committee in Washing-
ton opposing the Brookhart Bill. My
contention at that time, and still is,

that the small rural exhibitor could
not stand the extra sales cost of indi-

vidual picture buying. Omaha terri-

tory is son>e 400 miles from east to

west and lilock buying is real neces-

sity if the little fellow is to survive

However, cooperative buying might
solve their problem.

I have been an advocate of 20%
cancellation for years and now that

it is here, I believe it will result in a

beneficial way to exhibitors. I don't

believe that Kent, Rogers, Depinet,

Warner, Agnew nor any other sales

manager, distributor or producer
will try and circumvent its just

fulfillment.

Arbitration: I am for it 100% plus

and, in closing, a little story will

illustrate. About three weeks ago a

little Mexican kid was talking to me
about a Buck Jones pictures that we
were running, asked whether Jones
and his horse were real, etc. I asked

him how many there were in his

family; 13 was his answer, the father

and an older brother were dead and
an older sister married. The mother
and 12 children lived in a little

home, I asked what they did. He
said fight, mos^ of the time. Then I

asked what his mother did. He said,

'Makes us quit.' That is arbitration.

Charity 'Blues*

(Continued from page 1

April week. Last would be an all;

r^egro talent lineup. A ball at the

Waldorf-Astoria hotel where woinen
will all wear blue is also planned.'

Lawrence Tibbett * and Gertrude
Lawrence will probably appear at

Carnegie, latter singing her 'Linie-

house Blues.' George M. Cohan may
be chairman. Paul Whiteman and
Gershwin's 'Rhapsody in Blue' of

course. L. Wolfe Gilbert, is han-

dling the Hollywood end. All events

will be done on- non-commercial
basis with local charities being so

licited to underwrite and share.

Fred Astaire, McClelland Barclay,

Donald Flamrh, Irving Caesar, Earl

Carroll, Noel Coward, Bing Crosby,

Libby Holman, Raymond
.
Hubbell,

Leonard Liebling, Alfred J. McCos-
ker, Alan Corelli, Richard Rodgers,

Lorenz Hart, Isidor Witmark, Jay

Witmark, Kenneth Webb, Louis Arm-
strong, JIarry T. Burleigh and Fredi

Washington are set as the commit-

tees east and west.

Par's Friml Operetta
Hollywood, Dec, 27.

Paramount is interested in filming

Rudolph Friml's 'The Sing Song Girl,'

on which the composer his been

working the past five years.

Self-Reg.

(Continued from page 7)

even if it does not constitute a total

capitulation of the distributors, and,
for this reason, do not want to see
an impasse in the efforts made be-
tween distribs and exhibs to work
out some sort of trade practices

machinery.

Wholly confident that the early
object^ions raised to the trade prac-
tice program first devised will hot
create insurmountable barriers and
looking forward to rapid action at

an early date, Rodgers states that
the matter of self-regulation is one
of the first things on the distributor

calendar for 1939.

Pa.-N. J. OK Draft

Philadelphia, Dec. 27.

At a meeting of the board of the
United Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers of eastern Pennsylvania, southern
New Jersey and Delaware, the board
approved trade reform draft in

principle as being a step forward but
not a solution of all exhib problems.
While the benefits to be derived from
this draft are small, they represent
certain concessions never before
given.

This approval contained the rec-
ommendation that instead of the
draj^ becoming effective for the 1939-

40 season it become effective imme-
diately.

PITT DAILIES

END FREE AD

LISTINGS

Pittsburgh, Dec. 27.

Three local newspapers, Post-Ga-
zette, Sun-Telegraph and Press,

eliminating free advertising direc

tories for circuit nabe houses in ex-
change for trailer plugs after first of
year, have set a flat rate of $2 an
inch for subsequent-run spots. That's
against regular theatrical $7-$8 scale

here and $l-an-insertion of half an
inch for indie sites.

Theatres burning plenty at Pitts

burgh rags on account of action,

which was first hinted at several

months ago, and expect to retaliate

to some degree -by keeping adver-
tising budgets practically the same.
Means they'll skimp a little-on space
for first-run houses and use one inch
in directories for two or three sub-
sequents.

Practice of trade exchanges be-
tween theatres and newspapers here
has been in vogue for several years

and was generally considered an in-

stitution.' Action of local newspaper
publishers' association came as pretty

much of a surprise and circuit man-
agements have been trying to get a

change of,heart from rags for several

weeks now. No dice, however, and
new policy goes into effect first of

year.

Chains affected are WB and Harris
company, both of which have had
agreements with all three sheets.

Newspaper*' argument was that both
circuits had taken several houses
which had been in regular ad chan-
nels for long time out of paying cate-

gory and placed them in free di-

rectories.

Revamp of Par Exchanges Gives Joe

linger Supervision Over Canada, To

FOX-W.C. PLEDGES 50G

FOR PARALYSIS FUND

Los Angeles, Dec. 27.

Minimum of $50,000 for the na-
tional infantile paralysis drive was
pledged by Charles P. Skouras. rep-

resenting the Fox-West Coast Thea-
tres and subsidiary companies in

California.

Circuit collected $17,000 in the 1938

campaign.

U Releases Ulikado'

Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Universal has closed a deal for

American and Far 'Eastern distri-

bution of the British Technicolor
film, ^The Mikado.' first picture ever
made of the Gilbert and Sullivan
operetta.

Musical was shot in London by
U's British affiliate. General Filni

Distributors, Ltd. Picture will be re-

leased in America early next month.

Mysterious, Indeedy
Hollywood, Dec. 27.

'Mark of Chu-Sheng,' first of a

series of six Oriental whodunits to be
produced by Clifford- Sanforth at In-

ternational studio, goes to bat Jan.

13.

Due" to follow are 'The Shadow of

Chu-Sheng/ 'Yellow Magic,' 'The

Dancing Dead,' 'Death Rides, the

Dragon'- and 'Secrets of the Ancient
Ones.'

New Strand, Pitt

Indie, Suffers 20G

Blaze; Other Fires

Pittsburgh, Dec. 27.

Fire all but completely destroyed
the indie New Strand on Southside
here last Thursday (22), causing
around $20,000 damage to the 500-

seater. House, owned by Mrs'. Louis
Michaels,, estimated its loss at $10,-

000 in . equipment and fixtures and
that much again to the building.

Following blaze. Fire Chief Nick
Phelan ordered a thorough investiga-

tion, claiming it 'looked suspicious'

whien fiames rwere discovered at both
ends of the theatre—in a pile of rub-
bish underneath the stage and in

the projeotion room. Fire took place
at 9 a.m. and nobody was in the
house at that time.

Theatre Destroyed
Wappingers Falls, N. V., Dec. 27.

The Academy, owned and operated
by Philip Eisenberg, was destroyed
by fire that forced 20 families to flee

adjoining buildings here Thursday
(22).

The fire, discovered shortly after
the house, had been darkened for the
night, soon burned out the three-
story brick building and sparks fell

on adjoining, apartment houses forc-
ing evacuation of them.
Fire Chief Edward Lowery said no

estimate of the loss had been made.

$20,000 Theatre Fire'

Farrell, Pa., Dec. 27.

Fire gutted the Colonial here, with
loss estimated at between $20,000 ^nd
$30,000.

The Colonial, one of the two the-
atres owned by Chris Lampros, was
erected in 1913; It had operated un-
der several managements imtll four
years ago when Farrell Amus: Co.
purchased both the Colonial and the
Capitol. Two. years ago the interior

was modernized and the seating f:a-

papity increased 350. Lambro.? is un-
decided on plans for replacing the
house.

Following the absorption of busi-
ness of four sub-branches by nearest
exchange points, Paramount is add-
ing the whole Canadian "territory to
the Joe Unger division and is reliev-
ing latter, of the southern territory,

for which a separate division is

created under Oscar A. Morgan.

Up to now Unger has been in en-
tire charge of the east and south,
while Canada, embracing six
branches, has been under the super-
vision of M. A. Milligan, general
manager of Canadian operations,
who headquarter- at Toronto. Milli-

gan continues over Toronto, Mont-
real, St. John, Calgary, Winnipeg and
Vancouver branches but, in future, ir -

responsible directly to Unger. This
for the first time bring,s Canadian,..'
sales- directly under home office

supervision.

The new southern division, to be
established Jan. 1, embraces the At-
lanta, New Orleans, Memphis, Char-
lotte, Dallas and Oklahoma City
branches. This division is made up -

of two districts which are now
headed by Morgan out ot Atlanta
and Hugh Braly, who headquarters
at Dallas. On promotion of Morgan
to div. mgr., Harold F. Wilkes, now
exchange manager at New- Orleans;
will talce over the southeastern dis-
trict, while Erman B. Price, who had
the sub-exchange at Jacksonville,
goes to New Orleans to succeed
Wiikes.

With Dallas absorbing the old San
Antonio branch, L. W. McClintock
becomes manager at Dallas, while
Floyd Tomes, now in charge at Dal-
las, takes over supervision of salev
of the combined Dallas^San Antonia
territories. Harold Stevens, formerly
at Portland, now absorbed by Bos-
ton, has been transferred to the In-
dianapolis branch to succeed E. J.
Barnard; who died recently.

Following closing of the SIou;c
Falls, S. D., exchange, A. R. Ander-
son, who was manager there, has:
been shifted to Portland, Ore,, to isuc-

ceed Frank Clark, who will be given
a hew assignment later.

Except for the absorption of the
South Dakota branch and the shift*

ing of Anderson,^ the entire western
division of Paramount under super-
vision of Charles Reagan from the
home office, remains the same.

Morgan will make headquarters at
the Par h.o. in command of the
newly created southern division^

This will mark .the first time in Par
that the h.o. will have had three
divisional sales directors since the
early S. R. Kent days when George
W. Weeks, John Hammel and John
D. Clark were division heads.

Poli-N.E. Appeals From'

$1,096,530 Assessment
Hartford, Dec. 27.

Appeal to, superior court from
grand list assessments placed on its

local real estate has been taken by
the Poli-New England Theatres, Inc.

Property has been valued at more
than $1,000,000. Action is returnable
Jan. 3.

Appeal is from assessment valua-
tions on the lists of July 1, 1936, and
July 1, 1937. On each of these the
corporation's real estate is valued at

$1,096,530 of which $536,822 is for
land and $559,708 for buildings.

Forper Judge John M. Bailey is

representing the corporation. Pa-
pers in the action allege that the
assessment valuations were 'greatly

in excess of the fair market value.'

Bainter's What's This?

Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Fay Bainter gets the top role in
'Old Mrs, Leonard and Her Machine
Guns,' starting Jan, 5 at Columbia,
under supervision of Fred Kphlmar,
Film is based on a story by George

Bradshaw and Price Day, to be
screenplayed by Richard Maibavun
and Gertrude Purcell,

EIGHT FOB HATES
Hollywood, Dec. 27.

George Hayes, western comic,
signed an eight-picture pact to sup-
port Roy Rogers at Republic.
•In addition, Hayes is slated for a

role in 'Wagons Westward,' big
money sagebrusher slated to roll
early next month.

2 Houses Before Balto

Grand Jury for Bingo

Baltimore, Dec. 27.

The Linden and Royal, only twa'* -

houses in town using Bingo as regu-
lar attractions, were before the'
Grand Jury here this week. Action
is outcropping of determination of
Police Commissioner Robt. F. Stan*
ton to put end to growing popu*
larity and development of weekly

j
gaming under bhurch and fraternal J
auspices.' Claims no particular ob* I
jcction to occasional sortie for real j
charity, but is opposed to gaming ?

taking hold as established ahd regii'
lar amusements under professional
handling.

Linden; 1,000-seat nabe, recently
built by Milton Schwaber and up
against it for film product because o£
established, opposition, has been
cashing in on bingo nights, a novelty^
here. Royal is colored combo lo-
cated in the local Harlem. Both
houses have been repeatedly pulled •

in for gaming but never reached
further than district police attention.
Current Grand Jury action will brin^
matter into regular courts for final
determination.

Upside Down Biz
Hollywood. Dec. 27.

Metro Is using a new upside down
Technicolor camera mounting for
the first time in The Wizard of OzT
Mounting is slung .under the apex
of the crane, giving the camera
complete freedom from any angle.

Device, invented by ^ohA Arnold^
head of Metro's camera department;
makes possible new Techiiicolor ef-
fects.



YOU IN
POSITION!

TO START A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR!

It's

clicking

!

"SWEETHEARTS" Begins Sensationally! JEAHETTE
MacDONALD, NELSON EDDY pack .opening :engagements:

of Technicolor Hit! Industry prediction that 375 simultaneous
«

New Yearns bookings by M^G-M will amass biggest gross in first

week ever experienced in film history!

''STAND UP AND FIGHT'' is another box office * Sweetheart ']

WALLACE BEERY, ROBERT TAYLOR in the greatest action,

and adventure picture since "Mutiny On .The Bounty."

Advertise! Exploit! Profit!

It con'f

mrss!
HAPPY NEW YEAr/' says Tlie Friendly Company
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WEEK
OF

BBLEASV
TITLE PRODUCER DISTBIB. TTTE TALENT DIRECTOR

WHEN
TIME REVIEWED
MINS. BY VARIETY

10/14/38 FLIGHT TO FAME Ralph Cohn Col Drama C. F»rrell-J. Wells C.C.Coleman, Jr. «7 12/14
SHADOWS OVER SHANGHAI Fine Arts GN Meller J. Dnnn-R. Moriran Chas. Lamont 66 12/7

YOUNG DR. KILDARE Lou Ostrow MGM Com^-Dr L. Ayrcs-L. Barrymere H. Bucquet' S3 10/19
WHERE THE BUFFALO ROAM Ed Finney Mono Western Tex Bitter Al Herman BB 11/2

ARKANSAS TRAVELER Geo. Arthur Par Com-Dr B. Burns-F. Bainter Al Santell ts 10/9
A MAN TO REMEMBER Bob Sisk RKO Drama E. £IIis-A. Shirley GarsoD Kanin 79 10/5

FIVE OF A IQEND K. MacGowan 20th Rom-Com Dionne Q.alns>HershoU H. I. Leeds •3 10/12
THERE GOES MY HEART Hal Roach UA Rom-Com F. March-V. Bruce ' 'Norman McLeod •1 9/28
SWING THAT CHEER Mcix Golden U College T. Brown-A. Devlne Harold Schuster 63 11/10

THE SISTERS David Lewis WB Drama E. Flynn-B.DaTis-A. Loube ' Anatole Litvak 95 10/5

10/21/38 LISTEN* DARLING Jack Cununings MGM Rom-Dr Bartliolomew-J. Garland Edw. Marin- 72 10/19
MYSTERIOUS RIDER Harry Sherman Par Western D. Dtimbrllle-C. Fields Les Selander 74- 11/10
MAD MISS MANTON P. J. Wolfson RKO Mys-Com B. Stanwyck-H. Fonda Leigh Jason 78 10/12

MYSTERIOUS MR. MOTO Sol Wurtzel 20th Meller P. Lorre-M. Maemire Norman Foster 61 9/21
SERVICE DE LUXE Ed Grainger U Com C. Bennett-V. Prlce-Rnseies Rowland V. Lee 85 10/19

GIRLS ON PROBATION Bryan Foy WB Drama J. Bryan-Sheila Bromley Wm. McGann 60 10/26

10/28/38 THE LITTLE ADVENTURESS Col Col Action-Dr E. Fcllowes-J. Wells D. R. Lederman CO 11/9,
THE GREAT WALTZ Bernard Hyman MGM Musical L. Ralner-F. Oravct J. Duvivier 107 11/2

THE CITADEL Victor Saville MGM Drama R. Donat-R. Russell King Vidor 112 10/26
MEN WITH WINGS Wm. A. Wellman Par Drama F. MacMnrray-R. Mllland Wm. A. Wellman 102 10/20
I STAND ACCUSED John H. Auer Par Drama R. Cnmmines^H. Mack-L. Talbot John H. Auer- 61 11/2
TARNISHED ANGEL B. P, Fineman RKO Drama ' S. Ellers-L. Bowman Leslie Goodwins 67 11/10

SUEZ Gene Markey 20th Spec T. Pow«r-L. Yoanar Allan Dwan 100 10/19
YOUNG IN HEART . D. O. Selznick UA Rom-Dr J. Gaynor-D. Fairbanks,-Jr. Richard Wallace 91 11/2

THE STORM Ken Goldsmith U Drama C. Blckf<H-d-B. McLane Harold Young 75 11/2
THE LAST EXPRESS Irving Starr U Meller K. Taylor-D. Kent Otis Garrett 60 10/19

• BROTHER RAT Robert Lord WB Comedy W. Morrls-P. Lane-J. Wyman Wm. Keighley 90 10/19

11/4/38 IN EARLY ARIZONA
GANGSTER'S BOY
GUN PACKER

THE LAST RIDE
ILLEGAL TRAFFIC
LAWLESS VALLEY

RHYTHM OF THE SADDLB
ALWAYS IN TROUBLE

EXPOSED
HARD TO GET

Col Col Western
W. T. Lackey Mono .Meller
Robt. Tansey Mono Western
Jefl Lazarus Par Rom-Dr

Harold Hurley Par Meller
Bert Gilroy RKO Western
Harry Grey Rep Western
John Stone 20th Comedy
Bert Kelly U Drama
Sam Bischoff WB Comedy

B. EUiott-D. Gulliver
J. Cooper-L. Gihnan
J. Randell-L. Stanley
Ai Tamiroir-F. Farmer
J. C. Naish-M. Carlisle
G. OUrlen-K. Sutton
G. Autry-S. Bumette

J. Wlttiers-A. Treacher-J. Rocera
O. Kruger-G. Farrell

D. Powell-O. de Havlland

Jos. Levering
' Wm. Nigh
WaU,ace Fox

Alfred £. Green
Louis King

David Howard
Geo. Sherman
Jos. Santley
Max: Golden
Ray Enright

55
75
81

67

88
69
69
76

12/2ff
11/9
11/9

11/23

11/9
11/9
11/23
11/9

11/11/38 ADVENTURE IN SAHARA
THE FROG

SPRING MADNESS
IF I WERE KING

ANNABEL TAKES A TOUR
STORM OVER BENGAL

JUST AROUND THE CORNER
HIS EXCITING NIGHT

TORCHY GETS HER MAN

Lou Appleton. Col ^ Drama
Herbert Wilcox GB Meller
Edw. Chodorov MGM Rom-Com
Frank Lloyd Par Drama
Lou Liisty RKO Rom-Com

Armand Schaefer Rep Rom-Dr
Dave Hempstead 20th Comedy
Ken Goldsmith U Rom-Com
Bryan Foy WB Comedy

P. Kelly-L. Gray
N. Beery-G. Barker

M. O'Snllivan-L. Ayres
Coleman-F. Dee-Rathbone

J. Oakie-L. Bali
P. Knowles-R. Hudson
S. Temple-C. Farrell

C. Rugrgles-O. Munson
G. Farrell-B. MaoLane

D. R. Lederman
Jack Raymond
C. S. Simon
Frank Lloyd
Lew Landers
Sid Salkow

Irving Cummings
Gus Meins

Michael Curtiz

60
75
66

lot
«6
65
ri9

61
62

12/21
4/7/37
11/16
9/21
10/19
12/14
11/2
12/7
10/12

11/18/38 THE SHINING HOUR
GANG BULLETS

THANKS FOR THE MEMORY
LAW WEST OF TOMBSTONE

SANTA FE STAMPEDE
SHARPSHOOTERS

COWBOY AND THE LADY
ANGELS WITH DIRTY FACES

E. B. Derr MGM Meller
J. Manckiewicz Mono Rom-Com

•Par Par Rom-Com
Clifl Reid RKO Western
Wm. Berke Rep Western
Sol Wurtzel 20th Action
Sam Goldwyn UA Rom-Com-
Sam Bischoff WB Drama

J. Cra-wford-B. Younc
A. Nagel-R. Kent

B. Hope-S. Ross-Butterworth
H. Carey-T. Holt-E. Brent

J. Wayne-R. Corrlgraik
B. Donlevy-L. Barii

G. Cooper-M. Oberon
J. Cagney-P. O'Brien

Frank Borzage .

Lambert Hillyer
G. Archainbaud
,.Glenn„Tryon
Geo. Sherman.
Jas. Tinling
Wm. Wyler

Michael Curtiz

75
62
75
72

63
91
97

11/16
12/28
11/9
11/30

9/21
11/9
10/20

U725/38

12/2/38

BLONDIE
OUT WgST WITH HARDYS
LITTLE TENDERFOOT
SAY IT IN FRENCH

ARREST BULLDOG DRUMMOND
COME ON, RANGERS

ORPHANS OF THE STREET
PECK'S BAD BOY WITH CIRCUS

SUBMARINE PATROL
LITTLE TOUGH GUTS IN SOCIETT

NANCY DREW, DETECTIVE

Robert Sparks Col Comedy
Lou Ostrow MGM Com-Rom M.
Ed Finney Mono Western

Andrew Stone Par Comedy
Stuart Walker Par Mystery
Chas. E. Ford Rep Western
Herman Schlom Rep Meller

Sol Lesser RKO Rom-Com
Gene Markey 20th Drama R.
Max Golden U Meller
Bryan Foy WB Mrfler

P. Slngleton-A. Lake
Booney-L. Stone-C. Parker
T. Rltter-J. Falkenberg
R. Milland-O. Bradns
J. Howard-H. An^el ?

R. Rogers-M. Hart
T. Ryan-R. Livingston

T. Kelly-A. Gillls
Greene-N. Kelly-Bancroft
M. Boland-E. E. Horton
B. Granvllle-X Lttel

Frank Strayer
G. B. Seitz
Al Herman

Andrew Stone
Jas. Hogan
Joe Kane

John H. Auer
Edw. F. Cline
John Ford -

Erie Kenton
Wm.' Clemens.

69
84

70
60
56

68
95
76
67

11/2
11/23

11/30
11/23

11/23
11/2
11/23,
12/7

FLIRTING WITH FATE
LITTLir ORPHAN ANNIE
WESTERN JAMBOREE

ROAD DEMON
STRANGE FACEIS

David Loew MGM Comedy J. E. .Brown-L. Carrillo-S. Dona
John Speaks Par Comedy A. Glllls-R. Keni-J. Travis
Harry Grey Rep Western G. Autry-S: Bumette
Sol Wurtzel 2etli Sports H. Arthur-J. Valerie
Bert Kelly . P Com-Dr , ' D. Kent-F. Jenks

F.MacDonald
' Ben Holmes
Ralph Staub
Otto Brower
Earl Taggart

Sam Nelson
R. Sinclair
Wm. Nigh

Alfred E. Green
Garson Kanin
Alfred Werker
Arthur Lubin
Lewis Seller

70-

57
57
70
66

12/14
11/30
12/14
12/14
12/7

12/8/38

12/16/38

BIO GRANDE ROUNDUP
DRAMATIC SCHOOL
I AM A CRIMINAL

RIDE A CROOKED MILE
NEXT TIME I MARRY

UP THE RIVER
SECRETS OF it NURSR

• HEART OF THE NORTH

Irving Briskin Col Western
Mervyn LeRoy M-G Rom-Dr

E. B. Derr Mone .Meller
Jeff Lazarus Par Rom-Dr
Cliff Reid RKO Comedy
Sol Wurtzel 20th Meller
Bert Kelly U Drama
Bryan Foy WB Meller

C. Starrett-A. Doran
L. Ralner-A. Marshal

J. Carrell-M. KommaB
A. Tamlroff-F. Farmer

L. Ball-J. Eillsen-L. Bowmaa
T. Martln-P. Brook*
E. Lewe-H. Mack
D. Foran-G. Page •

78
73
70
61
75
6ft

14

12/7

12/7
12/7
11/0
11/18
12/14

1272."^

STRANGE CASE OF DR. MEAD
CALIFORNIA 'FRONTIER
A CHRISTMAS CAROL
THE FRONTIERSMEN
DOWN ON TBE FARM
PIRATES OF THE SKY
SWING, SISTERS, SWING
GHOST TOWN RIDERS

COMET OVER BROADWAY
THERE'S THAT WOMAN AGAIN
AWAKENING OF KATRINA
WILD HORSE CANYON

TOM SAWYER, DETECTIVE
FIGHTING THOROUGHBREDS
SHINE ON, HARVEST MOON
THANKS FOR EVERYTHINO

TRADE WINDS
NEWSBOYS' HOME
THE DAWN PATROL

Col Col Drama
Monroe Shalt Col Western

Joe Mankiewicz M-G Rom-Fan
Harry Sherman Par Western

Sol Wurtzel 20th Comedy
B. Sarecky U Action
Bert Kelly U Musical
Trem Carr U Western
Bryan Foy WB Drama

J. Hplt-B. Reberts-N. Beery
B. Jones-C. Bailey

R. Owen-T. Kllbum
W. Boyd-G. Hayes-E. Vcnable

J. Prenty-S. Bylngton
K. Tayior-R. Hndsen
K. Mnrray-K. Kane

Bob Baker
K. Francls-J. Litel

Lewis D. Collins
Elmer Clifton
E. L. Marin
Les Selander
Mai St Clair

Joe McDcnough
Joseph Santley
Geo. Waggner
Busby Berkeley

12/30/38 SMASHING THE SPY RING
CLIMBING HIGH
SWEETHEARTS
TOUGH KID
Sky PHEftTE

ARTISTS AND MODELS ABROAD
THE GREAT MAN VOTES

KENTUCKY
DUKB OF WEST POINT

GOING PLACES

B. B. Kahane Col Rom-Dr
Harry Rapt M-G Drama
Robt. Tansey Mono Western
E. T. Lowe Par Rom-Dr

Armand Schatfer Rep Rom-Dr
C. E. Ford Ren Western
H. J. Brown ,20th Musical

Walter Wanger UA Rom-Dr
Ken Goldsmith U Drama.
Robert Lord WB Drama

M. Douglas-V. Bruce
F. Gaai-Tone-W. Connolly

Jack Randall
D. O'Connor-B. Cook
R. Byrd-M. Carlisle
R. Regers-M. Hart
A. Menjon-J. OaUe
F. March-J. Bennett

Cooper-W. Barrie
E. Flynn-B. Rathbone

Al Hall
Norman Taurog

Robert Hill
Louis King

Sidney Salkow
Joe Kane

Wm. A. Seiter
Tay Gamett
Harold Young
Edm'd Goulding:

l/e/39

Irving Briskin Col Meller
GB GB Comedy

Hunt Stromberg M-G Musical
Lindsley Parsons Mono Meller
Paul Malvarn Mono Action

A. Homblow, Jr. Par Musical
cuff Reid RKO Comedy

Gene Markey 2Vh Rom-Dr
Edw. Small UA Rom-Com

Barney Glazer W? Musical

F. Wray-R. Bellamy
J. Mathews-M. Bed^rave
J. MacDonald-N. Eddy

F. Darro-J. Allen
J. Trfcnt-M. Reynolds
J. Benny-J. Bennett

Jl Barrymore-P. Holden
L. Youns-R« Greene

L. Hayward-J. Fontaine
D. Powell-A. Louise

Christy Gabanne
Cairol Reed

W. S. Van Dyke
H Bretherton
Paul Malvern

Mitchell Lei?en
Garsoh Kanin
David Butler
Al Green

Ray Enright

S5
68
74
69

68

65

70

•4

95
70
93

103

62

120

99

95
107
85

12/14

10/12

12/21

12/7
12/21

12/14

12/21

11/2

12/21
12/21

1/13/38

NORTH OF SHANGHAI
STAND UP AND FIGHT

PYGMALION
KING OF CHINATOWN

PACIFIC LINER
WHILE NEW YORK SLEEPS

LAST WARNING
. DEVIL'S ISLAND

1/20/39

THE THUNDERING WEST
BURN 'Eltt UP O'CONNOR

ZAZA
THE PURE IN MIND

TAIL SPIN
SON OF FRANKENSTEIN

THEY MADE ME A CRIMINAL

W. MacDonald
MervTn LeRby
Gabriel Pascal
Stuart Walker
Robert Sisk
Sol Wurtzel
Irving Starr
Bryan Foy

Irving Briskin
Harry Rapf
Albert Lewin
P. J. Wolfson
Harry J. Brown
Rowland V. Lee
Ben Glazer

Col
M-G
M-G
Par
RKO
20th
U
WB

Drama B. Furness-J. Craig
Rom-Dr R. Taylor-F. Rice.-<Beery
Comedy L. Howard-W. Hlller
Drama A. M. Wong-Tamiroft-Nalsh
Drama V. McLacien-C. Morris-W. Barrie

Melodrama M. Wlialen-J. Rogers
Mystery P. Foster-F. Robinson

Melodrama B. Karloff-N. Harrigan

D. R. Lederman
W. S. VanDyke

A. Asquith
Nick Grinde
Lew Landers

H.B.Humberstone
Al Rogell

Wm. Clemehs

FRONTIERS OF '49

IDIOT'S DELIGHT
DISBARRED
AMBUSH

FISHERMAN'S WHARF
CHARLIE CHAN IN HONOLULU

GAMBLING SHIP
OFF THE BECOBO

Col
Hunt Stromberg
Stuart Walker
Wm. Wright
Sol Lesser
John Stone
Irving Starr
Sam BischofT

Col
M-G
Par
RKO
20th
U
WB
Col
M-G
Par
Par
RKO
20th
U
WB

Western
Com-Rom
Rom-Com
Drama

Com-Rom
Melodrama
Drama
Western
Com-Dr
Meller
Rom-Dr
Comedy
Mystery
Drama
Comedy

C. Starrett-I. Meredith
D. O'Keefe-C. Parker
C. Colbert-H. Marshall
A. Shlrley-R. Daniel
A. Faye-C. Farrell
B. Karloff-B. Lugosi
J. Garfleld-C. Rains

B. Elliott-L. De Alcaniz
Shearer-Gable

G. Patrick-O. Kruger
G. SwarthoutrL. Nolan
B. Breen-L. Carrillo
S. Toler-P. Brooks
B. Wilcoz-H. Mack

P. O'Brlen-J. Blondell

Sam Nelson
Edw. Sedgwick

Geo. Cukor
P. J, Wolfson
Roy Del Ruth
Rowland V. Lee
Bu^by Berkeley

Sam Levering
Clarence Brown
Robert Florey
Kurt Neumann
Bernard Vorhaus
EI.B,Humberstone
Aubrey H. Scotto
James Flood

96

76
61
62

9/7

12/28
12/21
12/7
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EXPLOITATION
Pay-as-You-Ieave Clicks

Philadelphia.

Pay -as - you - leave-i£-you-like-it

basis on which Harry Fried played

*Man to Remember' at his Suburban

last week proved highly successful.

Although not everyone stepped up
to the b.o. on the way out, enough

people did to give him a better than

average Tuesday, despite the fact

that 'it was pre-Xmas week.

Fried tried the stunt because the
BKO pic was getting swell word-of-
mouth whever it was playing, but
never did any business at any of the
spots. He figured—and apparently
rightly—that in such a case they'd
be more willing to pay on the way
out than the way in.

Par's 'Streamlined' Press Books

Bob Gillham's advertising depart-
ment has turned out the first of
Paramount's new simplified press-
books, recently announced as
'streamlined for service.' The first

one—on 'Artists and Models Abroad'
—can be read without clearing ofF

the top of a desk. It's 12 x 15, 38
pages, including the covers, with no
color work. Gillham describes it as
a 'down to earth sales manual,' and
that seems to be just about what it

is—with synopsis, cast, credits, sales
;slants and cut on the front page,
with 10 pages devoted to exploita-
tion, 11 to ad layouts, seven to mats
and six to accessories.

The idea is practical. Frills are
completely lacking. It may. take
time, though, to convince sorne ex-
hibitors that a pressbook without
half an acre of art work means it's

a 'B' picture.

WoUaston Shoots Works
Harrisburg, Pa,

E. G. Wollaston of the Victoria put
over a three-way street ballyhoo,
radio and newspaper campaign on
'Smashing the Spy Ring' (Col). Ten
newsboys gave away 3,000 tabloid
newspapers downtown opening day.
This was followed by a Boys' Club
Oparade • with band. Advance cam-
Ilaign included posting 40x60 in. en-
argement of J. Edgar Hoover in

-Iront of theatre with tieup copy; free
fihger prints in theatre lobby; 2,000
two-poimd bags with tie-in copy
from Murphy's store; 85 silk, badges
%yom by Woolworth girls; two girls
talllrtg telephone subscribers advis-
ing them to see picture; Harrisburg

News Co. trucks carrying copy with
Ace mag.
..On the radio Ed Rosenbaum, Co-
lumbia exploiteer. was interviewed
on WHP's 'Little Brown Book' pro-
gram; a contest with ticket prizes on
John Kronhite's WHP program; dail"

spot announcements on WKBO with
special plug on Paul Walker's WKBO
quiz program.

Coach-Railroad Bace
A 45-mile race between one of the

original Baltimore & Ohio locomo-
tives and an old stagecoach is sched-
uled for today (Wednesday) starting

at Cumberland, Md. The highway
parallels the railroad. There will be
three changes of horses. Billy Fergu-
son cooked ,up the stunt as a tieup

for M-G's 'Stand Up and Fight,'

based on the early history of the

B. & O.

The Chamber of Commerce at

Cumberland and civic bodies paid
for the stunt, the B. & O. furnished
the equipment and helped in the dis-

tribution of 5,000 cards in stations

and elsewhere. Newspapers in the
region have given plenty of space,

and the newsreels have cooperated.

Here's a New One!
St. Louis.

Here's a new one—^publicity .fac-

simile by air.

It didn't reach many people

—

there are only 30 receivi sets in

homes—but it was an idea. Stores
and brokerage offices, hotels and
other spots are getting interested.

Les Kaufman of Fanchon & Marco
looked over the first Post-Dispatch
nine-page newspaper sent out over
station W9XZY and decided it

needed film news and photographs.
He hot-footed it around to the Post-
Dispatch with a still from 'Ride a
Crooked Mile' (Par) which was
slated to open at the Ambassador
and landed a full page in the Dec. 8
issue of the first air paper.
Looks like a new field in the offing

for film exploitation.

College Boys Aid Stnnt
Atlanta.

Theatre managers whose houses
are near colleges or high schools
with fraternities can use stunt
worked by Hudson Edwards; mana-
ger of Lucas & Jenkins'.Fox, in con-
nection with 'Brother Rat.'

Fox is practically around corner
from Georgia Tech and Edwards in-
vited frat boys to build, in booths,
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'Kentucky'

—On the StaK^—

Kew StaE« Shoir

Jack Benny
Joan Bennett
'ARTISTS and
MODELS
ABROAD'

GLEN GRAY
and hii

Cam Loma Band
Extra Attraction

Andrew* Hlstera

&ADIO MUSIC HALL
"TOPPER

TAKES A TRIP"
Spectacular Stago Production*

TOnAt ONLY

"OUT WEST
"S^ HARDYS"

And
VAUDJCVIIXID

'starts Thurtday

["The TOUNO
' In HKABX"

In Person
TAVIj

and Ills

BHTTHM
BODEO

m M-G-M's
TECHNICOLOR

UUSICAIj

Jeanetto

MacDONALD

.sr. 'SWEETHEARTS']

at* t»lp.m. at all
llmaai inlrinlt* ah^w

rnlsht
II'wairaiitf4«Ui*U
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'YGMALIGN

YIGIOBT TAKES SPACE
Hollywood, Dec. 27. .

Victory Pictures, headed by Sam
Katzman, leased space at Progres-
sive studios for Interiors on the Tim
McCoy starrer, 'Code of the Cactus.'

their ideas of what the living quar-
ters of a college man should—or
does—look like.

Collegians had some novel Ideas
and th^ir efforts drew more than^

passing interest. Cost of stunt is

measured by the best prices a man-
ager can get on three loving cups

—

silver or otherwise.
A good-sized lobby is required.

Beaches Football Crowd
Dallas.

Fred McFadden, publicity man for
the Texas theatre, topped his 'Cow-
boy and the Lady' (UA) campaign
by using the Highland Park loud-
speaker system between halves of
the Highland Park - Gainesville
championship football game to plug
the film. Idea can be worked for
other sports or big gatherings. En-
tire receipts of the Interstate and
Consolidated theatres were for
refugee relief.

Stations WRR used five daily plugs
starting six days in advance; KRLD
(Times Herald-Columbia) used a
transcription Tuesday and Friday
morning, and .WFAA (Daily News-
NBC) used four daily plugs starting
three days in advance and carrying
over Sunday afternoon.

Theatres—Exchanges

St. Louis.
L. E. Cord, Murray, Ky., has let

contract for new house.
Kerasotas Bros., Springfield, 111.,

purchased site in Peoria, 111., for new
$80,000 1,000-seater to augment the
Beverly in the same town.
Ansell Bros., who recently ob-

tained a new lease on Empress, St.

Louis, reopened house after remodel-
ing at cost of $20,000.
About $25,000 will be spent re-

modeling the Capitol, Waterloo, la.

Mort Singer will modernize the
Iowa. Waterloo, la., at estimated cost
of $15,000.
National Theatre Supply Co., St.

Louis, will furnish equipment for a
400-seater in Jersejrville, 111., and a
650-seater in Quincy, HI.
Malco Theatres has, started a new

house in Jonesboro.
Charles McMahon & Son, Padu-

cah, Ky., have been awarded con-
tract for new theatre at Muray, Ky.,
for L. E, Cord.
Fred Wehrenberg has taken over

Southway and Lemay, South St^
Lquis. Leo Lau, Jr., is ihtereste<ii
in both.
V. P. Moody, Mountain Grove, Mo.,

to rebuild Cameo, recently damaged
by fire.

Commonwealth Amusement Co.,
Columbia, Mo., headed by Mayor
Rex Barrett, is making alterations.
Riverview Theatre Corp. will erect

$90,000 1,000-seater in northern part
of St. Louis. Fred J. Brinkmeyer
represents corporation.
North Side Theatre Co. has award-

ed contract to Sol Abrams & Son.
Construction Co. for $25,000 house
on outskirts of St. Louis.

Philadelphia.
Allen Lewis, manager of the Dante

Theatre, was named 'Star* (prez) of
the Showmen's Club here at last
week's election. Others chosen were
Charles Beilan, 'Stand-in* (v.p.);
Frank Hainmerman, 'Yes Man' (sec-
retary): Jack Little, financial secre-
tary; Dave Yaffe, counselor, and
Mike Felt, Larry Mackey, Ray
P'Rourke, and Bill Porter, members
of the board of producers (direc-
tors).

Stonehurst, shuttered several weeks
for alterations, reopened. Owner is
Charles Klang.
WB Nixon, West Philadelphia,

dark since early summer, reopened.

New Orleans.
Gaiety, one of oldest nabes in con-

tinuous operation, will celebrate sil-
ber jubilee Jan. 15, when newly-
remodeled house is opened. The
theatre opened in 1913 by Joseph
Convertie, has been operated by
Nick Evola and Frank Rufflno since
1934. During most of its history the
subsequent run Gaiety has changed
programs daily, and has charged 10-
15c. Seats 850.

San Francisco.
George N. Montgomery, special

rep of Grand National Pictures, has
taken over management of the local
exchange, replacing ,H. Bradley Fish,
resigned. Montgomery was for years
owner of the AU-Star Featiures ex-
change in Los Angeles.

Detroit.
Dave Martin and Ted Hathaway,

ex-Michigan theatre here, named
managers of houses in Southern Cal-
ifornia, operated by Fox T^est Coast
theatres. Martin now piloting the
Paramount, Hollywood.

Schenectady, N. Y.
Joseph Shure, manager of State,

Schenectady, shifted to Albany office
of Fabian circuit as chief booker
for its upstate links. Guy A. Graves
his successor at State.

Los Angeles.
Kurt La'emmle bought the Glas-

sell theatre. Eagle Rock, and will
operate it along with his recent pur-
chace, the Franklin.

B^way Legit O^Kay
(Continued from page 1

noon, 'Sing Out the News' and
'Knickerbocker Holiday.' Revival of

'Blossom Time' lists four matinees,

but is not rated for important coin,

having a pop scale and bargain

tickets.

9 Shows for Straight Plays

Nearly all the straight plays are

holding to nine performance sched-

ule, exceptions being 'Kiss the Boys
Goodlpye,' which has four matinees,

and will hit a new high, also 'Out-

ward Bound.' Because of its juve-

nile draw, 'What a Life' is playing

every afternoon but has been cut-

rated for some time. Standouts like

'Abe Lincoln,' the dramatic leader,

and 'Oscar Wilde' are playing one
extra performance. Newcomers ar-

riving, during the .week are playing
regulation performances and mostly
using usual scales for the Eve.

'Hamlet,' in full length version, is

the only success which will not play
an added performance during the
holiday week. Because of its run-
ning time, more than six times
weekly is hardly possible. Scale for

the 'Eve showing will be $4.40 top.

just F»ir In N. T.

The three-day Xmas weekend
downbeat augurs mildly for New
Year's biz in New York, chiefly be-
cause of the Sunday curfew hour of
no music after 3 a. m. Reservations
are coming in all over in a pretty
good ratio, and quite favorably com-
parable to the dawn of '38, but the
anticipated last-minute rush is in the
laps of chance. The hope is that, as
last year, when a spot like the Para-
dise ' was taking Eve reservations
from 9 a.m. on, on Dec 31, the same
thing will occur this 31st.

The 3 a. m. curfew, for drinking
isn't as" much a worry as is the
dansapation, because once the music
stops the tempo in the joints must
subside. It's 9II been figured out, of
course, that lockers for storage of
beverages, advance orders for buck-
ets of wine, the 'bottle club' gag (as

done in London) and other little

wrinkles could well get around the
law against selling after 3 a. m. But
the music thing is something else
again.

Ch^ef bugaboo, of course, when the
joints talH about 'fixing' things with
the local precincts, is not what the
civil authorities might do, but what
the Alcoholic Beverage Control
board could do, if it chose tq get
technical. Revocation or suspension
of liquor licenses is the prime bogey-
man to the boys, if ever tempted to
get out of bounds.
To the many gadgets used as biz

getters on New Year's Eve, the
Tower hotel, in Brooklyn, has sched-
uled a filming of its entire shindig.
The takes will be screened later by
request. The recorded antics of its

patrons will be projected on sub-
sequent nights when the requests
total 10 or more customers.

Coast Looks Big

Los Angeles, Dec. 27.

On the ragged edge for the past
few months for reasons undeter-
mined, night club biz is due for a
brisk spurt over the holiday week-
end and operators have stocked up
for the three-day killing, hoping- to
wipe out some of the accrued deficit.

What happens after that is more
apprehensive than conjectural. Come
what may, the entrepreneurs will
see the New Year in with tongues
in cheek.

Tariff for the big night is slightly
oflE bumper years. Highest tap is

$12.50 a head which Earl Carroll Is

getting for his nevy spot. Cocoanut
Grove, Trocadero, Biltmore Bowl,
Victor Hugo and Beverly Wilshire
have scaled the bite down to a 10-
spot. In former years these inns got
as high as $15 for a night of revelry
in their grottoes. Most of the lesser
and smaller sites are asking $5 and
$7.50.

Checkup of the first string niteries
indicates little lack of enthusiasm
among, the celebrants. Never In for-
mer years has it looked like such a
cinch sellout. The big night, com-
ing as it' does with two days of grace
to get back in shape for the job, in-
sures a heavy turnout. On top of
that there'll be thousands of out-of-
towners around for the Rose Bowl
game in Pasadena, which will be
fought out on Monday. And if any
other incentive is needed there'll be
a goodly mob of spenders in from
the east for the Santa Anita race
meet, which gets going Dec. 31 for
three months of fancy stepping.
Most of the night spots will try

to hang on for a few months to cut
it on the biz attracted by the Frisco
fair,' which is unveiled Feb. 12. Lo-
cals are pretty generally agreed that

visitors to the expo up north will
pause longer and spend more- in
these precincts than in the vicinity

of Treasure Island.

Phllly in a Spot
Philadelphia, Dec. 27.

What's going to happen New
Year's eve, with Pennsy's strict Sun-
day laws prohibiting sale of liquor
after midnight on Saturdays, is the
big problem currently annoying
Philly nitery operators.

Couple of the late spot owners
asked Mayor Wilson 'and the Liquor
Control Board for opinions on the
matter last week, which the ma-
jority of other operators feel was
a tactical error. .On the spot, be-
cause the Saturday shuttering hour
is actually part of the law, not
merely a police regulation, officials

had no choice but to issue state-

ments that New Year's eve must not
dlflfer from other Saturday nights.

it is the general opinion that had
no questions been asked, everyone
could have gone quietly ahead and
remained open as late as he chose
without official cognizance being
taken. ^
With the nitery season here this

year the worst since repeal, spots are
highly dependeiit on what they do
New Year's eve. Reservations to
date are below past years, although
tariffs are approximately the same.
Arcadia - International and Jack
Lynch's .are demanding $7.50 per'
person cover charge, which includes
supper, while Benny the Bum's levy
is $6. Most of the smaller spots are
asking $3 to $5 fees.

Mpls.
.
Leblangs Rates
Minneapolis, Dec. 27.

Taking cognizance of slack times
and tightened purses, local night
clubs have reduced their New Year's
eve prices. Despite drop, however,
advance reservations are consider-
ably oft from pia^t few years. Hotel
Nicollet Minnesota Terrace, Twin
Citys' class spot, is charging $6 per
person, including dinner and mu^ic
by Joe Reichman's orchestra. Last
year the tariff was $7, but a pint of
imported champagne was tossed in.

The same hotel's grand ballroon^
advertises a $4 dinner and entertain-
ment by Rfed Nichols.
Other of the class spots have mini-

mums ranging from $1 to $5. Vast
majority of niteries are advertising
no cover charge or minimum.. Only
stage shows in town New Year's eve
are Ethel Barrymore in 'White Oaks*
at the Lyceum and pop vaudeville
at the Palace. • The Orpheum*is en-
tirely without stage entertainment.

D. C.» Annapolis Woes Balto Blx
Baltimore, Deb. 27.

Plenty of squawking here by local
showmen about effect of Sunday-
closing laws on New Year's Eve fes-
tivities. Because of Saturday night
curfew for theatres at midnight and
niteries at 2 a.m., year-end whoopee
jvill have to take an early powder
unless Police Commissioner Robt.
Stanton softens up on present atti-
tude. Requests of theatres for per-
mission to run midnight shows have'
been tiu-ned down with positive as-
sertion that niteries will also have
to adhere stricly to the 2 a.m, belL
Newspapers have gone to town in

an effort to liberalize edict against
theatres pointing out incongruity of
noR-drinking, non-stepping revelers
with a half a buck to invest in New
Year celebration, being shunted off
to bed, while gayer elements of freer
spending propensities getting a two-
hour edge for more hectic doings.
Nearby towns, particularly Wash-

ington and Annapolis, advertising for
local trade and pointing out their
advantages for stayouts .and local
amusement peddlers are doing a
considerable burn.

Symphony in Discord
Los Angeles, Dec. 27.

Suit to recover two musical shorts
Was filed by I. M. Nobel in superior
court against Symphonic Films, Inc.,
Frederick Feher, Edward Pavaroff,
Egon Brecher and the William Lab-
oratory.

Pictures, 'Beethoven's Concerto'
and part two of 'The Unfinished
Symphony* are In possession of the
Williams lab.

Onliwon Towels and Tissue
COMPLETE WASHROOM SERVICE
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U.S.A. OUT-TALKS DIQATORS
Wallerstein Heads CBS' Phono Subsid;

Frank Walker May Also Join Firm

Edward Wallerstein has handed in

his resignation as sales manager of

RCA Victor to become president of

the American Record Co., which'

CBS recently acquired. Prank Wal-
ker, manager of NBC's transcription

division, also holds a contract mak-
ing him a v.p. and recording chief of

CBS' new enterprise but the ques-

tion of his putting his own signature

to the paper or remaining with the

RCA combine had not been settled

at press time yesterday (Tuesday).

He was slated at the time to confer

with G. K. Throckmorton, president

of RCA Manufacturing Co., in Cam-
den.

Wallerstein stated yesterday (Tues-

day) that he would defer for a few
days the announcement of the date
for his taking over as ARC prez. In
a way it's a return to an old associa-

"tion for Wallerstein. Before joining

Victor he was sales manager for

Brunswick Records, one of the labels

now in the American Record group.

WJR BONUSES

STAFF WITH 10%

Detroit, Dec. 27.

Following custom, WJR played the
whiskered fella to its employees at

the' annual Xmas party last Wednes-
day (21), dishing a flat 10% bonus
to all staff members. Total bonus
figured to have touched $25,000.

In addition to the- annual party in

the Recess Club, which for the first

time barred the press, station also

tossed a special party for teen-age
kids of WJR employees. Rufus, of

Rufus and Mandy ether team,
played Santa to 68 kids, who were
dined and entertained with films,

etc., while their mammas sipped
cocktails in an adjoining room.

HONOR NILES TRAMMELL

Colleagues Pius Aylesworth Fete
Exec on Eve of Move

Chicago, Dec. 27.

Perhaps the greatest testimonial
dinner in the history of midwest
radio was tendered Niles Trammell,
local NBC chieftain, at the Drake
hotel to salute his elevation to the
post of executive v.p. of NBC. Din-
ner was given by all NBC station

managers and owners in Trammell's
midwest division and they came
from distances as far as the Dakotas,
Texas, Colorado to be present at this

testimonial.

Trammel! was presented ..with a
platinum wrist-wateh, inscribed fra-

ternally, and huge scroll on which
was voiced, at greater length, the
sentiments of the assembled station

men with whom Trammell has
worked for the past 11 years as mid-
west executive.
Lenox Lohr, president of NBC,

and M. H. Aylesworth, former NBC
prexy, both made the journey to

Chi to join in the expressions of

cordiality.

Murray Bolen Producer,

For Jack Benny Program
Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Murray Bolen assumes production
of Jack Benny program after Jan.
1 broadcast, succeeding Tom Har-
rington, who goes east to head
Young & Rubicam radio department.
Bolen has been aidei on the show.

Coca Cola on 108

Coca-Cola Is extending its spot
campaign over 108 stations for an-
other 52 weeks, starting Jan. 3, It's

three quarter hours a week. With
Harry Frankel (Singin* Sam) on the
discs.

World Broadcasting has the re-
cording job.

Wive» Tell

Seattle, Dec. 27.

'Radio widows' (wives of men
in the broadcasting business),
was the subject of interviewer
Peter Lyman on KJR.
Wife's slant on what the

business is like, and what being
a 'radio widow' means was told
by three wives—^Mrs. Salesman
Joe Hiddleston, Mrs. Chief
Spieler Hal Wolf and Mrs. Pro-
ducer Bill Gavin.

ROBINSON, TREVOR TO

N. Y. FOR FRESHENING

Hollywood, Dec. 27.

. Edward G. Robinson's 'Big Town'
broadcast goes east-to-west for three
or four weeks after first of the year.
Making the trip with Robinson will

be Claire Trevor, Producer Clark
Andrews, Fran Frey, musical di-

rector, and Ray Buffum, scripter.

Reason for trek to Gotham "is to
get fresh ideas and look in on the
new shows.

Walter Zivi Heads Radio

For Newby-Peron Agency
Chicago, Dec. 27.

Walter Zivi has resigned from the
Selviair agency as account exec-
utive and moves over to the Newby-
Peron & Flitcraft agency on the first

of the year.
Zivi goes into NP&F as an account

exec and chieftain of the radio de-
partment.

NBC TEES LEAD

Facts Explode Many Myths
—Can't Locate Those Al-

leged Gift Sets from Nazis
—American Volume
Greater Than Other Coun-
tries—NBC Strictly Non-
Editorial, and Its News
Valued for That Reason

YANKEE ZIP

Contrary to popular belief, the

U. S. far surpasses in volume the

Fascist countries in the field of in-

ternational short-wave broadcasting.

That is particularly true of service

to South America.

Furthermore, the increasing recep-

tion of U. S. short-wave programs in

the Reich and Italy is a growing
worry to the Hitler and Mussolini
governments. For, despite prevalent
notion, listening <to short-wave
broadcasts from abroad is not for-

bidden and cannot be eliminated by
the Nazi or Fascist dictatorships.

Not only does the U. S. overshadow
both Germany and Italy combined in

total short-wave broadcast hours to

South America, but this preponder-
ance is notably great "in ^he Spanish
and Portuguese language programs

—

the sphere in which the possibility

of propaganda influence has been
most feared. However, the fact is

that U. S.' short-wave is superior to

German and Italian not only in ac-

(Continued on page 26)

RCA Launches a Gawker s Jamboree

With Live Talent for D. C. Visitors

The Gift Supreme

Washington, Dec. 27.

President Roosevelt and three

other Federal officials were
presented with -television re-

ceivers this week as promotion
stunt by American Television

Corp. of New York. They can't

be used since there's no tele-

vision.
.

Besides the Executive Man-
sion, homes of Interior Secre-
tary Harold L,, Ickes; Under-
secretary of Interior- Ebert K.
Burlew, and Presidential Secre-
tary Marvin H. Mclntyre were
equipped. White House re-

ceiver, which will also pick up
longwave and sho^-twave radio
broadcasts, was installed in a
reception room on the second
floor.

'WAIL ST. GEO.' PRICE

STUL HAS THE YEN

Georgie Price, now a Wall St.

broker, has that radio comeback yen
and has bought 18 hours of time per
week, for several weeks, dating from
April 18 on WMCA.
Comedian states he has a new ra^

dio commercial idea he will experi-
ment with that way.

Grigaon Set9 Zindler

Milwaukee, Dec. 27.

Fred E. Zindler is now WISN sales

manager.
Gaston Grignon continues as sta-

tion manager.

Washington, Dec. 27.

After being in the hick town cate*

gory for years, the National Capi-

tal is growing up in the radio sense.

Regular live-talent program—^new

experiment in good-will building hy
RCA—with studio audiences, ticke.tg,_.

and glad-handing debuted Wednesda;y
(21). Half-hour variety show 'tagged
'Radio Center OpenHouse* spotted^oa^
WMAL at 8 to 8:30 Wednesdays.
Personally chaperoned by Frank

Mullen, vice-president in charge of
public relations, RCA inaugurated its

series with a local favorite and an
imported warbler, building the en-*

tertainment around the studio or-
chestra. Well known as top-notch
performer at such swank affairs fis

the Gridiron (journalistic top.-hgit,

fraternity) and White House Cor-"
respondents dinners, George O'(5on-
nor shared the focus with Virginia
Rea. Difficult cast each week, with
Carleton Smith, web's Presidentiflii

announcer, in the emcee role.-

Possible forerunner of similar
local shows on other NBC-owned and
operated transmitters. Chief object
is to cash in on yokel-like curiosity
vvhich underlies apparent blase at-

titude in political circles and impress

-

the stream of visiting firemen who
make entertaining visitors, a major
Washington industry.

Around 100 gapers, including a few
political bigwigs and newspaper
scribes, guzzled at RCA expense loi<*

lowing the launching.

\

Third of a Century

Anniversary Number
OF

Out Next Week
January 4

Order From Your Local Newsdealer Now

:ii%.o *o *,v%:iy American
a right which broad-
•*t as one requiring

' nity be available

HILDEGARDE'S

LOCAL WAXES

U. S. Tire Co. will have its show
which starts on CBS Feb. 22 supple-
mented with a series of five-mihutsft^

transcriptions. Latter will be a
dealer proposition, with the account
furnishing th? ,dis?^j free apd -.the

former, buying his own time on Ibqal
stations. Cast on the stencilled 'eQleir*

tainment will consist of Hildegard^
and a Lynii Murray choir, both of
which are also set for the network
stanza.

The Initial transcriptiori seriescgjia
for 13 platters, with a schedtile. <>f

one a week.

MENSER, HERBERVAliX

UPPED IN CHICAGO

Chicago, Dec, 27,

With Sid Strotz, program depart'
ment head of NBC here, moving
a.', chief of the NBC midwest divi-

,

'

sion, replacing Niles Trammell, thei"
program chair will be taken ovet:53

by Clarence Menser, who , has beea>«
p/oduction supervisor for the loflat

NBC organization. He's been with
NBC for about 10 years.

f lenser's place as production head
goes to Jules Herbervaux, his ass.ist-

ant for the past few years, Herber-
vaux goes back to the beginnings io
rpdio in Chicago, and was partictl*

larly identified with KYW here as
musical and p ^gram director.

MeGillm Gets WSAR

Joseph Hershey McGillvra hai
taken over the representation of
WSAR, Fall River, Mass., which 1»
affiliated with the Mutual, Yankee
and Colonial networks.

Station operates at 1,000 watts.

Couglin ai/jjearaa m front oi n^A,
on Sunday. This is the smallest
number in the four weeks since the
outlet banned the Detroit priest's ad-

Alec Bobb's Assistant
Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Alex Robb is here from Chicago
^

to head NBC artists service. He sue*
; ceeds Dema Harshbarger, resigned;
T-'tr.^ocamora will be Robb's aide^
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EXPLOITATION
Pay-as-Yon-Ieave Clicks

Philadelphia.

Pay - as - you - leave-if-you-like-it

basis on which Harry Fried played

*Man to Remember' at his Suburban

last week proved highly successful.

Although not everyone stepped up

to the b.o. on the way out, enough

people did to give him a better than

average Tuesday, despite the fact

that it was pre-Xmas week.

Fried tried the stunt because the
HKO pic was getting swell word-of-
iJiouth whever it was playing, but
never did any business at any of the
epots. He figured—and apparently
rightly—that in such a case they'd
be more willing to pay on the way
out than the way in.

1..

r
If liar's 'Streamlined' Press Books

; ^Bob Gillham's advertising depart-
ment has turned out the first of
Paramount's new simplified press-
books, recently announced as
'streamlined for service.' The first

pne—oh 'Artists and Models Abroad'
-Mian be read without clearing oft

the top of a desk. It's 12x15, 38
.jpages, including the covers, with no
color work. Glllham describes it as
a 'down to earth sales manual,' and
that- seems to be just about what it

Js—with synopsis, cast, credits, sales
slants and cut on the front page,
"With 10 pages devoted' to exploita-
tion, 11 to ad layouts, seven to mats
end six to accessories.

The idea is practical. Frills are
completely lacking. It may take
time, though, to convince some ex-
hibitors that a pressbook without
balf an acre of art work means it's

a 'B' picture.

Wollaston Shoots Works
Harrisburg, Pa.

U. G. Wollaston of the Victoria put
over a three-way street ballyhoo,
radio and newspaper campaign on
'Smashing the Spy Ring' (Col). Ten
•newsboys gave away 3,000 tabloid
newspapers downtpwn opening day.
This was followed by a Boys' Club
parade with band. Advance cam-
paign included posting 40x60 in. en-

:
largement of J. Edgar Hoover in
-front of theatre with tieup copy; free
flhger prints in theatre lobby; 2,000
two-pound bags with tie-in copy
fcoin Murphy's store; 85 silk, badges
worn by Woolworth girls; two girls
tfialllAg telephone subscribers advis-
ing them to see picture; Harrisburg
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News Co. trucks carrying copy with
Ace mag.
On the radio Ed Rosenbaum, Co-

lumbia exploiteer. was interviewed
on WHP's 'Little Brown Book' pro-

gram; a contest with ticket prizes on
John Kronhite's WHP program; dail"

spot announcements on WKBO with
special plug on Paul Walker's WKBO
quiz program.

Coach-Railroad Race
A 45-mile race between one of the

original Baltimore & Ohio locomo-
tives and an old stagecoach is sched-
uled for today (Wednesday) starting

at Cumberland, Md. The highway
parallels the railroad. Thefe will be
three changes of horses. Billy Fergu-
son cooked up the stunt as a tieup

for M-G's 'Stand Up and Fight,'

based on the early history of the

B. & O.

The Chamber of Commerce at

Cumberland and civic bodies paid

for the stunt, the B. & O. furnished

the equipment and helped in the dis-

tribution of 5,000 cards in stations

and elsewhere. Newspapers in the
,

region have given plenty of space,

and the newsreels have cooperated.

Here's a New One!
St. Louis.

Here's a new one—publicity fac-

simile by air.

It didn't reach many people-
there are only 30 receivi sets in

homes—^Jut it was an idea. Stores

and brokerage offices, hotels and
other spots are getting interested.

Les Kaufman of Fanchon & Marco
looked over the first Post-Dispatch
nine-page newspaper sent put over
station W9XZY and decided it

needed film news and photographs.
He hot-footed it around to the Post-
Dispatch with a still from 'Ride a
Crooked Mile' (Par) which was
slated to open at the Ambassador
and landed a full page in the Dec. 8
issue of -the first air paper.
Looks like a new field in the ofEing

for film exploitation.

College Boys Aid Stunt
Atlanta.

Theatre managers whose houses
are near colleges or high schools
wil^ fraternities can use stunt
worked by Hudson Edwards, mana-
ger of Lucas & Jenkins'.Fox, in con-
nection with 'Brother Rat.'

Fox is practically around comer
from Georgia Tech and Edwards in-

vited frat boys to build, in booths,
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VICTOEY TAKES SPACE
Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Victory Pictures, headed by Sam
Katzman, leased space at Progres-
sive studios for interiors on the Tim
McCoy stari-er, 'Code of the Cactus.'

their ideas of What the living quar-
ters of a college man should—or
does—look like.

Collegians had some novel Ideas

and their efforts drew more than
passing interest. Cost of stunt is

measured by the best prices a man-
ager can get on three loving cups

—

silver or otherwise.
A good-sized lobby is required.

Beaches Football Crowd
Dallas.

Fred McFadden, publicity man for
the Texas theatre, topped his 'Cow-
boy and the Lady' (UA) campaign
by using the Hii;hland Park loud-
speaker system between halves of
the Highland Park - Gainesville
championship football game to plug
the film. Idea can be worked for
other sports or big gatherings. En-
tire receipts of the Interstate and
Consolidated theatres were for
refugee relief.

Stations WRR used five daily plugs
starting six days in advance; KRLD
(Times Herald-Columbia) used a
transcription Tuesday and Friday
morning, and WFAA (Daily News-
NBC) used four daily plugs starting
three days in advance and carrying
over Sunday afternoon.

Theatres—Exchanges

St. Louis.

L. E. Cord, Murray, Ky., has let

contract for new house.
Kerasotas Bros., Springfield, 111.,

purchased site in Peoria, 111., for new
$80,000 1,000-seater to augment the
Beverly in the same town.
Ansell Bros., who recently ob-

tained a new lease on Empress, St.

Louis, reopened house after remodel-
ing at cost of $20,000.
About $25,000 will be spent re-

modeling the Capitol, Waterloo, la.

Mort Singer will modernize the
Iowa. Waterloo, la., at estimated cost

of $15,000.
National Theatre Supply Co., St.

Louis, will furnish equipment for a
400-seater in Jerseyville, lU., and a
650-seater in Quincy, 111.

Malco Theatres has started a new
house in Jonesboro.

Charles McMahon & Son, Padu-
cah, Ky., have been awarded con-
tract for new theatre at Muray, Ky.,
for L. E. Cord.
Fred Wehrenberg has taken over

Southway and Lemay, South St.

Iiouis, Leo Lau, Jr., is interested
in both.
V. P. Moody, Mountain Grove, Mo.,

to rebuild Cameo, recently damaged
by fire.

Commonwealth Amusement Co.,
Columbia, Mo., !headed by Mayor
Rex Barrett, is making alterations.
Riverview Theatre Corp. will erect

$90,000 1,000-seater in northern part
of St. Louis. Fred J. Brinkmeyer
represents corporation.
North Side Theatre Co. has award-

ed contract to Sol Abrams & Son.
Construction Co. for $25,000 house
on outskirts of St. Louis.

Philadelphia.
Allen Lewis, manager of the Dante

Theatre, was named 'Star' (prez) of
the Showmen's Club here at last
week's election. Others chosen were
Charles Beilan, 'Stand-in* (v.p.);
Frank Hanimerman, 'Yes Man' (sec-
retary): Jack Little, financial secre-
tary; Dave YafEe, counselor, and
Mike Felt, Larry Mackey, Ray
p'Rourke, and Bill Porter, members
of the board of producers (direc-
tors).

Stonehurst, shuttered several weeks
for alterations, reopened. Owner is
Charles Klangi
WB Nixon, West Philadelphia,

dark since early summer, reopened.

New Orleans.
Gaiety, one of oldest nabes in con-

tinuous operation, will celebrate sil-
ber jubilee Jan. 15, when newly-
remodeled house is opened. The
theatre opened in 1913 by Joseph
Convertie, has been operated by
Nick Evola and Frank Ruffino since
1934. During most of its history the
subsequent run Gaiety has changed
programs daily, and has charged 10-
15c. Seats 850.

San Francisco.
George N. Montgomery, special

rep of Grand National Pictures, has
taken over management of the local
exchange, replacing.H. Bradley Fish,
resigned. Montgomery was for years
owner of the All-Star Features ex-
change in Los Angeles.

Detroit.
Dave Martin and Ted Hathaway,

ex-Michigan theatre here, named
managers of houses in Southern Cal-
ifornia, operated by Fox T7est Coast
theatres. Martin now piloting the
Paramount, Hollywood.

Schenectady, N. Y.
Joseph Shure, manager of State,

Schenectady, shifted to Albany office
of Fabian circuit as chief booker
for its upstate links. Guy A. Graves
his successor at State.

Los Angeles.
Kurt La'emmle bought the Glas-

sell theatre. Eagle Rock, and will
operate it along with his recent pur-
chace, the Franklin.

B'way Legit O'Kay
(Continued from page 1

noon, 'Sing Out the News' and
'Knickerbocker Holiday.' Revival of

'Blossom Time' lists four matinees,

but is not rated for important coin,

having a pop scale and bargain

tickets.

9 Shows for Straleht Plays

Nearly all the straight plays are

holding to nine performance, sched-

ule, exceptions being 'Kiss the Boys
Goodbye,' which has four matinees,

and will hit a new high, also 'Out-

ward Bound,' Because of its juve-

nile draw, 'What a Life' is playing

every afternoon but has been cut-

rated for some time. Standouts like

'Abe Lincoln,' the dramatic leader,

and 'Oscar Wilde' are playing one
extra performance. Newcomers ar-

riving during the week are playing
regulation performances and mostly
using usual scaleat for the Eve.

'Hamlet,' in full length version, is

the only success which will not play

an added performance during the
holiday week. Because of its run-
ning time, more than six times
weekly is hardly possible. Scale for

the 'Eve showing will be $4.40 top.

just Fair in N. Y.

The three-day Xmas weekend
downbeat augurs mildly for New
Year's biz in New York, chiefiy be-
cause of the Sunday curfew hour of
no music after 3 a. m. Reservations
are coming in all over in a pretty

good ratio, and quite favorably com-
parable to the dawn of '38, but the
anticipated last-minute rush is in the

laps of chance. The hope is that, as

last year, when a spot like the Para-
dise was taking Eve reservations

from 9 a.m. on, on Dec 31, the same
thing will occur this 31st.

The 3 a. m. curfew for drinking
Isn't as' much a worry as is the
dansapation, because once the music
stops the tempo in the joints must
subside. It's, all been figured out, of
course, that lockers for storage of
beverages, advance orders for buck-
ets of wine, the 'bottle club' gag (as

dohci in London) and Qther little

wrinkles could well get arovmd the
law against selling after 3 a. m. But
the music' thiv^'g is something else
again.

Chief bugaboo, of course, when the
joints talH about 'fixing' things with
the local precincts, is not what the
civil authorities might do, but what
the Alcoholic Beverage Control
board could do, if it chose tq get
technical. Revocation or Suspension
of liquor licenses is the prime bogey-
man to the boys, if ever tempted to
get out of bounds.
To the many gadgets used as biz

getters on New Year's Eve, the
Tower hotel, in Brooklyn, has sched-
uled a filming of its entire shindig.
The takes will be screened later by
request. The recorded antics of its

patrons will be projected on sub-
sequent nights when the requests
total 10 or more customers.

Coast Looks Big

Los Angeles, Dec. 27.

On the ragged edge for the past
few months for reasons undfeter-
mined, night club biz is due for a
brisk spurt over the holiday week-
end and operators have stocked up
for the three-day killing, hoping' to
wipe out some of the accrued deficit.

What happens after that is more
apprehensive than conjectural. Come
what may, the entrepreneurs will
see the New Year in with tongues
in cheek.

Tariff for the big night is slightly
off bumper years. Highest tap is

$12.50 a head which Earl Carroll Is

getting for his new spot. Cocoanut
Grove, Trocadero, Biltmore Bowl,
Victor Hugo and Beverly Wilshire
have scaled the bite down to a 10-
spot. In former years these inns got
as high as $15 for a night of revelry
in their grottoes. Most of the lesser
and smaller sites are asking $5' and
$7.50.

Checkup of the first string niteries
indicates little lack of enthusiasm
among, the celebrants. Never In for-
mer years has it looked like such a
cinch sellout. The big night, com-
ing as it does with two days of grace
to get back In shape for the job, in-
sures a heavy turnout. On top of
that there'll be thousands of out-of-
towners around for the Rose Bowl
game in Pasadena, which will be
fought out on Monday. And if any
other incentive is needed there'll be
a goodly mob of spenders in from
the east for the Santa Anita race
meet, which gets going Dec. 31 lor
three months of fancy stepping.
Most of the night spots will try

to hang on for a few months to cut
it on the biz attracted by the Frisco
fair, which is unveiled Feb. 12. Lo-
cals are pretty generally agreed that

visitors to the expo up north will

pause longer and spend more- in

these precincts than in the yici ity

of Treasure Island.

Philly In a Spot
Philadelphia, Dec. 27.

What's going " to happen New
Year's eve, with Pennsy's strict Sun-
day laws prohibiting sale of liquor

after midnight on Saturdays, is the
big problem currently annoying
Philly nltery operators.

Couple of the late spot owners
asked Mayor Wilson and the Liquor
Control Board for opinions on the
matter last week, which the ma-
jority of Qther operators feel Avas

a tactical error. ,On the spot, be-
cause the Saturday shuttering hour
is actually part of the law, not
merely a police regulation, officials

had no choice but to issue state-*

ments that New Year's eve must not
differ from other Saturday nights.

it is the general opinion that had
no questions been asked, everyone
could have gone quietly ahead and
remained open as late as he chose
without official cognizance being
taken. ^
With the nitery season here this

year the worst since repeal, spots are
highly dependent on what they do
New Year's eve. Reservations to
date are below past years, although
tariffs are approximately the same,
Arcadia - International and Jack
Lynch's are demanding $7.50 per

'

person cover charge, which includes
supper, while Benny the Bum's levy
is $6. Most of the smaller spots are
asking $3 to $5 fees.

Mpls. Leblangs Rates
Minneapolis, Dec. 27.

Taking cognizance of slack times
aiid tightened purses, local night
clubs have reduced their New Year's
eve prices. Despite drop, however,
advance reservations are consider-
ably off from past few years. Hotel
Nicollet Minnesota Terrace, Twin
Citys' class spot, is charging $6 per
person, Including dinner and mu^ic
by Joe Reichman's orchestra. Last
year the tariff was $7, but a pint of
imported champagne was tossed in.

The same hotel's grand ballrooni
advertises a $4 dinner and entertain-
ment by Red Nichols.
Other of the class spots have mini-

mums ranging from $1 to $5. Vast
majority of niteries are advertising
no cover charge or minimum.. Only
stage shows in town New Year's eve
are Ethel Barrymore in 'White Oaks*
at the Lyceun^ and pop vaudeville
at the Palace. • The Orpheum*is en-
tirely without stage entertainment.

D. C, Annapolis Woos Balto Bis
Baltimore, Deb. 27.

Plenty of squawking here by local
showmen about effect of Sunday
closing laws on New Year's Eve fes-
tivities. Because of Saturday night
curfew for theatres at midnight and
niteries at 2 a.m., year-end whoopee
.will have to ' take an early powder
unless Police Commissioner Robt
Stanton softens up on present atti-
tude. Requests of theatres for per-r
mission to run midnight shows have'
been turned down with positive as-
sertion that niteries will also have
to adhere stricly to the 2 a.m, belL
Newspapers have gone to town in

an effort to liberalize edict against
theatres pointing out incongruity of
noR-drinking, non-stepping revelers
with a half a buck to invest in New
Year celebration, being shunted off
to bed, while gayer elements of freer
spending propensities getting a two-
hour edge for more hectic doings.
Neiarby towns, particularly Wash-

ington and Annapolis, advertising for
local trade and pointing out their
advantages for stayouts and local
amusement peddlers are doing a
considerable burn.

Symfi^hony in Discord
Los Angeles, Dec. 27.

Suit to recover two musical shorts
was filed by I. M. Nobel in superior
court against Symphonic Films, Inc.,

Frederick Feher, iMward Pavaroff,
Egon Brecher and the WUliam Lab-
oratory.

Pictures, 'Beethoven's Concerto*
and part two of 'The Unfinished
Symphony* are in possession of the
Williams lab.

Onliwon Towels and Tissue
COMPLETE WASHROOM SERVICE

!. /'. II
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U.SA OUT-TALKS DIQATORS
Wallerstein Heads CBS' Phono Subsid;

Frank Walker May Also Join Firm

Edward Wallerstein has handed in

his resignation as sales manager of

.RCA Victor to become president of

the American Recofd Co., which"

CBS recently acquired. Frank Wal-
ker, manager of NBC's transcription

division, also holds a contract mak-
ing him a v p. and recording chief of

CBS' new enterprise but the ques-

tion of his putting his own signature

to the paper or remaining with the

RCA combine had not been settled

at press time yesterday (Tuesday).

He was slated at the time to confer

with G, K. Throckmorton, president

of RCA Manufacturing Co., in Cam-
den.

Wallerstein stated yesterday (Tues-

day) that he would defer for a few
days the announcement of the date

for his taking over as ARC prez. In

a way it's a return to an old associa-

tion for Wallerstein. Before joining

Victor he was sales manager for

Brunswick Records, one of the labels

now in the American Record group.

WJRBOND^

STAFF WITH 10%

Detroit, Dec. 27.

Following custom, WJR played the
•whiskered fella to its employees at

the' annual Xmas party last Wednes-
day (21), dishing a flat 10% bonus
to all staff members. Total bonus
figured to have touched $25,000.

In addition to the- annual party in

the Recess Club, which for the first

time barred the press, station also

tossed a special party for teen-age
kids of WJR employees. Rufus, of

Rufus and Mandy ether team,
played Santa to 68 kids, who were
dihed and entertained vrith films,

etc., while their mammas sipped
cocktails in an adjoining room.

HONOR NILES TRAMMELL

Colleagues Flos Aylesworth Fete
Exec on Eve of Move

Chicago, Dec, 27.

Perhaps the greatest testimonial
dinner in the history of midwest
radio was tendered Niles Trammell,
local NBC chieftain, at the Drake
hotel to salute his elevation to the
post of executive v.p. of NBC. Din-
ner was given by all NBC station

managers and owners in Trammell's
midwest division and they came
from distances as far as the Dakotas,
Texas, Colorado to be present at this

testimonial.

Trammell was presented with a
platinum wrist-watch, inscribed fra-

ternally, and huge scroll on which
was voiced, at greater length, the
sentiments of the assembled station

men with whom Trammell has
worked for the past 11 years as mid-
west executive.
Lenox Lohr, president of NBC,

and M. H. Aylesworth, former NBC
prexy, both made the journey to

Chi to join in the expressions of

cordiality.

Murray Bolen Producer

For Jack Benny Program
Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Murray Bolen assumes production
of Jack Benny program after Jan.
1 broadcast, succeeding Tom Har-
rington, who goes east to head
Young & Rubicam radio department.
Bolen has been aide on the show.

Coca Cola on 108

Wives Tell

Seattle, Dec. 27.

'Radio widows' (wives of men
in the broadcasting business),

was the subject of interviewer
Peter Lyman on KJR.
Wife's slant on what the

business is like, and what being
a 'radio widow' means was told

by three wives—^Mrs. Salesman
Joe Hiddleston, Mrs. Chief
Spieler Hal Wolf and Mrs. Pro-
ducer Bill Gavin.

ROBINSON, TREVOR TO

N. Y. FOR FRESHENING

NBC TAKES LEAD

T

Facts Explode Many Myths
—Can't Locate Those Al-

leged Gift Sets from Nazis
—American Volume
Greater Than Other Coun-
tries—NBC Strictly Non-
Editorial, and Its News
Valued for That Reason

RCA Launches a Gawker s Jamboree

With Live Talent for D. C. Visitor^i

The Gift Supreme

YANKEE ZIP

Hollywood, Dec. 27.

. Edward G. Robinson's 'Big Town'
broadcast goes east-to-west for three

or four weeks tifter first of the year.

Making the trip with Robinson will

be Claire Trevor, Producer Clark
Andrews, Fran Frey, musical di-

rector, and Ray Builum, scripter.

Reason for trek to Gotham is to
get fresh ideas and look In on the
new shows.

Walter Zivi Heads Radio

For Newby-Peron Agency
Chicago, Dec. 27.

Walter Zivi has resigned from the
Selvlair agency as account exec-
utive and moves over to the Newby-
Peron & Flitcraft agency on the first

of the year.
Zivi goes into NP&P as an account

exec and chieftain of the radio de-
.partment.

Contrary to popular belief, the

U. S. far surpasses in volume the

Fascist countries in the field of in-

ternational short-wave broadcasting.

That is particularly true of service

to South America.

Furthermore, the increasing- recep-

tion of U. S. short-wave programs in

the Reich and Italy is a growing
worry to the Hitler and Muss6lini

governments. For, despite prevalent
notion, listening <to short-wave
broadcasts from abroad is not for-

bidden and cannot be eliminated by
the Nazi or Fascist dictatorships.

Not only does the U. S. overshadow
both Germany and Italy combined in

total short-wave broadcast hours to

South America, but this preponder-
ance is notably great in the Spanish
and Portuguese language programs

—

the sphere in which the possibility

of propaganda influence has been
most feared. However, the fact is

that U. S. short-wave is superior to

German and Italian not only in ac-

(Continued on page 26)

Washington, Dec. 27.

President Roosevelt and three

other Federal officials were
presented with 'television re-

ceivers this week as promotion
stunt by American Television
Corp. of New York. They can't

be used since there's no tele-

vision.
.

Besides the Executive Man-
sion, homes of Interior Secre-
tary Harold L., Tckes; Under-
secretary of Interior- Ebert K.
Biu'lew, and Presidential Secre-
tary Marvin H. Mclntyre were
equipped. White House re-
ceiver, which will also pick up
longwave and shortwave radio
broadcasts, was installed in a
reception room on the second
floor.

'WALL ST. GEO.' PRICE

STILL HAS THE YEN

Georgie Price, now a Wall St.

broker, has that radio comeback yen
and has bought 18 hours of time per
week, for several weeks, dating from
April 18 on WMCA.
Comedian states he has a new ra-;

dio commercial idea he will experi-
ment with that way.

Grignon Sets Zindler

Milwaukee, Dec. 27.

Fred E. Zindler is now WISN sales

manager.
Gaston Grignon continues as sta-

tion manager.

Coca-Cola is extending its spot
campaign over 108 stations for an-
other 52 weeks, starting Jan. 3. It's ,

three quarter hours a week, With !

Harry Frahkel (Singin' Sam) on the
;

discs. '

World Broadcasting has the re-
|

cording, job.

Third of a Century

Anniversary Number
OF

Out Next Week
January 4

Order From Your Local Newsdealer Now

Washington, Dec. 27.

After being in the hick town cate*

gory for years, the National Capi-

tal is growing up in the radio sense;'

Regular live-talent program—new
experiment in good-will building tty
RCA—with studio audiences, tickets^

and glad-handing debuted Wednesday-
(21). Half-hour variety show tagged
'Radio Center OpenHouse' spotted oii..

WMAL at 8 to 8:30 Wednesdays.
Personally chaperoned by Frank

Mullen, vice-president in charge of
public relations, RCA inaugurated its'

series with a local favorite and an
imported warbler, building the en-
tertainment around the studio or-
chestra. Well known as top-n6tch
performer at such swank aifairs as
the Gridiron (journalistic top-hail

fraternity) and White House Cor-
respondents dinners, George O'Con-

'

nor shared the focus with Virginia
Rea. Difficult cast each week, with
Carleton Smith, web's Presidential
announcer, in "the emcee role.-

Possible forerunner of similar
local shows on other NBC-owned and
operated transmitters. Chief object
is to cash in on yokel-like curiosity
which underlies apparent blase at-

titude in political circles and impresfi
the stream of visiting firemen who
make entertaining "visitors a major
Washington industry.
Around 100 gapers, including a few

political bigwigs and newspaper
scribes,, guzzled at RCA expense ioi^-

lowing the launching.

HILDEGARDrS

LOCAL WAXES

U. S. Tire Co. will have its show
which starts on CBS Feb- 22 supple-
mented with a series of five-minut«'
transcriptions. Latter will be a
dealer proposition, with the accoutit
furnishing the discp free and' the
former, buying his own time on loctkt

stations. Cast on the stencilled^entei:-
tainment will consist of Hildeggtfdte
and a Lynn iMurray choir,; b6th of .

which are also set for the network
stanza.

. .

The initial transcription serie^ Q^is
for 13 platterg, with a schifitl4l6, 6'
one a week.

MENSER, HERBERVAUX

UPPED IN CHICAGO

Chicago; Dec. 27»
With Sid Strotz, program depart*

ment head of NBC here, imoving Aip.

a:, chief of the NBC midwest dlvi-^

sion, replacing Niles Tramrnell; the
program chair will be taken over
by Clarence Menser, who has beeo-,
production supervisor for the local 1

NBC organization. He's been with '

NBC for about 10 years.
r .'enser's place as production head

goes to Jules Herbervaux, his assist-
ant for the past few years, Herber-
vaux goes back to the beginnings to
radio in Chicago, and was particu-
larly identified with KYW here as
musical and p ogram director.

McGillm Gets WSAR

Joseph Hfershey McGillvra hai,
taken over the representation of
WSAR, Fall River, Mass., which is
affiliated with the Mutual, Yankee
and Colonial networks.

Station operates at 1,000 watts.

Alec Eobb's Assistant
Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Alex Robb is here from Chicago
to head NBC artists service. He suc-
ceeds Dema Harshbarger, resigned,

- Rocamora will be'^tobb's aide.
Nthe new aUgntnent.wa^
\urea^ rep.
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fliarity Promotion Wont Give

15% to Actors; Much Telegraphing

Fails to Get Rule Relaxed

San Francisco, Dec. 27.

JBecause a cut of 15% of the re-
ceipts of the New Year's Shrine
J^!asfc-West charity football game was
demanded by the Theatre Authority
if any gratis appearances were made

*^ by professional entertainers at the
free annual pre-game rally In the
War Memorial Opera House last

TThursday night (22), guest per-
formers were limited to members of

ihe- local musicians' union. Several
^tertainers, including SaUy Rand,

i=5nQ^!r at the Music Box; Beverly
Bemis from the Bal Tabarin, come-

^ i^ians Leo Cleary and Ken Gillum,
singer-pianist Judy Deane, the Mexi-
ean comedienne and singer, Consuelo
Oonzales, and John Wolfe and Clar-

ence Hayes, song and patter duo, all

of the KPO and KGO staff, had
Volunteered' their services for the
rally.

AFBA Request

Vic Connors, secretary of the lo-

eal chapter of the American Fed-
eration of Radio Artists, contacted

- execs of Theatre Authority in Holly-
wood for permission for the gratis

appearances and was advised that

ibecause Los Angejes Shriners had
ifailed to fulfill a contract entered
into with Theatre Authority last

year, no cuffo entertainment would
be permitted at the local rally. An
iipi>eal was made to Lawrence Tib-
bett; president of the American
GuUd of Musical Artists, for a spe-

cial concession in this instance, but
be apparentiy refused permission
imless 15% of the proceeds from the
giame were turned over to Theatre
Authority. Since that would repre-
sent some $15,000 or more, the deal
was nixed by the Shriners.

Musician:^ union, I<ocal No. 6,

bowever, gave its members permis-
sion to participate in the rally with-
out fee. Rex and Von Gallion,

SUit^rists of KPO and KGO, and
35arl Teasdale's group of cowboy
musicians appeared.

Shrine and civic biggies, coaches
t)n4 members of both the East and

' fbe West teams, and Shrine vocal
and instrumental units participated

in,: the three-hour rally, the' first

. hoiir of which was aired locally over
KVA, the second over KGO, and the
'final portion over the NBC-Blue web
'on. the Coast. Manager Lloyd E.

Yoder, of KGO and KPO, was chair-

man in charge of the rally.

Grid battle (2) at Kezar StadQum
beire will be described by sports-

caster Doug Montell over a coast-

to-coast Mutual network of 77 sta-

tions, with the Associated .Division

file Tide Water Associated Oil
Company bankrolling the broadcast
over the MutualrDon Lee chain on
the Coast, including 30 Stations.

lian, conductor of the Toronto Sym-
phony, who played^a couple of or
gan numbers; Ernest Seitz, who
played his own 'World Is Waiting for

the Sunrise' to the symphonic back-
ground arranged by Percy Faith; the
Hamburg Trio; Scott Malcolm and
Reginald Godden, two-piano team;
the Aeolian Quartet; Frances James.
Louise King, Jean Haig, Frosia

Gregorash, sopranos; Jimmie Shields,

Dave Davies, Todd Russell, tenors;

the Northeraire Quartet; the

Rhythmettes; the Swing Sing Trio;

the Ragamuffins.

Last Star fund broadcast, with
Toronto-bom Mary Pickford in as

guest-star, netted $6,600.

PROMOTE RADIO GAME

WiUiyeomb^ Stewart, Cormier Be-
pertcd Pastainc New Stont

DROP-OUT TIME

FOR FURNITURE

AND FURS

i:

Toronto Star's Cnflo Show
Toronto, Dec. 27.

Curious anomaly whereby the
.'Toronto Star tossed out its daUy
radio column and all publicity re-
garding programs, artists, etc., and
then sought the .aid of radio to bol-
ster its Santa Claus Fund in aid of
the. city's destitute children, was evi-

dent here when radio talent an-
swered the newspaper's SOS and
netted nearly $7,000 in a broadcast
appeal.

; Three orchestras of Percy Faith,
Carroll Lucas and Horace Lapp, to-
talling 84 men, were permitted by
the. Toronto Musical Protective As-
sociation to give their service^ free.

Their total payroll for the night
would have been $3,783. CBL,
CKCL and CBY, Toronto, collected
their llrie charges for Ontario cov-
erage.

Casual

Star was Orsoi;! Welles who flew
from New York w Toronto to appear
on the broadcast because he is a pal
of Sidney Freifeld, New York cor-

i^fCespondent for the paper. En route

7» the 1,200-seater Eaton Auditorium,
.illlso donated, Welles bought a 98c
copy of Shakespeare, -ripped out
Richard III, and pasted up some of
the excerpts before stepping cold to
the mike.
Other highlight was the presence

of Dr. AHan Roy Dafoe, physician
to the Dlonne Quins, who was radio-
biterviewed. Two of Deanna Dur-
bih^s dresses were auctioned; ditto

two dolls autographed by Dr. Dafoe
and 60 photographs of the D''- - •

also carrying tbe Dafo*
tTalent included S^

Independent transmitters in New
York are currently experiencing
their annual cessation of commer-
cials duriog Christmas week. Sus-
pensions apply only to the product
of certain sponsors which don't sell

during the holidays. The no broad-
casting period is written into the
time contracts and begins a week
prior to. Yuletide and ends as a rule
on Jan. 1.

Two heaviest eliminators of time
this year are furniture and fur dis-

pensers. Reason for cancellations

by the former is apparent, few buy
furniture at this time of year, but
the thought behind dropping fur
plugs is' vague. All indies are con-
cerned' with time lost ranging from
two and a half hours daily on WNEW
to a smaller loss on others such as
WEVD, WmS, etc.

Hedda Hopper for Prunes

Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Hedda Hopper will tell about
Hollywood discoveries on a tran-
scription series being produced by
Lord and Thomas for the California
prune industry.

Fred Runyon is writing the
scripts. Platters are for eastern
stations.

Philadelphia, Dea 27.

Three former Fhilly radio execs
are reported organizing a firm to

market a new type of game to be
played via radio and perhaps in

theatres. Game would entail pur-
chase of time by the new outfit

Organizers are Don Withycomb,
Jack Stewart, both formerly WFIL,
and Al Cormier, formerly WIP.

Star-Loaded

Already, Show

Adds Colman

Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Newest addition to galaxy of film

names on new Kellogg show Is Ron-
ald Colman, who for years has re-

sisted commercial commitments to

radio. Likely that he wUl emcee
the colossal in addition to partici-

-^ting in the round table and
dramatics. The Foursome, singers,

were also signed last week.
Previously set on the program,

which tees up Jan. IS, are Carole
Lombard, Cary Grant, Lawrence
Tibbett and the Marx brothers. Tony
Stanford produces.

Hollywood, Dec. 27.

Lawrence Tibbett has i>een. signed

for Kellogg airshow.

Appears every Sunday mtil con-

cert season frhen heU take time out.

'David Hamm' to Coast

For B. T. Babbitt Acct.
•David Harum' serial (B. T. Bab-

bitt, Inc.) will get its first hearing in
the San Francisco and Los Angeles
areas by way of wax Jan 9. It's an
NBC release otherwise.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Is the

agency.

Remodel CBS Playhouse in N. Y.

Need Bigger Stage for Super-Broadcasts of Ethyl and

U. S. Tire—Takes 4th House

Larry Nixon, the Expert

Larry Nixon, press agent of
WNEW, N. Y„ is a travel expert on
the side. Had a book on tramp
steamers published recently by Little

Brown.
Now has a piece on 'The Advan-

tage of Trailer tife* In the Old
Farmer's Almanac of Boston.

WTAII Office Boinance
Cleveland, Dec. 27.

Hal Metzger, program director of
WTAM, was married Christmas Day
in Sandusky, O., to Mildred Fun-
nelL"

She's secretary to Vernon Pribble,
station manager.

Charity Pressure Greatest at Xmas

10 Worthy' Orgs Presented Problem in Philly-

Health Council's Showmanship

Philadelphia, Dec. 27.

Philly outlets are heaving sighs of
relief now that Christmas is over,
for they've just passed through one
of the heaviest .cuffo time-begging
grabs in local radio history. No less

than 10 1 organizations, all of them
worthy, were asking for time. Sta-
tion managers, appreciative of the
good causes and the ill-will tfiat can
be engendered if one group gets
time and another doesn't, tried hard
to give them all a break". Included
were Salvation Army, YMCA, United
Campaign, Red Cross, City Charter
Committee, National Health Council
and Associated Hospitals.

With commercials heavier due to
Xmas, the cuffo spots made neces-
sary even more extensive juggling of
programs than ordinarily. WFIL par-
tially solved the problem by giving
a daily series tagged 'Design for Giv-
ing,' in which one charity was
plugged each day and all the others
were mentioned. Charity of the day
was invited to have a rep give a
short talk, and an eight-minute
dramatization of its work was given.

Seals Speed Up
Practically all of the time-seeke'-"

of variations are used. Leader in
this is the Health Council, which an-
nually puts on the Christmas Seal
sale. It uses radio time all the year
round, but speeds up before Christ-
mas. Under the direction of John
E. Kieffer it got 16% hours of cuffo
time between Nov. 21 and Dec. 25,
Stations donating it were WIP
WCAU, KYW, WFIL, WDAS and
WPEN,

Kieffer's plug technique is entirely
different from most of the other
agencies which want time. He builds
regular shows, as though they were
for commercial accounts, merely get-
ting his plug in at beginning and
end. Among shows he puts on is

'The Health Forum' on WCAU, in
which two physicians and two' lay-
men have a roundtable; 'By Candle-
light,' poetry and choral singing, on
WFIL; 'Old World Reveries' on
WPEN, which has a large lingual
audience; quiz show burlesquing all
other quiz shows, On WDAS, and
•Sunday at Twilight,' choral group,
on WIP.
One of Kieffer's shows has hien

on WPEN for 42 consecutive weeks,
many others have been on nearly
'i^t long. All talent is donated and

Wthe'ilu-
him to use

A New Combine?

Much speculation aroimd New
York during the past week by
the report that a newly organ-

ized syndicate Is preparing to

take over the Farnsworth radio

and television patents as well as

the Capehart automatic disc ma-
chine patents. Report also had
it that the syndicate was inter-

ested in taking over the manu-
facturing plant of the Household
Utilities Corp. (Grunow).
Same report pointed to a per-

son high ia the official roster of

RCA as slated to head up this

new enterprise for the manufac-
ttire of combination machines
and phonograph records.

FARNSWORTH

PRIMES STOCK

REORG

Sacramento, Dee. 27.

Intention of Farnsworth Televi-

sion, Inc., to engage In manufoctur-
ing and other activities wai an-

noimced Dec. 20 In a letter to stock-

holders requesting approval of a re-

organization plan that Includes an
InitifQ refinancing to the extent of

2,000,000 shares of $1 par value-com-
mon stock. Proposals to stockholders,

: Allowing' a meeting by Farnsworth
directors in San Francisco, Dec. 19,

open the way not only to its ad-
vent as a manufacturing and possib-

ly even broadcasting, but to the

amalgamation with other comple-
mentary television and radio Inter-

ests as desirable.

Specifically, Farnsworth Is asking

its stockholders to assent to transfer

of all assets and their equity posi-

tion Into the new company, upon the
basis of receipt of 46 shares of the
new company's stock for each share
of the present company held. Two-
thirds assent of the 15,000 outstand-

ing shares Is required and will be
taken by proxy. Directors of the
new company will then be wholly
free to conclude negotiations which
have been in progress as they find

desirable.

These negotiations, although not
yet disclosed, have commonly been
imderstood to include acquisition of
a substantial Interest in return for
rights and patents by a major radio
company and also for additional
financing under Kuhn, Loeb aus-
pices.

New company, recently chartered
in Delaware, Is set up with an au-
thorized capital of 2,000,000 of $1 par
value shares. Of these 690,000
would immediately be issued to the
present company for distribution to
its stockholders at the indicated
ratio. As all assets and cash of the
present company, with the exception
of certain reorganization costs, are
designed to be transferred, and as
Farnsworth Television, Inc., shares
have been traded over-counter at
$300 a share and upward, the posi-
tion would give an early Indicated
equivalent market value on the new
shares of $7 or more.

Columbia has shut down its Play-
house No. 1 In West 45th street while
its making some extensive alterations

on the stage and acoustics setup. Job
had primarily been Instigated by the
need for taking care of a couple of

big cast shows which are slated to

start on the network In the near
future. Programs concerned, Ethyl
and U. S. I'ire, will iise orchestra
and choir combinations of from 70
to 100 persons.

Part of the theatre's stage is be-
ing ripped out so that the platform
can be extended over what has been
the first five rows of seats. Because
of previous obligations CBS cannot
assign either of these two newcomer
programs to its largest studio-the-

atre. Playhouse No. 3. Columbia
yesterday (Tuesday) leased a fourth
ex-legit house for studio purposes.
It's the Ambassador In West 49th
street.

U. S. Tire show, with Hildegarde,
Raymond Paige and a Lynn Murray
cholr^ will be dhrected by Louis
Dean, head of Campbell-Ewald's
New York radio department It

debuts Feb. 22. Rather than get into

any legal complications with Uni-
versal Pictures the program will not
use the title, '100 Men and Hilde-
garde,' as originally intended. The
producer had Indicated that such
permission woidd be extended upon -

the payment of $1,000 for a three-
year term but while CBS legalites

were studying the document word
came from Hollywood that the pro-
posed deal was off. UniversaVs in-
terest in the title stems from Itg

own use of '100 Men and a Girl' in
a production with Deanna Durbin
and Leopold Stokowski

Joan Crawford Gulf's 1st

Hollywood, Dec. 27,
Joan Crawford leads off as guest

star on the first Hollywood Guild-
Gulf show Jan. 8,

Tom Lewis produces for Young &
Rubicam.

Bill Stern on Good News
While out on- the Coast to air the

Rose Bowl football game New Year's
Day, Bill Stern, sports spieler on
radio and newsreels, does two guest
air shots. Stem leaves today (28)
and will be on the Metro Good News
show tomorrow (29) and the special
NBC all star airing New Year's
Day.
Announcer flies back- east Jan. 3.

Marie given an additional
NBC-Red spot on Wednesday nights
a* 8=30. Had been getting only one
on Mondayi.

AH EQUAL

MORE BAN

Detroit, Dec. 27.

Consensus among local stations la

that they don't give much of a hoot
whether three local dailies ever re-
instate banned radio columns and
publicity. Their ether stuff was
dropped by News, Times (Hearst),
and Free Press last August.

Only radio dope now published
by local sheets consists of listings^

in agate, and an occasional promo-
tion piece by News, which owns
WWJ, and by the Times on Its

American Weekly dramatizations.
General idea among local stations

is that they haven't lost any listeners
(they hopej and that now all sta-
tions are on a par as far as publicity
goes, wilh no station receiving spe*
cial boosts because of tieups, promo-
tional or otherwise. All stations,
since demise of free blurbs, have
been plugging own programs with
several ether shots daily, plus an
occasional program review broad-
cast and trade ads in sheets.

Philly Town Meeting:

To Air Cuffo on WFIL
PhUadelphia, Dec. 27.

WFIL, which has been toying for
more than a year with the idea of
ahing a town meeting but has al-
ways been stymied by the problem
of b.r.ing it, will finally start a week-
ly series from the Manufacturers^
Club auditorimn on Jan, 23. Tie-
up has been made with a new group,
Town Meeting, Inc., financed by
several public spirits, .which will
handle the coin problem, WFIL will
donate lines and time, while the
Town Meeting group will take car«
of the auditoriimi and literature.
Meetings will be patterned on the

lines of NBC's.

NEW BRITAIN'S NEW FACES
New Britain, Conn., Dec. 27.

PayroU of WNBC, now fuUtime,
NBC-Blue and with a new branch in
Hartford, upped with hiring of Wil-
liam Williams, formerly In Massa-
chusetts radio, as commercial attache;
Robert Sheridan, announcer; Truman
Craine, ex-WMAS, Sprinffield, and
Nelson Aikens, WestfleU, N. J., on
controls; Carleton Brown, formerly
with Westinghouse, at transmitter,
and Rebecca Leitzker in office.
Larry Edwardson upped from sales

staff to commercial manager.
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Developments in the actors union attempt to gain recognition in com-
mercial broadcasting were as follows last week:

(1) AFRA had individual meetings with B. B, I). & O. and Compton
agencies.

(2) After deliberation Mrs. Emily Holt decided not to make a formal
AJFRA response to the points raised by Chester LaRoche as chairman of

the radio committee of the advertising agencies. LaRoche's statement was
made to Vahiety last week.

(3) Further meetings of AFRA and admen w6re in progress yesterday
afternoon (Tuesday) with Eddie Cantor,' president of AFRA, and Lawrence
Tibbett of the Musical Guild, present.

Agency arguments that they are merely the agents for. the sponsors and
are thus not authorized to sign any agreements covering wage scales or
other working conditions were ridiculed by AFRA. While it is strictly

true that the admen are merely agents for the sponsors, in actual practice

it is the agency which hires and fires the performer, which sets the amount
of pay and all other conditions of employment, AFRA officials state. It is

common knowledge in the trade, they add, that certain agencies pay high,

•medium or low wages for broadcasters and that such terms have no con-
nection with the identity of the sponsor. For all practical purposes, there-

fore, the agencies are ttie ^ctual employers and any denial of the fact is

merely the same old stall, AFRA asserts.

BUCK-PASSING HABITS OF PAST CATCR

FCC IN EMBARRASSMENT OF OWN MAKINi

GUILD RALLY

TO PONDER

ceaNBc

American Guild of Musical Artists

last night (Tuesday) held a general

membership meeting at , the Plaza

hotel. New York, to rally support

in its current battle with Columbia

Concerts Corp. and NBC Artists

Service, Lawrence Tibbett, presi-

dient, was among those expected to

address the session. Henry Jaffe,

attorney for the organization, was
scheduled to speak, but was sudden-
ly called out of town on American
Federation of Radio Artists affairs.

AGMA's annual meeting and elec-

tion will be held next Wednesday
(4) at the Plaza. With the excep-
tion of Margaret Speaks, who is

nominated for third vice-president to

succeed the late Alma Gluck, the

ticket remains unchanged. Slated for

re-election are Tibbett, president;

Jascha Heifetz, first vice-prez; Rich-
ard Bonelli, second vice-prez; Frank
Sheridan, fourth vice-prez; Daniel
Harris, fifth vice-prez; Queena
Mario, recording secretary, and
Frank La Forge, treasurer.

Slate of nominees for the board of

governors includes Zlatko Baloko-
vic, Mischa Elman, Elizabeth Hoep-
pel, Julius Huehn, Edwin Hugtes,
Jose Iturbi, Ernst Lert, Lauritz Mel-
chior, James Melton, Ezio Pinza,
Lawrence Power, Nino Ruisi (new),
Ernest Schelllng, Georgia Standing,
Armand Tokatyan (new), Don Vor-
hees and Marek Windheim (new).

WCAO'S FUTURE

Baltimore Station Loner Clung to Set
Philosophy

Religious Issue Now a Frankenstein—^But One Letter

Provoked 'Beyond Horizon' Probe and Press

Alone Got West and Welles

GHOSTLY VOICES

SPONSORED ON CKLW

Detroit, Dec. 27.

Sam's Drug Stores is bankrolling
a six-month series of weekly 'Voices
of Yesterday' program over CKLW
here. Highlights Thomas Edison
recordings of notables' voices begun
in 1889.

Also sponsoring weekly 'Crossword
Puzzle of the Air,' ether version^of
parlor game, with puzzles now being
distributed sponsor's stores after
phone company's inability to cope
Avith flood of replies for. weekly

• prizes.

WIP Cbims Lotsa Tirsts'

Philadelphia, Dec. 27.

With the innovation of 24.-hoiu:-a
day operation, WIP lays claim to an-
other reason for tagging itself the
'Pioneer Voice.' Outlet, since its

birth in 1922, has been responsible
for a flock of firsts in the broaclcast-
ing industry. Among those it claims
are:

First football game, Penn vs. Cor-
nell, Franklin Field, 1922; first

ypcle' type show for kids, 'Uncle
WIP,' 1922; first complete opera,
'Aida,' from Metropolitan Opera
House, Philly, 1923; first remote band
broadcast, Charlie Kerr crew, from
Cafe L'Aiglon, 1922; first woman's
club of the air, WIP Homemakers,
1923; first television broadcast of one
of its shows,. kiddies program from
WIP auditorium, 1934.

Baltimore, Dec. 27.

Considerable speculation and com-
ment here as to possible successor to

J. Thomas Lyons, managing director

of WCAO, who died last week,
Lyons, formerly advertising manager
of the Baltimore Sun and publisher
of the News-Post, was rated both
locally and nationally as an ultra

conservative in station operation and
exploitation.

A consistent profit maker, WCAO
is local CBS outlet. Policy hereto-

fore depended on network income
plus some interpolated local spot -and

time programs unaggressively sold.

Feeling is that modernized set-up,

and go-getter business getting opera-
tion, could turn outfit into one - of

nations top money makers.

Tjrpical of previous station attitude

was recent reply to Variety show-
manship survey. Asked for its own
estimate of its efforts in showman-
ship, station wrote, 'No special effort.'

Lyons was a substantial stock holder
in WCAO but not the controlling

interest.

WPEN SOLIDLY

aOSED SHOP

Philadelphia, Dec. 27.

Most all-inclusive contract with
any radio station in the East was
made with WPEN by the Broadcast
Division of the American Communi-
cations Association, CIO, on Satur-
day. It is a vertical agreement^ tak-

ing in every employee In -the station

except the musicians, and even in-

cludes porters and telephone opera-

tors.

Pact was agree to on Saturday
and only has to be put in necessary
legal language before inking, which
will probably take place this week.
It is for one year. Under it aU em-
ployees but the panelmen, who al-

ready had a contract which expires

in March, will get wage boosts of

from 10 to 15%. It also grants a full-

closed shop, hiring to take place

through the Union, two weeks' vaca-

tion with pay, and sick leave.

Actually covered are 17 employees,

plus the seven engineers. Only ones

left out are Arthur Simon, g.m., and
Gil Babbitt, p.a. Attending the con-

fab were Miss Hyla Kiczales, opera-

tor of the outlet; Simon; David Solis-

Cohen, WPEN's attorney; Dick
Shipp, chairman of the WPEN shop
committee; Sam Sabaroff, prez of the

ACA local, and Saul Waldbaum,
ACA attomey.-

ACA also has negotiations now
under way for four engineers at

WIBG, tiny suburban time-sharing

outlet.

Gimbel in Conferences

Entire WIP gab and panel staff

will confab with prez Ben Gimbel
this week on a new joint contract.

Engineers already have a termer,

whicli expires at the end of the year.

Spielers are entirely new to the

union. Broadcast Division of the

American Communications Associa-

tion, CIO. They are prepared to de-

mand wage increases of from 10 to

15% in their portion of the pact.

There are seven announcers and
13 knob-twiddlers.

John Edwards, KOIU Omaha,
news announcer, has joined CBS in

New York in the news bureau.

Washington, Dec. 27.

Free speech rowing, direct out-
growth of the Father Coughlin and
Judge Rutherford radio diatribes,

led to an injunction to broadcasters
last week that radio must not be
misused, while the FCC continued to

wonder what disposition to make of

the hot- potato. Repercussions in

Corigress are widely feared, with the
industry liable to be trapped in no
man's land and the target for oppos-
ing barrages.

First direct declaration of policy

by a responsible industry spokesman,
was a sizzling blast from Neville

Miller, president of the National As-
sociation of Broadcasters, which did

not mention names but was pointed
directly at Coughlin and Rutherford.
No room in program schedules, he
opined, for talks likely to stir up
class, religious -or racial enmity.

Politicians Scared

Although Miller was willing to

take ah open stand, the commish
membership fretted about the em-
barrassing situation that will arise

when the licenses of some of the
stations who turned down Father
Coughlin come up for renewal. In

decided contrast to other perform-
ances, the regulators displayed no
willingness' to- wade into the fight

and added to the perplexity of sta-

tion managers by dodging any pub-
lic statements that might be con-
strued as a declaration of policy.

Only direct expression of views was
a recent airwaved talk by Chair
man Frank R. McNinch, who joined
other prominent figures in slapping
the oppressors of religion.

The predicament in which the
commish finds itself results from in

decision and vacillation in the past.

Never having laid down a sufficient-

ly precise guide for the industry, the
regulators now confront the embar^
rassing duty of making a choice be-
tween courses which either way are
bound to bring criticism. If the com
mish spanks either the stations which
closed their doors to the Detroit
padre or allowed him to fume, the
censorship cry is sure to rise. If it

takes no action, critics will add to

the torrent of denunciation which
has been flowing for months. Recon-
ciling freedom of speech, freedom of
religion, Emd 'public interest, con-
venience, or necessity* with the anti-

censorship clause of the statute looks
like the most painful of the series of
headaches which have discomfited
the FCC in the past few months.

Do-Nothinff Attitude

Do-nothing attitude of the FCC at

present typifies the uneasiness.
While members in,private conversa-
tions have been chatting about the
religious broadcasts, as an official

regulatory body they have taken no
action on the numerous letters from
listeners demanding one thing or an-
other. Official explanation is that

nothing has occurred which would
require them to take steps or enunci-
ate a set of principles. But this

wasn't the case when the Mae West
and Orson Welles programs caused
a fuss, for Chairman McNinch . im-
mediately demanded a copy of the
scripts as well as a recording solely

on the basis of telegrams and news-
paper accounts of listener panic. In
the case of 'Beyond the Horizon' a
single letter precipitated a probe.
The view of the NAB head was

unequivocally expressed. Outlining
his concept of the responsibility of
stations, MiUer asserted that licensees
are morally and legally obliged to

deny their facilities to trouble-
makers.

'Radio has become a 'new force of

tremendous power and influence in

our life. It must be used in the pub-
lic interest and not subjected to ir-

responsible abuse,' Miller declaimed.
'The particular problem which we

confront today is that of preserving
the precious right of freedom of

speech. However, the same Consti-

tution which guaranteed us freedom
of speech also guaranteed other
rights, such as freedom of religion,

and in protecting one right we must
not violate other rights.

'The right of free .speech is a right

which extends to every American
citizen. It is a right which broad-
casters interpret as one requiring
that equal opportunity be available

for the expression of honest di-

vergence of opinion. But, in admin-
istering this responsibility, we must
also be cognizant of the fact that

radio by its very nature reaches, all

classes of our fellow citizens, regard-
less of race, , religion or conviction,

and that there is no obligation to

broadcast a speech which plays on
religious- bigotry, which stirs up re-

ligious or racial prejudice or hatred.

Such a speech is an abuse of the
privilege of free speech and un-
worthy of American radio.'

Stations Quandary

In analyzing the situation, Miller

pointed to the legal quandary of

broadcasters. State courts have held
that stations are guilty when their

facilities are used to expound libel-

ous and slanderous statements. Re-
sponsibility for accepting or denying
programs lies upon licensees under
the act as interpreted by the FCC.

Stations were subtly advised to de-
mand copies of speeches which may
contain dynamite before allowing
spielers to go on the air. This policy,

which WMCA, New York, tried to

apply to Father Coughlin and several
stations have vmsuccessfully sought
to follow in doing business with
Judge Rutherford, . is entirely legal,

Miller said, and station owner 'is

well within his rights to close his

facilities to any speaker who refuses

to submit it.' After ogling a script,

managers s':ill can refuse to allow
broadcasts which may result in 're-

ligious prejudice and strife,' he
added.
Promise of the NAB to come to

the rescue of any owner who may
get into trouble because of such pro-

cedure was made by the trade leader.

With the industry obligated to de-
cide what is in the public interest,

NAB 'will defend his right to dis-

charge that responsibility,' Miller re-

assured.
,

One possible' result of the recent
fussing may not " be wholly un-
pleasant for the industry. Hot de-

bate over the vital issues presented
in this situation unquestionably will

help obtain amendments clarifying

the 1934 Communcations Act. As
things stand, the industry has been
battered so many ways because of

the lack of specific expressions by
Congress that the Rutherford-Cough-
lin blasts emphasize the need for a

positive assertion and removal of

conflicts and doubts which charac-
terize the statute in its present form.

dresses until he supplies them with ',

a script. There was a crowd of mote -

than 4,000 around the station two
weeks ago.

As in previous weeks, there waf
no disorder. Pickets carried plac>
ards urging spectators to 'boycott'
WDAS advertisers' and to 'Join the/i
Christian Front' in a battle against^
'the perverted minority against '

Father Coughlin.'

Rabbi Follows Coughlin
Buffalo, Dec. KT.-

'Goodwill Between Christians 0n4
Jews' was the topic of an address byNj
Rabbi Joseph L. Fink of Templtt*

"

Beth Zion in a special WGR brpad'*^

cast Sunday afternoon.
Talk was spotted to follow imme;*

'

diately after Father Coughlin's hour,-^

ANOTHER 10

YEAR SPONSOR

William Wrigley Co. has been ptt
radio a full decade. Started on Deo»
25, 1928, over CBS and has spentr

1928 $3,350
1929 43,650
1930 25,774
1931 121,334
1932 695,100

1933 619,519
1934 649,909

1935 795,718
1936 1,017,456

1937 1,241,054
•1938,.."; 1,241,705

Detroit Sarcasm
Detroit, Dec. 27.

Following blast against 'religious

bigotry' on radio by Neville Miller,

NAB prez, local press quoted Leo
Fitzpatrick, manager of WJR which
is outlet for Father Coughlin's ad-
dresses, as saying that he 'had not
applied to MiUer for a clariflcation

of the association's stand in the con-
troversy.'

Fitzpatrick, past president of the
NAB, was not directly quoted since

he informed the Free Press, morn-
ing sheet here, that he had no com-
ment on Miller's address. Free Press,

which was recently sued for $2,000,-

000 libel by Father Coughlin, took
jab at WJR with statement 'which,
ironically enough, is known as the
Good Will station although it serves
as outlet for Father Coughlin's
broadcasts.'

Later in the week Father Cough-
lin declined NBC's invitation to de-
bate on 'Americanism' with Doro-
thy Thompson, Gen. Hugh Johnson
and Earl Browder, stating in part;

'NBC has already refused to sell me
time (priest has own indie hookup)
at regular commercial rates because
it deemed my broadcasts controver-
sial when I was discussing anti-com-
munism. Therefore, I must refuse
the kind offer, lest I be suspected of
accepting a sop from NBC and its

censorial commissars/

* December figure estimated.

During this time talent has in-
cluded Guy Lombardo, Myrt and

'

Marge, Margaret Brainard, Connie
Gates, Jerry Cooper, Football Pore-
casts, Lone Wolf Indian Tribe, Marcll
of Time, Jack Fulton, Carlton Kel-
sey Orch., Carl Hohengarten Orch*
Andrew Sisters, Shaw and Leaf Scat^
tergood Baines, Billy House • (JesSf
Lasliy show coming up).

Application blanks were made
available during the past week at
8,000 theatres using RKO product itt

the talent-scouting stunt embraced
in the 'Gateway to Hollywood'
hookup effected between Jesse L.
Lasky, William Wrigley and RKO.
The talent contest will be restrict- ]

ed to girls between, the ages pf lT
and 23 an^ men between 21 and 27.'

After filling out applications ob-
tained from the theatres, contestantjt

will have to forward these, togethey
with photographs, to Hollywood,

Candidates will be selected for In-
terviews, in each of 24 regional cities

and those chosen will appear lat a
key city on a given date where RKO
talent scouts and a local committee

,

will select semi-final teams. The 24
boys and 24 girls chosen will later be
reduced to nine couples, these to go
to Hollywood for a broadcast oyer
CBS sponsored by Wrigley. Two :

applicants each week will appear ill

dramatic skits over a 13-week period
beginning Jan. 8 and the team sc
lected as best by vote of radio
listeners, plus the Lasky-Kohit \

'Gateway' group, will be awarded*
RKO contracts at $125 weekly fori;,

20 out of the next 26 wieeks to ap-:-}

pear as featured players in an RKO'W
picture. - /

Charles Vanda, CBS program; di-

rector on the Coast, will put on the
13-week broadcast featuring an or-,

chestra, guest Hollywood star's and
the 'Gateway* contestants.

PAUL KAIN BECOMES

STAFF BAND AT WJSV

'Perverted Minority'
Philadelphia, Dec. 27.

Whether the pickets have given it

up as a futile job or it was juat the
Christmas holiday that kept them at
home couldn't be ascertained, but
fewer than 200 supporters of Father
Couglin appeared in front of WDAS
on Sunday. This is the smallest
number in the four weeks since the
outlet banned the Detroit priest's ad-

Washington, Dec. 27. •.

Paul Kain's orchestra last week
retained as stafE band at WJSV, local
CBS outlet. Managed by MCA, the
organization is appearing for the
winter season at the Wardman Parlj
Hotel, country-clubbish tavern in the
residential district, where the tune-
sters Were the added attraction last
year.

Schedule still unsettled but the
band will be aired several timet
weekly.

James Acutt, lorMierly manager et
KFKA, Greeley, KkiUi., is now with
WAAW, Omaha, as co:AitAiercial man- .

agier. ^
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U. S. A. Out'Talks The Dictators
(Coninuted from page 21)

tual hours, but slso in showmanship
and general effectiveness.

Remarkable aspect of the situation

is that the U. S. has been engaged in

international short-wave broadcast-

ing on a large scale less than a year,

while the foreign nations, notably

Germany and Italy, have been car-

rying it on for several years. From
all indications,'!!. S. supremacy in the

field is likely to increase rather than
decrease. For in short-wave radio

as in so many other fields, American
efficiency is the despair of foreign

competitors.
Although both NBC and CBS are

engaged in international - short-wave
broadcasting, NBC is much the more
active of the two. It has four fre-

quencies and broadcasts over W3XL
and W3XAL, Bound Brook, N. J.,

piping the programs from its studios

in Rockefeller Center, New York.
CpS has six frequencies and trans-

mits over W2XE, in Wayne Town-
ship, N. J., likewise piping from its

New York studios.

pates From Spring

After carrying on a comparatively
small-scale program of international

short-wave for several years, NBC
launched its present ambitious policy

last spring. Move was the direct re-

sult of a proposal in Congress that

the U. S. Government set up its own
station to go into short-wave com-
petition with the Fascist coimtries,

which were described as flooding

South America with propaganda.
Although NBC's new policy didn't

get actively into operation imtil .July

the company has advanced with such
a rush that it already is way ahead
of all the transmitters in both Ger-
many and Italy combined in Spanish
and Portuguese language programs to
South America. At the present time
NBC is getting about 20 times as
much listener mail from both South
America and Europe as it did last

May and June. During November it

received nearly 1,100 letters from
South America and about 700 from
Europe. It is spending about $150,000
a year and employing 38 people for

its international short-wave service

112 Honrs TVeekly

NBC short-waves a total of 112

hours a week, beginning at 0 a. m.
and continuing imtil 1 a. m> daily.

First four hours daily are in Eng-
lish (from 2 to 6 p. m. London time),

followed by one hour each of Italian,

German and French language, pro-
grams. Latter are heard in the eve-
ning hours in those countries. At 4
p. m. New York time the beam is

turned toward South .America and,
with the exception of an hour in
English from 10 to 11 p. m., the re-
maining' nine hours is broadcast in
Spanish and Portuguese.
With the completion next month

of an improved directional, trans-
mitter, NBC wiU begin broadcasting
seven additional hours daily in Eng-
lish, Italian, German and French to
South America. Following their plan
o." trying to retain the loyalty of
their people in foreign countries,
Germany and Italy broadcast most
of their programs to South Amer-
ica in their native language. But
NBC's Gferman and Italian programs
beamed to South America are ex-
pected to combat that policy.

Help RCA
Besides heading off the entry of

the government into the broadcast-
ing business, NBC's international
short-wave programs serve as a sort
of institutional advertising for RCA
and its line of radio receivers and
e^i-ipment. FCC regulations forbid
direct use of commercial: on short-
wave programs, so NBC cannot bal-
lyhoo the RCA products. Still, the
connsctibn between the two com-
panies is known throughout the
world, so the short-wave service is

figured a prestige-builder for the
parent outfit. And since there is a
profitable world market for radio
transmission and reception ec^uip-

ment, RCA stands to profit, even if

indirectly, through the short-^wave
service.

Initial four hours of broadcasting
daily, ^11 of it intended for. Great
Britain, is in English and consists

of straight news, educational stuff

and features, novelties and various
types of music Italian, German
and French hours all have a some-
what similar setup. Each opens with
15 minutes of straight news, with the
remaining 45 minutes composed of

music and educational stuff. Same
.goest^or the regular' Spanish and
Portugdese sessions, except the final

two hours daily, which is all music
with Spanish announcements.

No EditorializiniT

In all news broadcasts a strict rule

is followed to avoid any sort of

propagandizing or editorializing.

Only the factual accounts of happen-
ings are reported, each cut down to

the absolute bone of ac'.ual news.
That policy is not only in line with
the regular procedure of all U.' S.

radio reporting; but follows tl\e. fun-
damental theory of democratic gov-
ernment. What's more, the very ab-
sence of editorializing and bias is

what makes the news convincmg to

foreign listeners. That is clearly

demonstrated by letters from the
Fascist countries as well as; the de-
mocracies. In many cases listeners

writing from the heavily propagan-
dized Fascist countries comment fa-

vorable upon the objectivity of the
news.

Only, bit of news reporting that
might be considered of propaganda
nature is the speeches and state-

ments of government officials or the
quotations from leading newspapers
or periodicals. In such cases the
speeches, statements or articles are
presented as factual news, without
comment. However, a close check
is kept of all German and Italian

'rews' broadcasts and the correct
facts are invariably given to coun-
teract their propaganda content.

Similarly, when news is of special
interest to German or Italian listen-
ers, particular point is made of
short-waving it to those countries,
which otherwise would know only
what their dictator-controlled press
and radio chose to teU them. Eager-
ness of the people in Germany and
Italy to learn the actual truth of
what's going on in the world and
even in their, own countries is amaz-
ing. And, as evidenced by the grow-
ing listener mail from those nations.

listeners to tjie U. S. news broad-

casts are growing rapidly.

Doings of Hollywood and Broad-
way are favorite subjects for for-

eign dialers. Then there are infor-

mative talks on various phases of

American life, descriptions of U. S.

cities, lectures on the industries,

habits, thoughts, art, history and'

personalities of this country. Amer-
ica is a subject of constant interest

and wonder to for '.gners. In the

field of music, foreign listeners seem
to prefer Negro spirituals and jazz

—the two most characteristically

American music forms. However,
they also relish concert, opera and
semi-classical stuff.

Types of Programs

Program material is divided into

three types—live talent (mostly
speakers, with a few singers and
instrumentalists for the Latin Amer-
ican listeners), records (the usual
jazz, etc.), and 'D.B.'s' (delayed
broadcasts). Latter consist of any
programs which are waxed and aired

at a later, more suitable time. In
the case of musical events, etc., that

may be because of the time, "differ-

ential. But in the case of speeches
(Roosevelt's fireside chats, for' in-

stance), they are translated and re-

corded in the proper language, then
broadcast by short-wave. Such
statements as that Of the President's

peace appeal to Hitler at the time of
the Czech crisis are broadcast over
and over. Roosevelt is a popular
figure abroad, particularly in the
South American countries, where his

'good neighbor' policy has struck a
responsive chord.

Whether because the Mussolini
government is more feared than the
Hitler regime, is a quiestlon, but it is

noticeable that the Italian letter-

writers are not nearly as outspoken
as those in Germany. Hqwever, one
writer stated that he learned of Mus-
solini's projected trip to Munich to

Analysis of Latin Schedules
M M M t

0:30

1:10

Summary in hours and minutes of
the total South American short-wave
broadcast time per week of the prin-
cipal nations. Figures in parentheses
refer to the number of programs per
week.

NBC, New York
News

Spanish (28) 7:00

Portuguese (14). 3:30
English (7) 1:45

Other Programs
Spanish , 35:00
Portuguese 10:30

English 5:15
Total Programs

Spanish 42:00

Portuguese 14:00

English 7:00

Total time. 63:00

Gennany
News

Spanish (14) 3:30

Portuguese (7) 1:45

German (14) : 3:30

Other Programs
Spanish ' 1:45

Portuguese 3:30

Spanish-German 12:15

Span.-Port.-Germ. 3:30

German 26:15
Total Programs

Spanish 5:15

Portuguese 5:15

Spanish-German 12:15

Span.-Port-Germ. 3:30

German 29:45

Total, time... 56:00

Italy
Newtf

Spanish (7) 1:45

Portuguese (7) 1:10

Italian (7) : 1:10

Other Programs
Spanish ; 0:35

Portuguese .\

Spanish-Portuguese 4:40

Span.-Port.-Ital 0:35

Total Programs
Spanish 2:20

Portuguese 1:10

Spanish-Portuguese 4:40

Span.-Port.-ItaL 0:35

Italian 1:10

Total time 9:55

Japan
News

Spanish (3) 0:30

Portuguese (3)

Japanese (7).

Other Progra^rs
Spanish-Portuguese
Span.-Port-Jap
Japanese

Total Programs
Spanish
Portuguese
Spanish-Portuguese
Span.-Port.-Jap
Japanese

2:20

2:20

0:10

0:30

0:30

2:20

2:20

1:10

Total time 6:50

England
News

Spanish (7) 1:45
Portuguese (7) 1:45
English (7) 2:20

Other Programs
St>anish

,

Portuguese ,

English , 12:50
Total Programs

Spanish 1:45
Portuguese 1:45
English 15:10

Total time; 18:40

France
News

Spanish (7)

Portuguese (7)
Frefich (14)
English (7)
German (7)

Other Programs
English
French
Span.-Port-French

Total Programs
Spanish
Portuguese
French
English
German
Span.-Port.-French

1:45

1:45

5:15

2:20

2:20

1:45

16:20

1:45

1:45

1:45

21:35

4:05

2:20

1:45

Total time 33.15

Holland
Wednesdays

Span.-Port-Dutch 1:30
Span.-Eng.-Dutch 1:30

Saturdays -

Spanish-Dutch 1:00
Total Programs

Span.-Port.-Dutch 1:30
Span.rEng.-Dutch 1:30
Spanish-Dutch 1:00

Total time.

confer with Hitler, Chamberlain and
Daladier through the NBC broad<

casts two hours before It was an-

noimced by the Italian press or radio.

Expensive Fan Mail

One way NBC draw? letters from
foreign listeners is by offering, tm-
usual issues of U. S. postage stamps.

It obtains such stamps by purchasing
large blocks of minor'issues that are

nearly exhausted. These stamps are

used in mailing the replies to the

writers, so there is no actual increase

in cost for the come-on. All letters

are, answered.
Another mail-puller for the South

American listeners is the reading of

'unpublished poems.' Any worth-
while unpublished Spanish or Por-
tuguese poems submitted by listeners

are read over air. Stated by NBC
officials that the quality of much of

the poetry is surprisingly good.

Notable fact in connection with the

South American mail is the large

quantity that is sent by air. Postage
for air-mailing a letter frequently

comes to as much as $1.50, it is ex-
plained, yet a large percentage of

listeners send their letters that way.
Despite frequent reports of huge

numbers of free short-wave sets

given away by the German govern-
ment, NBC has been unable to un-
cover any actual cases of such ac-

tivity. It queried representatives

throughout South and Central Amer-
ica and a few persons had heard in-

directly of such a move by the Ger-
mans, but no genuine instances have
so far been discovered.
According to the story, the Reich

was shipping vast numbers of sets

to South America, all such receivers

built to tune in only German trans-

mitters. According to NBC execs,

any such selective set as described
would be prohibitively expensive.

Network officials also pooh-pooh
tales of Fascist sympathizers blot-

ting out U. S. short-wave broadcasts.

Beqnirements

Requirements for all employees in

NBC's international division are
extremely stringent. All broadcast-
ers must be native Americans or
naturalized citizens of unquestioned
loyalty to the U. S. All must
have some sort of journalistic back-
ground, must speak the particular
foreign language without a trace of

English accent, must have a suitable

microphone voice, personality, etc.,

and must have had 'extensive world
travel.

Head of the international division'

is Frank E. Mdson, NBC vice-presi-

dent. Program director is Guy Carl-

ton Hickok, U. S.-born, former re-

porter and ieditor and war corre-
spondent and formerly in the U. S.

army. Production manager and
chief of the Spanish section is

Charles R. Carvajal, U. S.-born of

Spanish ancestry, formerly in U. S
army, radio technician, broadcaster
and reporter. News editor is Hud-
son R. Hawler, U.S.-born, formerly
in U. S. army, reporter, feature
writer, editor, foreign correspond-
ent. Music director is Carlos Ed-
ward Bovet, Swiss-born, newspaper-
man, naturalist, explorer, singer, or-
chestra conductor and concert
violinist.

Among the members of the Span-
nish section, nearly all of whom are
foreign born, with various kinds of
newspaper, government service and
radio background are Addison M.
Durland, Eli B. Canel, John Alfred
Barrett, Roberto Gatica, Julian Zoilo
Muriel, Rafael Vargas Lasso, Fran-
cisco Jose Ariza, Olga Andrea Eche-
verria (former Broadway and film
actress), and A. Lldpis de Olivares.

Portngnese Section

Members of the Brazilian section
(Portuguese language) include Ar-
thur S. Deter, Crispin Alives Dos
Santos, Billie Gammon and Priscilla
Watson- Those in the French sec-
tion are Richard Alexander Thomas
and Fem£md Gustave Auber Jonois.
Chief of the German section is John
H. Marching, U. S. born, German-
educated, former Major in the U. S.
army intelligence service. Because
of his broadcasting of facts distaste-

ful to the Hitler regime. Marching
has- won the ill-will of Nazi sym-
pathizers in the U. S. But because
of his war record and his obvious
sympathy toward demoracy, they
have been unable to injure him or
his position. His assistant is Alan
WiUett Newham.
Head of the Italian section is

Natalia Danesi Murray, Italian-bom,
U.S.-naturalized former Italian and
Broadway actressy former corre-
spondent, translator of books and
plays. Her mother, a noted war cor-
respondent and liberal writer^ was
forced to leave Italy when the Fas-
cists came into power. Like March-
ing, Mrs. Murray makes a point of
including in her talks any facts likely
to prove distasteful or embarrassing
to the Fascist regime. Her assist&nt
Is Marcello Girosi.

STATE DEPT.

MASTERMINDS

KID 9I0W

Washington, Dec. 27.

Annual International Children's

Christmas Program, bringing greet-

ings to kids throughout the world

from children of foreign embassies

stationed at Washington, completed

last week with only a few lifted

eyebrows from international ob-
servers. Carefully reviewed by U.S.
State Department, in order that each
nation should take its proper place
jon the program, only discordances
arose from art erroneous report in a
local newspaper and from the plac-
ing of Sachiko Jimbo, daughter of

Shuzo Jimbo, attache of the Japanese
Embassy, at the taid-end of the pro-
gram. Gossip story published in
Washington said that the children

of Herr Wilhelm Tannenberg, First

Secretary of the German Embassy,
had been cut off the program be-
cause they insisted on giving the
Nazi salute and shouting 'Heil, Hit-
ler' before the mike. This also was
a phoney.
Reason that the Japanese young-

ster was put on last was that the
State Department arranged it that
way because of lesser status of the
little girl's father, it was explained.

Colorful affair, which always
brings out Washington's most fash-

ionable youngsters and their parents
and nurses, featured two American
moppets for the first time. Marcus
and Melissa Woodring, children of

U. S. Secretary of War Harry Wood-
ring—the only member of the Cab-
inet with children under 15—made
their first appearance on the air

—

with Marcus, the youngest, stricken

with mikefright and unable to de-
liver.

Nlcaraguan Wow ^

Hit of the show, which was held at

the Shoreham hotel, was 6-year-old
Liana De Bayle, daughter of the
Nicaraguan Mi ister, who exasper-
ated NBC officials and tickled the
audience by hogging another child's

time to announce she had thought of

something else to say and recaptur-
ing the mike to upset time schedules
arranged in New York.
Shgw is an annual good-wiU affair

put on by NBC from a Washington
station and D-X'ed to Europe, South
America and across the Pacific

through W3XAL, Bound Brook, N. J.,

and W8XK, Pittsburgh. Kids say
Merrjr Christmas in English and then
repeat the message in their native
tongues. Wear costumes of their

homelands and get a big hand from
Washington youngsters who are
doomed to leggings and tweed coats.

CONNECTICUT POLITICS

$73,924 for Air Time Spent By
Democrats, Bepublloans

Hartford, Dec. 27.

The two niajor parties in Connecti-
cut spent $73,924 for radio, newspa-
J)er and other types of advertising
during the recent election according
to reports of the party treasurers
filed Wednesday (21) with the sec-
retary of state. Democrats spent
$33,917 'through the Fred E. Baker,
inc., agency, and the Republicans
$40,017 through the F. W. Prelle

Company,, both of this city. . .

Siuns spent by the two parties

were almost as large as that spent in

in the Iast\presidential election with
the' .major share of the money going
towards radio time.

Trusteeship Soon Ending

Over KGW-KHiX Property

Portland, Ore., Dec. 27,

Legal arrangements to terminate
the trust of the Oregonian Publish-
ing Co., which operates stations

KGW and KEX, has been started.

Stockholders of the publishing com-
pany sought a ..court order to

transfer control of the corporation
from O. L- Price, trustee, to bene-
ficiaries of the Pittocl^ estate.

Transfer was branded as just a

legal formality for realignment of

the Oregonian- affairs preceding the

termination of the trust, which hap-
pens next Jan. 28. Under the Pit-

tock wUl^ the trusteeship of O. L.

Price ends at that date, when the

heirs and. beneficiaries of the Pittock

estate obtain the right to operate or

sell the property.
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MEXICAN STALL MYSTIFIES
Mexico Brooks

No Propaganda

From Nazi Axis

Mexico City, Dec. 27.

All radio stations in Mexico are

100% free of Nazi or Fascist propa-

ganda, asserts the government and

the operators. Stand of the Confed-

eration of Mexican Workers, Mex-
ico's strongest labor union, against

Berlin and Rome policies, as mani-

fested by its complete banning of a

couple of pix, one German, the other

Italian made, is pointed to as demon-
strating what it would do to a propa-

ganda air station.

Such a station would be put out of

biz pronto if it showed the slightest

sign of serving Hitler or Mussolini

doctrines.

French Newspapers'

Animosity Against Air

Policies in Canada

Montreal, Dec. 27.

Canadian Broadcasting -Corp. is

making strenuous efforts to build up
listener audience for stations here
and on the CBC regional net. Re-
port that an appropriation of $25,000

had been made for exploitation and
advertising campaign to be used to

build up listener audience on CBC
stations through the medium of

newspapers, has been denied by a
CBC exec. Understanding is, how-
ever, that considerable space is be-
ing taken wherever dailies will ac-

cept CBC advertising.

La Presse, most influential French
daily in the province, has already
refused CBC copy, on grounds that

it would be building up a radio sta-

tion which competes with its own
CKAC.
La Nouvelliste, Three Rivers, has

also refused CBC advertising as con-
flicting with the interests of its own
station. Hon. Jacob Nicol, former
provincial treasurer, owner of two
or three newspapers and -radio sta-

tions, is bitterly opposed to CBC pol-

icies, stating here that the Govern-
ment had muscled in on private en-
terprise, made its own rules and then
played against the private stations.

OVERSEAS RIFLE

CONTEST, BBC STDNT

London, Dec. 20.

Idea of a transatlantic rifle shoot-
ing contest is being worked out for
early in new year by BBC. Broad-
cast is hoped to 'furnish entertain-
ment from the novelty angle, at the
same time appealing to small-bore
fans.

Championship teams of six a side
• represehting England and TJ. S. will
flre &t 25 yards range with .22 rifles,

listeners hearing the proceedings at
both ends, with English and Ameri-
can commentators and a third emcee
to keep the record.
Which network on the American

tide BBC aims to ask to play the
game isn't set.

'Big Sis' in French

Montreal, Dec. 27.

Whitehall Broadcasting is produc-
ing a French version of 'Big Sister'
for Rinso, scheduled to go over sta-
tion CKAC beginning Jan. 9 five
times weekly. Production, to be
known as 'Grande Soeur,' will be
translated from the English and
»<}?Pted by Louis Morisset.
French version will begin with the

first instalment of 'Big Sister.' Eng-
• hsh version will continue as usual.

Kesele Foort returning to BBC for
^^^^^ quitting his official

JOD there to do an organ recital
^iiristmas Day, which will initiate a
wrtes of alternate Sunday broad-

Honolulu, Dec. 17.

BCA Marie Key program now on
KGU.

Dick Mc.Gnire, Irish announcer,
mastering Hawaiian and using it in
his radio spiels.

Palace theatre opening was aired
by KGU. Mikes picked up the an-
cient Hawaiian 'Kahuna' prayer and
show from the stage.

Vox pop program by KGU from
Waikiki Beach corners picks up
celebs from -the States.

Information, Please,' and 'Across
the Sea from NBC,' latter produced
by Don Fitzgerald, catching on.

Dole Pineapple, which will spon-
sor the hew Phil Baker show to
KGMB, here, also backs program of
Hawaiian talent, airing from Hono-
lulu.

KOMB now picks up New York
Philharmonic.

Clara Inter, local school teacher,
making a hit with comedy routine a
la Fanny Brice.

At Kealoha Perry Hawaiian orch.
plays the Heinz, Maxwell House,
and Listerine local programs on
KGMB.

KGU and KGMB multiplying num-
ber of Filipino, Chinese and Japa-
nese programs, each having their
own announcers and native style of
music.

BBC DOUBLING

SIZE;2YEARS

TOBUnJ)

London, Dec. 20.

Enlargement of its London head-

quarters to twice Its present size is

being carried out by BBC. Addi-

tional wing now building at Broad-

casting' House. Will Include five un-

derground studios. Structural work
will consume two years in all.

Five new broadcast' stages will In-

clude three dramatic studios, one ef-

fects studio and a general" purpose
studio, latter planned to be 80 feet

long, 54 feet wide and 30 feet high.

Each is planned as a separate shell,

floated and isolated from the main
structure as insulation against, out-

side noise. Scheme also means that

in time of war whole underground
unit could be transformed into a gas

and bomb-proof radio unit, though
in fact set-up was designed well be-

fore recent war scare.

RAP CLIFFHANGERS

Parents Say Thrillers Over-Excite
Censorship Angle

Toronto, < Dec. 27.

Appeal of Home and School As-
sociation deputation that the Board
of Education here lend its support to

a proposed campaign to curb 'blood

and thunder' radio programs aimed
at juveniles was turned down by the

Board on the "ground that 'such ra-

dio censorship in Canada would be
objectionable.'

Parental allegation was that

'thrillers' on the air were upsetting

and harmful to child listeners.

Speaking as a parent, Dr. Hugh A.
Ross, chairman of the Board, said he
would be pleased if certain children's

programs were, taken off the air; but

he emphatically stated no radio cen-

sorship was wanted here. Other
members of the Board concurred.

Gilbert Wall with Tyler
Montreal, Dec. 27.

Gilbert Wall has joined staff of

Radio Program Producers.

Will be aide to Ivan Tyler on pro-

duction and continuity for 'Tonight

at Eight.'

M^O HELD UP

Ameri|can8 Not Given Any
Clear Picture as. Yet of

What Caused Mexican
Senate to Refuse Ratifica-

tion of Havana Realloca-

tion

Broiiislaw Huberman Loses $9,000

Palestine Orchestra Handicapped^Racial Frictions

Tough on BBC-Trained Crawford McNair

BORDER BOYS?

Washington, Dec. 27.

Acceleration of efforts to put the

North American regional radio agree-

ment into effect will occur after the
holiday season when Josephus Dan-
iels, the American ambassador to

Mexico, returns to his post. Refusal
of the Mexican Senate -to ratify the

pact was one of .the topics taken up
at- State Department conferences
during the diplpmat's visit home.

"

Slow progress in attempting to get

a commitment from the Mexicans
which would pave the way for pro-
mulgation of rules to put the ac-

cord into operation. Dearth of in-

formation leaves both State Depart-
ment executives and the FCC in the
Dark, since the embassay has not re-

plied to several recent communica-
tions beseeching the staff to try and
get a positive assurance from Mexi-
can authorities. Scanty explanation
for the stalling except the snarled
conditions of U. S.-Mexican relations

and the easy-going attitude of pol-

iticians below the Rio Grande.
While American officials are loath

to talk about the maneuvers. It Is

whispered the aid of Cuba and Can-
ada have been solicited in' an en-
deavor to tpply concerted pressure
on the Mexicans. With the United
States, these two countries have
completed the formal routine of
adopting the pact and miay be ex-
pected to join American mission-
aries in overcoming resistance below
the border. They want to get ad-
vantage of the concessions promised
in the agreement, which cannot go
into effect until one year after three

signatories have ratified- and the

fourth has made firm pledge to go
through the formalities. The Ca-
nadian stamp of approval was put
on the document late in Noveml}er.

-Bad Boyi^-frem U.S.A.
Among the maneuvering said to be

in progress is an attempt to recall

to the Mexicans the side-line under-
standings reached at Havana last

year. Chief of these informal ac-

cords . was that Mexico would take

steps to gag the so-called 'border

stations' run by Americans chased
out of this country. The border
plants are believed responsible for

the sudden Mexican opposition to

the reallocation scheme. Exact terms
of the quiet understanding never
have been officially revealed, al-

though trade circles hear the Mexi-
cans accepted the idea that the fa-

cilities allotted them should be used
by and for their own citizens and
not by Americans in disguise.

Usual slowing doNyn of official

business at the holiday season has
resulted in temporary shelving of

the problem. No further action on
the idea of requesting Mexican au-
thorities to send an. emissary to

Washington for a realistic face-to-

face talk. But Daniels is expected to

prod his underlings and try to ar-

range a show-down when he re-

sumes his post.

It's Your Rule, Senior

.Buenos Aires, Dec. 20.

Dr. Adrian Escobar, Argentine
postmaster general, was stopped
last week from speaking by
wireless from Lima to Buenos
Aires by one of his subordinates.
He's attending the Panaimerican
Conferende at Lima, and made
arrangements with an amateur
radio station in Lima to speak
with 9 similar station in -Buenos
Aires, in order to hold a conver-
sation, with his brother.
When the p.m.g. was prepar-

ing to leave -his residence for the
radio station, he received a. cable
from Adolfo T. Consentino, chief
of the Wireless Communications
Department of the Argentine
P.O., informing his chief that
private conversations between
amateurs were prohibited by the
Argentine regulations.
Dr. Escobar has been literally

hoisted with his own petard
since not so very long ago he
issued a decress informing own-
ers of private transmitters that
they would have their licenses

suspended if they indulged in
private conversations which in
the ordinary course . of events
could be sent through the ex-
isting public services.

LONDON TICKET

FIRM USING RADIO

London, Dec. 27.

Payne-Jennings and Killick, who
conduct a twO-for-one office in Lon-
don . for the sale of theatre tickets,

are trying' the experiment of pub-
licizing their attractions via Radio
Normandy,
Will 'take space' in the IBC "West

End Spotlight' series of extracts from
'Lot's Wife' and 'Treasure Island.'

CANADA WIRED

TO PAcmc

SOON

Vancouver, B. C, Dec. 27.

Plans are now being drawn up for
the long-touted Pacific Coast loop
which will link CBR, Vancouver,
and the rest of the "Canadian Broad-
casting Corp.'s Western network
with Seattle. This will permit feed-
ing of U. S. network shows directly

from coast outlets. At present all'

American shows aired in Western
Canada are fed through Toronto.

Significant point in the new set-up

is that western provinces will re-

ceive American programs after the
Eastern stations are off the air. At
present all important Eastern .pro-

grams fold' at 9 O'clock.

London Calling

' Erwln Wasey Sc Co. handling Fairy
Soap and Oxydel accounts, increased
time on Radio Normandy by a new
contract placed with IBC.

Jack Oakle and BBC couldn't get

together. Corp. wanted him for Sat-

urday night 'In Town Tonight' pro-
gram, but comicker boggled when
he saw the script they expected him
to read.

BBC after televising rights to the
entire Totash and Perlmutter' series.

E. V. H. Emmett, G.-B. News com'-

mentator, signed as emcee for Louis
Levy 'Music from the Movies' broad-
cast series, and on this fortnightly
program will replace the BBC an-
nouncer, beginning Jan, 6.

BBC televising 'Once In a Lifetime'
for the third time on Dec. 27.

BBC Variety Dept. plans for New
Year see greater emphasis on
straight vaude, with Saturday nite
'Music Hair rating weekly billing in
place of fortnightly airing.it is cur-
rently allotted. Successful features—
'Monday Night at Seven,' 'Band
Waggon,* and 'In Town Tonight' are
retained, former drawing full 60
mins. timing from January dnwards,
as against 50 mins. at this time.

Jerusalem, Dec. 11.

Bronislaw Huberman, topnbtch
concert violinist and founder and in-

spirer of the three-year-old Pales-
tine Orchestra, has openly brokeni
with the Palestine Broadcasting Ser-
vice, government-owned radio sta-
tion. Split came about when th*
P. H. S. refused to. pay $9.0Q0 for'

broadcast rights of orchestra's con-,

certs this season. Claimed this sum
would wreck budget and seriously
curtail all programs, which are di-
vided into three parts: English, He-,
brew and Arabic. Huberman claims
that since the orchestra received a
sum similar to that last year he sees
no reason why it shouldn't be com«
ing to them this season, P. B. S.
offered the orchestrai $3,0D0 for the
season.

Last year, according to Cra^vford
McNair, BBC-trained directot of
programs, the Citrus Advertising
Committee of the Government spon-
sored the orchestra's program by
forking over part of the $9,000 need-
ed, the P. B, S. supplying the rest
But now the Citrus Advertising Com-
mijttee is taking its money abroad,
saying that Palestinians should know
by now what kind of oranges, grape-
fruits and lemons are grown here
and how many vitamins there are in
each.

Incidentally the" citrus programs
last year were the first, last and
only programs ever to have a spon-
sor. "The P. B. S. operates on a Gov-
ernment budget, doesn't take any ad-
vertising.

Another serious crisis threatening
the P. B. S. is that of the' broadcast
of news bulletins. When the P. B. S.

was founded in 1936 it had one
news Jbulletin a day for ten minutes
in the three official languages: Eng-
lish, Arabic and Hebrew, Then this

year the director inaugurated a 60-
minute midday program, giving a
further ten minutes a day of news
bulletin In all languages with an
Arabic music program. Jews hued
and cried .against this Arabic pro-
gram which, they said, 'makes the
Palestine station appear as. a purely
Arabic station, while 28,000 of the
35,000 radio licenses in the country
are in the hands of Jews.' McNair,
sorely pressed, compromised by giv-
ing the Jews the first ten minutes of
the midday program for news, then
30 minutes of Arabic music, then ten
minutes of Arabic news and ten min-
utes of English news. The regular
evening program, extending from 5
until 10 p.m., has fifteen minutes of
news in each of the languagest
Now the Arabs are sore, and

they've gotten 874 prominent Arabs
to sign a petition plrotesting against
the opening news bulletin in Hebrew.
McNair, stolidly British, is mud-

dling through apparently getting
both the Jews and Arabs exasper-
ated by his attitude.

Dagg, CKWX Chairman

Of Vanconver Ad Board;

May Have Significance

Vancouver, B. C, pec. 27.
Reginald t)agg, commercial man-

ager of CKWX, was appointed last
Monday as chairman of the Adver-
tising and Sales Bureau of the Board
of Trade. First time a radio man
here has been given the official nod
by this advertising group.
Opinions expressed in radio cir-

cles indicate that Dagg's appoint-
ment may lead to active support by
the Board of the commercial radio
stations' plea against spread-eagle
control of radio by the goverilment
system.

Thornbnrp Joins WSAY
Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 21.

Winston H. Thornburg, who han-
dled Philco account for Hutching
Advertising Agency and has pro-
duced radio shows, has been hamed
national sales representative for
WSAY.
He will operate In Rochester.
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WHY WAS 500 KW. GOOD YEARS AGO, NOT

TODAY, DUKE PATRICK DEMANDS OF Fa
Vitriolic Session as WLW Lawyer Attrcks Com-

mish's Attitude—Months of Wrangling Seen as

Probable

Washington, Dec. 27.

Months of court wrangling seem
to lie ahead of Powell Crosley's de-

sire to keep on using 500 kw at

WLW, Cincinnati. At conclusion of

oral argument Thursday (22), every

indication was the FCC will deny
the application for renewal of the

special authorization for super-

power operation, following recom-
mendations of three-man committee
that spent two weeks taking testi-

mony last summer. *

Tenor of questions from commish
members was unmistakably hostile,

even though Duke M. Patrick, Cros-

ley attorney, made some impressive

points in voicing his reasons for feel-

ing the committee report should be
upset.

Semi-final proceeding was not so

much an argument as a debate, with
Patrick frequently haranguing the

airwave" cops at considerable length

about his interpretations of the Com-
munications Act. Most active verbal
duelists were Chairman Frank R.
McNinch and Commissioner Paul A.
Walker, with two of the three trial

judges—Commissioners Ti A. M.
"Craven and Norman S. Case—k>cca-
sionally interjecting questions that

were - not ' friendly. Even,' Commis-
sioner? Thad H. Btown and Eugene
O. Sykes tossed but a few, sharp in»

terrogatdrie?.

FoUowing the general theme in his

written exceptions, PaMck con-
tended, the commish- conuruittee 'was

guilty of overlooking much pertinent
evidence presented on behjdf ^of^-his

cliehti misstated the testimony 'wfiiQh
substantiated the tmfavorable recom-
mendation, and were, in effect, biased
and prejudiced. W^d-up was his

contentioli that even if WLW does
no fvi'rther experimenting the com-
mish ought to renew the 500 kw au-
thorizatloh as ap ft^surance of pro-

WOW stftflC artists,
bundled against the cold,

entertained 80,000 people

at the National Corn-
husklng C o n t es t near
Sioux- Falls; S, D.,- re-

cently. WOW was, the.

only Individual station

covering the me«t . , . at-

tended-by 1938'8 erreatest

sport crowd, fiemember,
WOW—the showmanship
station.

OMAHA, NEB.
590 KC 5,000 Watts

JOHN GILLIN, JR., Mgr.

Owned and Operated by the

Woodmen of the World Life In-

surance Society.

ON THE NBC RED NETWORK

gram service for listeners In thinly-

settled regions and unsupplied with
satisfactory signals from other

sources.

Tart Observations

Proceeding—which originally was
listed for 90 minutes* and ran nearly

threfe full hours—^was livened by tart

observations from the bench,* chiefly

from McNinch and Wa.lker. Inquiries

and rejoinders raised eyebrows of

the more than 20 promine^nt radio

barristers forming the gallery. Wal-.

ker kept verbal harpooning by re-

peatedly asking Patrick if he was
arguing in defense of an applica-

tion for a regular or a special super-
power ticket.

Fact the commish once waived its

50 kw limit and subsequently has
renewed the permit is no reason
why WLW should expect to continue
using super-power indefinitely, Mc-
Ninch interpolated. Idea that a
special privilege is used for com-
mercial purposes was repugnant to

Walker, although Patrick maintained
WLW is noit; doing' anything that
other experimenters do not do. .

With the assertion that no vital

policy question is presented, • Patrick
berated the three-man committee for

ignoring evidence it did not agree
with and insisted the commish can-
not go outside the joints made by
the'ttial panel , in settling the 'case.

If the full body sticks within these
limitations, it is obligated to find for
the defendant becatlse the adv^rs^
conclusions in the ° report have no
substance in'the record, he.insisted.
Quibbling over the legal status of

WLW bfoke out *e]pe*atediy. At the
butset, Patrick declared there is

—

for ' all practical purposes—no dis

tinction betwjeen. a regular and an
experimental diploma. Procedure is

the same, while ^no direct reference
in the law to experimental author!
zations. Both Commissioner Craven
and Commissioner Walker reflected
•disagreement with 'this concept, al

though Patrick stuck to his claim
that 'no matter 'what you call it, it

is a license,*
'

After Patrick complained about
'conspicuous omissions' in the com-r
mittee's 'chronicle, McNinch and the
lawyer debated whether members
who did not attend the hearings
have the "ri^t to look at the entire
record and make .up. their own
minds. Patrick said h^ was convinced
it Would be. illegal for .the Commish
to deny the application. fo^" .any rea-
son other than one offered by the
committee, adding tartly 'J gave you
a chance to follow a different course*
by asking for concrete, findings., be-
fore the argument was conducted,-

-

'Violent Assnmptioii'
Other sharp rejoinders came from

Case and Walker. The former took
the view the committee did make
findings, although not categorically,
while the Oklahoman told Patrick
'you're, getting into a pretty violent
assumption as far as I am con-
cerned.'

Among the vital issues overlooked
by the committee, Patrick listed, the
adequacy of signals, noise and static,

engineering disputes over standards,
failure of WOR, Newark, to oppose
the application, and future research
plans. Statements which the com-
mittee did make in the way of con-
clusions were 'simple and singular,'
only half-truths, he declared.

Jurisdiction of the FCC over WLW
earnings was challenged. Stated in-

come figures cited by the committee
are not a true reflection of the testi-

mony. - Congress never bequeathed
T)ower, to fix rates or tegulate re-
turns, Patrick contended, quoting
Chief Justice D. Lawrence Groner
of the District of Columbia Court of
Appeals and insisting 'service insti-

tutions cannot be judged by the
bare-bones theory.'

Wlien he termed the
.
committee

report a 'gratuitous insult,' McNinch
flared up and Walker snapped out
more startling questions. Patrick
Stood firm, admonishing the Com-
mish 'you will have to write differ-
ent rules' if

. it wants to prohibit
money-making and noting it is pre-
posterous to expect one station to
operate for charity while others are
pocketing profits.

Denial of the application would be
a .'strange interpretation' of, the rules
and the law,- according to Crosley
mouthpiece. If 500 kw bperation

was a good thing Ave years ago, why
isn't it now? What has happened in

interim to ruin the service? He
knows of no radical changes, except
such as make super-power more de-

sirable.

Fight over the right of Commis-
sioner George Henry Payne

—

avowed opponent of high wattage—
to take part in the deliberations was
foreshadowed by his absence from
the argument. At the conclusion,

McNinch inquired if Patrick will ob-
ject to Payne's participating and was
told WLW must protect itself by re-

serving the right to' challenge ab-

sentee voting. Necessary to listen

to the argument—eVen though the

Commish departed from usual cus-

tom and had recordings made—^to

understand what it's all about, Pat-

rick averred. McNinch remarked
that until the argument Patrick

never raised any issue about Payne's

fitness, to sit as a member of the

trial panel and ultimatumed that any.

member has perfect right to voice

his opinion in any case.

Final decision may be delayed im-
til the regulators have a chance to

mull over evidence presented by
clear-channel plants in' favor of re-

moval of the 50 kw maximum on
regular operation, although the

policy matter is 'Involved in another

distinct proceeding.

Goodman-Esty

Grimacing At

Dor$ey-BBD&0

Professional rivalry that has

existed for some time between
Bermy- Goodman and Tommy Dorsey

is beginning to .transmit itself to

^their respective advertising agencies,

William Esty & Co. and ^. B. D. &
O,, in the form of a needling tourna-.

ment. Esty started the exchange of

rib amenities by enlarging that the

Dorsey-Brown & WiUiam show was
copying ideas from the Goodman-
Camel stanza. In itS' comeback B.

B.rD. & O. implied that that sensi-

tiveness over comparative popularity

ratings might be responsible for

Esty's jumping'to .wrong conclusions.

Esty's first sarcastic sally was
brought on by announcement made
on Dorsey's program of last Wednes-
day "(14). It had to do with Dor-
sey's election Jte honorary president

of the Rhythm Club at Oberlin Col-

lege. Othei? «ause" for a burn was
the report thdt the Dorsey program
was adopting a guest policy, some-
thing which the Goodman show has
pursued for the past several weeks.

Horning In
Esty claimed that the college club

angle had ,been used on the Good-
man session for a long time, and that

with Dorsey it was nothing but a
case of horning in. B. B. D. & O.'s

retort was that Dorsey has been
honored for the past year or more
by college swing, jitter and whatnot
clubs, but that the program has only
made mention of such designations
when time would follow. Ohly dif-

ference between the two programs
on this score was that Dorsey's saw
no reasons for going to such ex-
tremes about it.

- As for the allegation that a guest
star policy was beinjg adopted for
Dorsey just because the Goodman,
program had it, B. B. D. .& O, re-
joined, that it was all too. absurd for
answer. If it did, stated B. B. D &
O., bring in an occasional

. guest it

•wasn't because the programr needed
bolstering.

Shirley Ross appeared with Dorr
sey last Wednesday (28), but the en-
gagement had been motivated by
something that had happened bn a
Dorsey show broadcast from Holly-
wood last July. Miss Ross was o i.

of a group of film and radio names
who had taken part on that show in
an amateur swing contest. B. B. D.
& O. stated that it had no intention
of bringing in guests regularly. Any
such bookings will have been due to
some previous tieup, such as the dis-
covery by Dorsey while on the Coast
of a group of eight kids -who bill

themselves as the Pied Pipers. Lat-
ter octet will likewise do a routine
with Dorsey in the near future.

Background Buzz

EAST

Ben Alley, tenor, heard for the
past couple years from WCAU over
CBS, has switched to KYW, Philly.

Doing a half-hour sustaining shot on
NBC Saturday afternoons.

C. R. Rogers Co. has signed OUie
O'Toole for 13-week series of five-

times weekly half-hour shows over*

WWSW, Pittsburgh. "Program will

have O'Toole doing character imper-
sonations

.
with recorded music of

name dance bands under label 'Mys-
tery Phil and Co.'

South Hills Realty Co. has renewed
weekly 10-minute script show, 'Jack
and Jiir (Carl Dozer and Stephanie
Diamond) over WCAE, Pittsburgh,
to resume Jan. 8 for indefinite pe-
riod. Placed- direct.

Robert Gill, former announcer at

WCAE, Pittsburgh, who has returned
to that .city for graduate work in
dramatics at' the Carnegie Tech
drama school, is directing a group of
Tech Players in the weekly 'Postal
Oddities' series over his old station.

Jack HoUister, KDKA, Pittsburgh,
and "Jimmy Murray, WCAE, have
been signed by beer' firms for daily
five-minute sportscasts' over their
respective outlets.

Bernie Armstrong back on the job
at KDKA, Pittsburgh, after spend-
ing two weeks in a hospital getting
an infected foot repaired. Still walk-
ing with a cane, however.
Joe VilleUa, KQ'V, veteran, slated

for another commercial series which
will be backed by a brewery. It'll be
along his usual 'It's a recording' lines.

Harry Azinsky, concert master of

KDKA Pittsburgh staff band, has
just 'been made assistant conductor
by Maurice Spitalny, director of
music at station. He succeeds Al
Egizi.

Rose Mountain, contralto of WGY's
pioneer days, "returned as member
of quartet on annual Christmas carol
program keyboarded by Dr. Charles
Gilbert Spross.
Halo for fairness, by a p.a. was

handed by Philly radio editors last

week to-Gil Babbitt, of WPEN. Sta-
tion airs a drama workshop show
on which, every member of the cast
has at some time gotten publicity

—

except one. She's Sara Babbitt, the
p. a.'s cousin, whom nobody even
knew belonged to the troupe because
of Gil's fear of being accused of
favoritism. t

SOOTH

William T. Hales, jr., pupil of An-
dre de Segurola; in Oklahoma City
for Chri^tma?. To air over WKY
under sponsorship of Servel Electro-
lux.
Diamond DX products to sponsor

airing of Orange' Bowl' game be-
tween .Oklahoma Sooners and Ten-
nessee "Vols at Miam^ Jan. 2 over
KOMA, Oklahoma City, and KTUU
Tblsa. Deal set by Sales Manager
Lawson Taylor of KTUL.

.

Last week's sick list in one day at
KTUL, Tulsa, included four hired
hands: Walter Cox, salesman; John
Essau, publicity; Bernice Ash, con^
tinuity ed., face lacerations from
falling from moving car, and Ken
Linn, chief annoimcer, rim over
when getting into his own car—all

in one day, .

Horlick's Malted Milk blurbs on
city-owned WRR, Dallas. Through
Roche, WiUiams & Cunnyngham.

J. S. McEldowney, 'sec-trceis Plaza
(ilourt Broadcasting Co. (KOCY),
Oklahoma City, arm broken from
fall.

Reginald Allen has' moved from
WBT, Charlotte, N. C, to WJSV,
Washington, D.^ C.. He has been re-
placed' on . the Esso Reporter pro-
gram at WBT by Charles Arlington.
Mrs. Dorothea McCallJster,- 'WBT,

Charlotte, N. . C, secretary to the
manager, has resigned. Ruth Davis
is her successor.
Lincoln "Dellar, manager of WBT,

Charlotte, N:C, is back from a busi-
ness trip: to Virginia and West 'Vir-

ginia.

G^ne Austin, on a personal ap-
pearance tour through this section,
aired over ; WBTj Charlotte, N. C,
aided by Candy and Coco, accom-
panists.

.

'

'

Bob Gregory, formerly with
WDOD, Chattanooga, announcing at
WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
Lew Kent (WMAZ, Macon, an-

nouncer) now recovering from his
eighth iabdominial operation, wiU
have' to be out of the running until
February his. doctor announced.
WMAz employees received Christ-

mas bonus of a share in the 4%
net -profits of the. company. Not as
large as last year.
Charles Keel has joined WAGA,

Atlanta, .sales department.
WKY' and KQCY,. Oklahoma City,

aired Christmas program' from Mu-
nicipal auditorium.
Wm. C. Gillespie, vice-president,

general manager KTUL, Tulsa, pre-
sented 'Radio Today and Tomorrow'
discussion before Tulsa Rotary club
and Nowata (Okla.) C. of C.

. Rita White, editor 'Women's Mag-
azine of Air,' KLRA, Little Rock, re-
signed to marry Frank Hennessey,

announcer, at WMC, Memphis, Re-
placed by Theda Drennan, formerly
with KGHI. .

Ewing Carmady, new announcer
KTGK, Oklahoma City. Hails from
KWKH, Shreveport.,
Abe Hale's orchestra doiftg three-

a-week for Oklahoma network.
Perry Ward and Ted Andrews pro-

moting New Year's eve dance with
local radio talent at civic aud. "Ward
is of WKY, Andrews KTOK.
Dick Johnson, KGFF, Shawnee

(Okla.) sportscaster, ' new 'Sport-
light' .program, fpr local furniture
company.
Oklahoma Night Riders new h.d.

orchestra on Oklahoma Network.
From Kome, Tulsa.

WEST

Eddie Cantor due back in Holly-
wood with his air troupe Jan, 14.

Cecil Underwood, producer of
Fibber McGee- and Molly, passing
the holidays with his family on the
Coast
Gaylord Carter pumping the organ

at KFWB (Hollywood), vice Eddie
Eben.

Eddie Albri'ght at KHJ (Los An-
geles) as commentator after 14 years
at KNX there.

Norman Sulli\^an helping WiUcie
Mahoney dream up gags for Bob
Hope.
Thomas Conrad Sawyer joined

KHJ announcing and continuity staff.

John Conte barks the commercials
on the new Gulf-Hollywood Guild
show; '

•

Danny Danker moved his Holly-
wood radio, staff into . the new J.
Walter Thompson qusirters across
the street from NBC's Radio City.
Gus Edwards auditioning talent

for new show oh KFWB (Holly-
wood).
Cully Richards back in Hollywood

after attending funeral of his mother
in Cleveland.

'

Don Gilman threw open to the
public—at 40c. a head—NBC's Radio
City in Hollywood.
Ken Niles heads talent school to

polish .up iyros for appearanf:e on
Wrigley's GateiVay to Hollywood
program.
NBC will remote the music of Bay

Noble from Earl Carroll's theatre in
Hollywood.
. Bonald Thornburgh brought back
a bonus ttom New York for all
workers at network's Columbia
Square in Hollywood.
Watanabe and Archie back as a

team for cOnunercial audition on the
Coast.

TKe
POPULAR
STATION

SALT LAKE CITY
Rsprssentativet
John Blair & Co.

Watts
Day
•

1,000
Night.

ALL YOU
NEED IN
CENTRAL
OHIO

ns
Columbus, Ohio
John Blair, Rep.
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tAROEST TURH-AWAY CROWD ever Msembled in Colorado

Springs* Municipal Auditorium drove Uirough torrential

rains to witness final broadcast of KVOR'b '*Road to

Fame** programs . . . one of the spectacular displays of

howmanship that keeps the Pikes Peak Region (below)

cold on KYOR.

But it means so MUCH MORE to adveitisers

!

• Boy! Are we pleased . . . and proud . . . over our

Variety Showmanship Award! And not alone be.

cause of the honor itself^ hut hecause impressing

you, Vamett, is the hest possible proof to adver-

tisers that we have thoroughly impressed our

market ^tBt,

And that, after all, is the important thing about

these,awards of yours. Variety. Sure, the placque

looks pretty,'hanging in a conspicuous place in the

^tudio ... but it's what's back of it that really

niatters.

Back of KVOR's, for instance, is all the experi-

ence that, for the past 4 years, has caused you to

tank WKY in Oklahoma City and KLZ in Denver,

tops in their respective markets . . . Back of it is

the half-century history of attainment that centers

around the Oklahoman and Times . * . that has

made the Farmer-Stockman the greatest farm,

paper in the Southwest.
'

In its own way and in its own sphere, KVOR
matches these outstanding performances. As
unique as the market it serve? '^is station sells the

Pikes Peak Region froih within « • . influences

the buying habits of this hfghly-concentrated,

wealthy area as no other medium can possibly

influence it . . . reflects, in its exceptional equip-

ment, skilled personnel and now nationally-recog-

mze<3i showmanship, the ynusual. personality of its

market.

Thafs the thing that's significant to advertisers

« , , and for telling them about it through your

gratefully-acknowledged citation * • . weU, Gosh,

Variety—Thanks!

KVOR

A 0 A M 4

Cii(1iwm4 AMPAHOC'

WASHINGTON YUMA

MT CARSON

anim
;

KVOR IS SOUTHERN COLORADO'S HOME STATION

J S
S 0

COLUMBIA NETWORK • 1000, WAnS • FUU TIME

The Oklfihoma Publishing Co. • The Daily Oklahoman • Oklahoma City Times • The ranner-Stockman

W£Yy Oklahoma City * KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Management) • Represented by The Eatz Agency, Ino*
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MOST OF NBC BIZ IS FROM RENEWALS SO

SPONSORSKN0W11IERULES,SAYSWrrMER

NBC Sales Chief Explains Policies That Guide Com-

mercial Operation—^Turns Down Accounts That

Conflict with Policy

Washington, Dec. 27.

Over - commercialization charges
were pooh-poohed last week during
chain-monopoly hearings just before

the FCC went into holiday hiberna-
tion. Roy C. Wltmer, NBC vice-

A1^TI$T^'

SRO!
at the

sensational

Carnegie Hall

"Experiment in modern
music" of

PAUL

WHITEMAN
and hi*

ALL AMERICAN BAND
A Conqpleie B«tt-Ont

Hondreds Tamed' Avar
X4st Sondar Mlsht

**

—

He make* aU the
juvenile preHendera look
like MO many firtt grade
pupiU**

BOBiatT SXLVESXEB,
N. T. Dally Mews.

Opening Thursday
December 29th

PAUL
WHITEMAN

(IN PISSOM)
AND HIS

if

Manhattan's Mightiest

Metody Round-Up

STATE
l^ew York Cftv:

For the BUY of Your
Life Read the *P. W.*

Sectioti in LIFE
MAGAZINE This Week

president in charge of sales, was on
the stand two days. NBC presenta-

tion is still unfinished after more
than five weeks of oratory and
quizzing.

Following an elementary explana-
tion of sales technique and chro-
nology of commercial policies, Wlt-
mer answered complaints that too

much time goes for propaganda
purposes and that network exec-
utives do not have sufficient regard
for the reaction of listeners. Good
taste is the watchword in commer-
cial programming, because agen-
cies, sales staff, production people,

and experienced sponsors realize a
pleased listener is the best prospec-
tive customer,
WhUe NBC adheres to high ethical

standturds, there is no rigid code gov-
erning advertising continuity, the
Commish was told. Because situa-

tions differ, in doubtful cases, the
web leans, over backwards and many
luscious accovmts have been lost

through refusal to waive a policy
point.

Written Commandments
Outlining the NBC definition of

'unacceptable' .accounts, Witmer re-'

lated that first written comUnand-
ments were promulgated five years
ago and sketched the progressive at-

tempts to improve program stand-
ards. Many operating questions
have* not been reduced to paper,

tboui^, because further experience
is neciessa^. Any product or service
which involves ballyhoo 'distasteful,

morbid, or unpleasant^ is verboten
and in b6rd£r-Iine cases the web
feels 'the' safest thing to do is to
Tule it out.'

Test of commercial announce-
ments is the amount of interest, and
nxmiber of words or liength of time,
Observation of listener reaction has
shown that often long.er blurbs -are

better liked, particularly if they are
intriguing and informative regarding
products in which the public is in-
terested. Sales staff is ayrare of
the yardsticks and does not try to
argue down objections Hiai may be
raised by program oglers, Witmer
insisted, and agencies are aware of
listener tastes and habits. With
imost of the ' web accoiQits- coining
from - repeat sponsors, NBC seldom
has a fight with the bill-payer, al-

though it reserves the xi&A to turn
down' any copy Which. may appear
offensiyefi

Attitude on Games
• Specific commercial problems were

discussed during- the tWQ days; in-
cluding prize contests', delayed te-
broadcasting, political i^peeches,. con-
troversial subjects, and competition
between the 'R«d and the Blue
chains.

For a. long .time, NBC was un-
friendly to guessing games and
similar other come-on propaganda.
But the listener ^interest has become
so widespread and^intensive that the
bars have been let'down. Public en-
joys matching wits, so that com-
plaints are scarce. Usually the
yowls are traced to material which
was lost, as is inevitable when
millions of letters are involved. Ad-
vertisers {predate contests <must be
on, ^e level, because the purpose of
ballyhoo is generation of good-will.

Physical considerations as 'well as
deliberate judgment limits the
amount of commerdalization, Witner
asserted. Scoffijlg at the idea too
mueh time is sold, he pointed dut the
prt^MTtion of commercial announce-
ments is microscopic in comparison
with the percentage of newspaper
and magazine space consumed in
customer cultivation. .Printed media
devote about 40% of their columns to

commercial ballyhoo. Radio sells

34.5% of its time, but the bulk goes
into entertainment. Sponsor puffs

are only 4.1% of the total commer-
cial program time.

Various limitations on selling web
time. From policy standpoint, cer-

tain sustaining programs are 'must
copy' and not available for sponsor-

ship. Network \yants to win pres-

tige from such program^ as Tosca-
nini and Damrosch. Important sus-

tainings cannot be pushed to another
hour for any commercial no matter
how great the monetary temptation.

Inelasticity of the calendar and clock

plits an automatic check on com-
mercial broadcasting. Another pro-
tection is the practice of splitting

the day into station and network pe-

riods. High cost of chain programs
means only , a limited number of ad-

vertisers can be deemed prospective
sponsors'. Still another limitation is

the fact that certain products can be
advertised only at particular periods
if the message is to reach the po-
tential market.

Few Can Afford It

Variety in program service is a
keystone of good public service, Wit-
mer declared. Consequently, NBC
tries to spot cQfferent'types of shows
on its two hook-ups, an added handi-
cap to the time salesmen. Because
national network sponsors are rel^i-

tively scarce and have big bankrolls,

the webs must be careful to see that
radio campaigns do not fizzle or to

allow them to put on an inappro-
priate type of advertising.

Restrictions imposed by webs on
use of commercial time for discus-

sion of controversial questions. Time
must be reserved for debaters, so
fair opportunity is assured opposing
factions. Certain features—^such as
talks by the President and high offi-

cialdom—should not be identified

with commercial products. Likewise
religious and educational features.

Little trouble with political candi
dates, because of diligent efforts not
to tiQce sides^ Whraeyer sponsors
want to tbuich on controversial topics,

the web checks to see if they have a
selfish interest. Policy on such mat
ters is still in the evolutidnaiy stage
because of lieed for more experience
before trying to adopt hard-and-fast
principles.

Reception given commercials by
the public Is a valuable guide. When
only a tiny percentage of the mail
is adverse, the logical conclusion is

that the program is suitable. Criti-

cism always is studied 'with a view
to improving the service wherever
possible.

Operation of two networks l>y a
single company does not endanger
the public interest, in Witmer's view.
While he feels it would be impos-
sible' for a single- firm to handle all

webs, he was confident that NBC is

better able to serve the radio audi-
ence when it can' coordonat^ pro-
grams on competing hook-ups.

Ageneles Stewardship
Responsibility for preparation of

commercial programs is divided,
Commish learned. Witmer explained
that actual e4>proval of continuities
is a duty of a special, division di-

rectly under President Lenox R.
Lohr, but sometimes he settles con-
flicts. Allowing advertising, agen-
cies to.build shows is not harmful
nor does i$ involve operating' diffi-

culties. Agencies ate aware of net-
works' policies and standards while'
NBC has the last word whether a
program gets on the air.

Hearings anspend this week, with
the probers returnlor to w«rk on
Jan. 4 hoplnir to finish hearing the
NBC tate next week. Sehednle pots
CBS on the stand when NBC is
throogh and likely to take five t* six
weeks.

SOSNIK .

.

. . . MUSICAL DIRECTOR . .

.

CHARLES BOYER-WOODBDRY PUYHOUSE
(ORICIINAI. SCORE)

Sundays—9 P.M. EST—J(J3C

JOE E. BROWN-POST TOASHES
' Saturdays—7:30 P.M. EST- CBS

UANAOEMEMT (ICA

Radio 4 \

Duluth—Sam Levitan, KDAL's special eventsman, kept klssable through-

out his Christmas broadcast 6f 'Corner Kibitzers' Club'—thanks to a fan,

who phoned the station 'that he would refrain from hanging mistletoe over

every KDAL door, only if Levitan would wear a sprig of the stuff in his

hat during his on-the-street broadcast.

Several femmes took advantage of the Yule flora.

Buffalo—Jim Britt, WBEN spottciaster, promised a copy of a set of health
rules to any listeners who would write in. Among those to request the diet

and exercise sheet was an inmate of Attica State Prison-^nd one of the
health rules is, 'Run a mile ^aily In the open air.'

McCLATCHY FACSIMILE

Install 100 Sets Free to Users for

One Tear

Sacramento, Dec. 27.

Although practical television for

home use. is still many years away,
facsimile broadcasting of a ^tabloid

newspaper is almost here, Guy C.

Hamilton, vice-president and gen-
eral manager of the Sacramento Bee
and other McClatchy newspapers,
stated this week. Facsimile receiv-

ing, sets will be Installed in Sacra-
mento and Fresno, 50 in each city,

about Jan. 1, and the experiment of
newscasting by this method will be
carried on for a year, at no cost to

the recipients, Hamilton said.

'Television as now developed can-
not be used below the fourth floor

of a building,' he said. 'Every spark-
plug in every automobile cuts in on
the frequency on lower levels and
causes spots like,snowflakes. Also
no means of financing television has
been conceived,' Hamilton said.

Radio Angle
He said that the McClatchy news-

papers pioneered a newspaper-owned
radio station (KFBK) in California,
and that they have foimd that, far
from being a detriment, the stations
have materially aided the circula-
tion of the Sacramento Bee and
Fresno Bee.
Out of 26 west coast newspapers,

only three increased their circula-
tion five months of this year, ending
in September, according . to Editor
and Publisher reports,' he stated.

*The Sacramento - Bee was one of
them, and we attribute this increase
to the constant plugging we give the
paper on our radio stations.'

Job-Fmder Finds One

Philadelphia, Dec. 27.
Appearance on a job-finder sliow

aired on WPEN by the Pennsy Un-
employment Compensation. Board
won Walter E. Johnson a $3.200-a-
year job last week at Arthurdale,
West Virginia. Johnson was on the
program on Aug. 17.

Show is conducted by John Kolb-
man, former Phllly Record scribbler,

who now handles publicity for the
Compensation Board. Job seekers
are given ntunbers when listing their

qualifications via thd air, although
this provision has recently been
lifted in -the cases of several Ger-'
man refugees who were i^rmitted to
tell their stories.

•JACK STABE TO N. Y.
Kansas City, Dec. 27.

Jack Starr, sports announcer for
KMBC, left the station last week
for New York. Spieler had been
with the station six years, his only
radio connection. Previous to radio
was In legit.

His last sponsor was Paul Jones
cigarettes^ and he spoke for Oldsmo-
bile on broadcasts of Big Six foot-
ball games.

Hugo Vogel Joins Agency
Chicago, Dec. 27.

Hugo Vogel, formerly on the sales
staff of NBC here, has joined the
Beaumont & Hohman agency locally.

Vogel comes in as a v.p. and ac-
coimt exec.

How About Sex?
Philadelphia, Dec. 20.

Ruth EUiot, formerly with WGAR,
Cleveland, has joined the WFIL staff

as home economist. Miss Elliot yes-

terday started a three-a-week shot
with the; promise that 'woman lis-

teners won't be told wh'at""fe).» .eat,

what to -wear or how to run their

homesi
-Femme has been in radio since

1029.

ARMSTRONG
And His

ORCHESTRA
Breaking Hit Own All

Time Record at the
APOIXD, New Tork

qChls 'Week
•

Week (Deo. 80)

NIXON GRAND,
FHIIA.

•

Hanocement

JOE GLASER, Inc.

RKO Bldr.. Badio City. New Toik

JOSEPH RINES
and His Orchestra

HARRY RICHMAN'S
ROAD TO MANDALAY -

WnXIAH MOBSIS AOKNCT

.CHEZ PAREE, CHICAGO
ll««.t lAV CI.A¥TON

KmMM. UMBINBUIVIS
EDWMD PEmr «

ON THE NBC RED NETWORK

TH£ O'NEILLS'
5.' JA\E WEST

NOW RADIO S NA05T POPULAR

FAMILY BRINGS YOU MORE

AUGH7ER, "[ears -^nd [-] EART-THROBS

Proitntod bylvo'y Soap 9^''
:

I ICTFM TWICE DAILY
hl^ I El> NBC -Red Network, .12:l5to 12:30 P.M. EST

lU CBS - WABC-^ 2:16to 2:30 P.M. EST
IN • « COAST TO COAST

Dir. COJOPTON ADTXBXIBINO AGKNCT
MGT., ED WOLF—RKO BLDG.. NEW YOftK CITY
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No Decision Until Fehmary In

Test Suit of Victor-WNEW-Whiteman

Decision on the case of RCA Vic-

tor against Paul Whiteman and
N. Y., wliich was tried be-

fore Judge Vincent Leibell in the

N. Y. federal court, is not expected

before the latter part of February.

Counsel for the three litigants Were

given until Jan. 15 to file the final

briefs.

During trial, which had lasted

six d^^i WNEW counsel took little

active part until Victor sought to

broaden the issue to include other

than Whiteman's phonograph rec-

ords.. The station's lawyers objected

to this procedure but the court over-

ruled them when Victor counsel

pointed out that the other incidents

cited, such as the WNEW Ballroom
of the Air program, were illustrative

of the practices in which broadcast-

ers engaged with regeird to phono-
graph discs. Victor contended that

the manufacturer and not the in-

terpretive artists had a common law
right in the records and that per-
mission for their broadcast use
should be obtained from the manu-
facturer.

Belittles Manufacturer.

Maurice Speiser, who as general
counsel for the National Association
of Performing Artists, had instigated
the original action, handled White-
man's case. Speiser argued that the
main point was whether the artist in
recording his talents for a stipend
yielded or waived his rights to con-
trol the use of his interpretation. He
belittled the part that the manufac-
turer played in creating or fashion-
ing the wax entertainment. All the
latter did, said Speiser, was to pro-
vide mechanical facilities.

View that Victor now takes is that
it will be the gainer regardless of
What side the court favors as long as
it decides that a common law right
does exist in the recorded work of
the artist Outside of three or four
artists, who have in recent years re-
served the broadcast rights, Victor
by virtue of its contracts controls all

such rights.

HERE AND THERE

Marx Loeb, former production
chief at WIP, Philly, now with CBS,
has been assigned to the Orson
Welles* drama unit.

Joe Dl Natale, promotion manager
for WFAB, Lincoln, has joined the
Bales staff of KGNF, North Platte,
Neb.

John Lagren, page boy at NBC, Chi-
cago, is joining the continuity depart-
ment of KSO-KRNT, Des Moines, re-
placing Joe Miller, resigned.

Wander Company, Chicago (Oval-
tine), through Blackett-Sample-
Hummert, starts three night an-
nouncements weekly Jan. 4 for 13
wefeks on KSFO, San Francisco.

Standard Oil of California through
McCann-Erickson, spotting 21 night
announcements weekly on KSFO,
San Francisco, starting Jan. 1 over
one-year period.

Washlnston State Apple Growers
Association, through J. Walter
Thompson, 10 daytime announce-
ments weekly for four weeks.

American Popcorn Co., Sioux City,
la. (JoUytime Popcorn) through
Coolidge agency, Des Moines, weekly
ilve-minute trapscribed program.

Minnesota Consolidated Canneries
^Butter Kernel Corn), through Long
Advertising Service, participating in
the live talent 'friendly Homemaker'
program on KSFO, San Francisco,
once weekly.

E. LaGrave has joined the sales
aepartment of WNAX, Yankton, S.
"aK. LaGrave formerly was regional

tT, « "ifinag«r for Look magazine at
Buffalo, N. Y.

WBAL
»«€m»^ SuSineSS

'GIVE THIS GAL A JOB'

Resolution Urges FCC to Vitt on
Ex-Confresswoman

Seattle, Dec. 27.

Urging that the Pacific Northwest
be represented on the FCC, Wash-
ington Commonwealth Federation, in

a resolution indorsed Nan Wood
Honeyman, defeated Democratic con-
gresswoman from Oregon for a po-
sition on the Federal Communica-
tions Commission. The resolution

was sent President Roosevelt by the
executive board of the Federation.

Resolution referred to the former
congresswoman from the adjoining

state' 'as an outstanding progressive
who would be fully competent to

carry out' the objectives of the New
Deal on behalf of the Pacific North-
west..

Salesmen Carry Sets

Philadelphia, Dec. 27.

WFIL salesmen this .week
added to their maps, rate cards
and promotion brochures, small,
battery-operated portable re-
ceiving sets. With self-con-
tained aerial they weigh less
than 15 pounds.
Innovation will be used to

demonstrate salable sustaining
programs currently being aired
and to show the superior signal
strength which WFIL claims in
the Philly territory.

Fann Series oo WOR, N. Y.

Chicago, Dec. 27.

Fulapep, a farm feed product, has
bought time on WOR,* Newark,
through the station's local sales of-

fice. Set. through Benton & Bowles
Chicago agency, the program wiU
start Jan. 7 and ride for a series of

30 sessions.

Fulapep is a Quaker Oats product,
and its program wiU consist of plat-

terized interviews of 'the man on the
farm.'

J. J. Devine Quits Radio Repping;

35 Stations Go to Burn-Smith (New)

ROCHESTER BID Wni
BE FOUGHT BY INS

Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 27.

Edward J. Doyle, gasoline whole-
saler, has made a new application to
the FCC for a Rochester radio sta-
tion operating on 1270 kilocycles. He
previously had asked for 1500 kilo-

cycles.

Doyle is reputedly wealthy and
with good political connections.
Other stations here will oppose
granting the permit.

William Coates has joined Hansen-
Williams, Inc., as an account execu-
tive. Coates' last connection in ad-
vertising was with Judson Radio
Program Corp.

J. J. Devine & Associates retires

this Saturday (31) from the station

representation end of the business.

It has turned over the contracts It

holds with 35 stations to Bum-
Smith Co., Inc., a compartively new
firm of reps. Heading the latter. Is

Walter P. Burns, who heretofore has
specialized in research and promo-
tion. With him are G. Byron Smith,
2d, manager of Devirie's radio de-
partment; William Noble, who comes
from the N. Y, American, and Wal-
ter Reid, who used to be with Ben-
ton & Bowles.
Devine had entered the radio field

merely because some of the news-
paper^ it represented wanted the
same firm to do its national spot so-
liciting^ It found in the course of
two years that this latter repre-
sentation involved a mass of extra
and expensive work.
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Frank Morgan Takes His Pants Off

For a Studio Laugh in Hollywood

Outside of wallowing in Christmas
cheer, last week's (22) installment oi

the MGM concoction hewed closely

to the regular formula. Perhaps the

Xmas angle had something to do
with going overboard on the visible

play for laughs to the 'studio audi-

ence. High point of the occasion's

katzenjammers was the removal of
Frank Morgan's pants, with Robert
Young, m. c, confiding the cause to

the unseen audience after the studio

hubbub had subsided. This incident

likely rates a radio first-

In keeping with the Christmas
spirit, Fannie Brice and Henry Staf-

ford engaged in a Baby Snooks and
Daddy routine which wasn't climaxed
with a slap and a yowl. Baby Snooks
this time • comported herself like a
little female Lord Fauntleroy. She
bestowed $10 upon a newsboy who
wanted to buy a present for his

mommy. Tony Martin sang about
•Christmas Night in Harlem' and the

Meredith Willson-batoned orchestra,

with a mixed choral group in sup-
port, provided a pleasing Interpre-

tation of 'Silent Night.'
Frank Morgan, even with the

pants removal bit, wasn't as -funny
as he usually is with his Baron
Munchausen-Major Hoople patter.

For the dramatic interlude there was
Robert Taylor in a spy romance of

the Ouida era. Doomed to die at
dawn at the hc^tids of a firing squad,
the hero is granted his . last .wish

—

attendance at a ball given by an old
sweetheart. She knows nothing of
his plight untU it is too late, Rita
Johnson made an effective partner
for thd softly accented exchange.

Odec.

Follow-Up Comment

*DAWN PATEOL»
With Fred Wood
Six Hours
Participatinff
Daily, 1 a. m. to 7 a. m.
WIP, PhUly
PhUly's first all-night stint is pat-

terned largely after the miodel Stan
Shaw has set in New York. On the
air three weeks, it has achieved only
otie sponsor, but a lot of pleasant re-
actions on the idea to date. Sponsor
has bought a news period for the
final 15 minutes of the marathon.-
Handlihg the mike is Fred Wood,

recently brought to WIPfrom WSNJ,
Bridgeton, N. J. Wood has a very
good voice. Although not the overly
friendly type that might be expected
on a show of this type he's a fairly

accomplished ad libber. He ' sticks
pretty much to the business -at hand,
though, going In very little for puns
ot wisecracks. Little more wit
might help those dreary hours.

Material on the show consists of
recordings, weather reports, time,
reports on 'road conditions, and
names, names, land more names.
Thete are more names than music,
fully half of the time being taken up,
particularlv earlier in the night, by
Wood rfeading names. It makes what
otherwise would .be a good show
boring and monotonous. A gesture
to .moronic egotists who get joy out
of hearing thieir names on the air.

Statidn argues that it is necessary
to read the names to keep up inter-
est In a ^hbw of this type. Maybe.
But how ftbout some restraint,

change of paci^, variety? And, on
the <>ther hand, what about the large
audience, that's lost, for there luust
be intelligent people who are up at

night and would be interested in
music, but not the terrific dribble of
25 to 50 names read between each
recording. Herb. •

*YOVNG BLOODS OF BApiO'
'

With Oeorsre Elrlckf Issy Bonn, Mor-
ton Fraser, Al Devltp. attd Shirley.
Leioner

20 nUns.
Friday (2)
BBC; London
A misnomer, because the two

principal members of the troupe
have already been doing BBC time
over a period of years; Elrick, -as

former menibet of Henry Aall's BBC
dance band, and Issy Bonn as a. fre-
quent contributor to the variety
bills.

Ifs a pleasant 20-minute light en-
tertainment without suggesting any
of the ijartlcipants are likely to
build up. into radio's big-tiihers.

Elnck, now band conductor, war-
bler and. funster all in one, has some
definite personality, and may be a
turn to look forward to; the quality
of Bonn's Jewish character mono-
logs is well known, though In this
broadcast his gags didn't click

. so
good because there was no studio
audieii<;e; and Shirley Conner, a 14-

year-old singing phenometion, while
without the maturity of a Deanna
Durbih, can effectively put across a
sweet number. Morton Fraser's har-
monica efforts were comthehdable.
Highspot of the show was a series

of flash impressions of famous stars
in Hollywood and Lohdon, for whibh
no individual credits were allotted,

but which reflected ' the excellent
teamworJc of the g&hg, who are. cur-
rently touring the haUa with the
s^rae material they stave In the
broadcast.

• Bin; Crosby and all the lil

Crosbys were on NBC blue hookup
at 11:15 (New York) Xmas morning
from their Toluca lake home near
Hollywood, which means that not
many, probably, heard 'em on the
Coast but it certainly was wholesome
and worthy goodwill publicity for
the star with the midwest and east-
ern listeners. The mikes, apparently
hidden in the Crosby Xmas tree,

picked up the audible reactions of
three of the four children, with papa
Bing and mammy Dixie doing a' little

ad libbing. The mother contented
herself with seasonal greetings, but
Crosby's admonitions .to the kids

—

'come you guys,' 'get into it, men,'
etc— as they went for their Xmas
presents was sound seasonal senti-
ment on- the air.

Junior crooners also did a little

'Snow White' medley vocalizing and
Ken Carpenter, who spieled, now
knows how it felt when an actor
played the State-Lake, Chi, for
breakfast. It's a cinch no actor at
any time anywhere got such favor-
able national publicity as with

,
this

15-minute Sunday morning hookup
on NBC-red.

It was great sentimental pushover
stuif, well attuned to the season, and
as the kids tried out their accordions,
horns, drums, etc., the world came
into the Crosby home, apparently, to
share Xmas cheer with them.

Fred Allen (as heard in Schenec-
tady) gave too much of a New- York
City background to the first half
hour of the last two Town Hall
broadcasts. Comedy sequences tended
to be over-localized, with situations
and references that intrigued studio
audience and probably metropolitan
area listeners, but which meant less
to dialers in other parts of the coxm-
try. Ah extended treatment, for
laughs, of demolition of the Sixth
Avenue 'El' was one instance of this—^who cares or knows in Podui^?
On latter shot, there was series of
'interviews' 'and gags about the
politeness expected of New Yorkers
during the World's Fair. This also
carried riiore guffaws for dialers in
Big City sector than for those out in-

the sticks. And Allen's exchanges
with guest telephone inspector con
tained lines strictlyNew Yorkese.
Allen, incidentally, still goes inside

stuff on show business, especially the
decline of vaudeville. One crack on
the latter which belly-laughed visual
audience was: *I know a female im-
personator who hasn't worked for
two years. You know it's made a
man of him' (latter sentence spoken
slowly and pseudo-seriousl:^). '

'1

Joe Penner'fl Husky fol-de-rol
Thxursday (22) was hiunorous and
strongly in the grobve fot; younger
listeners. Punch portion was the re-
vision of Dickens' Christmas Carol
'Scrooge' to fit Pehner and his aides.
Scripting was a natural for Penher
who was provided with plenty of
opportunities to deliver in that 'Boy,
am I a rascal' manner. Tommy Lane,
11-year-old songster, contributed
'When Shadows Fall* in good voice.
Roy Atwell tongue-twisted as usual.
Opener was good for giggles with

Penner spotted in the Brazilian
jungles building a transmitter to
send Christmas, greetings home. Be-
tween a mistletoe, the technicalities
of building a transmitter, and a
crack—uhx;isually smart—about the
California weather, the titters came
fairly fast. Lou Pollack orch. tossed
in a few good numbers, best being
an arrangement of the expected
••Jingle Bells.' Commercials digesti-
ble.

Richard Barthelmess teamed with
Miriam Hopkins on the Rudy Vallee
show Thursday (22) for a dramatic
Sketch called 'The Light.' Thihg was
well done although a little heavy in
spots and upstaged Miss Hopkins for
most of the few minutes allotted to
its presentation. (Barthelmess re*
cently returned from abroad to make
a film foi: Columbia Pictures).
Piece was in the girl and boy

motif sans originality. Listening
brought vague memories of the
thing having been done on air be--
fore. It concerned a young sales
giri who renounces her love because
of . bad eyesight scheduled to reqch
total blindness ultimately.
Barthelmess as the boy wasn't

very convincing. Script didn't drive
home whether he was supposed to
be a milquetoast but that's the way
he sounded. Possible that impres-
sion was garnered because his voice
wasn't pitched robust enough for
radio. Reason for 'The .Light' tag
was evidenced when the two be-,
friended a homeless woman, and her
baby. Latter discerned Miss Hop-
kins tmhappiness and made her see
how wrong her stand was against
marriage with blindness in View. Bit
was well done though^ Miss Hopkins
getting as much as pos$ible out of it.

jack Benny's Christmas night
broadcast was a comedy ,gem. Irtter-

-KENTUCKT NA'HVITr PLAt^
With John Jacob Niles, Herbie Koch,
Meador Lowrey, Dick Fischer,
George Walsli, Wassail' Singers

30 Mins.—^Local
Sustaining:
Wed., Thurs., Fri., 4 p. m.
WHAS, Louisviile

Local version of the Nativity Play
in the idiom of the Appalachian
Mountains, in which is recounted the
Annunciation, the search for the inn,

and the birth of Christ, divided into

three acts, and aired during Xmas
'week, was written by John Jacob
Niles, who has devoted years to re-

search on the subject of folkmusic of
the Southern Appalachians. Carols
and songs used on the program are
said to have been sung by descend-
ants of English people who knew
them first, while some of the carols
are almost purely native.

Niles carried bulk of -the singing
chores, chanting the carols and folk
songs in an appealing tenor voice,

bordering throughout on the falsetto.

His vocalizations were backgrounded
by a niixed quartet, well blended.
Dramatic portion of the programs
was handled by staff voices, iii an
acceptable style, and characteriza-
tions were well sustained and au-
thentic. Musical background was
provided by Herbie Koch at the
organ, with Niles filling in his own
accompaniment at the piano, and
dulcimers, a stringed instrument of

home manufacture, which came over
the ether with a soft strumming ef-

fect which registered.

Nativity play as presented by
Niles and his co-workers impressed
as a deeply religious presentation of

the Christmas story, and as such will
probably be repeated in years to fol-

low, and without doubt, as the play
becomes more widely known, might
well become an air fixture during
the Christmas season.

Production bandied by Dudley
Musson, who turned in tight job
throughout. Hold.

rupted only by a single hymn, beau-
tifully rendered by Kenny Baker
and, what was equally smart, not in-

terrupted at all by any commercial.
Only one offhand reference in come-
dy vein to Jello must have left a
particularly good impression for the
religious holiday.

Benny has been off-stride lately.

His New York broadcasts were
especially poor (and not because the
visual audience in the east is

tougher!) but with this .^se^sion he
was- playing professional football
again after slipping back to high
school standards.

It is the deadly responsibility of
the Benny brigade to maintain the
fastest comedy pace ever set in radio.
Small wonder from time to time they
go stale. Formula stuff was par-
ticularly lack-lustre in the business
of going to, arriving in, and return-
ing from, Hollywood (previous
weeks), but this' time Benny fooled
the plot-guessers—^there was noth-
ing about gifts. He got well away
from previous Christmases. '

'

As a case history in mental pic-
ture-making this scripts could be
held up, line for lipe, for clinical
study.' It was beautifully rehearsed
and emphasized, and spread a vivid
setise of make-believe. Most of the
time Benny was script-pictured as on
a ladder decorating a tree. His self-

pretentious social plans, all dashed
by double-meaning- telegrams fi:om
celebrated guests that regret ihey
can't come, were woven into a
routine of doorbeU-ringing, quips
from Mary Livingstone, eonilc im-
pertinences by the colored butler,
Rochester, and a hoke Santa Claus
played by Andy Devine (who got
stuck in the chimney)."

Joan Bennett was on the show (a
much-booked gal these days) as one
who caused Benny to droll senti-
mentally. She- made a perfect foil

for the fatuous self-deluding char-
acterization which Benny has by now
developed into a fine art Benny
makes himself likable by making
himself slightly absurd, and there-
fore thoroughly human.

Inside Stuff-Radio

Information, Please,*' stanza, under
the aegis of Canada Dry, has of late
got itself into a groove not as high
as previously. While this type of pro-
gram depends largely on the mx>od of
the ad libbers, the fault does not
appear to lie in the gang's drying up.
Rather .it seems to hinge on: (1) not
enough variations in the choice of
question, and (2) guest policy.

'Latter angle (the guest stuff) is one
of those manias with agencies. But
in this instance it falls pretty flat.

Just when Clifton Fadlman, John
Kieran^ Franklin P. Adams and Oscar
Levant got the hang of a good verbal
jam session, the guest yen asserted
itself and split the combo. Recent
gUesters, su.ch ^s Heywood BroUnand
even Alexander Woolcott were not
up to the mark. Kieran and Adams
do all the work and the guesters get
the billing. It's lopsided, and .com-
pletely; needless to have broken up
the original bunch, which couldn't
help but improve with, experience
instead of, wearing out.

Fact that . the questions ' after a
while tend to too much of the same
ilk may be unavbidable, Nonethe-
less, such happens to be the impres-
sion, Possible remedy is not to doc-
tor the stanza \(rith too- much crazy
stuff, but to use the latter only for
highUght

CBS officials last week denied the report that the network was scatter-

ing nine members of its New York engineering staff around the' country

after the first of the year in order to frustrate their alleged agitation

within the house union. Explanation, which the web advanced for the

shuffle was that it felt that the transfers would serve to give the men
more experience. Also that it. could give engineers now with its managed
and operated stations a chance to show their talents in New York.

It's the first time that Columbia has done anything of this sort on such
an extensive scale. The nine men were called in last week and given their

final checks as CBS-New York employees and told to report on Jan. 3 in

such towns as Los Angeles, Charlotte, Minneapolis, St. Louis^ Washington
and Cincinnati. I

CBS' inside union of engineers was formed in 1936 and a five-year con-
tract with the network followed in quick course. Efforts of the American
Communications Commission, CIO affiliate, to crash the CBS personnel

ranks was thwarted last year when the National Labor Relations Board,

acting on a complaint by the ACA, ruled that any vote on bargaining rep-

resentative would have to be confined to each station operated by Columbia
and not made a (jBS-national referendum.

Anent the disclosure of the American Map Co.'s device for catchinjg

broadcasters who make unauthorized use of copyrighted maps, it was
learned last week that NBC maintains its own map-drafting department
and thereby exercises a clear copyright over every sort of map turned out
by its sales promotion department. The network in miaklng its own base
maps resorts to information gathered direct from Government sources.

Five map makers are kept on the job constantly. Extent of this staff's

operation is illustrated by the fact that it has traced what rates as the best

detailed map of Canada. When the quintet, got an assignment to show
the coverage of Canadian stations it found that on present Dominion maps
one section of the country was broken up in electoral districts, while
another was based on census divisions. In reducing all this to a strictly

county basis it was necessary for the NBC contingent to bUild a Canadian
map from the groimd up.

W9XYZ, experimental radio facsimile broadcasting station operated by
the Post-Dispatch which also owns KSD, St. Louis, last week inaugurated
the world's first regular broadcast on ultra high frequency of specially

prepared facsimile newspapers. For more than a month experimental
laboratory broadcasts of printed matter, photographs and cartoons have
been in- progress and results studied by engineers of KSD. During the
last two weeks they have been recorded on 15 receiving sets placed in

the home of members of the station's Staff.

These sets, manufactured by the RCA, are the first capable of receiving
high .frequency facsimile broadcasts, permitting station operation at any
hour of the day.. Experimental equipment recently in use by a few other

stations empldyed standard broadcast wave lengths, restricting the period
of their use to the early morning houris when regular commercial stations

were off the air.

E. M. Stoer, operating head of Hearst Radio, Inc., declared last week
that the talk he gave the employes of WINS, N. Y., was in the form of

an explanation and not a chiding. He assured them that the station would
continue to be operated solely by Hearst Radio until the FCC had actually
approved its transfer to the prospective purchaser, Milton Biow. He said

that he presumed that the staff had become upset by the fact that Biow
had contacted several department heads and pointed out that WINS would
be glad to accept any business that Biow could meanwhile send it, just as
it would be glad to accept business from any other ad agency. But, i\e

added, as far as operations went, control, authority and' everything else

would be retained by Hearst radio.

Al Mitchell, the 'Answer Man' on WOR for Provident Loan (his sponsor),
on Dec.

. 23 aired a query from an advertising agency man by stating
'Joe Miller's joke book, published in 1739; is not the oldest. There is

another joke book much older. Probably first published in 1565, though
the oldest edition we have today bears the date 1626. This compendium of
humor was called 'The First and Best Parts of Scoggins Jests; Full of
Witty Mirth and Pleasant Shifts; done by him in France and other places;
being a Preservative against Melancholy; gathered by Andrew Boord,
Doctor of Physicke.'

A. Walter Socolow, New York lawyer. Is the author of a new work on
'The Law of Radio Broadcasting.' It comes in two columns. Contents
cover broadcasting^ regulation in its various phases, public utility aspects
of stations, broadcaster contracts with advertisers, social security taxes,
the artist and the producer, the producer and -the author of the broadcast
script; new programs, radio and rights of privacy, liability for defaniatory
content, contest programs and lottery laws, protection of titles and the
protection of creative work by common law and copyright.

Cecil, Warwick & Legler, which becomes Warwick & Legler Jan. 1,

used a novel and at the same time impressionable device in getting out
information of its forthcoming change also in telephone number. Cards
were addressed to the phone operators of firms the agency hears from
regularly. Under a photo of the girl herself the card, in part read, 'Grace
McKevitt, in charge of telejphone service, thanks you for your co-operation
.during 1938.' Along with the card came a box of candy.

Clear Again Cold Tablets (Aurora Laboratories) is g(ring ahead with
the campaign it has set on a west coast network. It's a twice weekly stint
with George Fischer, film chatterer. Erwin, Wasey & Co., agency on the
accoimt, had temporarily flagged the hookUp order when the McKesson-
Robbins receivership broke. McK-R was one of the product distribs on
the west coast. Same account goes on a Mutual link of 14 stations in the
east Jan. 4 with a thrice-weekly show tagged the 'Hollywood News Girl.'

Doc and Ike Levy, WCAU, Philadelphia, prez and v.p. respectively, and
Jay Paley, uncle of CBS prez Bill Paley, are among principal stockholders
of Arrowhead Springs Hotel, which was burned to the ground in the re-
cent California forest. fires. Hotel Was about to be rebuilt, anyway, ac-
cording to Doc Levy, who plarts a trip to the Coast to look over designs
for the new building in a short time.

Ellis L; Manning, conductor of General ElCctric's 'Science Forum* on
WGY, is the new supervisor of science in the State Education. Department
He is the first man with professional radio experience (10 years) to be-
come an official of that department. John Garberson has succeeded Man-
ning on 'Science Forum' on WGY,

Arthur Elmer, long a player of 'voices* and stooge roles on radio, Is

striving for some personalized recognition. Has a routine written by
Larry Marks and Vincent Bogert. Failed to get together with WOR last
week.

Solomon Sagall, managing director of ScOphony, Ltd., English television
company, sailed back to England last week, saying that he contemplated
returning to New York late in next January.

Russell Seeds, Chicago, is the agency on the 'Plantation Revue' which
Brown & Williamson underwrites on NBC Saturday nights. Connection
was review-accredited in error to B. B. D, &'0.

NBC is getting hard-boiled ^hout commercial shows that don't time
themselves to end oh the nose and to allow the 20-second cushion before,
chimes. Fred Allen .branded a conspicuous offender.
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15 Best Sheet Music Selers
(Week ending Dec: 24, 1?38;

*Two Sleepy People .r..., .Famous
.All Ashore...; 4 ..•••....•......Shapiro

my Keverie ..•..••. Bobbins
Umbrella .Man ^ .Harms
*You Must Have Been a Beautitul Baby...... •«........Beraick
Deep In a Dream ...Harms
Have You Forgotten So Soon?.. , ......Berlin

Don't Wait for the Night Before Christmas Chappell

*rve Got a Pocketful ot Dreams... ..........Santly

You're the Only Star in My Blue Heaven Shapiro

tLambeth Walk Mills

They Say Witmark
While a Cigaret Was Burning...... ^..ABC
I Won't Tell a Soul Crawford
Mexicali Bose ...^.;.Cole

* Indicates ^^Imusical song. t Indicates stage production song.

The others are pops.

ASCAP Raises Salaries^ Cuts Melon

Gene JBuck Gets $50,000—-Bonus for John Paint

$1,150,000 in Royalties
__

American Society of Composers,

Authors and Pui)lishers last week

distributed $1,150,000. in royalties to

the membership. Plum amounted
,
to

6% less than it was for the final

quarter of 1937. There was also a

distribution of raises and bonuses for

ASCAP officials and personnel. Gene
Buck got a tilt from $35,000 to $^0,-

000 a year. In addition to a $5,000

bonus John G. Paine, general man-
ager, - received a salary boost, going
from $26,000 to $27,500. E. C. Mills'

stipend remained at $50,000v

As far as actual collections are

concerned, this quartet's divvy rep-

resents a bigger return than the one
•which prevailed lor the final three
months of '37. What happened at the

end of last year was that the ASCAP
board voted to transfer a surplus

$150,000 from the foreign fund to the

royalty pot lor that quarter. It is

customary to deduct iQ% for the for-

eign fund from the general collec-

tions.

Publishers Accept The

Social Tax for Part-time

Hands; Meet wiUi SPA

Music publishing industry, through
its trade association has agreed to

the principle that the employer
should pay the social security tax for

part-time union employees. Propo-
sition was adopted last .week at a
meeting of the board of directors of
the Music Publishers Protective As-
sociation.

It was the only issue^left lor ac-
cord in the new, contract between
the New York musicians union and
the publishing industry in regard to

arriangers, copyists and proofreaders.
Under the law the publishers, are not
compelled to take care of the security
tax of part-time workers,, but the
union had asked that this angle be
waived from a moral or goodwill
basis. Alt that is now left for the
agreement, which would replace the
ope that expires Saturday (31 ), to
become effective: is the ratiflcatipn
of the union's executive board,

'

Meet With SPA
Board also itfuthorized . Walter

Douglas, its chairman, .. to 'designate
a committee^ of three, publishers
which shall meet , with a like num-
ber of delegates . from the Song
writers Prptettiye Association for
the purpose of . collaborating oh' a
new form of standard writers .con-
tract. Publisher-writer factions have
already agreed on the basic terms of
the agreement and it is a question of
getting together On adihihistrative,
bookkeeping ahd renewal tJrovisions,

Edwards' Ditties Split.

Hollywood, Dec. 27;
List of Gus -Edwards sonigs, rights

of which w^re recently, renewed by
Witmark and . Remick, does npt in-
clude 'School bays; 'Sunbbnnet Sue,'
and several others. ^Rights to these
ditties were acquired two weelt^ ago
by Charles R. iRogers for his picturis,
The Star Maker,'" to be filmed in
February lor Paramount release.
Rogers is dickering with Remick and
Witmark lor sync rights to other
Edwards numbers,
Edwards isStorking oh the story;

based on his owis life;

Lee with Cole

Chicago, Dec. 27.

Marvin .Lee has joined the M. M.
Cole music firm here as general chief

of exploitation.

This marks! the return of Lee to
music field here after absence of
nearly a year.

COIN MACHINE FEE

NIXED IN CANADA?

Montreal, Dec. 27.

Justice A. K. Maclean, chairman of

the Copyright Api)eals Board of Ot-

tawa, is reported to have turned
down tlie plan .of the. Canadian Per-
fcirming Rights Society for the col-

lection of a fee on coin-operated
machines. CPRS had suggested that
the machine manufacturers be made
to pay a fee of $10 per year.

Until last year owners of restau-
rants, hotels and Stores housing coin-
operated machines' paid such lee.

After they had been, exempted by
Parliament, the appeals . board was
advised to figure out some way that

this lee could be collected from the
manufacturers direct. The proposal
for the $10 fee was advanced Nov. 1

by CPRS along with its general scale
of fees to apply during 1939,

Confiscate Bootleg Sheets

Philadelphia, Dec. 27.

PhiUy -plainclothesmen^ preceding
the Christmas holidays, were- chas-
ing song-sheet peddlers from down-
town streets and confiscating their

stocks.

More than a score of them with
gyp sheets were given the boot, but
no arrests -were made.

ELECTRONICS TO

iraiYlHJ)

MASTERS

Detroit, Dec. 27.

Symphs will be wired for soiind

and the conductor's podium wiU re-

semble an electric switchboard in the
not-too-distant future, according to

Dr. Vem O. Knudsen, U, of Califor-

nia physicist.

Tm convinced that the great com-
positions of Beethoven, Wagner and
other hiusical masters will seem in-

adequate and childish alongside the
music to be produced in the future
with the aid of electrical instru-

ments/ declared Dr. Knudsen, who
has pioneered in the new field of
electro-acoustics.

Beethpven composed his mater-
pieces on a piano with a range of

35 and 80 decibels (sovmd imit). Dr.
Knudsen pointed out, while the elec-

trical instruments of the future will

have a range of 20 to 100.

'The greater tonal range will make
possible coinpositions of infinite vari-
ation,' he asserted. He revealed that
two composers, Leopold Stokowski
and Arnold Schoenberg, are now
working on special compositions for
the electrical instruments.
He predicted that it would take

from 25 to 50 years before electrical

instruments really came into their
own.

GEORGE SCHOTTLER'S

WARM-OVER SPECIALS

Latest move of the Warner Bros,
publishing group to get special ex
ploitation for its standard catalogs
is the assignment of George Schottler
to the Standard and Education de-
partment of Witmark,. Harms and
Remick.

Schottler, who formerly plugged
current tunes lor Remick, will work
on numbers that are deemed worthy
of revival for radio.

Pail HbUenan's Slli Jazzkpie Rally

Gala: Six Tist Petfonmuices'

By ABEL GBEEN
Paul Whiteman's 'eighth experi-

ment in modem American music'

Stunday night <25) at Carnegie Hall

was a sellout, and Justifiably so, ex-

cepting that the ratio of tUmaways
this year exceeded anything befofe.

Indicating (1) the continued sturdy
Whteman b. o., but, even more im-
portant (2), that the scope tor jazz

idi^m disciples is ever-increasing.

No question but that the 1937-38

span has been a heyday for all

hands.

With Whlteman, of course, in 1938,

as it was in 1924, when it was quite

daring for any jazz band tp invade
(the late) Aeolian Hall, these con-
certs possess a greater dignity and
polish than recent freak- experiments
in swingology. For 15 years now,
Whiteman has been pioneering this
movement to permit new composers-
an important outlet, at no small ex-
pense to himself. Even one-night
Carnegie Hall sellouts Can't compen-
sate for the investments for aug-
mented 100-piece orchestras* rehear-
sals and exploitation.

In 1924 George Gershwin's 'Rhap-
sody in Blue' was premiered. Xmas
night six 'first performances' of new
jazz works were as brilliantly per-
formed, although if not as lastingly.

With Deems Taylor, as usual,, wit-
tily announcing bright program
notes, a 40-minute anthology 01
'Those Bells,' in six parts, teed off
the program. Bert Shelter, Duke
Ellington, Fred Van Epps, Walter
Gross, Roy Bargy and .Morton Gould
each was apportioned a musical idea;
eacli treating it individually and in-
dependently of the others. Besides
composing his own 'Quonk,' Van
Epps arranged Ellington's 'Blue Bells
of Harlem,' one of the more brilliant
interludes, notable . for its. brisk
trumpet work and the snare-drum
impressions of Bill Robinson's tap-
stering;

Walter Gross scored his own piece,
with himself at the Steinway, using
only a miniature combo of eight to
get over the 'Cowbell Serenade.'
Whiteman's asst. conductor, Roy
Bargy, and the band's No.- 1 pianist
(with Frank Signorelli) charmingly
interpreted the Sabbath harmonics,
lebeled 'Seventh Day.*^ Morton
Gould's 'Bell Fugue' was, as Taylor
put it, 'scholarly jazz,' not as spright-
ly as the rest, but replete witli intel-
ligent counterpoint.

16-MInute Bloes

As if to appease the in-the-groov-
ers, Artie Shaw's clarinet soloing
of . his own composition, 'The Blues,'
was a, distinguished 16-minute per-
formance with the full Whiteman
orchestra. Irving Szathmary scored
it, ahd Shaw got things out of his
E-flat clarinet that were amazing in

Network Plugs, 8 A.1 to 1 AJH.
Following is a totalization of the combined plugs of current tunes on NBC (WEAF and WJZ), and CBS

(WABC) computed for the week from Monday through Sunday (Dec. 19-25) . Total represents accumulated
performances on the two major networks from 8 a. m. to 1 ai m. In 'Source" column, * denotes film song, t legit

tunes, and 'pop' speaks for itself.

GRAND
TITLE. PUBLISHER. SOURCE. TOTAL.

Night Before Christmas Chappell Pop < S3
Deep in a Dream.......... Harms Pop 42
Two Sleepy People. Famous "Thanks for the Memory 35
Jeepers Creepers........ Witmark Going Places 35
This Can't Be Love..... Chappell tBoys from Syracuse 34.

>•»«•• I

34
33
31
29
29
25,
25

All Ashore . Shapiro Pop
You- Must Have Been a Beautiful . . . .Remick *Hard to Get
My Reverie. Robbins Pop
What JHave .Yoiii Got That Gets Me? Famous *Artists and Models

.

HUrry- Home., -...Spier Pop
They -Say : . . . Witmark , Pop
Simple and Sweet Miller Pop
Ya Got Me . Lincoln tU. of Penn. Mask and Wig 22-

What Do You Know About Love? Marks Pop 22
Old Folks... i ....Remick Pop , 22
Thanks lor Everything Robbins Thanks for Everything -21.

Get put of, Town. Chappell. tL'eave It to Me.. -20

Heart and Sou). . .-. . . v ; .Famous *A Song Is Born 20

Hiave You Forgotten So Soon Berlin Pop 19

Love, I'd Give My Life for You Stasny Hollywood Revels 19

Who Blew Out the Flame? Feist Pop 19
Old Curiosity Shop Feist Pop ,• 19

I Go for That ;
• .• Famous St. Louis Blues > . . . . -19

Umbrella Man,.;.:..... Harms Pop •. 18r

You'ire Gonna See a Lot of Me ; . . . Ager Pop 18

(Grirl Friend of the Whirling Dervish Harms *Garden of the Moon , lT^17

Rooni with a View. , . ; Bregman. Pop
It's a Lonely Trail ..... Berlin Pop
I Must See Annie Ton! Bregman Pop

" "" Witmark. .Pop
Crawford Pop
Santly Pop . .

Chappell tSmg Out the NeWs
Bregman Pop
Santly Pop
Mills tCotton Club, N. Y., Revue.
Words-Music Pop

_ _ _ _ Shapiro Pop ,

t l^n^io Biiongyo You. Red Star Pop ..•

Angels with Dirty Faces Fisher Angels with Dirty Faces. .

.

Sing for Your Supper. ChappeU tBoys from Syracuse

I Fell Ui) tb Heaven.. ' Paramount A Song Is Born...

Lovely Debutante , - Fox Pop
Where Has My Little Dog Gone? Robbins Pop
Wheii Paw Was Courtin' Maw Santly : . . ; Pop ,

pSdtnand the Bull ABC ^Ferdinand the Bull. .

While a Cigarette Was Burning ABC Pop

11
16

sheer Virtuosi^. His blends of the
immortal 'St Louis Blues' were but
incidental to the original mindr
Semitic strains blended with the
major Magyar mood of the 'Blues.'
Nathan Van Cleav^'ii 'Opus J,

Number 1' is not as academic.as that'
tag would indicate, although erudite
in its jazz treatments. .Gershwin's
'Cuban Overture' finaled the first

half, with Rosa Linda at the piano-
forte. This little known rhumba-
jazz work is a skilfull blend of the
Cuban motif with .the blues idiom,
and much goes to Miss Linda's
credit, both for its interpretation and
the cadenza she contributed to the
midsection thereoL
Richard Hodgers' 'Nursery Ballet,*

another first performance, reopened
the second hall, Its three movements
of 'March of the GloWns,' 'A Doll
Gets Broken' and 'Little Girls Don't
Fight* Were well developed.
Raymond Scott, with three ol his

Quintet, used Three Ideas lor Quintet
and Orchestra, all original pieces,
scored by IrVing Szathmary and the
composer-maestro. fBumpy Weather
Over Newark' speaks lor itself; 'Sui-
cide Clifl' is based on the Vista del
Arroyo bridjge in Pasadena, which
j)Upposedly inspires to sell-destruc-
tion; and 'Mexican Jumping Beans'
also had its Coast origiur heiag in-
spired by a visit to Olivera street in
downtown Los Angeles.
Perde Grofe's Trylon and Peri-

sphere proved a thoroughly musi-
cianly work as premiered by White-
man, and, as the title Implies, dedi«
cated to the New York World's Fair.
Louis Armstrong, backed by . the

Lyn Murray Singers, whammed 'eni
with 'Shadrack,' Robert MacGinsey'g
rhythmic spiritual, medleyed with
the traditional 'Going to Shout All
Over God's Heaven.' Satchmo ap-
peared sans trumpets but as a scat-
singer.
And, of course, Gershwin's 'Rhap-

sody in Blue' finaled, bringing the
program to conclusion well- after 11,
due to a last-minute decision to put
part, of the concert on the air, a)*
though originally hot 'intended for
broadcast This deferred the curtain
until 8:45.

Whiteman's all-Amerlcan band, as
he calls it, has the following per*
sonnel:
Boy Bargy, aast conductor; Julea Scltacli-

ter, concert master; Kurt Dlet^rle, repetitor;
personnel manas<er, Ted Bartellt TloHns:
Maurice Anchor, • Bafael Qallndo, Bnianuel
Oreen, Jaclc £iaton, Otto Bade], Max MHlor,
Wm. lioclcwood, Wm. Demblneky, Aldo
BJccI. George Kuttner, Vladimir SIrbldo,
Ewald Paltlne, Sam VSrber, Alex Levlne,
Jascha Ruebkln, Hany Struble; harp, John
Glanlpletro: suttar, Arthur Byeritoi); .1bai)Jo,

.

Mike Bingratore; piano, Frank SlgnorelU;
violas, So) Deutscb, Harry Bransby, Max
Barr, JacobOtltachuIer, Sont-Eievlne. laador
Pressnan, Joseph KovarUc, Isodor Bpstelo,
Samuel Zlmballst; Btrln^Jjassu Artie MlUer,-
Harry Iiondon, Pomingo Ouldo; trombonesi.
Miff Mole, Jack Teasaraeja. Vtncent Grande,
Hal Mathews; drums, George ^^ttlloEr. Tom
Blchley, Chauncey Brown; tuba, ..orman
McPhersoo; librarian, Harry Struble; wood-
winds, Al' Gallodoro, .Sal Pranzella. , Jr., •

Frank Gallodoro, Artid Srelinser, Murray
Cohan, Vincent Capone, George Ford, Har-
old Feiman, Jack Bell, Anioa Malay, Miles
Fargarson, Nat Belnis, Morris Klrch^ier;
trumpets, Bobert Cusumono, Robert Alezy. •

Charles Teagarden, Harry Goldfield.

IB. HARMS

CATALOG

Say It with a Kiss,

I Won't Tell a Soul
.Sixty Seconds. Got .Together

You, Look Good. to Me!
BetWeen ai Kiss and a Sigh
I'm Madly: in Love with You
Please.; Coiitie Out of Your Dreams.

Ybur Eyes.Are Bigger Than Your Heart.

16« tract to the Dreyfuses. Latter's
16
15
IS
15
15

'15-

13
12

12
12
12
12
12
11
11
11
11
10

Majc and.jiiOUis Dreyfus have bought
back T. B. Harms, Inc., catalog from
Warner Bros, Quoted price is $175,-
000. Main value ot this catalog is

that, it contains the -works of Jerome
Kern, for whom the Dreyfuses orig-
inally organized the company. Un-
der the deal which the Dreylusea
made with WB when they disposed
of their share of the T. B. Harms
catalog in 1935 Kern was to receive
two-thirds of the firm's profits.

Since the ' change in ownership
Kern, has made no contributions to
the catalog. The chances are that
this catalog will again become ac-
tive, absorbing the future works of
Kern and other writers under con-

other firms are Chappell & C6,,
Crawlord Music Corp. and Mario
Music Co.
Louis Dreyfus sailed for his Lon-

don headquarters Monday (26) after
a 14-week visit on this side.

Che! Forrest and Bob Wright
defied 'I'd Rather Have You* and
'Director's Recitation' for Metro's
musical briefle, 'Happily Burled.*

Biissell Bennett, RKO music di-
rector, is slated to compose orches-
tral music for water displays at New
York World's Fair;
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COLLEGE RHYTHM
The eighth of a series of articles on collegiate likes and dislikes are re-

gards dance music and dance bands.

The writers, staff members of publications at their respective schools,

have been asked by Variety to give the opinion ot the student body as a

whole rather than pass personal judgment. Neither has Variety given

further instructions as to what was to be said or how. These articles ap-

pear as the undergraduates have written them, with the expressed opinions

being their own.
Variety publishes the series to give music men and band leaders a cross-

section of current undergraduate opinion on dance music and bands, with

the hope that it will be both informative and instructive. For what the

college proup has to say about dance music is deemed important in the

trade.

STANFORD
By CoUie Small, '39

(Stanford 'Chaparral')

Until that thing called swing has a long white beard and hobbles around

the clefs on a cane, the soul of the Stanford 'Farm' refuses to rock vio-

lently, but neither will it ever sway gently with moon-stricken eyes to

the dulcet slitherings of Guy Lombardo and Jan Garber. Instead, the

campus rhythm ccnnoissevu:s are following the 'golden mean' of smooth

solidity, with occasional hot licks and blue solos in front of clearly de-

fined backgrounds.
The undergraduate has a spot reserved in his callojised heart for hatmg

smaE combinations such as Stuif Smith and Bobby Hackett He generally

makes no effort toward the appreciation of technique, relying instead upon

the music's effect upon his ear, and he generally finds his delicate senses

injured by the cacaphonous results of collective improvisation. Music is

looked upon primarily as an accompaniment to dancing, and if it fails to

meet terpsichorean standards, then it is automatically given back to the

jitterbugs. However, there is a rabid, but small, minority that finds itself

in the clouds with such, releases as Eddie Condon and his Windy City

Seven's 'Carnegie Drag* or 'Serenade to a Shylock,' both issued by the

Commodore Shop. The Sole dependence upon inspiration results in too

much unbridled musical passion on the part of the performers for- con-

servative, normal Stanford, and so the albums are noticeably free from

heat Bud Freeman's tenor solos with Benny Goodman, for example, ex-

cite a lot of enthusiasts who are left cold and stiff with his Gang's dreams

of 'Tappin*. the Commodore Till' and 'Life Spears a Jitterbug*' The arches

whisper, 'It must be solid!'

Stanford's failure to latch on more strongly is probably due to its

location in a region where good swing bands come about as often as

Leap Year. Red Norvo and Mildred Bailey played an engagement in a

San Francisco hotel last year. . .you could have driven a trafetor across

the fioor or shot a deer in front of the piano! Still, Mr. and Mrs. Swing
are getting a larger record following each day, and their first 16 bars of

Eubtle saxes on 'Remember' continue to be the. finest reed ensemble pas-

sage yet worked out
Goodman, Shaw, Kirk, et al.

Mellow matter fills most of the racks, and it is this gentle rock of

fionie of Benny Goodman, Artie Shaw and Andy Kirk that holds the head
of swing above the water-line. Shaw's soft delicate cradling of 'Begin

the Begulne' is undoubtedly the best received swing tune of the past two
years here on the plain of. oaks. Kirk's mildness and his vocalist, Pha
Terrell, are his saving features, so the campus says, and it is almost point'

less to say that the entire student body salaams with bended ears to His
Royal Highness, Goodman, the King of Swing.
Tommy Dorsey is remembered only by his *yelloing-bee,' 'Marie,' and his

Clambake Seven are practically nominated foj: oblivion. Larry Clinton
is a popular recording band on the -Farm, principally because of novelties

such as 'Dipsy Doodle' and his operatic slaughterings. His bit of feminine
chartti, Bea Wain; is one of the best liked singers in the entire sphere
of pOpidar music. Seniors will recall that Jimmy Dorsey was better
received than anyone else .for campus dances, including Fletcher Hen-
derson, who»came to last spring's Junior Prom with a great name but

SONG§ FROM

ROBBINS
A Smash HitI

MY REVERIE
By Larry Clinton

Cordon and Revel's Latest Song Sensation!

THANKS FOR EV'RYTHING
20th Centory-Fox Picture, "thanks for Everythino"

From the New Universal Picture, "That Certain Afle"

MY OWN
By Jimmy: McHugh and Harold Adamson

The Newest Ballad Song Smash I

AFTER LOOKING AT YOU
By Al Hoffman, AI Goodhgrt and Manny Kurtz

This Year's Greatest Novelty Hits I

WHERE HAS MY LITTLE DOG GONE?
By Al Feldman

i FOUND MY YELLOW BASKET
By Ella Fitzgerald and Chick Webb

RQBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
799 SEVENTH AVENUE • NEW VORK_-.

no band. Kay Kyser, Sammy Kaye and Blue Barron are fortunately

disliked enough locally so that they cancel one another. Now-that Horace

Heidt has instituted an inferior brand of machine-gun brass, Hal Kemp
has been lightly tripping down the hill of popularity, while the afore-

mentioned Heidt lies contentedly at the bottom of the dark welL

Stanford finds Eddy Duchin and Wayne King too m^ch the Mickey

Mouse type, and Ray Noble is not far behind. On the other.hand. Jack

Hylton's 'Just a Gigolo* earned him enough votes to keep him out of the

kangaroo class for a time. Bob Crosby and his Dixieland .rhythm, has

mustered a larige • following so rabid that most of them refuse to lend

an ear unless the score calls for a wild clarinet on. top of a wave of

improvisation.
Harlemanl»

Perhaps the highest place among colored bands 1^ OCCUplfe* Ijy Duke
Ellington, even though he is too ponderous at times bhd his atr&hgements

are too intricate to follow easily. Jimmie Luncef6ra, ' If Such discs. as

•White Heat' can be separately regarded in the class* of race tiihes, is

exciting, especially in so far as his ramblings in" the reed section, are

concerned. Fats Waller*s illiegitimate hog-calling blots out, for 'most of

his listeners, the techhical greatness which is his.' "fiarl 'Father' Hines

is paradoxically 'forgotten but not gone,' as is Claude .Hoj)kins, their

thrones being usurped by bands such as Chick Webb,,pount,Bfi5ie, Erskine

Hawkins and Willie Bryant. Campus collectors are just learning to appre-

ciate the latter two. while the team of Webb and Fitzgerald has long

been a favorite and Basie has excited the more dyed-in-the-wool swing

fans for many months.
If the band fails to exhibit originality or style, then the almost too

critical Stanford undergraduate will ignore it. Thus, nothing js heard

of Leo Reisman, Richard Himber or Rudy Vallee, unless, they respond

to public disdain by occasionally releasing such novelties as Himber's

'Parade of Bands* or Vallee's convincing imitation of Chevalier. Paul
Whiteman is still respected because he is the original 'King of Jazz,' but
if his name were Benny Benson his attraction would be negative.

Except for the offerings of Sonny Dunham, Clarence Hutchinrider and
Murray McEachern, the Casa Loma band no longer occupies a star-studded

position with the Stanford reviewer of really tough swing. The campus
as a whole, however, still likes Glen Gray's enchanting smile, his broad
shoulders, and his . drawing room swing. More specifically Is Peewee
Hunt acclaimed for his vocal gymnastics with the head-bobbing vibratos.

Stanford judges its music on hoW it strikes the ear, and it is this intel-

ligently selected criterion which demands solidity, smoothness, subtlety,

and definite rhythm. Swing, in its milder forms, is undoubtedly the pre-

vailing favorite among discerning Farm vmdergraduates, the proof of the
pudding coming when Jimmy Dorsey and Phil Harris caused the campus
to sigh, as did Eddy Duchin, but in a much more forceful manner! Music
in the arches must be in a mellow groove, and the rock must be gentle!

Although . nurtured on the anemic breast of violin-studded hotel dance
bands, the Stanford babe is on the verge of being weaned away to San
Francisco^s first name-band palace, the ShaUmar Bowl, scheduled to open
Jan. 12. Gene Kriipa has been accorded the first crack at putting a rock
into the Stanford souL

(Next week: Missoarl)

Inside Stuff-Music

Because it failed to act before the deadline set for the n€w form of
mechianical license became effective (Nov. 28) Decca 'Is in' a quandary
about recording 'UmbreUa Man' (Harms)." Warner Bros, publishing group
last week declined to issue the phonograph record manufacturer the old
form 6f license, which did not include the clause requiring the licensee
to recognize the copyright owner's exclusive right to make arrangements.
Position taken by WB was it would be glad to issue a license calling for a
royalty of l%c. on records, made for home use, providing this latter re-
striction plus the arrangement angle were accepted. Decca rejected both
stipulations.

Bugaboo over whether he would have an untrammeled hand In oper-
ating Leo Feist, Inc., is stymieing the deal for Harry Link, professional
manager of Irving Berlin, Inc., coming to the Feist firm as general man-
ager around Jan. 1. Link has had this bid under advisement for months,
including a reported 5% participating interest not only in Feist but the
other two Metro music subsids, RQbbins and Miller. ,Since the step-out of
Jack Bregman and Chester Conn, Jack Bobbins has been commuting among
all three firms, and particularly trying to run Feist's, leaving his Robbins
Co. to Abe Olman's management, and Miller Music to Willie Horowitz.

•I'll Always Remember Ronkonkoma,' a 'theme* song for that Long Island
lake resort, was allegedly plagiarized by Harry Revel and Mack Gordon,
according to Charles McCord, author of that song. The suit, pending for
some months, was settled last week for a nominal sum, after Gordon and
Revel, in November, came east to defend it. A stipulation of dismissal
was signed in N. Y. federal court.
Their song, 'Good Night My Love,' from the 20th-Fox film 'Stowaway,*

allegedly infringed.

Chaney and Fox, the dancers, have written a song, •The Eleanor Glide,*
which stems from their introduction of dance of this name in honor of the
President's, wife. Song has Harry Link and Nick Kenny as godparents
and was composed at Lindy's between soup and salami. Was played same
night written by Sonny Kendis at the Stork.

'FROM SPIRITUALS TO

SWING.' O. CONCERT

By BOBE MORRISON
Purporting to show the common

derivation of both types of music, a
concert 'From Spirituals to Swing'
was sponsored last Friday night (23)
at Carnegie Hall, N. Y., by a leftist

miag. Wide variety of artists par-
ticipated, from Count Basic's orches-
tra to Mitchell's Christian Singers
and Sanford Terry, blind harmonica
player. Affair was 'conceived and
produced' by John Hammond, a jit-

terbug savant.

Although parts of the program
were irresistably arousing, notably
Count Basic's swing and the throb-
bing 'boogie-woogie' piano playing
of Albert Ammons, Meade 'Lux'
Lewis and Pete Johnson, other por-
tions of the bill were a distinct wash-
out from a commercial, or popular
standpoint. Besides the above-men-
tioned clicks, • others who ignited
audience enthusiasm were Sister
Rosetta Tharpe, singer of jazz
spirituals currently at the Cotton
Club, N. Y.; James Rushing, Basie's
roly-poly vocalist, and Ruby Smith,

niece of the late Bessie Smith, in

whose honor the concert was given.
Balance of the show brought Joe

Tui'ner, • Kansas City shouting
vocalist; Big Bill, Chicago jazz singer
and guitarist; Helen Humes, another
Basie vocalist; Sidney Bechet with a
pickup swing group and: various
combinations of the Basie outfit. Bill
opened with the playing of what was
described as a recording of African
tribal chants.

Pompous Notes
In addition to the self-conscious

and pompous program notes for the
concert, the occasion was notable for
the- calm manner in which the
Negro members of the audience were,
able to listen to the music, whether
spirituals, swing or a combination of
both. In contrast were the jitterbug
antics of some of the white en-
thusiasts, who hopped and squirmed
through the entire evening. How-
ever, if the evening accomplished
nothing else, it presented in the
ivory-thumping of Hammons, Lewis
and Johnson as impelling a session
of rhythm as one could hope to en-
joy in a month of jam sessions.

DANCE TAKE IS

BIG; OHIERS

aO^OFF
Lincoln, Dee. 27.

Dance biz Is getting the coin in
this zone. No other amusement could
turn up nearly $2;6d0 Ih two nights
a week before Xmas but such
was the c&se at Turnpike Casino.
• Wayne King led off with $1,400 on
Friday (16) and Henry Busse fol-

lowed in the next night (17) with
$1,150. It was King's first stand in
this section and Basse's third in as
many years.

Meantime,, biz. was. as usual at the
town's other two dance places. Busse
bucked an Intersectional basketball
game, college vacation and late store
openings for Xmas shopping, as well
as the seasonal downbeat.

$250-a-Week Park Ave.

P. A. Suing Wluteman

For $8,250 Claimed Dae

When Mrs. Margaret Whiteman,
who handles her husband, Paul
Whiteman's; btislness affairs, re-

newed Benjamin Sonnenberg, their

$250 a week Park avenue press
agent, on a Mveek-to-week basis, the
latter thought that constituted a full

year's contract. Accordingly he's
suing for an alleged difference of

$8,250 to date, on the ground that's

the balance so far accruing.
Originally retained for 13 weeks,

which expired last June, Sonnenberg
was kept on by the Whitemans and
their Artists Management Bureau on
what, they thought, would be a week-
ly basis, sans specified contract, since
the p.a. averred he was still work-
ing on some fancy exploitation ideas
which would materialize In renewal
of Whiteman's Chesterfield radio
contracts, . etc. In October he was
let out and the Tom Flzdale prais-

ery was engaged by Whiteman.

KYSER JOINS LONGHAIR

CONCERTIMG GROUP

Kay Kyser joins the list of maestros
going serious when he and his sweet
crew give a concert of light classics at
the Boston Symphony Hall New
Year's night. It's the first appearance
of the sort for Kyser, who. has never
done anything outside of radio, thea-
tre or ballroom stuff. Crew will

grab a sleepei^ o\)ko£JiIew. York New...
Year's Eve, after finishing at the
Hotel Pennsylvania, where the Man-
hattan Room- of the Penn will be
closed New Year*s night. Kyser will
be back on the job Monday (2).

Other leaders who have exhibited
a yen for the longhair atmosphere in
the past have been Benny Goodman,
Artie Shaw, Louis Amstrong and
Raymond SCott, with Goodman the
most active of all. Shaw, Armstrong
and Scott appeared with Paul White-
man at a concert at Carnegie Hall.
N. Y., Christmas night.

Nearing the top!

WHAT DO YOU KNOW
ABOUTIOVE
Watch Out For

AMOira THOSE sAuma
Xavier Cugat*»

NIGHT MUST FALL

Emery Deutsch*8

BEAUTIFUL DANUBE
No Wonder You're Blue

Joe Chermav8ky*$
STRANGE

Bin; Crosby and Frances Langford
waxed a series of Victor Herbert
numbers for Decca.

OLD SONG SUGGESTIONS
FOR YOUR PROGRAMS
JIMMY McHUCH'S

"I'M SHOOTING HIGH"
robbins' music CORP.
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MIDWEST'S NITERY PURGE
AFA Backs Girard as Law OfTicer

In Phily; Seek Agent Franchising

Philadelphia, Dec. 27.

Effort to ke^ Vic Girard, local

State enforcement officer on agency

laws, in office when the new Re-

publican regime takes over Penn-

sylvania, will be made by the Ameri-

can Federation of Actors, Tom
Kelly, AFA biz agent here, said yes-

terday. Girard is an active Demo-
crat, but Kelly declares he feels he

has done enough good work here to

justify the GOP retaining him.

Entertainment Managers Associa-

tion, on the other hand, is prepared

to fight for Girard's dismissal and

the appointment of a man of its

choice. EMA maintains Girard has

failed to enforce the law governing

their activities. Many intend to ig-

nore renewing their licenses until

another enforcement officer Is placed

on the job, claiming the State is fail-

ing to live up to the contract for

which they pay $100 to operate.

Both AFA and EMA are in, favor

of a license commissioner, similar to

New York's iPaul Moss, but with less

power, in place of the present sys-

tem, whereby an employee of the

Department of Labor , and Industry
checks on them.
Long-delayed campaign by the

State to force outside bookers to get

licenses here, or work through
established local offices, will get un-
der way this week, Girard has" de-

clared. With Kelly cooperating.

Kelly said he never before tried to

obtiiin enforcement of the law gov-
erning foreign agents because Philly

bookers in the past always sided

with the outsidersi practically all

from N. Y. In the hope of thus get-

ting additional biz for themselves,

Kelly said, the Philly agents iasked

him to lay off. Now, however,
they've changed their tunes, he. de-
clared, inasmuch as It's not working
out so well. If licensing law is en-

forced, it'll coist the outsiders $100
and a bonding fee.

' AFA is also planning to franchise

agents here as in N. Y. Kelly Is go-
ing^ to New York, Thursday (29) to

get further info on this aspect. Move-
ment along this line will be slow,

however, Kelly said, as he wants to

get as many,AFA closed shop agree-
ments with niteries as he can before
going after the bookers.

Ice Skater Enjoined

In Billing Dispute
Los Angeles, Dec. 27.

Lois Dvorshak Simpson, ice skater,
has been enjoined from appearing
with any ice show other than the
'National Ice Follies' until the ex-
piration of her contract.

Injunction was the outgrowth of
Miss Simpson's damage suit against
the 'FoUies,' charging breach of con-
tract and fraud. Skater claimed the
management failed to bill her in a
manner justified by her ability, and
had cancelled the pact when she
asked for better billing. Miss Simp-
son recently appeared with the
troupe in the Metro picture, 'Ice Fol-
lies of 1939.'

AGENT-MGR.

LOSES PLEA

What appears to be a minor com-
mission claim has major importance
in therelations of agents with ac-
tors. The Appellate Term of the.

New York supreme court, in affirm-

ing Judge John O'Rourke's previous
decision dismissing a $1,000 commish
claim by Robert Earle, Chicago
agent, against Burton Pierce,, dancer,
has ruled that 'personal management
appears to be a minor incident
alongside the major objective of get-
ting empl03rment for an actor.*

Thus, Earle's 28-33% management
commish was thrown out When he
signed up Pierce first in Chicago, the

(Continued on page 36)

DUIVE TO CLEiSE

S

Nudity, Femme Impersona-
tions Among Practices
Adopted Recently by
Smaller Spots Due to Stif-

fening of Competition

—

Legit Turns, Agents Shy
Away

ANYTHING GOES

Chicago, Dec. 27.

There's a general tightening of

morals squad supervision over nite-

ries throughout this territory. This
follows the recent efforts of the
smaller niteries to blow the lid right

off their shows.
Nudity has become matter-of-

course in nearly all the small spots

in the midwest key cities due to the
stiffening of competition. Nite spots

in Chicago, Detroit, Minneapolis,
Kansas City, Omaha, Des Moines,
Indianapolis and others which for-

merly held down the stripping have
now removed these nixes, with the
gals now even tossing away the last

bead. In the more modest spots

managements insist that the opera-
tors' change to a blue light when
the gals slip off the final string. But
other niteries look upon this prac-
tice as simply old-fashioned prudish-
ness.

Golfaff the Limit
"The cafes ,are now branching out

into other blue business, going the
limit on comedy songs and crossfire,

jitterbug and Conga dances, and,

finally," femm^ impersonations.

(Continued on page 36)

More Vaudeville Time Seen Near

As Chicago's Variety Houses Are

Held Too Much Competish for Pix

Tony Martin, Lola Lane

Head Fox Bill, Detroit
Detroit, Dec. 27.

Tony Martin,, who broke season's

record at the Fox last spring in two-
week stand, has been rebooked by
the Fox to' head New Year's week
stage show.
Others on bill will be Lola Lane

of the films; James Evans, juggler;

D,l Rios, adagioists, plus house line

and Sam Jack Kaufman's pit band.

SS DRAWS CLUB

BOOKERS' UNE

Club-date bookers. In New York
were classified as employers last

week by the Social Security Board
and as such are responsible for col-

lection of taxes from acts, plus tax
payments from their own percent-
ages. Action followed that of the
Unemployment Insurance Bureau
which ruled similarly on bookers
recently.

Decision is alarming many book-
ers who fear they may be driven out
of business if forced to pay back
Social Security' taxes. Ruling is re-

troactive and would require payment
of taxes from the inception of Social

Security to the present. Some , book-
ers have become licensed as agents

(Continued on. page 36)

ASK SHOWS NIX IN PA.

CAFES UNDER CLUBon
Pittsburgh, Dec. 27.

Bombshell tossed into the lap of a
number of thriving niteries here last
week when Jud^e Frank P. Patter-
son suggested to Pennsylvania State
Liquor Control Board that entertain-
ment be forbidden in places that
nave club booze licenses. Statement
was made as he disn^issed an appeal
of thfe"- Allegheny Athletic Associa-
tion on revocation of its license.
Judge Patterson stated floor, shows
were held there.
Private club licenses in this state

,

cogt considerably less than in cab- '

arets. Flock of spots of this sort
nave mushroomed lately, with mem-
bership being open to practically
anybody and places being operated
Virtually as regular niteries. Once
Inside there are couverts, flesh,
dancing and music.
One of town's swankiest gambling

spots, \yhich lost its booze license
last spring, has found its own way
of keeping 'within the law.' Charges

I

flat admission charge and for this
provides dancing, floor show, dice
tables, roulette wheels and 'all you
can drink' as a 'gift' on the house.

3 Held in Cafe Holdup
New Orleans, Dec. 27.

'

Three men were arrested on
Charges of assault and robbery last
week in connection v/ith the $157
noldup of the Brown Derby, nitery
J^re, Dec. 18. They were Edward
wuson, Louis Hayes and Deamus
«arconey.

^t}} *^fee signed statements ad-
mitting the robbery, police reported,

i

Third of a Century

Anniversary Number
OF

Out Next Week
January 4

Order From Your Loccd Newsdealer Now

Chicago, Dec. 27.

Vaudeville revival, starting In the
Loop and spreading throughout the
city and then into the entire mid-
west is'seeh by theatre owners. This
follows the reopening of the State-
Lake here with an eight-act policy,
which brings four vaude houses into

strong competition with each other
in the Loop.
Battle for talent Is resulting and

it's looked to bring about, firstly,

the spread of bookings and secondly,
to force straight film thea,tres into
flesh policies. With Balaban &
Katz, Jones, Linick & Schaefer.ahd
RKO at each other's throats for
talent, all threie are searching for
further vaude outlets so they can
offer the acts route at severaL weeks
instead of a single Loop week.

B&K to Reopen Nabes
B&K Is now planning to reopen a

couple of its big nabe houses and
contract the acts for three to four
weeks, while HKO is preparing to
tie in both eastern and midwest
dates to lay out a route. JL&S, an
indie, has considerable strength due
to its booking affiliation with sev-
eral houses in this territory, par-
ticularly in Memphis and Kansas
City,

B&K is looking towards the re-
sumption of vaude in the Norshpte,
Southtown and the Senate for its

booking strength. Norshore is start-

ing a weekend policy after' the flrgt

of the year, while the Senate will
buck the next-door indie Kedzie.
The Southtown will compete with
Warners' across-the-street Stratford,

which has been successful with
weekend variety.

Saburbans to Follow
From that point exhibitors see a

steadily widening circle of vaudeville
due to competition. With the Chicago
top houses in vaude, the outlying
suburban theatres are expected to
follow in order tp keep theit patrpns
from jumping' into Chicago for a
squint at flesh.

Already exhibitors from Peoria,
South Bend, Ft. Wayne, Dubuque,
Waukegan, Rockford, Rock Island,
Burlington and other towns within
a radius of 100 miles of Chicago are
contacting local bookers with a view
towards lining up Vaude bills shortly.

New Atlantic \AixAix
Atlanta. Dec. 27.

Roxy theatre, nee Georgia, will
light up Friday (30) night under
new management with vaudfllm pol-
icy. House, formerly under Lucas
& Jenkins, Inc., has been dark ^ince
summer.
House leased to Independent The-

atres,' Inc., which has effected tieup
with New York interests. Lessors
are C. D. Loewe and M. J. Baranco,
Latter win manage.

Alice Copn^tt^- Three Esquires,
Don Zelaya, Tom Emerson's Moun-
taineers and Gae Foster Girls are on
the bill. Fourteen-piece band in pit
will be batoned by Mike Segal, lo-'

calite. Picture will be 'Keep Smil-
j
ing' (20th).

ST. LOUIS POUCE SHUT

10 GAMBLING HOUSES

St Louis, Dec. 27.

Gendarmes in 48 hours closed 10
gambling houses last week in this

,
vicinity.

1 The recent cleanup policy in-
i-augurated by Madison coimty offi-

I

cials resulted in all gambling op-
! erators abandoning that territory for
• that of the adjacent St. Clair county,
' of which Belleville is the seat

3 Bonos' French Pic
Philadelphia, Dec. 27.

Three Bonos, comedy act, have
cancelled American booliings to re-
'urn to Paris for a French film.
After making the picture, the

Bonos will form a vaude unit, pro-
duced by Johnny Bonos, be'fo;e re-
turning to U. S.
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BANDS GO

Hollywood Restaurant, New York,

eliced its $5,800 weekly nut for its

five dance bands last week when Red
Stanley and the Manchito rhumba
crew exited. Both had been stationed

in the Hollywood Deck, on the street

level and had been signed for two
weeks. Others are set for from 6-10

weeks.
This eases a situation that once

had the Hollywood management up
a tree. Five bands had been signa-

tured prior to the Hollywood's re-

opening by different persons who
w6re on the scene when plans for

reopening were made, but who left

It prior to the debut. Crews had
contracts so there was nothing to do
but play 'em. Situation had been
up for arbitration before Local 802

of the American Federation of Mu-
sicians before the spot opened.

Exits leave Lee Shelley, Seger Ellis,

the Rimacs stiU swinging.

Piccluanis Call Off Indpls.

Date After Truck Crash

Indianapolis, Dec. 27.

Picchiani Troupe, acrobats, was
unable to fill week's stand here,

opening Friday (23), when truck

skidded off icy roads into a ditch' in

mountainous country near Wheeling,
West Va., that morning.
Troupe had been en route from

New York. Truck containing equip-

ment was badly damaged, although

none of the performers was injured

serioudy. Three Reddingtons were
obtained from Chicago to replace.

Nitery Purge
(Continued from page 35)

Femme singers with tunes that come

off the back of barns and fences;

jitterbug femmes with skirts but no

underdress, rhumba dancers who
make Fatima look like a WCTU
leader are among the latest wrin-

kles. A rebirth of the boys-will-be-

girls entertainment has lifted the

eyebrows of the coppers particularly.

These conditions have brought

about a wave of complaints to the

morals squad. Even the. newspapers,

which have been pretty silent about

the entire situation, are joining In

the campaign. Several, which for-

merly allowed almost anything in

l;heir ads, are now censoring copy

carefully and in the more flagrant

spots are refusing to carry any copy.

These spots which try to run at

.east one real vaudeville-type act

on the bill are now finding it dif-

dcult to get any legitimate turn, the

acts realizing their appearances in

i;hese niteries will stamp 'em with a

rep that won't come off easily. Bet-

ter nitery agents, too, are nixing any
negotiations with these spots. Re-

sult is that the stag show bookers

are handling these spots almost ex-

clusively.

Six Cities Probed
Investigations are now underway

in six key cities in the midwest and
there is a report that several agents

for these joints will run up against

Federal charges due to the shipping

of femme talent across state bor-

ders.

Parents-and-Teachers Associations

are particularly active In the new
drives, due to the number of high

school kids being attracted to the

honkies. The' American Federation

of Actors is understood to be pre-

paring a list of niteries nixed for its

members.

Walter Kelly in Hosp^

Philadelphia, Dec. 27.

Walter C. Kelly, the 'Virginia

Judge,' was brought to a Philadel-

phia hospital last week from Holly

wood, where he suffered severe head
injuries "in a.street fall.

Jack Kelly, Democratic leader of

Philadelphia, flew to the Coast to

bring back Jbiis brother.

WILUE and EUGENE

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

"Hollywood Hotel" Revue
xocBmo

Fuller Circuit, Australia

F«r. Address

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
NEW YORK

.
Harold Rodner visiting the Will

Rogers, mitting and candying each
inmate.
William Morris, Jr., on short holi

day stay at Camp Intermission, tak-

ing up skiing.

Otto Kruse, who's ozoning at the

Erkander Cottage, ogled by his frau,

Lotte^ Lehmann, the opera singer.

Helen (Warner Bros.) Morrissey
left the Rogers with an absolute

okay.
Elmira Fuller and Jean Ryan, both

from New York, are newcomers at

the Rogers, for observation.

Mrs. William Morris gifted each
of her 'children' for Xmas.
Rose Hoenig, who ozoned for so

long, left for home okay.
Shirley SUverstein, Buster Frumas,

Fred DeMarco and Sam Seizor ogling'

the Rogers.
For good behavior and faithful

ozoning, Isabelle Rook, Robert Burk,
Frepl 'Schrader, Milton Weeks and
Michael Kelly allowed a furlough
from the Rogers to spqnd Christmas
at home.

Irving (Loew's) Wilbur, who made
the grade here, in for a checkup. Re-
port good.

(Write to those who are IIL)

$1 Drinkers' License Idea

Sacramento, Dec. 27.

A $l-a-year drinkers' permit

which, he said, would raise $3,000,000

a year was recommended here this

week by Fred E. Stewart, member
of the State Board of Equalization.

He said he proposed the tax on pa-

trons of liquor establishments and
clubs .only as a means of furnishing

additionar state income to take care

of the old-age security costs.

In his estimate of the number of

prospective liceijsees, Stewart con-

sidered more than 1,000,000 out-of-

state' visitors. The permit has been
established in a number of other

states, he said.

Liquor Administrator George
Stout said he regards the license

system . as too difficult to enforce.

iHow, for example, would- you en-

force the law in a cliib where there

are hundreds of patrons, he asked.

Miami Beach Cops Nab

^Vagrants' in Cafe Tour

Miami Beach, Dec, 27.

Spots here have been targets for
the local constabulary.
For the third time in as- many

weeks, police have visited clubs on
swing street, with latest call netting

H men, who were booked for va'-

grancy.
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Second 'Gang Buster*

Unit Set for Vaude
A second company of Phillips H

Lord's 'Gang Busters' vaude unit,
taken from the radio program, will
be formed in about three weeks by
Music Corp. of America. Carbon will
tour New England and the south.
New unit wUl carry about 10

people, including seven actors, two
soxmdmen and producer.

TheJHEATRE of the STARS

BOOKING AGENCY
GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

LOEW BLDG. ANNEX
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J . H . L U B I N
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Agents Scout Miami
New York ©gents are taking the

sun over the holidays in the Miami
sector on scouting missions.

Billy Stein, v.p. of Music "Corp. of
America, is en route there; ditto
Herman Bernie, New York manager
of the Myron Selznick agency.

Ted Lewis in Miami
Ted Lewis opens the Royal Palm,

Miami Beach, early in January and
Abe Lyman's band goes in there-
after.

Depending on how well Harry
Richnjan does at his new New York
nitery, Benny Fields may go into
that spot prior to Richman's advent,
around Feb. 8.

Deny Agent-Plea
(Continued from page 35)

'

dancer agreed to 28% commish when
earning $200 to $300 a week; 30%
between $300-$400 and 33^^% for
everything above $400 a week. Earle
set forth that his wife, a former prO'
fessional, tutored Pierce and gener
ally contributed to his professional-
advancement.
Pierce jumped his contract and

when under management of Music
Corp. of America^ the latter*s N. Y,
attorney, Julian T. Abeles, set out
to break the Earle-Pierce deal on
the ground that 'management' serv
ices aren't worth such high rates of
commish. Earle sued in the Third
District municipal court for $1,000,
as a nominal figure, to get quick ac
tion. Judge O'Rourke then conclud
ed that, stripped of the 'manage
menf services, the main idea is still

getting work for an actor, and 10%
seemingly is the legal % limit.

SS Draws Line

(Continued from page 35)

so they would not come under em-
ployer status, thus evading the em-
ployer tax.

The Entertainment Managers As-
sociation will hold annual elections
Tuesday (3). Nominating committee
was named this week by Howard
Wheeler, group's prez. The tax
problem will be discussed after the
meeting.
Overtures by Ralph Whitehead,

executive secretary of the American
Federation .of Actors, for settlement
of differences between the EMA and
newly formed Associated Entertain-
ment Directors were turned down by
Wheeler last week< AED is an off-

shoot of. EMA, formed recently
when bookers disputed.

Diamond Horsehoe
(PARAMOUNT HOTEL, N. T.)

Billy Rose's 'The Turn of a, Cen-

tury' revue in four parts, produced

by John Murray Anderson; costumes,

Raoul Pene du Bois; settings, Albert

Johnson: dances, Lauretta Jeperson;

technical director, Carlton Winclclcr;

with Beatrice Kay, Mangeav. Sisters

(4). Lulu Bates, Tom PatHcola,Clvde

Haher, Delia Lind, Buddy Doyle

Frank Libuse, Emma Francis; Willie

Solar, Jos E. Howard, Harry Arm-
strong, Ruth . Pine Quints, Fritzi

Scheff, 12 ponies, six showgirls. Noble

Sissle's Orch.

Billy Rose has a winner in his

Diamond Horseshoe. Replete with

consummate showmanship, the new
spot, in what was formerly the grill-

room of the Hotel Paramount, off

Broadway, is not just another new
nitery. The showmanship stems from
the basic idea back of this revue,

labeled 'The Turn of the Century,'

and is divided into four snappy sec-

tions, re-creating the spirit of Rec-

tor's, Steve Brodie's, Ziegfeld's Mid-
night Frolic and Delmonico's on New
Year's Eve. . , „ „ ^
In the latter, Diamond Jim Brady

(Tom Patricola) with Lillian Russell

(the gorgeous Delia Lind, moved
over from Rose's Casa Manana) are

the keynotes of a nostalgic sequence,

•Let's Dream Again.' Thus, as 'guests

of honor' some such former faves as

Emma Francis, Willie Solar, Joe E.

Howard (who, in. his 70s, still sells

his immortal 'I Wonder Who's Kiss-

ing Her Now' with charm of distinc-

tion), Harry Armstrong (the benign-
looking composer of 'Sweet Adeline,'

perhaps the greatest gang song of

'em all), maestro Noble Sissle (who
turiesmithed 'Shuffle Along,' still the
top colored revue of all times) and
Fritzl Schefl, with her 'Mile. Modiste'
memories, topped by 'Kiss Me
Again.' Latter, of course, since it

even strains fresh, young voices, is-

beyond Miss Schefl's present-day
capabilities, but since it's expected
of her, she is in order tackling it.

The first part—^Rector's—recap-
tures the mauve decade song-and-
danceology. The well-arranged pot-
I)ourri of yesteryear melodies and
now-corny terp routines have been
snappily " staged. ' Beatrice Kay
soubrets 'Ta-Ra-Boom-De-Ay'; a
'Diamond Horseshow Quartet,' com-
prising George Holmes, Al Terry,
Lloyd Colvin and Bert Whaley,
wears nifty masks simulating those
handle-bar makeups of the 1890s; the
12 ponies and a sextet of killer-diller

showgirls (who'U attract the stage-
door Johns all over again) and the
Mangean Sisters (4), with their
hokey, knockabout acro-comedy,
round out this portion.
Frank Libuse, the heckling waiter,

who has a suavity of style that never
offends, and who's been signed to a
straight 52-week contract by Rose,
makes Ziegfeld's Midnight Frolic
portion a miniature 'Hellzapoppin'
with his socko comedy. Libuse is as
versatile on the rostrum, with a
couple of expert comedy stooges, as
he is when working artiong the cus-
tomers.
Lulu Bates leads off the Steve

Brodie second part with 'Lady
Known as Lulu'; Tom Patricola clicks
with his standard hard-shoe taps,
personating Brodie; Clyde Hager's
pitchman routine rounds it out. The
girls come onto the floor, from the
rostrum, alternately, thus re-estab-
lishing the necessary cafe floor inti-
macy. Thus, it's not all a behind-
the-footlights routine, something that
the cafe diehards insist is the prime
shortcoming when the girls are not
paraded onto the floor, for that
closeup glom.
The stage and setting of the Dia-

mond Horseshoe is, as the name in-
dicates, a replica of the Metropolitan
Opera house, with boxes ' flanking.
The near-the*floor tables hold the
major capacity. Total around 650. A
huge bar fronts the room, and above
the bar is the stage. It's a replica
of Rose's Frontier Plaza layout when
he was at the Dallas expo.
There's a touch of spice in the

Ziegfeld sequence, via two tab-
leaux based on Anna Hold's milk
bath. Plenty of epidermic exposure,
but being immobile, it should be
okay. Delia Lind leads this with a
nifty medley of Ziegfeld song hits,
and Buddy Doyle has a solo opportu-
nity, doing his standard Eddie Can-
tor takeoff in his usual clicky man-
ner. It's here that costumer Raoul
Pene duBois outdid hir .self with the
sartorial display, repeating in the
Delmonico's finale. Some of his blue
shades are $5 production quality. Of
course, DuBois is better known for
his elaborate stage musical couturier
work.
This is the best buy at $1 mini-

mum, which is Rose's feature. The

show, with a $1 table d'hote—choicer
tables, of course, have a supplement-
ary preferred tariff of 50c—^makes it

an amazing buy.
The Diamond Horseshoe is In a

grill two flights down. The route
is appropriately decorated with Po-
lice Gazettes and other late 19th
century literature, including props
of Diamond Jim

.
Brady's collection

of baubles, and the like. Albert
Johnson, the stage designer, ;has done
an expert job again in recapturing
the mood, mode and manner of the
turn-of-the-century.. The ceiling and
walls are appropriately gold-and-
white; a hussar-costumed band plays
the yesteryear waltz faves until
Noble Sissle sends 'em with his sock
dansapation. Sissle does an extraor-
dinaryly good job playing the dif-
ficult show, as well as for the terps,

Abel.

ROAD TO MANDALAY
(DELMONICO HOTEL, N. t.)

Harry Richman, Joe Rines, Mary
Raye & Naldi, Adelaide Moffett.
Oscar De la Rosa Orch, Marion
Cooley, Bobby Martyn.

Harry Richman's Road to Manda-
lay was a daring investment as a new
cafe venture. Situated in the base-
ment of the Delmonlco hotel, New
York, it means much to the hostelry
management, -virhich is back of it

all, to invest that heavily on the
strength of Richman. Idea, of course,
is to further exploit the hotel be-
sides making the basic cafe venture
go. Investment has been reported
near $200,000.
On paper, the Road to Mandalay,

with, the present show lineup, looks
to be a click. So far, business, in the
face of the pre-Xmas lull, has been
strong, dating from the spot's pre-
miere Dec. 15. The first three days
of last week laryngitis kept Richman
from working, and when the word
got around he was ailing, business
eased a bit. Since then he, has been
forced out again, when his voice en-
cored a brodie due to cold.
All of this is prelude to the obvious

conclusion that the works revolve
about Richman. As for the star of
the spot, he remains, as before, a pre-
mier song salesman. A shortcoming,
however, is in Richman as a cafe
comedian. Whether it's something

(Continued oH page 37)
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ROAD TO MANDALAY
(Continued from page 36)

he brought back from England—
where the Giro's management, in

London, is still talking of his sensa-

tional b.o.—or whether because he's

been primed to try for the risque,

that phase of it is not panning out

so well. Richman's never needed

^^His mentors may be. correct In

their theory that present-day stand-

ards are liberal enough as to lan-

guage and spice, but Richman should
remain the exception that proves the

rule. First off, his quips are defi-

cient. They're not Joemillers exact-

ly, but they're anemic In their effect.

No matter how sliced, his personable
front as a host and 'song salesman
shoLild more than suffice.

His show is tiptop. In Mary Raye
and Naldi hi has a class terp team.
They've improved, if anything, since
last seen at the Rainbow Room, doing
their lifts and aesthetic, terpsichoirean
frills with a-Iigher finesse and grace.
Naldi's athletic prowess makes the
many difficult leverages and ful-
crums aiipear easy, and Miss Raye,
who, incidentally, must be a No. 1

customer of her couturier, glides
into the intricate formations glibly.

Adelaide MpfF^tt is another who
has been improving with professional
experience. Starting as a lark, in
the socialite songstressing cycle, she's
now thoroughly professional. Works
with the mike, and whams out the
production and

.
pop numbers in

zingy style. Since Eve Symington's
retirement. Miss Moffett is the No. 1
socialite songstress in the field.

Joe Rines, fave maestro atop the
swank St. Regis roof all summer, is
a natural for a class environment
such as this. Rines, whose Back Bay
batoning has long since established
him in Boston, knows how to dispense
the dansapation. He also knows how
to handle announcements. The De
La Rosa rhumba combo, last at La
Conga, N. Y., is the alternate combo.
Since La Conga folded, Bobby Mar-

tyn is now hosting in the mammoth
bar adjoining the Road to Mandalay.
Both the bar and the main room are
East Indian in motif, and very taste-
fully decorated. Marion Cooley, who
also has a socialite following, offi-
ciates at luncheon.
The bar should be a strong; paying

projposition. Ifs gay and roomy.
Main cafe seats 250; the bar 350-400,
if desired. The club's convert is
$1.50 and $2.50, one of the few cafes
depending on the couverts instead of
swank St. Regis roof all simimer, is
a minimum. There's a table d'hote
dlhnfer, but the rest of the show
Works sans Richman. He does two
post-midnight frolics. Abel.

last show, it provides ample diver-
sion. Costimies again are striking.
In the Fair cavalcade production,

which opens, costuming is in keeping
with the time of the former fairs,

h another production number, the
fioor girls are built around a bird
act Performing canaries, which do
little stunts, waUc tight wires, push
miniature carts, etc., for one of the
fioor ladies who presides, are owned
}y Jack Lane. He taught the girls

low to handle the birds and despite
the intimacy of a fioor, the noise^
etc., the little feathered fellows do
i;heir stuff without hitches. Girls are
m very sheer, attractive costumes in

this number. Line lassies are mostly
new and are lookers. .

Frank Paris and the A.B.C. Trio
are held over from the last show,
which has had a long run here. New
talent unearthed includes Miss
Trixie (New Acts), who hails from
Vienna, and Carol King (New Acts),
a toe dancer from the Coast. Miss
Trixie strikes a new note as a jug-
gler and also does acrbbatics. In
modern ballet ' routines Miss King
adds zest to the proceedings. Some
singing chores are in the bands of
personable Lee SulUvan, formerly at
the Weylin Bar on the east side.

In the finale, show members mis-
pronounce 'alma mater,' but it may
be because the special lyrics has to
make it rhyme with 'later.'

The Glen Miller band, which car-
ries a soloist, and was here before
Russ Morgan came in on the last

show, is back again. A good show
and dance band.

Pariis, a swell novelty act, has
added two marionets to his collec-

tion, Dorothy Lamour and Mickey
Rooney. Management may enlarge
the show in time for the big New
Year's push, when competition
among the Broadway clubs will be
stiff. Char.

WALTON ROOF
(PHILLT)

Philadelphia, Dec. '24.

Stroud Twins, Mitzi Green, Raul
& Eva Reyes, Chilton & Thomas,
Jimmy Blake, Line (17), Jeno Don-
ath Orch.

What on paper appears to be a
!)0werful combo is preity disappoint'
ng at Jack Lynches rooftop empor
lum. The thunder is stolen from
Mitzl Green and the Stroud Twins
by a dance team, Raul and Eva
Reyes with their snappy rhumbaing,

Strouds' difficulty lies in lack
of material. Dependent practically
wholly on comedy lines, the lads just
don't have them. Whereas their ra-
dio prominence was built entirely on
Clarence Stroud's spouting of the
dictionary's longest and finest, which
Claude proceeded to belittle, they
have practically none of that mate-
rial in the current turn. They wind
Up by hoofing a bit and then toss in
one acrobatic stunt, reminiscent of
the days when they were strictly a
hand-balancing act. Clarence Stroud
m.c.'s satisfactorily.
Miss Green is tops in her mimicry

of Sophie Tucker, Fannie Brice and
George Arliss. She also warbles
some, a bit less effectively than us
Ual.

Chilton and Thomas, terp team
provide one nifty soft-shoe session,
while the remainder of their turn,
employing hurdles and pedestals, is
generally so-so.
Line includes half-a-dozen dancers

and 11 showgal lookers. Productions
by Margaret Fielding are good. War
Wing by Jimmy Blake is passable.

Herb,

PARADISE, N. Y.

Frank Paris, A. B. C. Trio, Miss
Trixie, Carol King, Lee Sullivan
Glen MiUer Orch. -

Holiday show here ties "up with
the New York World's Fair under
billing of 'Dawn of a New Day' and
carries a production number that'i
in the nature of a cavalcade of al

S °^ recent history. Marjorie
Yielding produced with her usual

1 .« novelty and staging
skill, with result that even if thenew floor program isn't up to her

• 15 YEARS AGO •
(Froth Vamett and Clipper)

Nan Halperin back In vaude after

three years in musicomedy. Break-
ing in a swell turn at the Royal, New
York, to get the feel of things, not

that it seemed to be needed.

Chriistmas eve, wofst theatre night

of the year, saw 3,000 at the Hippo-
drome, N. Y. Midget Village was the

big draw for the kids, with the

parents along. Big noise was three

bands (30 pieces), California Ram-
blers, Brunswick orchestra and
Golden Gate orchestra. Badly placed

for best tonal effects, but imposing.

Light show at the N. Y. Palace,

but it played well. Lionel Atwill

headed, with Nellie and Sara Kouns
and Harry Carroll's revue also on
bill.

NEW ACTS

CHEZ PAREE

Chicago, Dec. 24.

Milton Berle, Grade Barrie, Flor^
ence & Bob RobiTison, Paul Regan,
Everett West, Lucien & Ashour, Lou
Breese' Orch.

Two guys walk away with this

show, producer Fred Evans and Mil-
ton Berle. Since coming over from
the Balaban & Katz Chicago theatre,
Evans has built production of the
Chez Paree into the outstanding item
in its show. With assistant Mary
Gorgas, Evans gives the Chez six

items that cause even the most blase
crowd to applaud.
Evans currently has a Strauss

waltz number that's one of the finest

turns ever sprung in this nltery,
Berle is dynamite. Today he

stands as the most glib comic on any
stage, and a guarantee to entertain.

His running patter is loaded with
solid laughs and his. songs are put
over well enough. Berle' has tried

and gotten away successfully with
every possible trick, including sllght-

of-hand, card manipulation and even
risley work. Only hoofing is not in

the Berle catalog, but he's getting
a bit too heavy for that.

He was on the fioor for two hours
at the opening show and didn't tire

himself or this audience. When he
called for the finale, this usually
cold mob nearly broke its mitts try-

ing to get him to continue his clown-
ing.
Grade Barrie is back again and

always welcome. Personality and
vocals make her 14-carat anytime,
anywhere. Everett West, also a
solid warbler, slams home 'Mystery
of Life' and 'Road to Mandalay.'
Paul Regan, impersonator, indi'

cates he would be happier in family
vaudfilm houses where imperson-
ators are still surefire entertain-
ment. He's a bit lost in this cafe.

Lucien and Ashour, comedy
knockabout ballroom team, sock
home with two numbers in which
tiie femme roughhouses the male for

a new twist in this type of act. Flor-
ence and Bob Robinson open the
show with some faist shagging and a
good tap routine. Good looking cou
pie and they work with an earnest
ness t^at will put them over with
any audience.
Lou "Breese's orchestra rates plenty

of commendation for the playing of

the show and dancing. GoZo.

Hawaiian Blue Room
(ROOSEVELT HOTEL, N. O.)

New Orleans, Dec. 24.

Buddy Rogers Orch, Haskell,

Three Trojans, King & King, Eliza-

beth Tilton, Arthur Wright, Meta
Stauder, Jitterbugs.

Although biz is down, the Ha-
waiian Blue Room of the Roosevelt
hotel is offering a fair show, topped
by Buddy Rogers' orchestra. Any
band following Abe Lyman's crew
here is in a tough spot and that's the
position Rogers finds himself in. Al-
though his band is smooth, the acts

are the outstanders. More of the

crisp sending, which distinguishes

the music provided for the Jitter-

bugs, and less of the salon type
would find more, favor with the

dancers.
Haskell, magician, does his fa-

Lowell Sherman and Lou Holtz

split honors at the N; Y. Alhambra.
Bill light on names, but fa^ moving.

Five out of the seven acts at the

N. Y. Broadway went vocal, which
did not do the bill much good.

Most theatres soft-pedaled on
Christmas week bills, but the Palace,

Chicago, had six comedy acts in a

row and they got over with a bang.

Included were Sophie Tucker, Four
Mortons, Morton and Dooley, Chic
Sale and Van Hoven.

Louise Lovely, picture player, was
doing personals. Selling nearly

everybody the idea they, too, could

get into pictures.

. Helen Hayes and O. P. Heggle in

Washington preeming in Zangwill's

'We Moderns.'

Numerous cheaply priced St. Louis
theatres charged with permitting
prostitutes to ply. their trade where
they would be safe from interference

from the police. Houses were said

to be getting from $150 to $225 a
day for winking at the solicitations,

After a drastic shakeup. Famous
Players'- Los Angeles studios were
going full speed ahead again. Jesse

L. Lasky was in the saddle.

N. Y. Board of Health after un-
sanitary theatres.

DeMille's "Ten Commandments'
opened at the Cohan, N. Y, Did
$5,000 the first two days. But those

days were Saturday and Sunday.

Erlanger office hard put to get

theatres for its own attractions.

Other managers chuckling.

miliar cigaret routine, baffling as
usual, and tops it off with a card
trick that patrons remember from
his last visit here. The Three Tro-
jans do their intricate fiips, twists

and spins with ease and skill despite
the limited space.
King and King offer a variety of

click dances. Elizabeth Tilton, Ar-
thur Wright and Meta Stauder, vo-
calists with the orchestra, are fea-

tured in solos, with the latter par-
ticularly possessing a highly indi-

vidual and appealing style.

The DiGatanos, who were to have
been featured dance «team in the
show, were injured in an auto acci-
dent en route here and were unable
to appear. The Jitterbugs, put into
the Blue Room as a 'temporary at-

traction' a month ago, are stUl at it

and going over big.
Rogers m.c.'s well and in a special

orchestra number soloS on practic-
ally every instrument. Liuzza.

TOWN CASINO
(MIAMI BEACH)

DINTY DOYLE
M. C.
Loew's State, N. Y.
Dinty Doyle, radio editor of the

N. Y. Journal-American and con-
ductor of a national Hearst radio
poll, johis the ptocession of news-
papermen turned vaudevillians for a
week at Loew's State.

Doing an amiable m. c.ing job, his

prime purpose is frankly that of

enlisting co-operation of guest stars,

said 'co-op' emphasizing cuffo bows
and mayhap a quip or two. Being
a columnist on an important daily,

one of the few left to retain radio
columns and columnists, under exist-

ing antipathy of newspaper pub-
lishers against radio, Doyle thus en-
joys an added distinction with the
radio talent.
As an m. c. he's a good newspaper-

man, a general conclusion as applied
to working newspapermen. The ex-
ceptions are rare and, if you have
Winchell in mind he wds an NVA
before he was a Remington wrecker.
But since newspapermen Of late have
become by-line primas in more ways
than one, many m. c.ing at benefits

or conducting their " own sustaining
programs on the air, the boys, as a
class, are more poised and more at

ease before audiences.
Doyle qualifies as such. He's easy

in his chatter, adequate in the intros.

and passingly acceptable when essay-(

ing a quip. Sometimes the quips
fall, but it's all rather all right.

Besides which, of course, such cuffo

talent as Lew Lehr, Cantor, Allen,

Kate Smith, Boswell, et al., is not to

be sneezed at when a theatre can
drag 'em over for an extra bend or

two. * Abel.-

JIMMY and MILDRED MULCAT
Harmonica
II MiOB.
Loew's State, N. Y.
Jimmy and Mildred Mulcay >are

among the best solo workers on the
lowly mouth-organ, which, since the
Minnevitch pioneering; has assumed
growing dignity and virtuosity. To-
day the harmonica soloists can do
plenty of tricks on their Hohners,
and, aided by the mike amplifica-
tion, some of the sonorous effects

are musical and extraordinary.
The Mulcays are personable, she

a nice-looking blonde. Act opens
apparently as a solo, with Mulcay,
in tails, gagging that he can get tWo-
tone effects. It's thus that his femme
partner is introduced from

,
offstage,

via a dual mike, as she takes the
alto passages and he the tenoring.
The- harmonics throughout make for
nice results.
Turn runs a bit overlong with its

repertoire of 'Caravan.' 'Flight of the
Bumble Bee,' 'Rhapsody in Blue,'
'Sugar Blues,' 'Carnival of Venice*
and an encore of 'Tiger Rag,' an-
nounced as Benny Goodman's ar-
rangement.
No question but that the Rlmsky-

Korsakoff composition is difficult;

ditto 'Rhapsody' and of course
'Venice,' with its triple-tongueing, so
announced, but which is performed
on an ordinary 50c. marine har-
monica. Mulcay states he and his
partner were a year and a half re-
hearsing it. Turn opened strongly
here. Abel.

some guest theatre shots with Nick
Kenny.
Cassel has a good voice, nice per-

sonal appearance, and possibilities.
But he needs coaching m his con*
duct behind the footlights. Judging
by his work at the Roxy, he doesn't
seU himself snappily enough, a
shortcoming partly due to very poor
selection of numbers. Gave out
'That's Why Darkles Were Born,*
'Lord's Prayer,' and 'You're Lovely*
(latter a production fiash with the
Gae Foster house line).
This trio of numbers is fairly slow

in musical tempo, and does not give
any opportunity for a showmanly
gamut up and down the baritone s
vocal range. He sings well enough,
but by eschewing standard touches
—standard, because they're success-
ful—he is missing the chance to sell
himself.

.

Should concentrate on better p>^o-
grammlng. That'll clear up most. of
the difficulties. Tune like 'Lord's
Prayer' would be fine during Lent,
but at Christmas time it's rather
grave. ' Edga.

ROSE BLANE
Singing
8 Miiis.

Strand, N. Y,
A rhythm singer wha sells her

numbers Well and with zest. Rose
Blane is a valuable asset to the Abe
Lyman band with which she works
as soloist. She's been with Lyman
for quite a spell, but under New
Acts for the flist time.
Miss Blane opens her routine with

'Gypsy in My Soul.' a bit old but an
excellent choice for her style of
singing, and follows with a number
Lyman wrote back in '23, *I Cried
for You.' This is done legit as sung
in 1923 and also in swing.
A special introductory by Miss

Blane leads the band to impressions
of Tommy Dorsey and other pres-
ent-day bands, topped by vocalizing
of 'Alexander's Ragtime Band.' •

Cfiar.

Miami Beach, Dec. 23.

The Everetts, John Hale, Cyril
Smith, Hank the Mule, Dorothy Fox,
Duke Dingley Orch.

A noisy audience caused perform-
ers untold discomfort opening night
The acts carried on regardless.
The Everetts, mediocre dance

team, probably had opening-night
jitters, but at best their stuff is just
passable.
John Hale, m.c, and okay vocalist,

was at the Continentale last season
and gets by.

Cyril Smith's comedy was entirely
lost at this catching, due to the con-
tinuous chatter. Hank the Mule,
novelty act, took top honors. A
mother and daughter team, their ef-
fort makes for plenty laughs. Dor-
othy Fox, from 'Sing Out the News,*
show, resumes Monday (26) after

two-week respite. Consequently,
she's only in for two days. Duke
Dlngley's orch is okay. Thorn.

LIONEL STANDEE
With Irwin Corey and Solem Bnrry
12 Mins.
State, Hartford
This is the first vaude stint for

Lionel Stander of the films and the
legit. Gives out with three dramatic
impersonations, all o.k. One of a
Russian nobleman, the other of a
drawing room character of the Noel
Cowaiu type, and the third of a
stoker on a boat,
Stander is assisted by Irwin Corev

and Solem Burry, ex-legiters, with
whom he indulges in comedy cross-
fire likewise to good purpose. Withal
a zestful act. Eck.

DAVE SCHOOLER'S 16 SWING-
HEARTS ORCHESTRA

With Harrison Sisters (3), Evelyn
Wilson

State, Hartford
This is the latest all girl band to

hit the market. Billed as the 16
Swinghearts, though their music is

far from swing, indulging principally
in sweet and semi-classical music.
Only male member of the band is

Dave Schooler who wields the baton.
Band could stand more polish—it's

only a month old—and better all

around setup.
Schooler is personable. Wields the

stick throughout except for a piano
solo of Liszt's 'Second Hungarian
Rhapsody.' Appearing with the band
are the Harrison Sisters (3) who
clear the jumps with two songs
'Honeysuckle Rose,' 'Trees' and a
medley of nursery rhymes. Sell
themselves effectively. Evelyn Wil-
son does her standard femme com-
edy drunk. Eck.

CALIFORNIA VARSITY EIGHT
Singing
6 Mins.
Strand, N. Y.
As the title suggests, college songs

may be expected from the Cali-
fornia Varsity Eight and are forth-
coming, but the boys do not appear
in rah-rah regalia. They're cos-
tumed in operetta getup, including:
tights, etc., but that makes no mat-
ter. •

.

Men make a fine appearance and
have excellent singing voices. The'
operetta fiavor is mixed with that
of American folk songs and winds
up with the campus airs. Several
or the men rotate to lead the group'
vocally before the mike. Char,

YOLA GALLI
Singing
7 Mins.
Casa Manana, N. .Y.
Yola Galli, comely blonde, works

like a veteran despite her obvious
youth. She's given the appellation
of a Billy Rose 'fijjd of the month.' _
Stressing altitudinolis notes, she

was a smash on a, bi}l studded with
vets. Forced to a second encore at
show caught. Miss Galli did 'Donkey
Serenade. Wear.

GEORGE SHELLEY
Singing
5 Mins.
Casa Manana, N. Y.
Personable balladeer, George Shel-

ley evokes early admiration with his*
baritoneing. Main criticism is that he
seemed mOce conscious when caught.
However, this will be eliminated as
he goes along.
Lad has only two salable tunes,

but does them well. Wear.

WALTER CASSEL
Songs
8 Mins.
Roxy, N. Y.
This baritone's name turns up very

frequently in radio reviews, but
heretofore has not been in the vaude
files. He's been around to theatres
before, however, and the Vahietx
Radio Directory shows he made

CAROL .KING
Dancing
8 Mins.
Paradise Rest,, N. Y.
On from the Coast, Carol King is

a ballet diah(ier of .modern technique
and good looks which adds consid*
erable flash to her dancing work.
She is on the toes all. the way indf
while not going in for any tapping,
provides certain dressing that makes
her ideal for floors. Miss King alsci
suits for picture theatres. Char.

MISS TRKIE
Jn^gling,

. Acrobatics
12 Mins.
Paradise Rest., N. Y.
Miss Trixie, an import, goes in for

something that has always been a
man's job—^juggling. She is a
chubby, fat-legged young lady who
does tumbling as well. The act is
distinctly a novelty entry and one
that scores easily.
The Russian type of juggling, with

stick in mouth and rubber balls for
balancing as a part of the juggling,
figures in her routine. She also jug-
gles plates and for a blowoff a total
of five large rubber spheres which
must be difficult to manage even il
looking easy, Chor.

COY mhier's own cafe
Lynchburg, Va., Dec. 27.

Operation of Merry Garden, cafe
here, has beeh taken over bjr Coy
Miller, director of a 19-pIece local
orchestra.

Baton swinger opened pKiVe v/lih.
special Christmas Eve ini^^t per-
formance.
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STATE, N. Y.

Dinty Doyle, Jim & Mildred Mul-
cay, 6 Dehonairs, Boy.Foy, Jane

Pickens, Cass, Owen & Topsy; Ruby
Zwerling house arch; 'West vnth

Hardys^ (M-G).

The State has one ot ^he costliest

talent shows this week, yet the

cheapest, this anomaly hiding under

the. billing of Guest Stars. Dinty

Doyle (New Acts), radio editor of

the N. y. Journal-American, head-,

lining the current bill, haa guesting

for him such people as Lew Lehr,

Kate Smith, Eddie Cantor, Fred

Allen, Abbott and Costello, Phil

Baker, Connie Boswell, Tommy
Riggs and others. They make cuffo

guest appearances at the night

shows, and the State has a perma-
nent marquee display heraldmg the

changing guesters. Lehr was on
opening night, Allen the second and
Cantor the third, which isn't a bad
parlay. This is Doyle's vaude debut.

Show is primed in the conven-

tional nitery atmosphere, a popular

form of presentation whenever news-

papermen or columnists do their

stuff on a vaude flyer. In the case of

Doyle, as with most of the other

newshawks gone NVA, he's makmg
a pretty good try of it.

Most of them being Broadway or

cafe columnists, the atmosphere is

nitery; in Doyle's case he wants it to

re-create the informality of a studio

broadcast, minus, however, those

'applause' cards. In sequence, he
opens with Jim and Mildred Mulcay
(New Acts), who wham over some
corking harmonica work, although

running overboard.
The 6 Debonairs, who have been

in 'You Never Know' and 'Fetween

the Devil,' have sortie smart produc
tion lyrics to background their con
certed hoofing, although the latter is

the bulwark of their stuff. Nice-

looking male sextet, in ultra formal
attire, are more than the usual

tandem of expert tapsters. Their
version of a mechano-tyiie dance,

in line with the 1939 World's Fair,

is topical and extremely well exe-

cuted. There has been much imagi-
nation and priming in th«j prepara-
tion of this routine particularly, nor
Is it too stiff and 'impressionistic' in

toto, as evidenced by the concluding
comedy business. That's a show-
manly switch. Act shpuld do very
well on a cafe floor as well as on a

its tone is full and pliant. Arrange-

ments are distinctive without being

too showy. Peewee Hunt, Sunny
Dunham and Murray McLaglen
(spelling by ear) contribute passable

specialties. Frank Homaday offers a

brief vocal with the house organ.

Of -the individual acts* strongest

entertainment is supplied by Fred

Sanborn, vet comedy xylophonist.

Working with Milburn Christopher,

who does a couple of knotted rope

tricks, Sanborn sports his familiar

fow comedy duds, including long,

flapping shoes, short-long trousers,

goofy hat and necktie and 'produc-

tion' eyebrows. . After bungling sev-

eral tricks and getting tangled ludi-

crously in a few xylophone numbers,

he finally plays a medley of contrast-

ing bits with merry skill. All this is

offered with a hilarious accompani-

ment of knowing smirks and balmy
glances across the footlights or at the

orchestra, and it's all done in click

low comedy style.
. ,

-j
Andrews Sisters, having just closed

at the Glass Hat, N. Y., are back for

their second Paramount stage date

in about six months. Trio offer the

STRAND, N. Y.

Ahe Lyman Orch, Walter 'Dare'

ists. Helen Morgan is Helen MM'-
gan, this time without her piano, but
still with Jerome Kern music. Stick- 1

ing wisely to ballads she fashions, a
resounding click. Miss Morgan and

Wahl. DaleWinthr^P.^J^^^^^ Dick Foran. did
Kern's 'Show Boat' up brown be-Pcp

re
California Varsity Eight, 'Red .

per; 'The Dawn. PatroV (WB),
viewed in Vabiety Dec. 14.

A tight, swingy,.and fast 50 min-

utes of entertainment is brought

here for the holidays by Abe Ly-
man's orchestra which carries all the

acts excepting Walter 'Dare' Wahl,

standard in vaude and picture houses

for years. Harry Gourfain has given

the- show eJccellent staging,' setting

it against at tasteful and effective

background.
Lyman, one of the oldtimers him-

self, follows another oldtimer in

here,. Ted Lewis, who completed a

four weeks' stint Thursday night

(22). Away from New York about

a year, the Lyman orchestra, with
specialty talent, had a run at the

Chez Paree, Chicago, and also played
the Roosevelt, New Orleans,- plus a

RIVERA, B'KLYN
(NEW)

NTG Unit, Slate Bros, (3), Fay
Carr6lh Byrnes Sisters, Chicquito,
Eleanor Wood, Joan Gaylord, Neil

tween 'em. Former did all the femme and Clark. Continenm Thrillers Ted

numbers and Foran gave 'em 'Ol' |
Eddy Orch (9); 'Ladies in Distress'

string of one-nighters.
... -

, Keeping in step with the times,

usual group of three numbers, har- Lyman is giving 'em sweet music as
mony arrangements of Hold Tight, gg jitterbuggy swing. He has
Umbrella Man' and their familiar

Bei Mir,' then encore with a fair

swing version of 'Old Man River.

'Umbrella Man' is by far the most
distinctive and effective.

Other act on the bill is Frank
Paris, whose puppet maneuvering
has been seen in several New York
vaude houses and niteries in the last

few months. Still okay for an act of

its kind, and Paris is shrewd enough
to keep changing his material.

Kobe.

STANLEY, PITT.

several very effective arrangements,
and where the spirit of the proceed-
ings calls upon the six-foot Lyman
to get hot himself, he rises to the

occasion with the best of 'em. His

men lay oil the brass, too, when
called upon, and 'Red' Pepper, trum-
peteer, has a stint downstage that

is effective. Going to town, he does
impressions of Henry Busse's 'Hot
Lips,' Clyde McCoy's 'Sugar Blues'
and his own conception of 'St. Louis
BJues' with a vocal opening. Pep-
per is a rotund, pleasant type of fel-

low who clicks solidly.

Lyman's opening with the band, 'I

Got Rhythm' (as a tribute to Gersh-
win) is swingy and pretty brassy,
with Lyman conducting in the de-
sired manner and stamping himself

Pittsburgh, Dec. 24.

Ken Murray, Jack (Scat) Powell, ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^
Elgins, 4 Kim Loo Sisters. Gene jj^^e^igtgiy ^ cat. His special ar

Austin with Candy and Coco, Mine-
vitch's Rascals (9), Dave Broudy's
House Orch (16); 'Going Places'

(WB).

Stanley putting its best foot for-

ward for the holiday week with a

line-up of talent that not only h^s

marquee value, but also delivers.

Single jarring note is color of some

of Ken Murray's material. Ordi^

narily that wouldn't matter so much,

but with the big kid trade expected

during vacash period, comic's mate-
jostrum^^ami is the

ty^lfJ^J^'i™.*!^?^ I
rial could stand soap and water.

For the oldsters, however, . Mur-the Rainbow Room customers would
fancy, especially the rhythmic dance
mechanique.
Boy Foy, who, too, la equally facile

whether in cafes or in theatres, does
amazing jugglery on the . unicycle,

much of it basically difficult on terra

flrma. Jane Pickens, oflsnoot of the
Pickens Sisters, is an ash-blonde
looker, nicely tall without falling

into the 'statuesque* groove, and a
cinch for production, musical com
edy or films. She sopranos a mean
ballad and shows an unmistakable
operatic range in her burlesque, of

ray's a pushovfer. Retailing practical-

ly same set of gags he had on dis-

play here three years ago in tab
'Sketch Book,' he gets by more on
ease and manner than material, for
the fellow does have a way with
him. Could use a stooge to advan-
tage, and no denying that he misses
Oswald.
Show's only soft spot is at the be-

ginning, with Dave Broudy's house
crew, moved from the pit to. the
stage, starting off with tepid collec-

rangement later on of 'Melancholy
Baby,* done sweetly and with the
bandsmen doubling vocally as a
group, is the standout. A popular
swing selection provides for the
close, played spiritedly.
Wahl's comedy acrobatic act leads

to the windup, while ahead of this

is Rose Blane (New Acts), a singer,

She is doing three numbers, one of
which is built for the purpose of
providing the band with an oppor
tunity to do impressions of Tommy
Dorsey, Guy Lombardo and other
orchestras. Miss 'Blane topping with
'Alexander's Ragtime Band.' She
also does 'I Cried for You,' which
Lyman write in 1923. Another sin.

gle carried by the band is Dale Wiii'

throp, novelty tap dancer,

Man River.' Theatre should be pay-

ing royalties currently to Edna Fer-

ber and Kern. Foran, in addition

to this tune, sang two westerr songs.

He has a timid approach to an audi-

ence, but his personality is good,

though quiet. Pipes are satisfac-

tory.
Six Marvels open the show, nicely

with their sktiting stunts all stand-

ard and over well here. It used to

be Nash and Fately; now it's Dick
and Leota Nash with a good portion

of roping tricks and a cduple of me-
dium-sized gags. Always good in the
deuce, and can fit in on any vaude
bill in that spot. Ray and Trent
got the closest to laughs with their

occasional clowning in their hand-to-
hand balancing act. For the most
part they stick to straight acrobatics
and score solidly; Selma Marlowe
comes through again with two neat
tapping bits, with her closing Span-."

ish tap routine rating especial atten-

tion. Three Sirottos close the bUl
and top of the show in excellent
fashion on their hikes. Especially
good is their work on the high uni-
cycles.

Dr. Hoffman was a solid novelty
in the middle of the show with his
drink-mixing. Scored strongly with
this audience, and made entertain-
ment out of a stunt which is not
basically entertainment. Good work-
er, and handles the payees cleverly
and gets plenty out of 'em.
Leading the band and m.c.'ing the

show is Al Kvale. Kvale was one of
the top boxoffice names arovmd town
a few years ago during the hey-day
of the ' m.c, and his return to the
loop is not only welcome, but a good
augury. Kvale is on top of the show
at all times here and paces the acts
with skill and finesse.

Business was great at the supper
show on Christmas eve (Saturday),
opening day. Gold.

Nixon's Grand, Philly

Philadelphia, Dec. 23.
Claude Hopkins Orch, Slim and

Slam, Miller Brothers (3), Ghezzis,
Beverly White, Lucky Sisters (2),
Crackshot, Bill Bailey, Ray Moore;
'Mr. Wong, Detective' (Mono)i

Despite fairly good line-up of

She was I marquee names, show at the Grand
this stanza totals up to only a so-socaught at the Paramount, N. Y., in

1937
California Varsity Eight (New h^^ir, which results in a sesh that

Acts), a group costumed in the I

lacks any real distin^rtion or im
operetta manner, -but featuring
American folk songs and popular
college tunes, are on shortly after i * .4.. - j 1.. .

the opening. Very good singing either, for production is often

(Rep).

Once a part of the flesh-and-fllm

Keith ehain, the Rivera has been a

straight picture house for the past 10

years as part of the Randforce cir-

cuit of heighborhood houses. Spot

has been dark four months since
Randforce .dropped it, but relighted
Christmas Day with a combo policy
gunned by NTG's familiar unit to
which several outside acts have been
added; Screen fare will be from the
'B' drawer.
Rivera is unusuaUv large for a

nabe spot, seating 2,400, and if the
policy of feature, newsireel and me-
dium priced flesh goes over at 40c
top, the bookings for the house will
be widened to bring in name bands.
Business opening night almost fiUed
the house, with reaction to NTG and
the antics of the Slate Bros. good.
Setup calls for four-a-day which is

made possible by the elimination, of

shorts, etc., because of a 1 p.m. open-
ing rule. Vaude is on a split week
basis, four and three.

Stage setting conforms with the
usual makeup of nabe combo presen-
tations, spotting a nine-piece orches-
tra led by Ted Eddy on stage. Out-
fit is nothing out of the ordinary, but
handles the musical backing for the
various turns in okay fashion. Slate
Bros, work in their accepted style,

turning in 10 ihinutes of terps and
nonsense, then spend the rest of the
hour .long show . heckling everybody
in sight. It's NTG's stereotyped
style of presentation, but clicks as
always.
Beside appreciation for the three

Slates, best reaction of the payees
was to Fay Carroll and the Byrnes
Sisters, and the closing Continental
Thrillers. Last two are standard
turns, while Miss Carroll is a fooler.

Granlvmd, m.c.'ing the show, gives
her the same dumb dame buildup
that he gives the rest. But when
she opens her mouth to pipe, 'This Is

My True Confession' it's proof
enough she can handle tunes well
enough for any spot. Byrnes Sis-

ters are a tap trio and click handily
in two spots. Both are imison rou-
tines, 'first exceptionally well done,
and the second a good military.

Continental Thrillers is the oft-re-
viewed, trio of rollet skaters, pimch-
ing home familiar spins and fancy
roller bearinged routines. Rest of
the turns are NTG 5tandard3, classi-

fying mainly as flUers. There's
Chicquita, Mexicetn dancer; Eleanor
Wood, interpretative terper; Joan
Gaylord, Russian dancer; Neil and
Clark, jitterbug hoppers; and the

nellinff cauqp for a return vi<5it hv fhi»
^-'^ai'i., jiuiciuufi iiuptjcia, auu mopeuing cause lor a return visit by tne Uj^ji^ ^jionde, Helena Anderson, from

audience. It's not all the fault of the

voices figure. Char.

divas, whose high C's are punctuated
by peslty mosquitoes. Miss Pickens
is smart in keep'ing -in the clown-
ing department, especially for
variety and cafe consumption. Open-
ing with 'Beautiful Baby,' her med-
ley of what she calls three! top bal
lads
—'Smoke Gets in ' Your Eyes,'

'Star Dust' and 'Night and Day'—is
surefire socko songology, especially
as she interprets them. Miss Pickens
might watch her' make-o, which
seems over-accentuated about the
eyes and cheekbones,

Crss, Owen and Topsy, .without
Mack, are their surefire clicks with
the unique acro-comedy in which
Topsy and the other femme are the
features. The contortive .flips and
falls and the general comedy rou-
tine commend this turn for any the-
atre. Announced as just back from
the 'Folies Bergere' (Paris), it's

patent that the comedy combo Isn't
restricted' linguistically anywheres.
Doyle m.c.s in between, pacing the

show nicely, asking for extra bends

an all right overture, but doesn't fit

the genesis of a presentation. After
that, Murray takes over and things
go along swimmingly right up to the
curtain. Five Elgins, including two
femmes, deliver a show-stopper im-
mediately with- their sock juggling
session, which is tops in both novel-
ty and action. Murray follows them
on to lampoon a composite picture
of different maestri batoning the
band through 'Tiger Rag' and good
for laughs.
Jack (Scat) Powell next, scatting

hotly through couple of wordless
songs. Bread and butter for the jit-

terbugs. The average payee may

STATE-LAKE, CHI
(NEW)

slow, and. the lighting is frequently

bad.

Fact is, annoyance starts even be-

fore the show begins and gives it a
bad opening break. Cause is the ter-

rifically overlong plugging for the

special New Year's show, pictures,'

Granlund's Midnight Sun eatery in
New York. She essays the wofn-out
'A-Tisket A-Tasket.'

STATE, HARTFORD

Hartford. Dec. 24.

Lionel Stondcr, FcnioicTc & Cook,
Gaylene Sisters, Flagg & Arnold,Chicago, Dec. 25.

Six Marvels, Dick & Leota Nosh, 1 acts, bands, jitterbug contests and I Stoinghcarts Orch (16')',Dave School-
Dick Foran, Selma Marlowe, Ray «& everything else that's coming to the er' Harrison Sisters (3), Evelyn Wil-
Trcnt, Dr. Hoffman, Helen Morgan, house for the next six months. And son, Sam Kaplan House Orch; 'Or-
Three Sirottos,_ Al Kvale, House

| as if repetitious trailers aren't pharts of the Street (Rep).
Orch; 'Campvs Confessions^ (Par). enough, whea they finally wind up

and tiie show seems ready to begin,
offstage voice starts the puffing all

|

I

over again on the house p.a. system.
Outstanding bit of the entire line-

I up is the warbling of Beverly White, I

colored vocalist with Claude Hop-
kins' outfit Femme starts none too
well with a slowie, but she gets into

Balaban 8e Katz has taken this

house- over since its former manage-
ment, Jones, Linick & Schaefer,
moved around the corner to the
Oriental. New owners spent around
$75,000 for a complete physical re-
vamping from carpets to marquee.
All in all, B&K did a splendid job of I the nifty class as soon as she gets!

be puzzled by what Powell's trying making the Stj»te-Lake practically a warmed up. She's unbeatable on
to do, but he's strictly in the idiom new theatre, as well as a possible versions of 'My Bonnie,' 'Blue
of the ickies. Kim- Loo Sisters (New factor again in the local show busi- Heaven' and 'Marie.'
Acts), four unu.sually attractive Chi- ness. The' State-Lake has had a re- Hopkins' crew -is chiefly distin-
nese gals, deliver a song-and-dance markable effect on Chi biz since it guished by the stick-swisher's work
stanza that alternates between good was built: It originally brought on the ivories. Hot swinger, he's no
and bad, and then Gene Austin vaudfilm to the attention of the doubt one of the most gifted of the
comes on with Candy and Coco to

|
public and knocked two-a-day galley Negro piano-pounding maestros. His
west. Later, when vaude was —shoot things back into high again.

Austin's recent comeback under-for the acts and Ruby Zwerlmg the
-tandabfe since his voice is nracticalhouse maestro, -who's on the rostrum I^T oT of i+ «foo twn ^r,

for the current . engagement. In I

^ood as it- ever was, and m
hai-aliing Allen the col imni; . men
tionad that this marked AUer.'s first
Bvosdway stage appearance in seven
years. Abel,

PARAMOUNT, N. Y. pops and a song or two of his own,

I

but on the encore "^shot across a med-
Glen Gray Orch, Frank Homaday, l«y three old-time hits he helped

Andrews Sisters, Frank Paris, Fred Popularize, 'When Whippoorwills
Scnborn; 'Artists ond Models Abroad' CaU,' 'Nobody's Sweetheart' and
(Par), reviewed in VARiETy Nov. 2. 'Some of These Days.'

— Following niche reserved for Mur
Fair enough entertainment on this ray's o"-i specialty, his familiar but

stage bill, but just mild boxoffice still funny bit with the clarinet, with
draw. Screen \ portion is okay b.o., I

Powell coming in at the end for a

floundering, J. L. & S. tried a new
State-Lake policy, which was a com-
bination of vaude and ;stage show in

Candy and Coco he has a couple of { addition to pictures. It caught on,
instrumental helpers, one on guitar and subsequently many theatres
and other on bull fiddle, who would have used' this set-up.
be useful to anybody. Austin sits at Now the house is again trying an-
the piano, and had to give 'em an other scheme, and there is a possi-
even dozen tunes before mob would bility that it will mean much in view
let him get away. Stuck to current

|
of the remarkable business that was
turned in on the worst day of the
year (Christmas eve). It's simply a
line-up of eight acts of vaudeville,
plus a picture. In this week's show,
all acts are run off in front of the
band and introduced by an m.c.
But that isn't the punch. The

wrinkle here is the capacity trade
the house enjoyed on the dajr before
Christmas. Which would indicate

with Jack Benny and Joan Bennett f€W minutes of vocal-reed jamming, that vaude at a price (40c top here)
'

' Closer is the Minevitch raggedy is a real boxoffice idea and show-for the marquee, but 'Artists and
Models Abroad' is tepid entertain
ment. So, considering evers^thing, it

looks like this show will ride along
on the holiday swell without gener-
ating much power of its own.
Glen Gray's orchestra, which

opened the Paramount's name-band
policy about two years ago, is still a
strong musical outfit which impresses
on its own, handles a show proficient-

ly, and possesses a couple of middling
solo specialty members. Band Is

nicely balanced between the brass,

woodwind and rhythm sections, while

crew, without Borrah, of course.
They're socko and r'ghtly so. Last
time here boys were sacrificing their
mouth-organ slickery for comedy,
but they've managed to combine the
two of them effectively without
making any sacrifices in either di-
rection. Act is just about tops now,
and runs just as smoothly as it did
when Minevitch was in front. The
half-pint in chaps at the far ed is

still head man.
Biz off, but expected day before

Xmai; Cohen.

men everywhere who are looking for
an angle to give some impetus to
their boxoffice can study seriously
the remarkable reaction being re-
ceived by the State-Lake with its

set-up of plenty of good acts com-
bined with a 'picture (strictly 'B'

here).
Inaugural bill is loaded with solid,

standard talent, but nevertheless is

not a well-rounded variety bill, be-
ing especially lacking in talk and
comedy.
Heading the show are two vocal-

13-piece outfit caters strictly to the
jive-nuts in passably good style.
Slim and Slam, authors of 'Flat

Foot Floogie,' make their seconsl
Philly appearance in about four
weeks, recently having been at the
Earle. Seemed to be crisper at the
earlier engagement. Although their
•work on- the bass fiddle, guitar and
vibraphone are good, lads appear to
take themselves too seriously. Couple
of grins might help.
Three Miller Brothers do a hoofing

turn aboard a row of latters whose
meaning is undecipherable. Also
dance on a high table made of pipe,
which is pretty junshowmanly in ap-
pearance. Terping's- okay, but not
distinctive. Ghezzi Brothers (2) pro-
vide the only ofay act in the revue.
Are excellent in hand-balancing and
exhibition of sheer strength stuff.

Finish with nice bit of comedy which
they have been using for some time,
the 'Big Apple' upside down, actually
just dancing on their hands to the
tune of the number.
Comedy is taken care of by Crack-

shot, Bill Bailey and Ray Moore.
Somewhat reminiscent of standard
hurley skits, it's often pretty blue,
but gets by in okay fashion. Lucky
Sisters (2) provide some mediocre
harmony and n.s.h. terping, while the
line of IS shows more than the usual
chorus-gal enthusiasm, but little else,

Herb.

Lionel Stander, making the first

stop of a p.a. tour, braces the mar-
quee this week.. Show is well paced

and of sock proporti6ns.

Following an overture by the

house band, show opens with the

theme song by the 16 Swinghearts

(New Acts) from behind closed cur-

tains. Band belies its name, plays

mostly sweet and semi-classicail mu-
sic. It's led by the personable Dave
Schooler, who m.c.'s the show. . Ag-
grtegation swings out in 'Night Ride
following which the Harrison Sis-

ters, singers, are spotted. Gals have
good voices and get over nicely with
'Honeysuckle Rose' and a medley of

nursery rhymes.
On next are the Gaylene Sisters

(2) (New Acts), acrobatic dancers,

who give a goqd account -of them-
selves. Fenwick & Cook pack a high
voltage punch with their knockabout
comedy. Score solidly with a Tyro-
lean slap dance. Band next plays
'Enchanted,' making a nice spot for

the Harrison Sisters to reprieve in

'Trees.' ^

Evelyn Wilson, making her third

appearance in this town in as many
months—two of them at this house-
registers solidly with her femme
drunk act. Schooler spotted next in

a piano solo of Liszt's 'Second Hun-
garian Rhapsody.' Flagg & Arnold
click with hand balancing stunts.

Gals from the .band next gather

around the mike in a choral number,
'Ten Pins.' .

In the next to the closing spot,

Stander (New Acts), makes an ex-

cellent chaser. Is a strong support-
ing act. Does three dramatic im-
personations in which he is forte and
indulges in comedy cross-fire with
two stooges (Irwin Coey and Solem
Burry). „ ,

Band, on stage all the time, finales

with a swing medley. Lighting ef-

fects for the band standout. Biz good
at show caught Sunday night (Z5;

considering the holiday. EcK,
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ROXY, N. Y.

Sunny Rice, Six Christianls, WiU-
iarns & Charles, Eddie Rio & Bros.

ic),
Walter Cdssel, Gae Foster House

,ine, Paul Ash House Orch; 'Ken-

tucky (20th), reviewed in VabiEty

Dec. 21.

Coupled to a film of average

length, the Roxy's Christmas-week

gtage show runs a bare 50 minutes,

which is quite a trimming from the

usual show dished out here. Possibly

the management is counting on a big

turnover with a shorter show, and
probably a production of this type

Is a nod toward oldsters' and kid-

dies. Certainly juveniles and the

folks under 40 will flpd the bill pret-.

ty tepid.

Starting with shortcomings

—

what's lacking at the Roxy this week
is first of all some good flash-act

dancing; secondly the bill could
stand some fnappy pop vocalizing.

Showing a zero in both depart-
ments (except for some brief tap-

ping by Simny Rice), the business
fails to impress as punchy enough,
or- coherent in the sense of today's
house shows.
Gae Foster house line, as always,

opens the proceedings, garbed in
winter sports costumes. Sunny Rice,

gayly bedecked in a white skating
costume, flashes on for three minutes
of some of the snappiest tapping seen
here in a long time. Her footwork
is confined entirely to hammering
out rhythm while executing spins.

Six ' Christianis, last at. the Inter-
national Casino (N.Y. ) nitery, follow
witii their aero pyramids and tee-
terboard work. A standard act, but
polished - and okay. Williams and
Charles, clowns, derive music out of
spinning discs and other odd para-
phernalia, but aside from the act's
interest for the kids, it has no place
here. At five minutes, the clowning
ruiis far too short.
Walter Cassel (New Acts), radio

baritone, follows—again without any
production bridge on the part of the
house line—and sings three nimibers.
Cassel needs more stage experience,
and coaching in how to- sock a lyric
across.

Eddie Rio and Bros, have some
pretty good comedy, some of it nutty
and some of it caricatiure. They
also have a comedy hoofing routine.
Best bet of the lot is Rio's imitation
of a gal getting ready to take a bath.
'March of Time' business—and par-
ticularly the auto races bit—^has been
seen frequently before and could be
blue-pencilled to advantage.

Poster Girls close the show with a
told-soldier number on stilts. It's
eye-filling and trickily lighted.
Biz very mild at show caught, Fri-

day eve (23). Edga,

CASA MANANA, N. Y.

Vincent Lopez Orch., 12 Aristo-
crats, Benny Baker, Carol Bruce,
Shaw & Lee, George Shelley, Yola
Calli, Doc Rockwell, Madeline Mere-
dith, Ina Haywood, Paul HcMkon,
Peggy Fears, Lupe Velez.

A trim measure of comedy, plus a
fairly equal balance of singini^ and
strictly dance turns, makes the 9th
edition of Billy Rose's Streamlined
Varieties stack up with the best.
This IS the show Rose readied, when
waiter union trouble prompted him
to consider straight vaude house
operation. Vaude-revue is topped
off with, spotting of reproduction of
the World's Fair pensphere-trylon
theme symbols in only attempt for
display in lineup. This is followed
by an outright plug /for Rose's ex-
position sideshow in 1939.
Benny Baker m.c.'s the show

expertly. His
.
spotlighting of the

finds of the mionth* is more than a
billing. Both George Shelley and
Yola Galli are effective singers, the
petite blonde scoring tremendously
With her semi-operatics.
Doc Rockwell, who was on Rose's

original bill when he tbok over the
Casa last January, is back again with
his anatomical lecture. He has added
a gown-trimming routine that turns
out to be a zany strip-teaser of
laugh-provoking proportions. Ina
Haywood and Madeline are worthy
foils.

Lupe Velez scores solidly with
umtations of Peggy Fears (who's on
this bill), Hepburn, Zorina, Shirley
Temple, Del Rio, 'Dopey' and Gloria
Swanson. The Hepburn takeoff,
though broadly burlesqued, and
those on Del Rio and Swanson are
tops; Temple, the least significant,
impersonation of Miss Fears singing
.Jou_Go to My Head' comes right on
the heels of that songstress' specialty,

*M 1°°^' ^^^s Velez returns for a
02nd street scene,' clowning with
*»aker, his long-'haired stooge and
Miss Fears. The roughhouse panto-
inune probably will be smoother in

®s plenty funny.
Show, which runs 90 minutes on

n ^ *"fie heavy on singers,
^-arol Bruce, comely brunet, starts it.
Her Born to .Swing' is best of three
songs. George Shelley, the first 'find

Stuu ^ month,' lives up to this billing

^il two good songs. Yola Galli was
frf° , forced to do two encores,

Ui^^y Serenade,' proving best.

2J,fJg
operatic 'notes are taken in

'r^^fHJ^^^^^ registers neatly with

talt^
My Head,' and then with her
r^^*^ pantomiming of how

Shubert, CarroU and Ziegfeld girls

walk, sauntering off with book on
her head to climax last description.
Paul Haakon dominates the terps

end of biU which includes the fancy
stepping of the Aristocrats. First
offering is a Portuguese tipsy sailor
dance, with castanets figuring in solo.
Returns later for a Russian sailor
number from the ballet, 'Red Poppy.'
Both excellent choices for this spot.
The Aristocrats, mixed dozen, who

open with their standard unison,
eccentrique dancing, return midway,
formally garbed, for their acro-
adagio tricks. They climax with
tossing the six fenunes in nifty style.
Clicked big.
Shaw and Lee, back on Broadway,

keep things rolling with new twists
to old gags and fancy word manipu-
lating. Their whacky stepping and
manhandling click per usual.
Betty Hutton, torrid swing singer,

here for two previous shows, holds
over, vocalizing with Jay Freeman's
band for the dance periods, and con-
tinuing to impress the floor groups.
Vincent Lopez batons the stage show
with his accustomed ease. He's now
more or less a fixture here, and
deservedly. Wcor.

LYRIC, INDPLS.

IndiaTiapolis, Dec. 24.
Lola Lane, Buster West & Lucille

Page, Bert Walton, Four Hollywood
Co-eds, Three ReddingtoTw; 'Heart of
North' (WB).

First week in two months that
this house hasn't had a name band
finds it with house orchestra on
stage behind a satisfactory, medium
budget vaudeville bill headed by
Lola Lane, film player. Miss Lane is

introed by Bert Walton, who emcees
throughout the show, and then she is

introduced again from the screen
with a clip from 'Four Daughters,'
She dresses neatly, but too ostenta-
tiously, for her first entrance, and
does about three minutes of talk
followed by an acceptable rendition
of the pop tune, 'So Help Me.' She
then exits for a costume change
while the screen is let down to show
one of her scenes in 'Hollywood Ho-
tel.' She quickly returns to finish
playing out the scene. Does a brief
encore bit handily with Bert Walton
to round out a nice little turn.
Walton opens the bill with a few

minutes of talk to break the ice, and
then brings on the Reddingtons, a
trampoline act containing enough
laughs to make it a good starter-

offer. Walton comes back with a
few more gags, and then Buster
West and Lucille Page follow. As-
sisted by Chick Gagnon, West does
a bit of comedy and then his wife
does one of her ace acrobatic con
trol and tap numbers. West coun
ters with his eccentric dance rou
tines, and the two finish together on
a rube dance number.
Walton does his usual act with

the pale-faced singing stooge in the
next spot, and then works right into

Lola Lane's spot in a natural and
smooth maimer. The bill is closed

by the Four Hollywood Co-eds, girl

tumblers who start off "with chal-

lenge tap dapcing and finish with
fast acrobatics.
Show ran 62 minutes Friday (23)

at fourth performance, and crowd
was light Kiley.

TOWER, K. C.

APOLLO, N. Y.

Kansas City, Dec. 24.

Gene Krupa Orch (14), Irene Day,
Bob Williams, Edna Sedgwick, Ador-
ahles House Line; 'While New York
Sleeps (20th).

Run of name bands continues here.

Choice of Krupa for Christmas week
is proving a wise selection. Skin
beater is known here from earlier

appearances with Benny Go.odman
and from a recent one-nighter at the
Pla-Moor ballroom.
Band and its leader take the spot-

light good part of the 55 minutes,
and entertainment offered is in the
class of the first-string orchestras.

With a musical aggregation of this

type, frequent band numbers are not
out of place, and extra length of the

show is permissible.
Supporting acts are above the gen-

eral run, and well spaced to break
the string of' band numbers. Edna
Sedgwick shows herself to be ac-

complished at a rhythm tap routine,

and works hard in an American bo-
lero plus an encore.
Bob Williams has his dog, Red

Dust, as a canine actor, using only
enough of the standard tricks to

show the mutt is trained, and featur-

ing the big Chow's complete relaxing

which is good for string of laughs

and also for a dramatic bit by the

master.
Vocals of the band are chirped by

Irene Day who also works into a

snappy number directing the band.

Male warbling is by Leo Watson.
Krupa adds a different twist by in-

troducing all the members of his

band, and by a jungle rhythm num-
ber in which every member uses a

drum. Selections are chosen for un-

usual tympanum opportunities while

leader makes his own changes where
necessary. Goes to town on several

numbers, giving the jitterbugs just

what they look for.

For the holiday week extra atten-

tion is given to production. Ador-
ables line opens with a Christmas
prologue including a clown routine,

and later perform in a Toy Trumpet
number.

Louis Armstrong Orch, Midge Will-
iams, Sonny- Wood, JRubberneck
Holmes, Stump & Stumpy, tCotton
Club Boys, John Garth Chorus,
Geprge Wiltshire, Dusty Fletcher,
Sandy Bums, Vivian Harris, House
Line (16); 'The Night Hawk* (Rep).

After spending, some time on the

Coast this fall making the film, 'Go-

ing Places,' for Warners, then pick-

ing up his band for dates in the south

and southwest, Louis Armstrong's
back in New York for theatre dates.

Beside the current stand, he's booked
for the Strand, N. Y., in conjunction

with his picture, opening sometime
next month.

As is probably every ether theatre

with stage shows, house is in the
Xmas motif this week with a chorus
led by John Garth tossing in the
carols in several spots. Tendencies
toward improving production settings
and lighting continue.
Armstrong plays the entire show

onstage, the early portion of the 90
minutes spent behind a drop. Smart-
ly lays off lipping his horn too much,
giving put with just enough to make
the customers want more. His crew
is cornprised'of six briasses split three
and three, four sax and four rhythm.
This adds up to plenty hot riding., but
also makes -for headache fodder.
That's the fault of setting the mikes
too high, however, and it's apparent
most in Sonny Wood's turn. The
above doesn't mean that the crew it-

self does bad work, but poor sound
control with a powerful band can
turn a good impression sour.
Wood clicks handily with a trio

of tunes exceptionally suited to his
voice. Opener is 'My Reverie' with
interpolations of 'Still of the Night.'
Follows with 'My Own' split by
'You're My Everything,* and for an
encore "You Go to My Head.' Femme
vocalist, Midgie Williams, is also in
the groove with 'They Say' and a
novelty, 'Take It Easy, 'Greasy,' done
with one of the band menibers.
Stump and Stumpy work, with the

band here and are the show's stop-
pers. Mixed tunes, terps, etc., with
informal nonsense and imitations,

and have to double encore. Pair
open with a duet of 'Swing for Sale,'

then hop into neat rhythm tapping
by one, split with semi-eccentric leg
work by the other. Encore is imita-
tions of Donald Duck and. W. C.
Fields by Stump and Ted Lewis by
Stumpy. Turn pulls the old gag of
applauding themselves and running
out with applause signs.
Rubberneck Holmes; a familiar fig

ure in colored units, also registers
with the style of dancing from which
he draws his cognomen. Opens with
an n.s.g. tune, but convinces with fol
lowing terps, during which he bal
ances a chair on his chin while drop'
ping into spUtSi etc. Taps are okay,
too.

Cotton Club Boys work with the
line almost throughout. Sextet tosses
in swell tap work, as do the girls in
several standard but well executed
routines. Sandy Burns, Dusty Fletch-
and George Wiltshire, with Vivian
Harris, make up the comedy end, and
don't use anything outstanding until

late, when a quick changing routine
brings 'em all on for scenes rotating
from subway to court to jail.

Best tune contribution from Arm-
strong and his crew is near the finale

when the outfit gets going on 'Jeep-
ers Creepers.'

HIPP, BALTO

Baltimore, Dec. 25.

Benny Davis, Stardust Revue, Ted
Lester, The Colstons (2) , Tell Sisters

(3), Gil & Bernie Mason, Rexer
Twins, John Elliott, Three Freshmen,
Beatrice Howell; 'A Christmas Carol'

(M-G).

Nice holiday layout' with Benny
Davis back for an annual visit and
fronting an okay spread of young
talent. While not up to previous ag-

gregations, " current " layout plays

smoothly enough with Davis' own
contribution getting a bit dated.
Needs a current hit or two for pres-
ent-day audiences unfamiliar with
a.k. song successes of his heyday. A
new one, 'There's a Sunny Side to

Everything,' serves as his opening
and ;*ets a fair reaction.
With ho4ise band on stage and

various members of his outfit seated
at tables, cafe style, Davis works
throughout, introducing and build-
ing up the specialties as they appear.
Rexer Twins, youthful boy and girl

hoofing duo, open matters with
standard tap routine followed by the
Tell Sisters, in okay three-way har-
mony. With one of the girls seated

^ a minia+ure piano, trio gives out
nieely with 'Finiculi Finicula' in

swing followed by 'Alexander's Rag-
time Band.'
Ted Lester, next, has good novelty.

In tails and topper and wearing a
cape from which he produces a vari-

ety of musical instruments, Lester
plays quite legitimately on all of

them. Good stunt is rendition of

'Flight of the Bumble Bee' on a har-
monica via long tube. Makes for an
interesting and solid interlude. Sets
good spot for Beatrice Howell, who
does some excellent impressions of

film personalities, somewhat in cari-
cature.
The Colstons, boy and girl ball-

room duo,, whack out a travesty
waltz and tango, funny enough and
punchy in okay aero portions by
femme. John Elliott, vocalist, fol-
lows. Nice appearing lad with fair
pair of pipes, he does 'I .Love a Pa-
rade,' 'Rosalie' and 'Night and Day.'
Would do well to forget about Nel-
son Eddy, and be himself to much
better returns than what he gar-
nered oh show caught

Gil and Bernie Mason follow, put-
ting over a show stopper with smart
routine of comedy with excellentflr
trained dogs. Pooches, one a bull
dog and the others tiny to an amus-
ing degree, cooperate by not co-
operating in spite of insistent orders
of . master. Act ' cbntributes a de-
cided novelty in canine entertain-
ment and is a pushover for any type
audience. Wouldn't, let them off
here.
Three Freshmen, usual comedy

knockabout, precede Davis' who
closes with w.k, medley of 'remem-
ber' and 'then I wrote' stuff; not for-
getting good old 'Margie,' the reason
for it all. Good layout for this time
of year and ideal contrast to 'Christ-
mas Carol' film.
Biz okay. Burm.

EARLE, PHILLY

Philadelphia, Dec. 23.

Ritz Brothers (3), PHtchard &
Lord, Bea Saxon, Shanghai Wing
Troupe (8), Lou Schrader House
Orch; 'Swing, Sister, Swing' (U).

Ducking Its usual policy of pro-
viding ft strong full-hour bill, no
matter what marquee names happen
to be the big draw, Earle this sesh
has unfortunately cut too many
corners. No doubt figuring, and
rightly, that with a school holiday
and the Ritz Brothers on the boards,
the place would be mobbed no mat-
ter what kind of support is given the
zany trio, Warners have clipped
the nut as much as possible. On
the other hand, it's kind of a rough
Xmas gift to the mob of kids and
other regidars who support the house
week after week.
Not only are the supporting acts

slightly on the weak side—with one
entirely inappropriate—but produc-
tion is uninteresting. It's old time
vaude with an acrobatic act to start,
a gal singer, a dance team of ancient
vintage, and, finally, the Ritzes.
Whole thing would be much im-
proved by sticking to the usual unit
idea, shifting the house band to the
stage and tying everything together.

Scarcely anything, however, could
keep the three freres from grabbing
off beaucoup guffaws. This is espe-
cially true in a spot like the Earle,
for it's pretty certain that nearly
everyone who lays his coin on the
b. 0. sill here is a fan. And no mat-
ter what the daffy trio does, it's

funny. They start off proceedings by
yanking the mike right out of its
stand and getting themselves well
mixed up in it From that they go
into an adaptation of their well-
known

. Dr. Jekyll-Mr. Hyde, bit,
drinking of the terrible potion they
concoct changing them to dwarfs.
Idea on this is a little better than
the execution, but it clicks niftily.
From then on the house gets into

things. Jimmy sings and Al gets
into the pit to lead the band. When
he gets hot, he rips off his coat, toss-
ing it over his head into the audi-
ence. Needless to say, when it

finally gets back to him, it's slightly
beyond an ordinary overhaul job.
He follows that by running out to
the center of the house and pulling a
kid from the audience, dancing in
the aisle with her (Jimmy's still try-
ing to warble opera and Harry's
making faces at him). With the en-
tire audience on its feet in an en-
deavor to see, show is pretty well
slowed up. Gets under way again
with the lads terping to the 'Tiger
Rag' before they're off.

C^urtain-upper is Shanghai Wing
Troupe, eight Japanese hand-bal-
ancers, plate-spinners and spool
twirlers. Provide a couple of spec-
tacular moments, but all in all rather
so-so. Seem to lack sufficient va-
riety and leave too many dull spots.

Bea Saxon is a blonde warbler, long
on looks. She has a swell torchy set
of pipes, but would click more sol-

idly in an intimate nitery, failing to
sell with enough vigor to go over
universally in a big vaude house.
Gets under way too slow, also, with
'Melancholy Baby' where she needs
a fastie.

Third act Pritchard and Lord, Is

an outmoded affair that might have
been big stuff two decades ago, but
serves only to draw titters and cat-
calls from the house. Terp duo,
slightly on the aged and heavy side,

goes through a curious combination
of tapping and Spanish caritanet stuff.

Herb.

STRAND, B'KLYN

DENNIS' N. T. BOW
Clark Dennis, radio tenor, will

make his first New York vaude ap-
pearance with Paul Whiteman at

Loew's State tomorrow (Thursday).
Singer has worked with couple, of

bands and has been on NBC out of
Chicago, as well as other Chi sta-
tions.

Teddy King Orch, Midgie Fellowtf
Saul Gravman & Co., Sybil Bow-
an, Nick Lucas, Bert York and
Beatrice Tracy, Phillips H. Lord's
'Gang Buster' Co., Leonard Rowan
and Peggy Keating; 'Shadows Over
Shanghai' (Rep),

Nothing extra in current ' lineup
though it has some name value. Runs
little, longer than usual, too (68 min-
utes) because of unit type acts which
require more time.
Trio of femme terpers out of Grau-

man's act open show. Don't offer
milch technically, tapping being
semi-f£kked. -Lack is made up with
plenty of cooching by One blonde and
two brunets in flimsies. An un-
usually fine girl acrobatic dancer and
contortionist follows. She's also of
the Grauman act which is normally
all done at one time. Twister works
in bare feet and on an eight foot cir-
cular platform. Does hand springs
while holding leg, eombihes a hand-
stand with a flip and winds up in a
leg split. Best work is on saucer-
like platform where her timing is

perfect while doing elbow and cneSt
stands worked ^nto bends of every
description. Temper has her weight
on chest while posterior is lowered
to-touch forehead.
King's band gets in its usual session

as next offering. Really rouses
house with his special arrangement
of 'Reverie.' His vocalist Midgie
Fellows, further rocks with 'Music in
Nursery'- swingeroo. Kid . has
learned fast, and has the polish for-
merly lacking. Her pipes have also
added.
York and Tracy in the third spot

give out some pretty low dialog and
slapstick with gal getting short end
of slugfest Rowan and Keating,
winning jitterbug team from last
week's finals contest, follow regu-
lars. Kids got a pro date at $100 for
tl}e week as reward, and do their. bit
to enliven show. Very snappy and
clean looking duo who have .a nifty
shagging routine for non-pros.
Miss Bowan's . satirizations get

her plenty of encores. Her stand-
ard old picture actress, Mrs.
F. D. R., Gloria Svl^anson' and diva
takeoffs are solid. Uses some of the
pitmen for her girl scouts parade
while bowing off with Mrs. President
stunt.

Phillips H. Lord's 'Gang Busters'
program, as done ore the radio, is

woven in at just the right Spot. All
the tricks are crammed in a 16 min-
ute session of doOr slamming, gun
shooting, etc. Broke in out of town
where it also went 9ver pretty well.
A second company is beihg formed
to play Sputh. Not strong enough to
work alone, but a solid inclusion in
any vaude bill..

Nick Lucas, back again after about
a year, is kept^own. Usual request3
dropped while troubador with guitar
gives off with his* own three selec-

tions, one a new novelty. Also acts
as judge for second jitterbug coil-

test
Grauman himself makes an ap-

pearance for curtain with his
'Stairatone' contraption. House band
accompanies from pit as with Lucas
and kids who preceded.. Nov6lty of
girls and man dancing up and down
musical stairs (notes register at
machine on top of stairs) makes for
smart finale. Hurl.

NEWMAN, K. C.

Kansas City, Dec. 24.

Ben Blue &. Co., Cass Daley, The
Texas Rangers, Rutan's Dogs, Rob-
bins Bros. & Margie, Bob Oakley,
Dave Shotmaker's Orch; Hard to
Get' (WB).

House is returning to flesh as a
special holiday lure, and has pinned
its hopes on Ben Blue as the main
attraction.
Show is nearest thing to regula-

tion variety, bill seen in town in
some months, and totals above aver-
age. Heavy on the comedy side,
which also is in contrast to most pre-
vious bills here.
Opening taken by Bobbins Broth-

er^ and Margie in a challenge and
acrobatic dance routine; Girl doies
her bit solo, brothers in duo, while
all show a well paced getaway.
As a novelty bit, Rutan puts his

quartet of pups through series of
canine acrobatics, running the list of
doggy accomplishments.
Center spot is taken by Cass Daley

who gives the customers some facial
contortions mixed with raucous sing-
ing and her own comedy antics*
Texas Rangers offer the only mu-

sical spot on the bill. Outfit of four
vocals and four instruments is drawn
from local radio station, KMBC.
Show their versatility with pop
songs, novelties, range numbers, and
a closing sweet potato orchestra.
Bunch is well spotted next to clos-
ing.

Blue Lnd his crew hold the stage
for more than 20 minutes, all de-
voted to his -particular type of silly,

but pointed, fun. Best bit is take-off
on taxi dance halls, in which he
works with a blonde stooge and gar-
ners plenty of laughs. Turn includes
Blue's solo comic Russian dance, and
a minuet kidded by complete com-
pany.
Bob Oakley batons the orchestra

and handles the m.c. assignment, in-,
eluding some kidding with Blue and
a novelty song on his own. Quin.



VARIETY Wednesday, December 28, 1938

Variety Bills
NEXT WEEK (Jan. 2)

THIS WEEK (Dec. 26)
Numerals in connection with bills below indicate opening day of

show, whether full or split week

Loew Independent

NKW YORK CITY
State (2D)

Paul 'Whlteman Ore
It.Yr.TIMORE
C'eiitary (20)

Nyra Naali
M & B Whalen

BVANKVIT.I^E
SIitJvBtre (23-31)

ArtlatB & Models
WASHINGTON
Capitol (30)

24 Texas Comets
3 Slate Bros
Gloria Gilbert
Charles Carllle
Raymond WUbert

Paramount

NEW YORK CITY
Piiniinount (28)

Casa Lonin Ore
Andrews Sis
Frank Paris
Fred Sanborne Co

BrFFAI.O
BufTnlo (80)

Frazee Sis
cnicAfio

Chloufro (30)
Xna Ray Hutton Ore
AI Bernle
Casa Dalley

State Lake (30)
Romo Vincent
4 Co-eds
Boy Foy
Johnny Burke
Elite 3

SPRIXGFIELD
Paramount
(31st only)

Carroll 8i Coquettes
Shea & Raymond
Johnny Woods
Ghezels

NKW YORK CITY
Rosy. (30)

Walter Caasel .

Eddie Rio & Bros'
C Chrlstlnnis
Williams & Charles
Sunny Rice
Oae Foster Gls
Paul Ash Ore

CHICAGO
Oriental (30)

. Harmonica Ra.scals
i
Bee Kalmus

I West & Paee
! Qolcc & Ladd
Sonny & Sonny
Kamla
Dick Kchrelber

INDIANAPOLIS
Lyric (30)

MnJ Bowofi Co
(23)

Ijola Lane
West & Page

INTERNATIOfSTAL
CASINO, NEW YORK

NOW

DENETT and DAE
Via

MARK J. LEDDY

Bert Walton,
3 RoddlnKtons
,4 H'wood Co-eds
' KANSAS CITY

Fox Tower (30)
Franltlo Masters Or
Joy Hodgres
Ross Wyae Jr
Readlnger 2

SIBMPHIS
Orplieum (30-3)

Ned Wayburn Co
ItllLM'AVKEE
Rlyerslfle (23)

12 Byton Gls
O'Connors
John. Gallus
Orton 4

•

PITTSBirR<iH
AlTin (30)

Jane Withers
Bob Rlpa
Cappy Barra
Englert & Schein
Doris Dupont

London

Week of December 26
Trorndero Rest.

Billy Bennett
Eddie Peabody
Ernest Shannon

J Maskelyne Co
Heidi Andersen
Adam and 'Troc' Or

NEW YORK CITY
, MuBle HoU {W)
Los JuvelyB
WUItey Co
Jeanne Devereaux
James Sproule
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet
Emo Ritpee Symph

ALBANY
Palace (20-1)

Ozzle Nelson Ore
Harriet Hllllard
Don Cummtngs
Pansy the Borse
Betty Lou

BOSTON
Keith (30-2)

Monroe & Grant
•Blaine Arden
Radio Ramblers
Prltchard & Lord
Larry Collins
Cass Owen & T

(26-20)
Mazte & Roper
Emmett Oldfleld Co
LUIIan Carmen
Bud Harris Co
6 Greys

• Hanlr Ladd- —
CHICAGO
Pnlnce (30)

4 QrtODS
Eddie White
Sylvia Borden Co
Jonn Davia
SI Wills
West & McQinty
(One to All)

(23)
4 Earls
Belltt & Ener Bros
Lester Cole Co
But Robinson
Holland & Hart

CINCINNATI
Shubert (30)

7 Amer Gauchos
Ross Pierre & S
3 DeVore Sis
Val Setz
Lathrop Bros & Lee
Benny Ross
Schnlckelfrltz Ore

(23)
Hal Kemp. Ore

CLEVBLAND
Palace (30)

Ted Lewis Ore
(23)

7 Amer Gauehoa
Lorraine & Rognan
3 Randall Sla
Eddie Garr
Ann Miller
Schnlekelfrltz Ore

lOSth Street
(3l3t only)

Bert Walton
Allen

(3l8t only)
Bert Walton

COLUDlBirs
Palace (30)

Hal Kemp Ore
PROVIDENCE
Albee (31)

Hlaekatone
SCHENECTADY
Proctors (20-31)

Johnny Woods
Kay Hamilton
J & J Boyle
Howard & Shelton
Coquettes

TROY
Proctors (30^2)

BIrnes Sis
Trado 2
Dick Foran
Sybil Bowan
Charlie Barnett Ore
Judy Ellington

Provincial

Week of December 26
ABERDEEN

Tlvoli
Bower & Butherf'rd
Foster & Clarke
Pearce & Grunden
Walter Scott
Stevens & Marks

Velvey Attwood
Bettina Richmond
12 Alhambra Gls

DVNDfEE
Palace

Bransby Williams
NIek & Maria

Cabaret BiHs

NEW TORK CITY
Armando's

Buddy Clarke Ore

WARD and VAN
RI\'ERSIDi: THEATRE

MILWAUKEE
NEW YEAR'S WEEK

Via

EDDIE SMITH
RKO BLDO. RADIO CITY

NEW YCKTt CITY
Stninil (80)

Abe Lyman Ore
BROOKLYN
iitrand (30)

Lyda Sue
Harris & Howell
Paul Gordon
IC Debs
George Jessel
Mldgle Fellows

(23)
Gang Busters
York & Tracey
Saul Orauman Co
Nick Lucas
Sybil Bowan
Midgle Fellows
Rowan & Kenting
PUILADISLPHIA

Enrle (30)

Eleanor Whitney
Lionel Stander
Ken Murray Co
MIchon Bros
Gene Austin Co
Sara Ann McCabe
Beats Powell

• <")
rMz Bros
Shanghai W4ng Tr
Bee Sakon
Prltclmrd & Lord

PITTKBl'RGIi
Stnnley (30)

Bob Crosby Ore
' (23)

Mlnnevlt<;h Co
Gone Austin Co
Ken Murray Co
4 Kim Loo Sis
6 Elglns
Seat Powell

READING
ANtor (30-2)

Eddie DeLanpp O.'
Phillips & Kohl
WASHINGTON

Eurle (30)
Freddy Dosh
Harry Savoy Co
Holland & Hart
Frank Hornnday
Gae Foster Gls
Lowe, Hite & S

(23)
Jack Gray Co
Loyal Co
Lyda Sue
MIchon Bros
Gae Fo<tter Gls
WILMINGTON
Queen (3-6)

Roger Pryor Ore
(27-2ft)

Will Osborne Ore
YORK

Strand (30-31)
Slianghal Wing Tr

Slgrid Lassen

Bandbox
Charles Barber Ore
Gus Martel Ore
'Roscoe AUd
Betty Lewis
Una Wyte

Barney Gallant's

Angela Velez
Carter & Bowie
Nellie Paley
Terrace Boys

Bill Bertolotfl'B

Angelo's Rb'mba Bd
Tills Dion
E^.eanor Jgltherldge
Velyne Hague
Helen Dell
Roberta Kent

Bill's Gay 90's

Jim Miller 3
Sally LaGrand*
Rudy Madison
Mary Roberts
Harold Wtllard
Arthur Behiin
Harry Donnelly
Spike Harrison
Bernle.. Grauer
Stephen lies

Casu Cubnna
Oscar Calvet Ore
Ello Ozacar Oro
Duanos
Gloria Belmonte
Galvan
LItft Lines

I Cesar & Dolores
,
Ramiro Gomez

Casa Alanana
• Vincent Lopez Ore
I
J^y Freeman Ore

;
Lupe Velez
Doc Rockwell

I Peggy Fears
I
Paul Haakon

! Shaw & Lee
Elder Blooms
Benny BnUer
Carol Brucu
12 Aristocrats
Tola Gain
Kny Parsons

Cliex I'lrehouHc

Al Evans Ore
John Hoyscadt
Tony Kuftber
Clifton & Mlley
Maria Forbes

Ciitb 18

Jack White
Jerry Blanchar.l
Doc Lee
Shad Mitchell
Pat Harrington
FfanUJe Uyers
Willie Grogan
Leila Gaynes
Beole St Boys
G Andrews Ore

Club Guncho
Dlmltrl & Virgil
Eduardo Snndovnl
La Carinellta
Nedra Mndera
Marita Ellis
Nina Orlft

Club Yuman
Don Mario Ore
Eliseo Grenet Ore
Nena Montes
lUeardo Sandranel
Audrey Ely

Cotton Club
Cab Calloway Ore
Nicholas Bros

Berry BrosW C Handy
Dandrldge. Sis
Sister Tbarpe
Mae Johnson
Tlmmle & Freddy
June Richmond
Jigsaw Jackson
Vodery Choir

Diamond Borsesboe
Noble Sissle Ore
Don McGrane Oro
Frltzl Schetr
Frank Llbuae
Tom Patricola
Joe Howard
Clyde Hager
Mangean Tr
Delia Llnd
Emma Francis
Lulu Bates
Willie Solar
Harry Armstrong
Elizabeth Murray

EI Cblco
Don Alberto Oro
Paquita Doralnguez
Maclovla Ruiz
Los Calaveras
Dorlta & Valero
Senorlta Paloma

El Morocco
Ernie Hoist oro

El Bio
Johnny Johnson Or
Sheila Barrett
Minor & Root
Greenwich Vlllace

Casino
Ray O'Hara Oro
Larry MaeMahon
Valerie Dumont
Lola Rooke
Gloria Manet
Bea & Ray Goman
Havana-Madrid

Nano Rodrlgo Ore
Sonny Janies Ore
Hilda Cueva
Mektico 3
Carlos & Carlto
Roslta Ortega

Hickory Hons*
Joe Marsala Ore
H'wood Restnarant
Lee Shelley Oro
Seger Ellis Ore
RImaca
Rob Russell
Pepper January
H & Honey Abbott
Baby Alyce
Collegiate 6

Hotel ' Ambassador
Dick Gasparre Ore
Vincent Bragale Qre
Eleanor. French
Chaney 4k Fox
H'tel Belmont-Plasin
Joe Venutl Ore
Mary Jane Walsh
Paul Rosini

Hotel Blltmore
Horace Heldt Ore
Larry Cotton
Bob McCoy
Art Carney
Red Ferrlngton
Agnes & George
Bernle Mattlnson
Emily Stephenson
Jean Farney
Hotel Commodore
Sammy Kaye Ore

Hotel Editon
Lea Browa Oro
Miriam Shaw
Johnny Johnson

Hot«l E.sHex . House
Nat Brnndwynne Or
(Mil Ire Mnrtin

I Hole! Gov. Clinton

; Kddy AtnyehnfT Oro
Hc'ty Orile

Hotel Llnrolii
Artie Sliaw Oro

' H^l'^n Forrest

iiii(4>l M<'.\ipia

.1 Musanor Ore
Jeanne D'Arcy
Sla & 'J?oni Dowling

. Ilolel Ni«w Yorker
'I'oniiny Dorsey Ore
Peter Kont Ore
Eatello & LeRoy
Hdytlie Wright
.lacli I.oonnrd
.1 i:."(iuli'o»

Helen Myers
HoHS MncLonn
SkectM HerCurt
Dorothy Wllkena
Jonn .Merrill
I'liul lioslnl

Hotel I'lirk Central
r..oe ..My lea Ore
I'elpi-' (lisgina
Mnii Olivette
Deflonda & Harry
Garlanit & Maria
Ho.'ol I'ennHylvanla
Kfiy ICyser, Ore

Hotel Pierre
tlnriiiii Niigei Oro

Ilolel Plaza
Bdtly Duclilii Ore
Hobby Parka Ore
Morton Downey
Mnnrlco & Cordoba
Hotel Roosevelt

Guy Lombard© Ore
Hotel Siivoy-Plasa
Oerry Jforton Ore
I>e\v I'arkerson
Tom f.ow
Dvvlglu Flske

''H<itel Slieriy-
Netherland

Tcliarkovsky Oro
Geo Scherben
Hotel St. Morita

Bii.sil fomeen Oro
Aurella Colomo
Fierce & Roland
HulH St. Regis
(Iridium Boom)

Chiirles Bnum Oro
Sam Jarvla
Guy Owen
Mnipson Sis
Dorothy Lewis
(Miiisunette Biisse)
Alnthey Ore
Yvonne Bouvler
Boris Delastozky
Serge Abagott
GedtUi I'etry
Michael Greben

Hotel Taft
Enoch L\ght Oro
Peggy Mann
George Illnea
Light Brigade
Hotel WaldoTf.

Astoria
(Empire Room)

Benny Goodman Or
(Sert Room)

Emil Coleman Oro
Alice Marble
Paul Draper

Hongarla
Gene KardoS Oro
Beta Vlllanyl Oro
Byrnes & Swanaon
Sharon Harvey
Leon Kramer
Dr Lejos Vlllany
Mary Wehdllng
International Casino
Eddy Brandt Oro
Jny C Flippen
Chaz Chase
Maxellos (6)
Franklin D'Amora
Grace & Nikko
Harold & Lola
Emma & Henry
Tito Valdez

Ivan Frank
Ruth EIroth
Sonny Tucker
Ivan Frank
Jimmy Kelly's

Joe Capello Oro
Gladys Fays
Mary Lane
Montmartre Boys
John Kockwood
Vaughn Comfort-
Danny Hlgglns
Ira Yurnell
Sid Hawkins
Tanya
Adra Cooper
Carter & Sehaub
Lee Leslie
Gloria Marsh
Peggy de la Plants
Lynn & Deoring
Margaret Grey

Lii Marquise
lOdlth Roark
Harold Leonard
3 Callfornlans

l^arue

Eddie Davis Ore
Joseph Smith Oro
Grnx.lella Parraga

I.e <'oq Rouge
Geo Slerhey Oro
Anne Kranclne
Tlsdale 3

iit Mirage
Leo Doslys Ore
Prances Comstocic
Ramon
Dot*othy Donnls

Le Rubnh Bleu
Greta Keller
Palomd
Mnbel Mercer
Bowers & Walter
Elsie Houston

l.eon Ml Eiltlle's

Eddie I^uvIh
Lou Martin uro
Dorothy JcfTera
Jerry Ki-ugor
K & R Pnlgo
Virginia Sis
Haines, Tate & S
iris Adrian
Ronee Villon
Wttlly Wunger C

Midnight Sun
.Tack Melvin Ore
Charles Kemper
Faith Bacon

Man Turin

Charlie Murray Ore
Virginia Uppercu
R'yal Lukewela B'ys

Oi\y\ Club
Jack Jennoy Ore
Merry Macs
Carl ICress
Saus'ge »V; Pk Chop
Jack Connors

Paradise
Glenn Miller Ore
Carol King
Marlon Hutton
Jack Lane
ABC 3

Place Elegaate
BUI Farreli
Benn Uaur
Tommy Mills
Joe White
Wally Shulan
Leo Lnznro Ore

PInutHlion Club
Skeets Tolbert Ore
Barrlngton Guy
Valda
Velma Mlddleton
Moke &. I'liUe

Collins & Bcasley
Avon Long
Wallace Bros
Lillian Fitzgerald
Conway & Parks
Connie Jack.«on
Banjo Bernie
Lee Simmons

Pep|>er Pot
Joe D'Androa Ore
BUI Scully
O'Hanlon & Del R
Bob Matzi Ore
Iris Raye
Barbara Lane

Queen Mary
Joe Ellis Ore
Gwen Williams
Peggy Ware
Leda Lombard
Katherlne Tate
Corlles & Palmer

Rainbow Grill

MeFarlands Ore
Judy Abbott
Marlynn & Michael

Rainbow Room
Al Donahue Ore
Eddie LeBaroD Oro
Paula Kelly
Ruth NIgey
Alec Templeton
Harrla & Shore
Road to Mnndalay
Joe RInes Ore
Adelaide Mortett
Raye & Naldl

Show Bar
(Forest Hills)

Graham Prince Ore
Stardusters (4)
May MeKlm
Ed Rlckard
Castaine & Barrls

Stork Club
Sonny Kendia Oro
Jose Lopez Ore
Swing Rendezvous
Bob Warren Ore
Jack Laurie
Vivian Vaughn
Ronnie King
Naomi Slmone
Jerry Roberts
Marjie Radcay

Versailles

M Bcrgere Oro
Panehlto Ore
Sophie Tucker
D'Avaloa Dancers

Village Bam
Larry IJ'unk Ore
Charles Carer
Zeb Carver Co
Vera Fern
Loper & Barrett

Wlvel
Cbarley Bowman Or
Bob Lee
Peggy LeBuron
Al Small
Ted Lester
Eleanor Ethrldge
Shirley Gnv
Alice St John
Bernlce Stovena
Ebbe Gyldenkrone

Yacht Club
Fats Waller Ore
Fred Yankee Ore

Kay Marlowe
Max Fidler Oro

Seven Seas
Lillian Gibson
Eddie Bush 3
Al Mclntyre
Danny Kawanna
Kay Knnaal
Somerset House

Nonle Mitchell
Lynn M<iriln
Hal Clinncellor

Harry RIngland
Vopsy'a

Ryan 2
Agnes Johnatono
Dolores Gay
Loulu Saunders
Elmer
Talia
IjoIs Saunders
Chuck Foster Oro
V Hugo Restanmat
Griff Winiama Ore
Charlie Bourne

I CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES
Ball

Charil(» (.Awrencs
Bri:z Kletcher

llt verly Wllshlrs
Bray Sis
Hov. ard Garrard
Hari-y Owens Ore

Itlltmors

Shirley Rust
Jerry Stewart
Ronald & Roberta
(i DauwUls
r.ud & His Buddies
Fritz & J Hubert
Hul Derwin
Shep Fields Ore

Cafe Cullento
Luis .})anuelos
Julio Cervantes
Suana
Leo
\t\iy, Da.squez ,

Uddle Agull'ar Ore
Cafr La Maze

Robin Fairbanks
Ithodea
I'arli Avenue Boya

Coroiinut Grove
Seab Waring
CnryJ Gould
Vic Hyde
.Mlrtli & Mack
Rudy Vallee Ore

It Cafe
Joe Moahay
Bob Searles

Bill Roberts Ore
Jerry's Mnndalay
Tommy Howard
George Junior
Frankle Gallagher

La Conga
LaConga Rumba Bd
Featherstone Ore

Little <;inb
Jane Jones
Tiny Merldlth
Chaa Thorpe

Omar's Dome
Charlea Earl
Eddy & Tours
Beau Lee
Geo Itedmond Ore

I'ulnmnr
Hudson Metzger Gls
Clyde aicCoy Ore
Bert Lynn
Jack & T LeClaire
Tayntons

Paris Inn '

Rudy & La Tosca
Orchid Elolse
Yvonne

'

Marguerite & M
Dominic Columbo
Thrfra Matthison
Henry Monet
Chuck Henry Ore
P SnIznich'N Club

Freddy Castle
Dick Haynes
Frankta Cook

Bull Bit II

Bert Gilbert
Kay Armln
Fonda & St Clair
Buddy Quinn
Andree Fay
Royal GypMles Bd
Jerry & Jitterbugs
Ball Gls
Stan Norrls Oro

Bismarck Hotel
(Walnut Room)

Art Ka^sel Ore
Marion Holmes
Batty Grey
l)arlen«» cvDay
Billy Lcac:i
Szlta & Anis

Bluckhawk
Jan Giirber Ore
Jack Gaullco Ore
Vickie Allen
Lois Kuye
Frederic & Yvonn
Rudy KudisiU
Lee Bennett
Fritz Heilbron

Blavkstone Hotel
(Ballnese Rm)

Playboys Ore
Betty Borden

Blond les

Dolores Green
Edna Leonard
Helen Green
Barbara Bow
Billy Kemp
Virginia Dovell
Irene Forbca
Shirley Rae
Gale Lawrence
Ruth Riley
Connie Rogers
Harry Hoyor Oro
Eleanor Johnson
Mickey O'Nell

Blue' Goose
Frances Roinna
Alice Hanron-
Al Lane
Melody King
Loretta. Ryan
Buck Hunt
4 Hits & a Miss
Harry Singer Oro

Brevoort Hotel
(Crystal Room)

Florence Schubert
Charles Baldwin
Grace Kntroi
Norma Ballard

Broadmont
Herb Rudolph Oro
Kay Marcl
Kadja
Nonie Morrison
Marlene Morrow
Barbara Wayne
Sharon
Jackie Von
Adorables

Caravan
Eddie Gorman
Rocke Romano
Toddy O'Grady
Don Morgan
Dot & Jerry
Edna Leonard
Carl Scholtz Ore

Ches Parse
Milton Berle
Grade Barrle
Luclenne & Ashour
Robinson 2
Paul Regan
Everette West
Bob Hanon
Lou Br.eese Oro
Don Orlando Oro
Evans Adorablos

Club Al
Larry Roaa
Syjvia Tucker
Sharon McMann
Dolorea Lee
Amelia
Leo Franz Ore

Club Alabam
Jacqueline Allen
Tom Murray
Red Barger
Country Hunt
Jack Irving
Mildred Jordan
Allen Cole
Eflle Burton
Bernle Adler
Dave Unella Ore
Chalk Robinson Ore
Eddie Roth Oro

Club SpanlNh
Fowler & Walsh
Eddie Mark
Pinky Tracy
Bob Davis Ore
Loretta DeBoer

Colony Club
Maxlne Sullivan
Jose Manzanarea Or
Keith Beecher Oro

Coloslmos
Inga Borg
Tullah & Miy
Yvette Rugel
Gerharl 3
Kurtis Marionellea
Lane, Allen & E
Bokby Danders
Lyle Foster
Bob Hyatt
Pronaph Gls
Hollywood 6 .

Henri Oendron Ore
Club Delisa

Rhythm Willie
Lllyan Ohrlatinn
Connie Morrow
Homa Lee
Chips HIU
Wesley Long
Abbott Sayre
Sam Theard
Chacles tsom
Partello Gls
Red Saunders Oro

Drake Hotel
(Gold Coast Room)
Wayne King Ore

Dutch's
Ralph Cook Rev
Rlttman Dancers
Roberta
Peggy Moore
Helen Dove
Mort Lund Ore
Edgewater Bra4>h

Hotel
(Marine Room)

Jay Mills Ore
Victoria & Lorenz

Mllo
Dale Evans
Gonle McGee
Harriet Smith Gls

885 Club
Johnny Howard
Virginia Gibson
Meta Cariyie
Nino Rlnaldo Oro

El Dnmpo
Jimmy Amou
Eleanor Leonard
Claire Bogush
Estllle Bikow
Plorlne Manners
Phyllis Brooks
^Illdred Travis
Dot Keith Gls
Eddy Makins
V Ciiiioya Ore

FamouN Door
Esther Whlttington
Bryan Wolf
Jerry Paige
Terry O'Toole
Castellnnos Oro

4tli Club
Homer Roberts
Ruth Barton
Estolle Ellis
Jeanne
Shirley Lucky
Shorty Ball Oro
Franke's Casino

Dave Tannon
Pam Adair
Thelma Gracen
Marshall Sis
Jean Moore
Belle Stone
Casino Gls
.Tony(»
Dick Hardin
Buddy KIrble
Rocke Ellsworth
Bob TInsley Oro

Gay OOs

Joan Rogers
Joan Joyce
Marlon Peters
Vee Ames Gls
Geo Anderson Oro
Lew King
Colleen
B Danders Jr Ore

Grand Terrace
Sonny &. Sonny
Dusty Fletcher
Howell & Coles
Sallle Gooding
Dottle Saunders
Streamline Sue
Connie Harris
Leonard Reed Ols
Earl Hines Ore
Graemere Hotel
(Glass House Rm)
Rudy Bale
Joe Vera Ore
Bob Edwards
Ruth Arden
Harry's N Y Cab'ret
Dorothy Wahl
Tiny Pearson
Kay LaSalle
VIbra
Little Audrey
Dude Kimball
Diane Raye
Chas Engels Oro
Art Buckley
Al Wagner
Blllie Myers
Lee Berllng
Dorothy Johnson
Rankin Gls

Hickory lao
Dictators Ore
Fred Casey
Terry O'TooIs

HI Hat
Nat Cherney
Joe E. Lewis
Jean Mona
Lee Bartel
Andre & Michel
Kretlow Gls
Sid Lang Oro

Hippodrome
Paulette LaPierre
Bobby Dunart
Janet & Loretta
BllUe Banks
Jerry Girard
Grover Wllklns
Ted Pearlman Gls
Joe Hahn Ore

Ivanlioe

Helen Sumners
Helen Irwin
4 Hawailans
Earl Hoffman Oro

L'Alglon
Mary W KItpatrtett
Euseblo Conelaldi
Don Quixote Oro
Ennio Bolognlnl Or

Hotel La Snile
(Blue Front Room)
Kings Jesters
Mary Milan

Liberty Inn
Stanley Mack
Mickey Sheridan
Pam Adair
Jimmy O'NcIl
Millie Erdman
Earl Wiley Oro

LImeliouse
Barney Richards Or

McGraws
George DeCosta
Jack Tilson
Chick Wllirams
Jane Imes
Dooley
Marlon Miller
Phil CWnard
Chuck Andrews

Irene Fortes
Roy Swift Oro*

Minuet ClQb
Betty Jeroms
Del EsteS
Cookie Bldel
Johnny. Elliot
Dor'thy DeHoughf
,Art Fisher Ore

I

Rita, DeVore

Morrison Hotel
(Boston Oystei

House)
Manfred Gotthelt

Nameless Cafs
3 Loose Screws
Ona Mayo
Ed Leon
Evelyn Waters
RaMundi's Oro
Helen Samms

Old Heidelberg
Old Heidelberg Co
Octet
Lois Tschappat
Herr Louie & W
Herble 'Ore

Paddock Club
Flo Whitman Rev
Nyra Lou
Muriel Joseph
SIsale Robblns
Genevieve Val
Sharone
Patsy DuBrae
Frances Kay
Rex Oriftlths
Jerry Froat
Clint Wright Oro

Palmer House
(Empire Room)

Orrln Tucker Oro
Bonnie Baker
Bailey Sis
Sextette
Gower St Jeanns
Jack Stair
Bevdrly Allen
Jean Florian
Abbott Dancers
Phil Dooley Oro

Parody Club
Freddie Abbott
Marlta Ryan
Honey Lee
Freddie Jants Oro

Pow Wow
Bert Nolan
Marvin & Helens
Howards
Gladys Zimmerman
4 Vagabonds
Steve Stutland Ore

Rose Bowl
Willie Shore
Martha Talt
Maxlne Clayton
Shelbys
Ruth Brent
Sol Wagner Oro
Yvonne MonofC
Pol-Mar Gls

Boyale Frolics

Dolly Kay
Sid Tomack
Rels Bros
Reed & Mele
Birdie Dean
Al Trurk Ore
Jack HiUiard
Frolics Ena
Mark Fisher Oro
Sherman Hotel
(College Inn)

Happy Felton Oro
Prof Lambertl
12 Aristocrats
Eddie Piatt
Billy Galbralth
Louis Dunn
Mabel McCano
Prof Cycio
Lorraine Barrle
Carl Marx
Prince. Omar
Don & A LeMaIre

Dome
Shirley Lucke
Spinning Tops
Tony Marks
Eatelle Creasy
Bill Balrd
Sunny Mack
Louis Tops
Jlmniy Blade
Jerry OUdden
Kay Nichols

Silver Cloud
DiCarlo & DuBols
4 Sophisticates
Grover Wllklns

Jane Cllne
Pat & Jerry
Dorothy Peterson
Dorothy .Burns
Ken Leslie
Commadorables'
Hazel ZaluB
Nord Richardson
S Top*
Johnny McFall Ore

Silvei- Prollcs
Joan- Dawn
3 Talents
Ealalne Rabey
Roma Noble
Fay Wallace
Art Freeman

006 Club
Billy Carr
Renee Villon
Marg Faber Ola
Jessie Ro^ialla
Vilma Joszy
Ruby Bennett
Sherry
Patricia Perry
B & L Cook
Collette
Carmen
Luis Cornwall
Joel & Annotte
Mary Jano Brown
Sol Laka- Oro
Tripoli 3

Sky Rocket
Marjorlo Whitney
Dictators
Mathews & Shaw
4 Kings
B Tanks Socialites

Stevens Hotel
(Continental Room)
Carlos Molina Ore
Rox Griffins
Houston & Hardin
Novello Bros
Marguerite Meyers

Stockade Inn
Charles Chaney

Subway
Ray ICing
Val du Val
Opal Adair
Kitty Swanson
Adeline
Debs
Ozzle Jackson Oro

Susi-q
Dick Buckley
Deono Page
NIta LaTour
Verne Wilson Oro

Swingland
Alma Smith
Iieonard Reed
Car'Une Rlchards'tt
Eunice St O/zle
Jam6a Phillips
Charles St EloIse
Del Bright Ore
Thompson's la oinb
Ray Reynolds
Mollle Manner
Joy Kalese
Cowons
Betty Bennett
Joe Conrad Oro

Thfee Deaces
Cleo Brown
Baby Dodds
Myra Taylor
Freddie Reed
Lonnle Johnson

Tower Inn
Helen DuWayne
Inez Gonen
Mary Grant
Jane jLaVonna
Hal Barber
Tower Ols
George Aritold
Frank Davis Oro

Trbcadero
Gloria Romano
Adelle St Clair
Terry Circle
Roy Rankin Oro

Villa Modems
Tony Cabot Oro
Winona Gardens

Stan Carter
GIgi Rene
Doiores Los
Diane Laue
Suzanne Keasler
Lucille Johnson
Frankle Rullos Oro

ZIg Zas
Sunny Boucho
Laura Marman
Sunny Mack
Larry Lux Oro

PHILADELPHIA

McLaughlins
.Charlene
Paty Ruth
Tonlta
Marita Ryan
Mickey Dunn
Sammy Barl
Jules Novit Ore

Alelody Ml
Tiny HIU Ore

Miami Club
Belva White
Earl Rlckard
Spencer & Foietoh
Alice Tannen
Bob-O-Lyn Gls
Johnny Parkers Or

Millstone
Ann Millstone
Ann Howard

Aaehorasa
Bill Honey Oro

Ariwdla Int'l

Clem Williams' Ore
Mario VUlani
Knight Sis
Dorothy Blaine
McDonald - Ross

|.
James Craig
3 EscardoB
Joe Pletro S
K-Mar
Bellttvue-Btratferd
(Main Dining B'm)
Merer Davis Oro
(Bargandj Boom)
Frank Juels Oro
CUR Hall
Murray Dancers
Edmund DeLucca
Adolph Lanza
Benny tba Bom's

2 Mystics
Ethelind Terry
David Sorin
LItka Kadenova
Beth Calvert
Irving Ore
Deloyd MoRay
Victor Hugo Ore
Cadillao Tavern

Henrique
Dean Edwards
Mlmi Stewart
Ada Reynolds
Jeanne Van
Henrique & Adr'nno
Dick Thomas
Chas Arthur
Dariene Jones
Mareella Marehand
Dolores Lakro
Lillian Stewart
Mary Clark
Lee Vaughn
H Reynolds Ore
Jack Newlon

Club 15

I

Johnny Young's Or
Peggy Shields
Beverly Fisher
Fredey & Lorenza
Jerry Mayce
Amy Organ
Eddie Thomas

Cafe Moroncy

I

Scarey Gavin •

Jean Niles
Lorraine Wiley
La Yonne
Joan & P WIcka

Abby Cubler
Joe Famllant Oro

Club Pandceet
Rae Dell
Emma Stouch
Marna Leonard
Jane Patteraon
Betty Fernon
AI Wilson
Bin Thornton Oro

FI Chico
Tommy Mohros
Leila Rose
Elaine Martin
Angellto
El Chleo Oro
Lewis Sis
MelUta Moore

Douglas Show Boat
Charlie Gains Oro
Emory Evans
Line (8)

Embassy
Sylvie St Clair
MItzI O'Neill
John Paris
Lynda Marsh
Pedro Blanco Ore
Goorge Clifford
Evergreen Cast**

Beth Chains
Jos Milikopf Ors

1628 Club
Swing King Qro
Bubbles Shelby
Dixon Sis
Florence Holman
Frankle Palnmbo'a
Rogers & Morris
Croft Sis
Selma Hollman
Pastlne & Marlyn
Barclays .

Frank Hall
Yvonettes (6)
Bobby Morrow Oro

Harris Tavern
Bobfiy Lyons
Oreta LaMarr

lldebrand's

Leonard Cook
Charlie Neld
Dee Dorea
Amce Joyce
Kaltis & Ranesee
Paul & Phyllsa
LU\e (C)
Richard Bach
Bobby Les Ore

(Continued on page 45)
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SHOW GUARANTEES
N. Y. Federal Theatre Workers Push

New Drive Against Dismissal of 1,000

Federal Theatre players In New
York are pushing a new drive to

foyce the Government to rescind its

order calling for the cut of 1,000 in

the personnel of the N. Y. project.

Most recent order came as a shock

to the Federation of Arts Projects,

composed of all fine arts projects on
WPA, which had been assured by
Aubrey Williams, assistant national

administrator, that the recent order

to reduce the payroll had been re-

scinded.

Since his reassurances Williams

has been slated for another berth,

while Harry It. Hopkins vacated his

national WPA administrator post to

become Secretary of Commerce. An
army man, Col. Francis C. Harring-

ton has been appointed as Hopkins
successor.

There have been so many contradic-

tory regula^ons concerning the cut

that WPA worker committees pro-

testing the slashes are puzzled. How-
ever, according to orders reported to

have been received in N. Y., where
the arts projects are slated to be re-

duced from &,495 to 6,996, the largest

reduction will be made to the theatre

project, those fired being slated to be
dropped by Jan. 16. The slash of

1,000 from, the payroll constitutes a
cut of slightly more than 25% of the

total FTP personnel. Other arts

projects cuts: musicians, 200; writers,

100; artists, 100, and historical

records survey, 40. Estimated that

250 will be dropped from the FTP
in Illinois.

Stated that the arts federation

would even use the radio as a means
of . appeal. A mass meeting at City

Hall is scheduled for Jan. 6 although
the city and state are not involved
In N. Y.'s FTP, which is under direct

control of Washington, whereas other
relief projects are partially super-
vised by the states.

Stated -at the capital that the
money allocated to WPA will have
been expended by Feb. 7. Labor
leaders seek a $1,000,000,000 defi-

ciency appropriation to carry WPA
oh. untU the end of June. In con-
gressional circles it's been declared
that relief will not cease and that an
emergency appropriation will be at

the top of the legislative list when
Congress convenes next week.
A battle within the N. Y. theatre

project is expected. Those of un-
questioned professional standing in-

tend to insist that those whose
theatrical activities prior to getting
on WPA were never clearly estab-

lished should constitute the bulk, if

not all, the dismissals.

In some quarters it's said that the
heavy slicing of the theatre project
is attributed to activities of alleged
radicals in the various departments.
Lists of those to be dropped will be
watched carefully for any possible
'discrimination' against 'radicals.*

Shean Into B'way Play

After Metro Washup

Holl3rwood, Dec. 27.
Al Shean goes into 'Without Jury,'

Broadway legiter, soon as he finishes
in Metro's "Broadway Serenade.'

Actor's last Manhattan job was In
'Father Malachy's Miracle.'

Leslie StiD Up

Against Dollar

Dearth on Show

Financial troubles that cropped up
during the recent abbreviated tryout
of Lew Leslie's 'Blackbirds' in Bos-
ton continue to badger the colored
revue, causing its Broadway open-
ing to be postponed from last week
to • Thursday (29) at the 44th St.

theatre. Equity halted rehearsals
Friday (23) when a couple of checks
bounced after being tendered to
guarantee salaries. There have been
other reports of jittery checks and
no coin with which to operate.

It was announced that lost scenery
caused the 'debut to be postponed
but it's, also been reported thtire was
no coin put on the line for the haul-
ing. Up to Monday (26) the stage of
the 44th Street still awaited the set-

(Continued on page 43)

% FOR 4 SHOWS

1-1

Between 20-40 Weeks Seen
Possible for 321 Stands
Outside Key Cities Which
Would Support Legit

—

Linked to Same Pro-

cedure Used in Concerts

LOCALSWOULD SPONSOR

Using the same procedure as ap-
plied to concerts, the road will be
'sold' next season in many com-
munities but Broadway managers
will not be direct participants.
Proposition is along lines rather
vaguely suggested by the American
Theatre Council, which may be
ultimately tied in with the plan,
along with the League of New York
Theatres, though probably not for
the 1939-40 period. It appears that
ATC's idea has been adopted by out-
of-towners who are more familiar
with the possibilities in the 'sticks.

Stated there are 321 stands out-
side key cities which would support
legit shows to a limited degree and
that between 20 and 40 weeks of
one-nighters are possible. Not more
than four stage shows per seeison

are feasible, it's figured.

Specialists in the concert field

estimate that not more than 1% of

the average town's population at-

tends concerts or recitals but that
there's a potential 40% to which
legit shows would appeal, a large
portion of which has never seen a
legit show. Because of that it's fuUy
expected to obtain guarantees simi-

(Continued on page 42)

Ticket Code Violations by Manager

League Members to Brii^ Showdown

Miller to Produce Pby

By Hecht-MacArthar

Gilbert Miller, who arrived in New
York from Europe last week (22),

will produce the Ben Hecht-Charles
MacArthur play, 'Ladies and Gentle-
men,' on Broadway.
He then returns to England in

March to produce two French plays,

'Six Floors' and 'Valet Maitre.' Both
may be brought to N.Y. if success-
ful abroad.

Unemplopent

Tax Hits Mgrs.

Of Road Shows

Latest headache for managers, of

touring shows is the unemployment
tax, with which some showmen have
not complied. While the amounts
payable are not large, they consti-

tute an additional operation cost and
in some instances are bothersome.
This tax is in addition to the Gov-
ernment's social security require-
ment.
Some states have ho unemploy-

ment tax laws. However, road show
outfits playing those states are liable

just the same. It was explained re-

cently that a percentage of the pay-

(Continued on page 43)

ED WYNN SEHLES
'

FOR $174,166 TAX

Washington, Dec. 27.

Tax tiff between the Treasury De-
partment and Ed Wynn, one of the
Incidents used two years ago as hor-
rible example of weaknesses in the
revenue laws, was settled Thursday
(22).

Truce negotiated by lawyers re-
quires the stage and air comedian
to fork over $174,186 in additional
income taxes, with the government
dropping a $145,977 claim against
Airwynn, Inc., his personal holding
company.

Negro *Mikado' in Swing
Set by de Liagre for N. Y.
When Alfred de Liagre, Jr., bringsm the swing version of 'The Mikado,'

It will probably be housed at the
4,6th St. arid not under WPA aus-
pices. This is the Negro WPA
^ow currently in Chicago on which
Nat KarsOn did some brush-up
scenic production. He will super-
vise the New York version for de
Liagre.

,

Rehearsals start > in about two
weeks but principals have not yet
been cast

Third of a Century

Anniversary Number
OF

Out Next Week
January 4

A showdown on indicated evasion
of the ticket code rules is expected
to be demanded at the next meeting
of the League of New York Theatres.
Alleged failure to retain 25% of ca-
pacity for direct boxoffice sales, and
the irregular 'buy* of hit tickets lor.

some New Year's Eve performances
are principal complaints.

Though the League ordered that all

refunds be made to agencies which
bought tickets for the performance,
only some theatre managements
have complied. Letters sent by the
League to those who did not de-
mand explanations.

Understood, that some theatres
took the position that there are no
specific regulations as to what lo-
cations are to be sold directly by the
boxoffice. Other managers are said
to have taken the stand that the first

10 or 12 rows should be .exclusively
allotted to the agencies. • Latter point
is disputed by the League, which
states that the public's share should
include all sections of the house.
Latter then says that choice tickets
could then reach the hands of gyps,
with excessive prices resulting.

League states that may be true but
emphasizes that there should be
tickets for all locations available to
patrons who do not care, to pur-
chase from brokers.

Agency people will watch the holi-

day reaction on Monday (2) night
attendance, which is expected to

produce a natural letdown. Brok-
ers point out that if buys would
Brokers point out that if buys would
be extant tickets for that perfor-
sold, losses would be shared' among
the brokers. Their argument is ihal
such unsold tickets would be spread
among two dozen or more agencies,

with comparative losses held down,
whetea's under the present system,
the drop falls entirely on the thea-
tres.

Some managers who have adhered
to the code rules are calling for ac-
tion, especially about the New Year's
Eve tickets which should have been
regularly allotted. Little chance that
the hits will,be affected on that per-
formance, since disposal of most of
their tickets has already been' made.

Action taken by the League against
any of it£ violating members is also
being watched with Interest. Some
showmen are speculating on the ad-
visability of fining manager-mem-
bers who are at fault. Equity, a sort
of silent partner in the code opera-
tion, is reported burning at the re-
ported evasions. It is up to the
League, original sponsor of the code,
however, to see that the code is en-
forced.

Equity could cancel the basic
agreement with the managers on the
grounds that the code is not working
effectively enough. It is doubtful,
then, if that would excite the man-
agers, since all changes sought by
the association were effected before
the agreement was slated.

2 CRANTED FLEAS IN

TICKET CONVICTIONS

Order From Your Local Newsdealer Now

Phil Guyran and Sol Bloom, of the
Leo Newman ticket agency; who
were sentenced to serve alternate
Federal terms for admissions tax
irregularities, won a respite Friday
^23) in New York Circuit Court of
Appeals when Judges Sawn, Manton
and Hand ruled in their favor.
They had been sentenced to four
months each, one to follow the other
upon termination of 'his incarcera-
tion. Sentences had formerly been
reported to be for six months, but
that was in error.

Government petitioned the court
not to decl'iho.tjie application to re-
instate the appeal,vvwhich originally
had

' not been filed v?itl\In the 30-
time limit. Petition wa3-_denied
and attorneys Fowler and FSy. .for
the defendants were ordered to jfiltt~,

briefs by Tuesday (2), Ticket men
had been represented by other legal

j
advisers when the appeal period was

I permitted to lapse.
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Equity Hay OK Experimental Theatre

Ody If Under Sole Control of Players

Most of last week's Equity coun-
cil session was devoted to considera-
tion df a committee report on the
eicperimental theatre idea. Some
want the movement to be okayed on
the grounds that it may open up the
way^or more actor employment, but
others, aware of the past history of

such ventures, are distinctly skepti-

cal of results.

It's claimed by the latter that

nearly all forms of cooperative play-
ing, which the experimental theatre

Involve;;, have invariably flopped,

mostly so far as the actors are con-
. ceriied. Pointed out that other stage

imions, all of which pivot around
the actors association, have stead-

fastly refused to consider coopera-
tive shows. Stagehands, scenic peo-
ple and musicians are paid, while
the players receive nothing, it's been
brought oiit.

One proposal made to Equity re-

cently calls for complete ownership
and operation by players and it's

likely that ventures of this kind will

be okayed. Special rules whereby
commercial managers would in no
way participate will be worked out;

Especially to be guarded against will

be managerial schemes whereby
plays might be. tried on tiie cuff^

Some in the council favor conces-
sions. They are said to be urged by
jobless players who want to use
every angle that might lead to en-
gagements. Principal argument of
these players.is that if they are seen
in' action by showmen or talent

scouts, the opportunity for jobs may
come.
Close observers believe there

aren't enough regular engagements
for more than one-third of Equity's
membership, and unless the winter,
season spurts that percentage . will
not;'be materially changed^ There's
a bigger portion of the chorus mem-
bers working^because of the increase
in musicals this season. After much
pro and con discussion it was de-
•cided that the committee's report be
transcribed and turn^ over to the
executive committee fw further con-
sideration.

Fteapure on Equity by membets
not engaged had been somewhat
lightened by the Federal Theatre
Project for the past two years or so,

but much attention is ciirrently be-
ing given to the relief outfit, which
threatens again to saddle the offices
with probleiqas due to the ordered re-
duction of the WPA complement

U. S. Holds '2-A-Day'

Los Angeles, Dec. 27.

Uncle Sam is still in sole posses-

sion of Two-a-Day,' the Federal

Theatre Project's cavalcade of

vaudeville, now showing at. the

Hollywood Playhouse.
That was the gist of a wire from

Washington to James R. Ullman,
Southern CaUfomia director, in an-

swer to reports that the show had
been bought for production in New
York.

AGHA MAKES 17

DEMANDS ON

C0NCER1S

Current Road Shows

Philadelphia, Dec. 27.

Musical composition based on the
kidnapping of the Lindbergh baby,
tagged 'Lament for the Stolen,' wUl
be given its world preem at the
Phllly Orch concerts of Dec. 30 and
31. Cleffing, designed for a women's
chorus and ordi, is byJHarl Mc-
Donald, wJc. composer and member
of .the music, faculty of the Univer-
sity <)f i^ennsylvaniia. It accompanies
a poem by Katherine Garrison Chap-
in, who, in private life, is Mrs.
Francis Biddle,lawyer now serving as
chief counsel in the Congressional in-
quiry into TVA.
Eugene Ormandy wIU conduct and

the choral parts Will be sung by a
solo choir of 16 an4 a 'bhorus of 200.

Subject is described as a 'maternal
protest against the horror of kidnap-
ping.' It was suggested by Mrs.
Henry S. Drinker, Jr., for many
years a leader in the development of
American choral music.

ATLANTA WILL pET MET

Culture Guaranteed By $52,000 Fund
—Four FerfornianeeB

Atlanta, Deq.-.£-7.

This center of Southern jsditure is

agaiii rising to the b&it 'dangled by
Metropolitan Opeia' Co,, a $52,000
guarantee for f8ur per^rmances at

City Auditorium in April. Victor
Latnsj*^ i^mith and Jesse Driaper,

Jm!^<£s of citizens' committee working
for return of opera, last week in-

formed Mayor Wllliaih B. Hartsfleld,

Met would come here in 1039 for

that amount.

Points at issue between the Amer-
ican Guild of Musical Artists and
the two major concert managements
(Columbia Concerts Corp. and NBC
Artists Service) are contained in the
following 17 demands by the union.

Ir Licensing of all concert man-
agements; all managements muist

agree to represent only Guild

members.

2. Submission of all disputes to a
permanent board of arbitration.

3. Standard contracts, with a
clause permitting cancellation if not
enough engagements are obtained.

4. Clause permitting cancellation

of radio representation if not more
than 10 engagements are obtained

dinring the year.

5. Manageinents to observe Screen
Actors Guild rules in all film rep-

resentation.

6. All copies in triplicate, with one
copy to be registered with AGMA.

7. Commissions to be figured on
the net fee (gross, mintis fee for ac-

companist and transportation costs,

etc.).

8. Commissions to be limited to

15% for concert, 10% for radio,

opera or films; other commission
terms to be set later for foreign en-
gagements.

9. All artist contracts with cor-

porations must state what member of

the corporation is handling the ar-

tist and if such member leave the
corporation the artist may cancel the
contract; no contracts may be as-

signed without permission of the' ar-

tist.

10. Corporate managements must
give evidence of financial- responsi-

bility or furnish a bond.
11. Managements must supply ar-

tists- with statements every three
months, listing all inquiries for the
artist's service and all activities In
the artist's behalf.

12. Individuals denied licenses by
AGMA may not be employed by
other managements.

13. Artists who feel that their

managment is obtai ing too many
other artists on its lists may cancel
their contracts, subject to arbitra-

tibn.

14. Managements must pay to

AGMA a licensing fee of $10 a year
for every artist handled

15. Existing coYitracts must be
modified to conform to this agree-
ment.

16. Managements must submit to

AGMA annual statements regarding
their community, civic or coopera-
tive concert courses and listing (a)

total income and number of sub-
scribers in each city,^ (b) organiza-
tion cost and overhead, (c) number
of artists appearing on each course
and id) fees contracted for and ac-
tually paid to artists.

17. Yearly modification of the
above agreement.

Engagements

Glenn Anders, 'Skylark.'
McKay Morris, 'The American

Way.'
Walter Abel, Ruth Gordon, Nicho-

las Joy, Herbert Yost, 'The Birds
Stop Singing.'

Cflinton Sunberg, Dawn Boland,
Richard Barber, Robert Ross, Stars
in Your Eyes.'
Canada Lee, Harry Mestayer,

Louis Sharp, Oliver Barbour, Maude
Russell, Ethel Prunelle, Dorothy
Paid, 'Mamba's Daughters.*

(Week of Dee. 26)
'AmphltryonVSea Gull' (Lunt and

Fontanne), Erlanger, Chicago.
'Angela Is 22' (Sinclair Lewis),

Hartman, Columbus (30-31).

'Dear Octopus' (Lillian Gish-Rose
Hobart), Plymouth, Boston.

'Golden Boy' (Phillips Holmes-
Jean Muir), Grand Opera House,

Chicago.
'Golden Boy,' Shubert, Brooklyn.

I'd Bather Be Right' (George M.
Cohan), American, St. Louis.

TieaiMng on Letty' (Charlotte

Greenwood), EI Capitan, Hollywood.
'Of Mlee and Men,' Cass, Detroit.

*Onr Town,' Nixon, Pittsburgh.

'Pins and Needles;^ Masonic Audi-
torium, Rochester (26-28); Erlanger,

Buifalo (29-31).

'Set to Mnsie' (Beatrice LilUe).

Shubert, Boston.
'Shadow and Substance* (Sir Ce-

dric Hardwicke), Selwyn, Chicago.
'Susaa and God' (Gertrude La^^-

rence), Harris, Chicago.-

'The Importance 'of Being Earnest,'

Pabst, Milwaukee. (31).

'The Primrose Path,' Maryland,
Baltimore.

'Tobacco Road,' English, Indian-
apolis.

'Victoria Reglna' (Helen Hayes),
Forrest, Philadelphia.

'What a Lite,' Locust St, Phila-
delphia.
'White Steed,' C^hestnut St., Phila-

delphia.
'Whlteoaks' (Ethel Barrymore),

Auditorimn, St Paul (26-27); Ly-
ceum, Mimieapolis (28-31).

'Women,' National, Washington.

Road Shows

(Continued from page 41)

lar to those given concertists who
annually journey through the hin-
terlands.
Plan generally is to have each

stand in the 'circuit' guarantee $5,000
for the' four shows, which would
play six nights wepkly, plus the cus-
tomary two matinees. Shows woiild
•in no way play on percentage and
so it's possible for the local spon-
sors to earn goodly profits, which
has also become possible with con-
cert bookings. That phase of the idea
is quite different from the old type
of road show, which- sought the
major end 6f the takings.

Average Gross |7,509 Weekly
Indicated that the average gross

of shows playing under the new plan
would be aroimd $7«500 weekly.
Costs have been estimated and bud-
geted, except for transportation,

which would partly -depend on the
distance between stands.
A force of 12 would ba sent into

the field to act as salesman,
not advance agents. As • salesmen
they would not be within union's
minimums which would be re-
quired were they understood to

be advance agents. ' They would
be paid according' to results but
would also have drawing accounts.
Plan is similar to the subscription
idea, yet differs from ^he subscrip-
tion plan used by managers in key
towns. Many of the stands expected
to be booked would be spots where
universities and schools are located.

Possible that if the plan is suc-
cessful the first season, more shows
could be added for following sea-
sons. Sponsors believe the plan is

the first logical step towards bring-
ing back the road. -At one time
there were 1,200 stands that sup-
ported road shows but many dropped
out because of the turkeys so long-
foisted upon them while most of
them quit because opposed diver-
sions had developetL
Original productions are to be ptu:-

chased and care in casting ex-
ercised, with the better known
Broadway plays' obtained. Original
producers would be paid fixed royal-
ties. In return they would be ex-
pected to supervise the casts and
direction.

Plays said to have been negotiated
for the first touring season are
'Golden Boy,' 'What a Life' and
•Bachelor Born.' The fourth play is

not definite but the Mercury The-
atre's 'Julius Caesar' is being con-
sidered. Shows that may have
questionable dialog would not be
considered, in deference to small
town standards and also because a
goodly percentage of the audiences
is expected to be youthful—that
segment which would be witnessing
a professional show for the first time
and would, therefore, be morie im-
pressionable.

Arthur M. Oberfelder, of Denver,
heads the group which would tour
the shows next season, according to
the plan outlined. He- has been a
specialist in the road concert field

Inside Stuff-Legit

Exploitation plans for 'The American Way,' slated tp have the largest

cast of any show this season, include publicity on a scale comparable with
'The Great Waltz,' 'Way* will debut at the Center, Radio City, New York,
Jan, '21. Prior to that time outdoor billing will appear, within miles out-

side of the metropolis. Show's sponsors expect the *play about America'
to be one of Broadway's major attractions for World's Fair patronage.

During the engagement of 'Walti' at the Center, the, operetta was given

the strongest exploitation ever accorded a legiter. That was possible

through the Rockefeller interests, which control the theatre and had a
percentage of the show. Radio programs and picture house trailers were
used in addition to outdoor billing and advertising matter distributed

through roadside gas stations. Understood the same plugging will be em-
ployed for the new drama's engagement

Sam H. Harris and Max Gordon are coupled as presenters of - the George
S. Kaufman and Moss Hart cavalcade. Reported that others are in on the

financial end. Gordon presented 'Waltz' and Hassard Short, who's staging

'Way,' also did the same for 'Waltz.' Hart wrote the 'Waltz' book.

There will be 250 people on the stage, although a goodly percentage will

be extras. Fredric March will be featured. His wife, Florence Eldredge,

is also in the cast.

Flock of stage names current in Broadway shows attended the christen-

ing last week of the New York's World's Fair Christmas tree, fashioned In

the form of a pylon and perisphere, spotted at Broadway and 46th street

They assembled in the office of John Golden prior to the event and one
of the party left a muffler there. Ad appearing in the New York Times
Friday (23) read:

'Olsen and Johnson, Walter Huston, Teddy Hart, Sophie Tucker, Helen
Claire, Bill Gaxton, Victor Moore 6r Gladys Cooper, you left your muffler

in my office. WiU you please send for it' Golden's name was affixed.

Manager is chairman of the Fair's advisory committee on entertainment.

When the players assembled, general manager Dixie French, who was not

aware of the tree stunt, wondered what attraction the showman had in

mind for casting.

Casts, backstage crews and house staffs of 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois* (Ply-

mouth, N. Y.) and 'Knickerbocker Holiday' (Barrymore, N. Y.) were givea

Christmas bonuses by the Playwrights' Co., presenting the two shows.

Low-salary players were given a week's salary, while the. higher bracket

players received a half- week's coin, Raymond Massey and Walter Huston,

the respective stars, did npt participate, nor did the cast of 'American
Landscape' (Cort, N. Y,), the x)ther Playwrights' show. Latter is said to

be getting better salaries than the 'Abe' and 'Knickerbocker' players.

Stagehands and musicians at the Plymouth and Barrymore were each
given liquor, while the boxoffice men a week's salary. Low-salary mem-
bers of the Playwrights' production and office staff received a
week's salary.

With 'Victoria Regina' closing its return engagement recently at the

Martin Beck, N. Y., it grossed about $3,412,200, including taxes. Figuring
on a weekly average of about $25,000 for the starting five-week tour, which
wiU wind up the show, it will have grossed approximately $125,000 more.
Including New York and the road, the show will have played 123 weeks
for a total of 067 performances.

After tryout in Washington and Baltimore it opened late in December,
1935, at the Broadhurst N. Y. Played through the 1935-36 season and
1036-37, with the exception of a layoff in the summer of 1936. Again laid

off the summer of 1937, then went on a 41-week coast-to-coast tour during
the 1937-38 season, on which it grossed about $1,250,000. Harry Essex has
been company manager throughout.

'1066—and All That,* musical with an English history background, which
Was given for two nights at the Windsor, N. Y., last .week by the Yal*
Dramatic Society, ran up against xmion requirements at the same time.

The Theatrical Managers, Agents and Treasurers union demanded that
press agent be hired at $150 for the week, although the date called for but
two performances. Stagehand requiitements had been anticipated, how-
ever, and they were met. Collegians were- accorded a concession by the
musicians union, two of its group playing the score on pianos;

Prestige publication of plays in book form Is the dominant element in

editions of this sort. The average sales are modest tisually 4,000 to 5,000
copies; so the dramatist can't make anything on his straight 15% roysdfy.
Nor does the publisher, but it looks g.ood in the catalog. A play lUc*
'Shadow and Substance,' getting a strong Catholic organizational backing,
has sold 5,000 copies, considered big, and rather sensational are the 8,000
copies of 'I'd Rather Be Righf which is deemed extraordinar/, especially
in view of the fact that the musical show by no means reads as well as it

plays.

Lunts are getting plenty of 'living trailers' for their Pittsburgh appear-
ance in 'Sea Gull' next spring. Duquesne University drama school did
Chekhov play last week, it's being prepared for a late December produc-
tion by newly-organized Laboratory Theatre in that city and at least two
more amateur groups are planning it for February and March showings
there. Lunts recently played a Pittsburgh week in 'Amphitryon' and
return in April to split eight performances between 'Gull' and 'Idiot's
Delight.'

•Outward Bound,' revival which opened at the Playhouse, New York,
Thursday (22) is the first Broadway show this season to get 'four stars*

by Burns Mantle, critic for the N. Y. Daily News. Tab is the only daily
in the metropolis using the star system in judging plays and films. Only
show which Mantle similarly regarded last reason was 'Prologue to Glory,*
a WPA-er.

Equity's James O'Neill narrowly escaped last week when a' fire broke
out in his New York hotel room while he was asleep. Short circuit .is

said to have caused the fire which, in addition to damaging O'NeUl's clothea^
also scorched his face, forcing him to remain abed.

but also has figured in legit stock
production and has an inside on
what the smaller stands want in the
way of entertainment Oberfelder
is said to have the backing of people
connected with a Chicago advertis-
ing agency. He's fairly well known
to New York showmen. He ex-
plained that Denver, with a popula-
tion of over 300,000, has had only
two shows this season because only
attractions to and from the Coast
are practical bookings.

Figure in Rotary Stock
Oberfelder figured in a rotary

stock project several seasons ago, in
which 10 stands were played for' a
time. It was then supposed to be
one solution to the road but did not
pan out. Later, it was recognized
tiiat- the smaller stands could not

support attractions for a week. The
one-night plan is expected to allevi-

ate that condition, i^ee Shubert is

reported having backed the rotary
stock scheme.. Robert L. Hague is

also said to have been a financial

participant in the plan.
Believed Equity would endorse

the new plan as it did the rotary
idea. Touring companies may only
partly entail the same executive set-

up as for average road companies
and a saving in operation is

.
ex-

pected. Shows would be delivered
at the contract price, local sponsors
taking care of rentals, stage crew
and advertising costs. In addition
to salaries and transportation, the
trucking wiU be part of the shows*
expenses along with billboard and
window advertising.
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'Susan' Bows Out of Qiicago With

Fine $14,000; 'Shadow/ 'Boy fai

Chicago^ Dec. 27.

With" pre-Xmas over, the legit

spots have returned to normal.

•Amphytrion 38' resumed at the Er-

langer alter a week's lay-off and will

iiallop through another fortnight be-

fore vamping for *The Sea Gull,\the

second of the Lunts* presentations

for the American Theatre Society

season. , ,

Three shows opened over the holi-

days. 'Golden Boy' returned for an-

other try, this time with a new cast.

Opened at the Grand on Sunday (25)

on an attempt to garner trade at 'pop

prices.'
'Shadow and Substance' arrived at

the Selwyii last night (Monday) and

Is scheduled for a four-week ven-
ture. Federal Theatre Project came
through with one of its most im-
portant and auspicious ventures on
Sunday (25) with its production of

The Copperhead,' Ian Keith in the

leading role.

'Susan and God' is winding up its

smash run, and quits on New Year's

Eve after 11 powerful weeks at the

Harris. Could keep, on for several

weeks longer but, John Golden and
Gertrude £awrence have ottier plans.

In the future are 'What a Life,'

•Kiss the Boys Goodbye' and 'Our

Town.'
Estimates for Last Week

'Amphitryon 38/ Erianger (3d

week) (1,400; $3.30). Resumed last

night (Monday) afteif week's vacash,

and a cinch for top coin for final two
weeks.

'Golden Boy,' Grand (1st week)
(1,300; $2.20). Came in on Christmas
night (25) with a new cast for a re-

peat tiy.

'Shadow and Sabstanoe/ Selwyn
(Isft week) (1,000; $2.75). Opened
last night (Monday) for a four-week
stay. Advance okay.

'Susan and God,' Harris (11th and
final week) (1,000; $2.75). Had a
great nm here. Was the" only show
operating last week and bucked the

Jre-holiday
with exceptional ability

y taking down a fine $14,000.

WPA
'The Copperhead,' Blackstone.

Opened Christmas night, and with
Ian Keith and general production
looks to be one of Federal Project's

outstanding efforts.

'The Mikado,* Great Northern.
Colored swing version is going
strong.

Protest So. CaL Firings

Los Angeles, Dec. 27.

Supervisors of Federal Theatre
: »roject in Southern California
::ormed their own organization to

protest aginst the summary dismissal

of 25% of the Project's personnel in

his territory.

New body, known as the Super-
visors Forum, is not a labor organ-
ization as most of its members are
veterans of theatrical and trade
unions. Lorin Baker is chairman of

a board of governors, each repre-
senting one of the four FPT divi-

sions; Chalmer Day, administrative;

Willis Lusher, production; Jerome
Coray, drama, and Peter O'Crotty,
publicity.

Forum, representing some 1,400

project workers, asks sick and an-

nual leave benefits, which have been
granted other fTP divisions throu^
he country. Its motto is:

'Not to discuss without action, not
to act without discussion, but to

make—^not money or prestige—but
an American Theatre.'

Tax Hits Mgrs.

(Continued from page 41)

roll is . payable to the Federal arm,
which in turn allocates shares to the
various states. Some managers have
decided to pay the levy direct to the
Government, permitting the authori-
ties in the several states played to

collect therefrom, thereby avoiding
bookkeeping details.

Using that method, the amount is

computed on the basis of 3% of the
salaries paid. For thci average show
on the road the weekly unemploy'
ment levy will vary but will usually
approximate $100, with musicals
calling for higher sums.
For 1939, social security levies for

all employers will be increased to

3%, but individuals will pky as here-
tofore, deduction from salaries and
wages being 1% on the first $3,000
earned.

'Earnest' for M'w*kee
Milwaukee, Dec. 27.

The Importance of Being Earnest,'

tarring Clifton Webb, rifew produc
tion of Oscar Wilde's play, opens
New Year's Eve at the Pabst here,
the first legit show Pabst has booked
this season.

Heretofore has run foreign films
•nd amateur productions. Only
other legit show booked for this sea
on is the Lunts in 'Sea Gull' and
•Amphitryon '38.'

Shows in Reh^rsal

•Voices In the Nitht' ('Jeremiah':
—Theatre Guild.

'One lor the Money'—Stanley Gil
key and Gertrude Macy.

'Stars In Your Eyes'—Dwight
Deere Wiman.!(

'The American Way'—Sam H. Har
lis and Max Gordon.
•Mamba'B Danehters'—Guthrie Mc

Clintic.

•Gentle People'—Group.
•Benry 1V'«—Maurice Evans.
Importance of Being Earnest'—

Aldrich and Myeri.

Xnias Licks 'RoadV

6th Cmcy Try, 4«/2G
Cincinnati, Dec. 27.

Dark this week, the Cox reopens
Jan. 2 for lour performances in IJiree
days of 'Our Town' with Frank
Craven at .$2.75 top. Sinclair Lewis,
in his own play, 'Angela Is Twenty-
two,' comes in Jan. 5-6-7 for night
shows and a Saturday matinee at
same scale.

Then follow Ethel Barrymore in
'Whiteoaks,' . week of Jan. 23, and
the Group Theatre's 'Golden Boy' for
week of Jan. 29.

Estimate for Last Week
Tobacco Road.' Cox (1,335; $1.70).

Repeating after a week's absence for
its sixth Cincy engagement, was im-
able to weather Xmas-shopping op-
posish after big Sunday night open-
ing. Fetched $4,500. Got $10,000 in
its previous visit here.

TIMERS' HUB

EXIT AT $12,

Dennis King, Jn, With

Dad When Latter Subs

For Evans in Canada

Toronto, Dec. 27.

Last-minute discovery that Maurice
Evans' contract with his partners

forbids flying during current New
York run of 'Hamlet' caused sudden
t4)set in plans whereby Evans was
to play the name-role in an hour
dramatiiuition of the same play which
was to be broadcast last Sunday (18)

over a trans-Canada hookup as the
final production in the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.'s Shakespearian
series.

Dennis King, who starred Nov. 27

in 'Richard II' in the 13-week CBC
series, was hastily signed to fill the
Hamlet' broadcast breach. Evans
had been set for the role, but found
that his Broadway engagement in

the same play would not permit his

catching the last train (11:40 pv m.)
for Toronto. He had completed ar-

rangements to fly Sunday morning
wheqi contract clause banning such
mode of transportation came to light

King, however, after the 'I Mar
ried an Angel' curtain, was able to

sprint for the Toronto traiix. After
the CBC stint, he motored to Buf-
falo and from there caught the 12:40

plane Monday (19) for New York.
Appearing with King in this last

stanza of the CBC Shakespearian
series was his son, Dennis, Jr., who
played Rozenkrani^. Youngster, 17,

is attending Upper Canada College
here. Seven classmates and a mas-
ter attended- the fatiier-and-son ap
pearances.

Future Play

'The Phlladelpbla Story,' new com-
edy by Philip Barry, has been ac-

quired by the Theatre Guild as its

fourth production of the season
Play, which has Katharine Hepburn
as one of the leads, goes into re-

hearsal soon. Road tour is planned
prior to its Broadway showing.

Evans' FTP Post
Los Angeles, Dec. 27.

Julius Evans was appointed execu-

tive secretary to James R. Ullman,

new director of the Federal Theatre
Project in Southern California.

Until recently Evans was assistant

to Everett Riskin at Columbia, and
at one time eastern play editor for

Samuel Goldwyn.

SUSPEND THESPIANS
St. Louis, Dec. 27.

Rowdyism of students at Washing
ton University (St. Louis) caused

the indefinite suspension last week
of Thyrsus, dramatic organization,

and of the Quadrangle Club, which
ptesents the university's annual mu-
sical comedy, by Dr. George W
Stephens, dean of students.

Ban caused by disturbances dur-

ing the presentation of 'Ghost oi;

Yankee Doodle' several weeks ago

and previous pla'''-;

Boston, Dec. 27.

•Merchant of Yonkers' finished a
good two-week tryout here Saturday
(24), withstanding the Christmas
dent in biz to a heartening degree.

'Set to Music,' new revue by Noel
Coward, starring Beatrice LUlie,
opened Monday (26) with big ad-
vance sale. 'A Moral Entertainment,'
a Federal Theatre preem opens to-
night (27). And 'Dear Octopus' by
Dodie Smith, English family play
making American debut, unveils to-
morrow (Wednesday).

Estimate for Last Week
'Merchant of Yonkers,' Colonial

(1.643; $2.75) (2d week). Jdne Cowl
starrer bolstered at b.o. by ATS sub-
scription list during two weeks here.
Piece running better when it left

town, but still a dubious Broadway
possibility. Good $12,000 for final

frame.

Xmas Holidays Plus 14 Matinees

Boost Bway; Preems Swell list

To 27 or 28; 'Outward Bound' OK

loss BOYS' ROAD WOT
OPENS IN BUFF. JAN. 12

Road company . of 'Kiss the Boys
Goodbye,' current at- the Miller,

New York, is due to open in Buffalo
Jan. 12.' It then goes to Chicago
where it will be spotted in the Har-
ris. Dependent on whether the
show gets across out of tcwn, other
toiuring units of 'Kiss' are in order.

Brock Pemberton, who presents
the Claire Boothe comedy, proposes
another company through the 'south

and a fourth troupe for the Coast
Idea is to cover the road as quickly
as possible, although there is no
deal pending for the film rights.

Leslie B. R. Jam

(Continued from page 41)

tings. That evening, however, there

was a run-through of the show, in

expectation that fresh back would be
secured.

The Kramers, who operate the
Edison hotel, N. Y., originally

backed 'Blackbirds' but then quit
They changed their minds, however,
and the opening looked set until

Equity attempted to certify some of

the paper. Association had' $1,350
on deposit, but the show was still

$300 short Money held by the as-

sociation only covers union mem-
bers. The rest are skedded to join

after the show runs one week.
As the players had received little

pay, association did not require the
non-members to kick in $59 to cover
initiation and dues prior to the
show's Broadway start. That was
true of the Boston date, which ended
when the stagehands demanded that
wages be assured. Daily and nightly
conferences have been held by those
interested in an attempt to solve the
financial jig-saw.

Bowers to the Coast

William Bowers, author of 'Where
Do We Go from Here?', which had a
short Broadway stay recently,

trained back to the Coast yesterday
(Tuesday). He will team with
Dwight Taylor as a freelance screen
writer.

Bowers had planned to remain
east and try to become established

in legit, but the sudden illness of

Don DeFore, another of the 'Where'
players from the Coast, scuttled that

idea. DeFore is in a New York hos-

pital recovering from an operation.

Bad weather is the only factor
that should affect the season's clean-
up week, a natural for playgoing.
The heavy draw started with Christ-
mas matinees, Monday (26), and con-
cludes New Year's Eve (Saturday).
There were 14 afternoon perform-
ances as a starter, with business
flourishing all along the line. Legit-
ers will have an extra weekend
holiday chance Monday (2) when
New Year's day will be celebrated
and for which another flock of mati-
nees is planned.
Broadway's list will total 27 or 28

attractions when the premiere card
is completed, depending on the ques-
tionable debut of one entrant. A
jam of three openings was caused
When original starting dates were
shifted to last night (Tuesday),
leaving Monday (26) free of new-
comers. In addition to the com-
mercial arrivals, there are also some
special children's shows, plus several
WPA-ers. ,

Best of the recent additions is »
revival of 'Outward Boimd,' which
was warmly greeted at the Play-
house last week. Reported attend-
ance indicates the play has a chance
to compare favorably, if not top, the
original engagement of about 14
years ago. 'Window Shopping' did
not fare well at the Longacre, press
being on the down side.
Favorable reports on several open-

ings out of town point to promising
newcomers next month. Next week's
premieres: 'Great People,' Belasco;
'The Primrose Path,' Biltmore:
'Mamba's Daughters,' Empire, and
return of the D'Oyly Carte Gilbert
and Sullivan operettas at the Beck.

Estimates for Last Week
Average grosses estimated inas-

much as attendance during the week
befor Christmas is not indicative of
normal takings.

'Abe Lincoln in Illinois;* Plymouth'
(11th week) (D-1,036; $3.30 ). Un-
questionably the dramatic leader;
quickly built to capacity pace of
$21,000 and should stay at that level
indefinitely.

'American Landscape,' Cort (4th
week) (D-l,05d; $3;30). Started off
tepidly; takings around $5,000; should
get share of holiday trade, but
chances depend on going after New
Year's.

'Bachelor Born,' Broadhurst (48th
week) (C-1,107; $3.30). Resumed
after week's lay-off; has been flirt-

ing with $5,000 mark, getting by on
sharing plan; may move again, as
this house Is to get 'Dear Octopus'
soon.

'Blackbirds,* 44th St. (1st week)
(R-1,323; $2.75). Postponed from
last week and now slated to light up
•Thursday (29).'

'Bright BebeV Lyceum (1st week)
(D-1,019; $3.30). Presented by Wil-
liam Kilcullen; written by Stanley
Young; one of four premieres Tues-
day (27).

'Boys from Syracase,' Alvin (6th
week) (M-1,255; $4.40). Should be
among prominent musicals on the
list for the World's Fair crowds;
paced aroimd $30,000.

'Don't Throw Glass Houses,' Van-
derbilt (1st week) (C-800; $3.30).
Presented by Philip Barber and
others; written by Doris Frankel;
another Tuesday (27) debut.
'Everywhere I Boam,' National

(1st week) (D-1,164; $3.30). Pre-
sented by Marc Connelly and Bela
Blau;' written by former and Arnold
Sundgaard; opening postponed until
Thursday (29).

'Hellzapoppin,' Winter Garden
(15th week) (R- 1,671; $3.30). Num-
ber one call in agencies and at box
office; revue is freak smash of sea-
sons and should run otiz year or
more; $30,000 and over,
'Here Come tlie Clowns,' Booth

(4th week) (D-704; $3.30). Contro-
versial opinion and comment over
drama should enhance chances;
paced between $6,000 and $7,000.

'I Married an Angel,' Shubert (34th
week) (M-1,367; $4.40), Until new
musical successes arrive, this one
was Broadway's front runner; main-
tained $28,000 pace for months; now
has dipped under $20,000, but should
come back.

'Kiss the Boys Goodbye,' Miller
(14th week) (C-944; $3.30). Comedy
topper looks sets for full season's
stay; somewhat affected by pre-
jChristmas lull; $15,700 or virtual car
pacity averaged, but extra matinee
weekly after first of year.
'Knickerbocker Holiday,' Barry-

more (11th week) (M-1,096; $4.40).
Started promisingly with takings
over $20,000; dipped to $15,000, but
should come back and span winter
period.
'Leave It (o Me,' Imperial (8th

week) (M-1,468; $4.40). Got off to
fine start and has been topping all
grosses; not much under the $34,000
level.
'Michael Drops In,' Golden (1st

week) (C-789; $3.30). Presented by

Edward Massey and Marie Louise
Elkins; written by William DuBois;
tried in summer theatre; opened
Tuesday (27).

'Osoar Wilde,* Fulton (12th week)
(D-913; $3.30). CUmbed to capacity
and virtually held pace first two'
months with takings as high as $17,-

000; eased off, but still drawing ex-
cellently.
'Rocket to the Moon,' Windsof (6th

week) (D-1,949; $3.30). Moved here
from Belasco Monday (29), latter

house getting 'Gentle People' next
week; 'Rocket* rated around $8,500,

which is profitable.

'Slttir Out the News,' Music Box
(12th week) (R-1,010; $4,40). Re-
sumed Monday (26) after two week
lay-off; may move in mid-January to
make way for 'Set to Music'; ^News*
averaged over $15,000; fair for revue,

'Spring M^etijvr,' MorQsco (4th

week) (CW-961r $3.30). English irn-

port figured for fair engagement;
started with pace around $8,000 ot
slightly more,
'The Merchant of Yonkers/ Guild

(1st week) (C-914; $3,30). Presented
by Herman Shumlin; adapted from
Austrian 'He Will Be the Devil of »
Fellow' by Thornton Wilder; drew
business in Boston; opens tonight
'Tobacco Road,' Forrest (264th

week) (D-1,107; $1.65). Advertising
tickets dvuring World's Fair; manage-
ment hoping to establish new run
record; $4,500 okay because it costs
little to operate.
'What a Life,* Biltmore (37th

week) (C-891; $3.30). Has been using
cut rates and with cast sharing plan,

has been getting by with takings
around $3,500; moves to Mansfield to
make way for 'The Primrose Path*
next week.
'Window Shopping/ Longacre (2d

week) (D-1,019; $3.30). Opened late

last week; drew adverse press and
chances uncertain.

Revivals

'Blossom Time/ 46th St (1st week)
(M-1,375: $3.30). Brought back tor
the holidays after touring many,
seasons; opened Monday (26) at

'Hamlet/ St James (lith week>
(D-1,520; $3.30). Resumed Monday
(26) afixT a week's I^y-off; got «•
high as $20,000; another, four weeks;
'Henry IV' will follow.
'Outward Bound/ I^layhouse (2d

week) (D-878; '$3.30). Drew vir-
tual rave press after opening last
Thursday (22) and indications ar*
for excellent engagement.

Added
'Pins and , Needfes/ Labot Stage

'

(57th week) (R-5d0; $2.75). Gatment.
Workers union revue averaged $6,-
000 to profit in small house; under
that figure lately, but should perk^
up; indefinite nm.
'Th6'GlrI Fr<Hn Wyoming/ Ameri-

can Music Hall (10th week). Appears
to be getting by with help of beer
and booze in .night snot.
Ruth Draper/: Little. jSack for

two weeks of solo ch£iracter sketches;
opened Monday (26).

WPA
'The Big Blow/ Elliot.
'Androcles -and the Lion/

ette, Harlem.
'Pinoochio/ Ritz,

Equity Grants Pay

Concesh to Stock

Group m Jersey

After holding out for some time.

Equity has granted a concession on
Sunday stock performances in Wood-
cliff, N. J. Jules LeVenthal, who op-

erates the stock, will be required to

pay additional salaries for Sundays,
however. Cast gets 11/10 for one
Sabbath show and 12/10 if Sabbath
matinee and night performances are

played.

Under the rules, stock is per-
mitted 10 i>erformances weekly, ad-
ditional shows calling for a pro rata
increase in pay. At Woodcliff, how-
ever, there has been an ayerage of
eight performances, and because of
weak attendance, Wednesday after-
noons are excluded for Sunday
showings.
Another stock group operating in

Jersey' is at Maplewood, which has
continued that policy after a summer
start Starting this week there are
also two stocks in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Only other stock known to be cperar
ting is one around Kansas City,
being known as 'Circle stock,* usual^
playing onenightetB In surrounding
territory.
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Plays Out of Tovfn

SET TO MUSIC
Boston, Dec. 27.

Rifvu« by
•Wili

Noel Coward; presented by
John C. Wilson; atagred by the author; or-

chealratlona, Hans Splalek; Beatrice LU-
lle starred; at Shubert theatre, Dec. 20,

On St: Eva Ortega, Mary Anne Carr.

Leonard Glbaon, Maldle Andrews. Sanders
Draper, Penelope Dudley Ward, Moya
Nugent, Rosemary Lomax, Sarah Burton.

Beatrice Llllle, Anna Jaokaoh, Laura p«n-
o.m. Betty Gi-een, Gladys Henson, Hugh
Fj-ench. Angus Menzles, Kenneth Carten,

Anihonv Pellasler, Ray Dennis, Robert

ShRckelton. Tonl Sorel, Helen Bennett.

Helen udson. Vema Long, Anne Croweli,

Tilda Gctze, Sylvia Dale, Anne Graham.
Hilda Knight, Laurie Douglas, Blennru

Haydn, Victor Cutrar, Bronson Dudley.

Florence Britten. Carol Louise "Wandermnn.

John Mntthewa, Gilhort Wllsoh. Leonard

Gibson, Peter Garet. Erlck Brotherton.

Although Noel Coward may not be

at his best, he's in again with a hit

because Beatrice Lillie, star of 'Set

to Music,' is in her very best form;

and she will keep it running long

enough for all her fans to see her

romp through a wide assortment of

satire, burlesque and delightful

horseplay. In fact, she sets off the

first roar of laughter in the opening

scene by appearing astride a white

horse for the blackout.

She socks 'em with 'Marvelous
Party,'^a promising tune with a lyric

made to order for her special tal-

ents; she Wows 'em as a slinky spy,

a schoolgirl, a weary gold-digger,

arid as the promoter of a society cos-

tume party jammed with a veritable

cavalcade of the laux pas. In and
out of practically every scene, she

leaves off with a demand for more,
expressed in terms of an ovation

at the preem.

Coward's staging Is deft, as usual;

his music is refreshing, and lyrics

intriguing; but a brace of blackouts
lack the expected sock after Miss
Lillie buUds them up to a high pitch.

Dancing is noticeably scarce, but the
rertiedy is close at hand, for Bronson
Dudley, a newcomer, stops every-
thing cold with a flying taps solo in

the finale. Dudley could hold down
another spot in the first act.

Aside from Miss Lillie, talk-of-

thershow will be Bichard Haydn, a
new comic from England, with a tich
repertoire. As 'an antique lecturer
on and impersonator of fish he's a
stopper midway in the second act; as
the flustered master of ceremonies at

the screwy costume party, he's swell;
and as a vintage family retainer he's

a perfect foil for Lillie as a dodder
ing dowager.
^Eva Ortega^ singing 'Children of

the Rltz' (one of the leading num-
bers), registers well; and clicks
again in 'Never Again,' enhanced by
outstanding production. A colored
femms trio (Jackson, Duncan and
Green) stand out in supporting cast;

as' dd French, Menzies, Carten and
Pellissier, chanting 'Stately Homes
of England.' Both groups appear
several times to Offer new choruses.
Laura Dun<:an scores in a solo bit as
a prostie singing 'Mad About the
Boy,' one of Coward's earlier times.
Costuming is consistently smart;

sets are simply, but adequate; orches-
trationg are well conceived; and the
smooth-running preem gave every
evidence of sufficient rehearsing by
a competent company. Eox.

THE PRIMROSE PATH
Baltimore, Dec. 26.

Comedy dr^inla- In three ' acts by Robert
Biickner pnd Walter Hart; presented and
BtB;;ed by George Abbott; Bettings, CIrker
nt)d Robbing; coatumcs. Hetene Pons; at the
Mao'land tbeatr«, Baltimore, Dec 20, '88.

?2 'M top.
Evj Wallace Marilyn Ersklne
Orandma...... Helen Weetley
Homer Wallace......... Philip Wood
Davy Wallace. Leslie Barrett
Clare W.illnoe , Betty Field
Maggie Wallace lorlda Frtebua
I':mma Wallabc ...Betty Gart^e
Bayard Lawrence.. 1 .Ruaaell Hitrdle
Auirustun Cun^mlngs. ....... .Clyde Fillmore
Police Matron Teresja Dale

George Abbott has departed from
out-and-out comedy in this one, And
dipped down into the bottomrmost
layer of the social stratum. With
extra broad strokes of characteriza-
tion and dialogue, 'The Primrose
Path' presents a cross-section of the
family life of a couple of generations
of 'painted women.' Not the suave
and empire-making or breaking dolls
of history and romance, but, rather,
the type encountered in smoking car
anecdote and butter and egg men
convocations. The tragedies, frustra-
tions and romances of these highly
fnconventlonnl folk form the Excuse
for three fairly well-written acts and
a rather .spasmodic series of situa-
tions. Some of it is a bit hard to
take, but Abbott has cast exceedlni:;-

ly well and directed in typical style

to make the most of material that in

other h^nds would fall quite flat.

With judicious pruning and polishing,
and more emphasis on the tongue-
in-cheek treatment throughout, 'The
Primrose Ppth' may be a Tobacco
Hoad' without social significance or
sectional twahg. It certainly has the
makings.
Emma Wallace is a hale and hearty

damsel who has found time to rear a
sizable family in spite of periodic
forays into nearby Buffalo lor some
tainted silver. She's just like her
mother, who lives with her, and still

retains the spark and sauce of a by-,

gone lustful day< One daugUter has

grown up straight laced and moral,

and she pulls out for a more decent,

if less colorful, life of married bliss.

Another daughter hasn't fallen much
below a bit of thievery now and
then.

, , . X
That's Clare, and she's pretty, too,

with quite a future ahead of her.

Only she meets a straightlaced young
fellow who proposes marriage and
actually goes through with it even
after meeting the girl's family. But
only on condition that Clare stay

away from them. There's still an-

other daughter, but she's just a strip-

ling, nevertheless a stripling with

as foul a mouth as has ever been
heard in the theatre. Not vpry pleas-

ant, either, coming from a 13 or 14-

year-old child. There's a son, too, a
geculiar and .studious kid just like

is old. man. Latter is depicted as a
Harvard man with a talent for Greek
iand delirium tremens.
How this amazing potpourri disin-

tegrates, each in his . own peculiar

way, only to be thrown together
again at the end by a family devo-
tion and loyalty difficult to under-
stand, but plausible enough in its

presentation, is the play.

'

Betty Garde, as the blondine
Emma, "heads the expert c^st in note-
worthy style. Hers is a colorful and.
memorable characterization. Helen
Westley, as her mother, is salty and
emphatic. Betty Field, as Clare, has
the best part in her long career as a
member of Abbott's acting group.
Philip Wood, as the father, is also

good. Abbott squeezes a lot of
laughs out of the doings. The prepa-
rations for the funeral in the third
act are a standout and a possible key
to the treatment of the entire play.
Bawdy, broad, at times lurid, 'The

Primrose Path' is sure to cause plenty
of comment, win or lose. Burm.

THE WHITE STEED
Philadelphia, Dec. 27.

Drama by Paul Vincent Carroll; pre.scnted
by -Eddie Dowltng; staged by Hugh Hunt;
pettlngB by Watson Barrat. At Chestnut
St., Dee. 28. '38.

Canon Matt Lavelle ,Wh!tford Kane
Roslennne .Leslie Bingham
Phellm Flntry Ralph CuIUnan
Father Shaughnesay George Coulourls
Nora Flntry Jessica Tondy
Donnacalch McGaills Phaldrig

Roland Bottomley
Patrick Hearty , Farrell Polly
Sarah Hearty Gloria Mills
Brisid Brodlgan Elizabeth Malone
Dennis Dillon Ltam Redmond
Inspector Toomey Thomas Dillon
Me;: Magan lorence Bnrrett
Michael Tom Talley

AWAKE AND SING
CIX YIDDISH)

Drama In tbrea acts (1 scenes'* by Clif-

ford Odeta; adapted from the English by
Chaver Paver; presented by the Federal
Theatre Project; nrodnced by Lem Ward;
staged by Jocob Mestel; setting. Wqod Mc-
Lane; et Daly's. N. Y., Dec. 22, '38. H.IO
top.
Myron Berger Isidore Vernlck
Bessie Berger EmlUe Adler
Jacob Gustave Schncht
Hennle Berger Lyda Slava
Ralph Berger Louis Brandt
SchlOBser Louis Copppramlth
Moe Axelrod ..Morris Dorf
Uncle Morty, ...Harold .<«ehut7,man

Sam Fnlnschrelber ...Jack Tammy

What had been a strong suspicion

a couple of seasons, when the Group
Theatre presented Clifford Odets'
'Awake and Sing.' is confirmed with
the Federal Theatre's production in

Yiddish oi the same play. 'Awake,'
which experienced more or less suc-
cess In English with Luther and
Stella Adler in the leading roles, had
indicated when -originally presented
that it was better Yiddish fare be-
cause of its closer association to Yid-
dish theatrics. The English produc-
;ion was by no means inferior to
hat of the present one. It is just

that the Yiddish, Bronx family life

holds a far greater appeal to Yiddish
heatre-goers than to the Anglican
coterie. The emotions, the manner-
isms and typical characteristics of a
Yiddish family in the Bronx are bet-
ter imderstood by a local audience.
That Odets knows his Yiddish

;!amilies, there can be no doubt.
Ohaver Paver has followed the orig-
inal very .closely in his adaptation,
occasionally inserting Yiddish idioms
in' the dialog that the original Eng-
lish could never permit.

This play is npt unlike Odets* pre-
vious works in its similarity of
theme. It's a story of defeatism and
social orders. Odets has woven his
characters strongly and has made
them all integral parts in the wheel.

Emilie Adler is the Bessie Berger
of this piece, and she plays the
mother . with conviction, Gustave
Schacht is the grandfather, whom
Odets probably intended as strong-
est link of his characters—as the
one who sought a social change in
what he considered a vagrant world,
hampered by the ignorant masses.
Isadore Vernlck, Lyda Slava, Louis
Brandt, Morris Dorf and Jack Tam-
my also play well among the rest
of the cast.,

Jacob Mestel staged, and Wood
MvLane's single setting is good.

Philadelphia, Dec. 26.

'The White Steed,' new play by
Paul Vincent (SarroU, author of 'Sha-
dow and Substance,' which got its

auspicious sendoff here last season,
opened tonight at the same theatre
(Chestnut St. Opera House) with the
author, an unusual number of
Broadway theatre men and an ex-
ceptional number of society theatre
parties in the audience.

More robustly theatrical, more
frankly emotional and containing
nearly as much poetic and imagina-
tive writing, 'The White Steed' might
be called a better 'audience show'
than its predecessor, but it seems al-

most certain that the reviewers and
students o£ the 'Drayma' won't give
it the same enthusiastic tumble.^ In
the first place, it lacks the magnifl'
cent simplicity of 'Shadow and Sub
stance' and that play's subtlety and
conciseness. The battle of confiict-
ing characters in 'The White Steed
several times reaches' the physl
cal stage and is always broadly
limned, whereas the conflict in 'Sha-
dow and Substance' was mental and
psychological.

Scene is laid in a small Irish to'wn
(County Louth) and several of the
scenes, taking place in the study of
Canon Matt Lavelle, remind one a
great deal of the setting of 'Shadow
and Substance.* The old Canon,
chair-ridden through a stroke, has
always been a beloved figure in the
community but Father Shaughnessy,
the younger priest sent in to relieve
him during his incapacitation (and
eventually succeed him) makes
many enemies. FathegiShaughnessy
is the militant man or the cloth,
seeking to assume powers not only
of the spiritual faith, but temporal
ones as well.
He foms a vigilance committee

whose aim is to wipe out fiirting in
the by-ways, mixed marriages, the
presence in the community of il-

legitimate children and other evils.

The campaign meets with vigorous
opposition, especially from some of
the younger people and, in particu-
lar, one. Nora Fintry, returned from
schooling in England, and insistent
on living her own life. Breaking her
will, the father finds, is a very dif-
ficult thing. He resorts to the police
and meets opposition from them; in
fact one of the later dramatic scenes
of the olay comes when the head of
the local police openly defies the
priest and threatens to take him to
jail instead of Nora and others.
A crowd gathers and, although not

liking Shau*Thnessy, is outra.?ed at
the idea of their priest being led off
to jail. At this psychological mo-
ment, the old Canon recovers the
use of his leg^, makes a valiant and
stirring appeal to the crowd', and
reassumes his position as head of the
parish.
An excellent cast has been gath-

Plays on Broadway

WINDOW SHOPPING
Farce comedy In three acts, presented at

the Longacro Dec. 22. '38, by Thomas Kll-
patrlok; written by Louis E. Shecter and
Xorman Clark; staged by Arthur Slrcom;
George Sidney and Gerta Rozan featured.
$3.30 top.
Jack Garfield........ Philip Huston
Secretary Patricia Rice
Janet Dixon ..Ruth Lee
Ned Korn Richard Taber
Mr. Talbot George Spaulding
Miss Miller.. Jean Mann
Mr. Frlsby Mortimer Weldon
MIsB Dcolittle Alice Fleming
Mra. Snodgrass Rutli Conley
Mr. Simpson...., Fronklyn George
Trudy Huber Gerta Rozan
Nurse Marjorle Blalr
Herman Garfleld. George 'Sidney
Photographer George Spelvln
Molly Moran Ann Thomas
Penelqpe..... Edith Lealld
Inspector W. J, Hackett
Matson William Foran
WftlBh Phil Sheridan
McGlnty William Morgan
Mra. StanHbury... Ethel Strickland
Judge Polk Donald MacKenzle

Play Abroad

MUVESZPAR
('A Couple of Artists')

Budapest, Dec. 15.
Comedy In three acts by Laszlo Fodor.

At the Pestt, Budapest.
Maria Maria Mezey
Peter Antal Pager
Stephen Lajoa Basthy
Caroline Marglt Ladomerszky
Stage Manager Odon Bardl
Dresser Krzsl Partos
Tailor , Lajos Gardonyl

Laszlo Fodor's latest is an excel-
lent variation on the oft-handled
theme of actors who are so ab-
sorbed in their stage personalities
that they lose their capacity for
genuine feeling and spontaneous
action. Even the great primeval
emotions of love and jealousy are
adulterated for them because they
constantly watch themselves doing
it, and in. the end don't know
whether their own feelings are true
or make-believe.
Play starts with a gruesome jeal-

ousy and strangulation scene be-
tween husband and wife, but when
he's on the point of choking the
breath out of her we find out that
it's only the great actor-couple re-
hearsing the final scene of their new
play. They've been acting himdreds
of pairs of lovers on the stage and
are devoted husband and wife in
private life, but not as devoted as
the gossip columnists make them out
to be.
Maria is having . an affair with

Stephen, author of the new play, and
is about to run away to Hollywood
with him, when Pete^ is aroused to
real jealousy this time—composed of
professional jealousy as well as sex
elements—and works himself into
a towering rage, and unconsciously
repeats the strangulation scene of
the play almost word for word.

Nevertheless, his version of back-
stage gossip is very entertaining and
provides brilliant parts for a couple
of sophisticated artists. Maria Mezey
Is certainly that, but she slightly
overplays the part, acting incessantly
and being a bundle of nerves all the
time. Pager is far more natural and
convincing. This has possibilities
abroad. Jacobi.

It would have been a perfect spot
for a new laugh show just as the
year-end holidays were about to
debut. But unfortunately 'Window
Shopping' cannot fill that spot. Gig-
gles are few, and it was rather clear-
ly indicated that the possibilities are
slim.

Understandable why those Inter-
ested in 'Window Shopping' labored
with the play after a disappointing
tryout some weeks ago. It certainly
held the attention of George Sidney
who has been on the Coast after
'Wielcome Stranger' and The Kib-
bitzer.' The authors, one a Balti-
more newspaperman, thought they
had . something, but the writing is
anything but sparkling and what
they assumed to be comic, turns out
to be mostly non-registering mate-
rial.

Coupled with Sidney in the fea-
ture assignments is Gerta Rozan, of
Vienna, who came over to appear
in the Yiddish 'Brothers Ashkenazi'
last season; She now appears as a
pretty . refugee, fearing deportation
and assuming the title of countess.
This is her first part in English.
Locale of the play is the depart-

ment store of Herman Garfield.
Business has been bad, especially
during his illness. The son. Jack, of
Harvard, and Janet Dixon, spark-
plug of the office, have installed in-
novations to attract attention, in-
cluding theatrical stunts. But no go.

Along comes the refugee and the
idea merges to have her live in one
of the store's windows, using various
accessories and holding the window
shoppers by disrobing and going to
bed each night. Trouble arrives as
the demonstrators' union objects to
the stunt. Then the burlesque ar-
tists' association delegate claims the
girl is doing a strip tease and should
belong. So also the stage hands'
union, in addition to which there is
a near-federal agent who would de^
tain the stranger. There are other
characters, some of whom stymie
the action rather than add comic
complications.
Finally when it seems she Is about

to be involved with Immigration au
thorities, the refugee and Jack are
married, taking the vows in the
store window.

.
Director attempted to keep the

performance at farce tempo, but that
task apparently was too difficult an
assignment for at least some of the
players. A hospital scene, during
which some of the styles were sup-
posed to have been shown to the
boss, fell down badly. Productively
the show is okay. Rolling platforms
are used for the scene changes.

Sidney's performance does not
seem to measure up to his prior
work. Miss Rozan is a good choice
as the Viennese; Ruth Lee, okay as
the competent office head; Philip
Huston, fair as the juvenile; Rich-
ard Taber gets something as a vaude
hoofer turned floor-w&lker. Solly
Ward -suddenly left the cast, but it
was a bit as indicated by William
Foran

. who replaced. There is a
George Spelvin in the cast list for
luck. /bee.

while Jean E. Rodney Is production
director. Otto L. Preminger staged
the revival.
Despite its age and misty senti-

mentality, 'Outward Bound' holds up
surprisingly well in the face of the
modern trend of realistic drama.
There appear to have been several
slight changes in the dialog , to bring
it up to date, but in general It Is just
as it was originally. In any case, the
revival appears a definite click.
Drama is extraordinarly well

played in this production. Premin-
ger's direction is keen and deft. Out-
standing performance is given by
Laurette Taylor as the kindly old
scrubwoman, Mrs. Midgit. Her play-
ing is an inspired blend of gentle-
ness, sympathy and sure character
drawing.
Florence Reed is witty and persua-

sive as the brittle snob, Mrs. Clive-
don-Banks, although . she is some-
times too consciously theatrical.
Bramwell Fletcher, in the long part
of the young souse, gives one of his
best performances to date, while Vin^
cent Price catches the varied moods
of the youthful minister. Louis Hec-
tor is a properly potnpous business
man, and Thomas Chalmers "plays the
'examiner' with admirable simplicity.
Morgan Farley is correctly color-,,

less as the barman, but Helen Chand-"
ler (who played the part In the pic-
ture) seems artificial in the single
good scene of the tragic young girl.

Alexander Kirkland muffs the part
of her intense lover by posturing and
stilted facial expressions. Hobe.

YIDDiSHPLAY

ered together by Eddie Dowling,
with Jessica Tandy, young English
actress, outstanding as Nora. An-
other importation, Liam Redmond, is

fine as Nora's schoolmaster-sweet-
heart, and Whitford Kane is admir-
able as the "old Canon. George Cou-
lourls, generally an admirable actor,
puts rather too much emphasis on
the militancy rather than the ascet-
ism of Shaughnessy, but that may be
partly the author's fairly long (11:10
o'clock) curtain. However, i>lay
never seems dull. Waters.

OUTWARD BOUND
(REVIVAL)

Drnma In three actH (four scenMl bv Sut-
ton Vane; directed by Otto I/. Prem'lnger;
setting by Watson Barratt; presented by
Playhouse Co.; at Playhouse, N. Y., Dec
'22, '8R. 13.30 top (f-iAO openings).
Scrubby Morgan Farley
Ann Helen Chandler
Heniy Alexander Kirkland
Mr. Pjlor Bramwell Fletcher
Mrs. Cllvedon-Bnnks Florence Reed
Rev. WllHam Duke Vincent Price
Mrs. Mldglt Laurette Taylor
Mr. LIngley Louln. Hector
Rev. Frank Thomson Thomas Chalmers

This Sutton Vane drama was first
presented by William Harris, Jr., at
the Ritz, N. Y., Jan 7, 1924. Cast in-
cluded Leslie Howard, Alfred Lunt,
Dudley Digges, Margalo Gillmore,
Eugene Powers, J. M. Kerrigan, Char-
lotte Granville, Beryl Mercer and
Lyonel Watts, Although it's mean-
ing seems clear enough now, it
proved somewhat puzzling to play-
goers then. However, it was reason-
ably successful, having a run of 112
performances. It was later filmed
by Warners.
Present engagement Is presented

by the Playhouse Co., of which Rob
inson Smith, Bramwell Fletcher and
William A. Brady (who operates the
Playhouse) are reported partners
Smith is rated as •'' *•

••»»»'ng director,

WHO IS WHO
Drama in three acta (3 scenes) by H.

Lelvlck; presented by the Tlddlsh Art
Players; produced by Maurice Schwartz;
staged by. Schwartz; stars Schwartz; fea-
tures Miriam RlscUe. Samuel Qoldenburff
and Jacob Ben-Aral; settings, Sbmuel Love;
music, Sholom Secunda; at Yiddish Art,
N. Y., Dec. 23. '38. $2.75 top.
Professor Alexander Shelling

Maurice Schwarta
Mary Genla Schlltt.
Elizabeth Miriam Risclle
Ludwig ^.vee Scooter
Dr. Zlro '.Isidore Casher
Herman Shacht Samuel Ooldenburg
Ada Samuels Judith Abarbanoll
Leo Samuels David Popper
Judge Evans Jacob Ben-Ami
Nurse Son la Ourskyla
Secretary to Judge Evans.Reuben Wendorf
Reporter^.. Arthur Winters

H. Leivick—^no one seems to know
what,the initial stands for—has sunk
his teeth into the Nazi persecutions
and emerged with a very capable
Yiddish drama. 'Who Is Who' is a
portrayal of American-Jewish life.

It may have been written for the
Yiddish stage, but the implications
of Leivick's message carry also to
world democracies. 'Who Is Who* is

actually a purposeful play in any
language. Maurice Schwartz's splen-
did group, the . Yiddish Art Players,
now in their i9th year, are carrying
the mail, as it were, and doing it

with a far greater eloquence than
employed in their first play of the
season, 'Three Cities.'

The author has shown astute-
ness in moulding his characters. His
Professor Shelling, a refugee teach-
ing in an American university, iJ

ever-dominating. Professor Shelling
has for years nurtured a heart-rack-
ing secret He is a Jew. For year«
he had kept that secret from every-
one, even to rearing his motherless
son and daughter as Christians, so
that they would be saved from pos-
sible Jewish persecution.
But when Herman Schacht, •

journalist compiling a list of 'Who's
Who' for a volume, invades the sanc-
tum of Professor Shelling's Connec-
ticut home, and in his summation of
the professor's achievements, reveals
that he's a Jew, the latter is taken
aback. His secret is out. His
entreaties and even the resources of

the courts are insufficient to keep
his secret from the volume. His
good Christian friend, Judge Evans,
would have him know that this is a
free country and as such there Is

nothing to retard the truth.
Schwartz contributes one of his

best performances as Professor Shel-
ling. There are times when the role,

in other hands, woald have been
submerged by the sheer weight of
the dialog but under Schwartz's con-
trol it takes On added significance.

There have been few Yiddish ac--

tresses with the beauty and poignant
emotionalism of Miriam Riselle, as
the erippled daughter. Miss Riselle

is a mere slip of a miss but she por-
trays her role solidly and assuredly.
Samuel Goldenburg and Jacpb Ben-
Ami are excellent, too, among the

splendid cast, as the journalist and
Judge Evans, respectively. Genia
Schlitt, Zvee Scooler, Isadore Casher
and Judith Abarbanell also do well.

Schwartz staged excellently and
Samuel Leve's settings are beyond
reproach.

MAURICE TOPS 'SEJANUS'
Los Angeles, Dec. 27.

Victor Maurice gets the top role

In Lucien Henri's production of the

legit play, 'Sejanus,' opening at the

Biltmore Jan. 9.

Bruce Lane, George Wolcott and
Barbara Denny have been added to

the cast.
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See B'Uyn Eafl* Bow Settled

Conferences between-inanagemenf

of Brooklyn (N. Y.) Eagle and
Newspaper Guild point to settlement

of difference* which last week
threatened to halt publication of the

daily. Likelihood is that publisher

will win his point and dismiss

around 16% of ' the editorial and

business staffs.

Publisher's claim Is that the. daily

is greatly overm^ned. He asked
' the Guild to accept either a 20% re-

duction in staff or salaries. Under-
'

stood Guild has conceded staff is too

heavy, but has balked on 20% re-

'duction. Expected that Guild will

agree to' perhaps as much as 15% of

the editorial and business force go-

ing, with ratification due tomorrow
(Thursday).

Beat's Necessary Expansion

Activities of the Real Book Co. are

currently divided between the Wopl-

woi'th building and the Barbizon-

Plaza hotel, New York, as a result of

the firm having been caught with a

near best-seller on its hands. Book

is 'If I Were a Jew,' by N. Y. Su-

preme. Court Justice William Har-
- man 'Black,

Specialized publishing house, in

'the Woolworth building for over 15

years, figured the Justice Black

volume another one of those things.

But pre-publication response was
such that additional publishing space

had to be procured in a hurry. With
the result that

, a suite was engaged

'at the hotel and the book will be
published out of -there under the

Real imprint, although the concern's

other activities continue downtown.
Milton J. Freedman is in charge of

the special book publishing branch
at the hotel.

Gott» Believe It Now
Legend that the working news-

.paperman rarely, if ever, gets aroimd
to writing 'that book' proved a gross

canard in a survey undertaken by
the journalism department of Notre

.'Danie University. Country's metro-

politan newspapers showed imusually

large number of authors.

Leading all other metropolitan

dailies in book writers is the Chicago

•Daily News, with 23. N. Y. Daily

News second, with 16, and Detroit

News third, with 14.

Survey, which also queried 149

leading authors, showed more than

half had had previous newspaper ex-

perience.

Hersey Edits Pulp Chain
Harold Hersey, for years a leading

pUlp hiag publisher and editor, re-

turns . to the industry as editor of

what will be a string of 10 or 12

periodicals to be published by a new
organization, Fact Magazines.

Starter is to be Fact Detective

Magazine, publication of factual de-
tective stuli, to appear next month.
Each of the others will be on a dif-

ferent subject, but will operate on
the same factual principle. All ma-
terial must be accompanied by docu-
mentary proof of veracity.

' Head of Fact Magazines is Harry
Donnenfeld, who has a number of
other publishing properties.

Haddle on Top Stories

Prize story awards committee of
the N. Y. Newspaper Women's Club
is now engaged in selecting four out-

'standing pieces written by the sob-
bies of the metropolis during the past
year. Selections will iearn for their
writers $100 each in cash, awards to
be made at the club's Front Page
Ball at the Waldorf, N.Y., Feb. 10.

Chairman of the committee is

'Kathleen McLaughlin. Other se-

.lectors are Miriam Lundy, the club's
prez; Ruth Reynolds, Dorothy Dun-
-bar Bromley, Emma Bugbee, Jean
Lyon, Sally MacDougall, Loretta
Miller and Mary Elizabeth Plummer.

blned book-mag-form. Each volume
-will contain « slA^e work and will
be .complete in .itseU; but the num-
bers will be on a sort of mag con-
tinuity basis.

Headquarters of' the New Mexico
Writers' Guild have been established

in Santa Fe.

Events in the Black

^
Completion of second year of pub-

lication finds Events, the monthly re-
view of world affairs, just about out
of the red. Spencer Brodney, for-
mer New York Times man, its edi-
tor and publisher, originally esti-

mated it would be three years before
.the periodical would go into the
black.

Brodney edited Current History
before starting Events. Undertook
his own hiag when N. Y. Times Pub-
lishing Co. disposed of Current His-
.^^y. Authority on world affairs,
Brodney was on the Times editorial
ftaff before late Adolph Ochs, Times
publisher, placed him in the Current
History editor's chair.

N. Mex. Authors' Co-op
Group of scribblers wintering in

•Nevu; Mexico have formed a co-op-
.erative publishing organization
Uj^der the name of the. New Mexico
Writers' Guild. Plan, is to. publish
a variety of ^ctipp, poetry and arti-
cles by members in a sort of com-

*The Starg Say—'
Current hot mag subject is

astrology, mysticism and the like,

with a number of new periodicals on
that topic in the making or just out
Ascribed to the reputed big rise in

the popularity of astrology.

Besides, the many new mags on
astrology, there are also a number of
new annuals on the subject. These
cabalistic pubs in particular are big

sellers, since they give a year's read-

ing at a throw. Number of mags
on astrology and mysticism now out

exceeds a dozen, with perhaps half

that many annusds on the same sub-

ject.

Nast's New Marr
Although repeatedly denied by

Conde Nast that he contemplates a

new mag, special staff at the Nast
offices is reported readying new
class film mag with emphasis on
Hollywood femme fashions. Alice

Thompson said to be editing, and,

although title for the periodical not

yet selected, an advertising force is

said to be. already at work.
Similar mag, the Holl3nvood

Woman, began publication a . few
months ago, also in New York,

jointly edited in New York and in

the film capitaL

NEW PERIODICALS
Man and His Sports, claimed by

its sponsors fts the most elaborate

mag printing job in America, is in

the making. Initial issue to appear
in May. Publication will be

.
quar-

terly. Hal A, Salzman publisher,

with Michael A. Weiss, formerly of

£squire and feature editor of the

Washington, D. C, Times-Herald,
managing editor. Periodical will

carry pi^es by topnotch sports

names only, with first issue to con-

tain articles by Bob Considine, Jim
Tully, Vincent! Richards, Jack
Kofoed, Johnny Weissmuller, Jack
Dempsey, Bill Corum, Walter Hagen,
Ralph Giildahl, Sammy Baugh, Law-
son Robertson, Weiss, and possibly

Joe Di Maggio.

Movie Digest* pocket-sized digest

mag, is first periodical published in

Canada to make a play for American
readers. While many American
mags go Into Canada, no periodical

from .across the border has ever, at-

tempted to buck the terrif competi-
tion here. Digest, exactly what its

title implies, will have reprints of

the best pieces on films and their

makers. Editorial offices in Toronto,

with American branch editorial of-

fice in Mt. Vernon, N. Y. To sell for

25c on either side of the border.

Roly Young the - editor;

The Americas, mag to make its

bow next month, is being published
in Los Angeles by the Mayan Co.

Will circulate in the U. S. and 21

Latin American countries, covering

events of interest to both continents.

Not to be confused 'with a similar

new mag, vThree Americas, to be
pubUshed in N. Y. by Rudolf Mat-
tesic. Three Americas originally

slated to be called Americas inci-

dentally.

Tour Personality will be preemed
by Wilfred J. Funk and Douglas
Lurton next month. Will be similar

in format to pair's other monthly,
Your Life, which, though of general

digest mag size, is not a digest. Per-
sonality, too, will carry original

pieces. Funk otherwise head of the

book firm of Funk & Wagnalls. Lur-
ton was with the old Literary Di-

gest.

Jungle Stories, pulp quarterly, has
been added to the rapidly-increasing

string of Fiction House mags. To
specialize in tales of the Africa of a

past day, from melodramatic stories

to chillers. As with the other Fic-

tion House pubs, Malcolm Reiss is

editing.
. Swedam, monthly mag, aimed to

better American-Swedish relations.

Title a combination of the first

syllables of Sweden and America.

Issued in N. Y. by the Swedam Pub-
lishing Co. Eric Sylvan editor,

Jerusalem Radio, a magazine, has

been given the concession to operate

by the government, to Paul Boro-

scheck, German emigre. Weekly is

edited by Harry Zinder, American
freelancer.

Go, sub-titled The Magazine of

Washington Life, will debut shortly

after the first of the year as a sort

of New Yorker of the national

capital. Norman Hagen. publishing

fortnightly.

Manhattan, eight-page weekly tab

covering aU fields of N. Y. entertain-

ment and j;ossip, preems Jan. 4.
9
a

Florabel Molr, Ikke a Bow
Anonymous coveref of the CoL

Gimp-Ruth Etting trial for the New
York Daily News was Floribel Muir,
former Hollywood columnist for the
News-Chi Trib syndicate. Newsmen
watching the accounts to tiie N. Y.
News realized that whoever was
covering the trial for the tab was
Broadway-wise .to the Gimp.
Many of Miss Muir's kidding

phrases were fine bits of reporting
and evidenced a showmanship slant

on the principals.

Garmise Qalts Seribner's

Bert Garmise, associated with Har-
lan Logan in the publication of
Seribner's Magazine, has severed his

connection with the periodical to
publish his own mag. Has plans for
a new class monthly, but withhold-
ing nature of the publication, title

and associations until ready to start
Garmise was sec of Harlan Logan

Associates, publisher of Seribner's,

and had charge -of the mag's circu-
lation.

Continue Atlantic's Offshoot

The Atlantic Presents , which
the Atlantic Monthly put out, recent-
ly as a oiie-shot offshoot, is to be
continued alon^ with policy of pre-
senting varied aspects of a single
subject in each issue. Next issue,

now in preparation, is to be sub-
titled 'Labor's Stake in the Ameri-
can Way.'
Although the Atlantic Monthly is

published from Boston, The Atlantic
Presents will be issued from
New York.

Cue's New- Subsid

Cue, guide to N. Y. entertainments,
has acquired Jersey Life, northern
New Jersey weekly mag, which is

to be merged with Cue, with the
name to become a Cue departmental
head.
David H Hedley, Jersey Life pub-

lisher, goes alo^g with the pur-
chase. Will handle for Cue territory
formerly covered by his weekly.

Pic Mags Dwindling

Seen inevitable following the first

gold rush, picture mags are dwind-
ling. . Focus is latest to pass out, fol-
lowing the demise of See. Photo
History went earlier. And Peek has
gone bi-monthly. '

Giants stand stalwartly, however.
Life and Look have no complaints,
and Click and Pic also giving good
accounts of themselves.

CHATTER
Herbert Agar goes to London n,ext

month.
Margaret Lane has done a biog of

Edgar Wallace.
Evelyn Starre, the shortstory scrib-

bler, doing a play.
James T. Farrell has made the

British Who's Who.
Hans Otto Storm finishing' up his

new novel in Peru.
Jonathan Latimer has a Para-

mount writing chore.

Charles Hanson Towne will have
a new novel out soon.

Lawrence Lee the new ed of the
Virginia Quarterly Review.
Upton Sinclair has switched pub-

lishers, going to Vanguard.
Arthur Kurlan has quit as exec

editor of Voyager Magazine.
Alice Kauser, the agent finally

oyer a long siege of the grippe.

'Charles Hoffman sold 'My Won-
dering Boy' to Good Housekeeping.
Edward McV. Blanner taking in

the fights to gain color for a prize
novel.

Satevepost changes its publication
day from Tuesday to Wednesday,
Jan, 7.

Maxine Davis staying with the
Carl Brandts since her return from
abroad.

J. C. Johnsen has been named as
v.p. and editor of the Kansas City
Journal.
Plans for Peter Arno to publish

a magazine are cold—at least for the
time being.

Canadian book firm, Clenray
House, has set up an American
branch in N.Y.

J. E. Burr has halted his publish-
ing activities for hibernation in

Montclair, N. J.

Cecil B, DeMille wrote a chapter
on films for new edition of Encyclo-
pedia Britannica,
Pearl Gray working out a new

publishing project which- she'll call

Gray Publications,
Collier's bought 'Wages of Inno-

cence,' by Leonard Levinson and
Leonard Neubauer.
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette has added

Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr.'s, daily

'Going Places' column.
Robert Deardorff has joined the

publicity staff of Prentice-Hall, the

book publishing house.

Louis A. Langreich and. Frederic

Major have quit Young America to
form a feature syndicate..

Sammy Fuller's new book, 'Make
Up and Kiss,' hit the stalls imder the
imprint of Godwin Publishers.

John S. Martin, ofie of Time's edi-

tors, has written his first novel.

Simon & Schuster will publish.

Ahnual award; of the Book Clinic

for consistent excellence in hook,

design* goes to Random House this

year.

A. Hamilton Gibbs in from Massa-
chusetts and wm winter in N.Y. in-

stead of going abroad as per his

custom.

Erskine Caldwell about three-

fourths through a book of European
vignettes. Will contain photos by
Margaret Bourke-White.

Antoine de St. Exupery, who wrote
'Night Flight,' finishing another book,
which Ann Elmo 'has already sold

to Reynal & Hitchcock,

C. Hsymond Everitt, of Little

Brown, sailed Monday (26) on the
Normandie to look in on

. some of

the firm's scribblers abroad.

Harper's has received Ruth St.

Denis' autobiog. Skedded for March
publication under the title of 'Ruth
St Denis, an Unfinished Life,'

Horace E. Kramer has delivered
the manuscript of his first novel to

Lippincott. 'Marginal Land' is

skedded for spring publication.

Domino press, book publishing
house operated for some years in

Paris by Esther Averill, has been
moved by her to New York.
At 31, Delphine du Maurier has

five novels and two biogs to her
credit Her newest novel, 'Rebecca,'

is the No. 1 best seller just now.
Helen Worden, of the New York

World Telegram, has placed her
'Manual of New York' with Double-
day, Doran, for spring publication.
John L. Spivak doing a book on

Hitler's agents outside the Reich.
Modem Age Books will issue it un-
der the title of 'Hitler's Fifth Col-
umn.'
Karl Krug, stage-screen critic and

nitery columnist for Pittsburgh Sun-
Telegraph, celebrating 20th anniver-
sary as Pitt newspaperman this

month.
Carlota, the British poetess, here in

advance of the publication of her
new book of verse by Putman's. In
private life she's Mrs. Louis Oppen-
heimer.
Claude Bragdon's 'The Beautiful

Necessity,' which Knopf wiU reissue,

originally pubUshed by Bragdon,
himself with his own Manas Press
before the war.
Wih[red J. iFunk's 'When the

Merry-Go-Round Breaks Down,' go-
ing into a second edition. Funk one
of the very few book publishers Who
writes them, too.

Elizabeth Marion, 21 - year - old
clerk on WPA in Spokane, has sold
her first novel, 'The Shadows Gather
Round Me,' to Thomas Y. Crowell
for April publication.

Paul Michelson to A.P. division
headquarters in Kansas City as di-

rector of news. New director comes
from sports department, where he'd
been last eight years.
Jimmie Fidler's contract as Holly-

wood colunmist for the McNaught
Syndicate was renewed for 10 years.
His daily pillar appears in 116 Mc-
Naught-serviced papers.
Bo Strable, Swedish scribbler,

here to do a book in his native lan-
guage on New York. He's already
done two on Paris. Bo not a nick-
name, but a given name.
Sam Lowe, head of Whitman Pub-

lishing Co., closed a deal with Walt
Disney for the publication of - 'Don-
ald's Golf Game' and 'The Barnyard
Symphony' in book form.
Kenneth Horan, literary editor of

the Chicago Journal of Commerce,
and whose new novel, *IVs Not My
Problem,' is just out, elected prez of

the Society of Midland Authors.
New book publishing company in

N.Y. has been formed by Everett H.
Rupert, to be known as Ardsley
Press, Publishers. Will issue various
types of books, excluding fiction.

This year's top rating of Freder-
ick C. Davis as a whodunit scrib-
bler is a vindication for Mrs, Robert
Thomas Hardy, who enthused over
his mystery tales from the start.

' Virginia Faulkner's 'Friends and
Romans' to get another dramatiza-
tion, Robert Morley, the current
'Oscar Wilde' and sometime play-
wright, will do the new stage ver-
sion,

J. Stewart Hunter, former editor
of Bulletin-Index, Pittsburgh class
weekly, and now instructor in Eng-
list at Pitt University, is doing book
reviews for the Scripps-Howard
press in that city.

Edward Hunter, who had been do-
ing mag plecies for a year in New
York, after ' 17 years as a foreign
correspondent and editor, off for
Europe and the Red Sea region as
a roving correspondent

Bills Next Week

(Continued from page 40)

HAM A««lplua
(Caffs Hsrsiwiy)

Howard Woods Ore
tiou Valero
3 Harmonica Boya
Helen Pammer
XI*rlc«.& B'Whalen
.Paul Oordon
Rene de Jarnette
Don ancelliia. Ura
Hotel FWIadelpbla
C Wolf OIs (6)'

Jackie Beekman
Kathleen May
Walton & Joanne
Tony Harris
Olrard Ream
Joe Frasetto - Oro
Olrard & Carol

LatUier Cl«b
(Blue Room)

A.nn iRueb
Virginia Howard
Barbara Bradley
Jetl Foster
Jonie'a Bd

3ti<s\i QrlfflB 4}r«
Zorlta
Bob -Carney
Barry & Barclay
Cleo Barr
Julia Gerrlty

Jack Itxneh'a
Jeno Donatb Ore
Vincent Rluo Ore
Barney Zeemaa
Mona Reed
Mltxl Green
Stroud 2
Raul & Bva Reyea
Chilton & Tbomai
Ann Klrwln
Helene Heath
Chae Smith
Jlmmjr Blak*
J Lyqch Gla (17)

PwrrlBh Caf*
Flo Gross
Marlon Aiken
Johnny Holmes Ore
Vernon Guy
Ann risher
Kitty Murray
Bebe Fltzserald
Janet Waters

Bendezyam
Adorables (6)
George Scottl
Chet Fennis Oro

Stamp** Cat*
Johnny Walsh
South & Xi^ne
Nanette
Marrone & Gallo
Pate'y Shaw

Paul Mall
Irving Uraslow Or*
•U««r Udt* Ian

(Clementoa)
Mickey Famllant Or
Alice Lucey
Bums & SwansoB
QeorKo Reed

Sky Top ChA
Murray Parker
Norma Mitchell
Paul Rich
Marsle Smith
J &. Adele Martin
Doc DouKherty Or«
laUdD's BatliUwllet
Ryan Sis
Peggy Martin
Casper ft Roth
Frances Carroll'
Jay Jerome Oro
Frank Pontl

VHh. Geatmy
Harold ^swlok
Leon Prima Oro

TJklBg Caf*
OMfl? Conrad
Walton Sis
Doris Ftelda
Grace O'Hara
Jerry Delmar Oro

VUlaca Oar«
Dolores O'Neill
C ft C Joy
Bdna Thompson
Badle Lang
Marty Bohn
Nancy Lee .

Teddy Oliver Oro
V7«l|er'a Bet Bras

(Camden)
Karl ft Oretchaa
Bavarlana
III* Hart
Rudy Bmdor
Ray Miller
Jules Flacco Oro
Herbert Dexter
Irene St Clair
Hicks from Stiokft I
Prince ft P's Co
Rose Graham
Su-Foo
Golden Co
Jackie Mobs
J ft T Bhellenh'tntr

Yacht Clul»

Kitty Helmlinr Oro
Jimmy Bailey
Nlkl Nlckoll
Dottle Sacco
BUI BauersHeld
Judy Cummlnga
Ruth JCaye
Patricia RobtnsoB'
Roberta Batnsey

CLiEVBLAin)

Alpine VlUage
Otto Thurn Oro
Rltk ft Rubin
Atpinettes
Margaret' Aemmer
Herman Plrchner

Avalon «

Hy Barron Oro
Jack Russell
Jess Abarbanell
Bob Marchand

Cedar Oardena
Madeline Jackson
Susie Brown
Monette. Moore
Sn'kes-Hlps Pet'rs'o
Duke Melvln Oro

Cfaatcaa

Pete Gerad Oro
Jay Jason
Al Gayle
Gayle Gaylord
Peltz ft James
UIght O'clock Olab
Bill Miller Ore
?ammy Lipman

Freddie's Cafe
Tony ESmma Ore'
CllfC WlneblU
Dagmar
Lillian Barned

Golden Glow
Paul Simonettl Ore
TeTaylor
Philomena Hanello

Gourmet CInb
Louis CIna Oro
Billy Bugbee
Bill Loehman

Hatton's Clob
Phil Helkell
Sherry Martin
Rose-Marie

Hanna Grill

Gypsy Lee

Shirley Handler
Bee Sarche

Hotel deT^Iana
Manny Landers Oro
Walt Bergen Oro
Jules DeVorson
Jack Webb •

Hotel Fenway Hall
wilUrd Potto Oro
Bottle Allen

Hotel Sterling

Marty Lake Oro
tiotel Hollendea

^amniy Watklna Or
Terry I^awlpr
Billy Bayes
Pancho ft Dolores
Romany 4

Hotel Statler

Geo Hamilton Ore
Pollard & Costellp

lindaay'o Sky^lol^
Bonnie LaVonno
Marlon Bowon
Art Cutlit
Pearl De Lucca
lomdhnrat Clnb

Lee Allen Oro
Monaco's Cafe

j'acaues Pollack Or
Ted ft Mary Toit
Orpha' Towl
Nancy Day
Bums, ft King

Moands Clnb
Orvelle Rand Ore
Sontltem Tavent

Panl Burton Oro
'Don Kaye
Nick Bonterapa

Vbangi Clal^

Troy Singer Oro
Poison 'Gardner
Bessie Brown
Sonny Carr

FITISBUBaS
Anchorage

Hughie Morton Ore
Arlington Lodge

'Joe Ravell Oro
Laveme Kidd
Jack Keller

Balconadcs
Tommy Carlyn Oro

Bill Green's
Ray Herbeck Ore
Kirby Brooks
Top-Hattet's
Johnny Duffy

Club Petite
4 Comiques
Ted Blake
Donna Glelaer
2 Johnsons
Pete Evans
Cork and Bottle

Jack Davis
Sddle Peyton's

Jimmy Gamble Oro
Eddie Peyton
Mike Peyton
tioulse Carroll

Uarlero Casino
Sherd Ina Walker Or
George Gould
Hose Morgan
Billy Knight
Willie Williams
Pedro & Dolores
Dorlce Bradley
Harlemettes (8)
Liarry Steele
Ozzie Dinl

Hotel Henry
NIta Xormon
Townsmen
Hotel RooHevcIt

Lowe ft Kissinger

Hotel flcbenley
Jack Walton Oro
Art dlles

Hotel TTllUam Penn
(CbaUerbox)

Jatikle Heller Oro

Lovanne Hogan
(Continental Bar)

Larry Murphy 4

(CIriU)

Bavarians
Italian Gardena

Otzl Covoto Oro
Debold 2
Ted Meredith

New Penn
Ken Francis Oro
Michael Strange
Weston Sla

Nixon Cafe
Fran BIchler Ore
Bob Carter
Angelo Di Palma
Mayfair Gla (6)
Melford Z
HI Montgomery
Mahon ft Rucker

Not Hone*
Joe Klein
Boogy-Woogy
Harry Nosokoff
Cher Clark
Al Mercur
Jim Buchanan

Plaza Cafe
Jimmy •Peyton Or«
Adele Curtis
Lenore Rika
Burt Layton
4 Flirts
Billy Cover

BlTlera
Joe Beriek Oro

Show Boat
Al Marslco Ore
Jackie Jenkins
ISvelyn Lee Gla
Kay Marie Balrd

Webster HAll
"Bxivcf Kountz Oro
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Broadway

Vincent G. Hart, of the Hays office,

to the Coast,
Jane Bryan due back from the

Coast early next week.
Lynn Famol to Charleston, S. C,

for a rest. Returns Jan. 2,

Helen Hayes will receive honorary
degree at Hamilton College, Jan. 15.

Louis Dreyfus back to London
Monday (26) after a 14-week stay

here.
Bob Reinhart broke in his new

magic act last week at Firenze res-

taurant.
Treasurers Club having open

house each afternoon this week at

its office.

Ernest K. Gann out of Vinton
Freedley's office, Ralph Kravette
taking over.

Mrs. Herman Bernie wintering
with the Nat Deverlches (Selznick
agency) on the Coast,
Florence Marston back on the job

as eastern rep of the Screen Actors
Guild after recent illness.

Post-Jan. 1 gag is the walk-a-line
contest at the Sherry-Netherland,
with prizes to the steadiest.

Al Altman, talent executive in the
east for Metro, went to his home in

New England for the holidays.

Walter Woolf King precedes Eddie
Cantor to the Coast by two weeks,
leaving on a film commitment.
Will Rockwell, owner of Mammy's

Chicken Farm on 52nd street, may
do a comeback into the music biz.

Auguring well for the Florida sea
son were the sellout reservatipns in

Miami Beach for the holiday exodus,
Roberta Becker, of the Maurice

Evans office, to Boston, where . her
mother is recovering from a throat
operation.
The Jimmy Graingers holidaying

with their son, Edmund, producer at
Universal. Return east immediately
after the first.

Lulse Squire (Harry Lang and
Squire) nmning an eatery as a side
line in Hollywood, besides picture
and radio work.
Ernie HOlst and his El Morocco

pranksters presented the chef with
a bride's primer on 'how to cook in
10 easy lessons.'

Two guys, standing on the corner,
were discussing New Year's eve,

Tm going to auginent my orchestra
to six piece's,' said one.
New York to Hollywood phone

callers over the holiday weekend
found three to five-hour delays due
to heavy seasonal greetings traffic.

Vic Shapiro back in the p.a. biz
to handle picture, commercial anc
Industrial accoimts. He left for the
Coast Monday (26) to open offices in
Hollywood:
Alec Templeton, blind English

planjist^ Bt >the Rainbow Room, re-
citals at Carnegie Hall Feb. 3 for
the benefit of National Bureau of
Blind Artists.

Julian Ftihs has arrived from Eu
rope to direct Majestic theatre
orchestra with start of Kurt
Bobitschek's vaudeville policy Fri'

day (30).
Benny Fields may play a New

Year's Eve one-nighter in Miami
Beach, with fares to be 'paid both
ways. Fields closed after seven
weeks at Casa Manana.
Herb (Trooker, boss of Macfadden

Publications' N. Y. World's Fair ex-
hibit, plans to plane to the Coast in
a few days to attend to details on a.

picture Macfadden will show at the
Fair.

Frank- Norris, who wrote the
fKlHer-Diller' piece on Benny Good-
man for Satevepost, authored that
two-page layout on Paul Whiteman
in current Life. Norris is managing
editor of Time.
Artie Shaw was oh a split-second

schedule Sunday (25), completing his
clarinet solo with Paul Whiteman at
Carnegie Hall at 9:45 p. m .and dash-
ing over to CBS for his Old Gold
commercial 15 minutes later.

Mrs. Clifford C. Fischer to Miami
for the winter while her husband
tends to London and Paris show mat-
ters. Nevf International Casino show
pfeems tonight (Wednesday) with
Its producer eh route home.
Employees of the Paramount kid-

naped Bob Weitman's auto and trad-
ed it in for a new one. making the
down payment, all as a surprise
Christmas paiikage for the theatre's

Those weekly bridge sessions at
Ben Bemie's, with George S. Kauf-
man, Max Gordon, Nate Spingold,
Billy Rose, Fred Ahlert, Benny Davis
and the ole maestro participating,
now are attradtlng kibitzers just for
the bum-up laffs.

Billy Rose's new Diamond Horse-
shoe skipped its premiere dinner
show Sunday (25) due to the Paul
Whiteman concert at Carnegie, plus
the usual Xmas day lassitude, de-
flecting the usual first-nighters Until
the midnight frolic

Capitol, Melbourne, prior to further

Pai^ bills.
^ ^ „

Allan Doone presented "Molly

; lawn' in Melbourne for short pre-

Yuletide run.
Cinesound will premiere *Mr.

Chedworth Steps. Out' next month
over GUT chain.

•I Married an Angel' looks a big

winner for Australian-New Z^land
Theatres in Melbourne
Acts playing for Hoyts include Will

Mahoney, Dick, with Don and
Dinah, and Johnny Bryant.

Stuart F. Doyle said to be Immg
up special overseas attractions for

Australia and New Zealand.
_

Dan Carroll still attemptmg to

bring peace between exhibs and dis-

tribs via Film Board of Trade
Try will be made next year to stop

nabe and stix exhibs from going

heavily into the giveaway racket.

Harry Howard, through the Fullers

and others, preparing for South Af

London

rican lour of 'Hollywood Hotel' next
June.

.

After a good run m Melbourne for

Tivoli, Larry Adler is the Yuletide

attraction in Sydney for same man-
agement. _ ,„ .

Understood 20th-Fox will erect

bigger offices in Sydney next year.

City Fathers forcing 20th to quit

present location due to land deal.

Covent Garden Russian Ballet pre-

miered okay in Sydney for ANZT.
Cost^ lineup must pull capacity

throughout season to keep out of red.

Minneapolis
By Les Bees

Al Myles, of Universal home
office, a visitor.

Knox Haddow, Paramount home-
office rep, a visitor.

Flu downed Harold B. Johnson,
Universal branch manager.
Reno Wilk, state's rights distribu-

tor, enroute to Los Angeles to visit

folks.

•New Happy Hour nite club, largest

and most elaborate in Twin Cities,

launched.
Don Conley in charge at Columbia

during Hy Chapman's vacation in

Milwaukee.
Jerry Odium, Paramount scenarist,

in from Hollywood to spend holidays
with parents.
Arnold and George Crane, Inde-

pendent exhibitors, off to Florida
for a fortnight

Bill Elson committee chairman- for
Twin City Variety club's .children's

Christmas party. •

Moe Levy, 20th-Fox district man-
ager, to remain in California until

after first of year.
Jay MacFarland, National Screen

brafich manager, invited all mem-
bers to the Twin City Variety club
to help him celebrate his birthday.
Jack Schlaifer and Jack Goldhar,

United Artists' western division and
district sales-managers, respectively,
here to confer with J. J. Friedl on
Paramount circuit deaL

Ab»» Kaplan to be drafted as Twm
City Variety club Dough Guy if he'll

accept, Norwood Hall, recently
elected, being found ineligible for
office because of insufficient resident
membership.
Local .film exchanges supplied pic-

tures gratis for the Journal's free
Christmas show for underprivileged
dhUdren at the Orpheum, with Man-
ager Bill Sears of that house and
Merle Potter, critic, in charge.

. Sydney
By Eric Gorrlck

The Women' still major click in
Helbourne.

Hoyts- opening a new house in
Preston, Victoria.
ANZT reported dickering to build

new le^it house in Sydney.
NJckoIa, magician, clicked in Auck-

land opening for the Fullers.

Par has made a deal with 20th-Fox
to spot 'Three Blind Mice' into its

Pittsbargti

By Hal Cohen

Sam Gould up and around again,
but still has to use a cane.
Playhouse may do an original re-

vue by Vernon Crane, in the spring,
Sun-Tele drama ed Bill Lewis and

the missus home from Florida vaca
tion.
Beverly StuU back from nitery

run in Washington to rest for few
weeks.
Variety Club has organized a bas-

ketball team with Ray Downey in
charge.
Lela Moore off again on another

world tour with her 'Dance of
Lovers.'
Mike Cullen's mother here from

Washington. spend, the holidays with
friends.
Postmaster Steve Bodkin hosting

brother Tom Bodkin, here with
'Ouir Town.'
Town's youngest maestro. Brad

Hunt, celebrated 20th birthday yes-
terday (27).

Hal Davis and Gene Urban new
board members of Local 60 Musi
cians Union.
RKO presented Mabel Sessi with

chest of silver upon her marriage to.

Ian Packman.
Johnny Neill celebrated both

birthday and first wedding anniver
sary over weekend.
Manie Sachs coming in for Jackie

Heller's opening at William Penn
hotel Saturday (31).
Coast duties cancelled Director

Sylvan Simon's scheduled holiday
visit with his mother.
M-G district sales chief John J.

Maloney speaking on films before
flock of women's clubs.
Late Chester Wallace, Carnegie

Tech drama professbr, left estate
of $10,000 to his sister.

Joe Feldman's parents In from
New York to spend New Year's with
Warners' publicity chieftain.

Eddie Peabody to the Scala, Berlin,

for February, with dates in Sweden
to follow.

'They Walk Alone,' Max Catto's play
tried out at the 'Q' theatre, goes into

the Shaftesbury Jan. 21 for run.

Charles Urry, brother of Len
Urry, likely to join the Charles
Tucker agency early in the year.

John Sutro has joined the board
of Capad, newly formed film pro-
duction organization, which releases
through Associated British FUm.
Sam Joseph organizing charity

auction of books for German and
Austrian refugees.. Books will be by
living authors bearing their auto-
graphs.

Reports are 'Magyar Melody,' the
rewritten 'Paprika,' was success in
Manchester. It goes to Glasgow for
four weeks and then to His Majesty's,
London.

•Gang's AH Here' Is title of Jack
Buchanan's new picture, which he's
doing with Associated British Pic-
tures at Elstree. Thornton Freeland
directing.

Paramount trying to dispose of the
Carlton theatre, as it figures the
Plaza is enough for first runs in the
West End. Will not let to opposition
company.

Cliff Whitley likely to return to
West End musical production with
version of Walter Hackett's old
American farce, 'It Pays to Adver-
tise,' with Bobby Howes to head the
cast.

Noel Coward's 'Design for Living,'
never $taged here, opens at Brighton
for a week and comes to the Haymar-
ket Jan. 25. Leads are Diana Wyn-
yard. Rex Harrison and Anton Wal-
arook.

John Gielgud staging for charity
Oscar Wilde's comedy, 'The Impor-
tance of Being Earnest,' at the Globe
for eight matinees, from Jan. 31.
Show has not been in the West End
for 15 years.

Henry Cotton getting many offers
to play vaudeville after his Coliseum
opening, but. turning 'em all down
due to commitment to go to America
next month for series of exhibition
golf matches.

Metro's deal for business offices to
be moved from Tower street to
Shaftesbury avenue, adjoining Sa-
viUe theatre, fell through. Now like-
ly to accept acconunodations in Lei-
cester Square.

Gaumont's, Holloway, has arranged
to change its policy from one feature
and big-time vaudeville to double
feature and medium-priced vaude,
but suddenly decided to continue
with original policy.

Acts booked for African tour, sail
ing Feb. 2, are Dunan Sisters, Cookie
Bowers, Chester Frederick and
Gloria Day, Gipsy Nina, Maurice and
May, and Hatten and Manners. First
five are all Foster acts.

Decca Record Co. is going through
a capital reconstruction whereby its

assets are reduced by $2,500,000.
There's also a modification of the re-
demption rights of the holders of
$1,250,000 of 6% debentures.
After several refusals George Black

has finally permitted Frances Day to
double in cabaret from the Hippo-
drome musical,. 'The Fleet's Lit Up.'
Martinus Poulsen has booked her for
the Cafe de Paris for four yreeks,
opening Jan. 9.

'French Without Tears* closes at
the Criterion Jan. 28, after run of
two years and three months. Then
goes to Golder's Green and Streat
ham, week at each spot, and returns
to the West End, opening at the Pic
cadilly at cheap prices.

Criterion leased by Henry Sherek,
prior to his departure for America^
where he's been conferring with
Tommy Dugan and Ray Mayer, vrrit-
ers of 'New Faces' (RKO), who have
a revue which Sherek Stages some
time in February. Naunton Wayne
and Calgary Bros, to star in latter.

tor Gotta; TUtt* U coss flntscono,*

by Guide CantinI, and 'Est Ovest,'

'Lettere d'Amore' and 'Autunno/ all

by Gherardo Gherardi.
Leading soprano; Gina Cigna, be-

came sick shortly before opening of

the Royal Opera theatre's first i>er-

formance of the season recently. Di-
rector Tullio Serafln replaced sched-
uled Montemezzi's new opera, 'La
Nave,' from D'Annunzio's play, with
Tannhauser' in 50 minutes.

SL Louis
By Sam X. Hurst

Ballet Russe will give four per-
formances in Municipal Auditorium
Jan. 6-7-8.

Salary bonuses totaling $5,300 were
distributed to 109 employees of

Loew's theatre «nd M-G exchange.
Garrick, burg's sole burlesk house,

opens (30) after being sh 'ttered for
three weeks because of slumping
biz.

Because of Xmas, St, Louis symph
moved Friday matinee concert to

Thursday. Myra Hess, English pian-
ist, drew well.
Mrs. Mary Kathryn Baker, who, as

Kathryn Mary. Baker, was member
of the 1935 Muny Opera chorus, died
in hospital 'from pneumonia.
Paramount newsreel made sound

films of new KSD facsimile news-
paper broadcasting in home of Rob-
ert L. Coe, station's chief engineer.
Tap for New Year's Eve parties

here range from $1 in smaller bis-
tros to $5.50 In the hotels that also
furnish entertainment. Prices about
same as last year.
All criminal charges- against Mrs.

Irene Kate, ax-wielding reformer of
Alton, HI., have been dropped. Mrs.
Kite in Madison County, 111., recent-
ly went on a tour to purge the coun-
ty, of gambling by smashing slot ma-
chines.

Rome

Three Scalera Film productions on
at Cine Citta',

Italia .'VitalianJ, once a legit star,
dead..at 72 in. Milan. -

Hilda Hermat' starring in new mu-
sical at the Quirino;

~
The De Filippo brothers to Milan

with their Neapolitan company.
Amleto Palermi preparing for

Manenti Film production 'Napoli che
non muore.'
Shakespeare's 'Twelfth Night'

given at the Eliseo, with Adelina
Pagnani clicking.
Ruggero Ruggeri interpreting in

French and Italian new Scalera pro-
duction, 'Papa Lebonnard.'
Astra and Ufa producing 'Castelli

in Aria,' starring Lilian Harvey and
Vittorio De Sica. Augusto (3enina
directing.
Newly formed legit company di-

rected- by Cominetti performing at
the Valle. Stars Luigi Almirante
and Rosana Masi.
TeffT'dl^Nessuno' in production

at Cine Crtta,';. , Director is Mario
Bafico. Script from two Luigi
Pirandello short stories. Lamberto
Picasso, Laura Solari and Valll Cor-
radi starred.
New comedies scheduled this sea-

son: 'Fontana dei Sospiri,' by Salva-

HoHywood

Paris
By Huffo Speck

Lemarchand in from America.
Marie Dubas in from Swiss tour.
Rita Georg topping European bill.

Grace Moore concerted at SaUe
Pleyel.
Pierre Brasseur, and Jeanne Pro-

vost to Rome. «
Edwige Feuillere to star In "Fran-

cois-Ferdinand.'
•Swiss Miss* (M-G) opening at the"

Champs-EIysees.
'The Nid' ('The Nesf) opened at

Theatre Daimou.
'Marseille Mes Amours,' new re-

vue, opened at Alcazar.
Bernard Zimmer adapting his play,

'Le Veau Gras.' for film.
Vivianne Romance receiving hos-

pital treatment after fall.

Megger Jean Renoir becoming own
producer for his ne*t film.
Revue starring Charpin, Nadia

Dauty and Maur^cet at ABC.
Robert Pau„ assistant to Marcel

I'Herberie, on own as megger.
Henri '• Albert presenting new

Pierre Dae revue at Deux-Anes.
Edouard' Bourdet denying he's

quitting direction of Comedie-Fran-
caise.

'Werther,* starring Pierre-Richard
Willm and Annie Vemay, at the

'Rue des Vertus' will be Marcel
Came's next; and will star' Jean
Gabin.

Mireille Balin signing with Mau-
rice de Canonage for his 'Le Captaine
Benoit.'
John Lodge starring opposite Miss

Romance in 'L'Esclave Blanche,' now
in production.

'

Jean Miurat to 'Rome to appear In
'Le Pere Lebonnard,' which Jean de
Limur is making.

'Three Waltzes,' starring Pierre
Presnay and Yvonne Prlntemps,
opened at Marginan.
Dita Parlo in from Italy after com-

pleting French and Italian versions
of 'La Dame de Monte Carlo.'

Clara Longworth de Chambrun
turning theatre critic for ]l*aris edi
tion of New York Herald Tribune.

'La Nez de Cleopatra' ('The Nose
of Cleopatra'), by Leopold Marchand
and Edouard Crocikia, at Marignay,

Lisette Lanvin signed with Marcel
rHerbier for femme lead in his next,
La Brigade Savage,' opposite Charles
Vanel. •

^

: Henry Bernstein expected to be
selected from three applicants to di-
rect city of Paris' Theatre des Am
bassadeurs next year.

At 40 Paces

(Continued from page 1

for a trip to New York, if it stacks
up.

Cutters have even hired Russell
Abbott, a professional director, and
Mitch Plotkin, a pro publicizer.
Troupe will carry 16-piece sym-
phony. Operetta h?i3 one of those
Graustarkian kingdom themes. Tunes
and players are getting good ad-
vance breaks from crix who have
taken a look.

Lead of king is taken by a coat-
cutter, sleeve-cutter is prince while
hand-stitcher is the princess. No
chance for any kicks to .a wardrobe
mistress, because tailor-actors have
to sew tiieir owa costumes.

Alan Hale laid up with flu.

Shirley Ross to New Orleans.
Victor Maurice in from .London.
Tay Garnett back from Manhat*

tan.
Sam Berkowitz back from Lon-

don.
Roy Rogers in from midwest per-

sonals.
Tony Martin to Detroit for per-

sonals.
Eva Tanguay recovering from ar-

thritis.'

Capt. William Morris back from
Africa.
Alec Lawes in from Australian

vacash.
.

Edward J, Mannix recuperating in
Tucson.
Walter Lantz recovering from

pleurisy,
Harry Brand back at his desk after

flu attack.
Gracie Fields leaving on personal

tour Jan. 5.

John Lee Mahin recovering from
pneumonia.
Truman Bradley visiting thj folks

in Chicago.
Hunt Stromberg back from Broad-

way vacash.
James Fitzpatrick In for studio

conferences.
Kay Kamen here for confabs with

Walt Disney.
John Litel out of hospital after

oak poisoning.
Albert Lewin leaving for Europe

after holidays.
Jim Lundy to New York for his

father's funeral.
Joseph Mankiewicz trained In

from Manhattan.
James Grainger holidaying with

his son, Edmund.
Joan Davis to Chicago for per-

sonal appearance.
Hugh Herbert in hospital as a re-

sult of auto crash.
George Laganas in from ITew York

for studio huddles.
Robert Odell recbVelTing after be-

ing tossed by a horse.
Joan Crawford awarded trophy by

fan mag cameramen.
Joan Marsh and CHiarles Belden

back from honeymoon,.
David Hempstead- returned from

South American vacash.
Mel Epstein named assistant to

Wesley Ruggles at Paramount.
Jack Anderson taking a leave of

absence from his exhib- chores.
The Jerry Hoflmans celebrated

their 15th wedding anniversary.
Prexy M. L. Brittain, of Georgia

Tech, guest of Y. Frank Freeman.
John Van Druten here from Lon-

don as guest of Manuel Del Campo.
Kane Richmond nursing arm in-

jury sustained during fight sequence.
Motion Picture Relief Fund ben-

efited by $5,000 on sale of 'Christmas
cards.
Frankie Darro celebrated 21st

birthday and cut lopse from guard-
ianship.
Charles Irwin finished 18 months

as m. c. for Orpheum theatre's
weekly guest-star night, and was
presented with a wrist watch by
Manager Sherrill Cohen.

Berlin

Mrs. Jack London in Berlin.
•Cavalcade' revived at Kamera.
Gustav Frohlich trying his hand

at film script.
King of Italy handed Emil Jan-

nings Italian medal.
German-Italian pact signed on

regular exchange of radio programs.
Walter Schreiber, Berlin Para-

mount press agent, marrying £1-
friede Barutzkl.
Barnabas von Geczy, contracted

for three weeks, etherizing over
Deutschlandsender.

International- Festival of Contem-
porary Music to come off at Baden-
Baden beginning of April.
Hans Albers bought dramatic

rights of Dumas' drama, 'Kean,*
adapted by Johannes von Guenther
and Bernd Hofmann.
Three Par pictures making West

End wickets spin, 'Without Kegret*
at Ufa Kurfurstendamm, "Tropic
Holiday' at Kurbel and 'Bulldog
Drummond in Africa' at Atrium.

Miami Beach
By Arthur Thomson

Mike Jacobs in from N. Y.
Nick Kenny due in next weelc.
Billy Hill checked in at the Roney.
Larry Hart convalescing at the

Roney Plaza.
Minsky hurley Inaugurated new

season Friday (23).
Walter Coghlan opened the 700

club in Ft< Lauderdale.
Hazel Franklin, 14-year-old Lon-

don skating star, in from N. Y.
Newest nabe'~ house on the Beach

is the Surf. Member of'neW Cameo
chain.
Club Ha Ha opened in Holljrwood

Thursday (22). Jackie Maye heads
show.
Lew Mercus to open Nut club

soon. Spot fornierly known as Em-
bassy club.
Sonny Shepherd back from N. Y.

Reports Benny Fields and Blossom
Seeley arrive here soon.
Mae Clark, former film star, living

in Coral Gables as Mrs. Stevens Ban-
croft. Bancroft is a Pan-American
pilot.
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OBITUARIES
HOWARD E. MORTON

Howard E. Morton, 80, editor of

the Sunday edition of New .York

Journal-American, died in New York

Dec. 23 of a heart attack, He'd been

associated with Hearst Newspapers

since 1900.

Though most of his life was spent

in news work, he became a play-

wright and screen writer to some

extent His play, 'The Dream
Maker,' brought William Gillette out

of retirement in 1929. With rise of

motion pictures he made several

trips to the Coast, where he wrote

for D. W. Griffith and others. Wil-

liam S, Hart appeared in one film he

wrote.

His widow, nee Eleanor Gordon, a

former actress, survives.

KAREL CAPEK
Karel Capek, 48, prominent Czech-

oslovakian editor, author and play-

wright, died Dec. 25 at Prague. He
had kept in the background since

the advent of the new regime.

Capek wrote 'B.U.R., produced in

New York in 1922, which put 'robot'

into the American vocabulary. Later

he became director of the Munici-.

pal theatre at Prague and wrote
'The World We Live In,' 'The Ma-
cropulos Affair,' produced in. New
York in 1926; 'Power and Glory,'

•White Malady' and 'The Mother.'

He also published a number of
novels.

He was married in 1935 to Olga
Sheinpfugova, Czech actress.

HARRT MYERS
Harry Myers, 56, veteran film

actor, died in Hollywood, Dec. 25
tlUit an illness of three days.

Coming from the stage he scored hits

in the early silent days of motion
pictures, being starred in the origi-

ns 'Connecticut Yankee' which later

was used as a starring vehicle for

Will Rogers. He had an important
part in Charlie Chaplin's 'City Lights'

seven years ago and later had been
cast with Bing Crosby In several of

the 'Singer's films.

Rosemary Theby, also a favorite of

early Lubin and Universal output,

whom he married while acting for

the latter, survives.

RAYMOND SOOY
Raymond Sooy, 59, for the past 11

years superintendent of recordings
for RCA-Victor, died Dec. 21 of a

heart attack at his home in Mer-
chantville, N. J.

Sooy kept a diary cf each record-
ing session, noting down the words
of the artists. At the time of his

death he was compiling a book of
memoirs based on the diary.
Two of Sooy's brotiiers also worked

for Victor, Charles and Harry. It

was on letter's death in 1927 that

Raymond became head of the re-

cording department.

. J. FRANK BROCKLISS
J. Frank Brockliss, 59, ex-chair-

man of the British Cinematograph
Manufacturers' Association and past
chairman of the Committee of the
British Board of Censors, died in
London Dec. 23.

Lately he had devoted the greater
part of his time to the welfare of his
own interests, the accessory house he
founded. From 1921 to '25 he
directed the Metro Paris office which
he- established, and then became
managing director of First National
Pictures, Ltd., in London until 1927.

CHARLES S. MERCEIN
Charl6s S. Mercein, 50, advertis-

ing executive and dramatist, died in

Milwaukee Dec. 21, after a year's
illness.

Began working as' a cub reporter
for a local newspaper, but moved
to Detroit in 1915 where he became
a protegee of Walter Hampden.
Later he returned to Milwaukee.
At his death he was v.p. of Klau,
Van Pieterspm, Dunlap &: Associ-
ates, Inc. His sister is Mrs. Eleanor
Meircein Kelly, writer.
Surviving are his widow, sister

•^nd a son, Tom.

ANTHONY KINNEY
Anthony Kinney, 40, manager of

the Santa Clara (Calif.) theatre and
lonner manager of a Stockton house
was found dead in a San Jose hotel
room Dec. 18, a bullet through his
neart. He had apparently ended his
We the day before.

^"fley left three notes, one to his
ineatre employers, another to his
lormer wife, and a third 'to all my

-He explained he 'just
wouldn't take it any longer.'

MRS. CHARLOTTE E. DE ANGELIS
Mrs. Charlotte Elliott De Angelis,

43, former stage player and widow
of Jefferson De Angelis, died Dec.
22 in New York.
Mrs, De Angelis- appeared in a

number of plays and light operas
with her' husband. She was born in
Marlboro, Mass., and studied music
in London. Her mafriage took place
in 1927. A sister, Mrs. Clifton Dun-
lap, and a brother, Elinus Elliott,

survive.

MRS. EDWINA BOOTH CROSSMAN
Mrs. Edwina Booth Crossman, only

daughter of Edwin Booth, 77, died
suddenly Dec, 24 in New York. Born
in England, Mrs. Crossman came to

this coimtry with her father when
very young and attended the Sacred
Heart Convent, Philadelphia. She
was married in 1885.

Two children, Edwin Booth Cross-
man and Mrs. Mildred Booth Tilton,

survive.

WILLIAM N. MERRICK
William N. Merrick, 83, musician,

composer and many years a leader

of circus bands, died Dec. 20 at his

home in Zanesville, Ohio, after a

brief illness. He retired in 1914,

but composed 'Vote for Landbn' in.

1936. He was a former member of

Sousa's band.
Merrick was born in Zanesville

April 1, 1856. During 32 seasons he
had charge of the Sells Bros,, circus

band. His widow, three sons and a

daughter survive. Burial was in

Zanesville.

LOUIS REINHARD
Louis Reinhard, 79, one of the first

vaudeville band leaders, who once
worked for Tony Pastor, died Friday
night (23) in Brooklyn.* For years,

when the Orpheum, Brookljrn, played
Keith vaudeville, he conducted the
orchestra there.
About 10 years ago he was shifted

from that theatre to what is now the
RKO home office, where he was in
the company's statistical department
at the time of his death.

WILLIAM GRAINGER
William F. Grainger, 84, died Dec.

23 in Hollywood. A lifelong friend
of Frank Bacon, with whom he ap-
peared in several legit shows,
Grainger for past few' years had
made his home with Mrs. Bacon, in

Hollywood. He played with Bacon
during entire run of 'Lightnin' in

New York, and was also with the
star during run of 'Fortune Hunter'
in Chicago. At one time Grainger
was a star in his own right.

MICHAEL PRESS
Michael Press, 67, conductor and

violinist, died Dec. 21 at Lansing,
Mich., following a long illness. Press
was last a professor of violin at the
Michigan State College of Mvisic.

Prior to that he was a teacher at the
Curtis Institute, Philadelphia; con-
ductor of the Philadelphia Philhar-
monic; member of the PhilaJelphia
Orchestra, and guest conductor of

the Boston Symphony.

RICHARD H. CVMMINGS
Richard H. Cummings, 80, vaude-

ville, minstrel, legitimate, and film

actor, died in Los Angeles, Dec. 25.

He got his start in pictures in 1912

with the old Tannhauser Company in

New York." Later he went to Holly-
wood for a role in D. W. Griffith's

'Birth of a Nation.'

He retired just a few years ago.

ARTHUR BARRY
Alfred Booty, 70, known' profes-

sionally as Arthur Barry, died Dec.

21 in Flushing, N. Y., after a three-

day illness from pneumonia.
Born in England, Booty had ap-

peared with Maude Adams, Jc^hn

Drew, Lady Forbes-Robertson and
others. Widow, Mrs. Grace C. Booty,

formerly a concert pianist, and a

son, Alfred O. Booty, survive.

LEO DAROUX
Funeral services were held Dec.

16 for Leo Daroux Hickman, 50, at

one time well known as a singer in

vaudeville. He was a native of

Reno and began singing in public as

a child. Later he was with theatri-

cal troupes. He also composed songs.

One daughter, one son and his

mother survive.

VIOLET BESSON
Violet Besson, dramatic player,

died Dec. 21 in New York.

Mrs. Besson came to the U. S. from

England as leading woman for Ar-

nold Daly. Later she was a .head-

liner in vaudeville. Her final road-

way appearance was In The Country
Wife,' with Ruth Gordon, last sea-
son. ~

H. H. MoCOLLUM
H. H. McCoUum, 54, legit player,

died Dec. 19 in New York.
McCJoUum was born in Wilkes-

Barre, Pa., where he taught school
and studied law. He had .^ippeared

in several plays on Broadway and
was rehearsing a Federal Theatre
show when he became ill.

FORREST N. SCONCE
Forrest N. Sconce, 26, was fatally

burned while rescuing his four-year-
old son from a fire which burned
their home Dec. 22. Sconce was for-
merly chief of service at the In-
diana theatre, Indianapolis, and held
a similar post at'the Fox, San Diego,
in 1932-33.

HARRY GARIC
Henry Garic, 60, one of the

founders and treasurer of the Little

Theatre, New Orleans, died Dec. 26
of a heart attack. He was also one
of the group's best known actors.

Widow survives.

AL GREEN
Al Green, pit orchestra leader for

more than 25 years in the old vaude
days at the Temple theatre, Detroit,
died Dec. 18 in Detroit, from heart
affliction. For the past two years he
had conducted his own concert or-
chestra in Detroit.

CHARLES BERNHARD
Charles Bernhard, 73, composer,

died Dec. 22 in Hollywood. He was
a member of the Mutucd Musical
Ass'n of New York and was known
for his 'Coronation March.' Surviv-
ing are his widow, son and daughter.

Ethelwyn Evans, 24, wife of Toin
Evans, screen player, died Dec. 17 in
Hollywood.

FAIR CONCESSIONAIRES

PUSH ORGANIZING MOVE

After Jan. 1 letters will be sent
to every proposed concessionaire at
the New York World's Fair in can-
vassing drive to group them together
an newly formed association. Harry
D. Baker, president of the National
Assn. of Amusement Park Owners, is

temporarily heading the organization
which was formed to create a united
front among concessionaires.
A committee has been formed to

work out plans and by-laws.- They
also report after the first of the year
when organization will adopt a
name. Meeting held last week in
Baker's offices was first official setup
taken. Boys had been talking about
idea for about a month before
actually getting started. Idea is to

have united front to deal with prob-
lems and to have a say in Fair opera-
tion and policy.

Thing was kept q.t., concession-
aires not wanting to smarten up
officials until they were organized.
However, mistaken impression was
corrected when Grover Whalen ap-
proached them and suggested that an
association be formed for mutual
benefit. He was informed that boys
had beaten him to the punch and
were already lining up.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Tito Guizar, daugh-

ter, in Hollywood, Dec. 20. Father
is film player and radio singer.

Dr. and Mrs. Herman Semenov,
daughter, in* Hollywood, Dec. 22.

Mother is Sol M. Wurtzel's daugh-
ter.

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Redmond, son,

in Kansas City, Dec. 17. Father is

manager of Fox-Midwest's Esquire,

K. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wilson, son, in

Kansas City, Dec. 12. Father is

member of editorial staff of Kansas
City Star.

Mr. and Mrs. Phil Simmons,
daughter, in Pittsburgh, Dec. 19.

Mother is former Marie Burke, nitery

dancer.
Mr. and Mrs. James Totman, son,

in Pittsburgh, Dec. 15. Father's in

WB publicity department.
Mr. and Mrs. George F. Callahan,

jr., son, in Pittsburgh, Dec. 17.

Father is Exhibitors Service exec.

Mr. and Mrs. Danenberg, daugh-
ter, Dec. 22, at Norwalk, Conn.
Father's publisher and mother's
writer on Bridgeport Herald.

Mr. and Mrs. Lester White, twin
son and daughter, in Hollywood,
Dec. 26. Father is Metro cameraman.
Mr. and Mrs. Del Sharbutt, daugh-

ter, in New York, Dec. 24. Father
is radio announcer. Mother is for-

mer singer.

Mr, and Mrs, Richard Mills,

daughter, in Brooklyn, N. Y., Dec,

26, Son of Irving Mills, is with Mills

Artists, She's former Shirley Heller

(vaude).

WHAT THEY THINK
Local 99 Corrects

Portland, Ore.
Editor, Variety:
In your issue of Dec. 14 you repre-

sent KGW-KEX music staff as 23

men. That number is incorrect.

Staff eniployed on those two stations

as indicated by our official records is

seven men.
You have correctly shown KOIN As

11 men, which station is one of the

few in America which has for many
years maintained a staff of musicians
of at least that. size.

Herman D. Kenin.
President Local 99, American Fed-

eration of Musicians.

Flea for Agents Ass'n

New York.
Editor, Variety:

There is need of a whip-cracker
for agents and bookers alike. There
is need of an organization to weld
and to coalesce discordant forces

into one healthy and wholesome ag-
gregate. On past occasions attempts
on behalf of agents, notwithstanding
their perfect persistence to effect

such an organization, have met with
much discussion but little action.

Theirs was more vocal than con-
structive. Ideas were obscured by
divergent opinions.

Big shot bookers shunned the call

to meet and discuss ways and means.
Personal representatives; personal
managers and other phonetic eva-
sions looked askance at organiza-

tional attempts.
At ,one meeting "licensing" got a

barrage of lambasting from agents
fearful of regimentation and eontroL
Little do they realize that 'clean

hands need not fear control; that

mystery is concomitant with decep-
tion; that hidden comers must be
lighted for the good of the business;

that agents must be kept out of the
muddy waters of filth, by some sort

of control and management.
Perhaps Commissioner Moss may

interest himself in calling an Open

meeting for formulation of rules of
ethics, beyond which nt) agent dare
tread.

How many agents can afford, when
fate strikes indiscriminately, to

finance doctor and hospital bills—let

alone rent, and office necessities?
With an organization we can provide
medical, hospitalization and burial
expenses; loans, aid and solace in
more ways than one, ' Many abuses
and sharp practices can be elim-
inated. The agent will have come
into his own by the simple ex-
pedient of getting a voice in his own
business. Or perhaps, it is not so
simple.

B. Gillman,

W. W. Behrman Clarifies

Teri'e- Haute.
Editor, Variety:
In your issue of Dec. 21, on

page Nd.- 24, under Examiners' Re-
ports, you state that 'WBOW, which
otherwise would not. have anything
to gain by the change, would re-
ceive $5,000 present for being agree-
able with all expenses.'
For your records, we wish you to

know, and, if. possible, to stat^ that
the $5,000 subscribed by the joint
applicants, WJBL and WJBC, is to
cover all necepsary and proper ex-
penses Incuired by this company, in-

cluding engineering and other ex-
penses. It will be necessary for this

station to move its transmitter, erect
a new transmitter building, as well
as make otlier technical changes. It

was stated during the blearing by
competent witnesses that the sum of

$5,000 would not actually cover the
cost of these changes.
We feel that your description of

this Examiner's Report might give
rise to the belief that WBOW sold a
frequency for $5,000, which is de*

cidedly not the case. Our only in-

terest in the whole hearing was to

enable two Illinois part time stations

to get full time.

W. W. Behrman, Director,

Radio Station WBOW.

Jack Kearns May Head
Michigan State Fair

Detroit, Dec. 27.

Most likely successor to Frank N.
Isbey, who pulled Michigan State

Fair into black past two years, ap-
pears to be Jack Kearns, one-time
manager of Jack Dempsey and now
a cafe proprietor here.

Although Isbey accomplished what
no one else was able to.do with the
fair for about 10 years, it's generally
believed hell fall under the political

ax when Gov.-Elect Frank Fitzgerald
assumes office Jan. 1. Isbey, who
has served in several appointive po-
litical jobs without pay, is being
groomed for the Detroit mayoralty
race next year under tutelage of

Gov. Frank Murphy.

Besides Kearns, other frequently
mentioned successors to Isbey in-

clude Lee C. Richardson, former De-
troit and Lansing newspaperman,
and Robert Buckley, member of

state fair board and manager of

Huron County Fair.

Rochester Expo's Finale

Rochester, N. Y,, Dec, 27.,

Sale of office furniture and other

assets of the Rochester Exposition
Ass'n for' $175 on a judgment ob-

tained by the Hutchins Advertising
Agency for $2,971 wrote finis to the

30-year-old Rochester Exposition,

Refusal of the county board of

supervisors to appropriate usual

$10,000 was immediate caUse of de-

mise, although show has been
slipping several years. Mayor Lester

Rapp pleaded with the board to pro-

vide $6,000 to pay last year's

premiums.

Creditors, led by Hutchins agency,

are trying to link city with show
by court action to force taxpayers
to make good the deficit. Included
in funds owed is $1,500 to 54th Regi-
ment band for music last fall.

Carnival Dates Shaft

fa Midwest; Bookers

Taming to AFA Units

Chicago, Dec. 27.

Season of 1939 will see a consid-
erable readjustment of dates among
the carnivals, with several key situ-

ations having been changed. Farley
& Little show, one of the top truck
outfits, has a number of the prize
plums in the Ohio and Minnesota
fair bookings.

Big Three, officially known as, the
Amusement Corp. oiE Am6rica, is said

to have a total of 47 fair dates lined
lip, with another half-dozen or so
pending.

The American Federation of Ac-
tors, in unionizing the carnival busi-
ness, has had a great deal' to do with
many of these dates. Most of the
fair secretaries are tabing the atti-

tude that unionization of the carni-
vals is certain, " but they want the
carnivals to keep their fights off the
fair grounds. Same fair secretaries
also realize that wiion electricians,

carpenters, musicians, etc., likely to
be affected in case of any trouble
between the AFA and the carnivals.
For that reason they have refused
to negotiate with carnivals until
they have cleared their difficulties

with the AFA.

MARRIAGES
Lee Dixon to Joseph Herold, "in

Detroit, Dec. 24. Bride is secretary
to Harry Bannister, sales manager
at WWJ, Detroit; he's assistant chief
engineer at WOW, Omaha.
Mildred Cooley to Jack Stanley,

Dec. 27, in Los Angeles. Groom in
publicity biz with father, Fred Stan-
ley, former Variety mugg.

Louise Campbell to Horace Mac-
Mahon, in Chicago, Dec. 27. Both are
film players.

"

$100,000 Amus. Park

Planned for Charlotte
Charlotte, N. C;, Dec. 27.

Construction of a* $100,000 amuse-
ment park dn a 100-acre tract on the
northern city limits is planned by
Southern States E::pocition, Inc.,

headed by Dr. J, S, Dorton. The
property has been acquired from the
J. P. Matheson estate.

Plant will include a race track,
swimming pool, coasters, skating
rink, agricultural display buildings,

pavilion for stage shows, and midway
and sideshow attracfcicns.

Dorton managed the Cleveland
County fair for 15 years and the
State fair at Raleigh for three.

N. C. FAIR DATES TO BE SET
Charlotte, N. C, Dec. 27.

Dates and amusement contracts for
this state's 1939 fairs will be set at
the annual meeting of fair managers
at Raleigh, Jan. 19-20.

North Carolina's pr>rlicination in

;
the N. Y. World's Fair also will ^be
discussed.
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WE'RE ALL SMILING . . . .

You'd be smiling, too, if you

opened on Broadway at the

WARNER BROS. STRAND
THEATRE, New York, playing

to CAPACITY AUDIENCES
and on the way to anew record

after opening on December

23rd, supposedly one of the

worst days in show business.

yO all my friends in and out of

show business. . . . Allow me to

extend my wishes for a greater

and more prosperous New Year.

Opening February 8th with My Pal

HARRY RICHMAN
Royal Pahns Club, Miami, Florida

A B E LYMAN CaUfomians

Tune In On

WALTZ TIME
Fridays, 9 P.M., E.S.T.

Sponsored by Phillip's Milk of

Magnesia . . . Thanks to My Radio

Agency, Blackett - Sample - Hum-

mert. Inc.

P. S.:^

To the top flight bond leaders of the na-

tion . . , „ I kaow you will be happy to

theoi: that we are enjoying our engage-

ment at the,. Strand Theatre, New York

You, too, will enjoy your engagement at

this theatre when you play it .... I hope

you will have that pleasure soon.

Thanks to Willard Patterson, Harry Mayer,

Harry A. Goutiain, Zeb Epstin and the

entire Warner Bros, organization for their

splendid co-operation.

/ \ A / \

..::::•;«<

We are appearing at the New York Strand Theatre with Warner Bros/ 'DAWN
patrol; starring ERROL FLYNN

•HIM
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